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PREFACE

The Federal Election Commission is publishing this legislative history
of the 1976 Amendments to the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971

to provide to Commissioners and Commission staff, the Congress, and to
candidates and committees affected by the Federal Election Campaign Act,
easy access to the Amendments, the bills from which they derive, accom-
panying reports, and the floor debates.

The material is presented in a chronological fashion, and is cornpre-
hensively indexed.

The legislative history was compiled, edited and indexed under the
supervision of the Office of General Counsel. A companion volume contain-
lng the legislative history of the 1974 Amendments to the Federal Election
Campaign Act is being issued concurrently.

The Commission hopes that this legislative history will aid all l:hose
affected by the Federal Election Campaign Act of 19'7'1, as amended, in
better understanding and complying with the Act.
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FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
AMENDMENTS, 1976

WEDNESDAY, F'_.BRUAI_Y 18, 1976

U.S. SENAa_:,
SUBCO_II_fITTEE ON PRIVILEGES AND ELECTRONS

OFT_E CO_rITTrE O_ RVLESANDADMIN_STP-_TIO_,
Wxsh_gton, /).4ff.

The subcommittee met, pursuant,to notice, in room 301 of the Run,sell
Senate Office Building, at 10:03 a.m., the Honorable Claiborne Pell
(chairman of the subcommittee), presiding.

Present: Senators Pell, Clark, and Griffin.
Also present: Senators Cannon (chairman of the full committee),

Williams, Allen, and Hugh Scott.
Subcommittee staff present: Edwin K. Hall, chief counsel; James F.

Schoener, minority counsel; Mary G. Daly, secretary;; Dolores Ea:Lon,
secretary; and Barbara Conroy, secretary (minority).

Full committee staff present: William McWhorter Cochrane, staff
director; John P. Coder, professional staff member; Jack L. Sapp,
professional staff member; Peggy Parrish, assistant chief clerk; Larry
E. Smith, minority staff director; and Andrew D. Gleason, minol_ty
counsel.

0I'ENING STATEMENT OF HON. CLAIBORNE I'ELL, CHAIRMAlq OF
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON I'RIVILEGES AND ELECTIONS

Senator PELL. The hearing of the Subcommittee on Privileges; and
Elections will come to order.

Today our subcommittee will consider proposals to amend the Fed-
eral Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended in 1974, necessita_ted
by the Supreme Court's decision of January 80, 1976, in Buokleb, v.
Valeo.

We are dealing here with matters of vital importance to our demo-
cratic system of government. It is the responsibility of Congress to
assure the American people that political campaigns for Federal
elective office will be conducted honestly, openly, and in a manner that
protects the constitutional rights of every citizen to participate in. our
Nation's political processes.

In these hearings, the subcommittee will be seeking the best way to
protect the integrity and fairness of our system of political campaigqas.

(1)
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As we are a_-are, during the 99d Congress the Federal Election

Campaign Act was enacted to pr(Ivide sweeping and thorough controlover, and public disclosure of, receipts and expenditures in both Fed-

erE]l primary and general elections. The Federal Election Campaign
Act Amendments of 1974, during the 93d C.Dngress, amended the 1971
act extens!tvely. _ he resulting law provided for overall limitations on
campaign expenditures and political contributions; extensive report-
ing and recordkeeping requirements of candidates and political com-
mittees, and the creation of a Federal Election Commission with
extensive powers to administer and enforce the act. The law also pro-
vided for the public financing of Presidential primary and general
elections and conventions.

On January 30, the Supreme Court, in Biwkley v. Valeo, upheld the
contribution limitations, the recordkeeping and disclosure reqkuire-
ments of the act and the provisions for public financing of Presiden-
tial elections and conventions. However, the Court held that the ex-
penditure limitations of the act were an unconstitutional violation of
the first amendment and that the enforcement and administrative pow-
ers delegated to the Commission were unconstitutional because of the
way in which its members were at)pointed.

The Supreme Court accorded de facto validity to all actions of the
Commi_6.on prior to the date of its decision, and _ranted a stay for
a period not to exceed 30 days of that part of its juagment that affects
the authority of the Commission to exercise the duties and powers
granted to it under the act.

The ©0,urt stated:

This limited stay will afford Congress an opportunity to reconstitute the Com-
mission by law or to adopt other valid enforcement mechanisms without inter-
rupting enforcement of the provisions the Court sustains, allowing the present
Oommission, in the interim, to function de facto in accordance with the substan-
tive provisions of the Act.

It is very important that the Congress act within the 30-day period

set by theSupreme Court, but it is equally impo_ant that Congress actha an informed and deliberate manner. The testimony and statements
presented at this hearing will be of valuable assistance to the Senate.
We hope: today to receive the views on the bills pending before the
Senate as well as on the general impact of the Court's decision.

At this time I submit the aforementioned bills for inclusion in the
record of the hearing.

[The l_xts of S. 2911, S. 2911--Amdt. No. 1396, S. 2912, S. 2918,
S. 2953, S. 2980, and S. 2987 folh)w :]
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94'tH CONGRESS

2. Szss_oN S. 2911

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

FEBRUARY 2, 1976

Mr. SCtIWrISEg (for himself, Mr. ]_EALL_ l_Ir. CRANSTON_ _r. HASKELI,_ i_r.

MATHIAS_ MI'. /_'_ONDALE_ and Mr. S'r._r_om)) introduced the following bill;
which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Rules and Admin-
istration

A BILL
To amend thc Federal Election Campaign Act to provide that

members of the Federal Election Commission shall be ap-

pointed by the President, by and with the advice and con-

sent ,of the Senate, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House o[ Representa-

2 tires of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) the text of section 310(a) (1) of the Federal

4 Election Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (1))

5 (hereinafter in this Act referred to as the "Act") is

6 amended to read as follows: "There is established a cora-

7 mission to be known as the Federal Election Commission.

8 The Commission is composed of the Secretary of the Senate

9 and the Clerk of the House of Representatives, ex officioand

II

9
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1 without rite right to vote, and six membem appointed by

2 the President, by and with the advice and consent of the

3 Senate. No more than three members appointed by the

4 President may be affiliated with the sam{; political party.".

5 (b) (1) Subparagraph (A) and sub:paragraph (D) of

6 section 310(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (2) (A),

7 437e (a) (2) (D)) each are amended by striking out ':'of

8 the members appointed under paragraph (1)(A)"

9 (2) Subparagraph (B) and suhparag'raph (E) of sec-

10 tion :310(a)(2) of the Act (2 '[,*.S.C. 437c(a)(2)(B),

11 437c(a) (2)(E)) each are 'unended 1)y striking out "of

12 the raembers appointed m_der paragraph (1) (B)"

13 (3) Subparagraph (C) and suhparagraph (F) of sec-

14: tion :310(a)(2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c (a) (2) (C) ,

15 437 ,(a) (2)(F)) each are amended by striking out "of

16 the members appointed under paragraph (1)(C)"

17 Sr_c. 2. (a) The terms of the persorLs serving as mem-

18 bern of the Federal Election Commission upon the enact-

19 ment of this Act shall terminate upon the appointment and

20 confirmation of members of the Commission pursuant to this

21 Act.

22 (1}) The persons first appointed under the amendments

2.3 made by file first section of this Act shall be considered to

24: be tim first appointed under section 310 (a) (2) of the Act

25 (2 U.S.(]. 437c (a) (2)), as amended herein, for purposes

10
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I of detel_ining the length of terms of those persons and their

2 successors.

3 (c) The provision of section 310(a) (3) of the Act

4.. (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)(3)), forbidding appointment to the

5 Federal Election Commission of any person currently elected

6 or appointed as an officer or employee in the execut!ive,

7 legislative, or judicial branch of the Governme_:t o:t! the

8 United States, shall not apply to any person appointed

9 under the amendments made by the first section of this: Act

10 solely because such person is a_member cf the Commission

11 on the date of enactment of this Act.

12 SEC. 3. It is the sense of Congress that the importance

13 of the Federal Election Commission and the orderly imple-

14 mentafion of Federal election campaign laws: in this election

15 year require that the appointments authorized by the amend-

16 ments made by this Act be made as soon as possible artier

17 the enactment of this Act.

ll
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94TR CONGRESS

S. 2911

IN' TttE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Fr. BRUARY 16, 1976

Referred to the Committee on Rules and Adlninistr_,tion and ordered to bc

prin_d

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. /]IE'rCALF to S. 2911, a bill to

amend the Federal Elccti(m Canq)aign Act to provide that

merabers of the Federal Election Comraission shall be ap-

pointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent

of the Senate, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 2, line 4, insert the follow!ing immediately be-

2 fore the quotation marks: "Thc. Comm!ssion shall cease to

3 exist on April 1, 1977.".

4 On page 2, strike out lines 5 through 16, and insert the

5 folh)wing in lieu thereof:

6 "(b) Paragraph 2 of section 310(a) of such Act (2

7 U.S.C. 437e(a)) is amended to read as follows:

8 "' (2) Any vacancy occurring in the membership of the

9 Commission shall be filled in the same manner as in the case

10 of the original appointment.'"

Amdt. No. 1396

12
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I On page 2, strike out all after line 21 filrough page 3,
2 line 2.

3 On page 3, line 3, strike out "(c)" anq insert in lieu

4 thereof"(b)"

13
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S. 2912

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

FEnRUARY2, 1976

Mr. KENiX'ED¥(for Mr. CL.xU_) (for himself, Mr. HuoH SCOTT,Mr. K_.x_mD_,
Mr. I_aGLrTOX, Mr. PmLIp A. Hanr, and Mr. MaTnIas) introduced the
following bill; which was read twice and l_ferred to the Cmnmittee on
Rules and Administration

A BILL
To abolish tllc office of member of thc Federal Electi, on Commis-

sion, to establish thc office of member'of thc Federal Election

Coramission appointed by the President, by and with the

advice and consent of the Senate, to provide public financing

of primary elections and general elections to thc Senate, and,

for ofiler purposes.

1 Be it e.acted by thc Se_ate and l_[ouseof Represe. ta._

2 tires of the United States of America in Congress assembled:,

3 That this Act may bc cited as thc "Federal Election Cam--

4 paign Reform Act of 1976".

II

14
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I TITLE I--REESTABLISHMENT OF THE FEDERALc_

2 ELECTION COMMISSION

3 REESTABLISIIMEN'rl ' OF I_'I_DEllAL ELECTIOIN' C03[MISSION

4 SEC. 101. (a) The Federal Election Commission est,ah-

5 lished by section 310 (a) (1) .of the Federal Election Cam-

6' paign Act of 1971 (2 '[,*.S.C. 43%) is abolished as of laid-

-: 7 night, February 29, 1976.

8 (b) The text of paragraph (1) of section 310{a) of

9 tile Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (2 Ir.s.C.

10 437c) is amended to read as follows:

11 "There ix established a connnission to {)c known ns. tile

12 Federal Election Connnissiml. The Commiss:ion is cmnposed

13 of tile Secretary of the Senqtc and tile Clerk .f t_heHouse of

l i I/epresentatives, ex officio and without the right to vote, and

15 six member.q appointed by the President l}v and with the ad-

:6 vice and consent of the Senate. No mm'e than three of the

17 nlenlbers appointed by tile President shall 1){_affiliated with

18 the same political party.".

19 (c) The first sentence of paragraph (:2) of section

20 310 (a) of such Act ix amended to read a_ follows: "Mera-

21 hers of tile Commission shall serve f_u' terms of six years,

22 except filat of the members first appointed_

23 "(A) two of the nwmbers, not affiliated with tl:Le

24 same political party, shall be appointed for terms endino_

15
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I on the April 30 first occurring more than eighteen

2 months after tile date on which they are appointed,

3 "(B) two of the nmm[,ers, not affiliated with the

4 same political party shall bc appointed for terms ending

5 two years after thc April 30 on which the terms of the

6 members referred t_)in Sabl,;_ragral)'l (A) end, and

7 "(C) two of the metal,er,% net affiliated with thc

8 same politic;fi party, shall l)c appointed for terms etl_dino:

9 two years after thc April 3(} on which the terms of thc

10 nlcllt}le:l'srcfen'ed t_)in SUbl,tragrap]l (B) end.".

11 (d) The amendments ma(h, Iq, subsections (I}) and (c)

:12 take effect on March 1, 1,1_{J,1,ut, until the appointment and

· f_ ' .13 qm't]tleatmn of all _,f the mcl)fi,er_, appointed under thc

14 amendment made 1)5' :_ubsecti(n. (l)), the metal)ers of th(:,

15 Federal Election (lonn_fission sh_ll cont'inue in office and thc

16 Comnfission shall carry out ._m']oof its fmtetions as are eon.-

17 sislrcnt with the de('ish)n ()f tile Snprcmc Court of the Unite,:{

18 Stak's in the eases styled Buckh,y ct al. against Valeo, Sec:-.

' " o-a-;_15mid;19 rotary of the l'nited States _'wmtte, et al. (Nos. 7 .....

20 75-437).

21 (e) (1) All pcrsotmel, liabilities, contract.% property.,

22 ami reeord,._ a.q are determined by the Director of the 0ffic,c_

23 of 5Ianage:ment and Budget to be eml?loyed, held, or used

24 prhnarily in connection witl_ any ftmetion carried out by the

25 Federal Election Commission before its abolition are tran,_-

16
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! ferred to the Federal Electio n Commission established under

2 the amendment made by subsection (b).

a (2) (A) Except as provided tn subparagraph (B) of

4 this paragraph personnel engaged in functions transferred

It under this Act shall be transferred in accordance with appli-

6 cable laws and regulations relating to the transfer of func-

? tions.

8 (B) The transfer of personnel pursuant to paragraph

9 (1) shall be with,out reduction in classification or compensa--

10 fion for one year after such transfer.

tl (f) (1) All laws relating to any function transferredl

12 under this section shall, insofar as such laws are ai)plicable,

i3 remain in full force and effect. All orders, determinations,

/4 rules, regulations, permits, contracts, certificates, licenses, and

t5 privileges made, issued,or granted by any office or agency

16 or in connecti,on with any function transferred by this Act,

17 and in effect at the time of the transfer, shall continue in

i8 effect to the same extent as if such transfer had not oc-

t9 curred, until modified, superseded or repealed.

20 (2) The provisions of th:is section .shall not affect any

21 proceedings pending at the time this section takes effect be-

22 fore any agency, or part filereof, functions of which are trans-

23 ferred by this section, but such proceedings, to the extent

24 that they relate to functions so transferred shall be continued

before the Commission.

17
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1 (3) No suit, action, or other proceeding commenced by

2 or against any office or agency or ally officer of the United

3 States acting in his official capacity shall abate by reason of

4 any transfer made pursuant to this section, but the court on

5 motion or supplemental petition filed at any time within

6 twelve months after snell transfer takes effect, showing a

7 necessity for the survival of such suit, action, or other

8 proceeding to obtain a settlement of the question involved,

9 may allow the same to be maintained, by or against the

10 appropriate office or agency or ofricer of the United States.

11 (4) With respect to ally function transferred by this

:12 seetiLonand exercised after the effective date of this Act_

13 reh_rence in any other Federal law to any agency, office, or

1.4 part thereof or any officer so transferred or functions of which

15 are so transferred shall be deemed to mean the' Comm[ssi0n

16 or officer in which such function is vested pursuant to this

17 section.

18 (g) Thc persons first appo_pted under the amendments

19 made by subsection (b) shall be considered to be the firsl;

20 persons appointed under section 310(a)(2) of the Act

21 (2', U.S.C. 437c(a) (2)), as amended herein, for purposes

22 of determining the length of terms of t.hose persons and their

23 successors.

24 (h) Nothing in the Act or in this Act shall be con-

25 strucd to prevent the appointment under section 102 of this

18
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1 Act of any person who was a nmmber of the Federal Elee-

2 tion Conmdssion oil the day before tlie date, of enactnmnt

3 of tile Act.

4 Size. 102. Section 320 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 439c)

5 is amended by inserting before tile period at tlle end ther,:of

6 the following: ", $10,000,000 roi' tlle fiscal year ending

7 June 30, 1976, $2,500,000 for the period from July 1, 1976,

8 through September 30, 1976, and $10,000,000 for tile fiscal

9 year ending September 30, 1977".

10 TITLE II--PUBLIC FINANCING OF PRIMA14',Y

11 ELECTIONS AND GENERAL ELECTIONS F()R

12 THE SENATE

13 SEC.201. Tile Federal Flection Campaign Act of 1971,

14 as amended, is amended by adding at the end thereof the

15 following new title:

16 "TITLE V--PUBLIC FINANCING OF PRIMARY

17 ELECTIONS AND GENERAL ELECTIONS FOR

18 THE SENATE

19 "DEFISI'ITIONS

20 "SEc. 501. Ii'or purposes of this title, the term-

21 "(1) 'candidate', 'Commission', 'c,mtrilmti,,m',

22 'expenditure', 'political committee', 'political party', m'

23 'State' has the meaning given it in section 301 of {|lis

24 Act;

66-816 0 - 76 - 2

19
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I "(2) 'authorized connnittec' means tile principal

2 campaign committee of a candidate under section 302 ,a_f

3 this Act or 'my political, committee authorized in writing

4 by that candidate to make or receive contributions o:r to

5 make expenditures on his behalf;

6 "(3) 'general election' means any regularly sched-

7 tiled or special election held for the purpose of electing

8 a candidate to the officeof Senator;

9 "(4) 'primary election' means (A) an election,

10 including a runoff election, held for the nomination by a

11 political party of a candidate for election to the office of

12 Senator, or (B) a convention or caucus of a political

13 party held for the nonfination of such candidate;

14 "(5) 'eligible candidate' means a candidate who is

15 eligible, under section 502, for payments under tills

16 title;

:17 "(6) 'major party' means, with respect to an elec-

18 tion for thc office of Senator--

19 "(A) a po][itical party whose candidate for

20 election to that officein the preceding general elec-

21 tion for that officereceived, as the candidate of that

22 p_rty, 25 per centum or more of the total number

23 of votes cast in that electic,n for all candidates for

24 that office,or

2O
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i "(B) if only one political party qualifies as a

2 major party under file provisions of subparagraph

3 (A), thc political party whose candidate for election

4 to that office in that election received, as the candi-

5 date of that party, the second gTeatest number of

6 votes cast in that election for all candidates for that

7 office (if such number is equal to 15 per centum or

8 more of the total number of votes cast in that dec-

9 tion for all candidates for that office); and

10 "(7) 'minor party' means, with respect to an clec-

11 tion for the officeof Senator, a political party whose can-

12 didate for election to that offÉcein thc preceding general

13 election for that office received, as the candidate of that

14 party, at least 5 per eentum but less than 25 per centum

15 of the total number of votes cast in that election for all

16 candidates for that office.

1.7 "ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMI_]NTS

18 "S_nc. 502. (a) To be eligible to receive paymcnts un-

19 der this title, a candidate for the office of Senator shall

20 agree---

21 "(1) to obtain and to furnish to the Commission

22 any evidence it may request about his campaign expend-

23 itures and contributions;

24 "(2) to keep and to furnish to the Commission any

25 records, books, and other information it may request;

21
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I "(3) to permit an audit, and examination by tile

2 Commission under section 506 and to pay any amounts

3 required under section 50t3; and'

4 "(4) to furnish statements of campaign cxpcndi-

5 mrcs and ln'Olmsed cam])aig'n expenses required under

O0 t.6 section r. ,-

7 (b) l_very such ('andidatc shall certify to the Commis-

8 sion. tile-

9 "(I) thc candidate and his authorizbd committees

10 will not make campaign expenditures greater than the

11 applicable lilnit_ltionunder subsectimt (c) of section 608

:12 of title 18, lYnitedStates ('ode; and

113 "(2) no eontri!mtions will be accepted by the can--

14 didate or his authorized committees in violation of section

15 608 th) of title 18, United States Ct)dc.

16 "(c) (1) To be eligible to receive any payments under

1.7 section _'"o0o for use in connection with _ primary election

18 campaign, a candidate shall certify to the Commission. that

19 he is seeking nomhlation by a political party fol' election

20 to the office of Senator and he and his authorized committec:_

21 have received contributions for that campaign equal in

22 amount to the lesser of--

23 "(A) 20 percent of tl_emaximmn amount he may

24 spend in connection with his primftry election campaign

22
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I under subsection (c) of section 608 of title 18, U'nited

2 Sta:tes Code; or

3 "(B) $125,000.

4 "(2) To be dig'ible to receive ally payment,_ under sec-

5 tion 505 for use in connection with a primary ]'anoff election

6 campaign, a candidate shall certify to the Commissiml that

7 hc is seeking nomination by a political party for election

8 to the office of Senator, and that he is a candidate for such

9 nomination in a runoff primary election. Such a candidate

10 is not required to receive any minimmn amount of contri'bu-

11 tions before receiving payments under this title.

12 "(d) To be eligible to receive any payments under sec-

13 tion 505 for use in connection with a general election cam-

14 paign, a candidate shall certif_f to the Commission that--

15 "(1) he is the nominee of a major or minor party

16 for election to the office of Senator; or

17 "(2) in thc case of any other candidate, he is seek-

18 lng election to such office and he and his authorized

19 committees have received contributions for that campaign

20 in a total amount of not less than the campaign fund!

21 required under subsection (c) of a candidate for nora-

22 ination for election to that office, determined in accord-

23 ance with the provisions of subsection (e).

24 "(e) In determining the amount of contribution._ re-

25 ceived by a candidate and his authorized committees for

26 purposes of ._Ubsection (c) (1) or subsecti,m (d) (2)--

23
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t "(1) no contribution received by tile candidate or

2 any of his attdmrized comnii tees as a subscription, loan,

3 adxan(_,or or as ;i, ' ,e (hqmsi{, eoutribtttion of products of

,4 services, shall be b:tken into aeeom:t; and

5 "(2) no contribution fr(m: any l)erson shall be taking_

6 into account to the extent ihat it exceeds $100 when

7 added to th{) amcmxt of a)l other contributions made

S }>x'fim_:person to c:,rfor the ])enefit of that candidate in

9 connection with h:i_ eampai_m.

10 "(f) Agreements and certifications under this section

11 shai/_lbe filed with thc ()ommi_._,ion at the time requh'ed by

12 the Commission.

I.,N[.[I/i_E:I ',._i Ck'OI'AYSIENT8

glt t (k _ ' , * '14 _1.: . 303. (a)(l) I_,xtt, ehg_l,le candidate for the

:1.5 ofik'e of Senatox !isentitled to 1)c.,yments in comleetion with his

16 primary election caml;Mgn in _n amotmt which is equal to

17 the amount of contrit,ntion:s ht accep:s for that campaigt_.

18 "(2) For 1)re'po;es of 1)ar:_oTal_h (1), no contribution

1:9 fl'Olll any 1)erso_ sba}! be lakeu into _lccotmt to the (._xt(,_t,,

20 that it exceeds ;';101) when addt'd to the amount of all o th,,r

21 contributions m_de I,,: tha_: person to or fox' the benefit oi

22 tl:mt candidate for hi:4 primary election caml)aign.

23 "_(b) (1) Every elig!ible candidate for the office o;

24 Senator who is nominated by a. major party is entitled tc

25 payments fox' use in |lis ge:ttx.ral ele,:.tion campaign in tu

24
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I amount which is equal to the applicable limitation for that

2 campaign ill subsection (c)of section 608 of title 18, United

3 States Code (rein,ting to limitations on expenditures).

4 "(2) Every eligible candidate for the office of Senator

5 who is nomin'ated by a minor party is entitled to payments

6 for use in his general election campaign in an amount which

7 bears the same ratio to tlle amount of payments to which a

8 candidate of a major party for tile same office is entitled

9 under this subsection as the total number of popular votes

10 received by the candidate of that minor party for that office

11 in the preceding' general election bears to tlle average hum-

12 ber of popular votes received by the candidates of major

13 parties for that office in the preceding general election.

1t "(3) (A) A candidate who is eligible under section

15 502 (d) (2) 'to receive payments under section 505 is eh-

16 titled to payments for ttse ill his general election calnpaign

17 iii alt amount equal to the amount determined under :;ub-

18 paragraph (B).

19 "(B) If a candidate whose entitlement is determined

20 under this paragraph received, ill the preceding general dec-

21 tion held fol' the office to which hc seeks election, 5 per

22 centuili or more of the total ntunber of votes cast for all

23 candidates for that office, he is entitled to receive payments

24 for use in his general election campaign in an amount (not

25 in excess of tile applicable limitation under subsection (c) of

25
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1 section 608 of title t8, United States Code) equal to an

2 amount which 1,ears tile same ratio to the amount of pay-

r, ments to which a candidate of a major party for the sameO

4 office is entitled under this subsection 'ts the total number of

5 popular votes received by the candidate for that office in

6 the preceding general election bears to the average number

7 of popular votes received by the candidates of major parties

8 for that office in the preceding general election. The entitle-

9 nlent of a candidate who, in the preceding general election

10 held for that office, was the candidate of a major or minor

11 party shall nor be determined raider this paragraph.

:12 "(4) An eligible candidate who is the nonfinee of _z

113 mh_or party or whose entitlement is determined under see-

]4 tion 502 (d) (2) and who receives 5 per centum or more o:f

15 the total nmnber of votes cast in the current election is en-

116 titled to payments under section 505 after the election for

17 expenditures nmde or inem'red in connection with his gert-.

18 eral election campaign in an amount (nol; in excess of the

119 applicable amount under srtbsection (e) of section 608 of

'.20 title 18, United States Code) equal to--

21 "(A) an amotmt which bears the same ratio to the

22'2 amotmt of the payment, under section 505 to which the

:23 nominee of a major 1;,arty was or would have been

24 entitled for use in his campaigm for election to that office

25 a:r the nmnber of votes received })y the candidate in that

26
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! election bears to the average number of votes received by

2 all major party candidates for that office in that election,

3 _'educedby

4 "(B) any amount paid to tile candidate under sec-

5 tion 505 before the election.

6 "(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (a)

7 ann (b), no candidate is entitled to the payment of any

8 amount under this section which, when added to the to_al

9 amount of contributions received by him and his authorized

10 committees and ally other payments made to him under this

11 title for his primary or general elect,ion campaign, exceeds

12 the amount of the expenditure limitation applicable to him

13 for that campaign as specified under subsection (c) of sec-

14 tion 608 of title 18, United States Code.

15 "CERTIFICATIONS BY CO3[SIISSION

16 "SEc. 504. (a) On the basis of the evidence, books,

17 records, and information furnished by each candidate eligible

18 to receive payments under section 505, and prior to cxamina-

19 tion and audit under section 506, the Commission shall

20 certify from time to time to the Secretary of the Treasury

21 for payment to each candidate the amount to which that

22 candidate is entitled.

23 "(b) Initial certifications by the Commission raider

24 subsection (a), and all determinations made by it under this

25 litlc, shall be final and conclusive, except, to the extent that

27
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1 they are subject to examination and audit by file Commission

2 under section 506. Notwithstanding tile preceding sentence,

3 such certifications and deternfinations by the Commission

4 are subject to judicial review in aee(n'danee with tile provi-

5 sions of section 9041 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1.%4.

6 "I>AYS[FNTS TO I_LIGII',LE CANDI!)ATES; SENATE

7 ELECTION ACCOUNT

8 "SEC. 505. (a) Thc Secretary of thc Treasury shall

9 maintain in tim Presidential Election Campaign Fund estab-

10 lished 1,y section 9006 (a) of the Inlernal Revenue Code of

11 1954, ill addition to any other aceolmt which he maintains

12 trader such section, a SCl)arate account to be known as

13 the Senate Election Aceotmt. Tile Secretary shall de-

l4 posit into the accolmt, roi' use by the e,mdidate of any politi-

15 eal party who is eligible to receive payments under section

16 502 and this set'ti(m, rile amomlt availal}le after the Score-

17 tary determines that amounts for payments for Presidential

18 general elections, Presidential primary eleetimls, and Presi-

19 dential nominating conventions under subtitle H of such

20 ('ode are available for such paynlents. Ill addition to the

21 anlounts alq)ropriated ti) l'he fund raider section 900(; (a) of

22 such Code, there are authorized to be appropriated to the

23 ftmd sui'h additional amomlts as may be necessary to carry

24 out the provisions of this title and subtitle II of such Code

25 Amounts remaining in the ftmd after a Presidential general

28
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1 election shall not be transferred to tile general fund of tile

2 Treasury.

3 "(b) Upon receipt of a certification from tile Corn-

4 mission under section 504, thc Stcrctary of thc Treasury

5 shall pay the amount certified by the Commission to the

O candidate to whom the certification relates.

7 "(c) If tile Secretary of the Treasury determines tilat

· uffi(lent8 the moneys in the account are not, or may not be, s "

9 to pay thc full amount of entitlement to all candidates eligible

10 to receive payments, he shall reduce the amount to which

11 each candidate is entitled in accord with tile procedures

12 established under subtitle II of thc Internal Revenue Code

13 of 1954 fei' Presidential elections.

14 ;'EXAMINATION AND AUDITS; REPAYMI,]NTS

15 "Sro. 506. (a) After each election for the office of

16 Senator, tlle Commission shall conduct a thorough examina-

17 tion and audit of the campaign expenditures of all candidates

18 for such of'ricewho received payments under this title for use

19 in campaigns relating to that election.

20 "(b) (1) If the Commission determines that any per-

21 tion of the payments made to an eligible candidate under

22 section 505 was in excess of the aggregate amount of the

23 payments to which the candidate was entitled, it-shall so

24 notify that candidate, and he shall pay to the Secretary of

29
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I the Treasury an amount equal to tile excess amount. If the

2 Commission determines that any portion of thc payments

3 made to a candid'ate under section 505 [or usc in his primary

4 election canq)aign or }lis gencntl election ('aml)aign was not

5 used to make cxpendit/_l'es in connection with _hat .campaign,

6 the Commission shall so notify the candi(hte and he shall

7 pay an amount equal to the amount of the unexpended por--

8 tion to the Secretar> In :making its determination under

9 tile preceding sentence, thc Commission shall consider all

_t0 amounts received as contributions to have been expended

11 before any amounts received under this title are expended.

:12 "(2) If the Commission determines that any anaounf: of

:13 any payment made to a candidate under section 505 was

14 used for any puq)oses other i:han--

:15 "(A) to defray carapaign expenditures, or

16 "(B) to repay loans the proceeds of which were

:17 used, or otherwise to restore funds (other than eontri-

:18 butions to defray campaign expenditures which were

19 received and expended) which were used, to defray

20 campaign expenditures,

21 it; shall notify the candidate of the amount so used, and the

22 candidate shall pay to the Secretary of the Treasury an

23 amount equal to such amount.

24 "(3) No payment shall be required from a candidate

25 under this subsection in excess of the total amount of all

30
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1 payments received by the candidate under section 505 itt

2 connection with the campaign with respect to which the

3 evellt occurred which caused the candidate to have to make

4 a payment under this subsection.

5 "(c) No notification shall be made by tile Commission

6 under subsection (b) with respect to a campaign more than

7 eighteen months after the day of the election to which the

8 campaign related.

9 "(d) All payments received by the Secretary under

10 subsection (b) shall be deposited by him in the ftmd.

11 '_I.N'FOR3IATION ON EXPENDITURES AND PI_OPOSFI)

12 EXPENDITURES

13 "SEc. 507. (a) Every candidate shall, front time to

14 time as the Commission requires, furnish to the Commission

15 a detailed statement, in the form the Commission n'e,cribe.q,

16 of--

17 "(1) the campaign expenditures incurred by him

18 and his authorized committees prior to the date of the

19 statement (whether or not evidence of campaign ex-

20 penditures has been furnished for purposes of section

21 504), and

22 "(2) the campaign expenditures which he and his

23 authorized committees propose to incur on or after the

24 date of the statement.

3 1
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1 "(b) Tile Connnission shall, as soon as possible after it

2 :receives a statement under subsection (a), prepare and make

3 awfilable for public inspectiion and copying a summary of the

4 statement, togefilcr with ar_y other data m' information whi(_h

5 it deems advisable.

(j '_1{E PORTS T_) CONGRIqSS

t,

7 "Sloe. 50a. (a) Thc (',,nmfission shall, as soon as

8 practicable after the dose of each calendar year, subnfit a

9 full report to the Senate setting forth--

10 "(1) the expenditures incurred by each candidate_

It and his authorized committees, who received any pay-

12 merit under section 505 i_ cmmection with an election;

13 "(2) _he alltounts certified by it under section 5{)4

14 for 1)ayment to that candidate; and

15 "(3) the amount; of payments:, if any, required

16 from that candidate uader section 506, and tlle reasons

17 for each payment required.

18 Each report submitted pursuant to this section shall 1)e

19 printed as a Senate document.

20 "(b) Tile Commission is attthorized to conduct exami-

21 nations and audits (in addition to the examinations and audits

22 under sections 504 and 506), to conduct investigations, and

23 to require the keeping and submission of any books, records,

24 or other information necessary to carry out the functions

25 and duties imposed on it by this title.
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J. "PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS

2 "Sl_c. 509. Violation of any provision of this title is

3 punishable by a fine of not more than $50,000, or imprison-

4: mcnt for not more than five years, or both.

5 _FFECTIVE DATE

6 "SEC. 510. The provisions of this title shall take effect

7 on the date of enactment, except that the provisions appli-

8 cable to primary elections for the Senate shall take effect on

9 January 1, 1977.".
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94TH CONGRESS

_.S,ss_o_ So 2918

lin THE SENATE OF 2'IIE UNITEI) STATES

Fr_BaUARY 3, 1976

Mr. Kr. xh'rnY (for himself, Mr. HUCH SCOTT, and Mr. EAGLETOX) introduced

tile following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee
on Rules and Administration

A BILL
To enable the Conq)troller General to carry out, until April 30,

1976, the functions of the Federal Election Commission with

respect to the public financing of Presidential election cam-

paigns and national nominating conventions.

I Be it enacted by the Se_mte and House of Representa-

2 tires o[ the U_ited States of Awe_qca in Congress assembled,

3 That the Comptroller General of thc United States shall

4 carry out the functions of thc Federal Election Commission

5 under subtitle H of thc Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

6 SEc. 2. This Act shall expire on April. 30, 1976.

II
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94TrI CONGRESS S 29532DS_ssiolg
O

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

FrBRVARY 16, 1976

Mr. MA-_SrIrLD introduced the following bi!l; which was read twice and re-
fen_d to the Comlnittee on Rules and Administration

A BILL
To amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to :pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-
stitution.

1 Be it e_acted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 rivesof the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) the textof paragraph (1) of section 310(a) of the

4 Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 437c)

5 is amended to read as follows: "There is established a eom-

6 mission to be known as the Federal Election Commission.

7 The Commission is composed of the Secretary of the Senate

8 and the Clerk of the House of Representatives, cx officio and

9 without the right to vote, nnd six members appointed l)y the

II

66-816 0-76 - 3
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1 President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

2 No more than three of the members app,)inted by the Pres-

3; ident shall be affiliated with the same political party.".

4: (b) Paragraph (2) of section 310(a) of such Act is

5 amended--

_: (1) by striking out "under paragraph (l) (A)" in

7 subparagraph (A) and subparagraph (D),

8 (2) by striking out "under paragraph (1) (B)" in

9 subparagraph (B) and subparagraph (E), and

10 (3) by strikingout "under paragraph (1) (C)" in

11 subparagraph (C) and subparagraph (F).
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94TII CONGRESS S 29802D Srssm_

_ T' r'l 3 Ir rlin TIlE SEN:\ IE OF TIIE UNITED S]_ArES

FEBRU^RY :17,1976

Mr. llVCKLT':rintroduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Rules and Administration

A BILL
To amend tile Federal Election Campaign Act to provide for tile

constitutional reinstitution of the Federal Election Commis-

sion, to establish the Election Law Section in the Department

of Justice, and for other purposes.

I Be it enacted by the Senate aad Hoarseo/ Representa-

2 llve._of thc U',ilcd States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Federal Campaign Act

4 Amendments of 1976".

5 SECTIOn'1. (a) Paragraph (b)(1) of section 608 of

6 title 18, United States Code, relating to limitations on con-

7 tributions, is amended to read as follows:

8 "(b) (1) No person or organization shall make contribu-

9 tions to any candidate, party, or political committee which,

10 in the aggregate, exceed--

II
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1 "(A) $50,000, in tile case of a candidate for elec-

2 tion to the officeof Presidtm of tile United States;

3 "(B) 825,000, in thc case of a candidate for dee-

4 tion to tilt ottiee of United States Senator;

5 "(C) 810,000, itl lite case of a candidate for the

6 officeof llcprcsentative; or

7 "(D) _ql00,000, ht the cast of a party or political

8 committee.

9 Notwithstanding anytlfing in this section to the contraD5

10 the limit_ationof contrilmtions for arty year after 1976 shall

11 bt equal to tilt amount enumerated for each of the respec-

12 tivc recipients in paragraphs (b)(1)(A), (b)(1)(B),

13 (1,)(1)(C), and (1,)(1)(I)), multiplied 1,y the ratio

14 which thc Consumer Price Index for the year ill which thc

15 ('ontrilmtion is made bears to the Consumer Price Index

1(; for 19713.".

17 (1)) Paragraphs (I})(q) and (b)(4) of section (;08

18 of title 18, United States Code, are hereby repealed.

19 (e) Paragralfit (b)(3) of section 608 of title 18,

20 United State._ Code, is redesignated a_ paragraph (b) (2),

21 inld is amended l_v deleting "$25,000" and instrting in lien

22 thereof "$100,0(}0, mtlltiplied ]9, thc ratio which the Con-

23 smiler Price Index for thc year in which thc contributions

24 art made bears to thc Cra(stoner Price Index for 1976".

25 (d) Paragraph q (I,)(5)and b)(13) of section f;OS
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! of title 18, United Staten Code, are redesignated as para-

2 graphs (b)(3) and (b) (4), respectively.

3 (e) Section 608 of title 18, United States Code, relat-

4 iug to limitations on expenditures and contributions, is

5 a,nellded by deleting paragraphs (c,), (d), (e), (g), (h),

6 and (i), and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

7 "(c) No candidate or political committee, or officer,

8 agent, or employee thereof, shall knowingly accept any con-

9 tributio n made iu violation of the provisions of this section.

10 "(d) Any person who violates any provision of thin

11 section shall be fined not more than $25,000 or imprisoned

12 not more than one year, or both.".

13 (f) Paragraph (a) of section 608 of title 18, United

14 Staten Code, in repealed. In lieu thereof the following in

15 inserted:

16 "(a) For purposes of this section, contributions made

i17 for any candidate nominated by a political party for dec-

18 tion to the office of Vice President of the United States

19 shall be considered to be contributions made for the candi-

20 date of such party for election to the office of President of

21 thc United States.".

I S"2 Sr_e. 2. (a) Section 434 of title 2, United State. Code,

23 is amended by deleting "$100" wlierever it shall appear,

24 and inserting in lieu thereof "the threshold amount (as

2,5 defined in section 42,5)"
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1 (b) Section 435 of title 2, United States Code, is

2 amended to read as follows:

3 "§ 435. Disclosure thresholds

4 "(a) Notwithstanding any other l?rovisions in .this title

5 to the contrary, a political committee or candidate shall

6 not be required to disclose the source of any contribution

7 not exceeding the following threshold amounts:

8 "(1) 81,000, in the case of a candidate for election

9 to the office of President of the United States, or a

10 political committee making contributions to a candidate

11 for election to the office of President of the United

1.2 States;

13 "(2) 8500, in the case of a candidate for election

14 to the office of United _States Senator, or a political

15 committee making contributions to a candidate for elec-

16 tion to the office of United States Senator; or

17 "(3) 8250, in tim case of a candidate for election

18 to the office of Representative, or a political committee

1.9 making contributions to a .an&date for election to the

20 officeof Representative.

21 In the case of a political committee making contributions

22 to candidates for more than one of the offices enumerated

23 above, then the lowes; applicable amount shall apply.

24 "(b) Every person who makes expenditures for eom-

25 nmnication that expressly advocates lhe election or defeat

4-0
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1 of a clearly identified candidate, other than by contribution

2 to a political committee, party, or candidate (as defined in

3 Jseefion 431 of this title) in an aggregate amount in excess

4 of $2,500 within a calendar year shall file with the Commis-

5 sion a statement containing the information required by this

6 section. Statements required by this subsection shall be filed

7 on the date on which reports by political committees are

8 filed, but need not be cumulative.

9 "(c) Notwithstanding anything contained in this section

10 to the contrary, the President shall, eveW four years eom-

11 mencing four years from the effective date of this section,

12 review the amounts contained in this section, and shall adjust

13 each amount by multiplying it by the ratio which the Con-

14 sumer Price Index for that year bears to the Consumer

15 Price Index for 1976.".

16 (c) Subsection (c) of section 432 of tifie 2, United

17 States Code, is amended by deleting "$10" and inserting in

18 lieu thereof "$100".

19 (d) Paragraph (a) (7) of section 438 of title 2, United

20 States Code, is amended by deleting "$100" and inserting

21 in lieu thereof "the threshold amount (as defined in section

22

23 (e) Paragraph (2) of section 302 (c) of the Federal

24 Election Campaign Act of 1971 is amended by deleting "and,

25 if a person's contribution aggregate more than $100, the
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I account shall include occupation, and the principal place of

2 business (if any) ;" and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon.

3 (f) Section 308 of the iFederal Campaign Act of 1971 is

4 repealed.

5 (g) Paragraph 304 (e) of tile Federal Campaign Act of

6 1971is repealed.

7 SEc. 3. (a) Paragraph (e) ofsection 301 of the Federal

8 Election Campaign Act of 1971, relating to definitions, and

9 paragraph (e) of section 591 of title 18, United States Code,

:tO relating to definitions, are amended to read as follows:

11 "(e) (1 ) The term 'contribution' means:

12 "(A) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit

13 of money or anything of value for tile purpose of--

14 "(i) influencing the nomination for election, or

:15 election, of any pei'son to Federal office or for the

16 purpose of infiuenciing the results of a primary held

17 for fi_eselection of delegates to a national nominat-

:18 ing convention of a political party, or

19 "(ii) influencingthe result of an election held

20 for the expression of a preference tor fl_enomination

21 of persons for elecl:ion to the office of President of

22 the United States,

23 made knowingly by a person or organization or the agent

24 thereof to a recipient who is a candidate, party, or polit,i-

25 cai committee, or the agent thereof.
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! "(]3) a contract, promise, or agreement, whether

2 express or implied, enforceable or unenforceable, which

3 is entered into by a person or organization, and by which

4 such person or organization knowingly contracts to make

5 a contribution to _ recipient who is a candidate, party,

6 or political committee, for the purpose of--

7 "(i) influencing the nomination for election, or

S election, of any person to Federal office or for tile

9 purpose of influencing the results of a primary held

10 for the selection of delegates to a national nominat-

11 ing convention of a political party, or

12 "(ii) influencingthe result of an election held

13 for the expression of a preference for the nomina-

l4 tion of persons for election to the office of Presi-

15 dent of the United States;

16 "(C) funds received by a party or political coin-

17 mittee which are transfen'ed to such committee or party

18 from another political committee or party;

19 "(D) the employment of money or anything else

20 of value, and any agreement to so employ, made know-

21 ingly by any person at the express direction and with

22 the consent and prior, knowledge of a candidate, party,

23 or political committee, for the purpose of--

24 "(i) influencing the nomination for election, or

25 election, of any person to Federal office or for the
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1 purpose of influencing the results of a primary held

:2 for the selection of delegates to a national nominat-

:3 ing convention of a political party, or

.t "(ii) influencingthe result,of an election held

,5 for the expression of a preference for the nomination

6 of persons for election to .the office of President of

'7 tile United States; and

:8 "(E) payment, by any person other than a candi-

:9 date, party, or political committee, of compensation

10 for the personal services of another person which are

11 rendered to such candidate, party, or political commit-

12 tee wiflmut charge for any such purpose.

13 "(2) The term 'contribution' does not include--

14 "(A) the value of services provided without eom-

1.5 pensation by individuals who volunteer a portion or all

1,_ of their time on behalf of a candidate or political com-

17 mittee;

18 "(B) the use of real[or person.alproperty and the

19 cost of invitations, food, and beverages, voluntarily pro-

20 vided by an individual to a candidate in rendering vol-

2:1 untary personal services on the individual's residential

22 premises for candidate-related activities;

2:3 "(C) the sale of any' food or beverage by a vendor

3t: for use in a candidate's campaign at a charge less than

215 the normal comparable charge, if such charge for use

4,;
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1 in a candidate's campaign is at least equal to the cost

2 of such food or beverage to the vendor;

3 "(D) any unreimbursed payment for tr,.tvel ex-

4 pcnses made by an individual who on his own behalf

5 vohmteers his personal services to a candidate;

6 "(E) the payment by a State or local committee

7 of a politicql party of tile costs of preparation, display,

8 or mailing or other distribution incurred by such corn-

9 mittee with respect to a ln'inted slate card or sample

10 ballot, or other printed listing, of three or more camli-

11 dates for any public office for which an election is held

12 in the State in which such committee is organized, ex-

13 cept that this clause shall not apply in the case cf costs

14 incurred by such committee with respect to a display of

15 any such listing made on broadcasting stations, or in

16 newspapers, magazines, or other similar types of general

17 public political advertising;

18 "(F) any payment made or obligation incurred

19 by a corporation or a labor organization which, under

20 the provisions of the last paragraph of section Iii() of

21 title 18, United States Code, would not constitute an

22 expenditure by such corporation or labor organization;

23 or

24 "(G) any payment made to a political committee
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I not making contributions (as otherwise defined in this

2 section).

3 "(3) A contribution to a person or organization author-

4 ized by the candidate to receive contri'bufions or make

5 expenditures on behalf of the candidate shall be deemed a

6 contribution to the candidate.

7 "(A) A person shall be deemed to be authorized

8 by a candidate to receive contributions or make expendL..

9 rares on behalf of the candidate if 'there has been prior

10 written or oral request or consent by the candidate or

11 his agents that the person or organization receive con-

1.2 tributions or make expenditures on behalf of the candi-.

1.3 date, and if the person or organization is acting pursuant

1.4 to flint consent or request.

1.5 "(B) A person or organization required to file a

16 report under section 4:34 of rifle 2, United States Code,

17 shall state in the report the identity of any candidate

18 who has authorized flint person or organization to re--

19 ceive contributions or make expenditures on behalf of

20 his candidacy.".

2;1 (b) Paragraph (d) of ,.section 591 of title 18, United

2;2 States Code, relating to the definition of "political commit-.

23 tee," is amended to read as follows:

24 "(d) 'political committee' means any committee,

25 club, association, or other group of persons which makes
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I contributions during a calendar year in an aggregate

2 amount exceeding $1,000, and is registered in accord-

3 ance with the guidelines promulgated by tlle Election

4 ]Law Section of the Department of Justice.".

5 (c) Paragraph (d) of section 301 of the Federal Cam-

6 paign Act of 1971, relating to definitions, is amended to

7 read as follows:

8 "(d) 'political committee' means any committee,

9 club, association, or other group of persons which make

10 contributions during a calendar year in an aggregate

11 amount exceeding $1,000, and is registeredin accord-

12 ante with the guidelines promulgated by the Election

13 Law Section of the Department of Justice.".

14 (d) Paragraph (9) of section 9002 of the Internal

15 Revenue Code of 1954 is amended to read as follows:

' 16 "(9) 'political committee' means any committee,

17 club, association, or other group of persons which makes

18 contributions during a calendar year in an aggregate

19 amount exceeding $1,000, and is registered in accord-

20 ance with the guidelines promulgated by the Election

21 Law Section of the Department of Justice.".

22 (e) Paragraph (8) of section 9032 of the Internal

23 Revenue Code of 1954 is amended to read as follows:

24 "(8) 'political committee' means any committee,

25 club, association, or other group of persons which make
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I contributions during a calendar year in an aggregate

2 amount exceeding 81,000, and is regk,;tered in accord--.

3 ance with tile guidelines promulgated by the Election

4 Law Section of tile Department of Justice.".

5 SEc. 4. (a) Section 310 of tile Federal Election Cam-

6 paign Act is amended by-

7 (1) deleting_cction3t0(a) (t)and (2) and

8 inserting in lieu thereof tile following:

9 "(a) (1) There is establisheda eonnnissionto be

10 known as the Federal Election Commission. Thc Coal..-

11 mission is composed of tlhe Secretary of the Senate and

12 the Clerk of the Ilouse of Repre,;entativcs, ex officio

13 and without tile right to vote, and six members ap--

14 pointed by the President with the advice and consent

15 of tile Senate: Prodded, however, That no more than

16 three members of the Commission at one time shall be of

17 the same political party.

18 "(2) Members of tile Commission shall serve for

19 terms of six years,, except that of the members firs;

20 appointed--

2;1 "(A) two of them shall be appointed for a

22 term ending on the April 30 first occurring more

23 than two years after the date on which they arc

24 appointed;
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1 "(B) two of them shallbe appointedfor a term

2 ending on the April 30 first occurring more than

3 four years after the date on which riley are ap-

4 pointed;and

5 "(C) twoof them shallbe appointedfor a tm_

6 ending the April 30 first occurring more than six

7 years after the date on which they are appointed.

8 An individual appointed to fill a vacancy occurring other

9 than by the expiration of a term of office shall be ap-

l0 pointed only for the unexpired term of the member he

11 succeeds.".

12 (2) deletingsubsection(b) ;and

13 (3) redesignating subsections (c), (d), (e), and

14 (f) as subsections (b), (c), (d), and (e), respectively.

15 (b) (1) Sections 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, and 316

16 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 are repealed.

17 (2) Title III of the Federal Election Campaign Act of

18 1971 is amended by inserting immediately after section 309

19 the following new sections:

20 "POWERS OF TIlE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

21 "SEc. 311. (a) The Federal Election Commission shall

22 have authority under this section to--

23 "(1) receive and review reports filed under this

24 title;
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1 "(2) certify candidates for receipt of funds under

2 chapters 95.and 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of

3 1954;

4 "(3) conduct audits in accordance with the provi-.

5 sions of chapters 95. and 96 of the InternM Revenue

6 Codeof 1954;

7 "(4) make public !informationwhich has been pro-

S vided to it under tile provisions of this title;

9 "(5) develop forms to be employed in filing reports

10 in accordance with the pro_visionsof this title;

11 "(6) compile and maintain a cumulative index of

_[2 reports and statements filed with it, which shall be pub-

13 lished in the Federal t_egister at regular intervals and

14 which shall be available for purchase directly or by mail

15 for a reasonable price;

:116 "(7) prepare and publish from time to time special

:17 reports listing those candidates for whom reports wero

18 filed as required by thiis title and those candidates for

19 whom such rep'orts were:not filed as so required;

20 "(8) prepare and. publish an annual report in-

ql cluding compilations oiF (A) total reported contribu-

22 tions and expenditures for all candidates, political eom-

23 mittees, and other persons during the year; (B) total

2.4 amounts expended according to such. categories as it
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1 shall determine and broken down into candidate, party,

2 and nonparty expenditures on the National, State, and

3 local levels; (C) total amounts contributed according

4 to such categories of amounts as it shall determine and

5 broken d_wn into contributions on the National, State,

6 and local levels for candidates and political committees;

7 and (D) aggregate amounts contributed by any con-

8 tributor shown to have contributed in excess of the

9 threshold amounts defined in section 435 of this title;

10 "(9) prepare and publish such other reports as it

11 may deem appropriate;

12 "(10) preserve reports and statements required to

13 be filed under this title for a period of ten years from

14 date of receipt, except that reports and statements

15 relating solely to candidates for the House of gepre-

16 sentatives shall be preserved for only five years from

17 the (late of receipt; and

18 "(11) report apparent violations of law fo the al)-

19 proprlate law enforcement authorities.

20 "(b) The Commission shall encourage, and cooperate

21 with, the election officials in the several States to develop

22 procedures which will eliminate the necessity of multiple

23 filings by permitting the filing of copies of Federal reports

24 to satisfy the State requirements.
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1 "THE ELECT'iON LAW _,EC'I'IO.-NI

2 "SEc. 312. (a) There is established in the Department

3 of Justice a section to be known as the Election Law

4 Section.

5 (b) Tile Elect on Law Section shall be an independent

6 section resl)onsiblc directly to tile Attorney General.

7 "(c) The Election Law Section sMll have the power---

8 "(1) to enforce the Federal election laws con-

9 tained in this title, title :lB, and the Internal Eevenue

10 Code;

11 "(2) to issue g_ddellnes and advisory opinions

12 concerning the Federal election laws;

13 "(3) to seek to obtain compliance with the Fed-

14 eral election laws by informal methods of conference,

15 conciliation, and persuasion;

16 "(4) to conduct investigations concerning possible

17 violations of the Feder_:l election laws;

18 "(5) to initiate (through civil proceedings fei' in-

19 junctive, declaratory, or other apln'opriatc relief), defend,

20 or appeal any civil action in the name of the United

21 States for the purpose of enforcing the provisions of the

22 Federal election laws;and

23 "{6) to initiate criminal proceedings against per-

2i sons or organizations suspected of violating the criminal

25 provisions of the Federal election laws.
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1 "(d) (1) The Election Law Section shall be headed

2 by a Director, who shall be appointed by tlle President with

3 the advice and consent of the Senate for a term of four

4= years. The Director shall receive compensation equivalent

5 to the compensation paid at level IV of tile Executive

6 Schedule, and shall be subject to dismissal during his term

· 7 only for cause.

8 "(2) The President, with the advice and consent of

9 the Senate, shall appoint a I)eputy Director of the Election

10 Law Section, who shall be of a party other than that of the

11 Director, and who shall serve for a term of four 5,ears. The

12 Deputy Director shall receive compensation equivalent to

13 the compensation paid at lew_lV of the Executive Schedule,

1_ and shall be subject to dismissal during his term only for

15 cause.

16 '_ENFORCE3[ENT

17 "Sr:c. 313. (a) The Election Law Section, upon the

18 reasonable belief that a violation of the Federal election

19 laws contained in this title, title 18, or the Internal Revenue

20 Code has occurred, may file a civil or criminal complaint

21 in the United States district court for the district in wlhich

22 the person or organization against which the complaint is

23 brought is found, resides, or transacts business.

2'4 "(b) In any case in which the Clerk of the House

25 of Representatives or the Secretary of the Senate has reason
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I to believe a violation of this title, rifle 18, or the Internal

2 Revenue Code has occurred, he shall refer such apparent

3 violation to the Election Law Section.

4 "(c) Upon a proper showing in a United States dis-,

5 trict court having venue that such person has engaged in

6 such acts or practices, the court shall grant such civil or

7 criminal relief as this Act shall provide, or as the court in

8 the exercise of its equitable powers shall deem appropriate,

9 "(d) Any action brought under this section shall be

10 advanced on the docket of the court in which filed, and put

11 ahead of all other actions (other than actions brought under

12 this section).

13 "ADVISO]_¥ OPIIqIO_*S

I I "SEc. 314. (a) Upon written request to the Election

:15 Law Section by any person substantially affected or likely

:16 to be substantially affected by the operation of the Federal

17 election laws, the Election Law Section shall render all

18 advisory opinion, in writing, within a reasonable time with

:19 respect to whether any specific transaction or activity by

:20 such individual, candidate, or political committee would

21 constitute a violation of this Act, or chapter 95 or chapter

:22 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or of section 608,

23 610, 611, 613, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, United States

24 Code.

25 "(b) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
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I any person who acts in good faith in accordance with the

2 provisions and findings of an advisory opinion or guideline

3 promulgated by the Election Law Section shall be presumed

4 to be in compliance with the provisions of this Act, of chap-

5 ter 95 or 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or of

6 section 608, 610, 611, 613, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18,

7 United States Code, with respect to which such advisory

8 opinion or g'uideline was promulgated.

9 "(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title

10 to the contrary, noncompliance with an advisory opinion or

11 guideline promulgated by the Election Law Section shall

12 create no presumption of compliance or noncompliance with

13 the provisions of this Act, of chapter 95 or 96 of the

14 Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or of section 608, 610,

15 611, 613, 614, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, United States

16 Code, with respect to which the advisory opinion or guide-

17 line was promulgated.

18 "(c) Any request made under subsection (_l) shall be

19 made public 'by the Election Law Section. The Election Law

20 Section shall, before rendering an advisory opinion with

21 respect to such request, provide any interested 'party with an

22 opportunity to transmit written comments to the Election

23 Law Section with respect to such request.

24 "(d) All advisory opinions and guidelines promulgated

25 by the Election Law Section shall be made public by publi-

/
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I cation in the Federal Register within a reasonable time

2 following issuance.".

3 (c) Title Iti of the l?ede:?,/lCam:paign Act of 1971 i:!;

4 anaended--

5 (1) by striking out "Commission" in sectio:a

C, 302(d) and inset'ting in lieu thereof "Election Law

7 Section";

8 (P) by amel_.ding section 304, relating to report:i;

9 by political committees a_d candidates by striking ou:L

10 "Commission" wl:tere it appears in paragraphs (1121}

II and (13) of subse<tion (b) and inserting in lieu therco:l!

12 "Election Law Section'; an]

13 (3) by amending secti,_m306 (a), (b), and (c),

1_ relating' to requir_.'ments r,_:._pectingreports and stat(:..-..
d, N ' ' _.*

15 ments, by strikin.g' out (_otmn:lssmn wherever it shall

16 appear and inser:ing hi lieu thereol! "Election Law

17 Sectio_,?_".

I8 (d) Section 304 (_:) (3) ,:_I_the Federal Election Cam-,-

19 paign .Act of 1971 is a:_nendedbv deleting l:hefinal sentence,

20 and by deleting "Comrfission'; ':_'he:reverit shall appear and

21 inserting in lieu thereof "]_llecfion ]Law Section".

22 (e) Paragraphs (b) and (c) of section 309 of the

23 Federal Election Campaign .Act of 1971 are amended tc_

24 read as follows:

25 "(b) A political committe( may main:tain a petty cas_!:[

:5.5
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fund out of which it may make expenditures not in excess1

2 of $100 to any person in connection with a single purchase

3 or transaction. A record of petty cash disburselnents shall

4 be kept in accordance with requirements established by thc

5 Election Law Section, and such statements and rcl)orts

6 thereof shall be furnished to the Colnmission as lllav be

7 required.

8 "(e) A candidate for nomination fol' election, or fol'

9 election, to tlle office of President of thc United States may

10 establish one :such depository in each State, which shall bc

11 considered as his campaign depository for such State by his

12 principal campaign committee and any other political corn-

13 mittee authorized by him to receive contributions or to make

1-1: expenditures on his behalf in such State. The campaign dc-

15 pository of the candidate of a political party for election to

16 the office of Vice President of the United States shall be

17 thc campaign depository designated by tile candi&_tc ()f

18 such party for election to thc office of President of the United

19 States.".

20 (f) Section 318 of tlle Federal Election Campaign Act

21 of 1971 is amended by striking out tlle final sentence.

22 (g) Section 320 of tile Federal Campaign Act of 1971

23 is amended by striking out "Conm_ission" and inserting in

2-i lieu thereof "Commission and Election Law Section".
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1 (h) Section 407 of tlhe Federal Election CampaignL

2 Act of 1971 is repealed.

3 AMENDMENTS _0 _nE IN_F,RlVAL REVENUr, COD_

4 S_c. 5. (a) Section 9032 (4) of the Internal Revenue

5 Code of 1954 is amended to read as follows:

6 "(4) (1) The term 'cc,ntribution' means:

7 "(A) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or dc-.

8 posit of money or anyth!ing of value for' the purpose of- ....

9 "(i) influencing the nomination for elecfion;_

10 or election, of any person to Federal office or for

11 the purpose of influencing the resuits of a primary

1.2 held for the selection of delegates to a national.

13 nominating convenlion of a political party; or

1._ "(ii) influencing the result of an election held

15 for the expression oJia preference for the nomination

16 of persons for election to the office of President of

17 the United States

18 made knowingly by a person or organization or the

19 agent thereof to a recipient who is a candidate, party',

20 or political committee, or the agent thereof;

21 "(B) a contract, promise, or agreement, whether

22 express or implied, enforceable or unenforceable, which.

23 is entered into by a person or organization, and by

24 which such person or organization knowingly contracts
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! to make a contribution to a recipient who is a candi-

2. date, party, or political committee, for the purpose of-

3 "(i) influencingthe nominationfor election,or

4 election, of any person to Federal office or for the

5 purpose of influencing the results of a primary held

6 for the selection of delegates to a national nominat-

7 lng convention of a political party; or

8 "(ii) influencingthe result of an electionheld

9 for the expression of a preference for the nomina-

l0 tion of persons for election to the office of President

11 of the United States;

12 "(C) funds received by a party or political com-

13 mittee which are transferred to such committee or party

14 from another political committee or party;

15 "(I)) the employment of money or anything else

16 of value, and any agreement to so employ, made know-

1.7 ingly by any person at the express direction and with

18 the consent and prior knowledge of a candidate, par_y,

19 or political committee, for the purpose of--

20 "(i) influencing the nomination for election, or

21 election, of any person to Federal office or for the

22 purpose of influencing the results of a primary held

23 for the selection of delegates to a national nominat-

24 lng convention of a political party, or
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I "(ii) influencingtile re:suitof an electionheld

2 for the expression of a preference for the nomination

3 of persons for election to file office of President of

4 the UnitedStates; and

5 "(E) payment, by any person other than a candi-

6 date, party, or political committee, of compensation for

7 the personal services of another person which are ten-

8 dered to such candidate, party, or political committee

9 without charge for any such purpose.

10 "(2) The term 'contribution' does not include--

11 "(A) the value of services provide:l without corn-

12 pensation by individuals who voituntecr a portion or all

13 of their time on beha]:f of a, candidate or political co:m-

14 mittee;

15 "(B) the use of real or personal property and the

16 cost of invitations, food, and beverages, voluntarily i?o-

17 vided by an individual to a candidate in rendering vol-

18 untary personal services on the individual's residential

19 premises for candidate.-related activities;

20 "(C) the sale of any food or beverage by a ven._lor

21 for use in a candidate's campaign at 'a charge less fiian

22 the normal comparable charge, if such charge for usc

23 in a candidate's campaign is at least equal to the cost of

24 such food or beverage to the vendor;
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1 "(D) any unreimbursed payment for travel ex-

2 pcnses made by an individual who on his own behalf

3 volunteers his per_nal services to a candidate;

4 "(E) the payment by a State or local committee of

5 a pohtical party of the costs of preparation, display, or

6 mailing or other distribution incun'ed by such committee

7 with respect to a printed slate card or sample ballot, or

8 other printed listing, of three or more candidates for any

9 public officefor which an election is held in the State in

10 which such committee is organized, except that this

11 clause shall not apply in the ease of costs incurred by

1.2 such committee with respect to a display of any such

13 listing made on broadcasting stations, or in newspapers,

14 magazines, or other similar types of general public

15 ]political advertising;

16 "(F) ally payment made or obligation incurred by

17 a corporation or a labor organization which, under the

18 provisions of the last paragraph of section 610 of title

19 18, United States Code, would not constitute an cxpendi-

20 ture by such corporation or labor organization; or

21 "(G) any payment made to a political committee

22 not making contributions (as otherwise defined in this

23 section).

24 "(3) A contribution to a person or organization attthor-
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ized by the candidate to receive contributions or make ex-1

2 penditures on behalf of the candidate shall be deemed a

3 contribution to the candidate.

4 "(A) A person shall he deemed to be authorized by

5 ,_ candidate to receive contributions or make expcndi-

6 tures on behalf of tine candidate if there has been prior

7 written or oral request or consent by the candidate ,[,r

8 his agents that the persm_ or organization receive co:n-

9 trihutions or make expenditures on behalf of tine candi-

10 date, and if the person or organization is acting pursuant

11 to that consent or request.

:12 "(B) A person or organization required to file :_

13 report under section 434 of title 2, United States Cod%

14 shall state in the report the identity of any candidal!e

15 who has authorized flint person or organization to re,-

:1(; ceive contributions or lnake expenditures on behalf c,f

17 his candidacy."

:18 (b) Sections 9009(c) and 9039(c) of the Interm]d

19 Revenue Code of 1954 are repealed,,

20 (c) Section 9008 is amended in subsection (d) 1:6'

21 striking "Commission" wherever it shall appear and insert-

22 ing in lieu thereof "Election Law Section".

23 (d) Section 9039 (b) is amended to read as follows:

24 "(b) Gumr_Llm_S, E're._The Election Law Section

25 is authorized to prescribe guidelines and to conduct invest:i-
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1 gations relating to tile enforcement of 'this chapter. The Co:m-'

2 mission is authorized to conduct exandnations and audits

3 (in addition to the examinations and audits required by sec-

4 tion 9038(a)) and to require tile keeping and sulmdssion

5 of ally books, records, and infornlation which it determines

6 to be necessary to carry out its responsibilities under this

7 chapter.".

8 (e) Section 9040 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

9 is amended by striking out "Commission" wherever it shall

10 appear and inserting in lieu thereof "Eleclion Law Section".

11 (f) Seclion 9035 is amended to read as follows:

12 "(a.) No candidate receiving funds under this chapter

13 shall knowingly incur qualified campaign expenses in excess

14 of the expenditure limitation prescribed by 'this section.

15 "(b) The expenditm'e limitation on candidates receiving

1G funds under this chapter shall be equal to--

17 "(1) $10,000,000, in the case of a candidate for

18 nomination for election to the office of President of the

19 United States, except that the aggregate of expenditures

20 .under this paragraph in any one State shall not exceed

21 16 cents mukiplied by the voting age population of the

22 State or $200,000, whichever is greater.

23 "(2)$20,000,000, in the case ofa candidate for

2_ election to thc office of President of the United States.

25 "(e) For purposes of this seetion_
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l "(1) expenditures made by' or on behalf of any

2 candidate nonfinated by a political party for election

3 to the office of Vice President of the United States shall

4 be considered to be e:tpenditures made by or on behalf

5 of the candidate of such party for election to the office

6 of President of the United States; and

7 "(2) an expenditure is made on_behalf of a candi-

8 date, including a Vice-Presidential candidate, if it is

9 made by---

10 "(A) an aul_orized committee or any agent

11 of the candidate for the purposes of making any

12 expenditure; or

13 "(B) any person authorized or requested L_y

lJ, the candidate, an authorized committee of the candi-

15 date, or an agent of the candidate to make tlhe

16 expenditure.

17 "(d) The limitations imposed by this; section shall ap]ply

18 separately with respect to each election.

19 "(e) The Election Lan, Section shall prescribe guhte-

20 ]ilms under which any expenditure by a candidate for Presi-

21 dential nomination for use in two or more States shall be

22 attributed to such candidate's expenditure limitation in each

23 State, based on the voting age population in each State

24 which can reasonably be expected to be influenced by such

25 expenditure.
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1 "(f) (1) At the beginning of each calendar year (corn-

2 mencing in 1976), as there become available necessary data

3 from the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of

4 Labor, the Secretary of Labor shall certify to the Commission

5 and the Election Law Section and publish in the Federal

6 Register tile per centum difference between the price index

7 for file 12 months preceding the beginning of such calendar

8 year and the price index for the base period. Each limitation

9 established by subsection (b) and subsection (g) shall be

10 increased by such per centum difference. Each amount so

11 increased shal} be the amount in effect for such calendar year.

12 "(2) For purposes of paragraph ( 1) --

13 "(A) the term 'price index' means thc average

14 over a calendar year of the Consumer Price Index (all

15 items--United States city average) published monthly

16 by the Bureau of Labor Statistics; and

17 "(B) the term 'base period' means the calendar

18 year 1974.

19 "(g) Notwithstanding other provisions of this section to

20 the contrary, the national committee of a political party and

21 a State committee of a political party, including any subordi,

22 hate committee of a State committee, may, even if authorized

23 by the candidate to receive contributions and make expendi-

24 tures on behalf of his candidacy, make expenditures in con-

25 nection with the general election campaign of that candidate
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I wifitout reducing the amount which that candidate may

2 spend under subsection (b): P'rovidcd, That tile national

3 committee of that political party may nc,t make expenditures

4 in excess of 2 cents multiplied by the voting age popula-..

5 tion of the United States.

6 "(h) Dm'lng the first week of each calendar year, thc

7 Secretary of Connnerce shall, certify to the Commissi(m and

8 [Itc FAection Law Section and. purplish in the Federal Ilegister

9 an estimate of the voting' age population of the United State_,

10 of each Stats, and of each congressional district as of the 1st

11 day of July next preceding tl_e date of eertificalion. The term

12 'voting age population' means resident popalation, 18 years;

13 uf age or older.".

14 (g) Section 9009 (b) :{s amended to re'rd as hdlows:

15 "(h) GUn)ELTXI,:S, E'lX¢.--'l?he Election Law Section is_

:16 authorized t_ prescril)e guidelines and to conduct investiga--

:1,7 _ions relating to the enforcement of thia chapter. Thc Com.-

18 mission is authorized to conduct examinations and audits (i:,_

19 addition to the examination,; and andit:_ required by section

q0 ,9(107(a)) and to reqnh'e the keeping and :mlmlisshm of any

'_1 books, records, and ii,formation which it determines to l.:,

22 necessary to carry out irs re.qponsilfilities under this chapter."_

23 (It) Seetion_ 9010 and 9t)11 (1)) ,qre amended by strik-

24 lng' out "Commission" wherever it shall apl)ear and insertin_ '

25 hi lieu thereof "Election Law Section".
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1 (i) Tile heading fei' section 9010 is amended by strik-

2 ing out "COMMISSION" and inserting in lieu thereof "ELrC.

3 TION LAW SECTION".

4 (j) Section 9002(11) is amendcd by stt'iking out

5 "Counni,_sion 1)rcsct'il_esl_y rttlcs and regtlialion,_" and inscrt-

(_ lng in lica thereof "Electi()n Law Section prescribes in its

7 guidelines".

8 (k) Section 90()3 is 'nncnded by striking the final sen-

9 tences in sul)sections (b) and (e) and inserting in lieu

10 tl_ereof the following: "Such certification shall be made

11 within such time prior to the day of the Presidential dec-

:12 tion as the Election Law Section shall prescribe, through its

13 guidelines.".

66-816 O- 76- 5
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S 29872v Srssiox

_-] -1 _ l, F '1 '1 1IN THE SENATE OF _l:[{l_,UNITED Sq:AiI_:S

FESgC'ARa_ 18,,1976

Mr. GRIFFIN introduced the following biltl; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Rules and Administration

A BILL
To establish the offices of members of the Federal Election Com-

mission as officers appointed by the President, by and with

the advice and consent of the Seaate, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the S(mate and House of Representa-

2 fives o/the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Federal Election Cam-

4 paign Act Amendments of 1976".

5 Sr,c. 2. (a) The text of paragraph :_of section 310 (a)

6 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (hereinafter

7 the "Act") (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)) is amended to read a._

8 follows: "There is established a Commission to be known

9 as the Federal Election Commi_sion. The Commission is

l0 composed of six members, al)pointed by the President, by

II
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1 and with the advice and consent of the Senate. No :more thav

2 three of the members shall be affiliated with the same poll,

o° ical party.".

4 (b) (1) Subparagraph (A)and subparagraph (D) of

5 section 310 (a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c (a) (2) (A),

(; 437c(a) (2)(D)) each are amended by striking out "of

7 the members appointed under paragraph (1) (A)"

S (2) Subparagraph (B) and subparagraph (E) of Eec-

9 tion 310(a)(2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)(2)(B),

10 437c (a)(2)(E)) each are amended by striking out "of

11 the members appointed under paragraph (1) (B)"

1'2 (3) Subparagraph (C) and subparagraph (F) of sec-

13 tion 310(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (2)(C),

14 437 (a) (2]) (F)) each are amended by striking out "of tlhc

15 members appointed under paragraph (1) (C)"

16 nec. 3. (a) The terms of the persons serving as mere-

-17 bors of the Federal Electmn Commission upon the enact-

18 mcnt of th]ts Act shall terminate upon thc appointmcnt and

19 confirmation of members of the Commission pursuant to this

20 Act.

21 (b) The persons first appointed m_der the an_endments

22 made by the first section of this Act shall be considered to

23 be the first appointed under section 310 (a) {2) of the Act

24 (2 U.S.C. 437c (a) (2)), as amended herein, for purposes
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1 of determining the lengfit of terms of those persons and

2 their successors.

3 (c) The provisio_,_of section '310 la) (3) of the Act (2

4 U.S.C. 437e (a) (3)), forbidding appointment to the Federal

5 Election Commission of any person currently elected or al?-'

6 pointed as an officer or emp;loyee in the execut;ive, legislativ¢.,

7 or judicial branch of the Government of l;he United States;,

8 shall not apply to any per:son appoinled under the antend-

9 ments made by the first section of this Act solely becaus,_

10 such person is a member of the Comraission on the date of

11 enactment of this Act.

12 (d) Section 310 (a) (4) of the Act (:2 U.S.C. 437c (a)

13 (4)) is amended by striking out "(other than the Secretar?

14 of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representa_

15 tires)"

16 (e) Section 310 (a) (5) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c (a)

17 (5)) is amended by striking out "(other than the Secretary

18 of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of Reprcscnta-

19 tires)"

20 S_c. 4. All actions heretofore taken by the Commission

21 shall remain in effect until modified, superseded, or repealed

22 according to law.

23 SF_x_.5. The provisions of chapter 114 of title 2, the

24 United States Code, of section 608 of title 18, and of chapters
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I 95 and 96 of title 26 shall not apply to any election, as

2 defined in section 301 of the Act (2 U,S.C. 431 (a)), that

3 occurs after December 81, 1976, except runoffs relating to

4 elections :occurring before such date.
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Senator Pmk. Senator Clark _.

STATEMENT OF HON. DICK CLARK, MEMBER, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
PRIVILEOES AND ELECTIONS

Senator CLARK. Thank you ve W much, Mr. Chairman. As a new
member of this subcommittee_. I am pleased to join with you today
as we begin considering legislation to amend the Federal Election

¢ ' ° ' 6Campaign Act m the aftermath of the Supreme Court's decision in
the case of Buek/ey v. V_,eo. It, was in !hearings before this; subcom-
mitt_ more than 9 yea_ ago that the 1974 Campaign Act was born.
I am hopeful that this subcomraittee, under your leadership, will again
play a major role in the effort to insure clean, fair, and honest elections.

As one of the authors of the 1974 Campaign Act, I am greatly
encouraged by the Court's recent decision. For the Court upheld the
constitutionality of what are, !in my jud_,qnent, the three most critical
elements of that law: Full public disclosure of campaign contributions
and expenditures; limitations on the campaign contribut]ions from
individuals and organizations; and--most important of all--public
financing of elections.

It is true that the Court's decision requires that some Changes be
made. But I believe that preprints a golden opportunity to make real
progress in the fight to achieve tough campaign law enforcement :_md
further diminish the infiuenc_ of the wealthy and the special interests
in the political process.

That is why I will urge :Lhe subcommittee to report favorably
S. 2912, which I have introduced, with a bipartisan group of our
colleagues_ The details of S. f).912 will be spolled out in a few minutes
by Senator Kennedy and Senator Scott, who have joined with me in
sponso.tSng this legislation, and who haw_ been in the forefront of the
campaign reform effort for many years.

But I would like to touch on two major points, Mr. Chairman., in
this opening statement.

The Court's ruling against the composition of the Federal Election
Commission makes it imperatiive that we proceed to reconstitute tlhat
body so that it can be truly independent and capable of enforcing
election laws with real clout. Recent events make clear that campaign
regulation cannot be left to a commission tkat is under the thumb of

those who are to be regulated. But neither is it acceptable to return_,nforcement to the Sole control of the Department of Justice, where
violations of the Corrupt Prac'Lices Act and other past election statutes
were scrupulously ignored for years.

I believe, rather_ that the Federal Election Commission must be
allowed to continue its work as ail independent executive branch
agency. The Commission has had its problems--largely because it was
faced with administerin_g a new and complex law with inadequate
funding and very little suppor:b. But in my judgment the loud protests
against the FEC that have been heard in these halls are ample proof
that the Commission is doing i:Lsjob. After all, we are the people whose
'mtivities the FEC is charged to regulate, i_md if every Commission
action over the past months had been n_ei'ved in Congress; with 'un-
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qualified support, or even quiet acceptance, we would have known
that the FEC had failed.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, the original Senate version of the 1974
Campaign Act called for a Presidentially appointed commission,
subject to the advice and consent of the Senate, as required by the
Constitution. The Court's ruling makes adoption of such a. commmmon
an absolute necessity.

But we cannot stop there. Just as urgent, in the wake of Buekley v.
Valeo, is the need to extend public financing to campaigns for
Congress.

The Supreme Court decision makes clear that only in the context
of a system of public financing can any limitations be placed on cam-
paign expenditures. Onl y with public financing can we place any
checks on what rich candidates can spend on their own behalf.

Twice in the 93d Congress the Senate passed legislation to establish
congressional public financing. If the need was great then, it is far
greater today. For with public financing of the 1976 Presidential
campaign, and with limits on campaign spending struck down by the
Court, the 1976 congressional elections are in grave danger of literally
being flooded with money from rich "fat cats" and special-interest
groups.

Mr. Chairman, the Court's unequivocal ruling in favor of the con-
stitutionality of public financing of elections should end--once and for
all--the lingering doubts about our efforts to halt the treachery of the
private dollar in public's business. We have a green light to proee_
without delay to the adoption of public financing for congressional
campaigns. Only public financing can prevent the Congress from be-
coming an exclusive preserw_ for the wealthy and those with access to
wealth.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to close with a brief comment on the
message on campaign legislation which Presidet Ford sent to Con-
gress _ days ago. The President asked, first, for action to reconstitute
the FEC--and I am certainly glad, as I think most of the Members
of the Congress are, to have the President's support on that issue.

But, second, the President asked--and I quote "that we limit
through the 1976 elections the application of those laws administered
by the Commission."

The President, it seems, wants us simply to wipe the slate clean.
Well, Mr. Chairman, I can only wonder at whether President Ford

is serious about retreating from all the progress we have made in re-
cent years to prevent the kind of abuses which Watergate epitomized.
If so, I am afraid he is totally our of tune with the Congress and, I
think, with the country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PrLL. Thank you, Senator Clark. We are privileged to have

the chairman of the full committee with us, Senator Cannon, and I
wonder if he has some remarks he would care to make.

Senator CA_'o_. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no remarks at
this time.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much for being at the hearing.
Senator PELL. Our first witnesses today will be. Senators Hugh Scott

and Kennedy. If they would care to come forward. If you would care
to sit up here, Senator Scott, as a member of the committee.
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STATEMENT BY HON. HUGH SCOTT, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND HON. EDWARD M.
K_N_EDY, A U.S. SF,NATOR FROM THE COM_0NW'EALTH OF
MASSACHUSETTS, IOINTLY

Senator Scour. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Cannon, Sena-
tor Clark. It is a pleasure for Senator Kennedy and myself to appear
this morning before this subcommittee,, to offer our suggestions with
respect to appropriate Senate action m the wake of the Supreme
Court's recent decision on the Election Reform Act of 1974.

The principal action we favor is set out in S. 2912, cosponsored by
,Senator Kennedy and myself, with Senator Clark, now pending before
the committee. And that legislation would accomphs' h two major
goals. It would reconstitute the Federal .Election Commission to meet
the constitutional defect found by the Supreme Court in Buckley v.
Valeo. And it would extend to Senate _mmpaigns the provisions on
public financing of elections now applicable only to Presidential
elections.

The establishment of the FEC as an independent agency l_oenforce
the Federal election laws was one of the key victories of the 1974
reforms. Fortunately, the constitutional defect found by the Supreme
Court in the establishment of the Commission can be easily cured by
legislation. As President Ford's statement yesterday indicates, there
is broad bipartisan support for enacting such legislation as promptly
as possible, so that the Commission may continue its import:ant work
and so that the 1976 Presidentiial and congr_-,_sional elections may pro-
_ed with minimal disruption and dislocation.

Title I of the bill is intended to accomplish this result. It, proposes
to reconstitute the Federal Election Commission as an independent
agency within the executive branch, with its six members nominated
by the President and confirmed by the Senate.

In the 1974 act, Congress esl_blished the Commission to administer
and enforce the Federal election laws. The Supreme Court, in its
decision on the Commission, found no fault with this purpose only
with the method of choosing Commission members. The Court ruled
that the combined congressional-Presidential appointment meVhod
violated the separation-of-powers doctrine--specifically, the "Al_point-
ments Clause" of the Constitution, which denies Congress the power
tn appoint officers of the Unit_;d States with executive functions. This
bill, by eliminating the congressional appointment power and requir-
"rog the members of the Commission to be appointed solely by the
President with the advice and consent of the Senate, will remedy the
constitutional defect found by the Court and will establish the Com-
mission on a sound constitutional basis.

And I may add that I believe it is a better bill than other bfils which
have been offered in that it more clearly defines the powers, :functions,
and duties of the Commission.

In fact, as originally approved by the Senate in 1974, 9he election
reform law did not contain the congressional appointment power.
Now, by approving the proposed change, the Senate is simply returning
to the version of the Commisskm it initially approved.
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An unsatisfactory alternative would be to return to the Pre-W_ter-
gate system--with the Clerk of the House and the Secretary of the
Senate administering the campaign law and the Attorney General
enforcing it. We believe that would be a serious mistake. Each of tlhese
officers has other _mportant duties to perform. Their record of imple-
ment'mg the election laws in the past is persuasive evidence that more
vigorous administrative, investigative, and enforcement machinery is
needed. In addition, a system that requires employees of Congress to
implement the laws uncler which Members of Congress are elex_4ed,
creates at least the appearance of conflict of interest. In our view_ the
most satisfactory way to insure that the Federal election laws are fairly
and firmly implemented is to reconstitute the Federal Election Com-
mission as the Vigorous and independent enforcement agency 'that
Congress intended in 1974.

For similar reasons, we urge the committee to resist efforts that would
reconstitute the Commission but would strip it of some or all of its
principal investigative and enforcement powers. The restoration of
i)ublic confidence ,in the election process requires an active watchdog
in this area, not a toothless lapdog.

We ,also take this opportunity to express our satisfaction with the
effective and expeditious way the present Commission has carried out
its complex and sometim_ thanldess task. Obvioulsy, there have been
growing pains. Inevitably, some ,actions by the Commission have put
it on a collision course with Congress. But we think on the whole that
the frequent sounds of pain emanating from some corners of Congress
over the Commission are a sign that the medicine Prescribed .in the
1974 reforms is working well, a sign that the abuses infecting and
corrupting our election system are actually being cured, and a sign
that the Federal Election Commission is t'he right doctor for the j°b.

Finally, we would make three additional points on the legislation
to reconstitute the Commission:

1. In technical respond,, the ,legislation should facilitate a smoothtransition to .the new Pre.,_identi, ally appointed Conunissiom The bill
we have introduced deals with a numbe r of these areas, such as the
provisions for continuity of the Commission's actions and resources.
and the provisions enabling the President to reappoint the current
members of the new Commission. We have also included an authoriza-
tion for the Commission e_t Vhe $10 million aamual level approved by
the Senate last year but stalled awaiting conference for many months.

9_.We feel it would be unwise to place any time limit on the Com-
mission's existence or on the current election laws. Such a step would,
we believe, play into the hands of those who wish to weaken the
enforcement agency and destroy the 1974 reforms. And I would add
parenthetically here, that the President has made clear to the leader-
ship of both parties that his purpose in proposing a termination act
was to give the Congress full leeway to proceed with new and sub-
stantive legislation. I happen to believe tha t that is not necessary,
that our action will accomplish the purpose, and that we do need
permanent legislation. The President has not taken a position against
permanent legislation in any degr, ee, but has proposed that the power
remain with the Congress as, of course, it does. It is better that we
have the permanent legislation now.
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The act has now passed a ditticult constitutional test in the Supreme
Court. With the exception of the expenditure limits struck down by
tile Court, all of tb_e other major provisions have survived essentially
intact. If changes in the law are necessary, there will be ample oppor-
tunity to enact them next year, after the-experience of the 1976 elec-
tions. But to set a firm date now for expiration of the act would_ in
my judgment, be unwise and unj usti fed.

3. Olle of the most immediate problems irt the aftermath of the
Supre.me Court's decision ]s the danger that the Presidential primary
campaigns may be disrupted, because of the expiration on February 2'9
o:F the Commission's executive powers, including the authc_rity to
certify the eligibility of Presidential primary candidates for matching
pablic funds.

Senator Kennedy and I hav,e _mggested. as a_stopgap measure, that
the Comptroller General may be given authority until Apri| 30 to

c_rry out the functions of the Commission with respect to tt_e publicfraancing provisions of the law'; should that become neceasary. We
ihope, however_ that Congress car: ermct the pending legislation in tim,_
to :meet the Supreme Court's Feb:mary 29 deadline. If not, it is possible
that the Court may stay its order for an additional period, so tha_
legislation may be completed without disrupting the flow of public
fimds to the candidates in the PresMential primaries. What is clear,
ihowever_ is that the pressure of the imminent deadline should not
become an excuse for comI_romisin_ other imr, ortant goals, such as a
strong Federal ;Election Commission or public financing of congres-
sional elections.

Title II of our bill would establish public financin_ for Sem_e cam-
p!_igns in a manner parallel to the Presidential public financi:ag pro-
msmns upheld by the Supreme Court in lCuck_y v. Valeo. Essentially
M1 of these provisions for congressional elections were approved by
the Senate in 1973. They were approved a_ain in 1974, after the Senate
broke a filibuster under the old two-thirds procedure on the Senate
floor.

As adopted by the Senate in 1973 and 197:4, tke public financing
provmmns applied to both Senate and House elections. The provision:s
we are now proposing would apply only to Senate elections. 'We are
ihopeful that the House of Representatives wil][ enact public financing
for its own elections, but we feel it is appropriate at this time that
srteh a measure should originate in the Hous_ rather than in the Senate,.
In fact, a major current effort in the House is underway. The ]pending
House legislation already has strong bipartisan support, with cospon-
sorship representing more than half the Members of the House? and
we look forward to its success.

lin accordance with the Presidential model[, the public financing
of Senate elections would function as follows under the bill we have
proposed:

First, gull public funding would be avail_ble for candid:ates of
!major parties in general elections for the Senate. A major party
:ts defined as a party whose candidate received 25 percent or more of
the vote in the preceding election_ These provisions would go into
effect for the general election in 1976.
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Each candidate of a major party would receive public funds equal
to the amount of the spending ceiling specified under the 1974 act--
generally 12 cents a voter, or $150,000, whichever is greater. No can-
didate would be required to accept public funds. Any candidate could
choose to rely on private funds, or he could use a mix of funds, partly
public and partly private. However, in accordance with the Court's
ruling, any candidate using public funds would be subject to the ex-
penditure limitations in the law.

Partial public financing would be available for minor party can-
didates in general election% based on the party's showing m the pre-
ceding election. A minor party candidate would also be eligible for
funding retroactively after the current election, on the basis of his
showing in that election, lin general, a minor party is defined as a
party whose candidate received 5 percent or more, but less than 25
percent, of the vote in the preceding election or the current election.

Second, a system of matching grants of public funds would be e_stab-
lished for Senate primary elections. Candidates who raise a threshold
sum---20 percent of the spending limit for Senate races--generally 8
cents a voter or $100,000, whichever is greater--would be eligible to
receive matching grants of public funds for each private contribution
of $100 or less. These provisions would go into effect for the primary
elections in 1978.

The cost of the title will be modest. We estimate it at $34 million
for each biennial Senate election, or about $17 million a year. Prob-
ably it could be ftmded through the existing dollar checkoff, al-
though the bill contains an authorization for additional appropria-
tions, if necessary.

We know that the dollar checkoff is working well for Presidential
elections. Each year, as the checkoff becomes more familiar, increas-
ing numbers of taxpayers are using their tax forms to provide the
funds for public financing.

In 1972, the first year of the checkoff, only 3 percent of the taxpayers
used it, largely because the checkoff was on a separate IRS form that
taxpayers overlooked. In 1973, participation jumped to 13 percent,
after the II_S put the checkoff on page I of the tax return. In 1974,
participation jumped again, to a remarkable 24 percent, as taxpayers
became more familiar with the new procedure. And according to
preliminary information recently available on 1975 tax returns now
being received by IRS, participation is rising once again, with 96

percent of the returns filed so far using the checkoff.The growin_ ublic acceptance of ublic financin of PresidentialoP _ P g. .
elections offers imlvortant encouragement for extending thru reform
to congressional elections. The Supreme Court's decision is a clear
green light for Congress to adopt public financing for all elections
to Federal office. To stop now, after achieving reform for Presidential
elections, would leave the job half done, and perpetuate a double
standard for elections that Congress should not tolerate. Now that
the Supreme Court has affirmed the constitutionality of this reform,
the time is ripe to take this next important step toward clean, honest,
and open elections.

Since public financing is already available for Presidential elec-
tions, the need for action on congressional elections is especially
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urgent.. Under the 1974 act, Presidential campaigns will be largely

insulated from tile influence of special-interest money and mas,,live pri-v_.te spending. But all that private money and all that sp,_,cial ill-
fluence are still there, looking for fresh fields to conquer.

That is why we believe public financing for congressional elections
is needed now. The danger is that without ref({rm, the 19,76 con-
gressional elections will be swamped with special-interest money, as
big contributors and organized interest groups vie with one another
to gain new footholds in the Senate and House, and increase their
already powerful sway over Congress and its work.

Public financing guarantees a fairly financed election for evei_
candidate to Federal office. And it guarantees that once e][ected, a
successful candidate will take ibis oath of office with no strings at-
tached. Gone will be the possibility of dubious relationships created
/"or the benefit of those who may have an ,interest in his votes and his
other actions once he is in Congress.

Moreover, the Supreme Court's recent action outlawing spending
limits provides an additional reason and a new agency for public
!inancing of congressional elections. The effect of the court 's decisior
is to eliminate any spending Ii:mits, but to leave in place the $1,000
and $5,000 limits on contributions by individuals and political com-
mittees, respectively. As a result, Senate and House candidates of
modest means have a new and greater vulnerability to wealt]hy chal-
lengers or to challengers with wealthy friends. As the court's decision
makes clear, such challengers and their friends may spend unlimited
resources of their own to win an election. Yet candidates olf modest
means will be required to raise their funds under the strict contribu-
tion limits of the act.

We believe that public financing is the best antidote to the wealthy
.opponent problem in Senate and House elections. With public financ-
ing, candidates of modest means would have a ready source of funds
to finance their campaigns. Alad_ as the Supreme Court's decision
makes clear, spending limits can be constitutionally imposed as a
condition of receiving public funds, so that the likely result of adopt-
lng public financing of congressional elections wl'll be to achieve
reasonable limits on campaign spending for all candidates, rich and
poor alike.

And the cost of the reform i,; extremelv small--S17 million a year
for public financing of Senate elections. To us that is the wise,;t single
investment the hard-pressed American taxpayer can make in the
future of the country. From that reform alone can flow many bene-
fits in every, aspect of our work, as Members of Congress become
more responsive to the country and its needs.

The debate is well known and familiar to us all. The issue is
whether elections belong to all the people or just the weallLhy and
special interests. In 1974, Congress achieved a major breakthrough
]!or reform in the financing of Presidential elections. If public fi-
nancing is right for Presidential elections, it is right for Senate and
]louse elections, too. And the sooner we accept that fact, the sooner
we shall have a Congresas responsive to the people, and the healthier
our democracy will be.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Chairman, the statement that Senator Scott

has presented is in behalf of both of us. I would like to just very,
very briefly, because I know you have a full range of witnesses this
morning, mention a couple of matters which we consider to be of
great urgency and importance.

But before I do, I could not let the opportunity pass without recog-
nizing the extraordinary contributions, in terms of election reforms,
that have been made by this committee. Under Senator Cannon, who
has been the spearhead on this committee, and also on the floor--
and, I might say, in some tough bargaining with the House of Rep-
resentatives-much of what was voted on and presented by the Senate
of the United States was defended and I think all of us who are in-
terested in this issue are in his debt. We are also in your debt, Senator
Pell, for chairing these hearings and for continuing to present this
issue in a very important and intelligent and rational way to the
American people. The work that has been done in this committee
has been excellent.

My colleague, Senator Scott, who has presented our joint state-
ment this morning, is really the father of the Federal Election Com-
mission. He has sponsored this concept for a number of years. It can,
in and of itself, provide a very important contribution to insuring
the integrity of the election system. He has also been a leader on pub-
lic financing, both in the Presidential election system and hopefully--
if the position which he and I, and Senator Clark and others, includ-
ing Senator Mathias and Senator Eagleton, have taken is accepted--
in the extension of public financing to Senatorial elections and Con.
gressional elections. And_ of course, we pay tribute to the prime
sponsor of S. 9919, the legislation, which we are testifying in favor
of today, your junior member of this committee, Senator Clark, who
has been so effective in this whole area.

So we know we are talking to members of a committee that are ex-
tremely familiar with this issue. We know these matters have been
discussed within the committee and on the floor of the Senate. We
urge your favorable consideration of the proposals which we put for-
ward here today, and which have, as Senator Scott mentioned, been
debated and discussed at length in this committee and on the floor of
the Senate and on the floor of the House of Representatives.

As Senator Clark pointed out, the decision of the Supreme Court
is encouraging. It recognized three very important points.

First of all, it recognized the constitutionality of public financing of
Presidential campaigns. And, having recognized that, I think we have
to ask ourselves whether we are going to let an opportunity pass to pro-
vide for the public financing of senatorial campaigns and congressional
campaigns. As a matter of comity. I think we have to recognize our
limitations ill the Senate in adoptin'g a proposal for the House of Rep.
resentatives. But we should not let an opportunity like this go by to
deal with Senate elections, after the Supreme Court of the United
States has ruled, recognizing the constitutionality of public financing.
After we in the Congress have looked over the whole series of Water-
gate scandals, we cannot say we are going to provide public financing
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for the Presidency, but we think orvr own Zhouse is in good ord !_:cwith-
out that reform.

I think it is important for us to act. And I think, quite fr_t_kly, it
is the wisest investment of American taxpayers' money. Yo_: and ][
have often heard, both on the floor of the Senate and in our cmmnit-
tees, the criticism--why should we use the American taxpaye_c_/funds
for this ?.After all, it is politics. But you and I and the lk_[el:_lbees of
this body understand that the special_ powerful, private inte_ +sts use
their contributions to make their influence felt on various isst:_es that;,
in effect, require the spending of billions of taxpayers' dollars.

So it is imperative, I think, that we cons![der public financini_! _for the
Senate.

Second, in the Supreme Cou_ decision_ we are gratified l:hat the
Court upheld the limitations on contributions although we rei!_l:_etthat
Court rejected the limitations on expenditures. The latter i[_!an ex--
tremely complex, involved first amendment i_,_sue_but we wol_]d hoI_
that this committee might be able to make some recommenda_:ions t;o
close these new loopholes--and ][ am sure that Senator Clark :;_:ldSen-
ator Scott and I would endorse them w_rm]y.

Finally, the Supreme Court has_ invited.. us to remedy the ili_perfe,-_
tions in the ]_ederal Election Commmslon. I am completely _;;atisfied
that if the Senate-House conference had accepted what had or: kdnal]y
been passed by the Senate, the Commission would have been u]?held hT
the Supreme Court. And so it seen:L,;to us that going back to what was

initial!y recommended by Senator Scott and. the other Men, hers of
that bipartisan effort makes sense _low, to remedy the sepa,_!i;ion-otf -
powers defect which was found by the Supreme Court.

So I am very hopeful, Mr. Chairman, that we can pass this legisla-
tion. It is timely le_slation. Il; is important. It will restor,_, the in-
tegrity of the election process for Members of the Senate an,:i House,
and make the election of Senators and Congressmen accountab e to the.
people:, rather than dependent, upon the larg,_.....financial contributors,
which have much too much influence in a democratic society.

I would also like to say how much we ap]?reciated the rep,'es_mtatic_
of Mr. Archibald Cox in defending the Senate's position in i:i,e Sup-
reme Cmlrt. We feel he did an outstanding job_ and I think rep:_:'_sented.

not only the positions that, were taken by those that had int_::oduc,_d
the legislation, but gene,'ally of the Senate as a whole. And we _,:_ere,of
course, very much honored _o have his participation.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much_ Senators, for present!i _lg your
views.

As we look into the legislation, there is a good deal of nitty-gTitty
tlhat has to be examined, to see how it would be implemented_ how it
will survive, whether it will fly.

One question that comes up here is in connection with th._ Pre_i-.
dent's proposal to take away the ex officio representation of th_2;Secre-
tary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House. And I was w(:,:_dering
kf you felt that that was correct or not. I notice your bill }:,_,stheiir
representation in, the President has proposed that it be knoc]:_ed ouL

Do you have a view
Senator K_r.D_e. I think they should be part of the Com_,fissim_,

but not voting members. ! thi_k having their expertise, kn,0,,zledf4_,
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and understanding is useful for the Commission. As ex officio members,
they. can provide their expertise and make it availa'ble to the Com-
mission.

Senator Scour. I don't think they have interposed any objection to
being nonvoting members. Mr. Valeo doesn't make that point in his
letter to the chairman of the committee.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Senator Griffin ._
Senator GRIFF_r. I want to thank bofil of you for your testimony

and for the leadership that you have provided in the past on this very
important subject.

I would like to ask a practical question about the length of time that
we have to deal with this subject. As I make the computation, it is 11
days.

Regardless of how we feel as individuals about the public financing
of Senate races, I think we would have to agree that it is controversial.

Do you think it is realistic that within 11 days we can pass a bill
that will not only reconstitute the Commission and provide for the
Presidential appointment of the members, but also include such a con-
troversial prom'sion as this public financing of Senators _ elections._

Senator KE_r_ED¥. I think there are two important points, perhaps
three important points, that are to be made.

First of all, the legislation which we are sponsoring is legislation
which has already passed the Senate. Actually, it is legislation on
which we broke a filibuster in 1974. It has passed the Senate twice. It
was reported favorably by this committee. So it is not a new debate,
not a new discussion, not a new issue.

Second, we have provided an option, if we are unable to act for an
interim period up to April 30, so that GAO would be able to continue
the process. And we feel that could be an alternative to meet the time
pressures.

And, finally, I don't think it is inconceivable that we could get an
additional stay by the Supreme Court. They have done that in the
redistricting cases for up to a period of 2 years, I understand. Obvi-
ously the most we would ask for is perhaps a few more weeks. I don't
think that that possibility ought to be discounted--I think the Court
would need to be impressed by the progress on our legislation in the
House and Senate, but I do think we have some flexibility on it.

I would hope that we could move expeditiously, but I think there
are these options which are available t,o us.

Senator Gr_rFI>*. I thank the Senator for that response. I think it
is good to have your response on the record, because I rather suspect
this is a question that is on a lot of people's minds.

Thank you.
Senator PrLL. Senator Clark _.
Senator CLARK. Just one question, Senator Kennedy. Is it not true

that the only way that we can have expenditure limitations in con-gressional elections is to pas s legislation xxhich would establish public
financingS. Without that, the lid is off and we have no limit of any
kind--isn't that true _.

Senator KENNEDY. The Senator is absolutely correct. It is clear, as
the Supreme Court has stated.
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Senator P_L. I would like 1;o interpolate a thought here. The lid
is off anyway if they don't accept it. So I think the general public
should be aware of that.

Senator KEnnEDY. The lid, though, rather interestingly, Mr. Chair-
man, is on because I think the immediate record of all the Presidential
candidates who are in the race now is that they have accepted public
funds. So the limits are or_. Azld ][ think it would be an extraordinary
Member of the Congress or _enate who would go the independent
route. I think, given the climate and atmosphere of this t!ime, woe
to the candidate who says that he is not going to go the public-
financing route. Even those who go the private route would probably
feel bound by the limits anyway.

Senator P_LL. I would agree with you.. those of us who are frugal
New Englanders would probably keep ir_ under the ceiling.

Senator Cannon _.
Senator Cx_o_-. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First, I want l;o thank

Senator Kennedy for his very kind remarks. We spent a lot of time
trying to develop the bill that we did get out. And that raises a
question in my mind.

I am sure that both of you are well aware of the difficulties we
encountered. Do you think realistically there is an opportunity to
get a bill through in a reasonably short period of time--when I say
through, through both Houses of Congress--providing for public
financing of congressional elect!ions _.

Senator KEN_'EDr. The interesting points in the House a_'e these.
First of all, a majority of Members of 1;he House have actually co-
sponsored a bill for public financing of House elections--so this is
impressive. And, second_ I have also been impressed by what has
been happening in the House among a number of different Members
about tlhe value of the Federal Election Commission.

Even Mr. Hays, who has been outspoken in his oppos!it;ion, has
been more willing recently to accept a Federal Election Commission.
Obviously we have different views about what its powers should be--
but I do think that in the period of the last few days, there has been
some extremely interesting movement. And I am very hopeful that,
with a strong position by the Senate. there would be an opportunity
to meet the deadline :and also to act on public financing.

Senator SCOTT.I would like us tx) try it. I think that public opinion is
moving very strongly in favor of public financing, and I would hope
we could try it.

I do want to thank the cha.irman and[ the members for the work
they did on the original bill--really magnificent work was done under
the chairman's leadership. And serving on the committee, I was greatly
imloressed at. how well he guided the conferees in very diffic,'ult situa-
(;ions. And while we didn't get all we wanted, we did get the basic
law and we got some important advances out of that bill.

Senator C A_NON_.I thank the Senator for his kind remarks. Let me
ask this---if it came to a choice between the question of public financ-
ing of congressional races and the extension of the life of the Com-
lxfission in_fependently, what 'would be the position of the Senat_)r _.
In otker words_ should we hold_ fast--if th(: Senate passes !it, should
we hold fast and have no bill at all, or should we try to find an inter-
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mediate ground extending the life of the Commission, and consider
this as two separate issues ?

Sen.ator KENNEDY. Well, Mr. Chairman, I feel very strongly that
the Members of the Senate as well as the House ought to have an
opportunity to express their views on both these important issues.
I think we have an important responsibility to carry this issue as far
as we can in terms of advancing the public interest. Obviously, we
do not want to disrupt the national Presidential campaign, in which
candidates have undertaken this effort with the idea of being able
to participate in public financing.

So I think that would be unfair and unwise. But I do feel that we
have a very basic and fundamental and important responsibility
to present this issue to our membership in the Senate and go to
conference with a strong position and make every legitimate effort
to work out any differences and adjustments with the House.

Senator SCOTT.The Senator has expressed my views.
Senator CA_-NOX. Both o:f you have certainly pointed out the danger

of unlimited spending and why it would be better to go to public
financing of congressional races. However, that still leaves unan-
swered, as I understand it, both in your bill and, importantly, by the
decision of the Supreme Court, the question of independent spending,
of unlimited spending on the part of individuals or groups, either sup-
porting or in opposition to the particular candidate.

And I wonder if you have any suggestive thoughts as to whether
there is or is not any way to arrive at this one defect that would still
remain in the law ?

Senator Scour. Well, I think that it is extremely difficult to meet
that. I think we should, in the committee, ask advice of counsel, pos-
sibly outside counsel as well, as to whether there is any way to cure
this most unfortunate loophole which the Court has left in the bill.

I think it was by far the worst part of the Court's decision. And if
there is any way by which limitations can be imposed, other than those
which we do impose by virtue of accepting the matching fund.

Senator CAX._O_-. No, I am referring to the spending bY others.
Senator SCOTT.That is what I meant.
Senator CA_.,_o_. In other words, someone independent from the

candidate.
Senator SCOTT. If we could impose limitations on outside spending,

I would be in favor of it. I think the committee might be well advised
to get advice of counsel. I do not know any way by which the Congress
can overrule that part of the Supreme Court's decision other than by
the matching funds provision.

It is going to be extremely difficult to change that part of the Su-
preme Court's ruling in view of the wording they use in the opinion.
But I would like to see something tried.

Senator KE._NED¥. I would just say one word on it. I am a strong
supporter of imposing whatever limitations we can, Mr. Chairman.
I do recognize the first amendment questions. I hope that perhaps we
may be able to address the problem. It is enon,nously complex, al-
though I do think there may be some opportunity to move in this area.

At least, we can require disclosure. I think we have every right to
expect that, any time individuals are spending money, we are entitled
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to very clear notice as to who is spending, how much is being spent,
and who receives the benefit.

I think there are efforts in this area which can be important in tel_ns
of public notification.

I think with regard to the proliferation of various committees, I
think there are probably area_s here where the committees can move.
We have some ideas, perhaps some suggestions, which we could submit.

Senator CA_-ox. You both recall, of course, that we had the first
amendment question very well in mind during our conference, and we
were aware of the problems. But we did take a shot. at some of the
proposed limitations in the event that tlhey would be upheld.

I have a question as to why you have the provision that 'Lhepublic
financing is voluntary rather than mandatory, because if yo'u still have
it so that an individual can come in and not accept public financ!ing,
that individual can spend unNmited under that provision cf the law.
Why. wouldn't you be better off to require it, make it a mandatory
prowsmn ?

Senator ScoTT. I am wondering whether we wouldn't m;m int_o the
Constitution on that, that is what has bothered me about !tr.

Senator K}:_×rnY. I would say that I myself would favor it. We
could make it mandatory. What we were attempting to do was to track
what has been recognized by the Supreme Court in terms of constitu-
tionality.

As you know, we debated that issue at some length in the Senate in
1973 and 1974. I myself would favor making it require& but it does
seem to me that we are on completely solid ground from the constitu-
tional point of view in the way that we have proceeded.

Senator CA×xo_-. Now, dc, I understand your bill--well, first let
me ask about the effective date. I think our analysis here. showed the
effective date for the primaries, January 1977--but I notice that Sena-
tor Scott read from his statement January 1978.

Which is correct ?
Senator SCOTT. It should be 1977.
Senator CA_'NON. And your bill would provide that for tim general

elections it would take effect CMs year.
Senator KENXEDY. Yes.
Senator CA_-Xo_-. Now, do I correctly understand that the matching

provision would relate only to primary elections and would be in
amounts--contributions of $100 or less--1;hat would be eligible for
matching funds, and that there would be no matching fund required
for the general election, but simply the m_[ximum amount according
to the formula, would be made available: is that correct ?

Senator SCOTT. That is my understand irLg.
Senator KE_X_X_DY.The Senator is correct,
Senator C^.'_No_-. Now, what happens under the proviMons of your

bill if there are not sufficient funds earmarked through the d,_llar
checkoff provision to take cgre of the Presidential races and Col_t_s-
siona][ races _.Is there a pro rata between them or do you take ca:ce of
the Presidential races first and then pro rate insofar as the money is
available for the Congressional races ?

Senator Kr._-_Er)Y. Well, as you know, ;Senator, the fi_;t year that
we had the checkoff, we had 3-percent participation. Now. in the ad-
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vance payments of taxes in 1976, it is already up to 26 percent. We
believe that there is an ixtcreasing appreciation of its importance, and
that there will be increasing funds for it. And, as we pointed out, we_
are talking about $34 million for Senate elections on a biennial basis,
which is a reasonable amount--S17 million a year.

We also provide an appropriation to make up any shortfall if there
is one. If not, it wou]d have to be pro rateA.

Senator CANNO_W.But do you provide for any pro rata in--
Senator KENNEDY. I t_dnk there is a provision for pro rating, Sen-

ator.
Senator CaN_O.W. You believe that if there isn't one in there, there

should be.
Senator Sc__rr. There should be if there isn't one.
Senator Kr_NrvY. There should be a provision in there, and it

should follow after the Presidential elections. The Presidential elec-
tions come first and it should be pro rated after that.

Senator CAN_ON. In your proposal, you have an authorization for
·$10 milli_m for the Federal Election Commission. They are operating
on the basis of $5 million now, and I am wondering why you use the
$10 million figure. Do you have some justification as to additional
funds that may be needed ._They are proceeding on the basis of $5
million now.

Senator KE_Nr_VV. I think the figure was the one that the Sena_
passed before. We would be guided by this committee's judgment, but
the figure was taken from the previous Senate bill

Senator CANNON. Well, I wondered if you had any specific informa-
tion, because before we were sort of shooting in the dark, we didn't
know what would be required--and the rate now of spending, or at
least the rate of money made available to the Commission, is at the
$5 million rate at the pra_ent time. And there are some people in the
Congress who feel the Commission has had too much money already,
that they have gone far afield, beyond the limits that Congress orig-
inally envisioned, in developing their rules and regulations and ad-
visory opinions, as you well know.

So that may be a controversial issue at some point in the develo p.
ment of this legislation.

Now, what would you envision would happen with respect to candi-
dates who have already raised funds in this particular year, if this
should pass and be made effective immediately .,_ What happens there
with respect to the candidate's funds on hand who is a candidate in
the November election ?

Senator Kr. NNED¥. We are open to suggestions on it. I think it is
a very fair, practical question--we would be wide open on it.

Senator CASNON. There are many congressional races who have
raised funds and probably more than enough to meet the spending
limit of the primary election. And I was just curious to know what
would happen to those funds, those unused funds, then, if one were
to go to public financing.

The committee I am sure can
Senator KENNEOY. Give some thought to it. I would expect that

most of the moneys that have been raised have been for primary
races, but, of course, there are cases where that wouldn't be so--and
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we would be guided by both the Commission's and the corm_ittee's
judgment on that.

rSenator SCOTT.I would like to respectfully suggest to those Senato s
who may propose simply the reconstitution of the Federal ]glection
Commission that they look at t_le details of our bill. We think that we
have tried to be somewhat specific as to the authority and the power%
and we may have gone further tlhan some of the other bills. We think
it; is desirable that we should, and we hope that those introducing other
bills will give some consideration to thisu

Senator CA_ON. In other words is it title I of your bfil?
Senator SCOTT.Title I, yes.
Senator CANNON. You have imposed some limitations on the au_-

[hority of the Commission beyond the broad limitations that they
were exercising under in the previous period of time.

Senator Scour. Yes. We are making the authority, we thin]_:_ some-
what clearer than it is made in :some of the other bills offered and on
which testimony will be given.

Senator CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PreLL. Thank you, Senator Cannon. There is one further

question _ wanted to ask both of vou, your opinion on, at the suggestion
o] committee counsel, because !it is a question presently be._ore the
Commission. When we come to the single-issue candidates, whether it
is antiabortion or proabortion or gun control or SST, do you think
they should be able to qualify :for public matching funds, or should
they demonstrate a broader spectrum of interest _.

Senator SCOTT.I don't believe that you would have a right to ex-
clude them if they come under the qualification of minor candidates,
because you would be excluding them on the basis of their ideas.
Because a Democrat or a Republican Presumably holds certain ideas--
a vegetarian's ideas may be different, but they are still ideas. I don't
think we ought to get into the realm of ideas and the realm of exclu-
sion of ideas.

Senator KEN_r. Dv. I would agTee, Mr. Chairman. I do feel that, you
_o back over recent times, some might say that those involved in the
1968 campaign were involved in a one-issue matter about ending the
war in Southeast Asia. I would ]be strongly opposed toward providing
any kind of limitation.

If they can qualify, no matter what their views are, then they ought
to be eligible for public funds.

I would be strongly opposed to trying to exclude those we think
are one-issue candidates. If they can meet the qualifications, they ought
to be eligible.

Senator CANNON. If the Senator would yield, I don't think there
is any way we could constitutionally pick and choose who could or
could not be candidates or be eligible, beyond the constitutional
limitations.

I think a limitation based on the issues would clearly fall of its own
weight.

Senator Scour. The Constitution didn't even contemplate parties
in the first place.

Senator CANNON. Incidentally, Chairman Hays' name was men-
tioned earlier, and I have just been notified that he is holding a pre,ss
conference at 2 p.m. today on the.. FEC.
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Senator Pr. LL. Thank you. I would agree with both of you in con-
nection With your response to my question regarding a one-issue can-
didate, which essentially was the situation in the 1968 campaign--
and the 1972 campaign, too.

So I thank you very much.
Senator GRIFFIN. Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Senator Griffin ._
Senator GRiffiN. Mr. Chairman, if I could just comment. I want to

indicate that I introduced the President's proposal today (S. 2987),
and I want to indicate that as a result of listennig to your testimony
and studying your proposal, I see at least two features in here that
I want to indicate agreement with.

One is the matter of the ex officio service of the Secretary of the
Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representatives--this may be
an unfortunate omission in the President's bill. If it is constitutional,
I believe I would be in favor of that change.

And then also I notice in your bill you provide the six-member
Commission--the terms of two would expire every 2 years. In other
words, it would be staggered. No one President after the initial ap-
pointment would be able to appoint a whole Commission again. I
tZhink that is a desirable feature that the terms of any Commission be
staggered.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much.
Senator SCOTT. Thank you.
Senator Pr. LL. Thank you very much indeed.

STATEMENTS OF HON. RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF I_ENNSYLVANIA, AND HON.
WALTER 17. MONDALE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
MINNESOTA

Senator PELL. Our next Witnesses will be Senators Schweiker and
Mondale who will be testifying on S. 2911. Senators, welcome, and
proceed as you will.

Senator SCHWEXKER.Thank you, Mr. Chairma n and members of
the committee. With the committee's permission, I would like to insert,
my full statement into the record, in view of the schedule you have.

Senator PrLL. Without objection, your written statement will be
inserted in the hearing record in its entirety.

[The written statement of Senator Schweiker follows :]

sTATEMENT OF HON. RICHARO S. SCHWg,K_a, A U.S. SI_NATOE FROM THE
COMMONW_-_r.TH OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear this morning to discuss
our bill, S. 2911, to reconstitute the Federal Election Commission.

We in the Congress have been handed what is really a pretty simple problem
by the Supreme Court. We passed an election reform law in 1974 which con-
rained a great many provisions. One of those said that the law would be admin-
istered by a Commission with six members, two chosen by the President, two
by the House leadership, and two by the Senate leadership. This Commission
would receive reports, issue rules and regulations, give advisory opinions, certify
federal campaign matching funds, and investigate apparent violations of the
law.
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On January 30, the Supreme Court handed down its decision in Buckley v.
Valeo, the major challenge to the constitutionality of the election ;[aw. Some
]parts of the law were upheld, and others were found to be unconstitutional.

With regard to the Federal Eiectior. Commission, the Court said that the
make-up approved by Congress could not stand. The laws of our country, under
_LheConstitution, must be administered by "Officers of the United S_ates" ap-
]pointed by the President and subj_mt to confirmation by the Senate, Four of
the six members of the FEC are presently approved by Congress, not by i:he Presi-
dent, however, and all six are subject to approval, not by the Senate alone, but
by both the House and the Senate. This set-up, the Court concluded, makes the
FEC in effect a Congressional body, with no more power than Cong:':ess could
give to one of its Committees.

Specifically, the Court held the Commission could exercise only the inforraa-
tional functions granted to it under the law. It could no longer:

(a) Certify any public matching funds for the Presidential election;
(b) Issue any binding advisory opinions;
(c) Issue any binding regulations :interpreting the law; or
(d) Hold any administrative hearings or e×el_ise any civil en:_orcement

:powers.
The Court recognized the chaos that would result if the FE© were Mlled out-

right, and so it gave Congress 30 days, until the end of February, to recon-
stitute the Commission in a constitutionally valid, las;hion.

In response to this decision, I immediately introduced _. 2911 to reconstitute
the Federal Election Commission. We believe this bill will promptly resolve
the problem created by the Court's decision.

The bill is very simple. Let me outline its provisions. Section One recreates
the Commission with six members appointed .for :staggered six-year i:erms by
t:be President, subject to the advice and conseut of the Senate, and two mem-
bers, the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House, serving ex officio
and without vote. No more than three members appointed by the President may
be from any political party.

Section Two of our bill provides for a transition between the present Com-
mission and the new Commission. It is our intent that the terms of the old
Commissioners expire on the appoint_nent of their successors, and that 'the
present Commissioners be eligible for appointraent to the new Commission al.
t;hough we take no position on whether they should be named. We believe our bill
adequately provides for continuity .and provides the authority required for staff
and files to be carried over to a new Commission.

Finally, Section Three urges the President t¢, act as quickly as possible to fill
the positions created by our bill so that the orderly implementation of tht
Federal election campaign laws may be continued.

Mr. Chairman, this last point is what this controversy is all abo_:_t. Despite
all the other issues which have beEm lmised since the Supreme Court's decisiion,
the overriding, primary concern of ,alt of us must be the assurance that the
election laws are not thrown into further disarray. We must re.-establish a
mechanism to administer the federal campaign matching funds and, perhaps most
import.ant, to give authoritative interpretation and enforcement of the election
laws by an independent body.

The simplest and most effective way to do this, particularly at this time in an
election year, ts to reconstitute the Federal Election Commission. The C:ommis _
sion bas assembled a staff which has acquired expertise by administering the
Federal election law for the last several months. Given the success ,ff the first
legal attack on this law, we should not overlook the l_act that the Court has
indicated that it approves of a Pr_sidentially-appointed Commission..Any other
proposal could bring about a new lawsuit, and the possib.i,lity of another crisis
later in the election year.

Let's look briefly at some of the other alternatives which have been suggested,
either before this Committee or in the press in the past few weeks. One approach
has been to gut the Commission, b]F taking all enforcement powers for Congres-
sional elections out of the Commission and leaving it only the job of certifying
the matching funds. The law would then theoretically be enforced by the Cortgress.

This approach really puts election law back into a pre-Watergate [mature. In
the public's eye, giving the 535 ;_embers of Congress power to enforce the
election laws would be like giving enforcement of the antitrust laws over to
:Fortune's 500 corporations. '.Phis country would not stand for it. We decided
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in 1974 that an independent bOdy must implement these laws to assure that
they are enforced impartially. The Congress cannot forget that the appearance of
justice is an important part of justice itself, and we should not place ourselves
in the indefensible position of seeking to have our activities beyond independent
review.

Another proposal has been to transfer the administration of the Presidential
matching money to the General Accounting Office, either temporarily or per.
manently, and let the rest of the law lapse. The Comptroller General has
answered this proposal very effectively by pointing out that the GAO does not
have the staff or the expertise to administer this law, and that this transfer
would be very disruptive. I would like to insert a copy of a letter from the
Comptroller General in the record at this point. (See letter addressed to Chair-
man Cannon by Comptroller General Staats, which letter may be found on
p. 148 of these hearings.) In addition to not maintaining smooth administration
of the matching funds, this proposal would stop all new rules and regulations
from being issued.

This is an important point. We have seen the law chopped in half by the
Supreme Court. All the rules and regulations previously issued by the Com-
mission should be reexamined to see if they are still valid. To take away the
power to make rules and advisory opinions from the FEC will require every
candidate for federal office in the country to act without guidance in this com-
plex legal situation, not knowing whether his actions are wlthln the law until he
finds out he is under indictment by some state attorney general or the U.S.
Justice Department. The orderly administration of the election laws does not
simply mean handing out public funds on an expeditious basis; it includes
giving candidates the guidelines needed to stay within the law.

Another proposal has been to address public financing and "loophole closing"
at this time. I have favored public financing of Congressional races in the past,
and I think that we should make another effort to take big money out of our
political system. But these are complicated issues which cannot be dealt with
properly in the short period of time remaining for us in February. We are
learnin_ a lot about public financing in its first trial run at the Presidential
level, and there are some things about it which we may want to take another
look at. The problem of loopholes is even more complex. There is no possibility
that a comprehensive bill on this subject would move quickly enough through
the Congress to meet the Court's deadline.

Further campaign reform must be addressed, but not under the deadline
pressure we now face. I hope that this Committee wtll schedule early hearings
on the questions of Congressional public financing and revtstous in the sub-
stance of the campaign laws, with a view toward reporting out a bill later tn
the spring if possible.

Mr. Chairman, the President has asked the Congress to reconstitute the Com-
mission, and the Comptroller General thtnks it is the best way to go. The Amer-
ican Bar Association and Common Cause agree that this Commission must be
renewed before the end of February. Our bill, which will do just that, has 13
cosponsors in the Senate, and an identical bill has 56 in the House. We ask this
Committee to send S. 2911 to the floor so that the American people will know
that We care about the orderly and fair administration of the election law, and
also to show that Congress can indeed get a job done on time.

Thank you. I would be happy to answer any questions you might have.

Senator Scnwrmrm I will try iust to summarize, Mr. Chairman,
some of the important points of the bill that we are proposing.

I think it is important, Mr. Chairman, to consider the time factor in
the _)roblem at hand. We have less than 11 days to solve a very serious
problem. And havin_ served in the House of Representatives for four
terms. I am not very optimistic that they are going to pass any other
part of a bill except the bill that Senator Mondale and I are proposing
today.

In my judgment there is no way the House is going to accept the
public fina.cin_.. We battled this for many months---your committee
has led the fi_.ht, you have done the work, and after months and months
of work and effort_ it was scratched in conference.
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So I think we are somewhat deluding ourselves if we think that
we can get public financing, or really anything else that might be de-
,drable, into this bill. I happen to be a sponsor of public financing, I
am al! for it, I strongly support it:, I ;will fight for it---but not at this
time and place.

i th:ink also that it is important to realize that if we los_ every-
thing, what happens? First, if the FEC goes out of commi,;sion, !m
additk)n to not having public :matching funds for Presidential elec-
tions, they cannot issue any binding advisory opinions, they cannot
issue any binding regulations knterpreting the law, they cannot hold
any administrative hearings or exercise any civil enforcement powers.
In'short, we have organized chaos. And the Supreme Court recognized

_:his--t:hat is why they gave us 3O days to ge_;it straightened out. SoI think it is important to put our priorities where they should be.
,qecond, as was mentioned earlier, and 7[would like to reemphasize

:ii;,this committee led the way in the Senate, led the way in the Con-
gress_ in 1974 when we decided that we wanted an independtmt body
to implement these laws so that they are impartially enforced. And
t:he Congress cannot forget that the appearance of justice ii.;just as
important as part of justice itse]tf.

I don't believe that we should place ourselves in the indefensible
position of seeking to have our activities beyond independenl:_ review.
We should not look like we are having the fox guarding the chicken
coop. And that is what would happen if FEC expires.

Our bill has broad support. President Ford indicated tha,t: he sup-
ports this concept, the ABA convention assembled in PhHadelph.ia
just passed a resolution endorsing this concept--and I wouh]_ like to
include that in the record, Mr. Chairman, if that would be all right.

Senator PrmL. Without objection, it will be included.
[The resolution referred to follows :]

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF _)ELEOALgTES

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON ELECTION REFORM

RECOM MENDATIOIq

Resolved, that the American Bar Association urges the Congress _Loimmedi-
ately enact legislation to reconstitute and to preserve an independent Federal
Election Commission and, it is, further

Resolved, that the President of the United States and the Senate are urged,
t:hrough their respective powers of appointment and confirmation, to, recognize
the importance of some continuity in the membership of a reconstituted Federal
Election Commission and, it is, further

Resolved, that the American Bar Association urge Congress to c(mtinue its
attempts to fashion a fair and equitable election law consistent with the prin-
ciples adopted by the American Bar Association at its August, 1975 meeting.

Passed by the ABA House of Delegates, February 1.7, 1976.

REPORT

After extensive activity in the area of federal election reform in rne year_
since its creation in 1973, the ABA Special Committee on Election tleform has
withheld any major effort this year pending the decision of the Uniled States
Supreme Court in the case of Buckley v. Va.leo. The Buckley case dealt with a
very wide range of constitutional issues resulting from enactment of t:he Federal
]Olection Campaign Act Amendments of 1974 and 'was before the Court on an
expedited appeal.

The B_ckley v. Valeo opinion, announced on January 29, 1976, held invalid
the procedure for appointment of the Federal Election Commission. However,
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the opinion recognized the very critical work being done by the Federal Election
Commission and allowed it to continue its existence until March 1, during which
time Congress could consider possible alternatives for reconstituting the Com-
mission. The necessary action itself is relatively simple, in that the appointments
must be made by the President pursuant to Article II, Section 2 of the Constitu-
tion of the United States.

In August, 1975, the ABA House of Delegates took a position favoring an
independent commission and the following language was included in the state-
ment of principles concerning election reform:

Federal election laws should be administered by a single, independent
agency entrusted with effective enforcement power and the resources to dis-
charge its responsibilities.

The ABA Special Committee on Election Reform recommends that the sug-
gested resolutions be adopted so as to impress upon Congress and the President
the importance of not disrupting in mid-campaign the Federal Election Com-
mission machinery and staff. The committee also feels that the independence of
the Commission is essential for the integrity of its operation and that this inde-
pendence be viewed by Congress as primary to any other criteria it may consider
in reconstituting the Commission.

Respectfully submitt_
TALBOT D'ALEMBERTE_ CA_irfll4gn.
CH_RLF-_ O. ARMSTRONG.

JOHN D. FEERICK.

DANIEL L. GOLDEN.

WILLIAM D. RUCKELSItAUS.

STEPHEN I. SCHLOSSBERG.
EARL SNEED.
WILLIAM P. TRENKLE, Jr.

Senator SCHtVEIKER.Common Cause also indicates their support for
this. We have some 15 Senate cosponsors, some 65 House cosponsors--
and I think that this is really what we need to do to the problem at
hand.

That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and mem-

bers of the committee. I would ask that my full statement appear in
the record as though read.

Senator PELL. Without objection, it will be done.
[The written statement of Senator Mondale follows :]

STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER F. MONDALE, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
I¥[IN NESOTA

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear this morning to discuss
S. 2911, our bill to reconstitute the Federal Election Commission.

I am pleased to join with Senator Schweiker in sponsoring S. 2911. As you
well know, a little over two weeks ago the Supreme Court ruled that the exercise
of certain execrative functions by the Federal Election Commission, as presently
constituted, is unconstitutional.

The Court held that unless the Commission was reconstituted with members
appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate it would
lose its enforcement and rulemaking authority. S. 2911 seeks to accomplish the
clear mandate of that decision and reconstitute a Presidentially appointed
independent Federal Election Commission.

Near the end of the Watergate era, a period in which we witnessed the resig-
nation of both the President and his Vice President under a storm of political
corruption, the Congress took a historic step in establishing an independent
commission to monitor and regulate the infusion of money into the political
process. The public outcry was loud and the movement toward political reform
had great impetus. We oughl not let this noble experiment die just because in the
wake of the Supreme Court decision we have no Watergate-scandal on the front
pages of our newspapers and on our television screens.
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Unless the Congress acts immed,iately to restore the Commission's regulatory
authority, the upcoming Presidenti;.al primaries will be conducted witl_out answers
to at least two critically important questions.

First, "How much money can a candidate accept in contributions from a
wealthy wife or husband or a wealthy family member ?" The Court held that a
wealthy candidate could spend as much of his own money as he chose, but left
the question of contributions from family members subject to an uncertain ,Con-
gressional definition.

Second, "What constitutes an 'in;dependent' expenditures by a wealthy individ-
ual or a heavily endowed union or corporate political action committee in behalf
of a candidate?" The Court struck down the $1,0(_) limit on such campaign ex-
penditures, but left the definition of "independent expenditure" to be determined
by another agency.

In addition to these two pressing questions, many more critical ones will surely
arise as we approach the election. If the Commission's regulatory authorl.ty lapses
on March 1, no other body is prepared to decide which expenditures are "inde-
pendent'' and which are not, and no other agency is prepared to draft guidelines
to check the unlimited-flow of money into political campaigns under the guise
of independent activity.

Those who feel that the Supreme Court's decision is being violated could ahvays
take their case ,to court, but the primaries would almost certainly be over before
a decision could be reached, i ruling by the Justice Department could take less
time, but their legal staff does not have the expertise that the FE,C's staff has
gained over this nine month period.

In addition to interpreting the law, we must have an agency to ensure that
our own efforts to achieve reform are being carried out. One of the most pressing
reasons for reconstituting the Commission immediately is to ensure that the
Presidential candidates are not left without matching funds. These candidates
have run their campaigns in good[ faith and in reliance on the fact that these
funds would be available. We must see that they get the funds they are entitled
to under the law. It would be tragic not only for them but for the entire political
process if Congressional delay in reconstituting the Commission prevents these
candidates from receiving the matching funds to which they are entitled and
perhaps thereby influence the ot_tcome of the Presidential nominating contests.
This is an urgent matter, and therefore I want to stress the need to reconstitute
the Commission before the March I deadline.

Given the history of weak enforcement of campaign financing laws and the
extensive evidence of misuse of law enforcement agencies for political purposes,
it is no wonder that the public watches with some skepticism our efforts to
reconstitute this Commission.

Even with the most conscientious and well-intentioned Clerk of the House and
Secretary of the Senate, the public is certain to question the objectivity and
zeal of their enforcement efforts involving persons to whom they owe their jobs.
During the Watergate investigation, the public did not begin to have confidence
that the whole truth would be unearthed until the authority was shifted from
the Justice Department, whose at_:orney general ,owed his job to the President, to
an independent special prosecutor. The same principle is involved here.

I have been a long-time supporter of public financing of Congressional elections.
I have introduced a bill calling for public financing and am hopeful that the Rules
Committee will see that this important question is dealt with during this session
of Congress, even though it may not become effective until the 1978 elections.

It is my own feeling, however, that the importance of reconstituting the FEC
is so great that perhaps this is not the best time to take up public financing as a
provision of this legislation. I do hope, however, that there will be an opportunity
later this spring to deal with Congressional public financing.

On February 24 the first Presidential primary will be held and on March 16,
the first Congressional primary is scheduled. We cannot afford to wait until the
extended debate these reforms deserve has run its course. We must have a eom-
mission to assist the over 1,000 Federal candidates, their staffs, and the network
of volunteers all of whom need the guidance of ah independent commission to
understand and abide by the mandates of the sweeping and often complex reforms
we have written into the campaign law.

The Commission is one of the most important and far-reaching experiments in
our political history. Nine months is not an adequate trial period. While the
commission is not perfect, it must: be given a chance to prove that we can reform
our system of campaign financing in a responsible and sensible manner.
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Senator MONDALr. I am please to join with Senator Schweiker in
sponsoring S. 2911 to amend and extend the FEC. I think there are
two or three very crucial reasons why we must immediately amend and
extend the Commission.

Mr. Dooley said around the turn of the century that it :is not clear
that the Constitution follows the flag, but it is clear that the Supreme
Court follows the election returns. And that may be true. But I think,
as good as that decision was, it is clear that none of them had ever
run for Public office, because they drew distinctions that may make
sense in legal theory but that are just unbelievably difficult to manage
and interpret in the real life of American politics. For example, they
said that a candidate could spend as much as he had running for office,
leaving the question open as to how much a family migh.t contribute.
And it is only through the reconstitution of this Commission that. we
can possibly sort out an area of what could be tremendous abuse
and something that could contribute enormously to cynicism in this
country.

Second, the Supreme Court said that a wealthy individual or a
heavily endowed union or corporate political action committee, if it
was called, quote, independent, could spend as much as it pleased on
behalf of a candidate. Now, that provision, unless properly policed
and interpreted, could go far toward the destruction of the fine work
of this committee and the Senate to try to bottle up the compromising
and corrupting influence of big money in American pohtics. And
without the immediate re-creation of this Commission to sort out these
questions and to interpret them in a way that makes sense, those two
exceptions written into the Court could be mischievous to the ultimate
degree.

In addition to that, there are over 1,000 candidates running _ForCon-
gress, probably more committees than that, each with questions that
must be answered if this law is going to make sense. And it is only the
Commission that can answer those questions.

And for those reasons, I think we must immediately reconstitute
the Commission on a constitutional basis.

Finally, it is only the Commission that can distribute matching
funds under the public financing provisions of the law. The candidates
that are now running for President, without the reconstitution of this
Commission, would be left without matching funds. These candidates
have run their campaigns in good faith and in reliance that these funds
would be made available. And I think it would be tragic if we failed
to reconstitute the institution essential to the distribution of those
moneys.

Finally, may I say, I think the American people look on all of us in
this whole process with a great deal of skepticism. They have seen in
recent years example after example of utterly outrageous abuse of
money, which compromises and occasionally corrupts the sacred
process of freedom in our society.

If we fail to immediately reconstitute this Commission and correct
what is really a minor but essential constitutional flaw, I think: we will
be contributing enormously to this sense of cynicism and despair
which is found in too much abundance in American life today.

I join with Senator Schweiker in believing that We should not put
the public financing provisions on this particular measure. But if we
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do, I hope we will proceed on the basis of _ matching grant rather than
a direct total Treasury co_tribution, as contemplated by an alternative
provision.

Congressman Burton in the House, as [ understand, has such a bill
introduced--and now there are over 225 c_sponsors. Last time when
we tried the direct total Treasury contribution to candidates, we met
with stonewall opposition from the House---and I would hope for
many reasons--first of all, it is more hopeful in the House; second, il; is
through a match that we can prevent giving massive funds to frivolous
candidates; and thirdly, I think people feel a lot better about these
public :financing provisions if, through a c.heckoff, and if, through
a match, they have something to say about how much money a candi-
date is going to get.

So that I would hope _ha_ we would extend the Commission for
the reasons given. ][ would hope that we would try to find another
vehicle for public financing for congre_ionM campaigns that I feel
to be crncial_ particularly in the light of the Supreme Court decision,
which leaves us no other way in which to impose essential ceilings.

But if we do, I hope we do it through some kind of private
matching system, rafimr than a dir(mt total Treasury grant.

Senator Sc_rw_ra_. Mr. Chairman, I have a written statement
from Senator Cranston who :is tied up at another meeting; and he
would like to include his statement as one of our principal cosponsors.

Senator PEnn. Without objection, it will be included in the record.
[The written statement of Senator Cranston follows :]

STATEMEN'r OF ]HON. ALAN CI_Ak_TOJ_'_, A U.S.. SENATOR FROM THig STATE OF
CALIFORI_;IA

Mr. Chairman, the 1976 electiom,; were to give us the first opportm_ity to test
the 1974 Federal Elections Campaign Act and the effectiveness of public financ-
ing of the Pre_dential election in combating the in,,ddious influence of big money
in our political processes.

Instead, as a result of the Supreme Court's January 30 decision in Buckley v.
Vateo, we now face the prospect of uncertainty and chaos in those same elections.

After February 29, the independent agency Which was to administer and
enforce the 1974 law _and its public financing system_the Federal Elections Com-
mission---;_411 cease to exist as an enforcement and rulemaking body unless i.t can
be re-established in accordance with the Appointments Clause of the Constitution.
Y,f no action is taken to fill the void, the FEC becomes an informational service
at best. Moreover, effective enforcement and nfiemaking, as well as administra-
tion of the public financing system for the 1976 elections will be nonexistent.

It nmst be pointed out that the Supreme Court found no problem with the
FEC's purpose. Its objection was to the means of choosing the FEC's members.

If we can reconstitute the FEC, by giving the power to appoint the Comlnis-
sioners to the President with the advice and cmasent of the Senate, we can insure
an orderly federal elections process in 1976 and a fair opportunity to evaluate
the public financing system.

For that reason, I urge your favora.ble consideration of S. 2911, which will
reestablish the Federal Elections Commission and which expresses the sense of
the Senate that appointments under the new procedure be made as speedily as
'possible to allow for "the orderly implementation of Federal electior_ campaign
]laws."

As :you well know, I have been a strong supporter of efforts to :ceform the
federal elections process by placing reasonable controls over our elections
processes. As a leader of the bipartisan group of Senators who spearheaded the
fight for public financing in the 93(1 Congress, I appeared before this Subcom-
mittee in .September 1973 to enumerate certain basic principles we feit must be
included in any package of public financing _md election reform. Among these
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basic print/pies was: "administration of campaign financial reporting and dis-
closure laws and regulations by an independent elections commission with enforce-
ment powers."

A strong enforcement agency is essential.
However, in all this discussion of the Federal Elections Commission, there

is one point that we should not fail to consider: We must not allow the FEC
to become a tool for harassment by future imperial Presidents who may seek
to repeat the abuses of Watergate. I understand and share the great concern
expressed by some of our colleagues that the FEC has such a potential for
abuse in our democratic society that the President should not be given power
over the Commission. That concern led to Congressional adoption of the present
method of selecting Commission members. Perhaps we should consider extending
the life of the FEC for only a year and a half so that the Subcommittee, in the
non-election year of 1977, will be able to take another look at how the Commis-
sion has handled enforcement and whether it should be changed, particularly in
the aftermath of its implementation of the law in 1976.

Senator PELL. Senator Griffin ._
Senator GRIFFIn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I must say t,hat I

think I generally agree with the approach that you are presenting. One
thing that concerns me is whether and when Congress will get around
to doing something about the enormous loopholes that have been left
by the Supreme Court's decision. I rather agree with th,is statement
m Buckley v. Valeo by Chief Justice Burger. He said:

By dissecting the act bit by bit and casting off vital parts, the Court fails to
recognize that the whole of this act is greater than the sum of its parts. Oongress
intended to regulate all aspects of Federal Campaign finances, but what remains
after today's holding leaves no more than a shadow of what Congress contem-
plated. I question whether the residue leaves a workable program.

Certainly the mabter of unlimited expenditures by an individual or
by special interest groups and associations, as the Senator from M_inne-
sera has pointed out, is or should be a mat;ter of very grave concern.

Even though I voted against public financing before, I am also one
of those that thinks that that subject should be reconsidered by the
Congress, especially after we have the experience of public financing
for Presidential candid a_s in this election.

I do question at this late stage, in this election year, whether we
should attempt to provide for public financing in this election. I think
that not only the problem that Senator Cannon has raised confronts
us--the fact that some candidates have already raised money--but I
think we have to take into account the fact that different States have
different primary dates and filing dates.

It seems to me to change the rules at this late stage is of question-
able wisdom. One might wonder whether people would have run for
the office in this year if they had known there would be public financ-
ing. It might be an entirely different situation than it would be if we
were to suddenly pass this bill and provide matching public funds.

All of this is leading me to this question: Could your bill carry the
additional suggestion or provision of the President that would pro-
vide an expiration date following this election which would in effect
compel the Congress to take a whole new look at what we have done
in light of the Supreme Court's decision _.

I don_t know whether either of you want to comment on that or not.
I think it is an interesting suggestion, one that would more or less
force the legislative branch of Government to do what we hope it will
do, but which it may not.
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Senator MO.WDAL_..Senator Griffin, I introduced a prop,:)sal for a
commission to study the way in which we nominate the t"cesidents.
It is one of the anomalies of our society that something as crucial as
that--how we finance then-,, how we nominate them, State rules, party
rules and the rest have just grown up without any cohesive overall
plan whatsoever. It was one of the great failures of tile Founding
Fathers to in anyway anticipate that problem. And now we don't
have a system--we have 55 difi!erent systems.

And I understand the President responded favorably to the gen_.ral
notion of finally taking a fundamental look at that problein. And I
think it would make sense to l?erhaps couple that with a similar thor-
ough review of the whole system by which we nominate _nd elect
other Federal officers, including the public financing provi:sion.

Now, of course, this committee has been the key com_nittee for
many, many years, the best students of election problems sro to be
found right here. Whether that review should be conducte, t by some
outside group or whether the committee would make it j?art of its
ongoing work is really for you to decide.

Senator SC_WEIEER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to re_;pond, too.
] agree with Senator Griffin_s question that we do need a pl:'od, and I
think that one way to handle this could be to take our bill _,_ndto put
a July 1, 1977, expiration date on it. This would get us tb:_ough this
election, it would get us through the final reporting, which is
the first quarter of next year, and would give an administr_l:ion and a
new Congress some 6 months to come up with something. ]ilwouldn't
favor a date earlier than that, because we would make it hard to deal
with the problem in Congress.

Now, second, I would lik,_, to respond to the first part of your
question, Senator, and that is about the wreckage that the Supreme
Court has left us--and I happen to think it is a serious wreckage
of this ]aw. I think that to go through this wreckage without an
FEC would just be utter chaos--no one will know where to go, no
one will know what they are doing, no ,one will know wha¢ :is legal--
it would be utter chaos.'

So that while we have a wreckage, we have a chance to salvage a
little bit of that wreckage by reconstituting the FEC. F(Jrtunately,
I am not running this year_ but I don't know what somebody does
as a candidate to determine what he is doing legally, if we don't have
something like the FEC. I think that is very important.

Senator G_FFLW. Thank you very much.
Senator PEnn. Senator Clark _.
Senator CLanK. Just one question. I appreciate your _tatement

very much. I think we--most all of us at any rate--are in agreement
that we need a reconstitution of the Commission.

I would like to ask you about the public financing provisi[on. Both
of you in the past, I know, ihave supported public financing--and I
think your statement indicates that you think we ought to tui?n to that
question very soon. But understandably you are reluctant t_) go ahead
with that now, as you say, because you feel it might endanger the
reconstitution of the Commission.

But it does seem to me that there is a real hope now_ f_:_r'the first
time, that the House of Representatives will pass congressi,nal public
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financing. Now, you mentioned, I think, Senator Mondale, the fact
that the Burton bill now has 240 sponsors.

Supposing that before we act in the Senate, the House adopts the
Burton proposal, which, as I understand it, will be attached to a re-
constituted Commission. Suppose that bill comes to ,us with public
financing in it and a full power reconstituted Commission.

Would you then support in the Senate public financing?
Senator MO_DALE. I would strongly support it. I said in my state-

ment that I think we ought to choose a different vehicle for public
financing, but I also said, if there is public financing being proposed,
.I am going to join the fight for it and I am going to fight for a match-
lng system.

And one of my reasons for doing so is that it is much easier, I believe,
to get House support on a matching basis than on a direct Treasury
grant of the kind that we adopted last time.

There is not much mystery about public financing any more, there
is no need for all kinds of thorough studies. This committee has been
dealing with the public financing issue. The chairman of the com-
mittee, I think, probably knows more about this issue than any man
m Anmrica; he has been working with it for at least a decade and per-
haps more. We have debated the dollar checkoff at least since the middle
sixties. We have had an enormous amount of experience with all of
these matters now.

I think if we can do both, that would be a different problem. But
above all we have got to get this Commission reconstituted, because
if wet let that fail I think the American public will think tha,t we
used artifice and tricks to .bring that disaster about.

Senator CLARK. And, Senator Schweiker, would you, if the House
were to pass public financing--let's say the Burton bill or some other--
and came to us before we act, do you feel that you could support public
financing and a reconstituted_

Senator SCHWrZKER. Yes, Senator Clark, I would certainly support
it very strongly, because my objection is not to the principle, my ob-

jection is to the practicality o_ it. The answer is a strong yes.I have to say, having ser; ed in the House, they used to have a
phenomenon they called the disappearing quorum over in the House
in the old days--and I sort of suspect that when that FEC vote comes
up on public financing, you are going to see the disappearing quorum
at work during this election year. I hope I am wrong, but that is the
basis for my position now.

Senator CLAaK. Thank you.
Senator PELL. Senator Cannon?
Senator CA_NON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think there is a

good possibility, in light of what has transpired, to something happen-
mg along the lines that have been suggested here, that the House may
well act before we complete our action over here. And if they should
act with a public financing provision in the congressional races, then,
certainly, in the light of the action the Senate took before, we would
have no problem getting it in.

I think, Senator Mondale, I am inclined to agree with you. I think
that the general elections perhaps should also be on the matching fund
basis, rather than just the primary--although I recognize the rationale
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for it, that the primary is where one would demonstrate adequate
support to come under a matching provision in the event the:ce were
a lot of candidates in.

But I think a limit on the amount of tlhe matching provi,_;:ion,such
as $100 or less, to me would giive it more appeal from the matching
standpoint in the general elec_fions than just this right-oulL _.,rant--
and as well I keep in the back of 'my mind the question I asked Sen-
ators Kennedy and Scott, if there is a possibility that there may not

be adequate funds if this were to take effect this year, adequ_:te fundsto finance both the Presidential races and the congression,lLl races--
I would certainly prefer to see the Presiden6. al races taken c_tre of in
light of the fact that we have gotten a start down that road:.

Senator 3VlONDALE.Senator Griffin mentioned the possiibility of
maybe beaqnning the public financing of congressional rac,;_s in the
next election. I think that might be a good compromise.

But if we have a chance to act this vear, I very much ho[,e we Cio.
And the reason I come down so strongly on the matching pr!_nciple--
and I am glad to hear yon support that--is that I think there is some-
thing very powerful to the psychology of the American public con-
tinning to have something to s:_y about how much money a candidate
gets and of forcing a candidate to go around and plead for funds;
as long as you keep the amount that any pemon can contrib'.lte to an
amount that couldn't possibly corrupt a candidate, M1 you are doing
is forcing him to go around and get a lot o_ support, as a condition
for getting public support.

And I think the public senses that and feels very strongly about it.
I think the key to the succem of uublic financing is to be found to a
great extent in the checkoff in tile tax returns; the public l_kes the
notion that they have something to say atmut how much mon,_v would
be set aside and that they can exercise that option on an ongo.ing basis.
If you just take it out of the Treasury as a direct _rant, not only do
you increase opposition in the ]louse, but you Mso, I think, undermine
that sense of public control that is so important.

Senator Scawr_rra. I want to say that I concur with Senator
Mondale on that. I think, if we go the route of public financing and
had complete Treasury financing, we would really take the sense of
participation out of the whole American system. And if the.re is one
key principle that I think that; has made our country strong,, ii;is that
participatory role.

And I think it is important to keep participation in th_ system
somehow, somewhere. I think tha_ is a very valid point and I rea.13y
strongly support that point..

Senator CA_r_rox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PZLL. Thank yon, ,._enator Cannon. Incidentally, ][ notice

that on November 16, 1973, I ].ntroduced a bill, S. 2718, thai: was ex-
actly like yours with the matdhing provisions in it up to $100, but it
was lost--those provisions were lost somewhere on its way t_:)passage.

So I support this concept.
Senator Gmrrr_r. Mr. 0hairman, if I mi_:ht put in the n_cord the

last dates for filing and the date of primary elections, State by State
for congressional elections for this year--I think it might be of some
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interest in terms of the practicality of passing a public financing bill
for this year. I do have it for 1974--what I will put in will be for
1976.

[The information referred to follows :]

Ii. CONGRESSIONALPRIMARIES

Last Last
Primary dayfor Primary dayfor

State date filing_ State date filing

illinois............................. Mar. 16 Dec. 15 Missouri........................... i._.do .... Apr. 27
Pennsylvania........................ Apr. 27 Feb.17 Tennessee.......................... Aug. 5 June 3
Texas.............................. May 1 Feb. 2 Georliia............................. Aug. 10 June 9
Alabama............................ May 4 Mar. I Louisiana........................... Aug. 14 June 18
Districtof Columbia..................... do.... Mar. 5 NorthCarolina...................... Aug. 17 May 28
indiana..... _.......................... do.... Mar.15 Alaska............................. Aug. 24 June 1
Nebraska....... . ................... May 11 Mar. 12 Oklahoma.............. : .............. do.... July 7
WestVirginia........................... do.... Feb. 7 Georgia............................. Aug.31
Maryland_.......................... May 18 Mar. 8 Arizona............................. Sept. 7 July 9
Arkansas........................... May 25 Apr.

361Connecticut............................ do.... Aug. 6Kentucky do
Mar _ Florida................................ do.... July 20

Oregon................................ do.... Mar.16 NorthDakota.......................... do.... July 24
Alabama............................ June1_ Delaware........................... Sept.11 Sept. 1
Mississippi............................. do.... Apr. 2 Colorado............... :............ Sept.14 July 31

Montana............................... do.... Apr. 2_ Massachusetts.......................... do.... July 6NewMexico............................ do.... Mar. Minnesota.................... : ........ do.... July 20
SouthDakota.......................... do.... Apr. 16 Nevada.... : ........................... do.... J/_ly21
Texas.............................. June 5 NewHampshire............................ dO July 16
California........................... June 8 Mar. 12 NewYork.............................. do.... July 29
Iowa............................... do.... Apr. 2 NorthCarolina.., ...................... do....
Arkansas.............................. do.... RhodeIsland........................... do.... June 10

Maine................................. do.... Apr._p219 Utah.................................. do.... May 10NewJersey............................ do.... A r. Vermont.., ........... . ................ do.... Aug. 5
Ohio:................................ ,do.... Mar.25 WiscOnsin.............................. do:_.. JUly 13
Sout.h.Carolina..................... ,...do .... (s) Wyoming.............................. do..... July 31

Mi_sissippVir_'n'a--_:.-.:..................... j,d°22,neApr.9 Washington......................... Sept.21July30Oklahoma............................. do....
SouthCarolina......................... do Louisiana............... :............ Sept.25s
Idaho.............................. Aug. 3 June 7 Florida............................. Sept.28s
Kansas................................ do.... June20 Hawaii............................. Oct. 2 Aug. 18
Michigan.............................. do.... June15

Lastdayfor filing declarationsor petitionsof candidacy(datesmayvarydueto statutorychanges).
Runoffdate.

8Filingdeadlineis 2 weeksafter Stateconventionsclose;conventionclosingdatesare unknownat the time of pub-
lication.

Senator GaZFFZN. I might just point out that in 1974 and I assum e
it would be the same--the i{ting date in North Carolina was Febru-

ary 25, the filing date in Ohio was February 6 and in a number of
States it is March. Of course, it seems to me it would be very dif-
ficult to

Senator SCHWrZXrR. If the Senator would yield, the Pennsylvania
deadline was yesterday. We closed out our filing for all offices.

Senator CANNON, If the Senator would yield, I think one of the
first primaries is in early March, the primary itself.

Senator CLARK. Would the Senator yield for a question, I am
not sure that I understand the significance of that point. The bill
that Senator Kennedy and I and, Senator Scott have offered would
in no way apply to primary elections. It would only apply to th e
general election.

Senator GmFEZN. But some. of the bills would apply on a national
basis to primaries

Senator SCHWEZX._a.If I might respond, I think a lawsuit could
be filed on the basis that they didn't know the ground rules when
the things were started. They didn't know that they were going to

66-816 0 - '76 - '7
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have public financing, so their rights were violated beca_i_e they
didn% have the same opportunity t_hatnow all of a sudden th,_ othe_?s
are given.

And I think someone who d!idn'_ file could ask ....
Senator CLARK.You mean irt the general election?
Senator Sc_w_xKmt. Yes, on the basis theft he was not, _._vare he

could participate on the same basis others now can who wil] get an
after-the-fact award. I th';,nk that would be grounds for some kind
of a suit right there.

Senator PELL Thank you verymuch indeed, Senators.
And our next witness will be Senator Bueldey on S. 2980, _:hebill

tlhat is introduced in the Hotme by Representative Steiger.
Senator Buckley ?

STATEM_IT 01_'HON, IAI_ES L. BUCKLEY, A U.S. SENATOr', YROI_[
THE STAT]?, 0_' NEW YORK

Senator BUCKLE¥. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I welcome khe op-
portunity to discuss ray bill, which was inttrodueed ye,sterday. 1;t,
m now 91/_ weeks since the Supreme Court handed down its ,Lecision,
and since then a number of bills ihave been introduced more or less
as emergency measures that are intended to deal with only the mos;t
obvious of the gaps left by the decision.

None of these measures. -[ submit, addresses the full range _:,_prob-
lems created by the Supreme Cou:_ decision, especially in congres-
sional races.

We need to do substantially more than simply reconstit:ute the
Federal .Election Commission so that public subsidies may :',:,ntinue
t_>flow to Presidential candidates, l'he Supreme Court's elbf_matio:r_
of limits on individual spending has accentuated the inequ:i_:ies all-
ready ingrained in the Federal Election Carapaign Act. Th_:v, too,
must be addressed on an urgent basis.

Finally, there is broad agreemer_t, based on actual experien,;e with
tlae act, that a number of its provisions ale unwieldly and _mdu_y
burdensome. These can easily be corrected at this time if r,r_ly we
will take the trouble to do so.

Yesterday, Congressman WiHia:m Steiger of Wisconsin a:rd I i_-
troduced in our respective Houses a bill th:at will restructure _i;heFed-
eral Election Commission along constitutional lines, realh:._ate its
responsibilities in a more _fficient raanner, adjust some of tl:_,z_major
inequities in the law as it bas survived tim Court's decisiom a;:,_,iimake
certain modifications that we believe will simplify the admin:k:!;t,ratio:a
of the Federal Election Campait_t Act, as amended. In prepa:Nng our
bill, we have consulted with our coplaintiffs in Buckley v. Vageo.
Our bill represents a consensus that cuts across partisan and 5(ieologi-
cai lines. It is the only bill before this committee that atternpi:_; to ad-
dress all the major 'problems th a_ have been preeipit.ated by the
Suj_reme Court's decision.

uur bill does not seek to _'hange features of _kheact, such as ,!;i_epub-
lic financing of Presidential campaigns, which the plaintiff's in Buck-
b,,y v. Valeo found objectionable, but which the Suprem.._ Court
left standing. Rather, we seek only to make those correctiorl_,! in the
law that are urgently required as a result of tlhe Supreme Co_at-t's de-
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cision, while correcting some of the widely noted defects in the law

that have become aI_P.arent since its enactment.
Specifically, ourDill is addressed to the following deficiencies:

1. T_E i_Eqvrrms AMOXOcANmnATES

The Supreme Court's rejection of limitations on expenditures by
candidates and independent individuals and groups has dramatically
magnified the inequities that exist under the law between different
classes of candidates. On the one hand, wealthy candidates or candi-
dates having the support of well-organized, well-financed political
action groups, such as the AFL-CIO's Committee on Political Edu-
cation, can now spend unlimited sums in the promotion of their can-
didacies. On the other hand, candidates without private means or
without the support of such groups are limited to contributions that
may not exceed $1,000 from individuals or $5,000 from political ac-
tion committees. In practice, this has provided enormous handicaps
in raising the kind of seed money that is especially important m
launching the campaign of a candidate who is relatively unknown.

Our bill will help redress this imbalance by raising the limitations
on individual and committee contributions to the following levels:
$50,000 in the case of a Presidential candidate, $25,000 in the case of
senatorial candidates, and $10,000 in the case of a candidate for the
House of Representatives. These limitations are high enough to en-
able middle- and lower-income candidates to raise the money neces-
sary to launch successful campaigns. Any possibility of abuse will,
in our opinion, be checked by the effective enforcement of the dis-
closure provisions.

I would at this time point out that unless we substantially raise the
limits on individual contributions, candidates for Congress running
this year will face the danger of losing substantial control over their
own campaigns. The $1,000 and $5,000 contribution limitations will
no longer keep individuals on political committees from spending as
much as they want on behalf of candidates they want to support.
It will merely prevent them from coordinating their expenditures
with the candidate's campaign. In other words, each one of us run-
ning for office this year could see chaos in their promotion of a single
cause.

2. THE FEDERAL ELECTION COHHISSION

Aside from the fact that the Supreme Court has found the method
of appointing the Federal Election Commission to be unconstitutional,
the Commission in practice has been found to reflect all the deficiencies
that are to be found in too many other agencies that are clothed with
very broad rulemaking and enforcement responsibilities. Arbitrary
and at times capricious requirements imp.ose excessive legal and book-
keeping costs on candidates without serving any apparent public serv-
ice. We have also vested in the Commission extraordinarily broad
powers over a most sensitive area of national life.

I suppose there is some sort of poetic justice in having Members
of the Congress finally made subject to the kind of bureaucratic
harassment and regulatory uncertainties and costs to which the Con-
gress routinely has subjected so many others in American society.
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Nevertheless, our bill seeks to remedy this situation by allowing the
functions currently delega_d to the FEC to be reallocated between
a reconstituted commission and a new election law section to be estab-
lished in the DepartmeI.¢ of Justice. Our bill would vest. t]_e enforce-
ment powers for the Federal election laws not with an iidependent
election czar_ but with appointive officials within the 'tcaditional
enforcement arm of the Federal Government. The election ]_w section
would be headed by a Di_ctov and Deputy Director of diffci:ent polk-
ical parties who would be appointed by the President, with _:headvice
and consent of the Senate. They would serve for 4-year ::erms and
could be removed only for cause.' We beliewe, in short, that ::his mech-
anism would insulate this se_ion from political directi,m by an
incumbent PI_sident.

This arrangement would leave, audit, review, and certification re-
sponsibilities with the new FederM EleCq;ionCommission wh:i'_eassign-
lng the functions of enforcement_ the i.ssuance of advisory opinions,
and the conduct of civil and criminal litigation to the ne'i_ election
law section of the Justice Department. This is the more normal
arrangement, and we believe it represents better policy.

3, RECORDKEEt'ING AND DISCLOSURE

The current disclosure,, and bookkeeping provisions of ti:_ Federal
Election Campaign Act impose costs that cannot be justifi_!_dby any
consideration of public poli_iy. I speak of the current re_l_firements
that a record be kept of each contributor giving over $10 and that
disclosure be made of each contribution in excess of $100.

With respect to the recordkeeping provisions, it is simply :irrational
to suppose that any candidate: for national office will be inf[ aenced by
a $100 contribution, let alone an $11 contribution. The emir possible
effect of the current pro,cision is to discourage contributim:[i_ by indi-
viduals reluctant to be identified with minor parties or unpopular
causes. It does not in any way affect the problem of corruptiO_j in public
office. Our bill would substantially lighten the current recol:dkeeping
burden by limiting such records to contributions in excess cf $100.

It is just as irrational to assume that candidates f(>r nati:mal of]rice
could be bribed by the $_01 contributions that must now b_ reported.
The amount of money _lUi_ed to have a corruptive infiutmce on a
candidate for political office depends on the relative size of the con-
tribution to the overall financial requirements of the campaign. In
order to ameliorate the effect of aisciosure provisions on public par-
ticipation in a campaign, ouLr bill would adopt various disclosure
thresholds which would be calibrated to the officesought. Sp,_cifica]ly,
we would establish those thresholds at $1,000 in the case of a :_'andidate
for the Presidency, $500 in the ca_ of a candidate for t]Se Senate,
and $250 in the case of a candidate for the l_Iouse of Representatives.
And I hope that no one sugg_ests that any of us could be _ought for
lower sums.

4. _a':SCELI_OVS Pl_OWSrO_S

The present rules appear unduly restrictive with respect to con-
tributions to and from political parties and committees. Tb_re is also
a great deal of uncertainty as tc_what constitutes a contribution to
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a particular candidate. Our bill incorporates language which will
(a) remove some of the arbitrary restrictions that have been placed
on the traditional role of parties and committees, thereby broadening
the diversity of groups that can have an input on the electoral process_

and (b) provi_ie for neceSSary statutory guidelines for determining
what constitutes a contribution. This will serv e to remove many of the
uncertainties that now exist in the law, and will facilitate the conduct
of campaigns as well as the work of the election law section that would
be charged under our bill with the enforcement of Federal election
laws.

As I stated at the outset, the Supreme Court's decision in Btwkley v.
Vabso requires corrective action that is significantly broader 'in scope
than the reconstitution of the Federal Election CommiSSion. Inequities
have been magnified which the Congress must addreSS if we are not
to establish two classes of candidates facing vastly different problems
m nnancmg and launching their political campaigns. Furthermore_
the fact that some legislative action is necessa ry at this time provides
us with a unique opportunity to correct the deficiencies that have been
widely noted, deficiencies which add materi.ally to the cost and com-
plexity of political campaigns without serving any identifiable public
purpose.

The American people have a right to expect that we will utilize this
opportunity to effect something more than incremental changes in-
tended to preserve the status quo. They have a right to expect their
representatives in Congress to enact real election reform that wiI1 re-
move provisions whose net effect is to protect the wealthy or special-
interest candidate from successful challenge, to say nothing of in-
cumbent Members of Congress.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman. There has been distributed a synopsis
of the legislation we introduced yesterday. And I would be happy to
answer any questions you may have.

Senator PELL. Thank you, Senator Buckley. It is particularly ap-
propriate that you are presenting your legislation, that you are here,
since it was your suit that precipitated the Supreme Court decision.

Senator BUCKLr.Y. I like to think it was the first amendment that
precipitated that.

Senator PrLL. I have no questions.
Senator Gritrm?

Senator Guxrri_¢. Senator Buckley, I think your point about the
effect of that part of the Supreme Court's decision which lifts and
leaves without limit expenditures by an individual or a special-in -
terest group takes away from the candidate effective control of his
campaign is a very significant point, one that needs a lot of thought
and study by this Congress.

As I was reading over your statement, you talk wbout another group
that might sut_port a candidate. I can also conceive of a special-in.
terest group that might not support a candidate but spend all of its
time and unlimited resources opposing the other candidate.

Wouldn't that be a very nice situation for the fellow who happened to
be the beneficiary of that ._He wouldn't have to say anything against
his oooonent at all oerhal)s--that would all be done for him, with
unlimited resources, bv a _rouo that just wants to spend all of its
time attacking the other party in the race.
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Senator Buc_J. zY. Well, this is exactly what can happen. And, as
a matter of fact, I was elected lin a three-(a>rnered race and th:ere were
_)me people who spread al1 kinds of full-page ads around l_[._wYork
saying don't vote for Buckley and didn't express any other preference.

But this is precisely the sort of thing tlhat we are now goi_g to see
:forced by having unlimited e_:penditures declared constitutional by
the Supreme Court while suppressing the ability of individuals, w]ho
would .probably much rather send their $10,000 or $15,000 into the
campaign headquarters.

Senator GrarrI_. Thank you for the statement.
Senator PeJ. L. Senator Clark I!

Senator CLAa]r. Senator Buckley, just a couple of questions.
As I understand your firstproposal, it; would really allow what I

would consider at any rate rather massive increases in the cort_l;ribution
limits for both individuals and groups. For example, you would raise
the contribution limit for the _enate races to $25,000.

Don't you think that in fact a Senator might be very much inclined
to treat constituents who give $25,000 somewhat differently than
tlhose who give a dollar, or who give nothing?

I guess what I am saying is, aren't we in a sense opening the way for
tlhe kind of influence peddlin_ that the law was really intended to
prevent ?

Senator BUCKLE¥_ I don't think so. No. 1, I think that full disclosure
is the appropriate protection .... let people draw their own conclusions.
No. 2, in my experience, on tlhe basis of one campaign, I get more
pressure and so forth from people who gave $5 than anyone who gave
more than $5,009. I really haven't seen it.

No. 3_,I would point out .....
Senator CLARK. I wasn_ thinking so m ach of the pressure on you as

rather the way in which the Senator himself or herself looks upon that
problem.

Senator BUCKLEY. My belief, Senator ,Clark, is that the corruption

in this body comes not from people who have given money but frompeople who say we represent a bloc of 10,0(}0 voters on this issue or
another. I think you and ][ have seen more votes in the Senate warped
t)y that than the fax:t that someks)dy may have given $5,000 in a past
campaign.

Senator C:nArdr. Why 'have a $25,000 limit; then ? Why have any ?
Senator BrrclrnEY. The submiasion we ihave put in represents a con-

,_ensus :among the plaintiffs who have different points of view. I per-
,_onally would just as soon see the lid taken off, because I do believe
the disclosure is the thing that alerts the public and arms the
opposition.

Senator CLAU]r. Well I share the view that that is the most im-
portant single factor.

Senator BVCKLeY. But I wc.uld also like to pursue one step further
the suggestion that this is the only way we avoid the abuses aldvertised
:in Watergate. I think it is a curious fact, and not generally cited, that
:most of the members of the Yiratergate ,Committee voted a_.,_inst the
legislation we are ta]kin2' about. They didn't think it was responsive
to what they saw to be the problems.
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Senator CnAr,X. Well, let me pursue this $25,000 contribution fur-
ther. You say on the top of page 9, and I think quite accurately: "The
amount of money required to have a corruptive influence on a can-
didate .for political omce depends on the relative size of t.he contribu-
tion to the overall financial requirements of the campaign."

Now, again, Zldon't like to use personal examples, but in a matter
of this kind you are reluctant to use someone else's campaign. In my
Own case, I think I spent $250,000. Now, one contribution of $25,000
would be one-tenth of the entire campaign expenditure. Or, to put it in
anothe r way, 10 people could have financed my entire campaign under
the limitations that you are suggesting.

That seems to me to be pretty excessive in terms of the possibility
of opening it up to real influence.

What is your response to that _
Senator BUC:KLEY. I really don't think that people are subject to

that kind of influence. Maybe I am naive, maybe I am thinking of my
own experience---and also, I must confess, I am talking in the perspec-
tive of a $2 million campaign rather than a $250,000 campaign.

Certainly, $2.5,000 in the case of one of the larger populated States
would not--in the case of yours, maybe it should be a percentage of
the thing. But here is the problem that I see and I felt it very
strongly. I could not have launched my campaign without having re-
ceived a $50,000 loan. I will say that quite simply--and the guy has
never asked anything from me since then. I needed seed money. I
couldn't open an office until I put down $15,000. I couldn't get the
telephone company to even look in and decide how to fit the switch-
board unless I put another $15,000 down. Especially if you are a polit-
ical unknown, you need what is known as seed money to establish
some kind of plausibility.

We have the fact that Julian Bond ought to be a Presidential can-
didate today. He is not a Presidential candidate for the simple reason
that he could not accept money that would have been tendered to him
in amounts more than $1,000.

Senator CLAI_E. Well, I think What you are saying points up the
great differences within the country. I think it is true that I never had
a contribution in excess of $3,000 and had little trouble getting started,
even though being totally unknown.

But I think it is true that passing a law that fairly applies to every
State in the Union and every congressional district is complicated.

Well, last--<_r second, I think I have three questions-another
of .your recommendations is to return the enforcement of the cam-
paign law to the Justice Department, at least as I read your testimony.

Now, for more than 40 years, the Department, I think, failed miser-
ably to enforce, the old Corrupt Practices Act. And my question is,
what makes you think that the Justice Department would do any better
this time around ._

Doesn't your proposal really return to the old system that didn't
work effectively _.

Senator BUOKLEY. I don't think so. First of all, I think that one of
the principal problems under the old system was that this sort of case
got to the bottom of the pile. We would constitute a body that had no
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other responsibility but to monitor, give the advisory opiI_ions and
:prosecute.

No. 9, the Director and Deputy Director would not be servi:ag at tlhe
:pleasure of a President.

No. 3, there would be supervision by a politically inde,pende:nt direc-
tor and deputy director, and those two people couldn t be _rom the
same party.

No. 4, the Election Commission would have the authority trader our
bill to finger areas that they thinLk required investigation.

In other words, there is plenty of opportttnity to place the; heat on
the election body to see that it does its' iob

But I do believe that the better practice, the more prudent practi(_,
is to have the law enforcement agency of the Government do the en-
forcement of the laws.

Senator CLARK. But it is going to be exclusively under the control .of
1LheAttorney General and the administration in power.

Senator BUCKLrY. I don't believe that would be the case with two
independent people of two different parties.

Senator Cr_aa. Well, lastly., your proposal, as I understood your
testimony, Sets a $500 limit on disclosure of campaign contrib'ations in
Senate elections. I agree with your first statement, at least in part, that
the most important single factor in election reform is disclosure--I
think that is even more important than contribution limitations, in my
judgment. I believe strongly in limitations, but diSClosure is I;he most
important.

Why ihave such a high figure ? Don't you think in fact that tke public
would have a very strong interest--and a right--in knowing whether,
let us say, a Senate candidate received contributions from, let?s say, 50
oil company executives of $450 each ? Wouldn't that be an easy way to
hide enormous contributions, by simply hsving a great number of dif-
ferent executives contribute slightly less than $500 ._

Senator BUCKLEY.Well, perhaps again :it is the scale of looking at a
$2 million campaign versus another. These contributions simply are not
that significant. The paperwork is very sigmificant. I thing you are go-
ing to find out, if you are talking about an industry slant or something
.of this sort, you have your politiical action committees of variO0s indus-
tries that we will quickly identify. And also, incidentally, I h_Lppen to
be among those who believe that money is given, whether !it be by
AFL-CIO or milk prodcers or ,)il executives, to candidates whom they
'believe to share the same points of view on public policy. So that it
frankly does not disturb me that a particular Senator might receive
:large numbers of contributions from wheat farmers. Thi s does not
indicate a corruptive influence but, rather, reflects a confluence .of
points of view.

Senator CLAUK. I share that view, but I think what I am n_l]y say-
ing is that if disclosure is the kev to cleaning up election problems, then
why not have a little more of it _Why not put it down at least to a $100
contribution so you avoid this kind of

Senator BUCKLE¥. Well. two things. First of all, what purpose is
being served, public curiosity, or are we talking about thresholds that
could raise questions as to corruption ._When you started talki:ag about
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that $500 figure, I thought probably you were going to suggest it was
much too low.

But, then, on the other side of the case_ you have two considerations.
.-go. 1, sheer paperwork and cost. I am bumping into this thing right
now--the mechanical difficulties.

No. 2, there, is a chilling factor, there is a chill factor !in terms
of contributions. There are unpopular causes. There are people who

work at the Chase Manhattan Bank that may want to support the
Socialist MarXist party that wants to nationalize Chase Manhattan
Bank. If you ihave too small a threshold, you are just going to drive
these people out of the political process.

Senator CLAR_. Well, again, let me stop, but maybe it is a difference
in size. In 1972, prior to the disclosure law, I remember filing every
contribution of a dollar or more--and I had one person do it---arid I
just did not find it to be that kind of burden.

But, again_ maybe it is a different size ....
Senator BUCKLEr. It has been multiplied now. I was filing, I think,

$10 or more under New York State law, but now you have to keep all
kinds of different books and cross checks--and you have to find out
whether that guy who gave in August had given back in April, this
sort of thing.

Senator CLAaX. Thank you very much.
Senator PrJ,L. Senator Cannon _.
Senator CA:gNON. I must say, Senator Buckley, that I agree with

Senator Clark on his approach to the limitation on the senatorial
candidates, or congressional candidates. I think--unde r the old law,
the limit there ;vas $5,000, although you could give to more than one
committee. But this was the law when we determined that we needed
to do something about it, to reduce the effect of big money. And there-
fore I think the limitation we have in there for the congressional
races is much more realistic tha n what you suggested. However, in
the Presidential race, I am curious as to why you Would want to raise
the limit there when the Presidential candidates are all under the
public financing provision--and apparently no one has had any trouble
qualifying under that provision.

So what is the purpose of going to a $50,000 limit on a contribution
to a Presidential campaign ?

Senator BrCKLEY. You are thinking, Senator, I think, almost ex-
clusively in terms of Ret)ublicans and Democrats--and probably peo-
ple who are pretty well known to Start with. Julian Bond said he
withdrew for th e simple reason he couldn't raise the necessary money
to get himself started. Senator Eugene McCarthy is a candidate for
the President ,of the United States.

There are enormous institutional difficulties of getting mobilized. I
believe that Senator McGovern w°uld not have been his Party's candi-
date for the Presidency if a few people didn't have confidence in him
early and didn't give him a start.

Senator CA:SNON.I see. You are really talking about the seed-money
problem

Senator BUCZLEY. Exactly.
Senator CANNON. Where the Presidential candidate sends out a

mailer that rftay cost him $50,000 to mail, and he has to go out and
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solicit funds with a $1,00() limit on it first, and that may create a
problem.

Senator BUCKLE¥. And 1[think the thrust of what I was trying to
say earlier--and I think what this dramatizes, Senator Cant[on--is
tlhat whether you like it or not, the Supreme Court has lifted the lid

on individual spending by a wealthy candidate or groups ira:crested
in that candidate. This exaggerates*the difficulties faced by someone
without wealth or who doesn't represent such a constituency. Some~
tZhing has got to be done in simple justice to establish equity t]mt wi] 1
facilitate an unknown raising money.

Senator CA_rNON.You don't have any provision in here for financing
congressional races.

Senator BUCKLgY. No, I donk.
Senator CA_NON. Do you support that kind of approach ._Vi?hat are

your views on it ?
Senator BrrCKLP,'. I do not support it. I was interested that Senator

Sehweiker was saying that we want to encourage participation in the
political process and that, therefore, we ought to have matchin;l' funds;.
W'ell, if that is good, why not go all the way and let part of i:ihetest
of the viability of a candidate be his ability to go out and establish a
sufficient interest to get support.

One of the things we need to fear. if we institute public financing.
e,;pecially across the board. :isyou will encourage an awful lot of bland
candidates. You have got to say what you believe in order to establish
a reason, especially if you are an unknown, to establish a reason for
somebody to support you, to have, confidence in you.

There is also the fact that any system of public financing is
inherently discriminatory when. you get into the third-party area.
I hope, incidentally, that you will ask Dr. Ralph Winter for some
observations this afternoon. He has been a student of that and an
effective ()ne.

I might also like to suggest to [his committee that the Supreme Court
has not necessarily endorsed and found constitutional the provision
for public support. I believe if you read the decision carefuI]y you
will find the suggestion an invitation for people to come back later
with a factual story to tell that could demonstrate whether or not this
has created unfair obstacles to a third-pa.rty candidate.

Another thing you might observe is that the Supreme Court
decision dealt only with fifth amendment arguments _nd did not---
somehow ignored or did not cope .... with first amendment arguments
against public financing.

.And, finally, lest one go overboard, in effect utilizing public sub-
sidiesto bribe Members of the ConaTess to forfeit their const;tutional

rights of expression, as defined by the Supreme Court--one thb]g thatthe Supreme Court failed to remind itself of is a series of d_,cisions
that declared that any such attempt to bribe, an individual into :l!orfeit-
ing constitutional rights is in itself unconstitutional. And I would ci_
the cases in which the Supreme Court has disallowed residency
rE_luirements_

Senator CANNON. Say that. last one again there, I missed it.
Senator BVCXLr¥. The Supreme Court has said in effect t}mt it is

uneonstitutionM to bribe somebody to forego a constitution_] right.
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And this doctrine was enunciated in, among other cases, the cases that
threw out residency requirements for the granting of welfare.

Senator CA,NOS. There is one suggestion you made here I must
say that I completely agree with you on, and that is where you say
with respect to the recordkeeping provisions--it is certainly onerous
to require that a record of a contributor giving over $10 must be
maintained, even though the disclosure figure doesn't apply till you
get to the $100 threshold. And I see absolutely no useful purpose,
unless, as you suggest, to satisfy somebody's curiosity, as to why you
have a recordkeeping provision for persons that contribute $10. Many
people, through the mailer approach, send in a $10, $15, or $95 con-
tribution--and the recordkeeping part o__that alone is just horrendous
when it comes to keeping those records on hand for absolutely no
useful purpose.

The purpose, it seems to me, comes about in the disclosure provision,
which applies at the $100 and above level. And while you suggest a
higher one there, I think the figure that we have fixed for disclosure
there is good, but I would certainly support a move to change that
recordkeeping provision of the interim amounts of money from $10 up
to the $100 level.

Senator BUCKL_-_.Thank you.
Senator CA_ON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much. I agree with Senator Cannon

on that point about the recordkeeping, too. Also in connection with
your thought that disclosure is the most important element here, we all
are in agreement. The sad thought is we never gave just disclosure a
full cycle to work because it was on April 7, 1972, that disclosure came
into being, and before that there was not disclosure. So we have never
had an election yet where you have had just disclosure to see what sort
of break that is.

But obviously if 10 percent of your money comes from the Mafia,
that will not be looked at kindly by your constituents.

Thank you.
Senator BUCKLEY.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PZLL. Our next witness is Mr. Antonin Sealia, Assistant

Attorney General from the Office of Legal Counsel, Department of
Justice.

In view of the time factors, I would hope that whatever portion of
your testimony you would care to have inserted in the record, you
would.

STATEMENT OF ANTONIN SCALIA, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GEN-
ERAL, OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL,DEI'ARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
ACCOMPANIEDBY JAcK GOLDKLANGAND ROBERT HICKEY

Mr. SCALXA.Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman, I would ask that the entire tes-
timony beprinted, and I will try to skip over those portions that you
have already been told about.

Senator t'FmL. Thank you very much. It will be inserted in the
record.

[The written statement of Mr. Antonin Scalia follows :]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

On January 30, 1976 the decision of the Supreme

Court in Buckley v. Valeo, No. 75-436, cut a gaping hole

in the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 -- or, to be

more faithful to the constitutional theory of what occurred,

the decision found that a gaping hole already existed. The

damage was so substantial that the Chief Justice, in his

dissenting opinion, expressed the view that the entire Act

should have been stricken down Since, as altered by the

Court' s decision, it is "unworkable and inequitable."

(Slip Opinion, Dissent, p. 18)/* In the aftermath of the

Valeo case there are two sets of decisions which must be

take_ by the Congress, one of which is extraordinarily

difficult, and the other extraordinarily urgent. The ex-

traordinarily difficult question can be taken verbatim

from Chief Justice Burger's dissent: "when central segments,

key operative provisions, of this Act, are stricken, can what

remains function in anything like the way Congress intended?"

(Dissent, pp. 20-21) The Congress will obviously have to

address this issue eventually, to determine whether the

elimination of certain features that were the quids or quos

in a long debated and carefully crafted legislative package,

* Ail subsequent citations to Buckely v. Valeo will be to
the Slip Opinion.
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leaves a residue which is still an approximation of legis-

lative will. I have no reason to believe -- and indeed,

tile press reports since the Valeo decision lead me to

doubt -- that that process of reconsideration will be any

less difficult or protracted than that which produced the

1974 Amendments.

There is, however, a second issue which must be re-

solved. It can, I think, be separated from the first, if

not by logic, then at least by the genius for compromise

and practicality which is the hallmark and the prerequisite

of our democratic system. And approached with good will

and with overriding concern for the national interest by

all sides, it need not be as difficult an issue. I refer

to the immediate, pressing necessity of making such minimal

adjustments as are absolutely essential to prevent the en-

actment and subsequent partial invalidation of the 1974

Amendments from seriously distorting the 1976 election

c_u_paigns. Those campaigns are now well under way; they

have at all levels -- but especially at the Presidential

level -- been planned and conducted on the basis of certain

assumptions which, unless the Constitution requires, it

would be a public disservice to upset.

It is essentially the second of these issues which

I wish to discuss today, in the context of t_le Administraticn
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bill, S._g_ designed to meet our immediate problems. I

will also discuss, as you have requested, three other bills,

S.2911, S.2912 and S.2918, which in my view -- though I

hesitate to speak for their sponsors -- likewise offer no

complete solution for the problems generated by the Valeo

case but seek to minimize to the extent possible the dis-

tortion of the present election campaign.

Let me begin with a brief analysis of the principal

effects of the Valeo decision. These may be divided into

two categories, which roughly though perhaps not precisely

parallel the two basic issues for your decision which I

have discussed above. First, there are its effects upon

_at might be termed the substantive provisions of the

election law. A large gap has been created in that portion

of the law which previously limited campaign expenditures,

both by candidates and by persons acting independently of

candidates. 18 U.S.C. 608, That limitation has been

held invalid except as applied to candidates who volun-

tarily accept Federal funding -- at the present time, only

Presidential candidates. 26 U.S.C. 9004. Since there is

no Federal funding for House and Senate races, no expendi-

ture limitations are applicable to any candidates there_

nor, even in the Presidential campaigns, is there any
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limitation upon expenditures that are not "controlled by

or coordinated with the candidate and his campaign."

(pp. 40-41)

The Court upheld limitations upon contributions to

candidates, even those candidates who have not accepted

]?ederal funding. Moreover, it made clear t/lat "expendi-

,=ures controlled by or coordinated with the candidate and

his campaign" can be treated as contributions (pp. 40-41)

though expenditures "made totally independently of the

candidate and his campaign" cannot be restricted (pp. 41

fl) .

The disclosure provisions of the law were upheld,

with respect to all types of contributions and expenditures

(pp. 69 ff).

Even in the brief time since the Valeo decision,

much has been said and written concerning t_le likely effects

of these substantive changes. By limiting contributions

but not limiting expenditures on the part of candidates

who have received no Federal funding, the post-Valeo law

undoubtedly increases the importance of the candidate's

personal wealth. By drawing a crucial line between expendi-

tures "controlled by or coordinated with the candidate"

(which can be limited) and those which are "independent"
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(which cannot) the post-Valeo law oreate_ a distinction

that may be impossible to administer. Perhaps most im-

portant of all, by enabling contributions above the es-

tablished limits to be funneled into campaigns only through

organizations separate from the candidate himself, the

post-Valeo law may sap the strength of our 'political

party" system, and foster elections whose major themes

are selected by issue-oriented or narrowly factional

groups, rather than by the candidate or even the candi-

date's political party.

These results may or may not be desirable; they may

or may not be as severe as some predict. We will pres_-_bly

know more about that after the present election campaign

is completed. The point is, however, that they render a

reconsideration of the Court-modified election laws essen-

tial. The total system which now exists is one which, in

substantial and important respects, has been designed by

no Congress and approved by no President. One of the pur-

poses of the President's legislative proposal is to assure,

insofar as possible, this needed reconsideration at a time

when it can intelligently and dispassionately occur.

Turning now to the second category of effects of

the Valeo decision, its effects upon the a_m_nistration

of the Federal Election Campaign Act- The clear holding
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of the Supreme Court was that the Federal Election Commis ,_

sion's composition violates the Appointments Clause of

the Constitution as to all but its investigatory and in-

formative powers (p. 131). As you know, a majority of iL_;

members were appointed by congressional officers. 2 U.S.C.

437c. As long as the Commissioners are not appointed by

the President with the advice and consent of the Senate,

or by the President alone, in accordance with Article IIj

S 2, clause 2, the Commission cannot perform executive,

i.e., enforcement functions. These include primary respons-

ibility for bringing civil actions against violators, for

making rules to carry out the Act, for making administra-

tive determinations and for issuing advisory opinions

(p. 131). The Court mitigated the effects of its opinion

by staying its judgment "for a period not to exceed 30

days * * * insofar as it affects the authority of the Com-

mission to exercise the duties and powers granted it under

the Act" (pp. 136-37). The stay seems to mean that until

30 days from January 30, 1976, the Conmtission may continue

to exercise all of the powers given to it by statute with

respect to the substantive provisions which have been up-

held, including the public financing of! Federal elections

(pp. 136-37). We understand from press accounts that this

is in fact how the Commission has proceeded.
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Beyond the 30-day period the legal situation, if

Congress does not act, becomes more complicated. One safe

statement is that there will be plenty of work for lawyers

trying to figure out the application of Valeo to concrete

situations. I will try to review some of the problem areas

with you. First of all, to borrow from Mark Twain, the

reports of the Commission's total demise are somewhat

exaggerated. The Court said that the Commission could

unquestionably continue to exercise those powers which are

"essentially of an investigative and informative nature,

falling in the same general category as those powers which

Congress might delegate to one of its own committees"

(p. 131). These powers were also described as "functions

relating to the flow of necessary information -- receipt,

dissemination, and investigation # (p. 131).

As to those substantive provisions of the Act which,

as I have indicated above, are not invalidated by the

Valeo decision, we are left in the following enforcement

position. (Bear in mind that I am not trying to cover

every contingency but am only sketching the general out-

lines that must be considered.) It is clear that the

criminal provisions of the Act can still be enforced.

Title 18 of the United States Code includes a number of

criminal provisions of the election law which are under
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t'_le jurisdiction of the Fraud Section of the Criminal

r)ivision of the Department of Justice. Sect;ion 608, deal-

ing with limitations on contributions and expenditures

has, as :mentioned, been truncated by the Court's decision;

but the remainder of Section 608 and oth,_-r provisions over

which the Commission has had concurrent enforcement jur-

isdiction are left unaffected. These include Sections

610, 6].1, and 613-617 of Title 18 which deal with contri-

butions by banks, corporations, labor unions, government

contractors and foreign nationals, anonymous contributions,.

cash contributions and similar matters. Complaints can

be filed directly with the Department of Justice or with

the Conu_ission. As the law stands now, 2f the Commission

receives a complaint or has information concerning an

apparent criminal violation it can report the matter to

t/_e Attorney General. 2 U.S.C. 437g(a)(2) and (a)(6).

This collection and referral of informat¢.on seems to be

covered by the Supreme Court's permission for the Com-

mission to engage in "functions relating to the flow of

necessary, information" (p. 131). To use another standard

suggested by the Court, it is the kind of function that

might be performed by a committee of the Congress (p. 131).

The Commission can, however, no longer bring civil

actions to enforce the campaign financing restrictions.
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The law had previously vested in the Commission "primary

jurisdiction with respect to the civil enforcement" of

the election laws, 2 U.S.C. 437c(b) and 437g(a)(5), in-

cluding the power to obtain injunctive relief in certain

circumstances, 26 U.S.C. 9011(b)(1) and 9040(c), and to

sue for return of overpayments made by the Secretary of

the Treasury, 26 U.S.C. 9010(b), 9040(b). As the Court

read the applicable provisions, none of these powers

required the concurrence or participation of the Attorney

General (p. 105); they were all held unconstitutional.

If Congress does not act, we will be faced with the

question whether the Attorney General can, without further

legislation, assume the civil enforcement responsibilities

which the Commission has been compelled to abandon. The

law contains a provision whereby the Attorney General as

well as the Commission can institute civil actions with

respect to certain provisions -- but he cannot do so en-

tirely on his own. The law states (2 U.S.C. 437g(a){7)):

"Whenever in the judgment of the Commission,
after affording due notice and an opportunity for
a hearing, any person has engaged or is about to
engage in any acts or practices which constitute
or will constitute a violation of any provisions
of this Act or of Section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614,
615, 616, or 617 of Title 18, United States Code,
upon request by the Commission the Attorney General
on behalf of the United States shall institute a
civil action for relief * * *."
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The judgment required by the Commission -- to refer a

matter to the Attorney General after notice and hearing -_

would seem to involve the kind of administrative deter-

mination and hearing necessary to ensure compliance with

the statute that the Court said the Commission could not

perform (p. 131). To be sure, congressional committees

(:an hold investigative hearings and refer violations, if

they suspect them, to the Justice Department; but such

referral is not, as this provision seeks to make it, a

precondition to the Executive's enforcement of the law.

We must conclude that the provision for Attorney General

enforcement only upon Commission referral is invalid.

This leaves open the question whether -- the referral pro _

vision having been stricken -- the remainder of the pro-

vision, giving the Attorney General enforco_nent author-

ity, subsists. This is, in lawyer's terms, an issue of

the "severability" of the invalidated provisions, a field

of inquiry in which it is fair to say there are no clear

answers. The most we can say is that if the Congress

does not act, the Department of Justice will seek to use

i-he enforcement mechanisms of 2 U.S.C. 437 g(a)(7) with-

()ut prerequisite Commission referral. Whether such author

:Lty will be upheld is uncertain. I may note, moreover,
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that this device, even if successful, would not apply to

enforcement of Title 26 and the campaign financing fea-

tures of the law.

It may be, however, that the Attorney General has

independent, non-statutory, authority to bring civil ac-

tions. There is a line of cases holding that the Attorney

General may sue without specific statutory authorization

if the United States has an interest to protect or defend.

E.g., Wyandotte v. United States, 389 U.S. 191, 201-202

(1967). _ee 28 U.S.C. 516-519. These cases deal with

laws in which the Congress has been silent on the right

to sue; it is not clear that they would be applicable

where, as here, the power was vested elsewhere and held

unconstitutional. Thus, the entire problem of civil suits

after Valeo remains unclear.

Other issues involve certification of expenses,

rulemaking and advisory opinions. Under Title 26 of the

United States Code, the Commission was charged with the

duty to receive and pass upon requests by eligible candi-

dates for campaign money, and to certify such requests to

the Secretary of the Treasury :for the latter's disburse-

ment. 26 U.S.C. 9005, 9036. The Commission was also given

rulemaking authority, 2 U.S.C. 437d(a) (8), 438(a) (10);
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26 U.S.C. 9009(b), 9039(b), and the power to issue advisory

opinions upon which the requester was entitled to rely,

2 U.S.C.. 437f. The Court held in Valeo that assignment

of these powers to the Commission was inconsistent with

fundamental notions of separation of powers (pp. 134-35):

All aspects of the Act are brought within the
Commission' s broad admJ. nistratiw_ powers: rule-

making, advisory opinions_ and detezTninations of

eli_ibilit_ for funds and even for federal electiw_
office itself. These functions, exercised free

from day-to-day supervision of either Congress or
the Executive Branch, are more legislative and

judicial in nature than are the Commission's en-

forcement powers, and are of kinds usually performed
by independent regulatory agencies or by some de-

partment in the Executive Branch under the direction
of an Act of Congress. Congress viewed these broad

powers asessential to effective and impartial
administration of the entire substantive framework

of the Act. Yet each of these functions also repre-

sents the performance of a significant governmental

duty exercised pursuant to a public law. While the
President may not insist that such functions be

delegated to an appoint:ee of his removal at will,
* * * none of the_ operates merely in aid of con-

gressional authority to legislate or is sufficiently
:removed from the administration and enforcement of

public law to allow it to be performed by the pre-
sent Commission. These administrative functions

may therefore be exercised 0nly by persons who are
"Officers of the United States." (e_nphasis added.)

The result of this holding is a 2Large gap in administration

of the law. Unless the Congress acts, there will be no

clear or easy method of handling certification of eligibil-.

ity for funds. Treasury will of course be reluctant to

disburse the significant amounts of money involved without
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following the statutory certification procedure, even when

the claim of the candidate seems clear. No one is spe-

cifically authorized to take over the prescribing of regu-

lations. The Department of Justice could issue advisory

opinions, or at least provide some guidance as to how we

intend to enforce the particular provisions that fall

within our jurisdiction. (Indeed, we did that prior to

the creation of the Commission.) But that would not be

an adequate substitute for the kind of advice on all as-

pects of the law that the Commission was authorized to

provide.

Based on these broad conclusions, it seems clear to us

that legislation is urgently needed, and that temporary in-

action--at least with respect to these administrative provi-

sions--is not a realistic option. As I have suggested above,

however, it is possible to segregate these features from the

more substantive provisions calling for congressional recon-

sideration; and thus to facilitate *_e prompt legislative

action which is essential. The purposes of the President's

proposal are two-fold: First, to assure the smooth operation

of the campaign laws during the current elections by making

/I

/ the minimal administrative changes necessary for that purpose.

Second, to provide assurance that there will occur at a later

date congressional reconsideration of the entire election law
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package, as substantively altered by the Supreme Court's

decision. These two objectives are not unrelated. It i:s

our hope that those in Congress who desire major subst_uxtive

change can, in the interest: of prompt act:ion, be persuaded

merely to defer that legislative battle, though not to abandon

it entirely. As noted in his transmittal letter to the Presi-

dent of the Senate, in order to set all example for the suppras-

sion of those controversial issues which can be reserved for

next year, the President ha_s on his part even refrained from

including in his proposal the revision of! a clearly administra-

tive feature to which he has strenuous objection, now that the

Commission has been held to be performing executive functions--

namely, the one-House congr_;ssional veto of Commission :cules.

It is hoped that all Members of Congress--who we know have

strong feelings on many substantive features of this _law--

can likewise be induced to submerge tJxose feelings, for the

time being, in the national interest.

Let me now provide an outline of what the President's

legislation would accomplish. Section 2(a) provides for the

appointment of all Commission members by the President, by and

with the advice and consent of the Senate. This is no _,ore

than the Constitutio_ as interpreted in Valeo, requires_ Sec-

tion 2(b) includes a number of technical conforming amendments
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which eliminate language relevant to the system under which

Commissioners were previously appointed.

I should mention that there is one feature of Section 2

which was not directly addressed by the Supreme Court. Sec-

tion 2 would eliminate the Secretary of the Senate and the

Clerk of the House as non-voting, ex officio members of the

Commission. We believe that the spirit of the opinion, and

even the letter of the Constitution, require this result. The

connection of these two officers to the legislative branch is

even closer than that of the present congressionally appointed

members who have the right to vote. _ey are not only appointed

by Congress, but paid by it and removable by it. We believe

that the absence of voting power is not dete_ninative for con-

stitutional purposes. The power to be present and to partic-

ipate in discussions is the power to influence. Normally, a

judge, commissioner or juror, or even a corporate director,

who is disqualified for conflict of interest, is expected to

recuse himself not only from voting but from deliberations as

well. In Wiener v. United States, 357 U.S. 349, 355-56 (1958),

the Supreme Court stressed that an independent agency should

decide matters on the merits "entirely free from the control

or coercive influence, direct or indirect * * * of either the

Executive or the Congress." In Valeo the Court used similar

words in describing the Commission's functions as "exercised
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free from day-to-day supervision of either Congress or the

Executive Branch" (p. 134). As long as two officers of tJ:m

legislative branch sit on the Commission there is thus a

danger that constitutional requirements will not be met and

·that, at the very least, the entire law will be subject to

further litigation and challenge.

Section 3 includes a n_m_er of technical provisions

designed to make the new appointment provision in Section 2

dovetail with the requirements cf the present law. Thus_.

the te2.n_s of the present conm_ssioners are ended upon the

appointment and confirmation of the new appointees. The

provision forbidding present: officeholders from being appo:inted

is made inapplicable to prese, nt Commission members, so tt_at

the President would not be barred from appointing incumber%ts.

For the purpose of setting terms on a staggered basis the new

appointees would be treated as those first appointed. In

addition, certain references to the Secretary of the Senate

and the Clerk of the House, made obsolete by our revisions

in Section 2, would be eliminated.

Section 4 provides that: ali. actions heretofore taken 10y

the Commission shall remain in effect mntil modified, super-

seded or repealed according to 3aw. This reenforces the state-

ment of the Supreme Cou_'t that past ac_s of the Commission and

interim acts until the end of the 30-day stay are accorded: de.
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facto validity (pp. 136-37). We understand this to mean, for

example, that money disbursed in good faith under the Act

will be treated as legally disbursed even if the Commission

that disbursed it was not appointed under the Constitution.

Section 5 provides that the laws relating to the Federal

Election Commission (Title 2, Chapter 14), contribution limita-

tions (18 U.S.C. 608) and primary and election financing

(Title 26, Chapters 95 and 96) shall not apply to any election

that occurs after this year except run-offs of elections held

this year. The provisions of Title 18 which include basic

measures dealing with such matters as contributions by corpora-

tions, unions, and government contractors, and with anonymous

and cash contributions, would not be affected. In addition,

the provisions for tax credits for contributions for candidates

to public office (26 U.S.C. 41) and the $1.00 tax check-off

system (26 U.S.C. 6096) would be retained. Thus, potential

methods of financing would be available even if there were a

halt in the authority to disburse funds. In addition, this

provision would not terminate the Commission. It could con-

tinue to work on matters relating to the 1976 elections as

long after those elections as necessary, or on matters not

related to a specific election.

We hope that this cut-off provision will facilitate pas-

sage of the bill we have presented. By providing for future
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lapse of the now distorted L974 substantive changes, it is

intended to assure--and we iOel:Leve will be successful in

achieving--thorough reconsideration of these problems in

1977 when there will be time to act deliberately and on i:/_e

basis of experience. There is no time to resolve fundamental

differences now. Upon the expiration of the Court's 30-day

stay, and until the Congress acts, we will have a legal jig-

saw puzzle to contend with_ We therefore urge you to pass S.

_ as a concededly incomplete solution, a least commcmL

denominator, a prudent and temporary compromise.

I would like to comment briefly on the other bills tuhat

are before this Subcommittee. They are $. 2911, introduced

by Senator Schweiker, and S. 2912 and S. 2918, introduced by

Senator Kennedy.

We agree with most of the provisions of S. 2911, as far

as they go. It is basically designed to provide for Presiden-

tial appointment and Senate confirmation of the Commissioners.

As I indicated earlier, however, we believe that retaining the

Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House perpetuates

a serious constitutional issue, and may produce litigation

once again impeding administration of the Act. The two non-

voting members, however influential, are hardly worth t.:lnat

cost. More importantly, however, we object to the absence
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from S. 2911 of any mechanism which will assure reconsidera-

tion of the election financing "package" next year. We

think it is unreasonable to ask the Congress to accept in

haste a new status quo which, in the absence of future con-

gressional action, will perpetuate a system, in an extra-

ordinarily delicate area, which the Congress has never in

reality approved.

The second bill, S. 2912 presents the same issue con-

cerning non-voting, ex officio members. Otherwise Title I

of S. 2912 differs only in drafting technique from Sections

2-4 of the Administration's bill. Section 102 deals with

authorizations for funding of the Commission; we are not

prepared to comment on what the proper level should be.

Title II of S. 2912 would create a complete new title for

the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, providing public

financing of primary and general elections for the Senate.

This is an idea which has had support previously, but not

enough to pass both Houses. We are opposed to consideration

of Title II of S. 2912 at this time. This opposition is not

necessarily on the merits, but for the reasons of time that

I have discussed previously.

The final bill, S. 2918, provides that the Comptroller

General shall carry out the functions of the Federal Election

Commission under subtitle H of the Internal Revenue Code of
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1954. Subtitle H includes _A_e_ 9_ and 9_ of Title 26,

which are the Presidential Election Campaign Fund Act and

t_he Presidential Primary Matching Payment Account Act.

This bill would, by its terms, expire on April 30, 1976.

We oppose this bill for both practical and legal reeL_ons.

As we understand it, the bill would not: terminate the Federal

Election Commission. The Co_mission and other agencies w)uld

presumably continue to function as best; as they can under

Buckle_. v. Valeo in regard to the Commission's remaining

powers under Title 2 and Title 18. Meanwhile, the dutie.% of

t-he Commission regarding matching funds for primaries wou:kd

be completely shifted, in mid.stream, to different personn:_.l

in a different agency--with the further possibility that

another shift would take place next April. (S. 2912 does

not concern itself with what would happen after April 30,

1976.) The purpose of this provision is presumably to csLi::.-y

the funding system along while the Congress attempts to g Lve

fundamental reconsideration to the law produced by the Va;Leo

decision. We doubt, to begin with, whether that period w:)uld

be long enough--or, indeed, whether any period can produc_

intelligent and dispassionate reconsideration in the midsi; of

an election year. Moreover, the temporary transfer does not

make much practical sense. It is our _u%derstanding from

press accounts that some of the early administrative
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difficulties associated with the new law are now being

overcome by the Commission, and that requests for certifi-

cation of matching funds are now being processed more

rapidly. It hardly seems that this would be an appropri-

ate time to give the job to someone else.

Beyond these practical considerations, significant

constitutional problems would arise from this proposal,

paralleling the issues raised in Valeo. Both Title 95 and

96 include administrative and enforcement powers similar

to those provided under Title 2, such as the power to

initiate civil actions (26 U.S.C. 9010, 9011, 9040, 9041),

in addition to the power to make administrative determin-

ations as to certification of payments from the Treasury.

Assuming a willingness to litigate, we would almost be

guaranteed a new challenge as to whether, in light of

Valeo, the Comptroller General can assume the functions

of the Commission. At the least, we would have another

period of uncertainty. In my view the Comptroller General

cannot assume these functions of the Commission.

The Comptroller General is appointed by the Presi-

dent, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

Unquestionably, therefore, S.2918 would assure compliance

with the Appointments Clause. It mistakes the Valeo
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decision, however, to assume tZhat it is based exclusively

upon failure to comply with that relative technicality.

The Court was at pains to point out that the issue "touches

upon the fundamental principles of the Government estab-

lished by the Framers of the Constitution" (p. 113). The

Commission's enforcement power, exemplified by its dis-

cretionary power to seek judicial relief, is authority

that cannot possibly be regarded as merely in aid of the

legislative function of Congress. A lawsuit is the ultimate

remedy for a breach of the law, and it is to the President r

and not to the Congress, that _he Constitution entrusts

the responsibility _to "take Ca:ce that the Laws be faith-

fully executed." Art. II, § 3 (p. 132).

The Comptroller General is an officer of the legis-

lative branch, removable only by the legislature (31 U.S.C.

41, 42, 43, 65(d)). See U.S. Government Manual 43 ff.

(Revised May 1975). It is true that he Zhad significant

duties u/%der the 1971 election law until it was amended

in 1974 and the Commission was created. P.L. 92-225, S 30F._

86 Stat. 3. These were not, however, as extensive as the

powers later assigned to the Commission which would be

retransferred to the Comptroller under S.2918. For examplE_

under the 1971 Act the Comptroller could not bring civil
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actions. See 2 U.S.C. 438(d) (1) (Supp. III, 1973).

Moreover, the Supreme Court never had the opportunity

to rule on even the limited powers which the Comptroller

exercised under the 1971 law. In the Valeo litigation,

the Commission relied for analogous support on the duties

of the Comptroller General under the 1971 Act (p. 122, note

165). In response to this contention the Court stated

that "irrespective of Congress' designation [of the Comp-

troller General as legislative], the Comptroller General

is appointed by the President in conformity with the

Appointments Clause" (p. 122, note 165). If read by it-

self, this footnote might be taken as a suggestion that

conformity with the Appointments Clause is sufficient.

However, as I have indicated earlier, the basis for the

Court's opinion rests on more than the Appointments Clause,

and it would be foolhardy to rely upon this rejoinder to

a narrow argument as indicating a narrow scope for the

opinion as a whole. To the contrary, the whole thrust

of the case is that the doctrine of separation of powers

precludes Congress or its officers from both enacting the

laws and taking care that they be faithfully executed.

Art. II, § 3; pp. 113-17. By assigning the Commission's

functions to the Comptroller General, S.2918 would once

again violate the doctrine of separation of powers and
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"engraft executive duties upon a legislative office" (p. 133).

We therefore oppose this bill on constitutional as well as

practical grounds.

In conclusion, may I again express the hope that 1:his

subcommittee will give prompt and favorable consideratioll

to S. I will be happy to respond, to the best of my

ability, to any questions you may have concerning that b:ill

or the other proposals I have briefly discussed.

(See text of S. 2987.)
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Mr. SCAL_. I have with me, Mr. Chairman, Jack Goldklang a staff
attorney at OLC, and Robert Hickey, Chief of the Elections Unit,
Fraud Section, Criminal Division, of the I)epartment of Justice, who
will assist me in answering any questions you may have.

On January 30, 1976, the decision of the Supreme Court in B_kbsy
v. V_o cut a gaping hole in the Federal Election Campaign Act
of 1971. The damage was so substantial that Chief Justice Burger, in
his dissenting opinion, expressed the view that the entire act should
have been stricken down, since, as altered by the Court's decision, it
was in his view "unworkable and inequitable."

In the aftermath of the Valeo ease, there are two sets of decisions
which must be taken by the Congress, one of which is extraordinarily
difficult and the other extraordinarily urgent. The extraordinarily
difficult question can be taken verbatim from Chief Justice Burger's
dissent--

When central segments,key operative provisions, of this act, are stricken, can
what remains function in anything like the way Congress intended ?

The Congress will obviously have to address this issue eventually,
to determin e whether the elimination of certain features that were the
quids or quos in a long debated and carefully crafted legislative pack-
age leaves a residue which is still an approximation of legislative will.
I have no reason to believe---and indeed, the Press reports since the
Valeo decision lead me to doubt--that that process of reconsideration
will be any less difficult or protracted than that which produced the
1974 amendments. I may add that ! am confirmed in that opinion by
the widely divergent testimony I have heard here today. There is just
a tremendous spectrum of opinion on what ought to be done with re-
spect to the basic substantive provisions of the election campaign law.

There is, however, a second issue which must be resolved. It can, I
think, be separated from the first, if not by logic, then at least by the
genius for compromise and practicality which is the hallmark and
the prerequisite of our democratic system. Approached with good will
and with overriding concern for the national interest by all sides, it
need not be as difficult as the first issue. I refer to the immediate, press.
lng necessity of making such minimal changes as are absolutely essen-
tial to prevent the enactment and subsequent partial invalidation of
the 1974 amendments from seriously distorting the 1976 election cam-
paigns. Those campaigns are now well underway; they have at all
levels but especially at the Presidential level--beenplanned and con-
ducted on the basis of certain assumptions which, unless the Constitu-
tion requires, it would be a public disservice to upset.

It is essentially the second of these issues which I wish to discuss
today, in the context of the administration bill, S. 2987, which Senator
Griffin introduced this morning, designed to meet our immediate prob-
lems. I will also discuss, as you requested, three other bills--S. 2911,
S. 9912, and S. 9918 which in my vmw, though I hesitate to speak for
their sponsors, likewise offer no complete solution for the problems
generatedby the Vcdeo case but seek to minimize to the extent possible
the distortion of the present election campaign.

I will skip, Mr. Chairman, that portion of my text which discusses
principal effects of VaZeo. Essentially they have been discussed al-

ready--the gap that has been created in expenditure limitations,
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Even in the brief time since the Valeo decision, much has been
,said and written concerning 1;he likely effects of the Courf's opinion.
By limiting contributions bw_ not limiting expenditures on the part
of candidates who have received no Federal funding, the post-Valeo
law undoubtedly increases the importano_, of the candidate's per-
sonal wealth. By drawing a ,crucial line between expendkures "con-
trolled by or coordinated with the candidates"--which can be limited--
and those which are "independent"--which cannot be limited--the
post-Valeo taw creates a distinction that may be impossible to admin-
:tster. Perhaps most important of all, by crumbling contribut::Jons above
the established limits to be funneled into campaigns through organiza-
tions separate from the candidate himself, the post-Vale_:k law may
sap the strength of our political party system and foster elections
whose major themes are selected by issue-oriented or narrowly fac-
tional groups, rather than by the candidate or even the candidate's
political party.

These results may or may not be desirable; they may or may not be
as severe as some predict. We will presumably know :more about that
after the present election campaign is completed. The poii:_t is, how-
ever, that they render a reconsideration of t:he Court-modifi_;!,Aelection
laws essential. The total system which now exists is one which, in
substantial and important respects, has been designed by nc Congress
and approved by no President. One of the purposes of the President's
]egislative proposal is to assure, insofar as possible, this :needed re-
consideration at a time when it can intelligently and dispassionately
occur.

Turning now to the second category of effects of the Vale,._decision,
:its effects upon the administration of the Federal Election Campaign
.Act: The clear holding of the Supreme Court was that tt:_,eFederal
]Election Commission's composition violates the appointments clause
of the Constitution as to all but its investigatory and informative
powers. As you know, a majority of its members were appointed by
congressional officers. As long as the Commissioners are not appointed
by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate, or by the
President alone, in accordance with article II, section 9_,climse 2, the
Commission cannot perf0rm, the Court said, executive, that is, en-
forcement functions. The_ include primary responsibility for bringing
civil actions against violators, for making rules to carry out the act, for
ma.k!ng administrative determinations and for issuing advisory
opmmns. The Court mitigated the effects of its opinion by _;taying its
j ud.g_._ent for 30 days. The sta,y seems to mean that until 30 ,days from
.,January 30, 1976, the Commission may ,continue to exercise all of the
powers, g_ven it with respect to the substantive provisions which have
been upheld, including the public financing of Federal elections. We
nnderstand from press accounts that this is in fact how the Commission
has proceeded.

Beyond the 30-day period, however, the legal situation, if Congress
does not act, becomes nmch more complicated. One safe statement
is that there will be plenty oJ_work for lawyers trying to figure out
the application of VaZeo to concrete situations. I will try to review
some of the problem areas with yon. First of all, to borrow from
Mark Twain, the reports of t:he Commission's total demise are some-
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what exaggerated. The Court said that the Commission could unques-
tionably continue to exercise those powers which are "essentially
of an investigative and informative nature, falling in the same general
category as those powers which Congress might delegate to one of its
own committees." These powers were also described as "functions
relating to the flow of necessa ry information--receipt, dissemination,
and investigation."

As to those substantive provisions of the act which, as I have
indicated above, are not invalidated by the Valeo decision, we are left
in the following enforcement position. Bear in mind that I am not
trying to cover every contingency but am only sketching the general
outline. It is clear that the criminal provisions of the act can still
be enforced. Title 18 of the United States Code includes a number of
criminal provisions of the election law which are under the jurisdic-
tion of the Fraud Section of the Criminal Division of the Department
of Justice. Section 608, dealing with limitations on contributions and
expenditures, has, as I mentioned, been truncated by the Court's
decision--but the remainder of section 608 and other provisions over
which the Commission has had concurrent enforcement jurisdiction
are ]eft unaffected. These include sections 610, 611, and 613-617 of
title 18 which deal with contributions by banks, corporations, labor
unions, Government contractors and foreign nationals, anonymous
contributions, cash contributions and similar matters. Complaints
can be filed directly with the Department of Justice or with the Com-
mission. As the law stands now, if the Commission receives a com-
plaint or has information concerning an apparent criminal violation,
it can report the matter to the Attorney General. This collection and
referral of information seems to be covered by the Supreme Court's
permission for the Commission to engage in "functions relating to the
flow of necessary information." To use another standard suggested
by the Court, it is the kind of function that might be performed by
a committee of the Congress, so we think this referral function of the
Commission with respect to violation of the crimifial laws could
continue to be performed.

The Commission, can, however, no longer bring civil actions to
enforce the campaign financing restrictions. The law had previously
vested in the Commission primary jurisdiction with respect to the
civil enforcement of the election laws, including the power to obtain
injunctive relief in certain circumstances, and to sue for return of
overpayments made by the Secretary of the Treasury. As the Court
read the applicable provisions, none of these powers required the
concurrence or participation of the Attorney General; they were all
held unconstitutional.

If Congress does not act, we will be faced with the question wlhether
the Attorney General can, without further legislation, assume the
civil enforcement responsibilities which the Commission has been
compelled to abandon. The law contains a provision whereby the
Attorney General as well as the Commission can institute civil actions
with respect to certain provisions, but he cannot do so entirely on
his own. The law requires that he be requested to do so by the
Commission.
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Tim judgment required by the Commission--to refer _Lmatter to
the Attorney General after notice and hearing--would seem to in-
volve the kind of administrative determination and hearing necessary
to insure compliance with the statute that the Court said the Com-
mission could not perform. To be sure, congressional committees can
hold investigative hearings and refer violations, if they su;!_pect them,
to the Justice Department; but such referral is not, as thi:_ provision
seeks to make it, a precondition to the exe_mtive's enforcement of the
law. We must conclude that the provision for Attorney (?_*eneral en-
forcement only upon Commb;sion referral is invalid. This ]eaves open
the question whether, the referral provision having been stricken, the
remainder of the provision, giving the Attorney General elI:__orcement
authority, subsists. This is, in lawyer's terms, an issue of [,he severa-
bility of the invalidated provisions, a field of inquiry in which it is
fair to say there are no clear answers. The most we can say is that

if the Congress does not act, the Department of Justice ?ll seek to
use the enforcement mechanisms of 2 U.S.C. 437g(a)(i) without
prerequisite Commission referral. Whether such authorit;y will be
upheld is uncertain. I may note, however, that this dev:}ce even if
su.ccessful, would not apply to enforcement of title 26 and the cam-
paign financing features of the law.

There is some argument that can be made that the A'tt0rney Gen-
eral, apart from any statutory, explicit statutory, aut]t_ority, has
general nonstatutory power to bring civil actions whenever the in-
terests of the United States are involved, and there is some case law
which supports such a theory. However, those cases genexally deal
with situations in which the Congress has been entirely silent on the
right to sue. And it is not at; all certain whether they coui[d be used
m this situation where the Congress has said it is the Commission
which will sue, but that provision has been stricken dowr..

It is at least doubtful whether any general civil e_rl,forcement
authority of the Attorney General could be used.

Other issues involve the certification of expenses, rulemaking and
advisory opinions. Under tide 26 of the United States Code, the
Commission was charged with the duty to receive and {?ass upon
requests by eligible candidates for campaign money, and to certify
such requests to the Secretary of the Treasury for the latter':!!; disburse-
ment. The Commission was also given rulemaking authority and the
power to issue advisory opinions up_)n which the requester was
entitled to rely. The Court held in Valeo that assignmen,_ of these
powers to tke Commission was inconsistent with fundamenllM notions
of the separation of powers.

The result of this holdingis a large gap in administrat:iion of the
[law. Unless the Congress act_;, there will be no clear or eal:_:fmethod
of handlingcertification of eligibility for funds. Treasury will, of
course, be reluctant to disburse the significant amounts of money in-
volved without following the statutory certification procedure, even
when the claim of the candidate seems clear. No One is specifically
authorized to take over the l_,rescribing of regulations. Tim Depart-
ment of Justice could issue advisory opinions, or at least pro. vid e some
guidance as to how we intend to enforce the particular provisions
that fall within our jurisdiction, which is not all of them. (Indeed,
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we did that prior to the creation of the Commission.) But that would
not be an adequate substitute for the kind of advice on all[ aspects
of the law that the Commission was authorized to provide.

Based on these broad conclusions, it seems clear to us that legisla-
tion is urgently needed, and th al temporary inaction--at least with
respect to these administrative provisions--is not a realistic option.
As I have suggested above, however, it is possible to segregate these
features from the more substantive provisions calling for congres-
sional reconsideration; and thus to facilitate the prompt legislative
action which is essential,

The purposes of the bill which the President has proposed are
twofold. First, to assure the smooth operation of the campaign laws
during the current elections by making the minimal administrative
changes necessary for that purpose, And, second, to provide assurance
that there will occur at a later date congressional reconsideration of
the entire election law package, as substantively altered by the Supreme
Court's decision. These two objectives are not unrelated. It is our hop. e
that those ill Congress Who desire major substantive change can, m
the interest of prompt action, be persuaded merely to defer that legis-
lative battle, though not to abandon it entirely. As noted in his trans-
mittal letter to the President of the Senate_and, incidentally, Mr.
Chairman, I would ask that that be inserted in the record--in order
to set an example for the suppression of those controversial issues
which can be reserved for next year, the President has on his part
refrained from including in his proposal the revision of a clearly
administrative feature to which he has strenuous objection, now that
the Commission has been held to be performing executive functions--
namely, the one-House congressional veto of Commission rules. It is
hoped that all Members of Congress--who we know have strong feel-
ings on many substantive features of this law--can likewise be induced
to submerge those feelings, for the time being, in the national[ interest.

Let me now provide an outline of S. 2987.
Senator PELL. Without objection, the letter from the PI_sident will

be inserted in the record.
Mr. SCALIA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The message from the President follows:]

_[ViESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

TRANSMITTING A DRAFT OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION TO ESTABLISH THE OFFICES OF

MEMBERS OF THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION AS OFFICERS APPOINTED BY THE

PRESIDENT, BY AND WITH THE ADVICE AND CONSENT OF THE SENATE, AND FOR
OTHER PURPOSES

To the Congress o! the United Sta.tes:
In only two weeks time, unless there is affirmative action by the Congress, the

Federal Election Commission will be stripped of most of its powers.
We must not allow that to happen. The American people can and should

expect that our elections in this Bicentennial year, as well as other years, will
be free of abuse. And they know that the Federal Election Commission is the
single most effective unit for meeting that challenge.

The Commission has become the chief instrument for achieving clean Federal
elections in 1976. If it becomes an empty shell, public confidence in our political
process will be further eroded and the door will be opened to possible abuses in
the coming elections. There would be no one to interpret, advise or provide
needed certainty to the candidates with regard to the complexities of the Federal
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Election law. If we maintain the Commission, we can rebuild and re;_;tore the
public faith that is essential for a democracy.

The fate of the Commission has been called into question, of cours,_, by the
d[e,_ision of the Supreme Court on January 30. The Court ruled that the Commis-
sion was improperly constituted. The, Congress gave the Commission ,_xecutive
F_wers but then, in violation of the Constitution, the Congress reserved Goitself
the authority to appoint four of the six members of the Commission. T_,e Court
said that this defect could be cured by having all members of the Cor amission
nominated by the President upon the advice and. consent of the Senat _. Under
the Court's ruling, the Commission was given a 30-day lease on life so that the
defect might be corrected.

:[ fully recognize that other aspects of the Court's dec_sion and that_ indeed,
the original law itself have created valid concerns among Members of Congress.
I share many of those concerns, and I share in a desire to reform and improve
upon the current law. For instance, one section of the law provides l%r a one-
}Iouse veto of Commission regulations, a requirement that is unconsti_:utional
as applied to regulations of an agency performing Executive functio]::t,s. I am
willing to defer legislative resolution of this problem, just as I hope the members
of Congress will defer adjustment of other provisions in the interes_ of the
prompt action which is now es,_ntial.

It is clear that the 30-day period provided by the Court to recons_:_tute the
Commission is not sufficient to undertake a comprehensive review a_:_i! reform
of the campaign laws. And most assuredly, this 30-day period must no: become
a convenient excuse to make ineffective the campaigqa reforms that ar_ already
on the books and have been upheld by the Court. There is a growing da]xger that
the opponents of campaign reform will exploit this opportunity for the wrong
purposes. This cannot be tolerated; there must be no retreat from our _commit-
raent to clean elections.

Therefore, I am today submitting remedial legislation to the Coni!iress for
immediate action. This legislation incorporates $wo r_ommendations that I dis-
cussed with the bipartisan leaders of the Congress shortly after the Cou:_q;issued
its ()pinion.

First, I propose that the Federal Election Commission be reconst:ituted so
that all of its six members are nominated by the President and confirm,E:_dby the
Senate. This action must be taken before the February 29 deadline.

Second, to ensure that a full-scale :review and :reform of the election ]Laws are
ultimately undertaken, I propose ths. t we limit through the 1976 ele_:'_:ions the
application of those laws administered by the C_mmission. When the J_tections
have been completed and all of us have a better understanding of the ii:)roblems
in our current statutes, I will submit to the Congress a ne w, complcehensive
eh_urtion reform bill to apply to futm_ elections. I also pledge that I will work
with the Congress to enact a new law that will meet many of the obje,:_;ions of
the current system.

ii know there is widespread disagrtq_ment within the Congress on whs'l reforms
should be undertaken: That controversy is healthy; it bespeaks of a vigorous
interest in our political system. But we must not allow our divergent: ¥iews to
disrupt the approaching elections. Our most important task now is l_,:)ensure
the continued life of the Federal Ele,_tion Commission, and I urge the 21ongress
to work with me in achieving that goal

GERALD R, FORD.
T_r WHITE HOUSr, February 16, t976.
[See text of S. 2987. ]

Senator GmrriN. Could I ask_ are you skipping over nc,_,;,some
s_ctions, portions ._

Mr. SCAUA. I skipped some earlier.
Sens_tor GRrrmN. Where are you now ?
Mr. SCALIA. I am on page 14, q,,_.enator, the bottom of page 14,, coming

to a summary of S. 2987, the President's proposed bill.

Senator Gmrri_¢. I see you are going to discuss somethint? thatlcommented on earlier--and I am glad to see you are going tel discu,_
it--and that is the omission of the Secretary of the Senate :md the
ClLerk of the House.
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Mr. SCALIA. Yes, sir; we will discuss it.

Section 2(a) of tile bill provides for the appointment of all Com-
mission members by the President, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate. This is no more than the Constitution, as interpreted in
.Valeo, requires. Section 2(b) includes a number of technical conform-
lng amendments which eliminate language relevant to the system
under which Commissioners were previously appointed.

There is one feature of section 2 which was not directly addressed
by the Supreme Court. Section 2 would eliminate the Secretary of the
Senate and the Clerk of the House as nonvoting ex efficio members of
the Commission. We believe that the spirit of the Valeo opinion, and
even the letter of the Constitution, require this result. The connection
of these two officers to the legislative branch is even closer than that
of the present congressionally appointed members who have the right
to vote. They are not only appointed by Congress, but paid by it and
removable by it. We believe that the absence of voting power is not
determinative for constitutional purposes. The power to be present .and
to participate iii discussions is the power to influence. Normally, a
judge, commissioner, or juror, or even a corporate director, who is
disqualified for conflict of interest, is expected to recuse himself not
only from voting but from deliberations as well. In Wiener v. United
States, the Supreme Court stressed that an independent agency should
decide matters on the merits "entirely free from the control or coercive
influence, direct or indirect * * * of either the Executive Or _he Con-

gress' 357 U.S. 349, 355-56. In Valeo the Court used similar words in
describing the Commission's functions as "exercised free from (lay-to-
day supervision of either Congress or the executive branch." As long as
two officers of the ]e_._slative branch sit on the Commission, there is thus
a danger that constitutional requirements will not be met and that, at
the very ]east, the entire law will be subject to further litigation and
challenge.

Senator GRIFFIN. I think that is very interesting and it does raise
some questions that I frankly had not thought about. It may well be
that it wouldn't be a good idea. I am certainly going to take a look
at it anyway.

Mr. SCALIA. Senator, it seems to me a guide to your thinking might
be to ask yourself whether you think that such a provision would be
constitutional or even, that aside, would be desirable with respect to
the Federal Communications Commission or any one of the independ-
ent regulatory agencies. Should the Congress have two, albeit non-
voting, members serving as members of this executive agency

I think the answer is clearly no. I think the Supreme Court would
say it is no as a matter of law. In any case, it doesn't seem to me to
be worth the risk to get the entire administrative structure .of the act
kicked over once again.

Senator CANNON. If I may, Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that you
have raised also another very interesting question on page 15, where

you say "Normally, ,a judge, commissioner or juror, or even a corporatedirector, who is disqualified for conflict of interest, is expected to
recuse himself not only from voting but from deliberations as we]]."

Now, that raises a question in my mind as to whether Members of
Congress would be able to even enter into a discussion of this bill, it!
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we have the campaign financing provision in there--and, if !;,:_.,would
they be eligible to vote on it without recusing themselves.

Mr. So^T.T^. Senator_ I think those provisions do not appk? to the
legislative process, only to the executive and judicial process.

Senator CANNON. I see.
Mr. Sc_. You have no worry on that score. Section 3 o:f '_;hebill

includes a number of technic-a] provisions designed to make _l:henew
appointment provision in section 2 dovetail with the requ!irements
of the present law. Thus, the terms of the present commissio_lers are
ended upon the appointment and confirmation of the new appointees.
The provision forbidding present officeholders from being appointed is
m_tde inapplicable to present Commission members, so that ti?ir Pre.,_i-
dent would not be barred from appointing incumbents. For _:he pu:c-
pose of setting terms on a staggered basis; the new appointe,E_ would
b_ treated as those first appointed.

Section 4 provides that all actions heretofore taken by t;t:a:,_Com-
mission shall remain in effect until modified, superseded or repealed
according to law. This reenforces the statement of the Suprer_: e Cou_
that past acts of the Commission and interim acts until the en:] of the
30--day stay are accorded de fs.cto validity. We understand this _;o
mean, for example, that money disbursed in good faith u:!r:der the
a_t will be treated as legally disbursed even if the Commission that
disbursed it was not appointed under the Constitution.

Section 5 provides that the laws relating to the Federal ]!:;_lectio,.

,Commission (title 2 of chapter 14), contribution limitations (:1!8
U.S.C. 608) and primary and election financing (title 26, chapters 9o
and 96) shall not apply to any election thai; occurs after kl::Lisyear
except run-offs of elections held this year.. The provisions o_ title :18
which include basic measures dealing with such matters as c,ontribn-
tions by corporations, unions, and Government contractors, an c;r_ymous
and cash contributions, would not be affected. In addition, I:he pro-
v]isions for tax credits for contributions for candidates to pubil:ic offi_e
and the $1 tax checkoff system would be retained. Thus, ]f:otential
methods of financing would be available next year even if th,E_rewere
a halt in the authority to disburse funds. In other words, if the Con-
gress decided on reconsideration next year to set up the same kind of
a system, the money would be there.

ZIn addition, this provision would not terminate the Feder_d Elec-
tion Commission. It would continue to work on matters rel:_ting to
t,he ].976 elections as hmg after those elections are necessary;, or on
matters not related to a specific election.

We hope that this cut-off provision will facilitate passag,E:_of the
bill we have presented. By providing for futur e lapse of the l:iow dis-
t(n_d 1974 substantive changes,, it is intended to assure--and we be-
lieve will be successful in assurfilg_thorough reconsideration of the_e
problems in 1977 when there will be time to act deliberately .'and on
the basis of experience. There is no time to resolve fundame:;:_tal dif-
fez_nces now. Upon the expiration of the Court's 30-day s'_:ay, and
matil the Congress acts, we will ihave a legal jigSaw puzzle to ::'_ontend
with. We therefore urge you to pass S. 2987 as a concededly in(>::)mplete
solution, a least common denominator, a prudent and tempona:_:'y com-
pronuse.
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I would like, if you wish, Mr. Chairman, to comment briefly on
the other bills thai; are before this subcommittee--S. 2911_ first o:_
all. We agree with most of the provisions of that legislation, as far as
they go. It is basically designed to provide for Presidential appoint-
ment and Senate confirmation of the Commissioners. As I indicated
earlier, however, we believe that retaining the Secretary of the Senate
and the Clerk of the House perpetuates a serious constitutional issue
and may produce litigation once again impeding administra.tion of
the act. The two nonvoting members, however influential, are hardly
worth that cost. More importantly, however, we object to tile ,tbsence
from S. 2911 of any mechanism which will assure reconsideration of
the election financing package next year. We think it is unreasonable to
ask the Congress to accept in haste a new status quo which, in the
absence of future congressional action, will perpetuate a system_ irt
an extraordinarily delicate area, which the Congress has never itt
rea.litv at)proved.

I might note that Senator Schweiker in his testimony indicated that
he would favor the addition of a cut-off provision to his bill, so perhaps
we are not in substantive disagreement on that point.

Senator GRIrrXx. I might just interject here a thought that the
presence of the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House, in
part, indicates a desire on the part of the Members of Congress to take
advantage of an expertise that has been developed there in the past. It
would seem that maybe that could still be done in some way that
wouldn't make those people members of the Commission, or not actu-
ally participate in the deliberations--but perhaps in an advisory role,
or something of that kind.

Mr. SC^LX^. I think there would certainly be no problem about that.
I think the only obstacle is actually mak{ng them members of what
has now been found to be an executive agency.

The second bill before you, S. 2912, presents the same issue concern-
ing the two nonvoting ex officio members. Otherwise, title I of S. 2912
differs only in drafting technique from sections 2 to 4 of the adminis-
tration's bill. Section 102 deals with authorizations for funding of the
Commission; we are not prepared to comment on what the proper level
should be. Title II of S. 2912 would create a completely new title for
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, providing public financ-
ing of primary and general elections for the Senate. This is an idea
which has had support previously, but not enough to pass both Houses.
We are opposed to consideration of title II of S. 2912 at this time. This
opposition is not necessarily on the merits, but for the reasons of time
that I have discussed previously.

The final bill, S. "2918, provides that the Comptroller General shall
carry out the functions of the Federal Election Commission under sub-
title H of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. Subtitle H includes
chapters 95 and 96 of title 26, which are the Presidential Election Cam-
paign Fund Act and the Presidential Primar..v Matching Payment
Account Act, This ]bill would, by its terms, expire on April 30, 1976.

We oppose this bill for both practical and legal reasons. As we under-
stand it, the bill would not terminate the Federal Election Commission.
The Commission and other agencies would presumably continue to
function as best as they can under Buckley v. Valeo in regard to the
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Commission's remaining powers under title 2 and title 18. M,mnwhite,
1Lheduties of the Commission regarding m_;tching funds for l?imaries
would be completely shifted, in midstream, to different perso:t: _,:telin a
different agency--with the further possibil![ty that another sh:i:l:itwould
1La,keplace next April. S. 2912 does not concern itself with wh_t would
Zhappen after April 30, 1976. Thee purpose of this provision i:i;,I sup-
pose, to carry the funding system along while the Congress _ttempts
ilo give fundamental reconsideration to the law produced by t;_,e Val,eo
clecision. We doubt, to begin with, whether that period woul_!_be lol_g
enough--or, indeed, whether any period can produce intellili,?nt aI_d
dispassionate reconsideration in the midst of an election yefl:l_,More-
over, the temporary transfer does not make much practical se :l:_..?.e.It is
our understanding from press accounts that some of the early ;l_dmi:n-
istrative ,difficulties associated with the new law are now bei:l:g over-
come by the Commission, and that requests for certification fo:l:match-
Jmg funds are now being processed more rapidly. It hardly se_;ms that
this would be an appr0_, riate time to g!ve the job to someone ,;(.-;e.

Beyond these pracbcal considerations., significant const:ii:_tltional
].problems would arise from this ]proposal, Paralleling the issu,_?!sraised
m Valeo. Both chapter 95 and chapter 96 include administral:ive al_d
enforcement powers similar to those provided under title 2, su,:ih as the
power to initiate civil actions, in addition to the power to make admin-
!istrative determinations as to certification of payments from t]h_:Treas-
ury. Assuming a willingness to litigate, we would almost be .!maram
teed a new challenge as to whetlher, in light of Valeo, the Comi:!_trolIer
General can assume the functions of the Commission. At the l_ast, we
would have another period of uncertainty. In my view, the_ Comp-
troller General cannot assume these functi_)ns of the Commis_!!;ion.

The Comptroller General is appointed by' the President, by _i_L:':_dwith
the advice and consent of the Senate. Unquestionably, tt:LJ_refore,
tS. 2918 would assure compliance with the appointments claus,?. It mis-
takes the Valeo decision, however, to assume that it is based exc usive][y
upon failure to comply with that relative technicality. The O:J_:trt was
at pains to point out that the issue "touches upon the fund_Lmental
principles of the Government established by the Framers of t':i:ieCort--
,_titution." The Commission's enforcement powers, exemplifie,:l by it;s
discretionary power to seek judicial relief, is authority thaml:,cannot
possibly be regarded as merely in aid of the legislative fur,c tion of
Congress. A lawsuit is the ultimate remedy for a breach of 'It:relaw,
and it is to the President, and not to th e Congress, that the Con_i:l:![tution
entrusts the responsibility to "take care that the laws be f:_L:ithful]ly
executed," article II, section 3.

The Comptroller General is an officer of the legislative i:_ranch,
removable only by the legislature. It is true that he had sig:v_Lificant
duties under the 1971 election la;w until it was amended. Thc_;e were
not, however, as extensive as the powers later assigned to tl::_,;_con:l_-
mission which would be retransferred t ° the Comptroller undelI' :_;.2918.
]_'or example, under the 1971 act the COmPtroller could n(:,i;bring
civil actions. Moreover, the Supreme Court never had the optic rtunity
to rule on even the limited powers which the Comptroller (_:,.i::ercised
under the 1971 law. In the Vateo litigation, the Commissim: relied
for analogous support on the duties of the Comptroller GenerM under
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the 1971 act. In response to this contention the Court stated that
"irrespective of Congress' designation--of the Comptroller ,General
as legislative--the Comptroller General is appointed by the President
in conformity with the appointments clause." If read by itself, this
footnote might be taken as a suggestion that conformity with the
appointments clause is sufficient. However, as I have indicated earlier,
and as a number of excerpts from the Court's opinion indicate, the
basis for the Court's opinion rests on more than the appointments
clause. It would be foolhardy to rely upon this rejoinder to a narrow
argument as indicating a narrow scope for the opinion as a whole.
To the contrary, the whole thrust of the case is that the doctrine of
separation of powers precludes Congress or its officers from both
enacting the laws and taking care that they be faithfully executed.
By assigning the Commission's functions to the Comptroller General,
S. 2918 would once again violate the doctrine of separation of powers
and "engraft executive duties upon a legislative office." We therefore
oppose this bill on constitutional as well as practical grounds.

In conclusion, may I again express the hope that this subcommittee
will give prompt and favorable consideration to S. 2987. I will be
happy to respond, to the best of my ability, to any questions you may
have concerning that bill or the other proposals I have briefly
discussed.

Thank you.
Senator P_LL. Thank you very much. A general question---do vou

believe it important that our Nation have an independent body, like
the Federal Election Commission, to administer and enforce the
Federal election laws, or do you believe that this is unnecessary ._

Mr. SCALIA. Well, as the President's statement indicated, Mr.
Chairman, we do feel that an independent commission is an important
feature of the election campaign laws, and we would like to see that
feature retained.

The administration bill does not abolish the Commission; although
the cutoff applies to the substantive provisions of the act, the cutoff
would not apply to the Commission. That demonstrates something of
a bias, I suppose, that when the Congress comes to reconsider it, we
hope that they will continue the Commission.

Senator PrLL. There are a couple of questions, as you know, the
Supreme Court left unanswered--more than a couple, I guess. But_
first, do you have any views as to the standards which would be Proper
to employ in determinin_ the difference between a controlled or coordi-
nated expenditure, which the Supreme Court held would be considered
a contribution subject to limitation, and an independent expenditure
to expressly advocate the election or defeat of a clearly identified
candidate, which may be made without limit _.

Mr. SCALLA.I guess an honest answer is "No," and probably nobody
does. I read it to require that control be something more than what one
might call passive simultaneous action on the part of another group.
I would not think that the requirement of control would be met if a
group assessing a particular candidate's campaign figures out on its
own what would help him the most and designs a package that will fit
very nicely into that campaign. I would think that as long as :it is not
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actively coordinated with the candidate himself or his mana_!i_'ers, t_he
constitutional right to engage in such activity would continu_!_ to ex_st.

Senator PELL. What are your' views with regard to the con:?.'4:itution-
ality of the law--section 608(F), title 18 setting expend_t :,re limi-
tations on national and State committees of a political party ._

Mr. SCALIA. I frankly have not considered the point, Sen:_or.
Senator PELT.. BecaUse this touches on the same question I:_hatwas

raised by the Supreme Court decision.
Mr. SCALtA.Yes, sir.
Senator PErm. What are your views on the constitutionalfi:,i:' of rec-

ommending the public financing of Senate elections without 17coviding
_or public financing of House elections ._

Mr. SCALL_. I see no reason why that. would not be oonst:iitrutional,
any less than providing for fin_meing of Presidential election_ but not
Senate elections.

Senator Pm.L. Thank you. Senator Griffin _.
Senator GRtrrts. I don't have any questions. I think this :is a w?xy

excellent statement, and certainly indicates that the admin:istration
qidn't quickly or lightly put forth the legislation which was intro .
duced today.

I am certainly impressed--and newly interested in that .r::aeques-
t;ion about whether or not the Secretary of the Senate and I!he Clerk
of _he House should be members.

One suggestion that was made by Senators Kennedy and i!_cott in
their bill, was that instead of having the Commission membera--a new
member appointed every year, it seems to me they were prol_:)_!/[ngthat
to be appointed every 2 years in the off year. And this loolc_ beyond
iv.ally, I guess, the expiration---and really loll)ks to what we would do
next year under the legislation that you are suggesting.

But I just want to indicate,_ I think that has some merit, iIi_ would
mean that the appointment of two would bemade not in the heat of the
campaign year, but in an off year--and presumably the l!:'resident
would appoint one Democrat and one Republican atth e s_:n:Letime.
That has a little bit of appeal _o me I just want to indicate t,):_at.

Thank you, My. Chairman.
Senat_)r PELL. Senator Cannon _.
Senator CANNO_r. Thank you, Mr. ChMrman. The suggested on was

made earlier that the House might possibly act before the SenLate and
might pass a provision for congressional financing. And my question

to you i_--you indicated in your statement that one of the rea_;ons youwere opposed to that consider,_tion was because of the difi:iculty of
getting it through.

If that sh_)uld happen in the House, would you be opposed to {he
addition of that type of a provision in this act'_

MT. SCALL_.I really cannot steak as to the administration's position
on the point, Senator. I have no idea.

Senator CA_rNON. Of course, that might conflict with you:!:'theory
about this being enacted only until next year and then exp:i idng.

Mr. SCAUA. Well, it seems to me that if you go that way, what you
are saying is, we want to have fundamental reconsiderations %h,is year.
Tha_ is a fundamental Change in the law. It seems to me th_r.:tif you
do go that way you are essentially rejecting the approach I:,hat the
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administration's bill proposes, which is to set aside controvm_y as
much as we can in tile interests of getting through this 1976 election
with as little disruption as possible.

There is another f_ctor, too, I suppose. One might want to see how
the financing scheme works in one election at the Presidential level
before one extends it still further. I mentioned at several points in my
testimony the value of having some experience to go on when the
Congress comes to reconsider the election law next year.

But should such a provision come here from the House, which seems
to me an unlikely event, I don't know what the administration's posi-
tion would be.

Senator CA_o_. In light of the Supreme Court's position on the
unlimited expenditure possibility of persons not associated with the
candidate, either in support of or in opposition to,.the suggestion has
been made that it might be well to amend title 18 to provide that mass
media communication_ would clearly and conspicuously state whether
the communication was authorized by a candidate and, if not author-
ized the name of the person or organization who financed the
expenditure.

Would you care to comment on that _.
Mr. SCAL_A.Just off the top of my head, without having given it

any consideration, Vheprinciple seems to me a good one. Obviously one
of the dangers created[ by the Supreme Court's decision is that a candi-
date's campaign can be run by somebody other than the candidate.
That risk Could _t least be minimized if all campaign advertising that
was not formally sponsored by the candidate himself or herself stated
specifically who it w_LS_hat was sponsoring it. It seems to me like a
sensible provision.

I _m told that section 612 of title 18 already has a provision that,
to some extent, meets t_his need.

Senator CANNO_.What I was suggesting was an amendment to sec-
tion 612--to title 18, section 612--to make it a little more clear as to
what would have to take place :inth.at instance.

Mr. SCALIA.Maybe a specific caption that says "Not approved by
the candidate" would help.

Senator CAN_ON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Pr.,.n. Thank You.
Senator Williams ._

Senator Wmi_A_ts. Just two questions, Mr. Scalia. Yours was a very
helpful statement.

I wondered--and: tiffs might touch on something that Senator Can-
non just asked--this Separating the independentcampaign effort from

the candidate's requirement to comply w!th the ceiling and reporting
.requirements leaves us where with respe_.t to'that independent effort
m terms of disclosure and limits _.

Mr. SCALIA.Well, disclosure is covered. The Supreme Court did
nothing with disclosure requirements as to everyone, so even if you are
talking about noncandidates and people totally independent of can-
didates, the disclosure requirements continue to apply.

Senator WmtaA_tS. Are they identical in demand on who disclos_.q
and the triggering amounts ._

66-816 0 - 76 - 10
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Mr. SCALIA. Yes. sir. I think there is nc. distinction as to .i_ _ther one
!is formally a candidate or not. I think that is correct, Sena'.t:_:,r--there
is no distinction--but I will check it.

[Mr. Scalia subsequently supplied the subcommittee wit:i:, the fol-
lowing information :]

Under Title 2, section 434(e), every person (other than a political ,:'ommittee
or candidate) who makes contributions or expenditures, other than I,:!.,a contri-
bution to a political committee or candidate in an aggregate amount i[_ excess of
$100 within a calendar year, shall :file the information required by § 4:::i;4with the
Commission.

The Supreme Court construed this provision so that it "imposes [_tdependent
:reporting requirements on individuals and groups that are not candida _s or polit-
ical committees only in the following circumstances: (1) when they :make con-
tributions earmarked for political purposes or authorized or request_,:[ by a can-
didate or his agent, to some person other than a candidate or political :_ommittee,
and (2) when they make an expenditure for a communication that e:,;[_ressly ad-
vocates the election or defeat of a chmrly indentified candidate." SlilJ. op. p. 74.

Speaking generally, under section 434 the reporting requirements :l,:,r commit-
tees and candidates al)ply to amounts over $1000.

Senator WmL_A_S. How do yon deal with this in your bill '_i
Mr. Sc.xi.I.X. We try not to deal with it, Senator. That is ,_ne of the

prol)lems created by the Sul)renm Court decision as to which there is a
nmltitude of opinions. The whole purpose of our bill is t(: _mbmerge
those issues that are controversial and to do the minimal am(;,:mt neces-
sary to enable the 1976 elections to proceed.

I am not sure to() much can be done with the basic 1)robh,_t yon are
concerned about. I think the p.mior obstacle ]s the COllStltuti,r;:lt. I think
the Supreme Court. has pretty clearly said that you cann,::, prohibit
the mab:ing of these exl)enditures or the spending of his c':n money
by the candidate himselh so ion,,' as he hasn't'agreed to accel!:'! Federal
funds.

Tim'[ also is a problem. I suppose, with any House or Sena:l t:_funding
bill that you consider. A camlidate who does not accept tlJ _:_Federal
fundino' is now. by reason of the !'alee decision, free to Sl)m_,:[as milch
as he wants of his own hmd:_. Ko your frei(ling is goino' to i:tave to be
high enough to make it worthwhila fora candidate of s!;tbstantial
means to accept the funding rather than to spend his own :_oney be-
yond the fun:ling limit.

Senator Wmt._A_ls. Well, `i am still worried about the ol::[:,ortunity
for an independent campaign and how thai is going to be .:_ecommo-
dated in the whole effort here to purify the electoral proces!:!;through
disclosure and limits. I don't know what; the limits are for ]':i_oseinde-
pendent activities, what the disclosure requirements are. A Jtd just on
the question of independents, it would seem to me that the C_:L:_:lmission,
if we continue it according to the Court's opinion, should h_¥:,, author-
ity to appoint hearing examiners, because this is going to have un-
limited questions.

Is there any authority in the Commission to appoint hea::'ing exam-
iners or will every cas e take 8 months ?

5'Ir. SCALI^. I do not believe they have authority to apl:,._:&lt--cer-
tainly not administrative law judges. I am not sure wh,:t:her they
would have general authority to hire lawyers called hearing: ,_xaminers
without the necessity for a specific provision to that effect:.
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Senator WmLI^Ms. Well, I think we ought to get into this later on,
because one case in the House took how many months ?

Mr. SCALI^. Well, I think you are quite right. The issue of whether
a particular organization is coordinated with a candidate, or inde-
pendent from a candidate, which is now a crucial distinction, is a
factual determination that is going to be very difficult to make in a
lot of cases, I would think.

Senator WILT_IaMS. They can be related by osmosis, not by confer-
ence and meeting. You see a poor candidate hasn't got a billboard--
all you know is that guy needs a billboard.

Mr. Sc^al^. He needs a billboard. And I would think there is no
way you could stop that. In judging what are independent expenses,
I read the Supreme Court's opinion as allowing you to exercise your
own judgment about what will help the candidate. All it prohibits is
actual active coordination with the candidate himself or with his
campaign committee.

Senator Wn_LIA_S. Well, I don't want to continue any longer--just
one further question. As I look at our schedule here in the next 11 days,
it doesn't seem to rae there is any overriding measure that is before
us that would occupy our time to the exclusion of this--Ii don't know
anything _.bout the ;House.

But if there are problems, has the Department thought in terms of
asking for a further stay ?

Mr. SCAHA. Yes, we have considered the point, and when the time
comes we will take what action is available to us. I hope the Congress
won't count on that, because even if we ask for it, there is no certitude
that it will be granted. As I have indicated_ I think it would really be
disastrous if the extension should expire. Things are in a very chaotic
state at that point concerning rulemaking and advice-giving, civil
enforcement and many other features of the law.

Senator Wn_LIa_s. Nothing further. Thank you.
Mr. PELL. Following up that thought, you said that if the Congress

does not act, the Department of Justice will seek to use the enforce-
meat mechanisms of the present law without prerequisite Commission
referral.

In such an event, would Justice be able and willing to commit the
necessary resources to the enforcement of those portions of the act not
ruled unconstitutional, including issuing the necessary guidelines
that would be requested--this is if we (lo not act in time ?

Mr. Sc^LT^. Senator, we will do our best with the available funds
and manpower that we have and within the limits that the courts
impose upon us. As I indicated, it is not entirely clear that we will be
authorized to do it in any case.

But we think there is a solid argument to be made that we can do it--
and we will try.

Senator PrLr. Very well. We will do our best to get it through in
time, but I think as a practical matter you had better be braced for
this eventuality.

Mr. ScaLT^. Yes, sir, we are braced.
Senator Gl_IrrI_, _. Mr. Chairman, may I ?
Senator PmJ.. Yes.
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Senator GRIFFIN. I want to go back to one comment that y o _ made,
th_;t even though the lid !ts off in terms of expenditures ll::ii,third
persons and so forth, the disclosure reporting requirements ::_:e still
m place.

As I nnderstand it, the provision, section 437(a), provicles arty
person who expends any funds or who commits any act and _.!!;,::>fortlh,
SUl?porting a candidate or working for the defeat of a canal:date, is
required to file a report with the Commission as if such perso:r_ were a
political committee. I understand from counsel that provis:on was
s_ricken ,down as unconstitutional by the Court of Appeal:_! of the
District of Columbia and was nolb changed upon appeal to the _!!!:,t:tpreme
Court.

And :if that is the case, it seems to me that; your earlier stat:L:tenmnt
would have to be modified a little bit.

Mr. SCALIA. No, sir, it is my understand!lng of the Suprem(!_ Court's
opinion, my clear understandhlg of the Supreme Court's ,:_pinion,
that all disclosure requirements remain binding. Those are not _Lffected
al; all.

Senator GRIFFIN. Right behind you, Mr. Harris, who 't kn,::_,.'_'to be
a pretty good lawyer, is, shaking his head, so I just want you o know
there is a question here which my counsel also--

Mr. HARRIS. Thank you, Senator. Section 437(a) was hel_!l[:invalid
'by the Court of Appeals. There was no appeal, so it was new_':' before
tiie Supreme Court.

Senator GRIFFIN. That is wh:tt: I am told by counsel.
Mr. I{AaRIS. It has been treated as a nullity since the court of .appeals

decision. The reporting provision for independent expend.!i_:_lres is
found on page 17, if you use this yellow book---it is 434(e) l,nd this
provides that every person, other than a political committee r:,:,'candi-
date, who makes contributions or expenditures other than by c,,ntribu-
tion to a political committee or _ candidate in an aggregate an_ount in
excess of $100 within a calendar year, shall file reports with 1L},cCora-
mission as if he were a political committee.

So that actually the reporting ceiling on these indenendent ,:_:_q)endi-
tures is lower than for a committee--it is $100 instead of $1,00,:,.

But it wou'id require full reporting of all disbursements o_i:',:_:r$100.
Senator GRIFFIN. I see.
Mr. ScALi^. Well, I agree that the relevant provision is sec::ion 434

(e) of title II and not section 437(a), which was held unconsti!:utional
below.

Senator GRIFFIN. I don_t know that we have to decide it ri;!:!::htnow.
I am just pointing up that Congress has another reason why ti':ey have
got to take a real good look at the situation.

Mr. SC^LI^. I think that the reporting and. disclosure one is not a
problem if you take the Supreme Court's opinion on its face_ :i:,tleast.
The syllabus says the following:

The act's disclosure and recordkeeping provisions are constitutional The pro-
vision for disch)sure by those whomake independent contributions ar:_,i expend-
itures, as narrowly construed to apply only (1) when they make cor_t:dbutions
earmarked for political purposes, or authorized or requested by a candidate or
his agent to some person other than a candidate or political committee and (2)
when they make an expenditure for a communication that expressly l_dvocates
the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate, is not uneonst_l utionally
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vague and does not constitute a prior restraint, but is a reasonable and mini-
mally restrictive method of furthering first amendment values by public exposure
of the Federal election system.

I think the Supreme Court, in its opinion anyway, went rather out
of its way to

Senator GRIFFin. To rule on the question.
Mr. SCALIA. Yes. You could speak to the question whether to call it a

holding or not; that is another point.
Senator GrlIrrI_r. Thank you.
Senator PreLL. The subcommittee will recess and will reconvene at

2 o'clock.
AFTER_O0_ SESSIO_

Senator PELL. The Subcommittee _)n Privileges and Elections will
come to order.

Our next witness is Mr. Philip S. Hughes, Assistant Comptroller
General and an individual who has helped this committee many times
in the past.

STATEMENT 017 I'HILII _ S. HUGHES, ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER
GENERAL 017 THE UNITED STATES

Mr. H_OHES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a very short statement which I would appreciate being able

to read, if I might.
Senator PELL. Fine.
Mr. HUGHES. It is .on target as well as brief.
Senator PELL. Right.
Mr. HUGHES. We do appreciate the opportunity to appear before

you on this very important subject, Mr. Chairman.
You have asked that oral presentations be brief, and mine certainly

is. In addition to the statement, however, I would appreciate the sub-
committee including in the record our letter of February 5, 1976, to
Senator Cannon as chairman of the Senato Committee on Rules and
Administration.

Senator PrLL. Without objection, it will be included in the hearing
record.

Mr. HrroHr_S. Thank you.
I see no need to reiterate points made in that letter except to em-

phasize that it will not be possible for the Comptroller General to
immediately perform the required authorizations without satisfying
himself as to the validity of the audit and investigative procedures
followed by the Commission.

In that regard, Mr'. Chairman, I might simply mention that one of
the reasons that I am here as a witness was that I was the Director of
the Office of Federa]l Elections in the era when General Accounting
had some responsibility under the 1971 act. That Office was completely
abolished in May of l_st year, and for a period of several montlhs before
that it really was simply existing in a pro forma status, pending the
arrival on the scene o:f the new Commission.

The staff for that function and activity has been dispersed, some of
them within the General Accounting Office, to their former duties and
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responsibilities. Some, indeed, have gone to assist the new (¢ommis-
s:ton and I am happy that one or two are serving as staff to his par-
ticular committee.

5fy point is that whatever our capacity at one point to per:l,::_rmt]his
sort of function, we are completely out of business and woult have to
reconstitute some sort of an acti ye organization to do the job.

I would like to add, moreover., tilat proposals to provide a t_?:_nporary
or interim solution for 30. 60,, or 90 days to enable the Co]t_gress to
deal with more fundamental legislation on the subject of c _mpaign
financing do not seem to us to offer a very practical soluticH to the
problem. Experience with this l:ype of legislation in the pasl !mggests
that the time for congressional action is more likely to be me:!_s;ured ih
years rather than either weeks or months.

Furthermore, whatever interim solution the Congress migl:_! provide
would :inevitably further weaken the position of the (_omIn:i::;::ion and
extend the interval during' which the Commission and its si:[,f_ would
k,e handicapped in their strugg_le with the difficult and coni: 'oversial
problems confronting them.

If I could emphasize here, Mr. (,hairman, also, and in lig:l_t of Mr.
Scalia's comments just before lunch, that our concern here i: a prac-
tical and administrative concern, and we do not necessarily _lbscr_be
to the legal or constitutional theories that Mr. Scalia ment'io: :ed with
regard to the propriety legally and constitutionally of the Co_:_tptroller
General performing these functions.

We simply are dealing' with the practical problems of as::;en_bling
a staff and satisfying ourselves in administrative terms al>::t_t these
things.

Nothing that has occurred since our letter of February 5 ha:.i_;::han_._ed
our wew that the best and most practical course of action wota id be for
the Congress to pass simple legislation along the lines of _.<' 9.911, or
title I of S. 2912, or, conceivably, appropriate portions o:{' Senal:or
Buckley's legislation. We have not examined tha.t. We are m:',:,_:.dngthe
general point of the desirability of reconstituting the Comm;?sion by
constitutional means.

The Commission would then be able to proceed to admi_:tister the
law in the manner originally contemplated by the Congress. A ::_yalter-
native would inevitably disrupt the program which the Co];:,i!rress so
recently established. If, after the experience with the 1976 , lections,
Congress sees the need for a major chanae in the Federal Eleci: on Cam-
pai_ml Act, this could be accomplished in an atmosphere th::t; is not
constrained by a severe time limitation within which it is re,::_nired to
act.

That is the end of my statement, Mr. Chairman; and I _?ould be
[,leased to respond to your questions as best I can.

Senator P_LL Thank you.
I read your letter and I recall the gist was "Please do not gi'_e this to

us," was it _.
Mr. lt'UCHES. That is the essence, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PrLL. What you are emphasizing here.
As you know, S. _918 proposes to transfer the Commissio:_,_s func-

tions to the Comptroller General this year. In your own opink_ :_,would
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this be a constitutional grant of power ? Would you be able to constitu-
tionally exercise the powers

Mr. HZTGHES.I am not in a position to respond definitively, Mr.
Chairman, on the constitutional question, though I would th,ink the
range of authorities we had and exercised in the 1971 act, and the fact
that we successfully performed those tasks, would suggest that the
delegation of those authorities to the GAO would be constitutional.
Our objection is, again, the practical one of reassembling a staff and
satisfying ourselves on the basis for certification, coupled with the
hiatus that this interim solution would create and, again, adding the
fact that we think the Congress as a whole, not just the Senate, but;
the Congress as _ whole is going to find it very difficul't to deal withL
the many questions that are wrapped up in this legish_tion within
necessary time limits.

Senator PreLL. If you were given this responsibility, how long would
it take you to insure yourself of the questions that you want ?

,Mr. HuoREs. I really cannot answer that, Mr. Chairman. We have;
designedly, I might say, stayed away from the Federal Elections
Commission. That was partly on our own initiative.

It was also suggested to us rather firmly that we should get our-
selves out of the business as soon as possible, and we have tried to stay'
away from the Commission. We are not familiar with their proce-.
(lures, with the _mount of work that is being done, and it would be
necessary to start anew to review the situation and estimate the time;
but I would think it would inevitably be a period of several months
to satisfactorily satisfy ourselves as to the proi_riety of certifying.

Senate,' PELL. What in your view would be the effect if we went
ahead and enacted S. 2918 ? Give us a sketch or view of the scenario.

Mr. HtTonEs. It would seem to me if that legislation were enacted.,
we would need to immediately pull together, either from within GAO
or outside a staff to perform the necessary functions.

We would need to establish some sort of liaison with the Commis-
sion to find out what it had done and undertake to either follow
through the processes that they have undergone or supplement them
if in the judgment of the Comptroller General that was necessary.

Thereupon, we would certify or attempt to certify the propriety of
disbursements here and would need to maintain a rather close lialson
with the Commission in order that we perform our respective func-
tions in some sort of synchronization. It seems to me that would be a
very difficult thing to do within a short span of time, given the nature
of the Commission itself, the fact that there are a number of members.,
each of whom in a sense is equal to all other members. The difficulty
of resolving problems and achieving coordination would be consid-
erable.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator Allen _.
Senator ALLEX. Nothing.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Hughes. You

always come to us with succinct testimony--pretty clear views.
Mr. Htro}IES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The letter addressed to Chairman Cannon by Comptroller Gen-

eral Staats follows :][
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STAT:!i:S,

Washington, D.C., February :;,. 1976.
Hon. HOWARD W. CAt, NON,
Chairman, Committee on Rules and Aclministrution,
U.S. Senate.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: During the past several days there have been _ number
of references in the Congressional Record and in the press relatk!_: to the
possibility that the Congress might ask the General Accounting Office 1:9under-
take responsibility for certifying eligibility for campaign finance :ands for
candidates for the Presidency of the United States pending legislal:i_e action
to remedy the constitutional problte, m set forth in the recent Supre_:ae Court
decision with respect to the Federal Election Commission.

I am much concerned about the workload impact of this possible _:Jdditional
responsibility on this Office burdened as we are with ever-increasinf; responsi-
bilities placed upon us by the Congress. As you undoubtedly know, w,. have no
budget to undertake this assignment. Moreover, we are not familiar Wi:l:t proced-
ures of the Commission as to how :it has carried out its auditing a_:t I. inve,_ti-
gations preparatory to certification. As you can well appreciate, I v_'ould not
want to certify payments without first-hand knowledge on my par_: :o assure
eligibility of candidates for the funds requested.

It will of course be necessary for the Congress to enact and the P:,' ._qdent to
sign legislation authorizing the perforlnance of this function by th_ GAO. 1'
note that one such bill has been ir,,troduced in the Senate hut it v_'_,tld se_ml
lnighly unlikely thtt legislation of this type could be enacted in time I,_.make it
10_)ssible for this Office to make adequate preparation to assume the res:;,::.nsibility
as of the date the Supreme Court has specified.

Under the circumstances, I believe it important that the Congress :.._:t within
the thirty-day period to pass simple legislation authorizing the al,:,,intment
of the Commission by constitutional means. The Commission could !:hen pro-
ceed with the administration of the law in the manner originally cm].ien_plated
by the Congress. In the interim, transfer of l:he responsibility to 't !-:tis O_fiee
would be disruptive to the program to say the least and would plac_, _.tpon this
()ffice a responsibility that it is inadequately prepared to take.

Sincerely,
ELMER _B. ST.A.:'I?S,

Comptroller General o! the United: States.

Senator PELL. Our next witnesses will be representatiwi?; of the
Federal Election Commission, Commissioners Joan Aik:_:ms and
Thomas Harris.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS HARRIS AND JOAN AIKENS, ,:/.',0MMIS-
SIONERS, FEDERAL ELECTIONS COMlVlISSION: ACCOMPK'??',[IED'.BY

ORLANDO POTTER, STAFF DIRECTOR, AND JACK 'I_?:URPI_[Y,
GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. HARP, S. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommil:tee, my
name is Thomas Harris. I am a member of the Federal Electi,:ns Com-
mission. Accompanying me is Joan Aikens, who is also a commis-
sioner; and on my right is Orlando Potter, our staff directo]: On the
left is Jack Murphy, our general counsel. On truly difficult ,luestions
]r will refer to them for answers.

I have a prepared statement with two appendices, and I _!_skthat
his be made a part of the record.

Senator BELL. Without objection, the written statement wi'Il be ir-
eluded in the hearing record in its entirety.

[The written statement with appendices thereto of the Federal
Election Commissioners follows :]
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STATEMEN? OF TI_E Fr. OERXL ELECTION COMMmSION, FEBRUARY 18, 1976

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Thomas Harris,
and I am a member of the Federal Election Commission. Accompanying me today
is Commissioner Joan Aikens. We are pleased to have this opportunity to appear
before your Committee on behalf of the Federal Election Commission to offer tes-
timony with respect to S 2911, S. 2912 and S. 2913.

These bills are addressed to problems which arise, of course, out of the
Supreme Court's January 30, 1976 decision in Buckley v. Valeo. In that case the
Supreme Court upheld certain provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act
and struck down others as unconstitutional. Attached to our statement today
is a short summary of the Court's decision which we would like to make
part of the record.

The key issue before this Committee today arises from the Court's holding
that some of the Federal Election Commission's powers may only be exercised
by Officers of the Uni.ted States appointed in conformity with Article II, Sec-
tion 2, Clause 2 of the Constitution, and that the present membership of the
Commission was not so appointed.

The Court did uphold the disclosure and reporting requirements of Title 2 of
the Act and stated that the Commission retained such powers as were necessary
to implement those requirements. The Court accorded "de facto validity" to all
past acts of the Commi,_,sion, and further ordered a 30-day stay of judgment in
order to give Congress the opportunity, if it were so inclined, to reconstitute the
Commission in accordance with the Appointments Clause of Article II of the
Constitutiou, or to provide such other remedy as is deemed appropriate. In grant-
ing the 30-day stay, the Court was clearly mindful of the drastic disruption of
the political process which would occur with an abrupt termination of the Com-
mission's functions. As the Court stated:

This limited stay will afford Congress an opportunity to reconstitute the
Commission by law or to adopt other valid enforcement mechanisms with-
out interrupting enforcement of the provisions the Court sustains, allowing
the present Commission in the interim to function de facto in accordance with
the substantive provisions of the /ket. (Slip Op. p. 136.)

The powers of the Commission which will lapse if the Commission is not
re-established include the responsibilities for:

1. Certifying matching funds for presidential elections and convention
financing,

2. Writing regulations subject to Congressional review,
3. Giving Advisory Opinions,
4. Investigating Complaints, and
5. Initiating civil suits in appropriate cases.

While it is the Commission's authority to certify presidential matching funds
which has received widest notice in the press, we submit that the Commission's
interpretative, informatiional and other functions are of equal, if not greater im-
portance. Thousands of persons throughout the Nation rely upon the Commis-
sion's regulations and Advisory Opinions for guidance with respect to ,complying
with this complicated election law. We are daily in communication with national,
state and local parties, hundreds of multi-candidate committees, and thousands
of candidates and their authorized committees. But the Court said that these
important responsibilities--"Functions with respect to the Commission's task of
fleshing out the Statute Rulemaking and Advisory Opinions; and functions
necessary to insure compliance with the Statute and rules--informal procedures,
administrative determinations and hearings, and civil suits" (Slip Op. p. 131) are
improperly reposed with the Commission as presently constituted.

The Commission's activities to date illustrate why the Congress saw the need
for such an agency. The Commission has received almost 300 Advisory Opinion
requests and thousands of additional requests for clarification of the law. Ap-
proximately 200 formal opinions have been issued by the Commission thus far
and they have been widely disseminated through a variety of outlets. Further,
the Commission has transmitted to Congress for approval six separate sets of
regulations to clarify the responsibilities of those subject to the Act. In the area
of reporting and disclosure, the Commission has attempted, wherever possible,
to ease the reporting burdens of the candidates and committees without compro-
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raising public interest in the fulles_ possible disclosure of relevant: _ampaign
financing data.

To date, the Commission has certified for disbursement to the nationaL.L1part,es
$1.2 million in convention fnancing funds. Under an audit and review :,rocedure
painstakingly established over the last eight months, the Commission Z!mscerti-
fied 12 presidential candidates as eligible for presidential matching l!!_:nds. One
additional presidential candidate may be certified today and another :i_,the near
future. Since January 1, the FEC bas certified Treasury disburseme:_ :: of over
$7 million in matching funds to these candidates. An appendix deserih].[: !i;'in more
detail the Commission's presidential primary matching procedures and ;_:tetivities
is attached for inclusion in the record.

The Commission is continuing to review and certify requests for ::hatching
funds during the month of February on an expedited basis. We are c,mtinuing
to respond to the many requests for clarification of the meaning of ti!) law and
for guidance as how best to comply with it. We are reviewing all pre, iously is-
sued opinions in light of the Supreme Court decision and are in the ],rocess of
notifying persons who received these opinions of any revisions oce_l_,;ioned by
the Court's conclusions. Similarly, we are redrafting our proposed r,,!::ulations
in order to bring them into conforlnity with the Supreme Court's deter ruination.

Two of the three bills presently being considered by this Committe,:, namely
S. 2911 and S. 2912, would provide for a Presidentially appointed Coml_fission to
fulfill the responsibilities which Congress originally conferred upon ]:tis Com-
mission. These two bills would re-establish the Commission with six v(,: ing mem-
bers appointed by the President, wil:h the advice and consent of the ;',:!_mate. No
more than three members could be appointed from any ()ne party. The Secretary
of the Senate and Clerk of the House would serve as ex officio membe:: _;,as they
do now.

If the Congress wishes to preserve the reforms embodied in the 197] and 1974
Campaign Acts, an independent agency is necessary for their proper irn':>lementa-
tion. These two bills would achieve this end. We note the particular ii:,_,portance
of provisions contained in S. 2912 which would assure an orderly : ransition
slhould the Commission be re-established.

In addition, S. 2912 provides for' both primary and general electio:4::tpublic fi-
nancing for Senatorial candidates. The Commission takes no positL, n on 'the
merits of this public financing proposal. We would note, however, th._t this pro-
posed expansion of the public financing function wouhl require sub_fi antial in-
creases in the Commission's staff and budget.

The third bill before your Committee is S. 2918. It amends Subch_L?ter tt of
Title 26, United States Code, to transfer the administration of public financing
from the Federal Election Commission to the General Accounting ()llice until
April 30, 1976. We respectfully submit that this bill is not a viable alte_:native to
the two bills we have already discussed. The suggested transfer o1' :_mthority
would create numerous special prohlems which we should like to men_ti,:,n briefly.
If this bill is enacted, the General Accounting Office would be imme,:lliately re-
sponsible for:

1. Verifying the eligibility of candidates attempting to qualify fo:m:'matching
funds by establishing that the candidates have met the initial 20 s_tre $5,000
matchable contribution requirement :as specified under the Act;

2. Creating a mechanism for reviewing all of the submissions whiel_ Ihe candi-
dates would make for matching fund certification. To give you an id.e:it of what
this entails, one of the presidential aspirants has submitted a request fo certifica-
tion of 150,682 contributions based on 95,390 contributor record en]tr [es an(] a
computer print-out which is 11.925 pages long. The contributions and c<ntributor
record entries must be cross-checked against one another and agains(: the eom-
puter print-out in order to make sure that the candidate has not receB'e:l "bogus"
or "illegal" contributions, or contrib'ations which otherwise may not be matched;

3. Establishing a procedure for reviewing and auditing the month:y reports
of candidates:

4. Establishing a continuing audit function to effectively ensure that the
repayment provisions of the Act are promptly and accurately carrie(:], out; and

5. In addition to all of the above, the GAO would ihave to establish l;_:['ocedures
for certifying major party convention financing.

We respectfully suggest that in the time it might take the GAO tc establish
t]aese procedures, its authority to administer them would expire _:nder this
bill. Also, S. 2918, confined as it is to a transfer of Dublic financing :l!unctic)ns.
does not address the numerous additional needs of the po_litical proc_,ss which
the Commission is presently meeting and can continue to meet if re-e:_mblisbed.
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We hope that these comments will prove useful to the Committee in its
deliberations. We thank the Committee for this opportunity to appear.

APPENDIX X

SUMMARY OF SUPREME COURT DECISION IN BUCKLEY V. VALEO

The following provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as
araended (tile Act), were found to be constitutional (reference to the slip
opinion is by page number only):

1, The limitations on contributions to candidates for Federal office (6-2 vote;
Burger, Blackmun, dissenting; pp. 7-33). Specifically, the Court upheld:

(a) the $1,000 limit on contributions by any person to a Federal candidate
in any election [18 U.S.C. 8 608(b) (1) ] (pp. 17-29);

(b) the $5,000 limit on contributions by a multicandidate political com-
mittee to a Federal candidate ill any election [18 U.S.C. §608(b)(2)]
(pp. 29-31 );

(c) the $25,000 limitation on total individual contributions during any
calendar year [18 U:S.C. 8 608(b) (3) ] (pp. 32-33).

2. The disclosure and recordkeeping provisions requiring reporting by candi-
dates, political committees, and individuals or groups which receive contributions
and make certain kinds of expenditures (6-2 vote; Burger, Blackmun, dissent-
ing; pp. 54-79). Specifically, the Court upheld:

(a) the $10 and $100 thresholds for disclosure and recordkeeping require-
ments in 2 U.S.C. 88 432, 434 (pp. 76-79);

(b) the reporting requirement of 2 U.S.C. 8 434(e) for any person (other
than a political committee or candidate) who makes (1) contributions to
influence a Federal election or (2) expenditures for communications which
expressly advocate the election or defeat of a clearly identified Federal
candidate, other than to a political committee or candidate, in an amount
greater than $100 in a calendar year.

3. Put)lic financing of presidential elections through (a) the presidential pri-
mary matching fund, (b) the presidential general election campaign :fund, (c)
the national nominating convention fund (7--1 vote; Burger, dissenting; pp.
79-103 ).

Where a presidential candidate has accepted public funding of campaign
efforts in an election, the candidate and his/her campaign committees; are sub-
ject to the national and state expenditure limits applicable to that election
[18 U.S.C. § 608(e) (1) (A)] (pp. 102-103).

The following provisions of the Act were found to he unconstitutional:
1. The limitations on expenditures (pp. 7-17, 35-52). Specifically, the Court

]nvalidated:
(a) the limitations in 18 U.S,C. § 008(a) on expenditures l)y candidates

from personal or family funds [5-3 vote; White, Marshall, Rheinquist,
dissenting] (pp. 45-48):

(b) the overall limitations in 18 U.S.C. § 608(c) on campaign expendi-
tures by Federal candidates in any election [7-1 vote; White, dissenting]
(pp. 48-52). Note the exception above for presidential candidates who ac-
cept public funding in any election.

(c) The $1,000 limitation Of 18 U.S.C. 8 608(e) on independent expendi-
tures [7-1 vote: White dissenting] (pp. 33-45).

2. The composition of the Federal Election Commission as to all but its informa-
tional and certain investigatory powers [8-0 vote] (pp. 103-107).

The Court accorded "de facto validity" to past acts of the Commission, and
provided for a 30 day stay of judgment, during which the Commission may
validly exercise all the duties and Dowers which it previously possessed, in
order to permit Congress to reconstitute the Commission in conformity with
the Appointments Clause of Article II of the Constitution (pp. 136-137).

APPENDIX B

PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY MATCHINO FUND ACTIVITY

L INTRODUCTION

To date the Federal Election Commission has certified that 12 presidential
candidates have met the threshold requirements which qualify them to receive
matching funds under the provisions of Chapter 95 of the Internal Revenue Code.
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In addi' m, it appears that two more candidates have met or will soc,[_ meet the
thresholO requirements.

Since August, 1975, the FEC has conducted 14 field audits and rev!_wed over
300,00q transactions. More than $7 million in corttributions received by ::he candi-
dates bas been certified to be matched by Federal funds. In addition, l!t::i.2 million
has been paid to national committees who will hold presidential H:mfinating
conventions.

II. THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS--INITIAL FIELD AUDIT

When it is apparent from disck)sure reports submitted by a presidE._:Ltial can-
didate, or other direct communication with the candidate, that the ca_Jiidate has
received contributions necessary to qualify for matching funds, audit I:eams _'_re
dispatched by the Commission to review his or her campaign committe_ :_;records.
The purpose of these audits is tlhreefold:

1. To determine whether the candidate has received eligible contr:i,utions of
$5,000 in each of twenty states.

2. To acquaint campaign committee officials with the provisions of tli:_ Act and
regulations applicable to nmtching fund procedures.

3. To assist committee officials in maintaining their bookkeeping an_i account-
lng systems in the correct manner to make orderly submissions fc.:_:matcbing
funds.

Field audit teams have consisted of three auditors who spend apl:,r,ximately
two weeks at each audit site. To date, this has required a total of apI:,:_,_ximately
420 man-days of field work.,

III, THE CERTIFICATION PROCESS---REVIE_V

Considerable care must be taken at all times to ensure that all ma_ _hing pay-
ment requests are carefully examined and certified. Since August 21, 1975,
presidential candidates' committees have been required to retain ph<:,l::_copies of
contributor checks which serve as documentation of the date, amou:_t of con-
tribution and identity of the contributor. The Commission has deterL_,!med that
this is the most efficient and least expensive way to obtain independer_l confirma-
tion that the contributions had in fact been made by the individuai recorded
in committee records.

The Commission developed Interim Guidelines for federal matchi]:_!: and pro-
vided all presidential candidates and committees detailed description (:,:1'_uggested
methods of preparing their requests for nmtching funds.

1. Manpower needs

The initial submissions and many subsequent submissions have rv_ Lfired 100
percent item-by-item review. Between December 3, 1975 and Februar: 12, 1976.
a staff of 28 was fully occupied in the certification process. This inv.,.Ived 1,120
man-days of staff time during normal working hours and 1,650 hour _.of ni_rht
and weekend work to meet the 15-day certification deadline adoi:,_d by the
Commission. With one exception, all deadlines ihave been met. The e::_:,eption in-
volved a submission of some 100,000 entries and 40,000 photocopied ._!,::_uments,
which, because of its considerable deficiencies, had to be subjected l:,, an item-
by-item review.

2. Use of other personnel
In the certification process, the Commission has relied on its audil:ing staff,

other agency personnel, 6 employees of the General Accounting Office ,]etailed to
the FEC by the Comptroller General, and an average of 8 temporary _:mployees.
A total of approxima;tely 1,700 man-days have been devoted to the ,m.rtification
process.

IV. PRE_;ENT PROCEDURES

With the evolution of final FEC certification review procedures, ar_: with de-
veloping ability of campaign comm:[ttees to prepare orderly matchir, li: requestS,
certification now involves three steps:

1. FEC review o! supporting documentation
Every photocopied check or signt_l contributor card is reviewed to _i_Lsure that

it is matchable. Contributions are excluded if they are:
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A. Nonmatchable items:
(1) Submitted by corporate check;
(2) Submitted by labor union treasury check;
(3) Represent a contribution of another political committee;
(4) Are not contributions of money (i.e., in-kind contributions).

In these cases, the photocopies are returned to the committee with a notifica-
tion that they are not matchable. In the case of corporate and union checks, of
course, the committee will have to present sufficient documentation and informa-
tion to establish that unlawful Contributions have not been made.

B. Supported by insufficient documentation:
(1) Lack of documentation for listed item (no photocopy, etc.);
(2) Contributor's name omitted;
(3) Mailing address omitted;
(4) Contributor's signature omitted;
(5) Cash contribution of $100 or less not supported by signed contributor

card;
(6) Need for additional documentation to prove contribution was made

with personal funds.
Sin ce these are possibly otherwise matchable contributions, such items are

returned to the committee with a request for further information.

2. Review of cangidate's master list

A complete review is also made of the alphabetical list submitted by the candi-
date's committee. The same criteria are applied to the master list a_ are applied
to the supporting documentation. In addition, the list is examined to insure that
the computer program permits the proper aggregation of multiple contributions
made by an individual.

3. Correlation

A. Use of sampling
Sampling procedures have been used to assure that each item on the master

list is backed up by an appropriate document verifying the information on the
alphabetical list. Any presentation which shows an excessive error rate (over
3% ) is returned to the committee for further preparation.

B. Reductions in payment
If the error rate is found not to be excessive, a calculation of the dollar range

of probable error in the candRlate's total request is made. That amount is then
deducted from the final amount payable to the committee. The committee is
given the choice of accepting the reduced amount without recourse, or withdraw-
ing the entire presentation for later resubmission. (This percentage reduction
takes place after any non-matchable payments have been deducted.)

V. PRESENT STATUS

The Commission believes that it has developed and implemented certification
processing techniques which provide a practical method of making an accurate
calculation of the amounts of matching funds due presidential candidates. These
techniques, developed during a six-month dialogue between the candidates, their
committees, and the.Commission, represent a body of new knowledge in this
first application of federal matching fund payments to federal candidates.

Mr. ttXRRIS. I think in my oral presentation, I can skip a good deal
of it inasmuch as the ground was covered this morning.

Picking up my statement on the bottom of page 2, I state:
The powers of the Commission which will lapse, if the Commission is not

reestablished include the responsibilities for (1) certifying matching funds for
Presidential elections and convention financing; (2) writing regulations subject
to congressional review; (3) giving advisory opinions; (4) investigating com-
plaints-and I would like to stop there and make a correction.

That investigative responsibility would not lapse entirely. Mr.
Scalia was correct. I think that the Commission would continue to
have the investigative function of the sort that the prior supervisory
officials had, plus perhaps the power of subpena, but at some point
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tZheinw_stigation would have 1;oculminate either in our clo; ing a file
or referring it to Justice. I think we could not take any I_1,l:ion our_
selves unless reestablished as a consequence of the investigat:

iLiJ:_I1.The pr_sent"_statute puts considerable emphasis on; '_olm arv com-
pliance even in the case of compliance action;s; and on some c,0::_ci'iiation
'and the Commission is to refer the matter to Justice or br :_',_ga civil
stat only if it is able to obtain satisfactory voluntary con:,l_liance or
conciliation. That role would ternfinate., I think, if the d.m_.:'ision.... if
tlhe Commission is not reconstituted.

And certainly, item 5, initi:ating civil suits in approp]:i :,re cases.
While it is tile Commission's authority to certify Presidem itl mat-eh-

lng ftmds which have received widest notice in the press, .;,',_submit
· that the, Commission's interpretive informational and other :1,mcti,:ms,

are of equal if not greater importance.
Thousands of persons throughout the Nation rely upon Ihe eom-

mission's regulations and advisory opinions for guidance wi_ h resl_ect
to complying with the complicatecl election law.

We are daily in communic'lt:ion with national, State an(local par-
ties, hundreds of multi-candidate committees, and thousanr!:_; of can-
didates and their authorized committees. But the Com't said ihat these
important responsibilities--it said:

Functions with respect to the Cc,mmission's task of fleshing out Il:tm,statute--
rulemaking and advisory opinions; and functions necessary to ins:_re compli-
ance with the statute and rules---informal procedures, administ,,t,,,:tiive deter-
minations and hearings and eixql suits,

All of these the Court said are:

Improperly reposed with tlhe Commission as presently constitut_:,,i,

The Commission's activities to date illustrate why th,? Congress
saw the need for such an agency. The Commission has recei,. _:_(lalmost
300 advisory opinion requests and thousands of additiom_l requests
for clarification of the law. Approximately '200 formal opic' ions have
been issued by the Commissi6n thus'far and they have.-b,,,i,n widely
disseminated through a variety of outlets.

Further, the Commission has transmitted to Congress fc:t' approval
six separate sets of regulations to clarify the responsibi]iti,;:_:; of those
subject to the act. In the area of reporting and disclosure :he Com-
rmssmn has attempted, wherever possible, to ease the repc: _l:ingbur-
dens of the candidates and committees without eompromisi _g public
interest in the fullest possible disclosure of relevant ca'mB,paign fi-
nancing data.

To date, the Commission has certified, for disbursement io the na-
tional pa.rties $1,'200,000 in convention financing funds. ITnd,_:__'an audit
and rewew procedure painstakingly esta,blished over t',_e last 8
months, the Commission has certified 1_ Presidential carm_,:i!tdatesas
eligible for Presidential matching funds.

One additional Presidentia;[ candidate may be certified I.::)dayand
another in the near future.

Senator Pm_L. Who would be the one tomorrow ? Who 't:'::.illbe the
one tomorrow ?

Mr_ Haams. Mrs. McCormack is before the Commission to:norrow I
believe.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
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Mr. H^uaIs. I think Senator Clark is the one down the road--
Church, not Clark but Church.

Since January 1, the Commission hms certified Trea_sury disburse-
merit of over $7 million in matching funds to these ca ndidt;t_es. The
second of the two appendixes attached to the statement sets out in
detail the functions the Commission has to discharge and iii discharg-
ing this matching procedure and establishing tile initial eligibility
and thereafter the check--the funds for eligibility for matching. That
appendix was put iii of course to give the committee a basis for judging
the feasibility of transfering that operation elsewhere on a temporary
basis.

We agree with Mr. Hughes that that is not at all a viable alternative.
It would of course be possible to put it in some other agency petana-
nentlv but I think examination of the procedures and volume of work
invol]_e(l will convince you that it really is not feasible to transfer it
elsewhere just as a temporary emergency measure.

The Commission is continuing to review and certify requests for
matching funds during the month of February on an expedited basis.
We are contimfing to respond to many requests for clarification of the
meaning of the law and _cmidance as how best to comply with it. We
are reviewing all previously issued opinions in light of the Supreme
C_)urt decision and are in the process of notifying persons who rwceived
these opinions of any revisions occasioned by the Court's conclusions.

Similarly? we are redrafting our proposed regUlations in order to
bring them in conformity with the Supreme Court's determination.

If the Commission is reestablished it would be the disposition of its
present Commissioners to resubmit these reg_lation_s in revised form.
We also had in process a re_fiation dealing with compliance proce-
dures and we contemplate overhauling that very completely _nd con-
ducting public hearings on the whole subject before going forward
with it.

Two of the three bills presently being Considered by this commit-
tee; namely, S. 2911 and S. 2912 would provide for a Presidentiallv
appointed 'Commission to fulfill the responsibilities which CongTesS
originally conferred upon this Commission.

These two bills would reestablish the Commission with six voting
members appointed by the President, with the advice and consent of
the Senate. No more than three members could be appointed from any
one party. The Secretary of the Senate and Clerk of the House would
serve as ex officio members, as they do now.

This morning strong exception to this appointment as ex officio
members was taken by Mr. Sealia. I would like to comment on the
validitv of his legal objections. The court did not really deal with them
at all. 'I will say though that I think that we have found f_he repre-
sentation of the Senate and the House with respect to the S_retary
and the Clerk to be helpful. They have served in consultative func-
tions, a liaison function and I am sure that all of the Commissioners
would agree with me that we have found their service helpful[ r_ther
than otherwise.

If the Congress wishes to preserve the reforms embodied in the
1974 Campaign Act we believe an independent agency is necessary
for their proper implementation. ]Both of these two bills would achieve
this end. We note the p_rticular importance of provisions contained
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in S. 2.12 which would assure all orderly transition should the Com-
mission be reestablished.

In addition to that bill, S. 2912 provides for both primar?, and gen-
eral election public financing :for senatorial candidates. Th,_ Commis-
sion takes no position on the raerits of the public financing!: proposal.
We would note. however, that this proposed expansion of (F:tepublic
financing function would require substantial increases in t h,_ Commis-
sion's staff and budget. And, of com_, if it were extended to cover
the House races I would think: that a generM appropriatio:t'_ would be
necessary to meet that. additional expense.

The ttfird bill before your committee is S. 2918. It an,,_nds sub-
chapter (h) of title 26, United States Code to transfer the ax minis_:ra- ';'
tion of public financing from the Federal Election Commis_; on to the
General Accounting Office until April 30, 1976.

In our prepared statement we have spelled out a number c I_reasons
why we think that this is not a vial)le alternative. Since thai: :nforma-

tion is detailed there and in the appendix and since that _;;,.ranthasbeen covered by Mr. Hughes I would--4_e will skip that itnless the
committee has some questions about it.

Apart from the problems and the length of time it mig]r: take the
Accounting Office to establish matching fund procedures, we would
also call attention to the fact that that bill would not take ,.!:re of the
numerous additional needs of the political process which I:he Com-
mission is now hopefully discharging, the problem of havi,!;?,' a Com-
mission so deeply iinmeI_oed in the process ,_vailable on a (][Ity-to-day
basis to give advice to the many people who ask fro' it. We [:,ope these
comments will prove useful to the committee.

lVe thank You for this opportunity to appear and we will ,e gla(l to
undertake any questions.

Senator P_LL. Thank you.
We will get started with the questioning and then we have to recess

, and go over and vote and come back, but a critical matter 1:,,_:_I'ore Con-
gress is the need to provide _or the ongoing certification of public
matching funds for Presidential primaries occurring today, ..kndI 'was
wondering if you would give us a short explanation of ho;,: your cer-
tification process will work between now and! February 29.

[ ' ,, _ 'Mr. HAmus. We are going ahead to certify on an expedl ed basis
and the staff has been working day and night to check the s,:L;i_missions
and to prepare the documents for submission to the Comm:il;:sion. ¥Ve
have been certifying weekly since the couit; decision inst_:.ILd of the
former two weekly basis. We will try to clear as much out o:!!the pipe-
line as we could before the 29th. We have in fact been cont._!_mplating
meeting on the 28th and 29th which is Saturday or Sund;_;,¥. We do
not know how that would sit with the Treasury but we do im _i:ndto try
to clear' up as much backlog as possible. W'e have some $'i;!/; million
pending submissions and how much of that we can clear befc, re the end
of the month I do not know but we will do our best.

Senator Prmn. If most of the matching funds were certifi;_:!i by Feb-
ruary 29 would there be any great disrupt Job if Congress we,zi_not able
to act until the middle of March ?

Mr. HAauxs. Well, I think you are probably as well able '::o answer
that Senator, as I am. Some of the candidates apparently _il,:'epretty
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short and they are proceeding on a day-to-day basis. Some of them in
particular apparently have regarded it even a few days delay as pre-
senting them with some Problems.

Senator Pr_L. But the Commission in any case would not be sent out
: by the Treasury until later in March, is that correct ?

Mr. HArris. Perhaps--Mr. Potter, how long does it take them ._
Mr. Poma. Checks are sent out in a matter of 24 hours, I believe,

from our certification.
I think the point should be made that the submissions now before

us--$9.5 million are but one small increment in the process. Some of
the candidates are in the process of making their fifth submission to
us. Others are only on their second. They keep coming in and they
collect money for matching and they keep pre_nting it to us_ so we
have no way of knowing that they are in fact going ahead. We surmise
there is a good deal left to come.

Senator PEL L. In other words, all of the funds you have certified as
of February 29 would probably be distributed within a couple of
days--mailed within a couple of days ?

Mr. P(_-r_m Yes.
Senator PELL. Can you see the Commission making a request to the

court for an extended stay of its order ?
Mr. HARms. Mr. Scalia was asked that this morning and he indi-

cated that they probably would do so if it appeared the Congress
was moving and that there was a reasonable basis for applying to
the court. The Commission would certainly be disposed to do so but
we would enjoy being joined by the Attorney General. I have no doubt
it would be more persuasive.

Senator PEEL. The subcommittee will recess for a few minutes while
the Members go over and vote and be back in about 10 minutes.

[Brief recess.]
Senator PrLL. The subcommittee will come to order.
Mr. Harris and Ms. Aikens, if the Commission were not reconsti-

tuted what would be the extent of its power after February 29 _. In
other words, could you make audits, field investigations--

Mr. HARRIS. Well, that question is addressed by the Supreme Court
on page 131 of its opinion. It divided the functions of the Com-
mission into three parts and specified which could be exercised and
which could not. The three categories, the first function is relating
to the flow of necessary information, receipt of, dissemination and in-
vestigation. That is the filing and disclosure and publicity function
which they say the Commission could continue to carry on. Functions
with respect to the Commission's task fleshing out the statute, i_le:
making and advisory opinions. Those as they say the Commission
could not carry on. The function necessary to insure compliance with
the statute and rules_ informal procedures, administration determina-
tion and hearings on civil suits. Those they say cannot be carried on un-
less the Commission were reconstituted.

In addition to those functions there is one--the clearinghouse func-
tion established in 438 (a) of the act to which the Court does not refer
but which seems clearly constitutional, that is 438(b). That is the
function of serving as a national clearinghouse for information in
respect to the administration of elections, letting out contracts, and

66-816 O- 76- 11
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conducting studies and research on various matters relat:i:l_g to the
elections. That was formerly done by the General Acoumlng OflqLce
and I guess--

Senator PrLL. In other words, could your General Co,:nsel ce.n-
tinue to issue informal opinions ?

Mr. HAaRm. Well, I think we could carry on what they c_:.llour in-
formational functions, that :is;we could answer inquiries ,;,f a non-
technical nature that do not really involve any complicated construc-
tion of the statute but I take it that our advisory opinim_ function
would be out and the opinion of the counsel function wol_lld be out.
Anything beyond informational, I think we could not d(:,._fter the
9.9th.

Senator' Pr.I.L. How many requests for advisory opinions have you
received, roughly

Mr. HAams. Jack, could you ....
Mr. Mtmr_g. Approximately 300.
Senator Pma.. How ninny have you answered _.
Mr. MuRraY. We have answered approximately 100 advis_:,ry opin-

ion forms. Many of those advisory opinion requests how_!.ver have
been changed in designation to either opinion of couns¢_i or to a
simple request to which an informational response can b4i_!:riven by
another section of the Commission.

The total output of the Commission in terms of opiniom:; in which
we look at some of th e tougher issues arising under the act is _;l:)pi'oach-
ing 200 and we are, in my judgment, rapidly eliminating the ;::,ztcklogof
inquiries requiring very carefi_l analysis, and, of course, al?,you well
know, 'this act left many questions un'mswered and we _!;iiught to
supply those answers where we could.

With the advent of the election ),ear, of course the qnestion s!tcontimte
to come in at an accelerated ramiebut our opinion productior, has also
accelerated and I am confident we can meet the needs of the i:nquiring
parties.

Senator PELL. I would mention here in a personal vein I ![_ked for
an advisory opinion in connection with charitable gifts on O,::tober 22,
1975, and have yet to receive an opinion or reaction on it.

Mr. MrmrHY. I will check on that.
Senator P_u.. Presumably _;his is not unique but that is October,

November, December, January, February--about 4 months _:,.ndwith
the staff of lawyers and the regulations that have been in,l:erpreted
I would think that greater atgention should have been giv'e?t so that
we could get our advisory opinions more quickly. The staff, as you
know, as has been pointerl out to the Congress, is substant:iM and I
think a 4-month delay for an. individual Senator to get a r.[_ply back
is too long.

Mr. MURPHY. I will assure the Senator tlhat I will check on that
the first thing when I return to mv office this afternoon.

If the question had to do with the tax issue, it is highly possible
that that matter was referred to IRS.

Senator P_LL. Nothing to do with taxes. It had to do with ,::il:,aritable
gifts and whether they should be included in the amount. _:,f funds
that will be counted against your total.
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Mr. M_yamtY. We have a number of questions which are even more
senior than that one and I think I speak for the Commission wZhen
I say we regret the delays but the Senator will understand that some
of these issues are extraordinarily sensitive and the Commission has
cautioned me to proceed with great care lest we issue views that
prove to be ill-advised. I will cm_ainly check on this inquiry personally
but, in general, delays have been occasioned by the vast work effort
We have been under and I regret to note a number of inquiries have
gone unanswered for protracted periods and, as I say, we are eliminat-
ing that backlog but it is a backlog which we have to live with.

Senator PELi,. What would you think is the average delay ? Mine
is 4 months. What would be the average ?

Mr. MURrHY. It is very difficult to say because we had so many when
we started. There were approximately 100 inquiries when I was ap-
pointed on May 1 and we have answered many of those; and, of course,
although there are a few that may go back as early as June which pose
questions of such difficulty or involve such policy determinations that
the Commission has been unable to resolve them to this date and there
is no way of averaging because we are looking at a startup period
during which we faced a backlog--at the outset of which we faced a
backlog.

We expect, I should tell you, to have an average turnaround time
on opinions of 4 to 5 weeks and I hope that process will be in place
within the next 6 weeks.

Senator PI_LL.Provided you are in place. '
Mr. MLrRPHY.Yes, sir.
Senator PrnL. Does the Commission provide legal advice to those

people who do not have legal standing to request advisory opinions ?
Mr. MURPiiY. Yes, sit', we have. We have supplied opinions of counsel

to persons other than the candidates, committees or incumbents who
are given standing for' advisory opinions under 437(f) of the title.

The opinion of counsel has been a handy vehicle for supplying per-
sons with information that they might not otherwise receive. We also
have of course an even more informal information function through
the circulation of brochures and through seminars and a lot of tele-
phonic communication.

Mr. HaRRis. The statute provides for advisory opinion only by an
individual holding Federal office, a candidate for a Federal office or
a political committee. It seemed to us that anyone who was covered
by this statute might be in violation should have the same standing.
The statute does not read that way so all we can do is give them an
opinion of counsel.

Senator PreLL. What forms of advice doe's the Commission offer--
what other forms of written opinions, verbal opinions, or :informal
opinions

Mr. HaRms. We will not give a verbal opinion except on something
very simple and clearcut like--what form do we fill out or when is
the next filing date or something like that. Apart from that the most
formal would be an advisory opinion, then an opinion of counsel, then
we have a lot of routine letters that simply go out of the information
section.
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We also put out a good ma:ny publications. We have a szmplified
version of the statute. We put out a weekly publication. ¥?_ haw_ a
lot of general informational stuff, thus far'.

Senator PELL. DO yOU believe that it is important that v,;_ have a
separate Federal Election Commission this way ._Do you believe that
the function could be carried on by the Department of Ju_!;tice and
General Accounting Office ?

Mr. HxRRm. Well, I think we reason that the Commis_;ion was
created at the time it was di,_satisfaction with enforceme'm::,,_;by the
I)epartment of Justice over the years. The Department was probably
faced with the problem that it would have to proceed with ind 5ctments,
criminal prosecution, or else do nothing. I think that som[_ kind of
civil enforcement, particularly in the case of the innumerable inad-
vertent filing violations is desirable. There needs to be son:,,_ agency
that can oversee compliance with the tilting' requirements :i_nd with
the complexities of the law and bring some corrective to bea:_' short of
a criminal prosecution.

If you look at the annotati(m to the United States Code ,tik_der the
_rovisions of the Election Act which the Department of Ju.stice has
been administering, it is evident that they have been very few and
far between and since there was no civil enforcement agency this means
:not much enforcement.

I do think that is a sound idea, to have an independent Co]:::_mission
that would be on this civil enforcement function.

Senator PELL. Has the Commission determined which of its _dvisory
opinions are no longer valid because of the Supreme Court's opinion _.
Have you been able to go through the opinions you have made tx)
deterrnine which ones of tlhem have been invalidated by the Supreme
Court decision ?

Mr. HaRms. Yes.
Mr. M_ml-nY. That was done immediately, Mr. ChairmaJ:_L and we

have communicated or are in the process of communicating with all
persons who have received those opinions to indicate where r,mdifica-
tion of the Commission's views is occasioned, by the Court's; holding.
Once that is done we plan to publish in the Federal Register a_:_dother-
wise distribute a general statement reviewing the modificatio_s of all
of the opinions issued heretofore so that !in one place any pets;on who
has been reading the opinions will have the amendments set forth and
can read the previous opinions in light of those amendments.

Senator P_LL. Will this be dor_e in the next week or so ._
Mr. MeRen¥. I am not certain it will be done in the n,_i_::_::[week,

but it will be done by the end of the month.
Senator PELI_. So then a list of the opinions that have been invalii-

dated will be made available to the public at one place _.
Mr. MUReH¥. That is correct.
Senator P_LL. Thank you.
Senator Griffin ?
Senator GmFFIX. If you had a request for an advisory opinion that

started out: "We request you provide us with an opinion o:f whether
or not the contributions hereafter descri[_ed will be charged _o cam.-
paign limitation" in light of the Supreme Court decision, th,at; would
[_ pretty easy to answer now, would it not ._
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Mr. MuRraY. The question involved contribution limitations which
will remain in force.

Senator GRXFrIN. I see, but isn't this an expenditure ._
Mr. MuRraY. Yes.
Senator Gmrri>r. The question does relate actually to charged to

campaign expenditure limitations. That is whether or not certain
charitable contributions would be charged against the expenditure
limitation of the candidate. I understand in the Supreme Court de-
cision there would not be any question about that.

Mr. MURPHY. Except for publicly financed campaigns. Of course,
there is no expenditure limitation.

Senator GmFrIN. That would be a Presidential campaign ?
Mr. MURrHY. That would be correct.
We have identified--we immediately identified six pending ad-

visory opinion requests which were utterly obviated by tile Supreme
Court opinion; but the typical request involved several issues, not
just one, and will have to be therefore partially answered by analysis
by the Commission and partially answered by a statement that the
Court's opinion--

Senator GRrrF_N. Are you continuing to issue advisory opinions
even though the Supreme Court says you are not constitutionally able
to do that ?

Mr. MuRrrlY. The Commission decided to suspend its advisory
opinion function pending a determination by. Congress as to what its
status should be. I am, however, continuing to issue opinions of counsel.

Senator GmrrIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Senator Cannon.
Senator CA._'NON.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Have you had the opportu_fity to analyze the proposal that was

made by Congressman Hayes today _.
Mr. HARMS. I read it about 2 minutes ago, Senator.
Senator CANNON. I note yOU have a press release there. I will skim

through some of it briefly.
Among other things he, of course, proposes the continuance of the

Commission to provide for Presidential appointments, and that all
matters arising out of or relating to the regulation of political cam-
paigns shall be within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Commission.

I presume that you would not argue with that.
Another one would prohibit the Commission from making investi-

gations on the basis of anonymous complaints, and would require the
Commission to attempt to reach a conciliation agreement before civil
or criminal proceeding may be initiated.

He has also suggested that the Commission propose advisory opin-
ions of general applicability as rules; and a majority vote of all mem-
bers before authorizing investigations, civil proceedings, or referrals
to the Justice Department.

He would propose putting a yearly limit of $1,000 on individual con-
tributions to a political committee; and limiting contributions by
political committees to contributions of $5,000 annually to other politi-
cal committees.

He suggests full reports and disclosure of independent expenditures,
including clear statements on communication of the name of the per-
son who made or financed such an expenditure.
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He also has proposed that corporations and political committees [_
prohibited from soliciting employees who are union members_ ,_nd that
an employee be permitted to raake a voluntary checkoff iii favor of
a union political committee, if a corporation provides such a system
for its political committee. That is sort of a rough sketch of what
Congressman Hayes has proposed_ and a number of these itl:ems are
items that I know have been under discussion at the Commis?,ion and
in the Senate.

I wonder if therefore you would want to comment or fee] you are
able to comment on any of these at the present time.

Mr. Hamus. What we have here is simply a press release. !_world
think that it would be inappropriate for the Commission o:,: the in-
dividual Commissioners to corament in the substantive prcs:_,osal, in
any event. It would_ of course, be proper for us to comment., iJ_think,
on those that go to the administration of the act, but the Cor,_mission
obviously has not seen those or taken any position on them.

I could give you a personal r'eaction to some of them and perhaps
Commissioner Aikens could, too.

For example, the provision that a major vote of the ent][:L'_Com-
mission would be necessary to authorize inve_stigations. That prevails
now under the procedures whic]t we have adopted. That is our internal
rules---rules of internal procedure which are required befor_'_._,tarting
an investigation.

Senator CA_oN. Has that been in effect for some time _.
Mr. HARms. Yes; it has been in effect at all times--since. August,

at least. The anonymous complaints, I know, is a touchy issum lit is ray
personal feeling that an agency which has investigative authority must
be able at least to look at anonymous complaints and_ if they !_eemde-
tailed with circumstances and something that can be easily che,:_ked out
that they ought to take a look.

'Certainly they better find something [_fore going very ::!_r with
such an investigation; but :it is my person'd view that they s}_,::mldnot
be ruled out entirely as a basis of proceeding. Maybe some of t:):,eother
Commissioners do not agree with that.

I think an awful lot of wrongdoing has been encouraged w here tlhe
investigation started simply on t.he basis of an anonymous c_:,,mplaint
_md the distinction should be drawn between starting an inve_!!t:igation
and how far you go with it on that basis.

Senator CANNO_r. Well, you are, of course, aware of the ,::!-,.sethat
this comes out of _.Let me ask_ what was the outcome ? Did t]_ Com-
mission get its fingers burnt on that ?

5{r. H^ams. I do not think that the investigation has e:_:_?:rbem_
finally concluded. I think very likely thai; it will turn out t]::li_,.tthere
was nothing to the charge but it was exceedingly specifim naming
people that this item or that could be checked with, banks l!!:Latthis
item or t]hat could be checked with. It was not just some kind ():1'general
shotgun allegation.

Senator CAxxox. I missed your or)ening testimony and ]i do not
know whether you commented on the issue.

Mr. H^uais. Senator, if I might, could I hand vou a ]et t_!r' which
Chairman Curtis sent to Mr. I-])ayes which in effect _dealt with l!:hema{-
ter about which you were just inquiring ?
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Senator CA_rox. Thank you.
In your testimony you discuss the question of the possibility of

financing congressional races.
Mr. HaRriS. No. I simply state that the Commission took no posi-.

tion on public financing. Obviously, we would need some more staff it!
we had to get into a particular matching fund operation which is
very--which does take a lot of staff.

Senator CA_'_-ON. Incidentally, what is the situation now with re--
spect to all of the Presidential candidates ._Have all the known candi-.
dates qualified so far._

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Potter, do you want to address that_ I think we
have two candidates who generally are considered to be in the field.
but not yet qualified, Mrs. McCormack and Senator Church. I think:
we are expecting a submission with regard to Mrs. McCormack to-
morrow. I do not know where Senator Church stands.

MI'. POTTER. We have qualified 12 candidates already and funds to-
taling $7.7 million have been certified to those 12 candidates.

Senator CAxxo_ _.What is the current status of the fund _.How much
money is there now pending ?

MI'. MuRPhY. There was $69 million back in December. That is my
recollection, Senator. They anticipate another $1 million in January.,
$2 million in February, $7 million in March and $20 or $22 million
in April. That was a conservative estimate from the Department of
the Treasury.

We hear this morning that the early returns suggest that the per-
cent,age of people checkin_ off has increased by 2 percent over the last
year, which would suggest the amount in the Treasury would far ex-
ceed the estimate that I have just given you.

At this time, we do not anticipate any problem with the adequacy
of the funds available for primary matching. There is · question of
which you may be aware as to whether or not, if the primary funds
which come out of one of the three funds were exhausted, whether
Treasury could dip into the general election fund or into the congres-
sional financing convention fund to borrow money pending tlhe arrival
of tile April returns to assure there was adequate money for continued
primary financing.

There was a division of opinion within Treasury about this.
We have argued that they should consider borrowing if that be-

comes a necessity but we do not think the reality will arise. Our as-
sessment of the financial situation is that sufficient money is available
to meet the needs of the candidates on an ongoing basis without any
fiddling with funds within the Department of the Treasury.

Senator CA_-XOX. Do you have any estimate now as to the total
amount of the funds that will be used in the primary and matching
formula, and also, the total amount of the general fund ._

Mr. MVRPHY. No, sir.
Of course, with 12 candidates qualified, the potential there for dis-

bursements of $60 million, since each candidate would have theoret-
ically a right of up to $5 million, and to date we have disbursed $7.7
million or whatever, something in that range; two candidates have
dropped out as the Commissioner has pointed out. There simply is no
way of projecting what the demand will be because obviously with
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the primary process, there will be some candidacies rising a:,,,1 some
falling, and that, of course, wilZ[have an effect on their contr: i:mtions
and the amount of money they' can put in for' matching.

Senator GmrriN. What happens when a candidate drops ou I as fs.r
as the money is concerned that has alrea.dy been provided I:,:;him ?..

Mr. MURPHY. We have provided in the r_gulations, pursua_:_: _o tit)e
26, that the money which is given to candidates on a match]] ,!i,_basis
re.ay be used only for what are called qualified campaign e:.2i)ense;s.
That is a phrase of art which appears in the statute.

It is rnv view that money ex]?ended to date for such expcll_._litures
was properly expended, and the candidate who drops, for vi [i_atewx
reason would be under no obligation to repay. He has under tli,erstat-

· of Upute a right to retain an unexpended disbursement for a peru,;,, [
to 6 months after the election to wind up his costs. We have not :_mched
any analysis as to whether or not an early termination dat,!_ _hould
apply where a candidate has dropped out far ahead of the li:i_:minal
point of the primary process, ]out in any event, the act provi,!es for
repayment provisions by an equitable formula.

You take the amount of funds contributed on a private I:_:!is an/J
the amount of moneys disbursed by the Treasury and see w},.i_i¢ratio.
they bear to one another.

_2ou will see then what_ at the end of the campaigm and ':i_indup
stage, the candidate has in his account at that time; and y,: i apply
the ratio to that balance, and repayment is: occasioned pursue,,: to t}],e
ratio. That is an awkward way of putting what the act p't:il more
elegantly.

Senator GRIFFIN. IS there a requirement for repayment ?
Mr. M_:RPH¥. Yes, sir.
Senator GairrIx. Do you sugaest any need for revision or cl]_.::age i:l

that as long as we are now looking at the act again ?
Mr. Mm_PHy. I am unprepared-
Senator GRIFF_N. It. mightr be something that you would want i:o give

some thought to, to make a submission.
Mr. M[URPHY. Yes, sir.
Senator GUIFFr.N. Thank you. I am sorry.
Senator C^XNON. So that in any _vent, l:hen, there is no pc_!._::ibilitv

of a candidate not being liable for repayment of all unused fu_,,:is that
ihe got, tlhrough the Govemmmnt source as a matching source.

Mr. 3]hTnPHy. i think that is a proper statenmnt, Senator. i',',epa_-
ment of all of the moneys left over. I think that is a correct ?ay of
characterizing it..

Senator CANNON. I wish yon would check l:hat and see, b_?,:::_useif
there is not. that obligation. I think we would want to make ak:,:_;,:_lute]v
sure that it does exist--a candidate could not retain matchir,::! funds
that he received from the Government, and simply because he i[_ad nct
u,;ed all of that amount.

5Ir. MURPHY. Yes, sir. That 'was the clear thrust of the s;., _utorv
lanmlage.

Senator CANNON. That was our intent, I know. when we dr:i,;!i:ed it;
b_t if there is any loopho]e in it, I think we ought to know so we ca:a
correct it; and if you feel from the legal standpoint that m::,:,14;_rany
circumstances that a candidate could conceivably not be re q,_red to
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repay some of that money that he did not use, then we would like to
know about it at this time and do something.

Mr. MURrttY. I want to make sure that the record is clear that that
is not my view. I hesitated in responding to you because I though you
might be suggesting repayment of all moneys therefore paid out and
not repayment of just the moneys left over. Obviously there is a re-
payment necessitated with respect to moneys left over.

Senator CA_r_o_. Thank you.
Mr. HAums. I think both of the candidates who have gone on in-

active sta{us so far have leaned over backward to avoid any problem
of that sort. In neither case did they totally withdraw; but I know
that Governor Sanford called up and asked us to stop payment im-
mediate]y; and I believe that Senator Bentsen did the same.

Senator Pm.L. Senator Clark has an amendment on the floor and
asked me to ask you these questions in his behalf.

There being some controversy over FEC actions undertaken on the
basis of unassigned complaints, does the FEC now have the authority,
and should it have the authority, if it does not, to undertake investiga-
tion under its own initiative ? And would not any enforcement agency
that did not have this authority be hopelessly handicapped _.

Mr. HARRIS. To some extent I have answered that already. The
statute is certainly clear that the Commission is to proceed on any
of three bases:

One, upon receiving a complaint. Now, there our procedures do re-
quire a notarized written complaint. Second, on the basis of any re-
ferral from the Clerk of the House to the Secretary of the Senate; or_
third, if it has reason to believe.

No TM, under that last category, I would think we would justify in-
stituting an inquiry even upon the basis of a newspaper story, if we
read in the newspaper that someone has confessed to a criminal viola-
tion within the last 3 years. I would think that under that alone, it
would be enough for us to take a look, and we have proceeded on that
basis.

Senator PrLL. Based upon your experience, what kind of shape
would the various Senate or House campaigns be in if you lose your
authori'ty on February 29; and more importantly, what would be the
condition of those campaigns next April or May If there is no one
around to issue regulations or advisory opinions ?

Mr. HARRIS. I think the candidates and their committees have openly
welcomed the opportunity to get a day-by-day advisory on the mean-
ing of the act, on how to comply with the filing requirements. There
has been a very steady flow of requests for information. I think they
would be seriously inconvenienced and perhaps even put in jeopardy
without that.

The candidates and their committees, I may say, have been very
cooperative and anxious to avoid a violation insofar as our experience
has gone. We have found that all of the Presidential candidates am
extremely cooperative and meticulous as to how their books should be
ke_)t; as to what kind of reports should be filed: that sort of thing.

Senator Pm.T.. Thank you. Any other questions
[No response.]

:/

/'
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed for being wi b:hus ;itnd
for your presentation, and we hope to get legislation out in lime tx) be
of help to you, and we will do ,our best.

Ms. AmEns. Thank you, sir.
Senator PELL. Our next witLness is M:r. Fred Wertheime:,: of C._):m-

mon Cause.

STATEMENT OF 17RED WERT]FIEIMER, VICE PRESIDENT fi,l? OPERA-

TIONS, COMMON CAUSE, ACCOMPANIED BY JACK MOI!?,KOW]CTZ,
LOBBYIST

5fr. WERTHEIMER. Thar, k you, Mr. Chairman.
I am accompanied by Mr. Jack Moskowitz_ a lobbyist with Common

Cause°

I have a prepared statement that I would like to submk; for the
record _nd deliver a brief pomion of it now.

Senator Pr. LL. Without ob,jection, your statement will 1::,,_inse]_ted
in the record. You may proceed.

[The written statement of 3Ir. 'Wertheimer follows :]

STATEMENT OF FRED WERTHEIMER, VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERA )' tlONS,
COMMON CAUSE

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and the other members of thb m:_ommittee
for the opportunity to testify today. Common Cause believes th._tiz Congress
must act promptly to reconstitute the Federal Election Commissii,:: L. We [_e-
lieve that any temporary half measures are unnecessary and tma,_:_,:eptable to
the goal of effective administration and enforcement of campaign fi[m:_nce laws.
We strongly oppose any efforts to put a short term limit on the :re of the
Commission, which has only been in oI)eration since April 1975.

We also strongly oppose the President's recommendation to ('!m:ngress on
Monday that all of the federai campaign finance laws in this countr:i: be tecmi-
nated following the 1976 elections, to ensure their fuil scale review. 'fiVe do not
believe this represents a construci:ive proposal designed to assure meaningful
review of campaign finance laws in the next: Congress. Rather w_, believe it
sets the stage for killing vital legislation which in many respects ]k:_s not yet
even had the opportunity to be tested in one national election, q'_rmination
is totally unnecessary. Congress always has the right to modify _z'qd review
this legislation.

The Supreme Court's opinion irt Buckley v. Valeo made it clear i:hat there
is no constitutional problem with a Federal Election Commission v;qmse mem-
bers are appointed by the Presid.ent and cortfirmed l)y the Senat_ in accord
with the Appointments clause of the Constitution. The Supreme E:mrt prac-
tically invited Congress to enact a statute to re-create the FEC in ll:,:is manner.
In granting a 30-day stay of its judgment with regard to the FEC, 't:]t!_:_Supreme
Court explained: "This limited stay will afford Congress an oppor'I_H_:dty t(:. re-
constitute the Commission by law or to adopt other valid enforcem,_nt me_?ha-
nisms without interrupting enforcement of the provisions the Corm:IL:d:sustains
(slip opinion at 186).

As suggested by the Court, the constitutional deficiencies of the F_;deral }]lec-
tion Commission are easily rectified. Common Cause urges Congress;; to enact
a bill to provide for appointment of the six members of the FEC hy l:he Pre, si-
dent subject to Senate confirmation. The President has said that ]:mcsupports
such a legislative approach.

This concept is not new. In b,_th 1973 and 1974, the Senate l:_.IL:_sedcam-
paign reform bills that established independent election commissiem,:t::_,with all
of their members appointed by the President.

The Supreme Court has made it clear that ther,e is no need to re': ]rn to the
old, corrupt system of campaign financing that was dominated by ai:,tmes of ]big
money and excessive secrecy. The Court upheld the essentials cd' campaign
finance reform--disclosure, contribution Ii,nits, and public financing--., and estab-
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lished a foundation on which to build a constituti_)nal Federal Election C0'm-
mission. But the FEC is essential. This country's previous experience with
campaign financing legislation demonstrates that without enforcement these
laws become meaningless shells.

Much of what has been done to clean up our election process will ultimately
be undone if the Federal Election Commission is not re-created. Failure tO
re-create the FEC will be an invitation to return to the corruption of the Wfft_,
gate days and before.

An overwhelming number of members of Congress voted for the Federal Elee_
tion Commission in 1974. If Congress fails to re-create the FEC, the public will
have to read its failure to act in only one way--that Congress is not seriOUS
about ridding our electoral system of corruption. The crisis of confidence in gov-
ernment sparked by Vietnam and Watergate has continued to grow in the
post-Watergate years. Our system of representative government should not be
asked to bear the burden of another demonstration of unwillingness or inability
to act on the nation's problems. Millions of citizens have demonstrated .thei:r
commitment to a new way of financing elections in America by providing $1
each for the Presidential Election Campaign Fund. It would be inexcusable to
fail to establish a mechanism adequate to oversee the first Presidential election
paid for by their tax dollars.

Prompt re-creation of the Federal Election Commission will serve three'
important national interests:

(1) It will demonstrate that Congress recognizes that public confidenc_ and
meaningful enforcement depend on independent enforcement of campaign financ_
laws.

(2) It will prevent any interruption in disbursal of public matcliing funds tO
Presidential candidates.

(3) It will insure a continuity in the enforcement of the law and guard against
arbitrary and selective enforcement.

The Need for Independent Enforcement
Common Cause has repeatedly stated that an independent federal election

commission is absolutely essential to any effective system of campaign financing
legislation. The long history of almost total non-enforcement of campaigii
financing laws in this country is well known and well documented. This abysmal
record of non-enforcement was a major underlying cause of the Watergate and
other campaign financing scandals that have shaken this nation in recent years.
It is hardly surprising to find candidates and their agents ignoring or circum-
venting the law when history would give them every assurance that their violff-
tions would go unpunished. It is hardly surprising to find that citizens have

b'e_me gravely disillusioned by such a process. _'_
· he highlights of the record on non-enforcement are as powerful l:od_ty as f

Were itl 1974 when Congress first created the Federal Election Commi_sion, Th(efirst campaign financing legislation enacted in this country _ as the Tillma_l Act
of i907, which prohibited national banks and corporations from making any
expenditure in connection with any election to public office (34 Stat. 8i4), 'ir!
1911, the Tillman Act was amended to require Senators and Representatives and
political committees to file reports of receipts and expenditures before and a_er
elections (37 Stat. 25). The first prosecution was not brought until nine years
after passage of the original Act.

The Federal Corrupt Practices Act of 1925 required candidates for federal
office and political committees to file contribution and expenditure reports with
the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House (43 Stat. 1070). A person
who failed to comply was subject to criminal sanctions. In its 47 years of exist-
ence, almost no prosecutions were brought under the 1925 Act. Responsible offi-
cials shirked their duties. In 1954, Attorney General Herbert Brownell issued
an order addressed to U.S. Attorneys that took the position that the Department
of Justice would not act in the absence of a request from the (qerk of the
I{oUse or the Secretary of the Senate. During this period, the Clerk took the
position that his duty was to receive the reports but not to make referrals to
the Department c4 Justice.

In Buckley v Valeo, the U S District Court found, "The Secretary of, the
Senate, the Clerk of the House and the Department of Justice have largely fdtl_d'
to enforce prior campaign financing practices legislation?' Buckley v. Vale6, ;lt.
Appendix (Vol. II--part A), Dist. Court Finding 139.
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No one seriously questions the fact that the history of campaign fi:_t;mce lsws
:iii this country is a history of non-enforcement. It is equally clear t]:l_t ab_mt
effective oversight and enforcement, campaign finance laws will not work.

The Federal Election Commission was created to fill a 70-year v_l:mum. Its
reconstitution with strong enforcement powers is essential to makintil: our new
campaign financing laws a reality and not an illusion. Any retreat J'_om inde-
pendent enforcement can only serw_ to further erode public confidence.

The Need/or Disbursal o$ Public Fu_zels to Pres_idential Candidates

In upholding the public financing provisions of the Federal Electiorm ('ampalign
.Act of :1971 as amended in 1974, the Supreme Court found: "Congres_,i_ was le_,js-
][ating for the 'General welfare'--to reduce the deleterious infiuenc,i, of large
contributions on our political proce_,_, to facili:tate communication by ._:andidates
with the electorate, and to free candidates from the rigors of fundr_m_i_i;ing(s;lip
opinion, at 85)."

The Federal Election Commission has established and implemente<i a system
of certification of Presidential candidates and disbursemen_ of public, match:ing
funds. These candidates have based their campaigns on the availabilit2 of public
financing. Their ability to communicate with the voters and the or:her values
:noted by the Court is at stake.

It is essential that the system o.f disbursement that is now in p]l._ee not l)e
replaced or interrupted. By the same token, the. need for action on th_i_certifica-
tion powers cannot be allowed to serve as a convenient excuse for _;_:_ting _he
Federal Election Commission. Common Cause strongly opposes a:_:r:;,effor_---
whether temporary or permanent--to replace ihe existing certificsltion mec:h-
anism. The "take-the-money-and-run" proposal to _,qve the General Accounting
Office "temporary" responsibility is unworkable and: unacceptable. It would al,_o
set the stage for a refusal to deal with the issue of r,_onstituting the (Y,mmiss:ion
with enforcement powers. The Comptroller General has opposed this sh,ortsighl:_
scheme in 't letter to the Democratic and Republican leadership in botz:h Hou_es.

The Comptroller General has poi_xted out: "... we have no budget: to under-
tqke this assignment. Moreover, we are not familiar with the procedc res of !:he
Commission as to how it has carried out its auditing and investigatio:l_L;_; prepaca-
tory to certification. As you can well appreciste, I would not want to certify
payments without firsthand knowle_lge on my part to assure eligibiki_::_ of can-
didates for the funds requested . . . frans/er o/ the responsibility to !_his O_qce
would be disruptive to the program to say the least and would pla(_' ._pon tMs
Office a responsibility that it is inadequately prepared to take (emphas]_ added)."

There is no conceivable justification for Congress to make a suddh!_,c_shift of
lhis $100 million program from an agency that is prepared to hanffLe it to one
that is not.

The Need to Insure a Continuity o! En/orcement
Holding the 1976 federal elections without the Federal Election ,Comrniss:[on

is; like playing baseball without an. umpire or football without a reJ!:,_.ree. I_ is
an invitation for chaos. The interests of all participants in the upcomi:_tg federal
elections are best served by unifmma, rather than ad hoc administr_[tion. 5?he
Supreme Court granted its 30-day s_tay of its judgment with regard t,:, the FEC
I_cause of the obvious public interest in not interrupting the co:[_t:muity ,of
enforcement.

The Commission ,to date furthermore has been forced to operate on ][:_mdequate
interim funding. Its initial autho]qzation expired in June 1975 and has never
been renewed. Despite the fact that both the House and Senate passer! 18-month
authorization bills in June, 1975, no conference has ever been held _:iuring d_e
last eight months to work out the differences between the two bills_, and enact
the Commission's authorization into law.

The Commission has recently stated that based on its operating e_::l?erienc_: it
would need approximately $9 million for the 18-month period ending r:_:t'tDecem-
ber 31, 1976. This is a small price to l_ay for honest national elections_

We urge that in reconstituting the Commission, Congress also provide an
adequate authorization to assalre that the Commis_don has the fund_ _:_.eededto
ca .tryout its responsibilities.

It is time for Congress to do what the Senate :has already done. _:_nseveral
occasions--to pass a bill creating a properly constituted l_ederal Elco ilion Corn-
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mission. Nothing less will solve the problem. Attempts to delay or switch au-
thority temporarily will invite chaos, confusion, and corruption. We do not be-
lieve that the public will aero, pt this. Nor will they fail to understand how easily
it could have been avoided.

Mr. WERTHrXMER. Mr. Chairman, we want to thank you and the
other members of this committee for the opportunity to testify today.
We believe that Congress must act promptly to reconstitute the Federal
Election Commission. We believe that any temporary half measures are
unnecessary and unacceptable to the goals of effective administration
and enforcement of campaign finance laws.

_Ve strongly oppose any efforts to put a short-term limit on the life
of the Commission, which has only been :in operation since April 1975.

We also strongly oppose the PresidenUs recommendation to Con-
gress on Monday that all of the Federal campaign finance laws in this
country be terminated following the 1976 elections, to insure their
full-scale review.

We do not believe this approach is necessary or appropriate here.
We think that review should take place without such a provision.

The Supreme Court's opinion in Buckley v. Valeo made it clear in
our view that there is no constitutional problem with a Federal Elec-
tion Commission whose members are appointed by the President and
confirmed by the Senate in accord with the appointments clause of the
Constitution.

We believe the Supreme Court practically invited Congress to enact
a statute to re-create the FEC in this manner.

In granting a 30-day stay of its judgment, the court explained, and
I quote, "This limited stay will afford Congress an opportunity to
reconstitute the Commission by law or to adopt other valid enforce-
ment mechanisms without interrupting enforcement of the provisions
the court sustMns."

As suggested by the Court, the constitutional deficiencies of the Com-
mission are easily rectified.

Now_ we urge Congress to enact a bill to provide for appointment of
the six members of the Federal Election Commission by the President,
subject to Senate confirmation. This concept is not new, particularly
not new to the Senate and in both 1973 and 1974, the Senate passed
campaign reform bills that established independent election commis-
sions with all of their members appointed by the President.

Much of what has been done to clean up our election process will
ultimately be undone if the Federal Election Commission is not re-
created. Failure to re-create the FEC will be an invitation to return to
the corruption of the Watergate days and before.

Prompt re-creation of the Federal Election Commission will serve
three important national interests.

It will demonstrate that Congress recognizes that public confidence
and meaningful enforcement depend on independent enforcement of
campaign finance laws.

It will prevent any interruption in dispersal of public matching
funds to Presidential candidates.

It will insure a continuity in the enforcement of the law and guard
against arbitrary and selective enforcement.

We have repeatedly urged that an independent Federal Election
Commission is essential to any effective system of campaign finance
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legislation. A long history of almost total non-enforcemen:l: of cam-
paign financing laws in this .country is well[ known and w+il do(;u-
m ented_

Ill B'_ckley v. Vale,, [7_S. I)![strict Court found, "The Se,:t::,_'tary of
the Senate, the Clerk of tile House, and the Department of JusL:ce have
largely failed to enforce prior campaign financing practicc_il legisila-
tion."

I do not think anyone seriousi[y questions the fact that the l:':tistory of
campaign finance laws in this country is a history of nonenf,:: 1',3ement.
And it is equally clear that., absent (,,ffectiw_ oversight and enfc r:cenmnt,
campaign finance laws simply will not work.

We are also opposed and think it: would be a serious error l::::_repl_Lce
the existing certification n_echanism for public financing on: i eittLer
temporary or permanent basis. That has been discussed h(:;:,:_by the
Comptroller General's rei:,resentat:_ve and. others. We do nc,t::i:hink :it
would work. We do not tMnk: it would be effective, and it. :t_rtaiI_ly
could become a basis for failing: to act to reconstitute the Col_:t:tnission.

I would just like one last point, Mr. Chairman.
The Commission to dat,':_has leben forced to operate on i:[>!tdeqm_,te

interim fund'mg. Its initial a uthorizatic, n expired in June :1:_75 and
has never been renewed. I')espil;e the fact both the House a::r_.EtSenate
passed 18-month authorization bills in June 1975, no confe;l:+nce }:_as
ever been held during th{, last 8 months to work out the d!ii:['erences
between the two bills and cnact the Commission's authoriz_.l ion irLto
Ii.aw.

The Commission has re_,ent]y stated th,_t based on its oper:itcing ex-
pense, it would need approximately $9 million for the 18-mor,:l:]J.period
ending on December 31, 1976. 'We think thai; is a small pric,i_ to p}q_,
and we urge that in reconstituting the Commission Congress ',_lso p_x)-
'ride an adequate authorizatio_,x to insure that the Commissic,,:rLhas the
funds it needs to carry out its job.

Thank you very much, 5:;_r.Chairman. V;re would be happy % answer
any questions.

Senator PrLI,. Basically_ the legislation before us you wou] [:!1mpp()rt
]s S. 291_; correct?

M. W'rRTHm_ER. We would support tlhat or any other }::/.iilwhich
moves to reconstitute the Commission with enforcement po,i':ers.

Senator PELL. And also which includes public financir:!i!;_
What, in your view, would be the cost of public financin;;?: for the

Senate and House election_ if they were added in a Presider!!.: :d yesr ?,
5Ir. Wr_aTHr_r_r_. I thi:,_k that really depends on what kin,:t of p:co-

'vision the Congress _)asses;. If it passes a_ full grant system_, ,::.heco'St
would be substantially hi_rher than if it. passes a matching %_'stem, I
think any proposal, any specific proposal, could be costed c_!i:;if you
assumed you were going to limit the amount of public fund:_!_I::hat can
]be made, available; and I wordd imagine that any proposal I:[mt does
would have to come foward with and should come forward ¥;;ith the
:figures.

Senator PrLL. Senator Criffin.
Senator GmrmN. I am r_ot sure I understand. You favor ,:,;hat Sen-

a:tor Kerinedy and Senator Scott are proposing, and that is 11;,:,inclr:de
in legislation that we are _oin_.r to pass within the next 11 d:;_ys, pce-
sumably, provision for public financing of Senate-House ea:_:,_paigr_s_.
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Mr. W1]RTHEIMER.Senator Griffin, we have always been on record in
favor of congressional financing, and we continue to be in favor of
such legislation.

Senator Gm_x. Do you think we should do that at this time for this
election ?

Mr. WERTHEIMER. We think if the Congress is capable of acting in
this period of time that it should be done.

Senator GmrriN. For the 1976 elections ?
Mr. WrmTm_I_El_. We think that could be done. I would think that

there are clear cost limitations that apply if you are going to take the
funding out of the dollar checkoff which might limit the amount of
money one made available to congressional elections in this year, and
that might be one form of limitation that would apply. We do not
think that congressional financing should be enacted with respect to
the primary elections in 1976.

Senator Gl_IFmN. Does it not concern you that public financing in
1976 could be a windfall for those who have filed within the filing'
dates and that others who may have run on their own, had they
known there was public financing available, did not so file?

Mr. WEgTHmMra. Well, I think a large part of that problem is dealt
with really if you are just focusing on the general election. I would
add that one of the reasons we have overwhelmingly supported con-
gressional public financing is that we feel that it would be very help-
ful in increasing competition in the political system and I think that
would certainly be the case in the congressional public financing
passed here.

Senator GmrF_x. I do not think you addressed yourself to one of
the major concerns that has been expressed here about the Supreme
Court decision. That is, the lifting of any limit whatsoever of what
individuals or special-interest organizations or associations, like Com-
mon Cause, could spend in a campaign.

Do you want to comment on that, ?
Mr. WrRT_EIM_au Yes; we are very concerned about that. We do

not spend money in support of or in opposition to candidates. That
question has been raised by a U.S. Senator.

Senator GRrrrIN. You do distribute educational information, though,
about people, do you not ?

Mr. Wr_I_THrIMER. Yes. That question was raised when Chairman
Hayes directed the GAO to do an investigation and audit of us in 1972,
which they did over a 3-month period and issued a report and reached
the conclusion that in fact we were not spending money in support of
'or in opposition to candidates. We think there are a variety of ways
of attempting to deal with this problem of independent expenditures.
It is a problem.

Senator GRIrrI_¢. Are you willing to put that over until next year_
You did not address yourself to that.

Mr. WERTHrI_EI_. NO. In my testimony, Senator, I addressed myself
to the election commission only.

Senator GRittier. That is what I thought.
Mr. WERTnEIMra. NO; I think that Senator Cannon, for example_

mentioned some provision that Chairman Hayes might have had that
dealt with the truth in advertisement to make clear that where inde-
pendent expenditures were coming from, whether they were authorized
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or not, whether on their face they explained that they w;!_::_unm_-
thorized and whether or not they were made in consultatior with the
candidate in conjunction with the standards set fm_h by the '_;upreme
Court, and We think that kind of activity should be looked 4;,4::and be
acted upon and we would be happy to h)ok at any langua_!['E_on any
]provision like that.

We do think it is a problem that should be dealt with.
Senator PELL. Senator ()annon.
Senator CANNO_. Thank you.
You stated that you do not take positions in support of or i:l:Lopposi-

tion to candidates. But how do you arrive at positions on let?;:fiatioi_
Is your membership consulted about positions on legislation 'i!

Mr. Wrl_TUr_I_trR. Yes. We poll our membership annually. ?'ire have
a 60-member elected board of directors, whic. h is elected by Ii[:e mem-
bership at large. All policy decisions, the major policy de::':;t;_donsof
the organization are voted upon and under the ultimate contlc'ol of the
]board of directors.

Senator CA.w_-o__. So that if you poll yoar membership ann,L:;dly you
do not necessarily include a po].l on all of the matters _.

Mr. WERTHEI_Em Not every detail, Senator; no.
Senator CAN_'O_'. As a matter of fact, this issue here, wheJ:, it arc,se

a short time ago, was that decided by the board of directon_, or zas
that decided by you, or by who

Mr. WeRTHEI_ER. That was decided by our staff with in::[,:::_:mation
going to the board of directors.

The position we have taken here is simply the position we have
taken for some time now; that there should be an independer I:Fede-al
iElection Commission and we have testified on that on hume:: _,ls oc4:a-
,fions in the past and we have also testified on numerous oc.;_:i._;ions in
support of congressional public finance.

Senator CA_rNo_r. I am aware of that.
What I was trying to get at was the point here of the precis._ i:,robl_lr

before us and the time frame. I am wondering how you m[,ke thc,se
decisions and who makes theme, which has the priority.

Is it principally the extension of the Federal Election Co:,Lmission,
or should that be tied together with the congressional finar(:Lng?

Mr. W_RT_Z_rEa. To us the first priority is the Federal FAecti0n
Commission. That is the first priority.

Senator CANNOh'. Has that been determined by your t:)ard of
directors ?

Mr. WERTHEIMER. That has been determined by the chai[_:man of
,)ur board, the president of our organization, in conjunction _,:ith the
,_taff.

Senator Ca_No_. With the staff ? Not with the board of d [,,:'ectors?
Mr. WERTHr_rR. Not that specific one.
The board of directors, every member of the board of ,:l!rectocs,

was notified about this policy.
Senator CAN_'O_r. How many staff do you maintain?
Mr. WERTHEIMER. I think we have approximately--I couh:}[get you

the exact figures--I think we have about 80 or 85 paid staff and then
we have a couple of hundred volunteers who come in the W_imington
area on a weekly basis; and then we have many, many volul¥?_er ci_i-
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zens around the country who are not paid, but volunteer at the local
_ level.

Senator CAN_O_r. Is the organization itself registered as a lobbyist ?
Mr. Wr_RT_EIMr_I_.We are registered as a lobbyist and our lobby-

ists are registered as lobbyists.
Senator CA_x°z¢. How many registered lobbyists do you have ?
Mr. WERTHEII_ER. We have--again I would like to get to the exact

figures--I think we probably have about 14 or 15 people registered
as lobbyists. Sir, I would have to get you the exact figures on that,
Senator.

Senator CAx_-ox. Incidentally, on page 7 of your statement you
refer to the money the Commission would need. 'You said they need
approximately $19 million here.

Mr. WrRT_EI_r_R. No.

Senator CAN_rON. That was your testimony, but your print,sd state-
ment says $9 million. Which is it._

Mr. Wr. aTnrI_tr_R. It is $9 million. I am sorry, $9 million was the
figure they used. I think they have submitted it to this committee.

Senator Ca_NON. In the event that the House should act first, should
vote and include congressional elections, then you would see :no prob-
lem with us taking that up and making it an issue on the floor here _.

Mr. WERT_ImMER. No, Senator.
Senator CANNO_r. Did you hear my reasoning before?
Mr. WERTHmM_R. I was in the back, but I heard general reasoning.
Senator CANNON. Do you find any problem with any of that ?
Mr. Wr_RTI_mMER. I think our view on those would really depend on

what the specific provision said; that is, of course, what we would do
immediately after the chairman, at whatever point he introduced the
bill, we would intend to review the bill. We would be willing to com-
ment at that point.

Senator CANN0.W. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator P_LL. Thank you.
Thank you, very much.
Mr. ]VERT_m_r_R. Thank you.
Senator P_LL. Our next witness is Mr. George Agree, director,

Committee for Democratic Process.

STATEMENT 01_ GEORGE AGREE, DIRECTOR, COMMITTEE 170R
DEMOCRATIC PROCESS

Mr. AGRrE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a short statement.
This is an awkward moment for everyone interested in this sub-

ject. The action of the Supreme Court on January 30 confronts us
with a completely new situation.

On the one hand, the Court radically undermined the entire con-
ceptual framework of the reforms that had been developed over the
past several years.

It would seem to me, in listening to some of the testimony here to-
day, that either this point is not understood or is not agreed to; but
it looks to me, Mr. Chai_nan, as though in many respects we are in
the situation of crazy cats still running after we have left the cliff.
We do not yet know that some of tim ground is out from under us.
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This suggests to me a need for hmg and careful deliberati,:::t about
t]he future structure of American camp.ai{_ finance legislatk:,:_:,

On the other hand, by depriving the Federal Election Cc, ,',:missi(m
of its power to disbm_e public subsidies as of Februaq Y29, ti:,_ Court
has created a need for swift and effective action.

It seems to me that we must do immediately what needs to. :)e done
to continue the certification and disbursement of Federal c:_,::mpaigqa
funds, and that we should do _ little more than that as poss; {::leun_i;i.1
there has been much more time to think.

I do not like the idea of a P::esidential Commission. I fes_ it. Ap-
parently, in 1974, the Congress feared it. The dlanger of its me::,,bership
and staff being stacked by a two-term President, especially c.t:_:_with a
_enare controlled by his own pa_ty, is very real. And a Chk:l Execu-
tive could use the powers this would give him to discipline ,,:_embe,rs
of his own party as well as to harass the opposition.

But an independent agency of some kind has long bee_::,needed
merely to provide effective administration and enforcemerl: of d!s-
closure laws. And one is now also needed for the 1976 electi..::_s to go
forward.

On balance, ii favor reconstitution of the Commission wi I:{ Pre_;i-
dential appointments. Also on balance, because I think again I:imqu¢_s-
tion has to be looked at in the ]cng-range perspective somewh.;!._eMort?
the line, I think the life of the Commission should be limi'l:,?,.[to t!m
purposes of this election. And. I would feel safer if its pow,?_s could
also be limited to the minimum necessary for the distribution[: of sub-
sidles and the implementation of the disclosure provisions.

Specif!cally, I think it would be useful 'ko deprive such a t.[_::_:_pora_'y
commmsmn of any powers relatin_ to the remaining expendi'l _re ceil-
ings-those that a candidate rn.ust accept as a condition of ,:'[,eeivi:n:g
Federal funds, first, because I think these ceilings are now :':,_eaning-
less because they will be vitia_{ed by the formation of ind,;? _enden_L,
unauthorized committees.

I would interject that requiring such committees to iden':{!!v their
statements would likely have no effect at all on public rect!ition of
their messages.

Second, because the enf_)rcement of expenditure ceilings is _,swar,_p
from which, once entered, ther,[_is ,_oway out° It requires inv,_:!::igation
of everything--and beyond. The n_ere need to define what f_?}iwith in
the limits was the source of raost of the Commission's troul:ies wik.h
the Congress. and its do_ed lmrsuit of precise categories in "_},eswi_:l-
lng waters of American politics impaired its credibility els_,':?here as
well.

Mr. Chairman, since the Court's decision will have effec_:_!beyo:ttd
the immediate problem of the Commission. 7[ask your indC;!:ence to
mention a few items the committee :night wish to consider in i_; futr re
deliberations.

First. we are thrown off balance by the fact that efforts t,::,a.cl_ieve
public financing in our country were promoted as a means 47:,:!repht'c-
ln_, rather than snpDlementinz, private funding; and of ¥,tLttinp a
][id on, rather than helping {_omeet, tlhe rising costs of :;olitical
,u)mmunieation.
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Now, the invalidation of individual, group, and candidate expendi_
ture limits shatters these pretensions. Every precedent in the history

of campaig'n finance regulationsupports the expectation that un-
checked streams of big Inoney x_ill flow again, albeit somewhat in-
directly through the independent committees.

And I expect that the transparency of any evasion that may be
involved will be no more barred through its prompt acceptance as
political convention than the earlier $3 million limit on Presidential
committees prevented the spending of 10 and ultimately 20 times that
amount. Whatever the law permits will be done.

Those familiar with foreign experience with public financing and
with American literature on the subject will be neither surprised nor
dismayed by this new situation. In all democracies other than ours, the
principal reason for introduction of political subsidies was to supple-
ment, not curb, the existing supply of private money because of the
_atter being insufficient to meet t)m r_ising' costs of legiti_mate campaign-
lng, and I stress the word "legitimate." This is, and has been, the ease
in the United States also; and we should be grateful to the Court
for compelling us to face up to it.

Hopefully, renewed _perception of these realities will incline us to
think again of Government funding as a way to erect financial floors
under candidates, rather than of lowering ceilings over them.

Next, Mr. Chairman, I want to make a few observations about the
OSSibility of matching grants for Senate and House campaigns. I
lieve that they would be preferable to fiat grants precisely because

of the vitiation of even voluntarily accepted expenditure limits.
If independent commissions are going to be able to operate on

behalf of candidates, then the fiat grants, with no ceilings,, do not
make much sense.

But they may create a problem which I suspect the Congress will
wish to avoid; under the $25,000 limit on aggregate contributions,
it could be possible to give each of 100 candidates a $250 contribution
and to have them, all of them, matched. This would mean $25,000 in
taxpayer subsidies for the electoral choices of a single donor, and it
would represent an automatic doubling of the cloud of any lobbyist
seeking to assure his ability to get past the receptionists in offices
on Capitol Hill.

The problem could be avoided by providing that contributions
would be matched only when received from persons residing in the
district or State of the candidate. This would not permit interdistrict
or interstate flow of contributions--nor should it, but it would con-
fine the power to double one's influence to the candidat&s own con-
stituents.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, all public financing systems pose problems
of fiscal control. When public funds are given to private persons or
organizations for their own use, safeguards are necessary to insure
that they confine the use of this money to the purposes for which it
was given--that they not line their own pockets or floors with it, and
that the manner of its deployment in the political wars is not inimical
to the public interest.

The possibility of effective safeguards has a direct relationship to
whether there is full or partial public funding of candidates. It would
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]be difficult in the extreme for any agency to monitor and ,va]m.te
every, expenditure made ill the course of a single campaigxu. :md ira-
]possiblein a national election involving hundreds of campaig,, u

Even to make the effort could have disasterously chilling Lzf:'ects ::)n
]political behavior. Yet such an effort would be required in a vstem of

:full public funding, in which not to mak,,_ it would open a t,;;i2e dcorto misappropriation and abuse--and fin,ally to scandals th:_,_ wo_ld
undermine the system itself.

On the other hand, partial public funding makes it possibh, _o seg:'e-
gate subsides from other moneys, and to require that they be L;ed or ty
:for easily verifiable kinds of expenses such as metered postag;_ broad-
casting time, billboards, and telephone charges.

At the same time, salaries, personal expenses, petty cash, _,,d ottLer
difficult to trace disbursements could be excluded from pay,a:, _nt wiidx
tax money. In such a system_ it would even be feasible nc l to give
candidates the subsidy funds al; all, but to have them submil: :_ert!.fi_d
]bills for approved expenses which the Government then w,:: fid P!L_'
directly., as is now done in Puerto Rico.

At issue is whether the administering agency will be con:,il_lled to
give detailed scrutiny to every action taken in a campaign, ,::,,only to
those involving use of taxpayer funds--whether, in effect, it ,:_kll have
an impossible assignment involving serious danger of stifling _:i,epolit-
ical process, or will work toward the attainable objective ::,i mid,r-
writing robust competition and enhancing the opennes:; of cur
democracy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would be happy to answer any questions.
Senator PEnn. Thank you, Mr. Agree; an old friend of ,:iis co:n-

mittee and the chairman. I am very grateful for your thou!ri:ts. Y:m
certainly are very informed and qualified to speak on th{ii; subje,?.t.

The 1}_islation in front of us, the bills, which one would y,:, fav<:r;
the simple extension ?

Mr. AOREE. The simple extension would be one clear !i_,::.:. I 1:Je-lieve Senator Schweiker accepted such an amendment.
Senator PEIZ. Do you agree that the one offered by Senal,: :'s Sc,u,tt

and Kennedy would be a little too complicated
Mr. A_GREE. I would suggest that the Senate and the Con_r,_ ;:; do t;i]_e

least necessary at this time until there ha,; been time to thinL :hroui,jh
:all of the implications of the Court's decision.

Senator PEu. Senator Cannon
Senator Caxxo×. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You raised some certainly very interesting and very seri,::_s qn.:_s-

tions, I am wondering do yon have any possible solution tc _:_-_every
big loophole that you pointed out, and that is the in,;:l_end_;nt
expenditure ?

Mr. Aca_E. Senator, I am not a lawyer, but as I have read t},, Com,L.'s
decision--and I have read it several times--t do not think t:i,at ]oq)-
hole can be closed. My own impression is that we are just goi]n/to ihsye
to adjust to the fact. It seems to me that what the Court h:_usaid, in
effect, because it based its opposing of contribution limits o]_he c,u,_s-
ruption element, it seems to me what the Court has said, h: fleet., is
that if the Members of Congress feel that politicians may be ,:_rrected
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by contributions, they may limit what contributions candidates can
receive, but they may not limit anything' else that other people maydo.

What this does, it seems to me, is set up a situation in which
other people will do things. I could go out tomorrow and organize
a national committee for independent action and I believe raise un-
limited sums which could then be spent in Nevada campaigns or Rhode
Island campaigns or anywhere, just so they were not coordinated with
the candidate. I do not think that this can be limit ed and I think it
may be unwise to try. It might just provoke other litigation.

Now, if I may, I will make one more point on that.
This puts candidates in a very difficult position with respect to the

contribution limits. Many candidates over past years have been wor-
ried about millionaires coming in and blitzing them, spending a lot
of money on media. In the past it has been possible for a candidate
to go to his millionaire friends and say, I am in trouble, help me. After
this decision, it seems to me that he has to wait for them to perceive
that he is in trouble and to decide to help him out. It is not a very good
situation.

Senator CA_O_r. I must say that I agree with you there. I think it
poses a very difficult problem.

You, for example, could only contribute to me $1,000 per election,
and yet you could go out on your own and spend $100,000 on my behalf
if you wanted to do it. That is kind of a distinction without a differ-
ence, it seems to me.

Mr. AGitate. Senator, the question to me seems to be are you going to
somehow try to find loopholes in the Court's decision and try to plug
up this business, despite the rather emphatic statements the Court has
made and the overwhelming vote in favor of that Dart of the decision,
or are you going to say, well, okay, big money is 'ill, but let us see to
it that there is a lot of other money so that big money would not have
such a deleterious effect.

I would much prefer that second approach. It is the approach the
politicians have followed in other countries. It is the approach that
most American political scientists who have written on the subject
suggest.

If you are asking me do I see any way to stop that big money, my
answer m, I do not. Maybe there is, but I suspect there is not, and I
think it is hardly .worth the effort.

Senator CAXNO_. Of course, under the Court's decision if we went
to the public financin_ aspect, then we could get back to the limitation
on expenditures, but it would go only by the candidate itself and still
would not apply to the independent person or to the committee.

Mr. AOREE. Senator, I have an opinion on what I am about to put
to you, but I would be interested in yours.

Suppose this law had been in effect in 1972, this Court decision, in
effect in 1972. President Nixon had accepted the $20 million and the
limit.

Would that have barred Governor Connally or others from going
out and raising millions in addition for the Democrats for Nixon or
some other committee and spending it ?

I do not believe it would have.
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Senator CaN_o_ v. As long as it was not in collusion witk :i:hec_,m-
paign committee.

Mr. AGl_r_s.And it would not have to be.
Senator CaNxox. Well_ I think it poses a very serious pr,z:_,lem, !!)ut

I do not know whether I go along with you on the idea thai: _;'eoui!_ht
to stop and think about it; because it seems to me that there :_3not _,oo
much thinking left to be done. The choices are relatively ,:'tear: you
are either going to have to go down this road as the Supreme .;ii!ourt'has
outlined or we are going to have to go to the ]public financinli, ,'&ere we
can limit the amount that an individual can spend; and if _i:,;_go that
,l:gute, then I do favor your suggestion.

It ought to be on a matching basis rather than an outri_::'::_tgr, nt.
Mr. Ac,ars. Actually, I ·would prefer the v_uchers, but I tl:iil;lk it ilsa

little premature to consider ito
Senator Cl_rxox. Thank you:, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very nmCh',Mr. Agree. You hav,_!:,een very

helpful to us.
Mr. Acmes. Thank you.
Senator PSLL. Our next wit:ness is Mr. Herbert E. Alexar,_:!!:r_ direc-

tor, Citizens' Research Foundatim_.

STATEMENT 017 HERBERT E. ALEXANDER, DIRECTOR, /ii!!iTIZE:_!S'
RESEARCH 170UNDATION

Mr. J_LEXANDER.Thank you, Mr Chairman.
If my full statement could go into the ,'ecord, I would ust s;;rip

through here.
Senator PSLL. Thank you w_ry nmch.
The full statement wi'il be inserted into the record as if re:i,_:i.
Mr. ALSXA_-DSa. Thank you.
[The written statement of Mr. Alexander follows :]

_TATEMENT OF HERBERT E. ALEXAND?,R, DIRECTOR, CITIZENS' RESEARCH ]![_::_UNDATION

I am ihappy to respond to the invitation of Senator Pell dated ]!%,:ruary 11,
1976, to testify. My statement is my own and[ does not necessaril:_ ::effect the
views of members of the Board of 'l?rusrees of the Citizens' Research Y::undatton,
which as an organization does not take positions on public policy.

Ila its decision in Buckley et aL v. Valeo et al. the Supreme Cou,: has (!lone
much to relax some of the rigidities that the Fe_ieral Election Ca:_::_:mign Act
Amendments of 1974 imposed upon the electoral process. The decisicn preserved
the most: desirable features of the law---public disclosure of campai_;::L:_ for l:'ed-
eral office and public funding of Presidential campaigns--while _;aving the
political system from its most questionable features--the limitati::uzs on can-
didates' campaign expenditures and the ceilings on spending by indiv!duals 'and
by groups independent of the candidate. The decision followed closely !he recom-
mendations of the American Bar Association, and[ adhered to the :!!i:_dings ex-
pressed in the political science literature over the years, that expendi i:are lhaits
would have serious consequences for the political system in terms of _:]_Arim]lmct
upon the relationships between all the actors and institutions--candi,:[ates, cam-
paign committees, political parties, interest groups, and volunteer:'.. _actiw_ in
elections.

The decision reopens some lingering questions about how far el¢,:_lon reform
should go, and what its effects .are upon the political process. T'.t:m,;,1974 law
attempted to do too much, affecting every aspect of political camr,_;;igns, their
organizational and financial structure. The law was so complex that _!_:aeFederal
Election Commission was inundat¢_ with requests for advisory op:i::::ions, q_:,es-
tlons asked by numerous Members of Congress among others, who :l'_:,rfear of
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violating the law, asked for an interpretation before taking action. This fear
threatened to reduce some spontaneity in the 0olitical system and in filtering
down to state and local party and other committees would have lessened the
enthusiasm of citizens to volunteer their services.

In part, the FEC was not at fault; it was implementing a badly-drawn law
which left too much unclear and too much open to interpretation. On the other
hand, too many FEC advisory opinions were too narrow and too legalistic, with-
out consideration of their impact on the system. In retrospect, the FEC would
have done better to defer so many ad hoc AO's which did not cohere to any
controlling goals, and to have spent its first months writing the essential regula-
tions that still do not exist after nine months of operation. What both the 1974
Amendments and the FEC lacked was a philosophy about regulation that was
both constitutional and designed to keep the process open and flexible rather
than rigid and exclusionary. I hope the Supreme Court decision revitalizes
our perceptions about what democracy and pluralism are all about. I hope it
leads us to understand that floors, not ceilings, are what are needed; tZhat not
too nmch but possibly too little money is spent to achieve a competitive politics
in this country; that there is no value more important than citizen participation,
including financial participation, in politics; and that citizen participation
is often achieved most effectively through group activity--whethe? groups rep-
resent corporations, labor unions, trade or professional associations, or issues--
that should be encouraged, not discouraged, from participating in the politics
of our democracy.

Because money has always been a scarce resource in politics, parties and
campaigns are dependent upon volunteers to provide free services. A harsh
price must be paid for regulation in an activity such as politics, because politics
so depends upon citizen volunteers. Candidates and parties cannot as readily
pay salaries to workers to ensure compliance, as can corporations and labor
unions and others regulated by government. Thus, government regulation of
politics, while essential, must be calibrated to achieve the fine balance between
keeping politics fair and law-abiding, and overburdening or stifling it. This
subtlety was never understood by many advocates of reform, and the Court
decision should lead to more balanced perspectives on the potentially serious
side-effects of over-regulation. The government's role should be to regulate,
not to dominate the electoral processes as the FEC came to do by building
an administrative law the average citizen could not cope with. The goals in
a democracy should be to encourage political dialogue and citizen participa-
tion; at times it is unavoidable that this gives certain advantages to wealthy
individuals or special interests. Only those with too little faith fear the full play
of ideas and of competition. Unfortunately, many of the far-reaching reforms
that were enacted in 1974 tried to restrict and limit certain forms of electoral
participation rather than to enlarge it. Some of the reforms became part of a
politics of exclusion that should not be acceptable to a democratic society. To
help overcome the advantages of wealth, the Supreme Court properly saw that
limited government funding of politics should be available to assist candidates
and political parties to meet the costs necessary in a system of free elections.

The findings that both the structure and enforcement powers of the FEC are
unconstitutional gives Congress the opportunity not only to reconstitute the
Commission but also to modify remaining sections of the law. Clearly there is
continuing need for a government agency with statutory authority to regulate
disclosure and public funding, and to initiate enforcement by referring cases
to the Justice Department.

I assume that an independent FEC appointed wholly by the President, making
rules affecting campaigns for Congress, would not be acceptable to many. Hence
I would suggest a return to something like the 1971 FECA permitted, but with
a reconstituted FEC, reduced in staff size and authority, as the single unified
agency receiving disclosure reports for campaigns for the President, for Senate
and House. I would not return to the tripartite arrangement in which the
Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House also have some respon-
sibilities. Not a single state among the 49 with disclosure laws requires legisla-
tive agents to receive disclosure reports. Neither would I permit Congressional.
veto of regulations and opinions, nor require Congressional approval of them._
Rather, I would write a law with clear Congressional intent and less dis-
cretionary power for the FEC.
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It is true that the Constituticm requires t:hat each House be t:::.L:judge., of
its own members, i FEC need not interfere with the right of eact I-tous_ to
judge its members; the data submitted to it 'would be readily avall _ble to :_he
appropriate elections committees ;and to the membership of each ]ii]ouse.

The achitects of the 1974 law based their a:cguments for governr_,_ _t. fun. ling
of political campaigns on two interrelated theories. One was that !l:;)verm r_nt
funds should be provided within the framework of campaign ,i::pendit:ure
:limits, so that tax dollars were simply not being added to what,v:,r prig'ate
funds could be raised_ thus enabling candidates to spend unlimil,E_,: amo_mts
and escalating campaign costs uncontrollably. The second theo_':,;' was t:hat
government funds should be enacted to provide a necessary altern:_:ive so tlrce
of funds to make up for the reduction in funding caused by the !i::_po_in.i,' of
contribution limits. By declaring expenditure limits unconstit:L:ional, the
Court knocked away the first prop, sustaining the argument for !:overm::lent
funds, but by retaining the contribution ii:mits, the Court add,_.:i a st:ong
prop to the second theory.

The Supreme Court 'tempered its findings by holding that can,:':it_a_tes who
accept government funds still will be bound by limits. The matching' ii ::_ants l':Jlan,
currently operative in Presidentia)_ campaigns, whereby the governn: 4iJLtmatclhes
contributions up to a maximum oi_$250, fortunately was accepted ],! the C,:)urt
decision. This should encourage candidates to continue to seek to b::.J:tden _[t]_eir
financial base of support by attracting smaller contributors.

Those who do not accept government funds can spend as much :_; they can
raise, perhaps more if they are p_,rmitted to go into debt. A Presid_:_:_i:ial c_ ndi-
date who chooses government funding in the general election next ;:.ll wii:l be
limited to about $22 million in spending, all of it received from the x che_:_koff
funds, whereas a candidate going the private route could spend $30 o': ::',40mi. lion
or more. This built-in disparity mr_kes the private route more attra(. :i, e but :)nly
for candidates with high confidence in their fund-raising appeal, or '._:_rwe_lthy
candidates spending their own funds. The private option would I: risky for
candidates without a proven track-record in raising big money in !:hall sims.
Once nominated in 1972, George., McGovern raised about $16 milli:,L_ in. small
contributions, but at a cost of $3.5 million in mail costs, $1 million :iL::::_ewsp!tper
ads, and more in appeals for funds tagged on at the end of paid : roadc.tsts.
A candidate would need to exp,_t even better gross and net :_eiqrns :han
McGovern achieved to risk taking the private route unless he :l!,z_ii he could
get advantage from claiming that his campaign was funded by pop_;:: r supi:_)rt,
whereas his opponents were fundei[ from tile public trough.

Serious consideration should be given to raising the Presidenl: :_1 ele,E_tion
spending limit for the general election period, ,extending the m',!_':_:_dng !'und
formula now in use, so at no extra tax dollars, private citizens ,:ill be able
to contribute to the Presidential nominees. I deem the right of cit:::_,:ns. to g'ive
some money to Presidential candidates in the, general election periL,:: so in:por-
tant that I would change the law to permit it. Moreover, some $30 _:_Ilion vere
spent in Senator McGovern's 1972 campaign after he was nomi]:_',_ ed, not to
mention more than that spent for President Nixon's campaign. Gi_,,_:, the infla-
tion factor since 1972, I think the $22 million permitted is insuffici_,: _; to m:)unt
a national campaign, and the ccmtinuance of that limit will invit_ _:ubsta:_tial
spending by individuals and groups independent of the candidates. _:[i head _hat
off, I would frame the law to channel most spending within the :andidittes'
control. To achieve that, I would suggest a 840 million limit wit]:] _: matclning
formula for contributions of up to $250 each with an upper matc:::_:_g am:)unt
of $20 million--money that will be available in the Presidential El _,::_tion_::!am-
paign Fund. The eligibility requ.irements might be somewhat dil!l,:_rent i:han
the 20-state formula used in Presidential pre-nomination campaiF::, ;, in (rder
to deal fairly with minor parties. This change might preclude litig_ i:ion dr_.r{ng
the Presidential election if a serious third-party movement is n:,,:Lmted. The
provisions in the law now- for minor party Presidenti.al candid:_l: :_ are still
unfair--despite the Court decision--and are further litigable if ,:.mmge can
be shown. Such litigation in the midst of a Presidential campaL!;:_ should be
avoided if possible, and this is a desirable way to do so.

If free speech in politics means .the right to speak effectively as :1_ Sup:eme
Court said, the decision is further justification for the use of t,a::_::_iollar:_: for
campaign purposes, to help enable candidates and[ political parties i:: reaci the
electorate effectively. This strengthens tile argument consistently _L_ggest,_.d!in
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the literature, that floors, not ceilings, should be enacted. Floors mean the provi-
sion of government funds to ensure minimal access of the candidate to the
electorate. Beyond that level, candidates can spend as much private :money as
they can raise. This concept also is accepted in mature democracies around the
world, from the Scandanavian countries to Israel, although in these countries
money is provided to political parties and not to candidates as it :is in our
candidate-cen'tered culture characterized by weak political parties.

This concept should help to disengage us permanently from the illusory notion
that too much money is spent in politics. The United States devotes a :miniscule
portion of its resources to politics. In 1972, we spent $425 million on our elective
and party politics at all levels, Federal, state, and local, which is less than the
advertising budgets of our two largest corporate advertisers. The goal of achiev-
ing more competition in elections means we may have to spend more, not less,
on politics.

The remaining problem in seeking bigger money in smaller sums is the cost
of raising it. For this purpose, provision for seed money is necessary. In this
connection, the Supreme Court decision left one major inequity. By declaring
unconstitutional the limitation on candidates' spending on their own behalf, the
decision opened the way for the return of millionaire candidates who at once
provide the funding for their own campaigns and raise the ante for their
opponents. Candidates without personal wealth will be disadvantaged unless
Congress increases the amourrts individuals can contribute to their campaigns.

While the Supreme Court sanctioned the current $1,000 limit on contributions,
for purposes of equity this should be raised by Congress to $3,000 or $5,000, or
eliminated entirely. And the overall limit a person can contribute to Federal
candidates in a calendar year, now $25,000 should be raised to at least $100,000.
Raising these limits also would help provide seed-money for candidates who are
not well known, who represent unpopular viewpoints, who come from a poor
constituency, or who need substantial funds to initiate their direct mail drives
for funds in smaller amounts.

While the thrust of the 1974 Amendments was in the direction of restricting
large contributions and special interests, the Supreme Court's thrust was to reopen
channels for significant big money to reenter politics. It is desirable to channel
such money into the candidate's campaign rather than for it to be spent inde-
pendently in ways that may be wasteful and counter-productive.

Mr. ALrXA_Dr.R. I am happy to respond to your invitation to testify.
My statement is my own and does not necessarily reflect the views of
members of the board of trustees of the Citizens' Research Foundation,
which as an organization does not take positions on public policy.

In its decision in Buckley et al. v. Valeo, the Supreme Court ihas done
much to relax some of the rigidities that the Federal Election Act
Amendments of 1974 imposed upon the electoral process.

The decision reopens some lingering questions about how far election
reform should go, and what its effects are upon the political process.

The 1974 law attempted to do too much, affecting every aspect of
political campaigns, their organizational and financial procedures.
The law was so complex that the Federal Election Commission was
inundated with requests for advisory opinions, questions asked by
numerous Members of Congress, among others, who for fear of violat-
ing the ]aw, asked for an interpretation before taking action.

This fear threatened to reduce some spontaneity in the political
system and in filtering down to State and local party and otlher com-
mittees would have lessened the enthusiasm of citizens to volunteer
their services.

In part, the Federal Election Commission-was not at fault; it was
implementing a badly drawn law which left too much unclear and
too much open to interpretation. On the other hand, too many Federal
Election Commission advisory opinions were too narrow and to legal-
istic, without consideration of their impact on the system.
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In retrospect, the FEC would have done better to defer !!,omar:y
ad hoc AO's which did not cohere to any controlling goals, and to have
spent its first months writing the essential regulations that _;till do
not exist after 9 months of operation.

What both the 1974 amendments and the FEC lack was a phit _osop_y
about regulation that was both constitutior. M and designed to keep the

process open and flexible rather than rigid and exc.lusionar_[. I hopel_ leads us to understand that floors, not ceilin_, are what arc. :qeeded;
tMt not too much but possibly too' little money is spent to '_,.,::hievea
competitive politics in this country; that. there is no value _':toreim.-
portant than citizen participation, _{cluding financial particil::,_;m_tion,in
politics; and that. citizen participation is often achieved m i_,_,;t:effec.-
tively through group activity--.whether groups represent corporations,
labor unions, trade or professional associations, or issues_tha:: should
be encouraged, not discouraged, from participating in the p,:::,ii:iticsoJ!
our democracy.

Because money has always been a scarce resource in politic_:._,parti,:_s
and campaigns are dependent upon volunteer,_ to provide fre,/_;ervice.
A harsh price must be paid for regulation in :an activity sucl:_,_s poli.-
tics, because politics so depends upon citizen volunteers.

Candidates and parties cannot as readily pay salaries to L;vorke:cs
to assure compliance, as can corporations and labor unions a_d others
regulated by Government.

Thus, Government regul'ation of politics, while essentia l, _:'_:mstl_
calibrated to achieve the fine balance between keeping polilli,cs fa!ir
and law abiding, and overburdening or stifling it.

This subtlety was never understood by many advocates of _'eform,
and the Court decsion should lead to more balanced perspecl:ives cn
tlhe potentially serious side effects of overregulation.

The Government's role shoulcl be to regulate, not to dom!i_:mtethe
electoral processes as the FEC came to do by building an a.d:t:_'B:iinistr:L.-
tive law the average citizen could not cope with.

The findings that both the structure and enforcement powe _'_'_of the
FEC are unconstitutional gives Congress the opportunity not:; only to
reconstitute the Commission but also to modify remaining se_:_!:ionso.f
t:he law. Clearly, there is continuing need for a GovernmenL:: agency
with statutory authority to regulate disclosure and public ft:mdin,!_,
and to intiate enforcement by referring cases to the Justice ?)epart--
ment.

I am going to skip the whole next page and move on to pa,!i? 4, ti:re
first loaragraph.

Serious consideration should be given to raising the Pre_idential
election spending limit for the ;zeneral election period, extending the
matching 4'und formula now in use, so at no extra tax dollars.,. 'prtvate
citizens will be able to contribute to the Presidential nomine_,.._!..

I deem the right of the citizens to give some money to Pre:_identi:d
candidates in the general election period so important that Y would
c:hange the law to permit it.

Moreover. some $_q0million were spent in Senator McGove:t_t_t,'s1972
campaign after he was nominated, not to mention more t]!:_;:zmth_t
spent for President Nixon's campaign.
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Given the inflation factor since 1972, I think the $22 million per-
mitted is insufficient to mount a national campaign, and the con-
tinuance of that limit will invite substantial spending by individuals
and groups independent of the candidates.

To head that off, I would frame the law to channel most spending
within the candidates' control. To achieve that, I would suggest a $40
mi]lion limit with a matching formula for contributions of up to $250
each with an upper' matching amount of $20 million per candidate.

The eligibility requirements might be somewhat different than
the 20-State formula used in Presidential prenomination campaigns,
in order to deal fairly with minor parties. This change might pre-
clude litigation during the Presidential election if a serious third-
party movement is mounted.

The provisions in the law now for minor party Presidential can-
didates are still unfair--despite the Court decision--and are further
litigatable if damage can be shown. Such litigation in the midst of a
Presidential campaign should be avoided if possible, and this is a
desirablo way to do so.

Now, on page 5.
Hopefully, some of the concepts in the Supreme Court decision

should help to disengage us permanently from the illusory notion
that too much money is spent in politics. The United States devotes a
minuscule portion of its resources to politics. In 1972, we spent $425
million on our elective and party politics at all levels, Federal, State,
and local, which is less than the advertising budgets of our two largest
corporate advertisers.

_enator PErm. I would like to point out though that comes out to
be about $2 a head for every man, woman, and child.

Mr. ALr, XA.'_DEmRight. That is right, Senator.
The remaining problem in seeking bigger money in smaller sums is

the cost of raising it. For this purpose, provision for seed money is
necessary and that was discussed some this morning.

In this connection, the Supreme .Court decision left one major
inequity.
· By declaring unconstitutional the limitation on candidates' spend-
mg on their own behalf, the decision opened the funding for their
own campaigns and raised the ante for their opponents. Candidates
without personal wealth will be disadvantaged unless Congress in-
creases the amounts individuals can contribute to their campaigms.

While the Supreme Court sanctioned the current $1,000 linfit on
contributions, for purposes of equity this should be raised by Con-
gress to $3,000 or $5,000, or eliminated entirely.

And the overall limit a person can contribute to Federal candidates
in a calendar year, now $25,000, should be raised to at least $100,000.

Raising these limits also would help provide seed money for candi-
dates who are less well known, or who represent unpopular viewpoints,
who come from a p(_or constituency, or who need substantial funds to
initiate their direct mail drives for funds in smaller sums.

While the thrust of the 1974 amendments was in the direction of
restricting large contributions and special interests, the Supreme
Court's thrust was to reopen channels for significant big money to re-
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enter polities. It is desirable to channel such money into the esi _didatJd's
campalgm rather than for it to be sent independmltly in ways Ihat may
be wasteful and counterproductive.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator Cannon, do you have any questions 1!
Senator CA_C_-O>r.Thank you.
You certainly point out some very interesting problems he i:',!in con-

nection with this.
I note. that you have some support among some of the ea:' [_er wi[t-

nesses today with respect to the limits, the contribution limJti;.
I have listened to you with a great deal of interest. I want o thank

you for being here.
Mr. AL_XA_Dmt. Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Alexander.
Our next witness is Ms. Ruth Clusen, president of the ][,.!_:!Lgueof

'Women Voters.

Welcome, Ms. Ctusen. I have a tremendous regard for the go_xt work
of your membership, and I know our own Rhode Island L,_ague of
'Women Voters are seemingly well informed and I think al,:_ays are
im the :right direction.

;STATEMENT OF MS. RUTH CLUSEN, ]?RESIDENT, LEAGUE 0_' i_OMt;N
VOTERS OF THE UNITED STATES

Ms. CLUSE_r. Thank you, Senator_
I appreciate the opportunity to appear today.
As you know, I represent the constituency and I do know w trot they

think because we have asked them about campaign financing fcom tim
time in 1973 when we first embarked on a broad study of it. So ][assure
you that the views I speak to today do represent our 1,35(I ][eagm_,
with some 140,000 members.

We are limiting our comments today- to what we consider I;he basic
!issue at hand, which is the state of the Federal Election Cot: mission,
although we do have positions on a great many things in m_gard to
campaign funding.

Essentially I am here today to urge you and indeed the enl:i:e Con-
gress to act speedily to pass legislation that would reconstit_; le an in-
dependent Federal Election Commission, a Commission a]:,pointed
]by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate.

I would like to say in some respects I share the opinions _;?_pressed
]by Fred Wertheimer of Common Cause, who urged adequate i!undir:g.
I cannot speak to the exact level, but I do think that operati:,ll ;_'on the
basis of interim funding is not really a viable basis and whi],i(you are
at recxmstituting it, perhaps we can do something about mot, perma-
nent funding as well.

The campaign finance issue, and particularly this now ,cIincern_cl
with the constituency of the Commission seems to us to be flit ed wit;ih
:rhetoric and emotionalism and we hope that the congmssionlili[ debs te
.on this will not take on this kind of pitch;that it will foc,l:l!;on the
necessities of the situation within the next 11 days; and that Ihe Con-
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gress will put aside any emotion or self-interest which they feel about
it as a result of any of the activities of the Commission during the time
it has been in operation.

We have felt from the very beginning that an independent Com-
mission with broad enforcement powers is keyed to a viable law in this
field.

We think the most important contribution we can make right now
is to try to steer discussion back to what seems to us to be the real issue
involved, which is the vigorous enforcement of the campaign law in
an effort to restore public confidence in Government.

In our own study of campaign financing we had overwhehning
agreement that an independent body was essential to campaign relorm
and indeed from the very beginning we saw some deficiencies in the
law in regard to the way it set up the Commission.

In fact_ we said in the beginning that an independent body, as we
saw it, referred to an elections commission which would _ntralize
reporting, oversee campaign receipts and expenditures, and enforce
the campaign financing laws and that the Commission must be ade-
quately funded instead with the powers to investigate, to subpena, to
initiate court action against violators and to have strong penalties
against violators.

Throughout the debate on the passage of the 1974 axnendments, we
repeatedly stressed the need for this; and I think this is even more
apparent in the year that has passed since that time. In fact_ because
of our strong commitment to this we intervened, along with the Center
for the Public Finance of Elections and Common Cause to defend the
law in the case of Buckley v. Valeo.

As you know, the Supreme Court upheld the major provisions, but
we think this would be a hollow victory, if indeed it was one, if the
law which we defended were not enforced.

I urge you to consider the kind of situation which would exist if
Congress does not reconstitute an independent commission.

Without it, there will be no place for the hundreds of candidates
and politicalJy active persons to turn for authoritative answers and
interpretations of the complex law. Certainly candidates are already
confused enough and, I might sly that we are ourselves in somewhat
of that bind because we are doing a series of Presidential candidates
and our baseline are those that qualify for public financing.

We are awaiting our decision right now two that are pending. We
think the vast majority of candidates really want to comply. They do
not want to obscure or avoid the law, but they will have no one to turn
to for guidance if Congress does not act in the next few days.

I heard the testimony of the Commission that they have received
around 300 requests, as we understand it, including requests for opin-
ions of counsel. Actually, there are some 500 advisory opinions re-
quested and pending. It seems to us that neither the Justice Depart-
ment nor the General Accounting Office nor the Clerk of the House
and the Secretary of the Senate are really a feasible alternative to an
independent commission and that to go that route would put us back
where we were in 1972.

The chief problem_ of course_ wit h the previous law was enforce-
ment. ]Its penalties were too low. ]Its apparatus was inefficient. It sen-
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forcement authority was fragmented. It, amounted to a sl_,_:_on _:he
wrist. There has been a lack of uniformity iii handling and :,_porting
complaints, a l_ck of central control.

So essentially what we are saying is_ let us not turn back; ti:_e clock.
The most important drawback: in the past was the monitor]i:l _g bodies
lacked the power of subpena. _[_hey had to look to the Justi(:,_ Depart-
ment for full enforcement.

Of the thousands of reported violations transmitted to Justic% _c-
tion was taken in only a few cases. If campaign reform is to ii;ave r,'_al
meaning, effective enforcement is a must.

We think the need for the mechaifism is not confined to tii[:,t_issue of
campai_ financing. In fact, l_he current call for lobby re2!,strat:ion
reform is again a response to the recognition that laws in :the bo(_ks
are meaningless without enforc, ement.

The one thing we seem to have to learn over _and over a_;_;:in is ,he
passage of law is not enough; it has no effect without the i::_owerof
enforcement. In this case. we see an independent commissior :i,?ith full
regulatory powers is essential.

We urge the Senate and indeed every Member of Congr!_s to Imt
aside any of the hostilities which have arisen in the past y_:_c and _to
make (!.lear the issue, which is that of an independent conun:i:!!_don.

Without an independent cc,mmission, the campaign fin_,B_cel_ws
will be meaningless. We think the people will not be satisfie,![ ,;vith less
than reconstitution of an independent commission; and w_:_thin_: it
might indeed interpret the failure of Congress to act as aL::;attempt
to renege on its promises to the public.

The mood of the public in this election year is not easy to ,,;?_ess_but
if we had to guess, we would say that the public will not easelly for;_et
nor will it forgive either the lack of action on the part of th_ r,ii_ongress
or reluctarLce or lip service on this issue as a result of the b:'aum_tic
times we have all been through.

I would be glad to answer any questions.
Senator PELL. Thank you wBry much ind_d. Ms. Clusen Z appre-

ciate your testimony.
Senator Cannon _.
Senator CA_r_o_. You do :not take any position or_ thi_ on _i;he

question of public financing _.
Ms. CL_rS_N. We have, and_ as I said, we have positions thuough_:_ut

this whole field. I think _ would have to sa honestl that _,_,r fear is· . . Y . Y .....
that it could get so t_ed up m this that what we think is most :_ssential
to accomplish would not happen.

We do support a combination of public and private finax, :lng. _l_Ve
do support extension of public financing to candidates for C!ongr,_,_s.
Certainly we would be glad to see these things happen, but h-_agrn_.ti-'
tally speaking, I guess given the passage of legislation in the C'ongre.,;s,
we do not think it ca_ take place in 11 days, and this is more i_r_port:_:at
to us.

Senator C_ro_. Thank you very much.
Senator P_LL. Thank you W_l'y much.
Our :next witness is Mr. Ira Glasser_ president of the ilIq_wY_rk

Civil Liberties Union.
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STATEMENT OF IRA GLASSER, DIRECTOR, NEW YORK CIVIL LIBER-
TIES UNION, ACCOMPANIED BY PROF. RALPH WINTER, YALE
LAW SCHOOL

Mr. GL_,ssEm Thank you.
I am Ira Glasser, director of the New York Civil Liberties Union.
With me today is Prof. Ralph Winter of Yale Law School.
As you probably know, the New York Civil Liberties Uaion was

a plaintiff in B_c_ley v. VaZeo, and Proiessor Winter was counsel in
that case for plaintiff Senator Buckley.

We appear hera today jointly on behalf of the American Civil
Liberties Union. We would like the opportunity to submit written
testimor_y to you within a couple of days.

We thought now we would simply like to comment informally and
briefly on a variety of the issues that face you.

It is our view that taken as a whole the Congress enacted witZh insuf-
ficient scrutiny the first time the Federal Election Campaign Act
Amendments of 1974, and its predecessor act of 1971, as well.

We believe that in addressing yourselves to the constitutional ques-
tions involved in achieving the ends of the bill, you listened to the
wrong advice, and paid insufficient attention to the constitutional lim-
its. As a result we and others started that litigation which ended in
the Supreme Court decision last January, and as a result we now all
have to function wifilin the first amendment limits that the Court set
down.

What is left of the bill can fairly be called a wreckage, I think, and
I think it would be a mistake to automatically defend that wreckage
as if it were an original bill.

I think it is fair to say that if what is left now of the law were
submitted initially as a proposed bill nobody would have supported
it. It would be much better, I think, to begin from scratch, to take
the court decision as a signal to go back and do it right this time,
and to separately address each of the problems which the legislation
sought to address the first time, but this time within the limits set
by the Court.

Professor Winter will comment first on our view on the Federal
Election Commission, and also on limits on contributions, and I will
comment afterward on disclosure of public financing and the volun-
tary funds that are available to corporations and unions.

Mr. WI>,ama. Thank you.
We favor the reconstituting of the Federal Election Commission

with only the power to administer the reporting and disclosure pro-
visions, and the power to supply candidates for Federal funding in
Presidential elections.

We would leave enforcement and the rest of the statute to the
ordinary law enforcement agencies. We think that a commission
with broad law enforcement powers carries with it many dangers,
some of a philosophical nature, some more of a pragmatic nature. The
existence of the commission really calls for law enforcement, and
really calls for the constant monitoring of political activities, much
of the same kind that was criticized in the case of the FBI.
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Whereas it may have been unauthorized there, nevertl:l,_iLess the
danger is the same.

Secondly, we feel that. a commission will constantly e:',_::l_and:its
]powers and be constantly rewriting the law without rega:_:',t to the
imtent of Congress.

We think to some extent the Commission has publicized i[_terven.-
tion in the Morton case, which was an instance of its uml.,_rtaking
'without extended hearings and interpretation of the law _that was
ihardly clear.

Finally, as a practical matter, I would like to disagree wit] :t;some of
the people who testified earlier as to what a great thing it is I:,::,hav_': a
commission that hands out advisory opinions.

No candidate can, without risking loss at an election, disob, :y, or i:_o
against an opinion issued by this CommiSsion. Yet there i:_ also no
time to have a full hearing on the merits, or a full heari:rm:!!;before_3ourts.

We very often have an ad hoc decision by a commission I:[::_atdoes
not even have the lifetime status of an article 3 cour h and we find
that to be very dangerous.

In the case of Rogers Morton,, for example, the chairmal:_ of the
Commission apparently iust went to the newspapers and de_::l_red t:_is
'view that something illegal had o.'one on. This itself is p,::,iitica][y
damaging.

The White House, although they continue to say they tho_ !!:hrth,_z;y
were .right on the law, felt compelled nevertheless to acce(i,i to tt:_is
exercise of power by the Comnfission, which, so far as I knov' did not
follow any notice right to a hearing, or any other du_ process
procedure.

Mr. Glasser can testify, to an example irt New York where l::_eState
election commission did a similar thing, :md the opponent c:madidate
iimmedia.tely began to print leaflets stating that the State ,:'lection
commmsmn stated that someone had violated the law.

I think if the Senators would take into account, what hal:,t_ened l;o
them with the Commission really, not subject to jud4cial revi_!_,,:_'hand-
img down ad hoc decisions in public during a campaign, th_;.' might
be less anxious to reconstitute such a power.

As to contributions. I would raise only two points, goi:_:t:!:to t_m
unfairness that has now worked as a result of the Suprer_]L, Court
decision.

The first is that candidates will have lost control of a larg,z_ part of
their campaign.

Mr. Agree has stated it better than I think I can. It is jl_:_.;tas to
how money will flow into campaigns, and candidates will _!;[.eth¢_[r
positions perhaps stated wrongly, perhaps either opponents ::t:tack¢,.d
m ways that would create sympathy for their opponents, and ':::_eoth_?.r
things that happen that. i_{effect, they are unable to control.

That seems to me to be unfortunate, and it seems to me to i::_,unfair
to candidates.

The second point is a point about wealthy candidates. I ]:,?:dly am
amazed. I have been following the passa_,re of the 1974 act, :;r_d th::[t
act was rarely mentioned with(mt the statement that it will .:i_'ive the
wealthy from politics, and we will no longer have a situatio:_, where
the wealthy have an advantage of gaining public office.
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I am amazed to sit here today and hear advocates of the statute say,
gee, the major provisions were upheld, that everything we wanted we
got. There have not been that many changes. All we need now is a
new Federal Election Commission.

Well, of course, the truth is otherwise. There has been a lot of specu-
lation as to the effect of the statute, but we do not have to speculate
very hard as to one effect of this court decision if Congress does not
list the contribution limits.

More wealthy people will run for offce, and more wealthy people
will win office, and there really cannot be just any doubt about that.

Mr. GLASSrm. As to the disclosure provisions, I think it is important
to read the Court's decision very carefully. We have no quarrel with
the Court's criteria, which sets down after a long recitation of the
line of cases, beginning with N._CP against Alabama, in protecting
the parties who may say harassment.

We think Congress need go no further than trying to paraphrase
that in statutory language.

We are happy with the Court's criteria, and think it adequately pro-
tects the interest of associations in that respect. We do think that it
must be listed according to the criteria the Court sets down.

The Court, after all, said that the only thing that one had to balance
on the other side was the possibility of corruption, or the appearance
of corruption, the possibility, put colloquially, of buying a candidate.

We submit that the present threshold levels which require candi-
dates and parties to keep records of $10 contributions subject to audit
by the Commission, and require automatic disclosure of $100 or mo_
is far too low to be even reasonably expected for stay candidate.

The Court agreed with us quite explicitly, but referred it to Congress
in setting that limit higher, and we think Congress should a_ept that
deferral, and go ahead and raise the threshold.

We would recommend that the recordkeeping threshold be limited
to $100 contributions, and that there be a sliding scale upward for
disclosure for office. The exact figure, obviously, is open to debate, but
we would suggest something like $250 for Congress, $500 for the Sen-
ate, and $1,000 for the Presidency.

We think that it iZ patently absurd to suggest that contributions
smaller than those for those offices could be set to buy a candidate,
and, if they cannot buy a candidate, we think that the right of associa-
tion privacy should win out.

We would also suggest that the burden of keeping those records is
substantial, particularly on small, underfinanced campaigns. The bur-
den of just keeping the records so that they will have it if the Federal
Election Commissibn decides to audit, is a tremendous burden, and
should not be undertaken when you are dealing with a level under $10.

We would also sugg.est that p.arties and candidates, which expend a
_mall amount of money m pursuit of an office be entirely exempt from
c]isclosure, no matter what the size contribution is.

We believe that that is important for this reason: If the candidate
or party is so small as not to be serious, one might set that level at dif-
]_'r ' ' 'eent amounts, depending on how you decided what was semous and
what was not, but it would seem to me that they ought to be exempt
from the burden entirely, a burden which is st_bstantial in terms ot
small parties.
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It will be argued that disclosure is impo_ant, even for t_:Svial ca,n-didacies, in order to prevent, stalking hors_.s. My response 'would be
that a stalking horse cannot stalk Very far if it is not sp_ding too
much money.

I would not presume to suggest what level that ought il,::be. I do
think the Congress ought to do now what it did not do before, and
that is pay attention to the lewfi that is really important for i:t_epeop]e
to know_ That is a clear mandm;e of the court.

Apart from that, we are happy with the disclosure rel:::_edy. We
think, of course, it is the preferred remedy.

We think limits on contributions and expenditures, and ]L_J_vingl;he
public know who was beholden to who is the ultimate sanc_:gon.

After all, remember, we have never functioned in this co u:,_try with
a full disclosure provision before. Whatever ills may have exi..ited prior
to this act, they did not exist in an atmosphere in which full Cisclosare'_
of admittedly large contributions to mai or party candidates ;vas man-
dated.

The evil that was involved when people set out to cast tl_L,_irballot
was not that large amounts of money was going to cand:id:_tes, but
more that nobody knew about, and not knowing about it, _::i:::Levoters
were not able to apply their san.ction.

The ultimate sanction on large contributors is the vote, nol:. a regula-
tory system, not a system of criminal laws, not a system of p_ _::,]fibitions
or certifications and monitoring political[ activity, but the _:action is
the vote, and the reason why that sanction never was befol:,!, was be-
cause the voters never knew before.

We think at the very least that a less drastic alternative o :mg'htto be
tried before you start monkeying around with the first ar::l_ndment.

As to segregated funds, this act continued to permit, in _!_,_:meways
expand, and the Court deciskm expands still further, the il:ower of
special interest by corporations and unions.

We think if you are interested in equity, if you are interest,_!d in put-
ting candidates on a more equal financial footing, if you are :.2Lterested
m opening up elections to the small people, that the small ,:_ontribu-
tors, that the most significant thing you can do is not focus _tpon the
few rich maverick individuals, but rather upon the real e:,::ercise of
financial power involved in politics in this country, and that is l:he
enormous concentrations of money and wealth that is implici I: namely,
in corporations and unions.

This bill allowed them more power than they had ever bee:l:_allowed
before. It created the situation where they could prolife:_:_te their
commissioners, and where they can rame virtually an _L:m:alimil_'A
amount of money, spend an unlimited amount of money, an.::i now the
act makes it worse by placing an individual limit mi eontribl:lt:ions, by
allowing that to stand while il; allows rations and corporat!i,ms to go
their merry way.

I think it is not an exaggeration to say that to a large ex II_nt th,_ose
special interests now have the capacity to capture the don:L:iaant in-
fluence in both major parties, a,nd insofar as the public fina_l.:Stng pro-
visions, the major effect is to :fund the two !major parties, _:m::_dtaken
together you have a kind of po]itical religion in this country.

There are two political links, to be exact, Democrats and tlepuMi-
cans, each with its own special interest, and it is fair to say th.at m,_st
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political funding has to go through each of those special interests, and
each of those political links in order to be accepted. Everything else is
relegated to the wayside.

We think that the present prohibitions on direct contributions of
money by corporations and unions, two candidates ought not to have
the present exemptions.

To facilitate voluntary funds is not construed as contribution, and
hence is permitted. We think that you ought to construe it as a pro-
hibition, and we think you ought to prohibit it.

We think if you do that, what will happen is that you will eliminate
the major source of institutional financial inequity in this country.

As to public financing, we would agree with a good deal of what
has been said before about the present scheme, and also the inherent
discretion.

Tomorrow Ellen McCormack is going before the Federal ]Election
Commission to get her fund certified. I understand that a rival group
is also going to file a complaint saying that she is not bonafide, that
she had misrepresented her position, she has misrepresented her can-
didacy, and she should not be certified, for example, she should not
get the funds.

The first amendment does not include that kind of adjudication by
a Government agency. We do not want to see a situation where some-
body runs for office, and somebody else is opposed to their substan-
tive position, and goes in and makes complaints, and the Government
gets involved in adjudicating who is right and who is wrong, and who
is misrepresenting, and who gets the money.

We s_y this even though our position on the question of abortion
could not be further removed from Ellen McCormack's.

We would also suggest one small revision which we think is directed
by fairness in your current scheme. We think that the entire Federal
Election Campaign Act and its amendmer_ts, with the possible excep-
tion of the discharge provisions, ought not to apply at all to any can-
didates or parties whoare not eligible for public funding.

We say this for one reason, if they are not eligible for public fund-
ing, it is because you have made your judgment that their candidacy is
sufficiently small as to not be paid attention to.

The probability of success is so low that you do not have to give it
public funding.

If its probability of success is so low, then it seems to me, the ap-
pearance of a corporation, the quid pro quo, the buying of a candidate,
is equally low.

If a candidate or a party cannot be strong enough to qualify for
public funding, it cannot be strong enough to qualify for limits on
contributions.

So at the very least I think the public financing ought to be amended
in that fashion.

I think we will now be prepared to submit to any questions you
might have.

I would also like to submit a small booklet that we have prepared,
which sets forth more fully our positions on all these matters for the
record.

Senator P_rJ,. It will be kept in the subcommittee files.
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Then, in essence, with the various legislation and bills, y::,_;[would
support the Kennedy-Scott bill, title 1 of the Kennedy-Scolt is that
correct _.

Mr. WI_TER. We have not seen those bills, Mr. Chairman
From the description I have heard, I suspect the bill we ,:_:ould be

most likely to support, the one that would come the closest, I:J,_t we do
not think goes far enough, is the one introduced by Senator ]i!mckley.

We do not want law enforcement policy in the Commissk,,l:_.
Senator PrLL. Thank you.
Mr. GLASSER.I would say th'at like other speakers it is ki_::t of di f-

ficult to deal with the exact provisions of language of a bill B:hatyou
ihave not seen or just recently seen. The only bill I have se,i!_nat all,
the only bill I have touched at all, is the Buckley bill and that l:,)t more
'than 10 minutes ago when someone handed it to me. I think v:',_will be
prepared to say more explicitly later, but I think at this ]?.,:tint we
should set forth the criteria and have you evaluate the ruh,_i by our
criteria.

Senator Pzni.. Thank you. Senator Cannon.
Senator CaN_oN. Is there any question about the constit_:l::i onaliw

of Congress giving the enforcement power to the Federal l_:_,lecti(m
Commission ?

Mr. W_XTZR. I think there still is a question of constitution _t]ity left
in that there are many decisions of the Supreme Court sa:iAng you
_annot delegate excessive dmcietmn in the, first amendment a_,_a to an
administrative body. These are al} cases with State legislatio::l, but we

made the argument in the Supreme Court.Senator CAN_o_¢. I am glad to kno_ that we are in acco_ :l on the
recordkeeping of the $10 contribution. It seems to me that s_l.wes m)
useful purpose, and certainly until you get to the point that :ti;has i:()
be disclosed, unless you are going to assume that the CommissL::., might
want to come back and audit all of your less than $100 contrilk, at:ions, ][
do not think it serves any useful purpose.

You suggested that we ought to go to a higher limit on Lihedis-
closure.

What do you have in mind there?
Mr. GLASSER.Well_ I think that the actual numbers could b_!_Lrsome

discussion, but I would suggest to begin with that the fo}lo,;mg crk.-
teria be developed:

The Court made it clear, and I think you would agree that Lf there
is a purpose to ,disclose contributions it is to disclose those c.mtribu-
tions where the people contributing might be expected to h_myemore
influence than your average $'2G,$30, $40 contribution. I thin]i: that :is
something that the public has a right to know about before it casts irs
ballot.

The question is what level would that be before one can re_lL_onably
expect to exercise that kind of influence. I think immediately it be--
comes apparent that that is different in different offices. Yi?t_atew_r
the size contribution ;viii get you in the front office to a Congr_!!_:sman's
office, it would not get you into the front door of the White H(:, t_:_, and
I would expect the Senate is somewhere in }_tween.

We would suggest a sliding _a]e and for purposes of su i,_i_i,_estion
we would like to begin with about $250 ior the House, $50(i for the
Senate, and $1,000 for the Presidency in terms of automatic d ii!_:'_losure
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with recordkeeping being mandated down to $100 so if there is any
reason to believe that there is a manipulation going on by busting up
large contributions into small contributions, they could still be audited
with some kind of recordkeeping mandated at $100 or above and we
think the automatic disclosure can be moved up by small amounts.

You pointed out some of the problems in connection with the ad-
visory opinion subject and were critical of :them.

Do you not think it is better to have someone giving guidelines in
the nature of an advisory opinion or in some form on which a can-
didate can rely rather than have the candidate in a position that he
ust has to go ahead and take a chance ? Here at least he has a prima
acie compliance with the law if he abides by the decision.

Mr. WI_l_. Well, he may not.
I forget the exact statutory language., but you are not totally pro-

tected against criminal prosecution. The problem is the criminal
prosecution is in the Justice Department whereas the advisory opinion
is in the Commission.

Senator CA_o_. You would admit there would be a strong pre-
sumption in his favor if he followed the opinion ?

Mr. WI_amR. Probably. The problem is there will also be a strong
presumption against him.

The point I was raising, and I think it is a very valid point, is that
you candidates will never really get a full hearing on those rules. You
know, you do not really get to argue it or anything else and you are
really stuck with it. You cannot start disobeying that in front of your
constituency.

Senator CA2¢>coN.I agree. You have no chance to contest it on the
rulemaking.

I think it is a very valid point you raise, but I am also concerned
about the fact :that a candidate needs to have some place he can go and
get some kind of guidance.

Mr. GLASSra_.Not if you accept all of our proposals. If you would
accept all of our proposals, the scheme would be so simplified that
that apparatus would not be required.

We, after all, believe and to a large extent the Court has agreed by
now, that disclosure was the main remedy. That is a rather rumple
remedy. We believe in the first amendment area you do take your
chances, you do say what you want and spend what you want, and
you do not want a Government agency getting involved saying it was
lawful or unlawful, certified or not, certified, when you have not had
a chance to deal with that presumption of legitimacy which the public
has a right to read into.

The incident that Professor Winter referred to in New York in-
volved the State election commission there certifying as having vio-
lated the law particular leaflet of a candidate. We eventually repre-
sented that candidate and got a first amendment decision reversing
that, but by then the election was over and the candidate's opponent
had printed up his own leaflet and taken out ads in the newspaper
saying the State election certified my opponent as a lawbreaker. One
was free speech and the other was not.

I think that that kind of thing is implicit when you have the inter-
vention of the Government agency deciding what is permissible speech
and what is not, that which is not contemplated by the first amendment.
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We think if you go to a simpler scheme that relies primar:i ? on the
disclosu:re, which has never be,en tried in this country, an,:!i let the
voters apply the sanction, let the voters give the advisory e';::inion on
election day, I think we at least have the obligation to tw tt{_,:!;before
we rush off into these other ,schemes whose results we c_;:::_barely
contemplate.

Senator CAN_'oN. Of course, that is what we had in millE.:[in tlhe
previous law; trying to go to the full disclosure provision _::_d see if
that would not take care of the problem.

Mr_ GLASS_:R.Well, that. was a full disclosure provision x';'l:L:kchwas
not narIx)wly enough drafted to avoid the infirmities that _t]_[_Court
pointed out. I think it is possible to draw a provision which ,loes not
,rafter from the effects of predecessor law, does not spill over to
political groups, like the Common Cause, like that, but which ,fi,,)esdeal
with disclosing large contributions to major party candidal;,_s. That
merely is where the abuse is, after all. Nobody is intereste:} in who
contributes $50,000 to Xomnan Thomas' campaign. That is it:Jotwhat
this law is supposed to be directed at. What we are really :i:t:k:erested
in and what this law is really directed at extensively is _I,r::,let tlhe
people know what big money is behind the major Democ::'.a_ic and
Republican candidates and once you draw the lines carefull !;'on tha,t
I still submit that is a technique which has never been tried _:,ndis a.t
least a drastic alternative that ought to be tried.

Senator CAN_o_r. What is your suggestion for the probl_! of tlhe
independent spender or independent committee _.

Mr. WI_'TEa. We think you ought to raise the contributi,::,n lim!Lts
so more money can flow to the candidates and they can con;:_'ol their
campaigns.

There is nothing in the Court's decision you can do about it_
You are either going to be faced with an enormous ludicr, J_,m:_ssitua-

tion where you spend your tirae denying what all these p;_'_,ple are
saying or defending charges that you have coordinated wid_ t:hem.

I think you ought to raise the contribution limits.
Mr. GLASSER.We, in our position, do not face that prd_,iiem, but

the Court has left us with makin¢ that somewhat bizarre di_d;inction
that one kind of expenditure is OK and the other is not and :_i;is OK
!if it is independent, which means you are going to expect o:,:,::spiraey
investigations as to who is saying what to whom and un!;er what
circumstances. Given that. situa_tion, the Court has said it is :;_rllright
to maintain the contribution limits, but I think you ought to ,_se your
discretion to at least raise them to avoid the anomaly that t]_[_Cout_
decision has left us with.

Senator CANNOh'. Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, gentlemen.
Mr. GLAssEa. Thank you.
Senator PELL. There is going to be a rollcall vote, two '.:.f them,

which should pretty well wind up the afternoon.
Mr. Brite Clagett, Covington & Burling, is the next wi:.,_ess and

then Ms. Cynthia Burke, Secretary, Committee for Democn,,Jl2C Elec-
tion Laws.

Mr. Clagett, you can come forward first and if the bell _d;arts to
:ring I will have to ask you te submit the rest of your testir::Jony and
I will give the remaining 4 or 5 minute to Ms. Burke.
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STATEMENT OF BRICE CLAGETT, MEMBER, LAW FIRM 017
COVINGTON & BURLING, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. CLAG_r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
'My name is Brice Clagett. I am a member of the law firm of Cov-

ington & Burling. I was one of tile lawyers for the plaintiffs in the
case of Buckley v. Valeo, some of the consequences of which you are
considering today. I do not appear here as a representative, of those
plaintiffs or anyone else, but simply as a citizen who over the past year
has had occasion to do a good deal of thinking about the election laws.

I will just hit the high spots and give nay statement to the reporter.
The Supreme Court has now clearly recognized that any regulation

of campaign expenditures and contributions operates in a critically
sensitive area of constitutional concern.

Moreover, the election law is both highly complex and in many
respects, perhaps unavoidably, vague.

In these circumstances, the power to interpret the law !is largely
the power to make new law. A Commission with that kind of power
has vast influence over the political process.

My testimony then concerns two adjustments that, in :my view,
need to be made to the committee's powers if your decision is to re-
constitute it to say that from being held unconstitutional all over
again.

It is h.ighly inappropriate, and perhaps unconstitutional, for any
agency m effect to make law in an area trenching so sharply on so
basic a constitutional right as freedom of speech. The fact is that,
when either a candidate or an ordinary citizen is told by the Com-
mission that certain political activity would violate the law, he will
in the overwhelming majority of cases refrain from engaging in that
activity although he is convinced the Commission's interpretation
is wrong. He will thus be chilled from exercising what a court might,
well ultimately hold were his rights under both the Constitution
and the statute. He will in effect be subjected to a prior restraint on
the exercise of his first amendment rights by action of the Com-
mission.

It may well be that this chilling effect or prior restraint result-
ing from Commission pronouncements would itself be held to violate
the Constitution. In my opinion, it would be. The Court had no oc-
casion to decide that issue in B,tckley v. Va leo, because the Court
held the Commission's powers unconstitutional on other grounds.

So if the Commission is reconstituted without any changes to
address the problem, I suggest there will still be a heavy constitutional
cloud over the Commission and the removal of that cloud will neces-
sarily await further litigation.

Now, Professor Winter a moment ago addressed himself to some
extent to the same problem under the name of unconstitutional dis-
cretion in the Commission in the first amendment area and he suggested
that one solution was not to give the Commission any rulemaking or
advisory opinion power. That is one solution, but I see myself very
strongly the force of Senator Cannon's observation that some guidance
is needed for candidates and others so that citizens can get help in
deciding what they can safely do.
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So, I would suggest another solution to you. The Cor':_i_ission
Should not have rulemaking power. It should have the pov_:_r if :il;
has enforcement power to gra. nt advisor T opinions and iss_:,!_guid,_-
lines, but there should be a very explicit provision to the ef!!'E_ctthst
such pronouncements do not have the force of law, are vali(! rely to
the extent they conform to the statute, may not be used to c_:_:,_teany
presumption of violation or c.rinlinal intent in an action '_!;,,:_finst_L
candidate or other citizen who has chosen to disregard fi_,_m, and
they are inadmissible as evidence against the citizen in such a:t action.

Such a provision is incorporated in Senator Buckley's bill, :)r tha:l;
it could well stand being lnax]e more detailed _nd more ex]:_l[cit.

Only by such a solution, I submit, can the Congress pre,:_mt tt':e
Commission from operating as a czar over the entire politica )roeess
whose every view has the force of law for most practical 1;:,_rpose_,.
Only thus can citizens be permitted their constitutional rigl::_: to di;_-
agree with the Commission, to act on that disagreement, an(:: :o take
their chances with the statute as the Congress wrote it and e_:__cted !t
without any presumption, in :fact, or l_w that they are in ,,[olaticn
merely because of what the Commission has said. That kin(i of pre-
sumption, it seems to me_ would follow some agency exp_r:'t;ise c,r
from the binding effect of regulations or' however you cha':_cterize
it., it is clearly unconstitutional when applied in the first arr_z!_dmertt
area.

My second point is this.
The 1974 act; did impose one very substantial restraim :)n t_e

Commission: the power of e_ther House of Congress to veto tl_,, Com-.
raission_s regulations. I submit that the legislative veto is an ::i:iappro..
priate and very probable unconstitutional restraint and S}m_::uldbe
excluded from any new legislation if the Commission is to :: given
rulemaking power at all.

If the rulemaking function :is;an Executive function, as ti:t; Cou_:'t;
very strongly suggested, then thc veto is an :impermissible ::im::i:lmsion
on. ]_xecutive authority.

I note from the President's statement of February 16 .._:LdM:'.
Scalia's testimony this mornin, g that the President shares _i_ view
that the legislative veto is constitutional. Yet, he proposes at you
reenact it_ which strikes me as in the extreme. It is the respor_fibility
of the Congress and the President no less than of the Supren_t_ Court:
to judge proposed legislation against the Constitution and if ]: deerrs
il_unconstitutional it should not enact it.

The Court found it unnecessa? to pass on the legislative v!! :o issue;
as such in the B_ckley case since it held the Commission's rul:!makin_
power unconstitutional because of the appointment method.

Senator P_. Excuse me for interrupting, but I want to i,.:_veMs,
Burke a chance here.

Would you put the rest of yom' testimony in the record _.
Mr. CLxor_r. I could indeed, sir.
Senator P_LL. Your statement will be made a part of th,: r'ecord.
[The statement referred to fol]_ows :]

STATEMEI_'T BY BRICE M. CLAGETT, MEMBER, LAW' FIRM OF COVING'i'.:_:( &

BURLING, _¥ASHINGTON, I). C.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee: My name is Brice 31, Clagett,
and I am a member of the law firm of Covington & Burling, in Washing_ _:n. I wes
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one of the lawyers for the plaintiffs in the case of Buekley v. Valeo, some of the
consequences of which you are considering today. I do not appear here as a repre-
sentative of those plaintiffs or anyone else, but simply as a citizen who over the
past year has had occasion to do a good deal of thinking about the election laws.

I am not here to take any position on whether the Federal Election Commission
should be re-created on the basis of a constitutionally permissible method of
appointment or whether, rather, its powers should be transferred to some other
agency or agencies. I wish to make only two limited points with regard to S.
2911:

(1) If the Commission is re-created with its prior enforcement powers, it
should not be given rulemaking authority; it should be given power to issue
guidelines and advisory opinions, but the status of those pronouncements should
be qualified so as to protect the constitutional rights of citizens which the
Supreme Court has recognized.

(2) If, contrary to my first point, a new Commission is given rulemaking
power, its rules should not be made subject to a legislative veto.

I. The Supreme Court has clearly recognized that any regulation of ,campaign
expenditures and contributions operates in a critically sensitive area of consti-
tutional concern. The Court left no doubt that such regulation inevitably en-
croaches on free speech and makes inevitable a balancing process between com-
pelling governmental needs and first amendment freedoms. When activity by
citizens in this most sensitive area is subjected to regulation, especially with
criminal sanctions, the inhibiting effect on political expression is acute.

Moreover, the election law is both highly complex and in many respects, per-
haps unavoidably, vague--as was fully recognized in the Senate debate last fall
on the Commission's office-account regulations (121 Cong. Rec. S. 17873-89, daily
ed., Oct. 8, 1975).

In these circumstances, the power to interpret the law is largely the power to
make new law. A commission with that kind of power has vast influence over
the political process, not necessarily excluding the power to determine the result
of particular elections.

The existing Commission has used these powers with a vengeance. In many
respects its pronouncements made new law--sometimes where the statute as
enacted by the Congress was silent; sometimes in rather striking disregard of
what the statute did say. Attached as an appendix to this statement is a list of
just a few of the more conspicuous lawmaking pronouncements the Commission
issued in only 4 months of operation.

I don't mean to be too hard on the Commission. Given the exceptional com-
plexity and vagueness of the statute, possibly no interpreting and enforcing
agency could have avoided making itself subject to the same criticism.

It is highly inappropriate, and perhaps unconstitutional, for any agency in
effect to make law in an area trenching so sharply on so basic a constitutional
right as freedom of speech, and on a subject so crucial to our survival as a free
democratic country as the electoral process itself. The fact is that, when either
a candidate or an ordinary citizen is told by the Commission that certain political
activity which he wishes to undertake would violate the law, he will in the over-
whelming majdrity of cases refrain from engaging in that activity although he is
convinced the Commission's interpretation is wrong. Even if he is otherwise dis-
posed to litigate the issue, if he is well advised by counsel he will be aware (1)
that a court probably will enforce a Commission rule as having the force of law,
at least unless it flatly and unquestionably is contrary to the words of the statute,
and (2) that a court will give great weight to any Commission pronouncement,
because of alleged agency expertise, in deciding on the proper interpretation of
the statute. He will thus be chilled from exercising what a court might well ulti-
mately hold were his rights under both the Constitution and the statute. He will
in effect be subjected to a prior restraint on the exercise of his first amendment
rights.

It may well be that this chilling effect or prior restraint resulting from Com-
mission pronouncements would itself be held to violate the Constitution. x The
Court had no occasion to decide that issue in B_ckley v. Valeo, although the

1See, e.g., Speiser v. Randall, 357 U.S. 513 (1958), where the Court held that tax-
assessment procedures which shift the burden of proof to the taxpayers are not adequate
where First Amendment issues are at stake. See also, e.g.. Bantam Books, Inc., v. Sullivan,
372 U.S. 58 (1963); Freedman v. Maryland, 389 U.S. 51 (1965); Southeastern Promotions,
Ltd. v. Conrad, 43 L. Ed. 2d 448. 460 (1975); Saia v. New York, 334 U.S. 558 (1948) ,
Keyishian v. Board o! Regents, 385 U.S. 589, 604 (1967); Lamont v. Postmaster G_neral
381 U.S. 301 (1965).
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plaintiffs raised it, because the Court held the Commission's po_;n;_):s uncon-
stitutional on other grounds. So if the Commission is re-created _;':i:hout _my
changes to address the problem I have 0uttiued, there will still /).,_a he_;rvy
constitutional cloud over the statute and the Commission, and t;l:'._ removal
of the cloud will necessarily await still further litigation.

I suggest that the proper solution is that a re-cre,ated Commission .L_;houldn(_t
be given rule-making power, except perhaps with respect to the fed_:::_.l-subsidy
provisions. If it is given enforcement responsibilities, it should hav,_ E:he power
to issue guidelines and advisory opinions--those are necessary so t;:L'.Ltcitizens
can get ;help in deciding what they can safely do---but there shoubl, be a pro-
vision to the effect that such pronouncements (lo not have the force ,c:4!law, are
valid only to the extent they conform to the statute, may not be use,c!! to create
any presumption of violation or criminal intent in an actio,n against .;_Lcandidate
or other citizen who has chosen 1;o disregard them, and are inad::::_issible as
evidence against the citizen in such an action.

The present statute has a provision (section 437f) that protects a c:_:izen vcho
acts in accordance with a Commission advisory opinion. That is _ !,_ood pro-
vision and should be re&ained. What I suggest is a further provision :,;, protect a
citizen who, because he disagrees with a Commission pronouncem_';F.!:, chooses
to act in disregard of it and finds himself the object o,f proceedings. !!!_:Lcha per-
son of course must take his chances that a court will decide independently ttmt
his actions violated the statute. But he shouhl not be made worse ,:!f, and in
effect forced to bow to whatever restrictions the Commission cho_)**,_ to place
upon him, because of the danger that a court will be influenced by II,_ position
the Commission has taken.

Only by such a solution, I submi:t, can the Congress prevent the C::mmission
from operating as it has, perhaps unavoidably, in the past: as a; :'.zar over
the entire political process whose every view hal; the force of la','__ for ntost
practical purposes. Only thus cart citizens be permitted their co_dtution_al
right to disagree with the Commission, to act on that disagreement, _;t:d to t_{ke
their chances with the statute as tlhe Congress wrote it and enacted i!.

II. The 1974 Act did impose one very substantial restraint ol'_ i:he Com-
mission: the power of either house of Congress to veto the CommissJ,:,:m:'s regula-
tions. I submit that, while the restraints I :trove suggested are appro_:riLate if not
necessary for constitutionality, the legislative veto is an inapprol:.t'iate and
very probably unconstitutional restraint, and should be excluded :.'rom :t]:_y
new legislation if the Commission i,_ to i)e given rule-making power al: _ 11.

The plaintiffs in the Buckley ease challenged the legislative vet(:, _s an un-
constitutional infringement of separation-of-powers principles. If C::mmission
rules subject to the veto are regarded as legislative in nature, th4.::_ the _'eto
results in what is in effect legislation by Congress without the ;i_'zesident's
having his constitutionally required opportunity to participate in th_ tegislalive
process. If, on the other hand, the rule-making function is executL_e--as t;he
Court strongly suggested in its discussion of the method of ,appc:_ting tlhe
commissioners--then the veto is an impermissible intrusion on execu'.:i '_.'eauthor-
ity. And the Act's provision for a veto by either House acting alone i_ _,ven more
questionable than the more usual device of a concurrent resolutio:m . The _'ed-
eralist, No. 51 (Madison), Cooke ed. 196L p. 350.

The Court fo,und it unnecessary to pass on the legislative-veto issue as s_:eh,
since it held the Commission's rule-making power unconstitutional t.,Emause of
the appointment method. The Court's opinion contains a lengthy fo(,:_:ote (._dip
opinion page 134, n. 176) which e.arefully outlined the legislative-w_l:.,, questio.n
and expressly left it open. In that footnote the Court cited two law revi i__varticles
which argued that the legislative veto is unconstitutional?

There are other strong intimations in the Court's opinion in Buek],_? that t;he
legislative-veto provision of this st:_tute will be held unconstitutien.'_] when t;he
question comes before the Court. iTPhe Court recognized that the C,:_::nmiss]on,
viewed as a legislative agency because of the appointment method, .::,::uld prop-
erly exercise any powers which Congress could exercise directly or 'll:_:_'ough '.):ne
of its committees. But the Court squarely held that rule-making is _,:,t such a
power. That being the case--it having been held that Congress c_:tnot ur{kc
campaign rules through the instrument of a legislative agency--I :It,d it h___rd

_Ginnane. "The Control of Federal Administration by Congressional Reso'iuttons and
Committees." 66 Harv. L. Rev. 569 (1.qt;3) : Watson, "Congress Steps Out: A i[i)ok at Con-
gresslonal Control of the F,xeeutive," 63 Calif. L. Rev. 983, i081-82 (19751,
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to see how the Court could avoid holding that direct participation by Congress
in the rule-making process through the legislative veto is likewise unconstitu-
tional?

The legislative veto is particularly inappropriate where, as here, it creates a
sharp conflict of interest. Members of the Congress, of course, are candidates for
ofiqce, and as such they are intimately affected by the Commission's regulations.
If, as has been repeated endlessly, a primary purpose of campaign reform is to
avoid even the appearance of impropriety, that end is hardly served by constant
and detailed embroilment of the Congress in interpreting and fleshing out the
campaign restrictions under which they--and their challengers--operate. Of
course implementation of the campaign law contains a host of opportunities for
tilt in favor of incumbents, and repeated congressional involvement will continu-
ally feed the suspicion that the Act is an incumbent's protection law. Far better
to let the rule-making process be carried on, under proper safeguards, by a
genuinely independent and impartial agency rather than one under incumbent
domination. I should think that the Congress would welcome the opportunity to
avoid future public spectacles of the sort that occurred over the rejection of the
office-account regulations last fall.

Finally, if the legislative veto is resurrected there will be ample room for an
argument that, even if such veto provisions in other contexts may not be uncon-
stitutional, its presence in this highly charged political context makes the Com-
mission an arm of Congress, even absent congressional appointment of the cpm-
missioners, and thus constitutionally invalidates the rule-making power. It
could also be argued that the resulting incumbent domination violates the con-
stitutional rights of challengers.

I am personally persuaded that the legislative veto in the 1974 Act is uncon-
stitutional and that the Supreme Court will, if necessary, so hold. To resurrect
it in a new statute would leave the Commission and its rules under a constitu-
tional cloud which only new litigation could eventually--resolve.

Thank you.
Attachment.

ATTACHMENT

1. Interim guidelines to govern special New Hampshire election, 40 Fed. Reg.
40668 (Aug. 21, 1975).

2. Eligibility of contributions for matching grants under Subtitle ti, FEC
Notice 197_40, 40 Fed. Reg. 41933 (Sept. 9, 1975).

3. Interim guidelines to govern special Tennessee election, 40 Fed. Reg. 43660
(Sept. 16, 1975).

4. Spending limit applicable to a candidate running for two Federal offices
simultaneously, FEC Notice 1975 _A, 40 Fed. Reg. 42839 (Sept. 16, 1975).

5. Disclosure regulations, 40 Fed. Reg. 44698 (Sept. 29, 1975).
6. Office-account regulations, 121 Cong. Rec. S. 17873-89 (daily ed. Oct. 8,

1975).
7. Rule requiring candidates to file reports with the Commission, House Rep.

No. 94-552, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (Oct. 9, 1975).
8. Attorneys' or accountanCs' fees as expenditures, AP 1975-27, 40 Fed. Reg.

51351 (Nov. 4, 1975).
9. Delegates to national nominating conventions: rules on contributions and

expenditures, AP 1975-12, 40 Fed. Reg. 55596 (Nov. 28, 1975).
10. Contribution to a candidate from members of his immediate family--

overruled by the Supreme Court (slip op. 48, n. 59), AO 1975-65, 40 Fed. Reg.
58393 (Dec. 16, 1975).

Mr. CLAGETT.I would like to add two very brief points, extremely
brief, that are not in my written testimony.

Senator PrLL. Certainly.

8 The brief submitted by the Justice Department in Buclcley for the Attorney General as
appellee and for the United States as amicus curiae argued that the legislative veto could
be justified only if the Commission was a legislative agency, which of cdurse the Court has
now held It cannot be (pp. 111-12). The brief correctly described the Watson law-review
article, one of those cited by the Court in its oolnion, as "the most recent and thorough
study [which] concludes that [congressional control] devices are often an unconstitutional
intrusion into executive authority" (p. 111, n. 70). Congressional oower to veto regula-
tions of executive or indenendent agencies is a device expressly found constitutionally
'_unacceptable" and "invalid" by Watson (op. cit. at 1082).
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Mr. CLAOm'r. This is in response to comments that were ]:,::_itdethis
morning. One was about public financing.

It has been widely assumed, both in testimony here today ired el,se-
where, that expenditure limits can, in effect, be restored thrc _L:L,ghFed-
eral subsidies. While it is quite true that the Supreme Courl: did rot
hold expenditure limits unconstitutional as applied to recil:_ients of
Federal subsidies, in my opinion, that issue remains wide e_'t/',en.The
Court had no occasion to consider a Claim by a candidate eli]i_ible for
Federal subsidies; but to subject him to the expenditure [limits in
return for subsidies is to impose an uncmmtitutional condit]_::._ on the
offering of Federal benefits.

I think on the basis of the C,ourt's precedence a strong c,q,..!!ecan be
:made that that is unconstitutional, and I would strongly re,::::,mmend
you lift the expenditure limits for candidates as well as :l[_,rthose
whom the Court has listed that: are nonaccepted.

Finally, I must also take issue with Senator Kennedy's _;B?_swerto
Senator Cannon's question this morning. Clearly, you could :ti_:.:)tmake
subsidies mandatory and attach expenditure limits to th,_!_::::l.That
would be precisely the imposition of general compulsory ex[::t:mditur'e
limits, which the court flatly held was unconstitutional.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator Cannon.
Senator CAN_O_. Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Our next witness is Ms. Cynthia Burke, __ B_cretaly,

Committee for Democratic Election Laws.
Thank you for being so patient.

STATEMENT OF MS. CYNTHIA BURKE, NATIONAL SEC]IVETARY.,
COMMITTEE FOR DEMOCRATIC ELECTION LAWS

}_fs. BURKE. I will submit the full text of my statemenll for the
record and just highlight a few points here.

The purpose of my testimony is to propose that the Fed¢?M Elec-
tions Commission, or whatever body is charged with admh,!istrating
the FECA be empowered to grant exemptions from the reqtl_:ii_emerLt;s
to report if evidence can be shown that such disclosure would subject
candidates and their supporters to government harassment, mind eco-
nomic reprisals.

Now, this proposal that the Committee on Election Law ha:_!,t:o make
is based on the precedents of the laws in Minnesota, W_L:!!;Mngton
State, and Washington, D.C., all of which are similar to th,?, Federal
Election Commission.

It is also based on some language in the Supreme Court, ::,pinion.s
on disclosure as it relates to minor parties and on page 3 of :<_ystate-
ment, toward the middle, you will see that; we point out that :::he Court
describes what sort of evidence of harassment would be req_:Lired to
support a candidate's request :for exemption from the requir_:ments to
report the identities of campaign contributors.

The Court said: "The evidence offered need show only a r,i!_:l]sonable
probability that the compelled[ disclosure of a party's eoni:;:qbutors'
names will subject them to threats, harassment or repri_,a_ils frc,m
either government officials or private parties.
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"The proof may include, for example, specific evidence of past or
present harassment of members due to their associational ties."

Now_ the Committee which I represent is currently organizing sup-
port for a suit filed by the Socialist Workers campaign committee.

The suit was filed by the American Civil Liberties Union on behalf
of the committee. I believe this committee has demonstrated govern-
ment interference with the rights of supporters. I think that that
case is a good one to demonstrate why such an exemption mechanism
is needed for whatever body ends up charged with administering this
law.

Now, just last October, a three-judge panel here in Washington,
D.C., ordered the Washington, D.C., Board of Elections and Ethics
to provide a hearing for the local Socialist Workers campaign
committee.

The Court declared that it is within the powers of the Board to rule
that the contributor-disclosure provisions of the law are constitu-
tionally inapplicable to the Socialist Workers campaign committee
if the evidence produced supports the plaintiffs' claim.

My Committee's proposal would put the Commission in accord with
the spirit of the Supreme Court's opinion on this matter, which I urge
the Senators to read carefully. It is simply not adequate to direct such
par_ies to the courts for resolution of their concerns because this can
be a very lengthy and extremely expensive process. I think that these
parties and candidates are entitled to ail inexpensive and speedy dis-
position of their problem and I think the proposal that we make today
would be a step, positive step, in the direction of opening up the po-
litical system to all points of view.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Ms. Burke.
Senator Cannon ._
Senator CA_No_;. No questions.
[The written statement of Ms. Burke follows :]

STATEMENT OF CYNTHIA BURKE, NATIONAL SECRETARY, COMMITTEE FOR
DEMOCRATIC ELECTION LAWS

My name is Cynthia Burke and I am the national secretary of the Committee
for Democratic Election Laws. The Committee is a non-partisan civil[ liberties
organization which initiates and supports legal challenges to laws which restrict
or deny ballot access or voting rights to any individual or political party.

The Committee submitted a friend of the court brief in the challenge to the
Federal Election Campaign Act brought by former Senator Eugene McCarthy,
Senator James Buckley, and the New York Civil Liberties Union. ,0ur brief
demonstrated how the Act, in its entirety, discriminates against third party and
independent candidates and their supporters.

The Act's requirement that the identities of campaign contributors be dis-
closed to the government inhibits and deters supporters of parties and candidates
with dissenting points of view from exercising constitutionally protected rights.

We were one of the first organizations to oppose this law as an unconstitu-
tional interference by the government into the electoral arena for the purpose of
propping up the Democratic and Republican parties and weakening their opposi-
tion from movements outside _hose two parties.

The Committee for Democratic Elections Laws is currently organizing sup-
port for a suit filed by the American Civil Liberties Union in September, 1974, on
behalf of the Socialist Workers campaign committees. This suit contends that
forced disclosure of the identi_ies of socialist campaign supporters would sub-
ject them to harassment and persecution from government agencies like the CIA
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and FBI. Documentation of illegal surveil].ance of members and sut)rj.orters of
the SWP has come from the FBI itself which has been compelled mu:ler con:ct
order to release over 4,000 pages of formerly secret files in the course ::,:l_another
suit filed in 1973 by the Socialist Workers party seeking to bring an erul to this
illegal activity.

The Socialist Workers case demonstrates the need for a mechanis_a whereby
this party, and other similarly affected, can gain relief from the c_;_::_t:ribu{or-
disclosure requirements of the Act. My purpose in coming before yo[:l today is
to propose that the Federal Election Commission be empowered to _/::ant such
exemptions. I will now motivate that proposal.

The recent Supreme Court decisior._ on the McCarthy/Buckley suit w{!l_:;,overaU:,
c_)temptuous of the rights of supporters of third party and independent can(H-
dates and upheld most of the unconstitutional provisions of the Act. }_[owew_r,
the Court's opinion on disclosure as it relates to third parties concu:c:ced with
some of the observations made by the plaintiffs and friends of the cou_rt about
the threat posed by forced disclosure of the identities of supporters! of _hird
party and independent political movements.

While upholding disclosure in general the Court said:
"It is undou'btedly true that public disclosure of contributions to c,;i:ndidates

and political parties will deter some individuals who otherwise might ,:!.x)ntribuLe.
]in some instances, disclosure may even expose contributors ,to har_u_{sment or
retaliation_ These are not insignificant burdens on individual rights, and they
must be weighed carefully against; the interests which Congress has _ought to
promote by this legislation."

The Court went on to say:
"We are not unmindful that the damage done by disclosure to the as;i_:_ciational

interests of the minor parties and tlheir members and to supporters {,1' indepen-
dents could be significant. These movements are less likely to have a sou2d
financial base and thus are more vulnerable to falloffs in contribution_ In some
instances fear of reprisals may deter contributions to the point wilere the
movement cannot survive. The public interest also suffers if that resul:; comes to
pass, for there is a consequent reduction in the free circulation of ideas both
within and without the political arena.'

The Court then described what sort of evidence of harassment wc'xld be ;c'e-
quired to support a request for exemption.

"The evidence offered need show only a reasonable probability thai: the com-
pelled disclosure of a party's contributor's names will subject them {:.,_threats,
harassment or reprisals from either government officials or private p_l:;1:ies. The
proof may include, for example, specific evidence of past or present l.!Lrassment
,of members due to their as.socia.tionai ties."

The Socialist Workers C'ampaigTL Committee has demonstrated suct{ a pattern
of government interference with the rights of supporters. The seemh_!i'iy neve:r-
ending revelations of government persecution of dissident organizal:;ions show
that other parties and movements have been and will be subjected to the same
treatment in the future.

That is why CoDEL proposes th_at the ]Federal Election Commiss :m be em-
powered to conduct hearings and issue exemptions.

There is precedent for this in the laws of Minnesota, Washington _{_m(e,and
Washington, D.C., all of which are administered by commissions _dmilar in
function to the Federal Election Commission. In 1974 the Minnesota Ethics
Commission exempted the Socialist Workers campaign committee :_rom 1:he
requirements of that state's law for precisely the reasons that I have just gone
into---incontrovertible evidence of government persecu,tion of this leg_ {LAmerican
political party.

Just last October a three-judge panel here in Washington, D.C., ,c_::dered 1:he
_¥ashington, D.C., Board of Elections and Ethics to provide a hear_21_g for the
h)cal Socialist Workers campaign committee. The Court declared that :il:_is within
the powers of the Board to rule that the contributor-disclosure proviM,ms of die
law are constitutionally inapplicable to the Socialist Workers cam?a.ign com-
mittee if the evidence produced su_)ports the plaintiff's clai,m.

My Co:mmittee's proposal would put the Commission in accord wit!:_L,t:he spirit
of the Supreme Court's opinion on this matter. It is simply not ad{equate to
direct such parties to the courts for resolution of their concerns. Goi:hg ,through
the courts can be a lengthy and extremely expensive process. These ?_rties and
candidates are entitled to an inexpensive and speedy disposition of the:} c' problem.
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I urge serious consideration of this proposal. The American electoral process,
under the present circumstances, is not accessible to all. The proposal that I have
made would be a positive step in the direction of opening up the political system
to all points of view.

Thank you.

FACT SHEET ON SocIALIST WORKERS CHALLENGE TO FEDERAL ELECTION

CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971

(Socialist Workers 1974 National Campaign Committee, et al.,
versus Horn W. Pat Jennings, et al.)

1. The suit was filed in September, 1974, by attorneys Joel Gora, staff counsel
of the American Civil Liberties Union, and Paul Chevigny of the New York
Civil Liberties Union.

2. The suit, filed in federal court, asks that provisions of the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971 be declared unconstitutional on their face and as applied
to the Socialist Workers campaign committees. The ACLU suit maintains that
the law violates the First, Fourth and Ninth amendment rights of the plaintiffs
and cites government-admitted programs of surveillance and attempted disrup-
tion of the Socialist Workers party as the basis for requesting that the campaign
committees not be forced to turn over the names of contributors and vendors
to the government. The case is now in pre-trial discovery. Common Cause re-
quested and was granted the status of co-defendant with the government.

3. FBI and CIA harassment directed against the Socialist Workers party is
documented in the party's suit against the federal government seeking an end
to this illegal activity (Socialist Workers Party, et al, versus Attorney General
of the United States, et al.) Attorneys for that suit are Leonard Boudin and
Herbert Jordan. Support and fundraising for the costs of this case is coordinated
by the Political Rights Defense Fund.

4. Eleven local challenges have Been filed against the application of state and
municipal disclosure laws to the Socialist Workers campaign committees. Many
of these are being handled by the American Civil Liberties Union.

5. In September, 1974, the Minnesota Ethics Commission voted to exempt the
Minnesota Socialist Workers Campaign Committee from disclosure on the basis
of government harp. ssment.

6. In October, 1975, a three judge panel in Washington, D.C., ordered the
D.C. Board of Elections and Ethics to provide a hearing wherein the local
Socialist Workers campaign committee can present evidence of government
harassment pursuant to a request for exemption from the disclosure provisions
of the local ordinance. This case (Doe v. Martin) was-cited in the Supreme
Court ruling on the Buckley/McCarthy challenge to the Federal Election Cam-
paign Act of 1974.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much :for being with us and for your
patience ]n sticking through all this. I apologize for moving ahead as
we did.

This win&s up these hearings.
At this point in the hearing record, Ii submit written statements or

letters of additional interested persons who were not able to appear
here today to testify.

[The material referred to follows :]

STATEMENT BY HON. BILL FRENZEL, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF
MINNESOTA

Mr. Chairman, I regret that I was Unable to appear before the Subcommittee
this morning. My Ways and Means Committee is m_rking up the Debt Ceiling
Bill, so I could not be present here.

I urge your Subcommi_ee to promptly pass a bill to reconstitute the Federal
Elections Commission. The bill should provide for the normal Presidential ap-
pointment and Senate confirmation of the six-person Corn .mission on a staggered
term basis, as provided in either the Schweiker bill or the Scott-Kennedy Bill.

My first preference is to pass a reconstitution bill with no frills. I have a great
fear that the addition of extra baggage to a reconstitution bill could imperil the
passage or signing of that bill especially if the extra baggage is controversial.
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Nevertheless, I realize that some ;mendments will be added. My :l'._lings on
the principal proposals to date are as follows:

1. I think the Congress should exercise self-res_raint and not add : congres-
sional public financing provision. Not only would it be more appropr:ki_ _:oto con-
sider congressional public financing after we had. a chance to evaluate I:i:e experi-
ence of Presidential public financing, but also no feature presents a g::'_ater ri,_k
in getting a reconstitution bill signed than public financing.

2. I do not think that it is reasonable at this time to accept tb _ Buckley-
Steiger proposal to raise contribution limits. I am sympahetic with th_ i: conce?t,
but since the current election process is already in midstream, this :i_ no tithe
to change horses. Again, it would be better to review this matter aft_ :: the elec-
tion in light of the 1976 experience.

3. The proposals for an independent prosecutor should be reviewed. 2:::LE_pres_ nt
Commission is based on the concept of compliance rather than prose,:_:_don. Vi'e
would hope that prosecution would be limited and that our election ]_ '_'s would
be structured to encourage people to take par_ in the political pro_ _s ratLer
than to scare them out of it.

4. I would urge that Congress not be given a veto over ad_qsory opi:_:ions. The
Congress so far has vetoed each set: of reg_]lations to come before il :,:() set of
regulations has become effective yet. Candidates must have some bas:i _ ,:,n which
io act. Right now the only basis we have is ad_qsory opinions. Furthe_'_ [ believe
ihe veto of advisory opinions gives Congress too much control over t:he Corn-
:mission.

5. There have been suggestions to emphasize further the complia:t_ ,, asped:s
,of the law over the prosecution aspects. In particular a 30 day compli_'_ ,:_ period
tins been suggested. I support this idea and :hope the Senate will consi, l._}_it.

6. There are also proposals to ensure disclosure of independent e:_j[:,,_mditurcs
and disclaimers on independent media expenditures. Since the court d_,,'ision bas
apparently opened a large loophole in this area, I think its proposals _:_'ewort:h-
while and hope the Senate will agree to them_

7. Perhaps the most controversial suggestion ils one which either :L,.g'ates I he
advisory opinion 23, the SUNPAC case, or use the roundabout app:,:'_:_ch to do
the same things by requiring that advisory opinions be put into regu]_ i:_on from
within a time certain or expire. This controversial proposal carries ,;.i th lit lhe
,element of risk about the final enactment of this legislation. I hop,_ Congress
can resist the temptation to mess around in this area.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony to your (::mmitt_e.

STATEi_fENT BY ROBERT S. STRALTSS, CHAIRMAN, ]_EMOCRATIC NATIONAL :ii!t)MMITTI{:E

Mr. Chairman. I wish to take this opportunity to express my c_)ncem _s Cheir-
man of the Democratic National Committee, for the interests of my ]_rty? _nr
presidential candidates, and the _ederal Election Campaign Act in ]:ii:_;htof _he
recent Supreme Court ruling on Bucklcy v. Va.leo.

First let me say that in my judgment, the Court's opinion was a !_,;_stant_v'e
victory for those of us who have fe].t so strongly about the need for :g'_Iiorm and
regulation on campaign financing.

I need not chronicle for you the activity of the Democratic Party' i_ seek?n,g
a legislative response to the faults in our political system that becan:_ manifest
during the Watergate tragedy. We were the propelling force in the ;+rmcl:ment
of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1974. We knew then, and we ];_::_oweven
better now, that the reform act was not perfect, but that it did suh ;_:antiv+,ly
address many of the major abuses that have plagued American fe,:LLmal cam-
paigns for many years. I want to make it very clear that I have n,:, intention
of retreating from my suppo_, nor our Party',s support, of .the majo_: _ments of
this legisaltive act. We support the Law, and the enforcement and st:_:_,_gthenJng
of its provisions. In light of the Supreme Court; decision, I have con_,;rns ab_mt
the ability of candidates to function on a day-to-day basis.

We have to be fully cognizant of political re,_lity, and determine _ _our,_e of
action that will provide immediate stability and continuity and ]_]:._serve as
much as possible of the original design. This can only be accomplishe_l I:,ya re_d-
istic timetable of legislative and executive action.

This is not the time to chronicle the record of the Federal Electi(::t: Comn_is-
sion--it has both advocates and detractors. Generally, I believe the F:ii:l_ to here
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done an admirable job in very fresh terrain, under tense and difficult circum-
stances. It is a source of stability and a resource of technical assistance. We must
strive to insure that a sense of continuity be maintained for the 1976 election
process, and the public's funds carefully disbursed throughout this critical politi-
cal year.

It is very clear that continuity at this point has indeed been disrupted by
the Supreme Court decision. Questions have been raised and remain unanswered.
Indeed, our legal staff has prepared a detailed official complaint against the
President and the President Ford Committee, documenting substantive and
serious violations of the Federal Election Campaign Act with respect to Presi-
dent Ford's 1975 travels. Yet our complaint remains unfiled. We do not know
who or what to file it with. No one kn<)ws what the state of reform will be on
March 1, 1976. This instability and vagueness are dangerous and unconscion-
able, as well as unfair to candidates of both parties. We must restore structure
and order to the process without delay.

I do not seek to make a normative evaluation of the many proposals that are
now before you. But I do want to make a realistic presentation of political
reality in light of the very short timetable that we are presented with.

I do not wish to prejudge .the possible legislative outcome or merit of any of
the proposals that have been introduced to amend the Federal Election Campaign
Act of 1974. Indeed, I would hope that my comments help to create a climate in
which these proposals can be given full and responsible debate and resolution.
But we have an immediate problem, and in light of this urgency, I urge you to
consider and adopt emergency legislation which will give an appropriate institu-
tion the power to issue certifications, advisory opinions and interpretive rulings
forthwith. Obviously, I would be positively disposed to legislation providing for
public financing of congressional elections, as in S. 2919. However, time is so
critical and so short that I urge you to tackle immediate problems before com-
mencing activities in still newer and fresher areas of political reform.

We are all well aware of the broad range of thought, and the intensity of feel-
ing, which exist on the subject of reform of the financing of American politics.
A parallel continuum exists with respect to the performance and prc_priety of the
Federal Election Commission. Yet, this is not my most pressing concern. My re-
sponsibilities as Chairman of the Democratic National Committee, make me focus
on the incalcuable problems faced by my presidential candidates as long as the
status of the FEC remains in question. Most of our candidates cannot sustain
even a lapse of a few days in the payment of federal matching funds. Many of
our compaigns are operating on a day-to-day cash flow. A time lapse in the certi-
fication and distribution of federal funds could be so disruptive to the political
process that it could have a dangerous impact on the outcome of both the Demo-
cratic and Republican presidential nominating systems. This must be avoided.

You on this Committee, and in Congress can avoid such a course of events by
prompt remedial action. It is my first preference that you act favorably on S.
2911 so that the current structures and procedures of the Federal Election Com-
mission proceed uninterrupted and unchanged, subject to the appropriate Execu-
tive appointment which would bring the Commission into compliance with the
Court's ruling, If, however, passage of S. 2911 cannot be accomplished prior to
March 1, 1976, I am prepared to ask the Supreme Court for a 30 day extension
of the Commission's mandated responsibility. As we in the political processes pro-
ceed via the appropriate judicial route, I would hope that Congress too would
proceed expeditiously at the very least to enact S. 2918 which would prevent any
disruption in the payments of funds t,o our presidential candidates and political
parties.

Obviously, I believe it crucial that you act quickly to avoid continuing disrup-
tion. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to present my views on behalf
of the National Democratic Party, and commend you for your diligent attention
to these problems so very decisive to the 1976 political process. Thank you.

U.S. SEr_x_,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C., February 16, 1976.
Hon. CLAIBORNE PF_,LL,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections, Committee on Rules and
Administratio_,_, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR PELL: I am taking the liberty of presenting two suggestions for
the Subcommittee's consideration in connection with hearings and proposals
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modifying the Federal Election Can:tl_aig:,: Act of 1971, as amended, in 1:;:_eafter-
math of Buckley v. Valeo. These suggestions grow 'out of my experie_ ._s as an
ex officio member of the Commission.

The first suggestion concerns the _ntmued presence of ex officio n:',,z_:::_berson
a presidentially appointed Federal Election Commission as is provided ::: S. 2911
introduced by Senators Schweiker and Cranst,on and S. 2912 offered b::' ::i;enators
li[ennedy and Scott (Pa.). A second suggestion relates to the availab:[: iy to the
Senate of information on alternatives such as that ]provided in S_ 29::n:! also 2n-
t:c_)duced by Senators Kennedy and Scott (Pa), a bill which proposes, _i ieast, on
a temporary basis, t,o turn over the certificatior, function with regard{ _;o presi-
dential funding to the Comptroller-General.

The position of the voting members of the Federal Election Com:_::L_sion on
tlhese various proposals is one which will be presented by Commissione,:; ThoraI:_
son and Aikens at your hearing on _i'ebruary 18. The suggestions conta_,:] _3 in this
letter do not reflect on their position but rather relate to matters of pec',:_]iar i:ater-
est to the Senate as I see the situation.

As an ex officio member of the Commission, it has been my intentic,:, khat the
office of the Secretary of the Senate represent the Senate as an insi: ;ution of
g_vernment with a vital interest in the successful, functioning of the F¢_,?_':ralelec-
toral process. My office has endeavored tl_erefore to exercise our best j_:,_ii;merit in
this connecti_on on various subjects and issues before the Commis_;[ _'._ which
would be reflective of the public interest as well as in accordance wi_'.:l the law.
In that perspective, it seems to me _::t_:atthe Senal:e's ex officio member _, _:;oserves
as a focal point for exchange of information leading to a bett_r und._;tanding
of problems of Senate candidates anct campaigns as distinct from pro_:] _:ns ass,c_
elated with House and presidential candidates and campaigms. Similar':: it is my
hope that this office will be able to pro_qde insight into the problem.: ,:_f candi-
dates for the Senate as they relate to the Commission's decisions and ru ]_. Il: also
seems to me valid for the Senate's ex officio to make recommendati,::,s to the
Senate Rules Committee with a view t(, adjustmen_Ls to the law wh]0_ may be
revealed by' experience t,o be desirable.

Other responsibilities prevent mc fron_ spending a great deal of t:[,:_ at the
Con, mission. In order, however, to, insure a full participation on t:l,, part of
the Senate, I have, with the concurrence of the Majority and 5{inorit!:' headers,
designated a Special Deputy of '::he Secretary of the Senate, (M_ Harriet
Robnett, J.D.) who is assigned e:xclusively tc work in connection :_qth. the
Commission.

At the inception of the present Cc,remission, I held khe view and other:' :aembers
concurred that ex officio incumbers; sbo/dd :have all rights and privi:,.ges and
responsibilities of the other Commissioners, e:xcept the right to v:l:,_. From
time to time, we have experienced some reluctance to observe that unC_ ;tanding
on the part of the voting-members o:t_-_heCommission and its staff.

The need and value of an ex offic!to member is, of course, a matter rimart!y
for determination by the Senate and the Congress. The Snbcomni:_:ee m'ty
wish to .discuss the role or define it differently than I have herein d;, ;.:ri_ed. I
have no wish to intrude on the decision of the Subcommittee in t,._; regard
but I do wish to suggest that the role of the ex offici,o be discussed a,t :i,:>ur hear-
lng and be considered by the Subcommittee with reference ,to any prop_ ;.;1 it; may
recommend to the fu_l Committee.

In the event the Subcommittee favorably repc,rts :at this time a bill i:;roviding
for changes in the Commission to comply with the Court's decision a_._ includes
therein provision for the continued :participation of the Secretary of _:;:L,_Senate
and the Clerk of the House of Re;)resentatives as ex officio member:_, : believe
that an amendment should be added expressly not_ng that ex off]ci,_, nembers
have all rights, privileges and re,,¥_)nsibili_ies of voting members o_ _:he Com-
mission except for the right to vot_. Additionally, I hope the Subcom::, ::tree will
consider the need to a_ure that the ex officio officer, as a matter of ri ,::hr, shall
be empowered to participate fully, except for .the vote, in meetings c!! :he Com-
mission and that an ex off]cio member may .be represented by _. formally
designated special deputy acting on his behalf and in his absence. An :;_:endment
to accomplish such a result would provide for the addition of the wo:t,:; "voting"
in the second sentence of section 437c(c) of Title 2, U.S.C. so that t]:_, sentence
as amended wouhl read: "A voting member of the Commission may rd:, delegate
1_o.any person his vote or any decisionmaking authori,ty ,or duty ye,.: ;_d in the
Commission by the provisions of thhg title."
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Turning now to a second suggestion for your consideration. I know you
recognize that what remains of the thirty day stay of judgment granted by the
Supreme Court as it affects the powers and duties of the Federal Election
Commission is brief indeed. The time frame could be actually inadequate to
complete Senate and House consideration, action and agreement on any legisla-
tion including proposals to reconstitute the Commission. I believe, therefore,
that it would be particularly helpful to the deliberations of the Senate to have
available for members as much accurate information as possible concerning
alternative methods for handling presidential campaign financing duties now
carried out by the Commission.

It is with that in mind that I would suggest that Treasury be invited to
present oral or written testimony concerning what action, if any, it could take
concerning payment of Presidential campaign funds should Congress and the
President not agree on legislation during the thirty day stay period. I also
believe Treasury's comments should be sought: on whether the Treasury itself,
if authorized by law to do so, could take over the functions of certification possibly
under arrangements utilizing the Federal Election Commission including their
staff and Procedures.

The above suggestion is of particular pertinence in view of the letter of
February 5 to the Majority Leader from the Comptroller General wherein
the latter describes .the prospect of a possible transfer of the certification function
as disruptive and one that his office is inadequately prepared to take.

The determination of legislation affecting the Commission and certification,
of course, will lie with the House as well as the Senate. However, whatever
decision is reached, I believe would be improved by assuring so far as possible
at all stages of the legislative process the availability of accurate information
on the scope of alternatives open for Congressional action.

In closing, allow me to express again my hope that the Subcommittee will
consider, discuss and determine the merits of continuing the presence of the
Secretary of the Senate as an ex officio member on a new Commission under
the pending legislative proposals. The inclusion of this letter in the printing
record of your hearings would be appreciated.

Sincerely,
FRANCIS R. VALEO,

Secretary of the Senate.

Senator PrLL. Thank you all for the interest you have displayed ill
this very important matter.

The Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections appreciates having
the benefit of your views and studies.

The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:55 p.m., the hearing in the above-entitled matter

was adjourned.]
O
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S 30652v SEssro_

[Report No. 94-677]

IN TIIE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAncn 2, 1976

Mr. CAN_ox, from the Committee on Rules and Administration, reported
the following bill; which was read twice and ordered to be placed on the
cMend_r

A BILL
To amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide

for its administration by a federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes.

i Be it enacted by the Senate and ttouse of Representa-

2 tlvcs of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SHORT TITLE

4 S_CTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Federal

5 Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1976".

II
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T "_r _ _-,,1 TITLE I--AMEiNDMEzCrc TO FEI)ERAL ELE( lION

'("t2 CAMPAtJN ACT OF 1971

3 FED:Ei_A:LELECTIO:_rCOM:_ISSIO:_5iE:_{BERSt{I:::{'

4 S:rc. 101. (a) (1) The second sentence of secti,:::: 309

Llectmn Can_paig'n Act of '_' o5 (a) (1) oftheFederal_' '

6 U.S.C. 437c (a) (1)), as redesignated by section 105 _ere-

7 inafter in this Act referred to as the "Act") is a]t:_:,nded

8 to read as follows' "Tll_,_ Commissior_ is composed ,,! the

9 Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the II,:_,,:c of

10 l[cpresentatives, ex offick, and without the right to vel and

11 six members appointed by thc ]?resident of the li nited

12 States, by and with the advice and consent of the S,_:,,:.itc.'.

13 (2) The last sentence of section 309 (a)(1) :' the:

14 Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a.)(1)), as redesignated by :_,_ction

15 105, is amended to read as follows' "No more tha:_: three

_-16 members of the Commission appoil_.tcd under this pa:_::_;;'rapk

:17
may be affiliated with the same polit![cai party.".

18 (b) Section 309(a, (2) of tlhe Act (2 U.S.(i:!. 437c

19 (a) (2)), as redesignated by section I05, is ame]_::t.:f_dto

20 read as follows'

21 "(2)(A) Members of the C()mmission shall s,i:_l:,e :gm

22 terms of six years, except that of the member first;

23 appointed--

24 "(i) two of the members, not affiliated vi:!ifn the
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1 same political party, shah be appointed for terms end-

2 ing on April 30, 1977,

3 "(ii) two of the members, not affiliated with the

4 same political party, shall be appointed for terms end-

5 lng on April 30, 1979, and

6 "(iii) two of the members, not affiliated with the

7 same political party, shall bc appointed for terms ending

8 on April 30, 1981.

9 "(13) An individual appointed to fill a vacancy oc-

10 curring other than by the expiration of a term of office

11 shall be appointed only for the unexpired term of the

12 member he succeeds.

13 "(C) Any vacancy occurring in the membership of

14 the Commission shall be filled in the same manner as in

15 the case of the original appointment.".

26 (c) (1) Section 309(a)(3) of the Act (2 U.S.C.

17 437c(a) (3)), as redesignated by section 105, is amended

18 by adding at the end thereof the following new sentences:

19 "Members of the Commission shall not engage in any other

20 business, vocation, or employment. Any individual who is

21 engaging in any other business, vocation, or employment

22 at the time such individual begins to serve as a member of

23 the Commission shall terminate or liquidate such activity

24 not later than one year after beginning to serve as such a
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1 member.". The amendment made by this paragraph _:_kes

2 effect two years after the date of enactment of this ,:kct.

;3 (2) Section 309(b) of file Act (2 U.S.C. 437c{i}_) ),

4 as redesignated by section :105,is amended to read as fo]il,:,,a.s:

5 "(b) (1) The Commission shall administer, se,_5;::to

6 obtain compliance with, and formulate policy with rcq,ect

7 to, this Act and chapter ,95 and chapter 96 of the In_,E:'_nal

8 Revenue Code of 1954. The Commission shall have _.z_::,;:_'lu.-

9 sire and primary jurisdiction with respect to the ::ivil

10 enforcement of such provisions.

11 "(2) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to Ii,nit,

12 restrict, or diminish any investigatory, informational, ,::._'er-

13 sight, supervisory, or disciiplinary authority or functic,m:ao1[

14 the Congress or any committee of the Congress with re, i,ect

15 to elections for Federal office.".

:1{; (3) The first sentence of section 309 (c) of thc A,:, (21

17 U.S.C. 437c(c)), as redesignated by section 105 is:

:IS amended by inserting immediately before the period a i; the

19 end thereof the following: ", except that the affirmative; otc,

2o of four members of thc C'_ommission (no less than tx',;.',,of

21 whom are affiliated with thc same political party) shall be,

22 required in order for the Commission to establish gui&Cnes

23 for compliance with the provisions of this Act or with c'!:,ap-

24 tcr 95 or chapter 96 of tho Internal Revenue Code of ::1{I:!54,

22O
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1 or for the Commission to take any action in accordance with

2 paragraph (6), (7), (8), or (10) of section 310 (a) ".

3 (d) The last sentence of section 309(f) (1) of tlle

4 Act (2 U.$.C. 43%(0 (1)), as redesignated by section

5 105, is amended by inserting immediately before the period

6 the following: "without regard to the provisions of title 5,

7 United States Code, governing appointments in the corn-

S petitive service or the provisions of chapter 51 and sub-

S chapter III of chapter 53 of such title relating to classifi-

10 cation and General Schedule pay rates".

11 (e) (1) The President shall appoint members of the

12 Federal Election Commission under section 309 (a) of the

13 Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)), as redesignated by section 105

14 and as amended by this section, as soon as practicable after

15 the date of the enactment of this Act.

16 (2) The first appointments made by the President under

17 section 309(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)), as re-

18 designated by section 105 and as amended by this section,

19 shall not be considered to be appointments to fill the unex-

20 pired terms of members serving on the Federal Election

21 Commission on the date of the enactment of this Act.

22 (3) Members serving on the Federa! Election Commls-

23 sion on the date of the enactment of this Act may continue to

24 serve as such members until a majority of the members of
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1 the Commission are appointed and qualified under s,,,,:_don

2 309 (a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c (a)), as redcsignate: by

a section 105 and as amended by this scction. Until a maj.:city

4 of thc members of the Commission are appointed and _:mli-

5 fled under thc amendments made by this Act, mc:,:_)ers

6 serving on such Commissi,o.non the date of enactment _:_:this

7 Act may exercise only ,s.uch powers and functions ;_'_:.,:are

8 consistent with the determinations of the Supreme Co,_mtof

9 the United States in Bucklcy et al. against Valeo, Sec:_:',:_mry

10 of the United States SenaI:e, et. al. (nmnbered 75-43(!;. 75.-

1]. 437) January 30, 1976,.

]_2 (f) Thc provisions of section 309 (a)(3) of th,:_:Act

1.3 (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)(3)), as redesignated by sect.imj, '.05_

-1_4which prohibit any individual from being appointed ,_s a

]_5 member of the Federal Election Commission who is, :.:_:the

lf; time of his appointment, an elected or appointed offi,:,_J'or

].7 employee of tile executive, legislative, or judicial brat::_,:_a of

18 the Federal Government, shall not apply in the case c,f any

].9 individual serving as a member .of such Commission c_:l_the

20 date of the enactment of this Act.

21 (g) (1) All personnel, liabilities, contracts, proll?rty ,

22 and records determined by the I)ireetor of the Ofl:!i:,,!_of

23 Management and Budget to be employed, held, or _scd

24 primarily in connection with the functions of the l_".,'._::!eral

25 Election Commission under title III of the Federal E] ,;zt;;tio:n
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I Campaign Act of 1971 as such tifie existed on January 1,

2 1976, or under any other provision of law are transferred to

3 the federal Election Commission as constituted under the

4 amendments made by this Act to the Federal Election Cam-

5 paign Act of 1971.

6 (2) (A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B) of

7 this paragraph, personnel engaged in functions transferred

8 under paragraph (1) shall be transferred in accordance with

9 applicable hws and regulations relating to the transfer of

t0 functions.

11 (lB) The transfer of personnel pursuant to paragraph

12 (1) shall be without reduction in classification or compen-

13 sation for one year after such transfer.

1,t (3) All laws relating to the functions transferred under

15 this Act shall, insofar as such laws are applicable and not

16'. amended by this Act, remain in full force and effect. All

17 orders, determinations, rules, advisory opinions, and opinions

18 of counsel made, issued, or granted by the ]Federal Election

19 Commission before its reconstitution under the amendments

20 made by this Act which are in effect at the time of the trans-

21 fer provided by paragraph (1) shall continue in effect to the

22 same extent as if such transfer had not occurred.

23 (4) The provisions of this Act shall not affect any pro-

24 ceeding pending before the ]Federal Election Commission at

25 the time this section takes effect.
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I (5) No suit, action, or other proceeding comlnen,?,_,:tby

2 or against the Federal E!ection Commission or any offi,,:_ror

3 employee thereof acting in his official c_pacity shall al.,;:ieby

.4 reason of tho transfer made under paragraph (1). Thq:_<_ourt

5 before which such suit, action, or other proceeding is ,end-

6 lng may, on motion or supplemental petition filed ._::_any

7 time within twelve monllhs after the (late of enactn:,_.nt ,of

8 this Act, allow such suit:, action, or other proceeding' !o be

9 maintained against the ]?ederal Election Commission / the

10 party making the motion or filing the petition shows a :_:_ces-

:11 sity for the survival of the suit, action, or other pr(¢c'c_di_]Lg

:12 to obtain a settlement o1!the question involved.

13 (6) Any reference in any otSer Federal law _I:_the

:I_ Federal Election Commission, or to any member or emi: {,:_yee

:15 thereof, as such Commission .existed under the ]:Ll,!![cral

:16 Election Campaign Act of 1971 before its amendm_:_t; by

17 this Act shall be held and considered to refer to thc, ]?ed-

:18 eral Election Commission, or the members or emt:,li:yees

:19 thereof, as such Commission exists under the Federa3 F31ee-

20 tion Campaign Act of 1971 as amended by this Act_,

:22 SEc. 102. (a) Section 301 (a) (2) of the Act (2 :[:_S.(L

23 431. (a)(2)) is amended by striking out "held to,:': and

I,>4 inserting in lieu thereof "which has attthority to".

25 (b) Section 301 (e) {2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431 (e)

,_. ,:.4
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1 (2)) is amended by'insertlng "written" -immediately before.

2 "contract".

3 (c) Section 301 (e) (4) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431 (e)

4 (4)) is amended by inserting after "purpose" the following:

5 ", except that this paragraph shall not apply in the case of

6 legal or accounting services rendered to or on behalf of the

7 national committee of a political party, other than services

8 attributable to activities which directly further the election of

9 a designated candidate or candidates to Federal office, nor

10 shall this paragraph apply in the case of legal or accounting

11 services rendered to or on behalf of a candidate or political

12 committee solely for the purpose of insuring compliance with

13 the provisions of this Act or chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal

14 Revenue Code of 1954, but amounts paid or incurred for such

15 legal or accounting services shall be reported in accordance

16 with the requirements of section 304 (b)".

17 (d) Section 301 (f) (4) of th e Act (2 U.S.C. 431 (f)

18 (4)) is amended--

19 (11)by striking out "or" at the end of clause (F)

20 and at the end of clause (G); and

21 (2) by inserting immediately after clause (H) the

22 following new clauses:

23 "(I) any costs incurredby a candidatein con-

24 nection with the solicitation of contributions by such

25 candidate, except that this clause shall not apply

S. 3065 ..... 2
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I with respect to c,osts incurred by a candidate ik ex-

2 cess of an amount equal to 20 percent of tl!_._ex-

3 penditure limitation applicable to such cal:_,:daqLe

4 under section 320 (b), but all such costs st_t:_i[be

5 reported in accordance with section 304 (b); or

6 "(J) the payment_ by arty person othe:u I:llan

7 a candidate or pc,litieal cornmktee, of compe:[:_tio,n

8 for legal or accounting services rendered to ,_l' on

9 behalf of the national committee of a political i[:Lrty,

;[0 other than services attributable to activities ,_hich

:k:t directly further the election of a designate,_:[cart-

12 didate or candidates to Federal office, or the p_ ', tnent

:[3 for legal or accounting services rendered to _' on

;k4 behalf of a candidate or political committee ,:,lely

i5 for the purpose of insuring compliance with t]::_::pro-

;[6 vision of this title or of chapter 95 or 96 ,t:t the

:17 Internal Revem:_.¢;Code of 1954, but amount:_ paid

18 or incurred for such legal or accounting service_i_!;hall

;[9 be reported und('r section304 (b) ;".

q0 (e) Section 301 of the Act (12 'U.S.C. 43[_ !is

ql amended--

22. (1) by striking out "and" at l:he end of par.n_!;'l'aph

q3 (m);

24 (2) by striking out the period at the end of iJara-
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1 graph (n) and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon;

2 and

3 (3) by adding at tlle end thereof the followingnew

4 paragraphs:

5 "(o) 'Act' means the Federal Election Campaign

6 Act of 1_971as amended by the Federal Election Cam-

7 paign Act Amendments of 1974 and the Federal Elec-

8 tion Campaign Act Amendments of 197(i; and

9 "(p) 'independent expenditure' means art expendi-

10 ture by a person expressly advocating the election or

11 defeat of a clearly identified candidate which is made

12 without cooperation or consultation with any candidate

13 or any authorized committee or agent of such candi-

14 date and which is not made in concert wit:h, and is not

15 at the request or suggestion of, any candidate or any

16 authorized committee or any authorized committee or

17 agent of such candidate.".

lS Om_A_zATrON Or rOL[<rrCALCO_fmTT_S

19 SEC. 103. (a) Section 302 (b) of the Federal Election

20 (3ampaigaxAct of 1971 (2 U.S.(3. 432 (b)) is amendedby

21 striking out "$10" and inserting in lieu thereof "$100".

22 (b) Section 302 (c)(2) of such Act (2 U.S.(3. 432

23 (c) (2)) is amended to read as follows:

24 "(2) the identification, the occupation (but not
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1 the name of such person's employer, firm, busm::,.,:,as-

2 sociatcs, customers, or clients), and the principalt ,hoe

3 of business or employment (if any) of every ]?rson

4 making a contribution in excess of $100, and thc date

5 and the amount of suclhcontribution ;".

.ql6 (c) Section 302 of the Act (2 U._:,.C.432) is am,_aded

7 by striking out subsection (e) and by redesignatin!; sub-

8 section (f) as subscction (e).

9 REPORTS BY POLITICAL COSf:MITTEEB AND CAND]ZZI)A,TES

10 SEC. 104· (a) Section 304 (a)(1) of the Act (2 ilZ,$.(_.

:11 434 (a) (1)) is amended by adding at; the end of suLpara-

112 graph (C) the following' "In any year in which a ,,nai-

l13 date is not on the ballot :for election to Federal oflice_ _such

14 candidate and his authorized comndttees shall only L.{_re-

:15 quired to file such reports; not later than the tenth &,; fol-

16 lowing the close of any calendar quarter in which the c_tndi-

17 date and his autho_qzed conanittees received contnl:t.tlons

:tS totaling in excess of $5,000, or made expenditures t,::ia,ling

19 in excess of $5,000, and such reports shall be compl._te as

20 of the close of such calendar quarter; except that an7 such

21 report required to be filed after December 31 of any ,r:a,len-

22 dar year with respect to which a report is required to b,t,:aled

undersubparagraph (B) shall be filedas providedi:L,:  uch

o,4 subparagraph.".
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I (b) Section 304 (a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 4,34(a)

2 (2)) is amended to read as follows:

3 "(2) Each treasurer of a political committee authorized

4 by a candidate to raise contributions or make expenditures on

5 his behalf, other than the candidate's principal campaign

6 committee, shall file the reports required under this section

7 with the candidate's principal campaign committee.".

8 (c) Section 304 (b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 434 (b))

9 is amended--

lO {1) by inserting after "occupation" in paragraph

11 (2) the following: "(but not the name of such person's

12 employer, firm, business associates, customers, or

13 clients)";

14 (2) by inserting after "business" in paragraph (2)

15 the following: "or employment";

16 (3) by inserting after "occupations" iii paragraph

17 (5) the following: ."but not the name of the employers,

18 firms, business associates, customers, or clients)";

19 (4) by inserting after "business" in paragraph (5)

20 the following: "or employment";

21 (5) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph

22 (12);

23 (6) by redesignating paragraph (13) as paragraph

24 (14); and
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1 (7) by inserting immediately after paragraph (12)

2 the following new paragraph:

3 "(13) in the case of expenditures iii excess o4 t!;100'

4 by a political committee other than an authorized corn-

5 mittee of a candidate expressly advocating the e].z_ction

6 or defeat of a clearly identified candidate, thr,::,t::!/;ha

7 separate schedule i_ ) ans; information requi:r_':l by

8 paragraph (9), st;_tcd ill a manner which ind ::'ares

:9 whether the expenditure involved is in support :_f, or

10 in opposition to, a candidate; and (B) under ]?,:_'_:mltv

11 of perjury, a certification whether such expendit:_.t'e is

:12 made in cooperatioh_ consultation, or concert, w]':l:m,er

13 at the request or suggestion of, any candidate ,:::,:any

:l,i authorized committee or agent .of such candidate; :_nd"'.

:15 (d) Section 304 (e) of the AcC (I,> U.S.C. 434 (',?.1) is

:tS amended to read as follows:

17 "(e) (1) Every person (other than a political .:_om-

18 mittee or candidate) wi:to makes contributions or ex[?,mdi-

:t9 tures expressly advocating: the election or defeat of a d.:.arly

20 identified candidate, other than by contribution to a p,r::,]il;ieal

21 committee or candidate, it;tan aggregate amount in ex(,_?¢sof

'?. $100 within a calendar year shall file with the Comm!i:i;don,

2:1 on a form prepared by the Commission, a statement co:t::ain-

't4 lng the infornmti.on required of a person who makes'a con-

23O
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1 tribution in excess of $100 to a candidate or political com-

2 mittee and the information required of a candidate or politi-

3 cal committee receiving such a contribution.

4 "(2) Statements required by this subsection shall be

5 filed on the dates on which reports by political committees

6 are filed. Such statements shall include (A) the information

7 required by subsection (b) (9), stated in a manner indicat-

8 lng wheflter the contribution or expenditure is in support of,

9 or opposition to, the can_lidate; and (B) under penalty of

10 perjm'y, a certification whether such expenditure is made in

11 cooperation, consultation, or concert, with, or at the request

12 or suggestion of, any candidate or any authorized committee

13 or agent of such candidate. Any expenditure, including but

Id: not limited to those described in subsection (b) (13), of

]5 $1,000 or more made after the fifteenth day, but more than

16 forty-eight hours, before any election shall be reported within

17 forty-eight hours of such expenditure.

is "(3) The Commission shall be responsible for expedi-

19 tiously preparing indices which set forth, on a candidate-by-

20 candidate basis, all expenditures separately, including but not

21 limited to those reported under subsection (b) (13), made

22 with respect to each candidate, as reported under this sub-

23 section, and for periodically issuing such indices on a timely

24 pre-election basis.".
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1 _EroRTs rY C_mTAL_mmso_s

2 SEc. 105. Title III of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431.--;:41)

o ' _'3.Coo is amended by striking out section 308 thereof (2 7l''

4 437a) and by redesignating section 309 through section 321

0 ,5 as section 308 through section 3.0. respectively.

6 POWERS OF COMMISSION

7 SEC, 106. (a) Seeti,:m 310(a) of the Act (2 I 3.C.

8 437 (a)), as redesignated by section 105, is amen,_l:_d--.

9 (1) in paragraph (S) thereof, by inserting' ":de-

lO velop such prescribed forms and to':' immediately 1,,.fore

11 "make", and by inserting immediately after "Ac'( _ the

12 following' "and chat>t.er 95 and chapter 96 of tl:,_:In-

15 ternal Revenue Code of 1954";

14: (2) in pal'ag'raph (9) thereof, by striking oul:.'_and

15 sections 608' and all that follows through "States ,1'_,_%'

16 and inserting in lieu t;llereof"and chapter 95 arid c.:mp-

17 ter 96 of the Internal Ilcvenue Code of 1954"; a,_::_ill

18 (3) by striking out paragraph (10) and red,_,,._ig.-

19 natlng paragraph (11) as paragraph (10).

20 (b) (1) Section 310(a)(6) ofthe Act (2 U.S.C. _:,_:,7d

21 (a) (6)), as redesignated by section 105, is amen&_;I to

oo read as follows:

23 "(6) to initiate, ,',through civil actions for il::tj:ne-

d _:,,:,nc[2,i five, declaratory, or other appropriate relief), '_','c, '

25 (in the case of any civil action brought under sc,',:don

2.).-
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i 313 (a) (9)), or appeal any civil action in the name of

2 the Commission for the purpose of enforcing the provi-

3 sions of this Act and chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the

4 Internal Revenue Code of 1954, through its general

5 counsel;".

6 (2) Section 310 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437d), as

7 redesignated by section 105, is amended by adding at the

8 end thereof the following new subsection:

9 "(e) Except as provided in section 313 (a) (9), the

10 power of tlle Commission to initiate civil actions under sub-

11 section (a) (6) shall be the exclusive civil remedy for the

12 enforcement of the provisions of this Act.".

13 ADVISORYOPINIONS

14 S_c. 107. (a) The text of section 312 (a) of the Act (2

15 U.S.C. 437f (a)), as redesignated by section 105, is amended

16 to read as follows: "Upon written request to the Commission

1:7 by any individual holding ]Federal office, any candi,dato for

18 Federal office, the Democratic Caucus and the Republican

19 Conference of each House of the Congress, any political

20 committee, or the national committee of any political party,

21 the Commission shall render an advisory opinion, in writing,

22 within a reasonable time with respect to whether any spe-.

23 cific transaction or activity by such individual, candidate, or

24 political committee would constitute a violation of this

S. 3065 .... 3
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1 Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal I_c,, :hue

,9 Code of 1954.".

:3 (b) Section 312 (b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437f (b) l, as

4 redeSignated by section 105, is amended to read as foZ[_ws:

5 "(b) (1) Notwithst_:t;:ding ally other provision oil!Zlaw,

6 any' person with respect _o whom an advisory opinii_::::tis

'7 rendered under subsection (a) who acts in good fa!ii:l:Lin

IS accordance with the p,'ovisions and findings of such ad,_ ..tory

9 ophlion shall be presumed to be in compliance with th,_!_':,ro-

10 vision of this Act, or of chapter 95; or chapter 96 ,::4the

11 Internal Revenue Code o!!'1954, with respect to whicl:_,_B:_ch

1:2 advisory opinion is rendered.

1:3 "(2) (A) Any advisory ,:)pinion rendered by the ,B:)mu

14 lnlssion under subsection (a) shall apply only to the l?_!l:'son

115 requesting such advisory opinion and to any other ]?,:_son

16 directly involved in the specific transaction or activity ,_'ith

17 respect to which such advisory opinion is rendered. Thc: '.i:,ro.-

18 visions of any such advisory opinion shall be made gen,[,_' dly

19 applJ[eable by the Commission in accordance with the l'::t:::,vi-

20 sions of subparagraph (B),

2l "(B) (i) The Commission shall, no later than !::l:irty

22 clays after rendering an adlvisory opinion with respect; Io a

23 request received under subsection (a) which sets forth .i!,,::'ule

24 of general applleabili_5 prescribe rules or regulations rel:!!i;[ng

25 to the transaction or activity involved if the Comm!ii:_:_.ion
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1 determines that such transaction or activity is not subject

2 to any existing rule or regulation prescribed by the Corn-

3 mission. In any such case in which file Commission receives

4 more than one request for an advisory opinion, the Com-

5 mission may not render more than one advisory opinion

6 relating to the transaction or activity involved.

7 "(ii) Any rule or regulation prescribed by the Corn-

8 mission under this subparagraph shall be subject to the pro-

9 visions of section 315 (c).'.

10 (c) Section 315(c)(1) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 438(e)

11 (1)), as redesignated by section 105, is amended by

12 inserting "or under section 312 (b) (2) (B)" immediately

13 after "under this section".

14 (d) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall

15 apply to any advisory opinion rendered by the Federal Elec-

16 tion Commission after October 15, 1974.

17 ENFORCr_MEXT

18 SEc. 108. Section 313 of tZheAct (2 U.S.C. 437g), as

19 redesignated by section 105, is amended to read as follows:

20 _EzNFORCIgMENT

21 "SEc. 313. (a) (1) Any person who believes a viola-

22 tion of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal

23 Revenue Code of 1954, has occurred may file a complaint

24 with the Commission. Such complaint shall be in writing,

25 shall be signed and sworn to by the person filing such corn-
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1 plaint, and .shall be notarized. Any person filing such _t,t_orn-.

2 plaint shall be subject to the provisions of section I.C(:,I of

3 title 18, United States Code. The Commission may n,[,l:con-

4 duct any investigation under this section, or take anil, ,:,th.er

5 action under this section, solely on the basis of a com:,laint

6 of _ person whose identity is not disc,losed to thc Comn:_i,s_sion.

7 "{2) The Commission, apon receiving a complaiJ::t:un-

8 del' paragraph (1), or 'if it has reason to believe th:!_./;arty

9 person has committed a violation of this Act or of ci,_pt,er

10 95 or chapter 96 of the In;crnal Revenue Code of !.954,

1.1 shall notify thc person involved of s,:tch alleged v!iol,;_tion

1.2 and .shall make an investigation of such alleged viola'ti,:,n in

:1_3accordance with the provisions of this section.

:1.4 "(3) Any investig_;tion under paragraph (2) sil[_':ti[1be

1.5 conducted expeditiously and shall !include an investil;!:,_fio:n,

:1.6 conducted in accordance with the provisions of this s_::fion,

17 of reports and statements :filedby any complainant und_:.t'this

:1.8 title, if such compla_inan;is a candidate. Any notifica li:!i::nor

1.9 investigation made under paragraph (2) shall not. be ,:mile

20 public by the Commission or by any other person v;!_hout

21 the written consent of the person receiving such noti:[_,:%tion

22 or the person with respect to whom such investiga!:i,:,n is

23 made.

24 "(4) The Commisskm shall afford any person w!:,,::,re-

28 eelves notice of an _lleged violation under paragraph (2)
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1 a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate that no action should

2 be taken against such person by the Commission under this

3 Act.

4 "(5) (A) If the Commission determines that there is

5 reason to believe that any person has committed or is about

6 to commit a violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter

7 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the Commission

8 shall make every endeavor to correct or prevent such viola-

9 tion by informal methods of _onference, conciliation, and

10 persuasion, and to enter into a conciliation agreement with

11 the person involved. A conciliation agreement, unless vio-

l2 lated, shall constitute an absolute bar to any further action by

13 the Commission, including bringing a civil proceeding under

14 paragraph (B) of this section.

15 "(B) If the Commission is unable to correct or prevent

16 any such violation by such informal methods, the Commission

17 may, if the Commission determines there is probable cause to

18 believe that a violation has occurred or is about to occur, in-

19 stitute a ,civil action for relief, including a permanent or tern-

20 porary injunction, restraining order, or any other appropriate

21 order in the district court of the United States for the district

22 in which the person against whom such action is found, re-

23 sides, or transacts business.

24: "(C) In any civil action instituted by the Commission

25 under paragraph (B), the court shall grant a permanent or
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:t temporary injunction, rest.raining order, or other order t:tpon

2 a proper showing that the person involved has engage_::!or is

3 about to engage in a violation of this Act or of chapter _.i_5or

4 chapter 96 of the Internal ]qevenue Code of 1954.

15 "(D) If the Commission deterralnes that there is Zi_:_ob-

6 able cause to believe tim,l; a knowing and willful vicl..;fion

7 under section 329 (a), or a knowing and willful vid!_,tion

8 of a provision of chapter 135or 96 of t'.he InternM Rcvcnue

9 Code of 1954, has occurred or is about to occur, i'l: may

10 refer such apparent violation to the Attorney Gene:_'._Lof

;Il the United States without regard to the limitations set :[orth

12 in subparagraph (A) of this paragraph.

13 "(6) If the Commlss!ionbelieves that there is cleero::and

:14 convincing proof that a knowing and willful violation ::,:[the

15 Act or chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Revenue C,::,:[eof

16 1954 has been committed, any conciliation agreeme_l:,: ent-

17 tered into by the Commission under paragraph (5) (A) may

18 include a requirement thai_file person involved in sucL ,:_'on-

19 ciliation agreement shall pay a civil penalty which de_i; not

:20 exceed the greater of (A) $10,000; or (B) an amount; _qual

2:1 to 300 percent of the amount of any contribution _::::ex-

:2.2 penditure involved in saoh violation. The Commission _hall

2.3 make available to the public the results of any coneili.:_tio:n

24 attempt including any coneillation agreement entered i_l,::,by

25 the Commission and any determination by the Comn:;!_sion
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I that no violation of the Act or chapter 95 or 96 of the Inter-

2 nal Revenue Code of 1954 has occurred.

3 "(7) In any civil action for relief instituted by the

4 Commission under paragraph (5), if the court determines

5 that the Commission has established through clear and con-

6 vincing proof that the person involved in such civil action

7 has committed a knowing and willful violation of this Act or

8 of chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

9 the court may impose a civil penalty of not more than the

10 greater of (A) $10,000; or (B) an amount equal to 300

11 percent of the contribution or expcndlture involved in such

12 violation. In any case in which such person has entered

13 into a conciliation agreement with the Commission under

14 paragraph (5) (A), the Commission may institute a civil

15 action for relief under paragraph (5) if it believes that such

16 person has violated any provision of such conciliation agree-

]7 ment. In order for the CommissiOn to obtain relief in any

18 such civil action, it shall be sufficient for the Commission

19 to establish that such person has violated, in whole or in

20 part, any requirement of such conciliation agreement.

21 "(8) In any action brought under paragraph (5) or

22 paragraph (7) of this subsection, subpenas for witnesses

23 who are required to attend a United States district court may

24 run into any other district.

25 "(9)(A) Any party aggrieved by an order of the
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1 Commission dismissing a complaint filed 'by such party [:]:J:_._:ter

:2 paragraph (1), or by a failure on the part of the Coi_:::l_fis-

:'3 sion to act on such comp]aint in accordance with the pr,:Jvi-

.i sions of this section witlLin ninety days after the filk:.,; of

5 such complaint, may file _t petition with the United l_!!i._.tes,

6 District Court for the District of Columbia.

7 "(B) The filing of a:lty action under subparagraph (A)

8 shall[ be made--

9 "(i) in the case of the dismissal of a compla]i:,:J::by'

10 the Commission, no later dian sixty days after such. ,:tis-

1.1. missal; or

]_2 "(ii) in the ca_;e oi_ a failure on the part ,':,i the

].3 Commission to act on such complaint, no later' mhan

'I.4 sixty days after the ninety-day period specified ilt:_,_;ub-

15 paragraph (A).

16 "(C) In such proceed:lng the court may declare th_:' the

:[7 dismissal of the complainl: or die action, or the failure t::, ;act:,

:[8 is contrary to law and may direct the Comnfission to p:r:..,::eed

19 in conformity with that ,declaration within thirty days, I!!ail-

']0 ing 'which the complainant may bring in his own n_::mJ:,_e',l

'_:t civil action to remedy the violation complained of.

22 "(10) The judgment of the district court may t_,Eap-

23 pealed to the court of appeals and [he judgment cl the

24 court of appeals affirming or settling aside, in whole, _):l:in

'45 part, any such order of the district eotu:t shall be final mb-
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1 ject to review by the _.preme Court of the United States

2 upon certiorari o: certification as provided in section :1254

3 of title 28, United States Code.

4 "(11) Any action brought under this subsection shall

5 be advanced on the docket of the court in which filed, and

6 put ahead of all other actions (other than other actions

7 brought under this sub'section or under section '314).

8 "(12) If the Commission determines after an investiga-

9 tion that any person has violated an order of the court

10 entered in a proceeding brought under paragraph (5), it

11 may petition the court for an order to adjudicate that per-

12 son in civil contempt, or, if it believes the violation to be

13 knowing and willful, it may instead petition the court for

]4 an order to adjudicate that person in criminal contempt.

.-15 "(b) In any case in which the Commission refers an

:1c apparent violation to the Attorney General, the Attorney

17 General shall respond by report to the Commissi(m with

:18 respect to any action taken by the Attorney General regard-

19 lng such apparent violation. Each report shall be trans-

20 mitted no later filan sixty days after fire date the Conunis-

2:1 sion refers any apparent violation, and at tke close of every

22 thirty:day period thereafter until there is final disposition of

23 such apparent violation. The Commission may from time to,

24 time prepare and publish reports on .the status of such

25 referrals.".

S. 3065 4
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I DUTIES OF CO2,ISilSSION

2 SEc. 109. (a) Section 315(a)(G)of the Act (2 I i:!;.C.

3 438 (a) (6)), as redesig_'_ated by section 105, is am,_:_:_ded

4: by inserting immediatel)'before the semicolon at tl,,_ end

5 thereof the following: ", and t.o compile and maintain .:__:;ep-.

6 arate cumulative index of reports and statement, s filed ¥' h it

7 by political committees supporting more. than one can,:ti rrte,

8 which shall include a listi:,_.gof the date of the registral:i ,_l c,.{

9 any such political commktee and the date upon whirl any

10 such political committee qualifies to make expenditures _:tder

11 section 320, and which slhall be revised on the satin,: i,asis

X2 and at the same time as the other cumul,ative indices re,::i ired

13 under this paragraph".

:l_ (b) ,Section 315 (e) 112) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 4:; i (c)

:t5 (2)), as redesignated by section 105, is amended--

:[6 (1) by striking out "thirty legislative days" i: the

17 first sentence and inse.rtir,g' in lieu thereof the follc,',::[no::

:18 "thirty calendar day_ or fifteen legislative days, ,_;,4t:'ich-

19 ever is later,", and

:20 (2) by inserting' hnmediately after the secol:l_ sen-

:21 tence thereof the followh_g new sentences: "Wh,,_::ever

22 a committee of the House of Repres. entatives repro/arty

23 resolution relating to any such rule or regulation, _ is at

24: any time thereafter in order (even though a p:l'__5ous

25 motion to the same effect has been disagreed to) t,_::_nove
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1 to proceed to the consideration of the resolution. The

2 motion is highly privileged and is not debatable. An

3 amendment to the motion is not in order, and it is not in

4 order to move to reconsider the vote 'by which the motion

5 is agreed to or disagreed to.".

6 ADDITIONAL ENFORCEMENT AUTIIORITY

7 SEC. 110. Section 407 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 456) is

8 repealed.

9 CONTRIBUTION AND EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS

10 SEc. 111. Title III of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431-441)

11 is amended by striking out section 320 (2 U.S.C. 441), as

12 redesignated by section 105 of this Act, and by inserting

13 after section 319 (2 U.S.C. 439c), as redesignated by such

14 section 105, tile following new sections'

'15 "LIM1TATIO'5,rS ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES

16 "SEc. 320. (a) (1) Except as otherwise provided by

17 paragraphs (2) and (3), no person shall make contribu-

:18 tions to any candidate with respect to any election for Fed-

19 eral office which, in the ag_egate, exceed $1,000.

20 "(2) ]No political committee (other than a principal

21 campaign committee) shall make contri,butions to (A) any

22 candidate with respect to any election for Federal office

23 which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000; or (B) to any

24 political committee (other than a political committee au-

25 thorized by a candidate to receive contributions on his be-
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:t half which contributions are, under paragraph (4), tr_ :t:ed

g as contributions to that candidate) in any calendar _,E_ar

3 which, in the aggregate, ,exceed 825,000. Contributimm,_ by

,_: the :national committee o1!a political party serving a:_; 'the

5 principal campaign committee of a candidate for the :_JiZice

6 of Presiden_ of the United States shall not exceed the li:H,.ta-

7 tion imposed by the preceding sentence with respect, tc_,:tny

8 other candidate for Federal office. For purposes of th_s iii:ira-

9 graph, the term 'political committee' means an org'ani2:._'ion

:10 registered as a political committee under section o,_oouo l't_'i' a,

11 period of not less than six months which has received,'on-.

512 tributions from more that], fifty persons and, except fo::m:thy

13 State political party organization, has made contributic_ _ to

14 five or more candidates for ]5'ederal office. For pm'pos;_:!; o!i

1._; the limitations provided by paragraph (1) and this _ra--

16 graph, all contributions nmde by political committees ,_'..:':ab--

1.7 lished, financed, maintained, or controlled by any pers;,,':. or

18 persons, including any p:i_:cent,subsidiary, branch, di,i'::ion,

1_9 department, affiliate, or local '_.mitof such person, or b',;,:'!my

,'!0 group of persons, shall be considered to have been ma,,_:.':by

· O,1 ,_ c,',)1 a sm_,_epolitical committee, except, that (A) nothing i[:}_:2.ln.,,

"'_ sentence shall limit transfers between political comnntl:,:,,.:, of

'B funds raised through join'_ fund-raisirtg efforts; (B) t.h!i:!i;:_en-

24 tence .shall not apply to a political committee establ, i_;i:ted.,

:aa financed, or maintained })y the nationa]L committee, o]:: :7o _
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1 political committee established, financed, or maintained by

2 the State, district, or local committee of a political party;

3 and (C) a political committee of a national organization

4 shall not be precluded from contributing to a candidate or

5 committee merely because of its affiliation with a national

6 multicandidate political committee which has made the max-

7 imum contribution it is permitted to make to a candidate or

8 a committee.

9 "(3) No individual shall make contributions aggregating

10 more than $25,000 in any calendar year. [For purposes of this

11 paragraph, any contribution made to a candidate in a year

12 other than the calendar year in which the election is held

13 with respect to which such contribution was made, is con-

14 sidered to be made during the calendar year in which such

15 election is held.

16 "(4) For purposes of this subsection-

17 "(A) contributions to a named candidate made to

18 any political committee authorized by such candidate to

19 accept contributions on his behalf shall be considered to

20 be contributions made to such candidate;

21 "(B) (i) expenditures made by any person in coop-

22 eration, consultation, or concert, with, or at the request

23 or suggestion of, a candidate, his authorized political

24 committees, or their agents, shall be considered to be a

25 contribution to such candidate;
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1 "(ii) the financhtg by any person of the disse:L:::L!ina-.

2 tion, distribution, or republication, in whole or iI_ zi:art:,

3 of any broadcast or _my written, graphic, or other 'brm

4 of campaign materia]ls prepared by ¢he candidat,u his

5 campaign committees., or their authorized agents sl::_111be

6 considered to be an expenditure for purposes o:[ _.his

7 paragraph; and

8 "(C) contributions made to or for the bem._:l;of

9 any candidate nominated by a political party for el,,, i:ion

]_0 to thc office of Vice ]i!'residentof the United State_: :lm]L1

]_1 be considered to be ctmtritmtions made to or for the '. :me-

12 fit of the candidate of :tach party for election to th{___:i_ice

IL3 of President of the United States.

iL4 "(5) The limitations imposed by paragraphs (l ' and

_k5 (2) of this subsection (other than the annual limitatii,:,n,on

.V; contributions to a politica.1committee under paragrap]i?. (2)

17 (B)) shall apply separately with respect to each el_:u.!:ion,

18 except that all elections held in any c:alendar year fo:' the

19 office of President of the United States (except a g_!:Jeral

'_0 election for such office) shall be considered to b,;_ one

'>.1 election.

29. "(6) For purposes ,c,fthe limitations imposed l_.:::i'this

'_3 seotion, all contributions made by _ person, either d:ii:;_:_..cfiy

24 or indirectly, on behalf o1!a particular candidate, ind xling

213 contributions which ars i:n any way earmarked or otb,t;:wise
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1 directed through an intermediary or conduit to such candi-

2 date, shall be treated as contributions from such person to

3 such candidate. The intermediary or conduit shall report the

4 original source and the intended recipient of such contribution

5 to the Commission and to the intended recipient.

6 "(b) No candidate for the office of President of the

7 United States who is eligible under section 9003 of the

8 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to condition for

9 eligibility for payments) or under section 9033 of the Inter-

10 ual Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to eligibility for pay:

11 ments) to receive payments from the Secretary of the Treas-

12 ury may make expenditures in excess of--

13 "(A) $10,000,000, in the case of a campaign for

14 nomination for election to such office, except the aggre-

15 gate of expenditures under this subparagraph in any ,one

16 State shall not exceed the greater of 16 cents multi-

17 plied by the voting age population of the State (as certi-

18 fled under subsection (e)), or $200,000; or

19 "(B) $20,000,000 in the case of a campaign for

20 election to such office.

21 "(2) For purposes of this subsection--

22 "(A) expenditures made by or on behalf of any

23 candidate nominated by a political party for election to

24 the office of Vice President of the United States shall be

25 considered to be expenditures made by or on behalf of
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1 the candidate of such party for election to the of!lli::e of

2 President of the Uni._edStates; and

3 "(B) an expenditure is made on behalf of _:.,mn-

4 didate, including a V'ice Presidential candidate, !i:i!it !is

5 madeby-

6 "(i) an ar.,thor!izedcomraittee or any 4her

7 agent of the ca'_:udidxtefor the purposes of r,::.!king

8 any expenditure; or

9 "(ii) any person authorizedor requested i:ili'the

10 candidate, art authorized committee of the can,.:i.;,!![ate,

11 or an agent, of the candidate, to make the ex[i,_mdi-

12 ture.

13 "(c) (1) At the beginning of each calendar year' _,_om-

i4 mencing in 1976), as thc:re become available necessar'u ctata

15 from the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Departn:u!ut of

16 Labor, the Secretary of I_abor shall, certify to the Cc,:x:,:mi,s-

1.7 sion and putAish in the Federal _[egister the ]?_?cent

18 difference between _:heprice index for the twelve ]n::l:nths

19 preceding the beginning of such calendar year and thc, ?rice

20 index for the base period. _,_ach limitation establist:u!1 by

21 subsection (b) and subsection (d) shall be increa:!_u;![by

g2 such percent difference. Each amount so increased :_;ha]ll

23 be the amount in effect for such calendar year.

24 "(2) For purposes,0fparagraph (1)--

2,5 "(A) The term 'price index" means the a',_rage
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1 over a calendar year of the Consumer Price Index (all

2 items--United States city average) published monthly

3 by the Bureau of Labor Statistics; and

4 "(B) the term 'base period' means the calendar

5 year 1974.

6 "(d) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law

7 with respect to limitations on expenditures or limitations on

8 contributions, the national committee of a political party and

9 a State committee of a political party, including any subordi-

10 hate committee of a State committee, may make expenditures

11 in connection with the general election campaign of candi-

12 dates for Federal office, subject to the limitations contained

13 in paragraphs (2) and (3) of this subsection.

14 "(2) The national committee of a political party may

15 not make any expenditure in connection with the general

16 election campaign of any candidate tor President of the

17 United States who is affiliated with such party which exceeds

18 an amount equal to 2 cents multiplied by the voting age

19 population of the United States (as certified nnder subsec-

20 tion (e)). Any expenditure under this paragraph shah be

21 in addition to any expenditure by a national committee

22 of a political party serving as the principal campaign eom-

23 mittee of a candidate for the office of the President of the

24 United States.

25 "(3) The national committee of a political party, or
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1 a State committee of a political party, including an! ,sulS,-

"'_Jt32 ordinate committee of a '._[ae:committee, may not ma'.f: any

3 expenditure in connectkm with the general elecfio]:l c:am-

4 paign of a candidate for F_,deral office in a State ,;;:,!:Lois

5 affiliated with such prLrty which exceeds--

'' ',_ candidate for elec :l to6 (A) in the (.._tseofa i'

7 the office of Senator, or of ,' "Rel;Ies.entat_e from :_, !:eta're

8 which is entitled to ,rely one llepresentativ,,_ the

9 greater of--

].0 "(i) 2 _'_cen_._multiplied by- the voting ag,? ,opu-

1.1 lation of the St.ate- (:as certified under sub_!;_,:_tion

12 (e)); or

1_3 "(ii) $20,000; and

14 "(B) in the case o1'_ candidate for election the

15 office of Ilepresenta'five, Delegate; or Resident (Join-.

16 missioner in any oth,t?rState, $10,000.

17 "(e) During the fir:i!.tweek of January, 1975, am:l :very

.-18 subsequent year, the S,:..ret,_y of Commerce shall _,.,rfify

]9 to the Commission and ]?ubiish in the Federal l_e_.::!.,.r an

20 estimate of the voting _ge population of the United (iates,

21 of each State, and of each congressional district as ,:' t]he

22 first day of July next preceding the date of certifi_ _tion..

23 The term 'voting age F,pulation' means resident popl: !_tie,n:,

24: eighteen ye_ars of age or olde¥.

25 "(f) No candidate or political committee shall :now--
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I ingly accept any contribution or make any expenditure in

2 violation of the provisions of this section. No officer or em-

3 ployee of a political ,committee shall knowingly accept a

4 contribution made for the benefit or use of a candidate, or

5 knowingly make any expenditure on behalf of a candidate,

6 in violation of any limitation imposed on contributions .and

7 expenditures under this section.

8 "(g) The Commission shall prescribe rules under which

9 any expenditure by a candidate for Presidential nomination

10 for use in two or more States shah be attributed to such

11 candidate's expenditure limitation in each such State, based

12 on the voting age population in such State which can reason-

13 ably be expected to be influenced by su.ch expenditure.

14: "CONTRIBUTIONS OR EXPENDITURES BY _ATIONAL BANKS,

15 COI_PORATIONS, OI_ LABOI_ ORGANIZATIONS

16 "SEc. 321. (a) It i's unlawful for any national bank, or

17 any corporation organized by authority of any law of Con-

18 gress, to make a contribution or expenditure in connection

19 with any election to any political office, or in connection with

20 any primary election or political convention or caucus held

21 to select candidates for any political office, or for 'any corpo-

22 ra_on whatever, or any labor organization to make a contri-

23 bution or expenditure in connection with any election at

24 which Presidential and Vice Presidential electors or a Sena-

25 tor or Representative in, or a Delegate or Resident Commis-
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1 sioner to, Congress are to be voted for, or in connection ,_'ith.

2 any primary election or political convention, or caucm', ::_eld

3 to select candidates fol' an S of the foregoing offices, or for ,,my

4 candidate, political committee, or other person to accci_1!:or

15 receive any contribution prohibited by this section, or fomr',il;ny

,_ officer or any director of any corporation or any n'aml:c,.nal

'7 bank or any officer of any labor organization to cons,[':.:_:to

8 any contribution or exper, dLitureby the corporation, nail:_,nal

9 bank, or labor organization, as the case may be, prohiil;!ted

10 by this section.

11 "(b) (1) For the purposes of this section 'labor _.l:ga-

12 nization' means any orgaifization of any kind, or any a,,_;i:::_acy

13 or employee representation committee or plan, in whic]i::_'_!_m.-

14 ployees participate 'and which exist for the purpose, in ',;'_}:tole

15 or in part, of dealing with employers concerning griewimt:t,:_es,

16 labor disputes, wages, rate_; of pay, hours of employme:m._!:, or

17 conditions of work. As used in this section and in se.,,iion

18 12 (ih) of the Public Ut:i]kity Holding Company Act (15

19 U.S.C. 791 (h)), the phrase 'conta'ibulSon or expendii;lre'

20 shall include any direct or indirect payment, distribm:l_,:iOn,

2I. loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any service :.. or

2;2 aanything of value (excel)l; a loan of money by a natior_ll or

:23 State bank made in accordance with the applicable ball:[_;:ing

2;4 laws and regulations and h_ the ordinary course of busilr t!.,ss),

2;5 to any candidate, campaign committee, or political 1,_brty
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I or organization, in connection with any election to any of the

2 offices referred to in this section; but shall not include corn-

3 munications by a corporation to its stockholders and'execu-

4 tive or administrative personnel, and their families or by a

5 labor organization to its members and their families on any

6 subject; nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote cam-

7 paigns by a corporation aimed at its stockholders and ex-

8 ccutlve or administrative personnel and their families, or

9 by a labor organization aimed at its members and their

10 families; or the establishment, administration, and sollcita-

11 tion of contributions to a separate segregated fund to be

12 utilized for political purposes by a corporation or labor

13 organization.

1_ "(2) It shall be,unlawful for such a fund to make a con-

15 tribution or expenditure by utilizing money or anything of

16 value secured by physical force, job discrimination, financial

17 reprisals, or the threat of force, job discrimination, or finan-

18 cial reprisal; or by dues, fees, or other moneys required as a

19 condition of membership in a labor organization or as a con-

20 dltion of employment, or by moneys obtained in any com-

21 mercial transaction.

22 "(3) It shall be unlawful for a corporation or a separate

23 segregated fund created by a corporation to solicit contribu-

24 tions from any person other than its stockholders, executive

25 or administrative personnel, and their families or for a labor
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I organization or a separate segregated fund created by a ,,bor

', organization to solicit contributions from any person _t:her

3 than its members and their families.

4 "(4) Notwithstanding any other law, any mett:,(d of

5 soliciting voluntary contributions or of facilitating the n::_king

6 of voluntary .contributions to a separate segregated[ land

7 established by a corporation, permitted to corporations.:, _ha][1

8 also be permitted to labor organlz,ttions.

9 "(5) Any corporation tlmt utilizes a method of .,:it,:licit-.

10 ins voluntary contributions or facilitaLing the maki:m_i.;' of

ll voluntary contributions, shall make available, on w_ii:ten

]_q request, that method to a l_tbor organization represc: I;ing'

].3 any members working for that corporation.

1.4 "(6) For purposes o:i this section, the term 'exe.,:'l[iv,e

'lJ; or administrative persomxel' means individuals employ,,_[ by

16 a corporation who are paid on a salary, rather than b,,:_;rly,

X7 ]msis and who have policymaking or supervisory reslili_::nsi-.

18 bilities.

19 "(7) For purposes of 'this section, the term 5_,::,ck-

'20 holder' includes any indMdual who has a legal or ',; _:+_;ted

21 beneficial interest in stock, including, but not limitc, to,

22 an employee of a corporation who participates in a :iock

23 bonus, stock option, or employee stock ownership p]!t:[:t.

[_zi "CONTRIBUTIONS BY 'GOVERNMENrI! COI_*TIIACTOIi:;'!!

25 "SEc. '322. (a) It shall be unlawful for any pers(,: ....
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1 "(1) who enters into any contract with the United

2 .States or any de.partment or agency thereof either for the

3 rendition of personal services or furnishing any material,

4 supplies, or equipment to the United States or any

5 department or agency thereof or for selling any land or

6 building to the United States or any department or

7 agency thereof, if payment for the performance of such

8 contract or payment for such material, supplies, equip-

9 ment, land, or building is to be made in whole or in part

10 from funds appropriated by tlle Congress, at any time

11 between the commencement of negotiations for and the

12 latex of (A) the completion of performance under, or

13 (B) the termination of negotiations for, such contract or

14 furnishing of material, supplies, equipment, land, or

15 buildings, directly or indirectly to make any contribution

16 of money or other thing of value, or to promise expressly

17 or impliedly to make any such contribution, to any polit-

18 ical party, committee, or candidate for public office or

19 to any person for any political purpose or use; or

20 "(2) knowingly to solicit any such contribution

21 from any such person for any such purpose during any

22 such period.

23 "(b) This section does not prohibit or make unlawful

24 the establishment or administration of, or the solicitation of

25 contributions to, any separate segregated fund by any cor-
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I poration or labor organization for rite purpose of infiu,__;cing

2 the nomination for election, or election, of any per;; :,:a to

3 Federal office, unless thc provisions; of section 321 p? :_ihik,it;

4 or make unlawful the q;_stablishment ,or administrat!ic_L of,

5 or the solicitation of contributions to, such fund.

6 "(c) For purposes oJ!th_s section, the term 'labor _,rga-

7 nization' has the meaning',g'iven it 1)ysection o,,1.°°

8 "PUBLICATIOX OR DISTR,IBUTION' OF POLITICA

9 STATES{ENTS

10 "SEc. 323. Whenever any person makes an expmmiiture

11 for the purpose of financing communications express acl-

12 vocating the election or defeat of a clearly identified , _ndi-

13 date through broadcasting stations, newspapers, mag',_:!'.ncs,

14 outdoor advertising facilities, direct mails, and other .; _::filar

15 types of general public political advertising, such con__,:tmfi-

16 cation--

17 "(1) if authori:_ed by a candidate, his autl}:,_,i'ized

18 political committees or [heir agents, shall clear[, and

19 conspicuously, in accordance with regulations pre:i;,::i.bed

20 by the Commission, state that the communicati,;:,_ has

21 been authorized; or

22 "(2) if not authorized by a candidate, his _;;t_:,.::hor-

23 ized, political committees, or their agents, shall ,_,_z_arly

24 and conspicuously, in accordance 'with regulatio:[l_ pre-

25 scribed by the Commission, state that the commun:.,:,_z;tion
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I is not authorized by any candidate, and state the name

2 of the person' wh.o made or financed the expenditure for

3 the communication, including, the case of a political

4 committee, the name of any affiliated or connected orga-

5 nization required to be disclosed under section 303 (b)

6 (2).
7 "CONTRIBUTIONS BY FOREIGN NATIONALS

8 "SEC. 324. (a) It shall be unlawful for a foreign ha-

9 ti°hal directly or through any other person to make any con-

10 tribution of money or other thing of value, or to promise

11 expressly or impliedly to make any such contribution, in con-

12 nection with an election to any political office or in connec-

13 tion with any primary election, convention, or caucus held

14 to select candidates for any political office; or for any person

15 to solicit, accept, or receive any such contribution from

16 a foreign national.

17 "(b) As used in this setion, the term 'foreign national'

18 means--

19 "(1) a foreign principal, as such term is defined by

20 section 1 (b) of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of

21 1938 (22 U.S.C. 611 (b)), except that the term 'for-

22 eign national' shall not include any individual who is a

23 citizen of the United States; or

24 "(2) an individual who is not a citizen of the

25 United States and who is not lawfully admitted for
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I permanent residence, as defined by section lIl i (a)

2 (20) of the Irmnigrat[on and Nationality A_ (8

,3 u.s.c. (a) (2o)).

4 "PROIIIBITION OF CO_XTRIBUT[[ONiS IN NAME (ii_

5 .A_N'OTHER

6 "SEc. 325. 1k_operson shall make a contribut:i_:L ii1

7 the name of another per..!;onor knowingly permit his ,amc

S to be used to effect such s._contdbutkon, and no persor :;hall

9 knowingly accept a cor_l;ribr_tionmade by one persia,, iii

10 the name of another person.

11 "LIMITATION ON CO_X_Tt{IBL_TIO_S OF CURRENCS!

12 "SEC. 326. No person shall make contributions oi cur-

13 rency of file United Statc,,s.or currertcy of any foreign , ,:,un.-

14 try to or for the benefit of any candidate which, in ti, ag-

:15 gregate, exceed $100, with respect to any campaign c _mch

16 candidate for nomination for election, or for election, t,_:_]l!'ed.-

17 eral office.

_'[8 "ACCEPTANCE OF EXCESSIV_ HONORARIUMS

19 "SEc. 327. N.opersoa while an cleeLedor appointe offi--

% cer or employee of any 5ranch of the ]Federal Govermt,::tent

ql shall accept_

'.'"_ "(1) any honorarium of more than $2,000 (e:: 5ud.-

,"3 lng amounts accepted for actual[ tr_s[veland subsi_ once

'.'4 expenses) for any appearance, speech, or article; ,::::

25 "(2) honorarimrts (not pr,ohibited by para!i-ap]!l
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1 (1) of this section) aggregating more than $24,000 in

2 any .calendar year.

3 "FRAUDULENT 2_IISRI_PRESENTATION OF CAMPAIGN

4 AUTHORITY

5 "SEc. 328. No person who is a candidate for Federal

6 office .or an employee or agent of .such a candidate shall--

7 "(1) fraudulenfiy misrepresent hin_self or any corn-

8 mittee or organization under his' con,trol as speaking or

9 wri.ting ,or otherwise acting for or _onbehalf of any other

10 candidate .or poli,tical party or employee .oragent thereof

11 .on '_ matter which is damaging to such other _ndidate

12 or political party or empl,oyec .or _agent thereof; or

13 "(2) willfully and knowingly to participate in or

14 conspire to participate in any Plan, scheme, or design

15 to violate paragraph (1).

16 "PENALTY FOi_VIOLATIONS

17 "SEc. 329. (a) Any pers.on, foll.owlng the enactment

18 of this section, who knowingly and w.ill{ully commits a

19 violation of any provision or provisions .of this Act which

20 involves the making, receiving, .or reporting ,of any contri-

21 bution or expenditure having a value in the aggregate of

22 $1,000 or more during a calendar year shall be fined in an

23 amount which does n.ot exceed the greater of $25,000 or

24 300 percent of the amount .of any contribution .or expenditure
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1 involved in such'violation, impris.oned fornot more fi: n one

2 year, or both.

3 "(b) It shall be a complete defense in any e:minal

4 'action brought for the violation of a provision of th,_ Act,

5 or of a provision of chapl;er 95 or 96 ,Dfthe Internal: t:',',eve--

6 nue Code of 1954, for the defendant to show that- ....

7 "(1) the specific act or failure to act whi,:_rcon-

8 ,sfitutes the offense for which the action was ]:_,_:,ught

9 is the subject of a conciliation agreement entcr,:z, .into

10 between thc defen&tnt and the Commission unil,_' sec-.

11 tion 313,

12 "(2) the conciliation agreement is in effect, lad

13 "(3) the defendant is, with respect to thc ,'iola-

14 tion for which the defense is be,ing asserted, i:,; corn-

15 pliance with the conciliation agreement.".

16 AUTH]OItlZATION OF API?ROPRIATIO_S

17 SEC. 112. Section 3.1.9of the Act (2 U.S.C. 43',ii!t_,.,as

18 redesignatcd by section 105, is amended by adding _!: the

19 end thereof the following sentence: "There are aufi::,rized

20 to be appropriated to _;he FederM Election Com]E_!_'.sion

:21 $8,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 976,

:22 $2,000,000 for thc period beginn;mg July 1, 19711! and

23 ending September 30, 1!)76, and $8,000,000 for the fiscal

24 year ending September 30, 1977.".
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I SAVINGS PROVISION

2 S_c. 113. Except as otherwise provided by this Act,

3 the repeal by this Act of any section or penalty shall not

4 have the effect to release or extinguish any penalty, forfei-

5 tare, or liability incurred under such section or penalty, and

6 sm,h section or penalty shall be treated as remaining in force

7 for the purpose of sustaining any proper action or prosecution

8 fol' the enforcement of any pen'fity, forfeiture, or liability.

9 TECIINICALANDCONI_ORMD,'GAMENDMENTS

10 Sl,;c. 114. (a) Section 306(d) of the Act (2 U.S.C.

11 436 (d)) is amended by inserting immediately after "304

12 (a) (1)(C)," the following' "304(c),".

1'3 (b) (1) Section 310(a)(7) of the Act (2 U.S.C.

14 437d(a) (7)), as redesignated by section 105, is amend-

15 ed by striking out "313" and inserting in lieu thereof "31'2".

16 (c) (1) Section 9002(3) of the Internal Revenue

17 Code of 1954 (defining Commission) is amended by striking

18 out "310 (a)(1)" and inserting in lieu thereof "309(a)

'19 (1)".

20 (2) Section 9032 (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of

21 1954 (defining Commission) is amended by striking out

22 "310 (a) (1)" and inserting in lieu thereof "309(a) (1)".
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I TITLE II AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 18.

2 UNITE][),STATES CODE

3 REI_:AL Or CERTAIN :[mOVlSIO_S

4 SEC. 201. (a) Chapter 29 of title 18, United ;!.rotes

5 Code, is amended by striking out sections 608, 61(), ,_11,

6 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, and 617.

7 (b) The table of sections for chapter 29 of titl_ 18,

8 United States Code, is _:_Lmendedby striking out the f:ems

9 relating to sections 608, 610, 61t, (;12, 613, 61du ,1315,

l(/ 616, and 617.

11 TITLE III--AMEKI)5IENTS TO INTERNAl[

112 tlEVENUE CODE OF 1954

:13 ENr-PITLEMENT OF ELIGH]LE CAND:[DATE8 [FOR PAY]'_[i!:NT8

I:[ SEC. 301. Section 9004 of the Internal Revenue [Jodc

:15 of 1954 (relating to entith_ment of e]igible candidates 1I:,_pay-

:16 ments) is amended by adding at the end thereof t'l:::,:for

:17 lowing new subsectlons:

18 "(d) EXPF,NDITUlqES FRO3r PEI?,SONAL]FUNDS.....In

19 order to be eligible to receive any payment under s_,['.tion

20 9006, the candidate of a major, minor, or new party in a

'._t Presidential election shall certify to the Commission, I'l::tder

?2 penalty of perjury, that such candidate shall not know ngly

','3 make expenditures from his personal funds, or the pe:xmal

24 funds of his immediate filmily, in connection with his', :uarn.-
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I paign for election to the office of President in excess of, in

2 the aggregate, $50,000.

3 "(e) DEFINITION OF IMMEDIATE FAMILY.--For Fur-

4 poses of subsection (d), the term 'immediate family' means

5 a candidate's spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent,

6 brother, half-brother, sister, or half-sister of the candidate,

7 and the spouses of such persons. ''.

8 PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES

9 SEC. 302. Section 9006 of the Internal Revenue Code

10 of 1954 (relating to payments to eligible candidates) is

11 amended by striking out subsection (b) thereof and by

12 rcdesignating subsection (c) and subsection (d) as sub-

13 section (b) and subsection (c), respectively.

14 I_EVIE,W OF REGULATIONS

15 SEc. 303. (a) Section 9009(c)(2) of the Internal

16 Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to review of regulations)

17 is amended--

18 (1) by striking out "30 legislative days" and insert-

19 ing in lieu thereof the following: "30 calendar days or

20 15 legislative days, whichever is later,"; and

21 (2) by inserting immediately after the first sentence

22 thereof the following new sentences: "Whenever a com-

23 mittee of the House of Representatives reports any

24 resolution relating to any such rule or regulation, it is at
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I anv time thereafter in order (even though a p:f::_',:ious

2 motion to the same e:[Teettlas been disagreed to) t,::::,:,love

3 to proceed to tlle consideration of the resolutlo:.:: Tile

.i motion is highly privileg'ed and is not debatable, An

5 amendincnt to the motion is not in order, and it; _;not

6 in order to move tc reconsider the vote by whi,,::_tile

7 motion is agreed to or disagreed to.".

8 (I_) Section 9039(c)(2) of the Internal Re ',:roue

9 Code of 1954 (relating to review of regulatio:f[_ii is

10 .amended--

:1:1. (1) by striking .out '_30legislative days" and J:_crt-

12 lng in lieu thereof ti:refollowing: "30 calendar d[_i's or

:t3 15 legislative days, whichever is later,"; and

:t,i (2) by insertir_gimmediately after the firsi sen-

15 tence thereof thc following near sentences: "Wh_ _ew_r

16 a committee of the House of Representatives r_ports

17 any resolution relating to any suelh rule or reguI. L::ion,

:18 :it is at any time thereafter in order (even thc i:!:_:'lla

19 previous motion to I:he same effect has been dis,f,:,::reed

20 to) to move to proceed with consideration of the _,:_;olu-

21 tion. The motion is highly privileged and. is not (:.I[,_[_.ata-

22 ble. An amendment to the motion is not in order, _1..:rd_t

23 is not in order to move to reconsider the vote by __hieh

24 the motion is a_'eed i!oor disagreed to.".
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I ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS

2 SEc. 304. Section 9033 (b} (1) of the Internal Revenue

3 Code of 1954 (relating to expense limitation; declaration of

4 intent; minhnum contributions) is amended by striking out

5 "limitation" and inserting in lieu thereof "limitation.s".

' 6 QUALIFIED CAMPAIGNEXPENSELIMITATION

7 SEC. 305. (a) Section 9035 of the Internal Revenue

8 Code of 1954 (relating to qualified campai_l expense lim-

9 itation) is amended--

l0 ( 1 ) in the heading thereof, by striking out "LIMITA-

1.1 TION" and inserting in lieu thercof "LIMITATIONS";

12 (2) by inserting "(a) EXP_NI)ITtmE L_rTA-

13 TIO_S.--" immedi.ately before "No candidate";

14 (3) by inserting immediately after "States Code"

15 the following: ", and no candidate shall knowingly make

16 expenditm'es from his personal funds, or tile personal

17 funds of his immediate family, in connection with his

18 campaign for nomination for election to the office of

19 President in excess of, in the aggregate, $50,000"; and

20 (4) by adding at the end thereof the following new

21 subsection:

22 "(b) DErImTm_ Or IMMEDIATE _FAMILY.--r0r pur-

23 poses of this section, the term 'immediate family' means a

24 candidate's spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent,
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1 brother, half-brother, sister, (,r half-sister of the can<:i!ate,

2 and the spouses of such persons.".

3 (b) The table of sections for chapter 96 of tl:,: In-

4 teniai Revenue Code of :95,i is amended by strikir,: out

5 the :item relating to sectioa 9035 and inserting in lieu th xreof

6 the following new item:

"Sec. 9035. t2ual,fied campaign expense limitations."'

'q ;, - .7 TECIINICAL A_N'D __,)NtORIV[I:XG AMEND_fENTS

8 SEC. 30(L (a) Sect i[on 9008 (b) (:5) of the Ir_ ::nal

9 Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to adjustment of e:,_::tle-

]0 ments) is amended--

]1_ (i) by striking' out "section 608(c) and s,:_'.don

12 608 (f) of title 18, :nm.a States Code, and ins.,_':ing

13 in lieu thereof "section 320 (b) and section 320 II.:12cf

1.4 the Federal Election Cap'_paign Act of 1971"; a:r_i

15 (2) by striking ,out "section 608 (d) of such i_:le"

1(; and inserting in lieu thereof "section 320 (c) o:1'_:uch

]7 Act".

18 (b) Section 9008 (d) of .the Internal Revenue C,:::,:_of

1.9 1954 (relating to limitation oJ!expenditures) is amend, :i by

20 adding at the end thereef the following new paragra. I :

2:]_ "(4) PROVISION OP :LEGAL AND ACCOU:B':'[NG

22 Srl_VIerS.--For purposes of this se.cl;ion,the paym.t_::::by

23 any person, including' the national committee of a iil_:lift-

24 cai party, of compensmtio:,_tto any individual for lc.:.:_::or
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1 accounting services rendered to or on behalf of the nd-.

2 tional committee of a_political party shall not be treated

3 as an expenditure made by or on behalf of such eom-

4 mittee with respect to its limitations on Presidential

5 nominating convention expenses.".

6 (c) Section 9034 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code of

7 1954 (relating to limitations) is amended by striking out

8 "section 608 (c) (1) (A) of title 18, United States Code,"

9 and inserting in lieu thereof "section 320(b)(1)(A) of the

:to Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971".

11 (d) Section 903.5 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of

12 1954 (relating to expenditure limitations), as so redesignated

13 by section 305 (a), is amended by striking out "section

14 608(c)(1)(A) of title 18, United States Code," and in-

15 serting in lieu thereof "section 320 (b) (1) (A) of the Fed-

16 eral Election Campaign Act of 1971".
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CalendarNo.647
£d _essio_ No. 94-677

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT AMENDMENTS
OF 1976

_IARCH 2, 1976.--Ordered to be printed

Mr. CA:_NON, from the Committee on Rules and Administration,
submitted the following

REPORT

together with

MINORITY VIEWS

[To accompany S. 3065]

The Committee on Rules and Administration, having considered an
original bill to amend the Federal Election CampaignAct of 1971,
as amended in 1974, to provide for its administration by a Federal
Election Commission appointed in accordance with the requirements
of the Constitution,. and to amend certain other provisions of law
relating to the financing and conduct of such campaigns, reports favor-
ably thereon, and recommends that the bill do pass.

PURPOSE OF TIIE BmL

This recommended legislation is a measure designed to recon-
stitute the Federal Election Commission as an indepe_{dent executive
branch agency, having six commissioners appointed by the President
by and with th e advice and consent of the. Senate, and to make certain
other amendments of law necessary and desirable in light of the
decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in Buckley v.
'Valeo (No s. 75-436, 75-437, decided January 30, 1976).

(1)
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During the 92d Congress (1cq1-1972) the Federal Electio _ Cam-
paign Act of 1971 (P.L. 92-2!;25) was enacted to provide s_:eeping
and thorough control over and public disclosure of receipts a:l _:!expen-
ditures in both Federal primary and general elections. The ?eder'd
Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974., enacted durinli;,: l:he 93d
Congress (P.L. 93-443), amended the 1971 Act extensively. T],_ result-
lng law provided for overall ]imitations on campaign expel_,:litures
and political contributions, extensive reporting and recortt:;::eepiv:,_'
requirements for candidates and political committees, and tlb_z:estaS-
lishment of a Federal Election Commission with extensive 1[;_.vets ¥o
administer and enforce the Act. The law also provided for t}__ public
iinancing of Presidential l:,rimary and general electi,::_:_s and
conventions.

On January 30, 1976, the Supreme Court of the United ;5: :rte';, in
Buckley v. Va]eo, upheld the contribution limitations, th;L J:ecor,_t-
keeping and disclosure requirements of the Act and the provi; ions f,::,r
public financing of Presidential elections and conventions, i[ (:,wevet',
the Court held that certain expenditure limitations under the: L,.'twe._'e
]n violation of the First Amendment and that the exerci_ _:}tadmin-
],strative and enforcement, powers deleg, ated to the Commi_!;._i,:)n w_Ls
unconstitutional because of the way m wlhich its memLe% were
appointed.

Public hearings were held by the Subcommittee on Privi I__!:,:esavd
Elections, chaired by Senator Claiborne Pel![, on February: ii!;,1976.
Witnesses appeared to testify and submi_ written statemen I:;_on the
impact of the Supreme Courffs decision and on the many b:ill_,;wlhich
had been introduced in response to that decision: S. 2911, An:_ ndraent
]N'o. 1396 to S. 2911, S. 2912, S,. 2918, S. 2953, S. 2980, and S !?,987.

On February 20, 1976. the Subcommittee on Privileges _m,::tElec-
l;ions referred an original bill to the Committee on Rule's ancii .;kdm!in-
iistration, without recommendation, to be used as a working , it?aft by
the Committee in its considen_tion of legislation. The Sub(:c mmittee
also unanimously adopted a resolution recommending that _i:i:_,_Com-
mittee on Rules and Administration report legislation to a:_m_,_!mdthe
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended--

(a) to reconstitute the Federal Election Commission a:; !m inde-
pendent executive branch agency, havin,(r six commissioi_ ,'s to be
appointed by the President With the advice and cons_!:;t of the
Senate; and

(b) to make such other changes in the Act as may be L_eces.sary
and desirable in light of 1LiheSupreme Court decision ii::,_:he case
of Buckley v. Valeo.

The Committee on Rules and Administration held mark-ui!; _;essions
on February 25 and 26, and March 1_ 1976, and on Marc:[:_1, 1976,
ordered an original bill reported to the Senate.

This bill as reported to the Senate provides for a Federal b,lect:ton
Commission appointed in accordance w![th the requiremm:_I_! of the
Constitution. The bill also gives the Commission exclusive an,:_primary
jurisdiction for the civil enforcement of the Act and of the :,_blic fi-
nancing of presidential camnaigns and transfers many of th;:!_,:.riminal
code nrovisions relating to Federal election campaigns from 71'itle 18,
U.S.C., to the 1971 Act. Additional civil enforcement powers _:':egSven
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to the Commission and procedures are established for the investigation
of violations of the Act in order to expand the powers of the Commis-
sion in this respect and provide greater public disclosure of Comnfission
enforcement activities. The penalty provisions of the law are restruc-
tured to provide criminal penalties for substantial violations and civil
penalties and disclosure fol' jess substantial violations, as well as pro-
tection for persons who enter into and adhere to conciliation agree-
merits with the Commission. The bill also proposes a number of changes
iii the law relating to campaign contribntions and oxpenditures to re-
flect the decision of the Supreme Court in Buckley v. Valeo, and to re-
strict, within the constitutional limitations set by the Supreme Court,
the flow of excessive sums of money into political campaigns. In doing
so, the bill reflects in many ways the intent of the Congress in passing
the Federal Election Campaign Act Amedments of 1974 (P.L.

SEc_ox-nY-Sr. crXON AxALYS_S

SttORT TITLE

Section I provides that the Act may be cited ns the "Federal Election
Campaign Act Amendments of 1976."

FEDERAL ELECTION COM_ISSI()N _[E._[BEIISHIP

Section 101 provides that tile Commission is to consist of the Secre-
tary of the Senate, the Clerk of the House, both ex officio and without
tile right to vote, and 6 members appointed by the President by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate. Of the members appointed
by the President no more than 3 at any time may be affiliated with the
same political party.

The bill provides for six-year terms for members with the terms of
two members, not affiliated with the same political party, expiring
every two years, beginning in 1977, so that members are not reap-
pointed in an election year. Vacancies are filled only for the remainder
of the term during which the vacancy occurred. Reappointment is to
be made in the same manner as the appointment.

Section 101(c)(1) prohibits Commissioners from engaging in any
outside business or professional activity while holding office. This sec-
tion will not become effective until two years after the date this bill
becomes law.

Section 101 (c) (P.) provides that the Commission has exclusive and
primary jurisdiction with respect to the civil enforcement of the Fed-
eral Election Campaign Act and of the provisions of theinternal Re-
serve Code of 1954 relating to the public financing of Presidential
elections. This section also recites _. reservation of congressional pre-
rogatives reserved to the Congress under the Constitution.

Section 101 (c) (3) provides that the Commission may not establish
guideline s, initiate civil actions, render advisory opinions, make regula-
tions, conduct investigations, or report apparent violations of law with-
out an affirmative vote of 4 members of the Commission, no less than
two of whom are affiliated with the same p()litical party.

Section 101 (d) of the bill exempt_ Commission staff appointments
from the provisions of Title 5, United States Code, relating to the corn-
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petit!v.e service, classifiication, and General Schedule pay r_;,.i_?._.This
]provision maintains the present exempt status of Co],:::tnissic,n
appointments.

Section 101 (e) relates to the appointment of new members, ii; urges
the expeditious appointment of new members, provides thai: ::he first
appointments to the new Commission are not, appointments i[::,_fill un-
expired terms, provides that the terms of all the preselYt Comn],i !Mo:heys
end when a majority of the r_ew Commissioners are appoi:l_l::E_daired
qualified, and gives statutory recognition to the limited pow_ J:of tlm
]:econstituted Commission under the decision of the Supreme _:ourt in
IYuokley v. Valeo (Nos. 75-436_ 75-437, January 30, 1976).

Sect, ion 101 (f) permits the present Commissioners to be }',u![],)inted
to the new Commission by waivino' lhe prohibition against the' )point-
ment of individuals to the Commission presently holding' l'eder_d
oj2fiee.

7'x'rl_sfer a_d co_ti¢_tlt_' ?)ro_:i.iu'o¢_s
Section 101 (g') of the bill facilitates the transition between _!_ Cog"t-

mission as presently constituted ar, d the Con:tmission as rec(_ s;titnted
'by this Act by providing for the transfer of ¥!ersonnel, liabil!if ies, con-
tracts, property, and records employed, held, or used primar!il I' in con-
nection with the fm_ctions of the Commission as presently co'_:t;!ituted.
It nrovides that, the transfer of personnel under this sectio_ _;hal] t)e
without reduction in classificat!ton or compensation for one '_:_::;r after
:such transfer. Thus, no person's salary or position shall be x,ednc..[;M
solely because of the transfer. This provision does not bar a .::i _mis,_:al
or reduction in salary by the Commission for reasrms other i,.an tThe
transfer. This section also preserves all actions, suits, and o['::er p:ro-
,eeedings commenced by or a;,:sSnsr the Commission or any _dfieer or
employee thereof acting in h_s oflSeial capacity. It also Dre_;,.wes _dl
orders, determinations, rules, advisory opinions, and opiniom_ of coun-
sel made. issued, or granted by the Comnfiss!ion before its r,z, ,astit n-
tion.

DEFIXIT]JONi_L CItANGES

Several Drovislnns of Title 1_.of the erirninal code ,'elnti_ i :,l;mita-
tions on contributions, to contri'buti ons by foreiml principals., i:::limita-
tions on. honoraria, etc., are tra. nsferred by the bill to the Fe&, 'd Elec-
tion Campai_t Act pf 1971. The _nnendments to the definii:i:ns cc,n-
tained in Section 102 of the bill thus will apply both to repc,_:'::!ng a?rtd
disclosu,'e, and to the provisions containing these limitations._

Section 102 (a) amends the defini tion of "election" in Secti u ::_301 (_[)
(2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 43i(t_) (2) ), nominating eonvenlt; c,ns and
caucuses, by changing "held to, nominate a candidate" in pres_ r; law to
"which has authority to nominate a e_ndidate."

Section 102(b) amends the definition of "contribution" i:n ;Sectkm
301(e) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. i31(e)(2)) where it says!;. :contr'i-
bution means a contract, promise, or agreement, expresse,[ or im-
plied, whether or not legally enforceable, to make a cont:_i:oution"
by inserting the word "written" before the Word "contract."

Section 102(c) amends the definition of '"contribution" t,,:: exclude
legal and accounting services rendered to or on behalf of th.[i_):_:_atio:nal
committee of a political party which don't directly further f:i_._c'tndi-
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dacy of a particular candidate and for such services rendered to or on
behalf of any candidate or political committee fo,' tile purpose of con,-
plying with the requirements of the Act and chapters 95 and 96 of tile
Internal Revenue Code of 1954. Tlle amendment requi,'es these pay-
,nents to be repo,'ted and disclosed but permits then, to be ignored iu
determining contribution and expenditure limitations.

Section 102(d) amends the definitiou of "expenditure" to exclude
certain fund-raising costs and payments fo,' legal and accounting serv-
ices (under the circumstances discussed above). The exclusion of so,ne
fund-raising costs for purposes of the ii,nits on expenditures by pub-
liclv-financed presidential candidates confo,'ms to present law and was
,na_le necessary by {lie tranfer of the provisions setting forth those Ii,n-
its to the 1971 Act.

Section 10'2(e) adds the word "Act" to the list of terms defined in
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, and defines "i,,lependent
expenditure" to ,'effect the definition of that term in tlle Supreme
Court's decision in B_ckley v. Valeo.

ORGAN'IZATION OF POLITtCAL C0313fI_q'EFS

Identification, of contribute,rs
Subsections (a) and (b) of Section 103 of the bill amemt Section

002 of the Federal Election Campal,n Act of 19_1 (._U.S.(,. 4az (b))
to reduce the accounting and recordkeeping burdens for political com-
mittees by requiring that records be kept only on contributions in
excess of $100, instead of in excess of $10. The bill also states that a
cont,'ibutor's occupation does not include the name of the employer,
firm, business associates, customers, or clients, for record keeping
purposes.

Section 103 (c) would strkke out Section 302(e) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
43_ (e)) which requires that notice of unauthorized activities by politi-
cal committees be disclosed on the literature and advertisements ci,'cu-
lated ]by those committees. The subject is covered by Section 111 of
the bi ti which sets forth a new Section 323 of the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971.

REPOR Ts BY POLITICAL C03fSIITTEES AN'D CAh'DIDA. TES

'Section 104(a) amends the reporting and disclosure provisions of
Section 304(a) (1) of the Act (9 U.S.C. 434(a) (1)) to provide that,
in a r_on-election year, a candidate and his authorized committees
must file quarterly reports only for quarters in which more than $5,000
is received or spent; If amounts in excess of $5,000 are not received
in any quarter, the candidate and his committees must still file the
annudl report.

Section 104(b) amends Section 304!a)(2) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
484(a) (2)) to require that only political committees auth0rized by a
candidate file reports with a. candidate's principal campaign commit-
tee. This clarifies an anomsdy in present law under which all multi-
candidate committees are obligated to file reports with the principal
campaiign committees of various candidates.

Sectiion 104(c) of the bill changes present contributor identification
requirements by making it clear that the term "occupation" does not
mean employer, firm, business associates, customers, or clients, and by

S. Reft. 94-677 - 2
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adding a provision requiring disclosure of a contributor's l:&ce of
employment. It also provides t.hat reports filed with the CoL iiz_ission
need not contain the name of a contributor's or lender's emplo; .,., fir, n,
business associates, customers, or clients.

Section 104 (c) of the bill also adds a new reporting re.quir_., l.ent for
political committees which are not authorized candidates' co:t_,,nitte_,s.
.Any such committee which spends more thar_ $100 expressly _voc:;,l-
mg the election or defeat, of a clearly identified candidate is _._(tuir,_d
to identify the expenditure as being in support of, or in op[,: :_ilion to
_t candidate, and requires a certification with respect to w!t_ lher the
expenditure was made in cooperation with th._ campaign of :!t, _'can,::ti-
date. Section 104(d) of the biill imposes a similar reportin;!:,: "equi?e-
ment on any person, other th_;,n a political committee or a c__tdi,'cla_le.
who makes contributions or expenditures expressly advo<_ th¥_._'the
election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate in exce:!s of $100
within a calendar' 5,ear. This"section also requires the Comet i.3sion to
prepare an index setting forth, on a candidate-by-candid_st_ basis.
all campaign expenditures re'lati_g to a candidate and issue,, the in-
dices on a timely pre-election basis. Sections 104(e) and 104,1 t) of the
bill require disclosure of thos_i_,expenditures that expressly :_,_i',ocat,'._a
particular election result, ,_disclos_re re¢firement explicitly 1 .:,]dto be
constitutional by the Supreme Co_.rt in B.uckley v. Vcdeo.

REPORTS BY CERTAIX PERSONS

Section 105 repeals Sectior_ 308 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 4;!_'t), h_?ld
unconstitutional by the Court of Appeals for the District <: Colum-
bia circuit in B itcHey v. Vab?,o. That portion of the Court'i &cis![on
was not appealed to the Supreme (;ourt.

POWERS OF CO3f3IISSlON

Section 106 amends Sectio_:_ 310 of the, Act ('2 U.S.C. 43_ it) ), _]:ad
adds to the Commission's po;vers of authority to forrnul_J _ general
policy, prescribe forms and regulations, the power to b_i:ag civil
actions to enforce the provisions of the Internal Revenue Co< _:of 1954
:relating to public financing of Presidential elections. This s,;_'.!;ion _;lso
provides that, with the exception of actions brought by an i t,lividual
aggrieved by an action by the Commission, the power of th_ _iJommis-
sion to initiate civil actions is the exclusive, civil remedy :t!!_:: the en-
forcement of the provisions of the Act.

ADVI[SORY OPINIONS

Section 107(a) of the bill. amends Section 312(a) of t::l_, Act, (2
U.S.C. 437f(a)) to broaden the class of persons who are .!;;,:_chori.:!;ed
to request advisory opinions to :include the Democratic ,.'?:_ucusand
the Republican conference of each House of the Congress.

Section 107(b) of the bill amends Section 312(b) of til!i_ Act (2
U.S.C. 437f (b)) to provide the following rules for advisory ::pinions:

(1) An advisory opinion applies only to the pers;!:_:_who re-
quested the opinion and to a person involved in the tra]:_!;action or
activity to which the opinion relates.
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(2) An advisory opinion which sets forth a rule oi general ap-
plicability must be prescribed as a rule or regulation within 30
days after being issued, unless the Commission determines that the
transaction or activity to which the advisory opinion relates is
already subject to an existing rule or regulation.

(3) The Commission is prohibited from rendering more than
one advisory opinion with respect to a particular transaction or
activity.

(4) Rules and regulations prescribed under the new provisions
from advisory opinions, are subject to tile provisions of tile law
relating to congressional disapproval of proposed rules and
regulations.

Under Section 107 (d) of the bill the amendment made by subsection
(a) (which broadens the class of individuals who may request an
advisory opinion) is applicable "to any advisory opinion rendered by
the Federal Election Commission after October 15, 1974."

F,]N_FORCEMENT

Section 10'8 amends the enforcement provisions of Section 313. of
the Act (2 U.S.C. 437g).

Existing law
Under existing law the Commission may refer apparent violations

to the Attorney General or investigate them itself. Where the Commis-
sion determines a violation has occurred it may try to correct tile viola-
tion by informal methods or bring a civil action to enforce the Act.
The Commission is required to refer the violation to the Attorney Gen-
eral if a violation of a !provision of title 18, United States Code, is
involved. The Commission is authorized to refer non-title 18 violations
to the Attorney General if it is unable to correct the violation by in-
formal methods or if it determines that referral is appropriate. Under
existing law the Attorney General may bring civil actions to enforce
the statute when requested to do so by the Commission. The proposed
changes would give the Commission exclusive civil enforcement
authority.

proposed ctu_nges of e_s_ing law
Under the amendments made by Section 108 of the bill the Com-

mission can investigate ,,_complaint only if the complaint is signed
and sworn to by the person filing the complaint and the complaint
it notorized. The Commission may not conduct any investigation solely
on the basis of an anonymous complaint. The Commission must con-
duct all investigations expeditiously and afford the person who receives
notice of the investigation a reasonable opportunit4y to show that no
action should be taken agMnst such person by the _ommission.

If, after investigation, the Commission determines that there is
reason to believe a violation of the Act or of the public financing
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 has been committed,
or is about to be committed, it is required to make every endeavor to
correct Or prevent the violation by informal methods prior to institut-
ing any civil action. However, the Commission would have discretion
to take immediate action to invoke the civil relief provisions of this
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Section in the event that it detel:mines there is probable cause ':o be-
lieve that a violation has occurred or is about to occur whic:l is of
such a magnitude in nature that the interests of the public woui_,t com-
pel. immediate resort to the courts for judicial relief. If such a si_,ration
does not occur tile Commission is expected to pursue with dilige:_:ye, for
a reasonable period of time, an at:tempt to cor,'ect or prevent all ,qola.
tions by informal methods, exceFt as otherwise provided in th_;_bill.

If the Commission enters into a concilia,tion agreement wid::H:_;per._
son, it is prohibited from bringing a civil action or recomm_,,:_ding
p,'osecution to the Justice Department with respect to that v:ii,,iation
a_ long as the conciliation agreement is not; violated. If the C< ,nmis-_
:sion is unable to correct the violation inform, ally, it is autho:t_::_:edto
bring a civil action. The Comnfission may refer a violation dir,_ ::;ly t.o
'the Attorney General without :going through the volunCary ,L':,,mpli-_
ance procedure if it determines there is probable cause to belie', ,;_that,
:; knowing and willful violation involving the making, recei'_.:t:,g, or
reporting of any contribution or expenditure having a value in _i]:_eag-
gregate of $1,000 or more in any calendar year has occurred c,r lhat a
knowing and willful violation of the public financing provisi::ns of
the Internal Revenue Code has occurred.

The Comnfission is authorized., as part of a conciliation agr_:_:nent._
to require that a person pay a civil penalty' of $10,000 or 8 ti ll:_s the;
amount involved, whichever is greater, when il; believes there i:!;clear
and convincing proof that a knowing and willful violation it ::ts oc-_
curred.

The Commission is required to make public the results of a? _ eom
ciliation attempt as well as the ]?revisions of any eoneiliatior, _;gree-
men't.

In any civil action brought; by thc Commission where the C<,lnmis-
'.sion establishes through clear _md convincing proof that tihe. ::erson
involved in the action committed a knowing and willful viola,ilon of
][aw, the Court is authorized to impose a civil penalty of $10,(14(i:.or _!;
times the amount of the contribution or expenditure involved., vhich.
ever is aa'eater. The Commission may institute a civil action [1!it be-.
lieves there has been a violation of any provision of a conci ation
agreement.

A person aggrieved by the Commission's dismissal of his corn i?lMnt_
or by the Commission's failure to act; on. the. complMnt within :iil:_,days;
after it was filed, may petition the United States District C.,:_J,'t ]!or
tho District of Columbia for rdief. The petition mus_; be fik_I with
the court within 60 days after the dismissal of the complaint or <Sthir[
00 days after the end of the 00-day period during which no ac_'t:i:_:awa,_
tstken. The court may direct the Commission to proceed on th!,. com-.
plaint within 80 days after the court's decision. If the Com_::tli.ssion
fails to take action within that period, the complainant may 1::,,:_!ing art
action to remedy the violation complained of.

DrrTIES or 'I_IZ CO_ISSIO>r

Section 109(a) of the bill requires the Commission to rna:i:_i:aina.
separate cumulative index of multicandidate political commitl:ee re._
ports and: statements to enable tkte public to del'.ermine whSeh ]li::__,lit.icall
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committees are qualified to make $5,000 contributions to candidates or
their authorized committees.

Section 109(b) amends present law to provide for a 15 legislative
day or 30 calendar day period, whichever is later, during which a pro-
posed rule or regulation must be disapproved, as set fm_h in _ U.S.C.
438(c) (2). With respect to a proposed rule or regulation transmitted
to the Senate under 2 U.S.C. 438 (c), receipt of such transmittal by the
Senate shall have occurred upon entry in the Permanent Journal of
the Senate.

ADDITIONAL ENFORCFMENT AUTIIORITY

Section 110 would repeal Section 407 of tlm Act ('2 U.S.C. 456) which
gives the Commission power to disqualify a person from becoming a
candidate in a future election for Federal officefora specified period of
time.

Section 111 of the bill transfers a number of sections of Title 18 into
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971.

CONTRIBUTION' AND EXPENDITURE LI)IITATIONS

Section 111 of the bill adds a new section 320 to the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971 relating to limitations on contributions and ex-
penditures. The text of this section is substantially similar to the mat-

contained in section 608 of Title 18 which is transferredters presently
to the Act under this section, with some changes in the law to provide
additional limitations on certain contributions of political committees.

(1) A person (as defined in the Act) or a political committee
which does not qualify for the $5,000 contribution limit, may not
contribute more than $1,000 per election to any candidate forFed-
eral office. As under present law, earmarked contributions, and
contributions made to. a candidate's authorized political commit-
tees, are considered to be contributions to that candidate rather
than contributions to tlmt committee. This restates preseat law.

(2) A political committee which has been registered as such
for at least 6 months, which has received contributions fi'om more
than 50 persons, and which has made contributions to 5 or more
candidates for Federal office, may contribute $5,000 per election to

Federal candidate, or an aggregate of $25,000 in a calendar year
to a political committee (other than a political committee author-
ized by a candidate to receive contributions on his behalf which
contributions are treated as contributions to that candidate). Un-
der present law a political committee may make a contribution in
an unlimited amount to another political committee which is not
authorized to receive :funds on behalf of a particular candidate or
where such funds are not earmarked for a particular candidate.

(3) The section contains a new provision establishing a rule
which treats, for purposes of the foregoing limitations, as a single
political committee MI politicalcommittees which are established,
financed, maintained, or controlled by a single person or group of
persons. This rule, however, does not apply to transfers of funds
between political committees raised in joint fundraising effortS,
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or to national, state, district, or. local com:mittees of politS_ :_! par-
ties. The above rule, which !isintended to curtail the vert! '_:.lpro-
liferation of political committee contributions, would not 1[:_',,clud,[_,
however, apoIitical committee of a national organizati_,::i_j fro_a
contributing to a candidate or committee merely beca_t:_:_,,of its

affiliation with a national multicandidate political or:_ mittee
which has made the maximum contribution it is permitted ,, make
to a candidate or a committee.

(i) As in existing law, a.n individual may not make c( _trib't_-
tions totaling more than $95,000 during any calendar. 'v,[_r.

This section establishes rules for determining when a col_:r_i3ution
made to a political committee :is;considered to be a. contribut i :la to a
candidate., and when certain expenditures shall be consider,_ i to be
contributions to a candidate, and subject to the limitations of: Ih e Acl:.

The remaining provisions of this section transfer into thc !'ederal
Election Campaign Act of 1971 those provisions of 18 U.S.C. 6,'Iilwhich
imposed expenditure limitations on presidential candidate:;': condk-
tioning their application, in accordance witlh the Supreme ,[_ou.rff_s
decision in Ruckgey v. Va/co, upon the acceptance of public fi_ _tncin_;!5

CONTRIBUT[ONS BY COR]?OPukTIONS AND LABOR UNIONS

Section 610 of Title 18 prohibiting contributions by corl[_,,.::'a:tio_[_.s
and labor organizations, is taken out of Title 18 and trans::l!(]red to
the Federal Election Campaign Act, of 1971 as; new section 39.'_i _f that
Act. The following changes from existing law are noted:

(1) The penalty provisions are removed from the seci: m an(l
replaced by a general penalty provision contained in a _(_w se,,.>.
tion 329 of the Act. Violathms of this sec.tion would also b,:_::ubject
to the civil enforcement powers of the Commission under ti:is bill

(2) Corporations are prohibited from soliciting cont. lr_ [ ut!io:t_s
from persons who are not stockbrokers, executive or admil:_ i _<rati_e
pm, sonnel, or the families c,f such persons, and labor orgam:_,;ati[o:t.s
are prohibited from soliciting contributions from pers,m :: o'th¢.r

famfims. J _._ter:L:athan members of the orga.nization and their ' ' '"'
"executive or administrative personnel" is defined as in,::! 'Sduats
who are paid by salary rather than on an hourly basis, __,d 'a-]:_)
haw; policy making or s.upervisory responsibilities. T,_ term
"stockholder" is defined to in.elude any' individual who ha_; :._legal,
vested, or benefiicial interes_L in stock, including, but not. li t t_ted to,
employees of a corporation who participa'Le in a stock bon)_;, stock
option, or employee stock ownership plan.

(')) Any method of so.ti[citing voluntary con_;ributic, i;s or of
facilitating the making oi voluntary contributions to a __pa_'ai:e
segregated fund permitted to corporations shall also be i_'__'mitU,d
to labor organizations.

(4) A corporation whieih uses any particular method f.,:>'solici i;-
lng or facilitating the making of voluntary contributi( ns ko a
separate segregated fund is required to make that meth,,:: :! avail-
able to a labor organization, representing employees of tbs I:corpo-
ration upon written request;.
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CONTRIBUTION'SBY OOVERNMENTCONTRACTORS

The prohibitions against contributions by government contractors
contained in 18 U.S.C. 611 are transferred to the Act as new Section
322, absent the existing penalty provisions, which are replaced by the
penalty and enforcement provisions under new Sections 313 and 329
of the Act.

rUnLICATIO_' Og DISTRmWrlo:,_ or rm. rrlc^L STZTrM}:.WTS

New Section 323 of the Act is a substantial revision of 18 U.S.C. 612
and requires that any printed or broadcast communication which ex-
pressly advocates the election or defeat of a clearly identified candi-
(late and which is disseminated to the public, must contain a clear and
conspicuous notice that it is authorized by a candidate or that it is not
authorized by any candidate. In the latter case the communication must
contain the name of the person who made or financed the co,nmunica-
tion, including, in the case of a political committee, the name of any
affiliated or connected organization. This section would be subject to
the penalty and enforcement provisions under new Sections 313 and
329 of the Act.

CONTRIBUTIONS BY FOP_EIGN 2N_ATIO!N'ALS

New Section 324 of the Act incorporates the provisions of 18 U.S.C.
613, replacing the criminal penalties presently contained in such sec-
tion with the penalty and enforcement provision under new Sections
313 and 329 of the Act.

rnommTio_ or CO_TamCTm_S IX _A_E or A_OTn:rg

New Section 325 of the Act incorporates the provisions of 18 U.S.C.
614, replacing the criminal penalties presently contained in such sec-
tion with the penalty and[ enforcement provisions under new Sections
313 and 329 of the Act.

LIMITATION OF CONTRIBUTIOiN*S OF CURRENCY

New Section 326 of the Act incorporates the provisions of 18 U.S.C.
615, replacing the criminal penalties contained in such section with
the penalty and enforcement provisions under new Section 313 and
329 of the Act.

ACCEPTANCEOFEXCESSIVEttONORARIUMS

New Section 327 of the Act incorporates the provisions of 18. U.S.C.
616, increasing the limitation on honorariums from $1,000 to $2,000 for
any appearance, speech, or article, and the aggregate calendar year
limitation from $15,000 to $24,000.. Amounts accepted for the actual
travel and subsistence expenses of a recipient of an honorarium, and a
member' of the recipient's immediate family or an aide are intended to
be excluded from the honorarium limitations of this section. The ex-
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isting criminal penalties under 1.8I/;.S.C. 616 are replaced by t I:_eper_-
alty and enforcement provisions under the new Sections 318: ad 329
of the Act.

FRA1Lq)IJLENT 5{ISP_EPRESEN'I'ATION OF CA_J[PAIGN AUTII()R[7 T

New Sectio n 328 of the Act incorporates the provisions of ]:!!;U.S.(_.
(;1.7,replacing the criminal penalties contained in such section _,'ith the
penalty and enforcement, provisions under the new Sections; ::;:!_3and
8.29of the Act.

PENALTY FOR VIOLATIOXS

Section 329 of the Act provides t;hat, upon enactment of t.l:[;..bill, a
knowing and willful violation of the Federal Election Campi_ ;;;n Act
of 1971, as amended, which involves the making, receiving o]: 2epor'i::-
lng of any contribution or expe _.diture having a value in the a_!:;'reg'ate
of $1,000 or more in any calendar year is punishable by a fi[[' ;,'not in
excess of $25,000 or three times the amount involved, whicl:,_ver ::is
greater, and imprisonment for not nmre than i year, or bott:, ::hefir,e
and imprisonment.

New Section 329 (b) provides in any criminal action brou;2::_';for a
violation of a provision of the Federal Election Campaign Act ::.f1971,
as amended, or of the public financing provision of the Inter:_ _1Rev-
erme Code that the defendant may assert as a complete defensr_.I:'aefa.et'
that a conciliation agreement has been entered into with the (_:,mm_s-
sion and is still in effect and being complied with.

AISr:CIt0R]_ZATION

Section 11'9.2of the bill provides an authorization of _$8,00't3,4_00for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, $2,000,000 for the peric,,I begi]._-
ning July i, 1976, and ending ,._eptember 80, 1976, and $8,00Ci,000for
the fiscal year ending September 80, 1977.

SAVINGS PROVISION

Section 113 of the bill provides that the repeal by this bi.Jillof any
section or penalty does not release or extingmsh any penalt,y forfei-
ture or liability incurred under such penalty or section.

TECHNICAL AND C,()NFOR_IINO A31[END3IENTS

Section 114 of the bill makes a series of four technical amc: :,dmet_l:s
(basically cross references) in 'various provisions of law nec__:sary t__o
reflect changes made by other sections of the bill.

REPEAL OF CERTAIN CRIXlNAL CODE PROVISIONS

Section 201 of the bill amends title 18, United States Code, _::repeM
those provisions contained in t/he criminal code which are tra_ ,_;ferred
by the bill to the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971.
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ENTITLEMENT OF ELIGIBLE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES FOR PUBLIC

FINANCING

Section 301 of the bill amends the public financing provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by prohibiting a Presidential candi-
date who accepts public funds from expending more than $50,000
from his own personal funds or the funds of his immediate family in
connection with his campaign.

pAY3{ENTS TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES

Section 302 of the bill would repeal that progision of section 9006 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 which provides for the Secretary of
the Treasury to transfer excess amounts in the Presidential Election
Campaign Fund back to the general fund of the Treasury, thus
permitting such funds to accumulate for later use.

REVIEW OF REGULATIONS

Section 303 of the bill amends the public financing provisions of the

Internal Revenue Code of 1954 relating to Congressional review of reg-
ulations promulgated under such provisions, to provide for a 15-legis-
lative day or 30-calendar day period, whichever is later, during whmh
a proposed rule or regulation can be disapproved, to conform with the
same change made by section 109 (b) of the bill.

ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS

Section 304 of the bill makes a clerical change in a provision of the
Internal Revenue Code which refers to limitations modified by this
Act.

QUALIFIED CA3IPAIGN EXPENSE LIS_ITATION

Section 305 of the bill adds the limitation on the expenditure of
personal funds to the General Provision relating to expenditure limi-
tations in the public financing provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code.

TECHNICAL AND CO]NFORI_,IING AI_END_ENTS

Section 306 of the bill makes a number of changes correcting cross
references of the Internal Revenue Code to provisions of title 18 which,
under the bill, are transferred to the Federal Election Campaign Act
of 1971. Section 306 of the bill also amends Section 9008(d) of Title
26 of the Internal Revenue Code to provide that the payment of legal
and accounting services rendered to or on behalf of a national com-
mittee of a political party shall not be treated as an expenditure made
by or on behalf of such committee with respect to its limitations on
Presidential nominating convention expenses.

S. Rept. 94-677 3
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CHANCES :_ EXISTING L_w

In compliance with subsection 4- of rule XXIX of the :!!:i:.mdi:,_g
Rules of the Senate, changes in existing l_w made by the bi]! ;So'30G5
as reported by the Committee on Rules and[ Administration, a._E_ shox_,:n
as follows (existing law proposed 1;obe ondtt,ad is enclosed :_ black
brackets, new matter is p_'inted in italic, and existing law [ which
no change is proposed is shown in roman):

FEDERAL ELECTI()N CAMPAIGN ACT
OF 1971

NOTE.---Changes in the Fede. ral Election Campaign Act o:l! [i)71 a_'e
shown as that Act is reflected in chapter 14 of title 2, Unit,:._i States
Code, for convenience of refer,mce_

CHAPTER 14--Fnmm,_r, ELECTmX CA_P_XmXS

{_431. Del}nAtions
When used in this chapter-
(a) "election" means--

(ii) a general, special, primary, or runoff election;
(9) a convention or caucus of a political party ['held t,::l] ,,,/dr h

h,a8a,_.th,or-ityto nominate ,acandidate;
(3) a primary election held for the selection of deleg: i:es to a

national nominating co,nvention of a po]ideal party; a,l_
(4) a primary election held for the expression of a i:,r ,:::erence

for the nomination of persons for election to the ,r,l:_ce _:ff
President;

(b) "candidate" means an individual who seeks nomin:,,_L;on for
election, or election, to Federal office, whether or not such i.ndi,: dual i.s
elected, and, for purposes of this paragraph, an individual droll 'l:,e
deemed to seek nomination ,for election, or election, if he has

(1) taken the action r_ecessary under 'the law of a ;i;,:ate, 'to
qualify himself for nomination for election, or election, te, ]i'ederaI
office; or

(2) received contributions or made, expenditures, or Ii:::[_i;given
his consent for any other Demon to receive contributions _::make
expenditures, with a view' to bringing about his nomina :._on for
election, or election, to such office;

(c) "Federal office" means the office of President or Vice ]P :_sidm:l.t
of the United St_t_s; or of Senato:c or Representative in, or' ] i;31egate
or Resident Commissioner to, r:he CongTess of the United St_i_,:es;

(d) "political committee" means any cornmittee,, club, ass, ,ciation,
or other group of persons which receives contributmns or r_,:_k,/res ex-
ponditures during a calendar :,,ear in an aggregate amount e:_ 'eedixtg
$1,000;

(e) "c_ntribution'--
(1) means a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or de ':::osit .if

money or s,nyth'm_ of value, made for the purpose of-
(A) infiueffeing the nomination for election, or cie 2:{;ion, of

any Demon to Federal office or for the purpose of ir:.!!t_enchtg
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the results of a primary held for the selection of delegates to
a national nominating convention of a political party; or

(B) influencing the result of an election held foi' tile ex-
pression of a preference for the nomination of persons for
election to the office of President of the United States;

(2) means a written contract, promise, or agreement, expressed
or implied, whether or not legally enforceable, to make a con-
tribution for such purposes;

(3) means funds received by a political committee which are
transferred to such committee from another political comnfittee
or other source;

(4) means the payment, by any person other than ,_ candidate
or a political committee, of compensation for the personal services
of another person which are rendered to such candidate or politi-
cal committee without charge for any such tmrpose, except that
this paragraph shall not apply in the case of legal or accounting
services rendered to or on behalf of the national committee of :t
political party, other than services attributable to activities which
directly further the election of a designated candidate or candi-
dates to Federal office, nor shall this para_rraph al)ply in the case
of legal or accomlting services rendered to or on behalf of a candi-
date or political committee solely for the purpose of insuring cmn-
pliance with the provisions of this Act or chapter 95 or 96 of the
In'ternal Revenue Code of 1954, but amounts paid or incurred for
such legal or accounting services shall be reported in accordance
with the requirements of section 434(b); but

(5) does not include-
(A) the value of services provided without compensation

by individuals who volunteer a portion or all of their time
on behalf of a candidate or political committee;

(B) the use of real or personal property and the cost of
invitations, food, and beverages, voluntarily provided by an
individual to a candidate in rendering voluntary personal
services on the individual's residential premises for candi-
date-related activities;

(C) the sale of any food or beverage by a vendor for use in
a candidate's campaign at a charge less than the normal com-
parable charge, if such charge for use in a candidate's cam-
paign is at least equal to the cost of such food or beverage to
the vendor;

(D) any unreimbursed payment for travel expenses made
by an individual who on his own behalf volunteers his per-
sonM services to a candidate;

(E) the payment by a State or local committee of a politi-
cal party of the costs of preparation, display, or mailing or
other distribution incurred by such committee with respect
to a printed slate card or sample ballot, or other printed list-
ing, of three or more candidates for any public office for
which an election is held in the State in which such commit-
tee is organized, except that this clause shall not apply in the
case of costs incurred by such committee with respect to a
display of any such listing made on broadcasting stations, or
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in newspapers, magazines, or other similar types of ;!;,_:,,nera]i
public political advertising; or

(F) any payment made, or obligation incurred by t cor-
poration or a labor organization which, under the pro,; isle:ns
-of the last paragraph eli section 610 of title 18, United !!tat. es
Code, would not constitute an expenditure by such c,:::_:m.:)ora-
tion or labor organization;

to the extent that the cumulative value of activities by :_t:::,';in-
dividual on behalf of any ca,ndidate under each of claua_:_. (B),
(C), and (D) does not. exceed $5(;0 with respect to any el_ .don;

(f) "expenditures"--
(1) means a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, ad 'ance,

deposit, or gift of money or 'mything of valn% made for ti,., pur-
pose of-

(A) influencing the nomination for' election, or tl_,,:elec-
tion, of any person to F'ederal office., or to the office o:1!:,_',resi-
dential and vice presidential elector; or

(B) influencing the results of g primary election hc__Lfor
the selection of delegate:_ to a national nominating c.c_ven-
tion of a political party or for the expression of a pre::i__ence
for the nomination of persons for election to the off _:e of
President of the United _'_>tates;

(2) means a contract., promise, or agreement, express or in:_[-lied_
whether or not legally enforc.eable, to make :any expenditur,[_

(3) means the transfer of funds by a political comm:il: :,:,eto
another political committee; but

(4) does not include--
(A) any news story, commentary, or editorial dis tl:'i :uteri

through the facilities of amy broadcasting station, news f ,;:_per,
,(.1 1-magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such.' ' :1'

ties are owned or .controlled by any political party, po ]dcm
committee, or candidate;

(B) nonpartisan ac:tivity designed to encourage indi',:: ,:Juals
to register to vote; or to 'vote;

(C) any communication by any membership organ]: _ition
or corporation to its members or stockholders, if sucl:_ ,.tem-
bership organization or corporation is not organized !>,:iinar-
ily for the purpose of influencing the nomination for e]l.,!_:!';ion,

?or election, of any person to ]. ederal office;
(D) the use of real or personal property and the ,_:,i;t of

invitations, food, and beverages; voluntarily provided _;"an
individual to a eandidal_ in rendering voluntary pe_ _;onal
services on the individuM"s residen'tial premises for _andi-
date-related activities if 'the cumulative value of su.ch _:,:tivi-
ties by such individual ,on behalf of any candidate ,::1'- not
exceed $500 with respect; to any election;

(E) any unreimbursed payment for travel expenses ::nade
by an individual who, on his own behalf, volunteers h; _per-
sonal services to a candidate if the ,cmnulative amour _: for
such individual incurred with respect to such candidat_ clo{a
not exceed $500 with respect to any election;
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(F) any conmmnication by any person which is not made
for the purpose of influencing' the nomination fei' election, or
election, of any person to Federal office; [or]

(G) the payment by a State or local cmnmittee of a politi-
cai pai_t,y of the costs of preparation, display, or mailing or
other distribution incurred by such committee a ith respect to
a printed slate card or sample ballot, or other printed listing,
of three or more candidates fei' ally public office fol' which
an election is held in the State in which such committee is
organized, except that this clause shall not apply in the case
of costs incurred by such committee with respect to a display
of any such listing made on broadcasting stations, or in news-

a ers. magazines, or other similar types of general public
PP _ o _. .tion or labor or_,amzatmns; [or]

(H) any payment made or obligation incurred by a cor-
poration or a labor organization which, raider the provisions
of the last paragraph of section 610 of title 18, United States
Code, would not constitute an expenditure by such corpora-
tion or labor organization;

(I) any costs incurred by a ca_didate in connection _t_ith
the solicitation of contributions by such ca_dldate, except that
this clause shall not apply with respect to costs incurred by a
candidate i_, excess of a_t amount equal to 20 percen, t of the
expenditure limitation applicable to such candidate ui_der sec-
tion fe$9d (b ) , but all such costs shall be reported &_accel'dance
_ith section/_4 / (b); or

(J) the payment, by any person other than a candidate or
political com/rr_ittee, of compensation/or legal or accounting
services rendered to or on behalf of the national corn/n_ittee o/
a political party, other than services att_-gbutable to activities
whicl_ directly further the deotion of a designated candidate
or candidates to Federal o_ce, or the payment for legal or
accounting services rendered to or o_ behalf of a candidate or
political committee solely for the purpose of insuring com-
pliance with the pro_ision of this title or of chapter 95 or 96
of the Internal Revenue Uode of 1954, but amounts paid or
incurred/er such legal or accounting services shall be reported
under sectio_ /+33(b).

(g) "Commission" means the Federal Election Commission;
(h) "person" means an individual, partnership, committee, associa-

tion, corporation, labor organization, and any other organization or
group of persons;

(i) "State" means each State of the United States, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any territory or
possession of the United States;

.(j) "identification" means--
(1) in the case of an individual, his full name and the full

address of his principal place of residence; and
(2) in the case of any other person, the full name and address

of such person;
(k) "national committee" means the organization which, by virtue

of the bylaws of a political party, is responsible for the day-to-day
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operatkm of such political pa,rty at the national level, as d,;__rmined
by the Commission;

(1) "State committee" means the organiza,tion which, by 'irtue of
the bylaws of a political party, is responsible for the day-to-d_ v opera-
tion of such political party at the State level, as determine i by the
Commission;

(m) "political party" means an association, committee, or .::rganiza-
tion which nominates a candklate for election to any Fedel_l ol%:::e,
whose name appears on the election ballot: as the candida't:,:: of such
association, committee, or organization; [and]

(n) "principal campaign committee" means the principal c _.mpaign
eomnfittee designated by a candid'rte under section 432(f) (:i. of Ods
:[title.] title;

(o) "Act" mea,_s the Federal tflection C._npaign Act o/ .192'1a.s
amended by the Federal £lectio,_. Ua_ropaign Act Amendmen;_! _of 197_[
and the Federal Election Uampa:ig,i_.Act Amendments of 19'.:",;.' a::_d

(p) "i_ndepende,_t expe,_ditv.,:_e" means an expenditure b3_ ;!pe_'8,on
exp_essly advocati,_g the election's, or defeat o/a cleccrly iden_q:,_:edcan.-
didate which is made w_thout cooperation or co_sultation _:.,;:tha,:_,,y
ea,_didate or any authorlzed covvm._¥tee or agent of such ca.nd:;::i.gte a:_i_
which i8 not made in co¢_ce_.t_,_,_gth_and i, not o_tthe request ,_:_sugge,s-
tion of_ any candidate or any authorized com_rdttee or any a.i!_!_,5orized
committee or agent of such candidate.

:§432. Organization of polit:kal committees
(a) Chairman; treasurer; vacancies; official authorizatio::r[!_. Every

l)olitical committee shall haw!_ a chairman and a treasurer'.. ]'_o con-
tribution and no expenditure shall be accepted or made by :r on fi:e-
half of a political committee at a time when there is a vacan.: i' irt the
office of chairman or treasurer thereof. No expenditure shall [,e naade
for or on behalf of a political committee without the authori: _tion of
its chairman or treasurer, or their (tesignatedl agents.

(b.) Account of contributions; segregated funds. Every pe_on w]to
receives a contribution in excess of [$10] $100 for a political ::omm}t-
tee shall, on demand of the tre:_surer, and in any event wit[_i _ 5 days
after receipt ,of such contribu'l;ion, render to the treasurer a _:'_etai]llM
account thereof, including tBe amount of tlhe contribution and the
identification of the person making such contribution, and tl]t_ elate on
which received. All funds of a, political committee shall be sei:r?eg'ated
from, and may not be comming'led with, any personal funds c,:' office['s,
members, or associates of such committee,.

(c) Recordkeeping. It shall be the duty of the treasurer of a [,oliti.eal
committee to keep a detailed a.nd exact account of--

(1) all contribu_:ions made to or for such committee;
['('2) the identification .of every person making a corn :dbution

in excess of $10, and the date and amount thereof an& :t! a per-
son_s contributions aggregate more than $100, the _cco_ nt shall
include occupation, and the principal place of business (:i _any) :;]

(£) the id_.tification, tJ_eocc_t.patit_n (but not the nav:_,_,,of such
pets,oh'S e_vloyer, firm, business assoeiates, c'ustomers, o;. die_,n.t_?),
and the principal p_,aee .of bv.siness or employme,nt (if ._;_ny)of
e_evy person m,aking a c_'_.trib,tttion in excess of $100_ and ;!hedo:re
and the a.mou_.t of such co_.t_ibution ;
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(3) all expenditures made by or on behalf of such commi'ttee;
and

(4) the identification of every person to whom any expenditure
is made, the date and amount thereof and the name and address of,
and office sought by, each candidate on whose behalf such expendi-
ture was made.

(d) Receipts; preservation. It shall be the duty of the treasurer to
obtain and keep a receipted bill, stating the particula_, for every
expenditure made by or on behalf of a political committee in excess of
$100 in amount, and for any such expenditure in a lesser amount, if
the aggregate amount of such expenditures to the same person durin[
a calendar year exceeds $100. _ he treasurer shall preserve all receiptect
bills and accounts required to be kep.t by this section for periods of
time to be determined by the Comnnsslon.

[ (e) Unauthorized activities; notice. Any political committee which
solicits or receives contributions or makes expenditures on behalf of
any candidate that is not authorized in writing by such candidate to
do so shall include a notice on the face or front page of all literature
and advertisements published in connection with such candidate's cam-
paign by such committee or on its behalf stating that the committee is
not authorized by such candidate and that such candidate is not re-
sponsible for the activities of such committee.]]

I'(f)]] (e) Principal campaign committee;reports, filing. (1) Each
individual who is a candidate for Federal office (other than the officeof
Vice President of the United States) shall designate a political com-
mittee to serve as his principal campa!gn committee. No political com-
mittee may be designated as the principal campaign committee of
more than one candidate, except that the candidate for the office of
President of the United States nominated by a political party may
designate the national committee of such political party as his prin-
cipal campaign committee. Except as provided in the preceding sen-
tence, no political committee which supports more than one candidate
may be designated as a principal campaign committee.

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, each report
or statement of contributions received or expenditures made by a po-
litical committee (other than a principal campaign committee) which
is required to be filed with the Commission under this title shall be
filed instead with the principal campaign committee for the candidate
on whose behalf such contributions are accepted or such expenditures
are made.

(3) It shall be the duty of each principal campaign committee to
receive all reports and statements required to be filed with it under
paragraph (2) of this subsection and to compile and file such reports
and statements, together with its own reports and statements, with the
Commission in accordance with the provisions of this title.

§ 434. Reports
(a) Receipts and expenditures; como]etlon date, exception.
(1) Except as provided by paragraph 9 each treasurer of a political

committee supporting a candidate or cafididates for election to Federal
office, and each candidate for election to such office, shall file with the
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Commission repiners of receipts and exper_ditures on forms t.,: _e pre.-
scribed or approved by it.

The reports referred to in '_:heIr,receding sentence shall b,:_ died :_s
follows:

(A) (i) In any calend_r' year in whicln, an individual :i': a can-
didate for Federal oiIice and al}. election for suclq_ iH'eder',;d
office is held in such year, such. _-eports shall be :!ied no_;
later than the 10th day before the date on which s ::h elec-
tion is held and shah be complete as of the 15th da' be:fore
the date of such election; except; thaC any such re]? :._'tfiled
by registered or certified mail must be postmarked m._,t l_ter
than the close of th_ l_2t;h day before the date ::f such
election;

(ii) such repo_'ts shall be filed not later than l::e '_0_h
day after the date o:f such election and shall be ,_:cnplel:e
as of the 20th day after the (]ate of such election.

(lB) In any other calendar :year in wh.ich an individ .:a] is a
candidate for Federal[ off!ice, such reports shah be fi}__ after
December 31 of such calendar vear, but n oc later than J_;L tary ;_1
of the following calendar year' and shall be complete ,,!:_;of tlc
close of the calendar year wi_h respect to which the repo:r_ s filed.

(C) Such reports shall be filed not later than the J i_h day
following the close of any cMendar quarter in which the c_ _didx'_e
or politicM committee concerned received contributions: _,exce_!;s
of $1,000, or made expenditures in excess of $1,000, and _all be
complete as of the close of such calendar ,quarter; except !at a:[:y
such report required to be :Eled after December 31 of any _,_]endar
,ear with respect to which a report is required to be fil,_: unde. r

subparagraph (B) shall be filed as provided ]n such i bpara-
graph. In any year in which a candidate is not on the b_:i_otfor
election to Federal o/flee, _uch candid,_te and his author_:;__i com-.
mittees shall only be requif'ed to file such reports _ot later, .:an tt,,.e
tenth, day following t_e close of any cai_ndar quarte,_ :/ _ .wT_ich
the candidate and his aut!:)[ovgzed commi[ttees received c :.ztNb_,;..
tions totaling in excess of $5,000, or made expenditure_ _¢taliz.g
in exoess of $5_000, a¢_d such repo.rt8 sha:ll be complete ,_s_of ti,.e
close of such cale_da_ _ quarter; except that any such _;.,r¢_:_rt _"e-
quid'ed to be filed afte__December 31 o f a_,y calendar yea_ ' _it?_,,,.e-
spect to _chich a report is required to 1Sefiled under subp_:_ ,graph
(B ) shall be filed as pro,id'ed i_ suct_ subparagraph.

(D) When the last day for filing any quarterly report _ _quired
bv subparagraph ('C) occurs within 10 days of an elecl:i m, the
filing of such quarterly report shall be wa!(ved knd super_ ,:ded by
the report required by subpa, ragraph (A) (ii).

Any contribution of $1,000 or mm'e received after the 15th [y, but
more than 48 hours, before _n:F election :sha].l be reported v:, hin _-_!8
]hours after its receipt.

[(2) Each treasurer of a poli_tical committee which is not a 'I:_::ncipM
campaign committee shall file the rep.orts required under th!i._!!_ecti(m
with the appropriate principal campaign comra!tttee.]

(2) Each treasurer of a poi._itical comm;_ttee authorized by _. ca_,d4-
date to ,raise contributions or _,_,_keexpendit_res on his beha_'/ othe,,-
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thc_ t]_e candidate's principal campaign committee, shall fife t]u,_
weports required u_der this section with the candidate's principal
campaig_ com,mlttee.

(3) Upon a request made by a presidential candidate or a political
committee which' operates in more than one State, or upon its own
motion, the Commission may waive the reporting dates set forth irt

ara,_ra h i other than the reporting date set forth ill paragra h
_I)(B) _, a(d)r(quire instead that such candidate or political com_;-
tee file reports not less frequently than monthlv. The Commission may
not require a presidential candidate or a political committee operating
in more than one State to file more than lO_reports (not counting
any report referred to in paragraph (1)(B)) during any calendar
year. If the Commission acts on its own motion under this paragraph
with respect to a candidate or a political committee, such candidate el:
committee may obtain judicial review in accordance with the provi-
sions of chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code.

(b) Contents of reports. Each repor_ raider this section shall
disclose-

(I) the amount of cash on hand at the beginning of the report-
ing period;

(2) the full name and mailing address (occupation (but _wt the
_ame o.f suc/b person's employer, firm, business associates, cus-
tomers, or clients) and the principal place of business or employ-
ment_ if any) of each person who has made one or more contribu-
tions to or for such cominittee or candidate (including the pur-
chase of tickets :for events such as dinners, luncheons, rallies, and
similar fundraising events) within the calendar year in an aggre-
gate amount or value in excess of $100, together with the amoung
and date of such contributions;

(3) the total stun of individual contributions made to or foe
such committee or candidate during the reporting period and not
reported under paragraph (2);

(4) the name an address of each political committee or can..
didate from which the reporting' committee or the candidate re-
ceived, or to which that committee or candidate made, any transfer
of funds, together with the amounts and dates of all transfers;

(5) each loan to or from any person within the calendar year in
an aggregate amount or value in excess of $100, together with the
full names and mailing addresses (occupations (but _ot the _ame
of the employers, firms, business associates, customers, or clients)
and the principal places of business or employment, if any) of the
lender, endorsers_ and guarantors, if any, the date and amount of
such loans;

(6) the total amount of proceeds from-
(A) the sale of tickets to each dinner, luncheon, rally, and

other fundraising events;
(B) mass collections made at such events; and
(C) sales of items such as political campaign pins, but.-

tons, badges, flags, emblems, hats, banners, literature, and
similar materials;

(7) each contribution, rebate, refund, or other receipt in excess
of $100 not otherwise listed under paragraphs (2) through (6);
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(8) the total sum of all rece pts bv or for such corem ee or
candidate during the reporting [/eriod_ togetiher with total _: eipts
less transfers between politic:al committees which support t], same
candidate and which do not support more than one can: flare;

(9) the identification of each person to whom expenditm, have
been made by such committee or on behalf of such comm ee or
candidate within the caleI_dar year irt an aggregate am._::nt oK'
value in excess of $100, tt_.e an:(omlt, date, and purpose.., each
such expenditure and the name and address of, and office rog'hr

by, each candidate on whose, be]_alf such expendit_ure wa_: ' mci.e:(10) the identification of each person t.o whom ,tn expe_ ,:itur,(;_
for personal services, s_dari,es. and reirabursed expenses b,_ xcess
of $100 has been made. and which is not otherwise repo:,: d, :in...
eluding the amount, date, and i:,urpose of such expenditm

('1_[) the total sum of expend;tures made, by such corem :_e orcandidate during the calendar year. toaether"with total e::,::endi-
tures less transfers bet weer:t political _bmmittees which s_J_port
the same candidate a_d which do nec support more tl:m i c,m:_
eamtidate;

(lq) the amount an([ na::ure of debts and obligations c, >d by
,or to the committee, in such form as the eoramission may pi ;cr!iblt:,
and a continuous repo-tin[!; of their debts and obligatio::_ after
the election at such periods as the Conmfission may reqm, tmti]
such debts and obligations are extinguished, too'ether with _tate-
ment as to the circumstances and conditions under whi t any
such debt or obligati(m is exlinguished and the consi{i, atioi":m
therefore; [and]

(13) iez tl/e case of ea:'pendirur'cs 'i_ze_ce,ss o.f $100 b3/ a, 7: i_icai!
corrvrr_;_teeother' tha_ ,:_,_.a_:U_ov4zed co:m:mittee of g ca.ndi,_i:*e eac-
pressl_/ ad_voca,ti.r_9 t/_e elect;o_ o.r defe_t of a c[ea_'gg/ id _t,:_!eo!'
ca._tdidate, thro.uy/_ a sepa_':_te ,sch.edu._e(A) an?/infown, r;t:_:_,_ ._e..
quD'ed b_/ pa_'ay?*al)h. (9), stated ;_t a 7_a_mer _vh.ich_i.:_.,,';ca.te,!;
whether the eacpendi_u_e i_i,._.,ol_,_:_dis i¢_ supI)o¢'t of, o_' i_r, ,7wsl-
rio,n,to, a candidate: a,d (._t) ._._;_,der_e¢_alt.y of ?_evjuv_/, ( cer'ti'-.
#cation _chethev suc]_ e'xpe:_xli_Jre 'is made i._ cooped'att,::, co_t....
sultatio_,, o,r co,_weT't,_,_,ith.., o, at the ¢_eso,,esto_' s,_6ygas';!'_,_, of,
any candidate o_' a'oy _,'ttho,'-'ized eom._ittee ov agent of s:_.,L'_ca'_,.
dldate ; a_d

['(13)] (1_) such ot}_er information as shall be requirer_ (Vthc
Commission.

(c) Cumulative reports for calen',!ar year:: amounts for un,r:i raged
items carried forward; statement of in'act![v_estatus. The rep, ts re.-
quired to be filed by subseci-ion ,(a) of this section shall be tun,. :;[at._ve
during the calendar year to wldch they relate, but where tlt:: 'e has
been no change in an item reported in ,'t previous report duri.!!: sue}:t
year, only the amount need be _arried forward. If no contr:i _tions
or expenditures have been accepted or expended during a ,:_:_ieh(tar
year, the treasurer of the politicM committee or candidate ,_i! Il fi]¢_
a statement to that effect.

(d) Members of Congress, reporting exemption. This sect:, t doe:_
not require a Member of the Congress to report, as contr'::. _tions
received or as expenditures mad.e, the value of p hotographic_ :t:::_t,tin_'_,
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or recording services furnished to him by the Senate Recording
Studio, the House Recording Studio, or by an individual who_ pay
is disbursed by the Secretary of the Senate or the Clerk of the House
of Representatives and who furnishes such services as his p.rimary
duty as an employee of the Senate or House of RepresentaUves, or
if such services were paid for by the Republican or I)emocratic Sen-
atorial Campaign Committee, the ])emocratic National Congressional
(_ommittee, or the National Republican Congressional Committee.
This subsection does not apply to such recording services furnished
dur!ng the calendar year before the year in which the Member's term
expu'es.

['(e) Contributions or expenditures by person other than political
committee or candidate. Every person (other th_n a political com-
mittee or candidate) who makes contributions or expenditures, other
than by contribution to a political committee or candidate, in an aggre-
gate amount in excess of $100 within a calendar year shall file with
the Commission a statement containing the information required by
this section. Statements required by this subsection shall be filed on
the dates on which reports by political committees are filed but need
not be cumulative.'l

(e ) (1) Every perso._z (other than a political committee or candidate)
who makes contributions or expenditures expressly advocating the
election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate, other than by con-
t_Sbution to a poliScal committee or candidate, in a_ aggregate amount
in excess of $100 withi'_ a calendar year shall file with the Commission,
on a form. prepared by the Uommission, a statement containivkq the &-
/o7weation required of a person who makes a contribution in excess of
3100 to a candidate or political committee and the information required
of a candidate or political committee receiving such ct contribulion.

(2) Statements required by this subsection shall be filed on the dates
or. which reports by political committees are filed. Such statements
shall include (A) the information required by subsection (b) (9),
stated in a wai_ner i_dicating whether the contribution, or expenditure
is in support of, or opposition to, the candidate; arid (B) under penalty
of perjury, a certification whether such expenditure is made in coop-
eration, consultatioi_, or concert, with, or at the r.equcst or suggestion
o.f; any candidate or any authorized committee or age_ t of s,,wh can-
didate. Any expenditure, including but not limited to those descrgbed
in subsection (b ) (13), of $1,000 or more made after the fifteenth day,
but more than forty-eight hours, before any election shall be reported
within forty-eight hours of such expenditure.

(3) The Commission shall be responsible for expeditiously prepar-ing indices _t_hich set: forth, on, a candida)_e-by-candidate basis, all
eaipenditures separately, inchxling but not limited to those reported
u_der subsection_ (b ) (13), made with respect to each candidate, as re-
ported under this subsection, and for periodically issuing such indices
on a timely pre-election basis.

£§ 437a. Reports by certain persons
['Any person (other than an individuM) who expends any funds or

commits any act directed to the public 'for the purpose of influencing
the outcome of an election, or who publishes or broadcasts to the
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public any materiM referring to a candidate (by name, &!_._ription,
or other reference) advocating the election or defeat of su_i;_candi-
date, setting forth the candidate's position on any public _sue, his
voting record, or other official acts (in the case of a candht:_te wlho
holds or has held Federal ofilice), or otherwise designed to iafluence
individuals to cast their vote,; for or against such candida t:es or to
withhold their votes from such candidates shall file rep.c_ts with
the Commission as if such person were, a political commi, lee. The
reports filed by such person shall set forth the source of ;:;:e funds
used in carrying out any activity described !in the preceding;; :_entence
in the same detail as if the funds were contributions within 'i:::emean-
lng of section 431(e) of this title, and payments of such fm_:!s in the
same detail as if they were expenditures within the meaning c:; section
481(f) of this title. The provisions of this se,et;iondo not app '._ to any
publication or broadcast of the United _ · -,'_,tat._,Government_-to any
news story, commentary, or editorial distributed through the :iacilities
of a broadcasting station or a bona fide news]paper, magazim, )r other
periodical publication. A news, story, commentary, or editori_ 1 is not
considered to be distributed through a bona fide newspaper, ]t_t_gazine,
or other periodical publication. !if--

[(1) such publication is primarily for distribution tc ndivid-
uals affiliated by membership or stock ownership with t:i ( person
(other than an individual) distributing it. or causing:,;'t to be
distributed, and not primarily for purchase by the publi,[ :,,tnews-
stands or by paid subscription; or

[ (2) the news story, commentary, or editorial is distri ?uted by
a person (other than an individual) who devotes a s_:stantial
part of his activities to atterapting to influence the ott :,_'ome.of
elections, or to influence public, opinion with respect to r.:.:_tters ,of
nat.ionM or State policy or concern.]

§437c. Federal Election Commission
(al (1) There is established a commission to be known as :::mFed-

eral Election Commission. FThe Commission is;composed of i:)_ Secre-
tary of the Senate and the Clerk of the ttouse of Represen_;_:_(ives, ex
officio and without the right to vote, and six members apI:. Jnted :as
follows:

[(A) two shall be apl>oinked, witlh the confirmation ,:,_ a m_-
jority of both Houses of the Congress, by the President; :ro tern-
pore of the Senate upor_Lthe recommendations of the :!_ajori(;y
leader of the Senate and the minority leader of the Sem__:,:_;

[ (B) two shall be appointed, wi(h the confirmation ,:,_a naa-
jority of both Houses of the Congress? by the Speaker: of the
House of Representatives, upon the recommendations o:l :.he ma-
jority leader of the Hous¢_and the minority leader of ti, House;
and

[(C) two shall be appointed, with the confirmation ,,! a ma-
jority of both Houses of the Congress, by the Preside.:_:'iof iihe
United States.

[.A member appointed under subparagraph (Al, (B), or (C) ;i;tallnot
be affiliated with the same political party as the other me:m_k_er ap-
pointed under such paragraph,_][
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The Commission is composed of the Secretary of the Senate and the
Clerk of the House of Representatives, ex officio a_u] without the right
to vote, and six members appointed by the President of the United
States, by and with the advice and conserat of the Senate. No more than
three members of the Uommissio_, appointed under this paragraph
may be affiliated with the same p.oliticaI party.

I'(2) Members of the Commmsion shall serve for terms of 6 years,
except that of the members first appointed--

1'(A) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1) (A)
shall be appointed for a term ending on the April 30 first occur-
ring more than 6 months after the (late on which he is appointed;

1'(B) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1) (B)
shall be appointed for a term ending I year after the April 30
on which the term of the member referred to in subparagraph (A)
of this paragraph ends;

1'(C) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1) (C)
shall be appointed for a term ending 2 years thereafter;

1'(D) one of the inembers appointed under paragraph (1) (A)
shall be appointed for a term endino' 3 years thereafter;

I'(E) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1) (B)
shall be appointed for a term ending 4 years thereafter; and

1'(F) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1) (C)
shall be appointed for term ending 5 years thereafter.

['An individual appointed to fill a vacancy occurring other than by the
expiration of a term of oftieeshall be appointed only. for the unexpired
term of the member he succeeds. Any vacancy occurring in the member-
ship of the Commission shall be filled in the same manner as in the case
of the original appointment.'l

(2) (A) Members of the Uommissio_ shall serve for terms of six
years, except that of the members first appointed--

(i) two of the members, _,ot affi;liated with the same poNtical
party, shall be appointed for tewns ending on April 30, 1977.,

(ii) two of the members, ,_ot affiliated with the sa_e po/itlcal
party, shall be appointed for terms ending on April 30, 1979_ ao_d

(iii) two of the members, m.ot affiliated with the same political
party, shall be appointed/or terms encli_g tm April 30, 1931.

(B ) An individual appointed to fill a vac_cy occm7_in.g other than
by the expiratio_ of a term of office shall be appointed only for the
unexpired term of the member he succeeds.

(U) Any vacancy occurriqtg i.n the membership of t_e Uommissio_
shall be filled in the same manner as in the case of the original appoint-
merit.

(3) Members shall be chosen on the basis of their maturity, expe-
rience, integrity, impaI_iality, and good judganent and shall be chosen
from among individuals who, at the time of their appointment, are not
elected or appointed officers or employees in the executive, legislative,
or judicial branch of the Government of the United States. Members
of the Uomz_ission shall not engage in any other busiq_ess, vocation, or
employment. Any individual who is engaging in any other business,
qJocation, or employment at the time such individual begins to ser_oe as
a member of the Commission shall terw_iq_ateor liquidate such activity
not later than o_e year after begiq_ning to serve as such a member.
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(4) Members of tile Commission (other than the Secretat'_. of the
Senate and the Clerk of the ]House of Representatives) shali _recei_Je
compensation equivalent to the, compensation paid at level ii i; of the
executive schedule (5 U.S.C. § 5315).

(5) The Commission shall elect a chairman and a vice ._:tairman
from among its members (other than the Secretary of the S,[_:_:_teand
t!he Clerk of the House of Representatives) for a term of 1 _mr.._;'o
_nember may serve as chairman more often than once during __y term
of office to which he is appointed. The chairman and the vice c _airman
stroll not be affiliated with the same political ][)arty. The vice c _airm'm
shall acc as chairman in the absem'e or disability of the chai :_aan, or
in the event of a vacancv in such office.

£(b) The Commissioi'l shall[ administer, seek to obtain cot _pliance
with, and fornmlate policy with respect to this Act and secI: ,:ns 608,
610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 616, aa:id 617 of Title 18. United Sta:: _; Code.
The Commission has primary jurisdicti(m with respect to i_e civil
enforcement of such provisions.'[

(b) (1) The Con, mission, shall advdni_¢ter, seek to obtai,,,: _o.mi)?i-
cn_ce_cith, a_d formulate polie!7 _c_;threspect to, t/ds Act an._i :/_a])ter
ft,'5a,_(tch al)rev 96 o f the I_te¢,,a.l t?e.vemte: (7ode of 1955. The :9_.m,'s-
sioux,sh,all have exclusive _'_.d :io_im_gt j.udsdiction with resI_,,_.t to tiie
c-lcige t_foreeme.nt of such, ]__ov.ido,_..

(2) 3roU_.i_hqi_ this Act _,:?,:allbe co_,.s_._ed to limit, r'_: ric't or
d'i_n.i_isi5 a_/ i_vestigators, iw_o_wzational, o,versight, suioer,__', or_77or
discipli_,ary authority o_'f_w:!_ioc, of the Uo¢,gT'ess or a._q/co¢_:.: [tt,?e 'V'
t,Se Uo_gress with respect to dectioTh_ for Federal oT]?ce.

(c) All decisions of the Co:ntmfission with respect to the e:,:_'eLse of
its duties and powers under the provisions o:f this title shall[ :e ma<Ie
bv a majority vote of the men]bets of the Commission. e_ccep:_/_a:t _the
(_'_wtative .vote of four me_rff;.ersof the Uom_z.is,s4on (_o :;,s th_,n
t,wo of _'cho_ are a_Tiated wii_')_the sam.e t)olitical pa r_y) s/;_, _ be r r_-
gu,ired i_, order for tlze Uom,mi,ssio¢_,to esta.blish. 9uideli_es fo_ _(_,mp2;-
a_ce ,wi.t_ the pro,_,i,s,lort_ of t],,is A,:_to_ _,,it/_ c,ha]_ter 95 or e,ii ptcr 96
of _he I_.te._aZ, ZVe.ve_ue(7ode of 1,954[_or for ;the Uo_missi_:;, to tai_'e

aztv aetio¢_ in aecorda.nce _cit]_ ._,a.ragra,ph (6)., ,(7), (8), or (.1!; of sec-t_io_ $10(a). A member of the Commission may not delega to any
person his vote or any decision-making authority or duty ves_ :t in the
Comnfission by the provisions of th ts title.

(d) The Commission shall meet at least once each montt_ ::_ad also
at the call of any member.

(e) The Commission shall !prepare writtert rules for th.t: :onduct
of its activities, shall have an official seal which shall be ii :_ticially
noticed, and shall have its priincipal office in or near the D;_rict of
Columbia (but it may meet oz: exercise arty of its powers any ,.here in
the United States).

(f) (!.) The Commission shM1 have a staff director and :_,general
counsel who shall be appointed by the Commission. "i'm staff
director shM1 be paid at a rate not to exceed the rate _:f basic
pay in effect for level IV of the executive schedule (:,, U.S.C.
§ a315). The general counsel shall be paid[ at a rate not _,: exceed
the rate of basic pay in effect for level V of the executiw_ _;zhedule
(5 U.S.C. § 5316). With the approval of the Commission ihe staff
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director may appoint and fix the pay of such additional person-
nel as he considers desirable without regard to the provisions of
title 5, United States Uode, go_oe_ming appointments in the co_ro-
petitive service or the provisions of chapter 51 and subehapter II[
of chapter 53 of such title relating to classification and General
Schedule past rates.

(2) With the approval of the Commission, the staff director
may procure temporary and intermittent services to the same
extent as is authorized by section 3109(b) of Title 5, United
States Code, but at rates for individuals not to exceed the daily
equivalent of the annual rate of basic pay in effect for grade GS-
15 of the general schedule (5 U.S.C. § 5332).

(3) In carrying out its responsibilities under this Act, the Com-
mission shall, to the fullest extent practicable, avail itself of the
assistance, including personnel and facilities, of other agencies
and departments of the United States Government. The heads of
such agencies and departments may make available to the Com-
mission such personnel, facilities, and other assistance, with or
without reimbursement, as the Commission may request.

§ 437d. Powers of Commission
(a) The Commission has the power---

(1) to require, by special or general orders, any person to
submit in writing such reports and anwers to questions as the
Commission may prescribe; and such submission shall be made
within such a reasonable period of time and under oath or other-
'wise as the Commission may determine;

(2) to administer oaths or affirmations;
(3) to require by subpena, signed by the chairman or the

vice chairman, the attendance and testimony of witnesses and
the production of all documentary evidence relating to the execu-
tion of its duties;

(4) in gny proceeding or investigation, to order testimony to
be taken by deposition before any person who is designated by
the Commission and has the power to administer oaths and, in
such instances, to compel testimony and the production of evi-
dence in the same manner as authorized under paragraph (3) of
this subsection;

(5yto pay witnesses the same fees and mileage as are paid
in like circumstances in the courts of the United States;

['(6) to initiate (through civil proceedings for injunctive dec-
laratory, or other appropriate relief), defend, or appeal any civil
action in the name of the Commission for the purpose of en-
forcing the provisions of this Act, through its genergl counsel ;]

(6) to initiate (through civil a_tions for injunctive, declaratory,
o_ other appropriat e _elief), defend (in the case of anst civil
action brought under section 313(a)(9)), or appeal any civil
action in the name of the Uom/mission for the p_rpose of enforc-

ing the provisions of this chapter and chapter 95 ao_d chapter 96 o/
the Internal Reve_u.e Uode of 1954, through its general counsel;

(7) to render _dvlsory opinions u_der section 437f of this title;
(8) to develop such prescwibed form, and to make, amend, and

repeal such rules, pursuant to the provisions of chapter 5 of Title
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5, United States Code, as are necessary to carry out the p;B:__,isions
of this Act and ohapter 95 c,_ c]_apter 96 o/the Inter_al _i_,zve'.w_e
Code o/1954;

(9) to formulate genera], policy with respect to the ad_ inistr'a-
tion of this chapter [and sections 608., 610, 611, 613_ 614_ _: 5, 61(;_
and 617 of Title 18, United States Code] a_/chapter 95 a, _ cT_a_-
ter 96 of tl_e I_ternal ]_e_,e,.**e(_ode of 1954;

[(10) to develop prescr!ibed forms undLer subsection (_)(1]) of
this section ;]

[(11)] (10) to conduct investigations and hearings (,.<peditJ-

ously, to encourage volunt:ary compliance_ and to report ,z.::parentviolations to the appropri:ate law enforcement authoriti_
(b) Any. United States district court within the jurisdi,: _ion of

which any inquiry is carried (:m_may_ upon petition by the ( _mInis--
sion, in case of refusal to obey a subpena or order of the Cor_ _fissio]:l
issued under subsection (a) of this section, issue an order r_,: uiring'
compliance therewith. Any failure to obey the ,order of the cc _'t may
be punished by the court as a contempt thereof.

(c) No person shall be subject to civil liability to any persol (other
than the Commission or the United States) f,Jr disclosing :i:_'orma-
tion at the request of the Commission.

(d) (1) Whenever the Corr_raission submil_s any budget [:_timat:_,
or request to the President of the United States or the Office, _ Man-
al,_ement and Budget. it shall concurrently transmit a copy ::f sucl_
stimate or request to the Con_'ress.

(9) Whenever the Commission submits any legislative re,r :,nme:rl.-
c - ' " ' 'dations, or testnnony, or com:ment:_ on leglslatmn, requeste_: .)y the

Cong'ress or by any Member of the Cono'ress, to the Preside::tt :.of the
United States or the Ofl_ce of Management and Budget, it sl__11co:n.-
currently transmit a copy thereof ro the _]ongress or to the i:ember

requesting the same. No office]' or agency of the United Stac ,} shallha_e an y authority to require the Con_hission to submit it,:_ f_gisla-
tire recommendations, testimony, or comments on legislatim_ _o any
office or agency of the United Si:_[tes for approval, comments, o___eview,
prior to the submission of such recomlnendatikons_ testimony., _c com-
ments to the Congress.

(e ) £xcept as p_',ovided i._.sec;_ion /_37q(a) (19),,the power o.f ,!i._Corn-
y,is.eton to i_,_;tiate civil action._i_u_der subsection (a) (6) shai! be t)[,o_
excgusi_e civil remedy/or tl, e e_/orcement o.f the provision_!_ _/ ;_his
ct_apter.

_i437f, Advisory opinions
[(a) Upon written request to the Commission by any in: iuidual

holding Federal office, any candidate for Federal office, or an' po]it:i-
cal committee_ the Commission shall render an advisory op[_ on,, _m
writing, within a reasonable time with respect, to whether any _pecific
transaction or activity by such individual, candidate, or polit:![<_1 com-
mittee would constitute a violation of this act, of chapter 95 or :'rmpte:c
96 of Title 26 of the U.S. Code, or of section 608_ 610, 611_ _!¢[3, 614,
615, 616. or 617 of Tithe 18. United States Code.]

(a) U'po_, written requeet _!iothe 6Vom.m.ission by any i_: __vid_l
]iolding Federal o_ce, any candidate for Federal office, the Der .._cratic
(7auaus and the Republican Co_,/erence o/eac_ House o/the C, .._gress_
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any political committee, or the natio,nal com._ittee of any politi-
cal party, the Commission shall render an advisory opinion, in writ-
ing with a reasonable time with respect to whether any specific trans-
action ov activity by such i_dividual, ca_didate, or political committee
would constitute a violation of this chapter or of chapter 95 or chap-
ter 96 of the Inter_al Revenue Code of 1953.

[(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any person with
respect to whom an advisory opinion is rendered under subseciion (a)
who acts in good faith in accordance with the provisions and findings
of such advisory opinion shall be presumed to be in compliance wi_h
the provision of this act, of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of Title 26 of
the U.S. Code, or of section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 616, or 617
of Title 18, United States Code, with respect to which such advisory
opinion is rendered.]

(b) (1) Notwithstanding av_y other provision of law, a,y person
with respect to whom an advisory opinioe_ is reordered v_de;, subsec-
tion (a) who acts i_, good faith in accordance with the provision,_ and
findings of such advisory opinion shall be presumed to be in compli-
ance w_th the provision of this chapter, or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of
the Internal Reve_,ue Code of 1954/. with respect to which such ad-
,Jisory opinion is rendered.

(2) (A) Any advisory opinion rendered by the Commission under
subsection (a) sh_ll apply only to the perso_ requesting such adqfisory
opinion and to any other person directly involved in the specific trans-
action or activity with respect to which such advisory opinion is
rendered. The provisio_zs of any such advisory opinion shall be made
generally applicable by the Uommissio_ in accordance with, the provi-

sions of subparagraph (B). ,
(B) (i) The Uommission sh_ll, _o Tater tha_ tl_i,ty days after rev-deri_,g an adviso_ opi_io_ _,.ith respect to a req,vst re'eel,ed v_?_tvr

subsection (a) which sets forth a fuze of .c/e,_era7appllenb;lity, prescribe
rules or re qulations relating to the transaction or activity involve,ed i./
the Uommission determines that such transaction or activity is _ot sub-
iect to any existing _v.tle or requlatio_ prescribed by the Uommission.
'Iq, any such case in which the Uommission reeeiv,es more than o_e
request for an advisory.ap, inlay, the Uo_rr_mlssio, v_.ay _ot re_der more
than one advisory op_nwn relating to t'he tra_saetio_ or activity
i_i_volved.

(ii) A_*y yule or regulation prescribed by/ the ('owmissio_ u_der
this subparagraph shall be subject to the pro_,isio,s of seetio_ J33(c).

(c) Any request made under subsection (a] shall be made public
by the Commission. The Commission shall before rendering an
advisory opinion with respect to such request, provide any interested
party with an opportunity to transmit written co//mmnts to the Com-
mission with respect, to such request.

§ 437g. Enforeelnent
£(a) (1) (A) Any person who believes a violation of this act .or of

section 608.610, 611,613,614, 615,616 or 617 of Title 18, United
States Code has occurred may file a complaint with the
Commission.

I'(B) In any case in which the Clerk of the House of Repre-
sentatives or the Secretary of the Senate (who receive reports
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and statements as custodia:n for the Commission) has reas:,_ _.o
believe a violation of this act o[' section 608,610, 611, 61& .L4,
6157 616, or 617, of Title 1'8,,United States Code, has occl_ _ed
he shall refer such apparent violation to the Commission

[(9) The Comnfission upon receiving any complaint under 1 _'a-
graph (:1) (A), ora referral under paragraph (1) (B), or if ill ias
J:eason to believe that any person has committed a violatic, of
any such provision, shall notify the person incolved of sue!, _p-
parent violation and shall--

[(A) report such appar:'ent ciolation to the Attorney: , n.-
eral; or

[ (B) make an investigation of such appan,nt violati(n_
[(3) Any investigation under paragraph (S) (B). shall be ,n-

ducted exl.,editiously and shall incl tde an investigatmn of re i 'ts
:tnd statements filed by any complainant under this title, if cn
complainant is a candi&(te. Any notificat, ion or investig::::t on
made under paragraph (2) sh:it]l not be made public by the ( n-
mission or by any other person witi_out the written consem o l_e
person receiving such notification or the person with respe::2: t:o
whom such investigation is made.

[(4) The Commission shall, at the request of any person ho
receives notice of an apparent violation under paragraph !),
conduct a hearing with respect to such apparerLt violation.

[(5) if the Commission de,termmes, after investigation, till;
there is reason to believe tlhat any person has engaged, or is a _ itt
'Loengage in any acts or pracl;ic:es which constitute or will ec.:m5-
tute a violation of this Act, it may endeavor to correct such v , a-
lion by :informal methods of conference, concihation, and pe:_:, 2-
sion. If the Commission fails to correct the violation thr,_: l'h
informal methods, it may instill:ute a civil action fox' relief, iix,' d-
5.ng a pernmnent or teml)orar.y in, unction, restraining orde_ or
any other appropriate order !in the disnSct court of the [5:: _(l
States for the district in which the person against whom suc!_ e-
tlon is brought is found, resides, or transacl:s business. Up,: a
proper showing that such person has engaged or is about to en_ _z'e
in such acts or practices, the corot shall gra.nt :t permamm c,['
temporary injunction, restraining crder, or other order.

[ (6) The Commission shall refer apparent violations to th,; p-
propriate lax;- enforcement authorities to the extent that violat: ns
of provisions of chapter 29 of Tit[ie 18, United States Code:. re
involved, or if the Commission is unable to correct apparent o-
lations of this Act under the aul:hority given it by paragraph ),
or if the Commission determines that any such referra _s
appropriate.

[(7) 'Whenever in the judgment of the, (]ommission, after f-
fording due notice and an oppc, rtu:.fity for a hearing, any pe: )n
has engaged or is about to engage in any acts or practices n' i:h
constitute or will constitute a violation of any provisions of I:tis
Act or section 608, 610, 611,613, 614, 615, 616, or 617 of Titl,:. i 8,
United States Code, upon request by the Commission the Atto:'_ _ay
General on behalf of the United States shall institute a civil ac, i )n
:[or relief, inch[ding a permanent or temporary injunction 'e-
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straining order, or any other appropriate order ill the district
court of the United States for the district ill which the person is
found, resides, or transacts business. Upon a proper showing that
such person }las engaged or is about to engage in.such acts or prac-
tices, a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or
other order shall be granted without bond by such court.

['(8) In any action brought under paragraph (5) or (7) of this
subsection, subpenas for witnesses who are required to atten_l _
United States district court may run into any other district.

l' (9) Any party aggrieved by an order granted under pa ragraph
(5) or (7) of this subsection may, at any ti,ne witllin ¢;0(lays a ft_'v
the date of entry thereof, file a petition with tlte l;nitetJ States
court of appeals for tim circuit in which such or(l(,' was is,m,([
for judicial ri3view of such order.

I'(10) The judgment of the court of appeals attirn_ing m' set-
ting aside, in whole or in part, any such order of the district court
shall be final, subject to review by the Supreme Cou:'t of tlle
United States upon certiorari or certification as provided in sec-
tion 1254 of Title 28, United States Code.

l,(ll) Any action brought under this subsection shall l)e tt_l-
vanced on the docket of the court in which filed, and put allead of
all other actions (other th'm other actions brought under this sub-
section or under section 437h of this title).

I'(b) In any case in which the Commission refers an apparent viola-
tion to the Attorney General, the Attorney General shall respond by
report to the Commission with repect to any action taken by the
Attorney General regarding such apparent violation. Each report shall
be transmitted no later than 60 days after the date the Commission
refers any apparent violation, and at the close of every 30-day period
thereafter until there is fina] disposition of such apparent violation.
The Commission may from time to time prepare and publish reports
on the status of such referrals.]

(a) (1) Any person who bdieves a viola tio_ of this chapt, J' oJ' of
chapter 95 or chapter 96 o.f the lnter._,al Revenue (Yode of 1954, lt,_s
occurred may file a complaint with the Uommission. Sucli compla;,_t
shall be in w_gting, shall be signed anti sworn to by the per'so_'_filiv q
such complaint_ and shall be notarized..,4 ny person filing sue,h a cow-
plaint shall be subject to the provisio_h_ o/ section 1001 o[ title 18.
United States Code. The Uommission _r_aynot conduct any ¢nvestiga-
tion under this section, ox take a_y other action under this section,
solely on the basis of a complaint o.[ a person whose ixlentity is t_ot dis-
closed to the Uommission.

(2) The Commission, upon receiving a complaint under paragraph
(1), or if it has reason to believe that any person bas committed a
violation of this chapter or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal
Revenue Uode of 1954, shall notify the person involved o/such alleged
violation and shall make an investigation of such alleged violation in
accordance with the provisions of this section.

(3) Any investigat_oq, under paragrapt_ (2) shall be conducted ex-pedit'wusly and shall include an investigation_ conducted in accordance
with the provisions of this section, o/reports and statements filed by
any complainant under this chapter, if such complainant i8 a candidate.
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Any _zotification or investigatio,_,, m_tde u_°_er paragraph (2) ,_iudl ,.rw,_

b,,_made public by the Uow/raission., . or, by any other,.,person, wit? ,::ut !he_c_gtten consent of the person r,:_,e_v'_g suct_ no_,_ficatwq, or t,_.,::_er,_on
with respect to whom such i_westigation, is made.

(4/) The Uovrvrrdssionshall afford any perso_ who receives ,,,,:_ice of
an dUeyed violation u,r_der?_rayraph (2) a re_rsonable opporl:i :,i_y t_:
demonstrate that no action shoui'd be taken against such perso:_ 5y tiie
Uomm.iss;on under this chapter..

(5) (A ) If the Uommissio'r_ deterw_/Mes that there is reason t,:::;>el,ie_;e
t/_.at any person has covvmitted ,,x,is about to cov_v,it a vioZatio:: U-'_',his
ch,apter or of chapter 95 or chapter _b_of the l_t.e_al Revenue _ '_de o./
1954/, the Commission shall mai'ce every endeavor to correct o_' ::;_'eveo_._
such violatio_ by infor_al w_thods of conference, conciliat;i: ; _?(;_
persuasio% and to enter into a conciliation agreement with tt_: _er_o,z_
involved. A co_,ciliation agreement? u.nless vi;olated_ shall e.r::_.qtil:ute
a,n absoh6te bar to a_6y further action by the Uomwission, i_xi:ud_in_,
bringing a civil proceeding u,_;ler paragraph (_ ) of this sec_':i::__.,

(B) l/ the Uommission is _:._able to co_eet or prevent o::_:,s_!_,c/,_
violation by such informal _r_et/_ods, the U6_hissio_ may, if _5.__ Uom-
n_ission determines there is probable cauae to believe that a ,:lat_:c,,_'_
has occu_yed or is about to occ_,', institute a civil action for r_ ':el, in-
cih_ding a permanent or tempo_,ary injunctio% restraining o: ,:'er_ o.r
any other approp_ate order in ¢he district court o/the Unite_:i: _tate_'
.for th e district i'a which the person against whow such action _',_ ou_d,,
resides? or transacts business.

(U) I_ any civil action inski;tuted by the Uon_ission und,_ para.-
g_'aph (B), the court shall gra_t a perma,nent or temporary: _junc-
t;o,_, restraining order, ay (;_her o_'der upo_ a _,roper showiest !'_qt _he
?,erso_ involved has engaged o:x is about z':oe,r_gage in a ,cio;i!:::_on of
tl,';s chapter or of r/_a,pte_ _ 95 or cboe.prey 96 of the [nte_n.al ,i!,ve_.e
Uode of 195/_.

(I)) I/the Uo.n_v_issio_ dete:_"?_i._esthat there is probable tse t_.
beli(:re t,hat a k_wwi,,,g _,_d qt,i/1.kt/ '4ota_qo'_ ,under section ' ?_)(al),
o_' a knowing and .will/u/viola_','io't_ ,'_/a provision of chapter !: ay 5'd'
of the Inter-hal t_evenue Uode o./' [951., has o_¥'_,tvredor is about :?, 9ccu:r'.,
i,' may re.lev such appare'_ vid,ztion to the Attorney Ge_ero::i _/ _h,_r
Ur, ired States with o_tt regard to tbe lifnitatlons se t forth in pO':r!I _r_!:p]t.

(A ) o.f tih,ls section.
(6) lr.f the Uo_nmission bel,Leves _hat there is clear ,a_d eo_,_,i'_oi',ng

pr'oaf that a knowing a_d willful violation _g this chap.rev or ch: :;,g'er5¥;
or 96 of the [nternal Revenue ,!'_?'odeof 195._ has been commitit: ,_',a%,'
c.ondliation agreement entered _to by the Uommission qtnd,,::_para--
graph (5)(A) may include a req.uiveme_Z that the person i:_,,o_!_ed
i_, such conciliation agree_nent ah,ail pay. a civil penalty wh._h;_ doe_
¢.ot exceed the greater of (A) ,_lO.O00, or (B) an amount _',i'zal to
300 percent of the amount of an:?/co_'_tvibution or expenditure ,ii_.;*o_ed
in such violation. The Uowv_is_i_ionshall make _wailable to th,_! _u_',,li(:
the results o_ any conciliati_?, attempt inclt_ting any cone ,iiat_;o_,
agreement entered into by the Uom_issio_ and any determin(:, o_ b3'
the Uomordssion that no vio_atiim of this chapter or chapter 95, ," 96 of
t,_ [nte_al Revenue Uode of t954/ has occurred.
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(7) In any civil action for relief instituted by the Uomm,ission under
paragraph (5), if the cou_ t dete_ mines that the Commission has estab-
lished through clea__ a_d convincing proof that the perso_ involved
in such civil action has eonwnitted a knowi_g a_d willful _iolation

of this chapter or of. chapter 95 or 96 of the Inter,_al Revenue Code of
J954_ the court may _mpose a civil penalty of not more thc, the greater
(,4) $10,000; or (B) an amount equal to 300 percent of the contribu-
tioo_ or expenditure involved i_ such violation. In a_y case in which
such person has entered into a conciliation agreement with the Com-
mission under paragraph (5)(A), the Uommission may institute a
civil action for relief u_der paragraph (5) if he believes that such per-
son has violated any provision of such conciliation agreement. In order
for the Commission to obtain relief in any such civil action, it shall be
sufficient for the Uommissio¢, to establish that such person has vioIated_
in whole or in part, any requirement of such conciliatio_ agreemeq_t.

(8) In any actioq_ brought _tnder paragraph (5) or paragraph (7)
of this subsection,.subpenas for witnesses who are requirecl to'attend
a United States district court may run into any other district.

(9) (A ) A,_,y party aggrieved by an o_der of the Commission dis-
missing a complaint filed by such party _t_der paragraph (1), or by
a failure on the part of the Uommission to act on such complaint in
accordance with the provisions of this section within ninety days
after the filing of such c:omplaint, may file a petition with the United
States DiStrict Uourt for the District of Uohtmbia.

(B) The filing of xny action u_uter subparagraph (A) shall be
made_

(i) in the case of the dismissal of a complaint by the Commis-
sion, _o later than sixty days after such dismissal; or

(ii) in the case Of a failure o_ the part of the Uommission to
act on such c.omplai_t, no later than sixty days after the ni_ety-
day period specified in _bparagraph (A ).

(C) In such proceeding the court may declawe that the dismissal of

the complaint or the action, or the fail_re to act, is contrary to law a/nd
..maydirect the UomSmissio_ to proceed in conformity with that declara-
tw'a within thirty days, failing which the complain, ant may br3ng in
his own ,_ame a civil actioq_ to remedy the violatioq_ complained of.

(10) The judgmeq_t of the district court may be appealed to the court
of appeals and the judgment of the court of appeals affir_roing or set-
ting aside, in whole or in part, any such order of the district court
shall be final_ subject to review by the Supreme Court of the United
States upo_ certiorari or certficatio_ as provided i_ section 1_5_ of
title _8_ United States Uode.

(11) Any action brought u_uter this subsection shall be advanced on
the docket of t ll_ court in which filed, and p_t ahead of all other actions
(other than other actions brought wader this subsectio_z or under see-
tio_ ]t37h ).

(lg) If the 6_om/mission determines after a_ investigatior_ that any
person has _iolated an order of the court e_tered in a proc_dis_g
broufht u_dfr paragraph (5) it may petition the court for conorder to
adjudicate that person in c_vil ¢ontempt_ except that if it believes the
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_,iolation to be ]cnm,,ing a.q'_d_cii_lfu! it v_a¥ instead petitio_, i';,, court
]'or an .order to adjudi_te th_.t person in c_%rbimagco_te_pt.

(b ) Iq_,a;_y aase i_ which thc Uom_i8sic_n refers _ appare.;;: ; viola.-
tion to t,he Attcrr_zey Ge,rwral_ _!:heAtto?_wy General sI_alg resi ,:q_db:!/
_,eport to the Commission with :_',espectto .a_.yaction take_ by ti(. _4t_!_ov-
_y Ge_ev.al regardi._g such aj.:_jg_'e_n,tviolation. Each _ep.o_t: _l,i be
tra,vzmitted no l,ater tha_ sixt:y days a,fter the date the Uo_?'_.;vgssio_
refe_*s a,_y apparent violation., and at the clo_,_eof every tii,i:,_y-day
period thereafter until the_'e is fi_al dispositi.o_[ of such, ,apl_are_ : viola-
tioga. The Uo.m_,kssion w_a:yfrom z:-imeto time pr.es.are ,_nd : ubi!i_U_

( : , .- ,vepo-rts _,, the status of such v .]err,zls.
:_ v_ $ $ $ :g :g

[}438. Administrative and judicial provisions
(a) Duties. It shall be the d'i:l_:yof the Commission--

(1) Forms. To develop _md _urnish _o the person req :ed by
the provisions of this Act ]?rescribed forms for the maki:t :_of t]re
reports and statements required to be filed with it ur,. ,_r 1;his
chapter;

(2) Manual for uniform bookkeeping and reporting :r:,.thods·
To prepare, publish, and _!urnish to the person requir{_,, to file
such reports and statements a manual setting iorth recmH _ten,:ted
uniform me%hods of bookkeeping and reporting;

(3)' Filing, coding, an(![ eross-mae_'' -qn,_:ssvstem._ To d,. clop. :_
filing, coding, and cross-irtdexing system consonant with' i e I:,u]:'-
poses of this chapter:

(4) Public inspection; cc,pies; sale or use restrictions· ]:,' ' knqa ¢

the reports and statements filed with it; available lc.,: public.
inspection and copying, c.cmnmncing as soon as practic_ }de but
not later than the end of the second day following the da: turin_'
which it was received, and to permit copying of any suc':i report
or statement by hand or by duplicating machine, as reqt_l :_ted: lB:'
any person, at the expense of such person: Provided, q'_at .any
information copied from such repom:s and statements s: dl nc.t
be sold or utilized by any person for the purpose of solicit :,_gcon-
tributions or for _ny commercial purpose;

(5) Preservation of reports and statements. To preserv:::; _ct::r_>
ports and statements for a period of 10 years from date. ol _._eceipt,
except that reports and s][:atements relating solely to ca_,tidates
for the House of Repres_?,ntatives shall ]be preserved fo_ only 5
years from the date of reo_zipt;

(6) Index of repm_s a,:.r._dstatements; publication irt. 'ede.r_:_l
Register. To compile and maintain a cumulative index o[ 'eports
and statements filed with it, wMch shall be published in Ii e Fed-

· l' ' ieral Register at regular _nl,ervals and whi[ch shall be ava.]: __le for
purchase directly or by mall for _ rea_,_on_[bleprice anc_ t_;;::om.:pige
and maintain a separate c_,_mulative index of reports a:,:;_:: sta_6.
merits filed with it by pol,i;tica_ committees supporting v_,,.:'e t t_,r_
one candidate_ which shalg include a l_ting of the da_! of the
registration of any guch .political committee and the d,_:,.i_upo,r_
which any such political committee q,uxgifies to make _._pe,ug'iP
tu_;s under section ]e39d, and which shall be rev_secl on _:;_'e s,_'_e
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basis and at the same time as the ot]wr cumulative indices re-
quired under this paragraph;

(7) Special reports; publication. To prepare and publish from
time to time special reports listing those candidates for whom
reports were filed as required by this title and those candidates
fei' whom such reports were not filed as so required;

(8) Audits; investigations. To make from time to time audits
and field investigations with respect to reports and statements
filed under the provisions of this chapter, and with respect to
alleged failures to file any report or statement required under
the provisions of this chapter;

(9) Enforcement authorities; reports of violations. To report
apparent violations of law to the appropriate law enforcement
authorities; and

(1% Rules and regulations. To prescribe rules and regulations
to can? out the provisions of this chapter, in accordance with the
prowslons of subsection (c).

(b) Commission: duties: national clearinahouse for information;
;studies, scope, publication, copies to general public at cost. It shall
be the duty of the Commission to serve as a national clearinghouse
for information in respect to the administration of elections. In carry-
ing out its duties m_der this subsection, the Commission shall enter'
into contracts for the Purpose of conducting independent studies of
the administration of elections. Such studies shall include, but shall
:not be limited to, studies of-

(l) the method of selection of, and the type of duties assigned
to, officials and personnel working on boards of elections;

(2) practices relating to the registration of voters; and
(3) voting and couni_ing methods.

Studies made under this subsection shall be published by the Com-
mission and copies thereof shall be made available to the general pub-
lic upon the payment of the cost thereof.

(c) Review of regulations.
(1) The Commission, before prescribing any rule or regulation

under this section or u_der seethe, JA7f (b ) (2) (B ) , shall transmit
a statement with respect to such rule or regulation to the Senate or
the House of Representatives, as the case may be, in accordance
with the provisions of this subsection. Such statement shall set
forth the proposed rule or regulation and shall contain a detailed
explanation and justification of such rule or regulation.

(2) If the appropriate body of the Congress which receives a
statement from the Commission under this subsection does not,
througho ar)_I_rop riate action, disapp rove the p rep osed rule or regu-
lation set forth in such statement no later than [30 legislative
days] thirty calendar days or fifteen, bsgislative days, whichever
is later, after receipt of such statement, then the Commission may
prescribe such rule or regulation. In the case of any rule or regu-
lation proposed to deal with reports or statements required to
be filed under this title by a candidate for the office of President
of the United States, and by political committees supporting such
a candidate both the Senate and the House of Representatives
shall have the power to disapprove such proposed rule or regula-
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tion. Whenever a co_wmittec of the Ho_tse of Representatii _s re-
ports any resolution relatin 5, to any euck rtde or reFul,atioi , it is
at any time thereafter i_ Order (even tho_gh a previo_ .:;:_.ot/tm
to the sa_roeeffect hx_ been di_,_agveedto) to _m.o_eto proceea: ?9 the
consideration of the _esolutio_'_. The qq_otionis highly pr*Aeyed
a,_d is not debatable. A_t am,z_cl_ent to the motio_r_i8 q,ot i_'!.:,de.r:,
and it is _.ot in order to mo_,e to recons_kler the vote by wki ::.:'_ti_e.
_otio_,_ ia r_greed to or disa._Treed to. The Commission m:: ,_ not
prescribe any rule or regulation which is disapproved und, i this
paragraph.

(3) If the Commission proposes to prescribe any rule o:i: 'egu-
lation dealing with reports or statements required to be filed nder
this title by a candidate for 'the office of' Senator, and by pc tical
committees supporting such c._ndidate, it shall transmit snc]::_tate-
nmnt to the Senate. If the Clommission proposes to prescri ,; any
rule or regulation dealing with reports or statements requ! _:_dto
be filed lmder this title by a candidate for the office of Repr: _nt.a-.
tive, I)elegate, or Resident Commissioner, and by politic_:_ com-
mittees supporting such candid,Lte, it si'mil tr'msmit sucl: .tate--
ment to the }{ouse of llepresentatives. If the Commission p:, ?os;es
to pre, scribe any rule or' regulation dealing with reports o:: ;tate-
ments required"to be filed under this title by a candidate i: r the
office .of President of the United _ ' ,_tates, and by political c,, tm:if
tees supporting such candid, ate it. shall[ transmit such stal _ment
to the House of Representat:[ves and the Senate.

(4) For purposes of this _!:ubst_,ction,the term "legislativ, lays"
does not include? with respe:ct to statements transmitted. ::) the
_.c,ate, any calendar day ()i:t which the Senate is not in _!:ssi(:,n_.
and with respect to statements transmitted to the House of i ,_pl:e.-
sentatives, any calendar day on which the House of Repr_ :_!enta.-
tires :is not in session, and v;(ith :respect to statements tran?,, itted
re both such bodies, any caler.Aar day on which 'both House_ _,f the
Congress are not. in session.

(id) I_,ules and regulations; co:ngressional cooperation.
(1) The Commission shall prescribe suitable rules and _ gu[a-

tions to carry out the. provisions of this tit]e, including sm:, ru:[es
and regulations as may be necessary to require that-

(A) reports and statements required to be filed unrl _c this
title by a candidate for the office, of Representativ,[:, n, or
Delegate or Resident ('.'_ommissioner to, the Congres_i_ :.f the
United States, and by political committees supporti:, _:!such
candidate, shall be received by the Clerk of the _I: ise of
Representatives as c.usl:odiar_ for the Commission;

(B) 'reports and statements required to be filed um r this
title bv a candidate for the office of Senator, and by ]f' :' itica].
committees supporting such candidat% shall be rece_ '_d by
the Secretary of the Se:hate as custodian for the Com]:Jt:;sion ::
and

(C) the Clerk of the //()uss of Representatives _1:d the
Secretary of the Senal:e, as; custodians for the Comt:] :ssion_
each shall make the tel?errs and statements received .z h.ir[_
available for publSc inspection and copying in acc<_::dancc
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with paragraph (4) of subsection (a), and preserve such
reports and statements in accordance with paragraph (5)
of subsection (a).

(2) It shall be the duty of the Clerk of tlle House of Repre-
sentatives and the Secretary of the Senate to cooperate with the
Commission in carrying out its duties under this Act and to
furnish such services and facilities as may be required in accord-
ance with this section.

§ 439c. Authorization o£ appropriations
There are authorized to be appropriated to the Commission for the

purpose of carrying out its functions under this Act, and under chap-
ters 95 and 96 of Title 26 of the United States Code, not to exceed $5
million for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975. There are authorized
to be appropriated to the Federal Election (rommission 88,000,000 for
the fiscal year endii_g Ju_e 30, 1976, $2,000,000 for the period begin-
ni_g July 1, 1976, and endi,ng September 30, 1976, a_l $8,000_000 for
the fiscal year ending ,Septe_be_ _30, 1977.

§ 439d. Limitations on contributions and expenditures
(a) (1) Except as other_cise provided by paragraphs (g) and (3).

_o person shall make contribtttlo_s to any candidate with respect to
any election/or Federal office which, in the aggregate, exceed $1,000.

(2) No political coinmittee (other than a Frincipal campaign com-
mittee) shall make co_,tribution._ to (A ) any candidate with respect
to any election /or Federal office which, in the aggregate, exceed
$5,000; or (B ) to any politlca7 co_nmittee (other than a political com-
mittee authorized by a ca_didate to receive contributions on his behalf
which contributions are, under paragraph (4), treated as contributions
to that candidate) in a_y cale.ndar year which, in the aggregate, ex-
ceed $25,000. Contributions by the _atio_zal committee of a political
party serving as the principal campaign committee of a candidate for
the office of President of the U_ited States shall not exceed the limita-
tion imposed by the preceding sentence with respect to any other cwndi-
date for Federal office. For purposes of this paragraph, the term
"political committee" mea_v_ an organization registered as a political
committee under section 303 for a period o/not less than six months
which has received contributiovs from more than fifty Persons and,
except for any State political party organization, has made contri-
butions to five or more candidates for Federal office. For purposes of
the limitations provided by paragraph (1) and this paragraph, all
contributions made by political comxnittees established, financed, main-
tained, or controlled by any person or persons, including any parent,
.subsidy, branch, division, department, affiliate, or local unit of such,
person, or by any group of persons, shall be considered to have been
made by a single political committee, except that (A ) _othing in this.
sentence shall limit transfers between political committees of funds
raised through joint fund-raising efforts; (B) this sentence shall not
apply to a political committee established, financed, or maintained by
the national comsnittee, or to a political come, tree established, fi-
nanced, or maintained by the State, district, or focal committee o_ a
political party; and (C) a political committee of a national organiza-
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ilion shall mot be precluded from co_tributing to a ca_didat,: _',com-
m_;ttee m_rely because o.f ifs aff_?iat:on with a 'national multi_., dida_e
political committee .which. has :rn,adethe _axiv_n_ contvibu_i ._zi_ _!,s
2erin, irked to _r_aketo a camtida._le or a eomn_iMee.

(3) No individuaJ shall ma_:',eco_,trlbut:_o.ns aggregati_..q w', :'e th.a_
$25,000 iT_.any calendar ?/ear..Fo_ _ purposes of thi_ paragr_: :h, a'_'V
ecratribution made to a candidate >n.,a ?tea_"other than the _ ler,!d_._'
year in which the election is hdd with respect to which such. _':_.tr:b'_,>
_ion was made, is co,_ide_*ed ro be made d.u._G_gthe cale._'ula:_ ma,' _;_
which such election is held.

(4I) For purposes of this subsectio_--
(A) contribution, s to a nam, cd ca_didate made to a_y , >libic___l

com.mlttee authorized by s.!:t,ch e(_ndidate to accept co_trib :on.s_:_,
his behalf shall be eo_sid'ered to be con:_ributions w,ad,: :o _,i_u:h
candidate;

(B ) ( i) expevditure._, made _.':7a._y person, i_z.coopevai!ii: _., .:o:,.-
sultation, or co_cert, mith., or at the .request or sug.qes_:! ,,'_.of. a
ca_iidate, his authorized poL:tieal co_v_ittees, or thei: _g_:m!%
shall be co'_side_ed to be a. co,_trlbution to s'_tch candida_!_

(ii) the financing by a_?/ pe_'son, of the dissemination, _ str.ib?._-
tion, or republication, i_. whole or i_ _:,a_.t..,of any broa,dc_ ' or aiqq
written, graphic, or other .fo_w_,of eom.palg_ materials .: : epared
b?t the ca't_didate, his cam_ai5,_ commit_ees, or their a':_: _ori'zed
age_ts shall be considered to be a_.ex])e._diture for pu: :ose._ of
this paragraph; and

(C) contributions made: to or for U_e benefit of any ,.: _di,dai'e
nominated by a political 7)arty for election to the o_c... , ,f 1;"'i,:_e
President of the U¢,ited States shall be co¢_aidered to be ,_::__trib.i..t-
tions made to or for the be,_efi_:'o/the cai:_didate o/such :i :r.t3, for
election to the office of Pres_;de_.t of the. U_dted States.

(5) The limitations imposed 5y paragraphs (1) a_d (2) oj . :.is ,_.h-
section (other than the a_ua,4', li.m.:_ation o'_ eont_qbutions t6, , politi-
.cal com_rdttee under paragrat:,h (2)(B)) shall apply separa:: y wi_h
respect to each election, except tha_ all el,?ctio_s h.e_d in a.ny __.le_._a!:._v

. ._.tares:year for the office of Prescden, o/lhe Lr_,ited q' (except ,,:: le_!e_,'_al
election for such office) shall be co'_sidered to be one election..

(6) For purposes of the limi;tatio.rts in,posed by thins sectio:,',_ dl ,:;o._z-
t_ibutio,ns wade by a 'pe.rso_., ei_:.herdirecti'y or i_directly, on !i hai!f of
a particular candidate, including contrib_tti_qs which are i_ z.Vw,:i:!7
ea_w_arked or otherwise direm_.ed through a:r_intermediary o:; _o_d,4t
to such candidate, shall be treo:_ed a_¥contributions frov_, such. !:..rso?_.!Io
such candidate. The inter.med:'.,_:._.qor co_duit shall report th, _'i5,i_'_a_
source a._d the intended recipient o/such con:_rib.ution to the, '9m.:_rds-
sion and to the intended ve_4pient.

( b) No candidate for the offlce of President of the Unit_, '.Stat,;_s
who is eligible v/ruler section 9003 of th_ Znte_al Revenue 'ode ,::,f
195], (relating to condition /c_ e31gibilli;y for pa.yvaents) u_._d'er
section 9033 of the Intem_,zl _i_eve¢_.ueUode of 195/> (relatin 9 :_9 e.(ioi-
bility for payments) to receive pc_yment_,_from the Secreta,?.. of [/,:e
Treasuz_j may make expenditu.res in excess of-

(A) $104900,000, in the case of a campaign for nomi_i: :.!ion j',:,r
election to such or, ce, except the aggregate of expenditu_: ::._u_der
this subparagraph in any one State shai!l not exceed th.: 7rearer
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of 16 cents multiplied by the voting age population of the State
(as certified under subsection (e) ), or $200,000; or

(B) $20.0004300 in the case of a campaign for election to suci_
o_ce.

(2) For purposes of this subseetio_--
(A ) expenditures made by or o_ behalf of any candidate nomi-

nated by a political party for election to the office of Vice Presi-
dent of the United States shall be considered to be expenditure_
made or tm behalf of the candidate of such party for election to
the office of President of the United States; a,_d

(B) an expenditure is made on behalf of a candidate, includ.
lng a Vice Presidential candidate, if it is made by--.

(i) an authorized committee or any other agent of the
candidate/or the purposes of making any expenditure; or

(ii) any person authorized or refuested by the candidate,
an authorized committee of the candidate, o_ an agent of the
candidate, to make the expenditure.

(c) (1) At the beginning of each calendar year (covonencing in
1976), as there become available necessary data from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics of the D'epartment o/Labor, the Secretary of Labor
shall certify to the Commission and publish in the Federa_l Register
the percent difference between the twice ig_dex for the twelve monthe
preceding the beginning of such calendar year and the price index for
the base period. Each limitation established by subsection (b) and sub..
section (d) shall be increased by such percent difference. Each amount
so increased shall be the amount in effect/or such calendar year.

(2) For the purposes of paragraph (1)_
(A ) The term "price index" mea_s the average over a calendar

year of the Consumer Price Index (all itew_--United _tates city
average) published monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics/and

(B) the term "base period" means the calendar year 197_.
(d) (1) Notwithsta_di_ g any other provision of law with respect to

limitatio_ or expe,_ditures or limitations on. cont_ibutlo_s, [he n_..
ttionag committee of a political party and a Sta.,e committee of a

political party, includb_g any su.bordinate cowwittee of a _tate eoqn..
mittee, may make expe_tditures in connection with the .qeneral electio_
campaign of candidates for Federal office, subject to the limdtatio_s
contained in paragrapl_s (2) a_d (3) o.f this subsection.

(2) The national com_ittee of a political party may not make any
expenditure in convection with the aenerag election campai.qn of an.v
cand'_ate for President of the United States who is a_liated with such,
.party which exceeds an amount equal to 2 cents multiplied by the vot-
zng age populatio_ of the United State,_ (as certified under subsection
(e) ). Any expenditure wader this paragraph shall be in addition to,
any expenditure by a national eomzr_ittee of a political party serving
as the t,_bwipal campaign committee of a candidate for the office of
the President of the United States.

(3) The national comrroittee of a political party, or a State eom/mit-
tee of a political party, including any subordinate committee of a State
committee, may not make any exlgenditu_e in connection witg the gen-
eral election campaign of a candidate for Federal o_ce in a State who
is affiliated with such party which exceeds_
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(A ) in the case of a car_ilidate .for election to the offce o J'_Sen..
ator, or of Representative from a State. w]_ich is entitled L,, only
one Representative_ the yreater of-

(i) 2 cents multiplied by the voting age populatio_i, _:::fthe
State (as certified u,rde_".subsection ( e) ) ; or

(ii) $eo,ooo; and
(B) in the case o.f a cand;xlate for et'ection to the offce ,::,,_'Rep-

resentative, Delegat% or t&sident Uon_missi_ner in any _ther
State.; $10,000.

(e) During the first week of Jan'_ary 1975, aged every sub,,._me,nt
year, the Secreta_y o.f Commerce shall certify to the Uommiss'h_-:;:a_,_d
publish in the Federal Register an estimate o.f ;the voting age ]:,.;,ou2;a..
tion of the United States, o.f eac/_ State, and of each .congressio:_ ::dd'is--
trict as of the first day of July next preceding the date o.f certi/i, ,_.;tion.

populatw_i'/ resident population_ e_,,l,'rl,teen._.ae te_w_"voti_.g age mea_s
years of age or older.

(f) No candidate or political ,::,om.v_itteesh.alilkno,wi_gZy acco .:__a¢_,y
· _,wlo.twn of the p_ o, ,,sw._sc_ntrlbution or _r_ake any e_pe_,diture in ' ' · : ' '_'

of this section. No o]_cer o__ employee of a political committ_:_ shall
knowingly accept a cont¢¥bu, tion made .for t/,.,ebeae#t or use of o: ::_,:mdi-

· . '_i ,_date, or knowingly make any expenditure o,,, behalf of a cand_ ..... e, in
_,fiolation of any limitation imposed on con.tvibutions and expe,n;: ?tures
_:t_ter this section.

(g ) The Uommission shal_ prescribe r'_des under which any e;_::_:;zndi-
t':ureby a candidate for Presidential nominat_:on for use in two c more
i.'W ; °_ tares sba.ll be a.ttri_)uted to s.uch candzdate'_,_ex?e_dit.ure 7imit,;_ ,,an in
each such State, based on the vot.;i;.ngage pop,clarion in. such Stat_: ;,.,.,/dch
can reasonably be expected to be i_zfiu.enced by such expe_ditu.:_', .

{]439e. Contributions or expenditures by national banks, c_;_5_or'a-
tions, or labor organizations
(a) It is unlawful for a_y z,.a,tio_al bank. or any corpora_':?:_ or..

!lanized by authority of any _aw of Uongres8, to make a contrib_, ; _On or
expenditure in con_ection with any eZection to any political offic,., or .in
connection with any primary election or political convention or ,',:_ucus
held to select candidates for any political o_lce, or for any corp,_;, gtion
whatever, or any labor organiza_',ion to make acon, tribution o,rex ;:;,endi-
t,u:rein co_nection with any election at which Presidential a_,::!:Vice
Presidential electors or a Se,natov or Representative. in, or a [)_,i:egate
or Resident Uommissioner to_ Congress are to be voted for, or _!,_con-
,aection with any primary e[ect_ion or political convention, or :_,:_ucus
held to select candidates for a_.,:O,of the foregoing of_ces, or J,,' a_zy
eo,ndidate, political committee, or other person to accept or rece any
contribution prohibited by this _!iectio_n,or for any o_cer or an? Jirec-
tor or any corporation or a_y national bank or any officer of an!: _abo_
organization to consent to any co,atributio_ or expenditure by t_:.ecol
poration, national bank_ or labor orga_izat&_n_ as the case may b: pro-
Mbited by this sectio,a.

(b) (1) For the Furposes of t]_;s section "labor organiza, tion ?_:_,veana
a_y orga_ization of any ki_, or any agerocy or employee reprc,s,enta.-
i¢io_r_committee or plan, in which employees participate and whit;', exist
,k,r the purpose, in whole or in part, of dealing with employe_.! con-
e,er_aing grievances, labor dispm,_es, _oages, rates of pay, ho_rs ';,?e'm-
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ployme_tt, or cor_ditioq_s of work. As used in this sectio_ and in section
12( h ) o/the Public Utility Ilolding Uompany Aet (15 U.S.U. 791(h) ),
the phrase "contribution or expe_diture" shall include any direct or
i_direct payment, distribution, loan, a;dva_ce_ deposit, or gift of
money, or any services, or anything of value (except a loan of money
by a national or State ba_k made in accordance with the applicable
banking laws and regulatioe_s in the ordinary course of business) to
any candidate, campaign committee,or political party or organization,
in connection with any election to a_y of the o_ees referred to in this
section; but shall not include communications by a corporation to its
stockholders and executive or administrative personnel and their fam-
ilies or by a labor organization to its members and their familiz_s on
any subject; nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns
by a coq'poration aimed at its stockholders a_d executive adm inistra-
tire personnel and their families, or by a labor organization aimed at
its members and their families; or the establishment, admi,'dstration,
and solicitation of contributions to a separate segregated fund to be
utilized/or political purposes by a corporation or labor organization.

(2) It shall be unlawful for such a fu_d to wake a contribution or
expenditure by utilizing mo_ey or a_ything of value secured by physi-
cal force, job discriminatio_a, #na_ncial reprisals, or the threat of force,
job discriminatio,_, or _nancial reprisal; or by dues, fees, o_' other
moneys required as ,a condition o/membership in a labor organization
or as a condition o/employment, or by moneys obtained in any com-
_wrcial trans actioq,.

(3) It shall be unlawful for a corporatioqz or a separate segregated
/u_ eve.areal by a corporation to solicit contributions from any person
other than its stockbrokers, executive or administrative personnel, mug
their )qa.milies or for a labor organization or a separate segregated/umd
created by a labor organization to solicit co_&gbutions from any person
other than its members and their families.

( _ ) Notwithstanding any other law, a_y method o/soliciting volun-
tary contributions or of f,anilitating the _vakb, g of voluntary contribu-
tions to a separate segregated/u_d established by a corporation, per-
mitted to corporations, shall also be pezwzitted to labor organizations.

(5) Aq_y corporation that utilizes a method of soliciting voluntary
contributions or facilitating the making o/voluntary contributions,
shall make available, on written request, that method to a labor orgoni-
zation representing any members working/or that corporation.

(6) For purposes of this section, the term "executive or administra-
tive personnel" meatus '$ndividuals employed by a corporation who are
paid on a .s,agary,rather than hourly, basis and who have policyv_aking.
or supervzsory responsibilities.

(7) For purposes of this section, the term "stockholder" includes any
individual who has a legal or vested beneficial interest in stock, iswlud-
lng, but _ot limited to, an employee of a corporation who participates
in a stock bonus, stock option, or employee stock ownership pla_.
§ 439£. Contributions by government contractors

(a) It shall be umgawful /or a_y persoro--
(1) who e_ters i_,to any contract with the U_ited States or any

department or age_j thereof eit._r /or, the req,dition of personal
seCvices or furnishing any material, supplies, or e_uiFment to the
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U_ited States or any department ar age,wy thereof or fm i__lli_a9,
_ay land or building to the United St.ares or any depart,;_,,,_nto,e
age.m W thereof, if paymer_t for the perfor_ma_ce of such c_ntr_w_';
or ?_a.yv_entfor' such q_ateri, al, supplies, equiFment , land, o.:,,uii_L
_ng is t_ be wade in whole .or in part from funds appropri.,: t:ed b:q
the Congress, at a_y ti.me between the commencement o.f .:_._:_.7otia-..
tions for and the later of (A) the c_m,pletio_, of pe_ for_t,_ ._e _m.--
der, ,or (B ) the ter_ainatio:_,_.o[ .negotiatior_s for, such co_._ '_.wtor
.fur_ishing of material, supplies, equip_r_ent, la_d, or b_i.!:.dings,
directly or indirectly to m,oke a_,y contrib_,tion, o.f v,o,ney ,_:,' other

· il

thing .of _,alue, or' to promise expcessly or impliedly to m,_ ce a:ny
,_uch contribution, t,o any political party, committee, or oo,,_ _id_._te
for public office or to a.n.yl_!_'so_ for any p.olitical purp.ose,!_:_,.use;
O?

(2) knowingly to s.olicit any such contribution from o';_!_.s,_ch
person .for any such pu.rpos,_ du_;ng any such period.

(b ) This section does not prohibit or make 'unlawful the e_,_!!:_:blish-..
.ment or administration of, or t]i,e sollcitatio_, of contribution,s' :!,_,an.v
separate segregated f._nd by a:r_ycorpora_tion or tabor orga?_'.:_'atio_,
,for the p_rpose of influencing t,he nrrm,ina,tion ieor election, or ,,_!,,_;ction,

() 3

o/ any person to Federal office., _tnless the pr.ovlsions o.f sect;ilm./d:,9_.
p:vohibit or make unlawful ttk!_establishv'_.e'_t or adrrdnistrai_,;,n of,,
o_, the solicitation o/ contributions to, _tt,ch fu.nd.

(c) For purposes of this section, _he te_,:_ "'labor organizati_: :_.' has
the meaniag given it by section Ze?ge.

§ 439g. Publication or distribution of political statements
"Whenever any person makes an expeaditure for the 7ntri,,_:_seof

financing com/rr_unications expre_sly ad_oc_tin!7 the electio_ ov defea;_
of a clearly identified candidate through broaztcasting station(.;_ news..

papers, magazines, outdoor ad_:ertising facilities_ direct ma:;_!, andother similar types of g_r_eral ]_ublic poli_SieaJ advertisi_i,_ such.
con_._un,lca tion.

(1) if authorized by a ea_didate, h_ av,thorized politi_'..i com..
.mittees or their agents, shai!t clearly and conspicuously, in ,,',,,_cord..
ance with regulations pre_,_e,¥bed by the Uommission, sta.,, that
the communications has bee,_ authorized/o,r

(2) if not authorized b.y a candidate, his authorized, p_:_,itica_:
committees, or their agents_ shall clearly and conspicuo_.dy, i_'_.
accordance with regulatioz_s prescribed b.y the Uov_missi_:_.i_.state
that the com/munwat_on _s _ot authomzed by an cand_d,_.., and'

! *

state the name o/the person who m_zdeor,finance the expe!,.i_.:tzt't_e'.
for the comrr_ication, including, the case of a political c ;_:_,it.-
tee, the _a_ne of a_y affiliated or connected organization ._,(ui,_"ed
to be disclosed under sectioq_,._3 (b ) (2).

§ 3439h. Contributions by £oreign nationals
(a) It shall be u_lawful for a foreign national directly or L_irov,g],_

any other person to ma]ce any contributio,a of money or othc' thinq
of _alue, or to pro,false expressly or impliedly to m_ke any su:,{ e,t_n-.
tvibution, in connection with an election to any political o_p2_?or i,,r,.
connection with any primary election, c_,_e_tion, or caul'us )i:e/d to
select candidates for any politieal office; or for any person tt:. _!:oli_t':.,
accept, or recei_ze any such coni_ibution fro_ a foreign natio,_ _;il.
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(b) As used in this section, the tevT_ "foreign national" means-
(l) a foreign principal, as such term is defined by section l ( b)

of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 (22 U.S.U. 611
·(b)), except that the term "foreign national" shall not include
any individual who is a citizen of the United States; or

(2) an individual who is _ot a citizen of the United States and
_oho is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence, as defined by
section 101 (a) (20) of the Immlgration a't_d Wationality Act (8 U.S.U.
lzOZ(a)(co)).
§ 439i. Prohibition of contributions in name of another

No person shall malee a contribution the name of a_other person
or knowbzglY permit his ,am_e to be _tsed to effect such a contribution,
and no person shall knowingly accept a contribution made by o_w per-
sot_ in the name of another person.

§ 439j. Limitation on contributions of currency

No person shall make contributions of currency of the United States
or currenc_t of any foreign country to or for the benefit of any candi-
date whit% in the aggregate, exceed $100, with respect to any cam-
pai q_ of such candidate for. _wmination for election, or for election,
to Federal O]_ee.

§ 439k. Acceptance of excessive honorariums

No person while an elected or appointed offlcer or employee of any
branch of the Federal (]o_'ernment shall accept-

(I) any ho,norarium of more thar_ $2,000 (excluding amounts
accepted for actual travel and subsistence expenses) for any ap-
pearance, speech, or article, or

(2) honorariums (not prohibited by paragraph (1) of this sec-
tion) aggregating more than $24,000 in, any calendar year.

§ 4391. Fraudulent misrepresentation of campaign authority
No person who is a candidate for Federal office or an employee or

agent of such a candidate shall--
(1) fraudulently v_isrepresent himself or any comonittee or or-

ganization under this control as speaking or writing or otherwise
acting for or on behalf of any other candidate or political party
or employee or agent thereof on a matter which is damaging to
such other candidate or political party or employee or agent
thereof; or

(g) willfully and knowingly to participate in or conspire to
participate in any plan, scheme, or design to violate paragraph
(1).

'§ 439m. Penalty for violations

(a ) Any person, following the enactment of thi_ section, who know-
ingly and willfully commits a violation Of any provision or provisions
of this chapter which invob,es the maki'r_g, receiving, or reporting of
any contribution or expenditure having a vab_e in the aggregate of
81,000 or more during a calendar year shall be fined in an anu_nt
_hich does not exceed the greater o[ $25,000 or 30.0 percent of the
amount of any contribution or expenditure i_,volved $n such violation,
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.
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(b) It shall be a complete defen_'e i_ a_y crivzi_zal aetio_ i_,_o%_h_
fO_' the violation of a pvovisio,a'of this chapter, or of a provi_ O_ of
c,_apter 95 or 96 o/the I,nternal lYe.venue Code of 1954, for the _',,,fe_d.
ant to show that--

(1) the specific' act or faii!u,re to act which constitutes th,_ _::ffense
for which the actio_ was bro.ucdhtis the subject of a cone i!iat_.
agreement e_tered i_to be;!':ween the defe.ndao_t a_d the () :,q_.w,is..
sion, .u,nder section 437g.

(2) the conciliatio_ agreem,ent is in effect, a_d
(3) the defeadant is, with 7_espeet to the violatio_ .fo:..,_h:;eh,

the defe_se is being asserted, in com])[ia_ce with the cone i!iat.i;o_l,
agreement.

i'§ 441. Penalties for violations
r(a) Any person who violates; any of the provisions of this :]mpte_'

slhall be fined not more than $_[,000 or imprisoned not mor,_ than ].
year, or both.

i,(b) In case of any conviction u:nder this chapter, where _[:1,,_pun-
ishment inflicted does not include imprisonment, such convicti_ ::tsea][
be deemed a misdemeanor Conviction only.]

CHAPTER 29 OF TITL]Ii?, 18, UNITEI) STATES C(:iIi)E

i-§ 608. Limitations on contributions and expenditures
i' (a) Personal funds of candidate and farnily.

['(1) No candidate may make expenditures from his p _csonal
fund s_ or the personal fund:s of his immediate family, in _,:,nnec-
tion with his campaigns during any calendar year for non_ :.tatim[
for election, or for election, to Federal ottice in excess o:i n th,i!,
aggregate--

i,(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for the ::i!!iceo:f
President or Vice Presiident of the United States;

i,(B) $35,000, in the case of a candidate for the :l_!iiceof:
Senator or for the office of Representative from a Stat_ wh:ictl_
:isentitled to only one Representative; or

i,(C) $25,000, in the case of a candidate for the :f!ice of
Representative, or I)elegate or Resident Commissicl:er_ i_
any other State.

Fox! purposes of this parag'rap!t, any expenditure made i:.il_ yea_'
other than the calendar ye_r m which the election is h_,.i_:[with
respect to which such expenditure was made, is considerc :ilto b,_
made during the calendar year in which such election is _dd.

i-(2) For purposes of this subsection, "immediate l_i_mily'
means a candidate's spous% and any child, parent, grandi?arent.,
brother, or sister of the candidate, and the spouses of such _,_!¢sons.

i' (3) No candidate or his immediate family may make i_:_,_ns_o_'
advances from their personal funds in connection with h:_; cam--
paign for nomination for election, or lor election, to Fede:c_t i ofl_c.o
unle_ss such loan or advance is evidenced by a written ins_; :'_men_;
fully disclosing the terms and conditions of such. loan or _!_,:itvarLce.

[ (4) For purposes of thi,; subsection, any such loan or _:,::va:nco
shall be included in computing the total amount of such _xpendJi-
tures only to the extent oJ_ the balance of such loan or .__!!Iva:nco
outstanding and unpaid.
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£ (b) Contributions by persons and committees.
I' (1) Except as other _ ise provided by paragraphs (2)and (3),

no person shall make contributions to any candidate with respect
to any election for Federal office which, in the aggregate, exceed
$1,009.

I,(2) No political committee (other than a principal campaign
committee) shall make contributions to any candidate with re-
spect to any election for Federal office which, in the aggregate,
exceed $5,000. Contributions by. the national committee of a po-
]itical party serving as the principal campaign committee of a
candidate for the office of President of the United States shall

not exceed the limitation imposed by the preceding sentence with
respect to any other candidate for I_ederal office. For purposes of
this paragraph, the term "political committee" means an organi-
zation registered as a political committee under section 433, Title
2, United States Code, for a period of not less than 6 months
which has received contributions from more than 50 persons and_
except for any State political party organization, has made con-
tributions to 5 or more candidates for Federal office.

I' (3) No individual :shall make contributions aggregating more
than $25,000 in any calendar year. Fol' purposes of this para-
graph, any contribution made in a year other than the calendar
year in which the election is held with respect to which such eon-
trkbution was made, is considered to be made during the calendar
year in which such election is held.

I' (4) For purposes of this subsection--
r(A) contributions to a named candidate made to any po-

litical committee authorized by such candidate, in writing,
to accept contribations on his behalf shall be considered to be
contributions made to such candidate; and

I,(B) contributions made to or for the benefit of any candi-
date nominated by a political party for election to the office
of Vice President of the United States shall be considered to
be contributions made to or for the benefit of the candidate
of such party for election to the office of President of the
United States.

I-(5) The limitations imposed by paragraphs (1) and (2) of
this subsection shall apply separately with respect to each election,
except that all elections held in any calendar year for the office of
President of the United States (except a general election for such
office) shall be considered to be one election.

I' (6) For purposes of the limitations imposed by this section, all
contributions made by a person, either directly or indirectly, on
behalf of a particular candidate, including contributions which
are in any way earmarked or otherwise directed through an in-
termediary or conduit to such candidate, shall be treated as con-
tributions from such person to such candidate. Tho intermediary
or conduit shall report the original source and the intended re-
cipient of such contribution to the Commission and to the intended
recipient.

[(e) Limitations on expenditures.
[(1) No candidate shall make expenditures in excess of--

I,(A) ten million dollars, in the case of a candidate for
romination for election to the office of President of the United
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States, except that tim aggregate of expenditures und[,_': this
subparagraph in any one State shall not exceed twi:_t the
expenditure limitation 'applicable in such State to a ,: !_tndi.-
date for nomination for election to the office of Senator_, fl)cie-
gate, or Resident Comm.i:ssioner, as the case may be;

lC(B) twenty million ,J_otlars, in the ease of a candi&l, :,i for
election to the office of President of bhe United States;

lc(C) in the case of any campaign for nomination fo_ _;lec-
tion by a candidate for the ot_ice of Senator or by a can.,,_:i_late
for the office of Represe,t;ati';e from a State which is e:tt::tle,:l
to only one Representatiive, the greater of--

lc(i) eight cents multiplied by the voting age p_ [:::ula-
tion of the State (as certified lmder subsection (g)) )r

lc(ii) one hundreil thousand dollars;
lC(D) in the case of a:ay campaig::l for election by a ,: ,:nd]-

date for the office of Senator ,)r by a candidate for the o4t ,:'eof
Representative from a State which is entitled to onill-' one
Representative, the greater 05--

r(i) twelve cents nmltiplied by the voting age pc ula-
tion .of the State (as cerCified under subsection (gl ; or

[ (ii) one hundred fifty thousand dollars;
lc(E) seventy thousa:_:,d (tollars, in the case of any am-

paign for nomination for' election,' or for election, by':_] _anL-
didate for the office of Representative_ in any other i:;::ate,.
Delegate from the Dist:?!.ct of Columbia, or Resident_ flora-
missioner; or

lc(F) fifteen thousand ddllars, in the case of any can::, :,.:dg:a
for nomination for election, or for election, by a candida,: _ for
the office of Delegate from Guam or the Virgin Islands.

lc(2) For purposes of this subsection---
I'(A) expenditures made by or on tmhalf of any candi.tate

nominated by a political par W for election to the office o:il'"ftc,3
President of the United States shall be considered to be ext:,_;_adi.-
tures made by or on behalf of the candids;te of such par!l:? for
election to the office of President of the United States; a:r_,¢l

lc(B) an expenditure is made on behalf of a candidate, i_,_:_.i:md.-
lng a vice presidential candidate_ if it is nmde by--

lc(i) an authorized committee or any other agent <'[!!the
candidate for the purposes of making any expenditure; :_:

lc(ii) any person authorized or requested by the cand ,:ate,
ant authorized committee of the candidate, or an agent ;:l; the
candidate, to make the expenditure.

lc(3) The limitations imposed by subparagraphs (C), ,ID),(E), and (F) of paragraph (1)of this subsection shall _.>ply
separately with respect to each election.

lc(4) The Commission sh:a!ll prescribe rules under whirl any
expenditure by a candidate for presidential nomination f,: r use
in 2 or more States shall be al!;tributed to such candidate's ex!l:_mdi-

· , · · .,_ ·

ture hmltatmn in each such ;:_';tate,based, on the voting age ?_pu-lation in such State which can reasonably be expected to 1:,,;:_,in-
fluenced by such expenditure.,
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[(d) Adjustment of ]imitations based on price index.
[(1) At the beginning of each calendar year (commencing in

1976), as there become available necessary data from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, the Secretary of
Labor shall certify to the Commission and publish ill the Federal
Register the per centum difference between the price index for
the 12 months preceding the beginning of such calendar year and
the price index for the base period. Each limitation established
by subsection (c) and subsection (f) shall be increased by such
per centum difference. Each amount so increased shall be the
amount in effect for such calendar year.

[(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)--
[(A) the term "price index" means the average over a cal-

.... endar year of the Consulner Price Index (all items--United
States city average) published monthly by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics; and

[ (B) the term "base period" means the calendar year 1974.
[ (e) Expenditures relative to clearly identified candidate.

[(1) No person may make any expenditure (other than all ex-
penditure made by or on behalf of a candidate within the mean-
lng of subsection (c)(2)(B) relative to a clearly identified can-
didate during a calendar year which, when added to all other
expenditures made by such person during the year advocatin£_ the
election or defeat of such candidate, exceeds $1,000. °

[(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)--
[(A) "clearly identified" means--

[(i) the candidate's name appears;
[(ii) a photograph or drawing of tile candidate ap-

pears; or
[(iii) the identity of the candidate is apparent by

unambiguous reference.
[(B) "expenditure" does not include any payment made

or incurred by a corporation or a labor organization which,
under the provisions of the last paragraph of section 610 of
this title, would not constitute an expenditure by such cor-
poration or labor organization.

[(f) Exceptions for national and State committees.
[(1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law with respect

to limitations on expenditures or limitations on contributions,
the national committee of a political party and a State committee
of a political party, including any subordinate committee of a
State committee, may make expenditures in connection with the
general election campaign of candidates for Federal office, subject
to the limitations contained in paragraphs (2) and (3) of this
subsection.

[(2) The national committee of a political party may not make
any expenditure in connection with the general election campaign
of any candidate for President of the United States who is affili-
ated with such party which exceeds an amount equal to 2 cents
multiplied by the voting age population of the Unfed States (as
certified under subsection (g)). Any expenditure under this para-

· i
F
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graph shall be in addition to ally expenditure by a natio:,:__[ com-
mittee of a political party _i_ervi:agas tile principa.1 campa.ii? l com-
mittee of a candidate for the ()ffice of President of tim 'l!Jnited
States.

1'(3) The national committee of a political party, or :t State
cormnittee of a political parw, including any subordinate ::cmmit-
tee of a. State committee, may not make any expenditun i:n con-
nection with the general election carapaign of a candi., ::_tefor
Federal office in a State who i;s affiliated with such par]l:I, which
exceeds_

l,(A) in the case of a candidate for election to th¢_ :_[]iceof
Senator, or of Representative from a State which is :_:ltitled

to only one Represenl::a.tiv_5 the greater of--
l' (i) t_ o cents :_-,:_mlt:Jpliedby the voting age pc',::_,_]ationof the State (as certified under .mbsection (g)) i; )r
l,(ii) twenty thousand dollars; and

I'(B) in the case of t_candidate for election to th{_:);llce of
Representative, Delegate, .or Resident Commissione: n any
other State, $10,000.

I' (g) Voting age population estimates. During the first wee]:::.rf Jan-uary 1975, and e_ cry sub_e(:luent year, the Secretary of Commel ,::eshall
certify to the Commission and publish in the Federal Reli¢i':_er a:n
estimate of the voting age .pop'ulation of the United States.. ::f each
State, and of each congressmmd district as of the first day ::_ July
next preceding the date of certification. The term "voting aj,?_ popu-
lation' means resident population, 18 years oJ_age or older.

I' (h) Knowing violations. N,:) candidate or political cornmi I'_,!e shall
knowingly accept, any contribu, tion or make any expenditure i:::,viola-.
tion of the prowsmns of this section. No officer or employee of ,, po]Liti-
(:al committee shall knowingly accept a contribution mad_ _ior the

benefit or use of a candidate, or knowingly make any expen(, ture onbehalf of a candidate, in xiola ::[on of any limitation impose(t ,_n con-
tributions and expenditures under this section.

l' (i) Penalties. Any person who violates any provision of th:i_ _ectmn
shall be fined not more than g25_000 or imprisoned not mot: Lhan 1.
year, or both.]

{}609. l,Repealed]

l'§ 610. Contributions or expenditures by national banks, c_:}rpc,ra-
tions or labor organizations

l,It is 'unlawful for any national bank, or any corporation o: i?anized
by authority of any law of Congress? to make a contribution o:[ :!_rPend-
iture in connection with any election to any political office, c,r: n con-

neetion 'with any primary, elect,ion or politicM convention (:_ caucusheld to select candidates for any political office, or for any cot l ,:,ration
whatever, or any labor organization to make a contribution or .?__pend-
iture in connection with any election at which presidential _Ld _vice
presidential electors or a Senator or Representative in, or a _)_legate
or Resident Commissioner to Congress are to be voted for_ c,r n con--
neetion with any primary elecl;ion or political convention ,;;_ caucus
]held to select candidates for any of the foregoing offices, or :!or any
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candidate, political committee, or other person to accept or receive any
contribution prohibited by this section.

:['Every corpration or labor organization which makes ally contribu-
tion or expenditure in violation of this section shall be fined not more
than $25,000; and every officer or director of any corporation, or officer
of any labor organization, who consents to any contribution or ex-
penditure by the corporation r labr organizatin as the case ma,r be
and any person who accepts or recmves any contmbutlon, m violation
of this section, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not
more than I year, or both; and if the violation was willful, shall be
fined not more than $50,000 or imprisoned not more than 2 years or
both.

:['For the purposes of this section "labor organization" means any or-
ganization of any kind, or any agency or employee representation com-
mittee or plan, in which employees participate and which exist for the
purpose, in whole or in part, of dealing with employers concerning
grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of employment,
or conditions of work.

I'As used in this section, the phrase "contribution or expenditure"
shall include any direct or indirect payment, distribution, loan, ad-
vance, deposit, or gift of money, or any services, or anything of value
(except a loan of moneyby a national or State bank made in accord-
ance with the applicable banking laws and regulations and in the
ordinary course of business) to any candidate, campaign committee,
or political Party or organization, in connection with any election to
any of the offices referred to in this section; but shall not include com-
munications by a corporation to its stockholders and their families or
by a labor organization to its members and their families on any sub-
ject; nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns by a
corporation aimed at its stockholders and their families, or by a labor
organization aimed at its members and their families; the establish-
ment, administration, and solicitation of contributions to a separate
segregated fund to be utilized for political purposes by a corporation
or labor organization: Proc,_ded, That it shall be unlawful for such a
fund to make a contribution or expenditure by utilizing money or any-
thing of value secured by physical force, job discrimination, financial
reprisals, or the threat of force, job discrimination, or financial re-
prisal; or by dues, fees, or other monies required as a condition of
membership in a labor organization or as a condition of employment,
or by monies obtained in any commercial transaction.]
I'§ 611. Contributions by Government contractors

rWhoever_

d£(a) entering into any contract with the United States or any
ep_rtment or agency thereof either for the rendition of personal

servmes or furnishing any material, supplies, or equipment to the
United States or any department or agency thereof or for selling
any land or building to the United States or any department or
agency thereOf, if payment for the performance of such contract
or payment for such material, supphes, equipment, land, or build-
ing to be made in whole or in part from funds appropriated by
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the Congress, at any time between the commencement of _._gofia-
tions for and the later of--

.[ (1) the completion of performance under; or
[(2) the termination of negoti;_tions for, such co:ni::'act or

furnishing of material, supplies, equipment, land c' build-
rags;

directly or indirectly makes any contribution of money (:L other
things of value, or promises e×pressly or impliedly to r_:L_e 'my
such contribution, to any political party, committee, or ca ::_dideate
for public office or to any person for any political purpos,,_ ,)r use;
or

[(b) knowingly solicits any such contribution from _:_y such
person for any such purpose during m.ly such period;

shall be fined not more than _!;125,000or nnprisoned not ruer,z: :.han 5
},ears, or both.

[This section does not prohibit or make unlawful the estab ishment
or administration of, or the solkicitation of contributions to, a_',' sepa-
rate segregated fund by any corporation or labor organizatio:m:_ ';or the
purpose of influencing the nomination for election, or electio:tt of any
i)c_·'son to _ ederal office,, unless lhe_,p_ov_smns_. of sectmn. 610 of. ti is tit].e
prohibit or make unlawful the estabhshment or admmistratic i: of, or
the solicitation of contributions to, such fund.

[For purposes of this section, the, term "labor organization ''_]ms the
meamng given it by section 61(:1of tiffs title.]

[§ 612. Publication or distribution of politJical statement.s
[Whoever willfully publishes or distributes or ca.uses to be I;[ blished

or distributed, or for the purpose of publishing or distribu_ :lng the

same, knowingly deposits for lrx?ling or delivery or causes !,J. be de-
posited for ma_ling, or delivers, or, except in cases of emp]¢ :',ecs; of
the Postal Service in the officiM discharge of their duties, k_:,:,xingly
transports or c_uses to be transported in interstate commerce s,t:tg card,
pamphlet, circular, poster, dodg.er, advertisement, writing, r:]'.'other
statement relating to or concermng any person who has puk_)iL:ly de-
dared his intention t° seek the oItice of President, or Vice Pre:_: ,lent of
the United States, or Senator or Representative in, or DelCT;ate or
Resident Commissioner to Coi!t._,rress,in a primary, general, or special
election, or convention of sbpolitical party, or has caused or p[:tmitted
his intention to do so to be publiel.y, declared, which does not!; contain
the names of the persons, associatmns, committees, or cor][:,,::,:ations
responsible for the publicatio:n or distribution of the same..; .;md the
names of the officers of each s'ueh association, committee, or (,e,rpora-
tion, shall be fined not more th_;n $1,000 or imprisoned not mo:r _ than i
]Fear, or both.]
Ii§ 013. Contributions by for e,ign nationals

['Whoever, .being a foreign "rational,. directly., or through al_7 other

]person, knowingly makes any contribution of money or ott_, ._.thingof value, or promises express]f or impliedly to make any suCI_ contri-
bution, in connection with an e]teetion to any political offlee or m con-
neetion with any primary election, convention, or caucus held :;,) select
_mndidates for any politleal otti._,; or
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[Whoever knowingly solicits, accepts, or receives any such contribu-
tion from any such foreign national, shall be fined not more than
$25,000 or imprisoned not more than 5 years or both.

[As used in this section, the term "foreign national" means---
[ (1) a foreign principal, as such term is defined by section 1 (b)

of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C.
§ 611(b)), except that the term "foreign national" shall not in-
clude any individual who is a citizen of the United States; or

[(2) an individuM who is not a citizen of the United ,States and
who is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence, as defined
by section 101(a)(20) of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(8 U.S.C. § 1101(a) (20)).]

[§ 614. Prohibition of contributions in name of another
[(a) No person shall make a contribution in the name of another

person or knowingly permit his name to be used to effect such a con-
tribution, and no person shall knowingly accept a contribution made
by one person in the name of another person.

[(b) Any person who violates this section shall be fined not more
than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than I year, or both.]

[§ 615. Limitation on contributions of currency

[ (a) No person shall make contributions of currency of the United
States or currency of any foreign county to or for the benefit of any
candidate which, in the aggregate, exceed $100, with respect to any
campaign of such candidate for nomination for election, or for elec-
tion, to Federal office.

[(b) Any person who violates this section shall be fined not more
than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than I year, or both.]
[§ 616. Acceptance of excessive honorariums-

[Whoever, while an elected or appointed officer or employee of any
branch of the FederM Government--

[(1) accepts any honorarium of more than $1,000 (excluding
amounts accepted for actual travel and subsistence expenses) for
any appearance, speech, or article; or

[ (2) accepts honorariums (not prohibited by paragraph (1) of
this section) aggregating more than $15,000 in any calendar year;
shall be fined not less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000.]

[§ 617. Fraudulent misrepresentation of campaign authority
[_Vhoever, being a candidate for Federal office or an employee or

agent of such a candidate--
[(1) fraudulently misrepresents himself or any committee or

organization under his control as speaking or writing or other-
wise acting for or on behalf of any other candidate or Political
party or employee or agent thereof on a matter which is damag-
ing to such other candidate or political party or employee or agent
thereof; or

[(2) willfully and knowingly participates in or conspires to
participate in any plan, scheme, or design to violate paragraph
(1);

[shall, for each such offense, be fined not more than $25,000 or impris-
oned not more than I year, or both.]
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TITLE 26.--INTERNAI, REVENUE CODE

CHAPTER 95--PRESIDENTL_L ]_LECTIOiN CAI_IPAIG>r Full'::

§ 9004.

(d') EXP£NDITURESFROJIPEZ_',S'ONA£FwvDs.---In order to be ,L?igible'
to receive any payment u_cler _ectio_ 9006. the candidate of _ _i,_ajor?
minor, or new party in a Presidential election s,_.all certify to t/_ _ Co,v.
mission, under penalty o/perjury, t_,at such ca_didate shall _(:_ _ww.
ingly make expenditures ./rom. his persoz..al .funds, or the :ii:,_,:"sona2:
fu_ls of his immediate fav'_ily,, i_ coqtnectio,n with his campc:'!_ .fo:,
ei_ection to the o_ce of Presiden_l! in excess of, i_, the aggregate, &!;0,0,90.

(e) DEFINITION OF IMMEDIAZ't' FAMILY.---For purposes o/ i_:tbsec-
tion (d), the ter_ "imwediate family" means a candidate's spo. ,?,e,and
any child, parent, grandparent., brother_ Aalf. brother? sister, ,; ,, half.
sister of the candidate, a_d the spo,uses of such persons.

§ 9006. Payments to eligible candidates
(a) Establishment of campaign fund. There is hereby est._ :::lished

o:n the books of the Treasury o_t!the United States g special fm ,._[to be
known as the "Presidential Election Campaign Ftmd". The S_ ::.cetary
s]hall, from time to time, transfer to the fund an amount not .!:_excess
of the sum of the amounts designated (subsequent to the ]l:l'evious
presidential election) to the fu.nd by individuals under secti: J: 6096.
There is appropriated to the fund for each fiscal year, out of ;:_r:taunts
in the general fund of the Treasury not otherwise approprJ_ ted_ an
amount equal to the amounts so designated during each fisc._:_iyear,
which shall remain .available to 'the fund wJ.thout fiscal year li_::![_at:ion.

£(b) Transfer to the generait fund. If, after a Presiden'tia] , ection!
and after all eligible candidate,!_ ihave been paid the amount wl:_ch they
are entitled t.a receive under this chapter, there are moneys re_ai:ning
Jla the fund, the Secretary shall transfer the moneys so re mainJll_ !?to the
general fund of the Treasury.]

[(c)] (b) Payments from tim fund. Upon receipt of a certil!: cation
from the Commission under section 9005 :for payment to the _ligib]e

candidates of a political party._ the Secretary shall pay to sucl ca_tdi-
dates out. of the fund the arnourit certified by the Commission..:!_ :_,_ounts
paid to any such candidates shall be under the control of suc? _andi-
dates:

£(d)] (e) Insufficient amour, ts in fund. If at the time of a c,!_,:_ifica-.
tion by the Commission under section 9005 for payment to th,:_,_:ligib]e
c_ndidates of a political party, the Secret_rv or his delegati_: deter-
rnines that the moneys in the fund are not, or'may not be, suf_ ,c[e:n_to
satisfy the full entitlements of the eligible candidates of all [:,:dit!ical
parties, he shall withhold from such payment such amount as h!_deter-
rmnes to. be necessary to assure that the eli_]ble candidates _::f each
political party will receive their pro rata share of their fulli _ntitle-
ment. Amounts withheld by reason of the preceding sentence _haIl be
paid when the Secretary or his delegate determines that there _:_e suffi-
cient moneys in the fund to pay such amount% or portions th_ _eof_ to
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all eligible candidates from whom amounts have been withheld, but, !if
there are not sufficient moneys in the fund to satisfy the full entitle-
men6 of the eligible candidates of all political parties, the amounts so
withheld shall be paid in such manner that the eligible candidates of
each political party receive their pro rata share of their full
entitlement;.

§ 9008. Payments for Presidential nominating conventions

(a) Establishment of accounts. The Secretary Mlall maintain in
the fund, in addition to any account which he maintains under sec-
tion 9006(a), a separate account for the national committee of each
majos party and minor party. The Secretary shall deposit in each
such account an amount equal to the amount which each such com-
mittee may receive under subsection (b). Such deposits shall be drawn
from amounts designated by individuals under section 6096 and shall
be made before any transfer is made to any account for any eligible
candidate under section 9006 (a).

(b) Entitlement to payments from the fund.
(1) Major parties. Subject to tile provisions of this section,

the national committee of a major pa,'ty shall be entitled to pay-
ments under paragraph (3), with respect to any presidential nom-
inating convention, in amounts which, in the aggregate, shall
not exceed $2 million.

(2) Minor parties. Subject to the provisions of this section,
the national committee of a minor party shall be entitled to pay-
ments under paragraph (3), with respect to any presidential nom-
inating convention_ in amounts which, in the aggregate, shall not
exceed an amount which bears the same ratio to the amount the
national committee of a major party is entitled to receive under
paragraph (1) as the number of popular votes received by the
candidate for President of the minor party, as such candidate, in

the preceding presidential election bears to the average number
of popular votes received by the candidates for President of
the United States of the major parties in the preceding presiden-
tial election.

(3) Payments. Upon receipt of certification from the Com-
mission under subsection (g), the Secretary shall make payments
from the appropriate account maintained under subsection (a) to
the national committee of a major party or minor party which
elects to receive its entitlement under this subsection. Such pay-
ments shall be available for use by such committee in accordance
with the provisions of subsection (c).

(4) Limitations. Payments to the national committee of a major
party or minor party under this subsection from the account
designated for such committee shall be limited to the amounts in
such account at the time of payment.

(5) Adjustment of entitlements. The entitlements established
by this subsection shall be adjusted in the same manner as ex-
penditure limitations established by [section 608(c) and section
608(f) of Title 18, United States Code,]] section 320(b) and sec-
tion 3BO(d) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 are
adjusted pursuant to the provisions of [section 608((t) of such
title,]] section 320 (c) of suck Act.
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(c) Use of funds. No part of any payment; made under sub_ 2tion
(b) shall be used to defray tile ,xpenses of any candidate or dl,_i,_gate
who is participating in any presidem iai nominating conventio:t_ Such
l:>ayments shall be used only--

(1) to defray expenses ilLCUrTed with respect to a presi, ,_ntia]k
nominating convention (including' the payraent of deposits¢' :)y or
on behalf of the national commit:tee receiving such paym_.i is; or

(5) to repay loans the p_'ocee:_ls of which were used to t_fray
such ,expenses, or otherwise to restore funds (other than _:,:ntri-
buttons to defray such expeqses received by such committe_ 1 used
to defray such expenses.

!}9000. Reports to Congress; regulations
(a) Reports. The Commission shall, as soon as practicab!: after

each presidential election, subnfii: a full repo:[¢ to the Senate ami t louse
of Representatives setting forth ......

(1) the qualified campaii;?,n expenses (shown in such d_::til as
the Commission determines necessary) incu.rred by the cant,[ i:lates
of each political party and their authorized committees;

(2) the amounts certified by it under sec,tion 9005 for p:__iment
to eligible candidates of each political party;

(3) the amount of payments, if any, required from sucL :2imdi-
dates under section 9007, and the reasons for each p_?ment
required;

(4:) the expenses incurred by ihe national eommittee of t :_,:mjor
party or minor party with respect to :,_presidential horn _ting
convention;

(5) the amounts certified by it, under section 9008(g) t!_,:_:pay-
ment to each such committee; and

(6) the amount of payments, if any, required from su,_:i_ com--
mittees under section 9008(h), and tlhe :reasons for ear!: such
payment.

]Each report submitted pm'suant to this section shall be print_ _ as '_
_>enate doeumenL

(b) Regulations, etc. The Commission is authorized to p:.',cribe
such rules and regulations in accord, ance with the provisions r:, sub-
s_ction (c), to conduct such ex'uninations 'md audits (in add: ion to
the examination and audits required by section 9007(a)), to c _,::lduct
such investigations, and to requ] :re th e keeping :_nd submission _:f such
books, records, and informatiom :_sit; deems nermssary, to carry ,t,,:Ltthe
functions and duties imposed on it by this chapter.

(c) Review of regulations.
(1) The Commission, befc, re prescribing any rule or rel!:i _iatt,an

under subsection (b), shall !:ransmit a statement with reti!i::,_clbte_

such rule or regulation to the Senate and to the House of !i?re_sentatives, in accordance wkh the provisions of this suti,_tiom
Such statement shall'set fortlh the proposed[ rule or regulati )n and
shall contMn a detailed explanation and justification of s'{:,,i_ rule
or regulation.
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(2) If either such House does not, through appropriate action,
disapprove the proposed rule or regulation set forth ill such
statement no later than ['30 legislative days] 30 calendar days or
15 legislative days, whichever is later, after receipt of such state-
ment, then the Commission may prescribe such rule or regula-
tion. Whenever a committee of the Ho_se of Representatives re-
ports any resolutio_ relating to any such _u.le or regulation, it is
at any time thereafter in order (even thougl_ a previous _r_otion

to the same effect has been disagreed to) to move to proceed tothe co_sideration of the resolution. The _otion is highly p_ ivi -
leged and is not debatable. An amendment to the motion is not in
order, and it is not in order to move to reconsider the vote by
which the motion is agreed to or disagreed to. The Commission
may not prescribe any rule or regulation which is disapproved by
either such House under this paragraph.

(3) For purposes of this subsection, the term "legislative days"
does not include any calendar day on which both Houses of the
Congress are not in sessiom

CHAPTER 96--PRESIDENTIAL PmMAnY _IATCtIING PAY_tEXT
Account

,§9033. Eligibility for payments
(a) Conditions. To be eligible to receive payments under section

9037, a candidate shall, in writing--
(1) agree to obtain and furnish to the Commission any evi-

dence it may request of qualified campaign expenses;
(2) agree to keep and furnish to the Commission any records,

books, and other information it may request; and
(3) agree to an audit and examination by the Commission under

section 9038 and to pay any amounts required to be paid under
such section.

(b) Expense limitation;declaration of intent; minimum contribu-
tions. To be eligible to receive payments under section 9037_ a candi-
date shall certify to the Commission that--

(1) the candidate and his authorized committees will not incur
qualified campaig'n expenses in excess of the [limitation] limita-
tions on such expenses under section 9035;

(2) the candidate is seeking nomination by a political party
for election to the office of President of the United States;

(3) the candidate has received matching contributions which
in the aggregate, exceed $5,000 in contributions from residents of
each of a least 20 States; and

(4) the aggregate of contributions certified with respect to
any person under paragraph (3) does not exceed $250.

§ 9034. Entitlement of eligible candidates to payments

(a) In general. Every candidate who is eligible to receive pay-
ments under section 9033 is entitled to payments under section 9037 in
an amount equal to the amount of each contribution received by such
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candidate on or after the beginning of the calendar year im,i,::ediately
preceding the calendar year of the presidential election wit I::respect
to which such candidate is seeking nomination, or by his _,aLhorized
committees, disregarding any amount of contributions from any per-
soft to the extent that the to'al of the amounts contribute,:! by such
person on or after the beginning of such preceding cale::dar year
exceeds $250. For purposes o:f this subsection and section 903 ',](b), t,he
term "contribution" means a gift of money made' by a writt¢ ,_ instru-
ment which identifies the person making the contribution by :l!_dlname
'md mailing address, but does :not include a subscription, loaf. _tdvance,
or deposit of money, or anything of _-alue or anything de,_:'ribed in
subparagraph (B), (C), or (I)) of section 9032(4).

(b) Limitations. The total amount of payments to wh:i_h a can-
didate is entitled under subsection (a) shall not exceed 50 ]1_:_rcent of
the expenditure limitation applicable under section [608 (c) _II_)(A) of
Title 18, United States Code.::] 320(b) (1) (A) o/the Federal! .election
Campaign A ct of 1971.

§ 9035. Qualified campaign expense [limitation'[ limi&:u!!ions
(a) Expenditure Limitatiov. s. No candidate shall knowir?y incur

qualified campaign expenses in excess of the expenditure il!i}aitation
applicable under [section 608 (c) (1) (Ail of! Title 18, Unit,.c[ SLates
Code.'l section 3£O(b) (1) (A ) of the Federal Electio'n U'_mpaign
Act of 1971, and no ca.ndidai:e sAall k_,ow_'.ngly make exp!_wli_ures
from his personal funds, o__,the personal funds of his i_;,mediate
/amily, in connection with h_is campaign for nomination for elevation
to the o_ce o/President in e_cess o.f, in the aggregate, $504: i;0.

(b) Definitia_ o/ I_m.ediate Faw_ly.--For purpose_i o]: tAis
section, tt_e term "immediate fizmily" means a candidate's sp_:nse, a_l
a_y child, parent, gra_dpare,i,t, brotl_er, t_alf-brother, siste._ _ :_a/,f,
sister of the candidate, and the spouses of such persons.
§ 9039. Reports to Congress; regulations

(a) Reports. The Commission shall, as soon as practic_ ble after
each matching payment period, submit a full report to the S_i.:ta'teand
House of Representatives setting :forth--

(1) the qualified campMgn expenses (shown in such :_etail as
the Commission determines necessary) incurred by the c_B_dida'i:;es
of each political party and their authorized committees;

(_2) the amounts certified by it under section 9036 for i[i_ayment
to each eligible candidate; and

(3) the amount .of payments, if any, required from c_;.:_Ldidat,es
under section 9038, and i;]% reasons for' each payment ::_quired.

Each report submitted pursuant to this section shall be prin'Pd as; a
Senate document.

(b) Regula'tions, etc. The Commission is authorized to prescribe
rules and regulations in accordance with the. provisions of s_:L'l)section
(c), to conduct examinations and audits (in addition to the examina-

tions and audits required by section 9038(a)), to condue_; :in:restiga-
tions, and to require the keeping and submission of any book?;_ records,
and information, which it del;ermines to be necessary to cart'5 · on.t its
responsibilities under this cha,pter_
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(c) Review of regulations.
(1) The Commission, before prescribing any rule or regulation

under subsection (b), shall transmit a statement with respect to
such ruleor regulation to the Senate and to the House of Repre-
sentatives, in accordance with the provisions of this subsection.
Such statement shall set forth the proposed rule or t_gulation
and shall contain a detailed explanation and justifi.cation of such
rule or regulation.

(2) If either such House does not, ttlrough appropriate action,
disapprove the proposed rule or regulation set forth in such
statement no later than :[30 legislative days] 30 calendar days or
15 legislative days, whichever is later, after- receipt of such state-
ment, then the Commission may prescribe such rule or regula-
tion. Whenever a committee of the House of Representatives re-
ports any resolution relating to any s_ch _ule or regulation, it is
at a_y time thereafter in order (even though a previous motion to
the same effect has been disagreed to) to move to proceed to the
em_sideration of the resolution. The motio_ is highly privileged
and is _ot debatable. An amendment to the motion is ,_ot in order,
and it is not in order to move to reconsider the vote bywhich the
_n.otion is agreed to or disagreed to. The Colnmission may not pre-
scribe any rule or regulation which is disapproved by either such
House under this paragraph.

(3) For purposes of this subsection, the term "legislative days"
does not include _ny cMendar day on which both Houses of the
Congress are not in session.

ROLLCALL VOTES IN COS_MIT'rEE

In compliance with sections 133(b) and (d) of the Legislative Re-
organization Act of 1946, as amended, the record of rollcall votes in
the Committee on Rules and Administration during its consideration
of the original bill (subsequently S. 3065) is as follows:

1. Motion by Senator Allen, to amend Senator Clark's motion
(which follows), that the Clerk of the Itouse and the Secretary of the
Senate shall serve the Commission in an advisory capacity, in addi-
tion to performing the duties required of them by law, and that they
not be made ex-officio: Rejected: 3 yeas; 3 nays.

YEAS--3 _N'AYS--3

Mr'.Pell Mr.Cannon
Mr.Allen Mr.Clark
Mr. Hugh Scott Mr. Hatfield

2. Motion by Senator Clark that the Commission be composed of
the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of Represent-
atives, ex-officio and without the right to vote, and six members ap-
pointed by the President of the United States, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate. Approved: 4 yeas; 2 nays.

YEAS----4 2qAYS---2

Mr. Clark Mr. Pell
Mr. Itatfield Mr.Allen
Mr. Hugh Scott
Mr. Cannon
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3. Motion by Senator Griffin to strike that portion of the d:_ft bi ll
which would amend Section 610, Title 18, U.S. Code, relatin_i to con-
tributions or expenditures by Imtional banks, corporations or [.;,bor or-
ganizations, thus leaving Section 610 as it exists in pres_;_lt flaw.
]Rejected[: 4 yeas; 5 nays.

YEAS--4 NAY_I--5

Mr.Allen Mr..Pell *
Mr. Hatfield * Mr.. Robert C. Byr::i *
Mr. Hugh Scott Mr. Williams
Mr. Griffin Mr. Clark

Mr. Cannon
*Proxy.

4. Question: Shall the Committee approve the provisior_! of tl:e
_h'aft bill, as revised, by amen,ding Section 610 of Title 18, [ ,_.C, ?

Approved: 5 yeas, 4 nays.

XEAS--_ _¢ArS---4

Mr.Pell* Mr.Allen
Mr. Robert C. Byrd* Mr. Hatfield*
Mr. Williams* Mr. Hugh Scott
Mx-. Clark Mr. Griffin
Mr. Cannon

· Proxy.

5. Motion by Senator Clark: to include in the draft bill ti!,_ prow:-
sions of Title II of the Committee print submitted by Senatc:_:s Clark
and Scott, to provide for public financing of Senate campaiiims c,n a
]hatching basis in primary elections and on a 50 percent gr_::'Jt bas!is
m general elections, as amended by Senator Pell to include Hous:e
campaigns.

YEAS--3 XAYS--3

Mr. Pell Mr. Allen
Mir. Clark Mr. Griffin
Mr. Hugh Scott Mr. Cannon

6. Motion by Senator Scott to include in the draft bill the pro ,Tisio:ri_s
of Title II of the Committee print submitted by Senators CI',_Lck and
Scott, to provide for public fina.:acing of Senate campaigns in ]:, 'imary
and general elections, as above.

YEAS--3 NAYS--3

Mr.Pell Mr.Allen
Mr.Clark Mr.Griffin
Mir.Hugh Scott Mr. Cannon

7. Motion by Senator Allen to amend Sena_Lor Scotffs mot] :.Iroffer-
ing as a substitute for the draft bill the })iii introduced by '!!;,_nators
Clark, Kennedy, and Scott (S_ '.'2912), so that only Title I of _:sid bfil
would be substituted for the draft bill. Rejected: 3 yeas; 3 nay,._.
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YEAS----3 NAYS--3

Mr. Allen Mr. Pell
Mr. Hugh Scott Mr. Clark
Mr. Griffin Mr. Cannon

8. Motion by Senator Scott to offer as a substitute for the draft bill
the bill introduced by Senators Clark, Kennedy, and Scott (S. 2919),
Title I of which would reconstitute the Federal Election Commission,
and Title II of which would provide for public financing of Senate
campaigns on a matching_ basis in _primary elections and on a 100 per-
cent grant basis in general elections as amended by Senator Scott to
be on a 50 percent grant basis in general elections. At the request of
Senator Griffin, a vote occurred separately with respect to each Title.
The rollcall on Title I was as follows:

Rejected: 3 yeas; 5 nays.

YEAS--3 I_rAYS--5

Mr.Allen Mr.Pell
Mr. Hugh Scott Mr. Robert C. Byrd*
Mr. Griffin Mr. Williams*

Mr. Clark
Mr. Cannon

*Proxy.

The rollcall vote on Title II was as follows: Rejected: 1 yea; 7 nays.

YEAS--1 NAYS--7

Mr. Hugh Scott Mr. Pell
Mr. Robert C. Byrd*
Mr. Allen
Mr. Williams*
Mr. Clark
Mr. Griffin
Mr. Cannon

* Proxy.

9. Motion by Senator Griffin offering as a substitute to the draft
bill, S. 2987 introduction by Senator Griffin (the Administration's
proposal) which would reconstitute the Federal Election Commission
and provide for an expiration at the end of the year of most of the
operative provisions of the law. Rejected: 4 yeas; 5 nays.

I'-EAS_4 1_'A¥S---5

Mr. Allen Mr. Pell
Mr. Hatfield* Mr. Robert C. Byrd*
Mr. Hugh Scott Mr. Williams*
Mr. Griffin Mr. Clark

Mr. Cannon
*Proxy.
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10. Question: Shall the draft bill before the Committee be all! li,roved_
as amended ._Approved: 5 years, 4 nays.

YEAS--5 NAYS_4

Mr. Pell Mr.Allen
Mr. Robert C. Byrd* :Mr. Hatfield*
Mr. Williams* Mr. Hugh Scott
Mr. Clark :Mr, Griffin
Mr. Cannon

*Proxy.

11. Motion by Senator Scot;t to amend, the language on ii:,._Lge32,
lines 14--16 which reads as follows: "but shall not include co:_mnmi-
c,ations by a corporation to its stockholders and executive officers"' to
read in place thereof as follows: "But shall :not include con:_Enunica-
tions by a corporation to its sl:ockholders, executive officers, ,Zl:ldem-
ployees who are not members of any labor organization". I_,;;_iected:
4 yeas; 5 nays.

XEAS--4 _AYS--5

Mir.Allen Mir.Pell
Mr. Hatfield* Mr. Robert C. By:l,_L
Mr. Hugh Scott Mr. Williams
Mir.Griffin Mr. Clark*

Mr, Cannon
*Proxy.

12. Question: Shall the Cornmitree report as an original }::.::_11(_,mb-
sequently S. 3065), the draft bill, as am ended._ Approved: _; yeas;
3 nays.

YEAS--6 _qAYS_3

Mr. Pell Mr.,Hatfield
Mr. Robert C. Byrd Mr.. H,ugh Scott
Mr. Allen Mr.,Griffin
Mr. Williams
Mr. Clark*
Mr. Cannon

*Proxy.
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MINORITY VIEWS OF MR. HATI?IELD, MR. HUGH SCOTT,
AND MR, GRIFFIN

There is no doubt that Congress is faced with a crisis created by
the Supreme Court decision in the case of Buckley v. Valeo. At first,
the Court gave the Congress a period of 30 days in which to correct;
Constitutional errors found by the Court in the Fede,'M Election Cam-.
paign act. Thereafter, the time was extended another 20 days.

The Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections held one-day hear..
ings on five bills to reconstitute the _ederal Election Commission:
bills that bear almost no resemblance to the measure now being re-.
ported. After t:he hearings were over, the members of the Rules Com--
mittee saw, for the first time, a comprehensive revision of the campaign
laws in the form of a bill introduced in the House by Representative
Hays. Most of the important features of the Hays bill were not men-.
tioned or commented upon in the brief hearings because no one who
appeared had any reason to suspect that the Senate would be con.-
sidering such provisions.

When the full Committee met, a bill which had been introduced by
Senator Pell and reported by the Subcommittee on Privileges and.
ElectiOns was summarily laid .aside and ignored. Instead Chairman
Cannon produced the Hays bill and insisted that the Committee pro-.
ceed to mark it up.

As reported, S. 3065 is the Hays bill (H.R. 12015) with a number of
modifications adopted by the Rules Committee during the course of its
deliberations. The measure reported is a hodge-podge of unrelated pro..
posals to change--and in almost every case, to weaken--the laws which
now apply to campaign financing. In light of the often expressed
criticism that Congress was too hasty in enacting Vhe Reform Act of
1974, it seems incredible that the Senate should be confronted now
with a sweeping, comprehensive measure such as this, which has had
so little consideration and scrutiny.

This measure, and the procedures which produced it, speak elo-.
quently for support of President Ford's recommended course of action:
to pass a simple bill re-establishing the FEC and holding off on
reform measures until next year.

The undersigned members of the Rules Committee voted against
reporting this bill. Among the reasons for doing so, are the following ::

The proposed bill will weaken the Federal Election Commission as
an independent enforcement agency. It prevents the effective use of
the advisory opinion as a method of statutory inferpretation by re-
quiring those of "general applicability" to be made into a Rule or'
I_egulation within 30 days and thus become subject to Congressional
Veto. They also are limited to one advisory opinion for any trans-
action or activity (see page_ 18_ line 21). The requirement (page 4:,
line 20) of two Commission members from a particular party to agree

(61)
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w action, unduly polarizes the Commission and hobbles its a,_.lvitiea
The enforcement provisions that take up 8 pages will serve l:o pre-
vent the flexibility needed to cope with the many varied pro))it_ms of
enforcement of this complex law (pages 19-27). The use of _i,ocalled
"civil enforcement" is of questionable constitutionality (p. ;I._, line
17) and the reduction of criminal penalties ignore the reconu:J_enda-
tions of the Watergate Prosecution Force (Report October ;:_>75.p.
147).

This bill favors incumbent ,officeholde_ by allowing ther_ _ veto
over opinions they dislike, While challengers would have :,: such
power. The law is now even more complex than before and irlcum--
bents have staff available to advise l:hem, while challengers (f_,l' from
Washington) will be unable to avail themselves of expert as._;i!;_ance;
some of the challengers are already filed and campaigning _:l:l_lwil_
be disadvantaged to have to stop and reconsider new _egal pi:falls.

The bill by limiting transfers between pol!itical party cor_::'fittee_
will have the effect of weakenir:o; the two-party system that se:',; _s thJ_i;
Nation well. Weak State party organizations could not be sl:_::red up
beyond the amount of $25,000 (the cost of about one good staff _ssist_
ant). The Bill provides a 1,)op-hole apparently designed to a(:c( mn:,>--
date the Democrats and their fund raising by "telethon" (])age 28,
line 2 to 91).

The limitation on employees who may contribute to a sepa:_t_:_e seg_
regated fund is an obvious attempt toward partisan advantai;!:,:.

In addkion, the Committee's bill :fails to address two areas (i! doubt

raised by the Buckley opinion, viz, Legislative officers serving.! on anExecutive Commission, and thc Legislative Veto.
It is for these reasons that the minority object to S. 3065 !Ve do

believe it is impm¢ant to i_constitute the Federal Election (!:)_nmis_
s!ion as suggested by the Supreme Court bat the many t_u:.:mical
changes should not be legislated at this time. After the 1976 _4_;ction_

are over and experience accumulated in th,at election, we shou :t makea comprehensive restudy of the Election hws and at that ti_t ,:_n_,Lk:.
any desirable changes that may be dictated by that experiert:z_,

MARK O. I-IAT:!I:aLD.
HUGH SCOTT.
ROBERT P. Gi_ :u,_N.

0
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politics to try to eep the government plied that he opp_ wage and priCe controlS. S011S for opposing t_ foreign tax credit
propped up a little roger. Now the Trade He puts his faith in, Jae free market, he said. and the deferral ar 4 detailed elsewhere,
commission Urges ts _fs that would give a But a country und r import quotas Is not and ! shall not abut, this occasion with
Italians,drasticJOltwatchingtOthe thfl'glleperformance,ItalhmeconomY.some,everybody's idea of . free market, a restateme_at of th] se arguments.
times murmur that t .e United States does It is incumbent u 4on the-Congress to
not seem to know em _tly what it _ trying SENATOR HA] ;TKE CONDEMNS enact legislation tha_ will exact penalties
to accomplish. They hs re a point. ISRAET: BOYCOTT from those America t corporations who

The Italian footwE _ coming into this are unable to exerc_ e the proper moral
is not cheap. _ Jt It sells well because ]_r. HARTKE.._[r. President, I am self-restraint to avol, supporting policies

the Italian m_,nufact_ :ers have been highly pleased and prou, to join with Sena- of blatant racism.
responsive to rapid c: anges in styles here. tor RISXCOrF and n y other distinguished
The American shoema ers have not kept up, and concerned se2 atorial coUeagues in
and now they want t_ _U.S. government to sponsoring legislat _n fashioned to curb CONCLUSION )1_ MORNINGprotect them from ,iht results of their _wn
inability to stay in s_ ?lc. If the President one of the most ins dious and fundamen- BUS_ [ESS

were misguided enoUgl to accept the Tariff tally obnoxious pra_ rices of contemporary The ACTING PR: SIDENT pro tern-Commission's recomm_ adations, who would commercial life--- _e racially inspired
.get hurt? First of all the consumers who economic boycott, pore..Is there furthe] morning business?

would suddenly find me imports costing Arabs and Isri is have for almost If not, morning] _iness is closed.
vastly more. Next, t_ _ American retailers three decades obsem _'da semistate of war,would suffer, as prices l )seand sales dropped.
Frank H. Rich, who _ _ been selling shc_s punctuated all too frequently by actual FEDERAL _.T,ECTIONS CAMPAIGN
to Washingtonians fol a good m_ny years, physical combat. _ e roots of their con-
makes that point in letter on this page fiict run deep--deE _ into their history, ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1976
today. The tariffs supposed to pre- deep into their nat: )ual psychology, and Mr. MANSi_r_.T.r). Mr. Presldent_ I ask
serve Jobs factories may c_st deep into their pr_ _ent values, political unanimous consent that the Senate pro-
other Americans their J in the stores. Fi- and social. That co _ict is tragic and it ceed to the consideration of Calendar No.
tinny, the taxiffs would e people has become practic_ lly the centerpiece of 647, S. 3065, and that it be laid before
who make other Ameri products for sale contemporary histo] _. the Senate and made the pending bust-in Italy-since Italy surely retaliate.

There are certain industries that Like a disease, It aas infested the in- ness.
would doubtless _an American swing ternation, al political ;ystem, poisoning re- The ACTING PRESIDENT pro rem-
to protectionism. The ,ecialty steel case il- lations and escalati_; the probabilities of pore. The bill will be stated by title.
lustrates the ay parts of the world Warfare involving n n-Middle East pow- The legislative clerk read as follows:

as the normal and ers. Because of tht tactics pursued by A bill (S. 3065) to amend the Federal
orderly way of business. The some Arab nations he disease is spread- Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for
European Ooal and St Community was lng to the interna: _lue structure of the its administration by a Federal Election
buUt on the foun of the prewar Ger- United States. commission appointed in accordance withman cartels. The have now Im-
posed quotas on steel shipped to Recent shifts in :;he relative balance the requirement of the Constitution, and for
Europe. The specialty makers want a of trade and Paymer ;s between the Arab other purposes.
similar arrangement the United States. nations and the resulted from the The ACTING PRESIDENT pro rem-
People on both sides of see it as a OPEC cartel have financial pore. Is there objection to the present
precedent for the entire industry, resources in Tragically, they ,consideration of the bill?

The recent troubles the steelmakers are have used this to foster a new There being no objection, the Senate
the result of the in which world- form of racism the international proceeded to consider the bill.wide steel consumption drastically. It is
the custom of in community by a boycott policy Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, there
recessions, to maintain and cut pro- not only toward but toward all will be no action taken on the pending
duction. Most foreign do the op- Jewish citizens, business today, but it will be the first
poslte, cutting prices maintaining pro- For American as as other foreign order of business tomorrow at the con-
ductlon. As a result, the trough of Companies, the East has become clusion of morning business and the
the recession, they increased their a new frontier for and sales, morning hour.
share of the American Some of them But the bright that beckons hidesgot subsidies, in one _e or another, from
their home to help keep em- a seamy and, in mew, an immoral
ployment tip. The to this abuse are reality. The quid quo extracted bY /
enforcement of the anti-dumping Arab nations for privilege of shar- PRO, IRA1Vi

laws and lnternatlenal on sub- ing in their the renuncia- Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. President, there
sidteS.natlonalAtradegreatvarietYisnow of goods in inter- tion of human values in will be no further business today. Our
of course, many American favor of the odious legislation, due to cmditions over which
is urgent need for on these sub- Were it in my to do so, ! would the leadership has ] o control, is brought
sidles. No country Is to a free hand provide much penalties than up to date, and son e of the bills we ex-
in pumping up at those associated this bill. It is un- pected to bring ul; this afternoon will
its neighbors' expense. If industrial ua- fortunate that the after not come up becaUs, of a situation which
ttons cannot get under control, much public display ( shock and indig- I will explain.
the drift toward quotas cartels may be- nation, has done so to effectively Calendar No. 64, S. 3065, a bill to
come irresistible, end Arab imposed against amend the Federal Election Campaign

American trade would impose a Israel and, indirectly, citizens of Act, will be the mding business to-heavy burden, in the upon Americans.
Last week, for example, :ress conference all nations. We are therefore, with morrow.
that the steelworkers the president of other remedies. For the inform ;ion of the Senate,
the United Steelworkers America, m.W. The bill I am cos today de- later this week it is aoped that the Sen-Abel,. angrily said that "let steel prives American of certain

ate will take up £ alendar No. 613, S.
come in so that we can some- tax advantages provided for 3015, a bill to provi [e for the continued
place." Exactly. If this cuts the under law if a findin the corpora- expansion and imp: 0vement of the Na~
Japanese sales of _ steel here, the lion participated in i Israeli boycott is lion's airport and airway system, onJapanese will have fewer lars to buy Amer-
ican foodstuffs. That's fir with Mr. Abel, made. which there is a t: _e limitation; Cal-
but the soybean producers T wish to make it however, that endar No. 644, H.R. 9721, an act to pro-
a different view. my support of this bi no way ira- vide for increased _articipatiOn by the

At the same press someone plies an acceptance of legitimacy of United States in the Inter-American De-
put a q_estion about to Richard P. either the foreign tax Or the tax velopment Bank, an ! so forth; Calendar
Simmons, president of the llegheny Ludlum deferral in non] nondiscriminat- No. 650, S. 2464, a ,ill to amend Publicsteel Corporation: If the imposes
quotas to p_tect his iud try from foreign ing situations. My leagues are well Law 566, the Watel _hed Protection and
competition, would Mr support aware of my opposition to I_lood Prevention A( _; and Calendar No.
wage and price controls the con- these tax provisions be ause of their cf- 655, S. 641, a bill h regulate commerce
sumers from his industry? Mr. Simmons re- fect on the domestic economy. My rea- and protect consum_ rs from adulterated
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food, and so forth, which the leadership forward to a.,_ to what can be eonten:,, ADJOUlZ_NT TO 10:15 l.lki.
anticipated would have been brought up p:tated, In the best Judgment of the jol:L: TOMOP_OW
t_is afternoon, but because of the fact leadership as to what legislation will '_::_c lVJkttMANSlVr_.n. :Mr. President, ff
that our dkstingulshed colleague from confrontingus, there be no further 'business to come
Maine (Mr. HaTHaWaY) is in the hospl- Then, of course, we hope it will t:a_: before the Senate at thks time, I move
tal because of the flu, that will come, possible some time to get toCalendarN_z that 'the Senate stand in adjournment
hopefully, somctime later in the week. 379, S. 287, a bill to provide for the ap. unLil the hour of 10:15 a.m. tomorrow.

Then there will be Calendar No. 659, pointment of additional district cour! The motion was agreed to; and at
S. 3052, a bill to amend section 602 of the judges and for other purposes, providt:ti{ 12::40 p.m. the Senate adjourned until
.agricultural Act of 1954; and Calendar _'e can get some sort of a time limita, t_morrow, Tuesday, March 16, 1976, at
No. 862, H.R. 71, a bill to amend title 38_ tion, and hopeful].y if we can keep _a!:. 10:15 a.m.
'United States Code, to provide hospital particular bill clean, so that the mat_;_B'
:aald medical care to certain members of c_n be addre_ed as expeditiously as pop,L.
'the armed forces of nations allied or as- s_.ble; and then Calendar No. 2_6, S. 35_, NOMINAtiONS
_sociated wi.th the United States in World a bill to regulate commerce by establish.. :Executive nominatic,n received by the
War I and World War II, and so forth, lng a nationwide system to restore moi;_m' Senate March 15, 1976:

Then, there will be Calendar No. 665, vehicle accident victkms and by requ:[:.. XNTHE ARMY
S. 3136, a bill to reform the Food Stamp ing no-fault motor vehicle insurance a_'_a The following-named oi_Icer to be placed
Act of 196.4 by improving the provisions condition precedent to using a mo_;._31' on the retired list in gr{_e indicated under
relating to eligibility, simplifying admin- vel_,icle on public roadways, t:ae provisions of TLtle 10, United States Code,
tstration, and tightening accountabllity:_ That bill will take a little time, as _C.i Section 3962:
and for other purposes, the food stamp bill; but beginning t.,:_,. To be l_eutena_t genera_

This by no means means that we wili morrow, our main effort will be eonee_- Lt. Gen. Harold Arthur Kisslnger, 388-14-
dispose of all that legislation this week, teated on the bill to amend the Feders.] 3988, Army of the United. _tates (major gen-
but at least it gives us something to look _]lection Campaign Act of 19_1. e_a, ]y.S. Army).
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hearing in Los this basic Tile 1971 San Ferna: do earthquake regis- proceed to the consideration of the un-

question to witness s: tered only 6.4 on the _ _chter scale. A tremor finished business, which has been laid be-
Should the be considered an indi- o.f magnitude 8 on th, San Andreas 'would :[ore the Senate.

cater of large earthquake such produce heavy ground haking for 30 seconds
that prudent begin to take or more, Williams said and almost certainly The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
precautions? would bring down eveJ unsafe structure in will be stated by title.

And time and again, the witnesses the city. The legislative clerk read as follows:
would answer: We don't honestly know. In an attempt to re( ice this hazard, Wil- A bill (S. 3065) to amend the Federal

"There's really much new to report liams said a proposed )rdinance is now be- Elections Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for
about the bulge our first announce- lng considered by his _partment that would its administration by a Federal Election
ment ii1 mid aary," said Dr. Robert require owners of ffsafe structures to Commission appointed in accordance with
Wallace of the .S. Geological Survey strengthen the buildi: s or demolish them. the requirements of the Constitution, and for
(USGS) in Menlo "It is not a predle- "We anticipate a lot of opposition to this other purposes.

riga, at least not v; it's simply an anom- ordinance (when it fli: Llly comes before the
aly that we really understand." Los Angeles City Court, [1, probably in two or The PI_,ESIDING OFFICER. Without

The bulge during the early three months," he sat [, "because it's more objection, the Senate will proceed to its
1980s, but went until last year, economical for an ow Ler to hire a lawyer consideration.

when a team Of scientists searched than an architect." Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
through back of local elevations Charles Manfred the director of the state's suggest the absence of a quorum.
above sea level surveyors. Office of Emergency ' _rviees, reviewed for The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk

The of the prell960 ele- the commission the pr( _edures that his office
rations revealed crustal blister had has adopted to handle redictions of impend- will please call the roll.
built up along a 100. stretch of the Sari lng earthquakes. The second assistant legislative clerk
Andreas fault _n Ft. Tejon on the Manfred also disclos d that Dr. Vincent E. proceeded to call the roll.

northwest and the C_ Pass on the south- McKelvey, the director )f the U.S. Geological Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask
east. survey, had requested a meeting with Gev. unanimous consent that the order for

The swelling is gre around Patmdale, Brown next week to )rief him and other tile quorum call be rescinded.

measuring some 25 centimeters (a little officials onthe"Palmds Bubble" as Manfred The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
under 10 inches) the and least along the termed it. objection, it is so ordered.
western face of the Gabriel Mountains, Whatever their pubE stance, many of the
where it was 5 (just under 2 seismologists and eart _ scientists privately Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I send to
inches) or less. All the uplifted area confess to being a Ilttl worried by the huge the desk an amendment to the pending
covers more than uare miles, blister, bill and ask for its immediate considera-

Both then and warned the They note that the u] lifted area is approxi- tion.

public not to jump any conclusions that mately the same reglo] where the last large The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk

a major earthquake , imminent, earthquake struck Soui hern California; that will please state the amendment.
There have been iz they said, in was in 1857. The legislative clerk read as follows:

which a sudden of land has preceded Since then, the Sar Andreas Fault has
a large and ive earthquake and The Senator from Michigan (Mr. GRIFFIN)
other instances where the land has bulged been locked and accurr _lating stress as the proposes an amendment ill the nature of
and no tremors, majc or minor, have fol- Pacific Plate, which incl _des everything west a substitute.
lowed, of the San Andreas, t_ es to slide past the

Wallace tried to a very narrow line North American Plate, _ 'hlch includes every- Mr. GRIFFIN'S amendment is as f01-
between and underestimat- thing east of the fau; line. lOWS;

tng the seismic of the 'uplifted For all the concern engendered by the Strike out all after the enacting clause
land. huge crustal swelling, t Le seismologists have and insert in lieu thereof the following:

At one point he the bulge as also been quick to poiI _ out that there are That (a) the text of paragraph 1 of sec-
"only a fire drill, not fire" but he also no other signs of char ;e occuring beneath tion 310 (a) of the Federal Election Cam-
agreed that if the deformation is the bubble, paign Act of 1971 (hereinafter referred to
related to a buildup of along the San All of the presumed I poffs to an impend- as the "Act") (2 U.S.C. 437c (a)) is amend-
Andreas, then its extent could fore- lng tremor now under sudy at seismological ed to read as follows: "There is established a
shadow a very powerful laboratories around th world--changes in Commission to be known as the Federal

Wallace noted that al] the velocities of soum waves; changes in F,lection Commission. The Commission is
cai evidence suggests the bigger an the electrical resistivity )f subterranean rock composed of six members, appointed by the
earthquake, the longer Le precursory events layers; fluctuations in: ae content of acer- President, by and with the advice and con-
leading up to it. A earthquake, of the tain radioactive gas in underground water sent of the Senate. No more than three of
size that devastated Sa Francisco in 1906 tables--appear normal r ght now. the members shall be affiliated with the
may take years or even to develop, Only one witness--Rs ph H. Turner, chair- same political party."..
giving off clues of its evelopment all the man of UCLA's socl ,logy department_ (b) Section 310 (a) (2) of the Act (2
while, responded to Steinbrug_ ._'srepeated pleas for U.S.C. 437c (a) (2)_. is amended to read as

A larger temblor, ering 8 or raore on recommendations, follows:

the Richter scale of would do TurneP suggested ihs . businesses and in- "(2) (A) Members of the Commission shall
quite a blt of Los Angeles and dustries within the upl _ted area begin now serve for terms of six years, except that of
could take a toll of hu- to consider what steps ey would take if the the members first appointed--
man life, Robert J. [tams, the general bulge should eventuall become the basis for "(i) two of the members, not affiliated
manager of the city's of Build- a prediction of alarge 'thquake. with the same political party, shall be ap-
ing and Safety, told Secondly, Turner 1 rged that federal pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1977,

There are ly 14,000 unrein- disaster agencies start'n, w to determine what "(ii) two of the members, not affiliated
forced masonry presently stand- resources would be call d upon if a predic- with the same political party, shall be ap-
ing within the city he said, and these tion is issued, pointed for terms ending on Aprll 30, 1979,
structures do not meet pr :_safety' And finaly, he urged hat a public educa- and
codes, tion program be lnittat d immediately that "(iii) two of the members, not affiliated

Between 75,000 and II 000 Los .Angeles would instruct people o] what to do and not with the same political party, shall be ap-
_ltizens live in these residential to do when an earthqua] _ happens, pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1981.
buildings, and Williams them ".(B) An individual appointed to fill a
as being, for the most :t, "the poor, the " vacancy occurring other than by the expira-
elderly, CONCLUSION C P MORNING tion of a term of office shall be appointed

Of those 14,000 Williams said BUSIN] _.SS only for the unexpired term of the member
that there are about mlght be he succeeds.
termed "public ,'_chools, The PRESIDING C ?FICER, Is there "(c) Any vacancy occurring in the mere-
churches, movie restaurants and further morning bust less to be trans- bership of the Commission shall be filled in

the like, which might _' collapse during acted at this time? If et, morning bust- the same manner as in the case of the orig-
a moderate earthquake [ kill or seriously ness is closed. _ _ inal appointment.".
injure a great many (c) The provision of section 310(a) (3) of

"The San Fernando lasted only _the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)(3)), forbidding
l ll_ seconds," he told later, "and FEDERAL ELleN CAMPAIGN ACT appointment to the Federal Election Corn-
.if it had lasted Just 5 seconds or so, AMENDMENTS O_ 1976 mission of any person currently elected or
a -lot of these old buildings appointed as an officer or employee in the
here in the d_wntown area have come Mr. MANSFIELD. 1Vfr. President, I executive, legislative, or Judicial branch of
down." ask unanimous consent that the Senate the Government of the United States, shall
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not apply to any person appointed under the Ii[ternal Revenue Code of 1954 shall not ap- ?ersonally, I think we could complete
amendments made by the first section of p:y to any election, as. defined in section i: don on the whole bill today. I see very
this Act solely because such person is a 301 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431(a)), that cc- I[ :_le to add to the bill.
member of the Commission on the date of curs after December 31, 1976, except runoff
enactment of tills Act. elections relating to elections occurring be- )/fr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ap010-

(d) Section 310(a) (4) of the Act (2 U.S.C. fore such date. ::e for not stating, as I should have,
437c(a) (4)) is amended by striking out [':_,t tlhe Senator from Tennessee (Mr.
"(ct:her than the Secretary of the Senate I_I. OI_IFFIN. Mr. President, I will say 1_ ocK_ i,_ the cosponsor of this amend-
and the Clerk of the House of Representa- 01rl[.y a few words at; this point, and then :m_mt.

tires)", turn the ricer over to the distinguished )//r. ROBERT C. BYRD. Then, Mr.
(e) section 310(a) (5) of the Act (2 ILS.C. r.aukin_ minority member of the Corn- [: _sident, I ask unanimous consent that

4_3c(a) (5)) is amended by striking out mittve on l_u]es and Administration, the L. ':ote occur on the substitute today at
"(other than the Secretary of the Senate and Senator from Oregon (Mr. I-IATFIELD) . :1 LDTI.the Clerk of the J-Iouse of Representatives) ".

(fi (1) Ail personnel, liabilities, contracts, ]: have .offered a complete substitute ]Fhe PI_ESIDING OFFICER. Is there
property, and records determined by the fflr thc pending bill. This substitute ,[ jeetJ.on? The Chair hearing no objec-
Director of the Office of Management and measure WOtlld merely reconstitute the :,n. it is so ordered.

Budget to be employed held, or used pri- l_:cdeFal Election Commission along lines fv[r. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
marily in connection with the functions of to meet thb constitutional requirements ::hank ail the Senators.
the Federal Election Commission under title i:o.dicated by the Supreme Court. The enrvmrcE OF THE }'LEOS
III of the Federal Election Campaign Act substitute includes certMn provisions
o_ 1971 as such title existed on January 1, having to do with the transition of per- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask
lq76, or under any other provision of law are _anilxlO_lSconsent that whenever con-
transferred to the Federal Election Commis- sonnel, which are purely routine.
Sion as constituted under the amendments The _ubstitute does not include that : i:leratien of S. 3065 is before the Senate,
made by this .Act to the Federal Election part of the Prom. dent's recommendation : e fo:Iici[ring staff members of the Corn-
Campaign Act of 1971. W._..ich would have the present law expire' ' i,ttee on RuTes and Administration be

(2) (A) Except as provided In subparagraph rtext year. While such a termination date :anted the privileges of the floor:
(B) of this paragraph, personnel engaged in l_tay be a good idea, there is consider- Wil]iara M. Coehrane, E'dwin K. Hall,

functions transferred under paragraph (1) g:ble controversy regarding it. or course, .roes F. Schoener, Peggy L. Parrish,
shall be transferred in accordance with ap- il; goes without saying that Congress, at [.:tory G. Daly, Dolores Eaton, Barbara
pllcable laws and regulations relating to the £.Ily time, /s always able to undertake a 'i__nl'oy, Gary Lawson, a CAe employeetransfer of functions.

(Il) The transfer of personnel pursuant co:,alple'_e revision and reform of the act, ::'_ detail to the Committee on Rules and
ix:, paragraph (1) shall be without reduction s_:nd that should be done next year _.iministration, Lloyd Ator, legislative
in classification or compensation for one _s(hether or not a termination date is :t:unsel, and Nick Edes, staff of Senator
yeax after such transfer, includ _ J in this legislation. "ILLIaiVlS.

(3) All laws relating to the functions '_,Viha*JI seek to do is give the Senate The Pk_ESIDING OFFICER. Without
transferred under this Act shall, insofar as _ cDar choice---a choice between this .jeetion_ it is so ordered.

s_lch laws are applicable and not amended [il-page monstrosity reported by the MiL CANNON. Mr. President, S. 3065
by this Act, remain in full force and effect. I:_ules Committee, 90 percent of which [ an original bill amending the Federal
A:tl orders, determinations, rules, advisory i!_ controversial and which has been ! action Campaign Act of 1971, :as
opinions, and opinions of counsel made, is- ii headed in 1974, to provide for the act's
sued, or granted by the Federal Election ariel:ted without adequate hearings. This
Conu_aisslon before its reconstitution under substitute gives the ,(]enate an opportu- _ lministration by a Federal Election
the amendments made by this Act which II.ity to do what i_; the,commonsense thing C)mmission having six commissioners
are tu effect at the time _f the transfer t0 d_--that is, t,_ simply reestablish the _ _pointed by the President by and wJ_q
provided by paragraph (1) shall continue in l!'edcra[( Election Coramission in a con_ _: e advice and consent of the Senate.

effect to the same extent as if such transfer stitutional manner so that it may con- nfs bill also amends certain other pro-
had not occurred, tinue to function in a way that complies ; siena ct the law relating to the flnane-

(4) The provisions of this Act shall not v.:'ith the Supreme Court decision. 'tg and conduct of Federal campaigns
affect any p_oceeding pending before the
Federal Election Commission at the time I am glad to indicate to the majority . nich the committee found necessary
this section takes effect, le,'_dership and to the floor managers of l:ld desirable in light of the decision of

(5) No suit, action, or other proceeding the bill that, as :iai' ag we are concerned, ;;.e Supreme Court of the United States
eornmeneed by or against the Federal Else- We are ready to vote on this substitute :[ E;uckley against Valeo, decided Jan-
tlon Commission or any officer or employee _lt a:ay time. We are ready to vote on it i_ry 30, 1976.
thereof acting in his official capacity shall litter this afternoon, if possible, or some Mr. P_'esident, I would like to review
abate by reason of the transfer made under tiln¢ tomorrow. ':: 'iefiy the events of the recent past to
paragraph (1). The court before which such
suit, action, or other proceeding is pending Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. l_{r. President, i'::!lp cast this proposed le_dslation in a
may, on motion or supplemental petition wJll the Senator yield? : 'oper historical perspective.
filed at any time within twelve months after Mi'. GRIFFIN. I yield. During the 92d Congress----1971-72--the
the date of enactment of this Act, allow such Mi'. ROBERT C. BYRD. How about a i:__deral Election Campaigri Act of 1971
suit, action, or other proceeding to be main- vote at 3 o'clock this afternoon on the :'ublic Law 92-225) was enacted to
talned against the Federal Election Comets- l:,ro_osed substitute? ': :ovide swee.ping and thorough control

sion if the party making the motion or filing MF. CANNON. Mr. President, if the o !er and public disclosure of receipts and
the petition shows a necessity for the sur- ,Senator will yield, I would be willing to _;.;:penditures in both Federal primaryviral of the suit, action, or other proceeding
to ,obaina settlement of the question in- agree to a time limit on the bill itself [nd generaI'elections. The Federal Elee-
volved, and all amendments, or anything to try _0n Canipaign Act amendments of 1974,

(,$) Any reference in any other Federal t0 expedite it, :_meted during the 93d Congress (Public
law to the Federal Election Commission, or Mr. C_RIFF'IN. lk{r. President, I would :-tw 93-.143), amended the 1971 act ex-
to any member or employee thereof, as such l"c_pond by saying that this Senator .naively, The resulting law provided for
Coramission existed under the Federal Elec- Woui[d be willing to try to work out such ,:;_*erall l_mitations on campaign expend-
tion Campaign Act of 1971 before its amend- _tIk agreement, but l: have to say thai _ re'es and political contributions, exten-ment by this Act shall be held and consid-
ered to refer to the Federal Election Comets- l:here are other Senators who are not ; ye reporting and recordkeeping re-
sion, or the members or employees thereof, as ready :it this point to agree to such an .:[irements for candidates and political
such Commission exists under the Federal overall time limit. ,: _mmittee% and the establishment of a

l{:lectlon campaign Act of 1971 as amended Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, if the ! ederal Election Commission with ex-
by this Act. Senator will yield, I think it might de- _:msive powers to administer and enforce

sec. 2. All actions heretofore taken by the ];>Pn(l in some degree on the reaction to : ].e act. The law also provided for theCommission shaU remain in effect until
::.his p_oposed substitute. This is a very ,:,ab;tic financing of Presidential primary

modified, superseded, or repealed according :_;treble substitute the Senator from _ld general elections and conventions.to l_w.

SEC. 3. The provisions of titles III and IV Michigan and I are offering, which does On January 30, t976, the Supreme
of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 iot_ lng but extend the present law in :; curt of the United States, in Buckley
of section 608 of title 18, United States accommodation with the Supreme Court ::_iair_st Valeo, upheld the contribution
Code, and of chapters 95 and 96 of the ,-t_mi_ion. 21:mitations, the reeordkeeping and dis-
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closure requirements of the act and the this would also encompass exclusive ju- of the campaign finance laws. However,
pro-clsions for public financing of Presl- risdiction for the civil enforcement of in many instances these opinions have re-
dential elections ar.d conventions. How- many of the existing criminal code pro- lated to transactions or activities of gen-
ever. the Court held that certain ex- visions of title 18 relating to Federal eral applicability which would more
penditure limitations under the '.act were election campaigns, which are trans- properly have been the subject of pro-
in violation of the first amendment and ferred by this bill into the Federal EIec- posed rules or regulations. The proposed
that the exercise of administrative and tion Campaign Act of 1971, legislation is intended to require the
enforcement powers delegated to the In addition to exclusive civil enforce- Commission to prescribe rules and regu-
Commission was unconstitutional, be- merit authority, the bill gives the Com- lations with respect to transactions or
cause of the way in which its members mission a more varied assortment of en- activities which would have general ap-
were appointed, forcement powers and provides for great- plicability to all candidates or political

Public hearings were held by the Sub- er public disclosure of Commission en- committees. However, in instances where
committee on Privileges and Elections, forcement activities. These are set forth a request for an advisory opinion is a
chaired by Senator CLAIBORi_EPELL, on in the bill and described at pages 7 and matter of peculiar interest to a particular
February 18, 1976. Witnesses appeared to 8 of the committee's report, candidate or committee covering an in-
testify and submit written statements on It isimportant to note here, however, dividual problem, it would not be neces-
the impact of the Supreme Court's deci- that the bill changes present law by pro- sary fo_ the advisory opinion to be pre-
sion and on the many bills which had viding criminal penalties for more sub- scribed as a rule or regulation.
been introduced in response to that stantial violations and a combination of Mr. President, S. 3065 also proposes a
decision, formal conciliation actions, disclosure, number of changes in the law relating to

The Committee on Rules and Adminis- civil enforcement and civil fines for less campaign contributior/s and expendi-
tration met on February 25 and 26 and substantial violations of the law. For tures to reflect the decision of the Su-
on March 1, 1976, to consider legislation, example, if a person--as defined under preme Court in Buckley against Valeo,
and on March 1, ordered this original the act--unknowingly failed to report a and to restrict within the constitutional
bi]/, S. 3065, reported. The report of the $200 expenditure which ad_-ocated the limitations set by the Supreme Court the
committee was submitted to the Senate election or defeat of a clearly identified flow of excessive sums of money into po-
on March 4, 1976. candidate that person would be required litical campaigns.

Mr. President, the Senate is faced with to correct the error in response to the A number of changes merely reflect the
a deadline of March 22, imposed by the Commission's conciliatory efforts or in Supreme Court's decision upholding the
Supreme Court, during which the Con- response to a court order obtained at the constitutionality of requiring public dis-
gress should act in order to as,qure the request of' the Commission. The Corn- closure of expenditures which expressly
continuity of such important powers of mission would be required to make pub- advocate a particular election result, and
the Federal Election Commission as the lie the results of any such conciliatory are summarized in the committee report.
certification of public matching funds to efforts. However, a person Who willfully Under present law any political corn-
Presidential candidates, and knowingly fails to report an expert- mitres, whether it is a multicandidate

Mr. President, although the provisions diture in excess of $1,000 which expressly political committee which is qualified to
of S. 3065 are summarized at length in advocated the election or defeat of a make $5,000 contributions per election to
the report of the committee, I would like clearly identified candidate would be a candidate, or any other political corn-
to review certai5 of the proposed changes subject to the civil fines and criminal mittee as defined in the act is permitted
at this time. penalties set forth in the bill in addi- to make a contribution in an unlimited

The bill provides that the Commission tion to the above enforcement actions, amount to any other political committee
is to consist of the Secretary of the Sen- The detailed enforcement procedures so long as the latter is not a candidate's
ate, the Clerk of the 'rIouse, both ex offi- which are set forth on pages 19 to 27 of authorized committee or the funds are
cio and without the rfght to v¢Fce, and the bill will give the Commission a great- not earmarked for a particular candi-
six members appointed by the President er number of alternatives in enforcing date.
by and with the advice and consent of the the law, and at the same time afford a Consequently, in the aftermath of
Senate. As so constituted, the constitu- person who makes a good-faith attempt Buckley against Valeo unlimited sums of
tional requirements set forth in Buckley at compliance with the complex require- money can be directed to a few select
against Valco will have been met;, in thc merits of the act a greater degree of pro- political committees to then be injected
opinion of this Senator. teetion than presently available. Fi- into a campaign without limitation as an

As with the existing Commission, no nally, and of perhaps greatest importance independent expenditure in support of or
more than three members may t_ affill- as an effective deterrent against abuses, in opposition to an expressly identified
ated with the same political party. The the bib requires a greater degree of pub- candidate.
bi/1 furthermore contains some new pro- lic disclosure of the Commission's suc- In order to curb such an unintended
visions to help assure that the Commis- cess or failure at obtaining compliance abuse of the campaign finance laws the
sion might function in as nonpartisan a with the campaign financing laws. bill proposes that contributions by a
manner as possible. First of alii, Corn- Mr. President, S. 3065 also proposes a political committee to another political
missioners may be appointed to fill ex- revision in the Commission's procedures committee--where the latter is not a
pired terms only in an off-election year. for issuing advisory opinions. The bill candidate's authorized committee and
Second, the bill provides that the Corn- clarifies that an advisory opinion shall the funds are not earmarked for a par-
mission may not establish guidelines, in- apply only to the person requesting such ticular candidate--shall be limited to an
ltiate civil actions, render advisory opin- an advisory opinion and to any other aggregate sum of $25,000 in any one
ions, prescribe rules and reguLlations, person directly involved in the specific calendar year.
conduct investigations, or report appar- transaction or activity as to which the I note here that the Supreme Court in
ent violations except by an affirmative advisory opinion is rendered. It further Buckley against Valeo expressly upheld
vote of four members of the Commission, requires the Commission, no later than the constitutionality of limitations on
no less than two of whom are affiliated 30 days after rendering an advisory opin- contributions, which included the present
with the same political party. Ttxis pro- ion which sets forth a rule of general ap- $25,000 calendar year aggregate limita-
vision will prevent three members of plicability, to prescribe rules or regula- tion on contributions by individuals,
one party and only one of another from tions relating to the transaction or ac- whether the recipient be a number of
constituting a majority, and is intended tivity involved, assuming it is not already candidates or a political committee such
as a safeguard to keep politics, or the ap- subject to an existing rule or regulation, as the national Committee of a poUticai
pearance of politics, out of the actions of Since its inception the Commission has party. In other words, that was an over-
the Commission. issued well over 100 advisory opinions, all limitation of $25,000 to the donor for

The bill gives the Commission exclu- giving each widespread publication inthe all purposes for which he might have in-
sive and primary jurisdiction for the Federal Register and elsewhere. This tended to give. The Court stated at pages
civil enforcement of the Federa,1 Elec, widespread dissemination of numerous 32 to 33 of the slip opinion as follows:
tion Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, advisory opinions has, of course, given The overall $25,090 cetltng does impose an
and of the public financing of Preslden- the public and candidates an opportunity ultimate restriction upon the number of
tlal campaigns. It should be noted that to learn the Commission's interpretation candidates and committees with which au
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individual may associate himself by means re_xiy been made from the national polit. ,_; evidenced by the dissent of eom-
of financial.support. But this quite modest ical committee of tile boilermakers, missioners Harris and _.?iernan, there is
restraint upon protected political activity To use anotl_er example, if the na .... an extremely strong casE; to be made that
serves to prevent evasion of the $1,000 con-
tributio,_ limitation by a person who- might tiona:t political cormnittee of the Nationa]l _he original intent of section 610 was to
otherwise contribute massive amounts of As;sociation of Manufacturers had made deny corporations the right to solicit
money to a particular candidate through the it.5 maximum contribution to a candi .... t_'ontributions from anyone except stock-
n_;e of unearmarked contributions to politi- da=e, the political committee of a ua- hold.ers and their families. Certainly, as
cal committees likely to contribute to that tional corporation which is affiliated with the dissent in the Sun PAC opinion also
candidate, or huge contributions to the ]_-_,M would not be precluded from mak- Doth.ted out, there are definite inequities
candidate's political party. The limited, addi- in_, _ a maximtm_ contribution to that can_ i.nvc,lved when a corporation is permitted
tional restriction on associational freedom

imposed by the overall ceiling is thus no more didate. However, the subsidiaries, divi_, to solicit all employees::
than a corollary of the basic individual con- ,';i0IhS_ or departments, et cetera., of thai:; On a national s_ale, tt:.e majority ruling
tribution limitation that we have found to national corporation would be precluded grants corporations as a g,'onp an unfair ad-
be oonsLitutionally valid. J[rom making a similar maximum contri- va:at.age over labor unions in the solicitation

button through their local political com_ of political contributions. It is estimated
Mr. President, I submit that the pro- mittees when such a maximum contribu.. :_h;_.tover 30,900,000 individuals own shares

posed $25,000 aggregate calendar year tion has already been made by the ns. of .,;took in Amerlczn corporations. 1975
limitation on political committee con- tiona_ corporation"; political committe_ 'Worl_ ._manae 9_. But, c.ut of the nation's
tl_butions to other political committees is to a candidate, total _;orkforce of 84,000:000 workers, only

:i8,000,000 of them (or oho'at 21_) are mere-
similarly no more than a corollary of the Mr. President, the bill retains the ex_ be::s o£ labor unions including AFL-CIO, in-
basic limitation on political committee istmg expenditure limitations on Presi .... dependent CNTU and CIA_ unions, 1975
contributions and is thus constitutional- dent'ml candidates, conditioning thei_J:' w(rrli Almanac 108. I/ad oorporatioms been
ly valid. application upon the acceptance of pub_ :re_._rictea to soliciting only .their stockhold-

8. 3065 also contains a provision in- lic financing. The bill also retains thc ers, they could have solicited almost twicetended to .curtail the vertical prolifera-
tion of political committee contributions, exi._ting expenditure limitations impose,!! as many individuals as labor unloms. Il'riderthe m.aJ.ority's ruling, however, corporations
As set forth on page 28 beginning at line 1;tp0n the national and State committee: now have the potential of soliciting the eh-
Iii of the bill, for purposes of the contri- of political parties, tire w_rkforce of the nation. Congress cot-
button limitations: :Finally, Mr. President, the bill pro. tain'ly did not intend to create such a gro_s

poses a number of changes in existin;_ di_;pari'W in the so,licitatlkon power of cor-
Ali contributions made by political corn- :;ection 610 o:[ title 18, United State_; potations and unions, by enacting the segre-r£dttees established, financed, maintained, or

controlled by any person or persons including Code, which prohibits contribution oJJ: gated fund exception i_o ,,;ectlon 610, as the
any parent, subsidiary, branch, division, de- ex])eilditures 'by corporations and la. ,,_ maJ,)rJly of the Commission now permits in
p:artment, affiliate, or local unit of such per- ]0or organizations. First of al!, the pro its interpretation of the, Statute. Federal
son or by any group of persons shall be v.i_.ions of section 610, like a number 0:i Reg,!stet, Vol. 40, No. 283---Wednesd.ay, De-
cor_sidersd to have been made by a single other title 18 provisions related to th._ cember 3, 1975, p. 56587.

political committee. :fir..ancing of campaigns, are transferred: Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
There are three exceptions to this to the Federal Election Campaign Ac':; se:at that the entire advisory opinion

rule: of 1971 as amended, and made subjec: 1975-23 and dissent re]La.ted to the 8un
First. This antiproliferation rule would to the proposed new enforcement an(:L PAC matter I have referred to, be printed'

not apply to limit transfers between :penalty provisions of the bill in its entirety after the conclusion of my
political committees of funds raised A second change relates to the provl_ remarks.
through joint fundraising efforts, sic,ns which permit a corporation to corn The PRESIDING OY_ICEi_. Without

Second. This rule shall not apply to a municate with its stockholders and the:[:;:' objection, it is so ordered.
political committee established, financed, fa:milles on any subject. This has been ex (.'_ee exhibi$1.)
or maintained by the national commit- panded to permit corporations to com l_.[r. CANNON. Mr. President, the
$_e or the State, district, or local corn-, muntcate with executive or administra- changes proposed by S. 3065 will create
nfittee of a political party, tire personnel and their families on any a better balance in the equities between

Third. This rule intended to curtail the subject as well. corporations and labor unions and
vertical proliferation of political corn- A third change would similarly expan_:[ reduce measurably the potential for
mittee contributions would not preclude those to whom a corporation can aim coercion inherent in the employment re-
a political committee of a national or- nc,npartisan registration and get-out lationship by limiting _hose whom eor-
ganization from contributing to a can- the-vote campaigns to include executi¥',_ pc,rations can solicit, other than stock-
didate or committee merely because of or a(kninistrative personnel of a corpo.- hohlers and their families, to executive
il_ affiliatlonwith a national multicandi- ration and their families, as well _,_ or administrative pen;onnel, who are
date political committee which has made stockholders and their families, defined in the bill as "individuals em-
t:he maximum contribution it is per- A fourth change would make it unlaw, ployed by a corporation, who are paid on
mitred to make to a candidate or polit- ful fora corporatio:n or a segregated fund a salary, rather than hourly, basis and
i_ml committee, of a corporation to solicit eontributior_ who have polieymaking or supervisory

:[ would like to illustrate this third fr_m any person other than its stock:, responMbilities."
exception by using an example which holders, executive, ,or administrative per.. k[r. President, there are a number of
was referred to us during our committee sonnel, and their families, or for a labo', other provisions in the bill which I will
deliberations. The proposed rule to cur- organization or a segregated fund create,! certainly be willing to discuss as quos-
tail the vertical proliferation of political by a labor organization to solicit con. tions may arise. At this point I would
committee contributions would not pre- tributions from any person other ths._:_ like to yield to other members of the
elude a national union through its politi- it.,; members and their families. Senate who may wish to speak on this
cai committee, such as for example, the This fourth change alters existing la% proposed legislation.
boilermakers, from making a maximum as interpreted by the Federal Electie,:l'_ ExHmrr 1
contribution to a candidate through its Commission :m its Sun PAC Adviso_:.i :¢F_r_aL rm_c_os CO_SSZON
national political committee in the event Opinion 1975--23, wherein the Commis. [Notice 1975-B3]
that COPE, the political committee of sion interpreted section 610 to permit _ A_VmORYOPINION
the _O, with which the boiler- corporation to, solicit aH its employees, llt
makers are amliated, has already made is felt that such an interpretation create:_ (Es'bab]£shment of Political Action Commit-tee and Employee Political Giving Program
ik_ maximum contribution to that eandi- extraordinary pressure and undue po. b:_ Corporation.)
date. On the other hand, the proposed tential for coercion, which was even ac. The Federal Election Co_m!sslon an-
rule would prevent the various local knowledged by th.e Commission in it:,_ nounces the publication today of Advisory
_miov_ _ the boilermakers from making advisory opinion, in a situation whe_: Opinion 1975-2S. The CoEl_lon's opha_n
t_.similar maximum contribution through management of a corporation is permit- is In response to questio_ ralaed by lndivld-
their local political committees when ted to solicit politi,ml contributions fro:_:,:] uais holding Federal oE_ze, candidates for
sUCh a maximum contribution has al- ail its employees. Federa! o_ce and political committees, with
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respect to whether any specific trar_ction or direct or indirect payment, distribution, loan, within the meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 591 (e),
activity by such individual, candidate, or po- advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any such contributions are also subject to the
political committee would constitute a viola- services, or anything of value * * * to any limitations of 18 U.S.C. § 606.
tion of the Federal Election Campaign Act candidate, campaign committee, or political (3) Thirdly, it is lawful for Sun Oll to con-
of 1971, as amended, of Chapter 96 or 9G of party or Organization in connection with any frei and direct the disbursement of contri-
Title 26 United States Code, or of Sections election to any of the offices referred to in butions and expenditures from SUN PAC.
608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 616, or 617 of this section; but shall not include * * * When the issue of the control of segregated
Title lg United States Code. the establishment, smlministration, and solic- funds was presented to the Supreme Court

The Commission points out that this ad- ltatlon of contributions to a separate segre- in the Pipefitters case, (which involved a sec-
visory opinion should be regarded as an gated fund to be utilized for political pur- tion 610 criminal prosecution against a labor
lnterhn ruling which is subject to modifica- poses by a corporation or local organization union) the Court held that "such a fund
tion by future Commission regulations of * * *: Prey/deal, That it shall be unlawful must be separate from the sponsoring union
general applicability. In tlle event that a for such a £und to make a contribution or only in the sense that there must be a strict
holding in the opinion is altered by the expenditure by utilizing money or anything segregation of its monies from union dues
Commission's regulations, the 'persen to of value secured by physical force, Job dis- and assessments." Id. at 414. After an ex-
whom the opinion is isshed will be notified, crimination, financial reprisals, or the threat haustive review of legislative history, theof force, job discrimination, or financial re- Court concluded that (Id. at 415-417):

ADVISORYOPINION 1975--23 prisal; or by dues, fees, or other monies "Nowhere, however, has Congress required
required as a condition of membership in that the political organization [i.e., the

ESTABLISHMENTOF pOLITICAL ACTION COM'/fIT- _ labor organization or as a condition of fund] be formally or functionally indepen-
TEE ANDEMPLOYEEpOLITICALGIVINGPROGRAM employment, or by monies obtained in any dent of union control or that union officials
BY CORPORATION commercial transaction." be * * * precluded from determining how
In this advisory opinion, rendered purSU- The history of section 610, prior to its the monies raised will be spent. * * * Sen-

ant to 2 U.S.C. 437f, the Commission re- amendment by section 205 of the Federal ator Taft adamantly maintained that labor
spends to a request for an advisory opinion Election Campaign Act of 1971, was set forth organizations were not prohibited from ex-
submitted by the Sun Oil Compg, ny and in United States v. UAW, 352 U.S. 567 at pending those monies [from the fund] in
published as AOR 1975-23 in the FEDERAL 570--90 (1957). Moreover, the history of the connection wlth Federal elections. * * *
ItEaISTEa on July 29, 1975 (40 FB; 31879). 1971 amendment, which permits corpora- Neither the absence of even a formally sep-
Interested persons were invited to submit tions to establish, administer and .solicit arate organization, * * *, nor the method
written comments with respect to this re- c_ntributlox_s to separate segregated funds, for choosing the candidate to be suf)ported
quest. A number of such comments were was .discussed in some detail in Pipefitters was mentioned as being material. Similarly,
received and considered by the Commission LocaZ 562 v. United States, 407 U.S. 385 at the only requirements for permissible pollti-
beJore this opinion was issued. 409-13, 421-27, 429-32 (1972). See also, eal organizations were that they be funded

A. ln_roduetion United Sta_es v. cie, 335 U.S. 106 (1948). through separate contributions [which were

Sun Oil proposed to sponsor a bifurcated There Is no need, therefore, to trace that voluntary]." (Emphasis added.)
responsible citizenship program for political history hexe in any detail. However, some The Court also concluded from the legisla-
activities. One part of this program will in- general conclusions casa be made in light of tire history that (Id. at 426):legislative history abo_t the application of
volve the expenditure of general corporate
treasury funds to establish, administer, and section Gl0 to the corporate political activi- "[T]he term 'separate' * * * is synonymous
solicit voluntary contributions to a political ties proposed by Sun Oil. with 'segregated.' Nothing in the legislativehistory indicates that the word is to be,
action committee. This committee (herein- C. Conclusions understood in any other way. * * * It is
after SUN PAG) will be maintained as a (1) First, it is lawful for Sun Oil to ex- difficult to concelve how a'valld politlcal fund
separate segregated fund and used by Sun pend general treasury funds to defray ex- can be meaningfully 'separate' from the
Oil for political purposes under the provi- penses incurred in establishing, administer- sponsoring union in any way other than
sions of 18 U_q.C. G10. The other part of this lng, and soliciting contributions to SUN 'segregated.'"
program will involve the expenditure of PAC so long as it is maintained as a separate Since c_rporatio_ns and labor unions are
treasury funds to establish and administer segregated fund. The language of section 610 subject to the same restrictions under section
a "trustee" plan. Under the plan (herein- and the su,pport_ng legislative history of the 610, it is clear that under the language of
after SUN EPA) Sun Oil will open separate 1971 Amendment to the statute plainly per- the Pipefitters case, Sun Oil can exercise
bank accounts for participating employees mits such expenditures. See, Pipefitters, control over the operations and activities of
in order to channel their contributions to supra, at 429-33. SUN PAC must register and SUN PAC.
candidates for political office. The activities file reports just as any other political com- There is much concern .in the business
of SUN EPA will be separate and apart from mittee is required to do under the I_CA. community about the proper claSs of persons
those of SUN PAC. (2) Secondly, it is lawful for Sun Oil to who may be solicited by a corporation with

The Commission has been asked to evalu- make any political contributions and e×pen- its treasury money for contributions to a
ate SUN PAC and SUN EPA with respect to ditures it sees fit In connection with any political fund. Sun Oil advised in its request
the requirements of the Federal Election Federal election so long as the monies used for an opinion that "[t]o achieve its pur-
Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (herein- for such purposes are expended from SUN pose, SUN PAC will solicit and accept con-
after the "FECA" or the "Act") and the PAC and the fund consists of voluntary co_- tributions from individuals and from other
proscriptions of 18 U.S.C. § 610. In the follow- tributions, political committees." Sun Oil now advises,
lng opinion, the Commission will discuss In situations where SUN PAC makes con- through counsel, that its solicitation efforts
various legal aspects of corporate segre- tributions or expenditures in coaanection will not be as broad as the language of its
gated funds and trustee plans, with Federal _d non-Federal elections, it request suggested. The Commission is now

B. AppZicable Law may establish and maintain a separate ac- advised that Sun Oil "will not solicit con-
Section 610 of Title 18 of the United States count for use in Federal elections There- tributions from members of the general pub-

Code provides, in pertinent part, as follows: after, monies to be expended in non-Federal lic who are neither Sun employees nor share-
elections should not be commingled with holders" but that "Sun does intend to use

COIqTRIEIYTIONSOR EXPENDITURESBY NA_L'XO_qALmonies to be expended tn Federal elections, corporate funds/co solicit contributions to
EANKSj COI_PORATIONSOR JgABOEO]_GANZZA- SUN PAC should designate the bank in SUN PAC from its employees."
TIONS which it main.talus any such account for (4) It is the opinion of the Commission
"It is unlawful for any national bank, or Federal eiect_ns as the campaign deposit_ry that Sun Oil may spend general treasury

any corporation organized by authority of of the fund. 2 U.S.G. 437b. All contributions funds for the solicitation of contributions
any law of Congress, to make a contribution received or expenditures made in connection to SUN PAC from stockholders and employees
or expenditure in connection with any elco- with Federal elections should be deposited of the corporation. The Federal Election
tion to any political office, or in coImection in or drawn from this account. If SUN I_AC Campaign Act of 1971 amended section G10
with any primary election or political con- so decides to maintain a separate account for by defining contribution and expenditure and
vention or caucus held to select candidates Use in Federal elections, it may file reports setting forth exemptions to that definition.
for any political office, or for any corporation pertaining only to the separate Federal ac- The first two exceptions permit the use of
whatever, or any labor organization to make count. However, if SUN PAC fails to segre- corporate treasury funds for activities aimed
a contribution or expenditure in connection gate the accounts and monies to be used i_ only at stoCkholders and their families. The
with any election at which presidential and connection with both Federal and non-Fed- third exception places no limitation on the
vice presidential electors or [officials] to Con- eral elections, then SUN PAC will be re- categories of persons who may be solicited for
tress are to be voted for, or in connection qulred to report all contrbutions and expert- voluntary contributions to a separate set-
with any primary election or political con- ditures regardless of Whether they are made regated fund. However, the legislative history
vention or caucus held to select candidates for non-Federal purpose, c)f the 1971 Act clearly states that general
for any of the foregoing offices, or for any Any political contributions or expendi- treasury money may not be used to solicit the
· * * political comralttee * * * to accept tures made by SUN PAC are subject to the general public. 117 Cong. Rec. 43_80-81. The
or accept or receive any contribution pro- at_lice_le reporting requirements of the absence of a limitation In the third exeep-
hibited by this section. FECA and the limitations of 18 U.S.C. 608. tlon similar t_ that contained in the firs_ two

_As used in this section, the phrase 'con- Moreover, since i_dividu_l contributions exceptions, indicates that it was Congress'
tribution or expenditure' shall include any made to SUN PAC are also cor_tr_butions intent not to limit the use of corporate funds
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for solicitation of contributions to separate "* * * SUN EPA co:aceptually serves a put- Tl_is advisory opinion 1_,_issued on an tJa-
segregated funds only to stockholders. Nklr- po_e not unlike a Christmas Club--I.e., sys- torito basis only, pending t]he promulgation
thermate, corporations have traditionally tematic 'saving' toward a set goal (in thl:! by the Commission of rules and regulations
solicited their e_aployees for both political case, in order to provide a source of lndivid., or policy statements of general applicability.
and non-political purposes. Absent any ex- ual contributions at campaign time, rathe]l NOT_; The foregoing opkn.ton was adopt_d
press language in the statute or the legisla- than a fund for Christmas gifts)." 10y the Commission by a 4 to 2 vote with
tire history prohibiting such solicitations, it _;un Oil conceded that SUN EPA would not Commissioners Harris and Tlernan voting

would be illogical to conclude that corpora- be a segregated fund under the only applica, against adoption. The di_enting opinion of
tions could solicit only their stockholders and l>le exception of section 610, and that it woul< ,Commissioners Harris and Tiernan is pub-
not their employees. Finally, section 610 pro- not be a political committee subject to thd, 'Itched as follows.
rides that contributions to a separate seg- registration and. reporting requirements c, Dated: November 24, 1975.
regated fund may not be secured by "job dis- the Act. Sun Oil stressed the fact that :b THOMAS B. CtmTm,

crimination" or "financial reprisals", actions will not exercise any control over the affair_. Chairman /or the l,'ederal Election
which an employer may take against an em- of ,_U,N EPA and thai; employees who partici Commission.
ployee, pate in the plan will exercise complete cor_ COM_,IISSIONER HARRIS AND COIvi._ffISSIO_Jl]R

_e Commission recognizes, however, that trol and discretion over the disbursement o:: TIERNAN, DISSENTING

there is in the best-intentloned plans a their political contributions. .4.. SU.iV.-PAC: Solicitation O/contributions

potential for coercion which is inherent in (7) It is the oplnion'of the Commission: We do not think that t:ae statute permits
the employment relationship and which may theft the exper_dlture of general treasur,,!' Sun Oil to use its general funds to solicit
bo triggered by solicitation of employees by funds by Sun Oil for the ordinary and n_ce,_ donations to its political fund from persons
or on behalf of an-employer. Section 610 for- sary administrative costs of implementlrq[,, other than Sun Oil's stockholders. This con-
bids coercion or reprisal of any kind in the '3UN EPA is not prohibited by section 611]1_ clue:ion is based on the language and overall
sc,lleltatton of contributions to separate seg- [['he assumption of these costs would no; objective of § 610, the legislative history of
rotated funds. To minimize the appearance re_,resent any direct or indirect payment by the Hanson Amendment, and the Supreme
or perception of coercion, the C_mmtssion Sua (:>il to any candidate, campaign commit Court's opinion in PipefitteF3 LocaZ 562 v.
recommends the following guidelines on tee, or political :party or organization, wlthl_::_ Ur,_ite<l States, 407 U.S. 385 (1972). :Also, the
solicitation of political contributions by em- the meaning of sect:ion 610, so long as Sm::: effect of the Commission's decision appears
ployees to such funds. First, no superior O1] wii1 exercise no control over the program 'to be to give corporations greater leeway
should solicit a subordinate. Second, the no:: will attempt to :influence employee con_ than unions as respect solicitation for their
solicitor should inform the solicited employee _;ributlons. :poli:;iee.1 funds--a result surely astounding to
of the political purpose of the fund for which The legislative history of the 1974 Amend. both sr>pporters and opponents of the Han-
the contribution ts solicited. Third, the sollci- :ment,s to the Federal Election Campaign Ac..> sen .Amendment.]
tc,r should inform the employees of the em- clearly states that ill a person exercises an:!' l. The language added to Section 6] 0 ir,
ployee's right to refuse to contribute without dfiection and _ntrol over the making of _ 1972 by the Hanson Amendnlent creates ::hree
reprisal of any kind. contribution then that contribution sba::: excepti,>ns to the section's general ban on the

(5) Ar, issue related to that of soliciting co'_nt as a contribution with respect to th_; expenditure of corporate or union funds in
contributions is that of SUN PAC accepting pe:_son. Thus, in order to avoid making a eon_ connection with any election to federal office.
cx)ntributlons from any donorwilling to make tribution under section 610, Sun Oil an_2 They are Ca) "communications by a corpora~
them. It is the opinion of the Commission its management may not make any effort_ tion to its stockholders and their families or
that sUN PAC generally can accept any con- either orally or in wrltlng, to direct contribu, by a labor organization to its members and
_ibutions from many donors, whe_her or not ticns by participants in SUN EPA to a_il;" their families on any subject;" Cb) "non_
it Is lawful for Sun Oil to solicit a contrlbu- c_adtdate, group of candidates, politic_ partisan registration and get-out-the-vote
tion icom that donor. However, section 610 party or other person. Participants in SUN campaigns by a corporation aimed at its
would prohibit SUN PAC from accepting tony EI_A must exercise independent Judgmen,: stockkolc_ers and their families, or by a labor
l_litical contribution which would be an when making c.>ntrlbutlons, organization aimed at its members and th,_ir
unlawful contribution by the donor under The Commission notes that the Justlc. families;" and Co) "solicitation of contribu-
tl_at statute, Department, which has criminal prosecuticm tions to a separate segregated fund to be

Although $nn Oil cannot spend treasury powers with res.pert 14) section 610, would no_ util!.zed for political purposes by a corpora-
funds to solicit contributions from political regard the use of corporate funds to adminis · tion or labor organization." The first of these
c_)mmittees, SUN PAC could solicit such con- ter such plans as being within the prohib[, exceptions, i.e., as to communications, is
trlbutions with expenditures from its fund tions of section 610: paralleled in the definition of "expenditure"
of voluntary contributions. Accordingly, SUN '[P]rovtded that the Corporation in z:,_ [2 U.S.C, 431 Cf) (4) Cc) and 18 U.S.C. 591 Cf)
PAC may accept contributions from political manner suggests to the contributing em. (4) Cc) ], which excludes from "expenditure"
committees which it solicited and contribu- ployee the Identity of certain candidates o: "any communication by _ay membership or-
ttons which were not so solicited but _reely committees which should be the beneficiarie:_ ganl.zation or corporation to its members or
donated by political committees, of such personal coni;ributions, provided tha!. stockh, olders* * *" (Emphasis added).

(6) Finally, Sun Oil has proposed a detailed absolutely no pressure of any kind is applied _ae first two Hanson tkmendment excep-
organizational plan for SUN PAC. Essentially, to induce participation in the program, and: tions are restricted in terms to stockholders
SUN PAC will be a voluntary, non-profit, un- pravided corporate funds axe not indirectlli!i in the case of a corporation and members in
incorporated, political membership associa- coatrlbuted to the ultimate reclplentd_ the case of aunlon, while the third exception
tio:a open to certain employees of Sun O11 and through such means as artificially lnfiatinl, has no restriction. Thus, read literally, the
its subsidiaries. Several employees will be employees' salaries * * *." (Letter to John C.. third exception would permit a corporation

appointed by Sun Oil to create SUN PAC. Murphy, General Ce,unssl, Federal Electims or union to solicit not only stockholders or
In addition, Sun O11 will appoint the admin- Commission, lXfovember 3, 1975.) members, but the general public, that is, any-
lstratlve officers of SUN PAC. A contribution Sun O11 states that: body a_d everybody. Such a construction of
committee will manage the overall financial "iT]he bank, on a quarterly basis, will in. the third exception would, however go far to
operations of SUN PAC and will designate the form SUN of the total amounts of contribu, destroy the general ban of Section 610 on the
donees of contributions. The committee may tlons under SUN EPA for the quarter to spe._ expenditure of corporate or union funds ihcon_aec_ion with a federal election; and it
delegate all of its powers to the Chairman of cific candidates, committees, or political par,- would .ikewise undercut the provision in theties receiving them, so it may be publishe_l
SUN PAC who is a Sun O11 appointee, fcc those participating in the plan." first, eyception that corporations may com-municate with stockholders and union wltth

_ction 610 does not mandate any formal The receipt and publication of any reporl members and the parallel provision in the
organizational structure for corporate pollti- on, the source or ree. lpient of any contribu, s 'tatutory definition of "e_:penditure". This is
cai committees. However, under 2 U.S.C. 432, tkm(s) or donation(s) into or out of a_:; so because the "solicitation" of contributions

SUN PAC, Just as any other political cam- SUN EPA account(s) may constitute the ex. to a political fund necessarily includes rep:ce-
_xittee, would be required to have a chair- eraise of direction and control over futu:_,_ sentatlons as to what sort of causes and
man and tree,surer in order to accept or make contributions. The Commission would ncl candidates the fund will support, and as to
any political contributions. Beyond these re- o_Ject to Sun Oil's :receiving reports settini!, why those solicited should contribute to it.
quirements, there are no other formal erga- forth the total number of employees in the If corporations and unions are free to u:_e
nizational requirements applicable to SUN plan, the total amount of funds in all the their general funds to scliclt the public aZ
PAC under Federal law. accounts and the total amount of contribu la:ego, they may legally carry on extensive

Sun Oil also proposed to spend general tions made to all candidates and committee;_, political campaigns in support of particular
treasury funds to establish a political giving The Commi. sslon further notes that th,_ candidates or type of candidates as a part of
program for its employees called SUN EPA. possibility of e_ercislng direction and control! t;hei:c solicitation efforts.
S.UN EPA is what is commonly called a "true- may be inherently present when an employe_ A more rational construction of the statute
tee" plan. This plan was described In some trustee plan and a political action commltte:;- is thai the first and third Hanson Amend-
detail in Sun Oil's request for an advisory are administered simultaneously by the sam_s ment exceptions are to be read together, in-
Opinion and briefly in the introductory para- ccrporation. This, of course, will be a factual dlviduals cannot be solicited to make a vol-
graphs to this opinion. One commentator has determination. However, under section 610,; untary contribution except by comrnunicat-
described the concept of SUN EPA as follows: violation need not be willful, lng with them. As § 610 states and as its leg-
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latative history makes emphatic, Congress in. Z shall show, has proved workable in prac- as the prohibition against a corporation tm-
tended to assure that corporate communica- tice, and has generated a broad bi-partisan lng its stockholders' money for political pur-
ttons on political subJect_ financed by treas- oonsensus in favor of continuation of the poses, and perhaps in violation of the wishes
ury money would be directed only at stock- present rules. For this reason my amend- of many of its stockholders. 93 C_ng. Rec.
l_kle_s ansi their families and that such un-, ment, with one exception, follows the pres- 6440 (Emphasis added). (117 Cong. Rec.
f_n _n_aunications would be to members ent law. 43381).
an_ their J_allles. It creates an inexplica- Thus, Section 610 as it stands, and under Earlier in the debate the following colloquy
hie exception to that intent to read the per- my proposal, represents a complete victory occurred among Rep. Hansen and Reps. Del-
mission to solicit contributions as separate for those who believe that corporations and lenback and Hays:
from the permission to communicate with unions have no moral right to utilize their May I ask as a general question, Mr. Han-
stockhcaders and members rather than read- organizations' general funds for active pub- sen, /s it yo_r intent by the way you have
lng these two clauses of the same sentence lic partisan politicking. It totally subordl- dra/ted the amendment to propose that cot-
together. And, s_-nce there is In fact no dlvid- nates organizational interest to individual potations and unions be treated absolutely
lng line between communication and solic- interests. (Emphasis added) (11.7 Cong. Reg. equally?
itation, if such an exception were to be made 43380) Mr. HANSEN of Idaho. That is correct.
there would soon be little if anything left of · · · , , Mr. DELLENaACK. And, further, if a situs-
the rule. A corporation could then legally Recognizing that group interests must be tion ls proper for a corporation, 'it is also
take out a full-page advertisement in the given some play and 2hat the Interest of proper for a unlon and if it is proper for a
New York Times soliciting for contributions the minority is weakest when corporations union, then it is also proper for a
by stating who those contributions would be and unions COnfine their activities to their corporation.
used to support and why. Except for the top own stockholders and members, the beneficial I think it is extremely important that what
and bottom line; such an advertisement owners o/ these organizations, the second you have here proposed is an amendment
would be no different than one communicat- subdivision of the amendment sets out three that seeks to bring about equity. ! think it is
lng the corporation's views on those candi- precisely defined and limited permissions for important that a union be able to COmmU-
dates to the general public through the ex- corporate and union activity related to the nicate with its members and do what the law
penditure of treasury money. That, of course, political process, already permits it to do, and likewise I 'feel
is precisely what § 610 prohibits. The courts, as well as other independent it is important that a corporation be able to

Since a construction which permitted cor- students of section 610 and its legislative do that same thing with Its _tock_o_er_.
poratlons e_xd u_xlons to solicit the general history, have concluded that the 1947 Con- Mr. ILt_a. ! join in support of this partlcu-
public would go far to undercut § 610, no one gress did not intend to prohibit corporations lar amendment. It seems to me that it does
has urged it. Sun Oil has, subsequent to its or unions from communicating freely with work equity In what has been a very trouble-
initial presentath_n, disclaimed any purpose their members and stockholders--see U.S.v. some situation in the past. (Emphasis add-
to solicit the general public. However, as far CIO, 335 U.S. 106--from conducting non- ed). (117 Cong. Rec. 43a80).
as a simple reading of the statute gcc3, there partisan regulation and get-out-the-vote This statement of Congressional intent, in-
is no basis for drawing any distinction be- campaigns, or from securing voluntary con- relying as it does the author of the amend-
tween the use of corporate funds to solicit tributlons made directly to the support of merit (Rep. Hansen) and tho Chairman
the general public and their use to solicit a labor or management political organiza- the House Committee (Rep. Hays) is enttiled
employees of the corporation, tion--93 Congressional Record 6440, remarks to special weight.

2. Since the statute is thus ambiguous and of Senator Taft." (Emphasis added). (117 3. In line with this legislative history, the
not to be read literally, it is of course appro- Cong. Rec. 43380). Supreme Court stated in the Pipefitters case
priate to examine the legislative history of . , , , , that the first and third exceptions of the

Hansen Amendment are lntegraUy related
the Hansen Amendment. Pipefitters Local At the present time there is broad agree- and similarly limited to stockholders and
552 v. United States, supra. That history con- ment as to the essence of the proper balance members:
firms that the first and third exceptions are in regulating corporate and union political With the exemption for communications to
to be read togeteher, and that the ]._ansen activity required by sognd policy and the st,_khoiders or union members and their
Amendment was _,~ntended to sanction the use Constitution. It consists of a strong pro- families apparently in mind, Hansen stated_
of corporate or union funds only tx) corn- hibltlon on the use of corporate and union
municate with and/or solicit stockholders treasury funds to reach the general public for example, 117 Cong. Rec. HI1478:"[E]very organization should be allowed to
or members, in support of, or opposition to, :Federal can- take the steps necessary for its growth and

In explaining his Amendment to the House, didates, and a limited permission to corpora- survival. There is, of course, no need to be-
Representative Hansen stated: tions and unians, allowing them to commu- labor the point that Government policies

Next, the amendment, in further defining nlcate freel! with members and stockholders profoundly affect both business and labor
the phrase' "contribution or expenditure", on any subject, to attempt to convince mem. * * * If an organization, whether it he the
draws a distinction between activities dj- bets and stockholders to register and vote, NAM, the AMA or the AFL-CIO, believes that
reefed at the general public, which m:e pro- and to make political contributions, and ex- certain candidates pose a threat to its wen-
hibited, and communications by a corpora- penditures financed by voluntary donations being or the well-being of its members or
tio_ to its stockhoid, exs and their/amilies and which have been kept in _ separate segregated stockholders, it should be able to get its
by a labor organizatio7,_ to its members _nd fund. This amendment writes that balance views to those members or stockholders. As
their /amilies, on any subject, which the into clear and unequivocal statutory lan- fiduciaries for their members and stock_oid-
courts have held is permitted, guage. (Emphasis added). (117 Con. Rec_ ers the officers of these institutions have a

The amendment set forth the limited cir- 43381).
cumstances where such communicaticms are . , · · · duty to share their informed insights On all
permitted in connection with an election, issues affecting their institution with their
These include: Representative Hansen further emphasized constituents. Both union members and stock-

(I) non-partiean registration and get-out- this distinction by quoting Senator Taft's holders have the right to expect this expert
the-vote campaigns by a corporation aimed explanation of section 610 as It was enacted guidance.
at its etoakhold_rs and their families, or by in 1947: This reasoning, o/course, applies as well to
a labor organization aimed at its members The dividing line esto, blished by 610 is be- solicitations )'or contributions to voluntary
and their families, tween political activity directed at the gen- political lunds." (Emphasis added). (Pipe-

(2) the establishment, administration and eral public in connection wit_ Federal elec- fitters, supra at 431 no. 42).
solicitation o! contributions to a separate tions which must be financed out el political 4. The interpretation given § 610 by the
segregateg ]und to be utilized ]or political donations and activities directed at members majority of the Commission seems to me to
purposes by a corporation or labor organiza- or stockholders which may be financed by be slanted in favor of corporate political
tion. (Emphasis added). (117 Cong. Rec. general/unds * * * fund solicitations, as compared with union.
43379) lqnatly, there can be no doubt that union Congress means to hold the balance even.

Representative Hansen reiterated this dis- members or stockJ_olgers should/ have the In introducing his Amendment, Rep. Han-
tlnction, between corporate political activity right to set up special political action funds sen stated:

directed at stockholders (and union polltl- supported by voluntary donations from The net effect of the amendment, therefore,
cai activity directed at members) and polit_ which political "contributions and expendi- is to tighten and clarify the provisions of
ical activity financed by treasury money di- turea" can lawfully _e made. As Senatar Taft section 610 of title 18 United States Code, and
rected at the general public, in three separate stated in his floor explanation of section 610: to codify the case law. It spells out more
passages in his explanatory floor statement: 1/ [unto_ members or stock,elders] are clearly the rules governing election activi-

Sectlon 610 strikes a balance between orga- asked to contribute directly * * * to the sup- ties that apply equally to labor unions and
ntzational rights and the rights of th_ who port o! a labor [or management ]'political or. corporations. While prohibiting abuses that
wish to retain their shareholding interest or gantzatton, _hey know what their money is to Involve activities directed at the general pub-
membership status but who disagree with be used for and presumably approve it. From lic, tlle amendment recognizes that the con-
the majority's political views. The balance such contribution the organization eau spend stltut!onal guarantee of free speech protects
presently obtaining provides, in my Judg- all the money it wants to with respect to the right of labor organizations and corpora-
ment, an optimum solution to the complex such matters. But the prohibition is against tions to communicate with their own mere-
problem of accommodating these conflicting labor unions using their members' dues for bets or s_ock_olders. (Emphasis added). (117
interests. This solution ls sound in the_)ry as political purposes, which is exactly the same Cong. Rec. 43379).
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The Commt:mlon's ruling destroys That (3) Co:-porations may use corporate facili- he general objective of thc, program is cer-,
balance. Union_ are presumably limited to :.les for soliciting voluntary contributions Jn)y 'political' in that it encourages em-,
communicating with and soliciting their :h'orn siock_cldere to a fund to be donated :Loyees t_ participate voluntarily in polii;Ic_
members, while corporations may solicit not or zsed for political purposes. (Emphasis : Lrough personal contributions."
only their stockholders, but all employees, added). Garrett, ._upra, at 375-76. This conclusion Is consisgent with Judl(;iaJ[
whether nnion members or not. This is a Mr. Garrett explained further that: :te:_retations of the ternrs "expenditure*'
curious result to flow from the union-sup- Corporate mam_gement eager to do some- _ :Ld "in connection with." _s noted by ,_he
ported and corporation opposed Hansen I;hing, but unwilling to put its neck in the ;.C. Circuit United States Oom't of Appeals
Amendment. noose Ior the pucpose of making some law . _ Buekley v. VaJeo, 519 N:. 2d 821, 852-53

The imbalance resulting from the major~ _t tile :'Isk of heroic sacrifice, might well be ( D.C. Cir Aug. 29, I975):
lty's ruling can. readily be discerned by refer- _rd.vised to use the corporate facilities to An expenditure may obviously inure to
ence to statistical data. The Sun Oil Co., _ _rouse stock,solders to voluntary contribu- :_.e benellt of a candidate even though the
which had gross earnings in excess of 3.7 ihon'._ and political awareness. The New.York _ :penfiiture was not directed by -the candi..
billion dolIa_s at the end of I974, has almost /.i:ioc_c Fxchange has es_',imated that there are _ate and 'the candidate was not in control
five times as many stockholders as it does ,:)._er 8_,_ million holders o! sto_k in American _ i' the ex[}enditures or of the goods or services
employees As of December 31, 1974, the cmn- ,:_crpo?'ations. They eo;¢stitute a group who ; L_rehased_
pany had 126,555 stockholders holding 57.- might be aroused to contribute and work for SJnq.ilayly, Mr. Justice Rutledge, concurring
301,668 shares of preferred and common stock po/il/cai purposes with possibly great e/leer -_ _ _ U'nited States v. CIO, supra, characterhzed
f:a the company. At the end of the same ,;/here corporate soliciting of contributions :Le broadl reach of the terx_m "expenditure"
period, the company had only 27,707 em- i:rorn s_:ockholder_ _s bipartisan', as, for ex- _ _d "in connection with" as used in section

ployees. Under the majority's ruling, Sun Oil ampie, where stockholders are invited to _ i0. (Id. at 133):
Is now permitted to solicit partisan political conlribate a very snra]L percentage of a dirt- The (auclal words are "expenditure" and
contributions from well over 127,000 individ- den([ to the party which they designate in- in connection with." Literally they cover
uals including employees who are not also dtvidually, there wouh:[ seem to be little real Rny expenditure whatever relating at ;_ny
stockholders. On the other hand, the labor danger of prosev, ution.( Emphasis added). _,te to _t pending election, and possibly to
union affiliated with Sun Oll is restricted in Id;. st 3FL [ rospect:.ve electkms or elections already
its solicitation to the small percentage of the Another writer, the General counsel of the _ eld.. 'fha broad dictionary meaning of "ex-
27,000 employee workforce which holds mere- Il'ail ed States Ch_mber of Commerce, reached ] enditure" takes added color :from its contex_
_r_hip in the 1muter. The union presumably ;:droller conclusions. Speaking in the Ameri~ , 'lth "contribution." The legislative historf_
oa_mot even solicit employees who must go can Bar Assoeiatio_ Journal, the General ,_ clear t_at it was added b_ the 1947 amead-
tMough its hiring halls for employment with C_unsel said, after a thorough and careful :,l,ent expressly to cover sitz,_atio_s not previ-
_u.u Oil if those employees axe not also unJon l_llaP},s}s of Section 510 and Federal court ( ,_zslff in,:fuded wi?Jtin the legislative in:for.
xnembers. On a national scale, the majority decisions, that: ::,reta_ion o/ "contribution." The coloratio_
:m_ling grants eorporatlons as a group an As for the Federal Corrupt Practices Act:, _ddecl is there/ore not restrictive, it is expan-
'cmfair advantage over labor unions in 'the tt_e corporation can pi:ay sa_e in its partisan, : ire. * * * (Emphasis added).
_,:_l£citation of political contributions. It is ioolitieal activity only i/ it limits its appeals Mr. Justice Frankfurter applied these s_m_e
estimated that over S0,900,000 individuals whether written or oral, so as to avoid the

own shares of stock in Arneriean corporations, general public and cornmunicate rather te ,..rinciples, regaxding the bresxith of the terroexpendf.tures" in upholding an indictment
;[975 Wo_ Almanac 94. But, out of the _its .,,toctcholders. On principleit seems a ocr-. r_esuted under section 610. See, Un,ted
nation's total workforce of 84,000,000 workers, poratlcn should be allowed to appeal aisc 'ta:_es v. UAW, supra, at 585.
only 18,000,000 of them (or about 21%) are to i:s employees, along with its stoekholders, It; :ma';ters not that Sun Oil will exercise
members of labor unions including AFL-CIO, aktkou_h there is no decision which settles
independent, CNTU, and CLC nnions. ]975 this point. (Emphasis added). W. Barton, _o control over the operations of SUN-]EPA
'World Alman(_c 108. Had corporations been "'Cooperation in Politics: How Far Can They r _;he s_ctivitles of employees participating
restricted to soliciting only their stock- ,t_.0 Under the Law," 50 ABA Journa_ 228, a the _rogram. The law prohibits expendl-
iaolders, they could have solicited almost :231 (1964). Ures in connection with Federal electio_m--
'_wiee as many individuals as labor unions. There have been no cour_ decisions which t does not go behind those expenditures to[etermh_e whether they wi[[ be made with a
Under the majority's ruling, however, ocr- have held that under § 610 corporations are _enevolent or patriotic intent. By facllitat-
potations now have the potential of soliciting aut:.torized to _olieit contributions fron:_ ng emptoyee contributions, through its sub-alrnost the entire workforce Of the nation. ,employees.
,Congress certainly did not intend to create We see no warrant for the construction ;:[dJzatlon of SUN-EPA, Sun Oil is necesse_rllytsing treasury funds in connection with Fed-
such a gross dispaxity in the solicitation of i 6[0 adopted by the majority. _ra;. elections.

[power of corporations and unions, by enact- B. The establishment o/SUN-EPA 3. 7_le majority concluded that expend[-
:lng the segregated fund exception to § 610, V/e _lso dissent from the majority's ruling utes o_ SUN-EPA were not prohibited, by
as the majority of the Commissior/ now per- mo:_ies to establish, a "trustee" plan eontri. 610 because they would n_ot represent "any
mits in its interpretation of the statute, bu!ion program for Its employees, lirect or indirect payment by Sun O11 to any

,5. Finally, the majority ruling is incon- I As previously n(_ted, the intent of th,!!, _and[da,:e, campaign committee, or political
sis.tent with s6holarly writings dealing spe- HanseL.x Amendinent was to set forth in :,arty o:c organization." (Emphasis added).
ethically with 'the solicitation question. These "clear and unequivieat statutory language" l_h'.s conclusion apparently relies on the del-
writings demonstrate in clear terms that a tZae "limited circumstances" under which ocr.. nJtion of the terms "contribution" and "ex-

reasonable interpretation of § 610 would re- por_tions could spend treasury money In )enditn:e" added to § 610 by the 1971
strict corporations to soliciting only their connection with federal elections. Those krnendment. But, that definitiou says that
stockholders. "liraited circumstances" included the estab. ;hose terms "shall include" certain transac-

For instauee, corporations have been ad- l:[skm_nt of segregated funds. They did nol:; )ions. Since this is not language of lirrfita-
v_ed In the 25'_si_etsLawger, a regular jour- Iaclude any other types of politicalcontribu :;'1o_,it i¢clear that the majority's /_terpre-
nal of the A]merlcan Bar Association's See- tions or expendt;ures form general corporat,_ :at[on of these terms is too narrow. Mr.

tlon of Corporation, Baulking and Business furds. The majority rullng, permitting eor. I'u_;ticeItutledge's broad ]Interpretation of
La,w, to direct solicitations of partisan poHtl- '[_orations to subsidlzi_ "trustee" plans with _:heae teems in the GlO ease has still surviw_d
cal money to their stockholders, t%. Garrett, lrm_sury funds, simp]y does violence to th,!_ :he. 197:. Amendment and Is controlling. Ac-
"Corporate Contributions for Political Pur- plan l_nguage of § 61(l which authorizes only ::ordJng]y, the majority sho'_ld have restricted
poses," 14 Bus. Law. 365 (1959). Mr. Garrett three types of activities which are support.. .ts focus to the broader ooncepz of an ex-
closely examined § 610 and cases construing _,ble with corporate or union treasuri!;, 9enditure "in connection with a federal else-
the statute including United States v. CIO, money. _qo:a" which would have reade expenditures
335 US, 106 (1948) and United States v. 2. _hxe meanings (:,f the terms "expendi. for SUN-EPA unlawful. The Justice De]part-
UAW, 352 U..'5. 567 (1957). On the basis of lure" and "in connection with a federal else. men_ recently prosecuted a ._i610 case against
these and other Federal court decisions and tlon," _ used h_ § 610, are broad enough t.:: 3_labor union of/_clalwhece it expressed Its
labor union practises, particularly in opera- _morsce the "tr',lstee" plan proposed by Su:r:_ ¢iews on the meaning of "e. ontrtbution" and
ti:ag COPE, Mr. Oarrett reached the follow- ()il. Certainly, the expenditure of treasuri;; "expencti_ure" prior to the 1971 Amendment.
lng conclusions: iunds for SUN-EPA is intended to be "i:_: l:n U_ited States v. Boyle, 482 F. 2d 755 (D.C,

Since Section 610 in terms applies equally cortnection with a federal election" lnasmuc_ Cir.). sort. c_enieg. U.S, -----, 94 S. Ct. 5!)3
to labor organizations and to cooperations, as Sun Oil has _dmitted that as a result c,::: (197_), the Justice Depar_::ment advised tl_e
certain conclusions relative to corporations these expenditures, its employees will have a trial co_.u't that:
under that s_tion may be derived from the facility through which they can make con It is important to note that Section 610
labor cases and the known practices of the tributions to candidates for federal office itself does not speak in terms o/ contribu-
unions: The Justice Department made a similar ok,. tiona _,'o candidates _or offh,_e but rather _n

, , , , , servation in its comments when it said thsr_ terms c/ "in connection wi_'h any election."
(Emphasis added).

The stath;tics on the Sun Oil Co. may be _T_ls was the 1959 estimate. As previous],i Trial Brief for I)epartment of Justice at i 1,
found in Moody's Industrial Manual, 2351-57 noted, the current e_timate of stockholder._ United, States v; Boyle, No. 1741=71 (D. I).C.)
(Vol. 2, 1975). xn An_erican corporations exceeds 30 millioi:_ The lrial court sustained this view oil the
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law in rejecting the defendant's motion to SUMMARY OF THE KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN depository designated by the candidate.
dismiss the indictment on the grounds that S. 3'065 ANOH.R. 12406 Existing law merely requires the keeping of
Section 610 was unconstitutional or vague. Whereas both bills would reconstitute the "a checking account." S. 3065 does not con-
United States v. Boyle, 338 1_. Supp. 1028, Federal Election Commission In an identical taina provision with respect to this subject.
1031-32 (D. D.0., 1072). This case shows that manner, H.R. 124.06 would have the terms of If.R. 12406 revises the advisory opinion
what makes an expenditure of treasury funds one member of the Commission expire each provisions of 2 USC 437(f) to provide that all
unlawful is simply the fact that it is "in year, providing that the terms of a member advisory opinions, tl_e transaction or activity
connection with" an election, representing one political party shall expire with respect to which is not subject to an

4. The majority's narrow interpretation of on alternate years. S. 3065, on the other hand, existing rule or regulation, shall be trans-
§ 610, to permit expenditures for SUN-EPA, provides that the terms of two members not mltted to the Congress as a proposed rule or
has the effect of overruling by implication affiliated with the same party expire every regulation. S. 3065, however, would require
practically all of the advisory opinions two years so that members are not reap- only those advisory opinions which set forth
which have dealt with indirect corttrtbutlons pointed in an election year. a rule of general applicability to be trans-
or expenditures. Three opinions which lin- H.R. 12406 requires, as does S. 3065, the mitred to the Congress as a proposed rule or
mediately come to mind are (1) AC 1975- affirmative vote of four members of the Corn- regulation.
4, 40 Fed. Reg. 29793) (July 15, 1975), in mission in order to establish guidelines, tutti- H.R. 12406, at Section 108(d) has the el-
which the Commission held that the guaran- ate civil actions, render advisory opinions, fect of requiring the Commission to trarm-
tee of a loan made to the Democratic Na- make regulations, conduct investigations, or mit all its outsta_lding advisory opinions,
ttonal Committee, to the extent that the loan report apparent violations of law. However, which are not the subject of an existing rule
was not repaid, was a contribution even S. 3065 contains an additional provision that or regulation, to the Congress for review.
though the loan Itself was not; (2) AC 1976- no less than two of the four members voting Section 107 of S. 3065 (pp. 17-19 of the bill)
14, 40 Fed. Reg. 34084 (Aug. 13, 1975), tn tn favor of such actions shall be affiliated and Section 108 of H.R. 12406 (pp. 15-17 of
which the Commission held that the dona- with the same political party, the bill) contai_x the respective provisions
tlon by a corporation of a computer, to H.R. 12406 provides that the terms of all which would amend the advisory opinion
analyze the results of a non-partisan public the present Commissioners, expire when all provisions of existing law.
issue opinion poll Issued by a Congressman, the new Commissioners are appointed and The enforcement provisions of the two
was a violation of Section 610; and (3) AC qualified, whereas in S. 3065, at pp. 5 and 6 bills provide for similar conciliation and civil
1975-27, 40 Fed. Reg. 51351 (Nov. 4, 1975), in of the bill, the existing Commissioners' terms enforcement procedures. If. It. 12406, how-
which the Commission held that expenses would expire when a majorlty of t_he flew ever, does provide for a civil penalty not ex-
incurred by a candidate for legal and ac- Commissioners are appointed and qualified, ceeding the greater of $5,000 or an amount
counting fees for the purpose of complying The S. 3066 provision is intended to permit equal to the mount of any contribution or
with the election laws were expenditures, the new Commission to begin operations at expenditure Involved in a violation where

For these reasons, we see no merit in the an earlier date, in the event a delay occurs such violation is not a knowing and wlll_ui
majority view that expenditures for SUN- in the appointment or qualification of one one. E. 3065 does not have such a provision.
EPA are lawful under .§6][0. or two Commissioners. Tho House bill also provides a civil penalty,

Sun O11 has not asked and the, Commis- H.R. 12406 has an identical provision to where a violation Is knowing and willful, to
slon has not ruled whether the two plans are S. 3065 prohibiting Commissioners from eh- bo the greater of $10,000 or an amount equ_L1
permissible under § 611, assuming that Sun gaging in any outside business or professional to 200 per cent of the amount of any con-
Otl is a government contractor. It should be activity while holding office. However, under trlbutlon or expenditure involved In such vi-
noted, however, that the language of § 611 is Section 101(c) (1) on page 4 of S. 3065 this elation, whereas S. 30fl5 would provide a
even broader than that of § 610. It provides prohibition would not become effective until civil penalty for a knowing and willful vic-
severe criminal penalties for any government two years after the date the bill becomes latlon of the greater of $10,000 or ar[ amount
contractor-who "directly or indirectly makes law. equal to 300 per cent of the amount of any
any contribution of money or other thing of S. 3065, at Sections 101(d) and 101(g) contribution or expenditure involved in the
value * * * to any person for any political contains cerVain transfer and continuity pro- violation.
purpose or use." And while § 611 contains a visions which are not in H.R. 12406. These If.R. 12406 requires the Commission to
special proviso, added by the 1974 Act, va]t- are summarized on pages 3 and 4 of the make every endeavor, for a period of not less
dating a "separate segregated funds" which Committee's report on S. 3065. than 30 days, to correct or prevent a viola-
meets the requirements of § 610, It contains Both bills contain certain changes, many tlon by informal methods of conciliation, ex-
no exception In favor.of a trustee ]plan, such of which are similar, in the definitional sec- cept under certain specified circumstances
as SUN-EPA. tlons of the Federal Election Campaign Act just prior to an election which are set forth

THOMAS E. HARRIS, of 1971 and are located at pages 8-11 of S. on page 20 of that bill. The Senate bill, c_.
Commissioner /or the Federa_ Election 3065 and 6-10 of H.R. 12406. 3065, would not bind the Commission to 30

Commission. Subsections (a) and (b) of Section 103 days of conciliation efforts, so that it would
ROBE;IT O. TIERlq'Alq', of S. 3065 contain p_ovisions to reduce the have some discretion to take immediate ac-

Commissioner /or the Federa:_ Election accounting and recordkeeping burdens for tton to invoke tho civil retlef, provisions of
Commission. political committees by requiring that rec- the law in the event that it determined that

ords be kept only on contributions in excess there was probable cause to believe that a
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, while the of $100 instead of in excess of $10. S. 3065 violation had occurred, or was about to cc-

Senate is considering S. 3065, the House also has a provision which states that a cur, of such magnitude and nature that the
of Representatives is considering similar contributor's occupation does not have to interests of the public would compel lin-
legislation. On Thursday, March 11, the include the name of the employer, firm, mediate resort to the courts for Judicial re-
Committee on House Administration re- business associate, customers or clients for lief. As stated on page 8 of the Committee
ported out H.R. 12406. There are many recordkeeping or reporting purposes. These report on S. 3065, "If such a situation does

are set forth at pages 11, 12, and 13 of S. not occur, the Commission is expected te
similarities between S. 3065 and H.R. 3o65. H.R. 12406 does not contain any pro- pursue with diligence, for a reasonable pe.-
12406, and as it is necessary for the two visions with respect to this subject matter, rlod of time, an attempt to correct or pre..
HOUSes of Congress to come to eventual Section 104(a) of S. 3065, at page 12 of the vent all violations by informal methods, ex..
agreement on the form of this hnportant bill, provides that in a non-election year, a cept as otherwise provided in the bill."
legislation, I have asked that a copy of candidate and his authorized committees There are two additional provisions in the
H.R. 12406 be made available to each of must file quarterly reports only for quarters enforcement portion of H.R. 12406 which are
my colleagues for their information as in which more than $5,000 in contributions not contained in S. 3065. The first is on page
we consider S. 3065. Although the two have been received, or more than $5,000 in 18 of that bill, and states as follows:
bills are virtually identical in structure expenditures have been made. Section 104(a) "Notwithstanding any other provision o:[

of H.R. 12406 has a similar provision bu_ this Act, the Commission shall not have the
and contain many provisions which are would exempt quarterly reporting in non- authority to inquire into or investigate thc
almost identical in substance as well, electlon years wherein a candidate and his utilization or activities of any staff employee
there are substantive differencc_ in vari- authorized committees had received contri- of any person holding Federal office wlthoul;
OUS sections of the bill which 'would be butions or made expenditures in any cai- first consulting with such person holding
helpful for us to be aware of. Accord- endar quarter totalling in excess of $10,000. Federal office. An affidavit given by the per-.
ingly, I ask unanimous consent that a section 106 of H.R. 12406 contains a pro- son holding Federal office that such staff em-.
summary of the key differences between vision amending 2 USC 437b(a) (I) to pro- ployee is performing his regularly assigned
S. 3065 and H.R. 12406 be printed in the vide that the principal campaign committee duties shall be a complete bar to any further

of a candidate or any other authorized polit- inquiry or investigation of the matter ln-.
RECORD. ical committee which receives or makes con- volved."

There being no objection, the summary trlbutions on a candidate's, behalf shall The second provision in the enforcement
was ordered to be printed in the RECOSD, maintain one or more checking accounts, at portion of H.R. 12406, not contained in S
as follows: the discretion of any such committee, at a 3065, is on page 26 of that bill, and provides
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that anymember of the Commission, any em- penditures by corporations and labor erg, l_/Ir. HATFI-_LD. Mr. 'President, a
ployee of the Commission or any other person nJzations. The changes proposed by both bit: p'ariia_xlentary inqtlii_'.
who makes public any notification or in- a_e similar with the following key exceptim: i q:(h6 ]?RESL_rNO O]_IF!C'!_;R '_e Sen _
vestigation under new Section 313(a)(2), First, S. 3065 contains l_nguage at page _, a bor willstate it.
without the written consent of the person oI that bill, wl3tch would treat public util!_'. _/[r. HATFIELD. In !_he :J_lla_mJZllOUS _
receiving such notification or the person with holding companies the same as o*maer ct:,::
l_pect to whom the investigation is made, pora-_ions for pur_o_s of the limitations ,::,, eork$¢_'_t agreement that w8_: offered by
_,Lhall be fined not more than $2,000. If it is contributions and expenditures set forth ira, th6_ Jistinguished assistan_ majority
a knowing and willful violation, the fine the section. S_ond, H.R. 12406 contains la- _ leader, Mr. RO_T C. th:aD, a short time
would be $5,000. g_lage at page _0 of that bill which provlek_ ago, 's_n.d which was af_reed '_o. I _lieve

The other differences in the enforcement t&at an incorporated trade association or no tir_te agreelllerlt Wg.S involved. Is that
provisions of the two bills can be found in separate segregated fund established by :1_:: coIrect?
Section 108, pages 19-27 of S.'3065, and Sec- ircorpor'ate._ trade i)_s.ociation would be pe _ _.[_h.(_ PRES!DING- OL_[C!E;_. SThere
tion 109, pages 18-26 of H.R. 12406. mitted to solicit contributions from iii

Section i10(a) (2) of H.R. 12406 requires stockholders and executive officers of tli. _as :i)0 provision for tJlne. ?Iowevel', _:he
the Commission to give priority to auditing r_.ember corporatim_s of such trade assoc:tm_ V0tC ';_qll take place, ilnder the t_aani--
and field investigating the verification for, tion and the :_amilies of such s_ockholde: nlc,'L18--consent agreer, lent, at 3 o'clock.
and the regelpt and use of, any payments and executive _ffice:rs. This could be done I_(r. HATFIELD. How is the time to be
received by a candidate under the public the extent tha_; any such solicitation of su,[ colltrolied?
financing provisions of the Internal Revenue sl_ckholders a_d executive officers and th_:::i -¥_[r. ALLEN. T.here i,s no control of
Cede. S. 3065 does not contain such a pro- families had been separately and specifica_ time. The Senator may make a request
vision, approved by she member corporation i,, as to controlof time.

Section ll0(b) of H.R. 12406 contains s vl)lved, and such raember corporation hi.: lift. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
provision which would permit the Congress n_t approved any such solicitation by m_:'
9o disapprove a part of a regulation sub- than one such tyade association in any m_,[ Ull[_E_Ji_10US consent fi'o.at _ae time be
mitred by the Commission, rather than have e_dar year. Third. S. 3065 contains a de:i equaLy allocated between the chaimmn
to take d_approval action with existing law. nition of stockholder not in H.1R. 12406. Of the Committee on }{,_fies and Admin-

15. _065 doe6 not contain such a provision. H._. 12406 at page 44 of the bill, raises t.l[ i,;trat[on and the designat,_d miIlority
Section 110(c) of H.R. 12406 contains a limitation on contributions of currer., ]_k!ll_])er on this side of the aisle.

provision at pp. 27-28 of the bill not in S from $100, which _!_ in existing law and ::: '['h(_ PttESII)ZNG Ot_CE_L. Without
3065, that in any proceeding, including any S. 3065, to $256. It also sets a specific crin',l objec]iorl, it is so ordered.
civil or criminal enforcement proceeding _al penalty, not in S. 3065, for any persa
_ainst any person charged with a violation ]RIr HATFI_D. Mc. :?rec__.dent, In or-
of the Act or the public financing provisions who knowingly and willfully violates I:i_E der to dmfine that _l:c:a_._i!no,As-consez_t
of the Internal Revenue Code, no rule, regu-. $250 prohibition, agreement further, I ask un'animom; con-

lation, guideline, advisory opinion, opinion H.R. 12406 _estates existing Section 6
of counsel, or any other pronouncement by rela-0ed to honorariums, whereas S. 3[;_;[ &_Ilt :hat that time begin fo!lowhc_g my
the Commission or by any of its members. _ou].d increase the amount of individ_:_ 0peziillg remarks, so as to cori'elate 'to tb.e
officers or employees, (other than any rule or honorariums from $1,000 to $2,000, and t[i,: openiag remarks period of tile Senator
regulation of the Commk_ion which has be- aggregate calendar year amount which r_::: :[rorfl Nevada.
come effective) shall be used against any be received as an honorarium from $15,0: '_Th:_ P.RESI]DING OI?FICE]_. Is there
person, elth.er as having the force of law, a_'_ to $24,000. ob.jeeLJon to the request? _le Chair
creating any presumption of violation or H.R. 12406 at page 45 of that bill. c(:,: he[trl ;fioile, and it _ so crdered.
criminal intent, or as admtssable in evidenct_ rains criminal penalties whlch would be a:

against such person or in any manner what-, plicT, ble for any person who knowingly a_: [_Vlr HATFIIgLD. _!r. P_'esi !erlt, I ask
soever, willfully commits a violation of the Act i: Izi3aIl:nqous consent _Jmat the _[ollowillg

S. 3065 would repeal Section 456 of Title 2_ relying the making, receiving, or reportlm: staff members of the Comr, ittc_ on ttules
United States Code, which gives the Corn-. of any contribution or expenditure hav:l.:'. _.nd .administration be ;granted the privi-
mission power to disqualify candidates in fu-. a wfiue in an aggregate of 85,000 or m,::)[¢.[_e of the floor during; i;he co_nsideration
ture elections. Section Ill of H.R. 1240_] curing a calcndal' year, whereas S. 3!11: F[ _-md reiica!i votes or:_ _:he T_ecler'al _ -'
would retatrl this section and provide 30 day_ would provide for criminal penalties wh_! tioat k)rc. mission meamf_re: ,lames _mko¢-

prior to the Con, mission's being able 'co ex.. SLoth aggregate amount ts $1,000 or more. ,: lieF, .:kndrew Gleason, Larry Smith. ]_;ar-
ercise Its disqualification powers, so, with respect to the imposition of crimi,

Section 112 nf H.R. 12406 contains a pro.. penalties, S. 3065, at page 44 of the bill, p_: bara Coi-lroy_ and .Karleen Miiinick.
vision which would repeal existing Sectloh rides that a conciliation agreement und,' 'J]hL_ PRESIDING- O]YFICEi_t. WithoAt
2 USC 43 requiring copies of all reports to certain circumstances would be a comply' objec_Aori, it is so order_.
be filed with appropriate state officers, S. 3065 defense to criminal, prosecution. H.R. 12;i[ 3/i_.. HATFIELD. Mr. Pre_ident, the
does not contain such a provi_ion, does; not have such a provision. Se:aa4e's consideration of S. 3065, in the

With respect to the provisions limiting Section 115 of I_[.IZ. 12406, at page 47 _ ill:[dd}e of an election 3:'eft1', is 1Y_ost U'.P._
contributions and expenditures, the essential thai bill, contains a provision providing :1:
difference between the two bills would bo the termination of the authority of the Co_:: tinle_y. It is untimely beesA_se many ca:a-
that H.R. 12406 would limit contribution"; mission on March 31, 1977, if either -rio. _ di_[at:_:s for ]_ederaI ol_iee have already

by per_ons t_political committees in any cal.* of the Congress, by appropriate action ,::_. est, al:!ished their respective campaign
_der year to an aggregate of $1,000. This is termlnes that such determination shall ta: _ eom[:_ittees u!lder the guidelines .Of rifle
not in S. 30_5, and, under present law, for effect. This provision requires the approp ' !§7_: Election Act. While it was the Su-
example, all individual could make up to a ate committee of each Mouse of the C,:::_ - t)1'£_I162 Co'J_% which tier'that ';his uncer-
$25,000 contribution in a calendar year to a ¢'ress, commencing January 3, 1977, to c,_,_ . tainty upon us, the rea![ _r_.ceiiain_;y had
political committee which is not authorized duct a review of the elections of candidai ._
to receive funds on behalf of a particular for FederM office conducted in 1976, the '::1' ,_h,eady been cast in !9V4 ¥/ile_ the [_n-
candidate or where the funds are not ear.- eraHon of tbs public financing provisionl_ , grcs:_ passed lhe Federal [Election Cam-
marked for a particular candidate--assure..- ti5e Internal Revenue Code with respect ' ]].aigl] Act Amendmel_ts of 1974. The re-
lng that the individual has not made any such elections, and the activities of the Cc.:,m sporl._ibility for the confusion ow_r the
other contributions in that year. nMssion, and for these committees to rep,:, ].aw 7:hich we have here tod-_y must lie

S. 3065 has a provislgn limiting contribu _. to _helr res'_ectivs Houses not later ti" direc'i:[y with the Congress. Let rae re-
tlons one political committee can make tJ lt{a'rch 1, 1977, with a recommendation ! ]3_1iI2(. my colleagues that we will also !_
another political committee, (other than to _{. _vhsther the authority of the -Commiss : ]X_a];iPg '[he responsibi!:P_y !'o_? the cha]3gms
political committee authorized to receiw_ shall be terminated on March 31, 1977. W,_ nkake in the election laws this year.
funds on behalf of a particular candidate) to Although there are other less substani::
an aggregate of $25,000 in a calendar yeax. (lif_erence_ be-_ween the two bills, as well ]Mir. President, we are debating this bill

_Jnder present law, such contrihntions ar_ some drafting differences, the final m_, '_cdav because of the _,ast fiesire of the
unlimited. H.R. 12406 would limit that difference is the 'provision in H.R. 1241, Congress, and. particularly _he Heuse of
amount to _5,000 in a calendar year. _otla whi?h S. 3065 does not have, providing t: [_t_p:tesentatives, to intgl':[ere and usurp
bills contain similar, though not Identical an individual who has ceased actively : the duties and functions of the President

'language directed at curtailing the vertict_l ,,;eek election to t]_e office of President _ Oi the United States by appointing four
_roliferatlon'of contributions by polltic_]. Vice President, to cease receiving pu".: : ][fieil]f3ers to lhe Fed_rai Election Cmn-
committees. See pages 29-31 of H.R. 12406 funds and return those funds received : mission. The Constitution of the 'United

and pages.27-29 of S. 3065 for a comparison, that candidate which are not used to def':_; S'_ta!s clearly provides in article II, sec-
of tho_ provisions, qualified eampalg_a expenses. These pr,::'._ _

S. 8065 and H.R. 12406 both propose a re-. s!ons relating to both matching funds s_: ti0n 21, %hat the President %_hall nomi-
vision of existing Section 610 of Title 18 re-. dir(ct grant payments are set forth at P_t;i:' :[La_ and by and with !:he advice and
lated to llmi_tlons on contributions and ex- 55-57 of H.R. 12406. corls:_rlt of the Senate, shall appoint am-
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bassadors, other public ministers and x think if we want to resolve this prob- respect to a request received under subsec-
consuls, judges of the Supreme Court, leto, what we ought to do is change the law, tion (Al which sets forth a rule of general
and all other officers of the United States, simplify the law. Just say how much an in- applicability, prescribe rules or regulationsdividual can spend, have him disclose where relating to the transaction or activity in-
whose appointments are not herein he gets the money, and have him itemize volved if the Commission determines that
otherwise provided for, and which shall 'every nickel that he spends, Have him do it such transaction or activity is not subject to
be established by law." 6o days before the election so that the peo- any existing rule or regulation prescribed by

Mr. President, I find nothing in the ple know, and prohibit him from collecting the Commission.
Constitution which gives the Congress any money after that. If we do that, we have
the power to nominate and appoint of- solved this problem. Maybe I simplified lt, It has taken the Senate over 40 days
rices of the Federal Government. ! find but after all, simplicity in this body. I dare even to get to the point of considering this
nothing in the Constitution which gives not say it. legislation in response to the SupremeCourt decision of January 30. How can we
the House of Representatives the author- Mr. President, the potential is here for expect another body to perform, when
ity to provide "advice and consent" on us to do the very same thing we did in we fail in discharging our responsibilities
the confirmation of Presidential appoint- 1974. However, the situation could be in a matter as simple as reconstitdting
ments, even mor_ disastrous, because we have the Federal Election Commission?

Mr. president, we must not ignore the so little time to accomplish the task the Here we sit as Members of Congress,
Constitution in 1976 as we did in 1974. Supreme Court has said we must do-- able to reject, totally out of hand, reg-
If we do, we will soon find ourselves back that being the reconstitution of the Fed- ulations promulgated by the Commls-
in this Chamber debating our national eral Election Commission. sion, when our challengers, the nonin-
election laws. President Ford has suggested a very cumbents, have no way of rejecting un-

I am concerned, Mr. President, that easy method by which we can accomplish desirable regulations. I have been one of
the Congress may once again be care- this task. Ail we have to do is reconsti- those most critical of the Federal Elec-
less in the review and consideration of tute the Commission as it is presently tion Commission and its large bureau-
our election laws. I am fearful that we structured, calling for the President to cratic staff. I believe some of its regula-
will load this bill up with so many items, nominate the commissioners with the tions have been very unrealistic and lack
resulting in major changes in the cur- advice and consent of the Senate. Then, any basic understanding of the demands
rent law, that no one will know what after the 1976 elections, the new Con- placed upon Federal officeholders. But,
types of reforms we have made, if any at grass can take a .long hard look at our even though I have felt that the FEC has
all. Unless we are careful, we may be election laws and make the determina- overstepped its boundaries on occasion,
adding to the confusion which now ex- tion, based upon the experiences of the I am not in favor of tying the Commis-
isis, instead of clarifying matters, as we 1976 elections, which sections of the law sion's hands.
are supposed to do. Unless we are care- need to be changed or reformed. The Mr. President, if I may, I would like to
ful, we may find ourselves with another very law we are about to begin debating, read another portion of S. 3065 to my col-
Supreme Court decision mandating more the very law which is about to be sub- leagues. Title I, section 101, subsection
changes in our election laws, just as the stantially changed by some, has yet to "C" (c) (1) read as follows:
Court has seen fit to do in this case. be tested in an election. Why waste the Members of the Commission shall not eh-

If Congress is truly interested in re- Senate's time in rewriting this measure, gage in any other business, vocation, or em-
forming our election laws, then let us when we will probably have to rewrite ployment. Any individual who Is engaging
make sure that such reform is done in some sections of the amended law as a in any other business, vocation, or employ-
an atmosphere of calm, and without the result of the 1976 elections? Why spend ment at the time s'mh individual begins to
time pressures we currently have.. If Con- time changing our election laws to mol- serve as a member of the Commission shall
gross is really serious about the need to lify certain interest groups, when the terminate or liquidate such activity not later
reform our election laws, then let us same could be done and should be done than one year after beginning to serve as
wait until after the 1976 elections to 10 months later? such a member.
institute such changes. To make any sub- Mr. President, if I may, I should like to The question I have to ask of my col-
stantial changes now, other than those make a few comments regarding S. 3065, leagues i_ this: "Would we, as Members
suggested by the President and the Su- the election law bill, as reported out of of Congress, accept or permit such a lim-
preme Court, would only muddy 'up the the Senate Rules Committee. While I itation on our outside activities?" Would
electoral process, instead of clarifying differ with our distinguished chairman we be willing to sell our family farms, our
the political waters, as to the contents of this bill, it needs to businesses, leave our law offices, or would

I believe many of us can remember the be made clear that we both share a corn- we ,choose not to serve in the Congress?
last time we debated an election bill in moil purpose--that purpose being the I believe for many the answer would be to
1974. There were so many amendments, passage of a comprehensive and a fair leave the Senate. Are we asking the mem-
so many changes, that no one really knew election law measure. It should be noted bers of the Federal Election Commission
what we had in the end product. Our that our chairman was extremely fair to adhere to a code of ethics we are un-
distinguished senior Senator from Rhode during the course of the markup sessions able or unwilling to meet ? I would suggest
Island (Mr. PASTOSE) summed up the and permitted every member of the corn- to my colleagues that wc give serious
situation in 1974 very well when he said mittee, no matter what his position may thought to either removing this section
on the Senate floor in October of 1975: have been, to participate and discuss from the bill or be prepared to vote on

Mr. President, maybe this group would like fully all aspects of the measure, an amendment to include Members of
to hear from someone who is not a _ndldate. S. 3065, as reported out of the Corn- Cokxgress in this section.

I quite agree. The law is absurd. We create_ mittee on Rules, does trouble me. It Mr. President, I could go on as to the
a monster. It is our own fault. I said in the troubles me because I feel it threatens other inequities which can be found in
beginning that all we needed was to set a
limit on spending; to have a full disclosure the lifeline of the very Commission it this bill. I will not, however, discuss them
as to where one gets the money and how we purports to extend or to protect. If S. at this time, because I am confident these
spends the money. That would have been a 3065 is adopted as written, the Congress inequities will be raised during the course
two-page law that e,_erybody would have in effect will be stripping the Federal of the debate.
understood. Election Commission of its independence. Mr. President, I believe there is another

we have a law now that even the people HOWanyone can argue that the Commis- course of action which can be taken by
who wrote it do not understand, sion will not be hamstrung, when in fact the Congress, and a responsible one at

I remember, I went to that conference and we are requiring it to issue regulations that.
we were. there for days and days and days within 30 days of every advisory opinion Mr. President, I suggest to my col-
and nobody understood what was in that bill. which sets forth a rule of general ap- leagues that we vote in favor of the sim-
But at that we were running like scared rats plicability, is beyond comprehension, ple extension of the Federal Electionfor some reason. I do not know why. We
were runing like scared rats. We thought the Mr. President, if I may, I should like to Commission, as outlined in Senator
stronger we make it, the tougher 'we make read a portion of the proposed bill to my GRIFFIN'S bill. TO do otherwise this late
it, the more people would believe us. t do colleagues. Section 107(B) (1) reads as into the election year is purely irrespon-
not think they believe us any more today follows: sible legislating. As one Senator, I want
than they did before we passed the law. The Commission shall, ho.later than 30 no part in politicizing the Commisslom

That Is what we have. days after rendering an advisory opinion with AS one Senator, I want no part in strip-
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:piag the FEe of lt_ power and its In- caIk_d to order by[ the Presiding Office:i: llscloses any information a.bou_ any pand_.g
dependence. I want _ part in giving one (Mr. S_AFFOaV)._ I,t :ase wlthout the consent of the candidate
interest gro_l_ an u.'ffair advantage over __,_, nvolved. Meanwhile the candlda!_ would r_
another interest group. I want no part in ::ceeto _ay anything he likes about theca_
an effm't to make flSis measure an in- :EqSOERAL EI.,E_TION CAMPAIGN ACT )r th.e _EC. Surely some le_s heavy-hs_nded

cumbent's bill. S. 3065 Would accomplish AMENDMENTS OF 1976 m_ ]_%ore even-handed wa]; can be found t_;nforce discipline and inspire some sense of
these things. I urge my colleagues to vote q:T_ Senate contLnued with the con,.. 'espcnslbility on the part of.FEC officials.
ag:air, st it and vote in favor of the simple sid_ation of the bill (S. 30§5) to amend From there, the bills .go :rapidly downhill..
reconstitution of the Commission. How- _Me Federal Electi(m campaign Act of _ongressional influen_'e over the eommis~

ever/ff the Senate should adopt S. 3_5 1971 '_o provide for iits administration by ;ion would be intensified. Public disclosure
ff c-'_m!oalgn finances in candidates' home

as reported out of the Committee on a Federal Election Commission appointed ;tales would be curtailed. Under the Senate
l_llles, I would hope that the President in accordance with the requiremezlts of mi, contributors would no longer have to
of the United States will see fit to veto t_e Constitutio:n, and for other purposes. _dentlfy their business affiliations, thus _mk-
the measure. To do otherwise, to subject ?:T_ePRESIDING OFFICER. It is the ng it harder to find out who has given how
the Pederal Election Commission to such understanding of l_he Chair that the :nuch to whom. _he House measure, mean-
:restraints, would be a disservice to the !oend/ilg amendment is the Griffin while, would raise the ceiling on cash con-
American peDple, amendment to S. 3065. Who yields time? ;ributions from $100 to $250; that is a blatant

nvi'b_tion to abuse. Finally, the HoUse corn-
Mr. President, I suggest the absence 1Via GRIFFIN. 1V[r. President, I yield :nitt_. which is quite shameless where the

Of a qllsl'ulrl, and I ask unanimous con- myse]f 10 minutes, nterests of lncumbent_ a_e eormerned, even
sent that it be charged equally to both The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-., _dopted an amendment that would block the
sides, ator h_ recognized for 10 minutes. I{'EC from looking i_rto the activities of any

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without _'. GRIFFLN. Mr. President, for al'.[ :ong]_essman's staff--as long as the legls-
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk will the reasons set forth in the Washington ato:r sags that his alde_ are doing oll[clal
'please call the roll. :.Post editorial of fl:ds morning entitled[ _usiness.

Such provtston_ are so cynical that It ts
'The second assistant legislative clerk "Changing the Camlpaign Law," the sub .,_ mrd to believe they may _mrvlve. Yet most

:[yro(_m_ted to call the roll. ,,s_itute which Y. have offered should l_!,_ :nembers of Congress seem preoccupied with
Mr, CLARK. Mr. President, I ask :adopbed by the Senate. There are other )ther aspects of the bills. 2%he most intricate

'ur_nimOUs - consent that the order for reasons in adclJtion to those set forth ii:[ _llckering has been over what political eom-
the qummm call be res_nded. IJae Washington Post editorial. I ash: :nlttees, espevtatly busines_ groups, may and

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without unanimous consent that this editorial nay not do. Some Republicans are suggest-
_b_, it is so ordered. :anti another one that appeared in to... ng for Instance. that President Ford may

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I ask day's Washington Star be printed In the 7sro the bill if it bars cca'porate political
[ctio:a grout)s from _oticiting funds from't_animou_ consent Lhat Andrew Loewi F_ECOSD.

:frown my sta_ be allowed the privileges There being no objection, the editorials niddle-level nonunion employees as well as_oekholders and execntlver. Such intense ln-

,of the floor daring the consideration of were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, _rest in the flow of money may be inevitablethis measure.
'The PP,,E_IDING OPPtCER. Without as :folloWs: n afl election year. In tbs current political

,_bjection, it is so ordered. [:F_:_m the Wasbington Post, Mar. 16, 19762[ :lims,te, however, maneuvers that obviously'aver any special-interest 8'roup could cost a
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I suggest CHaNGn_a TH]/:CAMPAIGNLAW :andl!date a large amount of general publ!.c

the absence<ff a quorum. When we last look,._l in on the question ?gard.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The re- o_ amending the campalgn laws, Rep. Wayne It is also untimely, in our view, for the

quest for the quorum call will be charged L. Hays (D-Ohio) and. some allies were busy _elf-,styled chanrplons of "¢_mpatgn reform"
cementing a deal. Under this plan, the Fed,.. o :make a major push for pubt/c financing

equally against both sides, e:_ai E}ections ex)remission would be recc_n,.. )f congressional csm0aigns, Regardless of the
[Mr, CLARK. That is correct, s';ltuted as mandated by the Supreme Conrt, _ppeal of roach a plan, consideration of :fl
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without but the commisslon'_ independence would )ught ko be deferred until tire impact of eon-

objection, it is so ordered. The clerk wfil be limited--and Congress would also take ;ribution limits and public funding of presJ-
please call the roll. the opportunity _o write new rules for polit.,, :lential campaigns can be evaluated properly

The assistant legislative clerk pr0- ica: _.ction committees, giving business :_ext year. For now, those legislators who do

ceeded to call _he roll.' :F.mups less money-raising range and labor 7ant serious, effective regulation of cam-
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, groups a little more. :migzus have quite enough to do in terms of

Well, a familiar thlt_g happened on the way ;lea:ning up the measures tt_t the two corn~
:[ ask unanimous consent that the order to the floor: Members of both the House :nittees have devised.
for the quorum call be rescinded. Administration Committee and the Senate

The PRESIDING OI;q[Wl_._l%.Without B;ules Committee had some further thoughts, From the Washington Star. Mar. 16, 1976]
objection, it -is so orde_d, primarily on ways to make compliance with

Mr. ROBOT C. BYRD. Mr: President, the law less of a bother and investigations WHAT TS MR. HAYS '[JF TO.9

Cm behalf o_ Mr. Cannon, I yield myself lc_s of a threat. As _ result, the bills nov;, I'_','; h-,_rd to tell whether P_ep. Wayne Hays
I ]nintl_e. Mr. t:_esident, I ask unanimous before the Senate and awaiting Honse debate s working for or against legislation to keep
consent that during the consideration of are bulky, odd-shaped packages that contain ;he Federal Election Corem:[salon in business.

son_.e useful provisic, ns, some undesirable YO'LX will recall that Mr. Hays had wanted
S. 3065, the Federal Election Campaign ones and some that are downright o kill tl_e commission _nt was turned arotmd
./[C,'g Amendmenf_s of 1_/6, Mr. Roy mischievous. )y George Meany of the AI_T,-CIO and House
G_ceenway, and Jan 32Inelte_ of Senator To start with, many legislators are worried eaders who wanted the commission kept
CRANSTON'S staff be given the privileges t:aat the _EC and its staff could bedome to(:, ,,live.

Of the floor, free-wL_eeling or too strict, so that candi -_ i_[r. _tays's l_ou_e Administration Commit-
'The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without dat_-_s might face criminal prosecution for ee has completed work on legislation osten-

objectkm, it ftsaoordered, minor mistakes, or be hurt by endless in... ;ibly sinned at saving the :Election Corranis-
vsstigs_tion of a frivolous or malicious corn ;ion from legal infirmities found by the Su-

- _ [plaint. Thus the pending bills would remow_ )re:me Court. But while fixing the flaws, the

I%ECE_ _UNTIL 2 p.1VI, crh:_inal sanctions for minor violations, em... _.dmJnistration Committee has added severalphaslz_ conciliation and civil penalties, an(![ _ppe. ndages, at least one of which is higb.ly
Mr. ROBEET_C. BYRD. l_r. President, require complaints to be signed and sworn. :ont_oversial and might result in a presiden-

I ask unanimou[s con.at that, with the Moreover, any official action--an lnvestiga... :ial veto.
mc_derstanding t_at at 2 o'clock when the t_.on, rule-making or even the design of _ _?zs Administration Committee has de-
Senate would c_me back in following a :form--would have to be approved by 4 o:[ ,:_reed that corporations that have organized
recess, the tim4between the liour of 2 t:ae 6 commissioners. These changes are gen.,, :)olB_lcal action committee,,_ to collect funds

orally constructive. However, it is too restrlc-. 'or candidates cannot solicit donatiohs from
o'clock and S (['clock today be equally

d_v_de_ bet/_reet_ Mi'. [-I&TFLELD and Mr. live to require, as the Senates bill does, tha_; _mployes; they could solicit only stoekhold-
C)tI_NIm_, 811 d t_t th_ Senate stand Jn two commissioners from each party must _rs and management officlals. No similar re-,agree to anythinll. ;tricilon was put on politiclal action commit-
recess unt/l the _ d 2 p.m. today. The bills also invite trouble by cloaking ;ees of labor organizations.

There being _o objection, the Senate c:m,::ial parts of the regulatory process in Ir, is a blatant a_tempt by Mr. Hays & Co. to
at 1 p_rn, _1_-_/_1 until 2 p.ln.; where- secrecy. This would be done by imposing i;lve _tabor an upper hand over munagement

u_an _ Senate reassembled wtlell i:dr-dnal penalties on any FEC official who ]_ ra'.[slng political funds and electing candJ-
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dates. A Republican member of the Admin- along and wants to make major changes or some governmental impediment to
lstration Committee argued, to no avail, that in those rules, equity to all parties concerned.
limiting the right o£ solicitation to a cei'tain I do not argue that the present rules We have operated under a different
class of individuals may be uncOnStitutional.

The White House has indicated that Presl- are perfect or that the present rules do law for these 200 years. In the last 50
dent Ford may veto the bill if it contains the not need changing, but ! do say that this years we operated under the Corrupt
restrictive provision when it reaches his desk. is not the time to change them. The time PracUces Act, which has worked to the
Mr, Hays, with his usual Swagger, threatened for changing the rules will be next year, advantage of the incumbent in a fairly
to block requested appropriations for the after the election and after we have had obvious fashion since no person has been
u.s.' Information Service unless Mr. Ford the experience of this election. Then Con- indicted under this Act, to the best of my
signs [he bill--which smacks of political gress, in a deliberative way and in an knowledge, where the Clerk of the Sen-
blackmail.

But wait. There may b_ more to all this atmosphere free from the pressures of ate and the clerk of the House were hired
than meets the eye. Perhaps the foxy Mr. tile election, should address itself again by the incumbents and then were in
Hays is trying to pull a fast one on his col- to the matter of the election financing charge of enforcing the camPaign stat:
leagues who want to keep the Election Corn- laws and how to improve them. Without utes.
mission in business. Could he be deliberately a doubt, there are many ways in which That is a nice cozy arrangement and
courting a presidential veto, hoping that the the existing laws can be improved, it meant that incumbents simply did not
Election Commission will die of it? I think one of the most interesting have to abide by the same rules as every-

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, this questions of the day is, why do we not one else. So when we'got into a debate
clearly is not the appropriate time to hear the voice of John Gardner and about reform, I think almost everYbddy
pass the bill that has been reported from Common Cause saying something about in this body, Democrat, Republican, so-
the Committee on Rules and Adminis- the bill that is before us, which cripples called liberals, so-called conservatives--
tration. Under the circumstances exist- and weakens 'the independence of the if those words mean anything, and I do
lng at this time it would not be the right Federal Election Commission? Why are not know whether they do or not any
thing to do. we not hearing the voice of John Gard- more--everybody seemed to agree that

The proposal the Senator from Ten- nor and Common Cause in support of the essential ingredient of a reform would
nessee and I have offered as a substitute what the President is trying to do, and be an independent commission to over-
would simply, cleanlY, and clearly re- which is embodied in the substitute that see the electoral process in these United
establish the Federal Election Commis- is at the desk. "/'he substitute extends the States to insure equity for the Ameri-
sion in a constitutional way and allow life of the Federal Election Commission, can people in the process of acquiring
it to continue its functions, with all its authority and powers undi- representation.
· 'lT_e kind of proposal we have- offered, minished, and reestablishes it in a way_ The Supreme Court found our efforts
and which will be voted on at 3 o'clock, that will be constitutional under the Su- wanting in certain areas and declared
can' become law. There is n_ question preme Court decision? certain Parts of that reform effort un-
but that the President would sign it. Perhaps we will hear from John Gard- constitutional--and I think they prob-
Everyone knows there is serious doubt her and Common Cause and, perhaps, we ably were right.
as to whether the President would sign will know they do support this approach. They left us with a problem, what do
the kind of bill that has been reported' But so far they have been strangely we do now to see that the elections are
from the Committee on Rules and Ad- silent, run in an unbiased fashion.
ministration and is before the Senate I am not surprised, of course, that the The challenger and incumbent alike
or the kind of bill that has been reported heads of the big labor organizations are have equal protection under the law so
in the House. in favor of this bill. It is pretty clear that the American people may have equal

It is imperative that the Federal Elec- what this bill seeks to do in terms of protection under the law, and they left
tion Commission be allowed to continue giving them even more power than they us with the responsibility of recreating

have now. But I am disappointed in the the independent commission or not.in existence, and that we meet our re-
sponsibilities to continue its life before silence of some others who claim to be, The bill 'that has been brought to us

and ought to be, nonpartisan and who by the Rules Committee is a charade. It
the deadline set by the Supreme Court. claim to be, and ought to be, working for is not an independent election commts-

It is imperative and necessary so that the public interest and not for special sion. The bill that is being proposed in
those candidates in the Presidential elec- interests, the House is a charade. It is not an in-
tion, not President Ford, incidentally, So, Mr. President, I hope at 3 o'clock dependent election commission.
but the other candidates, will receive the the Senate will have the wisdom to put EverY dot and title of every decision
funds to which they are entitled under this subject in a posture that will, I they make would be resubmitted to thethe existing law.

It would put the President in a very think, be applauded by the American Congress so we know whether or not it
people, would help our candidacy, incumbent' or

awkward situation, of course, to place on I believe that most Americans believe not, and the challengers have no rights
his desk a monstrosity of this nature that a simple extension of the Federal whatsoever.
and, ia :effect, require him to veto it. Election Commission would be the right The bill is an effort to enlarge the

I can hear the charg es now: "Well, he thing to dO at this time. We will see rights of certain vested interests in the
does not want the other candidates to where the votes are, where the lines are population and to diminish the rights of
receive Federal funds." I want to reject drawn, and we will proceed from there, others.
that kind of charge right now, and label I yield to the Senator Ultimately, the diminishment would
ig fSr what it is, because this Senate does The PRESIDING OFi_ICER. Who apply to most people in this country.
have another choice. It has a responsi- yields time? So the' Senator from Michigan and I
ble Choice, and that is to pass. a simple Mr. GRIFFIN. I yield to the Senator offer a substitute which says with as
bill extending the life of the Federal Elec- from Tennessee such time as he may re- much clarity and as much simplicity astion Commission as separate legislation, quire, the distinguished cosponsor of the
and then deal later with these other so- pending amendment, we are capable of commanding, "Let's

extend the existence of this commission
called reforms, which are not reforms The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- as it was originally intended-in an inde-
at all but which, in effect, seriously weak- ator from Tennessee is recognized.en the powers of the Federal Election pendent status, let's do i_ simply and
Commission. The Senate can let those Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I thank straightforwardly, let's do it honestly,
issues be submitted to the President on the Senator from Michigan. let's don't try to con anybody, let's don't
their own merits and in a seParate bill. I am privileged to coauthor this build anybody's castle and let's don't

This is no time to be taml_ering with amendment with him, and I appreciate try to tear anybody's castle down, let's
the rest of the law. This is not the time his leadership in the matter, simply extend the commission so that
to dmnge the rules in the middle of the I hope in the next 50 minutes we will we can have an independent body to
game; and we are in the middle of an keep our eyes focused on the basic is- oversee the elections of these United
election contest. The candidates have sue. The issue is the continuation of an States is a fair and unbiased fashion and
announced a.nd are running on the basis independent election commission to in- nothing else."
of eertain rules, and now the Commit- sure that the elections in the United It is straightforward. It avoids any
tee on Rules and Administration comes States are conducted without fraud, bias complex, new problem. It assumes no
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adtditional coI_titutional question. A.s a Mr. GRIFFIIi. T_tke a look at page 18_ Mr. BROCK. We are Members of _.e
:m_tter of_lact, It allows none because Mr. BROCK. By tile waY, will the _ame Congress.
the court has already acted on the other chairman use some, of his time? l_[r. CANNON. Give m,e one example tn
parts of the bill and asked us to act on Mr. CANNON. Ye!_. _k_e,Senate, please.
this section. It does not attempt to judge I will read _.t to the Senator, I wil:_ lvIr. BROCK. We are all part of tl_e
the merits of the arguments which can read i:t to him Oll my time: _ame Congress. I say, either body can
be, taken up on other areas, such as the "(B) (i) Tho Corr_l_lssion shall, no latel,_ :lisapprove.. That is an incumbent detN
rights of labor to solicit nonunion mere- _:aan thirty days after rendering an advisory _ni_ion. There are reelection possibili-
bers, the rights of management to solicit oplnioa with re_pect to a request recelve¢i 5i_3. The House Members are up this
uriion membem. _ncler aubsectiol_ (a) _ear. A third of the Senate is up this

That is not the question before us. The Ancilisten to this :: year. When we are required to vot_ on
_ese decisions every time they come up,

question is not whether we are going to urhieh sets forth a rule of general applica,. _f the Senator thinks we can be so far
have an election supervisor, but an in- hillty, prescribe rules or regulations re
dependent body under no one's control, latiag to tho l_an_ctfon or activity in,,, _L]_,ve the battle to make every judgment
That is the issue. Are we gong to have a volved if the C_mmJssion determines tha'b on the basis of merits, fine. Then we do
strong, inde[_ndent election commission, such 1;ransaction or activity is not subJecL _10_need an electious commission.
or are we _ot? _o any existing _le or regulation prescrlbe_ :[ think we do. I thinly' that is why we

Mr. CANNON. Will the Senator yield '_.y the Commiss._.on. set; it _p. In the first place, that /s what'
for a question? Mr. GR_'_'iN. 2I_aeSenator has re .... it j_sall about, and that :_ all the Griffin-

Mr. BROCK. Yes. stricted them ff we pass this because Brc_;k proposal does. It sets It up, puts it
Mr. CANNON. I do not quite follow the they do not have to cio that'now. _)ut,there, lets it be independent, and lets

Senator when he says the Commission Mr. BROCK. This is a new require it ol_mte m the interest of tk_eAmerican
wouldnot be an independent election meat. p_,ple.
commission under the act that is pro- Mr. CANNON. What they have to dc _._ir. CANNON. Let us 'be honest about
posed. Will he spell out precisely what he now, they can issue an advisory opinion it. The Senator says that is aH the Grif-
is talking about? Mr. BROCK. That is right, fin-.JBrock proposal does. Tha_ is ab-.

It seems to me we made the commis- Mr. CANNON'. And we are saying here, solu_ely absurd. There is even a self-
sion if anything, more independent. We if it has general .applicability, then they destruct provision in there.
even require with respect to decision, have to send i_ up within a 30-day Pe* ]M:r._ROCK. No, sir.
_at it takes at least two of the same po- riod to become a rule. 1Vlr. CANNON. The Senator is saying
lil_cal party to constitute a majority in lv_r. BROCK:. There is nothing the::_ he c[o_' not want this to _pply after De-
making their decision, can rule on that does not have generail cember of .this year, the end of De-

I do not know how more independent applicability except divorce proceeding,:; cember.
he can have it. Mr CANNON. I leave not heard ther,::L :M:r. :BROCK. There is no self-destruct

Mr. BROCK. The Senator knows as rule on any divorce proceedings, bui!: as part of my proposal.
well as I do that will tie them up in they :_ave surely paled on _ lot of thing_ :_/_r. t_ANNON. Let me read it:
courts. The Senator also knows, when down there that do not have geners.:l The provisions of titles 3 _nd 4 of the Fed-
we say, in effect, they cannot issue an ap:_licability, ers,IiElection Campaign Act of 1971--
opinion on a specific case and create, Mr. BROCK. That is how the court_ ']?hat is the one we are talking aboul_--
hq. effect, case law without turning it into build up case [aw, and that is how thi_ of sect[on 608 of title 18, United S-bates
a regulation _n a sta,ted period of time, Commission will, on which we will make Cocle--_

that that will inhibit the decision proc- om' decision, and the Senator knows fu:_:[ ']?:_ai; is what we are t_lking about--
ess. well what he is doing. I do not have tc

The Senator knows full well if they l_ll him. anc£ of chapters 9§ and 96 of the Internal
h:_nd down a regulation,.which they are Mr, CANNON. Why does the Senatc,t _ Revenu_ Code of 1954--
then required to do, and that has to no_ just say fia_ out he just does nc,i:_ 2_ho._;e are the provisions for the :5-
come back to Con,_ress for approval, that like this proposal? nancing of the Presidential election---.
they _re independent to the extent we Mr. BROCK. I do not like the prc shall not apply 9o any election as deSned
do not tell them different, that is just posa:L :Ln_sec_ion 301 of the Act (2 U.S,C. 431(a) ),
not independent as I determine it. Mr. CANNO:_I'. A_ld not try to say thai; thst occurred after Decem'ber 31, 1976, except

Mr. CANNON. The situation is exactly it is because we have tried to resixict: :cun(,_felections relating to elections occur-
the same now. If they initiate a pro- or lhnit the Federal Election Commie ring before such date.
posed regulation, it comes up here to :;ion. M:r. President, let us be honest about
Congress, and Congress can overrule or 'We have made ,_hem as nonpartisa_ this. q-Y_e Senator says he wants this
apl_rove it and let it go by. and as nonpolitical as we can possibly great _ederal Election Commission that

That is exactly the same situation in do :m nonpartisan and nonpolitical, that he
the new proposed bill. :IvIr.BROCg:. 'the Senator has madt!_ wants it to go on forever, and in his own

The only thing we did is say that ,5hem as nonc_mpetent as he could, proposal he has a self-dest_q_ction provi-
they should, only issue the regulations They are not going to be independenl;_ sion tc_ destruct the entl of this year.
when it was of general applicability, so Everything they do will come back up 1;_::_ All he is saying, Mr. :President, is that
it applies to everybody. We are really us sc we can say, "Well, let's look at :it ibc wants this to continue through this
tidying to simplify their process. _nd is it going: to help the incumbent c,p Presidential election so that his Presi-

Mr_ BROCK. Oh, no, no. I wish that :not." And if it does we will approve i I:_ dential candidate can continue to get
were so. :if not. too late. fun_s up through the election.

Mr. CANNON. Let me suggest to the That has been h'_tppening already. The _q.[r.GRIFFIN. Mr. President, who has
Senator that he read page 18 of the bill. chairman knows this has been happer_ the fiogr?

Mr. BROCK..It may be what the Sen- Lng already, and this makes it worse. Mr. CANNON. Mr. Pre_ident, I reserve
ator intended, but it is what our bill Mr. CANNON. Iwas not aware of thaq: the remainder of my time. That was an
does, not what the Senator's bill does. _ive me an example of what has hap
The Senator's bill has got this thing so pened so far, one ease to support th, my time.
bollixed up there is not any way in the Senator's position as to what has ha[:__ rfhe PRESIDING O_2[CER. The Sen.-
-_orld they can operate with indepen- pened already, ator from Michigan has the ricer and has
dence. Mr. BROCK. i will have to get the recognized the Senator from Tennessee.

How about the advisory opinions, can House votes on rejection of the proposa]L_ Mr. GRIFFIN. Will the Senator :_rom
tlaey do that? Not without a 30-day con- the Election Commission has alreadl _ Tennessee let me have the floor?
sideration, made. The Sez_atorknows as well as I do_ Mr. President, the Senator from Ne-

Mr. CANNON. Advisory opinion? they have not accepted those proposa]l:_ veda is correct in one respect. This sub-
Show me where it says that in the bill, Mr. CANNON. Who is "they"? st._,tute was drafted hq two versions, one

read It to me, please, i£ thought the SefXator was talkin!? with the expiration provision and one
Mr. BROCK. All right, about us. without it: I am sorry that the version
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submitted does have the expiration pro- ways. It was drafted with the expira_lon mittee to comment on the presence of
vision in it. provision in one instance and drafted in the ex officio members and to discuss the

I ask a parliamentary inquiry: Is it in another version without it. By mistake, degree of participation.expected of them.
order for me to modify my amendment ? the wrong one was submitted in terms of It might be noted that the Secretary

The PRESIDING O_'_'xCER. The the explanation. We concede that. Now of the Senate, Frank Valeo, described a
Chair is advised it would take unani- we want to be sure that the measure view of the Secretary's role in a letter
mous consent to modify the amendment, before the Senate is the one that we to Senator PrLL, part of which follows:

Mr. GRIFFIN. I ask unanimous con- have described and the one that we are As an ex officio member of the Commis-
sent that section 3 of the substitute having our debate about, sion, it has been my intention that the ofSce
amendment as proposed be amended. Mr. CANNON. I think a number of of the Secretary of the Senate represent' the

Mr. CANNON, I object. Senators have already discussed this Senate as an lnstitartion of government with
The PRESIDING OFFICE R. Objection provision with me and I have told them a vital interest in the suCCessful functioning

of the Federal electoral prosese_ My Officehas
is heard, what it corttalns, as I Understand it. endeavored therefore to exercise our best

Mr. GRIFFIN. This ts very interesting Sometimes Senators arrive in the cham- Judgment in this connection on various sub-
because, of course, it will only necessitate ber and vote right at the last minute. Jects and issues before the Commt_ion
the Senator from Michigan then offer- I think we ought to really vote on the which would be reflective of the public in-
lng another substitute after 3 o'clock and proposal that is here. forest as well as in accordance with the law.
we will vote again On anothe_ substitute Mr. GRIFFIN. First we will vote, then, In that perspective, it seems to me that the
without this provision in it. If the Sena- on a motion to strike out the provision. Senate's ex oracle member also serves as a
tot from Nevada' wants to take that kind The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who focal point for exchange of information lead-

ing to a better understanding of problems ofof an attitude, I suppose it is all right and yields time
it is his privilege. Mr. MANSFIEL D addressed the Chair. Senate candidates and campaigns as distinctfrom problems associated with H0us_ and

Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, if the Sen- Mr. CANNON. I yield such time as the presidential candidates and campaigns. Slm-
ator will yield, what the Senator from Senator requires, llarly, it is my hope that thisoffice wlU be.
Tennessee was trying to do with the Sen- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- able to provide insight into the problems of
ator from Michigan is to have at least ator from Montana is recognized, candidates for the Senate as they relate to
one honest election this year. That is all. Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, even the Commission's decisions and rules. It also
The fact that this amendment contains with the best of intentions and efforts seems to me valid for the Senate's ex officio

to make recommendations 'to the Senate
a section that--4ra_kiy, I thought we had to avoid ambiguities, they creep into leg- Rules Committee with a view to adjustments
stricken it, but, if we did not, fine, That islation and often lead to misunderstand- to the law which may be revealed by experl-
does not change the fact that we still ing and difficult administration of laws. once to he desirable.
deserve an honest election in 1976. That To avoid conflicts and confusion, it would Other responsibilities prevent me from
does not change the merit of the argu-' be in the interest of the Congress and spending a great deal of time at the com-
ment. That should not change a single the future CommisSion to know the in- mission. In order, however, to insure a fun
vote. Let us do these things one at a time. tention of the Senate and ultimately the participation on the part of the Senate, I

have, with the concurrence of the .Majority
If we cannot have it for the next 5 years Congress with regard to the roles of ex and Minority Leaders, designated a Special
let us at least do it for 1 year. Let us officio members, that is, the Secretary of Deputy of the Secretary of the Senate, (Ms.
have an independent commission that the Senate and the Clerk of the House. Harriet Robnett, J. D.) who is assigned ex-
will oversee these elections in a totally S. 3065, the Federal Election Campaign cluslvely to work in connection with the
unbiased, nonpartisan fashion to be sure Act Amendments of 1976, now before the Commission.
that the American people have repre- Senate, is a legislative response to the At the inception of the present Commis-
sentation. For gosh sakes, just one time Supreme C_mrt decision in Buckiey sion, I have the view and other members con-
let us try and see if it will work. We have against Valeo that the Federal Election curred that ex officio members'should have
been 50 years with the other way and it Commission may not constitutionally all rights and privileges and responsibilities

of the other Commissioners, except the right
sure has not protected the American poe- exercise all the powers which the Con- to vote...
pie. Let us try it 1 year, just once, and gross conferred in 1974 unless the voting The need arid value of an ex officio mom-
see if we cannot get an independent oleo- members are appointed.by the President ber is, of course, a matter primarily for deter-
tion commission that will do a decent and confirmed by the Senate. The Court ruination by the Senate and the Congress.
job. did not include the SecretarY of the The Subcommittee may wish to discuss the

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, a fur- Senate and the Clerk in this dictum, role or define it differently than I have herein
thor parliamentary inquiry. As reported in the form of an original described. I have no wish to Intrude on the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- bill by the Senate Rules Committee, S. decision of the Subcommittee in this regard
ator will state it. 3065 remedies this constitutional prob- but I do wish to suggest that the rolo of the

ex officio be discussed at your hearings and
Mr. GRI2'_'iN. Would it be in order leto bY providing for a Federal Election be considered by the Subcommittee With r/FI-

at 3 o'clock, under the agreement, that Commission composed of the Secretary erence to any proposal it may recommend l_
I could move to amend the substitute of the Senate and the Clerk of the House the full Committee.
by sMiking section 3 thereof'? of Representatives, ex officio and without

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The the right to vote, and six members ap- Would the chairman of the committee
Chair is advised the amendment would pointed by the President with the advice agree generally with that description Of
be in order at 3 o'clock and not debat- and consent of the Senate. the purpose and participation Of the Sec-
able. As I understand it, during the commit- retary as an ex officio member?

Mr. GRIFFIN. Then we could have a tee consideration of the bill, two roilcall Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, may I
vote first on an amendment s_riking out votes Were taken with regard to the pres- say to the majority leader that I have
the expiration provisions contained in once and participation of the ex officio just received this at the moment.
section 3, which I am sure the Senator members. Approval was given to a mo- Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes.
from Nevada will support, and then ff tion that the composition of the Commis- Mr. CANNON. I have had an oppor-
that amendment did prevail we would sion include the SecretarY of the Senate tunity to read through it, and I find only
proceed to vote on the remainder. I won- and the Clerk of the House of RePre - One problem area, and that is on Page 3
der if the Senator from Nevada might sentatives ex officio and without the as it was read, where it reads as follows:
reconsider his objection, right to vote. Rejected on an earlier vote At the inception of the' present Commtn-

Mr. BROCK. I might object flow, Mr. was an amendment which would have sion, I have the view and other members
President. I would like to think about provided for the Clerk and the SeCretary concurred that ex officio members should
it a little bit. to serve 0nly in an advisorY capacity and have all rights and privileges and responsi-

Mr. CANNON. I_ the Senator referring that they not be made ex officio members, blltties of tho other Commissioners, except

now to the provision that the Senator These votes indicate, apparently, that the right to vote.
from Tennessee said was not in the it was intended by the committee for the Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes.
amendment of the Senator from Ten- ex officio members to continue their Mr. CANNON. I would not envision
nessee? present participation in the Commission. myself, that an ex officio member WOuld

Mr. GRIFFIN. He has indicated he NeVertheless, it seems to me, it would be engage in a discussion with relation to
was mistaken. This was drafted in two desirable for the chairman of the corn- policy matters, or in the decisionmaking
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process, and then just simply not vote Secretary of the Senate would be th,_ Senator will yield, that is Where you have
o'n it, or attempt to influence other Corn- only two ex officio members, that I could' your c:ivision of the parties on a three
mission members. SO right now ! would :recall, and as long as both those peopl_,_i by t:hree basis on the Commission.
not necessarily agree that that is correct, :_.present, really, not a party but tb.,_ Mr.. BROCK. I understand.
that an ex officio member should have iSenate and the House of Representatlw_,_ _l:'_u., PRESIDING OFFICER. 'Who
all fights and privileges and responsi- :in their official cai;rarities, I would thin]k yields t.ime?
bilities of the other members except the 'both sides would be assured that the;? ]._[r._2UCKLEY. Mr. President, will the
right to vote. would be given full representation, dis.tin_:uished Senator :from Tennessee

The rest of it I find no problem with, Mr. BROCB:. _Cthink we would unde_ yield r::te time? I understand the Senator
but I t2xink this may go a little far, and _e current leadership of the Senate, may from 5t[ichigan is not here.
nfight get into a question of whether £ say, but ! am not sure.we would in ti_ Mr.. _BROCK. I yield the Senator from
t:he Supreme Court decision might really future. I am certainly sure we would not: New _.tork 4 minutes.
funpinge on tiffs area. have been under certain circumstance_ ]._[r.BUCKLEY. I thank the Senator.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Well, what we had in the past. I wonder if it would not mak> Mr. President, first o:[ all, I ask uno:n-.
in mind waa the fact that as an ex officio more sense to have two representatiw_._ imous consent that Mike Hammond of
member, he would not just remain mute, of the Senate. one of the majority and my st_ff be accorded the privilege of the
t:hat he could give advice and consent, one of the minorit.:y, just to be sure thi_ floor lhxoughout the course of the de-
that he could, in effect, represent the protection would be availalJle to sJi.i liberal ions,on this measure.
Senate's point of view; that he could Senators. 'I'tu_PRESIDING OF_'ICER. Without
have a voice but not a vote. Mr. MANSFIEI2D. I would think tho! objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. CANNON. I think certainly if the would add to bhe difficulty, may I say t,: ]._r. BROCK. Mr. President, will the
ck)mrnission calls on him for advice and the clistinguished Senator from Tennes Senator yield for a Similar request?
consent he would be obligated to give see, because when a person becomes tt:_ :_r. BUCKLEY. I yield.
them advice and consent, but when we Secretary of bhe Senate, he represent_ :_r. BROCK. I ask unanimous consent
say all the r_.ghts and privileges and re- the Senate. The Sergeant at Arms of th_ that Lichard Vodra and Robert Perkins
sponsibilities of other commissioners ex- Senate represents the Senate. I wot[[,,: oi the staff be accorded' the privilege of
sept the right to vote, I would find some hate to see minority and majority repro> the floor.
ls,roblem with that. ! think that perhaps sentation, especial][y in view of the fa_:d The PRESIDING O_FICER. Without
l,,;a little broader than an ex officio mere- that I have such high confidence in th_ object ion, it is so orderedL
ber is entitled to be. present Secretary of the Senate, who h'a_ :_,_r.BUCKLEY. Mr. ]FTesident, I .jus_

Mr. MAIq[SFIELD. If he had to wait done a remarkabl,y good job under ex.. wamte:t, at the outset of this debate, to
for the commissioners to call on him, tremely difficult circumstances, make a couple of observations.
and something came up which affected Mr. BROCI/Z. I have great confidence: ;M[y friend from Tem_essee has stated
the xqghts, duties, and privileges of the may I say to the majority leader, in th_: that the decision of the, Supreme Court
E;enate, I would think that, as the Sec- present incumbent of that office and h JL,_ ir:. _;he case of Buckley versus Valeo left
retary of the Senate, representing all the erap]oyer, the Senator from Montana. I us witix a problem. I believe those are his
_clenate, he would have the right to ex- have no qualms _bout the equity tho e_:act words. Actual. ly, it left ,,_swith a
press an opinion, so that the rights of would be received _mder present circum whole carload of problems, which I sug-
the Senate could be safeguarded, as I stances. Z jusr_ wo:nder, you know, wh_:,_ gest n_ne of the proposals before us even
would assr[me the rights of the House might happen in the future, al temog to cope with.
of Representatives would be in the per- Mr. MANSFIELD. I understand. '
son of the Clerk of the House. Mr. BROCK. I think the law shoul_ I shall quote from one of the initial

Mr. CANNON. Yes. But I think to de- provide for any and all circumstances parag_:aphs of Chief Justice Burger's
bate and discuss policy issues and deci- That would be my only point, ol)iaion in that case. He said:
sionmaking problems that arise that did Mr_ CANNOlg, ],_r. President, will tl:n The courts rule does violence to the l:aten_
not relate, necessarily, directly to the Senator yield? of Ccz_gress in this comprehensive soho:me
Senate might go beyond what was in- Mr_ BROCK. I y:ield, oI campaign financing.
tended. Mr. CANN©N.-I would point out to t]:x He then goes on to say:

Mr. MANSFIELD. It would be as re- Senator from Tennessee that that is pro What remains after todlay's holding leaves
fated to the Senate. cisely the same provision that is in tb no rao_e than a shadow of what Congress

Mr. CANNON. That, I think, would be law _._ow, co:atemplated. I question whether the residue
proper. Mr. BROC]_-'. That is why the questio:_ lee_v_ _ workable program.

Mr. MANSFIELD. That would be the the Senator frora :lqevada raised was ira. I tr_ed to offer some suggestions. I in-
i:atent of the words which the distin- portant, beca't_se he was trying to 1troll tr(_uced legislation that would h_ve
_mished chairman of the committee has all of the areas Where this ex officio pe_: dealt with the effects of the Supreme
brought to the attention of the Senate, son could speak. Court s decision as a whole. I do not he,ye
and that would be the matter which I Mr. CANNOIg. I was just trying [:, airy illusions that it wJJl be enacted be-
would have in mind, because then we delineate what nky belief was as to tim c.'_use _he public, at large, and this Con-
would have a protector down t&ere which meaning of ex officio in that regard. Pa_:i tress, in particular, have failed to focus
would look :after our interests, and should of that, of course, has b_en eliminag_: on an,/ aspect other t_mn the fact that
be allowed to speak up in our behalf ff as unconstitu'bional, but the specific par the PEC, as currently constituted, was
events would warrant it. and the Clerk: of the House was not ad declared to be unconstfi;utional. But what

Mr. CANNON. If that were conditioned ch-essed by the Court, according to tX: the decision also did was to give ext:mor-
upon matters related to the Senate, then recollection, d:mary advantages to candidates who _re
l; wouId agree. It reads: either incmnbents or independently

Mr. MANSFIE, I.D. Oh, yes, it would be There is established a commission to b wealthy or who have tile; support of wen
with reference to the Senate. know_ as the Fedex,al Election Commisslo:,:: organized, well financed special interest

Mz'. BROCK. Mr. President, will the composed of the Secretary of the Senate a:b political action groups, such as the A1;%-
the Clerk of the House of Representatives CIO's 'COPE. These individuals fi/id

.'_enator yield for a question? omcio, without the right to vote, and of s:
Ma'. MA2_SPIELD. Yes, indeed, members appoiated;_sfollows: g:_£_'tlps can spend Unl_mited funds in
Mr. BROCK. Was there any considera- support of their own candidacies or of

tion of minority representation in this And then the appointing provision eaxtdidates they favor whereas non-
addendum to the Commission in an ex the :part the Cour$ struck down becoming:, introit.bent candidates who a_e Of modest
officio capacity? Congress retained a part of the power _:, rftearr_ or who do not have the support of

Mr. MANSFTELD. It was stated in the appointment, well financed political _tion groups are
]aw thai; the clerk of the House and the Mr. MANSt,'IELD. Mr. President, if t'.b subject, in that fundraising, to the limi-
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rations on contributions that survived MONE_r ANn SANCTX_ONY arbiters of the political culture, it is not sur-
the Supreme Court's ruling, we do not recall ever sharing the general prising that most of the candidates supinely

I submit that this creates enormous mugwump enthusiasm for John Gardner, yielded to Gardner's snooping. Sbme of them

inequities that this body ought to cope certainly not since that day long ago when seemed positively exhilarated to show how
with, aild I intend later to offer an in this side of a:a hour we read his mediocre little or how much they had. Sensing political
amendment which will have the effect of book on Excellence. From the moment, more, hay, Fred Harris and Sargent Shrtver breathrlessly promised Common Cause almost more
raising those limitations so that chal- ' over, when, in upperclass living rooms acrossthe country, he launched Common Cause, than it asked. Of course, several of the can-
lengers may have the opportunity to there were other indications that presump- didates seem to concede that they are easily
raise the kind of seed money that alone tion would be his badge: demonstrably, he corruptible. In response to an environmental
can assure them of a decent start in an had come to believe in his own credentials group's inquiry, they answered that they
uphill fight, as a keeper of public morals, though rather would not take contributions from oil corn-

Mr. President, I would like the RECORD in the eldering way of people who, proclaim- little?PartYexecutives. Do they trust themselves sc
to include the statement that I made be- ing themselves servants of God, insist also
fore the Committee on Rules and Admin- that they are "humble." Watergate was made There is, of course, some continuum be-

for the likes of Gardner: at least it gave his tween the public and the private life. But
istration, and I ask unanimous consent unfocused enterprise a new lease on life--and when the dividing lines are eroded, we all
that that statement be printed at the a purpose.'There is little so frantic, after all, suffer: the politicians, their families and us.
conclusion of my remarks, as a democracy in one of its periodic fits of That Lyndon Johnson had the American.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without self-righteousness, and Gardner was able to people eyeing his post-operative scars was his
objection, it is so ordered, channel the rage for some orderly purgative grotesque way of being intimate with the

(See exhibit 1.) into legislation, popular initiatives, and-- millions. Yet anyone who knows children of
Mr. BUCKLEY. What we have here, we now learn--detailed codes of campaign politicians must be aware of the price they

Mr. President, is an attempt to salvage behavior to which his custodial army. would pay for the glare that illumines nothing ira-
legislation that was ill-advised to begin try to hold aspirants for political office, portant. The breakdown of the private sphereGardner's greatest legislative accomplish- extends to the whole citizenry: if we claim
with. ment is the monstrously arcane campaign the right to know the tax returns, the med-

ical bulletins, the psychiatric histories of
It is legislation that the Congress financing law whose constitutionality is now government officials, we should not be

adopted in a state of near panic in the being tested before the Supreme Court.
wake of the Wate_gate scandals. I think Passed in the shadow of Nlxon's worst per- stunned when they do not respect our pri-vacy, when they violate it as our reformers
it is very relevant that a majority of the tidies, the law has nearly everyone at least a claim the right to violate theirs. In the end
members of the Watergate Committee bit apprehensive that the passion for reform we will get what we deserve: politicians with-
felt that the provisions of the so-called may have led Congress to infringe on the first out private lives or private feelings, men and
reform legislation adopted in 1974 were amendment guarantees of free expression, women, as the Austrian novelist Robert Musil

None of this, however, has diminished the put it, wholly "without qualities."
SO Off target that they voted against political clout of Gardner's mission. A fort-
Shem. night ago, his organization announced that Common Cause is not alone in the business

Mr. President, in the immortal words all but two of the horde now running for of scrutinizing the personal lives of the can-
dldates. Jack Anderson has asked them all to

Of the senior Senator from Rhode Island, President had pledged themselves to abide submit to him both a current medical report
we ran like r_ts in the wake of Water- by rules that are either so vague as to be and the last five years of their tax returns.
gate--is that a correct statement? meaningless, so obvious as to be redundant, He has not, to our knowledge, imputed wrong

Mr. PASTORE. No. The statement was or so onerous as to make you wonder why to those who refuse, as Common Cause has
we created a monster and we ran like any dignified person would think of corn- done with its two recalcitrants. But the edl-
scared ra_s. plying at all. It is the last category which tors of the slick New Times have done it forconcerl_ us.

Mr. BUCKLEY. Scared rats. Thank The contenders promise to make "public Anderson. "Failure to comply" with his re-quest, they say in their issue of January 9,
yOU. a statement of personal financial holdings, "may raise more interesting questions than

! totally agree with his estimation of including assets and debts, sources of in- those that surface in the tax returns and
the situation and we ran as scared- come, honoraria, gifts and other financial health reports themselves." This is prurient

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time transactions over $1000, covering candidate, vigilantism. Gardner was predictably filore
Of the Senator has expired, spouse and dependent children." What right delicate with his threats: "The public will

Mr. BUCKLEY. May I have i more does John Gardner have to information want to know whether these two candidates
minute? about the earnings of a candidate's teenage disagree with the standards or cannot live

child, or a legacy left to a spouse by a rich with them 'politically," particularly the re-
Mr. BROCK. Mr. PresidenL I yield the aunt? or for that matter even to informa- qulrement for public disclosure of personal

Senator I more minute, tion about the personal debts of a candidate?, financial holdings. One of the two who has
Mr. BUCKLEY. We ran like scared How does it help the public understand a not signed on Gardner's dotted line is Ronald

rats in part as a result of the enormous campaign or Judge a record? And why should Reagan, though his spokesman assured The
campaign launched by Common Cause. the fact that an individual aspires to or holds New York Times that the candidate "can

Mr. President, for the edification of office imply obligations upon his family to probably agree with all these points." Eugene
our colleagues ! offer for the RECORD an tell all--or anything for that matter--espe- McCarthy, the other candidate out of step,

_lally to reveal what only yesterday we has not himself responded either to Anderson
editorial on John Gardner and Common thought legitimately, to be private, even in- or to Common Cause; but he did tell the
Cause that appeared in the New Republic violate? A recent ugly instance of this is the Gridiron dinner that he had received an tn-
in the January 31, 1976 issue. To give assumption thai; Mrs. Marion Javlts had no qulry from a religious group that amounted
yOU the flavor, I will merely read one right to a job of her own choice because her to a request for "transcripts, if not tapes, of
sen:fence: husband is an influential senator, my confessions over the last 10 years." This

Fram the moment, moreover, when, in On the evidence of the past, there is not is, we suppose, his way of answering. His
upperclass living rooms across the country, even the sparsest argument that can be made campaign manager, howeveL wrote Gardner
he launched Common C_use, there were for a genuine public interest in the lnforma- directly, not felicitously but expressing a sen-
other indications that presumption would be tion that is being demanded. The corrupt, timent with which we fully sympathize.
his badge: demonstrably, he had come to be- moreover, will lie; and those who tell the "Take your enclosed standards and stuff
lieve in his own credentials as a keeper of truth will have contributed one more dlgres- them in your ear."
public mora_s, though ra_her In the elderlng sion from the crucial substance of political
way of people who, proc]a4m_qg themselves debate, which should be how we are to be ExHl_rr 1

governed. In our day, however, personal ex-
servant6 of God, insist _lso that they are posure and revei{atlon have displaced serious STATEMENTOF HOI_. JAMES L. BUCKLEY, A U.S."humble."

exposition and analysis as the favored mode S_NATOR FROM THE $_I'ATE OF NEW YORK
I ask unanimous consent that that edt~ of public discourse. The press certainly is Senator BUC_T._Z. Thank you, Mr. Chair-

torial be planted at this point in the more interested in the insignificant but per- man. I welcome the opportunity to discuss
RECORD. haps scabrous aspects of a public person's my bill, which was introduced yesterday.

life than in what the life stands for and has It is now 2_ weeks since the Supreme Court
There being no objection, the editorial served. This is why "the search and destroy handed down Its decision, and since then a

was ordered to be printed in the REco_r, operation" is now standard fare in our best number of bills have been introduced more
as follows: newspapers. Given this temper among the or less as emergency measures that are in-
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tended to deal wt_h only the_ most obvious raise the money necessary to launch su _ v_31otm, it is simply irrational to suppose
of the gaps left by the decision, ce_sful campai_Ls. Any possibility of aLvu _._ _Zhat any eandidat_ for n_tional office will

Hone of these measures, I _ubmlt, addresses will, in our oplniorh be checked by the eff.e :- ]_e, J_fiuenced by a $100 contribution, let
the full rang_ of problems created by the tire enforcement of the disclosure l_V:- alone an $11 contrlbuticm. The only possible
Supreme Cou_ decision,' especially in con.. slons efi!eet of the current ]provision is to dis-
gressional races. I would at +,his time poL_t out _hat 'L:c_:_ courage contributions t,y individuals r_luc-

We need to do substantially more than les_ we subst_mtlally raise the limits on :!,:m- _:ant to be identified w_,th minor parties or
'simply reconstitute the Federal Electinzl, divldual contributions, candidates for Co._J_. _npopular causes. It does not in any way
Commission so that public subsidies ma!r g_s runnng this year will face the da_tgt_ affect the problem of i,_m_ptio_ in public
continue to flow to Presidential eandidate,,_ of lo_ing substantial control over their or: o,_lce. Our bill would substantially lighten
The Supreme Court's elimination of limlt:_, ¢_m_paigns. The $1,000 and $5,000 contrlt:. :_. r_he current recordkeeplng burden by limit-
oa individual spending has accentuated the lion limitatioms will no longer keep indivl, !- ;.:Qgsuch records to contributions in e×cess
inequities already ingrained in the Feder_J. _ah_ on political committees from spencUi:__ of $100.
Election Campaign Act. They, too, must bo _ much as they want on behalf of can.ci:i- tt is Just as irrational to assume that
addresee_ on an urgent basis, dates they want to support. It will mer_!_, candidates for national office could be bribed

Finally. there is broad agreement, based o:_. i_revent them from coordinating their ie> lbT the $101 contributions float must now
actual experience with the act, that a num,- ponditures with the candidate's caml_alg _:. be reported. The amount of money required
bet of its provisions are unwieldly and un,., In other words, ewIh one of us running _::r :_o h_ve a ccd_uptive influence on a candi-
duly burdensome. These can easily be cot.- office this year could see chaos in their p:c :;- dante for political office depends on the rela-
rected at this time if only we will take tho mot,ion of a singe cause. _tve size of the contribution to the overall
tro_ble to do so. fi.nancial requirements of the campaign. In

Yesterday, Congressman William Steige:£' 2. THE FEDERALELECTION COMMISSION
Of W_soonsin and I introduced in our respec.., Aside from _e fact that the Sul_re,_::,_:, order to ameliorate the effect of disclosure
tire Houses a bill that will restructure tho Oou_t has fo_md the method of appoint_ _ pr_vislons on public participation in a earn-
Federal Election Commission along constitu.., the Federal Electicm Commission to be zt:_- !f.,aign, our bill would adopt vario_m dis-
tional lines, reallocate its responsibUlties in a constitutional, the Co_tmission in practt:_ clo_re thresholds which would be calibrated
mo_e efficient manner, adjust some of tho has been found to reflect all the deficiencJ_-_ to the office sought. S_elfically, we wouldestablish those thresholds at $1,000 in the
maJo_ inequities in the law as it has sur.,, i_hat are to be found in too many other age:_,
rived the Court's decision, and make certal:a cl_ that are clothed with very broad r_. csse of a candidate for the Presidency, $500In the case of a candidate for the Senate,
modifications that we believe will simplify malting and enforcement responslbilit!t._:_ 'and $250 in the case of a candidate for the
the administration of the Federal Electio:a Arbitrary and. at '_imes capricious reqnir -
Campaign Act, as amended. In preparing our ments impose excessive legal and bookkee :. House of Representatives. And I hope that
bill, w$ haw consulted with our coptaintifis lng costs on candidates without serving _[,:[J,_ [_'_oone suggests that any of us could b_
in B_c_c_ v. V_eo. Our bill represents _ l_Fparent public service. We have also v_ ,c bought for lower sums.
consensus that cuts acroes partisan and ldec ia the Cormnh_sion extraordinarily bro_-_i 4. MI_CELL_EOE:S PROVISIONS
logical lines. It is the only bill before th_s powers over a mo_; sensitive area of natlo:c_:, The present rules appear unduly restric-
committee that attempts to address all th_ life, tire with respect to contributions to a_d
major problems that have been precipitated I suppose there is some sort of poet_ from political parties and committees. There
by the Supren_e Court's decision. Justice in having :Members of the Cong_e_!,'. :is also a great deal of mzcertainty as to what

Our bill does not seek to change feature_,,_ finally made subject to the kind of bure_,_- _,zmtitutes a contribution to a particular
of the act, such as thepublic financing el'. cratle harassment and regulatory uncm:'- candidate. Our bill. incorporates language
Presidential campaigns, _hich the plaintiff?J taintles and cost._l to which the Congrt_i_;s which will (a) remove _,_me of the arbitrary
In B_c_cl_ v. V_eo found objectionable, but routinely has subJ!ected so many other_ !:_ :_es_O_ctinns that have b'een placed on the
which ' the Supreme Court lef_ standing. American society. Nevertheless, our bill see;, traditional role of parties and committees,
Rather, we seek only to make those cor _o remedy this situation by allowing t:l,t thereby broadening the, diversity of groups
rections in the law that are urgently required functions currently delegated to the FEC i:< that can have an input om the electoral proc-
as a result of the Supreme Court's decision, be realloeated between a reconstituted co z_, ess, and (b) provide for necessary statutory
while correcting some of the widely noted[ :mission and a new election law section to :_f g_ddelines for determining what constitutes
defects in the law that have become appa_.. _tablished in the Department of Just:k,:_' a contribution. This will serve to remove
ent since its enactment. Our bill would vest the enforcement powt:x' :many of the uncertainties that now exist in

Specifically, our bill is addressed _o th,_ .for the Federal election laws not with _: _ho law, and will facilitate the conduct of
following deficiencies: independent election czar, but with a_: :s,mpaigns as well as t_ae work of the ele_-

l. TH_ I_&'l-_ AMONGCANDIDATE_ _OOICltiVeofficials within the %r_,ditional e::. lion law section that would be chars_d un~

The Supreme Court's rejection of lfmit_,-. _'orcement ann of the Federal Governmm ; 4Let our bill with the enforcement of Federal
tl_ns on expenditures by c_ndidates and in... The election law section would be headec_ i:_} ,_lec_lon laws.
dependent individuals and groups has dra,- a Director and Deputy Director of differe :_ As I stated at the outset, the Supreme
matically magnified the inequities that exist political parties wt_o would be appointed _y G'o_rVs decision In Bl_c_clej_ v; Valeo requires
unde_ the law between different classes of the President, with the advice and con_-::_l: corrective action that i_ algnifica_tly broad-
can_idatas. On the one hand, wealthy candi-, of the Senate. They would serVe for 4-y_,_: er tn scope than the reconstitutIon of the
dates or candidates having the support of 'terms and could be removed only for ea_ F_,_ieral Election Con_nission. Inequities
well-organized, weU-fin_nced political actiOrL 'We believe, i_ short, that this mechani_:_ :haw_ been magnil_ed 'whiCh the Congress
grou_s, such as the AFL_CIO's Committee would insulate this section from _olittcali ;must address if we are not to establish two
on Political Education, can now spend tm,.. direction by .an incumbent President. c_s of candidates fa_ing vastly different
limited stuns in the promotion of their ca_.- _2_is arrangemez_t would leave audit, _'_i- ;problems in financing and launching their
dldacles. On the other hand, candidates 'view, and certification responsibilities wii:_ political campaigns, l_rthermore, the fac_
without private means or without the sup.- 'the new Federal l:iectton Commission wh!:[_ that some legislative action is necessary at
port Of such group6 are limited to contribu.- assigning the functions o_ enforcement, t:_l this time provides us with a unique op-
tions that may not exceed $1,000 from lndJ.- :Issuance of advisedly opinions, and the eo::l, port;unity to correct the deficiencies that
viduals or $5,000 from political action corn- duct of civil and ,criminal litigation to !;]:_f hi,ye been widely noted, deficiencies which
mlttees. In practice, this has provided enor., new election law section of the Justice 13_-, acid materially to the cost and complexity
mc_ds handicaps in raising the kind of seed partment. This is l_he more normal arrang i of political campaigns without serving any
money that is especially important l_l me_t, and we believe it represents betl:_l :identifiable publicpurl_e.
launching the can_palgn of a candidate who policy. The American peopie have a right to ex-
is relatively unknown. 3. RECO_nlf___I?n_G ANDDISCLOSU]_E _ot that we will utilize 'this opportunity to

Our bill will help redress this imbalance _e current dhmlc_ure _ bookkee_i:_:_._ effe¢,_ something mor_ than incremental
by raising the limitations on individual and iorovisions of the Federal FJectlon Cam_:qp:_, changes intended to preserve the status quo.
COmmittee contributions to the following .Act impose costs that cannot be justitt,_,_ 'I_zey have a right to expect their represau,
levels: $50,000 in the case of a Presidential by any considera:_ion of public poHcy_ _ tatives in Congress to e_mact real election re-
candidate, $26,000 in the case of senatorial _peak of the current requirements that a re_: :_orm that will remove lprovisions whose ne_
ca_didates, and, $10,/)4)0 in the case of :it oral be kept o_ each contribu_or giving ov_,: i;ffec,l, is to protect tho wealthy or special-
candidate for t_ Hous_ of l_presentativea_ $10 and thal_ disclosure be made of _[i:. interest candidate from successful challenge,
These limitations are high e_ou_ to enabt_ contribution ha ex, mss of $100. _0 s_y nothing of incumbent Members of
rahidle- and l_we_-Luecrm_ candidates i;o With respect ti_, the recordkeeping 1_:;'_' _'k)_es_.
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I thank you, Mr. Chairman. There has been choice. The effect of the bill before us is serf-destruct provision were taken ouL
distributed a synopsis of the legislation we to pervert that purpose. ,I have had tame to review It, _d I find
introduced yesterday. And ! would be happy The effect of the amendment that we that all we weald be dohig would be to
to answer any questions you may have. offer 18 to restore to _ C_omml._slOll its perl_tua_,_ _ co_lnlission into the un-

The PRESIDING OFI_ICER. Who basic, fmadamental purple, and that is foreseen future, and we would be giving
yields time? its tndependenoe in the oversight of the them some unlimited authority, giving

The C_air states that the Senator election process of these 50 States. I them a salary and operating expenses,
from Nevada has 11 minutes remaining think that is a terribly important issue, and letting them ge au their way.
and the Senator from Tennessee 4 mtn- and I hope that we will look upon it not ! believe we need more clarification of
utes remaining, in partisan terms but in terms of our the law. We need clarification with re-

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I suggest responsibiliti es to the Republic and the spect to the Sun lac decision, which was
the absence of a quorum and ask that ConstitUtion; because we have no right very uniair on the part of one side; and
time be taken out of both sides, to advantage ourselves by device, by law, we have to keep these things in balance.

Mr. BROCK. I ask that the Senator not by circumstance. When the Senator from Michigan re-
make such a' request. We only have 4 The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time turns to the Chamber, ff he renews his
minutes remaining, of the Senator has expired, motion to eliminate section 3, which is

Mr. CANNON. I withdraw the request. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I want the self-destruct provision, that will be
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The re- to be sure that my coileagues under- contrary to the recommendations of his

quest iswtthdrawn, stand what would be covered in this ,leader at the White House; because the
Who yields time? substitute. President, himself, suggested that we
If nobody yields time, the clock will The Senator correctly stated that it have a self-destruct provision early next

be charged equally against both sides, would simply extend the life of the Corn- year. I attended the meeting at which
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. President, I sug- mission, but we already have seen many that suggestion was made. So that we

gest the absence of a quorum, instances in which we believe the Corn= then could look at it again in a calmer
The PRESIDING OFFICER. On whose mission had erred in the proposal of reg- atmosphere and try to come up with a

time? ulatious that they had sent up here, in new bill. In any event, ff the distinguished
Mr. PASTORE. Charged to both sides, the interpretation of existing law, and Senator from Michigan wants to oppose
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without many other areas, his President and moves to elminate sec-

objection, it is so ordered. The clerk will The initial proposal, the substitute t-ion 3 from the bill, I am inclined to go
call the roll. that has been presented here, simply along with him on that point at present.

The second assistant legislative clerk would let the Commission go on until I see that the Senator has returned to
proceeded to call the ro11. December 31, 1976, at which time there the Chamber. I will be glad to yield some

Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I ask is a seif-destruct provision. If all the bad time to him, if he_lesires, within the very.
unanimous consent that the order for the features suggested by the Senator are in few minutes I have remaining, inasmuch
quorum _ be rescinded, this bill which the Rules Committee has as the time of the minority has expired.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without reported, I do not know why he would I recapitulate, fei' the benefit of the
objection, it is so ordered, want to self-destruct his proposal as of Senator from Michigan: I have _just

Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, we are the end of December 1976, because then stated that if the Senator from Michigan
some 11 minutes shy of a vote on the we would be back to where we had to desires to oppose his leader, the Preai-
pending amendment, and ! shall just write a new bill and come to the floor of dent, who recommended that we have a
suuunarlze very quickly the arguments of the Senate and go all over again, self-destruct provision, and to look at
the proponents. We have already seen to some degree this bill in a calmer atmosphere early

It is my very strong feeling that the how this bill works. So the only thing we next year, I will not object ff he moves
bill, as presented to us by the Committee would be doing by making a straight pro- to strike section 3, tile self-destruct pro-
on Rules and Administration, as I said vision of it in this bill, a straight de- Vision, from his substitute.
earlier, wassomething more than an ex- struct, until the end of December 1976, Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, while I
tension bin, and yet that is the way it has would be to say that the Presidential will not accept thc characterization of
been presented. It is, in fact, a Christ- candidates could go on their merry way,
mas tree, designed to advantage certain qualifying to get the money out of the the Senator from Nevada, I am glad thathe has changed his position and will co-
very important groups of high pr/vilege Federal funds to carry out their cam- operate to that extent.
and great political power in this country, paigns. :
It is designed to disadvantage certain We already have found some bad fea- Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-sent that section 3 of the substitute be
other-groups, but more than anything tures; and I am going to propose an
else, because those are not the points of amendment to the bill reported by the stricken.
contention, the bill as presented to us is Rules Committee, ff the Senator's sub- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
a bin to destroy the independence of the stitute is defeated, to make sure that we objection? The Chair hears none, and It
Pederal Election Commission, to pervert cannot have such a proliferation of can- is so ordered.
its basic purpose and to reconstitute the diates for national office running around Mr, BROCK. Section 3, on page 4.
good old days where the Senate and the country at taxpayers' expense when The PRESIDING OFI_ICER. The
House of Representatives were the judge they have absolutely no chance of being amendment win be so modified_
of their own election process and no one viable candidates. Mr. CANNON. I take it that we are all
else. The whole reason we got into this Mr. BROCK. As long as the Senator talking about the same one, inasmuch as
fight for reform some several years ago understands they are allhis. [Laughter.] we had two earlier.
was to set up a commission whose inde- Mr. CANNON. After another primary Mr. President, I yield 2 minutes to the
pendence was unquestionable from either or two, there may be some of both. At Senator from Iowa.
this body or the other body. least, right now, I would say that perhaps Mr. CLARK. I thank the Senator.

The purpose was to allow the American they are mostly on this side. Mr. President, I simply wish to speak
peopIe an opportunity to conduct an In any event, I hope the Senater will during the last minute or two that we
election for representation with assur- support me in that. have before the vote.
ance that there would not be an incum- I objected earlier to the request of the I commend the distinguished floor
bent guarante, that the incumbent would Senator from Michigan to modify his manager of the bill, Senator CANNOm,for
have available to him no more and no amendment by .eliminating the self- the outstanding job he has done in bring-
less than the challenger, so that the peo- destruct provision principle, because I lng this much-needed attention to the
ple could have an honest opportunity for did not know what would occur if the floor of the Senate. I hope we will be able
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to pass S. 3065 in the near future, and _,sm_es-aEL_,Tm coM_x-_-_s grea_ional candidates between September 1,
it certainly appears that we will. _most 75 percent of the 242 new commlb._ 19'73; e_nd December 31, 1!974. Candidates in

No one can dispute the urgent need _ have been for_aed by business-related. 1974, provided an additional $6.2 million of
for a reconstitution of the Federal Elec- mterssts, according bo the study. One hun_ their own money.
lion Commtssion,-s0 that the adminis- died and seven corporations and 22 banktm Of the $12.5 million in interest group con-' 'trlb_at_[ons in 1974, labor organizations ac-
tratton and enforcement of the law Can _aave established new- political committee_mt.n the last yeae, more than doubling the num- counted for $6.3 million, and business and
continue without disruption. But S. 3065 bet of cOrporatlans and banks with regis- professional groups accounted for $4.8 mil-
does more than simply reconstitute the _ered committ_s prior to the 1974 electlon_; lie,ri. (See Appendix C.) These figures do not
Commission, and that is what the pend- Seventeen oil compa:ales have registered pc,- reflect the amount of money spent by labor
lng amendment is ail about. It establishes litlcai action committees for the first time _, and other organlz_tions in communicating
strict new limits on the proliferation of including Atlantic Richfield Co., Cities Serw with their own members and in condu.cting
so-caUed political action committtees ice Co., Standard Off of California, Standar,mi nonpartisan voter registration and get out
which are set up by special interest oil of Ohio, Sun Oil Co. and Texaco. Prior to the, w)te drives. Such expendit_tres are notcampaign expenditures within the meaning
grouPs, both business and labor, to fun- tho 1974 elect/ons, only one oil compan!(Union Oil of California, had registered a pc,_ of t_he federal law and the total amounts
Gel money to candidates. Certainly, ff utlcal committee. · involved In these activities are not known.
we adolat the pending substitute, we will :_ght steel companies have registered fund[. _ Tine study also revealed that individuals
be ignoring that problem, for the first t/me, including AAMCO St_; w_.th business or profe_3ional occupations

Mr. President, I should like to have co., LykeS-Youngstown, National'Steel 0orp, accounted for $18.4 million given by lndl-
printed at this point in the RECORD some P_epublic Steel Corp. and U.S. Steel. viduals to 1974 Congressional candidates inamounts of $500 or more. l'his included $13.6
mraterial which was prepared by Corn- Four major aerospl_ce corporations---Grun_ million from businessmen, $2.6 million from
mon Cause. It dramatically illustrates man Corp., Lock'heecil Aircraft Corp., McDor,. attorneys and $580,000 feom individual doc-
the massive special interest contribution nell Dougla._ C4_rp; Emd United Technologil_(formerly Unit_._i Aircraft) have also regis tots. (See Appendix B for breakdown.) The
and proliferation of committees that al- terea commlttess for the first time. Connnon Cause figures are based on an anal-
ready has taken place. I ask unanimous ot_er major corporations registering ne_,_ ysis of occupation and employer information
consent to have this material printed in political committee_ include American l_,: required to be listed by ¢_ndidatss on cam-
tile RECORD. press Co., Bristol-Myers Co., Continental Ca_ p_l_,n finance reportS. They represent the first

There being no objection, the material co., Dow Chemical CO., Litton Industries, comprehensive analysis ever done of the DC-
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, Montgomery Ward & Co., Pan American Air cupation of individual contributors to Con-
$_ follows: lines, l_psico Inc., R.J. Reynolds Industrl_,:; gre_lonal races."These findings again strongly demonstrate

and Sears, .Roebuck & Co. the need for Congressional public financing,"
[News release from Common Cause, Wash- The remaining 25 :percent of the new con_,

ington, D.C., Mar. 10, 1976] mittees registering were sponsored by labo: Wertheimer said. "They ,how a strong reli-
Sg'_CL_L INTI/:R_eST GROD'PS ACCUMULATE $16.4 organizations axed miscellaneous groups. Mos ance :by candidates on larger gifts and spe~

M_LION FOR 1976 Po_.rrIC_L CAMPaXONS,UP of the 36 newly registered labor-related 1_:_ cial interest contributions. Public financing
MORE THAN 40 PERCENT OVER SrMrLA_ PR- litical committ_es represent additional corn provides candidatee wl_;h an alternative
a_x)_ xN 1974, COMMON CAUSESTUDYREVEALS mitres formed by labor unions which at choice for their elect/oma---an alternative

Special interest grousp have accumulated ready had one or more political committec_; bi_d on less special Interest dependence,
$16.4 million for the 1976 political cam- prior to the 1974 elections, The Communicv. sm_,ller private contributions, and greater
palgus, according to a new study released tie n Workers of America, far example, regl_ citizen involvement."
by Common Cause. The $16.4 million pollti- tered 12 additional c.ommittees, and the Ma Earlier Common Cause studies have dem-
cal war chest--cash on hand as of January chinists registered iour additional commto onstrated that in the absence of public fi-nancing, incumbents in congress have con~
1976---represents an increase of more than tet_s.
40 percent over the $11.7 million held by "Comprehensive public financing for iL, sistentiy outraised and outspent their chal-lengers by an average of two to one, regard-
£aterest groups at a similar early stage of 1976 Presidential elections assures that th, less of political party afii'.Llat/on, Wertheimer
_he 1974 elections (February 28, 1974), the gr_t bulk of all interest group contribution, saicL
study revealed, in 1976---new or old, business or labor, medi According to the lates_ study the largest

"The $16.4 figure doesn't even begin to tell c_A or dairy---are destined for the Congre_ individual interest group contributor's to
She story," according to Fred Wertheimer, sionai races." _rertlxeimer said. "These de 1974 Congressional candidates were the po.
Common Cause Vice President and Director velopments present one of the most co_ li_ical funds of the Ame]2can Medical Asso-
of its Campaign Finance Monitoring Project. peliing case_ yet made on the need for Cob ciai;lon, $1,462,972; the AFL-CIO, $1,178,638;
"In one of t_xe most significant developments gressional public financing." the UAW, $848,938; the maritime unions,
since the passage of the 1974 campaign fi- "They also demonstrate that it is essenti_ $_3B,314; the Machinists, $470,353; and finan-
nance law, 242 new political giving commit- for Congre_ to mak,_ clear that an organi_ cial institutions, $438,428. (See Appendix C.)
tees have been established by special interest tion cannot set up a number of politic_,: Of the individual businessmen and profes-
groups during the past year." (See Appendix committees and thereby render meaningles; sionals who gave $18.4 million to 1974 Con-
A for complete list.) "Most of these new in- the $5,000 lin_J.t on what an organizatio_/, gre_mional candidates in _mounts of $500 or
retest group committees have Just begun political 'committee can give to a candidat_ more, $2.5 million came from individuals in
their drive to accumulate funds for the 1976 The need for this 'antiprollferatlon' legisla the construction and real estate industry,
e,lections. Ttds means that many millions of t.ion is strikingly demonstrated by Just twm $2.3 millio_i came from individuals in the fi-
_ditional political dollars will be raised by eases," Werthe_,ner said. "During the perie, I nancial Industry and $1.7 million came from
the new committees in the months ahead," from October-December 1975, Dow Chemlcfml ir_dividuals associated wi'th oil, gas, or other
Wertheimer said. Co. registered seve_x new political commit: natural resource industries. (See Appen-

_According to the study, the 242 new corn- $z_ss. During the period frOm August-Dece_'_ dix B.)
_nlttees now constitute thirty percent of all bet 1975 the Communication Workers _::i 1976 FUNDS 0N HAND
interest group committees registered nnder America registered 12 new committees. "_b _
the federal law. The cash the new committees blUs to reconst/tute the Federal Electio: m l:m,,_iness and professional interest groups
have accumulated at this stage, however, Commission pending in the House and Se:m:. aoconnted for $8.8 millie,n cash on hand asof January 1976, compa:red to _6.6 million
amountS to only six percent of the $16.4 mil- ate contain clear 'anti-proliferat/on' provJ hold by labor organizations. (see Appendix
lion total funds accumulated by all interest siena," Werthe[mer said. D.) The $8.8 million total includes $3 rall-
gro/xp committees. SPECZALINTEREST A]gD LARGEGIVERS IN 19 _m ilon held by business groups, $2.7 million by

T_,e n_w committees so far have raised only CONGRESSIONALRACES agriculture and dairy groups and $2.5 raft-
1_978,000 with $_96,000 accumulated by Just The C/)mraon Cause study also revealc I lion :held by health gre.ups. In early' 1974
Dna group, a new committee connected with that $35 million in campaign contribut/o:;:_ dairy groups also had $2.1 million cash on
l_hs American Trial Lawyers Association. to 1974 Congre_lonal candidates came frc._:: hand but wound up giving only $301,000 to

The study notes that the huge difference, large individtml givers ($500 or more) an i 1974 Congressional candidates. "Dairy groups
between funds available for all committees special interest groups. T'ne $35 million 't,c he_[ a very dlfilcult time during that Water-
_nd those available for new committees will tal---$22.5 million from individuals who ga_._ ga.re p6ried getting candidates to accept their
change dramat/ealiy over the course of 19_6, $500 or more and $12.5 million from specb i contributions. It. is not clear that this pat-
_s the new committees carry out their initial interest groups--represents over 40 perce:_ i: t_rm will be rep_,ated in 1976/' Wertheimer
l_undraislng drives, of the $83.5 million contributed to 1974 Co_ said.
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Labor organizations have on hand $1.6 mi1- Halliburton Co, Gerber Products 0o.
!ion more tha_ the $5 million t_ey had at Houston Oil & Minerals Corp. Natl,Broiler Council
a similar stage in 1974. In additio_ the Marathon Oll Co. Pillsbury Co.
AFL,_IO's COPE fulld reports a balanc_ of MAPOO Inc. (Okla.) Quaker Oats Co.
only $173,000 as of January 1976. (In 1974 Peoples Natural Gas Co. Forest Products (6):
the ..I._X,-CIO COPE funds contributed $12 SEDCO Inc., Dallas Boise Cascade
mlllio_ to Congre_Sional can41dates.) Skelly Oil Co. Crown Zellerbach Corp.

Health groups have on hand approximately Small Producers for Energy Independence Intl. Pater Co.
$1 million more than the $l.5 million they Standard Oil Co. (Calif.) (SOCAL) Natl. Lumber & Bldg. Assn.
had in 1974, with the AMA accounting for Standard Oil Co. (Ohio) (SOHIO) Potlach Corp.
$728,00/) of the increase. Sun Oil Co. Union Camp Corp,

The leading groups with funds available Texaco Inc. Insurance (6):
as of January 1976 were the Associated Milk Texas Eastern Transmission Corp. American Family Corp.
Producers, Inc., $1,811,702; the American Texas Gas Transmission Corp. Am. General Insurance Co,. Texas
Medical Association, $1,616,978; the marl- True Oil Co. Insurance Pub. Afl. Council, Chicago
time unions, $1,347,332; UAW, $988,652; fi- Universal Oil Products Co. Kansas City Life Insurance (lo.
nancial institutions, $635,765; and the Source: Campaign Finance Monitoring *Life Underwriters, Texas
American Dental Association, $612,792. (See Project, copyright by Cammon cause 1976. Utica Mutual Insurance Co.
Appendix D.) Communications (4): Mac_inery (3):

1974 DATATO BE pD'BLISHED IN SELVESOF California Community TV Assn. Deers & Co.*Gen. Tel. & Electronics, Conn. Martin Tractor Co.
VOLUMES * Gen. Tel. & Electronics, Ill. Natl. Machine Builders Tool Assn,

Common Cause also announced that it *Gen. Tel. & Electronics, Ind. Pharmaoeu_tcal_ (4):
would publish within-the next month a Construction (7): Bristol-Myers Co.
series of volumes setting forth comprehen- *Assoc. Builders & Contractors, Inc., Iviich. CIBA-GEIGY Corp.
sire campaign finance data for the 1974 *Assoc. General Contractors, Colo. Natl. Assn. of Pharmacists
Congressional elections. The volumes will Brown &Root Proprietary Assn. The
present for each Congressional candidate in Construction Industry PAC, Tex. Railroads (1):
the 1974 general election a complete list of Flour Corp. Bessemer & Lake Erie RR
intorest group contributions, and Individual Metal Building Industry /_eal Estate (3):
contribntlons of $500 or more. The volumes Natl. Limestone Institute, Inc. Cabot Corp.
will also provide complete listings of the Electronics (1): Natl. Realty FAC
1974 Congressional contributions made by Watkins-Johnson Co., Palo Alto, Calif. eNatl. Assn. of Realtors Wash. State
each significant special interest group. Financial Institutions (33) Transportation (11 ):

Common Cause said it will continue to Alaskan Skies Assn. Natl.
nxcmitor campaign finances in the 1976 elec- Commercial Bank Groups (2): Allegheny Airlines
th)ns, with particular focus on the activities *Arizona Bankers AMERCO
of special interest groups. Since its inception *Louisiana Bankers Am.' Public Transit Assn.
in early 1972, thc Common Cause Campaign Commercial Banks (22): Budd Co.
Finance Monitoring Project has been di- Bank of Everett (WA) Matson Navigation (sub Alex & Baldwin)
rected by Fred Wertheimer. John J. Conway Bank of Hawaii Metro Services, Texas
and Nell Upmeyer serve as Associate Directors Commercial Security Bancorp. (UT) *Natl. Auto Dealers Assn. Natl.
of the Monitoring Project specializing in Crocker Bank (CA) *Natl. Auto Dealers Assn. Tex_s
special interest activities, and candidate and CT & B Bancshares (GA) Pan American Airlines
individual contributor activities, respectively. Detroit Bank Corp.

Fidelity Bank (PA) Pullman Inc.Utilities (2):
APPENDIX A First City Natl. Bank, Houston (TX) Columbus & S. Ohio Electric Co,

First Intl. Bancshares, Inc. (TX) Florida Power Light Co.
SPECIAl, INTERESTS P_EGISTERING POLITICAL First Natl. Bank (AZ)

ACTION COMMIT'IF.ESSINCE JANUARY 1, 1975 First Security Corp. (UT) Other (31):Alton Box Board Co.
( * Denotes groups that previosuly had reg- First Wisconsin Corp. Am. Assn. of Nurseryme_

lstered political committees and are register- Marine Natl. Bank (PA) Am. Express Co.
lng additional committees.) Merchants Natl. Bank & Tr. Co. (IN) .A.m. Retail Federation

mmn,q_ss (irs) Natl. Bank of Detroit
Pacific Natl. Bank of Wash. Am. Textile Mfrs. Assn.

Aerospace (4 committees): Pittsburgh Natl. Bank Arthur Young
Grumman Corp. Security Pacific Corp. (cA) Broyhill Furniture Industries
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Union Planters Corp. (TN) Container Corp.Continental Can Co.
McDonnell Douglas Corp. Valley Natl. Bank of Arizona
United Technologies Corp. Waccamaw Bank & Tr. Co; (NC) Corning g_tass Works
Apparel (1): *Wells Fargo & Co. (CA) Dow Corning Corp.
Kellwood Co. Savings and Loans (5): Eaton Corp.
Ckemicals anit Metals (25): *Savings & Loan League Colorado Evergreen Associates, Everett, Wash.
Aluminum Co. of America. *Savings & Loan League Florida First Class Mailers Assn.
AMAX Inc. Citizens Savings & Loan Assn., San Fram Franklin Electric Co., Inc.
Anaconda Co. Citizens Savings Assn. (Canton, OH) John W. Graham Co.
AH3/ICO Steel Corp. City Federal Savings & Loan, N.J. L.M. Berry & Co.
DOw Chemical Co. (7 committees) Creclit Unions (2): Litton Industries, Inc.
FMC Corp. Assoc. Credit Bureaus '!nc. Texas Marco Comm. for Effect. Govt. (Balti)
Jones & L_ughlin Steel Corp. Consumer Bankers Assn. Marcor Inc.
Kerr-McGee Corp. Miscellaneous (2): Montgomery Ward & Co.
Lone Star Steel Co. Am. Collectors Assn. Producers Cotton Oil Co. (CA)
Lykes-Youngstown Household Finance Corp. R.J. Reynolds Industries Inc.
National Steel Corp. Foog ancl /coil processing (14) R.R. Donnelly& Sons
NL Industries Rexnord Inc.
Owens-Illinois, Inc. Beverages (3): Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Phelps Dodge Corp. Coors Adolph Co.
PPG IndUstries, Inc. Distilled Spirits Institute Square D Co.

PepsicoInc. TRW
Republic Steel Corp.
U.S. Steel Retatt (4): Wheelabrator-Frye Inc.
W. R. Grace & CO. Handy Andy Inc. Weilman Indalstries, Johnsville, SO (_2)
Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel Ckh'_. Piggly Wiggly SouthernNatL Assn. of _etatl Grocers Agriculture an_ Dairy (2)
Coal, Oil and Gas (20): Winn-Dixie Stores Inc. Am. Feed Mfrs. Aa_a.
Atlantic Richfield .Co. Others (7): United Fruit & Vegetable Assn.
Cities Service Co. Cane Sugar Refiners Assn. Lawyers (4)

Continental Oil Co. Dillingham Corp. Am_ Trial Lawyers Assn.
Enserch Corp. Flowers Industries Inc. Doherty, Rumble & Butler (MN) (8)
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Health. (I41 B*xtlding and Cor_truction Trades (4) l?an Am Chap Flight Eng. Intl. Assn.
American Dental Association (91: *C_rpenters----Callfornla Teamsters, Independent (2):
*Am. Dental Assn., Idaho *Electrical _'orke:l!S (IBEW)--Iowa *Teamsters, Independent (AL)
*Am. Dental Assn., Illinois *Electrical Workers (IBEW)--Conn. "Teamsters, Independent (IN)
*Am. Dental Assn., Indiana *Laborer_ #860_Ohio Miscellaneous Labor ( 141:
*Am. Dental Assn., Kansas Crcwernment (11: "Communications Workers (121
*Am. Dental Assn., Louisiana Letter Caxrters "Hospital & Health Care,, Natl.
*Am. Dental Assn., Maine Irt_ltstrial (Ii): "Hospital & Health Cs,re Dist. 1199C (PA)

*Am. Dental Assn., Minnesota AFL-CIO Affiliated (4) -- Miscellaneous (8)

.Am. Dental ._sn., Nebraska *Machinists #146---Texas National Education Association (3):
*Am. Dental Assn., Wyoming *Machinlsts---Wemhtngton
Miscellaneolts Healti* (5): *l_[achinist_--Wisconstn Nail Educ. Assn. (MI) (Saginaw)
Assn. of AJn_ Physicians & Surgeons *Machinists Dist. 10--Wisconsin Natl. Educ. Assn. (NC)Natl. Educ. Assn. (OK)
Group Practice Poi. Comm. (VA) Ur_fted Auto Wor;cers, Independent (1) Other (3):
Group P. Comm. (TX) *United Auto Workers, Independe:::, I Gun Owners of Am.
New Jersey Health Group (Ortr. Flint) lqatl. Women's Poi. Caucus
Oregon Health Group Service (5): Natl. Right to Work Cc,mm.

Labor (36) *Meatcutters #525 (NC)
AFL-CIO ($): *Y_etall Clerks _428 (CA) Ideological (4)
*APL4JIO, Connecticut (Senate Camp.) *Retail Clerks #400 (MD) Conservative Coalition of Io_
*North CarD, Southern Piedmont *I_tall Clerks #1893 (PA) Iqratl. Conservative PAC
*North Caxo, (Nash-]_Igecombe-Wtlson Utility Workers Comm. for a New Majority/Freedom of

Cnty.) Transportation (It): Claolce, Inc.
*AFL-CIO, Ohio (FranklinCnty.) Araalgamated Transit Union Fund for a Repres. Congress, Inc.

APPENDIX B

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONSOF $500 DR [_/IOR£TO 1974CONGRESSIONALCANDIDATES BROKEI',:_,,WN I::y OCCUPATIONOF CONTRIBUTOR

Occupation Rouse Senate ToI:_I Occupation House Senate Total

A_[riculture.................................. $424,85'/ $291,988 _716, 845 Doctors................................... $350, Il0 $221t,685 :$578,795
On, gas,and other natural resources............ 688,697 993,929 1,682,620 Attorneys.................................. 1, 123,019 1,528, 809 2 651,828
Construction/real estate....................... l, 270,461 1, 1!t7,190 2. 467,6.';1 Other professionals....... ;'93,369 774,606 Il 567,975
T,ransportation............................. 181,12(; 2:?6,909 358,035
_lanufacturing............................... 308,345 831,550 1 639,_15 Professional..................... 2,266,498 2, 532, 100 4 798,598

Banking ...................................... _ 331, 17,; 379, 941 711, li8 Business/profession_,I m__1.............. 8, 721,827 9, 689, 380 t8, 411,207
Investments ................................. 429, 9511 533,530 1,013, 483
hlsurance.................................. 225,077 319,756 564,8!13 Housewife............................. 485,982 779,352 1. 265,334

P_etired................................... 411, 183 584,813 995,996
1,303,227 2,289, 434 Others................................... 1,262, 508 542,566 1 805,074Financial industry ...................... 986 207

Generalbusiness........................... 2, 145,63( 2, 312,493 4,458, 1;!9
Miscellaneoustotal ............... 2, 159,673 l, 906,731 4,066,404

Business total .......................... 6, 455, 329 7, 1_7,280 13,612, 609
Grand total ....................... 10,881,500 11,596, 111 22, 477, 611

Source: Campaign finance monitoriog project by Common Cause 197(;.

APPENDf[ (J Al? ;l lqD:[X D

SPECIAL INTEREST ,I:][ROUP POLITICAL Special i_terest .q_,:, t_p politwa! committees

COMMrm._E,S [Cash on ha_,::_. 0ecember 31, 1975 ]

To tal con tributions to ! 9'74 congressio_al Business/Professic ]:_:_:,::
candidate._ "Business ................... $3,055, 494

Business/Professional: Agriculture & D*_ i''- .......... 2,692,794
Business ..................... $2,506, 946 Health ..................... 2, 542,933

Agriculture and Dai_t? ........ 361,040 Lawyers .................... §14, 638
Health ....................... 1, 93ti, 487

Total .................. 8,805,859

Total ...................... 4,804, 473
Labor .......................... 6, 600, 237

Labor .......................... 6,315, 488 Miscellaneous ............... 678, 263
Miscellaneous .................. 68:L 215 Ideological ..................... 332,734

Ideological ..................... 7211, 410
Total interest group corn- -- Total lntere_ roup

mittees ................. 12,525,586 commltte_m_ .............. 16,417, 093

Inclividual interest gr(J,ups largest cont'ribu- Individual intercsl' !roups v:itk most /unds
tors to 1974 congre,_,s:kmal candidates available, Jl ,,__.'.ember 31, 1975

1. American Medical .&_-.sns ..... $1,46q, 972 I. Associated MU.k: _ cofl.ucer_,
2. AFL-CIO COPEs ............. 1, 1711, 638 Inc ..................... $1,811,702
3. UAW ....................... 8411, 938 2. American Med: :_. Assn ...... 1,616,978
4. Maritime Unions ............. 7311, 314 3. Maritime Unim _; ............. 1,347, 332
5. Machinists .................. 470,353 4. UAW ...................... 988, 652
6. Financial Instituticm_ ....... 438,428 5. Financial In.s: : ttions ....... 635, 765
7. National Educatimx Asarci___ 398,991 6. American Deist: _ Assa ...... 612,792
8. Steelworkers ................ 361,225 7. Trial Lawyers .............. 496, 578
9. Retail Clerks ............... 29:[, 065 8. National Educs, [i >n .assn .... 487, 465

lO. BIPAC (National Assm of 9. Steelworkers ............... 465, 791
Mfrs.) .................... 27/I, O00 10. Transportatio[:.: nigh (I:,TU) 411,'/05

tl. National Assn, of I_e_li_r_ .... 260, 8'/0 11. Natl. Assn. of :l}_altors ...... 375, 870

Source: Campaign l_nanco Monitori:ag Source: Camps,:ili_: t Fl.nance Monitoring
Project, ©by Commox]. Caus(; 1976. ProJect, copyright Common Cause 1976.
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CAMPAIGN FUND OF SPECIAL INTERF-_IT AND POLITICAl, PARTY COMMITTEEa

C_H ON HAND AS OF DECEMBE_ 31, 1975, SUMMARy BY COMMI'a-A'Jr_

BUSINESS

Anfltation or interest Committee name

Aerospace: Closing cash
*Grumman Corp. Grumman PAC ........................................ Si)

Hughes Aircraft Corp, Hughes Act Citizenship Fund ........................... 39, 591
*Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Lockheed GGovt Frog .................................. 0

LTV AerospaCe Corp/Vought Corp. LTV Aero Corp Act Citizenship Corem ................ 21,128
*McDonnell Douglas Corp. McDonnell Douglas GGovt Fund ........................ 0
*United Technologies Corp. United Technologies Corp PAC.......................... 0

Subtotal ................................. : ...... 59, 719

Apparel:

American Apparel Mfrs Assn. American Apparel Mfrs PAC ............................ 459
American Footwear Industries Assn. Footwear Industry PAC................................. 674
*KellwoodCo. Kellwood Co Empl PAC (KELLPAC)..................... 0
Menswear Retailers of America. Menswear Pub Afl Corem ............................... 11, 64:t

Subtotal ........................................ 12, 774

Businessmen's groups:
N A of Manufacturers Business-Industry FAC (BIPAC) --r ..................... 192,170
D. C. Businessmen DC Comm of Businessmen to assist Cong Cands .......... 1,854

Georgia Businessmen The Loose Group ...................................... 5,934
Mississippi Businessmen Delta Fund ............................................ 1,902

Subtotal ......................................... 201,360

Chemicals and metals:

*AMAX Inc. AMAX Concerned Citizens Fund ......................... 0
*Aluminum Co of America ALCOA Emp Poi Fund .................................. 0
*Anaconda Co. Anaconda Concerned Citizens Fund ....... _,............. 6,302
* ARMCO Steel Corp. ARMPAC .............................................. 0
*Dow Chemdcal Co. Dow Eastern Emp FAC (OH) ........................... 1,415
*Dow Chemical Co. Dowel1 Emp PAC (DEPAC) (TX) ....................... 55
*Dow Chemical Co. Emp FAO Cent Reg Dow (EMPAC) (TX) ................. 6, 546
*Dow Chemical Co. Emp PAC of Govt Affairs, SE Region of Dow (LA) ........ 760
*DOw Chemical Co. Health & Consumer Prod Emp PAC (IN) ................. 608
*Dow Chemical Co. Midwest Area FAC (MI) ............................... 571

Western Dow Em.p Corem for Free Enterprise (CA) ....... 2, 125

* PIVIC Corp. FlVIC GGovt Program .............. .................... 0
l_enneeott Copper Corp. Kennecott Execs Citizenship Assn ........................ 14, 723

* Lykes-Youngstown. Lykes-Youngstown PAC ................................. 0
NA of Chemical Distributors. Chemical Distributors FAC ............................. 0

Olin Corp, Olin Exec Vol NP Poi Fund ............................. 28, 93'7
* Phelps Dodge Corp. Phelps Dodge Emp for GOovt .................... --...... 0
* U.S. Steel. USS Emp GGovt Fund ................................. 0

W. R. Grace & Co. Grace OGovt Corem ..................................... 0

Subtotal ........................................ 62,042

Coal, oil and gas:

* N/A Small Producers for Energy Independence FAC .......... 0
* Atlantic Richfield Co. Atlantic Richfield Civic Act _k_nd ........................ 0

bituminous coal industry. Corem on Amer Leadership {COAL) ..... .................. 5,004
Consolidated Natural Gas Co. (PA). CONPAC, Pittsburgh ......................... _ .......... 7, 937
Consolidated Natural Gas Co. (NY & NJ) (9-_0). Consolidated Vol NP Poi Fund .......................... 258
Consolidated Natural Gas Co. (WV). Consolidated Exec Vol NP Poi Fund ..................... 4, 527
East Ohio Gas Co. (sub. of Consol Nat Gas). East Ohio Gas Emp Vol GGovt Assn ..................... 5, 185

* Enserch Corp. Enserch Emp Poi Support Assn ......................... 0
* Halliburton Co. Halliburton PAC (HALPAC) ............................ 0

Indiana Gas Co. Meridian Pub Afl Corem ....... _........................ 9, 04 l

* MAPCO Inc. (Oklahoma). MAPCO FAC .......................................... 0
Natl Council of Coal Lessors (8-31). Coal Landowners Corem (VA) ..... r ..................... 1,843
Natural Gas Retailers. Gas Employees FAC .................................... 3,780

Pacific Lighting Corp--naturaI gas. Pacific Lighting Poi Assistance Corem ................... 44, 367
* SEDCO Inc, Dallas. SEDCO FAC .......... z ................................. 1,500

* Skelly Oil Co. Skelly Oil Co FAC ..................................... 0
* Standard Oil Co (CA) (SO. AL). Chevron Corem for Pol Partlctp ......................... 14,735
* Standard O11 Co (OH) (SOHIO). Sohloans Civic Contrlb Fund_ ........................ 0
* Sun Oil Co. _UI_AC ............................................. 170

*Texaco Inc. Texaco Emp Poi involvement ....................... ..... 0

*Texas Eastern Transmission Corp. Texas Eastern FAC ................................... 0

*Texas Gas Transmissl0n Corp. Vol NP Po1 Fund (Owensboro, Ky) .................... 2, 900
Union Oil Co of California. Political Awarenness l_und ......... 84, 21'I

*Universal Oil Products Co. UOP Emp Poi Act Fund ................................ 4;504

Subtotal ........................................ 139, 965

Asterisk (*) denotes committee registering after January 1, 197§.
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(_AI_p&I_ON_UNDS C,F SPECIAL ]INTEREST AND POLITICAL PARTY l'j;h:_:_rrTEEs--Contlnued

(]AIBI-ION HABIq_iAS OF DECEMBEIL 31, 197'3,SUMMARY BY CC,:,,_ ,Vr_EE--Contlnued

Bt_SllqEss--eontinued

AlYtltat{on or tnteres_g Committee name
Communications: Closing_msh

*California Community TV Assn. California Cable '][' PA 3 .................................. 1,869
Gert Tel & Electronics:

California. General Tel Emp (,_ ifornia/ GGovt Club ................ 64,566
*Conn. GTE Stamford Emp [ ?Govt Club .......................... 765
"IllinOis. General Tel Co of ]111]o_ Emp GGovt Club ............... 0
*Iudtana. General Tel Emp Ci:_vt Club (Indiana) .................. 3,141

Hawaii Telephone Co (sub of CITE). Hawaiian Tel Emp ,> ]ovt Club ............................ 14 386
Meredith Corp (IA)--publlshing. Meredith Corp Emp _ ,r Better Govt ......................... 16,265
N A of Broadcasters. Television & Radio I _ C (TARPAC) ......................... 'L 416
Natl Cable 'IV Assn. Nail Cable TV PAC ........................................ I0_ 084

lqatl Telephone Coop Assn. Telephone Ed Coil:m; )rg (TECO) ........................... 2. 917
Recording Industry of America. Recording Arts PAC ........................................... 2 842
US Independent Telephone Assn. Communications t:"! _i (C OMIPAC) .......................... 6 662

Subtotal ........................................... 130,913
Construction:

Architects & Consulting Engineers, Poi Comm for Des:i_ ]Professionals .......................... 1,685
Assoe Builders & Contractors Inc. Merit Shop Action: _ nm ................................... 9,463
*Assoc Builders & Contractors In_, Mich. ABC Free Enterpri_ _ 'AC ................................... C
Assoc General Contractors:

National. Committee for Ac'i::, (WA) ................................ 90,681
Iowa. Construction Actim 'cram .................................. 7,681
Michigan. Construction Indus _? Mlgmt PAC ....................... 2,919
St. Louis (3-10). Construction Indu:; PEC ................................. 418
Missouri. AGO of St Louis Po ,:_omm ................................ 2,400
Ohio (6-30). Ohio Contractors :1:',: ,_......................................... 72
Pennsylvania. Assn for Poi Ed in, _struction ............................. 264

Texas (6-30). Big 50 PAC............................................... 5_79fl
Vermont. Vermont Construct :_ _ Ind I-'AC .......................... 1,483

Black & Veatch. Black & Veatch C_i!h,: Fund ................................. 8,590
*Brown & Root. Brownbuilders P_,,I 0..........................................

ConStruction Equipment Industry. Construction Equ'.j::: _nt PAO ............................... 11,232

*N/A. Construction Indu!;: PAC (OIPAC) (TX) ................ 3, 801
Detroit Piping Indus try. Detroit Piping Iud I _ {] (PIP,,C) ........................... 1,446
General Portland Cement. Citizens for Repre,_,. t ative Govt ............................ 0

N A of Home Builders. Builders Poi Cam]: ]orrlrn (BPPC) ...................... 3,982
*Natl Limestone Institute Inc. NLI Testimonial X::_ner Comm ......................... 430
*Metal BuildingIndustry. Metal Building Ix: tstry PAC ............................
SM & AC Contractors Assn. Sheet Metal & Al_: . nd Cortr Poi Comm ................. 19, 124

Subtotal .......................................... 171,477
Electronics:

General Electric Co, Conn. Non-Partisan Poi .%_p _ort Corem, Conn ...................... 28, 968
General Electric Co. Mass. Non-Partisan Poi _:: _an_ of Mass ......................... 792
* Watkins-Johnson Co, Palo Alto CA. %Vatkins-Johnson i 'O ................................. 0

Subtotal ....................................... 29_760
Finanb'ial Instttuttons--l, C'om_,e_clal _a_P.a

1. Political Action Committees:

Ambanking interests. Banking Professim : ,Afl (B_NKPAC) ................... 85, 271
*Arizona bankers. Arizona Bankers ]!_ i .......................................... 0
California bankers. CALBANK-FED P.& ........................................... 0

IPlorida bankers. Florida Bankers ]:' _ :! .................................... 5, 159
Indiana bankers (1/10/_6), Indiana Bankers li:'_ : ............................................. 20,988
]Kansas bankers. Kansas Bankers ][:'_: : ........................................... fl. 117
*Louisiana bankers. Louisiana Bankers '_.C ..................................... 2, 785
Minnesota bankers. Minnesota Bankers :,C ................................... 13, (131
Pennsylvania bankers. Pennsylvania Bank,:i: i: Pub All Acom ...................... 17, 100

Texas bankers. BALLOT--Bankers i Lg of Texas ........................ 14, 441
_ashlngton bankers. Washington Banker 'AC .................................. 145

Subtotal ............................................ 165, 638
2. Commercial banks:

Am Fletcher Corp (IN). Hoosier Govt Com:a Indianapolis) ........................ 23,, 778
Associates}Vr_,_gement Corp (IN) (_-80). Associates Employ_ _, PAC .................................. 0
*B_k of Everett (WA). Bank of Everett 1;',::: PAC (I_EVPAC) ..................... 0
*B a_zk of Hawaii. Special Poi Ed Oo:t:_ !_. (E[onolulu) ......................... 0
Chemical Bank (NY). Fund for OOovt (I_[i _ York) ................................. 0
*Crocker Bank (CA). Crocker Indiv Vol iii _ in Clt (CMC) .................... 0
*or & B Bancshares (GA). Corem for Quality _ ,: _t-P (Columbus) ..................... 398
*Fidelity Bank (PA). 1200 Ccm_m_ttee (ii:I_:lafl_[phie_)......................... 612

First Bank System Inc (MN). First Bk Syst Mlnll, S ;to_t C©mm ......................... 1,808
First Bank System Ino (ND). First Bk Syst ND G,., ,vt Corem .......................... 68
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CASH ON HAND AS Or DECEMBER S1, i975, SUMMART BY CoMMiTtEE---Continued

BusxN_s_-_ontinued

Affiliation or interest Committee name
Closing c0_h

First Bank Systems Inc (SD), First Bk Syst SD GGovt Prog ........................... 0
*First City National Bank, Houston (TX). Natl GGovt Fund (Houston) ............................ 225
*First Lntl Bancshares, Inc (TX). First Intl Bancshares Good Govt Fund ................... 0

*First Natl Bank, Arizona. FNBA GGovt Corem .................................... 0
First Natl Bank of Atlanta. Fund for BetterChyvt (Atlanta) ............................ 69

First Natl Bank of Topeka (KS) (9-30). Citizens for GGovt (Topeka) ........................... 250
First NaM City Corp (NY). Citicorp Emi{ Vol Pol Fund .............................. 1,518
*Flrst SecurityCorp (UT). First Security Corp PAC ................................. 0
First Tenn National Corp. Good Fed Govt Corem (Memphis) ........................ 722
First Union Natl Bank (NC). Commonwealth Associates "F" Fund ..................... 23,497
*First Wisconsin Corp. First Wisconsin Civic Afl Corem.......................... 0
Indiana Natl Bank. INOPAC ............................................... 2,526

Long Island Trust Co. Litco GGovt Club ....................................... 6, 430
Manufacturers Hanover Corp. Assn for Responsible Govt (NY) ....... ................... 3,524
Mellon Natl Corp (PA). 514 Committee (Pittsburgh) .............................. 5,743
*Merchants Natl Bank & Tr Co (IN). Merchants Comm for Camp Contrlb ..................... 382
*Pacific NaM Bank of Wash. Pacific BANKPAC (Seattle) .............................. 0
Seattle First Natl Bank. First Associates Natl .................................... 5, 760

*Security Pacific Corp (CA). Security Pacific Act Cit Today Corem .................... 5, 588
Trust Co of Georgia. Good Govt Group (Atlanta) ............................. 21, 115
*Union Planters Corp, Memphis (TN). Union Planters Comm Govt Afl .......................... 502
*Valley Nat1 Bank of Arizona. VNB Good Govt Comnx (Phoenix) ...................... 3, 110
*Waccamaw Bank & Tr Co (NC). Public Afl Fund (Whiteville) ............................ 4,031
Wells Fargo & Co (CA). Good Govt Corem (San Francisco) ....................... 17, 198
*Wells Fargo & Co (CA). Employees for GGovt (F) (San Francisco) .............. 0

Subtotal ......................................... 128, 854

Financial Institutions--B. Savings & Loans
1. Political Action Committees:

Savings & Loan League National. Savings Assn PEC ......................... '.............. 92,424
Savings & Loan League--

California. Century Club Pasadena .................................. 12,401
*Colorado. Savings Assn PEC CO................ ................... 0
*Florida. Savings & Loan PAC FL................................. I, 101

Michigan. Savings Assn Pub Afl Comm MI .......................... 9,988
New Jersey. SAPEC NJ .............................................. 4, 731
New York. Savings Assn PAC NY ................................... 14, 230
Ohio. Savings & Loan PAC OHIO (SALPAC-O).................. 25, 762

Pennsylvania (6-30). Public Affairs Corem of Savings Assns ..................... 39, 648

Subtotal ....................................... 200,280

2. Savings institutions:

*Citizens Savings & Loan Assn. Citizens Savings FAC, San FRan ......................... 8, 025
*City Federal Savings & Loan, New JerSey. City FedPAC (Elizabeth) ................................. 0
Financial Federation Inc. (6-30). FF Good Govt Fund (Los Angeles) ....................... 1,357
Savings Bankers. Savings Bankers NP PAC ................................ 9, 176
National League League of Insured Savings A_n- Natl League FAC ....................................... 1,027

Subtotal ........................................... 19,585
C. Credit unions:

*Assod. Credit Bureaus Inc, Texas. Consumer Reporting & Collection Executives PAC ......... 0
*Consumer Bankers Assn. ConsumeT Bankers Assn PAC (CONPAC) .................. 2,474
Credit Union Council. Credit Union Leglsl Act Council ......................... 9, 06_

Credit Union League Indiana. Indiana Credit Union League Inc .................. '...... 1,812
Credit Union League Mlc_niga_. M-C-U Leglsl Act Fund .................................. 1,052

Subtotal ......................................... 14, 402
D. Miscellaneous:

* Household Finance Carp. House PAC ............................................. 0
Mortgage Bankers. Mortgage Bankers PAC (MORPAC) ...................... 27,506
Savings Bankers. Savings Bankers NP PAC................................ 9, 176

Subtotal ......................................... 38, 682
E. Securities;

Merrill Lynch. Effective Oovt Assn ..................................... 'to
Mitchell Hutchir_. Miachell Hutchins Vol Poi Fund___. ................. -__ 13,066
Paine Webbor. Paine Webber Fund for Better Govt ..................... 3, 859

Securities IJadust_g. Securities Industry Camp Corem ....................... 60, 974
Smith Barney. SB Better Govt Comm .................................. 2,355

Subtotal ........................................ 70,324
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wusr_rss-.-continued

Affiliation or interest Oomm_t'_ee -t_ame

Food and food processinli

A. Beverages: Closing cash

Coca Cola Co. Non-partisan Comm :l,,_' 3cod Go,vt (GA) .................... 30, 04:3
*Coors Adolph Co. Coors Emp PAC............................................... C)
*Distilled Spirits Institute. Distilled Spirits Public ,_ _ah's Council ...... z ............... 320
*Pepsico, Inc. Pepsico PAC ............................................ 0

Subtotal .......................................... 30,363
B. Retail:

* N A ol Retail Grocers. Retail Grocers PAC ...................................... 0

*Handy Andy Inc. Handy Andy PAC ........................................... ,D
*Piggly Wiggly Southern. PWS Good Govt Corn:i:[ Vidatia) ............................ 0
*Wtnn-Dtxie.qtores, Inc. Southeastern GGovt _::::nm ................................. 0

Subtotal ............................................ 0
C. Other:

Am Bakers Assn. BREAD PAC ............................................. 28, 67_

.&hi Frozen Food Institute. Freezers PAC ............................................ 1,257
,Canning Industry, Canners Pub Afl Comm ........................................ 3, 47;5
DelMonte Corp. Del Monte Vol NP G(3_ it; C0mm ........................... 2,746
*Dillingham Corp, Dillingham Emp Cit .A,i; 'Prograx_ .......................... 12, 150
*Cane Sugar ]Refiners Assn. Cane Sugar Refiners ];_ _ .................................... 1,701
*Flowers Industries, Inc. Flowers PAC, Thomas_ il e GA ............................. 0

Pood Industry. D.C, Food Industry GGovt; ::.')mm ................................. 6, 37:2
:Pood Processing Industry (9-10). Pood Processor Pub A:[I: ::: ,ram .............................. 1,335
*Gerber Products Co. Gerber PAC ............................................... 0

Krause Milling Co. East Wisconsin Club ....................................... 17, 163
Meat Industry (6-36). Meat Industry FAC ......................................... 515
Nail Confectioners Assn. Govt Improvement Gl:, ,. p .................................. 4, 427
"Pillsbury Co. Active citizenship proli:::_n............................... 0
*Quaker Oats Co. Public Interest Comm ....................................... ,0

Subtotal ....................................... 79, 725
Forest products:

*Boise Cascade. Boise Cascade Emp. G,: :: _t Pu:ad .............................. 0
*Crown Zellerbach Corp. Crown Emp. Poi. Fund ................................... 8,944
l_'orest Products (6-30). Rosario Fund .............................................. 415
Pores_ Products Industry, Forest Products Poi. 0 ,tLm ................................ 18, 492
Fort Vancouver Plywood Co. (1-30-76). Fort Vancouver Plywc,:} ! 5'0. Ernp. PAC ...................... 69,
Oeorgla Pacific Corp. G--P Emp. Fund ........................................ 35, 01 a_
"Intl. Paper Co. Vol. Contributors for '_. _: ,er Oovt ............................ 0
Kirby Lumber Co. Pine Tree Poi. Corem ...................................... 3, 576
IVtountain Fir Lumber Co. Mountain Fir Poi. Corn: .................................. 1, 106
*Natl. Lumber and Bldg. Assn, Lumber Dealers PAC (!: [)PAC) ............................. 0
Weyerhaeuser Co. Interests. Hanson Fund ............................................ 32, 316
Weyerhaeuser Co. Tacoma Fund ........................................... 4, 663
*Union Camp Corp. Union Camp PAC .................................... 27, 446

Subtotal ..................................... 132, 028
Hotel, motel and restaurants:

Ara. Hotel and Motel Assn. American Hotel Motel _C IAHMPAC) ..................... 17,047
Convenient Industries of Am. Food Operators Poi. A_ _T. (:PoP'AT) ...................... 997
Natl. Restaurant Assn. Restaurateurs PAC ..................................... 39,291

Subtotal .......................................... 57, 335
Insurance:

"A:m. General _[nsurance Co., Texas. American General P,_,( ...................................... 8, 767
CNA Financial Corp. (9-30). CNA Civic Responslbil: y 0.cram .............................. 23

I:miependent insurance agents. American Insur. Men't; P kC (AI]_JIPAC) ...................... 6,632
Independent Insurance agents, GA (6-30). Independent Insurance 3 gents P_C .......................... 5, 89B
*Kansas City Life Insurance Co. Kansas City Life Em]p, !:' _C ................................. 0

Kemper Insurance Co., Illinois. Kemper Camp Fund ........................................... 9,, 642
Life Underwriters--National. Life Underwriters PA,/::' (JUI?7_C) ........................... 122, 24B
*Life Underwriters--Texas. Life Underwriters PAC !_exas .............................. 40, 851
Metropolitan Lite Insurance Co., N.Y. Metropolitan Emp. Po:[, P _rticLpazion Fund ................... 30
Mortgage Insurance Companies of America (3-15). Mortgage Insurance PA :_ ..................................... 559
bi. A. of Insurance Agents. Natl. Agents PAC (NAi: i! ]) ..................................... 10,788
*N/A. Insurance Pub. Afl. Co t_ cfi, Chicago ........................ 3,119
"Utica Mutual Insurance Co. Insurance Executives li_. 2 .................................... 121

Subtotal ................................. 201,672
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O/kMPAZGi_FUNg_I OF S_qmCv-A_,INTEREST AND POLITICAL PARTY CO_XMrrTR_s--C_nttnued

_td_H Olq ]_L_I_ A_ _ DZCEMBllV,S_ 1975, SUMMARY BY CoMMrrTEE---Continued

_sn_ss---continued

A_tatto_ or _nterest Committee name
Machinery: Closing cash

*Deere & Co. Illinois Fund ............................................ 8, 042
Machinery Dealers Natl. AssII. {ti-S0). Machinery Dealers FAC ................................. 925
*M_rtln Tractor Co. Kansas Econ. Educ. Pol. Club ............................. 0
Tool Die IndUstry. Tooling & Machining Ind. FAC .......................... 371

Subtotal ......................................... 9, 338

Pharmacet_tlcals:

Johnson &Johnson. Johnson & Johnson OGovt. Fund_ ...................... 71
M_rtlonLabof_torlssInc. Mid-America Corem, for Sound Gov.t ................... 7, 025
N.A. of Chain Drug Store_ Chain Drug Stores PAC ................................ 2,348
*N. A. of Pharmacists. Natl. Assn. of Pharm_cishs FAC .......................... 1,374
Pharmaceutical Mfrs. Assn. Pharmaceutical Mfrs. Assn. Better Govt. Comrn .......... 1,848
*Proprietary Assn., The Proprietary Industry PAC ............................... 1,585
Smith, Kline & French. SKF Vol. NP Pol. Fun'd .................................. 1,902

Subtotal ...................... 2................. 16. 153

Railroads:

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Civic Trust 80 Santa Fe Emp. for GGovt .................. 18, 207
Burlington Northern Inc. Burl. North Off, Vol. GOovt. l_und ....................... 31, 10X
Chicago & Northwestern RR Co. Northwestern Off. Trust Acct .......................... 180, 252
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific RR. Milwaukee Off. Trust Acct ............................... 1,334
Gen. Am. Trar_p. Corp._RR oars Riverside Civic Assn ..................................... 875
_llinots Central Gulf I_R Co. (sub of I. 0. Industries). ICG Good Govt. _und ................................. 8, 200
I. C. Ind_tstrles. Industries Civic Trust ................................. 3,532
I_ouisvtlle & Nashville RR. Non-Partisan Vol. Poi. Fund ............................ 615
St. Louis-San Francisco RR. Frisco Emp. Comm. for OOovt .......................... 8,070
Seaboard Co_tllne RR. Special Projects Oroup ................................. 15, 728
Southern Pacific Co: Southern Pac. Mgint, Officers CO Fund .................. 11,107
Southern Railway System. Southern Ry. GGovt, Fund ............................. 16, 305
Southern Railway System. Southern Ry. Tax Elig. GO F_nd ........................ 1,700
Union Pacific Corp. Fund for Effective Oovt ................................ 2,817

Subtotal ....................................... 299, 843
Real estate:

Am Land Title Assn. Title Industry FAC ..................................... 27, 230
Nail Apartment Assn (4--8). Apartment PAC ........................................ 813
N A Realtors: Realtors FAG {RPAC) ................................... el6, 014

National.
Minnesota. Minn Real Estate PEG .................................. 33, 790
Nebraska (6-30). Nebraska Real Estate PAC ............................. 9, 942
North Carolina. North Carolina Real Estate PEC ......................... 2, 084
Oregon, Oregon Real Estate PEC ................................ 11,448
Virginia (9-30). Virginia Real Estate PEC (VAREPEC) .................. 0

_Washlngton, Real Estate PEC of WashingtOn ........................ 2, 592
*Nail Realty Comm, DC. Nail Realty FAC ......................................... 0

Subtotal .......................................... 403, 918

Transportation:
e_ls,_kan Skies Assn, Natl. Alaskan Skies Assn NaM ................................. I, 377
*Allegheny Airlines. Allegheny FAC ..................................... . ..... 3, 47_1
Am Export Lines Inc. American Export Lines PAC ............................. 200
*Anl Public Transit Assn. APTA-PAO .............................................. I, 074
*Budd Co- Budd Citizenship Corem ................................. 0
Freight Forwarders Institute, DO. Part IV Frgt Forwarders FAC ........................... 13, 925
Genl Aviation Manufacturers Assn. Oen Aviation Pub Afl Corem ............................ 374
*Metro Services, Texas. Concerned Citizens FAC ............................... 386
*Matson Navigation (sub of Alex & Baldwin), Matson Emp Fed Govt Prog ............................ 1, 252
N A of Motor Bus Owners. Bus ]/nd Pub Afl Corem (BUSPAC) ....................... 667
N A of Schl BUS Contr Operators. Non-Partisan Transportation Action Corem .............. 738
Nail Automobile Dealers Assn. Corem of Auto Retailers (CAR) ......................... 3, 511
*National Auto Dealers Assn, Natl. Automobile & Truck Dlrs Elect Act Corem ............... 141, 857
*Natl Auto Dealers Assn, Texas. Automobile Dealers PAC, Texas .......................... 0
Nail Auto Dealers Assn, Wise. Campaign Fund for Dealers FAC (Racine) ............... 0
*Pall Artier!call Airlines. Pan Am PAC ........................................... 0
*Pullmazx Ino, Pullm_i_ Emp Govt Fund .............................. 899
Texas Good Roads Assn. Texans 1or Better Transportation ................ 290
Trucking IndUStry. Truck Operators Non-Partisan Operators ............... 40, 089
Am Imported Auto Dealers Assn. AIADA PAC ........................ _................... 8, 451

Subtotal ............................... ,,......... 219. 165
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_sn_ss--continued

Affiliatio n or interest': Co.m mittee name

IJtHltles: (,_losingc ash

*Columbus &fi. Ohio Electric Co. Hickory Street Fu :_ ...................................... 4, 255

*l_orlda Power & Light Co. Constructive Congr: :_ Corem .............................. 0
Pacific Gas & _lectrle Co (CA), Good Govt Fund, -i_ :_- Fral_ci_;co ............................ 13,921
tSouthern CA Edison Co. Federal Citizenshi]: !_ _sponsibility Gronp ................ 2!, 154

Subtotal ..................................... q9,330
Other:

*Am Assn of Nurserymen. Nursery Industry _: ...................................... 1,418
_&r_ Book Ptlblishers Assn. American Book P_:_ i _hers PAC ......................... 5, 6_S

&m Cotton Shippers Assn. Conlrn Org for the I :' ,ding of Cotton (COTCO) ........... 3,719
*Am ExpressGo. American Expr Off : :,: lin. 1or Responsible Govt ............. 1,949
_n Importers A.ssn (11-29). American Intl Tra,_ _ : 'ol Aff iAIRPAC) .................... 1,255
,._m Society of Executives. Effective Govt Grc _ ....................................... 364
"Am Retail Assn. Retail PAC ............................................. 0
,,Am Textile Mfrs Assn. American Textile I_ <: _omra for GOovt ..................... 32, 7,$9
]F4_.ting Information Council. Boating Info Court.. PAC ................................ 886
*Broyhill Furntiure Industries. Broyhill PAC (Len: NC) ................................. 2,820
,_Continental Can Co. Continental Can C _ Assn ................................. 0

"Corning Glass Works. Corning Glass Wor',: _mp ]:'AC ........................... 0
Cotton Warehotme Assn of Am (TN). Comm of One Hu::_ d ..................................... 97
N/A. Corem for Advance m_ it of Co_5on ......................... 6,821
*Evergreen Associates, Everett WA. Evergreen Aasociat, _ "AC ................................. 0
Oould Inc. Responsible Govt _....................................... 39,452
*John W. Graham Co (1-10-76). John Graham PA,;/ .................................... 65
*N/A. Marco Corem for E !, t [_cvt {Ba]tim) ..................... 1, 716
*Marcor Inc. Marcor Inc PAC ....................................... 0

iMobile Homes Mfrs Assn. Mobile Home Act _: _ :mi .................................. 2C5

*Montgomery Ward & Co. Montgomery Ward i _'o PAC ........................... 0
Natl Home _'urnishings Assn, Home Furnishings ,: Corem .......................... 905
Norgren CA Co. Littleton Comm fo', )1 3Ed[............................... 3,955
*Producers Cotton Oil Co (CA). Producers GGovt ,_ ,_ :m_ ................................... 570
*RJ Reynolds Industries Inc, R_RI GGovt Fund _ mm ..................................... 0
Texas Instruments Co. Constructive Citiz( : ip th_og ............................... :L0, 7_.2
'Tobacco Industry. Tobacco Peoples Pv _ff Com:u ........................... !7, 37 l
*TRW. TRW Good Govt I" ........................................ 0

*Wheelabrator-Frye Inc. Comm for a Sensib _ _ _ox,t .............................. 0
*Wellman Industries, Johnsonville, SC. Wellman Ind GGo 7u:._d ................................ 0
*Wellman Industries, Johrksonville, SC. Wellman Ind Tax ]:: GGovt }_'und ........................ 0

Subtotal ...................................... 132,894
Total, All bi :e,$E ......................... 3, 055,494

_R]_CULTURE AND DAIRY

Dairy:

Assoc Milk Producers Inc. Comm for Thor A::_ -'ol ]Ld (C-q/APE) .... .............. 1,811,702
Dairymen Inc: SPACE--Trust for ).'c Agrl Corem Ed ................. 310, 113

Georgia. Georgia Comm for '_ i Act ................................ 9,978
Kentucky (1-31-76). Kentucky Comn_ J: , Pol Act ............................. 9,300
Louisiana. Louisiana Corem :_' Pol A(_- .......................... 6, 810

Mississippi. Mississippi Corem : _ Po! Act ........................... 7,728
Tennessee. Tennessee Corem :_i Po] Act ........................... 3,250
Virrginia. Virginia Corem fo:'.' 1 Act .................................. 13, S00

Land O'Lakes Inc.--Dairy. M-PACT--Midwest ' 4 Act Coop Trust .................. 1.94i
Mid-America Dairymen Inc. ADEPT--Agri & D; Ed[ Pot Trust .................... 330. 4:]7
Northwest Dairymen's Assn. (6-30). North Pacific Dair ,_ m's Coop Trust ................. 1,714

Subtotal ................................... 2,506,773
Other agriculture:

Alexander & Baldwin, Hawaii. A & B Emp Vol Pcl ,mm fo_ Fed Cands ................... 2. 313
Am Natl Cattlemen's Assn. Cattlemen's Act Il F_::ad [CALF) ........................ 47,642
Am Rice Growers Coop Assn. Rice Producers PR: ........................................... 5,580
California-Arizona Citrus League. Calif-Ariz Citrus I,_ [ue :Fund ............................. 575
California Canning Peach Assn. Growers for EffectJ _ :_ovt .................................. 69t
California Agriculture. Corem on Agri Pc (Calift ............................. 29,568
California Rice Fund. Calif Rice Fund .............................................. 44, 021
Far_ers Ed uc & Coop Union of Anm Rural Americans f; rorer I_s & Act ....................... 3, 243
Florida Agriculture Florida Agri Educ ,) nm ..................................... 2, 387
National Council of Farmer Coops PACE--Poi Act for [ _)p Effec;iveness ........................ 6:604
National Council of Farmer Coops. Poi Act for Coop ti: tiveness KS .......................... 581
Rlce&SoybeanOrowers. lCtice & Soybeans _ _i_....................................... 42,216
'United Fruit & Vegetable Assn. United PAC (UNIi r ]_ ..................................... 0

Subtotal .......................................... !86, 021
Total AgTic_ :ce arid Dairy ...................... _, 692, 794
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n_ALTIK

A1}lliation or interest Committee name

American Dental Association: Closing cash

National. American Dental PAC .................................. $218, 740
Arizona.. Arizona Dental PAC .................................... 943

Arkansas (9-30). Arkansas Dental PAC .................................. 725
California. California Dental PAC ................................. 116,822
D.C. DC Dentists for Effect Govt ............................. 234
Florida. Florida Dental PAC ..................................... 91,611

*Idaho (9-30). Idaho Dental PAC____ .................................. 1,230
Illinois. Legis Int Corn of Illinois Dentists ........................ N/A
*Indiana. Indiana Dental PAC .................................... 4, 808
Iowa. Iowa Dental PAC ...................................... 4, 860
*Kansas. Kansas Dental PAC .................................... 0

Kentuckl_ (9-30). Kentucky Dental PAC ................................. 2,978
*Louisiana. Louisiana Dental PAC .................................. 0

*Maine (6-30). Maine Dental PAC ...................................... 835
*Minnesota. Minnesota Dental Hlth Pub Afl Corn .................... 0
*Nebraska. Nebraska Dental PAC .................................. 3,573

Nevada (7-10). Nevada Dental PAC .................................... 4,726

New Hampshire. New Hampshire Dental PAC ............................ 1,984
New York. Empire Dental PAC .................................... 24, 388

North Carolina. North Carolina Dental PAC ............................. 19,831

Ohio. Ohio Dental PAC ...................................... 26, 349

Oklahoma (7-9). Oklahoma Dental PAC ................................. 15,107

Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania Dental PAC .............................. 21, Q33
Tennessee. Tennessee Dental PAC .................................. 9,990

Utah. Utah Dental PAC ...................................... 4, 712

Washington. Washington Dental PAC ................................ 36,531
*Wyoming. Wyoming Dental PAC .................................. 782

Subtotal ........................................ 612,792
American Medical Association:

National. American Medical PAC (AMPAC) ........................ 712,812

D. C. Exec (9-30). Physicians Corem for GGovt ............................ 0
Alabama (9-30). Alabama Medical PAC .................................. 17, 590
Alaska (9-30). Alaska Medical PAC .................................... 2,648
Arizona. Arizona Medical PAC .................................. I0,696
Arkansas. Arkansas PAC ......................................... 3,521
California. California Medical PAC (CALPAC) ...................... 87, 398
California. Comm for Govt Improvement .......................... 149
California. L.A. County Physicians Corem .......................... 29, 960
Colorado. Colorado Medical PAC (COMPAC) ...................... 2,205
Connecticut (3-10). Conn Medical PAC (COMPAC) .......................... 3, 340
D.C. District of Columbia PAC (DOCPAC) .................... 4, 428
Florida. Florida Medical PAC (FLAMPAC) ....................... 50,488
Georgia. Georgia Medical PAC .................................... 51,990
Hawaii. Hawaii Medical PAC .................................... 2, 194

. Idaho. Idaho Medical PAC ...................................... 3,577

Illinois. Illinois Medical PAC .................................... 62,500

Indiana. Indiana Medical PAC .................................... 41,967
Iowa. Iowa Medical PAC ...................................... 14,885
Kans. as. Kansas Medical PAC (KANPAC) ......................... 7, 388
Kentucky. Kentucky Ed Meal PAC (KENPAC) ...................... 2, 376
Louisiana (8-31). Louisiana Medical PAC (LAMPAC) ...................... 12, 257
Maine (6-30). Maine Medical PAC ...................................... 517
Maryland. Maryland Medical PAC .................................. 38, 120
Massachusetts (6-30). Bay State Physicians PAC (BAYPAC) ................... _ 725
Michigan, Michigan Doctors PAC .................................... 11,439
Minnesota. Minnesota Medical PAC ................................ 26,354
Mississippi. Mississippi PAC ......................................... 2, 457
Missouri. Missouri Medical PAC ................................... 16, 382
Montana. Montana PAC (MONTPAC) ............................. 2,397
Nebraska. Nebraska Medical PAC ................................... 9, 154
Nevada. Nevada Medical PAC (NEMPAC) ........................ 4,560
New Jersey (2-28). New Jersey Medical PAC (JEMPAC) ..................... 4, 024
New Mexico. New Mexico Medical PAC ................................ 4, 448
New York (2-28). Empire Medical PAC .................................... 74
North Carolina. North Carolina Medical Poi & Act Comm .................. 12,312

North Dakota. North Dakota Corem on Med Poi Act (COMPAC) ....... 1,505
Ohio (9-30). Ohio Medical PAC .................................... 57, 296
Oklahoma. Oklahoma Medical PAC ................................. 12, 005
Oregon. Oregon Medical PAC .................................... 14, 143
Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania Medical PAC .............................. 55,385
Rhode Island. Rhode Island Medical PAC (RIMPAG) .................... 1,657
South Carolina. South Carolina PAC (SOCPAC) .......................... 4, 937
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ltlgALTIl--continued

Affiliation or i_tere_;t Co?-_mittee name Closing ca3h

South Dakota PAt: ODAt'A :7) ............................. 1,307

South Dakotl{,. Independent Medi: i's PAC .............................. 1_'. 840
Tennessee. Texas Medical PAC ' 'EXPAC) ........................... 15_, 715
Texas.
Utah. Utah Medical PAC I/ _<[PtkC) ............................ 5, 510
Vermont. Vermont Educatio] ,. edi,2:_lPAC......................... 1.254

Virginia Aiedical 1:/ :: (VAMI'AC) ........................ 9,975
Virginia. AMPAC--State of ' ,", shlngton ........................... _, ] 93
Washlngtoll. 12,997
_fisconsin. WLseonsin Physici_ PAC .............................

Wyoming. Wyoming PAC ......................................... 4,327

Subtotal ....................................... 1,616,978

American Nursing Home Association: ANt-IEPAC---Am N_ :r bIorne Ed & PAC ..................... 25,067
*California. CAHEPAC--CA As._ ,: _ f I<'urs L_[omes Ed & PAC ............. 783

Texas: Nursing Home Ad:tL: PAC oi Texas ...................... 22, ]15
Virginia 6-30. Virginia Nursing ]!,t _ e Assn PAC .......................... 5,074
Cotorado. CANHEPAC_olo) i _ Assn B'urs Home Ed & PAC ......... 533

Subtotal ...................................... 53,572
M/_cellaneou_:

Am Academy of Family Physicians. Family Physicians C .................................. l, q95
Arn N'urses Assn. N-CAP, Nurses Co{ :)r At:t !n Politics ..................... 18, 109

Am Optome'tric Assn. American Optome :: Assr1 !>AC .......................... 3fi, 261
Am Physlcai Therapy Assn. American Phys Tla_ _ :)y Con_i Ac6 Comm .................. 985
Am Podiatry Assn. Podiatry FAC ......................................... 52,222
Am Society of Oral Surgeons Oral Surgery PAC .................................... 75, 097
Am Society of Oral Surgeons. Our United Reput:: : PAC ................................. 0
_Fe<Ieration of American Hospitals. FEDPAC--Arkanss ....................................... 42, 114

*N/A (6-30). Group Practice Pc:. : :>mm 0;'A) ........................... 7, ].20
*N<'A. Group P Corem (T_.................................... 615
[illinois Dentists. DIAL--Dentistry I: ,. _ ,'tb]gi:t_ Action on Legislation ...... 17,638
;klinnesota Health Group (6--30). Nati Corem for Fu _ ilttl Ca.re ............................. 46

*Ne_, Jersey Health Group. New Jersey Health : ,re FAC .............................. 878
'Oregon Health Group. Chiropractic PAC :, Z)r_gon ............................... 5, 6'74
Opticians Asstx of Am. Opticians Corem f,: :, i ,ol E:I ............................... 837

Subtotal ................................. 259,591

Total ................................... 2,542,933

LABOR

AFI_C IO:
National. AFL-CIO COPE I ::i.................................. 51,431
Arkans_s. Arkansa_ COPE............................................. 625

California. L A County COPE ii FCC ..................................... 9,797
California. Volunteers for ¥L]' _ :. 1, .h County ......................... 2,254
California (2-28). COPE Santa Glarl_ ; :.unty. ............................... 7. 945
Colorado. COPE Colorado ............................................. 675
Connecticut. AFL-CIO Conn C([i I ............................................ 0

*Connecticut (3-10). Corm State AFL-CI >en Camp Corem ...................... O
Kentucky. Kentucky State At_ ,'lC) COPE ............................. 1. 834
AIiehigan. Michigan State APl, _ IO COPE Vol Fund .................. 32,085
_,_[issouri (1-10-76). Missouri State La'l: _' Cc.lu),c.[[ COPE ....................... 3. 771
__qorth Carolina. North Carolina Sta ;!O_PE A FL_2IO ........................ 0

Ohio (2-28). Ohio AFL-CIO CO;_; .............................................. 61
Ohio (6-30). Cleveland AFL--CI(i L OPE ................................... 1,060
Ohlo. Toledo Area AFL-( i Cov_cil .............................. 12,749
*Ohio (7--10). Franklin County F i, 'Vol Fuud ............................ 22
Oklahoma. Oklahoma State Al' (21(i) Free Poi Camp Fd ............. 1, 170
Oregon. Oregon COPE AFL :: [ :).................................... 6,903
Texas. Texas COPE ................................................. 25_ 507
Utah. LTtah State AFL-,::::: ....................................... 0

Washington. Washington State , { )PE ................................... 1 762
West Virginia, West Virginia AFL-. _ :_ ')CO.F]_ ............................... 2,537
Wisconsin, Wisconsin State Ail' ,OIC)C;CPE ............................ lO 333

Wisconsin 15-30). Appleton Fed of L_ ! '' AFL-CIO ......................... 1,056

Subtotal ........................... 173 5'77
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zmBoR--continued

A/fiZtatton or interest Committee name

Building and construction trades: Closing cash

Boilermakers. Legislative Education Action Progm (LEAP) ............. 16, 110

Bricklayers. Bricklayers Action Corem .............................. 2, 754
Building & Construction Trade. PEF of the Bldg & Constr Tr ........................... 76, 220
Carpenters. Carpenters Leglsl Improvement Corem .................. 79.248
Carpenters---California. C_rpenters Corem on Poi Act ............................ 1,696
*Carpenters---Califorfiia (9-10). State Cncl of Carpenters PAF .... _ ...................... 5,743
Carpenters---Ohio. Ohio St Council of Carpenters .......................... 12,687
Electrical Workers (IBEW). IBEW-COPE (Electrical Workers) ...................... 23,997
*Electrical Workers (IBEW)--Iowa (1-31). IBEW COPE Local 1362 ................................. 3,068
*Eleetrical Workers (IBEW)---Conn (6--30). Local _35 PoD Corem Nil ............................. 0
Ironworkers. Iron Workers Pol Act Lg .............................. 7,458
Laborers Laborers Pol League .................................... 193, 726
*Laborers---Ohio. Local Union 860 Laborers Poi Lg ........................ 0

Operating Engineers. Engineers Po1 Ed Corem ................................. 14, 876
Operating Engineers--_alif. Supporters of Eng Loc 3 Fed Endorsed Candidates ....... 2,220
Operating Engineers--N.J. O E Local 825 Poi Act & Ed Corem ...................... 11,361
Operating Engineers---Wash. Local 302 Vol Po1 Fund, Seattle ........................ 46,404
Painters. Poi Act Together Poi Comm ............................ 3,097

Plumbers & Pipe Fitters. U A Political Education Corem ......................... 9, 347

Subtotal ......................................... 510, 012
Government:

l_lrefighters. Fire Fighters COPE .................................... 6, 688
Flrefighters--Virginia (7-10). Fairfax City Flrefighters PAC ........................... 63
Flrefighters--New York. Schenectady Firefighters PAC ............................ 0
Government Employees (AFGE). Corem on Fed Emp Po1 Ed ................................ 5. 427
Government EmploYees (NAGE) (9-30). Govt Emp Po1 Research Institute ........................ 1, 543
*Letter Carriers. Corem on Letter Carriers Poi Ed ........................ 26, 220
Postal Workers. Poi Fund Corem on Am Postal Wkr ....................... 40, 214

State-County Municipal Employees. PEOPLE--Public Employees Organized ................... 8, 660
State-County Municipal Employees. People Qualified Contrib Corem ......................... 3, 422
State-County Municipal Employees. Social Serv Emp Un 371 (NY) ........................... 277
Teachers (AFT)--National. American Fed of Teachers ............. _ ................. $4, 5_
Teachers (AFT)--Minn. Minnesota Fed of Teachers COPE ........................ 8, 798
Teachers (Al_r)--New York (ITF*r). UFT COPE (NY) ................ _....................... 32, 251

New York State United Teachers. VOTE COPE (Voice of Teacher Ed) .................... 1'/7, 3'25

Subtotal ........................................ 375,464

lndustriaZ

A. AFL-CIO Affiliated:

Chemical Workers (ICWU). Labors Investment in Voter Ed .......................... 8,766
Clothing Workers:

National. Amalgamated Poi Ed Comm (APEC) ..................... 45, 000
Illinois. Chicago & Midwest PEC (CAMPEC) .................... 6,0'/5

Maryland. Baltimore Rgn Jt Bd PEC .............................. 5, 089
Massachusetts (7-10). Boston Jt Bd Amalg PEC ................................ 1,480
Minnesota, Minnesota Jt Bd PEC ................................... 2,725

New York. New York Jt Ed Poi Act Fund ............................ 27, 600

New York (3-10). Rochester Jt Bd PEC ................................... 6, 850
Clothing Workers--New YOrk. Amalg Serv and Allied Ind Jt Bd PEC ..................... 3, 152
Clothing Workere--Pennsylv_n_ Clothing V/krs Poi Corem for Eastern PA ................. 5, 253
Clothing Workers--Pennsylvania (9-30). Amalgamated Poi & Ed Comm of Phila .................. I, 946

Elet_rical Workers (IUE). IUE COPE .............................................. 5,944
Garment Workers, Ladlas. ILGWU Camp C0mm .................................... 2'29,717
Gla_s Bottle Blowers Assn. GHBA Poi Ed League .................................... 7,250

Industrial Unions Dept_ ,IUD Voluntary Funds .................................. 39, 832
l_[achinists: MNPL:

National (1--31-76). Match NP Poi League ................................. 309, 107
California. District 727 Chap.. Burbank ........................... 68
Colorado. Colorado ............................................ 46
Iowa. of Iowa Cncl of Mach ................................. 5, 236
Michigan. of Michigan (Machinists) ............................ 0
Michigan. District Lodge 117 Reading
Minnesota. of Minnesota ........................................ 3, 923
Minnesota. Bean Feed Comm St. Paul ............................. 4, 118
Minnesota. Twin City Area St. Paul .............................. 7,471
Missouri. Dist 9, Bridgeton .................................... 4, 333
Missouri. Dlst 71, Kansas City ................................... 492
01110. Ohio State Council .................................. 1,637
Oregon. of Oregon ........................................... 514

Pennsylvania (6-30). Penn State IAM ...................................... I,911
Texas Texas State Council .................................. 942
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LABOR---continued

A_tliation or tn_-erest Co?nmtttee name

Closing cash

Texas (0-S0). Local Lodge 15, lSt_>ZL................................. 4,960
*Texas. Tex_ Airline Dl_ili_'t14:6................................ 827

Washington. Dlst 751 Seattle .......................................... 2,312
*Washington. Washington Stat, ........................................ 918
*Wisconsin. of Wisconsin ............................................. 970
*Wisconsin. Dtst 10 Mllwaul: i: .......................................... 13,973

()il Chemical & Atomic Workers. OCAW Poi & Legtsi , ague ................................. 20, 111
Pulp & Papermill Workers. U_lted Paper Work _ _-_Intl Uhdon ....................... 17, 118
Rubber Workers. COPE of UTD Rut:, ,: Wk:n_ .............................. .i8, 844
l_;ubber Workers--Colorado. United Rub WkIs ]h 1 15!_ P_C Denver .................. 815
lRubber Workers--Kansas (9-30). COPE Vol Contr FI _ U_D P_ubber #307 ............... 0

Sheet Metal Workers. Pol Act League---S: _ _ Metal ............................ 88, 610
Steelworkers (1-1-76). United Steelworker , Am Pi!.F .......................... 465, 382
Steelworkers---Pennsylvania. United Steel Wkrs c , m Dlat 7 Ptsbg ..................... 409
Textile Workers (TV/U). TV/UA Poi Fund ......................................... 25,382

Subtotal ................................................ 1,427, 113
Industrial

B. United Auto Workers, Independent:
United Auto Workers, independent. Corem for Good Gv Jet:mit) ............................ 294,278
United .Auto Workers, independent. UAW-V-CAP ......................................... 683,904
United Auto Workers, independent (2-28). 365 CAP Council F, (BrooR !yn) ....................... 5, 709
*United Auto Workers, independent (12-31). Greater Flint Com:l :_ ct Cnc] Vol Fund ................... 4, 761

Subtotal ....................................... 988,652
Maritime related:

Longshoremen. Broolyn Longshmn , Act & l_d Corem ................... 81,308
[_ngshoremen (Masters Mates). Masters, Mates & P:{ t_P ert,_icners Action Fund ........... 491,293
Marine Engineers. MEBA Poi Act Fun,_: ..................................... 273, 113
Marine Engineers. District 2 MEBA--/ t ) Poi L_.::t Fund .................... 1.49,461
Marine Engineers. MEBA Retirees Gtc :?Fund ............................... 76, 784
Marine Engineers (Air Traffic Controllers). PATCO PAC ............................................. 9, 15!
Maritime (NMU). NMU Poi & Leg Or{i'_ :_L C,n Watch (PLOW) ............... 50, 213
Seafarers. Seafarers Political _ i (vlty Donation .................... 69, 353
Seafarers (Marine Cooks). Marine Cooks & Ste :, t '.ds/Poi Del __und ................... 61,390
E;eafarers (Marine Firemen). Marine Flremen's I; ::, n J?ol Act Fund .................... 7, 359
_C;eafarers (Sailors-Pacific). Sailors Poi Fund ......................................... '77,907

Subtotal ........................................... 1,347, 332
Service:

Motel & Restaurant EmpL H & RE & BIU CO]: .................................... :87, 344
Meatcutters. AMCOPE ................................................. 68, 889
*Meatcutters, North Carolina. Local 525 Vol Poi i!: Fund, .<shevllle .................... 0
}retail Clerks--NationaL Active Ballot Club ...................................... 278, 210
Retail Clerks--California (11-3). Active Ballot Club { i8 S_n -?rancisco ................... 880
Retail Clerks*---California. Active Ballot Club :,! _8 Sim Jose ...... , ................. 208

Retail Clerks--Maryland. Active Ballot Club _ )2 Baltimore ...................... 2, 227
Retail Clerks_New Jersey. Active Ballot Club : 26q Cll_iton ....................... 16, 373
l_etail Clerks--New York. Active Ballot Club _ :i _00 Queens Vii ...................... 6, 196
}_etall Clerks--New York (2-28). Active Ballot Court,: _6 Queens Vil ...................... 2, 659
t_etail Clerk'_-Ohlo. Active Ballot Club :;:[) Cleveland ........................ 4, 016
Retail Clerks_Pennsylvania. Active Ballot Club :.,! ;93 lRea¢ting ........................ 0
Retail Wholesale (7-10). Local _I{ Poi Act F'i.. i (_['_fC) ............................ 1,447
Retail Wholesale (9-30). District 65 Poi Act _ _::_d (Ne_' York) ..................... 2, 524
Retail Wholesale. Dist. 1199 Poi Act t{':: ,_i (NYC ........................... 14, 728
Service Employees. SEXU-COPE PCC ......................................... 48:086
Plant Guard Workers, Ind. FAC UPGWA__ ............................................. 1,810
*Utility Workers. Utility Workers of :' _ Yol Cc:ntrib Corem ................ 0

Subtotal .......................................... 535, 597
Transportation--A. Railway:

Brhood of Railway Carmen. Railway Carmen Pc, ; _ague ................................. 16, 104
Brhood of Railway Carmen NY (S-10). Bhood of RW¥ Car ::._ x I,,:>dge 886 PAC ................... 4, 290
Firemen & Oilers. Intl Bhood Flrem & ,t i ers Poi League ................... 2, 306

Rallway Clerks Illinois. Illinois State Legisl {i:: n (B.RAO) Poi Ed Fund ............. 1,505
]/Iaintenance of Way Employees. Maintenance of W{__.! _ol L,ea_'ue .......................... 26, 192
Railway Clerks. Railway Clerks Poi i _ _gue .................................. 152
Railway Labor Exee Assn. Railway Labor Exe._ _ _sn Poi 'League ................. :25, 300
Railroad Signalmen. Stgnalmen's Poi L_ { _e ....................................... S, 258

Subtotal .......................................... ?9, 107
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z_oa--continued

A_ltatto_ or tn_re_t aommittee nard_

B. Other transportation'. C1oGtng cash

*Amalgamated Transit Union, ATU COPE Pol Contrlbs Corem ......................... 8, 406
Transport Workers (TWU).. Transport Workers Union FCC ....................... 99,869
Transportation Union (UTU). Transportation Po1 Ed League ......................... 411,701_
*Pan American Chap Plight Eng Xntl Assn, Pan Am Flight Engineers FAC .......................... 0

Subtotal ........................................ 519, 980

C. Teamsters, Independent:

Teamsters; Independent:
National DRIVE Dcm Rep Ind Voter Education ................... 9, 950
*Alabama. DRIVE Jt Council 85 Birmingham ..................... 3, 727
Alaska. DRIVE Alaska ALIVE Vol Corem ....................... 28, 769
Arkansas (8-31). DRIVE Little Rock ..................................... 10,060
California. DRIVE #42 Lo6 Angeles ............................... 31,798
Connecticut. DRIVE #559 Newington .............................. 2, 709

Georgia. DRIVE Atlanta ........................................ 2, 357
Teamsters, IndePendent:

Illinois. DRIVE Joint Council 65 Springfield ..................... 6, 886
*Indiana. Local Union 364 Voter Ed Poi Fund ..................... 5, 222
Iowa. DRIVE Sports Award .......................... _........ 76

Do. DRIVE _238 Cedar Rapids .............................. 47§

Kentucky. DRIVE Joint Council 94 Louisville ..................... 2, 745
Louisiana. DRIVE #568 Shreveport .............................. 590
Maine. DRIVE #340 South Portland ............................ 2,861

Maryland. DRIVE _557 Baltimore ................................ 13, 616
Massachusetts. DRIVE Joint Council 10 Boston ....................... 19, 684

Do. DRIVE Local Union #25 Boston ....................... 5, 421

Michigan. DRIVE Political Fund Detroit .......................... 315
Minnesota. DRIVE Minnesota ....................................... 18, 562
Missouri. DRIVE Joint Council 13 St Louis ...................... 6, 642

New Jersey (9-30). DRIVE New Jersey ................................... 459
North Carolina. DRIVE Carolina Chapt 1 Greensboro .................... 582
Ohio. DRIVE Ohio ............................................ 53, 459

Oklahoma (3-10). DRIVE #886 Oklahoma City ........................... 1, 622
Pennsylvania. DRIVE Local 115 Philadelphia ......................... 12, 733
Texas. DRIVE Texas ............................................ 636

Do. DRIVE Local 745 Dallas ................................. 49, 995

Do (9-30). DRIVE #968 Houston .................................. 504
Do (3-10)o DRIVE #941 E1 Paso .................................... 1, 169
Do (9-30). DRIVE #47 Fort Worth ............................... 5, 833

Virginia. DRIVE _592 Richmond ................................ 5, 833

Subtx>tal ......................................... 299, 811

_/IISCELLAb/EOUS

Miscellaneous:

Clothing workers, longshoremen, operating engineers, seafarers. Labor Corem for Poi Act in NY State .................... 2, 580
Am Radio Assn (6-30). American Radio Assn COPE FCC ....................... 613
Communication Workers. CWA-(_PE FCC ........................................ 178, 910
*Communication Workers. CWA Dlst _I FAO, NYC ................................ 5, 494
*Communication Workers. CWA Dist _2 FAC, DC ................................ 10, 034
*Communication Workers. CWA Dist #3 FAC, Georgia ............................. 994
*communication Workers. CWA Dist #4 PAC, Ohio ............................... 7, 552
*Communication Workers. CWA Dlst _5 FAC, Illinois ............................. 10, 951
*Communication Workera CWA Dist #6 FAC, Missouri ............................ 22, 995
*Communication Workers. CWA Dist _7 FAC, Nebraska ............................ 2,638

Miscellaneous:

*Communication Workers. CWA Dist _8 FAC Colorado .............................. 252
*Communication Workers. CWA Dist _9 PAC. CA--SanFran ......................... 1,330
*Communication Workers. CWA Dist #10 FAC, Alabama ........................... 559
*Communication Workers. CWA Dlst _11 FAC, CA---LosAng ........................ 1,379
*Communication Workers. CWA Dist #12 PAC, Texas .............................. 34,049
Farmworkers (6/30). Farmworkers Po1 Ed Fund .............................. 15,276
Furniture Workers. UI0WA COPE ............................................. 1,294
Graphic Arts Union. Graph Arts Intl Union COPE ............................ 13, 300
Molders. Iht1 Molders & Allied Wkrs Un COPE ..................... 5, 326
Office & Prof Employeea. Voice of the Electrorate "VOTE"_ ....................... 3, 396
Office & Prof Employees, New York. OPEIU Local 153 VOTE Corem .......................... 7, 184
Mine Workers. Coal Miners Poi Act Contribs Corem .................... 17, 486

Subtotal 337,059
Total labor ....................................... 6, 600, 237
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C&I_[PAIGN _ OF _PEC_L T]N"rlgRI_T _D POLrI_CAL PARTY COIM[:_ m-TE_s---Continued

CaSH ON HA_,m ai_ _ D_,CEMB_ 31, 1975, SI_t_M&RY BY COM_[FZ'I7 ;E--<)ontlnued

_ISCELLANEOUS---c0ntinu ed

Ay_liation or tnter_ i[ ommittee _am_

F,nvironmentand conservation: Closingea_h

League of Conservation Voters. League of Conservatio'x ;; _ters Camp Fund ................. $4,317
Z_,gueof Conservation Voters. League of Conservatio :, "oters ............................... 1,641
League of Conservation Voters CA. California League of (_ :_;ervation Voters .................... 0
League of Conservation Voters GA (1-31). Georgia League of Con:;,_: :atton Voters ...................... 256
I_e_gue of Conservation Voters OR (1-31). Oregon League of Co* _ _ ration Voters ..................... 0

Subtotal ................................. _ _ _ _ 6, 21,t
F_urai electrification:

Natl. R_Lral Electric Coop Assn.: Act Comm. fox' Rural :1_:_ trification (ACRE) ................ 54,_30
£kyiorado (9-30). Colorado Advocates fei !i'. lral ]Electr. _CARE) ................ 1,828
Indiana. Indiana Friends ofRuc'} Ele_tr ............................. 4, 960
I,owa. Iowa ACRE ............................................... 1,454
Kansas. Kansas ACRE............................................... 1, 795
· [entucky. Speak Up for Rural E]_ _: . (SURE) ......................... 3, 647
Mississippi. Mississippi ACRE................................... 800
l_fissouri (3-10). Missouri ACRE ............................................ 1,457
lqorth Carolina. Rural Electric Action i:_ ( gram ( REAP ) ..................... 5, 805
Ohio (6-30). Ohio ACRE ........................................... 1,756
South Carolina. Electric Coop Help Crt; : ;CHO) ............................ 0
Wisconsin. Wisconsin ACRE ....................................... 23

Iowa Assn. of Electric Cooperatives. Low Cost Energy Com:m ............................. 6, 065

Subtotal ........................ 84,420
Miscellaneous:

Concerned Seniors for [ tel ()o_ t ........................ 0
Congressional Victory [ _ nrn ............................. 2, 594
· Gun Owners ofAmel: t _ ICA) ............................... 17,389
Independence Club P(: _ cmn ................................ 0

(6-30). Louisiana Education (.: J_p .......................... 0
Natl Women's Political Caucus.

(3-10) Natl Womens Poi Cat:: 5 Camp Sup Corem ................. 7,797
Saginaw City Public _ [_irs Council (MI) ................. 2, 900
Senate-House Assn fo, l: _tesp Elections (SHARE) ........... 0
Right to Bear & Keep ._ 'ms ]Poi Vier Fd .................... 25, 909
Sportsman PAC (NY) ....................................... 170

(6-30). Taxpayers Action Fult ..................................... 166

Women For .................................................... 20, 350
Women's Campaign ]!_t _:_-1 (DC) ............................. 20,453
Independence '76 (VOl.: ................................... 150

Natl Right to Work Comm. Employee Rights Cam[ ._omm (VA) ....................... 0
Fund for a Represents,' e Corlgress Inc ..................... 0
Corem for a New Majc_ i t ,- Freedom of Choice Inc ........... 877

Special Comnl for P(J_ _ orion [NY) ........................ 1,409
NeJLghborhood School Assn, Claymont. Public Congress of IJ :__ .rare ................................. 0

Subfotal .......................................... 100, 164
To_al miscella_:, !_;_ s ................................. 190, 798

¢OiNIGRESSIONAL LEVEL PARTY COMMITTEES

_[{epublican Party Committees: Democratic Party C,:_ _ittees:

Hatlonal Republics-n Congressional Committee .............. $348,825 Democratic Congressio:: _. Campaign Cmnmittee (6-30)__ 94.412
l_e]publican Congressional Boosters Club ..................... 375, 178 Democratic Congressi( _d ]D,inLer Committee ............ 30,036
]Slatlonal Republican Senatorial Committee ................ 182, 968 Democratic Senatoria :_-ampai, gu Committee (9-3(1) ...... 11,112
]_epublican Candidates Conference (2-28) .................. 51, 010 Democratic National d,, _gressional Committee (6-30) .... 110,252
]_epublican Campaign Committee (transf 252,926 _o RNC)__ 0 Democratic CongressJ,_ :_ I Pi. nance Committee ............. 9,040

_[I)EOLOGICAL
Conservative Groups:

Am Conservative Union. American Conservatic _ ]nio:_ ........................... 3, 021
A_t for Constitutional Action. Americans for Consti ,1_onal Action .................... 11,391

Comm for Responsibl,_ ouch Politics ..................... 3, _84
Corem for Survival ol _,, Free Congress ................... 95,326
Conkm of Nine .......................................... 661

Conservative Campaig:_ Co_n ......................... 2,833
Conservative Victory ]'. ad ............................. 2, 6(]9

Am Conservati.ve Union. *National Conservatl',_ _AC ............................ 156, 154
(6_-30), United Congressional[ ,:J._peal .......................... 9, 36.9

Young America's Carni :'. gn Co.an .................... 18;920
Conservative Coalition of Iowa. Friends of Freedom R_] :! Fla Corem ...................... 187

Subtotal ...................................... _04, 309
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O&MP&ION FUNDS OF SPEOIAL INTIRF._T AND POLITICAL PARTY CoM_rrr_s--Contlnued

CASH ON HA_0 AS Or DZC_ 31, 1975. SUMMARY BY COMMrTTEg---Oontinued

ZDZOLOG_.CAL_On till U_

A_ltatton or _ntefe4g Committee name

IAbeeal Groups:
(6-30). Congressional Action Fund ............................. 1,768

Council /or a Livable World ............................. 48, 401
(10--6). Nail Corem for an Effective Congress (NOEC) ............ 77, 087
RiponSociety. One Percent Fund ...................................... 314

1974 Campaign Fund ................................... 855

Subtotal ....................................... 128,425
Total Ideological .................................. 332, 734

',LAWYERS

*American Trial Lawyers A_n. Attorneys Congressional Camp Trust ...................... $496, 57S
*Doherty, Rumble & Butler (Attys). DR & B Political Fund A (Minn) ......................... 1,500
*Doherty, Rumble & Butler (Attys). Dr & B Political Fund B (Minn) ......................... 2.28_
*Doherty, Rumble & Butler (Attys). DR & B Political Fund C (Minn) ......................... 571

Lawyees & Clients (Orange Cnty). Lawyers & Clients for Qovt OrangeCnty .................. 296
Patton. Boggs & Brand (Attys, DC). Corem for Election of Cong Candidates ................... 13,408

Total Lawyers .................................... 514, 635
i

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I yield the appearance of any possible conflict NAYS--47
back the remainder of my time. of interest, I s:hall vote '"present" on Abourezk Hart, Gary Mondale

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I wish to the amendments offered, as well as on Bayh Haskell Montoya
Bentsen Hathaway Moss

make absolutely clear to my colleagues final passage. Biden HoUings Muskte
that the Provision requested by the Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I ask for Brooke Huddleston Nelson
White House has been stricken. The sub- the yeas and nays. Bumpers Humphrey Pastore

Burdick Inouye Pell
st(lute, as it is now proposed, simply The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a Byrd, Robert C. Jackson Proxmire
would r_constitute the Federal Election sufficient second? cannon Kennedy Randolph
Commission. It would provide for the ap- There is a sufficient second. Clsrk Leahy Rib(coif

Cranston Magnuson Sparkman
pointment of two members every other The yeas and nays were ordered. Culver Mansfield Steven_n
year. It would not continue the Secretary The PRESIDING OFFICER. The hour Durkin Mathias Symington

Eagleton McGee Tunney
of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of 3 o'clock having arrived, the question Glennas ex officio members. Melntyre Williams

It WOUld do nothing about the actions Is on agreeing to the amendment of the Gravel Metcalf
or interpretations of the commission Senator from Michigan in the nature ANSWERED "PRF_EN_"_I
which many Members of Congress be- of a substitute, as modified. The yeas Church
lieve the commission has erroneously in- and nays have been ordered. The clerk
terpreted so far. It would simply pro- will ca! l the roll. NOT VOTING---6Chiles Hartke Percy
vide for the matching funds to be re- The assistant legislative clerk called Hart. Philip A. McGovern Young
ceived by Presidential candidates and the roll. So Mr. GRIFFIN'S amendment in the
disbursed by the Commission to the can- Mr. CHURCH (when his name was nature of a substitute, as modified, was
didates who are in the race. It would called).Present, rejected.
permit the Federal Election Commission Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce Mr. MATHIAS. Mr, President, I move
to go ahead with what limited powers that the Senator from Michigan (Mr. to reconsider the vote by which the
were retained to it under the Supreme PHXL_ A. HAR?), the Senator from Flor- amendment was rejected.
Court decision, ida (Mr. CHILES), the Senator from Indi- Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I ask for

I suggest to my colleagues that what aha (Mr. HARTX_-), and the Senator from the yeas and nays.
we need here is a revision of law to South Dakota (Mr. MCG0VERN) are nec- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, a point
conform completely to the Supreme essarilyabsent, of order.
Court decision and to try to make a cam- Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
palgn reform bill work. We have been Senator from Illinois (Mr. PEaCY) and ator will state his point of order.
working at this for a long time. I believe the Senator from North Dakota (Mr. Mr. CANNON. Did the Senator vote
we have the opportunity now to make a YOUNG) are necessarily absent, with the prevailing side?
success of it. I further announce that, if present and Mr. MATHIAS. Yes; I did.

Ihope my colleagues will defeat the voting, the Senator from Illinois (Mr. The PRESIDING OFFICER. What is
substitute amendment of the Senator PERCY) would vote "yea." the point of order?
from Michigan. The result was announced--yeas 46, Mr. CANNON. The inquiry was did the

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, because nays 47, as follows: Senator vote with the prevailing side.
a campaign committee which I have au- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
thor(zed has obtained matching funds [Rollcall Vote No. 70 Leg.] ator who moved to reconsider voted
under the Federal Election Campaign YEAS---46 "nay," and that is the prevailing _siffe, so
Act, I believe that casting my vote on Allen Ford Packwood the question is on agreeing to the motionBaker Garn Pearson
legislation to amend the act after that Bartlett Goldwater Roth tO reconsider. The yeas and nays have
fact could be seen as a conflict of inter- Besdl Griffin Schweiker been called for. Is there a sufficient sec-
est. Therefore, I am refraining from vol- Belimon Hansen Scott, Hugh cud? There is a sufficient second.

Brock Hatfield Scott,
lng for or against any amendments to Buekley Helms William L. The yeas and nays were ordered.
the pending bill, or the bill itself. Byrd, Hruska Stafford Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, during

I would add, Mr. President, that I do Harry F., Jr. JavJ_ts Stennis this vote, may we have the well cleared.Case Johnston Stevens
believe, on the merits, that the act should curtis Laxalt Stone Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
be amended to meet the objections raised Dole Long Taft I move to lay that motion on the table.
by the Supreme Court, and that I find Domenict McClellan Talmadge The PRESIDING OFPICER. The ques-
great merit in many of the amendments Eastland McClure ThurmondFannin Morgan Tower tion is on agreeing to the motion to lay
that are proposed. But in order to avoid Fong _unn Weicker on the table the motion to reconsider.
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Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, _Neller of 8eI_lator STONE'S staff all,l:[ oluding how candidates achieve public rec-
I ask for the yeas and nays. Cagey Parker of Sel_ator KENNEDY'S stol:.! og:aitima and whether such candidates should

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there given the privilege of the floor durin_i_ be guaranteed access to the television media;
{5) the interrelationship of the elements

a sufficient second? There is a sufficient Jfm_therconsideration of this bill. de:_cribed in paragraphs (1) through (4) oI
second. The PRESIDING OFFICER, Withou; this section;

The yeas and nays were ordered, objection, it is so ordered. (8) alternative nominating systems_ in-
Mr. GRIFFIN. I renew myrequest that A_m_D_E_T NO. 1436 cludiug but not linlited to a national or

regional primary system for the expression
tile well be cleared. _Ir. MONDALE. Mr. President, I call of a preference for the nomination of can-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- UP rny amendment No. 1436, and as l: didates for election to the office of President
tion is on agreeing to the motion to lay lmanimous consent that its reading bc_ of the United States and variations on the
on the table the motion to reconsider, dispensed with. present nominating system; and
The well will be cleared and the clerk The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withou_ (7) the manner in which candidates are
will call the roll. objection, it is so ordered, nominated for election to, the office of Vice

The second assistant legislative clerk 'ITAeamendment is as follows: :President of the United States.
(b) The Commission sl_all submit to the

called the roll. TrI%E IV---COi_[1VIISE½IONTO STUDY PRE[!I _ Presideut and to the Congress such interim
Mr. CHURCH (when his name was IDENTIAL NOMINATING PROCESS reports as it deems advisable, and _not later

called). Present. DECLARATXOIqOF POLZCY than one year after the enactment of this
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce SEC. 401. It is hereby declared to be th _ resolute.on, a final report of its study and

$,hat the Senator from Michigan (Mr. policy of the United States to improve th. · investigation based upon a full consideration
_HART), the Senator from Indiana (Mx. s ysWm of nominating candidates for ele:' _L of alternatives to our current Presidential
IqARTKE), alld the Senator from South tion to the off_ce o_! the President of ti:, _ nolrdnating system, including an analysis of
]q_kota (Mr. MCGOVERN), are necessarily United States by studying such system in _ the strengths and weaknesses of all such
_bse_lt. broad manner never before attempted in il:,_ alternatives studied, together with its rec-

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the '_wo-hundred~year hi."_tory of this Nation. onmaendations as to the best system to es-tablish for the 1980 Presidential elections.
Senator from Illinois (Mr. PERCY), and ESTABLXS_[_EN_?OF COMMXSSXON The Commission shall cease to exist sixty
tlle Senator from North Dakota (Mr. sro. 402. (a) There is established the B:i_ day.,; after its final report is submitted.
YOUNG), age necessarily absent, ce2xtennial Commission on Presidential Nom-

inations (hereinafter referred to as tl:m_ ]?O_qERSANDADMI_Ta_,T:ff_E PROVISXONS
I further announce that, if present and "Commission"). Src. 404, (a) The Commission may, in

w_ting, the Senator from Illinois (Mr. ,lb) The Commission shall be composed ,::i carrying out the provisions of this Joint
PERCY), W0U]d vote "nay." '_.wenty members to be aplJointed as follow,_ resolution, sit and act at such tirae_ and

Mr_ CANNON. Regular order, Mr. [1) six members st_all be appointed by tt:__ places, hold such hearings, take such testi-
:president pro tempore of the Senate, ,l:_ mony, request the attenc[ance of such wit-

President. whom at least _wo shall be Members of 91:,_ nesses, administer oaths, ihave such printing
The PRESIDING O_'J_'iCEI_ (Mr. Senate and at [east two shall be elected ,::_ and binding done, and commission studies

E_aTIS). Regular order is called for. appointed State officials; by any Federal agency oz. executive depart-
_2) six members shall be appointed I:I; m,_nt, as the Commission deems advisable.

May we have order? Senators will _he Speaker of _he House of Represen_ative,_ b) :Per diem and mileage allowances for
please take their seats. ,of whom at least two shall be Members of tl:_ witneses requested to appear under the au-

The resvJ.t was announced--yeas 49, souse and at least two shall-be elected ,_:'_ thority conferred by this section shall be
nays 45, as:_ollows: appointed State officials; paid from funds appropriated to the Corn-

(3) six members shall be appointed by tl_ mid,ion.
[RollcalI Vote No. 71 Leg.] President; and c) ,'Subject to such ru]les and regulations

YEAS---49 (4) two members shall be the chalrn_,.: as may be adopted by the Commission, the
Abourezk Gravel Mondale of the two national political paxties and sha. l cb.airman shall have the power to---
Bayh Hart, Gary Montoya serve as ex omcio members. (1) appoint and fix the compensation of
Bentsen Haskell Moss (c) At no time shall more tha_ thr,_ an executive director, and such additional
Blden Hathaway Muskie members appointed under paragraph (1 staff personnel as may be necessary, without
Brooke Hollings Nelson
Bumpers Huddleston Pastore (2), or (3) of subsection (b) be lndlvidua:i_ regszd to the provisions of title 5, United
]_urdlck Humphrey Pell who are of the same ]molitical affiliation. Stat_s Code, governing appointments in the
Byrd, .Robert C. Inouye Proxmire (d) A vacancy in the Commission shall n,::_l competitive service, and without regard to
Cannon Jackson Randolph affect Its powers, and shall be filled in t]:'._ chapter 51 and subchapter Ill of chapter 53
Chiles Johnston Rlbico_ same manner in which the original appoln i. of such. title relating to classification in Gen-
Clark Kennedy Sparkman merit was made, subject to the same limit_, eral Sci_edule pay rates, but at such rates not
Cranston Leahy Stevenson tions with respect to party affiliations as t]i_ in excess of the maximum rate for aS--18 ofC_lver Magnuson Symington
EaArkin Mansfield Tunney origk_alappointment, the General Schedule under section 5332
Eagleton McGee Williams (e) Twelve members shall constitute i of such title; and
Eastland McLutyre quorum, but a lesser number may condu_ (2) procure temporary and intermittent
Glenn Metcalf hearings. The Chairman of the Commissk:_ services to the same extent as is authorized

NAYS---45 shall be selected by the members frc,:_ by section 3109 of title 5, United States
among the members, other than ex offic.,i_ Code, but at rates not to exceed $100 a day

.qMen Garn Pearson members.Baker Goldwater Roth for individuals.
]_artlett GritBn Schweiker FUNCT][OI_fSOF THE COMMISSION COIFfPENSATXONOF MEMBERS
Beall Hansen Scott. Hugh SEC. 403. (a) The Commission shall ma'.i_,.
Bellmon Hatfield Scott, :_c. 405.(a) Membersof the Commission
]/_rock Helms William L. a full and complet_ investigation with r_ who are otherwise employed by the Federal
]2uckley Hruska Stafford spect to the Presidential nominating proce_;_. Government shall serve without compensa-
Byrd, Javits Stennis Such investigation shall include but not I:,_, tion but shall be reimbursed for travel, sub-

Harry F., Jr. Laxalt Stevens limited to a consideration of-- sistence, and other necessary expenses
Case Long Stone (1) the manner in which States condu._; in.eurred by them in carrying out the dutiesCurtis Mathias Taft
Dele McClellan Talmadge primaries for tL_e expression of a preferen.:.,, of the Commission.
Domenici McClure Thurmond for the nomination of candidates for ele.c.
Fanr_in Morgan Tower tion to the office of President of the Unit,_ _! (_) iVlembers of the Coramission not other-
_'ong Nunu Weicker Staes and caucuses for the selection of de',h_, wi._ employed by the Federal Government
_k)rd Packwood gabes to the _,ational nominating conve:_:_, shall receive per diem at She maximum dailyrate for aS-18 of the General Schedule when

ANSWERED "PRESENT"--1 tions of political parties;
(2) State laws and the rules of nations they are engaged in the performance of theirduties as members of th.e Commission and

Church political partiei; which govern the particip_ _ shall be entitled to reimbursement for travel,
NOT VOTINC,---5 tion of voters and candidates in such p_:l

Hart, PhilipA. MoGovern Young merles and cat,cuse,;; subsistence, and other necessary expensesincmrred by them in carrying out the duties
ttartke Percy (3) the financing of campaigns for t]_4 of the Commission.

So the motion to lay on the table was nomination of candidates for election to ll:__
office of the President of the United Sta$_: TX_mLn_Ss OFAP_g)II_T]_/_ENTS

_greedto. (4) the rela_lonship between candida'l:._ S_c. 406. It is the sense of the Congress
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, for election to the office of the President _ I that the appointments of lmitvtdual to serve

]'. aSk Ullanh_olMI consent to h_ve _ the United States and the news media, i:i_ as members of the Commission be completed
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within ninety days after the enactment of ate concur in the amendments, as Mr. MONDALE. I l_ave the floor. I have
this resolution, amended, by of the amend- an amendment pen_ing. I will be glad

AUTHORIZATIONOFAPPROPRIATIONS ment proposed by Senator FANNIN, on to yield to the Senator from Virginia.
SEC.407. There are authorized to be appro- behalf of the ce Committee. Mr. HARRY F. B[/_RD, JR. Does the

priated such sums as may be necessary to Mr. FANNIN. President, I concur Senator have an ame[_dment to the legis-
carry out the provisions of this resolution, in the statement _ the Senator from lation being presen_d by the Senator

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, a par- Montana. Will the from Minne- from Montana? --4liamentary inquiry, sota yield for m, offer the amend- Mr. MONDALE. N , I have an amend-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ment? ment to the pending ]_ill.

ator will state the parliamentary in- Mr. MONDALE. yield to the Senator Mr. HARRY F. B_RD, JR. Before we
qulry, from Arizona. proceed to that, ma_] I ask the Senator

Mr. BUMPERS. Is there a time limita- Mr. FANNIN. President, I move a question? !
tion on the Mondale amendment? that the Senate in the House Mr. MONDALE. I :_ie]d.

Mr. MONDALE. There is none. amendments With amendment. Mr. HARRY F. B_.SRD, JR. This is a
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, The _ OFFICER. The conference report, I take it, that the

I ask unanimous consent that the dis- amendment will be; fated. Senator from Montal a is handling?
tinguished Senator from Montana (Mr. The legislative read as follows: Mr. METCALF. Nc it is not. The bill
METCALF) be recognized for not to ex- In section 2, "except for", insert that we passed, H.R. 12122, went to the
ceed 5 minutes. "Section 228 of Title [ and Title XVI of the House of Representat yes. We received it

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without social Security Act it applies 'Lothe sev- back with an amendr Lent. We now have
eral States and" moved, or I am goin! to move in a mo-objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, I am off- ment, to concur in he House amend-
ering an which will elimi- ment, with amend_me Lts.

CONTINUANCE CIVIL GOVERN- nate from the bill 1.2122 a House Mr. HARRY F. BY _D, JR. May I say
MENT FOR TRUST TERRI- provision certain Social Se- to the Senator from Montana that the
TORY OF PACIFIC ISLANDS curity Act to the territory of Senator from Colorac ) (Mr. GARY HART)
Mr. Mr. President, I ask Guam. This is being offered has been very much interested in this

the Chair to before the Senate a on behalf of the on Finance subject, and he is n( _ here at the mo-
message from House of Representa- which thoroughly d this matter merit. I am wonderic whether the Sen-
tires on H.R. 121' 2. in its meeting of 1976 and voted ator from Montana _ould agree to lay

The OFFICER (Mr. to request that Social Security Act this matter aside re: Lporarily until the
CoaTm) laid the Senate the programs not be under H.R. amendment could be _xamined and Sen-
amendments in House of Represent- 12122. While it is that the two pro- ator HART could be nolified.
atives to the bill H.R. 12122) to amend grams in secur- Mr. METCALF. I _ ould be delighted
section 2 of _of June 30, 1954, pro- ity income and social security to lay it aside, but I Lm informed that
riding for the of civil gov- benefits for th_ be ex- this amendment as p_ _sed by' the House
ernment for the Territory of the tended to the new Marianas of Representatives hs the concurrence
Pacific Islands, for other purposes. Commonwealth the covenant es- o1' Senator GARY HAR_

(The of the House are tablishing that the Finance We tried to touch dl the bases. We
printed in the Rz( _R_ of March 11, 1976, Committee believes these programs tried to meet with Sel ator FANNIN, Sen-
beginning at page 75.) were not intended be applicable be- ator McCLuR_, and m: ny other Senators

Mr. METCALF. President, I have yond the 50 States the District of who were concerned with this legisla-
a brief statement ( H.R. 12122. Columbia. There in fact separate tion on this specific ar endment. The bfil

Mr. President, 12122 was amended programs of for the aged,' has passed both the t9 mso and the Sen-
by the Senate, amendment the blind, and disabled now apply to ate. The amendment ¢ tme over from the
House has d to with further the jurisdictions of Puerto Rico, House, and we feel tl at we can concur
amendments. House amendments and the Virgin and which are in the House amendm, mt and the bill as
would accomplish two objectives con- designed to permit developed as- amended by the Hous(

in the version of H.R. sistance plans tailort to the particular Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, ff the
would re- economic and circumstances of Senator from Minneso a will yield, may-

authm'ize the of $8 million each area. be I can clarify it for the distinguished
for the of facilities for a 4- On March 11, Senator LONa Senator from Virginia
year college to the Mieronesian as chairman of the on Fi- Mr. MONDALE. Iyi ,id.
community, but that no appro- nance introduced Mr. FANNIN. This i mendment is one
priation be until the Presi- provide for the in the being offered on beha of the Finance
dent has a study to determine Northern Marianas of Committee so we wi not be giving
the .educational and the most suit- the Social Security _ssistance pro- privileges to Guam th_ were in the bill
able educational for such a col- grams applicable to territories. At for the Northern Mari_ Las. The first bill
lege and has that study to the time that bill introduced, the that came over to the Senate from the
the Senate and Interior Commit- Senate had voted strike from H_R. House gave it to all te ritories. The sec-
tees, which will 90 calendar days 12122 the provision the sup- ond one that came ba k over gave it to
to review the recommendations, plemental security ome program and Guam. This was take_ up in the corn-
The second am would reinsert the special benefits r from H.R. mittee, and it was _greed that this
the original 2 of H.R. 12122, 12122. Subsequently, t s again should not be done, a Ld that this pro-
which the Senate in its original added to H.R. 12122 the provision op- vision would be deletec from it.
amendment. 2 provides for the posed by the Finance and the So this limits the am, rant Guam would
extension to Guam those laws of the amendment I am off _ring would again be entitled to, in accord race with the bill
United States to the strike it from the bill from the House of Re] resentatives.
Northern Mariana ] by the provi- I ask for the consideration Mr. HARRY F. BYi '_D, JR. That is
sions of section 502( 1) of House Joint of the motion, what the Fannin ame Ldment did?
Resolution 549, approved the The ques- Mr. FANNIN. That is what the Fannin
Marianas Commo_ Covenant. tion is on agreeing to _he motion of the amendment did, yes.
The objective of 2 is to equalize Senator from Arizona Mr. HARRY F. BYlqD, JR. The only
the treatment of and the North- Mr. METCALF in the motion, other question I have i this: When the
era Mariana I understand that The motion was bill was before the Sene _, it was amend-
the distinguished from Arizona, Mr. HARRY F. JR. Mr. Presi- ed in four particular 1_aces, as I recall.
Mr. FA_TNIN, has an to offer dent, will the Montana I am taking it from me nory. Would one
to section 2 on of the Finance yield? of the Senators indical _ to me how the
Committee. I recommend that the Sen- Mr. METCALF. I do House proposal reads, now that it has
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been amended the Fannin amend- and the Senator from Tennessee (M:- count for approximately three-fourths of
ment? :BAKER), as well as 19 other cosponsors, the delegates to attend the national con-

Mr. Mr. President, the This amendment; would set up a com-. wmtions. Thus, we virtually have a de
w_rimm Senate a: endments were agreed mission to study the Presidential nomi. facto :national primary, albeit in a frag-
k_ by the House, _xeept for the two now nation process in this country, melated form, without ever having
before the that we are calling There is a crying need for this stud:' adopted it as a matter of national policy.
up before t_he One of them is an It is ()ne of the few failures of the Foun(:i- The attempts at reform thus far have :in-
amendment by the Senator _ng Fathers that in the development c::[ eluded proposals for a national primary,
from Arizona which I think all of our Constitution 200 years ago, the_ regiorml primaries, and a variation of the
m; are in agreem_ The other amend- :_a:led to perceive what would be nece_:_ prese_:t system, but there has never been
meat is the one agreed to for $8 mil- sary for a rationa:[ system to nominat_ a nat:ional consensus on any of them.
lion for a college they modified that candidates for our highest office, tt:_ _here is a consensus e however, among
by saying, ":Let wait until the Presi- :President of the United States. the cosponsors of this resolution and
dent determines the needs for a They believed that this country woul:: throughout the country that the system
college are, and the matter back not have political parties. They beliew:_:: is badly in need of review'.
_ the resI)ec_tive Committees of :nstead that, through the electoral sy_':;. There is always considerable interest
the two Houses." :em, distingui_;hed citizens would gath_:J: in. reforming the process during a Presi-

We concurred ir that amendment, together each 4 years and elect the be:i dential election year, but it quickly :fades
Mr. HARRY F JR. I thank the qualified person tc, be President of the after the election. Even though we be-

Senator. That up the points in United States. Because they did not a,:. lieve this interest is higher now than
which I was curately perceive how the system wou:i: ever before, we fear the same thing could

Mr. METCALF. President, I move evolve, it never worked out in £he wet_ happen again. The Commission we ad-
tfhat the Senate in the amend- they intended. Political parties--wh:::_! rotate would report back with its find-
ments of the of Representatives, they called factions--immediately arom:_ ings ia early 1977, giving Congress the
with amendments. Now there is not a single syste:l_ unique and compelling opportunity to

The motion to. of nominating a President, but literal]!_ act well in advance of the 1980 elections.'
55 different systems, each with a welt_::_ 'Whatever alternative system may be
of differing rules, often conflicting. Tt:l_ recommended by thru Commission and

FEDERAL F.LECTION CAMPAIGN ACT spectacle of t_e present system is no,_ adopted by Congress, we believe we can
AMENDMENTS OF 1976 obvious to all, and the system has a]:_ do :much better than the present system.

The Senate continued with the _on- :cived at the point where it is utter]_ V&e al;_o believe there is no more fitting
sideration of the bill (S. 3065) to amend ludicrous. It un_termines the physic::;: effort we could undertake in this Bicen-
the Federal Election Campaign Act of capacity of the candidates, it destro:,_ tennial year than to try to improw_ one
1!)71 to provide for its administration by the ability for rational debate, and it :i_: of the most fundamental elements of our
a Federal Election Commission appointed a system which now cries out for reform democracy.
in accordance with the requirements of Never once in the 200 years of Amer::- Mir. President, I yield.
the Constitution, and for other purposes, can history has the Presidential nomins _. Sew_ral Senators add:cessed the Chair.

Mr. MON'DALE. Mr. President, I am _ion system been subjected to a compri:. The :PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
going to speak briefly to my amendment, :hensive study. That is what this propose: ator from Oregon is recognized.
but firs, t I yield to the Senator from commission would do. Mr. PACKWOOD. :Mr. President, I
Connecticut. It would be a bipartisan commissimt join with the Senator from Minnesota

PRIVILEGEOF THE FLOOR with 18 members, to be equally appointe:: in. cosponsoring this resolution and

Mr. WEICKER. I thank %he distin- by the President pro tempore of the Ser_. amendment of this bill.
g_Mshed Senator from Minnesota. ate, after advice from the majority art: Four years ago I introduced a bill, with

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- :minority leaders, the Speaker of tl:_ several other Senators, to establish :re-
sent that Michael Scully and Robert House of Representatives, and the Pres:J. glo:ual primaries. The bill had more edi-
Dotchin of my staff be accorded the dent, with the chairmen of the two n_: _ torial and academic support I think than
privilege of the floor, tional political parties serving ex officiJ any other bill that I have ever iatro-

The PItESIDING OFFICER. Without This commission would be asked to lo(:4, duced It had almost no opposition, ex-
o_ojection, irt is so ordered, into all aspecls of the nominating pro,: , cept from those who preferred a national

Mr. HASIfJELL. Will the Senator yield ess, including the manner in which Stat,_ primacy. And while a national primary
for a unanimous consent request? conduct Presidential primaries, caucuse_; is not my preference, it is an alternative

Mr. MONDALE. ! yield, and conventions to select delegates to th( to consider. The bill had one hearing, fel_
Mr. HASKELL. Mr. President, I ask national nominating conventions. :! on deaf ears in the Senate and made no

unanimous consent that John Cevett, of would look into State laws and rules ,::: p]_ogress in the House o:[ Representatives.
my staff, be granted the privilege of the national political parties, which gove:<_. I have reintroduced it in each Congress
floor during the consideration of the the participation of voters and cand:, since [ first introduced it, and Congress
pending legislation, dates in such primaries and caucuses. :i' has not acted.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withou_ would look into Presidential campai_?:t. As the Senator from Minnesota has
Objection, it is so ordered, financing, and the relationship betwee_ said. if there is ever any time to pass a

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I ask the candidate for President and the mi:. bfi] like this, one would think it would be
unanimous consent that Mickey Barnett dia. It would look into alternative non:_ at a time of heat and Passion when we
of Senator DOMENICI'S staff and Alan inating systems, including a study of n_:__ are in the midst of prin_aries, and I have

E[olmer and Debbie Robertson of my staff tional and regiona] primary systems. F. frankly found that that is when there
be accorded the privileges of the floor, nally, it wouhl look into the manner :ii seems to be the most interest. About 'the

which candidates are nominated for Vi,:,_ tim.e we get to the first of May, nmybe
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without President. the first of June, at the latest, the candi-

objection, it is so ordered. Mr. President, the nominating proce'._: dates" who remain are tired. They have
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, on be- 'desperately needs a comprehensive r_ flow:n from New Hampshire to Florida

half of the Senator from Ohio (Mr. view of these areas and the relationsh:iI, to Illinois to California, in 1 day on OC-
C}LENN) I ask unanimous consent that of each area to the others, in a w_:' castor, making campaign speeches every
the privilege of the floor be accorded to which seeks to resolve the problems em. p:ace they go, being expected to sound
Mr. Walker Nolan of his staff, sistent with clearly defined and broad:!_' ratioD_al. I think that kind of a schedule

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without agreed upon goals, is training for the Glympics, but not
objection, it is soordered. 'IT_e present system of nominatirl: training to be President. About that time

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, the Presidential candidates is close to a:.. there becomes a great hue and cry that
amendment just called up is cosponsored archy. There are 55 separate and differ, we should do something to reform the
by many Senators, including the Sen- eat systems. _Tlis year 30 States will ho:k: p:rimaries, but this is not the time to do
ator from Oregon (iV_r. PACKWOOD), the separate primaries, each without'any r,_. it. Lei; us wait; it is too late now. Let us
Senator from Illinois (Mr. S_rVrNSON), lation to the others, a_d they will a,:_. wait until this prima:_y season is over
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and then in the cool and calm of 1973, system. Television offers episodes and in .the machinery of political combat at
was the last cry--no'w it is the cool and spectacles; serious commenl; by serious an unconscionable rate. We are placing
calm of 1977--1et us look at this with figures on complex issues ir ignored or burdens and demands on our leaders and
dispassionate objectivity and pass a rs- misunderstood, potential leaders of the country that are
tional reform. The press, exhausted and bewildered, beyond that which should be required of

But then what inevitably happens is is spread too thin by the profusion of them, and which require no particular
that as the ardor for this reform cools, candidates, and the public is hard put evidence of their future competence to
as the primaries are over, and as the to fathom the significance of the cpi- serve in the positions to which they
Presidential election is decided in No- sodes and spectacles that now pass for aspire.
vember, this is put on a back shelf, no- Presidential politics. Mr. President, I do not know the final
body thinks about it, nobody is disturbed, Mr. President, this process has dem- answer; that is why I am glad that this
and there is not much thought about it onstrated that it can eliminate men well proposal is for a commission. I have sup-
until the following Primary season when qualified to occupy the Presidency and I ported the early first utterances, I be-
again this issue bubbles to the top, is count as one the senior Senator from lieve, of the distinguished junior Senator
moved to the front burner about Novem- Minnesota, (Mr. MONDALE) with whom from Oregon, that we should try to figure
bet of the year preceding the Presidential I am privileged to cosponsor this out something, perhaps a regional pri-
election year, and there is again great amendment. This process has also demo mary system. But that has problems. For
academic comment and editorial on- onstrated that it can eliminate, and it example, do you draw the lines for the
dorsement, but then it is too late to do has, thoughtful men fil-sudted for a regions north and south or do you cut
anything for that Presidential year. process which subsists upon sensation° a slice east and west and try to gather

I, therefore, have joined the Senator I cite former Governor Sanford. It has together States that are similar or States
from Minnesota in endorsing this idea not demonstrated that it will produce that are dissimilar? Good arguments
of a commission which will report early, only the wisest and strongest in America could be made in both cases. Do you
and T think that is a critical part of the to occupy the Presidency. It could be- have a single national primary? In that
amendment, in the hopes that this corn- come a process which only the unfittest case, do you have a runoff? Who pays
mission will come up with something that can survive, the cost? What is the qualifying require-
is preferable to the present hodgepodge This system, Mr. President, is not an ment? Perhaps you even call on Con-
Barnum and Bailey traveling sideshow exercise in American democracy. It is gross to participate in the selection of
we have that we call our Presidential a taxpayer supported mockery of the party nominees. That might very well
primary system, and that we can find system we profess to celebrate in 1976. strengthen the party responsibility and
a rational way of selecting the nominees If there is no better way than this, then even the attractiveness of congressional
for our major and I might add minor the experiment begun 200 years ago service to party members. Perhaps you
parties, so that in 1980 we will not have could fail. There is a better way. We rejuvenate the electoral college. Perhaps
to go through instead of 30 or 31 pri- simply do not know what it is. that is the better way to choose the Vice
maries, 35, 40, or 45 primaries throughout The commission proposed by this President, in the case of a vacancy.
this Nation. amendment would recommend better There are 100 variations on these and

Mr. President, I yield the floor, ways to select the American President. other things that suggest themselves in
Several Senators addressed the Chair. A myriad of possibilities exi:;t. If created the debate that has been going on for a
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- now, its recommendations would be long time, at least the last decade, when

ator from Illinois is recognized, available tn time for action before the I first began to hear the suggestions that
Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, ! Presidential elections of 1980. If we wait, we had to find a better way to select

yield to the Senator from North Caro- as the distinguished Senator from Min- our respective nominees for President
lina for a unanimous-consent request, nesota and the distinguished Senator and Vice President for the two major

Mr. MORGAN. Mr. President, I ask from Qregon mentioned, it could be too political parties.
unanimous consent that my legislative late. It is sometimes said, in an unkindly
aide, Henry Poole, and the legislative Indeed, I would add to what they say way, that Congress does nothing so well
aide of Senator NUNN, Gordon Griffin, that it could be awkward for a President as trying to regulate politics and setting
be allowed floor privileges during the produced by this process to support its own salaries. That really is not so.
discussion and debate of the Federal changes in it. I do not think Congress is very good at
election matter pending before the Sen- So, for all these reasons a:nd those ex- either of these things, and I believe that
ate_ pressed by my colleagues, Mir.President, is additional reason for constituting the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without I urge the Members to approve this commission to study and report to us
objection, it is so ordered, amendment, on how we should proceed on this matter.

Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, I The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. It is an extraordinarily important
yield to the Senator from Virginia for GaRN). Who yields time? problem, Mr. President.the same purpose.

Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, JR. Mr. Presi- Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, I am As some of my colleagues have heard
dent, I ask unanimous consent that Phil- pleased to support this amendment, and me say from time-to time, the importance
lip Reberger of my staff be granted prtv- I congratulate the distinguished prin- and the relevance of the two-party sys-

cipal sponsors of the amendment for tern in the American scheme of things
tleges of the floor during consideration their foresight and wisdom in proposing is often underrated or even overlooked.of the pending legislation.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without it at this t'une. The two-party system is an instrumen-
objection, it is so ordered. I have long been. a supporter of any tality that came late to the Republic. It

Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, a reasonable effort to try to rationalize did not come to full flower, I believe,
Presidential candidacy today triggers a the Presidential nominee selection sys- until well into the 19th century. It is not
thousand Skirmishes, a welter of detail, tern. I have watched at cl_e range for mentioned in the Constitution. It is not
a morass of regulation and dervish-like almost 10 years, as a Member of the even memorialized in the statute law of
activity all largely beyond the control Senate--and for somewhat longer as an the United States. The two-party system
and comprehension of the exhausted interested observer of the general pollti- is unique in that it has served as the
candidate. Today's contender is pres- cal process--and I believe that the ado- sensing mechanism by which the people
sured to compete in 30 State elections quacies of the present primaxy system of the country express the range of
and hundreds of district elections and and convention mechax_lsm are fairly $hetr desires and their dissent to the
caucuses. He is forced to spend money in summarized by a remark th,'_t_was made structures and the engines of Govern-
order to raise money in order to qualify to me recently by one of our ]Democratic mont. Tn that way, it becomes effectively
for Federal election subsidies, colleagues who was a candidate, who re- the equivalent of a fourth department of

Then the strength of the Presidential turned from the field of battle to say, Government, ranking in importance with
candidates is measured by their bank-. "Howard, we simply can't continue hay- the executive, the legislative, and the
rails and the applause levels at Joint ap- tng an election every Tuesday."' judiciary.
pearances. The substance disappears Mr. President, that is truly so. I think If that is true, and :[ believe it is true;
from the hallowed American political we are grinding up good men and women if partisan politics is that important; if
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two-party politics is that unique and IVfr. CANNON. Mr. President, I find One :_oint on the number of members:
special in the American scheme of much merit to the amendment proposed t was our desire here k) make certain
things; if it is essential, as I believe, to by Senator MONDa``_E, for himself an(ii ;hat the Commission was representative
the sensing ()ut and determining of the others. :)f t:he Senate, of the House, of State
future policies of America, drawing on I believe that this type of study is lon_,: ,qecled officials, of the two political par-
the collective, genius of the people of t_his overdue. I have, a question as to the siz,_ ;les, arid of the generr[[ public, as seen
country--then it is also important that of the commia_ion. A 20-member com... :_y t;he Presidential appointments. I think
we modernize and update the method by :mission, with ]:.2 members necessary to. :he Commission will have no trouble get-
which we select our nominees for Presi- constitute a quorum, would indicate tha_:; !:.lng a quorum because, based on the: re-
dent and Vice President. :ii; might be some kind of problem to ge_l: _ctien we have had around the Nation,

I am not reluctant to say that I do not 't)_e commission together properly ti: :.here is a tremendous amount of interest
have the answers. I am in a position, sLudy this matter. That would be my onl,_; i.n getting down to the study of th. is

l_owever, to say that this is a step in question about it. :na'tter.
the right directiorl. I also wondered to myself about th,_! Mr_ CANNON. Mr. President, I would

I believe that a commission can do a advisability of including it in this bill iae willing to accept the amendment of

g(_l service for the country in" this re= ][ am sort of reluctant to see additional 5he distinguished Senator. I think it is
,';l_ret, and I look forward to their rec- isems go into the bill that might possibl}, { good amendment, as I have said. I only
o_kmendations. I hope every much that give the President some reason to vet:: ._ad a question as to whether or not it
the amendment will be adopted. I corn- it; although I certainly hope he woulc _hould be in this bill, and the second
l:nend the Senator from Minnesota, the r.ot have any reason to veto this. luestion, is the size of 'tile Commi_fion,
Senator from Oregon, the Senator from Mr. MONDALE. May I say that th,_: which seems to be a bit unwieldy. But ff
IUinois, and the Senator from Maryland President, at a recent session with re. the Senator tells me that is a proper size,
][or their cosponsorship, porte_--I do not have his precise lan. [ am willing to accept the amendment.

:Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I ask guage--expressed interest in the estab. :Mir. I¢IONDALE. We do not need a :rolll-
the distinguished Senator from Minne- ]:ishment of a commission of this kind _at.L
sola, the chief sponsor of this amend- So I believe it is probable that the Presi. 'l?he ?RESIDING OF_'/CER. The ques=
ment, ff he is willing to accept an addi- dent would not haw. · an objection to thi'_; ti_n is on agreeing to the amendment.
tic)n providing for study to the extent to We have tried to establish a way tha; 'l":ae amendment was agreed to.
which laws in the Federal Election Cam- gives him a strong appointive role in th, :Mr. HARRY F, BYlq;I), JR. and Mr.
paign Act, as amended, promote or retard selection of some of its members. PACK t_JOOD addressed the Chair.
independent candidacies for election to In terms of 1Lhetiming of this amend The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Serf
the office of President. rnent, what I am afraid of is this: W,_ at4}r from Oregon is recog:nized.

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I dis- now have 30 primaries, each.on differen; :M_r. PACKWOOD. I send an amend-
,cussed this matter with the distinguished days, established, a.,; the chairman of th,_ meat i;o the desk that does not have a
Senator from Maryland. I believe the coxnmittee well knows, with no sense o[ number, but I want to call it up. I ask
modification makes good sense. It adds relationship at all. I think that, on Jun,:_ unani_aous consent for its immediate
another subject for the Commission to $, there will be Pre.';idential primaries il: cormideration.
study which surely is deserving of study. California, Oh:_o, and New Jersey on th,_ ']Zb.e PI_ESIDING OFFICER. ThC
Therefore, I modify my amendment to same day. In the previous week, I thinl: amendment will be stat¢_l.
add that section there are three otlher Presidential prJ. The legislative clerk read as follows.:

Mr. MATHIAS. It would be section 8, ms:riehl. A candidate would need a super, on page 37, lille 6, after "subject" ln_)rt
appearing oil page 4. sonic jet and maybe Skylab to fly ove ' th,) _ollowing: ", except -tlb_at expenditures

Mr. MONDALE. I so modify rlly itll of them, let alone campaign in then_ for l_ny such eommunicatio]xs which expre._s-
araendment, and be understood by the voters ir_ thos_ ly advocate the election o1: defeat of a alear-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. _[qle _qtates. ly identified candidate must be reported to·the Commission in accordance with section
amendment is so modified. The system is beyond human propor. 3(_(e)".

The modification is as follows: tions. It is nc, longer rational. No or,_ on i:age 37, line 10, _'_er "families" in-
On page 4 add the following subsection (8) knows that better t[han the distinguishe _ serf th_ following: ", except that exI>sndi-

after line 14: chairman of the committee, who hs.; tures f)r any such nonp_ctisan registration
"(8) the extent to which State laws and ,,;pent much of his career in the Senat: and get-out-the-vote camp:_Agns must be :re~

the Federal Election Campaign Act, as trying to make election laws work fc_ poriedl to the Commission under.section 304
amended, promote or retard independent the people of this country. This Corr_._ (e)'%
candidacies for election to the office of Presi- mission is establis]aed in a way that
dent." hope will help the committee prel_a:_: Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, this

· amendment is designed, to carry further
Mr. MONDALE. I also modify the ,;uch reform measures as are needed be. the efforts at disclosure that have

amendment to add the following lan- fore the next Presidential election :i: started in this Congress in the last few
guage on Page 2, line 8, following, the 19,_0. What I am afraid of is that if w:_ years. This is aimed both at business and
word "Senate": do not act now, when practically eve_,,- at' the unions. Under the present law,

On recommendation of the majority and body who has looked at the nominatic,: and 'ullder this bill, corporations are f:cee
minority leaders, :;ystern is crying out for reform, inclul:!, to use corporate money to appeal to their

:inl; the candidate,,;, we shall do as v._ shareholders or to their corporate off1- '_
So that it would read: have done for the previous 200 year',_: ce]:,; and administrative personnel, and
Slx members shall be appointed by the .JUSt come up to the next election, whe: unions are free to use union money to

the President pro tempore of the Senate on it iS tOO late for reform and go throu_ · conununicate with their members--
the recommendation _f the majority and mi- the same crazy-qufit system that we s,_::_ uni. D:fl dues; we are not talking about
nority leaders. _oday. COPE dues here, or the voluntary con-

The PRESXDIN60FFICEI._. Will the I think thi,,; is a modest proposal, tribut_ons. We are talking about union
Senator send the modification to the ihss _:'eceived very wide-ranging suppo:: mo:aey, dues. All this amendment does--
desk? from editorialists around the country. · and let us be frank about if-is require

Mr. MO]_TDALE. I so modify my know of no opposition to it. The Pres that corporations and unions, when they
amendment, dent commented favorably about tl:_> are Using corporate moL_ey or union dues,

The PRESIDING OFFICER.. 'The need :['or such a commission a few wee]:,, file 'rudder section 304(e), which is the
amendment is so modifed, ago. dJ.sel0sure section of the present law, the

The modification is as follows: V/bile I greatly sympathize with t]:_: expenditures when they use that money
(1) six me``._lbersshall be appointed by the chairman's desire not to load this b:)l k)--I read specifically the language--

PreSidentpro temporeof the Senateon rec- ,,
ommendation of the majority and minority dOWll, I do not think this adds much, i:i expressly advocate the election or de-
leaders, of whom at least two shall be 1Vfem- any, weight to the burden that the b:ili feat of a clearly identified candidate"
b_rs of the ff_nate and at least two shall be csrries. As a raatter of fact, it may mai: ,_ or---iI_ the second part of the amend-
elected or appointed State officials; it more attractive, r_.ent_-if they use the expenditures for
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"any such nonpartisan registration and Mr. GRIFFIN. Now, of course, under Mr. CANNON. I would just note that
get-out-the-vote campaigns." the Supreme Court decision, in an un- the second part of the Senator's amend-

Mr. President, the reason I am asking limited way. ment---the first part is required, there
for this amendment is that we are a]tl Mr. PACKWOOD. Absolutely unlim- appears to be no question about that, it
aware that corporate money and union ired, and both unlimited as to what the is required now. The second part is not
money is used to solicit shareholders, to corporation or union wants, to spend, and required where it says except that ex-,
solicit administrative personnel in cor- because there are no spending limits be- penditures for any such nonpartisan
potations, or union members in unions, cause of what the court has said, have as registration and get-out-the-vote cam-
to vote for or against particular candi- much as they want, and it is 0nly fair if paigns must be reported to the Com-,
dates and, Mr. President, it is not re- we are talking about an election is money mission under section 304(e). A non-
ported; it is not identified, It is very easy buying the election. It is not just money partisan drive, election drive, registra-.
for one candidate to say, "Oh, if I only that the candidate has, it is money that tion drive, has never been required to
had the money that my opponent had to is spent on behalf of the candidate by a be reported and is not in the bill now.
spend," when that candidate making the corporation, on behalf of a candidate by Mr. PACKV/OOD. Is the chairman
charge may very well have been the re- a union and, I think, at a minimum the aware of any reports that were filed in
cipient of hundreds of thousands of dol- people in this country, the voters of this the last election, by either a corporate
lars worth of direct communications country, are entitled to know how much or a union committee spending funds
from corporations or from unions ad- money from whatever source is spent on for the purposes of advocating the de.
vocating defeat of the opponent of- the behalf of or against a candidate, feat or election of a candidate that were
person who made the statement. Mr. President, I will yield the floor, filed in the 1974 elections?

! amnot suggesting that this practice The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- Mr. CANNON. I do not have any in-.
is good or bad. I am not suggesting the tion is on agreeing to the amendment, formation as to whether any were filed
practice should be stopped or continued. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I feel
All this amendment does is ask for dis- that that Precise requirement may be or not filed. I have never checked thatparticular thing, and I am not really
Closure. covered in the present proposal that we aware of any election drives on the pali

Specifically, when a union mails out have reported from the committee, of either to defeat a specifically ldenti-.
to its 200,000 or 300,000 or 400,000 mere- The Senator has proposed a change on fled candidate. There may have been.
bers a 5- or 10-page brochure advocat- page 37, both of the changes.
lng the election or defeat of certain can- If the Senator will go back to page 14 I just say I am not aware of any at the
didates, that should be disclosed. It does of the bill, and "person" is defined: moment.
not even count against what used to be Every person who makes contributions or 1VIr.PACKWOOD. I will not in thai;
the candidate's limitation. That has even expenditures expressly advocating the elec- case take any issue. I can get--I do not
been stricken down. You can spend as tion or defeat of a clearly identified candi- have them here, I have them in my office
much as you want. It just has to be dis'- date, other than by contribution to a pollti- in Portland--many, many examples,
closed. I think it i_ in keeping with the cal committee or candidate. :tn an aggregate more likely union than business--of
whole intent of this bill that we ask for amount in excess of $100 wil:hin a calendar union solicitations of members to vote

public disclosure of those funds, whether yearformshallpreparedfilebywiththethecommission,C°mmissi°n'astate-°na for or against a candidate. They were
they be corporate funds or whether they ment containing the information required of numerous in the New Hampshire elec-
be tmion funds, a pe_on who makes a contribution in excess tion in the last runoff campaign Where

Again, I want to emphasize that I am of $100. unions were soliciting their members to

not talking about the voluntary contri- there wouldbe no filing of this as moneybuttons that go to COPE from union SO I would just say to the Senator, I vote for a particular candidate, and yet
members; I am not talking about the believe it is required in the law at the spent on behalf of a candidate when the
voluntary contributions that come from preSent time.
shareholders to a business political ac- It was the intent to have it so required, filings are in.Mr. CANNON. I just cannot say, I do
tion fund. I am talking about the cor- and there is nothing that :l find on page
porate money, I am talking about the 37 that is contrary to that interpretation, not know whether any fllings--I have
union dues that are used to communi- Now, (b) (1) was simply a definition, nOtwouldcheckedsaythatthatunderS°ItheCannOtlawandSay'underBUtI
cate with shareholders, administrative defining who a labor organization means, the bill we have reported to the Senate, ii'
personnel, or, in the union case, with who is meant by a labor organization,
members, and then goes on to refer to the exclusion a person does make such on expendi-.

of the communications by a corporation ture he would be required to file a re-.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Will the gentlema_l to its stockholders and i_; executive or port, but he would not be required toyield to me?
Mr. PACKWOOD. Yes, I yield, administrative personnel and their fam- file in accordance with the second pro..
Mr. GRIFFIN. I commend him for of- ilies or by a labor organization which vision of the Senator's amendment where

fering this amendment and I associat,_ goes to members or families On any sub- it is a nonpartisan registration drive on
myself with it. I think many people will ject. SO that it does not ,do away 'with the part of either one.
be surprised to learn that it is now legal any reporting requirement,,;. Mr. PACKWOOD. I am advised, Mr.
for unions to use union money for poll- Mr. PACKWOOD. I might ask the President, that under section 431(f) (4_
tical purposes and not disclose it and distinguished chairman, that is the pres- (C) that unions and businesses are ex-.
for corporations to do likewise. I think ent law the Senator was reading from, erupt from reporting under present laws
the assumption is that that cannot be is it not? That is the present law the in their solicitations of members while
done. Senator was reading from on pages 14 advocating the election or defeat of a

Mr. PACKWOOD. I think many people and 15 of the bill, is it not? candidate or money used in nonpartisanvoter registration drives.
just think they cannot use union money, it_r. CANNON. Yes. Page 14 of the bill,
or they cannot use corporate money for S. 3065, section 304(e) of l_he act which Mr. CANNON. Would the Senator give
politics, and they do not realize that is amended. I would have to check the me the section reference again?
what we on the inside are talking about present law and tell the Senator pre- Mr. PACKWOOD. 431(f) (4) (C).
is using it to influence third parties or cisely. Mr. CANNON.I do not believe the Sen-
nonmembers or nonshareholders. Even Mr. PACKWOOD. WouZ[d the chair- ator is correct. This is what it does not
under this amendment, that can be done man do this: so long as _he chairman include. One, it does not Include non-.
in alimitedway, and I are attempting to achieve the partisan activity designed to encourage

But I think the Senator is right. Many same end, would the chairman be willing individuals to register to vote or to vote,
people are totally unaware that a .ccc.- to accept the same language, so long as and I already said that was not included.
poration which has 3,000 or 4,000 share., the chairman says it is In the present (C) Any communication by any mem_
holders or unionswith 4,000 members can law, if it is in the present '.aw, and that bership organization or corporation to'itsmembers or stockholders if suoh member-
use union dues to advocate the defeat no corporate commigtee or no union ship organization or corporation is no_
or election of a candidate or use corpor.- committee that was spending its own organized primarily for the purpose of
ate money to advocate election or defeat funds, dues and COlq_orat_,,money filed influencing the nomination for election or
of a candidate, such a report in the last election? election of any person to Federal office.
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1Vrr.PACKWOOD. They are exempt. Let us talk about advocacy of elect:i ::l_ Mr. CANNON. Cert_dnly.
Mr. CANNON. They are exempt then_ or defeat for a moment. Mr. PACKWOOD. :[ am reading now

but if they are trying to elect or defeat Will the chairman agree to accept t': ; the ];_resent law under the definition of
someone for Federal office they are not amendments-and I will be willing to 1::_: expenditure, and this is 431(f) (4) (C):
exempt, ii; aside for a moment---if we find t::i:'I_ :gxt;endlture does not include (B) non-

Mr. PACKWOOD. Will the Senator present law does not require a corpo.t:_m . partisan activity designed to encourage indi-
t'ead that again. It says if they are or. ti.on or a union using corporate funds i · vldua s to register to vote, or to vote;

ganized for the principal purpose of not union dues--again, not talking abc, t:; That is the second part of the amend-
electing, is that not correct? voluntary contributions--to commm, ment:

Mr. GRIFFIN. The Senator from Ne_ cate with their stockholders or admini_
(o) any communication by any mcmb_r-

vada is a better lawyer than that. trative persomlel, if the present law dt)_ shi:p organization or cort)oration to its mem-
Mr. CANNON. If such membe,_ship not require them to report that as intii_ . be:rs or stockholders, if such membership

organization or corporation is not orga_ pendent expenditures, that the chairm:_:, c,rgarz!zation or corporation is not organized
nized primarily for the purpose el would accept an amendment that wol:!), primdrlly for the purpose of influencing the
influencing the nomination for election n-rake that correction? _.omli_atlon for election, or election, of any
or election of any person to Federal 1%_7t-.CANNON. I would like to gi[i:E pe]_son to Federal office.

office, some further study to it and then :1:_ 'We have simply by the present law
Mr. GRIFFIN. A corporation is orga- s_ond to the Senator. I want to be a:: eliminated the definiti[on of expenditure

nized to make a profit, and a labor or- solutely sure of what I am saying, as lo:_ as including money spent by a union or
i;anization, a labor union, is organized as tlne Senator wants to talk on the ott:m_: corporation from its own funds to influ-
l:o represent its members in collective issue, ence _he outcome in an election. That ex-

bargaining and, therefore, they are iM:r.PACKWOOD. All right, I will t:i_l: plain._ why they have not reported, I
exempt, o_ that a bit because I would like thlLnk, under present law, even though

Mr. PACI4IWOOD. They are exempt vote eventually on that. we say any person, it does not mean who
from the reporting law. When talking about nonpartis.,_ the person is. If we eliminate by defini-

Mr. GRIFFIN. So the araendment oi' vetoer registration drives, especially _m'. tien expenditure of a corporation or use
the Senator from Oregon is needed and, they are put on by corporations or :!' for this purpose, I think the amendment
as I understand it, this same amendment unions, they are n.onpartisan only in t:)_ I offer'ed would be enough, if we are going
was offered by Representative WXC;0ZNS scm, e that they will register everybodi to achieve the purpose the chairman and
over in the House of Representatives. in v'hatever party they want to regis'l:_l I agree want to be achieved and requir-

1V_r.PACKWOOD. That is correct, in. lng this to be reported as an expenditure.
Air. GRIFFIN. For the same pur_oose, They become very partisan in the serm_: :_r. CANNON. Mr. President, I do not

and it was defeated over there on a close of wlhere one conducts the registrati<_: agree with the Senator. I take it thai
vote. drive. Anybody who has been in the bucci, is probably not the first time.

Mr. PACKWOOD. I think the chair- ness of politics for 3 months soon leaT :_ :[ am unalterably opposed to the second
man would have no objection to the there are certain areas that are heavili part because I think anything we do to
amendment if what we are trying to do supportive of one's candidates and so_:_: discourage nonpartisan registration
is simply ,Jo what the chairman says heavily opposed, dr!Lve_;in this country today we are dis-
exists, although I.think a reading of that In voter registration, one does the be=i courag'ing full par[icipation in the voting
law indicates they do not have to file and, h_ ear_ to register them in the area tb:_, process. We have do:ne everything we
indeed, they do not, and the chairman will support one, and ignore or give a ve:i could to try to encourage the nonparti-
would be willing to accept the provisions low priority t;o the area where voters w :: san election drives. We have the League
of the amendment or at least the first register and likely oppose one. of Women Voters who go out and work
part of it relating to the advocating' de- iMore often by unions than by busine: _ on a nonpartisan election drive. We have
feat or eleckion of candidates, specifically voter registration drives are conducted i: the labor people who go out. We have
candidates, are'3s that are likely to register ow_. the corporation people who go out and

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I would _;helmingiy Democrat. urge their members to vote. If we are
There are ';ome exceptions with oth_ g(x[ng to put a reporting requirement

want to take a look at this. I think it is orgsmizations and I compliment such ¢:,_: simply to spell out how much they spend
already covered, gan:izations as the League of Wom,_ in urging people to vote in nonpartisan

I would say this to the Senator: If a Voters, quite often the various jun:i.:_ election drives, I think we are subverting
corporation or a labor organization so- chambers of ('ommerce around the cou:_, the i_:_tent of the act and I would oppose
licits the persons they are entitled to t_:y, who do conduct what I consid_ the intent of the act and I would be op-
._olicit for the defeat or election of a par- genuine nonpartisan voter registrati:,; poised to it. If the Senator wants to
ttcular candidate, those funds should be drives.
_'eported as an independent expenditure. But, by and large, unions or to a less_,i divide this, he might /'eel better about

dividing it and having a vote on the
':['hat is my intention_ extent, corporations, simply do not co:. issues spearately.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Would the Senator duct them as openly, or too much town:: ]_r PACKWOOD. T.he chairman says
,'_ay that again, they should be reported the partisan voter to support th,::im subverting the intent of the act. Is not
;;_a what? causes, the intent disclosure? I am not saying

Mr. CANNON. As an independent, ex- I think if that is the case, if money ::_ tjhey cannot do it.
penditure. In other words, the Supreme g,)ing to be spent to register voters, tlq.:' :_(r CANNON. The intent is disclosure
Court held there are no limitations on we know 70, 80, 90 percent are going _: of the amount spent to elect a particular
independent, expenditures that can be support the candidate of one's choi,:,, candidate or the amount spent to inde-
made either for or against certain that that is, indeed, an expendituc: pendently defeat a candidate. But to
candidates, toward the election of that candidate :,) discourage people to register and vote is

Mx'.PACKWOOD. Right. tha'_ party and that money should 7. r..ot the intent of this act.

Mr. CANNON. And we have required revealed. ]Y_r. PACKWOOD..Apart from. 'this
the reporting of those independent ex- I am not asking it be stopped. I am _:m:: second part, does the chairman agree
l;_nditures. E would say that my intent commenting on whether or not the pr_.:, that at the moment corporations and
is--and I believe it is in the bill here that tire is right or wrong. But I am s_. !:. unior_s do not have to report expenditures
we have presented to the Senate--that gesting that the public is entitled i: for or against a candidate so long as they
those people should be required to report know what money was spent, and whe_:_, limit it to communications with their
if they advocate the election or defeat of and when, to register certain voters. : members, shareholder_; or executive per-
a known c_qdldat_, do _ot think it is asking too much t_l__: smmel?

Mr. PACKWOOD. Can I get the chair- the bill be amended in that respect. ]gr. CANNON. Yes; I believe that is
man's agreement on this, because I want Mr. President, ]: wonder if the cha:i c. right, under the present law. I am not
Iz_ talk in addition about the voter man of the committee might yield for sure that that is right'ander the bill that
registration? q'._e_tion? we h._ve presented here.
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Mr. PACKWOOD. Can the chairman Mr. CANNON. It says that a contribu- the public where the money came from

tell me where in the bill this is rectified? tion or expenditure: and where the money went, and let it be
Mr. CANNON. Where we define person Shall not include communications by a reported.

on page 14 and say: corporation to its stockholders and executive I think the chairman was in agree-
Every person (other than a political corn- or administrative personnel and their faro- ment, because initially the chairman

mittee or candidate) who makes contribu- llies or by a labor organization to its mem- said it was in the law; but I think we
tions or expenditures expressly advocating: bers and their families on any subject; are coming to the conclusion that it is
the election or defeat Of a clearly identified nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-

vote campaigns by a corporation aimed at its not in the law; it is exempt from the
candidate, other than by contribution to a stockholders and executive or administra- criminal statutes, and I ask the chair-
political committee or candidate, in an ag- tire personnel and their families, or by a man if he is willing to accept the amend-
gregate amount in excess of $100 within a labor organization aimed at ltl_ members and inert.
calender year shah file with the Commission, their families; or the establisllment, admin- Mr. CANNON. Well, th_ Senator has
on a form prepared by the Commission, a lstratton, and solicitation of contributions it tied in with the nonpaxtisan regisl_a -
statement containing the information re- to a separate segregated fund to be utilized tion and get-out-the-vote campaigns, inqulred of a person who makes a contribution for political purposes by a corporation or
in excess of $100 to a candidate or political labor organization, any event, and there is no way I would
committee and the information required oi be willing to accept that.
a candidate or political committee receiving Mr. PACKWOOD. I think we are say- Mr. PACKWOOD. If those two were
such a contribution, lng the same thing. It does not include not tied together, would the chairman

Mr. PAcKWOOD. What happens when for an expenditure any communication accept it?
we get to section 431 and the expendi- by a union to its members or any corpo- Mr. CANNON. I am not sure that I
tures for or against the candidate are ration to its shareholders or personnel. Would, so we had just as well leave them
simply not counted as an expenditure? That is not an expenditure within the there.

Mr. CANNON. But this is a different definition of this law, is that right, on Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, !
section and requires reporting under any subject? wish to amend my own amendment by
these conditions. Mr. CANNON. That is not a contribu- striking, out the latter part of it, which

Mr. PACKWOOD. Where in this bill tion or expenditure within the definitions relates to nonpartisan registration and
do. we have a contradictory definition of of the act on any subject within those get-out-the-vote campaigns, which reads
expenditure from that in section 431, parameters, as follows:
which is the controlling section on what Mr. PACKWOOD. So that a corpora- on page 3,7, line 10, after "fam_Jle_" insert
mt/st be reported? I might add to the t!on can spend corporate money to the following ", except that expenditures for
chairman that on page 9 and page 10 of communicate with its shareholders and any such nonpartisan registration and get-
the bill the committee, starting with line say, "Vote against Packwood," "Vote for out-the-vote campaigns must be reported to
23 on page 9, has expanded the definition Packwood,' to its Shareholders and it the Commission under section 304(e)%
of expenditure and added a section 431 is not a definition of being an expendi- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
(c), added more exclusions to it. That is ture within the present law? amendment is so modified.
the definition section of the bill. But they Mr. CANNON. ! am sure a corporation Mr. PAc_:woor's amendment, as modl-
have not changed this exclusion of ex- would not do that. fled, is as follows:
penditures for or against a political can- Mr. PACKWOOD. But they can. There On page 3'I, line 6, after "subject" insert
didate made by a union with union is no prohibition. Is that right? the following: ", except that expenditures
funds or a corporation with corporate Mr. CANNON. I think the Senatoz' for any such communications which express-
funds, has raised a question there that opens ly advocate the election or defeat of a clearly

Up another part of the law. That is re- identified candidate must be reported to the
Mr. CANNON. Page 9 was a separate lated to contributions. It might consti- Commission in accordance with section 304

exclusionary item completely relating to tute an unlawful contribution on the (e)".
the definition of whether or not legal and part of a corporation, in _qolation of the Mr. PACKWOOD. Now we are talking
accounting services had to be counted as criminal provisions of the code, if it only about corporation expenditures and
a contribution and had to be reported as in fact advocated the election or the de- union expenditures from corporate funds
a contribution. That was a change in the feat of a specific candidate under those and union funds to elect or defeat a
definition, that is true. It added a specific conditions, specific candidate. They are not now re-
exemption to say: Mr. GRIPF1N. Mr. President, will the quired to be reported under the law, and

This paragraph shall not apply in the case Senator from Oregon yield to me on that literally millions of dollars can be spentof legal or accounting services rendered to
or on behalf of the national committee of a point? to support or defeat a candidate and the
political party, other than services attributa- Mr. PACKWOOD. Yes, I yield, public will never be aware of tt. Now we
ble to activities which directly further the Mr. GRIFFIN. If we look in our yellow are talking about disclosure, Just dis-
election of a designated candidate or candi- books here, on page 49, where section closure, and I do not see how the chair-
dates to Federal office, nor shall this para- 610 appears, which gives the provision man or other Members of this body can
graph apply in the case of legal or accounting that would be applicable, notice, at the oppose the amendment.
services rendered to or on behalf of a candl- bottom of page 49: Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I thinkdate or political committee _olely for the
purpose of insuring compliance with the pro- As used in this section, the phrase "con- the problem there is, what is a corn-
visions of this Act or chapter 95 or 96 of the tribution or expenditure" shall include_ munication with its members? Certainly

we have a provision in the law which
Internal Revenue Code .... SO and so and so. Then, going over to makes it a criminal offense for a corpo-

Mr. PACKWOOD. But all the commit- page 50-- ration to contribute to campaigns. I
tee has done there is to slightly broaden Mr. CANNON. The same language, would think a communication advocat-
the exemptions. I am not arguing with Mr. GRIFFIN. On page 50: ing the election or defeat of a candidate
that. I am not arguing whether they are but shall not include communications by a could come within that provision.
right or wrong. They have not changed corporation to its stockholders and their Mr. PACKWOOD. Where do you draw
the present exemption in 431(c). Then families or by a labor organization to its
on pages 36 and 37 of the bill, again in members and their families on any subject, that from, either the present criminallaw or this bill, when it says a communi-
defining the phrase "contribution or ex- Mr. PACKWOOD. I think that is cation on any subject is not art expendl-
penditure," "shall not include commu- clear. It is not a criminal violation, and ture?
nications by a corporation to its stock- it is not civil violation. Mr. CANNON. I just simply suggest
holders and executive or 'administrative Mr. GRIPFIN. And you do not have to that we have a vote on the Senator's
personnel and their families or by a report it. amendment. I am not prepared to ac-
labor organization to its members and Mr. PACKWOOD, It is unfortunately cept it.
their families or any subject." not a reportable expenditure. I almost: Mr. PACKWOOD. Well, before we

Mr. CANNON. That is simply a defini- wish I could stop it. I wish corporations Mr. CANNON. I think that the law is
tlon of the phrase "contribution or ex- could not give or unions could not give such that a corporattion cannot legally
penditure." in this fashion, but at least, if it is go- make contributions to a candidate. We

Mr. PACKWOOD. That is my point, ing to be done, let us report it. Let us tell have gone through that exercise.
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Mr. PACKWOOD. No, wait--do w_-- de,:;tgnees,. .hav_ been recognized under. Mr. Mr. President, I move
wait a minute. Can they give a name to the standing et'de:r, the Senator fror,_ that tile to the amendment
their shareholders under present law? Arizona (Mr. (._¢ILD'WATER) be recognized of the House to bill (S. 2619) with an

Mr. CANNON. If a corporation makes for l_)t to exceed 15 minutes, arrmndment, as follows:
a communication to its shareholders ex- _file PRESII)] _G OFFICER. Withoui On page 1, lin_ 10, of the House engrossed
pressly advocating the election or defeat objection_ it is sc ordered, amendment, with "marketable"
Of. a particular individual, I would say strike ()ut all )ugh line 13 and insert the
that would be a contribution that is in foE[ewing: "long-
violation of the law. Gt_DER FOR ADJOURNMENT UNTI]_ of the' United Sti adjusted to the near-

Mr. PACKWOOD. And the same if a 10:30 A.Z Il. TOMORROW esl; one-eighth 1 per centum,'.".

union uses union funds to make a con- Mr. ROBERT F. [BYRD. Mr. Presidenl:_ This propose_ amendment woukt re-
tribution? ii _.sk unanimcm, consent that when th,_ move tile _ge maturity" language

Mr. CANNON. If they use union funds. _'tenate completes its business today, :ii frmn _he Hous -reported measure and
If we are talking about separate desig- stand in adjournment until the hour c i add language assure the Libraw of
nated funds, tllat is a different proposi- :_0:30 a.m. tomor ow. Congress loan fund (2 U.S.C.
tion. ,_,h,_ PRESII)I lG OFFICER. Withou[ 15 8) o f an st rate equivalent to the

Mr. PACK"WOOD. I am not talking objec, tion, it is s, ordered, rate on long-term marketable
about COPE funds. But I want to make obligations. Senate-passed corn-
sure that if the amefidment fails, it is .... pm]ion S. 2619, would have ac-
the position of the chairman that it is Ot_DER FOR Ri COGNITION OF SEN'_ comphshed this have required

DESIC,
illegal under present law for a corpora- ATOR MANI FIELD, AND "_ investment of f_nd_a procedure
lion to use corporate funds to mail or NATING A PERIOD FOR THi![I which would more cumbersome for
communicate to a shareholder or its ex- 'I'RANSACTI( N OF ROUTIN!_: the Library which could limit the
ecutive or administrative personnel, and MOi%NING B'[ SINESS TOMORRO_;V ini_,'rest return the fund should long-
it is illegal under the present law for a
union to communicate or mail to its Mr, ROBEBtT C. BYRD. Mr. Presf_ term rates rise.
members, in any event, anything advo- dent., I ask unani consent that after: _ Mr. this amendment has
caring the election or defeat of a par- thc orders have already been en_ 2 by the Department of
titular candidate. That is illegal? tered for the 3gnition of Mr. CLAm_ the Tceasury has the approval of

Mr. CANNON. That is my understand- and Mr. mt tomorrow, the Sen_m_ the Librarian Congress.
lng. That is the position that I would tot from (Mr. MANSFIELD) _:,_ l%rther, I been advised that the

recognized for to exceed 15 minute_. Honorable N. NrvzL Chairman of
take, yes.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I ask and that there be a period for th._ the Subcommitt on the Library and

for the yeas and nays on the amendment, tram_section of morning busine_ Memo:cials of th House Administration
'The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there of not to exceed .0 minutes, with state_ Cornmittee, is of this proposed

:a sufficient second? There is a sufficient ments therein ted to 5 minutes eact' amendment prepared to urge its
,second. The OFFICER. Withoui adoption by the House of Representa~

The yeas and nays were ordered, obiection, it is so tires, thus 7 obviating the neces-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- Mr ROBERT BYRD. I believe the i: sity on S. 2619.

tion is on agreeing to the amendmen$ of woukl take us up to the hour c! The PRESID OFFICER. The
the Senator from Oregon. i 1: 25 a.m. arnen©,ment will stated.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Z ask unanim consent that tb_ The assistant _gislative clerk read as
will the Senator yield? pe:'iod for the of routin,_ follows:

Mr. PACKWOOD. I yield, morning tomorrow not exten:t on page 1, line of the House engrossed
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I ask uni- beyond the hour 11:25 a.m. amendment, be wkth "marketable"

:mous consent that a vote occur on this The PREf OFFICER. Witholl_ str!a:e .out all line 13 and insert
the ioUowing: "lor -term marketable obit-

amendment tomorrow at the hotu' of objection, it is so gation_ of St/ales, adjusted to the
11:45 a.m. Mr. ROBERT BYRD. Is there any' nearest one-eighth 1 per centum,'.".

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there thing further for t
objection? 'rh, ques-

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, re- tion is on conc in the House
:serving the right to object, what is the Ar)JUSTMENT THE AMOUNT OV amendment with amendment.
'program for tomorrow morning? I might LN'rE',REST PAID )N CERTAIN FUNDi_ The motion agreed to.

want to make some concluding remarks [VIr. CANNON. r. President, I ask the

.on this amendment, and I do not want Chair to lay the Senate a messag:_ ADJU_'_TMENT THE AMOUNT OFbo, get shut off_
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Could we per- from the House Representatives o:_ INTEREST ON CERTAIN15, 2619.

',haps agree to 10 minutes to a side? FUNDS
Mr. PACKWOOD. If we could have The OFFICER (Mi.

G_aN) laid before t the amend* Mr. CANNON. I ask the
10 minutes to a side before the vote, that ment of the H_use of Representatives t,: Chair to lay the ,Senate a messagewould be satisfactory.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. All right. _r. the bill (S. 2619) . provide for adjustin.,_ from _he House Representatives on
'PTesident, I ask unanimous consent l;h, _,amount paid on funds de_ S. :2620.
khat at the hour of 11:25 a.m. tomorrow, posited with the of the Unite:_ The OFFICER (Mr.
t_here be a time limitation of 20 minutes ,'_tates by the ry of Congress Trm_i 6A_:N) laid before Senate the amend-
on 'due amendment, to be equally' divided ]._und Board, to ike out all after tk,._ ment of the of Representatives
between the Senator from Oregon (Mr. enacting clause, insert: to the 'bill (S. 262 to provide for' ad z
PACKWOOD) and the manager of the bill _Chat section 2 Act of March 3, 1921: justing the of interest paid on

chapter 423, as by the Act ,::_ fun[Is deposited ;h the Treasury of
(Mr. C_wNo_), and that the vote occur Apcil 13, 1936, chapt_ 213 (2 U.S.C. 158), '._, the Urdted to the act of
on the amendment at 11:45 a.m. amended by striking "the rate of 4 p_c August 20, 1912 Stat. 319), to strike

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there centum per armum," and inserting in plat _: O1:£tall after the clause, and in-
obje_ion? _rithout objection, it Is so thereof "a rate _ is the higher of th. _
ordered, rate of 4 per per anhum or a rai:_ seIq;:

_ which is 0.25 points less than _ q_aat section 3 of the Act of August 20,
rate dtetermined by the Secretary of tl:,_ 1912, chapter 309 17 Stat. 319, 320)' is

O] ER _-_R OGNITION OF 'Prc,asury, taking; into consideration the cul:_ amended to read as "That in corn-
SENATOR Cr_LDWATER ON reft _vera yield on outstandin_ pl:.anee with said the principal
THUP,_DAY / of the United State_ of i.he sum so recei and paid into the

! with remaining peril to maturity con]_ Treasury of the States shall be cred-
Mr. ROBERT C[ BYRD. Mr. Presl- parable to the maturities of such irl_ i_ed on the books o: the, Treasury Depart-

dent, I ask unanku_ous consent that on vestments, adjusted to the nearest onc_ merit _s a tr_s_ fund; and the
_[lursday_ after _h_ two leaders or their eighth of 1 '. sum of two dollars, being equlva-
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the world economy for more than B0 growing dismay---how America _ecms bent more Just and more peaceful than we

The spirit of innovation and progress on eroding its influence and destroying-its found.
match anywhere, cer- achievements in world affairs through an In the we celebrate

none in societies laying claim to being orgy of recrimination, ideals which began to around the
Rarely in history have alli- They see our policies in Africa, the eastern shores of Massachusetts some 350 years

ances flourished--as ours Mediterranean, In Latin America, in East- ago. We have great things as
changing global and geopoilti- West relatlons--nndermined by arbitrary a united people, is much yet to do.

cai The ideals of the industrial congressional actions that :may take decades This country's the world is not a
purpose to our efforts to to undo. burden but a the measure oi

iraprove with the East, to the dia- They see our intelligence system gravely greatness yet to c
logue with third world and to many damaged by unremitting, undiscriminating made history rather
other endeavor, attack, than let chart our course. We the

Our ties with great industrial democ- They see a country virtually incapable of present of Americans, will do no
racies are not alliances of con- behaving with the discretion that is indis- less. So let his year mark the end of our
veulence bus a principle in defense pensable for diplomacy, divisions, us usher in an era of natlonal
of values and a way They see revelations of malfeasance abroad and rededlcatlon by all Amer-

CONCERN ROLE on the part of American firms wreak grave icans common destiny. Let us have

It ts in this context must be con- damage on the political structures of friendly a of what is before uS---glory and
cerned about the )f OommuJ_lst nations. Whatever wrongs were committed-- alike--and go forward together to

parties coming to sharing in reprehensible as they are--should be dealtwith in a manner consistent with our own

power--in governments in countries, judicial procedures--and w_.th the dignity of KISSINGER ADDING TO FORD ALLUREUltimately, the decision must, be
allied nations. (By Louis Harris)made by the voters of the cou] con-

cevned. But no one should expect this CHARGES ARE DANGEROUS The attack by Ronald Reagan on Fresi-
question is not of concern to this They see some critics suddenly pretendl dent Ford's foreign policy ls likely to back-
ment. Whether some of the that the Soviets are 10 feet tall and fire badly. The heart of the Reagan argument
parties in Western Europe are in fact America, despite all the evidence to the Is that Secretary of State Henry Klssinger
pendent of Moscow cannot be trary, is becoming a second-rate has been far too yielding in relations with
when their electoral self-interest so know these erroneous and reckless the Russians and that the President is al-
whelmlngly coincides with their claims, ions to be dangerous, because lowing the U.S. to drop to second place in
Their internal procedvxes--their Leninlst persuade allies and pies milltarycapability.
principles and dogmas--remain the anttt:he- weakness, tempting the Since most Americans attribute the basic
sis of democratic parties. And were they to and the other to formulation of the Ford foreign policy to the
gain power they would do so after having see this has secretary of State, the commanding fact po-
advocated for decades programs and values been ,demned by one critics for its litically is that Klssinger receives an lmpres-
detrimental to our traditional ties. By //hat in South- sloe 58 to 37 per cent positive Job rating from
reci_rd, they would inevitably give low prior- east Asls the Middle in Africa--si- the public in the latest Harris Survey among
lty to security and Western defense efforts, another group of a cross section of 1,512 adults. Even among
which are essential not only to Europe's opponents unilateral Soviet conservatives, Kissinger Is praised by a 58 to
freedom but to maintaining the world hal- gains. 38 per cent margin.
ance of power. They would bo tempted to The see all this, too, and These figures suggest that Washington
orient their economies to a much greater wonder when it end. They know that Sen. Henry Jackson [D.] who is also criti-
extent toward the East. We would have to we cannot ant responsibilities cizlng the secretary, may be making the same
expsot that Western European governments or the geopo] of the world mistake as Reagan. Although Jackson might
in which Communists play a Qomtnant role around us. that does not temporarily benefit by picking up the sup- -
would, at best, steer their countries' policies manage overwhelmed by port of Kissinger critics in the primaries, he
toward the positions of the nonaligned, qThe them· would find out quickly as the Democratic
political solidarity and collective defense of ' If one of _ndermines arms nominee that he had made a strategic
the West, and thus NATO, would be lnevi- control j .or and cl_ off the prOS- blunder.

1 with the The continuing popularity of Klssin er Istably weakened, if not undermined. And in pect o_ more construct'vo _/,es ' ' ' g
t/lis country, the commitment of the A_aerl- Sovle_J_ ion' while another gro_p cuts away one of the real phenomena in current public
can people to maintain the balance of power at oj_r defense budgets and lntelfl_ence sero- opinion but the reason is not hard to find.
la Europe, justified though it might be on lc_/'and thwarts American :_esista_ to SO- For all the criticism in Congress, in the
pragmatic, geopolitical grounds, would lack vj_t adventurism, both combined wlll,_vheth- media, and in politics, a massive 68 to 28 per

the moral base on which it has stood for 30 _rthey have intended it or not, end by_i_eck- cent give Kissinger positive marks on "work-
years, lng the nation's ability to conduct a siting, ing for peace in .the world."

r__.t_v_, m_derate and .)rude .We consider the unity of the great iln/ cea i e nrudent, fore_n This seems _o oe an article of faith among
dustrial democracies crucial to all we do_tFa policy. Tine result will be p_ralysis, no ma_ the American people, who do not see any otb~
theworld. For this reason wa have sol_/[ht ter who wins in November. And if America_ er figure on the national scene in whom

I1 the they have as much confidence in handlinto expand our cooperation to areas b_cnd cannot act, others will, and we and all the _h g
r reign policyour mutual defen_ In improved pj_itical free peoples of tile wa ld w_.ill pay the price· _

consultation; ln ccordlnatingour ap_oaches - - _- - _n the basic issues of foreign policyTJNPRECEDENTED CHALLENGES ...·[ . . '

to negotiations wi.th the East; in r_trnforcing .......... Kisl_,nger receives the xollowing positive rat-
So our problem is at oncem?___ re cam?lex lngs._

our respectlYe economic policies; j_fi develop~ and simpler than in times past The. cl-_al- '"R_ela_ons with Russia' He is given a _aat
lng a common energy policy; anfjfin fashion- 1 ' - ° ........ -enges are unprecedented but the remedies tire rat_/: by a margin of 56 to 37 _ t)er
lng common approaches for tl_' increasingly are in our own trends. This Ad into istration cent. _ - _
important dialogue with the,2d ye eloplng ha~ has confidence in the strenglh res, ille cne and- Relations_with China' Kissin_er receives
tions. We have made rem/_k_ble progress vigor of America. If we sum mant_ he Ameri_oslti-ve-mar_ of 5s t_ _ ..... F--in all these areas. We _e determined to .......- --.- ----.--_ _ __ ou p_x-c._x4._,.

can spirit and restore our urdty, we will have' Peace in t_ Middle East' Klssln_er'S
continue. Our foreign _j_Icy has no higher Lpact on a. world taS riding is 56 _ 37 p_, _.x_ l_o_w.
priority. _ a decisive and positive impact on a world standin is 56 ...... '-'...... °which, more than ever, affectsour_ lives_ and Relations with_e_tern allies' He is _iven

The challenges befo_ us are monumental, cries out for our leadership a Dositlve ratin_- o_ _' -- -- ' ·
BU_ it is not every _neraticn that is given · . .... a posture rating or_o _o uv per cent.Thise who have faith in America. w/ll tell ;I'ne 68to 28_)er _n_ ratin_ on "workin_
the opportunity toj_aape a new international the American people the truth: for oeace" can be tra_e_ - '_ -'°
order. If the opps/tunity is missed, we shall ..... xre peace" can Oe tra/_Cr _o rne comparameThat we are strong and at peace m'. aJorlt' y who thinks I_l_lger is the most
live in a world _ chaos and danger. If it is 'l'nat there are no easy arfin. al aPs. wers effective-negotiator this c_t_ntry has in world
realized we wllj_nave entered an _ra of peace

"regressed Justice. . to our problems, affairs and that the U.S. s_tlid try to workand
That we must conduct slong_ ten andau- ri _ agreements for peace _t_ther than to

/A NEED FOR U_ITY responsible foreign policy without escape back toconfr?ntations.
But we/can realize our hopes only as a and without respite. Despite this highly positive_ablic view

united _fople. Our challenge-[-and it_ solu- That what is attainable oft Kissinget r h_ is criticized in sp_,llqc areas:
tlon- _s in ourselves. Our gres/cest foreign will inevitably fall short of th 'd Byl 59t__e2 crc nt, a majority _kes hinl

· to task for his relations with Congrepolic _roblem is our divisions at home. Our That the reach of our po to task forhi__elation s with Congre_.
.... _o _+o _. ............ ""- By 47 to 40 per cent, he received n_a_lvo

t foreign policy need is national ¢:o- _-_ --_ ._o ...,.,_s. marks onh_s efforts to' negotiate an _-
and a return to the' awareness that That nevertheless we h t t th - --_-t '_l'co_ rot__[l_e'So'_e't-U_

poncywe are ail engagedin a _--__'%-re_-_,/.[_t;,7_g...........and determination to defend our interests o

and the conviction to _phold our values, when a 49 to 38 per cent plurality gave him
'The world watches with amazement--our And finally that we have the opportunity a pesitlve job rating on SALT negotiations,

adversaries with glee and our friends with to leave our children a nsore cooperative, By 53 to 27 per cent, a majority criticizes
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Kissinger for way he handled United :Day, Mr. for I have it on ver:!. Mr. :PACKWOO] Mr. President, I ask
States in the civil war in :reliable that In unanhnous consen that the time that
_mgola. 'bruth St. Patrick who drove .the snake_; is tanning now ne be charged against

By 56 to 27 per a majority also gives :[rom the Isle, was really a:a either party.him negative on the way he has co-
operated with congressional lnvestiga- Italian. The PRESIDll_ OFF!ICER. There is
ti:ohs of the (HA. Of course, no is ever positive i:t_ a quorum call in pr _ress.

One of the of I_eagan and matters of However, I reca:ll M:r. PACKWOC ). I ask unanimous
J'ackson in President Ford and what a writer "that Ireland i:; consent that the rder for the quorum
_l:issinger is that is widespread resent- _ country in the probable new.:: Call be rescinded.
ment, particularly d -conservatives, over :happens and the lpossible always does." :['he PRESIDI-N _ OFFICER. Without.
the failure of the * . states to send more Thus, this :lion for the iml_rob_ objection, it is so o_ lered.
effective military to the forces opposing able further me that, in trutb_
t_e Angola.

Yet, this latest indicates that a 56 St. Patrick wiLs r an Italian, how
to 34 p . of all adults and a 51 ever improbable may seem to m;., CONCLUSIO] I _OF MORNINO
to 41 per cent maJ¢ of conservatives op- Irish friends.. BUt INESS
posed that kind of S. aid. I cannot prove Senator PAStORal: The PRESIDIN( OFI_TCER. The time

In contrast, a 31 per cent majority ancestor, nor from the environs ci for morning bU_ _has expired.supported the by Congress in ban- LtLCC_, in Italy, relate,ti
ning American aid to anti-Russian forces to this famous St. no doub_ -_
in Angola. An 86 6 per cent majority
wanted the U.S. to to negotiate a fair this Patricio from a fine famil'.? FEDE}tAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
settlement that bring the fighting to and, like PASTOS_., dedicate:l AMENDMENTS OF 1976
a halt. By the token, however, 72 per himself to deeds. He saw th,_ The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
cent were critical of Soviets and Cubans snake-infested the north and wer, i: the previous order, the hour of 11:25
_'or there on a of mercy, a.m. having arrived, the Senate will re-

The Harris a national cross- That he we all know. I al,_,: sume the consideration of the unfinished_ectton of adults:
"How would you the Job Secretary wish to note, Mr. I that Senato,: busine;ss, S. 3065, which the clerk will

cf State Henry is doing--excellent, PASTORE has His wit, abilit,!, state.
t:,rettygood, only fair _oor? and tenacity been valuable asset: The assistant legislative clerk read as

in this body. lie h fought for what he follows:
IInl ,'rcent) believed to be and necessary and

he has never to make 'his point;,: ,a bll:i (S. 3065) to amend the Federal :Elec-tion Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for
Positive Negative N0tsure cogently and I am moa itc administration by a Federal Election

please d for him he has seen anothe:.r Corrmlission appointed in accordance with
February, 1976 .............. 58 37 5 season come as the proverbial the, requirements of the Constitution, and
November, 1975............ 60 33 7 three score and for other purposes.
September.................. 63 31 6
May....................... 56 37 7 My only regret that because he hs,:_ AMm_a_rN-r NO. _44_
March..................... 68 26 6 decided that this be his last term, I: The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
December,1974............ 75 19 6
July....................... 79 15 6 wfil 'be left as the Italian America::, pending question is on agreeing to the
hlay........................ S_ lO 5 in the U.S. Senate I alone will have i:,:m arnenOment (No. 1445) of the Senator

bear the burden St. Patrick's De,_, from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOr).
The Harris Survey a_ked: Of setting the record straight kb'. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
"How would you the Job Secretary of IK_ the memory Senator PASTORE ]: Iny.,_etf 3 minutes.

State Kissinger has on [the follow- wfil do my best, if Irish colleagues d::, Mr. ROBERT C. BYIq_O.Mr. President,
lngl--excellent, good, only fair or not gallg up o:[1 my aloneness, wi:t] the Senator yield?
!l_or?" Mr. CANNON. I yield.

Mr, ROBERT C. BYH_. Mr. President,
Negative S0tsure COi_RECTION THE RECORD I :ask unanimous con_ent that the 20

Mr. McINTYRE. President, I a_;:_: minutes begin running now, and that
Workingforpeacei. theworld 68 28 4 uuanimous consent the correction d::,l: the vote on this amendment occur at 10
IPlandlingrelationswithRus$ia 56 37 7 tile RECORD of yc_J March 16, ii:::: minutes until 12.
Working to achieve lasting

peaceintheMiddieEast._. 56 37 7 the following 'I__e PRESIDING Old,riCER. Without
Haodl/ngretati0nswithChina. 65 36 9 First. On page S'3, column 2, corre,::_: object, on, it is .qo ordered.I_lafidiingrelations with our

Westernallies............ 50 39 11 the paragraph 'the subheading (tl0 Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, in light
Negotiatingarmscontrolagree-

mentswiththeRussians__. 40 47 13 (1) Qualified Energy Equipme:::] of my colloquy with Senator PACKWOOD
IFlandlingrelationswithCon- Expenditures, to as follows: yesterday, I have reviewed the legislative

gr_ss.................... 32 _9 9 "(i) QUALIFIED ENERGY_uuez_,:,., hisiz)ry of the existing section 61(1, ex-
I_landiingcivil war in Angola.. 27 53 20 EXPENDZTTTR_S,---The ' ._rm 'qualified SOll_,:_

I:oope_atingwith the investi- by "* ' eIIl:Dtions to the over_ll prohibitionsgafionsoftheClA ......... 27 56 17 energy expenditures _ eea_s any amount pa:ii
. _a individual for_ ny installation whict against contributions and expenditures

occurs after March 1.7 1976, and before Ja_::.. by corporations and labor unions.
Although Obviously controversial, Kis-

_ger maintains positive marks, on uary 1, 1981, of solar energy equipment, '.i_ _]_le explanation in t_ae CONGRESSIONAL

·_he basics of foreign Ucy. As such, he is any dwelling unit w:bi_h at the time of.suc[: RECORD by the sponsor of the statutory
trstallation is owned y the individual a_:_<: langu_ge in question, Representative

proving to be a _alu_bl, asset to President used by him as his pri_ :lpal residence (wit;l Orville Hansen, and. the Supreme_pposition such aslFord, especially when
:Reagan and- Jackson t' g to get votes by ir.. the meaning of sect: m 1034). COUl'_'S decision in Pipefitters v. United
attacking the sximlnlstra ion's foreign policy. Second. On page E _432, column 3, co:r Siates, 407 U.S. 38'5 have convinced me

rcct the paragraph, u xder the subheadhqi tlmt section 610 is intended to permit

(c) :Effective Date, I _ read as follows: corporations and unions to advise theirA ST. PATRICK'S D LY BIRTHDAY (c_ ErrrCTXVE Dax :.--The amendmenu: stockholders and members of the orga-
FOR SENATOR PASTORE made by this section s]_alI apply to amouzLu_ nization's support of or opposition to a

paid after March l'r, )76, in taxable yelu': candidate. I quote from a portion of
Mr. IX)MEN-ICI. Mr President, today ending after such date Representative Hansen's remarks fromis an auspicious occat on, both to the

:Irish and to the Italian, -- - 17 CO:.aIGRESSIONALRECORDHl1478:
Every organization should be allowed to

For today is not o: _ly St. Patrick's QUORUI CALL tato_ the steps necessary for its growth and
Day, a day of some cot ,_icuous celebra-
·tion among our Irish c tizens, but today Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. President, : sur'fiwd. There is, of omxrse, no need to be-labor the point that (]overnment policies
:is the 69th birthday of: ly esteemed col- suggest the absence ,f a quorum.
'league and friend frolL Rhode Island, The PRESIDIN(] OFFICER, _]'.'_1 p_onndly affect both business andlabor . . . If an org_!_'tion, whether it be
Senator JOHN PASTORE. clerk WTMcall the roll, _Le N2_v_, the AMA or the_ AFL-CIO, believes

It is very appropri9 e that Senator _e assistant leg _lattve clerk pro th,at certain candidates ]_0se a threat to t_s
:PASTORE'Sbirthday falls on St. Patrick's ceeded to call the roll welbi)c, ing or the well-being of its members
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or stockholders, it Should be able to get i_ts By what conceivable logic can we say Who Yields time?
views to those members or stockholders. As that that is something that can be hidden Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I still have
fiduciaries for their members and stock- from the American people? part of my 2 minutes remaining, do X
holdem, the officers of these institutions Mr. FORD. Mr. President, will the not?
have a duty to share their informed insights
on all issues affecting their institution with Senatol: yield for a question at t_is time? The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen,.
their constituents. Both _nion members Mr. BROCK. Not on my time. I do atorhas a minute remaining.
and stockholders have the right to ex.p¢_ct not have the time. Mr. BROCK. Let me continue then
this expert guidance Mr. FORD. I do not have any time by saying, as ! started out, that there

Since such communications are of a either. I wish to ask the Senator a is no possible way one .can say to me that
privileged nature, because of first amend- question, there is justification for hiding contribu..
ment considerations, the present law Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, if the Sen- ti_ns in this country any more. Have we
completely excepts them from the dis- ator from Nevada will yield, I shall be not learned? Where have we been? What
closure and limitation requirements of delighted to respond, is the lesson of our experience of the
the act. These exceptions apply to every Mr. FORD. I shall ask the question last 4 years, that we are not going to let
type of membership organization under quickly.
section 431(f) (4) (c) Of title 2 of the Mr. CANNON. ! yield i minute to the theon?American people know what is going
United States Code and section 591(f) Senator from Kentucky. If there is one single element in the
(4) of title 18. Mr. FORD. Let me ask the Senator whole reform movement, it is disclosure,

The Packwood amendment would alter from Tennessee this question as to his disclosure, disclosure. There is nothing
this first amendment exception from the interpretation now of the disclosure. If else that counts. If the American people
act. An analogous attempt to require dis- there is a threat to the voting record of know what is going on, they are lntelli-
closure in similar circumstances was one of us in the Chamber, is that part gent enough to make a rational judg.o
made in a House amendment contained of the expenditure for the disclosure? ment. But we must not hide from them
in the 1974 act--section 437 of title 2 of Mr. BROCK. No. what is being done on behalf of a candi-

Mr. FORD. The Senator was talking date, and that is solely within the law
the United States Code. That provision about the.Farm Bureau would be required today, unless we pass this amendment,was declared unconstitutional by tlae
U.S. Court of Appeals for the DJis- to disclose. Are we able to require dis- and every Member of this body knows it.
trict of Columbia Circuit in Buckley closure under this amendment? There is no constitutional question here.
against Valeo. The decision on this point Mr. BROCK. I commend to the Sen- It is a matter of honesty in disclosure.
is so persuasive that no appeal was taken, ator the amendment. If the Senator will The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time

take the time to read it, he will find out of the Senator has expired.
I submit that the amendment proposed that it applies to corpora_ions and laborby senator PACEWOODwouldalso infringe Mr. CANNON.Mr. President, I yield
on constitutionally protected rights and unions; it does not apply to voting record, myself 1 additional minute simply toMx'. FORD. The Farm Bureau is in-
should not be adopted, cm-porated, and they have no stock- point out that the Senator has com-pletely misstated the case. He referredThe Buckley against Valeo case is the holders.
case that went on to the Supreme Court again to contributions. A corporation or
on other issues, and the Supreme Court Mr. BROCK. Is the Senator going to labor union cannot make a contribution
held unconstitutional some of the other allow me to answer the question? The from either corporation funds or labor

Senator asked the question. I am de- union dues, and it is not a disclosure of
plmvisions, but this particular provision lighted to answer it.
did not go beyond the circuit court of The amendment is very precise in say- a contribution. The contribution is re-
appeals, quired to be fully disclosed, fully reported

So I wanted to make that explanation lng that it must identify and support in connection with a committee that is
in light of my colloquy yesterday with specifically a clearly ident!_fied candidate, organized pursuant to the law to make a
Senator PACKWOODwhen I told him what Mr. FORD. Would it indirectly be sup- contribution to candidates or to political
my view was of the requirements of the porting a candidate if it revealed the parties.
law. votingrecord? Nowthat is coveredcompletely,sepa..

Mr. President, I reserve the remainder Mr. BROCK. If they are using it in a rate and apart, from this precise first
of my time. favorable light, supporting him amendment provision which relates to

Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, will the Mr. FORD. If it were in an unfavor- the right of a corporation or a union to
senator yield me 2 minutes? able light? communicate with its stockholders.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Yes, I yield the Mr. BROCK. Why shou]td they not dis- Mr. President, ! yield 1 minute to the
Senator 2 minutes, close it? What are we trying to hide? Senator from California.

Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, it is What is anyone afraid of if we have dis- Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, the
patently ridiculous to say that this d:is- closure? Packwood amendment applies to any
closure amendment is unconstitutional. Mr. FORD. That is so if the Senator membership organization, in effect. It
That represents something or other. I is referring to business corporations, but represents, in my view, a dangerous Fed-
cannot quite describe it. ! am so awed he forgets about those rural area peo- eral intrusion into the internal affairs
by the exercise of logic or illogic involved ple who are incorporated. The Farm Bu- not only of corporations and labor unions
in this particular presentation. The reau is incorporated, but of all membership Organizations
Packwood amendment is by no definition Mr. BROCK. Every Farm Bureau man which may communicate political eh-

who I know is proud of ibis convictions dorsements or opinions to their mere-unconstitutional. As a matter of fact, the
Packwood amendment affects section 301 and have nothing to hide. As far as I am bers--organlzations like Common Cause,

concerned he would not be apologetic in which don't endorse candidates; orga-of the bill, and any disclosure require- what he might say.merit that the senator referred to would nizations like the Americans for Demo-
be under section 321. We do not even Mr. FORD. The Senator is imposing cratic Action and Americans for Consti-
try to change that. another hazard on them. tutlonal Action, which on the other hand

Ail we are saying, in the PaCkwood ! yield back the remainder of my time. do endorse candidates, the Environmen-
amendment, is, if a corporation is going Mr. BROCK. No, I am not. ! am say- tal Defense Fund, and the Sierra Club.
to use corporate money to support a lng we should not have a cop-out? ! see no reason why the costs of such
candidate, doggone it, it ought to tell The PRESID]ZNG OF2.,_ICER. The I internal communications are any busi-
us about lt. We have a right to know. The minute that has been yielded by the Sen- ness of the Federal Government, and I
American people have a right to know, ator from Nevada has expt:red, approach this from a _onservative point
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of view about whether Government has to be supported, and not fall under I::c Yesterday, when Senator CANNON and
a right to intrude to that degree into the ::'equirement,,; of this amendment? I we:re debating, he said:
affairs of private organizations. Z_¥1r.PACK-WOOD. They can do t]_; ! I _ould say this to tke Senator: If a cor-

The fact that an endorsement ha.s ::low. pcratlon or a labor organization solicits tho
been made ts certainly no secret. The_e Mr. CLAlq',K. Ii understand that. i persons they axe entitled to solicit for tho
is nothing about disclosure involved here. _:_e Senator is going to say that c_:.. defeat or election of a particular candidate,

Mr. President, may I have yielded to y)orations and labor unions may not ,_:1: those funds should be reported as an inde-
me one additional minute? _;hat, but any other membership or!_ _.. pendc'nt expenditure. That is my lntxmt.iom

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield ::_ization in the country may do it? Mr. PACKWOOD.Wollld the Senator say that
one additional minute to the Senatc, r >fir. PACKWCK)D. No, we are not s;;_:_ agaln_ they should be reported as a what?
from California. _ng they cannot do it. This amendm, :i:t Mr: CANNON.AS an independent expendl-1;klre.

Mr. CRANSTON. Certainly the public does not stop it.:_/[r. GI_IFFIN. If the Senator will w:, :s Then he said:
has no difficulty in finding out whom la,._
bor union_ support, whom eorporatiors :[or this amendment, there could be :I_::, those people should be l:equired to report if
support, or whom other organizations other amendment later to expand on Cim_ l:ikey advocate the elecl;ion or defeat of a
support. But to subject the internal com.. principle, known candidate...

']?he PY_ESIDING OFFICEi%. The tli :!l!- The intent is disclosure of the amount
munciations of a membership organiza of the Senator has expired. Who yie :s ,;pent to elect a particular candidate or the
tion with its members to disclosure re:-. amount spent to independently defeat a
quirements--to open their hltern_0 'Jme? candidate.
operations to audit by Federal author.. Air: Gl:tIFFIN. 3,fr. President, will : z
ities seeking to find discrepancies .... Senator yield me a minute or two? Is that still the chairman's position?
clearly infringes on our basic rights ¢,_ )/Ir. PACKWOOD. I yield. Mr. CANNON. I ssJd yesterday that
free speech and free expression. Volun-. iV[r. GRIFF_IN. Mr. President, I sho_ _ _;t;at was my position. It was then. It is
leer citizens organizations formed for [:ikc to go back ix) the question that v,_ not now, since I have had the opportu-
the purpose of lobbying the Government raised yesterday. I wish to address _. nity to review the Supreme Court deci-
should be subjected to the absolute mini., question to the distinguished chairm _::_. sion. I am bound by tJae Supreme Court,
mum of Government regulation, of 'd_e committee. _;he same as the Senator is, and I do not

I urge our colleagues to defeat thr', (:an we a_ree now that under exist:l _ believe that such a limitation could be
Packwood amendment, Law corporationscanusecorporatefm:_l_ imposed. That was my feeling at the

The PRESIDING OFFICER.. Who :md unions can use union funds, inclur:.- ti:me It would be my feeling now. But I
yields time? Jng funds obtained from union dues, __ cannot support that position in light of

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, mill thc communicate with their stockholders _,: 12he Court's decision In the pipefitters'
Senator yield a minute or two to me? members, as the case may be, for 1:t._ case and in light of the history that is

Mr. C_NNON. I yield 2 minutes _o the ymrpose of advocating the election or ,:,,_- stated on this matter in the U.S. Su-
Senator from Iowa. feat of part:icular candidates; that th i_ }_a'eme Court reports.

3Jr. CLARK. Mr. President, I want t0. can be done legally, without limitatio: , Mt.. PACKWOOD. Senator CANNON
raise the question that Senators Fo_:[_ mad that they do not have to report :; > h_ks admitted being wrong yesterday and
and CRANSTON raised, and I would like to. Let %tsget an answer to that. he is wrong today. Let me read from the
have an answer. Are all organizations In.. 2_/Ir. CANNON. Yes. The Senator t; case we are talking about:
cluded in the Packwood amendment, cr ,'orrect. There has been dlscu_ion that the pro-
iS it simply labor organizations and col'-. _.[answered that yesterday, that I ,:: i pcsed amendment is u:aconstiutional since
porations? Are such organizations as th,i: not think they could do it. _t is.similar to the so-call:ed "Common Cause"
Farm Bureau, if they are not incor-- I have sir.ce _viewed the Pipefittc_' disclosure requirement, ,'_ection 437(a) of the
porated, cfr the Sierra Club, or Commo:n ,.ase and the Supreme Court decision, _'.:__ 1974 Amendment, which was held unconsti-
Cause covered? is that the interpreta-, language in the U.S. Supreme Court :_ tatio_aa by the District of Columbia Cour_of Appeals and was not appealed to the Su-
lion of the amendment of the Senator? ports, and I am convinced that a c,::_'- premo Court. The instant amendment is

3Zfr. PACKWOOD. NO. potation and. a union are allowed to co_. _ clearly distinguishable. Section 457(a) fe-
I was talking with Fred Wertheimer, rnunicate freely with members and stet:i,: - quires the disclosure of :not only the amount

who is with Common Cause, last night holders on :any subject, to attempt _ expended by any person other than an in-
on the telephone. He suggested perhaps convince members and stockholders _,) dlvidual but also required the disclosure of
this amendment ought to be changed t_:} register and. vote, and make politi,:::_l t:ae persons who contributed monies to the
include the right to have the National contributions and expenditures, financx._ group or committee which made the ex-
Rifle Aeseciation -- by voluntar_ donations which have bc_:_ penditures for the purpose of influencing

Mr. C%ARK. Does it? kept in a separate, segregated fund, a::.l _me oatcome of a 'Federal election. The Courtof Appeals found that this disclosure re-
l__r. PACKWOOD. Wait a minute, that they can express an opinion, un_:!,_:' qutremcnt failed to coxfform to the neces-
Fred Wertheimer was in my office ti]is the first amendment, as to whether t .'_ary standards of certainty which must be

morning. He said: candidate should be defeated or reject[:,:, followed in order to abridge an individual
3/Ir. GRIFFIN. :Mr. President, now tl:_ t or group's association rights and therefore,

No, I changed my mind. X don't think w,i_ we have thai; point clear- d_scl¢_sed that it was unconstitutionally
ought to do it this time. We ought to con ..
tinu_ to limit it at the moment to corpora-. 3/ir. CANNON. To their members or:l;, ragu{,. The proposed Amendment violates
tions and unions. Mr. GRIFFIN. It seems to me that ':_ ? none of the Constitutional requirements.

This amendment amends section 610. remainder of the provisions of the ]lt(_,, We are not requizqng in this amend-

It does not apply to any other organiza., requiring disclosure as to campaign m:- merit, that a single contribution to that
tion but unions and corporations. :_nditures are somewhat meaninglc_:_ orgmxization be disclosed, or any other

Mr. CLARK. I am not interested so Jfa labor organization can spend wifi- expenditures, just the expenditures they
much in the telephone conversation as out limit, and without reporting, to m:il:_: make for politics.
in whether that is all that is covered. ]m'_ or defeat a candidate. If Johnny Jones, of Dufur Oreg., is a
Does the Senator mean to say that th.e '_'he PRESIDING OFFICEIL The Set _ candidate for office, he has to report it,
League of Conservation Voters, under star's 2 minutes have expired, under the rules. The AFL-CIO or Gen-
this amendment, may actually send ou_ :Mr. PACKWOOD. I shoUld like to _[_r eral Motors, today, who spend a million
communications and say that Senatc_r '_he chairman of the committee t:l:_!s donars of union dues or corporate treas-
P_cwooD ought 'to be defeated, or oug_t question_ m_y money, do not have to report it.
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What has happened between yesterday Oreg.. has to report the expenditure of _AYS---4_
and today is that pressure has been $100 that he spends independently, we Abourezk Gravel McGee
brought on the Senate. The unions want have created the biggest s_ngle loophole BrookeBayh Hart,HaskellPhllipA. McIntyreMetcal!
to spend millions of dollars and not re- that exists in the law. Burdick Hathaway M0ndale
port a single dollar of it to the Ameri_- It wfil be a loophole big enough to Byrd, Robert C. Hollings Montoya
can public, so that we cannot identify drive every candidate through; and he cannon Huddleston MuskieCase Humphrey Nelson
where the money came from. can run his campaign on what appears Clark Inouya Pell

We are not talking about constitu- to be $10,000 while millions are spent cranston Javlts Proxmlre
tionality. We are talking about power', on his behalf which are never reported. Culver Johnston SchwetkerDurkin Long Symington
raw power, and everybody in this Cham- If there is any fairness or equity, then Eagleton Magnuson Tunney
bar knows it. everything that is spent on behalf of a Fora Mansfield Williams

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yieht candidate, whether it comes through the Glenn Mathias
myself 10 seconds, candidate's committee or i,,_spent on his ANSWERED "PRESENT"--I

We are not talking about contribu, behalf by any other committee, should Church
tions. A union or a corporation cannot be reported, so that the voters can look
make contributions now. It is illegal, at it before the election. NOT VOTING--8

I yield 1 minute to the Senator from Mr. President, how much time do I Buckley McGovern StaffordHartke Moss Young
Iowa. have remaining? Jackson Pastore

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, Senator The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- So Mr. PaCXWOOD'S amendment was
PACKWOOOmade the point on the floor ator has 1 minute.
of the Senate yesterday that onIy cot- Mr. PACKWOOD, I yield back the re- agreed to.
potations and labor unions are permitted mainder of my time. Mr. PACKWOOD, Mr. President, !
to communicate with their stockholders The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time move to reconsider the vote by which the
or members without disclosure. Such is has been yielded back. amendment was agreed to.
not the case. As I tried to indicate be- The question is on agreeing to the Mr. GRIFFIN. I move to lay that mo-
fore, this is not a loophole for corpora- _mendment of the Senator from Oregon. tion on the table.
lions or labor unions. No organization On this questi°n the yeas and nays have The motion to lay on the table was
may be required to disclose that activity, been ordered, and the clerk wfil call the agreed to.
as explained very clearly in the act it- roll. AMENDMENTNO. 1446
self_431(f) (4)(C). The assistant legislative clerk called The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

Of course, the amendment applies only the _11. LEAHY). Under the previous order, the
to corporations and labor unions, and Mr. CHURCH (when his name was Senate will now resume consideration of
that is why the distinguished Senator called). Present. the amendment of the Senator from
from Michigan is quite right in saying Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) No. 1446.
that this amendment deals only with Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce The Senate will be in order and the
them. Indeed, what we find here is tha_ that the Senator from ]indiana (Mr. clerk will report.
ff this amendment is agreed to, any or.- HArtKe), the Senator from Washington The legislative clerk read as follows:
ganization, any membership organiza.. (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator from South The Senator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN)
ti/m, may advocate the defeat or success Dakota (Mr. McGov_._N), the Senator proposes an amendment No. 1446: On page
of a candidate without restriction, with-, from Rhode Island (Mr. P'ASTOR_), and 27, between lines 5 and 6, insert the follow-
out a reporting requirement, except for the Senator from Utah (Mir. Moss) are lng new section:
labor unions and corporations, necessarily absent. _SE OF REGULATIONS,ADVISORYOPINIONS,'AND

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-. I further announce that, if present so FORTHIN CIVILANDCRIMINALENFORCE-
ator's time has expired. Who yields time? and voting, the Senator from Rhode Is- MEET

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, how land (Mr. PASTORE) and the Senator SEC. 109A. Section 315 of the Act (2 U.S.C.
much time remains? from Washington (Mr. JACKSON) would 438), as redeslgnated by section 105 of this

The PRESIDING OFFICER. One min-. each vote "naY." Act, is amended by adding at the end thereof
ute to the Senator from Nevada, and 3: Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the the following new subsection:"(e) In any proceeding, including any civil
minutes to the Senator from Oregon. Senator from New York (Mr. BUCKLEY) or criminal enforcement proceeding against

Mr. CANNON. I reserve the remainder and the Senator from North Dakota (Mr. any person charged with violating any pro-
Of my time. YOVNG) are necessarily absent, vision of this title or of title 18, no rule, reg-

The PRESIDING OFI_ICER. Who I further announce that the Senator _latlon, _uldeline, advisory opinion, opinion
of counsel, or any other pronouncement by

yields time? If neither side yields time, from Vermont (Mr. STAFFORD) is absent the Commission or any member, officer, ortime runs equally, due to illness. employee thereof shall be used against any
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, in the The result was announced_yeas 50, person, either as having the force of law, as

2 minutes I have remaining, let us put, nays 41, as follows: creating any presumption of violation or of
the clear points before the Senate once [ltollcall Vote No. 72 Leg.] criminal intent, or as admissible in evidenceagainst such person, or in any other manner
more. YEASt50 whatsoever.".

This amendment applies to col,pora- Allen Garn Randolph
tions and unions, and they must disclose Baker Goldwater mbicoff Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
where they spend their money. I would Bartlett Griffin l_oth Senator from Alabama yield to me for a

Beall Hansen _3cott,Hugh minute ?be happy to entertain an amendment by Bellmon Hart, Gary _cott,
the Senator from Iowa or anybody else Bentsen Hatfield William L. Mr. ALLEN. Yes.
to have them disclose where they spend Biden Helms _parkman The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

Brock Hruska _.tennis LEAHY). May we have order in the Sen-their money politically. The whole sub- Bumpers Kennedy _tevens
ject of this issue is disclosure. If this loop- Byrd, Laxalt _c_tevenson ate so that the Senator from New York
hole is allowed to remain, if General Harry F.. Jr. Leahy _tone can be heard?

Chiles McClellan Taft Order in the Senate and in the gal-Motors can spend a half million dollars curtis Mcclure Talmadge
of their corporate treasury money to ad- Dole Morgan 3:hurmond lerles.
vocate the defeat or election of a can- Domenlci Nunn Tower The Senator from New York.
diddle, or if the _IO can do the Eastland PackwOOd WeickerFannin Pearson Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
same, whfie Johnny Jones, in Dufur, Fong Percy unanimous consent that Charles War-
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fen of my .,;taft be granted privilege of ceeded to the Hall of the House of Rep,.. _ai"y of the Senate was all ex officio mere-
the floor during consideration of this resentatives to hear an address by th_il _er of the c_mmission, without the right
measure. ]?rime Minister of the Republic of Ire,., _ vote.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without ]and. Mr. MANSFIELD. I appreciate that.
objection, it is so ordered. (Tile address delivered by the Prim_!': May I ask the opinion of the acting

Mr. JAVrrs. I thank my colleague. ]Yiinister of the Republic of Ireland Sm ::n_nolqi,y msxrager of the bill in response
Mr. BAY]F/. If the Senator from Ala- the joint meeting of the two Houses oJ! ::o me c!uestion I have raised?

bama will yield, I ask unanimous con- Congress is printed in the proceedings oil Mr. GRIFFIN. In resr_onse to the dis-
sent that Barbara Dixon of my staff be 12lc House of Representatives in today':_ ifin_,_aished majority leader's inquiry, I
granted privilege of the floor. ]._Eco_n.) 13elieve he has stated the committee's in-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without At 1:26 p.m., the Senate, having re... _ent, as I understandit.
objection, it is so ordered, turned to its Chamber, reassembled, and I thi.ak it ought to ]_e acknowledged,

Mr. BAY]F/. Mr. President, with deep was called to order by the Presiding Offi .... aowever, that some question has been
gratitude to the distinguished Senator cer (Mr. GLErN). :aised about the constitutionality of in-
from Alabama, I ask unanimous consent _ :;lusion of the Seereta_ of the Senate
to add the name of Herb Jolovitz of the :tnd the Clerk of the Yl0ttse as partiei-
distinguished junior Senator from Ver- ]._DEI_AL ELt:CTION CAMPAIGN AC2'? )ating but nonvoting members of the
mont's office, as well. AMENDMENTS OF 1976 Do:remission. The Supreme Court did not

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The :ghe Senate continued with the con .... :_ule directly on that Point.
Chair thanks the Senator. _,;ideration of the bill (S. 3065) to amen(ill I think it is the view of the committee

Without objection, it is so ordered, the Federal E[ection Campaign Act oil ;hat, to the extent of constitutionality,
The Senator from Alabama. 1971 to provide for its administration by t is expected that the ,'Secretary of the
Mr. ALLEN. May we have order, Mr. a Federal Elect:[on Commission appointed 3enate and the Clerk of the House of

President? in accordance with the requirements oJil _rn'esentatives would be participating
The PI{JESIDING OFFICER. The Se'x- the Constitution, and for other purposes., ou_ nonvoting members of the. Conrrnis-

a_e ts not in order. The Senator from Mr. MANSF/ELD. Mr. President, will don.
Alabama has a right to be heard. I ask the, Senator from Alabama who has the IX_s that ar_wer the Senator's ques-
that the Senate be in order. Senators floor yield to me for a few minutes? m;io_,?
having conversations, the Chair respect- Mr. ALLEN. Yes, I am happy to yield Mr. MANSFIELD. Ye,q. I take it that
fully requesl_ that they conduct them in to the Senator. ;he acting Republican leader, in effeet_
the cloak rooms or off the floor. The Mr. MANSF.[ELD. Just to clear up _ ;ay,; what the manager of the bill has
_fileries wiIi also be in order, situation which developed yesterday. ,:_a/d. That is, that this ts what the Sen-

The Senator from Alabama. Mr. President, may I say I discussed _te intended, no question has been raised
Mr. AtJ,_l'q. Mr. President, my atten- this with the distinguished Republioan _oncerrfing its constitutionality, and it is

tion was drawn to the need for this whLp who has been the acting manage_:: _Lpplicable under the law as it is now in
amendment by a letter from Honorable of Zhis bill and he gave it his approval. _ffecL
Brlce M. Clagett of the lqrm of Coving- Now I would like to call it to the atten .... Mr. GRIFFIN. In my _qew, that is cor-
ton & Burling here in Washington. He tion of the distinguished manager of thc 'ect in terms of the intent of the Senate.
wrote Mrm Ms,zoom S. HOL_, sending ]_41] and the distinguished Senator from Mr. MANSFIELD. Yes.
me a copy. She is a member of the Alabama, Mr. ALL_._, a member of thc I wish to ask the distinguished Senator
House and on the House Administration coramittee, and the distinguished Sena .... i!rom Alabama to render an opinion on
Committee where this bill, or a similar for from West Virginia, Mr. BYSD, who i:his matter.
bill, was pending, is also a member of the committee. _[_. ALLEN. I think that was the in-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Mr. President, ff I may, I should like ,:ent of the committee in drafting the
ai_ is not in order. The Chair is having tv address one further question to thc 0ill, that the Secretary' of the Senate
difficulty hearing the Senator from Als- distinguished chairman of the Rulers; _3hould serve as an ex officio, nonvoting
barns. C'ommittee pursuant to our colloquy or_ _nember of thc Commission, but would

Mx. ALI_,-qq. Mr. President, I have yesterday. I wo_fid like to restate my pres., _ave fu]:[ right to advise with the Com-
l_.,en requested to yield to the distin- ent uaxderstanding of the chairman's in .... ,nissi0n and to participate in any dis-
g_ished majority leader in order that the terpretation regarding the role of thc :.'ussion or in any matter coming before
Senate may go over to the House Chain- _;enate's ex officio member of the Federa'J. ;he Coramission; to give his advice, aris-
l_,_r for a joint meeting. Election Commission, that is, the Sects .... ng from his expertise in this area, but

I ask unanimous consent that I may tary of the Senate. _ot to have the right to cast a vote.
yield to the distinguished majority Would the Senator agree that the ex Mr. :MANSFIELD. I appreciate the
leader and that I have the floor on the officio member for the Senate serves on _;ta_em¢-nt of the distinguished Senator
r_lurn of the Senate to the Senate the Commission, irrespective of his party !rom Alabama, the statement of the dis-
Chamber. affiiiation, in connection with Senate :inguished manager of the bill, the sena-

The PRESIDING OFFICE1{, Without campaign matters which come within ;or from Nevada (Mr. CANNON), and the
objection, it is so ordered, the purview of the Commission and that iis_inguished Senator :[rom Michigan,

The Senator from Montana. t:he law permits the Secretary to advise _;he acting manager of the bill now un-
with, discuss, question and, except for the :ier consideration.
right to vote, participate fully in the pro... I thank the Senator from Alabama for

JOINT MEETING OF THE TWO ceedings of the Commission in this re_. dlowingme to intercede.
HOUSES--ADDRESS BY THE spect? M:c. :.VIANSFIELD subsequently said:

PRIME MINISTER OF THE REPUB- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I say to I :_a've had a colloquy with various
LIC OF IRELAND the distinguish,_ majority leader that if :nembers of the Committee on Rules and
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, on t:ae bill that we have proposed here is :kdmini:_tration relative to the position of

that basis, I move that the Senate stand passed in its present form, my answer ;he ex officio member of the. Senate.
in recess subject to the order granted to would be "Yes" to his inquiry. 3ince that time, I have contacted Senn-
the distinguished assistant majority Mr. MANSFIELD. And what about the :ors H/tTFIELD, SCOTT, BYRD, WILLIAMS,

leader on yesterday, bill which is already on the books? This :;_LL, and CL_SK. I want the record to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without question was not raised by the Supreme _;how that they all answered in the al-

objection, it is so ordered. Col_rt. as the Senator recalls. _irmative and approved of the position
Thereupon, the Senate at 12:14 p.m. 1V[r. CANNON. Yes, the question was :;aken by the manager o.f the bill, the

took a recess, subject to the call of the not raised before l_he Supreme Court. ,_enator from Nevada (Mr. CANNON), the
C:aair. and the Senate, preceded by the The Court did not rule on that precise :_ctlng _tepubliean leader at that time
Assistant Secretary of the Senate, Dar- poi:at and I say that the answer would .._nd the minority mansger of the bill
rell St. Claire, the Sergeant at Arms, be the same because under the original :Mr. GSXFFXN), and the distinguished
F. Nordy Hoffmann, and the President bill which we ]tossed earlier and which i_enato_ from Alabama ,[Mr. ALLEN) all
Pro Tempore_. J_MF_S O. EASTLAND, pro- Kae Supreme Court ruled on, the Seers- ,:ff whonx spoke at that time.
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Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, in view of or of criminal intent, or as admissible in whether the Commission could make
the fact that many cf the Senators fol- evidence against such person, or in any other rules and regulations having the effect
lowing the joint session went to lunch, manner whatsoever.", of law.
! would like to have the opportunity Mr, ALLEN. Mr, President, my atten- It was not necessary to decide that
to discuss this amendment before some- tion was called to the need for this question, because they threw the Corn-
what more Members than present in the amendment by the Hon. Bryce M. mission out, to all intents and purposes,
Chamber at this time. I would at this Clagett, who was the chie:_ attorney for other than carrying out ministerial acts
time suggest the absence of a quorum the firm of Covington and Burling in the that it could have carried on had it been
until a larger number of Senators are Supreme Court case of Buckley against appointed by Congress alone and with-
present in the Chamber. Valeo. He called my attention to the fact out having any executive powers at all.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, The clerk that, without this amendment, the Elec- If we leave in here the power of th_
will call t_e roll. tion Commission's power to make rules Commission to create prior restraint on

The assistant legislative clerk pro- and regulations creates a prior restraint expressions of first amendment rights-
ceeded to call the roll. on political expression. Citizens who dis- and the court has said that in an area

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, agree with the Commission about the of spending, this is an expression of free
I ask unanimous consent that the order meaning of the law would generally not speech guaranteed by the first amend-
for the quorum call be rescinded, dare to act on that disagreement, since ment--if we allow the Commission to be

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without the very fact that the Commission has able to put the chilling effect on free ex-
objection, it is so ordered, spoken will prejudice their position in pression under the first amendment, we

enforcement litigation. The Supreme shall have to go through this same proc-RECESS UNTIL 2 p.M,

Court, of course, has recognized that first ess in years to come.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, amendment rights are involved in polit- Mr. CRANSTON. Will the Senator

I move that the Senate stand in recess ical spending. With a statute as complex yield for a question?
until the hour of 2 p.m. today, and vague as the campaign spending Mr. zaT.LW.N.Yes, I shall be glad to

There being no objection, the Senate, law, I think it is unconstitutional for an yield.
at 1:34 p.m., recessed until 2 p.m., where- agency such as the Commission to have Mr. CRANSTON. I ask the Senator if
upon, the Senate reassembled when vast discretionary power over political there is any existing Federal agency
called to order by the Presiding Officer expression. The Supreme Court found it whose rules and regulations do not have
(MI'. FANNIN). unnecessary to decide that question, the force and effect of law.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. What is since it invalidated the Commission's Mr. AT,I,_.N. I believe the Senator
the will of the Senate? powers on other grounds, but if the Corn- misses the point, because this has to do

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I suggest mission is reconstituted without solving with first amendment rights. Possibly
the absence of a quorum, this problem, months and perhaps years other commissions or agencies might be

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk of further uncertainty and litigation will able to promulgate rules that might have
will call the roll. be necessary. Mr. Clagett suggests that the force and effect of law, but that is

The second assistant legislative clerk the solution is quite simple. He suggests merely the exercise of rights not guar-
proceeded to call the roll. the amendment which I have intro- anteed by the first amendment.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask duced. Mr. CRANSTON. I recognize the dis-
unanimous consent that the order for Here, Mr. President, we :have a case of tinctions the Senator is seeking to make,
the quorum call be rescinded, prior restraint under the existing law but is the answer "no" to my question?

The PRESIDING O_'_'ICER. Without and under the law as provided by the Mr. ,_T.T,_.N. I did not understand the
objection, it is so ordered, bill. We have a case of prior restraint on question.

The question is on agreeing to the the exercise of first amendment rights Mr. CRANSTON. Is there any other
amendment. All in favor signify by say- because, ff the Commission says that its agency that can pass regulations that do
lng "Aye." interpretation of the law is thus and so, not have the force and effect of law?

Mr, ROBERT C. BYRD addressed the that would put a chilling c_ffect---a chili-
Chair. lng, negative effect--on any person act- Mr. ALLEN.I am not sure of that. !

Mr. _T,T,_N. Mr. President, I suggest ing contrary to the Commission's state- am sure there are other agencies that do
the absence of a quorum, ment of its view of the law. This amend- not have the right to pass regulations

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk ment would provide that in any civil or that have the force and effect of law,
will call the roll. criminal action arising under the Fed- but I would not fc_l that all agencies

The second assistant legislative clerk eral Election bill, the con_rolling factor have that right. On the contrary, I think
proceeded to call the roll. would be the law, what the statute says; that most agencies do not have that

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, ! ask unan- not what the Commission says the law is, right. Here we have involved first
lmous consent that the order for the but what is the law. amendment rights.
quorum call be rescinded. If a person wishes to go contrary to I know the Senator is interested in

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without the Commission's statement of its con- protecting first amendment rights.
objection, it is so ordered, cept of the law, ff he wishes to take his Mr. CRANSTON. I certainly am.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask the chances that his view of the law is cor- Mr. ALLEN. The Senator from Ala-
clerk to state the amendment again, feet, then he would have a right to act bama is not going to violate the law if

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk contrary to what the Commission says he can help it. He is not going to violate
will state the amendment, the laws is. Then, in a proceeding against any regulations of the Commission. But

The legislative clerk read as follows: him, the Commission's rule or regulation if regulations of the Commission should
On page 27, between lines § and 6, insert or interpretation would :not have the be violated by someone and proceedings

the following new section: force of law in the proceedings against are brought against him, it is not proper,
eSE OF REGULATIONS, ADVISORY OPINIONS, AND him, in the judgment of the Senator from

so FORTHIN CIVILAND CRIMINALENFORCE- What would have the force of Yaw, Alabama, and it would be unconstitu-
_E_r then? The statute itself. Without this tional to have the regulations and rules
SEC. 109A. Section 315 of the Act (2 U.S.C. amendment, we are going to leave this of the Commission set up as having the

438), as redesignatsd by section 105 of this important constitutional question still force of law where they go beyond theAct, is amended by adding at the end there-
of the following new subsection: Up in the air. statute. To require any thing other than

"(e) In any proceeding, including any civil W-by was it not decided, then, in the regulations consonant with the law
or criminal enforcement proceeding against Buckley against Valeo case? Well, the would be an invasion of first amendment
any person charged with violating any pro- appellate courts do not decide any ques- rights, in the view of the Senator from
vision of this title or of title 18, no rule, tion that they do not have to decide. Alabama.regulation, guideline, advisory opinion, opin-
ion of counsel, or any other pronouncement They decided that the Commission was Mr. CRANSTON. The Senator used
by the Commission or any member, omcer, improperly set up and that it did not phrase "where they go beyond the
or employee thereof shall be used against have any power in this area at all, so it statute." Of course, if they went beyond
any person, either as having the force of was not necessary for it to decide the the statute, they would not have the
law, as cr_attng any presumption of violation further constitutional question as to force and effect of law. We are talking
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about regulations that carry out the in- Mr, ALLEN, The point though that e_aforcing agency could have avoided
tent of the statute, l;he Senator from California does no'[ making itself subject to the same degree

Mr. ALLFA_. The Senator from Ma- appreciate, I t_"lieve, is the laet that 1:[ of criticism--

bama is talking about a different situs- i;h_ Commission spreads a bunch of regu, It is highly inappropriate,, and perhaps uti-
lion. Here we have the Dowel' of re- lattorks on its books and they are not: ::ons,bltutional, for any agency in effec'; to
sl;raint. Where we have a Commission overturned by Congress then the averag4!! make law in an area trenching so sharply on
that ts empowered to set up rules and citizen would hesitate to follow his inter,, _sobs_sic a constitutional right as freedom of
regulations, then they are going to ex- pretation, his concept, of what the law, _peech, and on a subject so crucial to onr
ercise a prior restraint on someone who is :in the face of the, chilling effect of th_:! :survival as a free democral;lc country as the

_lectorat process itself. The g_act is that, when
who interprets the statute differently, regulations adopted by the Commission :.qther a candidate or an ordinary citizen is
He would be afraid or hesitant to exer- ]Sy allowing the Commission to do thai'. _old Dy :;he Commission ths_t certain political
cise rights which the statute gives him it constitutes ;_ prior restraint on free.,, :[ctivity which he wishes tc undertake would
il:l the face of regulations by the Corn- dom of expression by a person wishing tr:_ ;7iolate the law, he will in the overwhelming
mission that, while they may go beyond avail himself of his _l'st amendment: :naJority of cases refrain from engaging in
the statute, would still have some force ri_tlt_. ;hat acl:lvity although he is convinced the
and effect under the present law in the Mr. CRANSTON. It seems to me that :7ommls_ion's interpretation ts wrong. Even
proceedings against him. What this v/e are following here the normal prac- :f he is otherwise disposed ix) litigate the is-

_;tle, if lite is well advised k,y counsel he will
amendment would do is keep those rules tlce with any law. There would be a *e aware (1) that a court probably will er.-
and regulations from having the force chilling effect on the citizen if there were :'orce a Commission rule as having the force
and effect of law and we would rely on no regulations giving guidance as bi:: :>f :taw, _t least unless it flatly and unques-
the statute itself, what the law meant when it was no'l: ¢ionQ,bly is contrary to the words of the stat-

Mr. CRANSTON. Does not the bill pro- enLirely clear. .itc, and (2) that a court will give great
vide that Congress would review any ]vii.. ALLEN. Well, the citizen has go-I: weight x> any Commission pronouncement,
opinions, rules, regulations issued by the a right, if he wish_s, to act according tc )ecause of alleged agency expertise, in decid-
Commission before they would have the his interpretation of the statute. He ha,s mg c,n thc proper interpretation of the stat-

ate. He wiU thus be chilled from exercising
effect of law? go': a right or should have the right tc ,vhat a court might well ultimately hold were

Mr. ALLEN. Yes; and, I think, I might so act. and that is all this amendmenl: ::xisrights under both the Constitution and
say, Mr. Clagett, in his testimony, before would give hint. It would be the right tc :he statute. He will in effect be subjected to
the Subcommittee on Privileges and be subject to the statute and for thc t prior restraint on the exercise of his :first
Elections, Points out that Congress, hay- regulatiens not to have the binding force :mlendn'tent rights.
lng the right to' veto the regulations of and effect of law. It mag well bo that this c.hllllng effect or
the Commission, does not save it from Now, the constitutional question has i:>rior restraint resulting from Commission
unconstitutionality because to do so been spelled out. :if the Senate in it_:: )ronour.eements would itself be held to vic,-:ate ';he Constitution._ Thc Cotxrt had no oc-
would give Congress and the Commission w_dom wants to turn the amendmeni: ,::as_on _:o decide that issue in Buckley v.
the power to enact laws without the Ex- down, and then face this issue on dowr'l vale(), although, the plaln_;iffs raised it, be'-
ecutive having the right to participate i;h_) road, well, that is certainly all righ'l :._::se the court held the Colmrnlssion's pow-
in that lawmaking process, in other wiLh me. I have nc, pride of authorshiy: :_rs uncr,nstitutlozml on other grounds.
words, having the right of veto. in the amendment because I did not

Sc i_: the Commission is recreated
:if you follow the reasoning of the author it, but I do agree with Mr. Clag,,, _vit,houl; any changes to address the prob-

_enator from California, the Commission ett's interpretation of the Constitution.
c,ouid come up with any farfetched regu- Let me read further from his testL., ,em th_:t Mr. Clagett outlines, there 'will

!_e still a heavy constitutional cloud over
lations and then if Congress fails to veto mony bef6re the subcommittee: l;he sial;ute and the Corrrmlssion, and the
that, or one House of Congress, then the The Supreme Court has clearly recogntze¢li :emoval of the cloud will necessarily
Senator from California would have that that any regulation of campaign expendt,,, :_Wait s'¢ill further litigation.binding law without the Chief Executive m_es and contributions operates in a crlt...
having his constitutionally guaranteed ically sensitive area of constitutional eon.., He suggests that the proper solution is
right to review that legislation and veto cern. The Cour_ left no doubt that such ;hat a :t'ecreated Commission should not
t:he legislation if hesaw fit. regulation inevitably encroaches on freq!_ l)e given rulemaking power except, per-

:;peech and makes inevitable a balancing la)ss, with respect to the Federal subsidy
So I think if the Senator is relying on pr¢,cess between corapelling governmental, ?rovisions If it is given enforcement re-

the. right of one House of Congress to ne(_ls and first amendment freedoms. Wherl, :_ponsibilities it should have the power to
veto regulations he is overlooking tile activity by citizens in this most sensitiw!_ ..qsue gaidelines and advisory opinions,
requirement of the Constitution that the area is subject_ to regulation, especially ;f tlqose are necessary, si) that citizensh}gislatlon by Congress has got to be pre- with criminal sanctions, the inhibiting effec'i:
sented to the President for his signature on political expression is acute. _:_aI1gel help ill deciding' what they can
or his veto. Moreover, the election law is both highly :_afeJy do.

Mr. CRANSTON. Of course, the ques- complex and in many respects perhaps un,, :['his amendment would not undo or
tion is not whetller it is legislation. It avoidably vague--as ,gas fully recognized b'_ _vou]d not abrogate the force of advisory

the Senate debate la_t fall on the Commis.., ,:)pinions in protecting those who seek
deals with regulations, rules, opinions slon's office-account regulations. 5he advisory opinion from the Commis-
that must be in keeping with the intent ]n the circumstances the power to inter.., ::Jori,
of legislation or obviously they would be pret the law is largely the power to make ne_,
overturned in the courts. Of course, t2mre ]aw. A commission with that kind of powe_;' The point is that ff he would go
is always the opportunity to go to court ha_ wist influence over the political process, against bile advisory opinion, relying on
il! the executive branch or anyone else no_; necessarily excluding the power to deter,., !lis interpretation of the law, then that
feels there should be a legal challenge, mi:ne the result_ of particular elections, advisory opinion would not have the

qThe existing Commission has used these _or'ce ar,.d effect of law.
Mr. ALLEN. Well, why not rely on the powers with a vengeance. In many respects it::

s_atute? Why must you interpose a bunch pronouncements made new law--sometimes Now,, there should be a provision to the
of regulations? Why must you rely on where the statute as enacted by the Congres_:_ _ffeCt that such pronouncements do not
what the Commission says that the law w¢_ silent; sometimee in rather striking dis,,,
i,; rather than relying on the statute it- re_ard of what the statute did say. _See, e.g., Speiser v. Randall, 357 U.S. 513

(195_1), where the Court held ttmt _:ax-
self? That is the purpose of it. .And he attaches as an appendix to hi_:_ assesstnent procedures wh_.eh shift the bur-

Mr CRANSTON. The answer, I sup- ,;tz.tement before the committee a liSii: ,ien of proof to the taxpayers are not ade-
[;_se, is tha_ in a great many cases a law of just a few of the more conspicuous qua_ where First Amendment lssnes are at
is passed which requires regulations to lawmaking pronouncements of the, :_take. _C;ee.also, e.g., Bantam Books, Inc.,
spell out exactly how you comply with Commission issued in only 4 months of ,¢. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 58 (19gl); Frecdma:a v.
that law. operation, ig/aryland, 380 U.S. 51 (19f_5); Southeastern

Promotions, Ltd., v. Conrad, 43 L. Ed. 2d'
Mr. ALLEN. Still, should not tile law :_Ie states he does not mean to be too :_4s, _dl0 (1975); Saia v. New York, 334 'U.S.

itself rather than what the Commission hard on the Commission. Given the ex-., _58 (19_t8); Keylshian v. Board of Regents
says the law is be the criterion? ceptional complextgy and vagueness o.l _s_ 'cr.$. 589, 604 (i967); Lament v. Post-

Mr. CRANSTON. It would be. 1;he statute, possibly no interpreting and master General, 381 U.S, 301 (1965).
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have the force of law and are valid only or crimin'ai enforcement proceeding against and vagueness of the statute, possibly no
to the extent that they conform to the any person charged with violating any pro- interpreting and enforctng agency could
statutes, and that they may not be vision of this title or of Title 18, no-rule, have avoided making itself subject to the

regulation, guideline, advisory opinion, opin- same crltiolam_
used to create any presumption of viola- ion of counsel or any other pronouncement _t is highly inappropriate, and perhaps
lion or criminal intent in an action by the Commission or any member, omcer unconstitutional, for any agency in effect
against a candidate or other citizen who or employee thereof shall be used against any to make law in an area trenching so sharply
has chosen to disregard them, and are person, either as having the force of law, as on so basic a constitutional right as free-
inadmissible in evidence against a citi- creating any presumption of violation or dom of speech, and on a subject so crucial
zen in such enactment, of criminal intent, or as admissible in esi- to our survival as a free domestic country

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- dence against such person, or in any other as the electoral process itself. The fact is
sent to have printed in the RECORD cer- manner whatsoever." that, when either a candidate or an ordinary-
tain correspondence on this issue, to- SVAT_E_rr BY BRXCEM. CLA,_ETTBEFORE THE citizen is told by the Commission that cer-
gether with Mr. Clagett's testimony be- SuscoMMrrrrE ON PRIVrLEOESAND ELEC- tain political activity which he wishes to

TIONS OF THE SENATE I_ULES COMMITTEE, undertake would violate the law, he will In
fore the Senate Subcommittee on Privi- REGARDINGS. 2911, 2912, AND 2918, FraY- the overwhelming majority of cases refrain
leges and Elections. ARY 18, 1976 from engaging in that activity although he

There being no objection, the material Mr. Chairman, membem of the Subcom- is convinced the Commission's lnterpreta-
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, mittee: My name is Brice 1_[. Clagett, and I tlon is wrong. Even if he is otherwise dis-
as follows: as a member of the law firm of Covington posed to litigate the issue, ff he is well ad*

COVINGTOI_& BURLING, & Burling, in Washington. I was one of the vised by counsel he will be aware (1) that
Washington, D.C.,March11,1976. lawyers for the ploAntiffs in the case of a court probably will enforce a Commission

Hon. JAMEs B. ALnEN, Buekley v. Valeo, some of the consequences rule as having the force of law. at least
Dtrksen Senate O_ce Building, of which you axe considering, today. I do not unless it flatly and unquestionably is con*
W_htngtoa, D.C. appear here as a representative of those trary to the words of the statute, and (2)

DEAR SENATOTtALLEN: The enclosed letter plaintiffs or anyone else, but simply as a that a court will give great weight to any
to Congresswoman Holt is self-explanatory, citizen who over the past yeax has had Commission pronouncement, because of al-
She called me on Tuesday to say that she occasion to do a good deal of thinking about leged agency expertise, in deciding on the
had proposed the suggested amendment and the election laws. proper interpretation of the statute. He will
that the House Administration Committee X am not here to take any positio_ on thlm be chilled from exercising what a court
adopted it. whether the Federal Electl.on Commission might well _ltlmately hold were his rights

If you agree with the amendment, you should be re-created on the basis of a con- under both the Constitution and the statute.
might with to propose its addition to the stitutlonaily permissible method of appoint- He will in effect be subjected to a prior
Senate bill. merit or whether, rather, lt_ powers should restraint on the exercise of his First

¥ours sincerely, be transferred to some other agency or Amendment rights.

BR_CE M. CLaG_rT. agencte6. I wish to make only two limited It may well be that this chilling effect
points with regard to S. 2911: or prior restraint resulting from COmmis-

COVZNGTON&.BURLING, (1) If the C_mm/sslon is re-created with sion pronouncements would itself be held
WasI_!ngton, D.C., March 1, 1976. its prior enforcement powers, it should not to violata the Const_tutlon._ The Court had

Hon. Maxzogm S. HOLT, M.C., be given rule-making authority; it should no occasion to decide that issue in Buckley
Longwortl_ He.se Office Building, be given power to issue guidelines and ad- v. Valeo, although the plalnfAffs raised it,
Washington, D.C. visory opinions, but the status of those pro- because the Court held the Commission'-q

I)F._RCONamCSSWOMANHOLT: In addition to nouncements should be qualified so as to powers unconstitutional on other grounds.
being a constituent of yours, ! was the senior protect the constitutional rights of citizens So if the Commission is recrcatad without
lawyer for Senator Buckley, et al. tn the Su- which the Supreme Oourt has recognized, any changes to address the problem I have
preme Court ease of Buckley v. Valeo, eon- (2) If contraxy to my first point, a new outlined, there will still be a heavy con-eerntn g the constitutionality of the election
laws. I am writing to suggest an amend- Commission is given rule-making power, its stitutional cloud over the statute and the
ment to the bill which the Committee on rules should not be made subject to a legis- Commission, and the removal of the cloud
Adt_int-qtration is now considering which lative veto. will necessarily await still further litigation.
would reconstitute the Federal Election x. I suggest that the proper solution is that
Commission in a constitutional n_nner. The Supreme Court has clearly recognized a re-created Commission should not be given

The problem is described at pp. 2-5 of my that any regulation of campaign expendi- rule-making powers, except perhaps with re-
testimony (copy enclosed) of last month be- lures _nd contributions operates in a erit- spect to the federal-subsidy provisions. If it
fore She Senate Rules Committee. ! also lcaily sensit/ve are_ of eor_ltitutional con- is given enforcement responsibilities, it
enelcee the text of an amendment which cern. The Court left no doubt that such should have the power to issue guidelines
would zolve the problem, regulation inevitably encroaches on free and advisory opinions--those are necessary

Briefly, the problem is that without such speech and makes inevitable a balancing so that citizens can get help in deciding
an amendment the Comm/ssion's power to l_rocess between compelling government&l wl_t they can safely do---but there should
make rules, etc., creates a prior restraint on needs and First Amendment freedoms. When be a provision to the effect that such pro-
political expression. Citizens who disagree activity by citizens in this most sensitive nouncements do not have the force of law,
with the Commission about the meaning of area is subjected to regulation, especially are valid only to the extent they conform
the law will generally not dare to act on with criminal sanctions, the inhibiting effect to the statute, may not be used to create
that disagreement, since the very fact that on political expression is acute, any presumption of violation or criminal
the Commission has spoken will prejudice Moreover, the election law is both highly intent in an action against a candidate or
their position in enforcement litigation. The complex and in many respects, perhaps un- other citizen who has chosen to disregard
Supreme Court has of course recognized that avoidably, vague--as was fully recognized them, and are inadmissible as evidence
First Amendment rights are involved in po- in the Senate debate last fall on.the Corn- against the citizen in such an action.

litical spending. With a statute as complex mission's office-account regulations (121 The present statute has a provision (sec-
and vague as the campaign spending law, ! Cong. Rec. S. 17873-89, daily ed., Oct. 8, tion 437f) that protects a citizen who ac_s
think it is unconstitutional for an agency 197§). in accordance with a Commiseion advisory
such as the Commission to have vast discre- In these circumstances, the power to in- opinion. That is a good provision and should
tionary power over political expression. The terpret the law is largely the power to make be retained. What I suggest is a further pro-
SUpreme Court found it unnecessary to de- new law. A COmmission wil/h that kind of vision to protect a citizen who, because hecide that question since it invalidated the
Commission's powers on other grounds. If power has vast Influence over the political disagrees w_th a Commission pronouncement,
the Commission is reconstituted without process, not necessarily excluding the power chooses to act in disregard of it and finds

to determine the result of particular elec- himself the object of proceedings. Such asolving this problem, months---perhaps lions.
years--of further uncertainty and litigation person of course must take his chances that
will be necessary. The existing Commission has used these a COurt will decide independently that his

The solution t_ quite simple. I should powers with a vengeance. In many respects actions violated the statute. But he should
think the enclosed amendment might well its pronouncements made new law--some- not be made worse off, and in effect forced
commend itself to you, Chairman Hays and times where the statute as enacted by the to bow to whate-¢er restrictions the Commls-
the rest of the Committee. Congress was silent: sometimes in _ather sion chooses to place upon him, because of

I should be glad to discuss this matter striking disregard of what the statute did the danger that a court will be influenced by
with you or a member of your staff if you say. Attached as an appendix to this state- the position the Commission has taken.
should wish. ment is a list of Just a few o_; the more con- Only by such a solution, ! submit, can the

Yours sincerely, spieuous laW-making pronouncements the Congrees prevent the Commission from Op-BRICE1_[.CLA_ETT. Commission issued in only four months of
erating as it has, perhaps unavoide/oly, In

l_z_elosures, operation, the past: as a czar over the entire political
r_T_ONe ! don't mean to be too hard on the Corn- process whose every view has the force of

"(e) In any proceeding, including any civil mission. Given the exceptional complexity law for mc_ practice/ pm'pcze_. Only thus
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can citizens be permitted their constitution_4, The legislative veto is particularly ln_,; ¥isi0I_,s are substantially similar to many
right to disagree with the Commission, t_, 10ro:prlate where, as here, it carries a sh_,:; other congressional 'veto provisions
act on that disagreement, and to take their conrkict of interest. Members of the Congre :_ which have been enacbed in recent years.
chances with the statu_e as the Congres_ of course, are candidates for omee, and _,_
wrote it and enacted it. such they are intimately affected by t;:_ I u_lderstand the Senator's argument be-

The 1974 Act did impose one very sub- Cornlnission's regulations. If, as has been :_x cause he contends that we do not hlw_ke
sUan_ial restraint on the Commission: thi,* located endlessly, a primary purpose of ca:_::_, lq.pst amendment right_--that was as I
power of either house of Congress to vet() paign reform is to avoid even the appe_in, unde:rsteod it.
the Commission's regulations. I submit that_ ance of impropriety, that end Is hardly serv _: ]_e_pite the frequent use of cortgres
while the restraints I have suggested are ap-, by cofistant and detailed embroilment si0nai! veto provisions, its constitutional-
propriate if not necessary for constitu-_ t;ae Congress in interpreting and fleshing (:,:_ il;y has never been directly tested iii
tionality, the legislative veto is an inappro., the campaign restrictions under wh:t _,' collrt

priate and very probably unconstltutiona;! 'they--and their challengers--operate. ,::: T:he case of Buckley :_gainst Valeo pre-restraint, and should be excluded from any course lmplernentai.ion of the campaign 1: ,,
new legislation If the Commission is to be contains a ho,st of opportunities for tilt ' s_,nte(i perhaps the first opportunity for
given rulemaking power at all. fLvor of incur._bents, and repeated congr_:, a :Per,feral court to pass upon the con-

The plaintiffs in the Buckley case ehal-, si_onal involvement will continually feed t.;_ stitut;ionality of such provisions. In
lenged the legislative veto as an unconstitu- suspicion that the Act is an incumben,t B'uckley, the constitutionality of the
tional infringement of separation-of-powers; protection law. Far better to let the ru:l. rulemaking provision contained in 2
principles. If Commission rules subject to malting process be carried on, under prot:_ _, v'f _ _,.,_ .... 438 (c), of which the congressional
the veto are regarded as legislative in nature, safeguards, by a ge:auinely independent a:u: veim, 2_rovision constituted a large part.
then the veto results in what is in effect: i::npartial ager,.cy rather than one under i:.

legislation by Congress without the Prest-. cumbent domination. I should think ti':,: was squarely before the Supreme Court
dent's having his constlt(itionality require¢L the Congress would welcome the opportun:ixi by oectified question from the court of
opportunity to participate in the legislative t:) avoid future public spectacles of the sci:' appeals. The constitutionality of the two
process. If, on the other hand, the rule-, that occurred over the rejection of l::h_ other congressional veto provisions con-
making function is executtve--_ the Court ofiqce-account regulations last fall. rained in sections 9009 and 9039 oJ[ title
strongly suggested in its discussion of th_' Finally, if the legislative veto is resll_. 26 had not been challenged. Despite this
method of appointing the commissioners--, r_eted there will be ample room for an ,_n:. op]_ortunity, the Supreme Court in
then the veto is an impermissible intrusior._ gument that, even J:f such veto provisions _'uck'ley expressly declined to decide
on executive authority. And the Act's pro-_ other contexts may not be unconstitutlon:_ whether the congressional veto device
vision for a veto by either House acting alon_ i';s presence in this highly charged polltl(: !
is even more questionable than the more context make:_ the Commission an arm ::: contained in 2 U.S.C. 438(c) was uncon-
usual device of a concurrent resolution. The Congress, even absent congressional appolnl, sti_.lt:ional. The Court stated in its ;per
Federalist, :No. 51 (Madison), Cooke ed. 1961,, r,:lent of the commissioners, and thus cc, :. c[lrlaln opinion that "because of our
p. 350. stitutionally inval_:dates the rule-mak_:_;: holding that the manner of appointment

The Court found it unnecessary to pas_; power. It could als,) be argued that the :;'. 0f _h_ members of the Commission pre-
on the legislative-veto issue as such, since suiting incumbent domination violates th_ clu.de_; them from exercising the rule-
it held the Commission's rule-making power constitutional rights of challengers, nlakLi:tig powers in queation, we have no

unconstitutional because of the appoint.. I am personally persuaded that the lc:. occasJ-.on to address this separate chal-
ment method. The Court's opinion contair_ i::_lative veto t._ the 1974 Act is unconsttt ;.

a lengthy footnote (slip opinion page 134, ti. onal and that the Supreme Court will, :: ler_ge here." Buckley against Valeo, slip
n. 1761 which carefully outlined the 1egis.* r_ecessary, so hold. To resurrect It in a m_ opJ.nlon at page 134, footnote 176.
lative-veto question and expressly left t:_ statute would leave the Commission and ill Justice White, concrxring ill this part
open. In that footnote the Court cited two, rules under a constitutional cloud which on ii of thc Court's holding, agreed that since
law review articles which argued that th_ r:ew litigation could--eventually--resolve the iq_anner in which the Commission's
legislative veto ls unconstitutional. _ T2iank you. nl_,ir_]3ers were appointed was unconsti-

There are other strong intimations in th_ A_taclmlent tutional, the rules and regulations issued
Coqrt's opinion in Buekley that the legls.-, ----
latlve-vet o provision of this statute will b,_: ATT&C_MENT by th_ Commh_sion we:re invalid without
held unconstitutional when tthe question. 1, Interim.g'uideli:aes to govern special N_, l'_g_rd to the congressional disapproval
comes before the Court. The Court recog- I_:ampshlre election, 40 Fed. Reg. 40668 (A'_:h llle,C]:l_nism set out under section 438(c).
nized that the Commission, viewed as _, 2 !, 19751. ,.Justi_e White, in strongly worded dicta,
legislative agency because of the appoint.* 2. Eligibility of contributions for matchJ,l; h_Ciic;_ted, however, that if the members
meat method, could properly exercise any grants under Subtitle H, FEC Notice 1975-¢,I Of' th_ Commission hf_d been constitu-
powers which Congress could exercise df.. 4_) Fed. Reg. 4[933 {Sept.-9, 19751. t![onafly appointed, the congressional
rectly or through one of Its committees. Bui; 3. Interim guidelines to govern spec:l_d disapproval provisions of section 438(c)
the Court squarely held that rule-making is Tennessee election, 40 Fed. Reg. 43660 (Sell; Of title 2 would not vi01ate the Constitu-
not such a power. That being the case--il; 1_, 19751, ' t:[on. Justice White stated:
having been held that Congress cannot make, 4. Spending limit applicable to a ca_didR: !

· campaign rules through the instrument o1! pinning for two Federal offices slmultar_ .. I a_x also of the view that the otherwise
a legislative agency--I find it hard t;o se,_ ousiy, FEC Notice 1975-44, 40 Fed Reg. 4283 valid :egulatory power of a properly created
how the Court could avoid holding that di., (_Sept. 16, 1975',. tnd.ep¢,ndent agency is not rendered constitu-
rect participation by Congress in the rule., 5. Disclosure regulations, 40 Fed. R_: i: t_:o:aal,.y infirm, as violative of the President's
making process through the legislative vet(J, 44_698 (Sept. 29, 19751. ye,to power, by a statutory, provision subject-
is likewise unconstitutional. _ 6. Office-account regulations, 121 Co:r.[ in_i s,_ency regulations to disapproval by

B,ec. S. 17873_q,9 (daily ed. Oct. 8, 19751. either House of Congress. For a bill ix) be-

Ginnane, "The Control of Federal Ad., 7 Rule requiring candidates to file repo_:t:_ co rae taw, it must have passed both Housesa:c_(i be signed by the President or passed
ministration by Congressional Resolutions _'ith the Commission, House Rep. _o. 94-511 I:
and Committees," 66 Hart. L. Rev. 569 9:_th Cong., 1st Sass. (Oct. 9, 1975_. over his veto. Also. every order, resolution, or
(19531; Watson, "Congress Steps Out: A Look 8, Attorneys' or accountants' fees as (,, vc, te t,) which the concurrence of the Senate
at Congressional Control of the Executive," pendttures, AO 1975-27, 40 Fed, Reg. 51',!IZ an(1 r[euse of Representatives may be neces-sary. ,. is likewise subject to the veto power.
63 Calif. L. Rev. 983, 1081-82 (19751, (i_ov. 4. 19751. Ii'rider Section 438(c) the FEC's regulations9. Delegates to national nominating co

The brief submitted by the Justice De_, vmitions: rules on contributions and exp(!,, are subject to disapproval; but for a regu-
partment in Buekley for the Attorney Gen,, ditures, AO X975-12, 40 Fed. Reg. 555 ! latim_, to become effective, neither :House
eral as appellee and for the United States a_ (:_qo'/. 28, 19751. ne_d _pprove it, pass it, or take any action
amicus curiae ¢rgued that the legislative veto at all with respect to it. The regulation be-
could be justified only if the Commisslor_ ll). C_ntribation to a candidate fr,::_:· e0,mes effective by nonac:tl.on. This no more

was a legislative agency, which of course th,_: n_embers of his immediate famlly--overrul _: lnvad(,s the President's powers than does a
_cy tlie Suprerae Court (slip op. 48, n. 5!i':i regulation not required t;o be laid before

_ourt has now held it cannot be (pp. 111 _,- _.O 197§-65, 4;0 Fed. Rag 58393 (Dec. :,I
121. The brief correctly described the Watsol_. C_:agress. Congressional influence over the
law-review article, one of those cited by the 1,9751. su.bstantive content of agency regulation
Court in lts opinion, as "the most recent an(:l Mr. ALLEle[. I yield the floor, may be enhanced, but I would not view the

power of either House to disapprove as _t_dv-
thorough study [which] concludes that; 1V_r. CANNON. :Mr. President, I wot:l_ :. aleut ;o legislation or to an order, resolution,
[congressional control] devices are often all_ l:ike to discuss the questions which h,q ,._ or to'La requiring the concurrence of both
unconstitutional intrusion into executive, been raised regarding the constitution_;i . _[ouses._,
authority" (p. 111, n. 70). Congressional.
power to veto regulations of executive or in,. iby of the congres_slonal disapproval pi':.
dependent agencies Is a device expressl:i' _is[ons of the Federal Election Campai!i :, _')S_zely the challengers to the provision
found constitutionally "unacceptable" and _ket of 1971. _:or ,congressional disapproval do not mean
"Invalid" by Watson (op. c/t. at 10821, These congress:tonal disapproval pi:: to sul_'gest that the FEe's regulations must
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In terms of the substantive content of SO ! submit that what we are doing For the above reasons, I would have
regulations and the degree of Congressional here is saying that the Conlmission has to oppose this particular amendment.
influence over agency lawmaking. I do not the right to do these things, and if a Mr. ,_I.T.EN. I thank the distinguished
suggest that there is no difference between
the situation where regulations are subject person then wants to be subjected to chairman.
t_ disapproval by Congress and the situa- the chilling effect, that is his decision, The Court did find it unnecessary to
tion where the agency need not run the con- or he can contest the matter in law, if pass on the legislative veto issue, as
gressional gantlet. But th_ Prestdent's veto he so desires. True, it would place a bur- such, since, as ! have said, it held the
power, which gives him an important role den on him, as the Senator points out, Commission's rulemaking power uncon-
ill the legislative process, was obviously not but I submit that the regulations them- stitutional because of the appointment
considered an inherently executive function, selves ought to have the force and effect method.
Nor was its principal aim to provide another Of law. The Senator has cited the opinion ofcheck against poor legislation. The major
purpose of the veto power appears to have I must say, I do not feel as strongly M.r. Justice Byron White, and it is a very
been to shore up the Executive Branch and about the advisory opinion situation, but fine opinion. I do not agree with every-
to provide it with some bargaining and sur- t,he regulations themselves ought to have thing that he said, and I do not neces-
viral power against what the Framers feared the force and effect of law because that sarily draw the conclusion from it that
would be the overweening power of leg- is what we have said the legal effect is, the distinguished chairman has drawn.
islators. As Hamilton said, the veto power OnCe we do not override them, when they The Court's opinion, not the concur-
was to provide a defense against the legis- present them to the Congress. ring opinion but the Court's opinion,
lative departments' intrusion on the rights
and powers of other departments; without NOW, once a rule or regulation has contains a lengthy footnote which care-
such power. "the legislative and executive come to Congress, and been prescribed fully outlined the legislative veto ques-
powers might speedily come to be blended by the Commission, then it should, in tion and expressly left it open. In ths t
in the same hands." my judgment, have the force and effect footnote, the Court cited two law review

I would be much more concerned if Con- of law. articles which argued that the legislative
gress purported to usurp the functions of Of course, it could be challenged later veto ls unconstitutional.law enforcement, to control the outcome of
particular adjudications, or to pre-empt the in a court proceeding on the ground it I feel as much comfort can be drawn
President's appointment power; but in the had exceeded the language intended in from that fact in the court's opinion
light of history and modern reality, the pro- the statute. That is one of the things citing two law review articles that held
vision for congressional disapproval of agen- about it that the Senator does not like. that the veto power was unconstitutional.
cy regul_$ions does not appear to transgress It appears to me that the amendment I would draw as much comfort from that
the constitutional design, at least where the proposed by the distinguished Senator circumstance aa the distinguished Sena-President has agreed to legislation establish- tor has drawn from Mr. Justice White's
lng the dls/_pproval procedure or the legisla- from Alabama would provide that such concurring opinion.
tion has been paused over his veto. It would a rule and regulation would :not have the Why did they put those law review
be considerably different if Congress itself force of law and is, thus, contrary to articles in the footnote? Why did they
purported to adopt and propound regula- Congress intent in enacting the Federal refer to them if they did not expressly
tlons by the ac$1on of both Houses. But here Election Campaign Act. concur in the reasoning of those law re-
no aCtlon of either House is required for the We went further in this bill, S. 3065, view articles?agency rule to go tnt effect and the veto
power of the President does not appear to than in the initial act we passed be- The other strong intimation in the
be implicated, cause we have said here that we wanted Court's opinion in the Buckley ca.se is

to restrict, perhaps, the Commission's ac- that the legislative veto provision of
Justice White's concurring Opinion is tions somewhat. We said that every ad- this statute will be held unconstitutional

the strongest judicial declaration to date visory opinion of general ap')licability when the question comes before the
affirming the constitutionality of the then had to be proposed to the Congress Court. The Court recognized that thecongressional veto device.

Mr. President, I submit to my col- in the nature of a regulation so that Commission performed as a legislative
Congress could act on it, Or fail to act on agency because of the appointment

leagues that Justice White's position is it, aa it saw fit. But we did not require method. That was the full gist of the
a persuasive one and I think it certainly this, of course, with respect to the advl- case, that this is a legislative agency
should guide us somewhat in our dis- sory opinion peculiar to a problem of a performing executive duty. That is the
cussions here. particular individual, a particular candi- reason the Commission was thrown out.,

With respect to Senator ALLEN'S re- date, or a committee, or someone else. If it had just been called on to carry out
marks about the chilling effect of prior Only where they are of general apptica- legislative functions, it would not have
restraint, I have no doubt but what this bility, did we provide the requirement been stricken down. But since it had to
would create a chilling effect or a prior that they have to come up here. carry out executive functions, then the
restraint on actions of an individual, and So I find some trouble with the Sena- method of setting it up, four named by
I think it was really intended that way. tor's amendment aa it is proposed here. the Congress and two by the Pres/dent.I think what we were trying to get here
were some guidelines upon which a can- I may say that I would find less trouble did make that unconstitutional.
didate could rely without having to go to with it if he were to eliminate the regu- So recognizing the Commission as a
court and find out the nature afa de- lation part of it, although I am not sure legislative agency, that the Commission
claratory judgment, or other type of re- that I would support him even then. could properly exercise any powers which
lief, what the situation was intended to I would like to suggest that the re- Congress could exercise directly or
be. quirement of S. 3065, that advisory opin- through one of its conunittees, the Court

So we did provide that advisory opin- ions of general applicability be promul- squarely held that rulemaking is not
ions could be issued by the FEC and that gated aa rules and regulat}_ons by the such a power. The making of rules is not
they could adopt regulations and if the Commission, will certainly serve to limit a congressional power that this Commis-
Congress did not disapprove them, then What has heretofore been an extremely sion could exercise.
they would have the effect of law. large number of Commission interpreta- That being the case, it held that Con-

This is similar to the situation at IRS. tions of the act which do not have the gress cannot make campaign rules
IRS adopts regulations all of the time, force and effect of law. through the instrument of a legislative
as do many other agencies of govern- I do not believe that those advisory agency.
ment, and they do have the force and interpretations have the force or effect I find it hard to see how the Court could
effect of law, once they go through the of the law. avoid holding that direct participation by
prescribed process. As a result of this provision which is the Congress in a rulemaking process

in section 107(b) of S. 3065 on pages 18 through the legislative veto is likewise
become effective despite the disapproval of and 19 of the bill, the large majority of unconstitutional.
one House or the other. Disapproval nullifies the Commission,s future public interpre- Let us analyze that again. The Corn-
the suggested regulation and prevents the tations of the Federal Election Campaign mission, being a congreaslonal agency,occurrence of any change in the law, The
regulation is void. Nothing remains on Which Act will be in the form of rules and regu- could not make rules. 8o if the Congress
the veto power could operate. It is as though lations subject to congressional review could not make rules, then the Commis-
a bill passed in one House and failed In and having the force and effect of law sion making rules and having them ap-
another, when they are finally prescribed, proved and not stricken down by the
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Congress would also be something that oil law, with some rule or regulation that 7_n(ier those rules and regulations es-
l_heycou!dnotdo, the Commission has dreamed up that sr_ntially meaningless. Th!ts would repre-

;_ince, under the Supreme Court rullng, may go beyond the law. _nt; -_m_mprecedented re_;ta'iction on the
the Congress cannot make rules as to Sa all this amendment would do, Mr. .:alemaktng authority of the executive
how campaigns shah be conducted, the '.President, is have the law, the statute, stanch, and would open, I think, many
Commission cannot do that through the ccmtrol a person's actions, and not have _rious problems. Such a restriction
m,;trument of a legislative agency. _government by commission and commis- _'oulct be entirely new in government as

If the Commission should come up with sion rule and regulation. [;_r as I know. No such restriction exists
a rule that went beyond the statute as There is an important constitutional _a any other independent agency,
seen by everyone, and then Congress re- question involved which could be solved _.,hether it may or may :not have some
fuses to veto that rule, the chairman by adopting this amendment. And I am effect on first amendment principles.
would have that rule have the force _d not relying merely on my judgment, be_ Specfficaliy with respect to advisory
effect of law. That is where I disagree, cause I have not made a sufficient study, _pinions_ I think the Senate knows well
lit should not have the force and effect but the leading attorney in the case of _i3at thet_ is a provision in S. 3065 which
of law. the plaintiffs who carried this case to the s_ates that if a person is in compliance

In a proceeding against some person, Supreme Court, the case of Buekley _;,ith. an advisory opinion rendered by the
not necessarily a candidate but against ,against Valse, has suggested this amend- [:'omraission on his or her request, that
:some person, who has disagreed with the ment, and I have submitted for the ger_;on _ presumed to be innocent of any
Commission and felt that the law made record his testimony before the subcom- _olation of the act.
some other provision, that person should mittee of the Committee on Rules and 1M-c..fil,l.W.N. This would not disturb
ihave the right to act as his reasoning and Administration on Privfieges and Elec- _llal; situation.
his understanding dictated With regard tions, l_r. CLARK. W'ell, I know it would not
to what the law is, and he should not be I believe by adopting the amendment 5isturb _he provision, but are we now to
met with a regulation having the force we can preclude the possibility of an- s:_y also that a person is to be presumed
and effect of law. other constitutional crisis requiring h:m_cent if he is in violation of such an

What the amendment would do would Congress to act again in this area. But _dvisory opinion? Clearly' that would be
be to make the law control, make the it. will certainly go to the Supreme Court, t:ae effect of the Senator's amendment.
statute enacted by Congress be the and if we are allowing the Commission Ii' you ask for an advisory opinion and
criterion or the guideline, and not have to make law to exercise prior restraint _:et o:a_-.-let us suppose timt any one of
to face a ruling or a regulation of the o:n a citizen's first amendment rights t_s, a,; a candidate, goes to the Commis-
Commission. of freedom of expression and freedom _on_ and we say we want an advisory

Every act of Congress has to be sub- of speech, then we will just have to opinion on this, and we receive one, and
:mitred to the President for his approval :[ace it. t_e_ violate it; we say, "We have an
or disapproval by veto. But in the broad We were assured that all of these liml- s dvisory opinion, but we are not going
area of the campaign law ff it is per- tat._ons that the election law provided io live by that." That has no standing in
m:itted, as would be permitted without did not violate constitutional provisions, l,._w as evidence of wrongdoing, if this
this amendment, for the commission to 'but here we are, working on this prob- _.mendment is adopted.
go beyond the statute and then have leto. I suggest that the way to prevent Lei; me try to summarize very briefly
Congress, in effect, endorse that action t:hst at this particular point would be _,._hatI am saying. First of all, it is a basic
by' not itself vetoing that provision or t3 '_dopt this amendment, rule of law that a rule issued by any
that regulation, we would have the Con- The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. a_g_ncy acting consistent with statutory
gress and this agency having the right La_:ALT). The Senator from Iowa is. ]_w has the force of law. l_[ we underminethat; principle of law, and say that rules
to make law because it is not provided :_'ecognized. _,nd regulations have no standing, that
that it would be submitted to the Presi- 54[r. CLARK. Mr. President, the Sena- they' do not have the force of law, $ff_en
dent for his approval or disapproval, tot from Alabama certainly makes an _ertsln]iF we could not conttnue to oper-

Under this amendment, under any interesting point in terms of first amend- _.te this f]overnment.
proceeding, civil or criminal, against a meat principle,; that may be considered Seceded, that rule is especially applica-person for violating the provisions of a
law, what would control would be the to be involved. BUt I think the effect of bls here, because a rule, issued by thethe amendment, if it were to be adopted, _)'ornmi_sion would become effective onlylaw itself, not some interpretation placed
on the law by a nonjudicial body. All it would be to so weaken the commission ]f Congress does not veto it. Thus thethat it would not have the enforcement, i_:_ossibfiity of rules that are not consist.-
would provide is that the law will con- 1:,ewers that certainly a majority of the ,mt with congressional intent is not even
trol, not the Commission's interpreta- .Members of Congress intended for it _)resent_ If a rule is not consistent withtion of the law.

If that is not the rule, if these regula- when the legislation was c_riginally _.ongres:'sional intent, then we have the
tions are given the force and effect of passed. Or, to put it more bluntly, if we :_ower t_ veto it; so clearly it is the con-s.dopt this amendment we will be saying _.:ressio_al intent to allow that regulationlaw, what 'would they charge a man
with? Would they charge him with vic- that the Commission's rules and regula-. 'o stand if we do not act.
luting the ].aw, or violating a rule or tions, and their advisory opinions, have q:hirC., I believe the lSending amend-
regulation of the Commission? And 'Is no standing in law, that they can be vic- ::nent _'ouid permit a person to violate
that violating the law, or is it violating lated by anyone without fear of penalty. '_ith in'_punity an advisory opinion that
a rule or regulation of the Commission? :['hat is the way I interpret the amend-, i:hat pm'son sought. That is why I think
V_rhat are you going to charge the man ment. :;he. advisory opinion is also an essen-
with? Rules and regulations are written by i:la),]part of the matter,

What ought to be charged is that he t_e Federal El_,ction Commission to pro-. So, 1V.[r.President, we ought to reject
violated the law. Now, on the first vide a practical, explanation of campalg_L i:his amendment, and I _;ay again, ff we
amendment right of free expression, free law. We have to have rules and reguia-. ,to adopt this amendment, we will be
speech, ff the Commission has promul- tions to implement the law. Furthermore, :_aying that the Elect_an Commission
gated rules and regulations either stat- these rules and regulations, along with ::ules ,axedregulations and advisory opin-
ing how they interpret the law or mak- the advisory Ol:,inio_m that are of genera]. :ons have no standing in law, cannot
lng new law, John Q. Citizen would cer- applicability, must be submitted to COM-.. ,._ven be introduced in e_idenee, and that
tainly feel that the cards were stacked gross, where they can be vetoed by either ':;hey calx be violated with impunity and
agahxst him if he, not agreeing with that House. That is a requirement of th_._ without fear of penalty. That would sim-
h:_terpretation but relying on the express law. There are, thavefore, very adequate :)ly tg_dermine the whole concept of en-
wording of the statute, proceeds accord- checks on the content of those rules an_i :,orce_ment under the Election Commis-
lng to his interpretation of the statute regulations, to make sure that this body ,ion. that we have created.
and then, when he is haled into court, and the House of Representatives agre_ lVJ[r./_/_LEN. Mr. President, the distin-
he is confronted not with the law itself, t_hat they are consl.,;tent with the law a_. _i_ulshed Senator from Iowa has said that
not with the statute, but he is con- we intended. _;he efft_t of the amen¢_nent would be
fronted, as having the force and effect _owever, the Allen amendment would ';o _mdermine the Commission's rules and
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regulations and that they could be vio- verse effect, too. by resulting in or caus- Dakota (Mr. YOUNG) are necessarily
lated with impunity, lng an inhibition against the exercise of absent.

I think the distinguished Senator has first amendment rights of freedom of ex- I further announce that the Senator
overstepped the real meaning of the prqssion, or freedom of speech, in many from Vermont (Mr. StAFFORd) iS absent
amendment. Certainly, it would not al.` areas of activity, due to illness.
low anyone to violate the rules and regu- Only by such a solution can Congress - The result was announced--yeas 23,
lations of the Commission with impunity prevent the Commission from operating nays 65, as follows:
as long as they violated the law itself, as it has, perhaps unavoidably in the

He spoke of the right to get an ad- past, and that is as a czar over the entire {RollcaU Vote No. 73 Leg. J
visory opinion and then go against that political process whose every view has YEAS--23
opinion ff the person so desired. There the force of law for most practical pur- Allen Hansen Scott.

Bellmon Hatfield William L
is nothing strang about that, because a poses. Byrd, Helms Sparkmsn
person might request an advisory opin- Only thus can citizens be permitted HarryF.. Jr. Hruska Stennis
ion, being sure in his own mind of what their constitutional right to disagree curtis Huddleston Talmadge
the statute provides, and then, if the with the Commission, to act on that dis- Eastland Laxalt ThurmondIVannin Long Tower
advisory opinion should be such that it agreement, and to take their chances Garn McClellan
was not in line with his thinking, he with the statute as Congress wrote it Goldwater McClurs
would have a right to go according to and enacted it. NAYS--S5
his interpretation of the law. If he were The 1974 act did impose one very sub- Abourezk Ford Muskie
right in his interpretation of the law, stantial restraint on the Commission; Baker Glenn Nelson
then he could not be successfully prose- that is, the power of either House of Bartlett Gravel Nunn

Bayh Griffin Packwood
cured. But ff the Commission were right Congress to veto the Commission's Bealt I-Iart, Gary Pearson
in its interpretation of the law, then he regulations. While the restraints I have Bentsen 'Hart, Philip A. Pell
could be successfully prosecuted, suggesteql are appropriate, it is not neces- Biden Haskell Percy

But the mere fact that the Commis- sary for constitutionality. The legislative Brock Hathaway Proxmire
Brooke Humphrey Randolph

sion has said, "Now we interpret this law veto is an inappropriate and very pr0b- Bumpers Inouye Ribicoff
to mean thus and so," under the present ably unconstitutional restraint and Burdtck Javits Roth
law and under the bill, that ruling or should be excluded from any new legisla- Byrd. Robert C. Johnston Schweiker

Cannon Kennedy Scott, Hugh
that regulation would have the force and tion, if the Commission is to be given case Leahy Stevens
effect of law in a proceeding against the rulemaking power at all. Chiles Magnuson Stevenson
person. But under the amendment, the Mr. President, I call for the yeas and Clark Mansfield Stone
rUling or regulation of the Commission nays on my amendment. Cranston McGee SymingtonCulver McIntyre Taft
would not have the force and effect of The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there Dole Metcalf Tunney
law. The law itself would be all that a sufficient second? There is not a suf- Domenici Mondale Weicker
WOuldhave the force and effect of law. ficient second. Eagleton Montoya Wil]isms

SO ff the law is violated, one would Mr. ALLEN. I suggest the absence of Font Morgan
not need the Commission to say that the a quorum. NOT VOTING---12
law has been violated. The court would The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk Buckley Hollings Moss
reach that decision and make that inter- will call the roll. Church Jackson PastoreDurkin Mathlas Stafford
pretation, without having to lean on the The assistant legislative clerk pro- Hartke McGovern Young
interpretation of a nonjudicial body, a ceeded to call the roll. SO Mr. ALLEN'S amendlqlent was re-
body under the complete control or un-. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask
der a great control of Congress and un- unanimous consent that the order for jeered.
der complete control of Congress as to the quorum call be rescinded. Mr. CANNON. Mx'. President, I move
any regulations or rules that it might The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without to reconsider the vote by which the
adopt, objection, it is so ordered, amendment was rejected.

The present statute does have this Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask for Mr. GRIFFIN. I move to lay that mo-
provision allowing a person to obtain an the yeas and nays. tion on the table.
advisory opinion, and it protects that cit- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a The motion to lay on the table was
izen through actz in accordance with the sufficient second? There is a sufficient agreed to.
Commission's advisory opinion. This second. Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, if the
amendment does not have any effect on The yeas and nays were ordered. Senator will yield, I ask unanimous con-
that. A person would be protected in fol- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- sent that Richard Arnold, one of my
lowing the advisory opinion, tion is on agreeing to the amendment of staff, be given the privileges of the floor

This is a good provision and should the Senator from Alabama. On this ques- during the debate on this legislation.
be retained. What I am suggesting is a tion the yeas and nays have been ordered, The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
further provision to protect a citizen who and the clerk will call the roll.
disagrees with a Commission pronounce- The assistant legislative clerk called TOWEa). Without objection, it is so or-
merit. Surely any citizen has a right to the roll. dered.
disagree with the Commission. I am sug- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce AMENDMENTNO. 1437, AS MODIFiED
testing a further provision to protect' a that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, I call
citizen who, because he disagrees with CHURCH), the Senator from New Hamp- up my _mendment No. 1437, as modified.
the Commission pronouncement, ctiooses shire (Mr. DUREm), the Senator from The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
to act ir;disregard of it and finds himself Indiana (Mr. HARTKE), the Senator from will state the amendment.
the object of proceedings. Such a person, South Carolina (Mr. HOLLINGS), the Sen- The assistant legislative clerk read as
of course, must take his chances that a ator from Washington (Mr. JACKSON), follows:
court will decide independently that his the Senator from South Dakota (Mr. The Senator from Connecticut (Mr.
actions violated the statute. So if he is MCGOVERN), the Senator from Utah (Mr. WEICKER) proposes an amendment No. 1437,
wrong in his interpretation, he is going Moss), and the Senator from Rhode as modified.
to be convicted. Island (Mr. PASTORE) are necessarily

But he should not be made worse off absent. The amendment, as modified, is asfollows:
and, in effect, forced to bow to whatever I further announce that, if present and On page 51, after line 16. insert the roi-
restrictions the Commission chooses to voting, the Senate from Rhode Island lowing:
place upon him because of the danger (Mr. PASTORE) and the Senator from
that a court will be influenced by the po- Washington (Mr. JACKSON) would each rERMINATXONOFPUBLICFINANCING
sition the Commission has taken, vote "nay." sec. 307. (a) Subtitle H of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to financing
SO, as long as the people agree with Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the of Presidential election campaigns) is re-

the Commission's interpretation, these Senator from New York (Mr. BUCKLEY), pealed.
rules and regulations will have consld- the Senator from Maryland (Mr. (b) (1) Part VIII of subchapter A of chap-
erable effect, and they will have an ad- MArHXAS), and the Senator from North ter 61 of such Code (relating to designation
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of income tax payments to Presidential elec- lkf_z,er hearing a wkle spectrum of view- ;ion carling for direct Federal subsidies
tion campaign fund) is repealed, point_ and revi.ewlng the facts, C0ngres:_ _0 Presidential candidates. However,

(2) The table of parts for such subchapter WOL11d detelunine whether public finane._ t,hat a(:commodates rather than el[mi-
is amended by striking out the item relating in{'.' was a wise expenditure of publi,::', aates ttie problem. The problem is long
to part viii.

(c) (1) The repeal made by subsection (a) J'Un_S'; indeed, whether or not it is l_l i;hne translating into bill money. Public
takes effect on January 1, 1979, except -_hat wi_'_e l>Olicy; whether it met the cam. !_rmnci_g only pays th(; blackmail ira-
such repeal shall not affect the authority of ])alan reform objec.tives, and whether ii: i_osed t:y that sin.
the Federal Election Commission or of the Js in the public int_n'est to continue thi:_ Matching funds have kept flounder-
Secretary of t_e Treasury to require repay- program, i.ng l?residential campaigns afloat beyond
ments from candidates under section 9007 l_llch a scrutiny is healthy. Too man:,: 'shelf time. They have allowed one issue
(b) of the ]Internal Revenue Code of [954 prog:t-ams are placed on an automati,: candidates and those with only a mar-
(relating to repayments).

(2) The repeal and amendment made by /pilot and are free, from congressional ginal chance of success to overspend
subsection (b) apply to taxable years be- ::e_'iew'. This Senator has serious reserva. _;heir trudgers, kmowing a taxpayer b0-
ginning after December31, 1978. ';icn_. about pL_blic fnancing. Many o! nanza waited in the w:mgs. Mr. PresJ-

(d) The repeal and amendments made by OUi: colleagues think the system shoul,': delqt, ztllowing the Federal Government
subsections (a) and (b) shall take effect 'oe fundamentally altered. My amend, bo bankroll eveiTbody who wants to be
lmless, before January 1, 1979, the Coi_gress ::non5 will insure a forum for debate, Pres id45nt is a subsidy that can orLly sap
by law determines that the repeals and Afb:er taxpayers pay for the ride in th! bhe vitMity of a free society whose ex-
amendments made by this section shall not 19 T6 elections, Congress will determin! cellenm_ depend,; on the survival of the
take effect, wk,ether it is worth the trip. fittest ideas.

Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, I ask filet me give an example as to the typz ,L'lne measure of a candidate is hi,; or

for the yeas and nays. of debate I think should take place i her' ab lity to genera_ contributions for
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there _his -zrea. public :_?fice. Candidates slhould sell tJaeir

a sufficient second? There is a sufficient _ understand the motivation behln,: ideas to win, not just be a warm ]cody
second, public financing. It was deemed a re. and rely on the Federal dole. Worse,

The yeas and nays were ordered. :_o_'m measu,'e to reduce the role ¢_. pull[ir financing gives Congress control
Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, this money in the American political preees:!:', of the aampaign %'ar chests of Presiden-

amendmen.t would repeal those sections and to diminish the amount of mono, tim c:hallengers. The C_Lmpaign Reform
of the law which created the tax check- sprat in the course of an election. Bi_: Act was drafted in 1974, with the Con-
off system and the public financing of [ ,,;ugg'est that, in effect, all we did whe:: gross and White House controlled by
Presidential campaigns. It would not--- we enacted public financing xtms to ac different parties. Under these circum-
:_md I underline "not"--affect the Presi- ceiot the problem and merely find a wa' sta_.ces'., each candidate of a major po-
dential campaign of 1976. The amend- to finance it. litical part>, would receive $20 million
ment calls for the repeal of the tax What am I talking about here? i m:,_ in a general election. Were the Nation
checkoff System after taxable years 1978, specifically saying that the reason wh: _ to elec[; a President wit]a a large majo::-
and the termination of public financing so m_[ch money is expended is the lengt: ity _>fhis own party in the Congress, who
effective January L 1979 unless the 95th of our political campaigns, can say that the formula for allocating
Congress reexamines and reenacts the Why then did we not attack the bas:i :: funds would remain the same? And what
public financing concept, prablem, reduce the time? Because, ir of enforcement" Once we hand the £;on-

The PR,ESIDINO OFFICER. Will the deed. if we hs_l done that, we would ha_',: gre,_,; lhe political purse strings, the peo-
Senator suspend, reduced the funds to be expended. Ir: "p,_ wi][ no longer have tShe final say. In-

Let us have order in the Chamber, st_aq, we accept 'the inordinately lo_: sl_sd., politicians will be monitoring poll-
please, the Senator is entitled to be length of cam pai_a time. tieianm And that is not a healthy situa-
heard. Believe me, unless the funds are con: tJon.

Mr. WEICKER. I yield to the di_;tin- ina from some source other than indi Mr. President, the dangers of public
guished Senator from Wisconsin. viduals, it does demand a sort of finan(: financing were recognized by the ma-

Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I ask ing :;cheme. jority )f the Watergate Committee when
unanimous consent that Ira Shapiro of TLis is the type of debate that shoal, they oaposed enactment of that decision.
my staff be granted privilege of the floor be taking pls_e and, if nkv amendme_ i In a b_-ief filed by the appellants for the
during the debate and votes on the pond- is adopted, will take place after we ha_. Super'me Court., in the ease James L.
_ing legislation, had an experience with public finan,:: Buc:kl_y against Franc_ R. ¥aleo, these

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without i_g. dar,ge::s were clearly de,_eribed:
,abjection, it is so ordered. I want to see this legislation passed- _qrave dangers to the futaxre of democratic

Mr. WEICKER. Mr. PresidenL several I want to make that point clear. I do nci g¢.vern:nent result from direct payments to
,of my colleagues have suggested a new parties and candidates. Democracy depends
:_,pproach in determining whether mdi- wm_: to interrupt the system as it al:'. largely on free l_)lltlcal competition and the
vidual Federal programs are effectively plies to the i[976 campaign. I think : freedom to form, Join or leave political or-
spending the -taxpayers' dollars, would be a big mistake for the U.S. _eli ganiza_:ions. Once a party becomes orlqciaUy

Through. a zero-base re'wiew pro- a_3 or the Congress or anyone else i:, s_,)nsored by the goverm_e:at or goverrm_ent
cedure--what is also known as zero delay S. 3065 ;_o that we would have on l begins to determine the aUocation of po_
budget--each program on a regular gone half wa>' with this public financil:l li'blcal _:esources, that freeg, om is endangered.
basis, would require a new authorization system during the course of the 19'i_; The experience to da_m with the tax
by the Congress. Their budget would be Presidential election campaign, checkoff to finance Presidential cam-
zero and the Congress would have tc Let it run all ti_e way and see how paign funds indicates little interest and

justify each dollar expended for a par_ kg)ks. I am all for that. But I am al_;: ent_.u,siasm among the people. Only 10
ticular project, c:_lling for a ::'eview before we automat! p,s,rcent of the taxpayers chose to direct

In essence, the modified amendment i caliy renew ()ur Ecense to dip into ti' ,,_ the $_ of their taxes owed for 1972 to the
offer today would require the Congress I'.S. Treasury. campaign fund. The total amount desig-
to go through a similar procedure witg_ Y_'om the start, I have believed th_ ; nailed for 1972 was $12.9 million. For the
respect to public financing for political public financing was a mistake. This pr,: ta_:able year 1973, approximately 14 per-
campaigns, posal reflects my long-held belief th_: cent, of the taxpayers exercised this

My amendment would terminate pub-. public financing of Presidential car_: option,, accounting for $17.3 million.
lic financing of Presidential campalgn_ paigns rather than being a reform is , Appg,xlmately 20 percent of the tax-
as of January 1, 1979, unless Congres,'_ dangerous step toward decontrol Of tZl:_ payers submitting returns for 1974 fun-
acts prior to that date to extend this ]?ederal Gow_rnment, and decontrol i_ neled moneys into the ]Presidential cam-
program, ti:re sense of the cc,ntrol exercised over ._; pa'.igm, fund. The total amount for t_tat

Thus, after witnessing the implc:men., by the sovereign people of the Unit,_ ,i year x._as $31.9 million. ,_,s of Februal-y 25,
tation of ttis act in 1976, the 95th Con-. _c;tates- 1976, approximately $6.1 million has been
gross would be forced to evaluate public _fith the best of intentions, the Co:: aec_mmlated. The total funds received
financing _f Pre_dentlal campaigns., §ross enacted campaign reform legisl_: _ sfnce 1971 is approxima'tely $68 million.
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With 80 percent of the American affirmative responsibility on our should- tion, but I want to make sure that we
people saying no to checkoffs, it is time ers to Justify its continued existence, are going to have another debate 4 years
the Congress reexamined the policy of I would hope, Mr. President, that the from now and, after that election as well,
paying checks out to Presidential can- Senate would rise to support this incas- debate how We can improve this systen_
didates, ute because, in effect, it means that we As I indicated in my opening com-

I understand that there are those who are not afraid to challenge ourselves; ments, we all realize where the basic
would want to extend the Federal financ- that we can stand up to the arguments fault lies. There is no way one can run
lng principle to senatorial and congres- of logic, that which tests our ability, tests a 2-year campaign in this country and
sional campaigns. Then how long will it the record of our performance, and that not incur substantial sums of money. In
be before nondesignated general funds we are just not here because the'law says the case of U.S. Senator most campaigns
are used when indeed the pot becomes we are here, but, rather, that we are last a year and a half, and involve sub-
too small for the numbers desiring to here on the basis of our abilities, stantial sums of money. In the case of a
run or participate? This is, to me, very important in the Representative, it is 1 year. But there

I confess that with today's myriad of total concept of this democracy, has been no attempt to address that as-
unresolved, needs, I find financing politi- I repeat to my coUeagues it in no way pect of the problem.

· cai campaigns rather far down on my interferes with the present Presidential Maybe the suggestion I made the other
priority list. If we have become so devoid campaign, but as far as the continuation day is not perfect, but at least it tries to
of initiative, ideas, and courage that the of this public financing system it does reach the real problem, not just accept it
American people are walking away from demand that the facts and the experi- and finance it.
today's politicians, then it is time to get enee justify its continuation. I made-the statement that I thought in
out, rather than to monetarily assure a The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- this country what we should do is have
continued presence. If we want to reduce ator from Nevada. the candidates file the first Tuesday in
the role of money in politics, reduce the Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, we have September, let there be direct primaries
time of politicking. In so doing we will gone up the hill and down the hill on the fL,st Tuesday in October. and then
preserve the rights of Americans, while this particular issue. T submit the Sena- let the general election take place the
getting better men and women to serve, tor has made his position clear. I think first Tuesday in November, letting the

Mr. President, I have heard comment his position was clear before, that he is whole process consume 60 days. Believe
that in fact these are not general funds, opposed to public financing. What he is me, then we will reduce the role of
that these are designated by various doing here is going through the legisla- money in campaigns and we will also, I
taxpayers, tire process in reverse. He is saying if his think, achieve a very affirmative result:

WeB, now, let us examine that just amendment is passed, that the public No. 1, I think most people's attention
for a minute. I do not have the right, financing provision would be repealed span is quite good, if we are talking 60
neither does any American taxpayer, to unless Congress, before a certain date, days. I think in 2 years it sort of wavers
designate that a certain amount of my takes action to say that it is not repealed, a little thin.
tax shall go to HUD, or that a certain If he wants to repeal It, ali he would There is no question in my mind that
amount of my tax shall go to Defense. have to do is propose legislation next in this way ideas will be at a premium
So, in effect, we are giving a special priv- year that would repeal the public financ- and they will count. By the same token,
fiege here. It is money that does come lng provision, have hearings on it and obviously, the funds expended wfil nose-
out of the general fund. it is money not make that determination, instead of dive. But what we in effect have done---
going into the general fund but, rather, doing it in the reverse of the legislative and I admit this is a n argument to be
into the business of politics and financ- process, made several years from now ff my
lng of campaigns. We argued this matter very thoroughly amendment takes hold--is Just to go

! think, and this is all the amendment before, as to whether we ought to have ahead and accept a bad situation and fig-
is stating, that ff we are going to take financing of Presidential races. There are ure out not how we are going to pay for
this step, both in the sense of its effec- many people who feel we ought to go far it, but how the American taxpayers are
tlveness in reducing the ills of our politi- beyond that. I sat through weeks of hear- going to pay for it.
cai system and in the sense of what it ings, of floor consideration, and consid- Mr. WILLIAM L. SCOTT. Will the
does to the basic rights of Americans, eration in the conference committee on Senator yield?
this is something we should tred into this issue. I hope we will not go back and Mr. WEICKER. I yield to the Sena-
with a light step. It makes eminent sense start it all over again, Mr. President. tor from Virginia
to examine our experience, as we will I am ready to have a vote on this issue Mr. wrr.LTAM L_ SCOTT. Mr. Presi-
the experience of the election cf 1976, up or down.
before we impose such a system forever Mr. WEICKER. The purpose of the dent, my position was similar to that ofthe distinguished Senator from Connect-
on the American people. It would be very amendment is to impose upon us the lcut when this measure originally passed.
hypocritical, indeed, for this Congress to obligation of review. In the sense that ! feel a little stronger on it now, and I
demand a zero budget-type base for all this affects politicians, clearly, I think, wonder if the American people do not
the other agencies and programs of Gev- there is an added burden placed on each

' eminent if we are not willing to do it to SenatOr to justify the expenditure of feelinthea newspapersIittlestrongeraboutalsO,thehaVingmlllionsreadof
ourselves, these moneys. We have devised some- dollars of taxpayers' money that is being

thing for our own benefit. This is money spent in public financing, and as we have
! hope the American people under- that would be available for other pro- read from time to time what each candi-stand what is at issue here. I have al- grams, except that we have allowed it

ways thoroughly objected to this PUblic to be available to ourselves, date receives by way of matching funds.
financing being labeled as Watergate re- We ask everybody to justify their ac- I would submit that ff we had a refer-
form. It was no such thing. It has no re- tions and their programs. It seems to me endure on this subject, the position of
lationship to the facts of Executive abuse, what is sauce for the goose is sauce for the distinguished Senator would prevafi
no relationship whatsoever. Indeed, what the gander. It is incumbent upon us to among the American people. I believe
we have done with this type of reform is justify our expenditure of public rixoneys the proposal for public financing is less
to put more power into the hands of the in campaigning. Nobody is going to deny popular after we have seen these tables,
Executive; more power into the hands the fact that money has played too great and see how the taxpayers' money is
of the Congress. a role in American politics. But under- being spent.

One thing the American people still stand this: We are not reducing the role So I commend the distinguished Sen-
have to themselves is their vote, their of money in American politics with this ator for bringing tbt._ matter uP. I hope
support, their contributions. This is their legislation. We are just going ahead and we will have a vote rather soon, though,
one check on the Government, and it is slapping the bill on all the taxpayers. ! doubt that many Senators are going to
one that ! feel they should preserve. But The money does not change at all. The change their minds on this matter.
certainly, since the Congress, the repre- concept of money does not change. This Mr. WEICKER. ! agree with the dis-
sentattves of the people, _deemed it ad- is the time to debate reform, tinguished Senator. Along the lines he
vtsable to give a new. system a chance, I have accepted the Judgment as it has mentioned, it m_nst be appalling to
let us try it out, but then let us put an came to pass in the feign of this legisla' people to see candidates use words of
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I_ort, as tliey drop out of the race, so they pleased to cosponsor the amendment t:: :s'or taxpayers who yet have not checked
will not lose any money to pay their bills. S. 3065 offered by Senator Wrzcm_a _:,_:, off the little box on their Form 1040, there

It used to be that you were either in or eliminate the mx checkoff and public f!i still ts time to say no.
out of a race. Now you suspend; you are nancing provisions from the current l_x;¢il_ Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, the only
not either in or out, you suspend--a very eral campaign law. I am in complet:_ solution is for the Congress to admit its
,_erviceable word--t_ keep the money agreement with the Senator from Cor,,_ mistake and to repeal the tax cheek-off
coming in. necticut that :_ederal subsidies of Pres:i, provision and end public financing as

They raise that initial money, cross dential campaigns has done nothing bt::!: soon as possible. Accordingly, I urge my
that threslmld, and then frankly they "subsidize mediocrity at taxpapers' e_: colleagues to vote for the Weieker
are in; just; stay alive. In other words, be pense." s_endment.
a warm body and the money keeps com- In my opinion, public financing c, Of course, no matte:,, how much we
:lng in. elections was never a good idea. I vote,!l am.end this bill there is very little that

This is not a reform. It is a nice cushion against the 1974 amendments to the Fed- can be done to improve the many bad
:[!or all of us and our colleagues, but be- eral Election Cam!oaign Act approved b::' provisions of S. 3065. This proposed leg-
lieve me, I t_ink the American people are Congress because :[ was convinced the;_ islation will severely weaken the Federal
paying a fearful price in the sense of be- that, instead of reforming our elector_:_:! Election Commission as an effective in-
:lng an effeetive check on their own Oov- system, those amendments would on:l::' dependent enforcement agency. The bill
eminent, w_mken the system by encouraging am strong;:y favors incumbent office holders

I am willing to continue this for this bitious but weak political aspirants t::, by allowing them a veto over FEC opin-
year, but ii; seems to me we have an al- seek public office at the taxpayers' e_:> iota,; they dislike, a powerful option not
firmative obligation before the next elec- pense. To my regret, my worst fears hay available to their challengers. S. 3065
tion to Check and see what we have done, been realized, would also greatly weaken the two-party
and then reconsider the problem. Campaign "reform" legislation h::_; system, in my opinion. It contains a

Mr. President, unless there are further proved a total flop. By providing Federal] ntmlber of loopholes which will work to
comments, I am perfectly agreeable to matching funds what we are really doin :_ the ad,/antage of special :interest groups,
going to a vote. I believe the yeas and is putting up millions of dollars of ta_:: labor unions and incumben.t candidates,
]flays have been ordered, payer money--and I do not care whethe_ while discriminating against business-

Mr. MANS_qPELD. Mr. President, I am there is a so-called voluntary check men and private individuals.
prepared to yield back the time of the off or not--so that. politicians who wal:_t S. 3065 is a mish-mash of i!l-conceiw_d
,tltstinguished Senator from Nevada. to take the greatest of all ego trips ca:_: propc_als to change current campaign

indulge at no expense to themselves. W_ financing laws which, in my view, will

SESSION now have the phenomenon of single- ser'iott_;ly abridge the rights of ordinary
is,me eandidat_es getting into an impor. Americans to contribute to and engage in

1_'. Mr. President, I rant Presidential r_ce, drawing hundreds; the political process of our Nation.
ask unanimous that the Senate of thousands of dollars in Governmel:_ ]: am extremely disappointed that the
go into executive to consider a subsidies, to help plug their cause witt:_, House and Senate Rules Committees
llomination at reported earlier out any hope or chance of winning tl'_ held o:_aly brief hearings on S. 3065 and
iin the day by the on Bank- nomination or the election, the Hays bill, H.R. 12015. It is disgrace-
tng, Housing, and Affairs,. which Mr. President, yesterday's Arizona Re_ ful 'that the House and Senate Rules
has been cleared around, pnblic carried an editorial which accu_ Committees would not consider alterna-

The PRESIDING Without rately reflects what has come about _ tire measures to a bill which was vir-
objection, it is so The nomina- a result of Federal campaign subsidi_!_ tua]ly written by the t_X_-CIO. Before
tion 'will be stated, legislated by the C!ongress. I ask unani, the Federal Election Commission is re-

mous consent thai; the full text of th:i_ constituted or the ca_apaign laws are
editorial be printed in the Rrco_m radically revised, extensive hearings

FEDERAL INSURANCE There being no objection, the editori:i;] should be held and careful consideration
was ordered to be printed in the Rrcog_:. shotfid be given to the constitutionality,

The second legislative clerk ae follows: administrative feasibility and probable
read the of Robert E. Bar- goo TRIP SUBSmIES etq_eC'_Sof various proposals on the ]Fed-
:nett. of the District Columbia. to be The little box on the federal income t::_, era][ election process.
.a member of the of Directors of rei?ortlng form (1040) allowing a $1 dedu,: _rl_e President recommended that the
the Federal Deposit Corpora- tion for presidential hopefuls obviously h;.: Congress pass a simple bfil rees'tablishing

become a boondoogle for political egos. the F'.!._deral Election Cormnission and
i;ion. As of last week, the Federal Election Cor_:

The PRESIDING Without mission reported it :aaa paid ont $10,664,2";_ hold off on election reform measures
,objection, the is cmfflrmed, to 14 candidature hoping to be President. until next year. I hope that the majority

Mr. MANSFI_.n. Mr. President, I Included were five who now either ha,;. O[ my colleagues will heed his warning
ask 'unanimous that the Presl- armou_ced they've dropped out, or are doit4 arid. will vote against S. 3065. Failing
dent be the con- so badly that Zhey've all but stopped car,: _ that, ;£ pray that the President will veto
firraation of this pe,ignlng, th.[_;ill-conceived piece of legislation.

The PRESIDINQ Without The_e five collectively have been hand,i!_: [_,[r..CLARK. Mr. PreMdent, the Senate
some $2 milllor_ in taxpayers' contrlbutio:_: :

objection, it. is so to pursue their short-lived and predictahii' first adopted public financing of Pre'd-
futile ego trips, dential elections in 1966. The Senate

SESSION Pennsylvania Oov. Milton 8happ's ove:,, again passed Presidential public flnanc-
si:,,ed ambitions were subsidized wiO. lng in 1970, as did the House, and in

Mr. MANSFIELD. move th/_t the $2;83,749: former North Carolina Oov. Ter:t:!' 1971 public financing of Presidential
;Senate return to session. Sanford's qulzotic .adventure cost taxpayerd ele_itic.ns became law.

$_:46,388; populist Fred (Tax The Su!_,_:' The amendment of the Senator :from
The motion R_,eh) Harris wangled $409.363 from the ttl_,t

millionaire Texas Sen. Lloyd Bentsen's dea,:i, Connecticut would wil_ the slate clePn.

[FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT in-the-water presidential tryout cost $61],, The _.Veicker amendment would once
AMENDMENTS OF 1976 0_:2; and Indiana Sen. Birch Bayh took :, af,ain put the Presidency of the United

$4:50.034 slice. States up for sale--to once again be auc-
The Senate continued with the con- Others will fold, _nd with their campai!t_ tioned off to the rich "fat cats" and spe-

sideration of the bill (S. 3065) to amend collapse will go the funds supplied by corn, cia][ interest groups that have always
the Federal Election Campaign Act of pliant taxpayers, dorainated private carapaign financing
1971 to provide for its administration What all this means is that the taxpay,_ _ a]ld always will.
by a Federal Election Commission ap- has been sucked in to provide subsidies w::.d As a member of the ;Subcommittee on
pointed in accordance with the require- political dole for oversized ego6 who knev, P:ri'vileges and Elections, I will be de-perfectly well their chances ranged from ze:,_
ments of the Constitution, and for other to impossible, but cashed in on taxpayer ge:_,., lighted to hear the Senator's case after
purPo6es, erosity to spread their faces in media cam, the 1976 election. Now is the wrong time.

Ma'. FANNIN. Mr. President, I am p_agns. Mr. DOLE. l_r, President, although we
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are still very early into our first ex- tapped--even against hopeless odds--to minions in each four-year period to subsidize
perience with public financing of Presi- support major campaigns, presidential and con_onal politicking.
dential campaigns, I think we are begin- As far as I know we still subscribe to _or REar ,a?_RM
ning to realize that the concept is not the free enterprise system in this coun- "I can see an endless subsidization of cam-
everything its proponents have made it try. And a basic element of that system palgns going higher and higher year after
out to be. Unfortunately, I am afraid, it is the old SaYing that ff you build a better year," complains Senator Lowell P. Welcker,
is much, much more--and in terms of mousetrap the world wiU beat a path to Jr. (Rep.), of Connecticut, who served on the
taxpayers' dollars, that is of concern to your door. Senate Watergate Committee. "This is not
every American citizen. I do not recall anything in the free en- real reform."

Besides the matter of dollars, other ques-
According to the Federal Election terprise ethic that mentions Government tions are being raised about the law. When

Commission's most rece.nt figures, public beating a path to your door with hand- enacted in 1974, the Election-Reform Act
matching funds have even now exceeded outs if you merely want to build a better was aimed at removing the influence of big-
$20 million. The expectation is that they mousetrap. So why should there be any money contributions on officeholders.
will go as high as $100 million by the No- difference between mousetrap makers, Limits were placed on the size of private
vember election. Moreover, the attraction shoe salesmen, lawyers--or politicians? contributions to candidates for the Presi-

dency and Congress. A key part provided for
of doubling one's money and using the _ND COSTLYEXPEKII_IENT Federal surbsldies for candidates in presiden-
proceeds to promote his personal ambi- Admittedly, there have been inequities tial primaries. To qualify for these subsidies,
tions promises to leave us with a large hx the state of political affairs but these a candidate must collect at least $5,000 in
slate of candidates who will hang on just are never going to be corrected by an each of 20 States through private contribu-
to keep the treasury bonuses coming in. artificial "one-candidate, one-dollar" tions of $250 or lesm

Such money is then matched dollar for
POLTTICALWELFAREREFORM formula of equality among candidates, dollar up to a maximum of 5_t million dollars

What all this means is that it is time I think it is time we face up to that fact per candidate for the prlm_lee alone. The
tO take another look at the public financ- now and restore some confidence in our subsidy money comee from a speclal caxa-
lng ideal. In that regard, I wish to corn- ability to make wise use of our constit- paign "checkoff" fund in the U.S. Treasury.
mend the distinguished Senator from uents' tax dollars by adopting this Taxpayers can dlve_t $I of their federal in-
Connecticut (Mr. W_.XCKER)for bringing amendment, come-tax payments each year into the fund
the matter to the attention of the Senate While it is too late to change the by checking a box on their tax return.The whole question of the o_m_!maignlaw
with this amendment--for which I offer course of public financing events for our has been reopened on Capitol Hill by a
my complete support. Certainly, he is Bicentennial election year, perhaps its recent Supreme Court decision.
right when he points out that the Poll- repeal during this historic period will be The Court ruled on Janwary $0 that the
ticlans' Subsidy Act which we have now regarded in another 200 years as a land- public financing of presidential c_mpaignz
hardly represents real reform, mark exercise in remedial legislation. For is constitutional. However, It turned thumbs

Those of us who were so critical of the ff we are honest enough to admit a mis- down on the body set up to administer the
concept during Senate debate on the take with the public financing experl- law--the Federe2 Election Commission---be-

cause of the manner in which its six meta-
l974 amendments find it very difficult not merit and refuse to impose its burdens on bors were appointed.
to 10ok back now and say, "I told you so." our electorate again, we will no doubt Congress, as a result, is now debating
For instead of purifying the political be accorded more than the casual degree legislation to reorganize the Commission. In
process as it was supposed to do, it has of respect normally given a congression- the process, legislators are battling over other
resulted only in the proliferation of al body. parts of t_helawaswsll.
candidates whose causes have less suP- Mr. President, in urging my colleagues According to c_fttcs in and out of Wash-
port in votes than they do in Federal to support this worthwhile and expedient ington, the present law makes it too easy
dollars, amendment, I would call their attention for candldatee to qu_lfy for subsidies and

enables them to remain eligtb_ for _ubstdtesPBO_OTESZXCrSSSPE_mNG to an article from the most recent edi-
tion of U.S. News & World Report targa- even if they are dofe_ted in primary afterAs the 1976 Presidential election moves primary.

forward toward its ultimate destiny of zine entitled *'When the Public Foots Bill "we're subsidi_ng m¢_liocr_ty," declares
becoming the most expensive in history, for Politicians on the Stump." I ask Senator Weicker.
I think the public is going to question unanimous consent that it be printed in AT, ACrSEVERYSQUIRREL
more and more the entire notion of their the RECORD following those remarks. Says Representative Bfil l_renzel (Rep.),
tax dollars going to buy bumper stickers There being no objection, the material o.* Minnesota: "Pubt_ financing _ttracts
for a candidate with whose views they was ordered to be printed in the RECORV. every squirrel in t_e cage, and it keel_ them
are totally unable to associate. When it as follows: in there. They don't know when theyh, e
is all over, we are going to have the same $20MILLIONFORST_RTERs_W:_tENTHEPUBLIC beaten."
President we would have had without FOOTS BILL FOR POLITICIANS ON THE STUMp Critics point Out that even an a_tiabortion
public financing--the only difference be- Ta_xpayers' cash for presidential candidates crusa_!er, Ellen M_k, has been able

to qualify for $135,(]00 in public money, yet
ls running into big money. Now a move is on few voters take her seriously aa a preslder_ttalLug that he will have spent tg_ce as much to help Congressmen campaign as well.in getting there.

With more than seven months of election- contender.
Mr, President, it was my feeling 2 eering yet to go, the federal plan to bankroll Pennsylvania Governor Milton J. Shapp

years ago--and it has not changed--that presidential campaigns already has begun has coUected $266,000 in campaign sul_ldtes._
strict reporting and disclosure require- to raise eyebrows. But be received only $ per cent of the vote
ments---and not a mixture of private Sheer costs is part of the concern, in _he Massac_usetSs primary aI_d 2 per cent
and public dollars--are the ingredients so far, more than 11 million dollars in tax in lOlorida.

revenues has been funneled into the war In an editorial urging Governor Shapp to
of true campaign reform. I also continue chests of 14 presidential candidates. Several "return to Pennsylvania," the Philadelphia
to believe that of the great many con- have spent most of their money and dropped Inquirer on March 11 said, "Still more of
cerns on the list of the American people, out of the race. the cost of this exercise in futilt%y is also
the financial problems of politicians is In addition, an estimated 10 million do1- borne by the taxl0_yers, who foot the bill for
not very high. laps wiu be spent to provide Secret Service Secret Service agents proteoting Milton

PUBLICMNANCINGUNNECESSARY protection for candidates this year, as Shapp from nonexistent crowds." On March
described on page 17. 12 _;he Pennsylvania_ Governor pulled out of

Besides being fundamentally danger- And that 20 millions plus is only a starter, the presidential eon_-_st.
OUS, Mr President, public financing is By the November election, federal subsidies Three other Demoera_c recipients of sub-
ineffective and, most of all, unnecessary, for presidential campaigns are exFected to sidies---Serrator Lloyd Benisen of Texas, Sen-
We simply do not need it because--re- reach 75 to 100 millions. What's more, a big ator Birch Bayh of Ludian_ and former North
gardless of all the crocodile tears on Cap- push is on in Congress to provide taxpayers' Carolina Gover_qor T_r_ San-ford--dropped
itol ttill--there is money to support the doilars not only to presidential aspirants, out of Vhepresl_lentlal race when their earn-
political system cleanly, honestly, and but also to candidates for the Senate and paigns flopped.
Sufficiently, without milking the Federal :be House of Representatives. Yet they are still technl_'dy eligible fo_
Treasury. The campaigns of BARRY Reformers are talking about limiting sub- fur$her matching funds, g _Jaey apply fo_

sidles for Congressmen this year. But if the t_aem. They will not l_we to r_un_ any por-
GOLDWATER in 1968 and GEORGE ]_/ICGOV- plan approved by a Senate committee two tion of the public money given them until
W-aN in 1972 are the best evidence avail- years ago were to be adopted, the public the end of the year after all them campalgn
able that small contributors can be could end np shelling out more than 350 debts are paid.
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All _old, the l_fu/fion of public money into n_MOCRArS Tho result was announced--yeas 34,
t]_e pre_idential-primary campaign_ this year ,3eorgo Wallace ................. $2, 445, 59:; nays 54, as follows:
may well make t_em the most expensive in :Kenry Jackson ................. 1,485, 831!
ILS. history, accoz:dlng to some estimates, ,yixamy Garter .................. 847, 13:; IRollcall Vote No. '74 Leg.]

But defenders of public financing say it's Morris Udall ................... 783, 02,1 YEAS--3!_
achieving two of its main goals: Lloyd Bentsen .................. 511, 02:_ Allen Fong Nunn

Making it easier for candidates of limited z_red Harris ................... 444, 84'- Bak:E_' Ford Packwood
resources to get their views before the voters_ Bi:.'ch Bayh, ................... 418, 7_,Ii Be_ll Garb Pearson
"Fourteen candidates for the Presidency is Milton Shapp .................. 265, 79_i Belilmo_. Goldwater Roth
not an untoward number for the early pti- Sargent Shrlve_ ................ 255, 81,1 Brock Griffin Scott,Byrd, Hanson William L.
maries," says Representative Phillip Burton retry Sanford .................. 246, 361[: Harry F, Jr. Hatfield Stennis
/[Dem.), of California. "Let's leave the choice Frank Church .................. 209, 692 Curtis Helms _aft
up to the voters and not exclude candidates Ellen Mx_Cormack .............. 134, 73! Dole Hruska Talmadge
who don't h'appen to have a big block of Do:menici Laxalt 'Thurmond
money." Total .................... 8, 049, 47!i East]and McClellan Tower

Reducing dependence on contributions Fannin McOlure Welcker
from special interests who may seek favor EEPUBLICAIqS NAYS--54
in return. "A candidate without money has Gerald Ford .................... 1,532, 0_:i Ab0urezk Hart, Philip A. Montoya
to take it from business or labor--then he is P_,nai_d Reagan ................. 1,473, 16_i. Bayh Haskell Morgan
beholden to the giver? observes Represents- Ben.tsen Hathaway Moss
tire Richard Ottlnger (Dem.), of New York. Total 3,005, 221 Bides Huddleston Muskie
"Money is tile single most corrupting factor ................... Bl_)oke Humphrey NelsonBumper,_ Inouye Poll
ils politics. Il; wsm never contemplated by the Al! t_ld ........................ 11,054, 70:1 Burcilck Javits Percy
]i,'ounding Fathers." Source: Federal Election Commission. Byrd, Robert C. Johnston Proxmire

_'ISEST _NVESTME_ Ca:_tnon Kennedy Randolph

Arguing in the same vein, Senators such as The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr_ case Leahy RibicoffChiles Long Schwslker
Iilugh Scott (Rep.) of Pennsylvania, Edward ToWeR). All remaining time having bee:_: Clark :_Iagnuson Scott, Hugh
lyf. Kennedy (Dem.), of Massacchusetts, and yielded back, the question is on agreeinli cranston Mansfield Sparkman
I)ick Clark (Dem.), of Iowa, term public to the amendment--No. 1437, as modi Culver Mathias Stevens
J:.lnanclng "the wisest investment a taxpayer fled---of the Senator from ConnecticuJ Eaglstm_ McGee StevensonG1snn Melntyre Stone
can make in the future of the country." They (M[r, WEICKEB.) · (]_n this question, th,_ Gravel Metcalf Symington
13_releading sponsors of a bill that would ex- yeas and nays have been ordered, an,:_ Hart, Glory Mondale Tunney
_:end public financing to congressional cam- the clerk will call the roll. NOT VOTING--12

]?aigns. The legislative c_[erk proceeded to ca],They argue that the case for their b_]l is Bartlett Hartke Pastore
made moro compelling by the Supreme the roll. nuctdey Hollings Stafford
Court's ruling. One part of the ruling struck Mr_ ALLEN. Mr. President, I sugges: Cht_ceh Jackson WilliamsD'tlrk[n McGovern Young
down the spending ceiling on oongressional the absence of a quorum.
candidates. Tlte PRESIDIN_ OFFICER. A rollca! So Mr. WEICKER'S amendment (No.

Under the Court's interpretation, these isin progress. 1437), as modified, was rejected.
ceilings can be relmposed only if candidates Mr. ALLEN. There has been no answer M_'. CANNON. Mr. President, I move _
voluntarily accept the limits as a precondi- The PRESIDING OFFICER. ThL_: rm_onsi.der the vote by which the amend-
tlon for receiving campaign subsidies, absellce of a quorum has been suggeste(!l, meat was rejected.

"Withou_ spending ceilings, we're going to The clerk will call the roll. M:r. ]!tAT_'EELD. I move to lay that mo-
have to have seats going to the highest bid-
der. Congress will be back on the auction The legislative clerk proceeded to ca]ii lion on the table.
block," laments one Democrat. the roll. The motion to lay on the table was

SPECIAL-INTEREST MOlxrE¥ Mr, ALLEN. 1Mir. President, I asil_ agreed to.

A study of Common Cause, the self-styled tmanimous consent that the order f(:, Mir. CLARK, Mr. Pre:ddent, I yield to
'"oitlzens lobby," contends that special in- the quorunl call be rescinded, the Senator from Oklahoma.
terests are primed for blgspendlng. According The PRESIDING O/_'_'iCER. With0ti AMENDMENT NO. 1447
'bo the study, objection, it is so ordered. I_.[r. BELLMON. Mr. President, I call

As of January, special-interest war chests The questkm is on agreeing to th up lny amendment No. 1447.
'l;otaled 16.4 :million dollars---40 per cent more amendment of the Senator from Cot, The PRESIDING ,OFFICER (Mr.
than was on hand at the same point h_ the m;cticut. The yeas and nays have bee_ PEAaSCN) The amendment will be stated.]_974campaign.

Business, agricultural and professional o_dered, and _he clerk will call the ro]i The second assistant legislative clerk
groups raised 8.8 millions of this total, labo_ TI:Aa legislative clerk called the roll l'ead a,'_,follows;
organizations 6.6 millions. The remainder M:.'. ROBERT C. BYRD. I amlounc !
was put up byother groups. The ;Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. t{ELL-

At the moment, Capitol Hill supporters of that the Senator from Idaho (M:_ _m_0 proposes Amendment No. 1447.C:._U_CH), the Senator from New Hamp
public financing for congressional races are The amendment is as :follows:
pushing a plan that would divert any money shire (Mr. I_agxN), the Senator fro:r::
].eft over in the presidential checkoff fund Indiana (Mr. _[-IARTKE), the Senator fro:_:, on pitge 51, after line 16, add the following:
:mis this year's congressional campaigns. _)uth Carolina (Mr. _{OLLINGS), the Ser[_ TI']?LE IV--AMENDMF. NTS TO THE

This fund is expected to reach a total of ator from Washington (Mr. JACKSON: VOTINO RIGHTS ACT OF 1965
95 to 100 milfion dollars, but all but 25 mil- t_.e Senator from South Dakota (M_ _ S_c. 401. Section 14(c) of the Voting Rights
ilion or less will probably be spent in the M[CCrOVERN), the Senator from Rho(i:_ Act of t.965 is amended by striking paragraph
!presidential-primary and general-election Island (Mr. PASTORE), and the Senatc_ (S) and inserting the following new para~
oontests, fIOiTl New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS) a]J_ graph i.n lieu thereof:

Funds left over would pay only a fraction "(3) The term 'language minorities' or
,of congressional-campaign costs, but backers necessarily absent. 'language minority group' means persons who
.of congressional financing would have a nose I further announce that, ff present ar,:i are American Indian, Asian American, Alas-
in the tent. voting, the Senator from Washingtc_l kan N_tives, or of Spanish heritage, and

Whether or not such a plan wins approval (l_[r. JACKSOn), and the Senator fro:_: w_ose dominant language is other than
this year, the use of taxpayers' money to Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE) would es(:::, English.".
bankroll political candidates is an issue that vote "nay". s:sc. 402. section 203 of the Voting Rights
promises to grow in the months ahead. Mr. GRIFPIN. I announce that ti:,! Act of ]965 is amended by striking subsection

(el and inserting the following new subsec-
T_OSE S_BS_DrES rca C_N=m_ES--How B=_S S_nator from Oklahoma (Mr. BARTLETT:

STACX U_ the Senator from :New York (Mr. Bvci_; tic n :in lieu thereof:
Latest tally of funds certified by the Fed- LEY) and the Senator from North l_!_· "(el For purposes of this section, the term

, 'language minorities' or 'language minority
eral Election Commission for distribution by kota (Mr. Y0_NG) are necessarily absen;
the U.S. Treasury to presidential candidates, group' means persons who are American In-
These auras, matching private contributions, I further anno_mce that the Senat,:: ,' dl._m, _ian American, Alaskan Natives, or of
are for spending on pre-Convention cam- f]_m Vermont (Mr. STAFFORD) iS abse:[ i Spanish heritage, and whose dominant lan-
paigning, including primaries_ due to illness, guage ]s other than English.".
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Mr. BEI_J__ON, Mr. President, this Under the Census Bureau finding, Another election beard secretary,

amendment would correct a flaw: that seven States were required to providethe Glenn Wood of Pawnee County wrote
exists, in my opinion, in the Voting special assistaneestatewlde. These States Assistant Attorney General J. Stanley
Rights Extension Act which was passed are: Alaska, Hawaii, Arizona, California, Pottlnger concerning the experience in
last year. In that act; the purpose clause Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas. In the his county in attempting to abide by the
Of the bill refers to the need to prevent remaining States, some 270 counties fell law in a city of Pawmee special election
voting discrimination against citizens of under the guidelines. Those States are: last November:
language minorities "from environments Connecticut, Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, After considerable searching, we finally
in which the dominant language is other Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Maine, found five Indians, one each for the five pre-
than English." However, the qualifying Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, New cincts in the City of Pawnee, who claimed
phrase "whose dominant language is York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Ore- they could speak both dialects of the Paw-
other than English" was missing from gon, South Dakota, Utah, Washington, rme language, thus qualifying as interpreters
the definition sections stating which and Wyoming. for this election. Of 1,300 registered voters,we had a total vote cast of 825 of which 25
minority groups would be covered. In Oklahoma, 25 of the State's 77 were Indians. none of whom requested or

This amendment simply adds those counties come under the provisions of the needed assistance in voting their balloq;.
words, and it stops the totally unneces- 1975 act--2 because of Spanish lan-
sary practice that has been forced on us guage minorities, the remainder because Wood said that in giving the inter-
in Oklahoma of having interpreters pres- of their Indian population, preters their instructions prior to elec-
ent at voting places where the American This law has been a particularly diffi- tion day, they were asked for comments
Indians in our State vote. These Indians cult problem for Oklahoma because more on the new law. He stated:
speak English. In many cases, they do than 60 Indian tribes are represented in Each of them made a very definite state-
not even have. a written language other my State, and some of the tribes have ment, stating in their opinion the law was
than English; but it terms of the law as more than one native language, But be- ridiculous, not needed and an insult to theintelligence of the American Indian. They
it now exists, it is necessary for us to cause Indians do not live on reservations called attention to the fact that When they
have interpreters present at those poll- in Oklahoma and have comingled with held their tribal elections all ballots and
lng places, even though no one makes the rest of the population, they are ac- other materials necessary to the conducting
use of them. customed to speaking and writing Eng- of the election are printed in the English

This has caused a great hardship on lish. l_ew Oklahoma Indians can even language only, and no effort is made to pro-
our State. The law that now exists has understand their tribal language because vide interpreters, due to the fact there are
done no good for the Indian citizens who it is no longer used. Many tribes do not no Indians, at least in. this area, but what
do not need this help. It has caused a even have a written language, understand and speak the English language.

great hardship on our election officials A census of the Choctaw Nation Con- The Mayes County Election Board sec-
and great expense to areas that in many ducted by Oklahoma State University retaxy, Hetta Morgan, wrote me that the
cases are hard pressed to find the money last year showed that less than 1 percent election officials in that county believe
to pay for these extra costs, of the population did not speak English. the bilingual election requirements are

I have discussed the matter with both All were in one county, McCurtain, and "an atrocious expense and certainly not
the manager of the bill and the ranking were Over 65 years old. a feasible or economical plan for our tax-
minority member, and I believe they have In spite of the fact that English is the paying people in Mayes County."
agreed to accept the amendment, unless dominant language among Oklahoma Oklahoma Indian tribal leaders are
something has happened in the last Indians, and that tribal elections are equally critical of the new law. When I
moment, conducted in English, Oklahoma election explained the bill's provisions to Syl-

Mr. President, last July when the officials were confronted with an impos- rester Tinker, Chief of the Osages, he
Senate passed the voting rights exten- sible situation in locating, transporting, was amazed. He told me that although
sion bill, I warned that it contained a and paying translators to comply with far more than 5 percent of the voting age
provision which was totally unnecessary the law. citizens in Osage County are Osage In-
and which, if not removed, would prove A good example of the difficulty faced dians, only a very few members of the
to be both burdensome and costly in by Oklahoma election officials is Se- tribe can read or speak the Osage lan-
future elections. I refer to the require- quoyah County. According to the Census guage. Even as chief of the tribe, Tinker
merit that political subdivisions conduct Bureau, Sequoyah County has around has difficulty himself in reading the
bilingual elections even though there is 1,900 Cherokees, plus a few Creeks, Aia- Osage language although he can speak
no single language minority, bamas, Coushattas, Kaws, Omegas, it fluently. Overton James, Governor of

At that time I sought to amend the Osages, Poncas, and Quapaws--nine dif- the Chickasaw Nation, wrote me that
bill to correct what appeared to be an ferent tribes. The county has 36 pre- "in the Chickasaw Tribe, we have so
oversight. The purpose clause of the cincts, which means that to be in full few--in fact, I doubt any--who cannot
bill referred to the need to prevent vet- compliance with the law, up to 324 inter- read and understand English that it
lng discrimination against citizens of preters would be needed to cover all the would be insignificant."
language minorities "from environments polling places. The Oklahoma State Election Board
in which the dominant language is other A.J. Henshaw, Jr., secretary of the Se- recently completed a survey concerning
than English." However, the qualifying quoyah County Election Board, explained the implementation of the 1975 amend-
phrase, "whose dominant language is his plight in a letter to State Senator merits to the 1965 Voting Rights Act in
other than English" was missing from James E. Hamilton. Henshaw wrote: the 25 counties in Oklahoma affected by
the definition sections stating which mi- The procedures this county must adopt to the act. Lee Slater, election board sec-
nority groups would be covered. My comply with this Act are a financial burden rotary, sent me a smnmary of the sur-
amendment simply sought to add those our county is not able to bear. The mini- vey findings:
words, mum amount the ElectionBoardcould pay

My amendment was defeated, the bill these people is $17 per day. plus mileage, as- School elections conducted throughoutsuming you could get the interpreters to Oklahoma on January 27, 1976, presented the
was passed and signed into law, and the work 12 straight hours for that amount. The first opportunity Zor elections to be held
Department of Justice went to work to cost for the interpreters for Just one electlon simultaneously throughout the state since
enforce its provisions, wouldbe in excessof $6,000. the Voting Rights Act became effective inthose 25 counties.

For the benefit of those who chose not Henshaw stated further: A total of 246 polling places were usedto heed my warning, I would like to
touch briefly on what has taken place To find the 324 people who speak all of for the school elections in the affected court-
since the bill became law. the respective languages that the' CenSus ties, and 42,154persons cast ballots. Of that

Bureau alleges we have is virtually impos- number, a total of 22 (Indians) requested
The Census Bureau determined that sible, assistance.

political subdivisions in 26 States would County Election Boards provided a total
be required to conduct bilingual elec- Yet, Senator Hamilton has told me, of 116 interpreters--including 39 for Chero-
tions and otherwise provide special as- representatives of the Justice Depart- kee, 32 for Choctaw, 25 for Creek. six for
sistance to minority group voters. These merit have, in effect, threatened law su£ts Cheyenne, five for Ct_ickasaw, three for
groups included Spanish-speaking Ames- against the individual election board Seminole, and.one each for Apache, Shawnee.
icans, Asian Americans, Alaskan Natives, workers if any of them fail to comply Spanish, O_age, Beneca-Cayuga and Pawnee.
and American Indians. with this Pederal edict, of those requesting assistance, 15 re-
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ctuested asslst_nce in Cherokee. six in Cboe- However, there is one major flaw _ )_ or 96 c:[ the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
taw and one la Apache. ILklef_ :provisions. Because of the absence _s oc:cu_,'red.

A total of $1,61F/._!) was paid to thesz in- Iii' tlae qualifying language from the put- on ]_age 23, line 3, strike out "(7)" and in-
terpreters. That figaro does not include the _,:_rtin lieu thereof "(8)".
c_._,t of prlntt.ng _Is in Spanish, of ];)OSt_'clause, "and who_e dominant lan- on paEe 23, line 21, strike out "(8)" and
meetings by tho County Election Boards ttuage :is other than English," many polit- ._ert in lieu thereof "(9) ".
_nd other coats which probably tripled or Leal subdivisions will be forced to con- on pal_e 23, line 22, strike out "(7)" and
qu:_drupled the total cost. As you can see, dtlc_ oilingual etecLions even though _sex_ in i_leu theerof "(6)".
that ls a very high cost per voter using the _Lhel'e is no single language minority on p_t_e 23, line 25, strike out "(9)" and
,_ervlce. where 5 percent of the voting age citizens _se]-t in lieu thereof "(10) ".

!Pointing out the problems that lie hav, e a dominant ls:nguage other than On page 24, line 22, strike out "(10)" and
ahead, Slater said that for regular pti- Entilsh. _sert in lieu thereof "(11)".On pal!e 25, line 4, strike out "(11)" and
mary/runoff primary, and general elcc- The way to _,reve._at this from occur- _sert in lieu thereof "(12)".
tions in Okh_homa this year, the hum- rin_; i_ fol' the Congress to adopt the on pa!_e 25, line 8, strike out "(12)" and
be:c of polling places will nearly triple language of my amendment, which will :_sert in lieu'thereof "(13)".
the number used in school elections, ii,.stye, that the costly and burdensome
Likewise, he said, the participation by b!.lingual registration and voting mecha- I_:c. CL.ARK. Mr. President, this is a
voters will increase substantially, as :t_isra _vill only be applied where there is _echnic_d amendment. The enforcement
,;cho01 elections historically produce the :_;_ actual need to assure citizens' voting g,rovisio_s of S. 3065, eml_)died in section
smallest voter participation of any elec- tigers because of an English deficiency. 313, specify that:
tions in Oklahoma. Stale Senator Hamilton, a former _q_e Cc,remission shah make available to

Mr. President, I believe there is ample president pro tempore of the Oklahoma t[_e public the results of any conciliation
evidence, at least in my home State, to S;a_m Senate, told me that if this law _ttempt, including any conciliation agree-_:,:_enteni:ered into by the Commission, and
ialustrate the absurdity of the bilingual remains unchanged, he feels that mass _uy dete_'minations by the Commission that
provisions of the Voting Rights Act. It resignations will l'e_;ult among election ro violation of the Act or chapter 95 or 96 of
jkSa situation similar to that of the Boy oflicials in Oklahoma. These officials _.ne Internal Revenue Code of 1954 has
Scout who sought to dO a good deed by k:aow that they cannot comply with the c,ccurred.
helping an elderly woman across the law and simply will not take a chance
street. The problem was, she did not want on being sued by some Federal official be- Unfortunately, Mr. President, this ira-

carrie of their h_ability to do the impos~ t:ortant provision inadvertently was
_0 go. _acked on as Part of th_ civil penalty

Congress, tl_rough its failure to correct sibls.
a technical error in the drafting of tixis Time is of the essence in this matter provLsion, section 313(a) (-6), To avoid
lw_, has forced election ofilcials in 26 because of the forthcoming elections. _ny pos:_ible confusion, ray amendment
;States to provide assistance that is un- This change will strengthen the act. v:ould simply provide that this provision
:needed and unwant_t, and which ira- The remedies and triggering provisions L,e redesignated as a new subsection (_).

will remain into.ct. N'o instance of voting }/ir. C,_NNON. Will the Senator yield?
poses an unnecessary additional financial d:isc rimination cited in either the House Mr. CLARK. I yield.
burden upon the taxpayers of those

0:: Senate repor':s will fan to be corrected IVir. CANNON. Do I u:aderstand cor-
;States. because of the adoption of this amend- _'ectly, I;hen, that there is no change

We should act now to rescind this leg- :mont. I urge i_s approval. _,ther than a renumbering in the bill
islative mistake by enacting my amend- l_[r. CANNON. Mr. President, I did tell i;seif?
mont. the Senator that, so far as I was con- Mr. CLARK. That is exactly right.

This amendment will simply clarJ.fy cerned, I would be willing to accept the IV.[r. CANNON. Mr. President, I have
·khe sections in titles II and III of the a:_endment. Howew_r, that matter has r_o nkOection to that amendment.
Voting Rights Act, defining the term bee:_ up on a previous occasion, when I The PRESIDING OFFICER (l%{r.
"language minorities," by adding to the was not the Iloor manager of the bill. t:'Egc_). The question is on agreeing to
various groups listed--American Indians, Th_, floor manager of that matter is in the amendment.
A_,';ian Americans, Alaskan Native_% and the Chamber, and I understand that he _13e amendment was agreed to.
Americans of Spanish heritage--the is strongly opposed to the amendment, so l_[r. CLARK. Mr. President, I send to,
qualifying phrase: "and whose dominant ][ will have to defer to Senator TUNNEY. t.i_le desk an unprinted amendment and
ialaguage is other than English." This l_[r. BELLMON. Mr. President, I did _Lsk[hat it be read.
clause more properly defines those single not khow that this would be a matter in The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
language minorities who should be sub- contrcversy. I understood that the _Lmer_dr_ent will be stated[.
ject to protection under the Voting amendment would be accepted. Perhaps The legislative clerk proceeded to read.
Ri.ghts Act. I l_ad better (iiscu_';sthe matter with tixe amendment.

It should be emphasized that the Inn- SeDator TUNNEY. Mr. CLARK. I ask unanimous consent
ghage added by this amendment is not The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the tha_ further reading of the amendment
foreign to the bill. The phrase, "and l'3er.at, or withdraw his amendment? be di;_pensed with.
whose dominant language is other than l_[r. BELLMON. I withdraw the amend- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Eh_glish," is identical to the purpose :me_t._emporarily ' cbjectio_x, it issoordered.

clause of the act which states: l_r. CLARK. Mr. President, I send cr_xe amendment is as follows:
The Congress finds that voting diserimi_xa- On page 46, line 14, after "Sec. 301." insert

tlon against cltlzens of lwnguage minorities t.3 the desk an unprinted amendment. _lxe following: "(a)".
is pervasive and national in scope. Such mi- q'he PRESIDING OFFICER. The On page 47, between lines 7 and 8, insert
nc,rlty citizens are from environments in amendment wilI bestated, the follow, lng:
which the dominant language is other than _'he legislative clerk proceeded to read (b) For purposes of applying section 9006
English. t/ac araendment. Id) c,f t]ae Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

f.s s,rnended by subsection (a), expenditures
In addition, it should be noted _hat I_r. CLARK. NIr. President, I ask unan- _xade by an individual after January 29,.1976,

Senator Sr_VE_S' amendment adding this imous consent that further reading of _.nd before the date of enactment of thi_
identical language to the minority group ti2e amendmen'; be dispensed with. _ct s:aal!, not be taken into account.
"Alaskan Natives" was eventually ac- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without On pat_e 5o after the matter between llues
cepted during floor debate on the Voting objection, it is so ordered, t_ and 7, .nsert the following:
Rights Act. ][ am merely asking that this Thc amendment is as follows: (c) For purposes of applying section 9006
modification be extended to all groups. _d) c,f t'.:_e Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

The goal of the new bilingual pro- on page 22, bi,ginning with "The" i_x line _ e,r_encled by subsection (a), expenditures
visions is a good and just one--to insure 22, strike ou_ through line 2 on page 23 and laurie by an individual after January 29, 1976,tnser_ i_.xlieu thereof the following: _nd bef(:,re the date of enactment of thi.';

that no citizen is denied the right to "(7) The Commisslion shall make avail- _ct slbal, no_ be taken into account.
vote because his dominant language is able to the public the results of any con-
other than ]English. I fully support this ciliatlo_x attempt, including any conciliation l_,_l'. CY-,ARK. Mr. President, S. 3065
glml and the remedial device, btlin_qlal agr_mr_ent enter_d lnl;o by the Commission, reinstate_s the $50,000 limit on personal
election,s, as a means to guarantee fuU and any determ:inatie_n by the Commission. t_.,xpendi_ures by a Presidential candidate
participation and equal voting rights, _._ha__o violatio_ of '_his Act or of chapter _LS a condition for recei[ving public fi--
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nancing in accordance with the Supreme ployer of the individual rendering such tlon Commission _mtil the end of the
Court decision in Buckley against Valeo. services)", calendar year.
It is important, however, that no candl- on page 9, line 14, after "1954" insert the Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, thatfollowing: "(unless the person paying for
date be penalized for any personal ex- such services is a person other than the amendment is acceptable and I am will-
penditures he or she may have made be- . employer of the individual rendering such lng to accept it.
tween the time of the Supreme Court de- services)". The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques-
cision and the day of enactment of this On page 10, line 9, after "party" insert the tion is on agreeing to the amendment.
act. My amendment, therefore, would following: "(unless the person paying for The amendment was agreed to.
simply stipulate that personal expendi- such services is a person other than the em- Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I send to

ployer of .the individual rendering such the desk an unprinted amendment and
tures made between January 29, 1976, services)".
the date of Bucl_ley against Valeo, and On page 10, line 17, after "1954" insert the ask that it be read.
the enactment of this bill shall not count following: "(unless the person paying for The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
toward the personal limitation, such services is a person other than the em- amendment will be stated.

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, it seems ployer of the individual rendering such The legislative clerk proceeded to read
to me that the amendment is a good services)", the amendment.
amendment, simply making one change, on page 50. line 24, after "party" insert Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I ask unan-

the following: "(unless the person paying imous consent that further reading of the
that people who may have expended for such services is a person other than the amendment be dispensed with.
money after January 29, 1976, and before employer of the individual rendering such The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withoutthe date of the enactment, should not be services)".
taken into account, covering the interim objection, it is so ordered.
period of the Supreme Court decision. Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, this The amendment is as follows:
I think the amendment should be ac- amendment simply seeks to clarify the on page 21, line 21, insert ", including a
cepted. Iapproveofit. sections added in committee with regard civil penalty which does not exceed the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- to legal and accounting services. It is greater of $5,000 or an amount equal to the
tion is on agreeing to the amendment, clear that the committee's intent was to amount of any contribution or expenditure

The amendment was agreed to. exempt certain specified legal and ac- involved in such violation," immediately al-
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I send to counting services from the contribution ter "order".

the desk an unprinted amendment and and expenditure limits in the act. How- on page 22, line 1, insert ", including acivil penalty which does not exceed the
ask that it be read. ever, it was certainly not the committee's greater of $5,000 or an amount equal to the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The intent to allow outside individuals or amount of any contribution or expenditure
amendment will be stated, groups to pick up the tab for these serv- Involved in such violation," lmmedlai_ely al-

ices. My amendment would simply clarify ter "other order".
The legislative clerk read as follows: that point, on page 22, beginning with line 13, strike
On page 18, line 24. strike out "prescribe Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the Sen- out through line 2 on page 23 and insert

rules or regulations" and insert in lieu there-
of "propose a rule or regulation in accord- ator is correct. This amendment would in lieu thereof the following:"(6) (A) If the Commission believes that
ance with the provisions of chapter 5 of properly clarify the intent of the eom- there is clear and convincing proof that a
title 5, United States Code,". mittee, knowing and willful violation of the Act or

The PRESIDING O_'_'ICER. The ques- chapte r 95 or 96 of the Internal Revenue
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, section tion is on agreeing to the amendment. Code of 1954 has been committed, any con-

107(b) of the bill requires that an ad- The amendment was agreed to. ciliation agreement entered into by the Com-
visory opinion of general applicability Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I send to mission under paragraph (5) (A) n_ay include

· must be prescribed as a rule or regula-, the desk an unprinted amendment and a requirement that the person involved in
tion within 30 days. This would conflict ask that it be read. such conciliation agreement shall pay a civil
with the provisions of the Administrative The PRESIDING OFFICER. The penalty which does not exceed the greater of

(t) $10,000; or (ii) an amount equal to 300
Procedures Act, which requires that a amendment Will be stated, percent of the amount of any contribution
proposed regulation must appear in the The legislative clerk read as follows: or expenditure involved in such violation.
Federal Register to allow for a 30-day on page 12, lines 18 and 19, strike "total- "(B) If the Commission believes that a vie-
period of comment before a regulation lng in excess of $5,000, or made expenditures lation of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter
can be formally prescribed. Obviously, totaling in excess of $5_000," and inserting in 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 has
both provisions cannot be met; they are lieu tllereof the following: "or made expen- been committed, a conciliation agreement
in contradiction. This amendment sim- dttures or both, the total amount of which, entered into by the Commission under para-
ply would stipulate that the Commission, taken together., exceeds $5,000,". graph (5) (A) may include a requirement

that the person involved In such conciliation
within 30 days, would have to propose a . Mx. CLARK. Mr. President, during agreement shall pay _ civil penalty which
rule or regulation in accordance with committee consideration of the bill now dc_s not exceed the greater of (l) $5,000; or
the procedures set forth in the Adminis- before us, some confusion arose regard- (ii) an amount equal to the amount of the
trative Procedures Act. lng the off*year reporting exemption contribution or expenditure involved in such

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the Sen- provided for in section 104. Briefly put, violation.
ator is correct that the word "prescribed" this provision was intended to provide "(c) The Commission shall make available

to the public the results of any conclJia_ion
should be changed to "proposed" rule or that in any quarter of a nonelection year attempt including any conciliation agree-
regulation. I am willing to accept the in which a candidate's campaign corn- ment entered into by the Commission and
amendment, mittee engaged in less than $5,000 of any determination by the Commission that

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- activity, the committee wfil not be re- no violation of the A(_ or chapter 95 or 96
tlon is on agreeing to the amendment, quired to report such activity until the of the Internal P_evenue Code of 1954 has

The amendment was agreed to. end of the calendar year. occurred.

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I send to Because of some ambiguity in the orig- Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, the civil
the desk an unprinted amendment and tnal language, an amendment was offered penalty provisions now in S. 3065 provideask that it be read.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The which changed the meaning of that sec- for penalties only in the case of "know°
tion so that the exemption would ap- lng and willful" violations of the act. In

amendment will be stated, ply if the candidate's committee received other words, the CommiSSion must be
The legislative clerk proceeded to read less than $5,000 in contributions or made able to demonstrate criminal intent even

the amendment, less than $5,000 in expenditures, taken to assess civil penalties. GroSS negligence,
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I ask separately, therefore, would go completely unpun-

unanimous consent that further reading My amendment simply would restore ished.
of the amendment be dispensed _qth. the original intent of the provision: The purpose of this amendment is to

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without which would now stipulate that if a can- add language already in the House bill,
objection, it is so ordered, didate's authorized committees received to provide a civil penalty of $5,00O or

The amendment is as follows: contributions or made expenditures, or 100 percent of the amount involved in
On page 9, l._ne ?, after "party" insert the both, the total of which taken together the violation, whichever is greater, for

following: "(unless the person paying for was $5,000 or less, the committees would any violation of the act.
such services Is a person other than the em- not have to report to the Federal Elec- At present, the Federal Election Cam-
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]_ign Act provtd_ _or a c_hrdnai pen- iziLegrlty of tJ_e cc_tribuUon limAts _:: the Attorney General. A mere agreement
:ally for aE_ violation. .This amendment v[ded in the campaign law. en.tered into by an independent executive
would simpty provide a minimal civil Tlmrefore, :_r. President, as with c_!_:t branch agency would,/_a and of itself, be
penalty for any violation, contributions tht.,_ amendment wou.'.k[ enc_g_ to tie the hands of the Justice

Mr. CAi_NON. Mr. President, that establish a $2.50cr:lmirml penalty thres]:: . Del_arbment.
amendment of the Senator's is accept- hold for violations of this importa'j : ThL,_ amendment seeks to strike a hal-
able. section, anc_ between the intenl; of the proviskm,

The PRESIDINa OFFICER. Theques- Finally, 1Vkc. President, because tl::N_, on the one hand, and l_he important is-
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of structure of section 329 connects t2l_ sue of Commission accotmtability, on the
the Senator from Iowa. criminal penalties to violations involvtrLF, other. It would provide that a defendant

The amendment was agreed to. a certain amount of money, S. 3065 no_,i' in. a c:ciminal action brought for the viol-
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, Z send to contains no criminal penalty to cover l_i::,_ ation ,:).fa provision of this act could in-

the desk an unprinted amendment and fraudulent misrepresentation of can:. troduce as evidence of his lack of knowl-
ask that it be read. paign authority iarovision embodied iii. edge of and/or intent; to commit the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The section 328 of this bill. This amendme_:; offense fro' which the action was brought
amendment will be stated, would simply add a criminal penalty _1o the /act that a concil:[ation agreement

The legi_fiative clerk read as follows: cever this section, regarding the offense had already been
On page 44, line 2, strike the period and This amendment would represent, :[ entered into with the Commission.

insert the following: ", except that ir. the thimk, an important strengthening _:; Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the orig-
case of a knowing and willful violation of the khe criminal provisions of S. 30ti i ina1 provision in the b:[ll S. 3065, as we
:!;cotton 325 or 326, the penalties set forth In and I urge its adoption, pr,a_m_ted it here, was the result of an
1L;hissection shall apply to a violatloLL in- 1_. CANNON. ]Fir. President, I ha'_ _ amencment of the Senator frOm Ala-
volvlng an amount having a value in the ag- discussed this amendment with the di,._ bama, and I would like to have him re-li,_egate of $250 or more during a calendar
21_ar.Zn the-case of a knowing and w/llful tLqguished Senator, and I think it is _ sro:nd as to whether or not he believes
_,lolation of section _28, the penalties set valuable addition to the bill, and I a_ this language is adequal_e. It seems to me
:['orth in thi_ .section shall apply without re- w[lllllg to accept the amendment, it :probably is, but I would like to defer to
I!_rd to whether the making, receiving, or The PRE_IDINO OFFICER. T]::_ the distinguished Senator from Alabama
_eporting of a contribution or expenditure of question is on ag_eeing to the amen,',:! on thi_; point.
_].q,oo0or more was lnvolvod.", merit of the Senator from Iowa. Mr. ALLEN. Yes, I agree with the

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, under the The amendment was agreed to. tA'_['ustof the Senator's ',02nendment"
]?_eral Election Campaign Act as it now Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I send ii,: I ttJink i_ ought to ',be stated that it
_,;tands there are extensive and severe $k_e desk an Imprinted amendment al'_ not o_:_lybe, the conciliation agreement
penalties, criminal penalties, for any rio- a,,;k that it be read. not only be, received ss, evidence of lack
Jation which falls under the act. The PRESEDINO OFFICER. The clef: of kn,a_wledge of the offense or lack of

The bfil now before us, S. 3065, estab- will state the amendment" intent; I think it might add some word-
',l.ishes a new and elaborate civil per_alt_ The legislative c'lerk read as follows: lng tc the effect that it be considered
_tructure and combines all criminal 9en- On page 44, strik_ out lines 3 through ;II in miLigation of the offense, some lan-
allies into one new _ect/o_ 329. arid _nsert in lieu thereof the following: guage of tha_ sort which, I think, would

Unfortunately, as it is presently _lt- "(b) A defendant in any criminal acti(::u bi; helpful.
brought for the violation of a provision ,: I wonder if the Senator would con-I_n, sectien 329 contains three signifi- t_.is .Act, or of _ pro_-lslon of chapter 95 or _;i_i

cant weaknesses, in my Judgment, which of the Internal Rew_nue Code of 1954, m_i_ sid[er _:_dding a clause tx) that effect?
this amendment is designed to correct, introduce as evidence of his lack of know': _[Fir.CLARK. A clause 'to the effect that
]3oth the present law and S. 3065 contain edge of or intent to commit the offense f_: What?
a vitally hnportant prohibition against wme:u the action was brought a conciliatio ]_,[r. ALLEN. That the conciliation
:mak/ng caah contributions 'which axe in aflreement entered into between the dgfen_::.l, agreement that bars a_._y civil action, I
excess of $100. ant and the Commission under section 3:1_ beliewq even under the Senator's amend-

We all know, Mx. President, that the whtm_ specifically deals with the act or fa'.ll ment, that that would be accepted in
ute to act constituting such offense a]'_: evider, ce, I believe, under the Senator's'_mrestrlcted flow of cash in political w:_lc:_is still in effect."_

campaigns was at the very heart of the amen(i.ment, as evide:ace of lack of
Watergate affair, and that it represents Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, section 3:11 knowledge of the offense and of lack of
by far the most serious threat to effective (b) of the measure before us, S. 3061! intent to violate the law. Could it not
enforcement and administration of the stipulates tha_; once a person has entere4 also be added that it could be accepted
,_mmpaign ]law. into a concfilation agreement with tl:_ in mitiigation of the offense?

Because thegeneral penalty provision Federal Election Commission, the De_ l_[r. CLARK. Well, does the Senator
of section 329 contains criminal sanc- partment of Justice would be barre ! have specific langdage to offer at this
lions only for violations which are in ex- from initiating a_v action relating t::, time?
tess of $1,000, a significant gap would the violation dealt with in the agree. ]_r. ALLEN. I think it might be well
occur between the criminal provision and ment, if we passed this one _ger. The Senator
the prohibition against cash conttibu- My own concern goes to this point: N: hits 'nad about eight amendments
I_tons. one would wa:at the Department of Ju,,_.... adopted, and possibly other Senators

Z recognize that there is some concern tire to be continually undercutting th! might have some amendments, and it
about p,ro_qdlng criminal penalties for actions of the Federal Election Commi,,!_ would give us an opportunity to discuss
:_mther minor violations of the act. There- sion, by initiating criminal prosecutions; thi_: amendment.
:fore, Mr. President, my _maendraent against people, who have already entered Mr. CLARK. Fine.
would stip_fi_te that the criminal penal- into conciliation agreements with tt'J_ Mr. President, I withdraw the pending
ties of section 329 would apply in any FEC Nevertheless, I do not believe _;,_ araeniiment.
'_rlolation involving cash contributions of would want the FEC to be able to go corn The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
$250 or more. Cash/s so dangerous that pletely unchallenged in entering iht:, amencment is withdrawn.
we are lowering the threshold, In other such agreements. Mr. CLARK. Mr. Pre,,;ident, I have an
words, from $1,000 to $250. If the Conunission should enter into _,_ additional amendment to send to the

Mr. President, just as both the pres- part._.cularly weak agreement, even in th _ desk _:.ad I ask that it be read.
ent law and S. 3065 provide a separate face of a serious violation of the act, :I!', The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
provision _gainst cash contributions so should be held accountable for such s.;_ will state the amendment.
do they also provide a separate provi~ action. Prohibiting criminal prosecution_ The legislative clerk read as follows:
sion to prohibit the earmarking of con- by the Justice Department would elint, 0_ page 27, beginning with line 16, atflk®
l_ributions. Earmark/rig--where a contrl- inatc this necessary check, out tlw:ough "graph," on !Line 16 oa page 28
button is funneled thrOugh an intermedl- Furthermore, M:r. President, sectio:H_ and ln.,.;ert in lieu thereof the following:
ary to a candld_to-4s a practice which 329(b) would be an unprecedented lq_..... sl_c. 320. (a)(I) No person shall make
represents a very serious threa_ t_ th_ stfiction on the prosecutorial powers c,i eo:atribations--
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"(A) to any candidate and his authorized would still be permitted iii,amounts t_ Ooldwau._- Laxalt Scott, Hugh
political committees with respect to any to $25,000. Griffin Long Scott,Hanson McClellan William L,
election for Federal ofce which, in the ag- Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I suggest Hatfield McClure Stevens
gregate, exceed.S1,000;
· "(B) to any political committe_ established the absence of a quorum, Helms Packwood Taft

and maintained by a political party, which The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk Hruska Percy ThurmondHuddleston Roth Tower
is' not the authorized political committee of will call the roll.
any candidate, in any calendar year which, The second assistant legislative clerk NOT VOTXNO--15
in the aggregate, exceed $25,000; or proceeded to call the roll. Bartlett Hollings Nelson

Buckle¥ Humphrey Pastore
"(C) to any Other politica! committee in Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask Church Inouye Stafford

any calefidar year which, in the aggregate, urranilTlous consent that the order for Durkin Jackson Williams
exceed $5,000.

"(2) No mnlticandidate political commit- the quorum call be rescinded. Hartke McGovern Young
tee shall make contributions-- The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. So l_r. CLAgK'S amendment was agreed

"(A) to any candidate and his authorized STONE). Without objection, it is so to.
political committees with respect to any ordered. Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I move to
election for Federal ofce which, in the ag- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, if no one reconsider the vote by which the amend-
gregate, exceed $5,000; else wishes to speak on this amendment, ment was agreed to.

"(B) to any political committee estab- we could proceed to vote. Mr. CRANSTON. I move to lay that
lished and maintained by a political party, Mr. HATPIELD. Mr. President, I ask motion on the table.which is not the authorized committee of
any candidate in any calendar year, which, for the yeas and nays. The motion to lay on the table was
in the aggregate, exceed $25,000; or The PRESIDING OFFICIffR. Ls there agreed to.

"(C) to any other political committee in a sufficient second. There is a sufficient Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I have
any calendar year which, in the aggregate, second, two amendments at the desk which I of-

exceed $10,000. The yeas and nays were ordered, for on behalf of myself and the Senator
For purposes of this paragraph, the term The PRESIDING OFFICER. The from Florida (Mr. STONE) and the Sena-
'multicandidate political committee' means question is on agreeing to the Senator tor from California (Mr. CRANSTON). I
a political committee which has been regis- from Iowa. The clerk will call the roll. ask unanimous consent that they be con-tered under section 303 for a period of not
less than six month s, which has received con- The assistant legislative clerk proceed- sidered en bloc.
tributions from more than fifty persons, and, ed to call the roll. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
except for any State political party organiza- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce objection? Without objection, it is so
tion, has made contributions to five or more that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. ordered.
candidates for Federal office. CHURCH), the Senator from New Hamp- The amendments will be stated.

"(3) For purposes of the limitations under shire (Mr. DURKXN), the Senator from The assistant legislative clerk read asparagraphs (1) and (2),
Cm page 29, line 9, strike out "(3)" and Indiana (Mr. HARTKE), the Senator from follows:

insert in lieu thereof'(4)". South Carolina (Mr. HOLLINGS), the On page 27, strike out lines 11 through
On page 29, line 16, strike out "(4)" and Senator from Minnesota (Mr. HUM- 14, and insert the following in lieu thereof;

insert in lien thereof "(5) ". PHREY), the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. "is amended--
On page 30, line 14, strike out "(5)" and INOUYE), the Senator from Washington "(1) by inserting 'la)' before 'No' in sec-

insert in lieu thereof '(6) °'. (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator from South tton 318 (2 u.s.c. 439b), as redesignated by
On page'80, line 22, strike ou.t :'(6)" and Dakota (Mr. MCC-rOVERN), the Senator section 105 of this Act;

insert In lieu thereof "(7)". from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON), the Sen- "(2) by adding the following new subseo-
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, this obvi- ator from Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE) tion at the end of section 318 (2 U.q.C. 439b),' redesignated by section 105 of this Act:

ously is not a technical amendment. It and the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. as'(b) Notwithstanding any other proviaion
is a substantive amendment. WILLIAMS) are necessarily absent, of law, no Senator, Representative, Resident

S. 3065 retains the $1,000 limitation on I further announce that, if present Commissioner, or Delegate shall mail as
contributions by an individual to a can- and voting, the Senator from Washing- franked mail under section 3210 of title 39,
didate and the $5,000 limitation on con- ton (Mr: JACKSON), the Senator from United States Code, any general mass mall-
trlbutions by a political committee to a Rhode: Island (Mr. PASTORE), and th_ lng when such mailing is mailed at or de-
candidate. Senator from MinnesOta (Mr. HUM- livered to any postal facility less than 80

However, S. 3065 also retains the un- PHREY) WOUld each vote "yea." clays prior to the date of any primary or gen-
eral election in which such Senator, Repro-

necessarily high limitation of $25,000 for Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the sentative, Residen_ Commissioner, or Dele-
contributions by an individual to a multi- Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BAgTLETT), gate is a candidate for Federal office. For
candidate political committee and lin- the Senator from New York (Mr. BucK- purposes of this subsection the term "general
poses merely a $25,000 limitation on LEy), and the Senator from North Da- mass mailing" means newsletters and similar
transfers of funds from one noncandi- kota (Mr. YOUNG) are necessarily absent, mailings of more than 500 pieces the content
date committee to another, I further announce that the Senator of which is substantially identical and which

are mailed to or delivered to any postal fa-
In light of the Supreme Court decisio n from Vermont (Mr. STAFFOR D) is absent cllity at the same time or several different

against the constitutionality of expendi- due to illness, times.';
ture limitations, these $25,000 limits on The result was announced--yeas 53, "(3) by strU_ing out section 320 (2 U.S.(_.
contributions to political comrdlttees nays 32, as follows: 441), as redeslgnated by section 105 of this

clearly are inadequate. Such high limi- [Rollcall Vote No. 75 Leg.] Act; and
tatlons will only serve to vastly increase "(4) by inserting after section 319 (2 U.S.C.
the already disproportionate influence of YEAS---53 439c), as redesignated by such section 105,

Abourezk Glenn Morgan the following new sections:".
the wealthy and the special interests in Allen Gravel Moss At the end of the bill, add the following
tb.e political process. Bayh Hart, Gary Muskie new title:

The purpose of this amendment is to Bent. sen Hart, Philip A. Nunn
Biden Haskell Pearson TITLE IV MISCELLANEOUS

establish a new $5,000 limitation on con- Brooke Hathaway PeU PROVISIONS
trlbutions by an individual to a multi- Bumpers Javits Proxmlre USE OF FRANKED MAIL BEFORE ELECTIOIqS
candidate political committee. However, Burdick Johnston Randolph
an Individual would still be permitted to Byrd, Kennedy Rlbicoff SEC. 401. Section 3210(a) (5) (D) of titleHarry F.. Jr Leahy Schweiker 39, United States Code, Is amended to read
contribute up to $25,000 to a political Byrd, Robert C. Magnuson Sparlmaan as follows:

committee established and maintained cannon Mansfield Stennis "(D) any general mass mailing when the
by a political party, which, of course, case Mathias Stevenson same is mailed at or delivered to any postalChiles McGee Stone
generally supports the activities of all Clark McIntyre Symington facility less than 60 days prior to the date of
the candidates of that particular party, cranston Metcalf Talmadge a primary, general, or special election, or a

Further, my amendment would estab- culver Mondale Tunney nominating caucus or convention, for any
lish a newS10,000 llmitationon transfers Eagleton Montoya Weicker Federal office which is held in the State,
of funds from one political committee to NAYS,--32 district, or territory from which he was

elected. For the purpose of this subpara-
another. Baker Curtis Fannm graph, the term 'general ma_ mailing' shall

Again, hDwever, transfers of funds from _a_l Dele Fong- Bellmen Domentcl Ford mean newsletters and admm_ mailings of
any COllllTll_ to It _'ty ._Mw_sttt_ :Brock Eastland _arn more than 500 pieces in which the conten_
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c.f the matter mailed is substantially identl- The amendments were agreed to ,_::_ The PRESIDING O],_CER. The ques-
cal and which are mailed at or delivered to bloc_ tio n is on agreeing to tile amendment of
any postal facility at the same time or at 1V/r. PACKWOC)D. Mr. President, I the Senator from Oregon.
several different times.", have an amendment at the desk that ', :Yir, PACKWOOD. l_[r. President, I ask

Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, these two wish to call up. It does not have a ntn:_, _or t_e yeas and nays.
_Lmendments do identical things. One ber. It was handed in only several houJ._ The PRESIDING O]_ICER. Is there a
amends the existing law on the Federal ago. su:_ic:{ent second? There is a sufficient
Election Commission and the other Tile PRESIDING OFFICER. T'h_i second.
amends the Postal Code. The purpose of amendment will be stated. The yeas and nays 'were ordered.
the amendments is very simple and very The second assistant legislative cle:: 'the PRESIDING O:FFICER. The yeas
clear. It is to prohibit the use of the read as follows: and :nays have been ordered, and the
frank for mass mailing purposes for a On page 37, beginning with line 22, str:i_, clerk will call the roll.
period of 60 days prior to an election, out through line 3 on page 38and insert ii:L 'lUh_l_second assistant legislative clerk

I remind my colleagues that the Sen- lieu thereof the following: ca:lied the roll.
_.te has already adopted this posture in "(s) It shall not be unlawful under t3. :._[r ROBERT C. BYRD. I annoumce
the past; that, as a matter of fact, in section for a corporation or a separate ssi! that thc Senator from Idaho (Mr.

regated fund establmhed by a corporation I:.._ CIq:UllCH), the Senator from New Halnp-tlae last consideration of this particular solicit contribution:_ from stockholders s._:l
piece of legislation, we adopted, I think, their families or from employees of the c,::_: shire (Mr. DU_IN), tile Senator from
an identical, amendment, poratton (whether or not they are memb_il_ Indiana (Mr. HARTKE), the Senator from

On consideration by the House, the o_ a labor organization) and their famtl:l,_._ _h3tltl_L Carolina (Mr. HOLLINGS), the Sen-
term of tile prohibition was reduced It shall not be unlawful under this sect:l.:,:, ator from Washington (Mr.' JACKSON),
from 60 to 28 days. The reason I offer for a labor organization or a separate ssi! iht.' ,qenator from South Dakota (Mr.
this, then, is to restate and attempt to regaled fund created by a labor organizat:lo: _/J[cGOVERN), the Senator from Wisconsin
reestablish the Senate position, simply to solicit contributions from members ::: (]_/[r. NELSON), the Se:aator from Rlq_ode
because, ff there is one simple criterion that organization a]ad their families or fr<:_:,stockholders oc employees of a corporatio Island (Mr. PASTOP_), and the Sem_tor
that should be in this bill, it is equity for and their families if that organization is t:::u fr_}m New Jersey (Mr. WILLIAMS) are
!all parties. There is no one who can labor representative of some employees _ necessarily absent.
successfully challenge the fact that an ttmt corporation In dealing with that c,::_: I further announce that, ii' present and
ilacumbent with an unlimited use of the poration as to matters of pay, working cc:,m. votin{i;, the Senator from Rhode :Island
frank has an unbelievable advantage d:_tions, and other benefits. (1_[I'. PASTOaE) and the Senator from
over any potential challenger which can Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, _ Wasl_.ington {Mr. J_cxsoN) would each
be almost impossible to overcome. What shall explain what this amendment i,_, 'vote ':nay."
we try to do with this particular amend- and it is controversial. I expect a rollca .L :Ylr, GRIF_'IN. I announce that the
merit that the Senator from California vote on it. Senator from Oklahoma (Mr. BARTLETT),
t_ad ! have worked on, together with the
l!_enator from Florida, is create a time This amendment would strike out t;5,_ i_enat_r from Ma,,_saehusetts (Mr.
frame during which no special advantage present provision of the bill indicatixq._ Bnoo:_:r), Senator fro:m New York (Mr.
would accrue to the incumbent but, whom unions can solicit in a corporati,:_ BIYCKLEY), Senator from Arizona (Mr.
rather, that the twocandidates can corn- and whom a business political acti,:_:c G.o_wa_.a), and Senator from North
l:_te with each other on their merits be- fired can solicit in a corporation and, i_:_ Dakota (Mr. YOUNG) are necessarily ab-
fore the people of their respective con- e,_sence, lets everybody solicit everybc,,!i'.:' sent.
atttuencies so that the people can make in the corporation. A union or a separa_:,. _ il f_rther announce that thc Senator
their own determination, segregated union fund can solicit any tl_,:, from Vermont. (Mr. S raFFORP) iS ailment

I shall be delighted to yield to the Sen- ion employees of the corporation or a::,:_ due t_:_illness.
ator from '.Florida ff he wishes to corn- nonunion employ{_s of the corporatk_:_. 37he result was an:aounced--yeas 40,
ment. It may happen to 'be nonsupervisory p_i:_:, nays 45, as follows:

Mr. CRANSTON. I am delighted to sonnel. They can solicit adminlstrati_,_ [RollcaU Vote No. '_6 Leg.]
_oin with the Senator from Tennessee in and executive personnel, officers, stoc._:, YEAS---_0
this very important amendment, which holders, and 'the families of any of th,:::;,_ Anen Fong Percy
i_sa needed reform relating to the use of people. _er Garn Roth

Conversely, a fund created by the cc_. _em Griffin Scott, Hu§h

the frank. :[ hope that it will be adopted poration car. solicit shareholders, e_:. Bellm:)n Hanson Scott,_:manimous_y. Be:ats,m Hatfield William L.
Mr. BROCK. I thank the Senator for ecutive perso_mel, administrative pers¢:,:_. _rock Helms Sparkman

_dS comment. May I say he has been a riel, nonunion lcmrsonnel, and nme, !:_ Bvr<i, Hruska $tennis
long-time leader in this effort. I appre- personnel. ChllesHarryF.. Jr. MathlasLaXalt StoneStevens
ciate very much his support. The amendment, pretty much, puts t:k_, curti._ McClellan Taft

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I wish to situation back where the Federal Els<. _ole McClure TalmadgeDomexHci Nunn Thurmond
Join with the Senator from Tennessee, tion Commis:_lon had left it with th,_i :' Ea_ma:a_l Packwood Tower
em well. Certainly, it is a Well-known fact rulings in the creation of what '_l;'_!; $'annil_ Pearson Weicker
that incumbents have an enormous ad- known as the SUlqI_AC decision. It see:_x:; NAYS---4§
vantage in elections now. Although this to me that, in fairness and in equity, :i! Abourezk ]taxi, Gary Mclntyre
is not going to correct the balance eh- a union can solicit the union employ_ _ _h Hart, Philip A. MetcaJf
ttrely, it is a very significant step in that of a corporation, as is now presenLed i_:_ Biden Haskell Mondale
direction, and I wish to support it, also. tile bill, they ought to have equal acc,l!_; Bumpers Hathaway Montoya_urdick Huddleston Morgan

Mr. BROCK. I thank the Senator for to solicit the nonunion and nonsup_!_. Byrd, I:tobert C. Humphrey Moss
his comments and support, visory employees. And there is no rea_so :_ cannon Inouye Muskie

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the Sen- why they should not be allo.wed to m_ L <:.a_e Javlts Poll
ator is rom'oct. The Senate has adopted to the shareholders of a corporation, a,s_;. Clark Johnston ProxmireCrans:on Kennedy Randolph
that position in the past. We were re- lng those shf_reholders to contribute i:_) .c:ulver Leahy Ribicoff
4t:uired in conference to give up on that a union funci or a separate segregate:iL _:agleton Long $chwetker
particular point and take a shorter po- f_md provided by the union. Fo:m Magnuson Stevenson<tlenn Mansfield _ymington
riod of time. I certainly supported the Again, it treats uniorm and. busines.,:t; ,[_r'ave. McGee Tunney
provision before, and I am willing to sup- equitably. Ar_v money raised by th_!i_,_ NOT VOTI:YlG--15
portitnow. Unle'ss some of my colleagues funds would haw; to be disclosed, ax,.'
c,bject to ii;, I am willing to accept the money spent would have to be disclos_!:d, t_act'le"_t Goldwater NelsonB:rook,-_ Hartke Pastors
amendment. I think it is a step toward encouragl_,:_p_ :Buckiey Hollings Stafford

Mr. BROCK. I am very grateful. I am political participation, because it will e:a:. Chure_ Jackson Williams
prepared for a vote. courage people to give to whatever fu'l:_'.i! Durkix_ McGovern Young

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The they choose and they can be equally sc So'the amendment cf the Senator from
qiuestion is on agreeing to the amend- licited by either side. Oregon wasrejected.
merits. I yield the .floor, Mr. President. Mr. CANNON, Mr. l:resident, I m.o_e to
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reconsider the note by which the amend- "(il) for a labor organization, or a sepa- They surely have a stake in what goes
ment was rejected, rate segregated' fund established by a label on that might affect their cOmpany. They

Mr. CLARN_ Mr. President, I move organization, to solicit COntributions from surely have a stake in what the unions
to lay that motion on the table, stockholders of a corporation an_l their faml- wh0 represent half of the employees oflies or from executive and administrative

The motion to lay on the table was personnel of a corporation and their families, that company may advocate. Yet they
agreed to. cannot be solicited.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I am Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, this So, all I am doing with this middle
curious, because I do have other is what is called the middle ground ground amendment is allowing those

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- amendment. I had the Library of Con- employees who at the moment are non-
ate will be in order, gress check for me with the major cor- unionized and nonsupervisory to be so-

Mr. PACKWOOD. I do have other porations in this country to find out how licited by a union political action fund
amendments to offer and I shall offer many total employees they had, how or a corporate political action fund.
them. I am trying to reach some corn- many were unionized, how many were Just let me read a selective list el the
men ground, some median that this body nonunionized. Let me just go down the kinds of employees we are talking about:
will regard as fair to unions and to em- list. CORPORATEOCCUPATmNSTHAT DO NOT FALL
ployers. This last amendment, which was General Motors has 480,000 employ- wrrHn_ DEFINITIONOF AN "EXECUTIVE"oa
defeated by a 45-to-40 vote, would have ecs in this country. There are 352,000 "ADMINISTRATIVE"EMPLOYEE1
allowed union political action funds to who are unionized and 128,000 are not. Total: 152.
solicit anybody in a corporation that Ford Motor Co. has 206,000 employ- Accountant, accounting clerk, actor, ad-
that union had any organization in, and ecs. There are 138,500 who are union- ministrative clerk, advertising workers/
ih would have allowed a corporate politi- ized, and 66,791 are not. writers, announcer, radio, announcer, tele-
cal fund to solicit any of the employees. International Telephone & Telegraph vision, apprentice machine operator.Artist, assistant section supervisor (key
It was a complete crossover, refused the information, tape), assistant unit supervisor, bank clerks,

As we heard the vote going on, several General Electric has 270,000 em_oloy- bank tellers, bookkeeper, bookkeeper, head,
people asked me about it and they ex- ecs. There are 118,000 who are union- camera men, carpenter.
pressed the feeling that maybe the cor- ized, and 152,000 not unionized. Cartographers, cartoonlst, cashiers, check-
pcration should not be allowed to solicit International Business Machines--and er, chemist, cleaning staff, clerk, clerk, chief.
union employees, although I see no rea- I checked this figure by calling one of clerk, coding, clerk, counter, clerk, data exam,
son not to allow it. It seems to me that their officers today because I found it clerk, mall/bindery.

Clerk, principal, clerk, receipts, clerk,
a union employee might have as much hard to believe but it is true--Interna- shipping, clerk typist, clerks, file, columnist,
interest in his corporation that employs tional Business Machines has 157,000 comparisor[ shopper, composer.
him as he does in the union he belongs employees in this country and none are computer operator, computer operator
to. But that is neither here nor there, unionized, period. Zero. trainee, computer programmer, correspond-
The amendment lost. Chrysler has 129,000 employees of ence typists, craftsman, custodian, delivery

The feeling was expressed that a cor- which 105,000 are unionized. There are man, dental assistants, dental technicians.
poration should not solicit from union 24,000 not unionized. Dentist, dietitian, displaymen, doctor/sur-
employees. Others said that unions Westinghouse Electric: 130,000 total; geon/anesthetist, draftsman, dramatic critic.driver salesmen, editorial assistant, engineer.
should nor be soliciting from sharehold- 78,090 unionized, 52,000 not unionized, engineer. Junior, executive secretary, food
ers and executive personnel, administra- Western Electric: 149,700 employees, processors.
tire personnel, because basically their There are 98,428 who are unionized, and Graphic deisgners, guard, hotel assistants,
alinement was not with the union and 51,272 not unionized, illustrator, inside _alesman, inspector,
everybody ought to be left to solicit Goodyear TireandRubber: 80,600em- interns, interpreters, Jobber's representative,
really thOSe with whom they have a corn- ployees. There are 40,900 who are union- Jobber's salesman.
men interest, ized, and 49,600 are not unionized. Journalist, Junior programmer, key punch

operator, key tape operator, laundry/dry
Mr. President, I se_d to the desk an If we add all of these up, what we cleaning personnel, lawyer, legal paraprofes-

amendment. I ask that it be read in full come to is this situation with the major sional, legal stenographer, librarian, library
and I ask for its immediate considera- industrial corporations in this country: assistants.
tion. About half of what we would call their Linotype operator, lumber grader, machine

blue collar or nonsupervisory white-col- operator, maintenance personnel, master
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The lar employees are unionized and about press operator, mechanic, medical para-

_mendment will be stated, half are not. professional, medical technologist, roes-
The legislative clerk read as follows: Under what was called the SUNPAC sengers.
On page 37, beginning with line 22, strike decision of the Federal Election Commie- Methods engineer, musician, newspaper

writer, novelist, nurse, office machine opera-
lleu°Utthroughthereoftheltnefollowing:3on page 38 and insert in sion, all of the employees of a corpora- tors, painter, painter's assist_ant, personnel

"(3) (A) It is lawful for a corporation, Or tion, whether they were unionized or clerk, pharmacist, photograpllers.
a separate segregated-fund established by a not, could have been solicited by a busi- Physician, physician intern, physiciart
corporation, to solicit contributions to such ness or a union political action fund or a osteopathic, physician resident, podiatrist,
fund under paragraph (1) from stockhold- lawfulness or a union political action press operator, programmer trainee, proof-
ers and their families and from executive and fund or a lawfully separate segregated reader, psychologist.
administrative personnel and their families, fired. Psychometrist, rate setter, receptionist,

record control clerk (K/P), registered nurse.
"(B) It is lawful for a labor organization, After that decision came down, there reporter, representative, manufacturer's,

or a separate segregated fund established by Was strong opposition to it, f_nkly, researchers.a labor organization, to solicit contributions
to such fungi under paragraph (1) from strong opposition from unions. They did Retail routeman, retoucher photographic,
members of that organization and their not like the idea that unions and busi- route driver, routeman, salesman, dealer.
families, nesses wourd have an equal access to all salesman, distributor, salesman, laundry,

"(C) It is lawful under this section for a employees. So an amendment was offered salesman, mail, salesman, route, salesmalL
corporation, a labor organization, or a sepa. to this bill and it carried in committee, telephone.
rate segregated fund established by a cor- and a similar amendment carried in the Salesman. typewriter repair, salesman.
poration or a labor organization to solicit House in the committee, which limits wholesale, salesman's helper, sales research

expert, scientific _echnicians, secretary, serv-
contributions from employees of a corpora- unions to soliciting only union employ- iceman, social worker, statistician, stenog-
tion, and their families, who are neither ecs, and it limi'ts a corporate political ac- raphers, stock clerks, tape librarian, teach-
executive and administrative personnel nor tion fund to soliciting only shareholders lng assistants.members of that labor organization.

or very high echelon executive and ad- Technologist, therapist, timekeeper, traffic
(D) It shall be unlawful under this sec- ministrative personnel. In each case clerks, trainer-salesman, truck driver, typists,

tlon-- either of those funds can solicit the faro- unit supervi_aor, watch engineer, word pro-
'' (i) for a corporation, or a separate segre- ilies. But it leaves out this great middle cessing operator writer, xerox operator, ×-ra_gated fund established by a corporation, to

solicit contrlbutlons from employees of that group. These nonsupervisory, nonunion- technician public relations staffer.
corporation who are represented by a labor ized emplOYees, who are half of the work _Source: Fair Labor Standards Act and
organization in dealing with that corpora- force of the major corporations in this Regulations Tltle 29, Part 541 of the Code
tlon With respect to matters of pay, working country cannot be solicited by the union of Federal Regulations. U.S. Departmen_ et
Conditions, and other employee benefits, and and cannot be solicited by the employer. Labor, Wage and Hour Division.
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We all know the kind of employee we they might give. But that argument at 1%fir.PACKWOOD and Mr. BROCK
are talking about. Is there any reason that time did not wash. ,ddressed the Chair.
why they should be excluded from either Mr, BUMPERS. I thank the Senator. Mr'. PACKWOOD. Go ahead.
a union political action solicitation or a Thas a_swers my quastion. I see the Sen- Mr'. BttOCK. I was goin_gto say if they
corporate political action solicitation? s.tar is cognizant of the problem. I am i_:_w,,a l:_ilermaker's union, for exam-

I want to make clear in this amend- ntt talkJng about the question of where ;;ie, they would rarely ask the artist in
melat we are not saying that a union or there is overt pressure to either give or _:he P:R department to join. As a matter
business political action fund can solicit you will not have a job next week, but I ,,f fact, :L_ do not think they would give
somebody unrelated to the corporation, think the pressure :is there, and that !_Lm the opportunity; he is not con-
t];tr[;iness cannot use its political action troubles me. r.idered .suitable by the union, since
flJmd to go out and solicit shareholders Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, will the _:_1011s crganize by their own crafts.
of other corporations or employees of ,_3enator yield? Mr'. CLARK. So the Se]aator is saying
other corporations, nor can a union go Mr. PACKWOOD.]: yield. :_:)norgardzed crafts within the same
outside the corporaticm where it is orga- Mr. BROCK. :[ just wanted to tell the _hop?
nized and solicit willy-nilly from other Senator' from Arkansas, because I think I Mr. B}tOCK. Sure.
employees or from the public at large, s,gree with him on the problem, that I Mx'. CZ_RK. As I understand the law

I think in fairness, in trying to reach realize that what the Senator from Ore- :_}w, a corporation under the law may
a middle ground, this amendment does gon is reaching for is a situation where '_e a .checkoff system for either stock-
giw.· an evenhanded chance to both a salesman, for example, for a particular i_olders, executive employees, or, inde¢._t,
groups to reach a group of employees company, canner be solicited by either ._.::_yEgnp'.:oyees.
that at the moment cannot be solicited side. That does not seem to limit the lVh..PACKWOOD. Under the present
by either group. I think that is unfair, access to the persons:, and I do not know isw, under the SUNPAC decision, that

I. have given up, although I was un- l_ow to resolve it without some amend- :_; true. Under this bill it is, very limited
happy with the defeat of the amend- m_nt of this sort. If the Senator wanted :L; Vo whom they can solicit.
me:at, employers soliciting union mere- to offer a modification which would say 1VIr.CLARK. Well, to raake my ques-
bers and unions soliciting shareholders hourly employees in a nonunion plant 'ion vet,/ clear, as I understand it a
or higher echelon executive personneq, could not be solicited, I might be willing ,,:)fpo:cation under present law my use a

Mr. BUIVIPIs-'RS.Will the Senator yield I:o take a look at that. But I think you _..heckoff system to collect funds from
for a question? h_.w.'got to find some way other than a .base _ople who are eligible to give

l_r. PACKWOOD. I yield, rejection of the amendment to deal with 'un(is to them.
l_/Ir. BLTMPE1Z8. The last amendment t,he problem. Mr'. PACKWOOD. If a person wants

wh:ich was just defeated, I think, trou- I have here, I do not know, there are :n voltm_:_er and say, "Yes, you may fuse
b,led most of the Members in this body about 1.50 occupatio:aal codes listed by t checkoff and take a dollar out of my
for a very simple reason: Everybody is Civil Service of types of occupations ;:;alary or my dividends each year," that
concerned about the possibilities of a v:'bAeh fall between the cracks. How do _ permitted.
gentle, nevertheless overt, pressure when you handle th:_t? 'That is the basic Mr. CLARK. That is correct, it is per-
eraployeesare solioitedby their employer, problem, ratted trader the law, but as I under-

][:tis noless true insome instances, and Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the ;:iand it, under the Taft-Hartley law
I know you are all talking about em- Senator yield for a question? x:_ions ]:nay not use a checkoff for a
ployees who k_elong to unions who might Mr. PACKWOOD. :[ yield. ;:imilar purpose. Is that CO1Tect?
be solicited by shop stewards by at least Mr. CLARK. I am. just trying to an- Mr. PAC'KWOOD. No, I do not think
a gentle pressure that is always there, ticipate what would happen under this :;hat is correct. Under the. bill, on page :]8,
Whe Senator's amendment, if I under- amendment, as I understand it, if you talons u_'ould be allowed t_ocheck off.
stand correctly, would, for example, per- haw_ a nonunion shop, where there is Mr. CLARK. So under this system both
fait a small employer with perhaps 100 no union. The employees who work for talons and corporations would be al-
employees that are nonunion to solicit th.at corporation, the nonunion'em- owed to use a checkoff for additional
those 100 employees for his political ac- _:doyees, would be open game for the cot- :ecruits that are going to be made
tion committee; would that be correct? potation to solicit for funds, but no _.vai]able?

lVlr. PACKWOOD. For his nonunion labor union would be allowed to solicit Mr. PACKWOOD. They do not have
employees, yes; that is correct, them, since they dc, not have a labor >). They could, according to what 'we

]Vlr. BUMt_ERS. Provided they are union. Am I right or' wrong about that? ::ave been. talking ab'out t_gday. It applies
nonunion. Mr. PACKWOOD. That is tzars. The :o bo'th unions and corporations. If one

]VIr. PACKWOOD. Pardon me? reason for that is--_,;o far as I am con- :toes it, :;he other can do it.
lVlr. BUMPERS. Provided they are cerned, I would be delighted to open it 1VJ:r,CLA1ZK. I thank the Senator.

nonunion, i_]]):_nd find out whether or not we are M:r. B:tZOCK. Mr. President, I want to
:Mz. PACKWOOD. Yes, I;alking about corporations, but this Sen- !ce ve:cy sure we understand what we are
:1._. BUMPERS. If they are nonunion :_l_)r wanted to narrow tha_, to show :_oing here. I am sympathetic with what

employees, he may solicit them. I:here is no interest in a corporation on _:ite Senator from Iowa was doing, b_
'.].VIr.PACKWOOD. That is correct, the pali of a ration that never bothered i:nplicat_,on at least, and I think the:
lVIr. BUMPERS. The thing that troa- I:c organize it. :_ienator from Arkansas; and I would like,

bles me about that is that it occurs to l_Cr. CLARK. We!l,. if that is the case, :,:) be w,,ry honest: any of these pacts,,
,_nethat the pressure is really more stark under the Senator's amendment, as I _laey all bother me. There is implict in.
:ln the instance where the employee is im_derstand it, the only available new ] pact, Jifnot the fact at least the oppor-
not unionized and does not have aa_yone people for the union to solicit are those _an:it:F .for pressure. That bothers me
_ a bulwark between him and the em- :irt a plant where there is a union, but _:reatly. lit occurs Just as much in. a
ployer. He has no organization; he has where the employees have refused to Lnion shop as it does with .a corporation
no one to protect him if he decides to join that union or donor belong to that :soliciting its lower management group,
say no to the employer. Does the Senator u:._h)n, Those are the only additional _nd l: think it is something we ought to
not see that as a problem? p_ple, under the Senator's amendment, t::e troubled about, and we ought to be

:Mr. PACKWOOD. It is a problem. It who would be available for unions to [xtre:mely careful what we do.
is illegal under existing law to coerce or solicit, are they not? I do not know how to resolve that, be-.
pressure anyone into making contribu- Mr. :PACKWOOD. Yes; if there is no cause I 'Jo not know how to limit volun-.
tiens, but the Senator from Arkansas is union in the plant, t_hen the union can- _ry associations for public purposes, l[
co:erect; I will admit it is a problem, but not solicit those employees. Lair[k they are very go¢_i, but, boy, ii;
a _problem we disregard when we passed Mr. CLARK. And ia those plants doe,_ trouble me to have a law setting
the remission of the Hatch Act this last where there is a union, the only new _aese things up with full understanding,
week. The fear was expressed that people :;ou:rce of recruitment for funding would i:_ a pcsture whereby ]_eople can be
would be solicited in the Federal Govern- b,e from those members who have de- _bused, or at least be _ancerned about
ment and, because they were worried reded against joining the union; is that being abused. That is the real danger.
about their :jobs or desired promotions, con_'ect,? ::_hey do not know what is going to hap..
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i:,en. They do not know if they are going (b) The solicited employee must be ill- iS not quite true, because on page 38,
to have their union card pulled, or if they formed of the political purpose of SUN PAC; subsection 5, it provides as follows:

(c) The employee should be informed of Ally corporation that utilizes a method of
are going to lose that opportunity for his right to refuse to contribute without re- soliciting voluntary contributions or faclli-promotion, prtsal.

But we had the same problem in the tating the making of voluntary contribu-
Hatch Act debate, as the Senator from I am sure we call expect that if we pass tions, shall make available, on written re-
Oregon pointed out. I think the Senate this amendment, although in a some- quest, that method to a labor organization
made a mistake in that case. I voted what more limited degree than the Fed- representing any members working for that
against that bill, but I was in the distinct eral Election Commission allows, legal- corporation.
minoritY. I think we may be making a izing the creation of these union and' So this does not reach the problem of
mistake again, business political funds and saying they the nonunion corporation or the problem

The only argument I have on this can solicit within a broad range, but not of the nonunion employees. In other
amendment is as to the merit of the everyone, all these employees, the Fed- words, the same method of solicitation
pact. I cannot make that argument, be- eral Election Commission is going to would not be permitted to unions as it
cause I am not sure I believe in it. But I come right back and put in these guide- would to the corporations insofar as those
think if we have a law it should apply lines again that one cannot coerce an people are concelmed.
to all individuals. That is all the Senator employee, that he must tell the employee There is one other veiny bad feature of
from Oregon is saying, that these people what the purpose of the fund is and must the Senator's proposal, and I do not be-
should not be allowed to fall between inform the employee of the right to re- lieve he intended it this way, but if one
the cracks because they happen to be a fuse. I would support those guidelines, will note under the unlawful provisions:
bookkeeper-clerk, an artist, or a corn- I think those would be good provisions. It shall be unlawful for this section, and
parison shopper. That is all. So I think again, in conclusion, that this is subsection (d), and if we go down

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I this is nothing but a middle-of-the-road to (2) listen now what it is unlawful to
agree with the Senator from Tennessee. amendment making sure that employees do:
I would be very happy if it were constitu- who are neither 'union nor supervisory For a labor organization or a separate seg-
tional. If we could pass a law in this will have a chance to be solicited by regatcd fund established by labor organiza-
country that would say there could be no unions and by employers, without eoer- tions to solicit contributions from stockhold-
political action funds and all contribu- cion from either side, and they, too, ers of a corporation and their families, or
tions must be individual and that one should have a chance to participate in from executive and administrative personnel

cannot have contributions of over $100, these funds, of a corporation and their famlUes.
if we could tie that all together, I think I yield the floor. What he is doing there is disregard-
it would be a good thing for the political Mr. HANSEN. Vote. lng completely the fact that the mar_v
system of this country. I am not sure it The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- labor people, employees of corporations
is constitutional but it certainly would ator from Nevada is recognized, are likewise stockholders in the corpora-
be desirable. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, first, I rich, and he makes it unlawful there for

Mr. BROCK. I think it would be, too. say to the Senator from Tennessee as to a union to silicit ration members who
I tell the Senator that one of these his statement a little while ago about the happen to be stockholders.

days someone is going to read this law possibility of corporations sending out We had the provision on page 38 in
carefully, and is going to find the loop- letters to all of their stockholders mak- the definition of a stockholder:
holes that are in it, and some corpora- lng a solicitation and there would be a For purposes of this section, the term
%ion is going to do something like send great furor, that provision is not true in "stockholder" includes any individual who
OUt a letter, or maybe all of them will, this proposal here. That is in existing has a legal or vested beneficial interest in
to the 25 or 30 million American stock- law, and apparently they have not overly stock, including, but not limited to, au em-
holders, and people are going to scream abused this, or we would have had that ployee of a corporation who participates m
like stuck pigs in. Congress about the furor from the stockholders already. So a stock bonus, stock option, or employee
abuse that that constitutes. I just wanted to make that clear, that stock ownership plan.

I say to Senators that is exactly what this is not new in S. 3065. Many corporations in the country have
they are allowing to happen in this bill Mr. BROCK. I say to the Senator, if precisely that kind of a plan where they
today, and I think it is wrong, they did it with a vengeance and spend- permit the employees, labor union or not

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, first I lng a lot of corporate money, the Sena- labor union, whichever it happens to be,
wish to respond to the Senator tor knows people would be screaming' up to share in the corporation through the

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Did the here. stock bonus plan, the stock purchase plan
Senator from Oregon yield the floor? Mr. CANNON. I would certainly think where a person can reinvest dividends

Mr. PACKWOOD. No, I have not so. through many forms of stock ownership,
yielded the floor, but I am happy to yield. Mr. BROCK. Why do we allow some- and the Senator's amendment would,

Mr. CANNON. I am sorry. I thougllt thing that we know is wrong? That i_ all therefore, make it unlawful for a labor
the Senator had yielded. I am saying, organization or a separate segregated

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Mr. CANNON. I do not quite follow the fund established by that organization to
ator from Oregon has the floor and Senator there. If he is trying to change solicit contributions from stockholders of
is still recognized, existing law, he has not proposed it in a corporation even though those stock.-

Mr. PACKWOOD. Worry was ex- this provision, holders might be members of the union.
pressed by the Senator from Arkansas Mr. BROCK. May I say to the Senator I do not think the Senator intended
about the subtle coercion or suggestion that we are prepared to talk about that that, but that is what his amendment
that might be used by employers who seek later on. We have an amendment on says, and I ask him if he has any pro-
contributions. Again I assure the Senate which we will give the Senator an op- posat to correct it so that it would make
such coercion is illegal under present law. portunity to vote. it certainly fairer because we have to
There is nothing in this bill that changes Mr. CANNON. I assume the Senator recognize that stockholders of corpora-
that. will, because I do not think the Senator tions are certainly not limited to people

I quote from the condition that the will vote for the bill no matter how it who are not members of labor organiza-
Federal Election Commission laid that comes out. tions.
down in their SUN PAC decision: Mr. BROCK. I would vote for a simple Mr. PACKWOOD. I think the chair-

3. Sun may solicit contributions for SUN extension, yes, I would, man has brought the valid point to the
FAC from its stockholders and employees, MI'. RANDOLPH. Vote. amendment, and I will be happy to
provided there is "no coercion or reprisal of Mr. CANNON, Then, the Senator from amend it to read as follows:
any kind in the solicitation of contributions?' Iowa raised the question about whether On the next to the last line after theThe CommiSSion set out three guidelines to
"minhnlze the appearance or perception of or not the method permitting a solicits- word "families .... unless said stockhold-
coercion": tion to a corporation was the method ers are members of the union," and that

(a) No superior should solicit a subordi- that would be permitted or would be the would allow the union to solicit all of
hate; same method permitted a union, and that the shareholders who happen to be mom-
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bers of the union. I certainly do not want Mr. PACKWOOD. I am prepared t ::_ NOT VOT1N_;_--20
to limit the union from soliciting those veto, Mr. President. Bartleti: Hartke Pastere
I:eOple just because they happen to be The PRESIDING OFFICER. The que_!_. Btaen Hollinge S_afford

Brooke Jackson Stennis
stockholders, tion _s on agreeing to the amendmen:,;. Buckdey Long Talmadge

Mr. CANNON. Did the Senator pro- Mr. PACKI_rOOI). Mr. President, I a_,;k Church McGovern Williams
l:,ose an amendment to his amendment for the yeas and nays. Durkin Muskie Young
there? The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is ther_ Goldwater Nelson

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I so a sufficient second'? There is a sufficier,_; So ]_[r. PACKWOOD'S amendment, as
offer that amendment, second, modified,was rejected.

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, wfii the The yeas and nays were ordered. 1V.[r.CANNON. Mr. President, I move
_len_tor restate it? The PRESIDING OFFICER. The que:!;_ to reconsider the vot_ by which the

Mr. PACI_VOOD. Yes. tion :is on agreeing to the amendmel':_, amendment was rejected.
After the word "families" insert the of the Senator from Oregon, as mod:i Mr. HATFIELD. I move to lay that

words "unless said stockholders are fled. On this question the yeas and nays; motion on the table.
members of the union"--or change it "to have been ordered, and the clerk will call The PRESIDING OFFICER (!_[r.
labor ' ' " NUt,N)The questioni_son agreeingtoorganization, the:roll. ·

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- the motion to lay on Uae table.
ator has the right to modify his amend- The legislative clerk called the roll. The motion to lay on the table was
ment, and the amendment will be so Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announc_ agr,_d to.
modified, that the Senator from Delaware (M:m Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, could we B)DEN), the _%enator from Idaho (M_: send an amendment to the desk and ask
ask the clerk to read subparagraph 2 as C_u_cH), the l_enator from Indiana (Mi: for its immediate consideration.
it is now amended. I'LmTKE), the Senator from South Care The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

The PRESIDING- OFFICER. The lina (Mr. HOLLIN_S), the Senator fror:m amendment will be stalbed.

_tmendment will be stated. Washington (Mr. L][ACKSON), the Senate] ' The assistant legislative clerk read a_
The legislative clerk read as follows: from Louisiana (Mr. LONG), the Senat(:m: follows:

For a labor organization, or a separate from South Dakota (Mr. McGOVERN),th_ O1_. page 11, beginning with linc 22, strike
segregated fund established by a labor or- Senator from Mahle (Mr. MUSKIE), tl(I.]l OUl; thl'ough line 5 on page 12 and insert in
ganization, to solicit contributions from Senator from Wiseonsin (Mr. NELSON)lieu thereof the following:
s.bockholders of a corporation and their faro- the Senator from Rhode Island (M:m: (b) Section 302 (eD (2) of such Act (2 I]'.S.C.

liles unless said stockholders are members of PASTORE), the Senator from Mississip_::_ 4Sa(e) (2)) is amended by striking out "$10"
and inserting thereof "$100."

labor or from executive and administrative (Mir. STENNIS), tile Senator from Georgi_ ca page 13, beginning with line 10, strike
personnel of a corporation and their families. (iV[r. TALMADGE), the Senator from Ne',;v _ out; through line 20.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Instead of "union," Jersey (Mr. Vq'ILLLq,MS), and the Senatc_: on page 13, line 21, strike out ,'(5)" and
it should read "labor organization." from North I)akota (Mr. DURKIN) ar.? in.sert in lieu thereof "(1)".

I thank the Chairman for catching n_cessarily absent, on page 13, line 23,strike out "(6)" and
that, because there was no intention in I further announce that, if present ar it insert iu lleu thereof "(2) ".

On page 14, line 1, strltke out "(7)" and
my mind to eliminate the many union voting, the Senator from Washingto:u_ insect i:_lieu thereof "(3)".
members, especially when we are talking (_r. JACKSON), and the Senator from,
about pension plans and employee stock Rhode Island (NIr. PAS_OR_) would eac:l:, l_h'. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, I
ownership plans, to prohibt the union vc,te "nay." suggest the absence of a quorum.
:[:rom soliciting them. Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that t_:,:_ The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk

The modified amendment is as fol- S_nator from Oklahoma (Mr. BaRTLETT:I X;d]l call the roll,

lows: the Senator from Massachusetts (M_: The assistant legislative clerk pro-
On page 37, beginning with line 2o-, a'rike BPOOKE), the Senator from New York ceeded to callthe roll.

(mt through line 3 on page 38 and insert (i_{r. BUCKLEY), tile Senator from Ar:l_ l_.[r. FANNIN. Mr. ]_'esident, I ask
In lieu thereof the following: zona (Mr. GOLDWATER), and the Senat(:,, unaniE:lOlL$ consent that the order for

"(3) (AD It is lawful for a corporation, or from North ]Dakota _Mr. YOUNG) al'_r the quorum call be rescinded._ separate segregated fund established by a
corporation, to solicit contributions to such necessarily ab._ent. The PRESIDII_YG OI_ICER. Without
fund under paragraph (1) from stockholders I further announce that the Senate.: objection, it is so ordere_l.

_nd their families and from executive and from Vermont; (Mr. STAFFORr) is absent Mr. IROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
administrative personnel and their families, due _o illness, will the Senator yield to me without 1OS-

"(B) It is lawful for a labor organization, Tile result was announced--yeas 31!! lng his right to the floor?or a separate segregated fund established by
_ labor organization, to solicit contributions B_Q_$ 47, as follows; 1V.[r. President, I am informed that tlhe

to such fund under paragraph (1) from [Rollcall Vote No. _7 Leg.] am. endment the distinguished Senator
r.nembers of that organization and _heir YEAS--33 fl'0I_ Pennsylvania (Mr. SCHWEIKER) is

families. Alen Fannin Pearson offering, will be accepted by the ma:n-
"(CD It is lawful under this section for a Baker Fong Percy ager o_ the bill thus relieving the Sen-

corporation, a labor organization, or a sepa- Beall Garn Roth ate of another rollcall vote today.
rate se_'regated fund established by a corpo-- Bellmen Griffin Scott, Hugh
ration or a labor organization to solicit Bent_en IIansen Scott, I am also advised that Mr. GRIFFIN
contributions from employees of a corpora.. Brock Hattie]id William L. will then lay down his substitute, and we
tion, and their families, who are neither Byrd, Helms Sparkman think we have worked out an agreement

Yfarry F, Jr. l{ruska Stevens
executive and administrative personnel nor Curtis Laxalt Taft whereby a final vote on that substitute
members of that labor organization. Dole l_cClellan Thurmond would occur tomorrow at 1:30 p.m., and

"(D) It shall be unlawful under this Dc menici McCIure Tower if the Chair will get order, I will attempt
_ectlon_ Eastiand Paekwood to get the request now, so that Senators

"(1) for a corporation, or a separate _egre- NAa.IS_._47 will know what the a__reement is, arid
g_ated fund established by a corporation, to Aicomezk ]_art, Philip A. Mondale t_tey can then go to their separate abodes
solicit contributions from employees of that Bayh Haskell Montoya without concern that there will be an-

corporation who are represented by a labor Brmpers Hathaway Morgan oti'ier rollcall vote tonight.¢>rganizatimx in dealing with that corpora-- Bnrdick l{uddleston Moss
tion with respect to matters of pay. working Byixl. l:tobert C, Humphrey Nunn ]_J[r. MANSFIELD. Mi'. President, may

Cannon Inouye Pell WO have order?
conditions, and other employee benefits,and Care Javits Proxmire

"(ii) for a labor organization, or a separate Chfie,_ Johns_;ou Randolph 'II'he PRESIDING Oi_2'ICER. Senators
segregated fund established by a labor or- Clark Kennedy Ribicoff will take their seats and will clear the
ganlzation, to solicit contributions from Cranston Leahy Schweiker wei_[.
stockholders of a corporation and their C_dver Magnuson Stevenson
families unless said stockholders are mere- Eagleton ]_ansSeld Stone iM_r. CHILES. Mr. President, will the

Ford )_athlas Symington Senator yield?
I:mrs of labor organizations or from executive Glenn McGee Tunney
_md administrative personnel of a corpora- Gravel McIntyre Weicker iM[r. ]_OBERT C. BYRD. 1_fr. President,
· ,ion and their families. Hart, Oary Metca)f ][m_k unanimous consent that on the
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substitute which will be shortly offered Oril_n substitute. It ts an amendment ,to have confused the Senator by my re-
b_ Mr. GR_Fr_;--I Yield to the Senator. the bill, and what I would like to see, quest.

Mr. CHILES. If the Senator will yield, before we enter into this agreement, is The vote which would come at 1:30
I do not intend to offer a substitute or that Z have an opportunity to oall up p.m. tomorrow would be on the substi-
!ay down an amendment. I have an the amendment prior to the vote on the tute for the bill. It is not a vote on the
amendment which I wantto place on C_riffin substitute, bill.
the desk and have printed; and I would Mr. CHILES. ! now understand that Mr. ALLEN. I understand. But the sub-
like to have a couple of minutes to talk on the Griffin substitute--reserving the stitute would wipe out any future amend-
about it before we adjourn tonight, right to object--before the Griffin sub- merits to the bfil itself, and the substi-

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes; the Sen- stitute is locked in I think the amend- tue does not cover all contingencies, I am
ator will be accommodated in that re- ment! was going to lay down tonight sure.
gard. would have to be oo_formed so that it If a substitute is pending, an amend-

REQUESTFORTIMELIMITATIONAGREEMENT COUld be an amendment to the Griffin ment would be in order to the bill itself,
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, substitute, otherwise ! might be wiped Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes.

I ask unanimous consent that the Sub- out, so I would like to be included and in Mr. ALLEN. I would not want to cut-
stitute which will be shortly offered by the time on that. off the right to amend the bill. I do not
Mr. GRIFrn_ have a time limitation Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Let me re- know what is in the substitute.
thereon, without any time running, on phrase my request in part, Mr. President. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. My request
the substitute tonight, of not to exceed I ask unanimous consent that there be does not cut-off the right to amend the
2 hours, the time to be equally divided a time limitation on _ny amendment to bill.
between Mr. CANNON and Mr. GRIFFIN; the substitute or to the bill of 30 rain- Mr. ALLEN. The Senator said a mo-
that there be a time limitation on any utes; that there be a time limitation on ment ago it would have to be germane to
amendment thereto or to the bill of not any debatable motion or appeal or point the substitute.
to exceed 1 hour, the time to be divided of order of 20 minutes; that no amend- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Amend-
and controlled in accordance with the ment either to the bill or to the substi- merits offered to the substitute would
usual form; that a vote occur on the sub- tute be in order after the hour of I p.m. have to be germane to the substitute,
stitute tomorrow at 1:30 P.m.; provided tomorrow, and that the agreement be in but amendments offered to the bill would
further, that no amendment be in order the ustml form, with consideration of the not have to be germane.
after the hour of 1 p.m. tomorrow; pro- bill beginning tomorrow ' morning at 10 Mr. ALLEN. That has never been
vided further that the Senate proceed axn. stated.
to the consideration of the substitute at Mr. BROCK and Mr. TAFT addressed The only trouble is that bY having a
10 o'clock tomorrow morning; and or- the Chair. time limit on the substitute, that could
tiered further that the agreement be in Mr. BROCK. Reserving the right to well cut off taking action on proper and
the usual form. object, Mr. President, will the Senator substantial and constructive amend-

Mr. HATPIELD. Mr. President, I yield? merits to the bill. We would be sitting
think there is also the matter of the Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes. there with a handful of good amend-
germaneness of the amendments. Mr. BROCK. The Senator from Flo.ri- merits and the substitute would Cut off

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. That was da and I lmve, I think, a very significant those amendments.
taken care of in the phraseology "usual and major _meadment. It is going to Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD addressed the
form." take some time. We will trY to do a little Chair.

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, reserv- bit of talking tonight about it, but I Mr. CANNON. Will the Senator yield
lng the right to object, I have an amend- honestly am not sure it will be possible to me to respond?
merit pending which, I think, should for us to adequately dispose of it in 30 Mr. _I.I,_.N. Yes.
be disposed of prior to the vote on the minutes. I wonder if we mi.ght ask for an Mr. CANNON. If the Senator voted
Griffin amendment. I wonder if the dis- exception to the rule and allow 1 hour against the substitute, as I Intend to do,
tinguished majority whip might con- for the Chiles-Breck amendment? then the bill would be wide open after
template that? Mr. CI-Irr._.S. Are we getting time now? the substitute is defeated, so the amend-

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Is the Sena- Mr. BROCK. I was askIng for a modi- ments would then be in order.
tor's amendment to the substitute? flr._ation so that the amendment of the Mr. ALLEN. I understand.

Mr. MATHIAS. No. Senator from Florida can be accorded 1 I do not know how it is going to go, but
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. It Would be hour instead of a half hour. I might want to vote for the substitute.

a perfecting amendment to the bill? Mr. CHILES. Yes. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
Mr. MATHIAS. It is an amendmeht to Mr. ALLEN. Reserving the right to ob- for the time being, I withdraw my re-

the bill, but it deals with the question ject, Mr. President, did I understand the quest and, in the meantime, the Senator
of the composition of the Election Corn- distinguished assistant m_jority le_der from Pennsylvania can proceed, after
mission and, I think, it could be dis- to say that the amendments had to be which we will renew the request.
posed of in advance, and it would then germane to the substitute? I think all Senators can be assured
be desirable Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. That the there will be no more rollcall votes to-

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. May I ask a agreement be in the usual form, so that night.
question as to whether or not the Griffin we do not get a busing amendment or an The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
substitute is a substitute for the entire amendment of that kind. unanimous-consent request is with-
bill? Mr. ALLEN. I understand. But that an drawn.

Mr. HATFIELD. It is. amendment could be offered during the The Senator from Pennsylvania has
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. It is. pendency of the substitute to the bill it- the floor.
Mr. HATPIELD. It is a substitute for self, could it? Mr. SCHWEIKER. Mr. President, ver?

tahe entire bill. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes. simply, this amendment does one im-
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. The Senator Mr. ALLEN. And it would only have to portant thing. That is, it restores some-

could offer his amendment under this be germane to the bill; it would not have thing that the committee bfil had taken
agreement, to be germane to the amendment? away, which is the disclosure require-

Mr. MATHIAS. It is not an amend- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. It ought to be merit of the employer of a person who
ment to the Griffin substitute, germane to the amendment or to the bill. makes a contribution of over $100.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes, but he Mr. ALLEN. I have not seen the substi- The bill before us would have with-
could offer his amendment to the bill. tute. I do not know what is in there. I drawn that requirement and merely list-
The Senator could offer his amendment have some amendments, one of which ed the person's name and address. It
to the bill under this agreement, the floor manager of the bill, the distin- would not have required that person's

Mr. BROCK. Unless the substitute is guished Senator from Nevada, has agreed employer or occupation to be listed.
passed, to accept. I would not want to have the My amendment--which is cosponsored

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, just so substitute cut-off good amendments that by the distinguished Senator from Iowa
we are perfectly clear on this, my would be germane to the bill. (Mr. CLARK), who has done.a great deal
amendment is not a_ amendment to the Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I think I may of work in this area and deserves much
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credit for tile work he has done--would divfduais could nominate, so that in.- the keys. We incumbents know who have
simply change the law back to what is dividuals could elect. It looks like thai: the honey sacks. We know who has what
now on the books, the law that says that fight that I have been seeing going o3'. kin(! of campaign war chest. We know
a candidate must report the employer of all day is sort of the fight between th,_._ that every time we start, taking a vote.
tlle person who makes a contribution giants. Each side believes the other ha_; :It s_ms to me that for those who want
over $100. a little advantage so each side is tryinl;_ to vot_ against the P_ckwood amend-

This disclosure is needed so that we _x)get a foothoi(d, meat that is going to _fve some special
kJaow if there is a heavy, weighted con- _[have not heard much talk about th,!_ advantage to the eorpoi_tlon, and those
trlbution from any one segment, any ]_eopte today. I have no,t heard much talk who waalt to vote against the Packwood
private interest, any special interest, about what is really good as far as de.- amendment who think the labor unions
These contributions can be earmart:ed, moc_acy and what is really good as fa:_,_ have a special advantage, here is a home.
*A_ey can be targeted, and they can be as individuals. It is whether we are go!ali; Here is a place where they can come
reported. The theory of election reform _o allow AMPAC to be able to get it.:_ home because they are coming home to
is disclosure, and that means disclosure funds so It can promote itself. It fL.,:_What the process is about. They are corn-
of what interests are giving contribu- whether we are going to allow COP_i!_ lng home to what our Government is
t:ions. _ get its funds to promote itself. It J:; supposed to be about--representing l_)-

I think this amendment is an impel whether we are going to allow whatever pie, not committees, _._ot unions, not
tant step. I am very hopeful that the the organization of the American bank- bankers, not doctors, but individuals.
distinguished chairman of this commit- !.ag group is to promote itself, or Genera People.
tee wfil see fit to accept this amendment. :_otors, or any of the other giants. That is the kind of question I think we

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I am I believe one of the problems we haw_ are going to have a chance to vote on
pleased to join with my distinguished '_oday is that all of those groups are we]! tomorrow. I urge Senators to take the
colleague, the Senator from Pennsyl- :_epresented, too well represented. Th,_ cha:ace to look at this amendment. We
vania (Mr. Se__WEIKr:R) in offering this people know ii; and the people are tired wo'uld 'like to have Senators participate
amendment. I think all of us would agree of it The people feel it is time tho:; in the vote and in the amendment to-
t_mt disclosure represents the single most _hey are the ones who are represented me, TOW.
essential element in the entire campaign If 'we start talkhlg about how to saw_ l_[r. BROCK. Will the Senator yield?
law. Disclosure of a contributor's occu- L_omecampaign costs, if we start talking!{ l_[r. cIqrLw. S. I yield.
pat!on and place of business, including _10out how to get people where they par l_[r. BROCK. May I at this early mo-
tl_e name of the firm where the person ';icipate more in their electoral proces_ ment take the opportunity of joining
M.employed, is vitally important if the we,will limit this to individuals, my colleague from Florida, as I have
public is to know and understand the ;Somebody said t;o me that constit_ done on occasion in the past to my pr!v-
source of a candidate's campaign funds, fionally they are not sure whether th:L_ ilege, to support this amendment_ I think
Our amendment would restore this nee- :is all right. I would sure like to try that: he knows as well as I do that this bill
essary disclosure requirement, and I :[ would sure like ix) test that. I do no_ without this amendment is nothing but
urge its adoption. :and anything in the Constitution thac a major loophole in and of itself. It ap-

Ivlr. CANNON. Mr. President, we had says General Motors has the right l;,_ plies t_ the American people but it does
previously agreed in the committee to the vote. I do not find anything in there not apply to any groups, corporate or
provision requiring reporting with re- that says the AFI_42IO has the right t,:_ labor, because they are exempt from the
speet to contributions in excess of $100. 'vote. If they do not have the right t_ law. They can spend alii the money they
X_ne Senator from West Virginia had vote, why should they have the right t_ want to out of their own committees to
an amendment that was accepted by the solticit funds to set up a war chest so thac elect anybody they want to and there is
committee, they can go out aa_dwork their will? no way we can control It. There is no

This proposal now would change the Nothing in this {unendment says tha_ way we can stop the abuse ofpeople who
proposed language back to exist'mt law. COPE caxmot be the Committee on Po_ work in those groups, and the op!oortu-
! am advised by the Senator from West Htical Education. Nothing in thAs amend_ nlty for Pressure and human abuse is
Virginia that it is acceptable to trim. ment says that A_.PAC cannot be a corn. gre_t.
Accordingly, I am wfiling to accept the m._.tgee to educate people on the benefii_ That is what this is aH about, to ]et
_,rnendment. af the American Medical Society. Noth_ evenly American citizen be the equal of

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- in_gsays that the bankers cannot go ou_!:, eve_ other American citizen. That is
t_ion is on agreeing to the amendment. They will be ;2ole to get their funds t_:, wi!at the amendment _ designed to do.

The amendment was agreed to. put on their cocktail parties, to put o:a I _ppreciate the Senator's leadership in
Mr. CHII_. Mr. President, the Sena- their solicitat_.ons to politically educat,_ the matter and intend to support him

tor from Florida has an amendment at people, the b_;t I can.._Ir. CHILES. I thank the distinguished
tlae desk that he is not going to take up What it says is that those groups ar,_: Senatx:_r.
t_morrow. :I suppose it will come as. an not going to walk around with a ba4i: :_,[r. CLARK. Will the Senator yield
amendment, to the Griffin substitute ii they are not going to walk around with a for a ,question?
there is a time limitation agreement and sack, and they are not going to say: l_[r. CHILES. I yield.
ii."the Griffin amendment is made a sub- wait a rninut_.,,Senator CHILES.If yOUwaa:,i; _[_r. CLARK. It is really a comment
s_itute. I believe it will bring this thing our support, if you want our contribution.!;
into focus a little bit. w_, are going to look at your voting recoI',l and a quest!oiL I guess.

a _:qli_ute.We are going to see how you stan_ I tidnk it is a great temptation to
What we have been talking about are on t._xeseparticular issues. We have a litt]._ support the amendment. ! am not going

exceptions to the prime purpose of the hcney sack here and we have it all prepaxe,,:l tO _,;upport it, I suspect, but I think it is
_ct, of allowing individuals to contribute and set up. If you want to get your nose _J:,_ a great temptation. I would like to dis-
in political campaigns. I believe the the ):'_oneysack, you better do right, boy, if CtlSS why I think it would present one
amendment of the Senator from Florida, you are gohxg to get in there, major problem.
as cosponsored by a number of Senators, What I think this says is that each or, !_ ]_qrst of all, obviously it would correct
among theca Senator PACKWOOD,Senator of tt_, and every other elected o_eia, a number of situations. It means that
lqu_;N, Sermtor BROCK, Senator BELL]V!ON, is going to have to go out and sort cf there would no longer be groups to bring
_!;enator DO_ENXCX,would simply say khat put his trust with the people. He is going together money to influence politics.
corporations would not be able to solicit to have to go out. He cannot please :_, Each :individual would make his or her
their stoekiiolders, their executives, their Mr. Big who heads up the America:::_ contribution and that would be tlhe
vice presidents, nor would labor unions Medical Sec!ely. He cannot please a M:i:'_ mo:aey that would be raised.
be able to solicit their members. Neither Big who heads up a labor union. He h_s I assume that the Senator would,
side would be able to get a war chest for to go out to the rank and file. He h_s therefore, limit the amount'that an lad!-
trying to invoke their o_ux special inter- to go out to individuals. He has to kind vidual can give and the amount that he
_t. We simply allow it to individuals, of get his message across and go out an:] er she can contribute to their own cam-

The whole electoral process, as I un- cgxnpaign where hc is. pa!tn.
derstand it, Mr. President, was created so If Seafarers want to talk about incun':,_. _t[r. CHILES. That amount is already
that individuals could vote, so that in- bents _nd who is _tter off, we know _.i:1 limited in the bill itself.
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Mr. CLAR[_ Right. Mr. CLARK. I do not que_iom that I say a pox on both of their houses,
Mr. C_. ! have not attempted to for a moment. I think they do have an because I do not think eithe_ one of thema

do it. The Sup __r-___Court struck out the advantage. I think that is clear from ara _ the kh_d of things for the fab-
amount that a person could spend from the record. What I am saying is that tic of this society that the people are
his own money. ! do not purport to put if my colleague back htre from Call- looking for. I do not _ the PeOple
myself over that dec,on, so I have not fornia, let us say, is challenged, obvious- are looking for us to represent corpora-
done anything about that. ly by a nonincumbent if he is challenged, tions or labor unions..

Mr. CLARK.. As I understand it, under in a State where you have 20 million peo- Mr. CLARK. I agree.
the amendment, if it were to pass, we pie, ff he was limited to a few thousand Mr. CI-IrL_.8. I think they are looking
would have a $1,000 lhnit_ion in terms dollars, or, indeed, a few tens of thou- for us to represent them, and the best
of what a candidate could .aCcept from sands of dollars, or a few hundred way I know to do that is to allow them
an individual, thousand dollars, ff he or she is unknown, to be the ones to make the contrfimUons,

Mr. CHILES. I guess that is true that it is very unlikely that that challenger and that is where we look for SUl_Ort,
is inthe bill. The Senator from Florida can make a credible campaign against That is where we owe our allegiance;
has not paid too much attention to that an incumbent, that is where we owe anything that gets
_cause I limited my campaign contrt- Mr. CHILES. Still, this has done noth- us elected, not to some group, whether
buttons to $10. Because of that I guess ing about the limitation on the total be on one side or the other.
][ have not paid too much attention to amount of spending that is in the bill. Mr. CLARK. In closing, is it the
that. Mr. CLARK. I understand that. Mr. cHrL_.S. You have looked at the

Mr. CLARK. I know that. I think it is Mr. CHILES. It has done nothing polls, I know you have, strongly. And
an excellent practice, and I commend about what an individual can spend you find that the majority of the
the Senator for doh_ it. himself. And ff the Senator from Cali- of this country do not believe that the

I think there is really only one problem fornia does not have a better advantage decisions are made for the average
_hat is created by the Senator's amend- than incumbency in getting this kind of person.
merit, and thaf_ Is that it will end up money, he is just no good. He has that Mr. CLARK. RighI,
being very favorable to _n Incumbent. because he is an incumbent. Mr. CHILES. If they are not made for
Why? Because if, as a candidate run- Mr. CLARK. He has the advantage on the average person, who are they made
ning for office for the ILrst thne, as I indivfdual money as well. for? They have got to be made for Mr.
did and as I recall _ did and several 'Mr. CHILES. Well, what we are tall- Big, or they havegot to be made for
other people did, being unknown, if I lng about is something different from the someone else that is less--you know, that
am limited to contributibns from indt- amendment. There is something that sits in a group. And the people know
viduals only, I think a $1,000 limitation, bothers the Senator from Florida, and that, and you know that it is true for the
what that means is that my chance of that is that an incumbent, regardless legislation that comes in here, and the
ever raising enough money to go against of this amendment or not, has an ad- way we fight and the way we divide uP,
an incumbent candidate, with all the vantage. Mr. CLARK. The Senator does not say
advantages of incumbency, would'be Mr. CLARK. Yes. anything with which I disagree. BtM;
next to nothing. Mr. CHILES. I do not think he has think we must be concerned that we ncc

Mr. CHILES. I have to disagree with any greater advantage with this amend- create a situation lzt which challengers
the Senator on that. I ballooned to spend mont. I think he has less. We might differ cannot raise enough funds to be known
$3_0,000, in total, in my campaign, i on that. to the constituency t_ey are running fcc,
event, I think, less than $100,000 in the Mr. CLARK. Well that we are not going to have an incum-
first primary. The man who ran third in Mr. CHILES. You know what the bent's bill.Mr. CHILES. If you are saying to m_
_he first primary spent $550,000 of his Senator from IOwa is talking about? The that that challenger, to get that right,
own money, one thing an incumbent has is, he has a must ge either to business or to labor ....

I got into the primary. The Senator record, and some day we are going to re- Mr. CLARK. No, he goes to public
from Iowa kind of walked his Sta_e, like quire that he has to stand on that record financing[
X did. There is alway_ a way for someone and present himself on that record, and Mr. CHILES. But that is not before us.
who wants to take his ca_ tothe people, give the other man a chance to talk If you want to argue that, I am w_th

I think what _e SenatDr from Iowa about that record, That is the only way
dtd was run against big money. I did, of evening that up. But I do not believe you. But what you are saying is that· he has to go---if you are against my
and I think the people responded to that. this bill will do that, or this amendmenL amendment, if you are not sUlal_
I think if .the incumbent has an advan- Mr. CLARK. Let me say, to finish, be- it--now he has to go toward labor or tD-
tage, you can use timt. cause I know the Senator from Georgia ward business so he willhave the where-

Whe Senator from Iowa got here, and has some questions as well my own view withal to make it. If he courts them, who
the Senator,from Florida got here. I did is that the best solution to this problem does he belong to?not spendbig money, and T do ncvt think is public financing of campaigns.
he spent big money to get here. So the Mr. CHILES. Oh Mr, NUNN. Mr. President, will the
very argument the Senator makes does Mr. CLARK. Wait until I finish. Be- Senator yield on that point?
not ring true to me on that_ score, cause it seems to me that if we are going Mr. CHILES. I yield.

The other thing I want to point out to give a challenger the same kind of Mr. NUNN. The argument of the Sen-
now is tha_ if you want to look at spend- po_ition, an equal position insofar as ator from Iowa, it seems et me, is that a
lng, if you look at the records--I have, that can be done in a campaign----- nonlncumbent, in order to get _tarted
and I hope you have---you will find that Mr. CHILES. Yes. and get known, has to start off with spe-
t,he lncumber_t has outspent the chal- Mr. CLARK. In effect, we are going to cial interest financir_L
lengers in virtually ever7 race that has have to see that they are both going to Mr. CLARK. No, he has to have some
taken place in the Serrate by, in many have an adequate amount of money to be money from somewhere, and if he has
instances, two times, and in almost every seen and viewed by all of the people in no public money and no financing_
_ce over a third, their States. Mr. CI-ITL_S. The Senator from Iowa

If you want to taJk about an advan- Mr. CHILES. I do not dispute that. I did not have any money.
rage, I I_inw an luc_t has an ad- voted last time Mr. NUNN. We will let him get money
vantage with these grouPa, a tremendous Mr. CLARK. I know you did. from any individual in the State of Iowa,
advantage: You know'who they are, you Mr. CHTI,_.S. In every instance, for or from any individual in the State of
know what they are interested In, you trying public financing. I think it has to California, but the Senator from Iowa is
know the issues, and you know how to be a mixture of public and private. But basically telling us that with all the
conf_ct them, You know how to spring, again, that question is not in front of us. thnitaUons we put on n,m_Jn! In the
and Play Zhe field. The question now is whether we are bills that we have had, and it wUl con-

Mr. CLARK. I do nat q_e_on that for goihg to allow these g_ants to compete t_nue under this '_, that th_
_moment_ and fight among themselves to gel; t_he w_yanincumbentc_mbe__o-

Mr, Ci_lI,E_,]rdk_tlah_kanIncumbent mostleverage, to get the most war chips cesafullyisforapersonto_eithm-t_&
has ¢,hrat advan_ so they can work their will. labor organization or a busin ess orga_alz-
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ation, and if that is what the Senator is lb be equally divided between Mr. Gsn_ ' l_Ir. TAFT. Mr. President, reserving
saying, what he is really saying is the _q_; and Mr. CANNON; that there be the ri_:ht to object, the problem I have is
mechanism we have created Prevents any time limitation on an amendment h._ that I have an amendment at the desk
kind of meaningful challenge to an in- Nh'. TaFT of 30 minutes, to be equalD' which I may offer either to the substi-
cumbent unless the challenger is paid divided and controlled tn acocrdanc_, tuto or to the bill. I wi1'.[ probably offer it
with seed money, i!orm that there 'be a time limitatlo:JL firs_, to the substitute and if the substi-

Mr. CLARK. That is precisely what I on ary amendment of i hour to be equal._ tute is adopted my end would be
am saying 'because the record.-- ly divided in accordance with the usus] achieved. If it is not :adopted, I might

Mr. NUNN. We have a very bad sltu- form; that there be a time limitation c.:_ wi.sis to offer it to the bill. But I am con-
at;ion, if the Senator is correct, any debatable motion, appeal, or pois:,_: eemaed because while the amendment

Mr. CLARK. That is right. That is why of order of 20 minutes, to be equal] ,; deals with the subject matter of the law
we have to go to public financing, divided and controlled in accordanc_ inw>lw_l, dealing specifically with the

Mr. NUNN. That goes to the heart of wi_;h the usual form; that no amend, campaign contribution portion, or the
the very limitation on expenditures in ment not germane either to the bill c, campaign participation section of the
_te beginning. That argument does not to the substitute be in order; and that _ Internal Revenue Code, that section, as I
go to the amendment of the Senator final vote occur on the substitute at 1:3 '_ see it, is not covered in the bill itself,
from Florida. That argument goes to the l).ra, tomorrow, with the understandin_ and I would like to reserve the amend-
whole process that has been set up here. l_qat no amendment be in order to b_ ment that I had pending being in order

Mr. CLARK. Let us remember that tess called up between the hour of i p.n:. to the amendment, to the substitute, or
than 5 percent of the individuals in this tomorrow and 1:30 p.m. to the bill.
country contribute to some campaign, The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is ther_ Mr. _ROBERT C. BYI_',I).The Senator's
whether it is presidential,down to the objection? amendment is protected under the
local campaign. Very little of the money ]VIr. ALLEN. Mr. President, reservin ,. requesL
'_at the Senator from Georgia, I, and lhe right to object,, and I do not wish ti, 1V[r. TA_r. It is protected as to time
others here received in our campaigns object, the d:istir_;uished Senator ha_ but not as to germaneness.
came from individuals in terms of per- stipulated in the mmnimous-consent re: lV.[r. BROCK. Yes, as 1_oboth.
centage of U%e whole, quest that no amendment not germaln_ _ 1Mir. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, if it is

Mr. CHILES. Why? either to the substitute or the original bi]:i so understood, I have no objection.
Mr. NUNN. The Senator is incorrect, be in order. There is no doubt in th,_: lV.[r. TAFT. If it is, I have no objectkm.

'In my situation I did not get any special mind of the Senator from Alabama ths._ l¢[r. I_OBERT C. BYRD. The amend-
in.tm'est eontlqbutions until I had the an amendment providing for public _ ment cf the Senator is protected in any
nomination. I was running against an nancing of House and Senate races would event.
incumbent. I think the fact is the oppo- not be in order, but there would be noth _ The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
sit_. I think a person rurming against an lng under the agreement to prevent such N_3NN). The Senator's amendment is pro-
:Incumbent would have a more difficult an amendment being offered, and if th_ tected on both time _md germaneness
time getting: special interest donations Parliamentarian had it submitted to flat,_ under the present proposal.
'_han a person who is here. Senate, or the Chair ruled it was n(:,; 1V[r. PACKWOOD. iM[r. President, re-

.is the Senator from Florida pointed germane and an appeal was taken, then ser¥ing the right to object, I ask: Did
,_lt, everyone here knows what makes lhe Senate could pass such an amend, the Senator say that if the amendment
lkh,e special interest tick. They know the ment with a time limit. were germane to either the bill or the
votes. They ]know the records. _rould the Senator be willing to stipu _ sub.,;tit_]te it would be germane to either

Mr. CLARK. I agree with that. late that no amendment providing fo' one?
Mr. NUNN. They know who does it. public subsidies to House and Senat;,_ Mir. :_OBERT C. BY]._D. Yes.

W]hat we have is a very sick situation, races be in order? l¢[r. )?ACKWOOD. Sc, the amendment
The reason we have it is not because of l_In ROBERT C. BYRD. That would b_ to [_e bill offered to the substitute would
recent laws_ The reason is because of the _greeable with ' me. The distinguishe, _ be germane.
]txditical process _; terms of fund raising Senator does raise _ very nice point her_!:, Second, what was the part of the re-
has been dominated by special intere_sts and it could apply not only to an amend, quest a,bout 1 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.?
for a long t'm_e, and individuals in this ment of that subject matter but also t,:_ M:r. ROBERT C. BYRD. To assure
,country have gotten discouraged with ether types of amendments if the Senat,_ Senatc. rs that after the hour of 1:30 p.m.
th.e political process, wanted to overrule the Chair on an ap_ tomorrow, in the event the substitute is

If we take out the special interests, peal as to germaneness, not adopted, amendments to the bill will
then I think we will stimulate gre_tly I would, if it is agreeable with othe _ be i:aot;der.
the participation of individuals in the Senators-- l¢[r. PACKWOOD. Say that again--
Dolitiealprocess, not only in fund raising Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, reservinl_ between 1 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. what
but also in getting active in campaigns, the right to object--- happened?
wi'rich I think is even more important Mr. CLARK. I object, l¢[r. BROCK. No new amendments.
than monetary contributions. ]_Ir. ALLEN. That is the reason th_ M:r. ROBERT C. BYRD. No new

:Mr. CLARK. I am going to listen to the _;enator from Alabama made the poin:!_ amendment can be offered during that
debate with great interest tomorrow. Does the Senator from Iowa object t.,, pelqod.

:Mr. CHILES. I thank the distinguished thc,,----- M:r. BROCK. So we can vote at 1:30
ISenater from Iowa. I think he has helped Mr. CLARK. I would object, Mr. Presi _ p.m.
the debate already, and I appreciate it. dent. I am not in opposition to any par: M:r. ]tATFIELD. And dispose of it.

:Mr. President, I yield to the distin- of the unanimous-consent request exceP: M;r. iPACKWOOD. I am speaking for
guished Senator from West Virginia who that which would obviously automati. Senator GOLnWA_R. He iS not here. ]fie
wishes to make a unanimous consent rally rule out 'the i_ssibility of a pubtd.,_ is ready to offer an araendment. If for
agreement, providing I do not lose my financing amendment being offered, one reason or another he does not get
right to the floor. Mr. ALLEN. Offered? What I am say to the Chamber before 1 p.m. and no

:Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presid_nt, ing--_- amendment is offered until 1:30 p.m., I
I thank the distinguished Senator from Mr. CLARK. I do not mean offered. ' want a further understsmding that if the
Florida. mean in order, substitute is adopted at 1:30 p.m., his

UNAN][I_O'US-CONSENTAGREE1V][ENT ]vIr. ALLEN. In order during th_; amend.ment would still be germane if
:Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presl- ]period. That is what I am trying to rul, s gerrnane to the original bill

dent, I ask unanimous consent--with out, because I do not want a time lira:l; I have to object.
the understanding that no time will be on such an amendment. Mir. t_tOBERT C. BYRD. If the substi-
charged ag:_Inst any amendment or Mr. CLARK. When does the perio,_, tute ia adopted, it would not be. The
against the substitute or the bill to- end? ball game Would be over then.
night,--that there be a time limitation Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. 1: 30 p.m. '.Mir.C_RIFFIN. Germaneness after that.
on a substitute amendment which will be Mr CLARK. Until 1: 30 only. I am no _ Mir. t?ACKWOOD. Then I have to ob-
offered by 1V[r. GRIFFiN today Of 1 hour opposed to that. ject. If he does not get the floor and
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have a chance to offer it, then I object amendment may be called up between (2) The first appointments made by the
on his behalf. 1:15 p.m. and 1:45 p.m. President under section 309 (a) of the Act (2

Mr. BROCK. Can the Senator not The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there u.s.c. 437c(a)), as redesignated by section
105 and as amended by this section, shall not

guarantee him the right to have it? objection? be COnsidered to be appointments to fill the
Mr. ALLEN. If the substitute is not Mr. ALLEN. I understood the Senator unexpired terms of members serving on the

adopted, it would then be in order, to say that amendments could be called Federal Eelectlon Commission on the date of
Mr. PACKWOOD. If he gets to the up but there would be no debate, the enactment of this Act.

floor and is not able to offer it, because Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. No. I meant (3) Members serving on the Federal Elec-
we are stacked up with all the amend- that no amendment may be called up tion Commission on the date of the enact-ment of this Act may continue to serve as
ments, he is precluded from 1 p.m. to after 1:15 p.m. such members until all six of the members
l:30p.m. At l:3Op.m, the substitute may Mr. ALLEN. I do not know whether of the Commission are appointed and quail-

be adopted. Hopefully, that is the end that suits Senator PACKWOOD. fled under section 309 (a) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
of it. Mr. PACKWOOD. ,So long as we can 437c(a) ), as redestgnated by section 105 and

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Any Senator call it up before 1:15. as amended by this section. Until all six of
is caught in that situation. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there the members of the Commission are appoint-

MT. PACKWOOD. Yes. objection to the unanimous-consent re- ed and qualified under the amendments made
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Any Senator quest? The Chair hears none, and it is so by this Act, members serving on such Com-mission on the date of enactment of this

who might not have had an opportunity ordered. Act may exercise only such powers and func-
to offer an amendment prior to 1 p.m. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, tions as are consistent with the determina-
would be shut out. It would not be only I thank all Senators. tions of the Supreme Court of the United
Mr, GOLDWATER. Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I should states in Buckley et al. against Valeo, Secre-

Mr. PACKWOOD. I understand that. like to be recognized for a half minute tary ofthe United States Senate, et al. (num-
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Could he not to send the substitute to the desk. bered 75-436, 75-437) January 30, 1976.

offer it prior to 1 pxn.? The PRESIDING OFFICER. The sub- SEC. 4. The provisions of section 309(a) (3)
Mr. PACKWOOD. If he can get the stitute will be stated, of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)(3)), aa redes-

fl,oor, that is why ! want to make sure he The assistant legislative clerk pro- lgnated by section 105, which prohibit anyindividual from being appointed as a member
gets a chance to get on. I will advise him ceeded to read the substitute amendment, or the Federal Election Commission who is,
tonight. But it looks like we have a lot Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask at the time of his appointment, an elected
Of amendments to be considered and we unanimous consent that further reading or appointed officer or employee of the execu-
are not going to get them all. of the amendment be dispensed with. rive, legislative, or Judicial branch of the

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Of course, if The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Federal Government, shall not apply in th_
the substitute is not adopted, then-- objeetion, it is so ordered, case of any individual serving as a member of

Mr. PACKWOOD. I understand that. The substitute amendment is as foD such Commission on the date of the enact-
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Anyone can lows: ment of thi_Act.SEC. 5. (1) Ail personenl, ltablliti_, con-

offer an amendment. Strike out all after the enacting clause tracts, property, and records determined by
Mr. GRIFFIN. As I understand it, 1111- and insert in lieu thereof the following: the Director of the Office of Management and

de.r this arrangement, any Senator is SHORT TrrLz Budget to be employed, held, or used pri-

able to offer an amendment and have it SECTm_ 1. This Act may be cited as the marlly in connection wlth the functions of
voted on, even though he did not have "Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments the Federal Election Commission under title
time to debate it. Is that correct? of 1976". III of the Federal Election Campaign Act of

Mr. BROCK. That is correct. SEC. 2. (a) The text of paragraph 1 of 1971 as such title existed on January 1. t976,
Mr, ROBERT C. BYRD. Not after Section310 (a)of the Federal Election Cam- or undel' any other provision of law ar_

1 p.m. paigxa Act of 1971 (hereinafter the "Act") transferred to the Federal Election Commie-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- (2 u.s.c. 537c(a)) Is amended to read as sion as constituted under the amendmentsfollows: "There is established a Commis: made by this Act to the Federal Election

ateris correct, sion to be known as the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971.
Mr. GRIFFIN. He would have to Offer Commission. "The Commission is composed (2) (A) Except as provided in subparagraph

it before 1 p.n_ of the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk (B) of this paragraph, personnel engaged in
The PRESIDING OFFICER. He would of the House of Representatives, ex of_ functions transferred under paragraph (1)

have to have offered it before 1 p.m. ncio, and without the right to vote, and shall be transferred in accordance with ap-
Mr. PACKWOOD. Ail right. It would six members appointed by the President of pllcable laws and regulations relating to the

bevoted on with no debate, the United States, by and with the advice transfer of functions.
and consent of the Senate. No more than (B) The transfer of personnel pm'suant to

Mr. BROCK. That is right, three of the members shall be affiliated with paragraph (1) shall be w_hout reduction in
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there the s: :ne political party." classification or compensation for one year

objection to the unanimous-consent after such transfer.
request? (b) Section 309(a) {2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. (3) Ail laws relating to the functions

437c (a) (2)), as redesignated by section 105, transferred under this Act shall, insofar a_
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, reserving is amended to read as follows: such laws are applicable and not amended

the right to object, is it stipulated then "(2) (A) Members of the Commission shall by this Act, remain in full force and effect.
that prior to the vote on the substitute serve for terms of slx year_, except that of All orders, determinations, rules, advisory
there will be no amendment offered deal- the members first a#pointed-- opinions, and opinions of counsel made, is-
lng with public financing of House and "(t) two of the members° not affiliated with sued, or granted by the Federal Election
Senate races? the same political party, shall be appointed Commission before its reeonstttution under

Mr, ROBERT C, BYRD. That was in- for terms ending on April 30, 1977, the amendments made by this Act which are
cluded in the request. "(il) two of the members, not affiliated in effect at the time of the transfer provided

with the same political party, shall be ap- by paragraph (1) shall continue in effect to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1979, the same extent as if such transfer had not

part of the unanimous-consent request. "(iii) two of the members, not affiliated occurred.
IS there objection? with the same political party, shall be ap- (4) The provisions of this Act shall not
Mr. ,aT.LEN. I have no objection, pointed-for terms end lng on April 30, 1981. affect any proceeding pending before the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is thdre "(B) An indi_dual appointed to fill a Federal Election Commission at the time this

objection? vacancy o_curring other than by the explra- section takes effect.
tion of a term of office shall be appointed (5) No suit, action, or other proceeding

Mr, GRIFFIN. Mi'.President, reserving only for the unexpired term of the member commenced by or against the Federal Elec-
the right to object . h_ succeeds, tlon Commission or any officer or emploYce

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, "(c) Any vacancy occurring in the mere- thereof acting in his official capacity shall
r$SSFVilIg tl_ right tO object, lr _hould bershlp of the Commission shah be filled in abate by reason of the transfer made under
like to amend the proposal in the follow- the same manner as in the case of the orig- paragraph (1). The court before which such
lng respect: that the vote on the substi- lnal appointment.", suit, action, or other proceeding is pending
tute occur at 1:45 p.nt instead of 1:30 s_c. 3. (1) The President shall appoint may, on motion or supplemental petition
l)Jn. membors of the Federal Election Oommis- filed at any time within _lve months after

sion under section 309(a) of the Act (_ U.S.C, the date of enactment of this Act. allow suoh
The PRESIDING OJ_PICER. la there 4aT(a), as redesignate{l by sec_n 105 and suit, action, or other proceeding to be main-

i_]_?JecUoll_ as amended by this aoX, as soon as practlo a- rained against the Federal Election Co.nm!s-
Mr, ROBI_T C. BYRD. _ _t llO hie after the date of the enactment, sion if the party making the motion or fillnjr
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:the petition shows a necessity for the_ snr.. executive responsibilities in the condm t; u.s.c 431 Ce) (5)) is amended by striking out
rival of the suit, action, or other proceeding' of (>ur national affairs. The party's ma j,_r "individual" where it appears after clause
+Jo obtaiIx a ,_ettlement of the question in-. responsibilities end on election day. CF) _l.nd inserting in' lieu thereof "pen_on".
volved. On page 9, line 17, E;trike out "Cd)" and

(6) Any reference in any other Federal law' After then their influence on nation: J !reset:. "Ce)".
to the Federal Election Commlssion_ or to affairs is most akin to general interet; On page 10, line 20, _;9rike out "Ce)" and
any member or employee thereof, as such. lobbying groups like Common Cause _r t.nsex_;"Cf)".
Comlrdsslon existed under the Federal Elec-. the Sierra Club. If anything, the palvl'? On page 17, tine 23, after "candidate" in-
lion Campaign Act of 1971 before its amend-, is less influential, since many incurnbe::a .s serf "caucus, conference,".
ment by this Act shall be held and consld_ see themselves--not party oflicials-. :__s On page 26, line 16, strike out "thir W' and
ered to refer to the Federal Election Cornmis-. the embodiment of the party, mser: in lieu thereo_ "30".
sion, or the members or employees vhereof, _TIUS I see no justification for the F,n,::. on page 26, line 18, strike ont "thirty" and
as such Conunission exists under the Federal inset,: In lieu thereof "30".,
Election Campaign Act of 1971 as amendecl erst Government's requiring disclosure _f On page 26, line 18, strike out "fifteen" and
by this Act. volunteer services donated to the par: ,, [ns;er,:; in lieu thereof "15".

SEc. 6. By' addition to Section 610 of title. While I favor full disclosure of all aspec a on page 31, line 6, insert "(1)" immedi.ately
28 United States Code at the end thereof viz: of t]he election process of candidates. I beJ'or_._ "No".
On page 37, line 6, after "subject" insert tim d.o not favor disclosure for disclosur ,._ on page 36, line 19, strike out "791" and
following: ", except that expenditures for any sake. It seems to me that the voluntee_ - !.nser_ in lieu 'thereof *'*791".
such commnnications which expressly advo_, i:ag of institutional services which do :{'.:_:t On page 36, line 22, strike out "anything"
cate the election or defeat of a clearly identi_ a.nd insert n lieu thereof "anythng".
:lied candidate must be reported to the Corn-, relate to the election of candidal:_.s on page 45, line 13, strike out "(l)".
:mission in accordance with section 43_(e)", should be a private matter--in the sam_ e on page 45, after line 2:2, add the following

category as the volunteering of time, 1_ n.ew _mbsectlons:
Mr. GR][FFIN. Mr. President, this is, help Common Cause or the Sierra CZ]u:J Cd)(1) Section 301(e) (5) (F) of the Act

essentially the same substitute that was. or any other similar organization. [2 u:B.C. 431(e) (5) CF) ) is amended by strik-
offered before, with two exceptions: one, Thus, Mr. Chairman, I would h,:::_pe lng out "the last paragraph of section 6:[0 of
Jt provides that the Secretary of the Sen.- that we could agree that the requireme_: t title 13, United States Code" and inserting
ate and the Clerk of the House will be, of disclosure should apply only to. _ i._alieuthereof"seetlon321(b)".
members of the Federal Election Com_. donation of ZLegal or accounting servi,::_ ._ (2) Section 301(f) (4) CH) of the Act (2?[ c',.o.C. 431 Cf) (4) CH) ) is amended by striking
mission, ex Officio. It also incorporates ta a candidate or political committee .... ont "t:he last paragraph of section 610 of title
l_he amendment offered by Mr. PACK- r_0t tO the national committee of a po'.l:_ - 18, U:_ited States Code" and inserting in lieu
WOOD, which was adopted by the Senate. ical party, there.:ff "section 321(b)".
earlier today, the major amendment that, I ask the distinguished chairman, ;_ Ce) Section 314(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
the Sena_ has adopted, having to dc, this an appropriate interpretation of t,!::u_ 437hCa) ), as redesignated by section 105, is
with the reporting by corporations and. bill? araended by striking out "or of section 608,
labor organizations. Othelwdse, it is es- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I belie'_ e 6_0, (111, 613, 614, 615, 61(i, or 617 of title 16,
_,;entially the same amendment that we. the statement of the Senator from C.'_. - United States Code" in the first sentence of

such _ection and by strlk:ing out "or of sec-
had before, fomfia is a help:Jul interpretation a,:::_ tlou [I08, 610, 611, 613, 6:14, 615, 616, or 617

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, _i _dll serve' to clarify that -the requi:t,_ of title 18, United States Code," In the sec-
should like to address a brief question ment of disclosure should apply only I:_ onct _.entence of such s_.bsection,
'lin the distinguished Senator from. the donation of legal accounting se:{_:_ If) (1) Section 406(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
Nevada. Tiffs will take just a moment, ices to a candidate or political comm:_._ 455(s)) is amended by striking out "or of

There is an ambiguity in the proposal tee and not to the party committee [[ section 608, 610, 611, 61_;, 614, 615, 616,'or 617
before us 'which I would like to try to would say, therefore, that his interpret_ - of title 18, United States (;ode".

(2) Section 406(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 455
clarify, Pages 9 and 10 deal in part with. tion is correct, in my judgment. Cb) ) is amended by striking out "or section
the legal and accounting services donated Mr. CRANSTON. I thank the Senax,: r 6o8, (;10, 611, or 613 of title 18, United. States
to the nati. onal contmittee of a political very much. Code/'.
])arty which do not further any candid, Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I pl_(. (g) section 591 of title 18, United States
date's election to Federal office and to. K_se two amendments to S. 3065 o'/i ',n Code, is amended--
similar services donated to a candidate technical and clarifying nature. The f?,:_ t +',l) by striking out "608(c) of this title"
or political committee which enable him. one is a traditional amendment to m_d_ _ :::a snosection Cf) (4) (FI) and inserting in. lieu

_hereof "section 320(b) of the Federal Elec-
t:z) comply with Federal law. Both cate-, technical and conforming changes 'c '_ion Campaign Act of 197t";
gories of donation are exempted as con- _. 3065 deemed :necessary from revJe _ ,',2) by striking out "l)y section 608(b) (2)
tributions and from spending limits. For afar it was reported to the Senate. of this title" in subsection Cf) (4) (I) and in-
:).owing the exemptions, however, the bill The second amendment restates ex:i.,_- setting in lieu thereof "under section 320
requires that "such legal or accounting' ing law and is n(._essary because of t:l:e Ca) (2) of the Federal Election Campaign Act
services" be reported in accordance with/ transfer of the title 18 limitations 4::.a of 1971."; and
_he requirements of section 304(b)." It; contribution_; into the Federal Elect:lc ,._ _(3) by striking out "_lO(a)" in subsection

is not clear whether the disclosure re-, Cam. paign Act of 1971. As the law 11:_;,, (k) _mdpageinSerting51,after inlinelieu16,addthere°fthef()[lowing"309(a)'"
quirements cover both donations to thc exists, section 501Ce) (1) of title 18 U._!I, :L new !mbsections:
political l_rty and to the candidate or excepts from the definition of contrfl:n _ Ce) section 9004Ca) (I) of the Internal
only to the latter, lion for limitation purposes a loan _ '._,evenue Code of 1954 (relating to entitle-

I feel the second interpretation makes Inoney by a bank in the ordinary c01}4-:e :caen'ts of eligible candidates to payments) is
most sense. In other words, disclosure cf business. This second amendm,_!:{: t a.rr_e_ded by striking on% "608(c)(1)CB) of
should apply only to donations to candi-, wotdd 'transfer the language in secCic :_ ti'zle 18, United States Code" and inserting in
dates or campaign committees but not tc_ 591(e) (1) on. this; subject to section ,d:!I :_ieu thereof "320(b) (1], CB) of the Federal
political l_rties. Ce) :in order to except such a loan on '1:]_e '.Election Campaign Act of 1971".Cf) Section 9007(b)(3) of the Internal

There is ample argument that volun.- same terms :from the definition of co_:., '.[{eve_me Code of 1954 (relating to repay-
I_er legal and accounting services do- tribution- fei' limitation purposes. _.17!.2 :ments) is amended by striking out "9006(d)"
nated to a particular candidate or ,cam.., amendment, however, would requ:_ r_ and inserting in lieu thereof "9006(e) ".
paign committee should be disclosed. The such a loan to be reported as in existh: {_ (g) Section 9012(b) (1) of the Internal
'basic purpose of disclosure is to enable, law. Reve_me Code of 1954 (relating to cont_ibu-
the public to know what private tndivid-, Mr. President, as these two amex:,: - ti,ms) is amended by striking out "9006(d)"
uals and interests are helping in the raents are oil a technical and clarifyl_: _: and inserting in lieu thereof "9006(c)".

election of the men and women who nature I ask tmanimous consent t[l:_:._ On page 9, between lines 16 and 17, l:asert
are running the Nation, who are making' they be approved en bloc as part , d 'the following:
national decisions affecting all of us. S. 2065. Cd) Section 301Ce)(5) is amended--

But voltUlteer services donated to a The PRESIDXNG OFFICER. UZ:!_:: (1) by striking out "or" at the end of sub-
political party's convention processes is amendments will be stated. '._ragraph (E),
_n entirely different matter. Such a 2[T_e amendments are as follows: (2) by inserting "or" at the end of sub-
contribution has negligible influence on on page 9, between lines 16 and lY, ln._!ic:": ',pe_aF,raph (F), and
'the outcome of an election. Moreover,, the following: (3) by inserting afte:r subparagraph (1°)
the political party has no legislative nor Cd) Section 304(e) (5) o_ the Aot 2 '_h,_ J_ollowlng new subp0,ragraplx:
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"(O) aloanof money by a national or State Its administration of those provisions up- I believe to be the most important pro.-
bank made in accordance with the applicable held today, authorizing the public financing visions.
banking laws and regulations and in the of federal elections. The past acts of the The m_st significant effect of the Su.-
ordinary course of business, but such loans_ commission are therefore accorded de /acto preme Court decision in Buckley against

"(i) shall be reported in accordance with validity.; . . Buckley v. VaZeo,-----US
requirements of section 304(b); and (U.S. Supreme Court Docket No. 75-436, Jan-' Valeo was the elimination, as unconstitu-

th_iI) shall be considered a loan by each uary 30, 1976, Slip Opinion, p. 136). tional, of the limitations which the Con-
endorser or guarantor, in that proportion of
the unpaid balance thereof that each eh- There are other reasons, of course, why gress had imposed on expenditures illcampaigns for Federal office, except for
dorser or guarantor bears to the total num- this bill only should make the minimum, those Presidential candidates who accept
ber of endorsers or guarantors;", necessary corrections in current law. public funding.

on page 9, line 17, strike out "(d)" and There are Serious problems in the The foreseeable result of that decision
insert in lieu thereof "(e)% pending bill with regard to contributions will be an influx of unlimited amounts of

On page 10, line 5, strike out "or". by political action committees. The money into political campaigns, par-
On page 10, line 19, strike out the closing limitations placed on corporations and ticularly in the form of expenditures on

quotation marks and the period and insert their methods of making political con- behalf of or in opposition to candidates
in lieu thereof "(or)". tributions will generate more legal prob- by independent organizations or persons.

On page 10, between lines 19 and 20, in- lems and litigation than they will solve.sert the following: In these circumstances, I believe it is
"(K) a loan of money by a national or The consideration of hastily drawn critically important that, ff the amount

State bank made in accordance with the changes such as these in the current of expenditures cannot be limited, that
applicable banking laws and regulations and campaign laws can only inject more there be firm requirements for full dis-
in the ordinary course of business, but such uncertainty into the campaign process, closure so that the voting public can
loan shall be reported in accordance with Such action should be avoided at all judge a candidate on the basis of the
section 304(b);". costs, source of his campaign support.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- Mr. President, I support the admin- S. 3065 has an extensive reporting re-
tion is on agreeing to the amendments istration's proposal to simply reestablish
en bloc. the Federal Election commission and quirement for political committees and· other persons who spend more than $100,

The amendments were agreed to en correct the errors found in the election expressly advocating the election or de-
bloc. law as pointed out by the Supreme Court. feat of a clearly identified candidate.

ADDITIONALSTATEMENTSSlYBMITTEDON TO do anymore would be unwise and con-
s. sos5 trary to our political system and the The Court held such a reporting require-

Mx. HRUSKA. Mx. President, as the interests of the people of America. merit to be constitutional, and these re-
Senate moves to final consideration of F/ir. PELL. Mr. President, the legisla- ports, together with the indices of such
the pending bill to amend the Federal tion before us, S. 3065, is essential to expenditures to be prepared by the Corn-
Election Campaign Act, it is of para- provide a legal framework for the mission on a candidate-by-candidatebasis will enable candidates and the gert-
mount importance that we do so in a financing of the Presidential and con- era1 public to know where money being
careful and judicious manner. We are gressional election campaigns already spent on campaigns is coming from and
in the midst of a presidential campaign underway this year. and whether it is being authorized by
year. There is much at stake. It is, I believe, unfortunate that we are

President Ford stressed the serious- required tv make substantive changes in particular candidates.
ness of the situation on February 27: the laws governing our Federal election In the same regard, S. 3065 has a pl_0-

With the 1976 elections only nine months campaigns at this time in an election vision requiring that any printed or
away, I do not believe this is the proper time year, allowing candidates and campaign broadcast communication which ex-
to begin tampering with the campaign re- contributors relatively little time to ad- pressly advocates the election or defeat
form laws, and I will veto any bill that will just to changes in the law. of a clearly identified candidate, and
create confusion and will invite further delay But as we all know, we are required to which is disseminated to the public, must
and litigation, act now because the Supreme Court in contain a clear and conspicuous notice

Mr. President, in my judgment, Presi- its decision Buckley against Valeo on that it is authorized by a candidate, or
dent Ford has adopted the right at- January 20 invalidated certain critical that it is not authorized by any candi-
titude. He has asked the Congress to provisions of the Federal Election Cam- date. In the latter case, the communica-
.reestablish the Federal Election Corn- paign Act of 1971, as amended in 1974. tions must contain the name of the per-
_nission in conformity with the supreme Immediately after the Supreme Court son who made or financed the commu-
Court decision, as quickly as possible and decision, as chairman of the Subcom- nication, including in the case of a po-
get on with the job of insuring that the mitte'e on Privileges and Elections of the litlcal committee, the name of any affil-
political system in 1976 be fair and equit- Committee on Rules and Administration, fated or connected organization.
able to all candidates for Federal office. I conducted hearings on the Court deci- Mx'. President, the bill gives to the Fed-

The Supreme Court, when it ruled in sion and on proposals for revision of the eral Election Commission the exclusive
Buckley against Valeo, made clear its Federal Election Campaign Act in light and primary jurisdiction for the civil
intention that the present election laws of the court decision, enforcement of the Federal Election
could be simply remedied by a reconsti- Those hearings provided the basis for Campaign Act of 1971. The bill also gives
tution of the Federal Election Commis- the legislation prepared by the Commit- to the Commission additional civil eh-
sion. We should not make any significant tee on Rules and Administration which forcement powers and reasonably dif-
or overreaching changes in our election is now before the Senate. ferentiates between more serious viola-tions of the act, which are subject to
rules in the middle of an election cam- Legislation involving the financing of criminal penalties, and less substantial
paign. Another time, preferably after the Federal election campaigns is extremely violations which would be subject to the
election this fall, would be more appro- sensitive, touching as it does on the po- civil enforcement and conciliation pow-
priate for a deliberate and eomprehen- litical nerve endings of all us who are ers of the Commission.
sire consideration of changes in existing elected officials, and reaching close to the Finally, as I believe disclosure may be
law. hea_ of our democratic political proc- an even greater deterrent thanthe threat

Mr. President, a careful reading of the espies, of criminal prosecution for violating pro-
court's decision in Buckley against Valeo In this sensitive context, I believe our visions of an act such as this, I would '
clearly reveals the ingent of the court committee has acted promptly, but with note that a new disclosure provision
to not unduly disrupt the political proc- careful consideration, in reporting this would require the Commission to make
ess in this campaign year. In its ruling legislation to the Senate, and I would available to the public the results of any
on the Commission's makeup, the court particularly commend the distinguished attempt to correct violations or possible
said: chairman of the Rules Committee, Sen- violations of the act through concilia-

It is also our view that the Commission's ator CANNON,for his fairness and leader- tion. Thus the public w0uld be made
inability to exercise certain powers because ship in the handling of this legislation, aware of the results, whether favorableof the method by which Its members have
been selected should not affect the validity The provisions of the bill are well sum- or unfavorable to the candidate, of all
of the Commission's administrative actions marized in the committee report. In my conciliation efforts of the Commission.
and determinations to this date, including remarks, I will focus on several of what These reporting, disclosure, and eh-
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forcement provisions are vital safeguar&¢ establish and finemce efforts independ'.t_: _t I hope that the Senate and House do
to the integrity of our Federal electlw_ of the candidate and his party, not continue along the track evidenced
processes. They are, I believe, the best In supporting the removal of lim:i_ _,.. by _c;.3065; and, if this or similar 1egis-
guarantee we can provide, within con.- tions upon contributions, I am not I, I_ latlon is agreed to, I shall urge Presi-
stitutional limits, that the financing of vocating a :return to an era in wbi_.[-, dent Ford to veto it. The regulation of
our Federal election campaigns will be campaigns for Federal office largely _,_ political campaigns is an area of great
fair and open and not subject to the cos- financed by a few people making Is: i_ constitutional and democratic sen-
rosive effects of secret contributions and contributiorLs; and I think that such '._i: ,,;itivity, and our republic will be ill-
financing, uations would be avoided by requir __: served by the passage of this legislation

Mr. President, the legislation before full and timely disclosure and by I;]t{, a'; reported by the cenmqittee.
us will fill an urgent need in the wake deterrent effect of our Watergate exp,_: ·

of the Supreme Court decision. I urge ence. I do think, however, that campa: NT--'--'--'MEN--'_its prompt approval, contributions are an integral element .,J i!_PPOI PSBY THE VICE
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, while .][ freedom of expression; and, notwJ, lli _ PRE iII)ENT

agree with the query of the Chief Jus.. standing the Court's decision to the c,:_-
tire, in dissent in Buckley against trary, I believe that restriction of c,:,J:. The PRESIDIT G OFFICER. The
Valeo, as to whether the majority opln.., tributions should be removed forthw:il _ Chai:c, on behalf ( _ the Vice President,
ion in that decision left "a workable pro-. l'_urthermore, I would rather see m:I ,- :pnrsuant to 10 U._ .C. 4355 ia), appoints
gram" of campaign regulation for Fed-. stantial contribul;ions channeled into _[ic the following Sen, to_ to the Board of
eral office, and not withstanding my be-. ofiqcial campaign process and, therv._., Visitors to the U.I :. ]Military Academy:
lief that the Federal Election CampaigrL subject to the control of the candida :_ the _Senator from lq_hode Island (Mr.
Act Amendments of 1974, even as modl-, and his party, rather than being ,t:,::- P,_ST0aE), the Se Lal_r from Missouri
fled by the Supreme Court, are cumber-, pended through independent cftc: :_: (]_J[r. E^GLETON), a _d t:he Senators from
some at _st and illogical at worst, I free of the checks and balances of _: _: Oklahoma (Messrs t_:rLL_ON and B_sr-
consider $. 3065, and the proposed Fed-.. political process. :_:_'_'_.
eral Election Campaign Act Amend... Tihe proposed 1976 amendments, la,:::.... T_,.e Chair, on be talf of the Vice Presi-
ments of 19_6 contained therein, to be ever, do not meet these concerns 1::_i: d.ent pursuant to: _ U.S.C. 9355(a), ap-
undesirable and a further compotmding rather, would do mischief of their o'_:,::_ poin:l.s the follow ng Senators to the
of our earlier errors. S. 3065 would reconstitute, a_',5i :Board of Visitors o the U.S. Air Force

As may be remembered, I voted; weaken, the Federal Election Comn::ti- Academy: the Sm ator from Wyoraingsion. While I share the reservations ,,l (]Jr. MCGEE), the lSanator from Cole-against the 19'/4 amendments, after
sponsoring five unsuccessful revisions, those who question the breadth ' ' rado (Mr. OagY H_ :?) the Senator from
primarily because of my opposition Sc, scope of the license appropriated by '1:]:e W'yoming (Mr. IL_ :SFN), and the Sena-

I,-_ECin utili2ing its enforcement authc: _ tor from Alaska (l ir. ST_WNS).
the public inancing of Federal elections tries, the new procedures that would _s The Chair, on be: _alf of the Vice Presi-
and to limitations on campaign expendl- imposed are too complex and unwieb y dent, pursuant to I _ U.S.C. 6968(a), al>-
ruses. Consequently, because the Court; for direct., effective regulations. Mos', poin::s the follow ag Senators to the
overturned expenditure limitations, and. over, by further enhancing the advs::-_ YJoard of Visitors to the U.S. Naval
because I was pleased that Congress; tages of incumbency, and through :_', _m'ademy: the Sen_ _orfrom Hawaii ,'.Mr.
would be afforded another opporttmity to duction of criminal sanctions, this ll:,:il Y._'.ouYr), the Scm tor from Ohio .IMf.
:review the unwise and unworkable 1974 abrogates two vi&at, but apparently :_:_,t: GoSheN), the Senai )r [:rom Oregon (Mr.
amendments, I was gratified by some as_ lasting, lc;:7olls impo. tied by our rec, _ i _][._,Tr':tELD), and th ,_enator from Ohio
peers of the decision in Buckley against C',i_:tress. ,',Mr..T^rr).
Vaieo. More disturbingly, thc 1976 ,amc'_:_,:-.

Unfortunately, it appears that not raeuts, under the guise of reform s_: J JOINT REFERRA, OF COMMUNICA-
only is the Senate forgoing the oppor_, refinement, :interjects elements of p:;:: - T: ONS
tunity to respond to the more dubious tisan expediency by limiting those e:_:,:_
aspects of the 1974 amendments and the ployees who may contribute to politic ] Mr. ROBERT C. ]¥_,J_. Mr. President_
Buckley against Valeo decision, but that action committees, and by exempt:ir g _[ask unanimous e, nsent that two corn-
S. 3665, as reported to the Senate by the, certain fund-raising transfers traditic,_ _ munications relati_ e to the annual re-
Rules Committee, would elaborate and ally utilized by only one of thc two r:_::_ lJort of the Board of Governors of the
extend the mistakes propounded both in tionat parties. Federal Reserve Sy _tem and the annual
the 19_4 act and by thc Supreme Court. During the pendency of the 1'!;:4 report/or the Cons _rner Affairs Division

It was my hope that the Congress snxendments, I offered an amendm,_i:: t of _:e Comptroller o:[ the Currency be
would have responded to the Buckley which would have prohibited all gr(:N:!:, referred jointly tc the Committee on

Con_ Bank -.against Valeo decision by reconstituting contribution,,;, under the justlficat:i_: n Commerce and the .mittee on
the Federal Election Commission in a that, as only individuals can vote, o:_ :_ lng, Housing and ' rrban Affairs.
constitutional manner; by eliminating individuals shouhl be able to contrib_ _ 'rh_._ PRESIDING OI_'ICER. Without
public financing of Federal elections; to political campaigns. But if we are _ objection, it is so c _dered.
and by removing or substantially raising sJlow group giving, as we apparently _:_:' :_,
the limitations on individual contrlbu_. I firmly beheve that the ground rui, s: '_
tions to candidates for Federal elections, should not fs.vor or discriminate betw,!_<a '::OUTHEASTEItN UNIVERSm r OF
This latter recommendation is necessary, groups, and thai; businesses and la'l::_r T!_LE DISTI_C2 (iF COLUMBIA
I believe, to coUnteract the distortive unions should be :able to solicit contri't:J,_
,effect of the Supreme Court's upholding lions on an t_lual footing. Mr. ROBERT C. i ;¥'P_D. Mr. President,
limitations on individual cont_qbutions Mr. President, although I would pre:!:' t' J[ ask the Chair to _y before the Senate
to candidates, but finding unconstitu_ that Congress respond in a definit:i_ _ a me.,_gefrom the House of Represent-
ttonal expenditure limitations upon so_ fashion to tk.e challenge provided by 'i:i ,_ atives on S. 611.

The PRESIDIN _ OFFICER (Mr.
caned "independent" efforts to elect or t_uckley against Valeo decision, the p:_,:- _a.LEN) laid befo e the Senate thedefeat candidates. I think that this ra- posed amendments before the Senate ;',_
then curious distinction mitigates against fraught with difficulty and advants:: ,, amendment of the House of Represent-
the time-honored and traditional form ?hus, while I rue this loss of opportunJ;. ", atives to the bill (; _.611) for the relief
of American politeal expression, that is, I voted for, and ihope to again, the tN'- of Southeastern U_ i_exsity of the Dis-
direct participation in and support for successful amendment offered by my _:.li__ trier of Columbia, _ follows:
a particular candidate's campaign, in tinguished colleague from Michigan (,_!_5_. Page 5, after line 1] insert:
that the result of the decision is implicit (_RIFFIN) for' a s:Lmple extension of t:]'_ arc. 11. The previewers of sections 2 and

3 ,of the Act o_ AuguSt ;30, 1964 (Public Law

encouragement of political expression Federal Election Campaign Act Amer_<- l_.4_._; sections _a_d _, _3 Stat. 638; 38
independent of campaigns and parties; ments of 19',14.It appears that the b,c_,t _]:,s.o. 1102, 1103) entt[_led "An Act to provide
and I believe that removing limitations we can do is to pass a stralght-forwm. :l _',_audit of accounts [of private corporations

es-_b:tished under Federal law" shalZ apply

OncentlveCOntributiOnSofthose whoW°Uldarenowreducetemptedthein-to billcommission,reconstitutingthe Federal Elect,',i,,::_ _th z'espect to the ctrpora_lon.
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Under current policy, the an- guarantees of the Postal Reorganization god of all humanl ;y, the automobile--and

swer to these ( "probably yes"; Act. For that law _ust prevail unless or intheso_eStatisttCSotherarecop mtries,°p°rti°natelYthougheVenquanti-w°rse
and it is that any change until it is changed tatively less.
contemplated must r occur under law. In 1974. and prir arlly due to the 55 mile-
The proper forum airing the Post-

is in the Congress TRAFFIC SA_W_'I _ IS EVERYBODY'S per-hour limit, 46,; }0 lost their lives in traf-fic accidents in the [I.S.A. In Maryland alone,

of the United All of us know, BU _INESS 862 individuals bec ,me traffic toll fatalities
from our marl, talks with folks Mr. MATHIAS Mr. President, the during the year 197_

As the Safety Fir t Club of Maryland, ease
at home what kind service the ave:- Safety First Clut of Maryland is cele- of the foremost cit zen organizations work-
age citizen wants. .-wants postal serv- brating its 20th a_ niversary on April 29, ing for traffic safe stated it: "The auto-
ice as at least no worse 1976. In conjuncti4 n with that eyent, the mobile deslo_medfo our comfort, our need
than it is now. And is in the Congress following statem_ at, entitled "Traffic and our convenien e, imposes upon us the
that these perhaps divergent, Safety Is Everyr )dy's Business," has responsibility of ut .iziaxg it without making
views should be we'. assessed, and been prepared. T Le Safety First Club, of it at the same tJ ne an instrument of de-
decided upon. is here for that which is a nonpr( fit organization dedi- struction.' This ap _lles equally to you and
purpose--to set policy, including cated to traffic saJ _ty, has been honored me.
the broad under which the with two Nati¢ xal Safety Council The Safety First ,'lub of Maryland, a non-
Postal Service will operated. Awards. I would li re to take this oppor- profit citizens' el ranization, with head-quarters in Baltinc _re, has been crusading

Mr. Presid6nt, Post Office and tunity to congratu ate this group for its since 1956 for safety on our streets and high-
Civil Service is currently in years of service to he community and to ways. The organizl tion's major objectives
the midst of _ on a bill which I share with you sc ne of their observa- are to help reduce traffic fatalities; stress
sponsor to substantially the tions on the impor anco of traffic safety, the importance of ra_c safety among our
public service authorized by Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- youth; work for tle passage and enforce-
the Congress to the Postal Service sent that this sta ement by the Safety ment of statutes al _lng to reduce the traf-

fic 9o11; and give p oper l_cognltion to the
to operate mail system serv- First Club of Mar and be printed in the deserving for attai lments in the field of
lng all the people. RECORD.

Among the purposes of the There being no objection, the state- tramc safety.The organizatlo_ believes that traffic
bill is to reduce the of postal merit was ordered to be printed in the supervision and con tel belong In the sphere
rate increases. If p revenues and RECORD, as follows: of duly constituted experts and authorities;
COSTS can be more nearly into TRAFFIC SAFETY IS P.VERYBODY'SBUSINESS but, nevertheless, s_ ch groups as the Safety
consonance by the funding At the beginning ff the century we did First Club of Mary! _nd can render services
the bill would I am confident not have an annual: _tallty record of 50,000 through planned an ! comsistent safety pro-
that the constant spiral of rates from automobile acc dents. The worst that grams, campaigns _ nd activities aimed at
can be_ substantially slowed. Rates in- could then be said b statisticians was that helping to reduce t_; mounting toll.

e vitably will increase costs go up, but we had in excess of ,' million horses on the The Safety First Club of Maryland willfeature the theme Master Motor Menace"
over the past 5 first-class rates roads.

Today we have pre ressed to an astound- a_ the organlzatl, n's 20th Anniversary
have far the Consumer lng mobility, thanks ;o our automobile. We Wheelmaster Dinne: , to be held Thursday
Price Index. Since 19_1, when the have also progressed _o a numbness that al- evening, April 29, 976, at the Mercantile
S-cent rate became first-class lows us to accept a slaughter of human be- Club in Baltimore.
postage has risen 63: At the same lugs on our highway4 unprecedented In the The Safety First Club of Maryland be-

lieves, and advocate
time, the CPI has 35 percent, annals af recordedhistory. , that eternal vigilance
May bill would rate increases At the Transpo '72_exhibit near Washing- is the price of libert '--and traffic safety.
and this effect, we Confident, would ton, in 1972, OM exp_rts indicated that _the

automobile would coz_ttnue to be the princi-
help maintain the mail volume pal form of transportation during most of CONCLUSIO! OF MORNING
upon which the Service relies so the balance of this ce_atury. Much was made BlUE IN]ESS
heavfiy for revenue, of improvement in hil hway technology, lanes The PRESIDIN(. OFFICER. If there

In its of S. 2844, the for larger vehicles _nd buses, peripheral be no further mol ling business, morn-committee has testimony from parking facilities, el, ctrontcally automated
Postmaster General Bailar. He eh- traffic control systerrz , use of smaller elec- lng business is cl_
dorsed the thrust of measure and trio cars for .inner cty use, separation of
responded to about postal pedestrians from ira: lc malls, and others.
operations. It is true in his testl- Little was said about .e-programming auto- FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACTmobile drivers who, s one humorist said, AMENDMENTS OF 1976

mony he also whether the are "the loose nut b_hind the wheel" that The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
present structure of postal causes most accidents.
services is essential o relevant to our The automobile diver's physical well- the previous order, the Senate will now
future national needs but nowhere did being, as well as the mechanical health of resume consideration of the unfinished
he call for a or request his vehicles, is vital, of course. In 31 dif- business, S. 3065, which the clerk wil.l
far-reaching policy ferent states, howevel a blind person may state.

Now that he has in Detroit renew his license. In 0 states a stone-deaf The legislative clerk read as follows:

and San Francisco his misgivings perso n can renew hL, license without any A bill (S. 3065) to amend the Federal Elec-
question. Few states e en check the hearing tion Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for its

about the economic of a uni- of an applicant; fewe still ask for an eye administration by a Federal Election Com-
versal postal America, I think examination after the initial one (at age 16 mission appointed in accordance with the
it appropriate to to discuss these or 18). All you need in most states is a check requirements of the Constitution, and for
views in greater detail the commit- to be sent in for the r, aewal. What a license other purposes.
tee--with Members of Senate respon- to kill!
sible under the for con- In 1973, there were _ 800,000 miles of roads The Senate proceeded to consider the
sidering the kind of changes in the United States to accommodate the bill.

approximately 100,000 3o0 cars. Our courts Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
he has been around the devote 57% of their tI ne to cases involving I ask unanimous consent that Paul Don-country, the automobile. More than half a million

ACcordingly, I am a hear- abandoned cars each ear crowd the land- nelly, a member of Senator SYMINGTON'S

lng for March 29--a at which scapes--45,000 alone in New York City. One- staff, may have the privilege of the floor
the Postmaster staff will third of every America Lcity is appropriated during the debate on S. 3065.
be the sole witnesses. In addition to by businesses which cater exclusively to The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
hearing his views on the scope of motor cars--and a_ot', er third is flattened objection, it is so ordered.

postal operations be reduced, the out for the fabulous e_ )anses of asphalt and Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
concrete which provld mobility and park- send to _le desk an amendment for my-committee will to him Oil lng for these urban mo: sters.

service cuts. And I for his as- But what, at long I_ ;t, becomes the most self and the senior Senator from South
surance that he will service at horrendous statistic of _11:over 50 000 people Dakota (Mr. McGOwRN) and ask thatI

its current levels in with the a_n_ally are sacrificed _o the most voracious It be read and considered.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The their vocation. Nothing prevents the 4J it, but it would be much easier if we did

amendment will be stated, or so farmers in Congress from accep:l> not have to be hamstrmag by this law.
The legislative clerk read as follows: [n_g income from Government agricu]_ l_[r. President, there are other reasons
At the end of the bin add the following rural subsidies. Nothing prevents the 1[i_: why section 327 should be stricken from

_uewsection: iMembers of Congress who had a busii- the law. The language of this provision
_ONOSARXA :ness or banking bm_kground from receiv, is badly drafted and no one can fai:cly

SEC. . Section 616 of Title 18, United :[ng any income for whatever enterprise: uriderstand what he is prohibited :from
slates Code, is repealed, _hey may have retained. Nor does an3_ doing. 'The term "honorarium" is not cie-

Mr. CIOLD'WATEi_. I want to make it '_hing in the section limit the receipt ,::_,J:fined in this section or anywhere else in
clear, Mr. President, that the amend- :income from securities and other hwesl:> the Federal Election Cs_mpaign Act. l_!or
ment is to the substitute which has been .merits. does _Lnyother section: of the United
offered by the Senator from Michigan. I might add, Mr. President, th_:_LI States Criminal Code b9 which this sec-

q'ne k'RESIDING OFFICER. 'I_e :nothing in 32'1 prevents any Member c,] lion h:_s been added, contain any defini-
amendment of the Senator from Arizona this body from writing a book. I hav_: lion oi' "honorarium."
will be so modified, written a number of books since I hav_: The):e is very little legislative history

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I 'been in this body. I am not foolis:l:: as to l.:he meaning of this word. In fact,
rise to speak in support of the amend- .enough to think that BARRYGOLDWATEI: of the several hundred pages of legis].a-
ment jointly offered by the senior Sen- :: merchant in Phoenix, Ariz., could evel. tire history relating to the Campaign
ator from South Dakota (Mr. McGov- get _, book published, but BAaaY GOLZ:_. Finance Amendments of 1974, only about
E:aN) and my self to strike out the limi- W,_TER,a Senator from Arizona, gets h:h 10 :pages in all involve the honorarium
t::tiohs on honorarituns in section 327 books published. Yet there is nothing :i.:v section. Not one of the:;e pages contains
o:: the Federal Election Campaign Act. this section that prevents my doing that. a deflD,ition of the word.

This provision is both mischievous and I_mre is a limitation on the amount c:: :[ remind those of my colleagues who
discriminatory. It was originally added to money that can be received by a MembeJ are attorneys that one of the first prin-
a Senate-passed campaign finance bill _f Congress for writing an article for ;:: ciples of the Constitution rests in. the
by Members of the House of Represent- m:_gazine, protect;ion of individu:_l rights by the
atives, not :as a reform measure, but to Another example: There is nothing :i: fii'th amendment, what is known as t_e
openly punish and p_ssure Members of this section that prevents us from al> due process clause. In brief, the Supreme
the Senate ,who had not gone along with peering on television shows or radi( Cotmt )has said that due process includes
the idea of steep pay raises for Mom- :shows and being paid for it. I happen '1:;: "the deepest notions of what is fair and
bers of Congress. The House author of be a member of a union, the Televisio: right _nd just."
the honorarians limitation, Congressman Actors Union. I guess that possibly sawi_:: .Due process, in the context of a crimi-
AN_VNZZO, vocally announced his put- my hide, but, nevertheless, a number c:: hal sbzLtute means that 'the language of
pose in proposing the provision. During us do have income from those sources. ' that s_;atute "must be sufficiently explicit
what brief discussion there was of the have a radio program. It is on twice _ to :Lnform those who are subject to its
section in tlhe House, the author of this day on some 400 stations in this countr',i what conduct on their part will render
restriction stated that: Nothing in this section preventsmy be_ the:m liable to its penalties." A statute

_[nthe main, it is aimed at the members lng paid for it. which forbids "the doing of an act in
terms so vague that men of common in-

o1!the other body who have been so piously ][ bring these points out from personals.: tellige:ace must necess,'_rily guess at its
p::oclaiming i'rom time to time that Members experience, and I alTI sure that maI:_.:i me:ming and differ as to its application,"
Gl!Congress do not need any pay raises. Members of this body could cite sirnil_l ilu the words of the Supreme Court, "_io-

He repeated this purpose when dis- experiences, lares t!._efirst essential of due process of
cussing the conference report which be- Mr. President, what the section do,_:: law."
c_me law, adding the hope that we Sen-. de is impose a discriminatory limit onl! 'I'hi.,_ doctrine has been' known as the
ators, in his words, "will now come along or...the income of People who happen _1;: "vagu_mess" doctrine and it has been
to acting more wisely when the measure be qualified as lecturers, speakers, ,D: the b_sis for voiding .,;everal legislative
of a pay raise comes up." writers--and, I might add, not that ar:! statutes. In this inst_mce particularly,

Surely, Mr_ President, there is no room of us are. Bu.t sometimes we are mi_ W.here section 327 restricts on its face
in Federal law for provisions such as'Chis, takenly looked upon as such. What :i: first amendments freedom of speech, I
which are run through by one House of does is severely restrict income that up _!:: belJ.eve such an unelea:c statute is a bad
Congress out of pique with the other now has been available to schools, coil! one. As the Supreme Court said in the
body, and as a self-serving tool for pres- leges and local charities. In many case_ recent, case of Buckley against Valeo,
suring that other body to approve con- those of us who received honorariums fo: "where first amendment rights are in-
gressional pay raises. Mr. President, this speeches would donate the entire balanc_ volve_., an even 'greater degree of spec-
bit of background on the origin of what to this church, that hospital, or som,_: if[city' is required."
is now section 327 highlights what is other charitable organization. Yet und,l_:. Mr.' President, I urge that my col-
m,rong with it. It is a narrow and badly the existing and proposed law, there :i_ lea_,_ucs add section 61(; to the substit'ate
worded limitation ozi outside income of no way to contribute an honorarium I::_ which has been offered by my friend
l_[embers of Congress and other Govern- a charity over the limits of the sectio:_:_ from l_&ichigan.
merit officials. When an amendment was even though not one penny of it woull_ I yield to the Senatc.r from Oregon..
offered du_!ng debate on the Campaign go tlxrough the speaker's accounts ,:::: Mr. PACKWOOD. M:r. President, I rise
I!'inance Law which called for a far- _.rough his hands or be _under his direc, to support the amendment of the Sen-
reaching restriction of outside payments lion. What this has meant is that mam:_,:_ ator f:rom Arizona and the Senator from
_md fees to Members of Congress, it was charities are going, and will be going, 'ii:_: South Dakota. To me, the present re-
beaten down by a vote of 61 to 31. That go without help that formerly have d,_ str:[ction in the law is a blatant example
proposed araendmenf had been offered by pended on it. o_ 'unfairness and unconstitutionality. It
,'!;enator ALLEN and it would have pro- Again, I can cite my own personal e:_,:: is perJ:ectly all right fo]: a Member of the
t:dbited the receipt by Members of Con- perience. Before this bill became law, Senate; to manage an apartment house,
t_:ress and Government officials of nearly had made pledges to various eharitie_ to own an apartment house, to spend his
e.li payments other than their official churches, hospital.% and so forth, in m'., weekends fixing toilets, putting on side-
salaries. This is the kind of honest S_:ate of close to $50,000, which I did no board;.% or whatever else he wants to do.
_,mendment I can vote for and, although have to give. But I propose to give ti:::,: 11; is perfectly ,all right legally to prac-
]i did cast my vote against tabling the income from lectu:cing to these purpose_: lice l_tw and to e_rn income from that.
Allen amendment, it was badly beaten. I wrote the chairman of the committ,_ I1; ils_:_otall right, as the bill is read and

Mr. President, this makes my point that controls that law and asked if t]::_ apparently intended, to go out and make
that Congress has made no effort to re- honorariums could be paid to these chax. a ,,pooch or go out and write an article
,_trict all ot_tside income, ities direct--not even going through m; and b_:;paid in excess o1_$1,000 to do it. It

Nothing in section 327 prohibits the hands for signature or anything else. I!t: is _tll _:ight, interestingly enough, to write
286 lawyers who are Members of Con- ruled no. So I have the unpleasant f'L:.: a book--to write, in essence, long articles
gress from earning outside income i'rom ture of trying to :find $50,000. I will ,d: and be paid great amounts of money. I
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have, compiled by the Library of Con- prise Institute of Public Policy Research, side the New Frontier, New York, Maefad-
gross, a list of all the autobiographies and 1971.139 p., KP4651_874. den-Bartell, 196_. 237 p. E841.H3.
books written by Members of Congress, Uriah, Morr/s. Education o_ a Congress- Hatfield, Mark O. Not quite so simple. New
many written by Members of the Senate, mare lndia_olis, Bobbs-Merrill, 1972. 384 York, Harper & Row, 1968. 302 p., E840.8.HSA3.
including mar_. who voted against any p., E840.8.US. .Inouye, Daniel K. Journey to Washlhgtom

Udall, Morris. The Job of the Congreasm_u. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1967.
change in this honorarium limitationL Indianapolis, Bobl_-M0_rlll, 1970. 4_1 p., 297 p. E840.8.ISA3.

It takes a great deal of time to write a JK1331.T3. Jackson, Henry Martin. l%ct, fiction, and
lengthy book, if they wrote it themselves, Wright, Jim. You and your Congre ssman, national security. NeW York, Macfadden-
At least their names appear on them, New York, Coward-McCann and Geoghegan, Bartsll, 1964. 128 p., E744J27.

It seems to me immoral, Mr. President, 1972, 804 p., JK1021.W'L Jackson, Henry Martin. The Atlantic alli-
ance; Jackson subcommittee hearings and

to say you can write a long article and BooY,s _r v.s, SF_a_O_S _SlST coNo_as_ findings. 'Edited by Henry M. Jackson. New
be paid $25,000 if you call it a book, but A/ken, George David. Pioneering with fruits York, Praeger, 1967. 809 p., UA646.8.U445.
you cannot write a short article and be and berries, by (_orge D. Aiken; lllustraSed Jackson, Henry Martin. The National Secu-
paid $1,500 if it is called an article. _vl_h photograprns by Kenneth Rockwell. rity Council; Jackson subcommittee papers

! ask unanimous consent to have this Brabtleboro, Vermont, Stephen Days press on policy-making at the Presidential level,
list Of authors in the Congress printed [c1936]. SB355.A35. Edited by Henry M. Jackson. New York, Frae-
iii the RECORD. Aiken, George David. Pioneering with wild- ger, 1965. 811 p., UA23.A41656 1965b.

There being no objection, the list was flowers, by George D. Alken. Putney, Vet- Jackson, Henry Martin. The Secretary of
most, The author, 1935. "First printing, State and the Ambassador; Jackson subeom-

ordered to be printed in the RzCOaD, as 1933." SB439_A5 1935. mittee papers on the conduct of American
follows: Aiken, George David. Spec, k/no from Ver- foreign policy. New York, Praeger, 1964. 203

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, most, By George D. Aiken... New York, p., JX1706.Z5A56.
WasI_ington, D.C., April 17, 1974. Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1938. 233 p., Javits, Jacob Koppell. Discrimination,

To: Hon. JOHN BRAOEMaS,
Attn: Anni_ Goekjian. F54.A56. U.S.A. Rev. ed. New York, Washington Square

Ba_a, Biroh E. One heartbeat aw_y; presi- Press, 1962. 289 p., EI84.AiJ3 1962.
From: Congressional Reference Division. dentlal disability and succession. Indian_po- Javlts, Jacob Koppell. Order of battle; a
SUbject: Books on Congress by recent Mem-

bers of Congress. los, _Bobbs-Me_?ill, 1968. 372 p., JK609.B39. Republican's call to reason [by] Jacob K.Bennett, Wallace Foster. Faith and free- Javits. New, rev., and enl. ed. New York,
We are enclosing a list of recent autobiog- dom, the pillars of American democracy. New Pocket Books 1966. 297 p., E743.J3 1966.

raphies by Members of Congress, while these York, Scribner, 1950. 154 p., JC599.USB4. Kennedy, Edward Moore. Decisions for a
books are not exclusively devoted to the op- Bennett, Wallace Foster. Why I am a Mor- decade; policies and programs for the 1970s.
er&tlonLs of Congress, all have pertinent
material, men. New York, T. Nelson [1988]. 256 p., BX Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1968. 222 p.,

In addition to this previously-prepared 8635.B39. E846.K43.
ltst_ we have located the following titles: Brooke, Edward William. The challenge of McCarthy, Eugene J. The Crescent diction..

change; crisis in our two-party system, by ary of American politics. New York, Macmll..
Abzug, Bens. Bella! Ms. Abzug goes to

Washington. New York, Saturday Review Edward W. Brooke. [1st ed.], Boston, Little, lan, 1962. 182 p., JKS_M2.
Press, 19V2. 314 p., E840.8.A2A3. Bri_wn {c1966]. 269 p., E743.B77. McCarthy, Eugene J. First things first; new

Anderson, John B. A Congressman's Dizksen, Everett Mckinley. Gallant men; priorities for America. New York, New Amerl-
choice. Grand Rapids, Mich., Zondervan stories of American adventure, by Everett can Library, 1968. 47 p., Egi6.M32.
Publishing HoUse, 1972. 226 p., E839.5.A73. Mckinley Dirksen and H. Paul Jeffers. New McCarthy, Eugene J. A liberal answer to

Anderson, John B. Congress and conscience. York, McGraw-Hill, 1967. 122 p., CT217.D5. the conservative challenge. New York, Prae-.
Philadelphia, Lippinco_t, 1970. 192 p., Dodd, Thomas J. Freedom and foreign ger, 1965. 128 p., JK271.M24 1965.
JK1051.C$. policy. New York, Bookmailer [1962]. 321 p., McCarthy, Eugene J. Frontiers in American

Bolling, Richard. House out of order. New E744.D56. democracy. Cleveland, World, 1960. 155 p.,
York, Duties, 1972. 253 p., JK1319.B6. l_llbright, James William. The arrogance JK271.M23.

2olllng, Richard. Power in the House. New of power. New York, Random House [c1966]. McCarthy, Eugene J. The limits of power;
York, Duties, 1968. 291 p., JK1316.B5. 264 p., E774.FB86. America's role in the world, New York, Holt,

Clark, Joseph S. Congress, the sapless Fulbright, James William. Fulbrlght of Rinehaxt, Winston, 1967. 246 p., E744.M15.
branch. New York, Harper and Row, 1965. Arkansas: the public positions of a private McClellan, J_hn Little. Crime without
266 p., JKl06I. C57 1965. thinker. Ed. by Karl E, Meyer. Pref. by Walter punishment. New York, Duell, glean &

Clark, Joseph S. Congressional reform: Lippmann. Washington, R. B. Luce [1963]. Pearce, 1962. 300 p., HD6490.R3U73.
problems and prospects. New York, Crowell, 279 p., E743.F8. McGee, Gale W. The responsibilities of
1965. 864 p., JK1081.CS8. Fulbright, James William. Old myths and world power. Washington, National Press,

Clark, Joseph S. The Senate establish- new realities, and other commentaries, by 1968. 274. p., E183.8.V5M33.
merit. New York, Hill and Wang, 1963. 136 p., J. W. Fulbright. New York, Random House McGovern, George Stanley. A time of war.
JK. 1239.C55. [1964]. 147 p. E846.F8. a time of peace. New York, l%andom House,

,Curtis, Thomas B. DeciSion making in the Fulbright, James William. Prospects for 1968. 203 p., E840.M3.
U.S. Congress. Los Angeles, Institute of the West. Cambridge, Harvard University McGovern, George Sbanley. War against
Government and Public Affairs, University of Press, 1963. 132 p. E744.FS. want: America's food for Peace program.
California, 1969. 441 p., AS36.C2A35 no. 126. Goldwater, Barry Morris. Arizona portraits. New York, Walker, 1964. 148 p., HDS006.M32.

Evins, Joe L. Understanding Congress. New Phoenix, 1940. 25 p. (24 plates). F811.G6 Magnuson, Warren Grant. The dark slde of
York, C. N. Potter, 1963. 304 p., JK1061.E85. 1940. the marketplace; the plight of the American

Hartke, Vance. Inside the the New Frontier. Goldwatcr, Barry Morris. Barry speaks to consumer [by] Warren G. Magnuson and
New York, Macfadden-Bartell Corp., 1962. you; for the first time: an A to Z breakdown Jean Carper, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-
237 p., E841.H3. of Goldwater's stands. New York, Macfadden- Hall, 1968. 240 p., HCl10.C6M28.

Hartke, Vance. You and your senator. New Bartell, 1964. 34 p. E850.G54. Metcalf, Lee. Overcharge [by] Lee Metcalf
York, Coward-McCann, 1970. 251 p., JK1161. _ Goldwater, Barry Morris. The conscience of and Vic Reincmer. New York, McKay, 1967.
H27. a Conservative. Shepherdsville, Ky., Victor 336 p., HD9685.U5M4.

Keating, Kenneth. Government of the Pub. Co., 1960. 123 p. JK271.G668. Mass, Frank E. The water crisis. New York,
people. Cleveland, World Publishing Co., Goldwater, Barry Morris. The face of Ari- Fraeger, 1967. 805 p., HD1694.ASM63.
1964. 174 p., JK1061.K37. zona. Phoenix, F. P. Mlddleton, 1964. 14 p. (50 Pa,store, John O. The story of conununlca_

Kuykendall, Dan. Among other questions, plates). TR650.(_58. tlons from beacon light to Telstar. New York,
Pr/vately printed, i971. Goldwatr, Barry Morris. People and places; Macfadden-Bartell, 1964. 128 p., HE7775.P3.

MoCloskey, Paul. Truth and untruth: text and photos. New York, Random House, Pell, Claiborne de B., with Harold Leland
poli¢ical deceit in Amcrica. New York, Simon 1962.86 p. TR650.G59. Goodwin. Challenge of the seven seas. New
arid Svliuster, 1972. 264 p., JK271.1VI244. Goldwater, Barry Morris. Where I stand. York, Morrow, 1966. 308 p., GC21.P65.

Miller, Clem. Member of the He,se; letters New York, McGraw-Hill, 1964. 126 p. E850.G6. Pell, Claiborne de B., with I_arold Leland
of a Congressman. New York, Scribner, 1962. Goldwater, Barry Morris. Why not victory? Goodwln. Megalopolis unbound; the su,per-
195 p., JK1319.MS. A fresh look at American foreign policy. New city and the transportation of tomorrow.

Muskie, Edmund. Journeys. Garden City, York, McGraw-Hill, 1962. 201 p. E744.G57. New York, Praeger, 1966.233 p., HE355.P4.
N.Y., Doubleday, 1972. 264 p., E840.8.M85A34. Harris, Fred R. Alams and hopes; a per- Proxmire, William. Can small buslness

Powell, Adam Clayton. Adam by Adam. New ' serial Journey, a personal view. New York, survive ? Chicago, Regnery, 1964. 225 p,
York, Dial Press, 1971. 260 p., E748.P86A3. Harper & Row, 1958. 173 p. HC106.6.H3. HC106.5.P75.

Polegle, D_n. O! Congress. Garden City, Hartke, Vance. The American crisis in RandOlph, Jennings [and James A. Bell].
N.Y, Doubleday, 1972. 297 p., E840.8.R53A3. Vietnam. Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill, 1968. Hr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen; a prac-

Stonnls, John. The role of Congress in 163p. DS657.A68H3. tical guide to successful speakiug. [Washing-
foreign policy. Washington, American Enter- Hartke, Vance, and John M. Redding. In- ton, 1951]. 169 p. (l_t ed. published in 1939
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under titIe; Speaking that wlns'i PN4121. '_Villlam_-_on, William. William Wtlliam_ _ 0f t:',epresentatives, at least some l_em-
R32 1951. St'ttdent, homesteader, leader, lawyer, Ju< _!, ber_, were mad at the Senate for seem-

l_ibieoff, Abraham A. Polities: -_he Amer'- congTessman and trusted friend; an a_::::_. J21g 'i;o resist the pay :raise, so they' are
lean way [by] Abraham Ribleoff and Jon O. biography. ]_apid City, S.D., (privs. i il,,
Newman. Boston, Allyn & Bacon, 1967. 160 p., printed), 1964. 297 p, E748.W69A3. g0iI_g tO takE; it out on thc Senate and
JKI726.R48. Young, Stephen M. Tales out of Cong]: s. the whole congress by disallowing any

ScoVt, Hugh Doggett. Come to the party'. Ph._}adetphla, Lippincott, 1964. 254 :, so-c_llled honorariun_;, whatever they
L_ngle_vood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 196B. ET_.:g.Y75A3. l_dgi_:tbe.
269 p., JK2357 1968 .S33. ADDrl_ONALBOOKSBY U.S. SENATORS [ will withhold the remainder of my

scott, Hugh Doggett. The golden age of _uckley, James L., and Paul Warnke. J. tim_ 'unless the Senabor from NSw York
Chinese art: the lively T'ang dynasty. Rut.. tetra sufficiency: fact or fiction? Washing_ 5,visl_i9S to be heard.
land, Vt., Tuttis, 1967 [c1966]. 191 p.
Iq7343.S37. - american Enterprise Institute for Pu; : B/ilL BUCl_LEY. I thank the Senator

Policy Research [1972 ] 87 p., UA23.B7848; lTl'ORi .Arizona.
scott, Hugh Goggett. How to go into poll-. ]f_lbright, James William. -The trip]' ii _ ]_/:[l'.President, I also rise to support

tics. New York, J. Day, 1949. 197 p., J_2051.Sbk ;giant; American foreign policy and its ,. this amendment. It seems to mc the lim-
Scott, Hugh Doggett. How to run for oflice, mestie consequences. New York, IRan(i< l

and win] Washington, National Press, 1968. iH[dUSe [1972] 292 p., E744.F888 1972b. itation that has beeI1 put into the law
187 p., J'K 1976.s37. l{(at-qeld, Mark O. Conflict and conscie] .! is irrational and erratic. I believe it is

scott, Hugh Doggett. Law of ballments, Ward, TeX, Ward Books [1971] 172 01_ dubious constitutionality.
with special reference to Pennsylvania, con-. E840.8.H3A28. ]_ _dll say, quite :frankly, when the
talning forms and relevant statutes. Phil_.. Javits, Jacob K., with Don Kellerma: plaintiffs in Buckley against Valeo con-
delphla, C. M. Dixon, 1931. 547 p., Law. Who makes v'ar; President versus Congr_ _ sidered tile specific complaints that they

Talmadge, Herman Eugene. You and set.. New York, Morrow, 1973. 300 p., KF5060.J: _ wou]d argue before tile Supreme Court
rogation. Birmingham, Alu., Vulcan Press:, Proxmire, V/llliam. Uncle Sam--the las': >}
1955. 79 p., E185.1.Te. ';he big time spenders. New York, Simon Im :! they chose not to zero in on this one bc-

Thurmond, Strom. The faith we have no,_; Schuster [19721 275 p., HJ7537.P76. ca'us';; I and other Members of Congress
kept. San Diego, Viewpoint Books, 1968. 192 IhxYxmire, V/illlam. You can do it: Sen.._i :: did ::or want to color our c_se with 9:ny
p., ESB9.T49. Proxmire's exercise, diet, and relaxation pi _ pote_ltial self-advantage, but I wish that

Tower, John G. A program for conserve... Nffg_ York, Siraon and Schuster [1973] 25(i somebody had joined in to have tested
%lve_. New York, Macfadden-Bartell, 1962. }._A776.P868. this as well because, l't seems to me, it
t58 p., E841.Td. It_bicoff, Abraham A., with Paul Danami_ i is a deprivation of a property right, the

Young, Stephen Marvin. Tales out of Con... TI_ American medical machine, i_ew Y,:::_: r'igh:_ to earn, without due process and
_re_s. Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1964. 254 p., _aturday Review Press [1972] 212
EY48.Y75A3. ]RA'395.A3I{52 1972. without the kind of rationality that

I_E_ENT CONGRESSIO-_TALAL'TOBIOGRAPItIES £:Otll<i{justify such a restriction.
B_XOCR_._Hy l_x. PACKWOOD. Secondly, the ar; I _lso happen to believe, Mr, l>t-esi-

me_tt is raised that making speeches '01 _ dent, that thi_ provision is counterpro-
. Anderson, CllI_ton P., with Milton Viorst.. Wl_it_ng books causes us to miss votes _ ductive. Let us ]_ace l_he facts. MembersOutsider in the Senate: Senator Clinton.

,qnderson memoirs. New York, World, 1970.. the Senate. So I again had the Librar:,, 1 of the Senate are r(_lly required to
328 p., E840.8.A5A3. Congress prepare for me a list of the I t: mah_tatn two households. They main-

Celler, Emanuel. You never leave Brooklyn:; moneymakers on the honorarium circ !1 ts,in their household in their State of
the autobiography of EmanueI Celler. New 10r 1973 and 1974, the years that i:: origin and they must also maintain a
York, John Day, 1953. 280 p. E748.C4A3. limitation has been in effect. I do :_:,_ houae here in the District or :in the

Chisholm, Shirley. Unboughtandunbossed. hays the figures for 1975 because : _! :neig?tboring areas.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1970. !77 l_.. honorariums have not yet been repori c The provision that a}[lows us to deductE840.SC48A3.

Connally,. Thomas. My name is Tom Con.. for 1975. e'xpenses for our residence here is way
nelly. New York, Crowell, 1954. 376 p. _ut in taking the entire list of th, _ c,utd_ted. We are allowed $3,000 as a
E748.C76A3. who have spoken, with one exceptio:_ deduction. The rent on my first apart-

Flanders, l_alph E. Senator from Vermont:. and in this entire list of 15 to 20 pool _ men: here exceeded that, and it was a
Boston, Little, Brown, 1981. 3!2 P. with one exception each year, there ._ nod.,_*stapartment.
E748.FdA43._ ()ne person who is extraordinarily lov The fact is that a number of people

Green, ¥1illiam. The Congressman. New the Senate average would be around in t? is body feel they have to supplement
York, McGr_w-Hlll, 1969. 128 p. E540.8:C7A3. or 86 percent, with one person down, c, the ncome they have to meet the costs,

Rays, Brooks. A hotbed of tranquility; my 55 '_)ercent. lka each case it happened c, the extra costs, incurred by virtue oflife in five worlds. New York, Macmillan,
1968.238 p. E748.E389A25. be, 1973 and 197_, a candidate runn:i:, _: their service in the Senate, the cost of

Hendrlcks, Joseph E. Little Joe; my for election in 1974, and those runni _ education and all the rest.
memoirs. Kissimmee, Fla., Cody Publications, _or election are notoriously low in tt:_ _ Therefore, in order to maintain their
196(]. 417 p. E748.E415A3. attendance. Subtracting that one per,_;_ maximum earning potential they are

Inouye, Daniel K. Journey to Washington. ill each year, who was notoriously ]<,, forced to leave town, go somewhere 15
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hail, 1967. l]_e average attendance record for al_:. :t U:me,_; a year at SI,0D0 a head instead
297p., EB40.6.I5A3. those who go out and speak is above i:i _ :,I' 5 6, or 7 times a year for a largerLlndsay, John V. Journey into politics:
some inforraaI observations, New York, Do(id, Senate average. So they are not miss::: _ _ino.lnt.
Mead, 1967. 152 p.,EB4O.8.L5A3. %'0t_s any naore, at least, than otl, 'rLen, I believe, the Senator fror_ Ore-

Martin, ]Edward. Always be on time; an people miss votes, for whatever reas<,:: _ .-o:on talked about the time it takes to
autobiography. Harrisburg, Pa., Telegrapk other people miss votes. They are i:_ :_ v_rit(_ a book. I guess I am on that list.
Press, 1959. E748.M355A3. inissing votes because they are wril,:r I I ha?pen to have written a book in the

Martin, Joseph, Jr., as told to Robert J. _a'tieles and making speeches, i[ast veal and I can certify that I spent
Donovan. l_[y first fifty years in politics. New What it really boils down to is t] ( infinitely more time on that particular
York, McGraw-Hill, 1960. 261 p., E748.M..- some people like to play golf, some pc( _::'.!: lc,roll,ct than I have in the last 5 years375A3.

Murphy, George, with Victor Lasky. like to go fishing, go hunting, some Dec!: ._ spea]_dng, and I have spoken with some
"Say . . . Didn't you used to be George like to make speeches on weekends, ,'_ _ regu.arity in New York State and around
Murphy?" New York, Bartholomew ttouse, we all ought to be allowed to do what;: ,_ tlhe e_mntry.
1970.438p.,E840._.ASA3. like to do, and there should not be _:? Sc I hope we wiii drop all of the

Nixon, Richard M. Six crises. Garden City, restriction, a veiny narrow and limit:,: fi pieti:-_s. They fool nobody, and I hope we
N.Y., Doubleday, 1962, 450 p., E748.NbAe. restriction, on those who go out and m',{ i }_ w:dl ::'estore to ourselves the basic rightsSaund, Dalip S. Congressman from India.
l_ew York Dutton, 1960. 192 p., E748.S23AB. speeches, that anybody else in this country has to

scott, Hugh D. Come to the Party. Engle_. I wholeheartedly support the ame]::_,: use 1-:is sDare time as he sees fit.
wood Cliffs, N.J. Prentice-Hall, 1968.269 p., lnent. I thank the Senator from Arizona for
JK2357 1968.S33. }_r. GOLDWATER. I thank my frle: i ]lavDtg introduced this _nnendment.

Smith, Frank E. Congressman from Mis_., from Oregon. I think he has made _ Mw. GOLDWATEPt, Mr. President, I
sissippi. New York, Pantheon, 1964. _38 p., great contribution to the logic thai; i!i reserve the remainder of my time.E748.S656A3.

V_'heeler, Burton K., with Paul F. Healy. tlot)e, exists in thl,{ proposal. Mr, CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
Yankee from the West. Garden City, N,Y.,, ][ want to repeat what I said ear]l:i, _, ]nyseT. f 5 minutes.
Doubleday, 1962, 436 p., E748.WbA3, that this cares about because the PIo,:_ :- M:_. President, the _nator fronl Ari-
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zona is quite right historically on the Mr. GOLDWATER. That is absolutely Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I so
background of this amendment. Senators correct, move.
will recall that there was no such provl- Mr. GRIFFIN. Accordingly, in the fu- Mr. GOLDWATER. I move to lay that
sion in the bill as Passed by the Senate ture, as in the past, on an annual basis, motion on the table.
and there had not been, prior to that each Senator would still have to file and The motion to lay on the table was
time, any such limitation. But the House publicly disclose the sources and amounts agreed to.
imposed such a limit and wrote it into of honoraria received? A_/IENDMENTNO. 1467
the law, and that went to conference. Mr. GOLDWATER. That is correct. Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I have

In our conference with the House, the This amendment does not touch that. an amendment at the desk, No. 1467.
House's thinking was colored by exactly Mr. GRIla_PIN. I thank the Senator. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
the same reasons as stated by the Sena- Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I amendment will be stated.
tor from Arizona as to why they wanted yield back the remainder of my time. The legislative clerk read as follows:
to get this particular limitation in. It Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I would The Senator from Maryland (Mr. MaTHZaS)
turned out that the House Members were like to make one further observation, proposes an amendment numbered 1467.
not receiving great amounts of honorai- The Senator is precisely correct; there is
urns and were not engaging in it to no limitation in the law, in this provision The amendment is as follows:

On page 2, line 11, strike out "six" andthe extent that some of the Senators or elsewhere on a person's engaging in
were_ and so the House conferees were any other activity, and he can do that. insert in lieu thereof "eight".On page 2, line 17, after "party" insert the
quite critical, and in an effort to try to However, there is a provision in the following: ", and at least two members ap-
get a bfil we accepted that add-on by Rules of the Senate, rule 44, which re- pointed under this par_graph shall not be
the House at that particular time. quires the Senator' tO-//ie ufider the df- affiliated with any political party".

Then, this year, the issue, of course, rection of the Committee on Standards On page 2, line 17, after "party" insert the
came up again because it was in the draft and Conduct disclosure of any amount following: ", and at least two members ap-
OI the House bill as it came to us. In the that he may have received, from what- pointed under this paragraph shall not be

affiliated with any political party",Rules Committee we considered the issue ever that source is, each fee or compen- on page 2, line 22, strike out "six" and
itself, and one of the members of the sation of $1,000 or more received by him insert in lieu thereof "eight".
Rules Committee offered an amendment during the preceding year flxym a client, On page 3, line 5, strike out "and".
to change it as it now is in S. 3065 on and so on. There are various other re- on page 3, line 8, strike out the period
page 42. So that the figure, the limita- quirements in rule 44 a,_ well. and insert in lieu thereof a comma and the
tion, was doubled from $1,000 to $2,000 So there is a complete filing required word "and".
per appearance, that is, for any appear- and as well as disclosure, on page 3, between lines 8 and 9. insert the
ance, speech, or article or honorariums Mr. President, I am prepared to yield following:"(iv) two of the members, not affiliated
aggregating more than $24,000 in a par- back the remainder of my time. with the same political party, shall be ap-
ticular year. The PRESIDIN_ OFFICER. Ail time pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1963.".

The rationale in arrivin g at the $24,000 has been yielded back. The question is on
was that we have raised the amount for agreeing to the amendment of the Sena- Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, this is
a particular one from $1,000 to $2,000, tor from Arizona. an amendment to the bill rather than to
and you could have 15 appearances un- The amendment was agreed to. the Griffin substitute.
der the existing law for $1,000 each, and Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I I explained the amendment in some
yet under this one, one could have $2,000 send an amendment to the desk and ask detail when I offered it several days ago
each, and it would only take 12 appear- that it be stated, and the explanation appears in full in
ances or 12 times theoretically away from The PRESIDING OFFICER. The the RECORD.
Washington to build up to the $24,000. amendment will be stated. The very simple purpose is to add two
That was the rationale that was pre- The legislative clerk read as follows: members to the Commission who will
sented, and the committee did accept The Senator from Arizona (iVIr. GOLD- not be affiliated with any political party.
that and wrote it into the bill as it is WATER)for himself and Mx. MCGOVERNpro- The purpose of this is simply to give
here. poses an amendmen_ to the bill, as follows: some representation to what may well

The Senator from Arizona's proposal On page 42, beginning with line 18, strike be the largest group of voters on the
now, of course, would strike any limita- out through line 2 on page 43. American political scene today--those
tion at all, leave the law as it was prior Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, all who are not affiliated with a political
to the enactment of the Act in 1974. that this amendment does is apply the party.

Ma:. MATHIAS. Will the Senator yield same reasoning to the bill. The other I know that there are some people who
for a unanimous-consent request? ar._endment was to the substitute which are reluctant to take this step because

Mr. CANNON. Certainly. will be offered later. This amendment they think it will encourage people to
1_. MATHIAS. Mr. President, T ask is merely bo the bill. leave political parties. I submit, Mr.

unarfimous consent that Mr. Colbert Mr. President, I yield back the re- President, that this is not a step that
King' of my staff be granted privilege of mainder of my time and ask for its im- will encourage it. It is the old method of
the floor during the debate on this bill. mediate consideration, doing business that has encouraged peG-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who ple to leave political parties. It is the
obection, it is so ordered, yields time? old way of doing business that has driven

the nonmembership, the numbers ofMr. CANNON. Mr. President, I do not Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I am
see any other Senator who wants to talk prepared to yield back the remainder of those not affiliated with political parties,
on this matter. I am prepared to yield my time. from about 20 percent of the American
back the remainder of my time, if the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The electorate 20 years ago to over 40 percent
Senator is. question is on agreeing to the amend- of the American electorate today.

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I merit o/ the Senator from Arizona. So, Mr. President_ this is a very simple
am prepared to yield back my time. The amendment was agreed to. step which reco/,mizes that a very large

Mr. GRIFFIN. Will the Senator yield Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I move percentage, perhaps half, perhaps larger
to me? to reconsider the vote by which the Gold- than either of the political parties, a

X believe, frankly, that the present water amendment was just agreed to. very large percentage of the American
limitation is unconstitutional. If it were Mr. GOLDWATER. I move to lay that electorate, does not choose to affiliate
tested in the courts, my judgment is that motion on the table, with a political party and these people

deserve some representation.
it would be declared unconstitutional. I The motion to lay on the table was It is a very simple amendment addingthink that view is buttressed by another agreed to.
point which I should like to make. Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask two nonaffiliated members to the

I refer to the fact .that the amend- unanimous consent that it be in order to Commission.
merit of the Senator from Arizona does move to reconsider the vote by which the I urge the Senate to consider it
not change in any way the existing re- previous Ooldwater amendment to the favorably.
quirement of public disclosure of the substitute was agreed to. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
honoraria received by any Senator. Is The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without myself 2 minutes.
that correct? objection, it is so ordered. Mr. President, the Senator from
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Maryland has discussed this amend- ment that for the Commission to tak_ takes ;t vote of four. I:[ three members
,r):ent with me and, frankly, I had the any action of a meaningful nature ther,__. have a veto and all the ;Senator is sayb_g
fe_ling that he expressed that some must be two votes from each party i_r_ new i_'; two members of a political
people might have reservations about the ,rapport of that action, party--_
fs_ct that adding two members'who were What that language does, it seems t<} Mr. GRIFFIN. That is different than
not affiliated with any political party me, is to politicize the Commission. The:! saying two members have a veto.
might tend to encourage people to not must always be conscious of the politicst M.r. CANNON. The difference is not as
belong to a political party, affiliation of the membership, which goe_; great as the Senator would have it

I do not think we should do anything 'exactly contrary to the original intent, appear.
that would discourage them from belong- and certainly contrary, it seems to mc Mr. GRIFFIN. It makes all the differ-
ing to a political party, or encourage t_) the purpose of the amendment of th,_ ence ir: the world.
them not to belong. Senator from Maryland. Mr. CANNON. If the ,']enator's amend-

However, I do not feel very strongly :£ wonder what the effect of the Sen ment i_;approved, then we are in quite a
about it. The Senator has stated to me ator's amendment will be on the provisiol:l d'kfferetxt situation because there would
and has stated on the floor that he be- of the committee bill to which I have be an eight member Commission.
lieves this would not have any adverse just alluded. Has the Senator iron: M:r. GRIFFIN. We will have that un-
impact. So I am willing to take this Maryland cormidered that? der th_ chairman's bill anyway. Is that
amendment to conference. It is not in Mr. M.ATHIAS. I did not consider tha_!:, correct? If the Mathias amendment is
the House proposal as reported out by the Mr. GRIFFIN. Was the Senator awar_ ad0Pte;1, there will be an eight-member
House, but I am willing to accept the that there was such a provision in th_m_ Commission. Is that correct?
amendment and take it to conference, con_rnittee bill? Mr. CANNON. That is what I said.

Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I ask Mr. MATHIAS. Yes, I am aware (:,f :_l:r. i_ATHIAS. I do :not want to pro-
unanimous consent that the Senator from that provision, long tiffs debate, but it does seem to rae
C_)lorado (Mr. GARY HART) be added as a Mr. GRIFFIN. I think it is one of th,_ that o=m point deserves very brief cord-
co,sponsor to this amendment, most objectionable parts of the commit mont. ): do not believe _hat this is quite

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without t_: bill. the situation of a Federal judge who
objection, it is so ordered. Mr. MATHIAS. :It seems to me tham: becom_s nonpartisan and neutral, politi-

Mr. MA_IIAS. Mr. President. I appre- t_e independent members might we:l: cally, once he ascends the bench. I think
et:ate very much the attitude of the dis- provide a majority swinging either sidc_ th.ese people are being drawn from each
tingulshed Senator, the manager of the but it would not affect the requiremen:: party and hopefully, ur_der this amend-
bill, and I believe that I have not misled that, in a decision of the majority, they ment, :[rom no party, because of their
him. We are just facing the facts, had to have two members from eac]: political experiences, because this is not

Not just particularly, but I very much political party, an area of general jurisdiction, law in
do not like to see what is a sign of dis- Mr. GRIFFIN. I take it that that woul,: equ[ty_ 'admiralty, and all the rest.
integration of the two-party system. But be t_ae unless there was some othe:v ']This is a very special area of jurisdic-
w:hether we like it or not the facts and change made. tion dealing with election practices.
figures are there. Forty percent of the :.VIr. MATH]:AS. Yes. I think unles_ Their Political experience ill life will
American voters do not affiliate with a there is another change what we woul,:: necess_._qly color their decisions, and
political party. It seems to me it is the have to have, in ether words, is not 'a properly so. That is why we are choosing
most simple justice to allow them some ,,;imple majoritarian principle but a ma.. the_e people, because riley have some
representation, on the election commit- joritarian principle plus a minimum o1: political experience in life. I think those
sion. the party, who a_,e independents or nonaffiliated,

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, the con- ]( do not really like that provision, bum; or as ,._e in Maryland ('.aH them, "de-
eept, of course, of the Federal Election ]: do not think this amendment affects il:: cines," have had a particular experience,
Commission is that it should be bipartl- Mr. GRIFFIN. If anything, it dilutc: I am sure, involving a considerable
san insofar as the appointment of its it. amount of frustration. That viev¢, I
members is concerned. During the con- Mr. MATHIAS. Ii; dilutes it. thi_k, wfil add something to the reality
/h_nation hearings, when the FEC ap- Mr. GRIFFIN. That is one of the res. of the decisions of the Commission.
l_._intees were being considered by the ,,;o_hsI see merit to 'the Senator's amend :[ appreciate the attitude of the Se:a-
Senate Committee on Rules and Admin- ment. ator from Michigan in accepting at least
is:_ration, th. is Senator--and I think I _f there is any Senator who is not fa. the. coaeept that this :may be of sorae
wa_ joined by some of my colleagues-- miliax with this provision that I am re_ wdue.
made a point of emphasizing to those be- ferring to, it is on page 4 of the commit; :M_'. _}RIFFIN. I believe the comment
iug appointed that once they were ap- tee bill. Line :(9 says, "Except that th_ of the Senator from Maryiand is realis-
l_dnted to the Commission it was ex- affirmative vote of four members of tim_ tic, ew._n though we did extract from tPe
l_,¢ted that they would not be partisan; Commission--no less than two of whor:_ appoin_ees their agreement that when
that they were responsible for serving the are afFaliated with the same political they v;ere confirmed they were to 'be
public interest without regard to their party---shall be required" in order for th_ nonpartisan. I think the Senator makes
previous political affiliation. Commission to take certain actions. The:, a gcmodpoint, that in this particular area

There is nothing new or unusual about are the most impor rant actions, o l it may )0esomewhat unrealistic to assume
that expectation. Just as a person who course, on which the Commission is sup ths,t it will not affect tJaeir decisions on
is appointed a Federal judge may come posed to rule. politic_g questions.from a background of experience and
al_liation with one political party, never- That means that as the bill is now, an:, :Nevertheless, it seems to me tlm_t
theless, it is expected that in his judicial two members of the same political part:,,; should be the goal and the objective to
c_pacity he will exercise judgment on a have an absolute veto on anything as fa:_: the, ex';;ent possible.
r_onpartisan basis, as the Commission is concerned. This i: :M'r, :MATItXAS. Oh, ]: agree. But I

intended, it is deliberate. It is deliber th!i:nk we are dealing with two time
What I am leading up to, really, is an ately intended to weaken the Commit. frarae, s.

indication that I see nothing wrong with sion, to make it impossible for a combi. Mr. ,_3_N. Right.
the amendment of the Senator from nation of three members of one politica :M:r. M.ATHIA//;. One, the unpartisanM_ryland. I hope he will also offer it party to be joined by one member of thru:
to the substitute because I am sure he other political party and take.any aCtior:m way in which we hope they will act :inthe future; but that is necessarily going

woulda/lopted,tikewhichevertOmakeofCertainthetwothatcoursesitis provision.l:think that is a very serious and bad to be colored by their partisan experi-
_',_e Senate elects to take. encee l_xthe pas&

I would like to indicate that there is Mr. CANNON. Will the Senator yield'i: Mr. ,::}BffFFIN. I do not know who has
an amendment in the committee bill Mr. GRIFFIN. I will be glad to yield, the fic_-,r. It the Senator from New York
WhiclaI am sure the Senator from Mary- Mr. CANNON. ]:n the existing law, seckin¢_ to contribute to this colloquy?
l_nd wov.ld not like. That is the require- three members have a veto anyway. Ii! Mr. BUCKLEY. Frankly, I had risen
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to make an observation, but the discus- for November-December 1975, 33 per- Mr. MATHIAS. I am happy to yield to
sion go_ beyond the point, cent of the electorate considered them- the Senator from New York.

I had risen when the Senator spoke selves independents, while only 22 per- Mr. BUCKLEY. I believe the ques-
abrupt the provision in existing law. I cent considered themselves Republicans tion raised by the Senator from Mary-
think he talked about a party vote being and 45 percent considered themselves land has merit. The fact is that under
allowed to advance a decision by a party. Democrats. existing law, minor parties have very

Mr. GR_'J_'IN. It is not in existing law, Independents, therefore, outnumber special problems. There are all kinds of
but it would be the law if the pending Republicans by 3 to 2, and the same discriminations against them, and I be.
bill should be passed. Gallup poll reflects that since 1964, in lleve it would be helpful, frankly

Mr. BUCKLEY. But this confirms my the short space of 12 years, the propor- Mr. MATHIAS. ! have made some
reaction, which is one of cynicism, pure tion of independents has increased 50 study of that subject, and I am aware
and simple. We have wrapped in all kinds percent, while the Democrats have de- of it.
of advantages for the incumbent, clined from a majority status to a low of [Laughter.]

Tihe Supreme Court by its decision 42 percent. Mr. BUCKLE'/'. I am a product of that
eliminated some, fortunately, which So that is really the fact of the matter, system, so I too am aware of it. But I
would have redounded even more to the That is the reality that we face,' and it is do believe it would be worthwhile to re.
advantage of incumbents; but I hope the reality that this amendment rec- quire that one be a member of the public
these comments will somehow get into ognizes, unaffiliated with a political party and
public discussion so people can have a I am prepared to vote. the other have an affiliation with a minor
better understanding that this is not re- Mr. GRIFFIN. If I could ask a ques- party. I wonder ff the Senator from
form, but it is legislation which sort of tion for clarification Maryland would be willing to modify his
consolidates the status quo. Mr. MATHIAS. Yes. amendment to that effect. I truly believe

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I wonder Mr. GRIFFIN. The question has been there are special problems affecting
if the Senator from Maryland would ob- asked concerning the intent: would it be minor parties.
ject to having a rollcall on his amend- possible for a President to name a mem- Mr. GRYFPIN. Must be, or may be?
merit, to be sure that in conference it bet of a third party as one of the two Mr. BUCKLEY. May be.
will receive proper attention, appointees? Mr. MATHIAS. Well, I am impressed

Mx. MATHIAS. No, I certainly have Mr. MATHIAS. As the amendment is with the kind of equity which underlies
no objection, drawn, it is clearly for the nonaffiliated, the suggestion of the Senator from New

Mr. GRI_'_'IN. Mr. President, I ask for Mr. GRIFFIN. With any party. York. I do .believe, however, we are deal-
the yeas and nays on the pending amend- Mr. MATHIAS. Yes, with any party, tng on a solid statistical base with the
ment. because that, statistically, is the large amendment as it stands. We are dealing

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Mc- group, the reservoir from whom we with figures that are known and recog-
GovErN). Is there a sufficient second? would havetodraw, ntzed.
There is a sufficient second. Mr. GRIFFIN. Then it would be the At this point, Mr. President, I ask

The yeas and nays were ordered, assumption that the six members would unanimous consent to have printed in
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is all re- be affiliated the RECORDthe results of a survey con-

maining time yielded back? Mr. MATHIAS. With the two major ducted in 1974, including the period from
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, Just parties. 1956 to 1974, conducted by the Univer-

briefly, since there it to be a rollcall Mr. GRIFFIN. No more than two from sity of Michigan, which I think supports
on it, I just want to recal-I again to the any one major party, these figures.
Senate some of the critical statistics Mr. MATHIAS. Right. There being no objection, the survey
which support the amendment. Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, will the was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,

According to the Gallup opinion index Senator yield? as follows:

TABt.E I.--DISTRIBUTION OF PARTY IDENTIFICATION IN ]'BE UNITED STATES, 1952-73

tin percent]

question: "Generally speaking, do.you usually think of yourself as a Republican.a Democrat,an Independent, or what[t If Republican or Democrat: Would you call yourself a strong Republican
or Democrat or a not very strong Republicanur Democrat;' It Independent: Do you think of yourself ascloser to the Republicanor DemocraticParty,"'

October October October October October November October November November November I_vember November
1952 1954 1956 1958 1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1970 1972 1973

Democrat:
Strong..................... 22 22 21 23 21 23 26 18 20 20 15 13
Weak...................... 25 25 23 24 25 23 25 27 25 23 £5 23

Independent:
Democrat................... 10 9 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 14
Independent................ S 7 9 8 8 8 8 12 I1 13 13 18
Republican................. 7 6 8 4 7 6 6 7 9 8 11 9

Repubhcan:
Weak...................... 14 14 14 16 13 16 13 15 ]4 15 13 13
.<;trong..................... 13 13 15 13 14 12 I 1 10 19 10 10 8

Apolitical, don't know............ 4 4 3 5 4 4 2 2 1 I 2 2

Total ..................... 100 lO0 100 100 100 100 100 100 lO0 lO0 100 100

Number of cases................ 1,614 1, 139 1, 772 1, 269 3, 021 1, 269 1, 571 1,291 1, 553 1, 802 2, 705 1,444

(:enter for Political Studies, the University of Michigan.

_Ir. MATHIAS. It does indicate that sympathize with the problems of a third I shall not do so fro' tactical reasons. I
this large number of independents exists, party, would withhold that, because I am am persuaded that in due course mem-

I do not have before me at this mo- just not sure enough of how the numbers bets of minority parties, or minority par-
ment, and this makes me somewhat re- fit together. This amendment is directed ties themselves, will be able to assemble
luctant to amend the amendment at this at this group which we know, according the provable evidence to demonstrate
point, statistics which actually show us to Dr. Gallup, just at the end of the year the discriminatory character of this law;
the membership of the minor political was at least a third of the national elec- and were my suggestion to be adopted,
parties. I would be reluctant to alter this torate, it would weaken the case that I think
pattern which looks to a group that we Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, will the will ultimately succeed in abolishing this
know exists; they are a group in being. Senatoryleld? monstrosity.
I would hope that the Senator from New Mr. MATHIAS. Yes. Mr. MATHIAS. I think the Senator is
York, much as ! sympathize with the Mr. BUCKLEY. I shall not press the right. I do not know whether the third
spirit of his amendment, and much as I matter at this point. As a matter of fact, parties will be able to assemble the evt-
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dence, but I think third parties and in- forl_:Ang amendment. Lf this' amendm,m _ Mx. MANSFIt LID. The press makes
,dependents will assemble together as a is adopted, we would prepare a confer:l:: .- mistakes once in a while just as we do.
mighty political force in this country, ing amendment which would, I thh _ M_-. GRIFFIN. All right.
and will challenge the two traditional say that a majority-- Mi'. MANSFIE ,D. But we never invite
]parties in many instances. I do not think !_::_. GRIF_. That is so, because (:_::. outside organiza' ions into our caucuses.
there is any doubt about that, and I .shall viously if they had a tie, nothing 1::,__; We would invit our Republican col-
be happy to join with the Senator. Z been decided by eight members. S(:, [ leagt._es in first.
:Just suggest that we prepare oursel_les a suggest that the staff be looking at _1:::,!._ Mr. GRIFFIN. : thank the Senator.
little bettor before we try to present a bill and the substitute to provide the n fi!:_:. I would apologJ :e, except I think _hat,
case here to the Senate on an araend- essa:cy conforming amendments to ml_ ': in tk.is instance, it ii; probably a good
merit on which there will be a rollcall in sure that the bill or the substitute mak,; thin2 to mentlor. The majority leader
a few minutes. We do have a sound sta- ssnse, if the amendment of the Senat:: agrets with me that this should be
tistical base on which we are now moving, fL'om Maryland is adopted, strai_htened out because, otherwise,
and if we can withhold that argument, I Does the Senator from Nevada ha,; ! there would haw been a great deal of
will be giad to join in it with the Senator anything fur':her? mlLsunderstandinf
when the foundation is laid. iX_r. CANNON. Mr. President, it _,:_ [ Mx, MANSFEL _.What we want tx) do

Mr. GRIFFIN. One further question, entered my mind earlier that it might ::,!_ nc,w _s straighten )ut a resolution which
which I think I know the answer to, but well for the Senator to suggest the s: - we d:;iscussed at t]e last conference, but
perhaps it would be well to get the view sence of a quorum and try to modify ] _ we developed a lug, and we hope to
of the Senator from Maryland. The staff amendment, eradicate thai;.
has called it to my attention. How long l_£r. GRIFFIN. ii would suggest that _ Mx. MATHIAS _r. President, will the
would one have to be an independent irJ. would be well to modify his amendme_: i: Senator from Mic ligan yield?
order to be eligible for appointmenL? to include bhese conforming amen: _ Mi- GRIFFIN. 'es.

Mr. MATHIAS. I think as long' as good ments. M_ MATItlAS. [ add a word to what
faith requires. You know, people do move l_[r. MATHIAS. I am happy to do t]::',_'.: the z.,majority ].eadt r has said. I honestly
around in the American political system_ at this time. t)elieve from what [ know of John Gard-
They do not always stay as one oc the l_[r. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I s_:_i;- ner of Common C ruse, that even if the
other, gest the absence of a quorum for tim: majority leader in dted them to a closed

I had occasion to be discussing- with purpose, dc_)r partisan ses ion they would not
]._Ir. Edward Bennett Williams the other The PRESZDING OFFICER. On wh,::_ _ c,ome_
day the fact that prior to 1964 he was a t[me: docs the Senator suggest. M_. MANSFIELI. I tend to agree with
:]_epublicarL. He was one of my ardent, l_[r. CANNON. 'To be charged equa]t . the k;enator's obse ration.

l_fr. MATE_IAS. On my time. I mak.::: _ M_ .. MATItIAS. :_u.spect they havesupporters, and he worked in my cam-.
paigns when I ran for election to the point of order that a quorum ts not p_:, - been enticed into few by Members of
other body. In 1964 he left the Republi-. sen:. beth parties, the _vitations to which

can Party, and he wanted me to go with q?he PRESIDING OFFICER, With(:, t; t]hey have resiste_him; and [he was chiding me the other cbjection, it is so ordered. , -_
day. He said, "You see, you should have The clerk will call the roll.
gone." I-Ie said. "You have waiteq too The second assistant legkslative el:, ;_ ]._'EDERAL ELleN CAMPAIGN ACT
long? lqe said, "On the other hand, John proceeded to call the roll. AMENDMENTS OF 1976
Connally moved too soon." i_r. GRIFFIN. Mr. PreMdent, wl::i ,_. q_"l,e Senate con__uued with the con-

[I_aughter.] they are working on this, I ask unam - sideratlon of the bill (S. 3065) to :nnend
Mr. GRZFFIN. Well, I think a f urthm' zaous consent that the order for ']1 _ the Federal Election Campaign Act of

answer to my question is that these ap_. c:uorum call be re_,;cinded, lC_71 to provide for its ,'(dministration by
polntments have to be confirmed by the The PRESIDING OFFICER With,:: t a Fe_[eral Election Con_nisslon appohated
_Senate, and the bona fides of the person'a objection, it is so ordered, im accordance with the requirements of
claim to independence or to being a Re ..... _ --- _:he C'onstitution, and for other purposes.

]publican or a Democrat is subject to, CO:_,([MON C_[_ _E NQT I_EETI:i: _ M_'. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I am
judgment lay the Senate. WITH DES, )CRATIC CAUCUS pl'ep:;_ced with the confozuning a_mend-

Mr. MATI-IIAS. [ tb_nk the Sena53r igc; meni; 'to my amendment.
absoluh_ly right. There has to be discre_., l%lr. GRIFFIN. I do that only to m:_,:i ,_ M)'. GRIFFIN. The :yeas and nays have
tion by the Senate. And I think if in fact; a very brief sta ement and to call _:_ been ordered so the Senator shall have
someone had ob'_iously registered as ten,ion to a not:ce in the Washing'::: 'be ask unanimous eom:ent.
either a Democrat or as a Republican, or Pos_ this mon_x] g that at 12:15 p_ _, M:,'. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I ask
had dropped any party affiliation, s.imply the,:e will be a mc ;ting of the Democr,_ c 'mm_dmous consent that I may have per-
to get appointed to this commission, it; Caucus of the Se rote and that they 'i: ] :missic, n to modify my amendment.
would be patent on the face of it and. be meeting in cb sed session with Cc,::: - Tl:e PRESIDING OFFICER. W'ithout
the Senate would not have muct_ trouble men Cause. o.bjection, it is so ordered.

in smelling that out and I hope the: Mr. 1W.ANSIELI ,. What is that? 1V_r. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I offer
:President 'would not in making the ap-. Mr. GRIFFIN Surely the Washi:L: - a modification to the amendment to the
pointments in the first place, ton Post cannot ,e correct in its pul'.:,_

Mr. GRIFFIN. There is another aues.., (at:.on here t3da ,e,fl'ect that on page 4, line 20, strike thewore; "four" and insert in lieu thereof
tion which may be taken care Gl, but }_h'. MANSFIE]D. R_[r. President, 't; ii 5'.
sometimes one cannot tell by looking at the Senator repe_ t what he said?
the amendments which would have to be 2,'I:r. GRIFFIN It says that Conm:,_: j Tt.e PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
technical in nature. In the bill which the Cause--I take it _at that would be r:: - Sen_:,tor send his modification to the
Senator's amendment would amm:d, in resentatives of Common Cattse--:. a_ desk?
that paragraph which I referred to ear-. meeting in cio _d session with i:! 'l_e modification will be stated.
Her, it requires the affirmative vote of Democratic Cauc s of the Senate to,::l _, TLc assistant legislative clerk read a,s
four members of the Commission to tak_; itt 12:15 p.m. fcllo_vs:
action. Obviously, unless there were semi; Mr. MAN_C',FIEI ). No; there will b,/ -_ on page 2, line 11, strike out "six" and in-

conforming amendments to the bill, ][ I!f_[!ocraJlf._' s_Onfsei ence today. The IO,. se:_t ia lieu thereof "eight".
assume we would not want an eight-mal:_ ,.,_oo-o _ ui ac resolution based: :_ On page 2, line 17, after "party" insert the
Commission with four members m_king the, suit brought y Common Cause. following: ", and at least two members ap-
the decision. A,Ir. GRIF_?IN. see. pc,in'ted under this paragraph shall not be

afiili_ ted with any political party".
The Senator is thinking then five mem.,, I show the ma )rity leader what v ,_ On page 2, line 17, after "party" insert ti_e

bers would be a majority for action? in the paper, It _ s a little bit shocki:i::, i:, follo,,{dng: ", and at least two members ap-
Mr. MATIlIAS. I would think the Sena,,, I _ondered if it night need some _ ]3c,inted under this paragraph shall not be

tor is right, and we should have a con- pla"_ation, afiilis;ed with any political party".
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On page 2. line 22, strike out "six" and in- Nunn Roth Stevenson elections are held in more than one State on

sort in lieu thereof "eight". Packwood Schwelker Stone the same date, a candidate shall, for pur-
On ,page 3, line 5, strike out "and". Pearson Scott, Hush Symington poses of this eubseotion, be treated as re-
On page 3, tine 8, strike out the period and Poll Scott, Taft ceivlng that percentage of the votes on thatPercy William L. Talmadge

insert; in lieu thereof a comma and the Word Proxmire Sparkman Thurmond date which he received in the primary elec-
"and". Randolph Stennis Tower tion conducted on such date in which he

On page 3, between lines 8 and 9, insert Ribicoff Stevens Welcker received the greatest percentage vote,
the foUowing: NAYS--0 "(2) Reinstatement of payments.--Not-

"(vi) two of the members, not afiqliated withstanding the provisions of paragraph
with the same political party, shall be ap- NOT VOTING--12 (1), a candidate whose payments have been
pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1983.". Brooke Jackson Stafford terminated under paragraph (1) may again

On page 4, line 20, strike out "four" and Church Kennedy Tunney receive payments (including amounts he
insert in lieu thereof "5". Hartke Long Williams would have received but for paragraph (1))

Helms Pastore Young if he receives 20 percent or more of the total
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, the amendment is so modified. So Mr. MATHIaS' amendment was number of votes cast 'for candidates of thesame party in a primary election held after
Is alltimeyieldedback? agreed to. the date on which the election was held
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I Yield Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, I move which was the basis for terminating pay-

back the remainder of my time. to reconsider the vote by which the ments to him.".
MI'. CANNON. Mr. President, I said amendment was agreed to,

earlier I was willing to accept the amend- Mr. GRIFFIN and Mr. MOSS. I move Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask unan-
ment, but as long as the minority wants to lay that motion on the table, imous consent that Mr. Tom Block of
a rollcall vote on it, I am prepared to The motion to lay on the table was my staff have the privilege of the floor
yield back the remainder of my time un- agreed to. during the debate and vote on this
less .,;omeone on this side wants to speak. Mr. MATHIAS and Mr, TAFT ad- measure.

Mr. President, I yield back the re- dressed the Chair. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
mainder of my time. Mx'. MATHIAS. Mr. President, will the objection, it is so ordered.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time Senator from Ohio yield to me? Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, the amend-
is yielded back. Mr. TAFT. I had already agreed to ment I have offered is a modification of

The yeas and nays have been ordered, yield, and I ask unanimous consent to amendment No. 1491 proposed by Mr.
The clerk will call the roll. yield to the distinguished minority GRIFFIN, amended only so that it would
_The assistant leqislativ6 clerk pro- leader, without losing my right to the be an amendment ts the substitute now

ceededto call the roll. floor, pending.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce Mr. MATHIAS. Fine. The amendment is offered to protect

that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GARY the intergrlty of the Presidential match-

C_URCH), the Senator from Indiana (Mr. HART). Who yields time? lng fund program. Let me be candid. I
HARTKE), the. Senator from Washington ' Mr. TAFT. I ask unanimous consent opposed this concept when it initially
(Mr. JACKSON), the Senator from Mas- to yieldto Senator GRIFFIN, without 1OS' came before the Senate, and I intend
sach usetts (Mr. KENI_ED¥), the Senator lng my right to the floor, to support efforts to delete the checkoff
from Louisiana (Mr. LONG), the Senator The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- provision altogether. Nonetheless, I also
from. Rhode Island (Mr. PAS_ORE), the ator has no time until the amendment is believe if a majority of the Senate wants
Senator from California (Mr. TUNNEY), offered. Who yields time? to have a Federal program then it shouldbe a workable program.
and the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I believe I Clearly the system that has been 0p-
WILL]_AMS), are necessarily absent, am ill control of time. orating during hte current primaries

Mr. President, I send an amendment has not worked. The Washington Post,I further announce that, if present and to the desk.

voting, the Senator from Washington The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk in an editorial on March 9, put the case
(Mr. JACKSON) and the Senator from will state the amendment, well, and I quote:
Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORE) would each The program was not intended, for in-
have voted "yea." The assistant legislative clerk pro- stance, to encourage marginal contenders to

ceeded to read the amendment, spend far beyond their means on the as-
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the sumption that public funds would cover

Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. clerk suspend until the Senate is in or- up to half of their debts. Nor was it meant
BROOKE), the Senator from North Care- der? The Senate is not in order. Will to keep the door of the treasury open to
lina (Mr. HELMS), and the Senator from Senators take their seats or have their those who acknowledged that their path to
North Dakota (Mr. YOUNG) are neces- conversations take place in the cloak- the nomination has been closed.sarily absent.

I further announce that the Senator room? The Senate is not in order. I agree with the Washington Post, and
The clerk may proceed. I believe Congress should terminate

duefr°mtoVerm°ntHlness.(Mr. STt-FFORD) is absent Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask unani- payments to those who show a lack of
mous consent that further reading of the support.

I further announce that, ff present amendment be dispensed with. Under my amendment funds would be
and 'voting, the Senator from North Car- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without terminated if a candidate does not re-
olina (Mr: HELMS) would vote "yea." objection, it is so ordered, ceive at least 10 percent of the vote in

The result was announced--yeas 88, The amendment is as follows: the two consecutive primaries that fall
nays 0, as follows: At the end of Amendment 1491 add the on different days. The termination

'[Rollcall Vote No. 78 Leg.] following new section: would become effective 30 days after the
Y_AS---8_ TERB_II_ATIONOF PAY_[EI_TS FOR LACK OF trigger date so as to _ve a period for

Abourezk Curtis Huddleston DEMONSTRABLEsvrroRT Cleaning up the operations of the cam-
Allen Dole Humphrey See. '.Section 9037 of the Internal ]Rev- p_tign.

Baker Domenici Inouye enue Code of 1954 (relating to payments to I have also included a provision to al-
Bartlett Durkln Javits eligible candidates In primary campaigns) is 10w a candidate to again become elig-Bayh Eagleton Johnston amended by adding at the end thereof theBeall Eastland La×alt
Bellmen Fannln Leahy following new subsection_ ible if he goes into a further primary
Bentsen Fong Magnusen "(c) Termination of Payments for Lack without the public financing involved
Blden l_'ord Mansfield of Demonstrable Support._ and receives more than 20 percent of
Brock Garn Mathias · "(1) General rule._Notwithstanding any the vote in that future primary.
BuckleYBumpers GoldwaterGlenn McClellanMoclure other provision of this _hapter, no payment Mr. President, it is difficult to estab-

Burdick Gravel McGee shall be made under this chapter to any can- lish at what point a candidacy loses by
Byrd, Grimn McGovern dldate more than S0 days after the date of ability, but I believe the standards set

Harry F., Jr. Hansen McIntyre the second consecutive primary election in in my amendment _vo_ld generally be
Byrd. Robert C. Hart. Gary Metcalf which such candadate receives less than 10 agreed upon by my brethren in the art
cannon Hart. Philip A. Mondale percent of the number of votes cast for all of politics.Case Haskell Monteya candidates of the same party for the sameChiles Hatfield Morgan
Clark Hathaway Moss off_ce in such primary election if the candi- Critics will undoubtedly charge that
Cransten Hoilings Muskie date permitted or authorized the appearance the levels I have set are arbitrary. But
Culver Hruska Nelson of his name on the ballot. If the primary this legislation is full of arbitrary deci-
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sions Congress has made in the field of HARRIS, BAYH, Shapp, and Mrs. Mc(: ,1- a complex formula for diverting tax-derived
campaigning and they are decisions that mack all received less than 10 percen'[:; revenues to help finance seekers a_ter the
the Supreme Court has affirmed. Under my amendment at this point he presidential nominations of the major par-

The setting of a $1,000 ceiling on con- trigger would have been set for cz::m_:,!l:.-1;les. If they raise enough money on their
owlt in a sufficiently :representative number

tributions is an arbitrary figure; the dates McCo:_nack and Shriver. of states, than they qualify fox' federal
itemization of each donation over $10 is In Florida the following; Shapp, U:t::,_:_:_, :matching funds.
an arbitrary decision; and the limits of BAYH, McCormack, Shrivel ROBERT 1_!1,_i{a, I:,a the case of Senator Bayh, these funds
contributions to multicandidate commit- HARRIS, and CHURCH all received less 1:1..'an amounted to $273,848. Senator Bayh',,; cam-
tees is arbitrary. 10 percent of the vote. This would h,.ve ipalt_n lived long enough to see him finish

There is no scientific way of setthlg added BAYH, Shapp, and HARRIS to :Ye _hird in one primary, seventh in another.
these limits and, I believe, the standards list, of candidates who were no longer 11- senator Bayh was alert enough 'to recog-

nize that there was no real groundswell for
set in my amendment are fair. gible roi' funds. :_im after all, but onZy a/tel the America_

Once a candidate has failed to obtain Mr. President, I ask unanimous coI]_ .,l_t tax:payers had investe,_ roughly $6 [o4' every
_10 percent of the vote in two consecutive to have printed :in the RrcoRu the sta i;;- vot_ ?_e received in lZFassachusetts and New
races he would have 30 days to terminate tics on what the various candidates Ii::::ye Hampshire.
his campaign. This would allow for debts received from matching funds a.l! of _hat, it strikes us, is a pretty steel) price
that were incurred during eligible pi'i- March 11. to _ay for Senator Bayh's ego trip. But it is
marie.,; to be paid, and it would aisc There being no objection, the sta i_;- :Less high, really, than the price the tax-
give the candidate's staff time to adjust tics were ordered to be printed ir, Le payers have paid for Sen. Lloyd .Bentsen's

(D_Texas) campaign :for the White House--
to the conclusion of the campaign. RECORU, as :_ollows: or former North Carolina Got. Terry San-

I want to emphasize that the failure Senator Birch Bayh .......... $418,79_ :)0 ford's.
to obtain 10 percent of the vote in two Senator Lloyd M. Bengsen, Jr._ 511, 0'.ii!: Ill _;enator Bentsen withdrew even before the
consecutive primaries does not mean that James E. Carter ............... 847, 1::i: !i5 first: primary--but only after the taxpayers
a candidate can no longer run for Presi-. Senator Frank Church ........ 200, 6_im:28 had invested $511,023 in his campaign.
dent. President Gerald R. Ford ..... 1,532, 0/.!h 1 ]_![r. Sanford Withdrew also without going

It will only mean that the taxpayers Ferd R. Harris ................. 444, 8,!11:m)3 bef:)re the electorate in a single primary,
should no longer be required to finance Senator Henry M. Jackson .... 1,485, 8::_1 115 aft_!_r an investment of $246.388 from the tax-Ellen McCormack ............ 134, 71!!_.53 payers.
the apparently fruitless effort. Lrnder my Ronald Reagan ............... 1,473, 1,!!_;73 I$ is worth noting that Senator Bayh, like
amendment any individual who want/; Terry Sanford ................ 246,3_!!!_ 32 ',Senator Bentsen and Mr. Sanford, is not
%0 run for President can, and any indi-. Gov. Mlltoll J. Shapp ....... 265, 7'i_ L6 out of the campaign altogether; he is simply
vidual can obtain Federal matchillt: R. Sargent ;Bhrlver ........... 255, 8:1:_74 out of the active campaigning. He will still
funds. But once the campaign hegira; congressman Morris K. Udall_ 783, 8'.ii_.25 De around If the elec:torate calls..And why
and the votes are counted, my amend-, opt. George C. Wallace ....... 2,445, 5!i'.. 44 shouldn't he be, if there is the prospect of
ment will separate the serious candidates :mo:,:e federal matching funds?
from those who are not going to be Total ................. 11,054,7111 .40 _[he fact appears to be that the FederalEle3tion Campaign Act, among its other
nominated. Mr. TAFT. I think it is worthwh:[I,. :0 roll, calculations, is having the effect of

I know that on some occasions there note that the March 11 press re',/_ _;_e ma)_lng presidential ,,aspirants of men and
are primaries in more than one State on from the Federal Election Commi;_;_ :(,n women who would not otherwise dream of
the same day. Candidates, therefore, ia:r-, states that they were receiving reqb sts rurming for President, and of keeping them
get their efforts. I, therefore, have lan.. for $627,531 from six candidates: t!!4, ,f_, technically in the race long after it has be-

come obvious that they aren't going to be
guage in my amendment stating th:,'tt Carter, Ford, Reagan, Shrivel U'!:>,IL, nominated.

the consecutive showing of less than '1.0 two of whom would no longer be elbe ble I_' that is a contribution to cleaning up
percent cannot occur from the same for funds lander my amendment, the political process, we hope the nation's
date. I al_o ask: unanimous consent to' [1:i;t/e taxpayers are convinced they're getting their

I also realize that in some States can.. printed in the RECOSB an editorial :Ii om m(mey's worth.
dldates have no choice as to whether m' the Cincirmati Enquirer on the sub:,:'ct,
not their names appear on the ballot, and the list of the primaries thai:: a_'e 'r_ 1976 PRESIDENTIAL PI_IMARY DATES
I, therefore, have inserted language stat,, to be held this year. :!:fate and date:
Lng that the candidate must have per.. There being no objection, the rna'l: _'ial :.'..:FewHampshire, Feb. 24.:_,'Iassachusetts, March 2.
mitred or authorized his name to be eh,. was ordered to be printed in the RE,::: :_ D, :Ulorlda, March 9.
tered on a particular primary ballot ii1 as follows: I).linols, March 16.
order fox' it to count in the disqualifica.- Su_smm¢= fop TRIPS /['k)rth Carolina, March 23.
tion process. As the 1976 political season contim.;4, to /N'ew York, April 6.

This anaendment will not cover all case_ m:ffold, our faith in human nature tell _ us 'Wisconsin, April 6.
where candidates withdraw from the that the American people will becom,_ Ja- /Pennsylvania, April 27.
nomination but still receive funds. But I creasingly alive to the utter absurdity ot tt_e ']!?cxas, May 1.
do think by passage of this amendment Federal Election Campaign Act of 1974 ,_dabama, May 4.
we will 'be expressing the sense of th,_ That enactment, of course, was the ,¢th Georgia, May 4.indiana, May 4.
Congress that the public financing pro- Congress' formal, legislative response t;,: tae

whole mor_s known as Watergate. It w,_:m_ sn I)lstrlct of Columbia, May 4.
gram is not to support campaigns that enactment, we were informed by such ,ut- _!?ennessas, May 6.
are going nowhere fast. fits as "the people's lobby," Common C_ ._e, ]!_ebraska, May 11.

The passage of this amendment wP1 ttxat would clean up American politic{! _ad West Virginia, May 11.l_aryland, May 18.
not close all the loopholes. A candidate restore the people's faith in the entire mc- Michigan, May 18.
could receive matching funds and not tx)ral process. It was also an enactment, !l,m 3idaho, May 25.

Edward M. iKennedy (D-Mass.) solemn]! _.s-
;!Centueky, May 25.

enter any primary States or enter orfiy sured the ,qenate, that would make f,:: ure ]!_evada, May 25.
caucus States. However, I think it has watergates impossible. Oregon, May25.
become apparent that for any announced The formal withdrawal of Sen. Birch 1 a_,h i'._lississippl, June 1.
candidate to get the nomination, p:ri- (D-Ind.) as an active seeker after the ]2, ,:_o- i:-Jontana, June 1.
maries are a prerequisite. In tile first cratlc presidential nomination in the _ alke ]{rhode Island, June 1.
primary, four announced candidates re- of what was, for him, the disaster c,_ t:he South Dakota, June 1.
ceived less than 10 percent of the vote Massachusetts primary, helps to unde:c_ :,,ore Arkansas*, June 8.
in the Democratic primaries this y.ear. the pitfalls written into the,Federal Ele :,_on California, June S.
They were Mr. Shrivel Governor Wal- Campaign Act. New Jersey, June 8.
lace, Senator JACKSON, and Mrs. _[c- No one can know for certain where i_n- Ohio, June 8.

ator Bayh got the idea that he ought i::, be

Cormack. President of the United States. But it :IRdif- '_Arkansas is expected to change its presi-
Next week primaries were held in Vel- ficult to doubt that he was helped 1_:_,{:hat cle_xtlal primary date to May or March.

mont and Massachusetts. Only Mrs. Mc- declsion by the Federal Election Carn3L_gn
Corma ck received less than 10 percent in act. Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I believe that
Vermont, but in Massachusetts, Shrivel, For among that enactment's provls_.l,:_,,_ is W(!_ owe passage of this amendment to
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the people who choose to use the Fed- didate may wish to spend his money certain serious candidates might, in fact,
income tax checkoff system. I am some other place than a State where his find themselves at a disadvantage in

confident these individuals, like the ma- name is placed on the ballot by a State comparison with other candidates.
jority of the Congress, do not want to official. Let us remember, first of all, that these
see the matching funds go to keep dead Would there be any great change in are not grants of money to candidates.
candidacies alive, the thrust of the Senator's amendment We do not simply give the money to a

Mr. President, I urge passage of my to add "competes actively"? candidate. They have to raise it by going
amendment. To make my concern clear: One can out in a number of States and raising
· Mr. President, I ask for the yeas and take his name off the ballot in some a rather significant amount of money in

nays on my amendment 9_nd I reserve the States, but to do that he has to disavow small amounts.
remainder of my time. any future intention to be a national These are matching funds. These are

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there candidate. I am certain it is not the funds, really, only given to a candidate
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient Senator's intention to require a national if he goes out and raises the same kind
second, candidate to spend money and to cam- of money himself,

The yeas and nays were ordered, paign in States one feels did not make But second, and perhaps more tm-
Mr. BAYI-L Will the Senator yield for sense for his candidacy, portant, suppose a candidate were to

a question? Mr. TAFT. I think the Senator has a enter a race rather late. Let us suppose
Mr, TAFT. The time is under control, point. I think the language he has used a candidate decides, for one reason or

Does tile Senator wish to talk on my and the place he has used it might be another--and we have seen this happen
time? confusing. Other than that, I am in- in the past---that he wants to go into the

Mr. BAYH. Will the Senator from clined to suggest we add at the end of the New Hampshire primary and he decides
Nevada permit me to have _ couple of sentence on line 9 words along the line that only a day or two or three before
minutes to address myself to this matter? of "or has indicated his desire to with- the New Hampshire primary, and _er-

Mr. CANNON. I yield 5 minutes to the draw from active participation in the haps another primary follows a week
Senator. primaries in question." later; he may be a very serious candidate

Mr. BAYH. As one who, I must say, Mr. BAYH. Why do I not yield the and, indeed, if given time to prove that,
comes to this particular issue with per- floor and get together with my colleague may even emerge as the nominee. Yet in
haps less than total objectivity, try as I from Ohio, or his staff member, as long that first race and in the second race a
will, I find the general thrust of the as he understands and is in general favor week later, he may well find he is not
Senator from Ohio's amendment salu- with the concern I express, well enough organized, he does not have
tary. I do not care where we put the lan- the media, he does not have the where-

I do not know whether 10 percent of guage. As I say, I think his idea of withal yet to really put it together. We
the vote is the place to identify a candi- making certain Federal funds go to' would be saying, "You're done unless
date's viability, or not. Regardless, I credible candidates, realizing it may be you can come back in at a disadvantage
wonder if on the second page, the fifth risky for us to establish a standard of with other candidates and raise that
line, the Senator would be willing to ac- credibility, nevertheless is wise. But I am vote total to 20 percent?
cept an amendment after "candidate" trying to point out a very real technical I wonder if, in fact, the effect of the
which says "competes actively and re- problem that exists. It does not exist to amendment would not be to put at a dis-
ceives less than 10 percent"? me, frankly, as one who made the deci- advantage rather serious candidates.

I ask him to consider that because the sion to be less than an active candidate. Mr. TAFT. I think the first question
State laws in some States now permit a My name was on the Florida ballot, for boils down to whether someone who does
local official to make the determination example, even though I was out of the not get more than 10 percent of the vote
of who is going to be on the ballot. Thus picture and was not actively campaign- on two consecutive dates is a serious
a State official can try to determine the lng. candidate. We have to make that judg-
strategy of someone running for the I use that as a personal experience ment. This is an arbitrary figure one
presidency. Even though one's name is similar to that which might confront arrives at. We do a lot of arbitrary
placed on the ballot, one might not another candidate who is active now or things in this particular bill.
choose to campaign in a State and thus would be in another election. My feeling is if a man is a serious
finish below the 10-percent figure but I thank my colleague, candidate he is going to meet that 10
lose matching funds under the amend- Mr. TAFT. I thank the Senator for percent. He probably is not going into a
ment. It seems to me that situation is calling the matter to my attention, primary where he will get less than 10
probably not what the Senator from Mr. President, I send an amendment to percent, certainly not go into two where
Ohio is directing his attention to. the desk and ask unanimous consent that he will get less than 10 percent.

Mr. TAler. I think the Senator from the amendment be mqdified as indicated. I would point out again, which I am
Indiana makes an excellent point and The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there sure the Senator understands, there is
this was a point we tried to cover in the objection? nothing in this amendment which would
language of the amendment. Without objection, the amendment is prevent a man from continuing to be a

! point out to the Senator that on line so modified, as follows: candidate. In fact, there is a requalifica-
eight we have the words: on page 1, tn subsection (c) (1) after the tlon procedure. If he then becomes a

If the candidate permitted or authorized word "ballot", add the following:
the appearance of his name on the ballot. "or has indicated his desire to withdraw more serious candidate at a later time,

from active participation in the primary goes into another primary campaign in a
In other words, if the name of the in question." particular State and gets 20 percent of

the vote, he is restored to matching at
candidate appeared on the ballot, if not Mr. CLARK. Is it my understanding that time for any funds raised from that
permission or.authorization, as possible that I have been yielded 3 minutes? point on.under some State laws, that primary Mr. CANNON. Five minutes.
election would not be counted for the Mr. CLARK. Five minutes. Also, of course there is a 30-day lag
purpose _f the 10 percent minimum re- in the cutoff after the two 10 percent or
quirement. I wish to discuss with the Senator less than 10 percent primaries, in which

I think it takes care of the problem from_Ohlo the effects of his amendment, period he still would have the privilege of
the Senator is concerned with. It seems to me that the tnte_.,_ of it is getting matching funds against funds

Mr. BAYH. I would like to again urge commendable because he would, in fact, that he raised during that period. All
my colleague from Ohio to consider the try to avoid giving matching funds, Fed- in all I think there is a sufficient period
fact that in order to take advantage of eral tax money, in effect, to candidates there to get off the ground any candidate
the provision on line eight, while it is who were not serious candidates or who who is really a serious contender. We
possible to take one's name off the ballot had proven through their own primary have been criticized a good deal for hay-
in some states, in order to do that one election efforts that they were not able lng our primary campaigns too long any-
has to totally disavow the national can- to attract votes, way, dragged ou_, divided, and confus-
didacy, which one may not want to do. But I wonder, in fact, if we would not lng for the public generally. It seems to

1%_ example, an active and viable can- find if we adopted this amendment that me that this measure would prevent the
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kind of criticism that we are get;ting 1V[r. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask una]: . d:k';qualificatlon t_stablished by the
now, I think very validly, for allowing imous consent that the order for t;!: s_mer,dment.
the contir/uation of matching payments quorum call be rescinded. The PRESIDING O]FFICER. The Sen-
for people who are no longer candidates. Tll, e PRESLDING OFFICER. Witkc_; ator has 1 minute :remaining on his
We have not been able to come up with obj(_tion, it _s so ordererd, anger dment.
any better answer than the one we pro- Mr. TAFT, Mr. President, I send , :Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, as stated
l:_se in this particular amendment, modification of nkv amendment to i:i: _ earlier, I support the Senator's amend-

Mr. CLARK. The Senator would agree, d,_k and ask unanimous consent for ! ; :menl in principle. I have reviewed it
as I understand it, that if, indeed, a s_doDtion. 'lTia PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
candidate did enter very late and was The PRESIDING OFFICER. The chi',:::: Sena:<)r suspend until the Senate ts in
not able to get the 10 percent within the will state the modnqcation, orde:_ ? The Senate will be in order.
first 8 days--because there are often two The assistant legislative clerk read ; The Senator from Nevada may pro-
I:.rimaries, ()ne following the other with- follows: cee(L

in 7 days--if he or she were not able to on page 1, iix subsection (C) (1) after ;::,:_ ][_[_ CANNON. Mr. President, I have
get his or her campaign together adc- wore "ballot", add the following: "or eel: - revie,;ved the Senator's amendment as it
quately to raise 10 percent in those first tics ;o the Commission that he will not : _ i,s n0_v modified. It has the same objec-
two, they would be an enormous dis- an active candidate in the primary", tire, as I have said, that I had in an
advantage to the candidate. At the end of subsection (c) (1) add _ smler, dment I sent to the desk yesterday

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ,Sen- following new sentence: t0 hs ye printed, and I am willing to ac-
"_qle provisions of this section shall apl: :'

ator's time has expired, a_qof the date of enactment." c:ept the Senator's amendment as
Mr. TAFT. All I would say to the dis-, niodiGed.

tir_uished Senator from Iowa is if I were The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is ttr_! _;_. ML GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the
that candktate and my campaign faun- o ojection to the modification of J:;]i:::_ SenaLoryield to me?
ager advised me to gointo the two States amendment? Without objection, t _ M_, CANNON. I yield.
where I did not get 10 percent, I would a;mendment will be so modified, M_ GRIFFIN. Is the amendrnent now
be looking :[or a new campaign manager Iq]r. TAFT'S amendment, as modifi,:, ];rending to the substitute or to the eom-
very quickly. M as follows: mitt_:'e, bill?

The PRESIDING O1;r_-rICER. Vqho At the end thereof add the following ri,, q[_]e PRE.glDINO OFFICER. Il; is to

yields time? s_c_lon: iJ_e s tbstitute.
Mr. CANqNON. I yield myself 2 minutes. 'l_:_,_n_J, TICZ¢OF raY,mOTS FORL_CK Or Ml_ GRIFFIN. I a[ppreciate the fact

l'. Would ray that not only would the Sen-. DEMONSTRarLE sUrroa_ l,hat _he floor manager is willing to ac-
'ator be looking for a new campaign man- mcc. _. Section 9037 of the Internal tte'_ copt the amendment as an amendment
ager but new financing as well hue ,code of 1954 relating to payments :_ 1_.0the substitute. I am sure he did not

I think the Senator makes a very good el:iglDle candidate_ in perimary campaig:_::, ; nleall it that way but I take it that it
i_ anc,exlded by adding at the end thereof ':: ,_ would be the intention of the Senator

I:mint. I ara not sure that his breakoff following newsubs_etlon:
l:,Mut is correct, but I do believe we have _(c) Termination of Payments for Lack: , _ i]?o1Tl Oki0 to immediately also offer it
to have some provision that terminates Eemonstrable Support.-- _) th_ bill.
when a person demonstrates that they "( l ) GENERAL au_.r.--Notwithstanding _: _ Mr, TAFT. I had that intention.
are not a viable candidate. I think we other provision of thM chapter, no paym,!_ MA:'. GRIFFIN. Then that would, of
have seen that in the experience so fa_ ' sl_al) be made under this chapter to any c, - court;e, make things :_ppropriate. Is the
with the law as it now is. I would be didate more Clan 2_0days after the date f Senator going to have a rolleall?

inclined to accept his amendment the second consecutive primary election ,_ MI:. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask unani-
which such efmdidate receives less than ,) _nol_ consent to withdraw the order for

though, as I say, I am not sure that his percent of thc number of votes cast for l the :_eas and nays on the amendment.
l:_int of determination of a person being candidates of the ,,;ame party for the ssi:: :_
_ nonviable candidate is precisely the omce in such primary election if the car,: _ Mi'. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, reserv-
correct point. I do not have a better one date permitted or authorized the appe_- Jng the right to objecir--I do not impend
t;o offer. I '.had an amendment, which is auce of his name on the ballot or eerti:l ; 1_3object, and I hol_e I shall not--we had
];_rtntt:_l and at the desk, which was di_ *_) the Commission that he will not be . i ,% si_ailar situation with regard to the
rected generally along these same tines, active candidate in the primary. If the 1::' - R{at_das amendment with reference to

mary elections are held in more than ,_::,:_ l;_he ;wo independent Commissioners to
to achieve the same result, state on the same date, a candidate shall, :1 :, be_ a:_)pointed. That was adopted on the

Mr. BAYI=I. Will the Senator yield? purposes of this subsection, be treated -:
Mr. CANNON. Yes. receiving that percentage of the votes _i subsi;itute, and I am sure it would 'be a
Mx'. BAYH. I respectfully suggest that t:aat date which he received in the prim: .? for_.ality to have it also adopted on. the

l_f we had about 3 minutes for a quorturt e[ec-oion conducted on such date in which o bill. _ would like to be recognized for a
c'_dl we could deal with the problem that m_-ceived the greatest percentage vote. q[! _ few moments after we deal with the

provisions of this _ectlon shall apply a_; ,_ Taft amendment on the substitute and
I was concerned about and that the Sen- t_m date of enactment. _;]ke :)ill for that purpose. I ask unani-ator from Iowa was concerned about in

"(2) REXNSTATEMZNT OF PAY_ENTS.--Iq'.::, -. I%10U'.lconsent, Mr. P:cesident, that I be
_l;he language which is now being debated, withstanding the provisions of paragra_ x :._eco_,_nized after the dkL_posal of the 'raft
'We could give the candidate the option_ (1), a candidate whose payments have b, _ ame_idment for that purpose.
:_k_in the example the Senator mentioned tarniinated ur_der paragraph (1) may ag: :-_
:_md the one that I mentioned, by advis._ receive payments (including amounts I_ The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
:lng in writing that he did not intend to would have received but for paragraph (:! i objection, it is so ordered. Is there ob-
:fwtlvely seek support Ina given State. l:c he receives 20 percent or more of the to .:t jection to vacating the order for the
'][think what we are trying to accomplish z_.umber of votes cast for candidates of il _ yeas and nays on the amendment of the

same party in a primary election held a:lll _ _i;en_:_tor from Ohio? Without objection,
ils to avoid penalizing candidates who do, the date on which the election was 1::,.t lit is _a, ordered.
not seek support in States where their which was the basis for terminating 1;"'"
_mame is placed on the ballot by State law_ rxer. tstohim.". Tl_e question is o:a agreeing to the
'.llt is not for us to determine what the amendment, as modified, of the Sons-
;strategy of future campaigns or this lkIr. TAFk.['. Mr. President, as 'l:e tcrirom Ohio (Mr. TART).
campaign is going to be, to detclTnine amendment :ksmodified, I would just :I !- M:c. CANNON. I yield back the re-
where candidates spend their time or _ise the Senate that we have wor],;: ,,_i :mailtder of my time.
momey. I ,do not think we want iD dc, out with a number of Senators on i: _ .Mi::'.TAFT. I yield back the remainder
_hat. May we have a eouple of minutes? _[oor this modification, which would _ c,f in), time.

low a candidate who is not a seri,:: _a: 'the PRESIDING OFFICER. All re-

ar. CANNON. Mr. President,I suggest candidate in a particular primary elF__ mahdng time having been yielded back,
'khe absence of a quorum, tion to certify to that effect, and tm,_: _: _t:te question is on agreeing to the

The PRESlDIN6 OFFICER. The clerk those circumstances, if he receives ] ;_ amendment of the E_nator from: Ohlo,
writ call the roll. than 10 percent of the vote in that l;::,__, s_ modified.

The as_stant legislative clerk pro _,. mary, it would not be a disqualify:i[ _ Tko amendment, as modified, was
seeded to call the roll. p_iniary for the purposes of the gene !:. stgre_d to.
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Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I call up lowing: ", and at least two of tho members and the perquisites of office to obtain
an amendment on the bill in the exact shall not be affiliated with any political sufficient contributions in small amounts
form of the amendment that has just party", to provide the necessary seed money to

In section 2(b) of the amendment strike 'launch his campaign. This is becausebeen adopted on the substitute, out "six years" and insert "eight years".
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The rn section 2(b), strike out "1981." and in- challengers are less well known than in-

amendment will be stated, sort "1981, and". cumbents, and do not have the use of
Tile legislative clerk proceeded to In section 2(b) of the amendment before mailings lists available to incumbents

read the amendment, subparagraph (B) of section 310(a)(2) of and of the mailing-list facilities of the
Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, I ask unani- the Act as amended by section 2(b), insert Senate computer.

mous consent that further reading of the following: Furthermore, challengers who are not
the amendment be dispensed with. "(iv) two of the members, not affiliated independently wealthy do not have the

with any same political party, shaU be ap- benefit of large amounts of cash on handThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1983.".
objection, it is so ordered, page 4, line 20, strike "four" and insert in at the outset of their campaigns. In prep-

Mr. TAFT'S amendment is as follows: lieu thereof "five". aration for the 1974 elections, incum-
At the end thereof add the following new bent Senators seeking reelection had

section: Mr. GRrFFIN. I yield back the re- $1,402,083 in cash on hand on September
TERMINATIONOF PAYMENTSFOR LACI_OF mainder of my time. 1, 1973. In 1974 House races, incumbents

DEMONSTRABLESIYPPORT Mr. CANNON. I yield back my time. had $398,097 on hand o_ September 1,
SEC:.--. Section 9037 of the Internal Reve- Tile PRESIDING OFFICER. Ail re- 1973. It is an undeniable fact that in-

hue ,Code of 1954 (relating to payments to maining time having been yielded back, cumbents have a far easier time raising
eligible candidates in primary campaigns) the question is on agreeing to the funds than most challengers. It is also an
is amended by adding at the end thereof the amendment of the Senator from undeniable fact that chaUengers must
foUowingnewsubsection: Michigan. usually spend signficant sums at the

(_) TERMINATIONOF PAYMENTSFOR LACK The amendment was agreed to. outset of a campaign Just to gain the
OFDEMONSTRABLESUPPORT.-- AMENDMENTNO. _4S0 recognition already possessed by the in-'' (I) GENERAL avLE.--Notwithstanding any
other provision of this chapter, no payment Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I call cumbent by virtue of his office.
shaU be made under this chapter toanycan- Up my amendment No. 1430, and ask There is another way in which the
dldate more than 30 days after the date of for its immediate consideration. 1974 amendments to the election law
the second consecutive primary election in The PRESIDING OFFICER. The discriminate against challengers and in
whicll such candidates receives less than 10 amendment will be stated, favor of incumbents. In imposing limita-percent of the number of votes cast for all
candidates of the same party for the same The legislative clerk read as follows: tions upon permissible contributions to
office in such pr hnary election if the candi- The Senator from New York (Mr. BucK- candidates, Congress failed to include
date permitted or authorized the appear- LE¥) proposes an amendment numbered any provision to offset the advantages it
anco of his name on the ballot or certifies to 1430 grants to itself through the prerogatives
the Commission that he will not be an active M_. _IYCKLE¥'S amendment (No. 1430) of office. In 10 years, the cost of the
candidate in the primary. If the primary elec- is as follows: frank alone has risen from $7.5 milliontions are held in more than one State on
the same date, a candidate shall, for pur- On page27, line 9, strike.out "$1,000." and in 1966 to a projected $46 million in
poses of this subsection, be treated as re- insert in lieutllereofthe following: "$5,000.". 1976. Americans for Democratic Action
ceiving that percentage of the votes on that On page 27, line 23, strike out "$5,000;" has estimated that th_ total advantage
date which he received in the primary elec- and insert in lieu thereof the following: per term which an incumbent Congress-
tion conducted on such date in which he re- "$25,000, except in the case of a candidate man possesses by virtue of his perquisites
celved the greatest percentage vote. The pro- for election, to the office of representative, of office amounts to about $976,000. This
visiorLs of this section shall apply as of the the contribution shall not exceed $10,000;". colossal lump-sum transfer, which isdate of enactment.

"(2) I:_EllqSTATEMENTOF pAy1VLENTS.--Not- Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, this is exempt from the $1,000 contribution ceil~
withstanding the provisions of paragraph an amendment to the bill itself. I call the lng, constitutes a contribution which
(1), a candidate whose payments have been attention of the Senate to a typographi- few could equal from private sources
terminated under paragraph (1) may again cai error on line 1. Where it reads "line even if it were allowed under the election
receive payments (including amounts he 9' it should read "line 19,' and I modify laws.
would have received but for paragraph (1)) my amendment to correctly reflect the That the drafters of the 1974 amend-
if he receives 20 percent or more of the tota_ line number, ments were perfectly aware of the ad-
number of votes cast for candidates of the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The vantages to their own incumbencies issame party in a primary election held after
the date on which the election was held amendment will be so modified, evidenced by this bald, unequivocal state-
whiclx was the basis for terminating pay- Mr. BUCKLEY'S amendment, as rnodi- ment in the Senate report on those
ments to him.", fled, is as follows: amendments:

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Do Send- on page 27, line 19 strike out "$I,000." arid Lower limits on campaign contributions,
tors yield back their time? inser_ in lieu theraof the following: "$5,000.". by themselves, would serve to increase the

On page 27, line 23, strike out "5,000;" and advantages incumbents presently have in
Mr. CANNON. I yield back my time. insert in lieu thereof the following: "$25,000, fund raising.
Mr, TAFT. I yield back any time I may except in the case of a candidate for election At the very least, we should demon-

have remaining, to the office of representative, the co_tribu- strate to the American people that we
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The tion shall not exceed $10,000;'. will not, in fleeing from Watergate, seek

question is on agreeing to the amend- Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, the put- refuge in the incumbency-maximizingmerit of the Senator from Ohio.
pose of this amendment is simple. What techniques which characterized that

The amendment was agreed to. it would do would be to raise the per- period.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I send missible contribution by an individual There is a second problem concerning

to the desk an amendment to the sub- from the current level of $1,000 to a new discrimination in favor of affluent can-
stitute, and ask unanimous consent that threshold of $5,000. Also, with respect to didates which has been presented in the
the reading of the amendment be political committees, which are now re- wake of the Supreme Court's decision in
waived, with the explanation that this is stricted to contributions aggregating Buckley against Valeo. Now that thethe Mathias amendment as adopted
earlier to be put on the bill itself. $5,000 or less for a single candidate, they Supreme Court has held that wealthy

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without would be permitted to give up to $25,000 candidates may, as a constitutional mat-
objection, it is so ordered, to a Presidential or Senatorial candidate, ter, spend unlimited amounts of money

Mr'. GRIFFIN'S amendment is as fol- and $10,000 to a candidate for the House from their own personal assets to forward
lows: ofRepresentatives. their own campaigns, it is only the less

In section 2(a) of the amendment, strike Current limitations in the bill discrim- wealthy candidates who are now effec-
out "slx members" and insert "eight mem. inate against challengers in two import- tively restricted in their attempts to
bors', ant respects. In the first place, it is much make their campaigns viable.

In ,section 2(a) of the amendment, after more difficult for a challenger without It is my opinion that the Court, when
"the same political party" insert the fol- _he benefit of a wide recognition factor faced with a specific example a candidate
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discriminated against in this manner, l_r. CT_ARK. Mr'. President, will th_ wrc.ng direct/on. But I think that the
w:lll declare such a state of affairs un- ,'_enator from Nevada yield me ii!: majority of the Men_ers of this body
constitutional. It is my opinion that Con- minutes? have expressed themselves clearly that
gress should act immediately to eliml- Mx. CANNON. I Yield 5 minutes to th,_ the:f do not want to go in the direction
nate the inequities inherent in the cam- 13enator. of _;greater influence from wealthy peo-
paign laws before such a course is forced Mr, ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President_ ple and that they do not want to go in
upon it by the Supreme Court. wl]l the Senator yield, without the thn_ -_ the direction of bigger money for corn-

Mr. President, I should like to call at- being charged against him? mittees. For those reasons, I feel con-
tention to another factor involved in Mr. CLARK. I yield, fide nt that this body would vote "No" on
volved in campaigns. The PRESIDING OFFICER (M:m:', this amendment.

I do not think that this body has suf- JOZl:INSTON).Without objection, it is s::J :l yield back the remainder of my time
ficiently focused on the extraordinary ordered, to the floor manager.
inequities that have now evolved as a Mr. ROBF_,I_,T C. BYRD. Mr. Presil Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield
result of the Supreme Court's decision, dent, I ask unanimous consent that th,_ to the Senator from Teras.
As I said a little earlier, people who are vote on the substitute amendment occu:_
independently wealthy or candidates who at 2 p.m. instead of 1:45 p.m., and tha c_ '_N
ihappen to have the support of well-or- the one-half hour during which n_ VZSIT TO THE _,__ ATE BY A ME]VI-

]];EY_OF THE I_EW ZEALAND PAR-

gs_aized and well-financed independent amendment may be offered be that period L_J_iENT /political action committees are able to between 1:30 and 2 p.m., rather than 1: t!_
spend virtually unlimited sums, while, pza. and l:45 p.m. _Ir. TOWER. l_r. President, I am
on the other hand, the unknown chal- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is ther, pleased to presen 1 to the Senate Mr.
lenger is forced to rely on the contribu- objection? Thc Chair hears none, and Iii Rober_ Talbot, a ,_ ember of the Par_ia-
Mi)ns available under the $1,000 limit in is so ordered, merit of New Zeals id for South Can_._r -
order to launch a successful campaign. M1;. ROBERT C. BYRD. I thank th, bury, ired the Chaiu man Designate of the

This kind of candidate is particularly _'_enator. Foreign Relations 4 ommittee of the New
in need of what is c.alled seed money-- Mr. CLARK. Mr.. President, in lister_- Zealand Parliame_ ;.
that is, the initial funding to get the i_g to the Senator from New York e:_;:_ [ Applause, Senat irs _/slng.]
campaign off to a good start, pl_dn his amendment and in reading JJi: m c_ss

! say quite candidly, Mr. President, 1;he intent of the amendment is veT;:
that I could not be in this Chamber to- clear; and I think none of us should ha_,,_ Mr. TOWER. 1 ir. President, I ask
day but for the fact that some people much difficulty in understanding what :it unanimous conse] that the Senate
were willing to provide me with about would do. I think he makes some val]:,:! stand in recess f, 1 minute so that
$50,000 of seed money in 1970. Only with arguments in terms of his position. Bt:d Members may g_ ()ur distingtfished
that money in the bank was I able to :!et us look at wha_ the effect would b,_! guest.
establish myself as a credible candidate. What we are saying is that individuaI_ There being no bjection, the Senate,
Only with that money in the bank was I would not be limited by a $1,000 cor_- a_; 12:10 p.m., _es,,;ed until 12:11;
able to conduct the polling required; to ;ribution but thai; that would be h:'_ whereupon, the Sen _te reassembled when
open an office, which required a $15,000 creased five times over. An individua:i call[ed to order by ;he Presiding Officer
deposit; or to even get the telephone too.der this araendment, actually cou',[,[ (Mc. JOHNSTON). _
company to come in and wire the of- contribute $5,000. Who can contribut;_
rice. They would not do so unless an :more than $1,000 to political campaigl':_ FED_t_AL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
additional $15,000 was advanced. :and candidates, with the rare exceptio:_ AMENMM2qTS OF 1976

So I submit that elementary fairness of relatives or someone very close to t]::_
and equity should mandate that we raise campaign who may be willing to make _ The Senate continued with the eon-
the current limits to a level where a new special sacrifice out of their own lives 'k sideration of the bill (,_].3065) to amend
face can seek the kind of support re- help a candidate? 'That would be a veT:i: the Federal Election Campaign Act of
quired to launch a credible candidacy, very small number of people, who mig_::_ 19_1 to provide for its administration by

The limits I have selected here are be very close ix) and might be intereste_ a Federal Election Commission ap-
such that I do not think anyone possibly in the candidate, pointed in accordance with the require-
could claim that a candidate might be So almost all the additional money i_ ments of the Constitution, and for other
*'bought." I am talking about $5,000 going to come from people whom v;;_:: purposes.
f._)m individuals; and in the case of po- could identify as being wealthy. The:_:_: The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
litical committees, we are talking about are very few people in this country w]::_,< yields time?
the following figures, in relation to the can contribute more than $1,000, exce_::_: l/ir. PACKWOOD. l_.[r. President, I do
particular type of election; namely, sen- the wealthy, not have time. Is the time under the
atorial and Presidential on one side, I believe ths. t the whole purpose of thi control of the Senator from New York?
where there would be a $25,000 contri- bill is to try to encourage more peop:. Thc PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
bution, down to $10,000 iix the case of at lower levels to participate in the pro,_:: coxrect, and the Senator from Nevada.
the House. ess, to t_y to become less dependent upc'_ Mr. PACKWOOD. Will the Senator

I believe that the Members of this body the rich in politics, to make all of us le'._; yield me 2 minutes?
should take into consideration another dependent upon that kind of contribl:_ lVIr_BUCKLEY. Yes.
consequence that is probable should we lion. lqlr. PACKWOOD. iM:r.President, I am
fail to raise these limitations. Because So, to increase t_le individual contribL:, going to join with the Senator from
the Supreme Court decided that inde- lion from $1,000 to $5,000, five times owi:_: New '_'ork. This is a change of direction
pendent groups and individuals may seems to me, in effect, to give wealt'J::_; from my previous views. I supported
spend whatever they wish in support of a cont_qbutors five times the influence th;'.._; the lower limits before, but I think the
1.s4_rticular candidate, so long as that they presently have under the law. lowe_ we make these limits, the more we
spending is not coordinated with the Second, what wi; are talking about do m_ke this an incumbents' paradise.
particular candidate's campaign effort, lng in terms of committees is the sarL__ From a selfish stand:point, I could wish
we will find that we will be fracturing thing so far as Presidential and co:_:_ we had lowered the limits to $100. No-
political campaigns. We will see groups gressional campaigns are concerned, body can give more than that, and very
going off on their own tangents, putting We are going tx) increase the amou:_::i:, few incumbents would ever be defeated.
ads in the paper, printing literature, do- five times over. It. does not seem to r:__:, Let _rsface it: incumbents start out with
lng whatever they wish, and the candi- that that goes in the direction or the iL, a couple of hundred thousand dollars
_.ate will have no ability to coordinate t_,nt of campeJgn finance reform or car_- worth of publicity, from serving 2 years
these expenditures into a comprehensive paig_x reform, in the House, or 6 years or more in the
effort to inform the public what he be- I know that the Senator from Ne_' House or the Senate. _q_en we are talk-
lieves and why. York, for a very good reason, and sor_:_ i:ag about an unknown challenger start-

For all these reasons, Mr. President, I very strong reasons from his point ,::1[ lng oat and that challenger has very low
hope that this body wfil support this view, feels that these efforts in the p_._'; limits of contributions placed upon him,
_a-nendment. have, for the most part, been in t:l:__: unless the challenger candidate happens
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to be wealthy, there is no way that that Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield though I spoke to dozens of people who
challenger, in most cr.ses, is going to be myself 2 minutes, believed in what I believed in they would
well enough known by November to be The Senator from New York appeared not part with their money. They said,
elected, before the Senate Committee on Rules "Give us the proof." I said, "I think I am

When we look at the statistics over the and made his position known in this a credible candidate. I thinkyou are not
past years, the number of incumbents area, with respect to the limitation on wasting your money. I think I do have a
that win is bad enough as it is. If we keep financing. The committee did have in chance under this year's circumstances."
these limits where they are, I expect on mind the limitations that are imposed They said, "Where is the proof? Where
replacement that from 95 to 96 percent no w by the Supreme Court. I must say is the poll?"
of the House will be reelected and 90 to that I find some difficulty, myself, in the I was able to get a poll. Why? Because
95 percent of the Senate will be reelected. Court's decision that permits unlimited one family contributed $15,000. That got
So I v_ry strongly support the Senator spending by an individual on his own us a poll. OK. That then showed ! could
from New York in supporting this campaign and permits unlimited spend- win.
amendment, lng in an independent effort by others, Mr. PACKWOOD. Which right away

Mr. BUCKLEY. I yield myself 2 rain- either for or against a candidate, and would be prohibited under this new law.
utes. then says that the limitation of a $1,000 Lou never would have gotten the $15,000

! 'want to thank the Senator from contribution was constitutional. It does to start with.
Oregon for saying precisely what the give me some problems. In any event, Mr. BUCKLEY. Exactly.
eonst_uences are of the existing legis- that was the wish of the committee. We Mr. PACKWOOD. All right.
lation. The Senator from Iowa said that did act on that very deliberately and I Mr. BUCKLEY. Even so that was not
my amendment would somehow tilt the would be forced to oppose the amend- quite enough to persuade enough people
scales in favor of the wealthy people. I merit, to get an election headquarters. You
say that its designed to do precisely Mr. BUCNLEY. Mr. President, I should have to start a campaign with people in
the opposite. Right now, because of the like to ask for the yeas and nays. place, with the appearance of confidenceeven ff you did not have confidence, in
Supreme Court's having found uncon- The PRESIDING O_'_'iCER. Is there order to get the press attention, to getstitutional any limitation on direct a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
spending by a candidate, a wealthy can- second, you started and your message rolling.

Weeks and weeks went by, and I was
didate can spend unlimited amounts of The yeas and nays were ordered, unable to put the pieces together until
money. Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I "IAl.,_o,well-financed, well-organized po- will lend youwant to pursue this a bit further so the a friend of mine said,$50,000 to be repaid out of further col-
lltlcal action committees can spend as record is clear. Let us assume you are lections after you get a mailingmuch money as they want in support of
a particular candidate, again in unlim- an unknown challenger. You served on launched," and so on.
lted amounts, the city council of one of the towns With that $50,000 I was able to do

Who ar e the people who cannot muster of your State or in the State legislature, three things: Get, myself a headquar-
· but you are fairly unknown outside of the ters---visibility which is t_rribly lmpor-

the resourc_ under this bill? The peo- district or town you are from. How do tant; No. 2, to get telephones put intoPle, I suggest, are those who are not
you go about, Under this limitation, start- my headquarters, essential in a State like

incumbents, and, therefore, do not have lng to get enough seed money to raise New York; and No. 3, to initiate a mailinga wide spread of contacts that they can
tap, or people who do not have large money? What doyou do? which, from that point forward, was a
personal means, or people who do not Mr. BUCKLEY. I can tell the Senator principal source of my campaign financ-
seem to appeal to one of these well- from my own experience, it is extremely lng. But without that friend I could never
organized political action committees, difficult, have got started.

Mr. PACKWOOD. You cannot afford Mr. PACKWOOD. And you found as
I believe that the only way we can to do any kind of mass mailing, because soon as you got the headquarters and

help restore the scales, in terms of access frankly, mailing, as we all know, is quite visibfiity you suddenly became moreto money to wage a credible campaign,
is to lift the individual limits so that the expensive. You are talking about mailing newsworthy and got more exposure on
money can come in and get people in the order of 200,000 to 300,000 pieces, television because you had a headquar-
started. Mr. BUCKLEY. All you can do is hope ters, and so you put up the headquarters.

I have heard it stated, for example, to get people to talk to other people. I Mr. BUCKLEY. Precisely. Because I
have been in two races. In the first, I was more visible and everything seemed

that our colleague (Mr. MCGOVERN)Could had no chance to win. But important to be running
never have successfully fought for the contributions do not go to people who are Mr. PACKWOOD. And under this bill
nomination had he not had some sup- not considered credible candidates. You you cannot even get a loan to pay back.
porters early in the game who believed therefore have to have a certain amount Mr. BUCKLEY. Exactly.
in him, believed in what he was trying of activity. You have to get some favor- There is another thing here that al-
to accomplish, and provided him with able press comment. You have to have a fects a third party but not regular partythat essential seed money.

This, I suggest, is rtot _possible under poll that indicates that on specific issues, candidates. A political party is able to
you have got popular support, and so on, give its candidate a substantial contribu-

the present circumstances, before you can get the kind of money that tion. Not every political party is able to
Again, to answer the statement by the is required to open a headquarters, to do it, but certainly a third party almost

Senator from Iowa with respect to get the telephones, to send out the mall- never has that kind of money around·
wealth, the fact is that at the present ings, to do all of the mechanical things Usually they are going for debt to debt
time, anybody with money who wants to essential to a political campaign, and loan to loan. But, as I say, I believe
support anY political cause can do so in Mr. PACKWOOD. We have almost _ot the law as it now stands, especially in
nnlhnited amounts. The only thing he the dog chasing the tall. You have to light of the inequities which have re-
cannot do is contribute to a particular have some seed money to collect other suited from the Supreme Court decision,
candidate sums in excess of $1,000 so as money, and this bill is going to prohibit makes it virtually impossible for a chal-
to enable that candidate to organize a you from getting the seed money, and lenger to get started and, I think, it is
campaign to establish credibility, to you cannot get other money, and you are unconscionable, frankly, that we do not
overcome the enormous disadvantages going to undo the whole race. recognize this.
that a newcomer has when faSlng an Mr. BUCKLEY. I think it would be The purpose for these limitations was
entrenched incumbent, and get himself constructive ff I stated my own situa- originally to avoid corruption, was it not?
off in the race with some hope that he tton in my second race. I was a can- Mr. PACKWOOD. Absolutely.
might be able to present his views clearly didate of a third party. We all know third Mr. BUCTC_,_'_. No one is going to be
enough and effectively enough to win an parties do not win elections in a big State corrupted by a $5,000 gift in a campaign
election. So this is anything but legisla- like New York or smaller States like that costs $2 million. And we have the
tton intended to help the wealthy; Oregon. But I happened to be the Con- disclosure provisions which allow the
rather, it is intended to equalize the servative candidate. I entered the race, whole world to know who is contrtbut-
scales against the wealthy. ! hope the and I felt confident that I would have a tng in your campaign.
Senate will give it its approval, reasonable chance, but I found that even Mr. PACKWOOD. That is the key part,
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when you have disclosure, when it is The second assistant legislative cle_:!:_: ill:== both speech and nonspeech cie-
ahead of the election not after the elec- proceeded to call the roll. ments.
tton, ahead of the election, and certainly Mr. HUGH SCOri'I '. Mr. President, :[ The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
your opponent is going to point to every ask unanimous consent that the orc!l_:,: tirae of the proponents of the amend-
conceivable dirty contribution you have for the quorum call be rescinded, ment has expired. ThE; Senator from Ne-
had and say, "Shame, look where he is The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withc,_ _ vada has 23 minutes.
getting his money from," and that in and objection, it is so ordered. Mr'. CANNON. I yield 2 minutes to the
of itself normally should be sufficiently Mr. HUGH SCC_I '. I seek recognitic: :. Sena bor.
c,leansing, and I frankly wish we would Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I thank the Sena-
go back to where we were, or at least I think that some comments are :i:t to:r.
change where we are, and have full dis- order at this time regarding the obvio,.:_ The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
closure of everything from a penny on unconsitutionality of section 111 of 'l:.:ie Senabor from Pennsylvania.
upward, and take off all limits on contri- bill we are now debating--the so-cal:l_ :t M_. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, to
buttons. But, obviously, we are not going Election Csmpaign Act Amendments : :!_ be constitutionally acceptable, the £;ov-
to do that. 1976. ernment must have a substantial inter-

Mr. BUCKLEY. That is why I agree In its present form, section 11i of Se:- es'_ unrelated to suppression of first
with the Senator from Oregon, and that ate bill 3065 adds a new section 321 'o amendment freedoms, and.the regula-
is why I proposed rather modest increases title 2 of the United States Code, repl_:J_· tion itself must be no greater than is
again to allow someone to get started, lng the existing 18 U.S.C. 610, wh:lc!:t necessary to further the interest and

Mr. PACKWOOD. I do have -an generally prohibits contributions : ::ir (:an have only incidental impact on those
amendment I may want to offer to the national banks, corporations, or lab,<:c freodoms.
Senator's amendment. Is an amendment organizations, but permits them to t:_¢::ir Admittedly, the Federal Government
in order to the Senator's amendment? the costs of establishing, administerh:L!:, has s. subsbantial interest in its electoral

The PRESIDING OFFICER. At the and soliciting contributions to a separ_::¢e process and in the p roservation Of the
time when the time has either been segregated fund to be used for politic;J:t right and freedoms of individuals to par-
yielded back or used an amendment purposes. This new section would lira t tl.eipate fully in our unique political proc-
would be in order, the classes of persons who may be eitt':u:r ess. But, where the speech of any indi-

Mr. PACKWOOD. At a time when it informed or solicited for contributiolJ: :. vhlu_.l does not infringe upon another's
has been .yielded back or used it will be Proposed secbion 321 would make it i .- lqghts, then the Government can demon-
in order, legal for a corporation, or a political co:r::- strate no legitimate interest.

May I ask for a quorum call now to mittee created by it, to solicit contrib: _ The new secgion 321 falls the O'Brien
consult with the Senator very briefly? tiGriS to the committee from any pers,:ul test, since it restricts not only the man-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On whose oher than the corporation's stockho:l.c _ ncr of solicitation, but also Its extent, In-
time? ers, executive or administrative perscu:, s.s rauch as unions or corporations are

Mr. PACKWOOD. I ask that it be dj- nel, and their farailies. It would, at :l:.:i,_. r_strJ, cted to solicitations of narrowly de-
rided equally, if the Senator does not same time, prohibit a labor organizatic J:l fined classes of persons, the extent of the
'mind. and any of its political committees frcJ J:l solici?,ations, or speech, is also restricted.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there soliciting contributions from any pers¢,:_ _: S[bch restrictions are clearly prohibited
0,bjection? other than union members and the J:' by the Constitution. _Tle Supreme Court

Mr. PACKWOOD. May I have_I families. These restrictions would aff,i.,__ made this distinction between "manner"
thank the Chair. not just solic.ltations, but the dissemir_.z .. a:n.d "extent" in Buckley against Valeo,

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Was tion of information, and held that direct quantity, or extent,
there objection? The ultimate consequence of this se_.. r_;tr:i.ctions on political communication

Mr. CANNON. The Senator is taking tion's provisions, however, goes fUrti':_ _:' are not permissible under the Const.itu-
i'bout of his time. than merely preventing large numbers, oil tion.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without persons from contributing to or receivi:m:g Mr. President, I am convinced of 'the
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk will information from those political acti,::.:_ desire, on the part of my colleagues in
call the roll. committees--with whom they identi:l:: :. this Chamber to enact a fair, equitable,

The assistant 'legislative clerk pro- It deprives vast numbers of individusd_ , smd workable election law. Section 321,
c.eeded to call the roll. some 75 million, from being given t;:!:_ however, is the antithesis of what is :_air,

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I ask opportunity of a.ssociating with eith_:c equitable, and workable. It will accom-
unanimous consent that the order for labor organizations or coi_orate ma:: .. plish nothing but the, further polariza-
t:he quorum call be rescinded, agement. Presmwed under this propos_ :i. tion, this time by legislative dictate, of

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without section are the separate c0nstituenc:k _ management and unions. It will relegate
objection, it is so ordered, oZ' labor and business--union meml_ ,_ to political limbo a very substantial num-

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I ask and corporate executives. Forgotten, :1_- ber of our fellow citizens, the very peG-
unanimous consent that David Rust noted, and discriminated against a,e ple who were originally intended tx)be
fr°m my staff be granted the privileges of millions who are neither executive offiee_ _ 'the beneficiaries of these reform recas-
t:he floor during the debate on this bill nor union members, but who have a vit:_2 ures. But, far worse, it gives a congres-
and the votes thereon, interest in the political climate in whic !l sionaI stamp of approval to the denlgra-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without their employers or unionized fellr>,/ tion of our most chm'ished, our most val-
objeetion, it is so ordered, workers operate, and who might wet. uable, and our most sacred right---the

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I suggest wish to SUplx_rt one or the other's pol:i_, right of free speech.
the absence of a quorum, ical action committee. ;_ir. President, I ask unanimous con-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On whose Section 321's b_.atant abridgement _:i! sent that a list of occupations which are
time? the freedom of expression in the polio;.. excluded under the pending bill be

Mr. BEALL. Equally divided, cai area far exceeds what any co'u: _ printed in the RzCOR_.
/The PRESIDING OFF_ICER. Is there would countenance. Solicitation of co:u- There being no objection, the list was

objection? tributions by corporations or labor org: ordered to be printed in the RZCORn, as
Mr. CLARK. I object, nizations to their respective political a{ _. fo]lov;,s:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Object- tion arms is a form of expression, :[_., LInT

tion is heard, gardless of v_bether it is .oral or writte_ ,. Commercial, professional, educational, and
Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, ! ask And while the regulation of conduct: _:' service occupations that; do not fall wi.thin

dclinition of an "executive" or "adminis-
_manimous consent that the time for t_le manner of expression can be cc,;: .. trativ¢' employee._
the quorum, call be taken out of the time stitutionally permissible, the St_prer_::e.
of the.proposers of the amendment, Court, in United States against O'Bri_i!_u _Source: Fair Labor Standards Act and

The P_ING O_'ICl_, Without which was favorably cited in the Bur:s: l_egulations Title 29, Part 541 of the Code
objection, it Is so ordered, ley case, set forth a constitutional t_,_i' of Federal Regulations, U'.S. D_partment of

The clerk will call the roll for regulation of courses of conduct he.,, _ Labor. Wage and Hour Division.
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Accountant, accounting clerk_ actor, ad- to present our amendments feel that we ent and voting, the Senator from North
mlni.,_tratlve clerk, adve;tlsing workers/writ- should have a chance to present and Carolina would vote "yea" and the Sena-
em, announcer, radio; announcer, television; discuss those amendments, tor from Ohio would vote "naY."
apprentice machine operator, artist, assist- That was the purpose of this Senator's The result was announced--yeas 23,
ant section supervisor (key tape), assistant
unit supervisor, bank clerks, bank tellers, objection, nays 69, as follows:

Bookkeeper, bookkeeper, head; camera The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. [Rollcall Vote No. 79 Leg.]
men, carpenter cartographers, cartoonist, STONE). The 2 additional minutes YEA_--23
cashiers, checker, chemist, cleaning staff, granted have expired. Bartlett Garn McClure
clerk, clerk, chief; clerk, coding. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, do I un- Bellmon Goldwater Packwood

Clerk, counter; clerk, data exam; clerk, derstand the time on the Senator's Buckley Gravel Scott, Hugh
mail/bindery; clerk, principal; clerk, re- amendment- has expired? curtis Hansen Scott,
celpts; clerk, shipping; clerk typist, clerks, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time Dole Hatfie_d William L,Eastland Hruska Stevens
file; columnist, comparison shopper, corn- of the proponents has expired. Fannin Johnston Thurmond
poser.

Computer operator, computer operator Mr. CANNON. Of the proponents, and _'ong Laxalt Tower
trainee, computer programmer, correspond- the yeas and nays have been ordered? NAYS---69
ence typists, craftsman, custodian, delivery The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yeas Abourezk Glenn Morgan
man, dental assistants, dental technicians, and nays have been ordered. Allen Griffin Moss
dentist, dietitian, dlsplaymen, doctor/sur- -Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield Baker Hart, Gary Muskle
geon/anesthetist. Bayh Hart, Philip A. Nelson

Draftsman, dramatic critic, driver saIes- back the remainder of my time. Beall Haskell Nunn· Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I Bentsen Hathaway Pastoremen, editorial assistant, engineer, engineer,
Junior, executive secretary, food processors, send to the desk an amendment. BrockB_den HuddlestonH°lllngsPeilPears°n
graphic designers, guard, hotel assistants, il- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Brooke Humphrey Percy
lustrator, inside salesman, clerk will state the amendment. Bumpers Inouye Proxmlre

Inspector, interns, Interpreters, jobber's The legislative clerk read as follows: Burdlck Javits Randolph
representative, Jobber's salesman, journalist, The Senator fro m Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD) Byrd, Kennedy RiblcoffHarry F., Jr. Leahy Roth
Junior programmer, key punch operator, key proposes an amendment to the amendmen_ Byrd, Robert C. Long Schweiker
tape operator, laundry/dry cleaning person- of the Senator from New York (Mr. BucK- Cannon Magnuson Sparkman
riel, lawyer, legal paraprofessional, legal LEY), No, 1430, as follows: Case Mansfield Stennls
stenographer. On page 28, line 3, strike out "Contribu- Chiles Mathias Stevenson

Librarian, library assistants, linotype oper- lions" and insert in lleu thereof the follow- Clark McClellan Stone
ator, lumber grader, machine operator, main- lng: "The limitations on contributions con- Cranston McGee SymingtonCulver McOovern Talmadge
tenance personnel, master press operator, rained in the preceding sentence do not Domenici Mclntyre Weicker
mechanic, medical paraprofessional, medical apply to transfers between and among pollti- Durkln Metcalf Williams
technologist, messengers, cal committees which are National, State, dis- Eagleton Mondale

Methods engineer, musician, newspaper trlct, or local committees (including any Ford Montoya
Writer, no_ellst, nurse, trace machine opera- subordinate committee thereof) of the same NOT VOTING--8
tors, painter, painter's assistant, personnel political party; but contributions",
clerk, pharmacist, photographers. Church Jackson Tunney

Phi_sician, physician, intern, physician. The PRESIDINI._ OFFICER. The Hartke Stafford Young
osteopathic, physician, resident, podiatrist, Chair would observe that the form of Helms Taft
press operator, programmer trainee, proof- the amendment just reported is not in So 1Vir. BUCKLEY'8 amendment (No.
reader, psychologist, psychometrist, 'rate set- order as being an amendment to the bill 1430), as modified, was rejected.ter, receptionist,

l_.'ord control clerk (K/P), registered as opposed to the pending amendment. The PRESIDINO OFFICER. The Sen-
nurse, reporter, representative, manufactur- Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I of- ator from Florida is recognized.
er's, researchers, retail routeman, retoucher, feted that as an amendment to the Mr. C_rr,F_. Mr. President, I yield 1
phot_)graphlco route driver, routeman, sales- amendment of the Senator from New minute to the distinguished Senator from
man, dealer; salesman, distributor. York. Iowa, under the provision that I do not

Salesman, laundry; salesman, route; sales- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The lose my right to the floor.
man, telephone; salesman, typewriter repair; Chair understands that, but in form it The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
salesman, wholesale; salesman's helper, sales does not do that. It amends another part objection?research expert, scientific technicians, eec-
retary, serviceman, social worker, statis- Of the bill. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, reserving
tician. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President. The time the right to object, may I inquire ape-

Stenographers, stock clerks, tape librarian, has expired, fically for what pur!50se?
teaching assistants, technologist, therapist, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Mr. CLARK. For the purpose of offer-
timekeeper, traffic clerks, trainer-salesman, time having expired and the yeas and lng an amendment which was offered
truck driver, nays having been ordered on the pend- yesterday and withdrawn until certain

Typists, unit superviso L watch engineer, lng amendment, the clerk will call the changes were made.
word processing operator, writer, xerox opera- roll.
tot, x,ray technician, public relations staffer. The legislative clerk called the roll. Mr. CANNON. And it is an agreed up-on amendment now ?_'. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President,I Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
ask unanimous consent that with the that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. Mr. CHILES. It is.
exception of the last 2 minutes which CHURCh), the Senator from Indiana (Mr. Mr. CANNON. Then I have no objec-
the distinguished Senator from Nevada HARTKE), the Senator from Washington tion, Mr. President.
has yielded me, that my time may be .(Mr. JACKSON), and the Senator from The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
taken from the time of the substitute California (Mr. TuNNY.Y) are necessarily objection, it is so ordered.
offered by Mr. GRIFFIN. absent, Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I send to

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there I further announce that, if present and the desk an amendment and ask fro' its
objection? voting, the Senator from Washington immediate consideration.

Mr. CHILES. I object. (Mr. JACXSON)would vote "nay." ' The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
The PRESIDINGOFFICER. Objection Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the amendment willbestated.ts heard. Senator from North Carolina (Mr.
Mr. CHILES. Reserving the right to HELMS), the Senator from Ohio (Mr. The legislative clerk read as follows:

object, I want to say to the distinguished TAFT), and the Senator from North Da- Tho Senator from Iowa (Mr. CLARK) pro-
minority leader that some of us have kota (Mr. Yotrsa) are necessarily absent, poses an amendment on page 44, between
been waiting all morning to present our I further announce that the Senator lines 2 and 3 . .

amendments. There is a fixed 'time, a from Vermont (Mr. STAFFOR*) is absent Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I ask
certain time we are going to vote on the due to illness, unanimous consent that further reading
Griffin amendment, or take it up. On this vote, the Senator from North of the amendment be dispensed with.

Some of us who have been sitting here Carolina (Mr. HELMS) IS paired with the The PRESIDING OFI_ICER. Without
all n_orntng waiting for an opportUnity Senator from Ohio (Mr, TAFT), If pres- objection, it is so ordered,
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Mr. CLARK'S amendment is as follows: The amend.merit is as follows: coani:ing problem by adopting' this
On page 44, between lines 2 and 3 'n_sert At the end of the ,Sriffin substitute amm:: .: B,:alei).dment.

t.:he following: lm_ent add the following new section: Clearly, this is a bipartisan proposal
"(b) A defendant in any criminal action 8_c. --. Section 431(f) (4) (B) of the Ac'i: _ which should benefit all candidates and

brought for the violation of a provision of amended by deleting the semicolon at '[:i'_ all parties equally. The only exception
this Act, or of a provistqn of chapter 95 or 96 end thereof and adding the following: ", _ l:aJ.ght be to the extent that there are
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, may partisan activity designed to encourage :1._-
introduce as evidence of his lack of kllowl- dividuals to register' to vote, or to vote, cc._ .. 1Tlore potential Democrats than Republi-
edge of or intent to commit the offense for ducted by the national committee of a ];:J<- cans among independent voters_but in
which the action was brought a conciliation lltical party, or a subordinate commitb_e tile i:_:lterest of 90mpetition, we are will-
E_greement entered into between the defend- thereof, or the State committee of a ]::t_- ing t0 assume thatrisk.
ant and the Commission under section 313 tional party, except, that such partisan s_ _ Mr. President, this is a commonsense
which specifically deals with 9he act or fail- tivity shall be considered an expenditure :ik:_: amendment which I understand is ac-
ure to act constituting such offense and the purposes of the reporting requiremezv _. ce'ptsble to the committee. It will simpli-
which is still in effect.", u:_der this Act;" fy reporting by national parties whileOn page 4:4, strike out lines 3 through 6
and insert in lieu thereof the following: MI'. DOLE. Mr, President, this is ',.a r.a'_king them stronger and more effec-

"(c) In any criminal action brought for a amendment to the pending substitute ,:::,J. tire---and these are goals which deserve
violation of a provision of this Act, or of a fered by the distinguished Senator fro_:::L our uniform support.
provision of chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Michigan (Mr. (_RIFFIN). I have d:[_ .. MI'. CANNON. Mr. President, the Sen-
Revenue Code of 1954, the court before which cussed it witlh the distinguished man; . ab)r [has discussed the amendment with
_.uch action is brought shall take into ac- ger of the bill, Mr. CANNON, as well as t:l:e me. _.'_'think it is an acceptable amend-
count, in weighing the seriousness of the of-
fense and in considering the appropriateness distinguished Senator from Iowa (M:. ineni:, and I am willing to accept it;.
(l.f the penalty to be imposed if the defend- CLARK). The PRESIDING O]._-_ICER. The q'tles-
ant is found guilty, whether-- In discuss:lng briefly its purpose, ii ti:on ils on agreeing to the amendment of

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, section _ould have Senators recall that yeste_ ._ tlle Senator from Kansas.
329(b) of the bill stipulates that once a day, by a vote of 50 to 41, we adopted :i_, The amendment was agreed to.
person has entered into a conciliation amendment proposed by the dist:L _,- Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I send an
agreement with the Federal Election guished Senator from Oregon (Mr. PA(:::_.:- amendment to the desk.
Commission, the Department of Justice wooD) dealing with reporting requi:l:_- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

ments for nonpartisan voter registratic _'_ an_endment will be stated.
would be barred from initiating any ac- The assistant legislative clerk read as
tion relating to the violation dealt with drives conducted by a labor or busine.:'_
in the agreement, organization. My amendment is design_ _,i follows:

My amendment would provide that a to complement that provision with :l:-_,_ 'rhea, Senator from F:[orlda (Mr. CHILES)
defendant in a criminal action brought spect to partisan registration effor ._; proposes an amendment:
for a violation of this could introduce as made by an element of a national poi:i:: .- on page 44, line 15, strike out the closingquotation marks and the final period.
evidence of his lack of knowledge of or cal party. On page 44, between lJ.nes 15 and 16, insert
intent to cormmit the offense for which What it would do, thus, is exempt ftc: _L the following:
the action was brought the fact that a the definition of "expenditure" all par'l: .... Liar:CAFtaN ON CONTRmU'rmNs BY ARTIFICXAL
conciliation agreement had already been san voter registration drives and get-m:' ._ LEGAL ENTITLES
entered into with the Commission. the-vote activities carried onby comm:L ..... SEc. 330. (a) The Congress finds and

Further, it would provide that the tees or subordinate committees of a r_..- declares that--
court would take into account, in con- tional party. At the same time, howevc ,', "(1) it is inappropriate for artificial legal
r.idering any penalty which might be tm- it would clearly ,,;pecify that such co,s:s entit:ies, whether in corporate or other torm,
posed, whether a conciliation agreement would have to be reported to the Feder _l which, are not permitted to vote for Federal
had been entered into and was being E3ection Commission under section 30'., candidates to make political contributions"' in campaigns for Federal office, and
adhered to. The intent of the amendment is, ve':y "(2) that it would be appropriate as a

Senator ALLEN had some questions plainly, to remove the requirement um:!l:_:c means of guarding against the reality' or ap-
about an earlier amendment, and I have existing law that such activity be a]:h _ pearance of tmproer influence stemming :from
now changed it, discussed it with the cated among particular candidates. _:,a t:ae dependence of candidates on large cam-
manager of the bill and with him, and t_he process, it should help strengthen 'l'.t.e paign contributions from such entities to
ail have agTeed that this wording of the party structure and increase politic _1 ]lrait the privilege of contributing to l_ederal

political campaigns to individuals generally.
amendment would be better, participation. "(b) Notwithstanding any other provision

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the In light of the fact that there is _:0 of this Act, no person other than an lndi-
amendment is in acordance with the dis- longer an overal_ spending ceiling i:,_ - vldual may make a contribution to or for the
cussion yesterday, and I am willing to posed by law--except for Presiden't;i d u_e of any candidate for Federal office. This
accept the amendment, candidates who ac.cept matching fund._ '_ubsectlon does not apply' to a political com-

The PRESIDINGOFFICER. The ques- elimination of the allocation requir._- m[ttee established and maintained by a
]_olitical party.

i;ion is on agreeing to the amendment of meat would be totally consistent with 'l::]..e "(e) Nothing in this section shall be con-
the Senator from Iowa. Buckley against Valeo Supreme Co.u :i; st:rued to prevent or lnlliblt the right of la-

The amendment was agreed to. decision. Moreover, it would alleviate '13,e dlviduals to associate with each other for the
Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I ask: very difficult problem of trying to ,l:i_.- purpose of making political expenditures or

unanimous consent that I be allowed to terrains the "fair and reasonable be'_l:_!:- for expressing their views on pol!Ltlcal
:Field 2 minutes to the Senator from fit" accruing to each candidate fro:a matters.".

Kansas for the purpose of presenting an. registration activities sponsored by _l:]_e Mr. CRANSTON. ]Fir. President, will
amendment which I understand has been. party organiz_ation itself, the Senator yield?
agreed to on both sides. Traditionally, Mr. President, the h:i:i:i:, Mr. CHILES. For _hat purpose?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there incidence of "independents" in the v',uI,_ Mr. CRANSTON. I should like to dis-
,abjection? The Chair hears none, and ii; lng population have forced parties :c cuss the Senator's amendment and ask
!is so ordered, look beyond just party affiliation in e::- :if he would be willing to modify it. :[ am

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I send an eouraging registratio n for, and voting _:_, not going to offer an amendment. I
unprinted amendment to the desk and[ election day, Thus, the name of one ::,_: should like to discuss the amendment.

ask for its immediate consideration, raore candidates is often used as a c:_:.- Mr. CHILES. I yield to the distin-
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The terion for making these determinatic,: ,s gqiished Senator.

amendment will be stated. While none of us is prepared to sv.;i_* Mr. CRANSTON. I thank the Senator
The legislative clerk proceeded to read[ gest that partisan voter registrat:i_,_ very much for yielding.

the amendment. ¢Mves are not going to aid a candidate?,, i_ir. President, I was in the Chamber
Mr. DOI,W,. Mr. President, I ask unani., cause, I think we can all agree that tkl._,fl last night, and the Senator caught my

mous consent that further reading of the is no longer a need to make subJecti,;,e attention when he said the following:
amendment be dispensed with. evaluations regarding the extent of th _!; The whole electoral process, as I under-

The :PRESIDING OI_ICER, Without_ aid. Therefore, we should do away wi:&l. .stand it, l_[r. President,. was created so that
objection, it is so ordered, this unnecessary and burdensome a '.. lndi_'tduals could vote, so that individuals
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could nominate, so that individuals could to $10. I answered "no," because I think think that $10 would be much too low,
elect, itt looks like the fight that I have been that if they are running against me and as I have expressed.
geeing going on all day is sort of the fight X am an incumbent, I can see that it Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, will the
between the giants. Each side believes the
other has a little advantage so each side is might be ne.cessary for them to feel that Senator yield?
trying to get a foothold, they have to accept more than that, be- Mr. CHrr.ES. I yield to the Senator

I have not heard much talk about the cause they do not have name identifica- from Tennessee.
people today. ! have not heard much talk tion and they might not engage in a walk Mr. BROCK. First, a technical ques-
about what is really good as far as democ- which would get them name identifica= tion. Is the Senator's amendment, now
racy and what is really good as far as lndl- tion, or something like that. For that pending, to the substitute?
viduals, reason, I would not go along with that. Mr. CHILES. It is an amendment to

Mr. President, I think that is a very However, I invite the attention of the the substitute.
eloquent and meaningful statement Senator from California to subsection Mr. BROCK. The clerk did not under-
which we should all take into account as (c), which was Put in overnight, and is stand that.
we are considering this matter. We have now in the amendment. That states what The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
not 'paid adequate attention to the just the Supreme Court really has said. It amendment is not drafted as being to the
plain citizens whose voices are the most reads: substitute.
important voices in our democracy. I be= Nothing in this section shall be construed Mr. CHILES. I modify it so that it
lieve there has been too much jockeying to prohibit or Inhibit the right of individuals would be an amendment to the substi-
for advantage going on from one side of to associate with each other for the purpose tute.

of making political expenditures or for ex- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
the aisle to the other, one party to the pressing their views on political matters.
other, representatives speaking more or amendment is so modified.
less for one group of interested people So if the group that the Senator is Mr. BROCK. I wanted to be sure of
and for another, talking about, the poor people, wish to that, because if the substitute is not

It was that statement by the Senator associate themselves in a common cause agreed to, we can offer it to the bill.
from Florida that caused me to look in order to be able to express themselves, Mr. CHrr.ES. ! thank the Senator
seriously at his amendment, which has they can do so. Nothing in this amend- from Tennessee.
much appeal, merit would prohibit that. Mr. BROCK. If the Senator will per-

My concern about the amendment is However, they would not be able to give mit me to make a couple of comments in
that in limiting the ability of poor people that money, in a satchel or a war chest, light of the comment of the Senator from
to band together to support a candidate to the candidate. Neither could the labor California, I think the whole purpose of
they might particularly support because unions do that; neither could the banks this amendment is to eliminate the power
of issues that are of great interest to do that; neither could the American of the major money influence that exists
them, if they cannot band together, the Medical Association do that. If they today. That is the whole purpose of it.
individuals whose small contributions wanted to make expenditures, they We have been debating, for the last 2
only become significant in terms of what would have to make them themselves, days, amendments to advantage or dis-
they mean in elections if many of them The label of who made those expendi- advantage power group and not people.
make contributions--and .they are not tures would have to be there. So, again, This is the first time we have had an
apt to occur unless they can make them the voters would be able to see who was opportunity in this particular body and
together--the consequence of the amend- attempting to sort of influence that elco- during consideration of this particular
merit in its present form, without that tion. bill to consider an amendment which
being the intention of the Senator from I think that would take care of the would divest the power centers of this
Florida, I know, would give a greater ad= Senator's fears. I can see that the Sen- special advantage, their loopholes, their
vantage to those who give large contribu= ator has thought throUgh that if we exemptions, and allow the American
ttons, who do not need to band together limited everybody's contribution to $10, people to have a voice in the full process,
with others in order to have a very sig- we, as incumbents, would have an advan- a full and complete voice. I think that
nlficant impact from their contributions: tage, unless we made some sort of free is why support for this amendment is so

That is my concern, and I know that television time available, unless we made terribly important.
the Senator is more concerned about this available some kind of franking privilege, It says, in effect, that we are not going
than any other Member of the Senate. and other things, because we do enjoy to grant any special exemption to major
The Senator from Florida has made it his tremendous advantages, corporations to go out to their 30 million
own practice, I understand, to accept Mr. CRANSTON. I share the Senator's stockholders with an all=expense paid
only small contributions, concern about not giving unfair advan-' campaign to tell them how to vote. Nor

Were they limited in the Senator's tages to incumbents. I was one of the are we going to do that for labor. We are
campaign to $107 Senators who voted some time ago for an going to let the American people indi=

Mr. CHILES. Yes. amendment by the Senator from New vidually select their political representa-
Mr. CRANSTON. I wonder whether the York (Mr. BUCKLEY) that would have tion, as the Constitution originally en-

Senator would be willing to accept an permitted challengers to spend more visioned it. I think that is why the
amendment--and ! would offer it only than incumbents, which Is one way to amendment is so precise, and I am de-
with his permission--which would have try to equalize the situation. I am pre- lighted to support it.
the effect Of sustaining even more pared to vote for and work for such an Mr. CHILES. I thank the Senator from
strongly his purpose of eliminating what amendment. We cannot require TV sta= Tennessee. I think the Senator from
I feel would be the advantage to large tions to give anybody free time, because Tennessee, as well as most of us in this
contributors without this proviso, that would be a violation of the first body, has looked with some alarm at

The amendment I propose would be to amendment. Perhaps we could find a way those polls. We now see not only the es-
limit acceptable contributions, the size of to subsidize television time for chal- teem in which they hold Congress in thecontributions, to $10 from individuals, lengers.

executive branch, but further, when we
Mr. CHILES. From any contributor? I am more concerned about the ability poll a little deeper on the question, "Do
Mr. CRANSTON. Any contributor, of large donors to have advantages than you feel that Government represents the

Limited to $10. I am about incumbents to have advan- average man in this country?", the an-
Mr. CHILES. I would not be prepared tages, because at least the large donors swer to that is astoundingly and over-

to accept that, and the reason is the one are not elected by the people. Incumbents whelmingly, "No." I think they have
I gave in my press conference at the at least have won an election. I would found the truth.
time I said that I was limiting my con= like to see the advantages that lncum- What we are talking about here--and
tributions to $10. That reason was this, bents have taken away from them. I have been going up to a lot of Senators,
purely and simply: If we limited it to Mr. CHILES. If the Senator wanted to asking them to support this amendment.
that amount for every individual, then I change the thousand dollars that is now The general thing that I find is that
believe that the incumbents would have set forth in the bill to a lower figure, the everybody says, "That is something that
too great an advantage. I was asked Senator from Florida would join in that we ought to do sometime, that is some-
whether I thought that anyone running amendment, because I do not think we thing that I am generally for; that is a
against me should limit his contributions should have those large funds; but I good idea, but--I get my help from here
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or from there." Or "I feel that where I I thank the Senator. OWeS them one single thing in terms of a
am receiving my help from is this group Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will t'.'.: favor, in terms of an office, appointment,
or that group." Senator yield,on mytime ? or :in'lermsof a vote.

That is what is convincing me 'that Mr. CHILES. Yes, I shall be delight,_,, Besides that, the most important part
those polls show that people have found to yield, about this amendment is that if the
out; they have some kind of idea. Mr. CANNON. I want to correct o'.m:_ Amerman Medical Association wants to

I just wanted to relate to the Senators misimpres$iom that. I think the Senate oppose the Senator from Nevada or the
that in my ,campaign, where I have lira- from. Tennessee has. I wish to verify Senator from Georgia or Tennessee or
ired my contributions to $10, a lot of peo- from the Senator from Florida. Florida, then they are going to haw: to
pie have said, "There is no way you can The Senator from Tennessee said th:_ let people know what they are doing. It
do that; you are not going to get that this would prohibit corporations or t[l:_ is; not going to be in the form of a tele-
k:h_d of people. People don't participate, PAC groups from going out and solici; vision ad that comes on, showing the
period. There are only certain people who lng contributions. 'That is not true at al Senator from Georgia talking about an
are willing to give." They can go out and solicit. What we a:m_ issue concerning-forei{m policy. It is go-

Interestingly enough, from the :first doing is changing where the power ba_ ins t<.,haye to be under the name of the
newspaper ads--not newspaper ads, is even more disproportionately than ] American Medical Association, or 'under
newspaper stories--that went out on the is right at the moment, the name of COPE, or 'under the name of
announcement, I received a flood of For example, by this amendment nc,_ the _merican Bar Association, or Gen-
checks. Almost every one of those letters we force independent groups to opera:, eral 1,5otors.
s_dd, in different words, "The idea that ei:clusively by' an independent expenc:.{ If we really want to take special inter-
I could be your largest contributor, the ture. They can go out, they can for:. ests cut of politics, if we really want to
idea tha_ You would not accept and no their associations, they can raise thci _' retm_:t the political process to the indi-
one would give more than my $10, is why money, and they can spend unlimit41_ vid[ua[ in this country, then this amend-
I decided to contribute." The vast ma- amounts for or s4,_ainst a candidate, _m; merit is a clear, concise way to do lt.
jority of people who are contributing to long' as it is an independent expenditu:' _ You watch what scurrying will gu on
my campaign on that basis have never in accordance with the Supreme Coup:; around the Capitol mad around Wash-
contributed before, decision, ington, D.C., and around this country if

Mr. PACKWOOD. Will the Senator The Senator has even gone so far :m; tho (_hiles-Nunn-Brock-Packwood-Hart_
yield? to recognize that in the addon of ]::m; amendment passes. Just watch it. If you

Mr. CHILES. Yes, I will. amendment, whiclh takes the langua!_ _ do not think this is the key to campaign
Mr. PACKWOOD. I can verify that from the Valeo case and says that tt:_i_ reform, the interest group reaction, to

point. I was in the Senator's State over shall not be construed to deprive perso:m__ paasage of this amendment will con/ism
the weekend audi met with some Gl' the of their right to assGciate together. ThG, that _.t is.
Senator's supporters who were raising in my judgment, completely turns t'l:__ ]Ylr BROCK. I agree. You watch what
money for him. People who previously p{>wer and the conduct of a. campai;l,_ }. a restoration of faith there will be in the
were used to raising $100 or $1,000, say, over to the special interest groups, I:_. A:merRmn people if we pass this. There
"Our work is cut out. It is- like organiz- cause they can ge, out and solicit. Thm_t" wfil be more excitement by people in this
lng a door to door campaign." can solicit from their stockholders a]_::.:[ couniry saying: "Hey, I have a voice

What I was intrigued with was they sc, on. They can use those funds a:_:._::[agaim. I have something to say. and they
s_id that white collar workers, secretar- spend them independently against _, wfil hsten to me."
les, and so on, have come-up to them in candidate. ].Vlr_NID_. We haw.' not been hearing
their work and given them a check for I think that, really, what it does ;; from individuals about this act because
I.mwx,oN CHXLES' campaign, unsolicited, deprive the candidates and political pl_t_._ in(tiv_.duals still realize this is a battle
because they felt so good that nobody ties of control of their own campaig:m:_ . between special interests. We have had
could give more than $10. I think the I shall be talking later on the constit,:,:, i week of battle between special inter-
Senator has hit upon a great idea for a tionality of it, but I did want to ra:i_:_ ests, and now we are getting down to the
campaign, a gold mine of an idea. I think that point, because the Senator frc_ n heart of the democratic process. We
what he has done is so unique, putting Tennessee said that this would stop ti:, _ have an opportunity to realIy do some-
out shares saying that you can own a solicitation by _he corporations to t!:_ thing about what all of us know' is at
slha,re of a candidate and you can have independent funds and by the lal::_<_i th,_ very foot and foundation of the
a certificate that you own a share of a unions and se on. l:t will do no such thi:t._l, problems we have in the process now.
candidate ff you contribute $10. I t:hink Mr. CHII_',S. I yield to the Senat,: ::' Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, will the
it is the best idea inpolitics I have heard from Georgia to clear the Senator up ,_:_ _;ena_:;or yield?
i:a years_ thaL Mr. NUNN. I would be. glad to y_[eld.

Mr. CHW,ES. I thank the Senator from Mr. NUNN. I thank my colleague fro__:[ The f_'Yenator from Florida yielded to me,
Oregon for those kind remarks. I want Florida. I am coslsonsor of this amen, so I yield back to the Senator from
to say, in addition to that, that what I ment and I talked to my colleague frc,_:_ Florida.
am finding' is that people are a corn- Florida for some time about it. I think: ': Mr. BUMPERS. First, I want to say
pletely different set of people now. Some is really the heart of campaign reform r I iaave always been an admirer of the
of the best :money raisers that I now have think it is gems to divide the special :i:m:. Sena-tor from Florida because of +Jae very
are not Dhe corporate presidents. He does terests from the people in this eount:_:: . 'unique way he was elected in the :first
not want to go and ask anybody for $10. I agree with everything that the Sena'i::<: instance, and I applaud his limitation of
Nor are they the labor people. The best from Florida has said and that the Se:m.: contributions to $10.
contributors that I have are, really sort ator from Tmmesseehassaid. ]l ',;gould say this: that if a country
of little people. I ,;hall have to take exception to _{:i!_ lawyer, with whom I am very familiar,

I had a lady come to a rally, and she analysis of the Senator from Nevada. who [n 1970 had a 1-percent name and
has to be 85 years old. She went in her Certainly, this amendment provid_ R; face :recognition, had limited his cam-
neighborhood and she collected 20 that there is no dfiution of the freedc_a paign tv $10 per person, he would still
$10 contributions, of a_ociation. Certainly, it permits lab<_: be th_ country lawyer and not the junior

I have a Cuban doctor who lives in unions, corporations and other groups; I,::, Serial. or from the State of Arkansas.
Monticello, Fla. That is a Cracker north solicit their members for campaign cc,7 ._ Now, the thing that troubles me about
Florida community, in which he is the tr.ibutions. But those funds would ]:';m_,; this bill--and I applaud most of it, but
only Cuban in town. He has gotten about C.qen be able t_ be given _o the candida,: :. the thing that troubles me about this
200 of those $10 contributions. They could spend, the money. Yes, tt':_ i_ bi]_--.as it troubled m.e about the origt-

I ha, ye a cookie salesman who goes to could spend the money. There cannot nal so-called Campaigm Finance Reform
..stores. Again, he has gotten a number a limitation on expenditure under 'l:;iia Act is the effect it has on an unknown
of these, because they put that thing in 2,upreme Court decision. But they cra:.- challenger.
their pockets. They wiI1 ask somebody not go up with a bag and give money' _ It Xseasy for me to _;tand-here with the
and the people they are asking all feel a candidate. They cannot get the r,mi_:.- name and face recognition that ! have in
'ohat they are participating, ognition that the candidates him_,_:,:f my [;tare and say, "I am going to limit
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my contributions." I certainly think it is them. They come from everywhere. You we are making it such an incumbent bill
laudable, and I think all of us ought to meet people you never heard of before; in the process, that we. ought to leave it
do it. But, I recognize the difference be- you meet them very quickly when you to the wealthy people who can contrib-
tween a sitting Senator or a sitting Gov- are a winner but not when you are ute $1,000 at cocktail parties to deter-
ernor makinlg that kind of fine gesture on unknown, mine who the candidates will be.
behalf of participatory democracy and I have gone through that period of If the Senator will accept that, I Would
somebody who is equally interested in time when I had only I percent recogni- be prepared to support his amendment..
getting involved but is totally unknown, tion, and I went through that period of Mr. CHILES. I thank the distin-
having to depend on individual people time when the only people who supported guished Senator. I think he would, but
to give him $1 or $2 when they never me were people in my hometown. They the reason I would not is because I think
heard of him, they do not know what he were not groups but individuals. I would be going against the very thing
stands for, and the likelihood of their Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, will the Senator is talking about. You would
ever knowing what he stands for is never the Senator yield? still be giving a tremendous incumbent'
very good unless he is one of those fairly Mr. CLARK.. Mr. President, will the advantage.
wealthy people who can spend his own Senator yield? Mr. CLARK. I understand that.
money. Mr. CHILES. I would like to yield the Mr. CHILES. If you limit it to' $100,

Mr. CHILES. But if he depends on get- floor now and let the chairman you are giving a tremendous advantage
ting elect&l by getting contributions Mr. CANNON. Mr. Pyesident, I yield to us.
from one of these groups, COPE or 5 minutes to the Senator from Iowa. Mr. CLARK. I understand that. You
AMPAC, whose man is he going to be Mr. CLARK. I must say I am very are giving incumbents a tremendous ad-
when he comes to the Senate, if he de- divided myself on this amendment be- vantage with $1,000 and, obviously, you
pends on them? cause, as the Senator from Arkansas has are aggravating that ff you go to $100.

Mr. BUMPERS. He is going to belong said, there are so many attractive aspects But my point is at least the wealthy
to his own hometown, I am afraid, for- to it in terms of getting private money, would not be determining who the can-
ever unless he can go to somebody and group money, out of politics, didates wfil be.
persuade them as a group. I think the question that all of us raise Mr. CHILES. I am convinced person-

I like the amendment, and the Senator and face is whether if we do this, if we ally that the best way you would limit
from Florida knows I have seriously con- go to this kind of system, whether any the spending and the contributions is to
sidered cosponsoring it. But I am also nonincumbent could seriously expect to prove that a $10 campaign works, to
extremely concerned about unknown raise money to make a serious challenge, prove that a $100 limitation works, be-
people who have a right, indeed a duty I think the record would show very cause all of us like to emulate success.
and a responsibility, to challenge the clearly that both challengers and incum- The Senator from Iowa is here today
people who sit in this body. bents get well over half of all their because he saw an idea that would work.

:Mr. CHILES. I share that concern. But money from groups. ! think perhaps as Mr. CLARK. He borrowed the idea.
what I do not know and what I cannot much as 75 percent is raised in that Mr. CHILES. And he tried walking the
understand is how this amendment--you fashion. I do not find that an attractive State.
know,, this concern that the Senator has fact. But I do believe that it is a fact, I am working to fill this Chamber with
goes to other things in the whole bill. and I doubt that there are very many people who will decide that $10 is the
They go to whether you are going to people in this Chamber who were un- way to go, not by passing a law but by
grant TV time, and they go to whether known when they ran for office who showing that it works. But I think you
we are going to have public financing, would have been able even to accumu- do have to set certain standards that the
and they go to many of these, but I do late the minimum amount of money to people can look at, and one of those
not see how this amendment is going to be a candidate, a successful candidate, standards is we are not going to receive
change that unless you are going to say without something more than individual our money from the war chest.
if you want to sell your soul to one of contributions. I would just quickly answer one other
those groups you can get financed, and Now, having said that, it seems to me thing. The $1,000 cocktail parties, both
I do not think--that does not give me that the amendment has so many at- sides can hold those.
much comfort that that is the way that tractive aspects that if we were indeed Mr. CLARK. I do not like that, though.
is going to help an unknown lawyer or to modify the amendment along the Mr. CHILES. I do not either.
anyone else. lines that the Senator from California Mr. CLARK. Let us go to $100 and we

Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, will the suggested that, in spite of its proincum- will both be on the same side.
Senator from Plori0a yield one minute bent nature, it would be worth adopting. Mr. CHILES. Tile Senator is doing
on that? I would agree with the Senator I think I would support the Senator from what he does not want me to do. He is
from Florida and disagree with my good Florida if h.e were to accept that amend- giving too much advantage to the in-
friend from Arkansas for this reason: I ment because I think it would at least cumbent.
think a careful analysis of campaign say we are not going to let wealthy peo- Mr. CLARK. That is very true--at
contributions to incumbents versus chal- pie determine who is going to run for least, you are going to do that in either
lengers will reveal that the challengers office, proposal, but in this proposal you are not
get very little so-called group money. I The fact is right now under the bill as going to leave it to the $1,000 contribu-
think it would reveal that the incum- it is drawn we know what would happen, tors to determine who the candidates
bents are the ones who get the group We would have $1,000 cocktail parties will be.
money and that challengers usually have all over this town. If that would get the ' Mr. CHILES. I will tell you what I
to wait until they have won a primary or special interests out of politics I would think is the best way. If the Senator will
made substantial progress before they be very much surprised. We are going to offer that as an amendment to the bill I
are entitledto any group money, have in our States and ir_ this city $1,000 wiU vote for it, not to my amendment.

·'3o I would say ff the Senator's argu- cocktail parties, and the wealthy people Mr. CLARK. I cannot do that.
merit is anything it is the best argument are going to determine who can make Mr. CHILES. Let the Senator offer it
for this amendment. If you really want the serious challenges because you are as an amendment to the bill and I will
to protect the right to challenge then not going to be able to run on $10, $15, vote for it. I will vote for $1.0 in the
you will take away the right of groups to and $20 contributions alone, bill. I will not vote for $10. That is too
come and pool their money and give to So I would ask the Senator from Flor- low. I will vote for $100. But if the Sena-
candidates because usuaLly--and I know ida if he would consider--if I may have tor puts it on this amendment he is
there are exceptions, but usually--I think his attention--an amendment which I going to 1ese all kinds of votes, and I do
any careful analysis will reveal that the have prepared which would simply limit not think that would be proper to do.
majority of group money goes to ineum: the amount of money that could be Mr. CLARK. I think the problem with
bents and a very small amount goes to slYent, not to $10 because he has ex- attaching it to the bill, without the
challengers until such time as they look pressed opposition to that, but to $100, amendment, clearly is that you are going
like they are going to be winners and and I will support the amendment and I to leave groups in, then, for $5,000 con-
then, oh, yes, you can find the groups would support his proposal, tributions and individuals at $100 and
when you are a winner. You can find But I do not believe, in view of the fact that just would not be practical.
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Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I would J_t seems to me the Senator is in th,f_ _lr. CANNON. I understand that. But
lille to send another modification to the position of not disa_,reeing to the amend _ this amendment says _at an association
de_k that just conforms with tile amend- merit, but rather, disagreeing with th4_ or an organization cannot contribute to
merit to the substitute. Supreme Court decision, perhaps that :is a camfidate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The not true. This gets right back to what the Sen-
amendment is so modified. This amendment removes all of group_ atoz from Arkansas was saying. This puts

The amendment, as modified, is as Irom direct contribution, but gives ar.,:_ the tuLknown candidate at a worse dis-
follows: af them the o_portunity to go out, corn _ advantage than he was to start with be-

At the end of the amendment, add the plying with the Supreme Court decision:': cause he cannot go to any organization
fonowing: to expend funds as opposed to contrii that _:_ay be friendly to what his views

on page 44, between lines 15 and 16, buting, are and solicit them for a contribution.
i_:mert the folUowing: SO that the Senator's argume nt al::,- lXir. NUNN. Let us took at it and weigh
"LIMITATIO1WO1_CoIWrRIBUTIONSBYARTIFICIAL pears to the Senator from Georgia I:;; the facts. Anything we do toward lira-

LEGALENTITIES b_ going against the Supreme Court de i_ing contributions overall would have
"SEC. 1180.(a) The Congress finds and de~ Ci.'_i0n rather than against this amenl:li- the effect of making it a little more diffi-

c)ares that-- moult, cult for an unknown to mount a cam-
"(1) it is inappropriate for artificial legal Mr. BUCKi,EY. Not at all, Mr. Pres_m. paigm Anything we do in regard to lira-entities, whether in corporate or other form,

which arenot permitted to vote for Federal dent. The fac_. is tlaat I do not disagre_ it_Lg overall limits of contributions. !
candidates to make political contributions in With the Supreme Court interpretatic,_ argued this fact when we first considered
campaigns for Federal office,and of the Constitution. This is a faot _ thi;s bill.

"(2) that it would be app®opriate as a live with, and I would not want to chan,;il_ But I would say, if the worst result we
means of guarding against the reality or ap. the Constitution in this respect. But tl_ have of this amendment is that we force
l_sarance of improper influence stemming practical corL_ensus of that decision :_; some poor candidate who is not known to
f:t'om the dependence of candidates on large that we are going to see more and mo:_:'_ have to go to the people of his State andcampaign contributions from such entities
to limit the privilege of contributing to well-organized, well-financed group: cor,amunity to raise funds for a cam-
Federal political campaigns to ilulividuals operating outside of an individual carE: pa.ign_ it will be very therapeutic and a
generally, paigx% parallel to it, but lndependent]ii, very lofty result.

law!b) Notwithstanding any other provision SO the amendmEmt offered by the Sel_:L Jla other words, what the Senator isno person other than an individual may ator from Florida and cosponsored b. saying is that we have a terrible amend-
make a contribution to or for the l:se of the Senator from Georgia will not ha'_J,_ nlent here because it is going to require
any candidate for Federal office. This sub- the effect of significantly taming t]..:L candidates to go to the people for their
section does not apply to a political com_ really large i_)litical action committee_; contributions rather than'to groups. I
mtttee established and maintained by a and groups in this country, but it w:_}_ think that is an argument for the];)olitlcal party.

"(c) Nothing in this section shall be con- make it impossible for the smaller group :; amendment, not against it.
s_rued to prevent or inhibit the right of to throw any kind of counterweight inl}, ]_Ir. BUMPEH_. Will the Senator
izxdlvidualsto associate with each other for the equation, yield?
t:he purpose of making political expendi- MI'. NUNN. The amendments are n,__ :_Ir. CANNON. I yield 3 minutes to the
tures or for expressing their views on political intended to remove biased groups frc_ _ Senator.
matters.", freedom of association and participatic,:r :Mr. BUMPERS. I thank the floor man-

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. a_ is their constitutional right. It is aime I
MOR_A_). The Senator from Nevada. a_ not having candidates receive and (!li. ager. I want to submit a question to the

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, first, it rcct iunds, which I think would su:l_ _ena!_rfromGeorgta.
is not often that the Senator from New stamtially imlarove not only the proce,_; :if we adopt this, is not the effect of
York and I are on the same side and X but also the image that the avera;l_,,_ this t;o say that any c_mdidate can drop
am delighted to yield 5 minutes to him American individual has in feeling _,:_ !; into the nearest bank, visit with the pres-
at this time. he has some degree of input into [_1:;: ldent of the bank, and perhaps he will

give $1,000, he can afford to give every-
Mr. BUCKLEY. I thank my friend process or is not competing with cc._. body in the race $1,000, and he gives

f.rom Nevada. potations -and labor unions.
The PRESIDIN(} OFFICER. The Se:L:. $i,000.

Mr. President, I must say that I rise ator's time has expired. What does that do to the challenger
with some reluctance. I like the thrust of Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yi_:._::}. who :must go out on an assembly line or
what this amendment is attempting to nkvself 5 minutes, at th_ plant gate and try to solicit $1 to
achieve, but, unfortunately, I think that I must say that I completely ag_:_!_ $5 fram working people who are leaving
,;_ruling of the Supreme Court which de- with the analysis given by the Sena_:.__' in th,_ afternoon?
clares that independent groups may from New York. This does put big grou_ :_; It occurs to me that the effect of this
spend unlimited funds under the Con- irt the Position that they can go fo.rt::'t is to iorce himinto going after the large
,,.;titution will have the effect of creating and solicit contributions and they c.:m:'_ contribution from the bankers and the
.a bias in favor of the largest pressure spend them any way they see fit. Ti'_i:!,, insurance executives ii,lead of the small
groups, the ones that are best organized, can spend them for a candidate, th_.? people.
best financed, who know how to effec_ can spend them against a candidate, a:_r:'l Mr. NUNN. ! say that under the pres-
tively mobilize funds in support of a they put a candidate to a tremendm :_ ent l:_w it is very unu._ual when a candi-
candidate, but doing so independently disadvantage_ date solicits funds at the plant gate.
of that candidate's campaign. I said earlier today, and this gets ,a 'l_aat is not where we get funds and the

I see the net result of the adoption of the point the Senator from Georgia _,,;_:s ,_m_ttor from Arkansas knows that. We
this amendment to be one that elimi- making, I found it a little difficult to :l:'l,.- gc_ t<:, the leaders of the particlar union
nates smaller people, smaller groups, tionalize hOw the Supreme Court cou ,:l ox' the leaders of the corporation.

Yes, call them interest groups, but the_ say that a candidate was limited tc _ If the present law was as the Senator
'tend to come on every side of the equa- $1,000 contribution, but, on the oth_,:r described where people really did get
tion, from having any kind of input corn-., hand, an organization could spend ali :,I out on the assemb'l_ line and solicit
parable to the kind of input we are go_. the money it Wanted of its own or spe._ d :f_ands, I would not be proposing this
hag to be seeing, as the AFL-CIO 'votes,, in association With others for the defer amel:_dment.
and perhaps the American Medical As-. or for the election, of a candidate. That is not how the system works and
sociation, or the business groups, but the It seems a little incongruous, ever./body knows that.
big ones, are going to have as they work Mr. NUNN. If the Senator will y$_ d, Mr. BUMPERS. How does the Senator
indeoendently in the political process. J'or a brief comment. I would agree t_ _,t re, ela those people fc_ solicitation?

It Is ior that reason I am reluctantly is a paradoxical result, but it is not :_ Mr. NUNN. Passage of this amendment
going to have to vote in opposition, result of this amendment. It is a rel_:_l,t wot/Id result In exactly what the Senator

Mr. 1YUNN. Will the Senator yield for of the Supreme Court decision, which _ _ says is done now, which the Senator from
a brief question? are going to have to live with. Georgia disagrees with, one would get
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out on the assembly line and talk about enforcement machinery of the FEC_ Supreme Court as appropria, te legislative
$1 or $5 contributions. These changes are going to make it a weapons against the reality or appear-

That is what this amendment would more effective and useful agency in deal- anco of improper influence stemming
result in, but that is not the present ing with the difficult practical problems from the dependence of candidates on
system, withi n its jurisdiction. , large campaign contributions. The Court

Mr. BUMPERS. How long would it Finally, I would mention the lmpor- found these contribution ceilings to serve
take an unknown to gather up $1,000 tant provisions in the bill that prohibit the basic governmental interest in safe..
that way as compared to walking in to a proliferation of political committees, guarding the integrity of the electoral
bank president and getting it just like This abuse is the newest emerging loop- process without impinging upon the
that? hole in the election laws. It is being used rights of individual citizens and candi-

Mr. NUNN. The unknown under any to avoid the contribution limits'in the dates to engage in political debate and
lirnitation on expenditures is put at a law. The committee bill would close this discussion.
disadvantage. The overall laws we passed loophole by prohibiting such artificial The amendment proposed by the dis-
a year and a half or 2 years ago put an proliferation of political committees, tingutshed Senator from Florida, how-
unknown at a disadvantage. So it is a serious oversimplification to ever, does not serve any governmental

:Fnis amendment does not put an un- argue that the Griffin amendment is go- interest. Instead of a limitation it is a
known at a disadvantage because the lng to do the job that needs to be done direct prohibition of the constitutionally
unknown does not get special interest if Congress is to deal responsibly with protected freedom of association. In
contributions until he gets known, until the problems of campaign financing left Buckley against Valeo the Supreme
he has already demonstrated he is a in the wake of the Supreme Court's de- Court reemphasized that "the right of
viable candidate, cision, association is a 'basic constitutional

I would challenge the Senator to have I also share the concerns of those op- freedom' that is closely allied to freedom
someone look at the record and deter- posed to the Chiles amendmefit. The of speech and a right which like free
mine when the associations give to a cam- question which troubles me most, is the speech lies at the foundation of a free
pa:lgn. They do not give to an unknown undue advantage that will be given to society." [Slip opinion p. 19.]
with no chance. They give to a non- persons able to afford $1,000 contribu- In referring to the nature of protected
Governor, or a former Governor. tions. They will make their voices heard associational freedom the Supreme

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Time has even more loudly than they are heard Court stated, and I quote,
expired, today, because ordinary citizens will be Making a contribution, like Joining a po-

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield 3 prevented from grouping together to litical party, serves to affiliate a person with
minutes to the Senator from Massachu- make their small contributions more ef- a candidate. In addition it enables like-
setts, fective, minded persons to pool their reserves in fur-

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I oppose I think the_e are serious constitutional therance of common political goals." (Slip
the-amendment of the Senator from questions raised by the Chiles amend- opinion p. 17).
Michigan (Mr. GRIFFIN). I listened to mont. The first amendment guarantees The Court in Buckley said the act's
the debate and the discussion at the the right of free association, and this contribution ceilings limit one important
time he presented a similar amendment amendment clearly impairs that right. It means of associating with a candidate er
eariier in the week. It was defeated then. handicaps and limits those who are in- committee; that is, the making of a con-
I am hopeful that it will be defeated now. terested in participating in the political tribution. This extraordinary amend-

The Rules Committee bill makes some process, but whose separate efforts under ment, Mr. President, would prohibit this
very important and substantial and this amendment would be too isolated to important means of associating with a
necessary changes in the election laws, be effective. I hope the amendment will candidate or committee to groups, as-
outside of the question of the reconstitu- be defeated, sociations, and other organizations
tton of the Federal Election Commission. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield which have in and of themselves pro-
If we are going to accept the Griffin myself 5 minutes, tected first amendment rights.
amendment, then all of those other Mr. President, the amendment offered Such a broad prohibition, further-
changes which have been proposed, which by the distinguished Senator from Flor- more, would preclude all associations
I think are extremely important for pre- ida would permit only individuals in their from amplifying the voice of their ad-
serving the integrity of the election proc- personal capacities to participate in our herents and members. Such amplifica-
ess, will be abrogated, electoral process. Although this amend- tion and expression of the voice of an

I would mention specifically the prob- ment would allow certain political party association's adherents--here in the
lems of independent spending and committees to contribute to candidates context of the association's participating
wealthy candidates which exists as a re- and campaigns, the essential thrust of in the electoral process by making con-
suit of the Supreme Court's decision. If the proposal would be to cast a severe tributions to candidates or committees_
we accept the Griffin amendment, these chilling effect upon the first amendment is the original basis for the recognition
problems will not be solved. Wealthy rights of associations, committees, part- of first amendment protection of the
activists will be able to spend massive nerships, political committees--whether freedom of association. [Buekley v. Valeo,
amounts on the candidates they favor, formed by individuals or segregated fund slip opinion p. 17.]
Wealthy candidates will be able to spend committees of corporations and labor or- Mr. President, at this moment it is

' unlimited amounts of their own re- ganizations--and all other organizations difficult to conceive of a proposal which
sources. The Rules Committee bill brings or groups of persons. These groups and would have more severe constitutional
these abuses under control in three ira- organizations would be summarily ostra- questions and I would strongly urge my
portant ways--it subjects candidates cized from participating in our demo- colleagues to vote against it.
who accept public financing in Presiden- cratic form of government. The proposal Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
tial elections to the limits on spending is thus fraught with grave constitutional of my time.
of their own resources. It requires inde- infirmities. Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I yield 1
pendent spending to be genuinely inde- When I say they would be ostracized minute to the Senator from Oregon.
pendent, by clarifying the prohibition in the sense of being able to make any Mr. PACKWOOD. First, the Supreme
on cooperation or coordination of such contributions, it is true they could go out Court said it was up to the Congress to
spending with a candidate. If there is and make their own independent ex- set the limits where t_b_eywant. We set it
such cooperation, the expenditure is a penditures, go their merry way, and take at $1,000 and $5,000.
contribution and will be subject to the the control of a campaign completely out Two; political action committees can
spending limits. Also, the bill prohibits of the hands of the participants in the now give money to a candidate or spend
independent spending by those who sim- campaign, it themselves. All we are saying is hence-
ply disseminate materials prepared by Mr. President, this amendment does forth they cannot give it to a candidate.
the candidate. And, finally, the bill re- not propose a reasonable restraint upon Three, as to where the money goes
quires full disclosure of all independent constitutionally protected associational now, the Senator from Georgia said most
spending, freedoms, such as the overall contribu- of it goes to incumbents. I have a study,

ii would also mention the important tion limitations in the Federal Election though not with me, which shows that 90
provisions of the bill modifying the basic Campaign Act. These were upheld by the percent of political action committee
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:money now before primaries goes to in- not belong to any of these other pressm'_ az',.=al:raid we will die without it. So what
eumbents, Republican or Democrat, and groups, becomes the habit and what we look to
only 10 percent goes to challengers, and :ff you want to talk about the growti[J is what concerns us.
then only if the incumbent is not run- of Common Cause, let us talk about wh:!,'L I think in this amendment we haw_ a
ning, The reason is that the process we ar_ chance to say, "We are going to reverse

After the primary, 80 percent of the talking about--and it is so interesting ..... that process, that is, we are going to
money still goes to the incumbent. The we are not talking about this process s: recogr:.ize it 'ain't' committees that elect
fat cat PAC money goes to us. It does though it belongs to the people, we ar._ people, it is people, and it ought to be
not go to the country lawyer. It does not talking about the process as though '.ii people that contribute."
go to the guy who has never been heard belongs to the committees. "Wait a mir,_ Vie 'talk about how to get the money
of before. It goes to us and this will ute, now, we should not hamper the corn L out. I wish we could get the money out
change it. mittees this wayor that way." like that. I have supported the public

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who You know why that is? Because w,_ financ, ing thing. I woulcl support making
yields time? hav'e got the feeling that it belongs tt: some free TV time available for non.in-

Mr. BUMPERS. Will the floor man- the committees. We have started feelin!_ cumbents. I think we incumbents have a
ager yield me a couple of minutes? that way because that is where oK._ tremev_dous advantage. This amendment

Mr. CANNON. I yield 2 minutes, money has been coming from, from th,5 does not change that ()ne way or the
Mr. BUMPERS. I want to make one committees, other.

final cormment. As a Practical matter, You can parade the $1,000 cockta:il Mr. NUNN. Mr. President, will the
'this will work in reverse of the way the party through here as often as you wa_li Senat_E>r yield for a brief question?
sponsors of the amendment think these to, but what are you saying? My eem: :Mr. CHILES. I am happy to yield to
steps will work. I was just talking to my really tells me something different. 3:] the Senator from Georgia.
distinguished colleague from Florida. I says, "I have got to be careful; my mone': Mr. NUNN. The amendment of the
believe that the success of an organiza_ comes from lqere or my money comes Senator from Florida, as I understand it,
tion like Common Cause, for example, is from the other side, and I want to mak,5 wotfid not prevent 15 individuals from
because individual people do not think sure that I do not rock the boat, so I a:m walking into a Senator's headquarters in
their voice makes any difference. They no_ going to do anything about that." Jacksonville, Fla., and individually giv-
feel that if they can join with a coalition :Ctseems like to me I cannot do an._,_ lng their money to that campaign.
or group of people and allow the leader- thing about the Supreme Court decisio:E: Mr. CHILES. As long as it was not
ship of that group to express their opin- and tlhe Supreme Court decision said _ more ;han $10, in my campaign.
Ions, then they have some clout with this group of peopte can band together arm,: :Mr. NUNN. The Senator has a limita-
body, with Congress, and with the Pres- caia spend money if they want to, and 1::_ tion. But let us assume you did not have
ident, try to limit them from doing that ii+ a $10 limit. This would not prevent a

Does it not work the same way if the against their first amendment freedom:_ group of people from walking in and giv-
ordinary worker in this country is lim- All right, so we recognize that we carol lng their money, ali in one pack.
ited to giving $1 or $5 to a candidate no_ tlc a_ything about it. So if COP:I_ Mr. CHILES. No, sir; and as the Sen-
and he sees the published reports where wants to collect money they can. If the5 ator f::om Arkansas mentioned, you can-
the bankers, insurance executives, and want to spend it they can. If AMPA( not ge. out on the assembly lines and ask
other "fat cats" are giving $1,0007 How want_ to collect money, they can ar, for thm;.money.
does he leel about his $5 contribution? they can spend, it. Mr. NUNN. If this amendment passes
How much effect does he think it has as :£f you vote for this amendment, it h_{_ you could.
opposed to those big $1,000 eontribu- to be under the committee. Then ever:i i%{r.CHILES. Yes. If you decide tolimit
tions he sees reported periodically? mother's son gets a chance to see th_m_ all contributions you can now, because

If that worker has a sense of appre- that is COPE spending that money, th_i I haw_ been out there and done that.
hension about it, or if he has a feeling that is AMPAC spending that money, i k%ir. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
that he can be effective by joining with believe they are entitled to know tha_: Senator yield the floor a couple of mtn-
others and pooling his $5 with others As the Senator from Georgia said, I ¢:i1_utes for purposes of an observation?
until it amounts to $1,000, why should not believe they know that if they see m_ _Mr.CHILES. I yield.
he not be permitted to do it? face on the tube saying I am for this c,_ Mr. CLARK. Will the Senator from

I am sayin_ that by this amendment for that. No one says, in that kind of T_J Nevada yield me 2 'minutes?
we would force candidates to go to indi- ad, where that money comes from. Bl.:l:
vidual workers who would feel that a $1 ff they want to put on an ad as a COP:I_ :_[r. CANNON. Mr. Fresident, what is
or $5 contribution would not mean any- ad or an AMP AC ad, they can put it o_:_,: the time situation?

The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senatorthing, and we would really be distorting I cannot stop that. The Supreme Cou_:i
the very participatory democratic proc- has said that. from Nevada has 3 minutes remaining.
esses we are trying to enhance. I th_mk :But what else hs.s the Supreme Com:i :[_[r. CANNON. I yield a minute to the
the manager for allowing me this time. said? The Supreme Court has said, afte_ Senator from Iowa.

Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I thank Congress spoke and said we do not third: :Mr. (,'LARK. In 1 minute, as we have
the distinguished Senator from Arkansas labm' unions should make a contributim: _, seen, :{Hr. President, the amendment of
for making this observation because I the Supreme Court said, "That's all rigiq._ th.e Se..nator from Florida would do a lot
tl:dnk he has put his finger right on the you can make that limitation." of att_:active things in terms of eliminat-
point. We said, "We don't think corporatior_: lng special interest committees, but the

Why is Common Cause growing to the shouhl make a contribution." The Sl:1_ offset would be that no candidate Could
extent that it is? Why is it an organiza- preme Court said that is ali .right. conceivably raise enough money to have
ti<)n that now has over a million mem- Now, if the Supreme Court says it i:_ a credible race agairr;t an incumbent
bers, and grows by leaps and bofmds? all right for us to limit that a corpora_ save for one possibility: That he or she

I think it is because people have de- ticn or a union cannot make a contribu · is going out and start holding thousand-
cicled there are all kinds of pressure tien, why is the Supreme Court going l;,: dollar cocktail parties or $500 cocktail
groups. _T_ere are labor pressure groups say, "We are not going to allow tho_,_ parties. You are not conceivably, in a
that are influencing all kinds of deci- ve:cy manager,; to go solicit their mem_ small State, going to be able to raise
sions, there are management pressure be:cs and/or their stockholders to mak_ enouga money if you are an unknown
groups that are influencing aH kinds of that contribution"'? except in $1,000 amounts.
decisions, and I as an individual do not :[ do not hear anyone arguing that w _Ir. CHILES. The Senator _rom Flor-
count any more. So I am going to try to ough5 to allow a labor union directly 1:,:: ida did not do that.
get together and form what I think might make a contribution. I do not hear an3,_ _ 1;Ir. CLARK. I have only i mhmte. If
be a pressure group the t would interest one arguing that we ought to allow _._ we arc going somehow to say a cornmlt-
me. co:potation d_rectly to make a contribtmL- tee WtLieh joins together a group of peo-

Wl_o are members of Common Cause? ti0n. ,So why are we wedded to the com_ pie with $5 or $10 in sufficient numbers
A lot of them are retired. A lot of them mittee structure? Purely and simply be_ to get us $10,000, which is the present
are on fixed incomes and retired, and do cause we have been living by it, and w,_ limita:ion
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The VICE PRESIDENT· The Senator's can raise, the amount they can solicit, sufficient second? There is a sufficient
1 minute has expired. The corporations can solicit through second.

Mr. CLARK. To go out and raise those separate, independent political organize- The yeas and nays were ordered.
out of contributions of $5 or $10, that is tions. They can solicit their stockholders The VICE PRESIDENT. The question
hardly getting the big money out of and employees, consistent with the act. is on agreeing to the amendment. The
politics. The labor unions can solicit, and they clerk will call the roll.

Several Senators addressed the Chair. can go out and spend without limit. But _ The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I sort the Senator is saying that no group can Mr. ROBERT C· BYRD. I announce

of supervised myself the first time I make a contribution to a candidate, that the Senator from Idaho (Mr.
sought public office. I ran against sev- Mr. President, I submit that this is not CHURCH), the Senator from Indiana (Mr.
eral well-known people in the State, and the way to solve the handling of the HARTKE), and the Senator from Washing-
took a solemn vow that I would never political process, and I move to lay the ton (Mr. JACKSON) are necessarily absent.
support legislation which I thought gave amendment on the table. I ask for the I further announce that, if present
an incumbent an advantage over his yeas and nays· and voting, the Senator from Washington
challenger. Rightly or wrongly, i know The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there a (Mr. JACKSON), WOUldvote "nay."
there is an honest difference of opinion sufficient second? There is a sufficient Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
here, but I perceive this amendment as second. Senator from North Dakota (Mr.
giving incumbents an unfair advantage. The yeas and nays were ordered. YOUNG), iS necessarily absent.
Therefore, I shall be compelled to vote The question is on agreeing to the I further announce that the Senator
against it. motion to table. On this question the from Vermont (Mr. STAFFORD) IS absent

The VICE PRESIDENT. Who yields yeas and nays have been orderec_ and due to illness.
thne? the clerk will call' the roll. The result was announced--yeas 43,

Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I yield 30 The second assistant legislative clerk nays 52, as follows:

seconds to the distinguished Senator called the roll· [Rollcall Vote No. 81 Leg.]from Tennessee. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD· I announce YEAS--43Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, since when that the Senator from Idaho (Mr.
Allen Fong Packwood

do we have to have groups of contribu- CHURCH), the Senator from Washington Baker Garn Pearson
tots? For 200 years the country has oper- (Mr. JACmSON), and the Senator from Bartlett C,oidwater Rlblcoff
ated without them; now all Of a sudden Indiana (Mr. HARTKE) are necessarily Beall Griffin Roth
we have to have groups, absent. Bellmon Hansen Scott, HughBrock Hart, Gary Scott,

The grOUpS stake the incumbents. That I further announce that, if present and Byrd. Hatfield William L,
iS where the money goes, and that is voting, the Senator from Washington Harry F., Jr. Helms Sparkma_
where the power is. All we are saying (Mr. JACKSON) would vote "yea" Chiles Hruska Stennts· Curtis Johnston Stevens
iS, let us open up the process, get the Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the Dole Laxalt Stevenson
grOUp influence out of it, and let the Senator fromNorthDakota (Mr. YOUNG) Domenicl McClellan Taft

Durkln McClure Talmadge
peoplehave a voice, is necessarily absent. East,land Morgan Thurmond

Mr. CHILES. Mr. President, I do not I further announce that the Senator Fannin Nunn Tower
think the Senator has enough faith in from Vermont (Mr. STAFFORD) is absent NAYI_---52
people. I say to the Senator from Ar- due to illness·
kansi_ that if someone uses big money, Abourezk Hart, Philip A. Mondale
and you are an incumbent, if you can- The result was announced--yeas 46, Bayh Haskell Montoya
not use that against him I do not think nays 49, as follows: Bentsen Hathaway MossBlden Holllngs Muskie
yOU are very inventive; I do not think [RollcaIl Vote No. 80 Leg.] Brooke Huddleston Nelson

Buckley Humphrey Pastore
yOU have any ingenuity. I did not get YEAS--a6 Bumpers Inouye Pell
big money when I got elected. The Sena- Abourezk Gravel Mondale Burdick Javits Percy
tor from Iowa, I do not think, got big Bayh Hart, Philip A. Montoya Byrd, Robert C. Kennedy Proxmire
money when he got elected. The Senator Bentsen Haskell Mess Cannon Leahy Randolph

Blden Hathaway Muskle Case Long Schwelker
from Georgia did not raise big money Brooke Holllngs Nelson Clark Magnuson Stone
when he got elected. I look around at Bumpers Humphrey Pastore Cranston Mansfield Symington
most of the new incumbents I see here, Burdlck Inouye Pell Culver Mathlas Tunney
and I do not see a mother's son that Byrd, Robert C. Javits Proxmlre Eagleton McGee WeickerCannon Kennedy Randolph Ford McGovern Williams
raised big money to get elected, and I do case Leahy Schweiker Glenn McIntyre
not see a one who has spoken who did Clark Long Stone Gravel Metcalf
not raise more money than his opponent, cranston Magnuson Symington NOT VOTING---5Culver Mansfield Tunney

The VICE PRESIDENT. The time of Eagleton McGee Williams Church Jackson Young
the Senator from Florida has expired. Ford McGovern Hartke Stafford
The Senator from Nevada has 1 minute Glenn McIntyre SO Mr. CHILES' amendment was re-
remaining. NAYS---49 jected.

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, purely Allen Garn Packwooct The VICE PRESIDENT. The questionand simply what this amendment would Baker Goldwater Pearson
dO is take the conduct of an election Bartlett Griffin Percy now is on agreeing to the amendment of

Beall Hansen Rlbicoff the Senator from Michigan in the nature
campaign out of the hands of a candidate Bellmon Hart. Gary Roth Of a substitute, as amended.
and give it to the special interest groups, Brock Hatfield Scott, Hugh Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, a par-because all that is said here is that the Buckley Helms Scott,
groups that can be organized, the esso- Byrd, Hruska William L. liamentary inquiry.Harry F.; Jr. Huddleston Sparkman The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator
ciations, the AMPAC's, and whatever Chiles Johnsto_ Siennas will state it.
they are, that can be organized under curtis Laxait Stevens

Dole Mathi_ Stevenson Mr. GRIFFIN. Have the yeas and nays
the law and in accordance with the Su- Domenlc! McClellan Taft been ordered on this amendment?
preme Court decision, can go out and Durkln McClure Talmadge The VICE PRESIDENT. They have notspend independently any amount of Eastland Metcalf Thurmond

Fannin Morgan Tower been ordered.
money they want to spend either for or Fong Nunn Weicker Mr. GRIFFIN. I ask for the yeas andagainst a particular candidate.

NOT VOTING--5 nays.
_Tlis means that the man who has no Church Jackson Young The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there a

source of income other than going to Hartke Stafford sufficient second? There is a sufficient
the maximumlimit of a $1,000contribu- second.
tion will have, effectively, the control of So the motion to lay Mr. CHILES' The yeas and nays were ordered.
his campaign taken away from him. It amendment on the table was rejected. Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, a l_arlia-
ta left in the hands of the big groups, Mr. NUNN; Mr. President, ! ask for mentary inquiry.
who have no limit on the amount of the yeas and nays on the amendment. The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator
money they can spend, the amount they The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there a will state it.
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Mr. Gi_IFFIN. If this substitute is Mr. GRIFFIN. I object. NOT VOTING--5
adopted, is it true that no further amend- The VICE PRE,SIDENT. If objectio; _ Churci'_ Jackson Young
ments are in order and we would proceed is heard, it takes unanimous consent. Hartke Stafford
t0, final passage of the bill? Mr. ABOUREZK. A parliamenta:L:i So ;he motion to reconsider was re-

The VICE PRESIDENT. The question inquiry, loci;ed.
would then be on the bill, as amended. The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senatc,_ 'ITle VICE PRESIDENT. The question

Mr. GRIFFIN. I thank the Chair. will state it. is on agreeing to the amendment of the
Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, I move :Mr. ABOUREZK. We did not have tt'lL_ Senator from Michigan. On this ques-

Ix_, reconsider the vote by which the yeas and nays ordered on my motion ti:,: lion the yeas and nays have been or-
C].4iles amendment was rejected, reconsider, dered, and the clerk will call the roil.

Mr. MOSS. I move to lay that motion The VICE PRESIDENT. It take_ 'I_e second assistant legislative clerk
on the table, unanimous consent or approval of tt_._ called the roll.

Mr. NUNN. I ask for the yeas and nays Senate under the precedents to withdra',;_ l_[r. McCLELLAN (when his name was
on the motion to table, amotion to reconsider, cal]edB. Mr. President, on this vote, I

The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there a suf- Mr. HUGH SCOTT· I ask unanimou' have a live pair with the distinguished
ficient second? There is a sufficient sec- consent that it be in order to order tl:,_ Senat,E_r from Washington (Mr. JACK-
end. yeas and nays. so:s). :if he were present and voting, he

The yeas and nays were ordered. The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob_ would vote "nay.", if :I were pemdtted
The VICE PRESIDENT. The yeas and jection, it is so ordered, to vote, I would vote "aye;" therefore,

nays have been ordered. The question is Several Senators demanded the ye_r_ I withhold my vote.
on agreeing to the motion to table the and nays. Mr. ROBERT C. B]fRD. I announce
motion to reconsider the vote by which The VICE PRESI_DENT. Is there a suf that the Senator from Idaho (Mr.
the Chiles amendment was rejected· The ficient second? There is a sufficier, k CHUgCH), the Senate.r from Indiana
clerk will call the roll. second. (Mr. ]_ARTKE), and the Senator from

The legislative clerk called the roll. The yeas and nays were ordered. Wash:ington (Mr. JACES0N) are neces-
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce The VICE PRESIDENT. The questic:: sar:ily absent.

that the Senator from Idaho (Mr, is ,an agreeing to the motion to reconsidm Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that 'the
CHURCH), the Senator from Indiana (Mr. the vote by which the Chiles amendmen_ Senator from North Dakota (Mr.
HARTKE), the Senator from Washington was rejected. On tlhis question, the ye_;_L_ YOUN(0 is necessarily absent.
(]Ylr. JACKSON), and the Senator from and nays have been ordered, and th_

Montana (Mr. METCALF) are necessarily clerk will call the roll. I further announce that the Senator
from Vermont (Mr. STAFFORD) is absent

absent. 'The assistant legislative clerk c'alle: due to illness.
! further announce that, if present and the roll.

w:,ting, the Senator from Washington The result was announced--yeas 39,
(lVIr. JACKSON) would vote "yea" Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announm nays 55, as follows:

· that the Senator from Idaho (Mi:_
Mr. GRII)_"IN. I announce that the CHURCH), the Senator from Indiana (M'_' [Rollcall Vote No. 84 Leg.]

Senator from North Dakota (Mr. HARTKE), and the Senator from Wash. YEAS--39
YOUNG) IS necessarily absent. J_--lgtOll (Mr. JACKSON) are necessarfi_ Allen Fannin Percy

I further announce that the Senator absent. Baker Pong Roth
Bartlett Garn Scott, Hugh

from Vermont (Mr. STAFFORD) is absent I further announce that if present ax'_ Baal1 Goldwater Scott,
dlle to illness, voting, the Senator from Washingtc,_ Bellmen Griffin William L.

The result was announced--yeas 47, (Mr. JACKSON) would vote "nay" Bentse:a Hansen Sparkman· Brock Hat field St ennls
n'.ays 47, as follows: :Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that tl:l_ Buckle:/ Helms Stevens

[Rollcall Vote No. 82 Leg.] Senator from North Dakota (Mr, YOUNC: Byrd, Hruska Taft
Harr'/F., Jr. Laxalt Talmadge

__,AS---47 iS necessarily absent, curtis Long Thurmond
At:,ourezk Gravel McIntyre I further announce that the Senat,::::' Dole McClure Tower
Bayh Hart, Philip A. Mondale from Vermont; (Mr. STAFFORD) is abse_::: Dor_aerbici Packwood Weicker
Bentsen Haskell Montoya E._ts'_lai _d Pearson
Biden Hathaway Moss due to illness.
Blooke Holltngs Muskle Th(_ result was announced--yeas 4_i_ NAYS--55
B],unpers Huddleston Nelson nays 49, as fol._.ows: Abeurezk Hart, Philip A. Montoya
Burdick Humphrey Pastore Bayh Haskell Morgan
B3rrd, Robert C. Inouye Pell [Rollcall Vote No. 83 Leg.] Blden Hathaway Moss
Cannon Javlts Proxmlre Brooke, Hollings Muskie
Case Kennedy Randolph YEAS---46 Burapers Huddleston Nelson
Clark Leahy Schweiker Allen t'ong Pearson Bu.rdlc:.c Humphrey Nunn
Cranston Magnuson Symington Baker Garn Percy Byrd, t_obert C. Inouye Pastore
Culver Mansfield Tunney Bartle_;t (_oldwater Randolph Canno:b:_ Javits Pell
Eagleton Mathlas Wefcker Beall Griffin Rlbicoff Cas_ Johnston Proxmtre
Ford McGee Williams Bellmen Hanson Roth Chiles Kennedy Randolph
Glenn MeGovern Brock Hart, ¢.qary Scott, Hugh Clark Leahy Ribicoff

NAYS_47 Buckley Hatfield Scott, Cranst:,n Magnuson Schweiker
Byrd, ttelms William L. Culver Mansfield Stevenson

Allen Garn Percy liarry F., Jr. liruska Sparkman Durkir. Mathias Stone
Baker Goldwater Ribicoff Chfiea Laxalt Stennis Eagleton McGee Symington
Bartlett Gri_n Roth Curtis Long Stevens Ford McGovern Tunney
Beall Hanson Scott, Hugh Dole McClellan Stevenson Glenn McIntyre Williams
Bellmen Hart, Gary Scott, Domenici McClure Taft Gravel Metcalf
B:rock Hat field William L. Durkin Morgan Talmadge Hart, C:ary Mondale
Buckley Helms Sparkman Eastland Nunn Thurmond PP,]P.S]_i_NTAND GIVING A LIVE PAIR, AS
Byrd, Hruska Stennis Fannin Packwood Tower
HarryF.,Jr.Johnston Stevens PREVIOUSLYRECORDED--1

Chiles Laxalt Stevenson NA'KrS--49 :McClellan, for.
Curtis Long Stone Abourezk Hart, Philip A, Metcalf
Dole McClellan Taft Bayh Haskell Mondale NOT VOTIlqG--5
Domenici McClure Talmadge Bentsen Hathaway Montoya Church Jackson Young
D_.rkin Morgan Thurmond Biden Holllngs Moss Hartke Stafford
E._stland Nunn Tower Brooke Huddleston Muskle
Fannin Packwood Bumpers Humphrey Nelson SO ]_r. GRIFFIN'S amendment was re-
Fong Pearson Burdick Inouye Pastore jected_

NOT VOTING--6 B_rd. i[_obert C. Javlts Pell
Cannon Johnston Proxmire ]/J[r. CANNON. Mr. ]President, I move

Church Jackson Stafford Case Kennt,_ly Schweiker ti) reconsider the vote by which the
Hartke Metcalf Young Clark Leahy Stone amendment was rejected.

cranston Magnuson Symington
So the motion to lay on the table the culver Manstield Tunney i/Ir. ROBERT C. BY_D. I move to lay

motion to reconsider was not agreed to, Eagleton Mathlas Weicker ttl_t raotton on the table.
Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, ! Ford ]gIcGee WilliamsGlenn McOovern qfi'lC motion to lay on the table ,sas

withdraw my motion for reconsideration. Grave' ]_clntyre agree_:_ to.
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Several Senators addressed, the Chair. After "exceed $5,000." add "except that the 000, but when it comes to us that does
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, ! send Republican or Democratic Senatorial Cam- not apply to the committees that con-

an amendment to the desk. patgn Committee, the Democratic National tributes to us and to us Ol_Jy?Congressional Committee, the National Re-
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk publican Congressional Coramlttee, or tho In those cases, if we are to adopt this

w:LUreport, national committee of a political party may amendment, we would find ourselves giv*
The assistant legislative clerk pro- contribute at any time amounts not exceed- lng ourselves $20,000.

ceeded to read the amendment, lng $20,000 to candidates' for Congress with The absolute contribution limitation
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask respect to any or all of the elections in which on the Democratic National Committee,

mlanimous consent that further reading such candidates seek omce during an elec- the State committees, county commit-
of the amendment be dispensed with. tion year." tees, every other committee, is $5,000. If

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob- Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, this we adopt this amendment, we are saying
jection, it is so ordered, amendment is submitted on behalf of that that would apply to all but our own

(Pursuant to an order entered later myself, Senator BEN_rSEN,who is a former in-house committees.
in today's proceedings, Mr, GRIFFIN'S chairman of our Democratic Senatorial The great problem with this amend-
second amendment in the nature of a Campaign Committee, as well as Senator ment is that because we wanted to keel_
substitute is not printed in the RrcoRn.) STEVrNS, the chairman of the Republi- the party strong, we have said that an

Mr. G_. I would like to explain can Senatorial Campaign Committee. individual may contribute to a party
this amendment. What it does is simply this: It in- committee, the national committee, or

Mr. CANNON. Does the Senator have creases to $20,000 per year for elections the Democratic or Republican senatorial
a copy, Mr. President? that the committee may give to any can- committees and congressional commit-

Mr. GRL_IN. We will get some didate. Under the present law the corn- tees, not just $5,000, but $25,000.
Xeroxed copies made for the chairman mittee, the Senatorial, Democratic or Re- I think that is perhaps overly gener-
and others, publican, Committee may give $5,000 per ous, but it is in the bill and in the law.

I will tell the Senate this is another election, election including the primary, Any individual may contribute to the
substitute, and in this case the Packwood runoff, and general election, or $15,000 congressional campaign committees and
amendment, which is a very meritorioUs for candidates who have all three elec- senatorial campaign committees up to
amendment, one of the most important tions. $25,000. If we are going to allow $20,000
amendments that we have ever adopted What this amendment does is simply to go to a candidate, that means we
around here, but realizing that it is con- say that that amount is increased to $20,- really open up and invite the possibility
troversial and we lose votes because it is 000 is not made dependent upon whether of earmarking. At least, we make it ex-
in the substitute, has been eliminated, they are primaries, runoffS, or general tremely difficult, to enforce the law
But the Chiles amendment has been in- elections, against earmarking because then we
cluded. Mr. President, the whole thrust, the have a way to pass at least $20,000 out

This substitute includes the Chiles whole reason, for this campaign law is of an individual and into the hands of a
amendment, and it also carries the to do away, insofar as we can, with what House or Senate Member.
amendment of the Senator from Arizona you might call committed money--some Mr. JOHNSTON. Will the Senator
with regard to honoraria, and we would call it dirty money, money with strings, yield at that point?
Just like to call the roll again, money where there is some quid pro quo, Mr. CLARK. I do yield.

Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, Will the Sen- express or implied, for the contribution. Mr. JOHNSTON. The Senator is
ator yield? So, Mr. President, this amendment in- aware that there is a specific law which

Mr. GRIFFIN. I yield, creases the amount which you can get prohibits the earmarking?
Mr. TAFT. I wonder if it also contains from the one source, that is, your Sena- Mr. CLARK. Yes.

the amendment of the Senator from torial Campaign Committees or your na- Mr. JOHNSTON. If someone, express-
Ohio? tional committees, for which there is no ly or by implication, earmarks, then it is

Mr. GRIFFIN. I will have to admit it quid pro quo. the duty of the committee to so note that
does not at this point. Of course_ it is As a matter of fact, I daresay the ay- earmarking and it is the duty of the
amenable, crate Senator in this body does not even candidate to report that as if it were a

Mr. President, I suggest the absence know where the contributions come to direct contribution from the original
of a quorum, for the Senatorial Campaign Commit- donor and the final donee, the Senator

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I would tees. In the case of the Democratic Corn- is aware of that?
like to see a copy of the amendment, mittee we do not pass around the list. Mr. CLARK. Yes, that is why I was

Mr. GRIFFIN. I suggest the absence of Some Senators do not even secure con- very careful in saying that it obviously
a quorum, tributions, but they all get contributions makes it hard to enforce the earmark-

The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will on a parity basis, ing law. The earmarking law is the law
call the roll. It seems to me, Mr. President, we ought the Senator just described. Of course, if

The assistant legislative clerk proceed~ to make it as easy as possible within one can identify someone who said, "We
ed to call the roll. reason to allow these contributions to want this $20,000 to go to that candi-

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I ask be made in reasonable amounts when date," it is against the law.
unanimous consent that the order for the we know they are not going to be based But we have to be very concerned in
quorum call be rescinded, on any semblance of any promise, ex- the process of passing this legislation

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ob- pressed or implied, that we do not invite difficulties in the
jectton, it is so ordered. I hope the manager can go along with enforcement of this law. I think this

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I have this. It has bipartisan support. Prank- would do so.
an amendment which I send to the desk. ly, Mr. President, I see no conceivable Mr. JOHNSTON. The Senator _s not

The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will objection, suggesting that the chairman or the
state the amendment. I ask for the adoption of this amend- committees of this Congress would be

The assistant legislative clerk proceed- ment. party to circumventing that law, either
ed to read the amendment. Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, when this expressly or impliedly?

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I ask bill was originally drawn '_.years ago we, Mr. CLARK. No.
unanimous consent that further reading of course, had a very extensive debate Mr. JOHNSTON. The Senator surely
of the amendment be dispensed with. here about whether or not all commit- is not doing that.

Mr. CLARK. I object, tees ought to be limited to $5,000 or Mr. CLARK. No. But obviously, not
X_le VICE PRESIDENT. Objection is whether we were going to create a spe- every dollar that comes in to the cam-

hearth The clerk will read the amend- cial loophole a special situation, a sloe- paign committee goes through the chair-
ment. cial condition, for our own. man, is seen by him and passed on by

The assistant legislative clerk read as That is really what the issue here is. him.
follows: Are we going to say that :labor commit- Mr. JOHNSTON. Oh, yes, it is. I beg

Amendment to Line 23 of Page 27 of S305§, .tees and business committees and so- to disagree.
_mendtng Section 820(a) (2) of the bill, as called good government committees, and The PRESIDING Oi_ICER (]_p_
_ollowe: all other committees, are limited to $5,- GARN). If the Senator will yield, ! ad-
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vise the Senator from Louisiana that his Mr. C%AStK. Let me try to explain Mr. JOHNSTON. _I gave the Senator a
amendmetxt is not in order. Line 23 has more specifically with regard to this copy ea:,:lier, as a matter of fact.
already been deleted from the bill. point 'that I do not think we ought to set Mr. CLARK. It says:

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I 'up a different standard for the senatorial Except that the Republican or Democratic
would, therefore, move 'to amend my 'and congressional campaign committees [ enatorial Campaign committee, _he Derao.-
amendment by striking the words "after than we set up for any othe_ eommitteeo cratic National Congressionsd Committee, the
exceed $5,000 add" and in lieu thereof l:_articularly, I do not think we ought _fats)nal l_epubllcan Congressional Commit-
insert the following "notwithstanding to set up a different [level of contributiom tee, .or tb.e national committee of a political

t.arty may contribute at any time amounts
arty other provision of this act". There was a good deal of debate here a _,ot exceeding $20,000 to ea_ldidates for Con-

I als0 want to strike "except that" and little while ago on the Chiles amendment t;ress wil;h respect to any or all of the elec-
put the quotes in front of "the." So, about how muc:h faith people have lost in _:ions in which such candidates seek office
therefore, it would read as follows: the system, how people believe big money _.uri:ng a_x election year."

Notwithstanding any other provision of corrupts and that special interest_
this Act "t&e Republican or Democratic Sen- money corrupts. ¥'fhat is being said is that every corn-
atorial Campaign Committee" l_IOW the senatorial and congressional _aittee in America is limited to $5,000,

Et cetera, campaign committees can receive money _xcet)t :he senatorial and congressional
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- exactly the same way. and from the _anlpaign committees and the national

tion remains, where does the Senator sanie kind of sources as any other com-.. ,::om mitLees.
'wish the amendment to come in the mittoe may. 2¢r. JDHNSTON. That is pre.cisely cor.-
bill? There is no restriction where they can :,'ect.

Mr. JOHNSTON. At the appropriate take money. Mr. CLARK. [Mr.-President, I would
I would argue that for us then to crc-. ike to say that what we are doing now

place.
The PrtESIDING OFFICEI_. The ate a special category--every commit... :is saying to the Democratic National

amendment is so modified, tee ii1 America, can spend so much ex... Commi;tee, "You cannot only give $5,000
cept one committee, our committee--it is ruder the present law, you can spend 2

The amendment, as modified, is as only going to cause greater cynicism, cents a voter for every voter in a State,
follows: and justifiably so,-from the Americar ,vith a minimum of $20,000, on behalf

At the appropriate place in the bill in- electorate. _f a candidate. So you can spend $5,000
ser_ the following: "Notwithstanding any now p/ius $20,000 or 2 cents a voter,
or.her provision of thisAct the l_epublican Mr. JOHNSTON. I say to my distin., a'hiche/er is more. Now we are going to
_I, Democr_tic Senatorial Campaign Ct)m- gu[shed friend, that precisely the op Jft thaL limit of $5,000 all the way to
mittee, the Democratic National Congres- posite results come from this committee_
slonal Committee, the National ttepublican Surely the Senator cannot compare s $20,000.'
Congressional Committee, or the national Democratic co:mmittee or a Republiearf That means the Democratic National
committee of a political party may contrib- committee to a labor committee or a busi Co:mmiLtee and the Republican National
ute at any time amounts not exceeding ne_'_s committee or any special interest Co:mmi_tee can Ilow contribute a mini[-
$20,000 to candidates for Congress with re- mum of $40,000 to any candidate in Con-
spect Lo any or ail of the elections in which :.Vii'. CLARK. Why not?
such candidates seek office during an elec- 1Vfr. JOHNSTON. Because we have n,: gress. Apparently, according to the
tion year." public interest, other than the part:!,' amend:-nent, it could not do that for the

inl_rest. President. He would be restricted to
Mr. JOHNSTON. As I was saying to iVh'. CLARK. The Senator is going t,:; $5,000. But Senators and Congressmen

the Senator, ff I recall the question, ear- take contributions from labor for th,_ would be allowed $20,000 in direct cash
marking is totally impossible, and I am conmfittee, is he not? It is exactly th,!! and a minimum of $20,000 in expendi-
sure this applies with equal force to the same dollar--from business as well tures ,:m their behalf, That is now a

l?epublican committee as it does with whether for Republican or Democrat. $40,00(I minimum limitation that can be
the Democratic committee. The Senator makes no restriction o::: either given directly or spent on their

Not one cent goes out to a political where that money comes from. ' behalf.
candidate. I know this is true. It was true Mr. JOHNSTON. But it is comingle[ A:m i1:interpreting the amendment co:c-
when Senator BENTSEN WaS chairman of in a common pot and given out withou_ rectly?
tlhe committee. It is t_ue _yhen I am strings. Mr. JOHNSTON. This amendment
chairman of the cornnfittee. That is the key, and that is the reaso:_ simply changes from an aggregate of

Not one cent goes out that is not for this amendment. $t5,000 to an aggregate of $20,000 that a
signed by the chairman, cosigned by the If we assume g certain amount c candidate may get directly from these
executive council and distributed under money is essential in a campaign, and cornmiittees. It does not change in any
_J, plan generally perfected by the corn- think that is a safe assumption, then :i: way what he may get otherwise. Right
mittee, we cannot get it from the committe,,, now, s,s I understand the law, a candi-

Mr. C_AI_. Zf I understand the Sen- we get it directly from the special ir:,. date may have expenditures made on his
ator's statement, every cent of money terest group, and _; this not much bette: behalf by the national committee to, the
that is taken lnto the committee is per- tllan getting i5 from the special interest: :_ extent of $20,000 and he may have spent

on his behalf by the Congressional Com-
sonally received by him, and if there were Mr. CLARK. Is the Senator sayinl:' mittee $15,000, assuming he has a pri-
any conditions assigned to that, he would the campaign committees handle mone:;
be aware of it? that is somehow purified as compared '1:.: nla:_y, a runoff and a general election.

Mr. JOHNSTON. No. Every cent. that tL.e Democratic National Committee c,. All[ th:is changes is that $15,000 provision
goes out. the Republican National Committee ,::, to a $2,0,000 provision, '.and it takes over

Mr. CLARK. That goes out? the State committees? the r,_quiremerlt that there are three
Mr. JOHNSTON. That is right, electic, ns. In other words, they may get
Mr. CLAttK. But not that comes in? Mr. JOHNSTON. This amendment :1 $20,00(t even if they only have a general
Mr. JOHNSTON. It is illegal to accept applicable to the l_epublican Nation', election.

under conditions--unless they are ear- Committee and the Democratic Ns_ I w,:mld suggest to the Senator we are
marked, and that is so stated, tional Committee and, yes, that is pr_:__ not changing it to allow the $40,000 but

Mr. C_ARK. Right. cisely what I am saying. It is purifie,, simply changing it from the $15,000 to
Mr. JOHNSTON. It does not go out because to the extent that there is ar_! the Sa0,000. If a candidate were so lucky

without the chailanan actually signing express or implied strings on the mone;,, to get the full $40,000, and I submit that
the check, or the appearance of strings on tim is going to be very rare indeed, what is

Mr. CLKRK. I understand, money, then those strings are cut b:

Mr. JO?[NSTON. So that it is impos- going through this committee, wron_i:'toget thatwithmoney,that?ISwhichitnoti bettersubmitfOrispur-him
Mble for a staffer, for example, to receive Mr. CLARK. Maybe I mlsunderstocd ified, =ather than get it directly from ilae
some money and understand the condi- the Senator's amendment, special interest group, directly from the
tions and send it out of the committee. Mr. JOHNSTON. Apparently, what? labor group or directly from the business
It comes tlxrough as it should, as It must, Mr. CLAI_B[. There are no copies _:_ group?
through tile chairman, the amendment available. ]¥Ir. CLARK. I must say that I do not
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share the Senator's view that somehow That is direct money. What the Senator ment to any incumbent receiving funds,
the money that goes through the Sena- is suggesting is that in those cases where in the general election or primary, either
torial Campaign .Committee or the Con- there is a primary and a general election one.
gressional Campaign Committee is as we would be able to double that to Mr. JOHNSTON. The Senator is cot-
pure as the driven snow, and the money $20,000. I think it only means the lntro- rect in the point he makes, in the sense
that comes from individuals who partic- duction of bigger money _ato politics and that that is the standard operating pro-
ipate in labor is tainted or business greater cynicism about it, particularly cedure under which we have operated,
money is tainted, when we are doing it fox' ourselves, par- and ! see no movement to change it. But

Mr. JOHNSTON. It is not that it is ticularly when we are doing it to our own the Senator is correct in the point he
tainted. It is that they have a special committees, makes.
point of view and they give their money As I say, we debated _ais at length 2 Mr. ALLEN. I just want us to under-
to promote candidates who share that years ago. Maybe the Senate feels dif- stand what we are voting on. As long as
point of view. ferently about it now, but I feel very the incumbent is in the picture, he is the

Mr. CLARK. I assume ff that were the str_mgly that if we were ko say that our one who gets the benefit of the increased
only criterion, the Democratic Commit- committees ought to be different, that we amount.
tee gives it to candidates that share their ought to be able to give $20,000 instead Mr. JOHNSTON. Not Just the incum-
view and the Republicans give it to can- of $5,000, we would come in for a great bent.
dldate_ that share their view. deal of justifiable criticism. Mr. ALLEN. I say; as long as the in-

Mr. JOHNSTON. No, that-is not so, be- Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, Just cumbent is in the picture, though, he
cause any member of the Democratic one final word. I believe the amendment would be the one to really benefit.
Caucus, regardless of his view, even if at is well understood. I woul_ like to simply Mr. TAFT. Mr. President, will the Sen-
times it strays from the majority, is en- point out that the $20,0(_0 the National atoryield?
titled to his share of the money. Committee may now spend on behalf of Mr. JOHNSTON. I yield to the Sena-

Mr. CLARK. But it is a Democratic a candidate is not im;erted by this tor from Ohio.
view. They are not giving money to any- amendment. That is not changed by Mr. ALLEN. But is that not true?
body but Democrats or they are not giv- this amendment. All t_is amendment Mr. JOHNSTON. Yes; the Senator is
tng money to anybody but Republicans. does is increase basically for the sena- correct.

Mr. JOHNSTON. That may be so, but torial campaign committees from an ag- Mr. TAFT. Is it not true that that de-
that, I submit, is under our system of gregate of $15,000 in case there are pends upon what the committee involved
goverrLment which, in effect, has en- the three elections to a total of $20,000 desired to do? If thecommittee involved
shrined the two-party system. That is for however many electio:as there are. desired to make other rules, it could
permissible and that is the kind of taint, I submit that when we say we are do- make other rules as to the distribution
if the party puts a taint on money, that lng it for ourselves, what we mean is of those donations.
our system of government envisions and that we are doing it for any candidate Mr. JOHNSTON. That is correct.
endorses .and has run on traditionally, for national office, whether he be a con- There is no rule that specifies how a ns-
No one out there in America can say gressional candidate or a senatorial can- tional committee or a senatorial corn-
because a party gives someone money didate. In that sense, this is not a club mittee is going to spend its money.
that there is anything wrong with that. amendment, if one wants to call it that. Mr. TAFT. Well, the Senator is not
That is traditional American politics. It is not for incumbents; it is for any entirely correct. The Republican sena-

Mr. CLARK. I think what the amend- candidate that the committee may give torial committee does have certain rules.
merit does and what it says is quite clear, money to.
! would llke the Senator from Louisiana Mr. ,ar.r.W.N. Will the Senator yield? Mr. JOHNSTON. Well, yes.
to correct me if I am wrong. Every single Mr. JOHNSTON. Yes, I will yield. Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
committee in the United States that falls Mr. ALLEN. This woald cover prt- Senator yield?
under this law would have a $5,000 lim- maries and run-off priraaries as well, Mr. JOHNSTON. I yield.
itatlon on the amount that they can con- would it not? Mr. CLARK. I would like to ask the
tribute, with two exceptions carved out Mr. JOHNSTON. That is correcL Un- Senator if his amendment would allow
by this amendment: The national corn- der the present law, the campaign corn- the national committee to give more
mittees of the two major parties and the mittee can give $5,000 for the prhnary, money to a Presidential campaign. Does
congressional and senatorial committees $5,000 in a run-off, and then another it increase the limit that may be given
of the two major parties. In those cases $5,000 in the general election, which is to a Presidential candidate?
they would be allowed to give $20,000 in a total of $15,000. What this would al- Mr. JOHNSTON. I do not believe so.
direct cash plus, in accordance with the low is to give the committee some flexi- It is not intended to, and I do not be-
present law, the national party commit- bility. If the Senator's tough race is the lieve that the phraseology is subject to
tees would be allOWed to spend a mini- general, he could withhold the whole that interpretation.
mum of $20,000 on their behalf. $20,000 until that time. Mr. CLARK. That is the way I would

That means that we are going to ar- Mr. ALLEN. I-Iow often do eithe r of interpret it. Therefore, I wonder ff this
rive at a conclusion where the two na- the committees contribute to a chal- would not be interpreted, and quite ac-tlonal committees can now spend an ag- lenger of an incumbent'?
gregate of $40,000, $20,000 indirect and Mr. JOHNSTON. In the case of the curately, as an amendment aimed onlyat helping Senators and Members of Con-
$20,000 direct, $40,000 minimum. In those Democratic Committee that is not done. grees. The Senator seeks to permit thoseStates where two cents a voter amounts
to more than $20,000, they would be able Mx-. ALLEN. In other words, this, then, national committees to give us more, but
to spend in excess of that. is just for the benefit of incumbents; not the President more. We are not rais-

Mr. JOHNSTON. Will the Senator is that not right? lng the amount the national committee
yield for a question? Mr. JOHNSTON. It would also apply can give to a President; that remains the

Mr. CLARK. Yes. to the challengers, I mean in those cases same.
Mr. JOHNSTON. How much can those where an incumbent is beaten arid a new Mr. JOHNSTON. That is correct.

sources now spend, assuming there is a incumbent is elected. Mr. CLARK. So it seems to me all we
primary, a runoff, and a general election? Mr. ALLEN. That is right; in other are doing is saying we want to funnel

Mr. CLARK. First of all, let us assume words, in general elections. But through lot more money into Senate and congres-
that the primary, runoff, and general the primaries, first and second, it would sional campaigns through giving the ns-
election do not occur in at least half of be the incumbent who was taken care of. tional committee a separate contribution
the races in America. We have never had I have no objection to taking care of in- limitation, and the same with the cam-
a runoff, to my knowledge, in any place cumbents, but paign committees. I do not see how it
in my part of the country. I do not think Mr. JOHNSTON. Except in cases where could be interpreted except that way, as
one can assume that one automatically you have no incumbents, as in the case a means of getting more money into our
gets $5,000 in three elections. I think on of retirees, own congressional campaigns.
the average there will be two elections, Mr. ALLEN. But where there is an I think, as the Senator from Alabama
an(! on some occasions three elections, incumbent, there would be no lmpedi- has emphasized, it is merely a means of
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getting more money tnto an incumbent's WAYS--S0 Mr. i_ANSFIELD. MI', President, wiill
campaign, because this amendment does Arou_._zk (:lark Metcalf the, Smmtor yield?
favor incumbents. For all those reasons, ar,,en Culver Mondale :MIL :_i%ANSTON. Certainly.

Beall l)urkin Morgan
Mr. President, I hope the Senate will not Bidm: Hart, Gary Moss
adopt this amendment, because I think Brock Hart. Philip A. Nunn
ii' we open up the flood gates and say nrooke Hollings Pearson M( ORDER TO RE-

nurnpers Javits Roth PORT SENATE 400
this committee ought to go from $5,000 Burdick Kennedy Stevenson
to $20,000, we will have a ve_7 difficult Byrd. ]¢iathias Stone Mir. ). If I may have the
I;ime in saying that State committees, Ha -fy F.. ,Ir. McGovern at_entiion of the late, I ask unanimous
(:ounW cormnittees, and other commit- chuc_ 1/lclnt_,re eonselflt; that the of the Senate
tees ought not to be able to do that. Then NOT VOTING--6 ma_ldating the Ytules Committee
we u'ill not, have a $5,000 limitation on Church Hehns Stafford to report Senate esolution 400 estab-
connnittees, but a $20,000 limitation, m,_L'_c Jackson Young lish:[n_ a Standin Committee on Intel-
After all, how does one justify increas- So Mi'. JOHNST(m'S amendment wa:_ ligence Activities March 20, 1976, be
lng from $5,000 to $20,000 for national agreed to. meClifi,_ as
committees and not State committees? Mr. CANNON. 2[q]e President, I mcr, Senate 4:00 be reported

· Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr· President, will to reconsider the vote by which t_:_ forthwith from Committee on Rules
the Senator yield at that point so that amendment v_as agreed to. and immediately _refem'ed simu]tane-
:[ may ask for the yeas and nays? Mr. TAFT. I move to lay that on tbL_ ous]y to ttee on 'the Judicia::'y

Mr. CLAI_K. Yes. table, a.nd to the ee on Rules;
Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I ask The motion to :'lay on the table wa :Fha'; the Commi on the Judiciary

for the yeas and nays. agreedto. make its on Senate
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- Mr. TAFT. Mr. Pl_sident, I send to th,: R_solution 4,00 not later than the close

];)ore (Mr. I-IANSEN). Is there a sufficient desk an amendment to the pending sul:: of bttsmess on 29, 1976 and that
second? There is a sufficient second_ st[tute by Mr. GRIFFIN. the of the Committee

The yeas and nays were ordered, The PRESIDING OFFICER. Ti:, on the without fur-
Mr. JOHNSTON. I thank the Senator. amendment will 1be stated, to the Commit-

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I am pre- The second assistant legislative elerl; tee, on l_ules; and
'pared to yield back the remainder of my proceeded to read the amendment. Tha; the omm.ittee report Its
time. Mr. TAFT. I ask unanimous eonsei:_l finsl ::e :not later than

Mr. JOHNSTON. I yield back the re- that fresher reading of the amendmel:_! April ?, 1976.
mainder of my time· be dL';pensed with. l._[r. JAvrrs. Mr. may I in-

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern* The PRESIDING OFFICER. Witho_:ll quire ......
pore. All remaining time having been objection, it is so ordered. Mr. 7_is has been
yielded back, the question is on agreeing The amendment is as follows: cles_red.

'ix) the amendment of the Senator from On page 1. in subsection (c) (1) after th ]_[r. JAVITS, M1 President, I just
Louisiana (Mr. JOHNSTON). On this word "ballot", add the following: "or certi- wante,[[ to know th_ because I happen
question, the yeas and nays have been n(,s _J the Commission that he will not I::, to be the only member of the
ordered, and the clerk will call the roll. an active candidate in the primary". CoralTii[ttee on Operations

The legislative clerk called the roll. At the end of subsection (c) (1) add tb here.
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I annourlce following lxew s_ntence: "The provisions ].%][1'_ I looked for the

that the Senator from Idaho (Mr. this s;ection shall apply s8 of the date ,:: SeE,at,3r, but he not available. He
C_VRCH), the Senator from Indiana (Mr_ el:_aetment." wa_'; h". a hearhlg.
HARTKE), and the Senator from Wash- M:r. TAFT. This is an amendment th:, Mr. JAVITS. ,,rstand.
imgton (Mr. JACKSON) are necessarily had already :passed on the first Grifl:i :Mr. RL&NSFIELD I ,cleared it with
absent, substitute and on 1;ixe bill itself. I am a i: Senators CANNON, : [ATFIELD, EASTLAND,

I further announce that, if present tempting now to put it into the secon: TUNNEY, HART, BYRI, Hr_USKA, RIBICOFF.
and voting, the Senator from Washing- Gril_n substitute..is the Members of ti::., and S::OTT.
ion (Mr. J_C_SON) would vote "yea," Senate who were here will recall, t]:_t_ Mr. JAVITS. Has t been cleared with

Mr. C_RIFFIN. I announce that the amendment relates to a lnnitation on t}:_ Mr, P:,_'mc¥, the rank ng member?
;Senator from North Carolina (Mr. payoat share to 'the Presidential ear_, Mr. MANSFIELD. I shall trust ihe
HEr.MS) and the Senator from 1N'orth dJdal,es. It e:.iminates candidates wh_:_ Senat:_rfrom New Y(rktogethim.
:Dakota (Mr. YOUN0) are necessarily for two consec,utive primaries, ha t;,_ Mr_ JAVITS. I sh_ not object. I just
absent, under lO percent of the vote in tho_,_ wanted to know that,

I further announce that the Senator p:cimaries, with the provision that Sen:i_ Mr. MANSFIELD. thank the Sen-

from Vermont _.Mr. STAFFORD) is absent tor ]_AYH ashed to be included, to t_:_, ator. _
due to filness, effect that if a candidate wishes to ceL -_

I further announce that, if present tify that he _.s not an active candida I:.. FF. DE;]_tAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
and voting, the Senator from North this will not count against him in th; AMENDMENTS OF :1976
Carolina (Mr. HELMS) WOUld vote "yea." pL'inmly SO far as elimination is co:_:

The result was announced--yea8 64. cen_ed. I know of no objection to it. The Senate continued with the eon-
nays 30, as follows: went through by a 'voice vote original;[::, sicieration of the bill (S. 3065) to amend

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, do I u, the federal Election Campaign Act of
{Rollcall Vote No. 85 Leg.] derstand comectly that this is the san:: 1971 t.o provide for il;s administration

YEAS---64 amendment to dceertffy Presidenti:o by' a [Federal Election Commission ap-
Baker Grimn Pastore candidates providc_l that they do not 8',_ pointed in accordance with the require-Bartlett Hansen Pell
Bayh Haskell Percy a certain percent of the votes in the p:,. ments of the Constitution, and for other
Belhnou Hatfield Proxmire ITtal'y, and t]cds is the amendment th:.i pul:poses.
Bentsen Hathaway Randolph WaS offered before to S. 3065 and also I Mr, CRANSTON. I yield to the Senator
Buckley Hruska Ribieoff
Byrd, Robert C. Huddleston Schweiker the previous _rril_.n substitute? from ,Oklahoma for a unanilnous-con-
canno_f Humphrey Scott, Hugh l_[l?. TAFT. The Senator is entir_ sent request.
Case Inouye Scott, correct. _/lr. BARTLETT. I ask unanimous con-
cranston Johnston WilliamL, sent _;.hatDon Cogma:txof my staff be
curtis Laxalt Sparkman MI'. CANNON. Mr. President, I al::
Dole Leahy Stennis willing to accept the amendment. I thO::; accorded privileges of the floor duringDomenicl Long' Stevens consic[eration of this raeasure,
Eagleton Magnuson Symingto_t ii; is a good amendment. 2['h_, PRESIDING O]YFICER. Without
Enstland Mansfield Taft The PRESIDING OFFICER. The qued. objection, it is so ordered.
Fanitin McClellan Tallnadge t_0n is oil 9.greeil!g' to the amendment.Fen- McClure Thurmond ]_r. CRANSTON. I send all amend-
Ford McGee Tower T!le amendment was agreed to. nlent to the desk and ask fei' its con-
Garn Montoya Tunney iXIu. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I se:: 5 sJder_ lion.Glenn Muskie Weicker
Goldwa_er Nelson Williams all ,'_mendment to the desk and ask i:,: Th( PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Ors vet Packwood ii_ immediate considers lion. amen _huent will be stated.
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Mr. CRANSTON. ! ask unanimous The PRESIDING OFFICER. Then the remarks, Mr. President, ! am going to

consent that reading be dispensed with. question is on the amendment of the move to table the amendment of the dis-
2CTtePRESIDING OFFICER. Without Senator from California, as amended, tinguishefl Senator from California,

objection, it is so ordered. Mr. HAT,ELD. Is t_at amendable, which would carry with it the substitute
(:Pursuant to an order entered later in Mr. President? of the distinguished Senator from Ney-

today's proceedings, Mr. Caa_sToN's The PRESIDING OFI_:CER. It would ada (Mr. CANNON), because I do not be-
amendment In the nature of a substitute not be amendable, lieve the Senate on either side of the
for Mr. Ga_rt, n_'s amendment, is not Mr. HATFIE_. Then if that passes aisle would agree to this power play.
printed ill the Rr.COR1).) what is the parliamentax_r situation, Mr. I have got some amendments over

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I send an President? here that X would like to have voted on.
amendment to the desk and ask for its The PRESIDING OFFICER. Then the One amendment I might comment on
immediate consideration, question would be on agreeing to the right at this time. I wouldqike Senators

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment of the Senator from Michi- to turn to page 46; "616" on line (_would
jamendment Will be stated, gan, as amended, lift the limit on honoraria that Members

· 1_e legislative clerk proceeded to read Mr. HATFIELD. So that by this pap- of Congress can charge for making
the amendment, ticular parliamentary action at this time speeches or writing articles? Who would

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, ! ask the Senator from Michigan's (Mr. GaxF- think that? Here it is very innocent on
unanimous consent that the reading of rXN) amendment is third in line and is line 6, page 46. Who would think that
the amendment be dispensed with. I shall not subject to consideration ff the first "616" means that hereafter there shall
explain it very quickly, two amendments pass; namely, the be nolimit whatsoever on honoraria that

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without amendment by Mr. CarsoN, as amend- Members of Congress can charge?
objection, it is so ordered, ed by Mr. CANNON; iS that correct? Well now, we are supposed to be recon-

(Note: Mr. C_u_oN's amendment con- The PRESIDING OI_CER. That iS stituting the Federal Election Commis-
sists of all amendments that have been correct, sion to meet the decision of the Su-
agreed to with the exception of Mr. Mr. HATi_D. ! thank the Chair. preme Court, and this little power play
PAOKWOO_'S amendment. Pursuant to an Mr. CANNON. Mr. Pre,,ident, I ask for here, this second power play, I might say,

"616," how unwise can we get? We addedorder entered later in today's proceed- the yeas and nays.
tngs, Mr. CANNON'S amendment to Mr. The PRESIDINO OI_ICER. Is there a the Members of Congress, House and
CI_aNSTON'S amendment is not printed in sum_ient second? There iS a sufficient Senate, to the pay adjustment plan for
the R_.coam) second. Federal employees so that Members of

l_fr. CANNOi_. Mr. President, this The yeas and nays were ordered, the House and Senate are guaranteed an
amendment now gets back to S. 2065 and Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, a annual raise in salary.
includes all of the amendments which parliamentary inquiry or maybe the Let us read what section 616 says. I do
have been approved to date except the chairman can answer tlxis: Would his not believe the Senate is going to agree
amendment of Senator PACKWOOD re- amendment include all amendments that to cut off all amendments, but discard
quirlng reporting of expenditures by cor- have been passed or ag,_eed to on the one that has already become a part of
potations and labor organizations in committee bill? the pending bill. But 616 is to be repealed
coramunication with their stockholders Mr. CANNON. My araendment now under the Senate bill. It allows--it is
and members. We have discussed this pending includes all amendments that now just Members of Congress who are

covered here it allows--an employee or
matter very thoroughly up one side and have been heretofore paa_ed, adopted by officer of the ,_ederal Government, elect-
down the other. I am prepared to discuss the Senate, on the committee bill, S. ed or appoint_ t, to receive honoraria upit further or to vote on it, either one. 3065, except the Packw_)d amendment.

Mr. HATFr_.r_. Mr. President, a par- Mr. GOLDWATER. The amendment to $15,000 a ye_. and up to $1,000 for any
one appearance. 'ell, that iS pretty good

llarnentary inquiry, that was agreed to, the one I Introduced extra income, it _ 'fid seem to the Sen-
_['ne PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- this morning, would not !_ affected? ator from Alabama, an extra $15,000. Iator will state it. Mr. CANNON. Would not be affected.
Mr. HATFIELD. W_ did not hear the It is covered in the amen,_nent, question whether a Federal employee

ought to use the prestige of his office to
reading of Senator CaANSTON'S amend- Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, perhaps I charge for his appearances, but that is
meat and we have heard but a brief misunderstand the parliamentary ma- the custom.

explanation of the amendment of the neuver that is being sought to be made But we have got a limit on it, and why,
Senator from Nevada, the chairman of at this time. If I understood the distin- in repealing or amending the Federal
the Committee on Rules. Is it possible to guished chairman of the committee, he is election law to conform to the decision of
know what the Cranston amendment is seeking to amend the amendment of- the Supreme Court, must we reach out
before we are asked to vote on an amend- fered by the distinguished Senator from in an entirely new field and remove this
me,ut to the Cranston amendment? California (Mr. CRA]_STON). SUCh ceiling so that any Federal employee--Mr. CRANSTON. I shall be glad to ex- amendment of the distinguished Senator
plain, Mr. President, that my amendment from Nevada would embrace all of the a Federal judge, let us say, he is cov-

ered, too, so that there shall hereafter
was the original bill as reported from amendments that have b,_en adopted up be no limitation whatsoever, the sky is
connnittee. I offered that. Then the Sen- to the present time exce:;)t, as I under- the limit, guaranteed annual increase in
ator from Nevada offered a substitute. So stood him to say, the amendment of the compensation, as much as the tariff will
the substance of the substitute of the distinguished Senators from Oregon bear in outside appearances away fromSenator from Nevada is the matter now (Mr. PaCKWOOD) and Tennessee (Mr.
before the Senate. BRocx), which has been agreed to here this Chamber.

Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, a fur- in the Senate. I do not believe the Senate will want
ther parliamentary inquiry. Since we So if the amendment of the distin- to do that. I just mention that as one
have an amendment to an amendment to gutshed Senator from N(;vada is agreed little imperfection of the bill as it now
an amendment, we are precluded from to not only would it work a reconsidera- pends before the Senate.
furthe_ amendments, as X understand tion of the vote by which the amendment This substitute was not even read. We
it, at this time. of the distinguished Senator from are. to take that in one swallow, discard

_I_e PRESIDING OFFICER. The Oregon and the .distin_Ashed Senator an amendment.adopted by rollcall vote
amendment of the Senator from Nevada from Tennessee was agreed to here in here in the Senate, lay that aside, re-
is not oPen to further amendment, the Senate, but it would cut off all fur- consider that--that has already been re-

Mr. HAT_IELD. Mr. President, a fur- ther amendments, considered here in the Senate, we can-
ther parliamentary inquiry: If thiS is Well now, if that is t]_e way we are not reconsider it but once---this is doing
brought to a vote and the amendment is going to play ball here, I assure you that indirectly what the rules do not permit
passed by the Senate---that is, the this amendment is not gcing to be voted on a direct vote, because we have already
amendment of the Senator from Ne- on any time soon. had one vote to reconsider.
vada--what is the question before the [Laughter.] ! dare say, there are 30 or 40 amend-
Ser_te at that time? Mr. ALLEN, At the co aclusion of n_ ments pending here in the Senate right
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now. Under this plan, not a single one Alabama who wishes to address th:i_ I 'beli,_:ve there are many things wrong
elf them would be allowed to be offered, sleeper that he just found, that has bec_ with this bill. We have the situation the

I do not believe that is quite right, kind of slipped in here, that the Sena'tS_ Senator raised about the trade associa-
That does not comport with my under- has not had a chance to express itself c,._ tie]ks, as to whether they are in or out,
standing of what is fair. I do not know yet, and that the Senate did express i!l:_ or 9vhat can they do.
who was consulted on this matter. The self at one time--.that would not eon:_,_, q?h_! Senator from Maryland (Mr.
Senator from Alabama was not con- up, any other provision that might corJ:L_ iE.(a_H:m:as)has increase,/[ the Commission
suited, up in regard to what the Senator froHJ_ to eight, which may be fine.

As a matter of fact, the Senator from Florida has labored and perhaps bel_ We have a situation where two people
Alabama was trying to get recognition bored too long for a lot of people, th:i: from _ political party (:an veto what was
over there at his seat. I wanted to offer could not come up? a six-.man commission and now we are
this amendment on honoraria, but I The Senator would be out on hi_ riot sure what the status is with eight.
could not get recognized--it seems to be araendment. I would be reluctant 'bo table this too
a common failing with the Senator from It seems to the Senator from Florid_ soon l:mtil we at least can have discussion
Alabama, the inability to get recognized, that the only sort of protection one ha,_' on a 'qariety of these c4her problems.

But this is a little play acting here if he has any kind of feeling that mayb._ I agree with the Senator from Alabama
where the Senator from California offers there ought to be some other legitlma<:_ and t:t_e Senator from Florida, that we
an amendment and then the Senator vote on an amendment of this, would 1::_, should discuss his amendment again,
from Nevada (Mr. Ca_NON) offered an- that we do not come to a vote right ne_ where we are so close.
other amendment, neither of which were because we would be wiped out. I think it would be unfortunate for this
read. It would have taken an hour, prob- $-f that be the case, I just wanted tl::_ amendment to pass, which, as the Sen-
ably an hour and a half, to have read Senator from Alab_una to know that I an' ator has indicated, would eliminate the
those two documents. Ail of that was prepared to kind of stand with him for :_ majol: point, which would require unions
waived because, as was stated, "an ex- little While. and corporations to disclose how they
p'.lanation will be given." I want to be in Florida for the Septen; spend their money.

Well, an explanation was given, all bet primary and I want to be down the:L:: I w:,.llbe here for as many hours as the
right, but ! did not particularly fancy maybe before that. Senator from Alabama would like to stay
that explanation. Mr_ ALLEN'. Well, that is fine. TI:_._ tonight.

So, Mr. President, what do the man- Senator can absent himself all he wan:: Mr. STEVENS. WiU the Senator yield
agers of the bill fear in this effort to cut to and he will still be standing with t3k,: for a question?
off amendments, in this effort to pre- Senator.from Alabama because it tak:,_ Mr. ALLEN. Yes.
vent the Senate from working its wlll? a definite number of affirmative votes '1:, ]_ir. STEVENS. I do not intend to be

I hardly regard it as democratic. I bring this issue to a vote. here chat long. I had a Simple amend-
hardly regard it as a democratic move, Mr. CHILES. Yes. ment 'which really dealt with something
small "d." I cannot give my sanction to Mr. ALLEN. So if the Senator wants I:,_ tlmt I think is a terTible thing which
a power play of this sort. go to Florida, that will be all right, b,_. ha,; come out of this '.Election Commis-

They take the amendments they like. cause his absence would be a vote agatha:.: sion. 't'hese reports are prepared for can,
Tihey discard one that the Senate had what is being sought to be done here. didates by volunteers who in good faith
already voted by some 50 to 46, I believe, Ti_e Senator h_ks bee n voting alo:r:_._ try tx:,,comply with the law. They come
somewhere in that range. That is laid pretty well, as'I noticed, with the stean..: . in/here and they are looked over meticu-
aside, roller here, but he did have a very fir,: lously by people who are employed to do

I had an amendment in addition to araendment and it came very close I,: that. _[do not argue with them. That is
the honorarium amendment that I had being adopted, th.eir job. But I do think there ought to
cleared with the distinguished mahager They do not want to run that ri_;_: be so:cae good-faith compliance concept
of the bill and I was in hope that some again. They do not want the Senat<,: tx) ate;) this nit-picking that has been go-
time in the next 30 or 40 minutes It front Florida to come in again with a:..: · ing o_:) about these repro:ts.
might have been adopted, other amendment, because it might lYa:_: I kaow of one instance, for instance,

Under the present effort the Senate this time. where a person was lis,ted with his bust-
would be tied and locked in, if this power But, of course, if it had passed, I w[]! ness address as an accounting partner-
p]'.ay is allowed to take place. Under this say to the Senator from Florida, th,_/; ship ,and his occupation was listed as
bill it is entirely likely that membership could have lcfii It outside, outside t2:_ partner by the volunteer who prepared
corporations, corporations that have Chamber, just like they are seeking I;:, it.. Anyone who looks a'_ it knows the man
members but do not have stockholders, leave the antenchnent of the Senat,::: is an accountant or a partner in an ac-
could not set up segregated funds as are from Oregon _md the Senator from Te:[L. counting firm. It was sent back to have
permitted to corporations with stock- nessee, they are seeking to leave that et:Fl: the whole thing typed over, because it
holders and stock. So the Senator could not win ff he h_[(i did not comply with the law.

Mr. CHILES. Will the Senator from won. He could not have won if he g'ol ][am not being critical of the Secretary
Alabama yield for a minute? his _unendment adopted, because tl:l_!: of thc Senate or of FE,U. The law i_; very,

Mr. AIJ,_;N. For a question, yes. ploy would have wiped the Senator o[_[ very rigid in that area.
Mr. CHILES. It is a question and it is even after the Senate had spoken on t;!:_ We worked out an amendment on

not particularly on the subject the Sen- is.sue, what I call the best effort, the good faith
ator from Alabama is talking about. All is not lost. I feel confident that c:: c.mnptiance effort, which I have been

I wonder ff the Senator from Alabama a motion to table the Cranston amen,::!- waiting to offer. I do not see any reason
would ju_st help the Senator from Florida. ment, which would carry with it the suli: . wlhy it should be shut off. This is the
I am trying to figure where we are now. stitute of the Senator from Nevada, ! time now, before all o:f these candidates

Mr. ALLEN. Well, we are behind the feel reasonably confident that such _ find that they lose their volunteer help,
eight ball. motion to table would, in all likelihoc,? because people who are employed tx} go

[Laughter.] carry, because I do not believe Membc;_ over [.hese reports--and again they are
Mr. CHILES. As I understand it, we of the Senate do:the: their job under _he law--are given

have the kind of parliamentary situs- Mr. CHILES. r)oes the Senator fc;_) such rigid instructions that they are not
tion set before us in which we sort of confident enough that we should have. permitted to accept good faith compll-
have a locked-in vote, do we not, in which vote on that this 'week or ante with the intent o_[Congress and the
any amendment we offer now is in the l_r. ALI._N. On a motion to table? btmic law, under which, we are operating.
form of a perfecting amendment which Mr. CHILE,_. Yes. Some of us are leaviLngon a trip to go
gets automatically wiped out if the Can- Mr. ALLEN. Well, I am not sure. talk ._bout a great project, the Alaska
non substitute passes? Mr. PACKWOOD. Will the Senat[:_ pipeliine, in our neighboring country this

Mr. AIJ, EN. That is correct, from alabama yield? evening. I happen to be going to Canada
Mr. CHILES. So if the Cannon sub- Mr. ALLEN? I yield for a question, h_ about 45 minutes. '.[want to know if

stitute has a majority, then everybody Mr. PACKWOOD. It is a position th:Fi the S;enator intends to raise this motion
else that might have an amendment or I agree with. I ant going to be here t,[::· to table tonight. If he is, I will stay, be-
a thought--such as the Senator from night with the Senator from Alabam_ cause I want to assist him in some way
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to restore the position where I can offer however, that was chosen to go into the Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, after
this amendment. But ff he is not, I am final substitute. They picked and chose consultation with the
going to tend to my business for my there. The 50 Senators who voted for ,. Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I believe
State which takes me to Canada. the Packwood-Brock amendment were the Senator from Alabama has the floor.

Mr. ALLEN. I will state to the distin- given the cold shoulder. They were not The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
guished Senator from Alaska that I do allowed to have their amendment in- ator from Alabama has the floor.
not know at this time:I am rather hope- cluded in the substitute. But everybody Mr. GRIFFIN. Will the Senator from
fut that the proponents of this maneuver else had his amendment; agreed to with Alabama yield without losing his right
will see the error of their ways and with- the door closed to constm:ctive amend- to the floor?
draw this effort to lock in the Senate. merits like the amendment of the dis- Mr. ALLEN. Yes.. I ask unanimous con-
I am hopeful that that will take place, tinguished Senator from Florida (Mr. sent that I may yield to the distinguished
Ewm if the motion to table should lose, CHILES). The Senate ought to be allowed Senator from Michigan without losing
it would still be open for further discus- to work its will on this bill. my right to the floor, and without thc
sion. That would just bring it to a head Who can say that th:is bill, as i{ is continuation of my remarks constitutin_
a little bit quicker, now contained in this l_t substitute, is a second speech.

Mr. STEVENS. Will the Senator yield the best bill that the Senate can work The PRESIDING OFFICER. Withm_t
for a further question? out? I do not believe ii; is. It falls far objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. _.r,r,_..N.Yes. short. Mr. GRIFFIN. I thank the Senator
Mr. STEVENS. It is my understanding I will say this: This l:rovision lifting from Alabama.

that the Senator would see to it that we the ceiling on honoraria would be locked After a good deal of consultation
wU'.[ have a slightly extended conversa- in. There is no way in the world to among the manager of the bill, the rank-
tion about this bill until we return on change that as far as t:ais bill is con- lng member of the Committee on Rules
Monday so that we might be able to ad- cerned, and Administration, the majority leader,
dress the matter again next week as far What we sro doing unquestionably is the majority whip, and others, we un-
as these perfecting amendment are con- moving this bill to a veto. I do not see derstand that it is going to be impossi-
corned? why we are moving headlong down a bile to finish this bill tonight; therefore,

Mr. ,aT.T,EN. I have no desire to discuss dead end. it seems to be in the interest of the Sen-
the bill at length. As a matter of fact, I do not believe the _Tesident would ate that I should withdraw the substi-
I have been willing to agree on a time approve of these stronga:rm tactics that tute that is now pending and go back to
limit, because I do 'think it is essential are being used to cut off amendments, square 1, and it is understood that we
that we reconstitute this Commission. That is exactly what is being done. will take up this measure again next
What I object to is the use of a power I believe he would see the merit a/ week, as I understand it.
play to cut the Senate off, to cut off 100 allowing nonstock corporations, coop- So because of that and with that un-
Members of the Senate from offering eratives and membership organizations derstanding, Mr. President, I withdraw
amendments, to set up segregated poli_;icalfunds and the substitute that 1:offered.

We have many constructive amend- allow solicitations of the members of The PRESIDING OFF_ICER (Mr.
merits. I was. telling of another amend- such organizations for contributions to STONE). The amendment is withdrawn.
merit that I have, which I think is very that fund. Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, a
constructive. As a matter of fact, I am I believe there are many other injus- parliamentary inquiry.
sure the distinguished floor manager of tices contained in the bill. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sena-
the bill would not object to my saying I believe all we are doing is spinning tor will state it.
that I had cleared this amendment with our wheels if we are lo_ked out from
him and he agreed that the amendment offering further amendments when the 'Mr. MANSFIELD. As I understand it,
had merit, desks are full of printed amendments, the two amendments that were offered to

What it does is to allow a membership and many Senators have written or un- it, the Cannon amendment and the Cran-
corporation or a corporation without printed amendments on their desk. ston amendment, would fall, because of

the withdrawal of the underlying amend-
capital stock but with membership, a Of course, one amendment begets an- merit.
cooperative, a membership organization, other amendment, so if we are allowed
to set up a separate segregated fund. I' to work our will here, I think there is The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
do not have any group in mind, particu- a good chance we would be able to move ator is correct.
larly, that I feel would want to contrib- on and finally come up with a bill that Mr. MANSFIELD. I thank the Chair.
ute to any particular candidate, but I do the Senate can pretty _,_enerally agree I thank the Senator from Alabama.
fee:[ they ought to have the same right upon. But not if 50 Senators are going The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
as corporations, to be slapped in the face, on an amend- ator from Alabama.

Take, for example, a local REA, which merit that has been adopted by the Sen- Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I am de-
has possibly hundreds or thousands of ate, and it is not included in the bill, lighted that this solution of this problem
members but which does not have any when that amendment has passed and and parliamentary situation has been
capital stock. They could not set up a its reconsideration voted down, and it worked out and amicably agreed to.
separate fund and solicit contributions supposedly was locked into the bill, but As I understand the situation, when
to that separate fund from their here comes an effort to discard that arid, we next consider thim bill we will have
members, in effect, to reconsider the matter, before us a clean bill with all of the

The amendment I have would allow Mr. President, I ask unanimous con- amendments which the Senator has
cooperatives, nonstock corporations, and sent that I may suggest t:ae absence of a agreed to add to the bill and that it will
membership organizations to set up the quorum without losing my right to the be open to further amendment. Is that
same type of segregated fund as a cox,po- floor, correct?
ration with stock and stockholders or The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
labor organizations, objection? Without objection, it is so ator is correct.

W"ny should they be prevented from ordered. Mr. ALLEN. And any Senator would
setting up funds? They are as interested Mr. ALLEN. I suggest the absence of have a right, then, to offer an amend-in good government as the corporations
with stock and stockholders and labor a quorum., merit if he should be able to get recog-
organizations. The distinguished mana- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk nition from the Chair.
get of the bill, the chairman of the Rules will call the roll. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
Committee, agreed that there was merit The assistant legislative clerk pro- ator is correct.
in that suggestion. If I had just been ceeded to call the roll. Mr. ALT,EN. Very well.
given a littlemore time I would have Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I ask AMENDMENT1'(O.1496
been able to get that amendment agreed unaninlous consent that the order for Mr. ALLEN. I call up then my amend-
to. the quorum call be rescinded, merit No. 1496.

I do not know whether it would have The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without The PRESIDING OFFICER. Tho
been one of those select amendments, objection, it is so ordered, amendment will be stated.
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The assistant legislative clerk read as required to be printed in the RECORD:i:: Mr. CANNON. Let me just make ()ne
follows: accordance with the rule. correction. The House, it is true,' elimi-

The Senator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN) The PRESIDIN(._ OFFICER. Withol. I nat;ed 616 in their proposed bill, but they
proposes /_a amendment No. 1496: objection, it i_,;so ordered, in turn rewrote section 616 precisely as

on page 37, line 13, before the period in- ORDE_AUTaORmXNOPRX_rXNCOr n.R. 30(,_ it was. It is now desib, nated as section
sort the following: ", or by a membership ASA_E_DE_ 327 ir', the House bill. So the House ,did
organization, cooperative, or corporation Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I am,: not jllst eliminate 616 and do nothing._71thout capital stock".

On page 38, line 3, after the period insert unanimous consent that the bill in ii[._: They rewrote 616 at a different place in
the following: "This paragraph shall not pre- amended form now be printed as a clea:c, the bfil and entitled it section 327.
vent a membership organization, coopers- COpy. Before there is a ruling on that r,E_ _Sr. ALLEN. The Senator is correct.
tire, or corporation without capital stock, quest, I point; out that ff that is do_ The trouble is that that is not before
o1.-a separate segregated fund established by there are some amendments at the desL the Senate. The way things now stand,
a membership organization, cooperative, or and some Senator:; might want to revia aliLtheft is present now in the Senate 'bill
corporatkm without capital stock, from solic-
iting contributions to such a fund from their amendments then to get the:.:_:, is the repealer.
members of such organization, cooperative, fitted in at the proposed proper place. ]/ir. CANNON. No. In the House pro-
or corporation without capital stock.". The PRESIDINI} OFFICER. Is the:L:,_ po_;al, H.R. 12406, there stlq is the hm-

objection? g_age on honoraria, the same language
Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, all this Mr. ALLEN. Of course, the bill m; as in section 616 of the present law.

amendment does is to cure an omission amended and as reprinted.would be sut:: ]_Ir, ALLEN. That is correct. I readily
in the bill. It would allow corporations ject to amendment, acknowledge what we are operating on,
that do not have stock but have a mem- Mx'. CANNON. Certainly, of course, th. ough, is the Senate bill, which is going
bership organization, such as a coopers- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Se]:_ to 'be substituted for the House bill, I as-
ti:ye or other corporations without capital ator is correct, surne.
stock and, '.hence, without stockholders, Without objection, it is so ordered. Mr. CANNON. That may be; but the
to set up separate segregzted political House bill, H.R. 12406, still has that pro-
funds as to which it can solicit contribu- ORDERFORPRI_ITINGOFS. 3065 IN ENGROSSEI:_3,_R_ vis:ton in it. That has not bees deleted.
tions from its membership; since it does Mr. AT.T,F.N. But it also has the re-
not have any stockholders to solicit, it M:c. CANNON subsequently said: l_.k.
should be allowed to solicit its members. P:cesident, I ask urianimous consent fha' pealer of 616; but adds comparable lan-
That is 311 that the amendment pro- the bill S. 3065, a,,_amended, be printout guage as section 327.Mr. CANNON. That is correct.
rides. It does cover an omission in the as ii' it were in engrossed form for th_ ldr,, ROBERT C. BYRD addressed the
bill that ! believe all agree should be use of the Senate when next it consider_ Chair.
:filled. the bill. , ('2h :,'PRESIDING OI?FICER. Does the

I have tmlked to the distinguished Tim PRESIDING OFFICER. Within: Senator from Nevada yield the floor?objection, it is so ordered.
manager, of the bill and I think I am Mr. CANNON. Yes.
correct in saying that he agrees to the o_,,m_ AUTHORIZING_;ECRETARYOF THE SF&'qA?'i r.[vhl[_PRESIDING O!_'ICER. The Sen-
adoption of the amendment. _0 r_IAKE TEC:_IICAL CHANGES IN H.R..9065 ,, i*_:N_n ator :[rom West Virginia is recogni,',,ed.

I yield to the distinguished Senator Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Has the
from Nevada. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I a:_-_: amendment been agreed to?

Mr. CANNON. Mr. Presiden,t, the Sen- unanimous consent that the Secretat _ lV/r. CANNON. The ISenator's previous
_;tor has discussed that amendment with of the Senate be permitted to make tech. amendment was agreed to. He just
me. I think it covers a void tha_ is not n:ical changes thai; are necessary to co:h. talked about the amendment related
l:,rese_t in the bill and cer_inly is proper form the bill in its present form as _,;::, to 61,!._,and that is controversial. Sena-
'lind sho'ald give those organizations the amended, to.r (_iOLDWATERis opposed to it.
_;ame opportunity that we have given to The PRESIDING OFFICER. Wither:: ,: Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. Presi-
(l_her or/_aniz_tions in the bill, and I am objection, it is so ordered.
willing to accept the amendment. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I addre:_ dent, I ask unanimous; consent that thepm_ding measure now be set aside until

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The myself to the point that Senator Ann:r.;:_:_lEk)nCiay.
question is on agreeing to the amend- r_dsed. The reason that section 616 wa_ The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
mer_. stricken in the bill, as it came out, v,_:_:f object;ion? The Chair '.hears none, and it

The amendment was agreed to. b(_ause the same language was rewritte:: is so ordered.
Several SenatOrs addressed the Chair. with some changes elsewhere in the bi.ii:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- So it was not just a question of eli:):'_. '_

,utor from Alabama (Mr. AtLEN). inating section 616 and doing nothini CON:!_IDERATIC_ _ CERTAIN ME AS-
When section 616 was eliminated the_:_ USES ON T: CECALENDAR

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Presiderrt, I am de- was a rewriting of that provision wi.::,lighted Lo have this amendment a4_reed :_Ir. i_OBERT C. _YRD. Mr. President,
to. It is an import_n{ amendment, some modifications in the bill as t.h_:. I ask unanimous resent that the Sen-

Committee on Rules and Administrati,_::_ ate proceed to the consideration of theI have other amendments that I am reported it.
not going to offer tonight, and one is, Then the distinguished Senai:<:, following three m asures, which have
_;_sI say, to amend the bill so as not to from Arizona (M:c. OOLnWaTES) offerc:], been cleared on bo h sides of the aisle:Cale_tdar No. 669, ahmdar No. 670, and
lift the' ceilings on honorariums and to amendments this morning that, in effec :_ Cale_tdar No. 671.
,t_mingte thai repeal, resulted in _te deletion of section 616. The PRESIDIN, OFFICER. Without

I migi_t state, further, that the mere Mr. ALLEN. Yea I am glad the d:i_ objection, it is so rdered.
acceptance of this amendmer_t that I tinguished Senator brought that up.
have offered would in no way indicate When the Senate knocked out the su':: ..
'tha_ if a shut}ar parliamentary situation sr.itut_ languagq earlier today it just li,::ii; INS_)ALLATION _ CERTAIN ]?LAG-
:is presented, whereby amendments are the repealer of the entire section the:_,!,. POLES ON THE C iPITOL Gi_OI_qDS
:not in order and amendments are cut off, So as things now stand both the HOu_._
the Senator from Alabama would, of of Representativ_,_ and the Senate ha'qe 'rh[) bill (S. 316 ) to authorize the
.m)urse, feel free to discuss any such effort a provision here in this election bill tt:Lz_ $ecr_tary of the Ir _erior, with the ap-
.,/_tlength, does lift the ceiling on the amount _' approval of'the Arc dtect of the Capitol," to locate flagpoles m the U.S. Capitol

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the honoraria that Federal officers and o:115.. Grounds in order h fly the flag of each
_'Senator be willing to yield to me for a cials can receive in the course of a yea. of the States of th' United States, and
unanimous-consent request? What the amendment of the Senate:f! its territories and _ssessions, was con-

Mr. ALLEN. I am willing to yield the from Alabama. would do would be j'm;_ sidered, ordered to be engrossed for a
:floor. _) knock out this inoffensive looking f[_:'., third reading, read _le third time, and

olu)_a To NOTPRII_TAMENDIaa-ENTS ure, section 616, which has a whole :lo_ passed, as follows:
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask in it; however, that should not be ther!_. ._e it enacted by _h Senate an_ Hoarse o]

L_-.,:,_epresentatives o/ t ;e United States o/unanimous consent that the Cannon sub- Mr, CANNON. Mr. President, will "'- _
,stitute, the Cranston amendment, and Senator yield? America in Congress _sse_nbleg, That,. sub-
_e Griffin substitute last offered _ot be Mr..aT.T,W.N. I yield. Ject to tho approval tho Architect of tho
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'art_ctal flavors C colors. The report of such The amendmen was agreed to. ORDER FOR UNTIL
study shall to the President Mr, MOSS. Mr. President, I thank the MONDAy; 22, 1976
and the Any such fonowing Senatol _ for their assistance
report t_ne need of consumers for _r. BYRD. Mr. President,

the feas_m_ of requiring in the handling, i nd exl_dition of this ! ask unanimous that when the
aU suc_ to be labeled, any legislation: Mr. P _RSON,Mr. BEALL, Mr. Senate its business today it
potentt-l or _iverse economic or JATITS, Mr. I_NNZ ,y, Mr. H_T of Mich- stand in until the hour of

and the tgan, Mr. MA_rV_ N, Mr W_UAMS and 12 noon ' next.
reasonabl eness of the labeling Mr. HATHAWAY, fo: the pp.rtlcular efforts The OFIwICER. Without
of all ch and spirit that ]e put forth in this objection, it is ordered. :sec. _I_2. uts made by this debate and in th amendment to the
title shall upon the date ofenact- biH. Mr. HARRY BYRD, JR. Will the
ment of this except that by consumer, Senator from Virginia yield?
mdustry,:and groups concerned with I would also lfl ; to thank the joint Mr. ROBERT BYRD. I yield.
food a of the need for (a) leadership for brii Lging this bill up so Mr. HARRY BYRD, JR. Could I
the label the common or usual expeditiously. It h: s been passed before, ask the Senator inia if he
name of every and flavoring used in the but in passing it tt is early in the session would with the Senator
fabrication of a for human consump- we well may see it enacted into law from Virginia be time agreements
tion and (b) a or logo indicating the during this Congr ss.absence colors. The re- are sought on Foreign Assistance
l_rt of such stuSy be transmitted to the Act? I that bill has been
President and Congress simultaneously, reported today, is not yet on the
Any such report assess the need of TIME-LIMITATI )N AC_REEMENT-- calendar.
consumers for information, the feasi-
bility of requiring such ingredients to be SENATE REI OLUTION 406 Mr. ROBERT ;. BYRD. Yes. TheSenator has that assurance.
labeled, any beneficial or adverse Mr. ROBERT ( BYRD. Mr. Presi- Mr. HAI_tY P. JR. I have no
economic or consequences of such dent, I ask unantu ous consent that on plans to hold it in any way at all,
labeling, a_d the _ of alterna- Senate Resolution 06, "_.[_e importance but I would like have adequate oppor-tires to of ail such ingredients.

S_C. B12. The made by this of sound relatio_ s with the Soviet tunity to study committee report and
title shall _on the date of enact- Union/' there be 9 ;ime limitation of 1 the report is not available.
ment of this Act except that the effective hour, to be equally Uvided between Mr. Mr. ROBERT BYRD. Yes, the Sen-
date for any promulgated pur- CRANSTONand Mr. 3AK,'.a. ator has that
suant to thM title s be no earlier than 180 The PRESIDING OFI_£CER. Without Mr. HARRY P JR. I thank the
days after the dat e regulations are pub- objection, it is so rdered.
llshed as a final, in the Federal Register Senator.
with' respect to new or changed labels ....
printed and 545 days after the ORDER i_OR RECOGNITION O P
date such are published as a TIME-LIMITATI( _ AC}REEMENT_ SENATOR AND SEN-
final order in the Register with re- H.R. 9721 ATOR ON MONDAYSpeetto toany
requirement of _ title for which regula- Mr. ROBERT C. IYRD. Mr. President, Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President,
tion_ are for the proper enforce- I ask unanimous )nsent that at such I ask that on Mon-
ment of this Act, _ Secretary shall propose time as H.R. 9721, _ a act to provide for day, after the or their desig-
sucl_ regulations 180 days of the date increased participa ion by the United nees have been under theof enactment of Act, and promulgate
final regulations later than 1 year after States in the Inter American Develop- standing order, GOLDWATER be recog-
the d_te of The effective date ment Bank, to pro_ de for the entry of nized for not to 15 minutes and
of 'any such shall be no later nonregional membe: s and the Bahamas that he be by Mr. MANSFr_LO
than 2 the date such regula- and Guyana in the £nter-American De- for not to exceed minutes.
tions are as a final order in the velopment Bank, to provide for the par- The OFFICER. Without
Federal !_egister. ticipation of the l_ ._lted states in the objection, it is so rdered.

Mr. MOSS. President, I move to African Developme tt l_nd, and for
reconsider , by which the bill was other purposes, is c dled up again and
passed, made the pending rosiness before the DESIGNATION PERIOD FOR

Mr. JAVITS. . President_ I move to Senate, there be a ti ae lhnitation there- THE OF ROUTINE
lay that motion Lthe table, on of 2 hours to be equally divided be- MORNING ON MONDAY

The motion to onthe table was tween Mr. Hu_Pm_z r am! Mr. HARRYF. Mr. ROBERT BYRD. ! ask uriah-
agreed to. BYRn, JR.; that there be a time limitation imous consent that then be a period

Mr. MOSS. I ask on any amendment thereto of 30 min- for the of routine morning
utes; that there be _ tim,s limitation on business of not exceed 30 minutes,

the _enate be to make tech- any debatable moti¢ _, appeal, or point with statements limited to 5
nical and clerical in the eh- of order if such is submitted to the minutes each.
grossmentofS. Senate of 20 min_ ;es, and that the The OFFICER. Without

The OFFICER. Without agreement be in the usu_l form. objection, it is so
objection, it is _r ¢ The PRESIDING DFFICER. Is thereMr. MOSS. . President, I send to objection? The Cha hears none, and
the desk an amen¢ merit to the title and it is so ordered. SENATE 406--SOUND
ask for its immed _te consideration. RELATIONS THE SOVIET

THe PRESIDIT _ OFFICER. The _ _ UNION
amendment will b_ statecb

ORDER FOR YEA.' AB_ NAYS ON Mr. ROBERT C.
The assistant Ie_ lslative clerk read as SENATE RES( r.IYI'ION 406 I ask unanimous that at the

follows: conclusion of morning business
A_nend the title so as to read: Mr. ROBERT C. B] RD. Mr. President, on Monday, the proceed to the
"A bill to regulate cmnmerce and protect I ask unanimous co_ sent that it be in consideration of Resolution 406,

cor_umers front adu]terated food by requir- order to order the ye s and nays at this a "The importance oflng the establishme: _t of safety assurance time on Senate Reso] ution 406.
procedures and safet_ assurance standards, to _ound relations the Soviet Union."
provide for the effec' ire enforcement of tile The PRESIDING ( FFICER. Is there The PRESIDING Without
Food, Drug, and Cosz .etlc Act, to Implement objection? The Chair hears none. objection, it is
registra_on of foo_ processing establish- Mr. CRANSTON. 1_ r. l:resident, I ask
nients, to provide for nore informative label- for the yeas and nay_
lng of food products, _nd for other purposes. The PRESIDING O [_ICER. Is there a FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN

The PRESIDING _t,'_'_:CER.The ques- sumelent second? T_ _re is a sufficient AMENDS. 3065
tion is on agreeina o the amendment to second. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President,
amend the title. The yeas and nays w ere ordered. I ask unanimous consent that the lead-
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ership be authorized to call up on Mon- t_.ally a "preemptJ on" provision it could ] .!., REJMZOVAL OF ] _JUNCTION OF SE-
day at such time as it deems appropri- construed to pre¢ ude isSuance, without _:l Cr'_ECY--EXE(_ U'Iq._E O, 94TH CON-
ate, the Federal elections camlm/gn billo order'of the Spec: _1 Court, of series B p_'.:_.- OI!:_ESS, 2D SI_ 3SIONferred stock and ¢ )tureen stock in a greatest.,
'Iq_.at bill was set aside temporarily today amount than eith r seemingly authorized.._.._ Mr, ROBERT _. BYRD. Mr. Presi-
by unanimous consent until Monday. contemplated .for I suance in the plan. dent: as in execut ye session, I ask uxmn-

The PRE, tIDING OFFICER. Without Sec. 4. Section 1 _2(3) of the Regional _1:._:!1

objection, it is so ordered. Reorganization Ac; of 1973,_ as amended, Is ,,;ecr_cy_m°_mconsentberemo_edtlLat :[romtheinjunctiontheConven-°f
amended by lnserl ng between "Act" and tion on Regis Lr_tion of Objects
tine phrase "or its successor by merger, cm _._

ORDER I_OR OF solidation or othE _ form of succession ca :.. I_mrLched Into O ater Space, signori by
SENATOR -- ON TUES- ried out under apt [lcable law for the purp_Je She United States at New York on Jan-
DAY of chang, lng the St _te of tts. Incorporation.% lJ._ry 24, 1975--E: ecutive G, 94th Con-

Sec. 5. Section )1 (2) of the Regional til._:_ gres,'!_ 2d session -transmitted to the
Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President, _',ecrganization of 1973, as amended, '_ _me;_e today by the President of the

2[ ask unanimous that on Tues_ amended by after the words ': :r U:ait,_d States, an [ that the treaty 'with
day after the two or their des_ to an acquiring the world "or t_:. a accompanying pa ,ers be referred tm, the

lignees have been _ _cognized under the. state pursuant to _ection 208(d) (2) of t:_::_ Committee on l_ )reign Relations and
_tandingorder, the Arizona. Act". ordered to be lc 'in_ed, and that the
(Mr. recognized for not, The OFFICER. _.E'_,_, Pres[dent's mess_ _e be printed in the
to exceed 15 joint resolution to amendme_ :; RECOSm

The PRESIDING OY_ICER. Without If there be no to be p:_:c The PRESID] qG OFFICER (Mr.
objection, it is so posed, the is on the engr0_,:- S_r._N). With mt objection, it is so

_nent and third :ading of the joint re._i_:.... ordered.
lution.

SENATE JOINT 184 The joint Res. 184) _;,_,_._i
A_m_MENT THE REGIONAL ordered to be, for a third read_ M/_'.,_SAGE FRO _i :['HE PRESIDF, NT
RAIL ACT OF 1973 lng, was read third time, and pass,_!L To t._,.e Senate o! he United States:

f_lollows: With a view _ receiving the advice
R_s. _S4 and consent of t _e iSena_e to ratifica-

Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President. _teso_ve_ by t_e and House o/_i'.,_ !,· tion. I transmit h, revd_h the Convention
'.[ have been asked the Senator from rcsentatives ol States o! Ame:.'_:_t_ on '.:Registration _f Objects Launched
Indiana ( to ask for the ira-. in Congress assem That section 102( !] Into Outer Spac_ opened for signature
mediate of a joint resolu-, of the Regional Reorganization Ac_'.; ':! a'_ Yiew York on _anuary 14, 19_5. For
tion which, ]_ has been 1973, as amended, i amended by'inserting s:'.. the reformation c !the Senate the report
,cleared on of the aisle, which ter "Act" the _"or its successor by n:_,i_:!.
I now send to the get, consolidation other form of succ_ _. iff the Departme: t of State conceITling

The The joint eton carried .out applicable law : .:,r tile Convention _ also transmitted.
the purpose of the state of its [L. The Conventio_ is designed to provide

resolutionwlll by title, corporation", the internations community with a
The legislative as follows: src. 2. Sub iA) of paragrapll: : cen_:ral and public registry of objects
A Jol_at resolution to the Regional. of section 306(c). the Regional Rail :ii_- laur. iched into ou,_r space. Pursuant to

Rail Reorganization Act 1973, as amended, organization Act 19_3, as amended:, :¢; this Convention 1 ranching States would
The PRESIDING Without amended a:::(:, be required to subn_it certain inforrna-

by inserting in thereof "adjusted to,:
objection, the proceed to its fleet", tion to the U.N. _ecretary-General re-
immediate and, without src. 3. Sub (B) of paragrap::_ ',_ garding objects _h_[ch they launched
ol_Jectlon, the Joiixt will be of section 306(c) the Regional Rail if._. into outer space, file Convention builds
considered to have rea.d the second organization Act 1973, as amended, :l:; O:a the foundatior of a voluntary system
time at length, amended to read as Of notification to ;he. Secretary-General

Mr. ROBERT C. I ask unani- "(B) the of shares of comm:_:_x of tlhe United Ns ;ions by U.N. Member
mous consent to have in the REC.- .,;tock determined the total n'[:_::,:_. ,_ta{_s of object_ they have launched:

her of shares of stock dlstrib_:.l_,m:_
Or_ a statement by HARTKE in ex.- pursuant to 303(c) (4) of this At:_ I;._ 'l_lS..t voluntary ystem has now been
planation of the Joint z '_he transferor recel such series of cer_ :iii.. observed for more than a decade.

There being no obj the state.- cates of value to reflect any sl;;_:::k Tae Registrati m Convention is an
ment was ordered to printed i11the splits, stock reclasslficatio :_, appropriate addit on to the Outer Space
RECORD, as fOllOWS: or similar affecting the num_,; _ Treaty, the Ast_ _mmt Rescue Agree-

S_a_ or I-I_ of shares of common stock :!!::,_- :mere,t, and the Li_ billty Convention, The
lowing the date of pursuant V) S_enate gave its c _nsent to these earlier

_rn_,NA_ON O_ ax_o_.v_o_ section 303(c) (4) this title) by the _:_I:_1 trea. ties in the n ;Id of space activities
Section 1 would section 306 (c) :dumber of of value in the se:'e_

of the Regional Rail anlzatlon Act by . by unanimous v¢ ;e_ I hope that, at an
changing the phrase regard to" to SEc. 4. (2) 'of subsection (e[ ,:,_ early date, the S hate will also give its
"adjusted to reflect" in to accurately section 301 of the Rail Reorgam:.._a- strong endorsem_ at to this latest Con-
describe the process of adjustments tion Act of 1973, amended, is amende,:!_ I_ vention.
to reflect any stock splits similar trans- adding thereto the I sentence: G_l_._ R. Foam
actions that might after the time e.f anything to the com:_: _r? '_'HE WHITE HE YSr, March lS, 1976.
the distribution of the pursuan'_ in the final dan, the initial aut]:_ :,r-
to the provisions of the . izod number of of series B prefe_,:',l

Section 2 _same adjustment stock may be and the Corpor_,_: o:x ENERGY C( N_F_VATION IN
formula to common stock Section 306 may the purpose of the _1_,_ BUILDINC /_ ACT OF 1975
(o) (3)(B) as applies to B Preferred posit required section 303(a)(1) cf
Stock under Section _(c) (3) (A)_ This this Act such ers of shares of seri,l_ :3 IV.tr. ROBERT (. BYRD. Mr, President,
amendment would an inadvertent preferred and stock as the Asso_'_a- on behalf of M1 Paox_fraE, I ask the
omission in the (B). tion shall certify the Special Court '[__r- Chl_,Ar to lay befo_ _,t]ae Senate a message

Section 3 is addressed the third sen- suant to section (1) (3) of this _..,,:_ from the House vf Representatives on
tence of Section 30lie) of the Act, including any in such n_:_- H.Pk 8650, an ac; to assist low-income
which states: "As a of its lnvest_ bets of shares as be ordered by :h_s Per_mns in insulating their homes, to fa-
ment in the the Association Special Court ,, purpose of, and in ._'._-
may require that the adopt llm.- nection_lth, such md certlficati0_ :,.% cilitate State and local adoption of en-ergy conservation, standards for new
ltations consistent with final system S_c. 5. Section (2) of the Regional ',_,!_.1 bu£[dings, and to itrect the Secretary of
plan on the circumstances Reorganizathm Act of 19_3, as amende,t_ :is
dends _n the series 18 Stock and amended by "or to an acquiring :t'_*:[l- Housing and Urb_ n Development to un-
common stock are payable lon_as any of road" and in lieu thereof #, t,_>a_ ([ertake research _nd to develop energy
the debentures or series A are acquiring to a State purs_J:, I:t collservation peri *rrnance standards.
outstanding. - While this is essen_ to section 208(d)(2) of this Act". 71T_e PRESID] _(_ OFFICER (Mr.
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may _[ause the ktn_ of diabetes that attacks -privileges of the lco r throughout the Yet his decision _t_retire at the age of 73 is
youn_ters. If so, lit may be possible to consideration of S ,nate Resolution 406, perhaps another il dication of his wisdom.
screen _/_enetically-_usceptible children and
vaccinate, them. [ and from now untJ that measure comes Others on Capitol I_ 11have made the mistake

The ba_c cause[ of diabetes, however, up. of staying too long.Senator Mike Ma .sfield has served the na-
isn't yet k_ow n. ]_labetlcs are unable to ,The PRESIDIN, . OFFICER. Without tlon exceptionally lell. We need more men
properly me_bollz_ the sugar they eat, objection, it is so cdered, in government like him.
leading to d_ager[_usly high blOod-sugar Mr. CRANSTOI_ I suggest the absence

levels, either !_,catse they don't produce of a quorum.
enough sugar-reStriCting insulin or because The PRESIDII rG OFFICER. The LAMAR, MO., STUDENTS BUILD
of some other rc_on. Today, a common clerk will call the:_ll. SOLA_ FURNACE
treatment is inject!' of In the fu-
ture, pancreas or transplants of The second assi ;tant legislative clerk Mr. SY1VIINGT )N. Mr. President, one ·
tho specific responsible for proceeded to call tl ,e.roll. positive and pron ising result of our fuel
sugar metabolism, be more efficient. Mr. CRANSTO]_ Mr. President, I ask shortages probleias has been the in-
Current research at the de- unanimous conser that the order for creased effort at ;he grassroots level to
velopment of an nsulin-releasing the quorum call b_ rescinded, develop alternativ _ energy sources which
pancreas. The PRESIDIN_ _ OFFICER. Without can reduce our r_diance on fossfi fuels.

Aging: In 2000, prob- objection, it is so 'dered. We depend on Oo',ernment and industryably be only a than at
present. But the of to conduct these cesearch and develop-

aging will be better this will SENATOR M KE MANSFIELD ment programs, but private citizens
make useful as a spe- around the countl y also provide encour-
clalty. In fact, will be Mr. SYMING2 ON. Mr. President, aging reports of projects and experi-
with 28 million over of muckhas been sa about the character ments which may some day supply some
65 against 22 today. As a and ability of th gentleman who has of our fuel needs.

of their Job, will use a guided our destin on this floor longer Among the m4_st promising of the
ofVarietYwhich°fnow are and but than anyone in th history of the United energy options i_ chided in long-range
p!oyed, to delay the of senility. StateS.

Mental ailments: split between those One of our outs anding towns in Mis- plans is solar po_ ._r. Today, solar .tech-nology is partlcuh Ely well suited for de-
who believe filnessrefiectschem- Warrensbu g, has a paper, the centralized applt :atlon in individual
ical brain and those who Star-Jourm 1, which in its edito- homes and buildir _s.
believe that mental illness is essentially of consistently hits the nail on the The ultimate tx _ential of solar power
non-biochemical will still exist in for large-scale h_ sting and cooling is,
20oo. Wl_tevee the many many drugs :consent that this edl- as yet, undetermt led, but I would liketoday do alleviate outward symptoms of
mental Hiness to psychiatric treat- torial we all respect, and to bring to the at ;ention of the Senate
men_ and "fformal' behavior. If to whom devoted, be printed the activities of tle Lamar, Mo., High
mental illneSS is based, then the in School science st :dents whO, with the
illness itself treatable by drugs, too. There objection, the article support of their t ;acher, have designed

On the Other some mental or emo- was ordered the RECOaD, and constructed a ;olar furnace.
lionel disorders disappear simply be- as follows: Made of such _ lrplus scrap items as
cause notions of is normal and abhor- [From the (Mo.) Daily Star- an old ice cream storage freezer, partmai may change, aa_cl even'
cea'teJ_ psychoses have been accepted by Journal, 11, 1976] of a hay bin, and glass, the La-
some physicians and psycniatris_s as n_tural SENATOR 1 MANSF='.D mar High School solar furnace is now

and healthy, If not always socially accept- Since Sen. Mike announced his heating some rooms which previ-
able. retirement to it has 0usly were within heat a_d therefore

Pr0sthetlcs: Rese_ ;hers recently have re- been noteworthy, only one ali- unused.
ported successes wl_ computer-controUed rectlon. Remarks I Dnal leaders of Science teacher _alph Williston and
electronic devices, lz _lanted in the brain, both parties and meq_bers of· ' his students are commended for an
that transmit signal_ _llowing totally blind the media about t man been laced innovative to the study ofpersons to "see" B_ _llle letters and read with superlatives.
them. Advanced yen gons, by 2000, may be Emphasis has placed on manner scientific while at the same
able to transmit vide¢ -like images of the out- in which he his Job as related time providing a usable heat-
side world, perhaps om tiny camera-tEens- personally to with whom he ealt. lng system.
mitters in the blind ;rson's eye sockets. And Early in his l§-y_ar tenure as ma- I ask consent that an ar-

similar audio device Implanted in the inner Jority leade, r, longest in the Senate's _ry, ticle from the Louis Post-Dispatch
ear could permit daf persons to under- he gained the respect of all members of _-
stand normal speech, gress and of those _ln the executive b_ nc_. describing Lamar School's new so-

An electrode that ¢ _n detect human nerve It has remained this way, even with his ad_ lar furnace be in the RECORD.
impulses already ha_ been developed, With versarles. And bein_ a man of principle, he There being no the article
refined engineering, the Harvard medical has not been wltl_out them. In the hard- ordered to be in the RECORD,
school scientists wh¢ designed it believe, it hitting world of pc_ltics sustained respect is follows:
may be used to link _evered nerves and re- the exception, not _he rule. the St. Mar. 14,
verse paralysis. It we _ld also make possible Time magazine c_,lled him "easily the Sen-
direct brain control of electrically driven ate's coolest elder statesman," adding, "he NTS AT MO., DEVELOP SOLAR
artificial arms, legs _nd other prosethetic is legendary for al_ _ost never having lost hisdevices.

temper .... He clanged the nature of the
13._Using such things

Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, ! sug- Senate." as an old _torage freezer, crushed
gest the absence of _quorum. James Reston of ;he New York Times said, glass, part and other improvi-

"... he got ahead ,y giving up . . . he never satlons, the in Ralph Williston's
The PRESIDIN_ OFFICER. The allowed personal ifferences to overwhelm scienceclerk Will call the rc il. High School here
The Second asstsl mt legislative clerk issues of principle.' have created a furnace that's become

proceeded to call th roll Because of the _ nd of man he is, he be- a hot topic.
came a counselor tc many, regardless of party "They say ' is the mother of in-

Mr. CRANSTON ._r. President, ! ask a_Uatlon. Frequer ;ly he has been sought ventlon," Wltllston /olains, "We had a few
unanimous consent i sat the order for the out by congrdssiol al members and others Vacant school rooms _h°ut heat, so we de-
quorum call be re_c_ ideal, with personal Prol lems. His humanism to- clded to build a sol _r_urnace. Now those

The PRESIDINO OFFICER. Without ward all people an his evenness of tempera- romso are warm and u,_a_e."
objection, it is so or ered. ment create a ms nettsm which doesn't re- Wllliston is thinki_ _ in _rms of a Patent

quire what is ty] eally thought of as the for what he and his _ ,udentg_have developed
kind of charisima _hieh attracts others, because it has a par_ _olic col_ctor to focus

PRrv'Tr._.OE ( 'THE FLOOR--- Widespread regr, t is felt over Sen. Mans- the rays of the sun etd he thii_s it is more

SENATE RI )LUTION 406 field's leaving the WaShington scene. Prob- efficient than the rial surfaces u_d in other
ably more so by th )se who are remalnir_g on solar heating system_

l_r. _]'STOI_ ask unallJl_ous con- it than. anyone els . His steadying influence, The collector is noi the only oddity on the
sent that both Wil_ n Jackson and Mu_- graciousness and gise ways provide sorely roof of the high sc I ool in this southwest
ray Flander of ml staff may have the needed attributes among his colleagues. MissoUri town of 3701 persons. Wllliston and
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the students in I_ advanced physics and al)pears to be retreating from a commiL: are l;:ermitted to provide a checkoff for
chemistry classes ha 'e also built a wind ten- ment to clean and fair elections, and ::_ tll,`' voluntary contributions to their po-
erator and a celestt_ . observatory. They have stress the importance of the approval ,,f li'ELcal action committees. 8. 3065 would
a radar scanner to w ,rk with. 8 3065, as it has been amended here m.ake this available tx) a labor union in

"This has been m.r most ambitious proJ- the Senate. As we all know, one of l.:l:E_, a situation where a corporation had de-
ect," Williston said ¢ ! the solar furnace, "We
managed to get the mblic Involved because n:_ost severe impacts of the 8uprexr_, cided to institrLte such a procedure. This
we needed donation :. Now we have people Court's decision on the Federal electio :J B only equitable and it; is hard to see why
coming every day to: )ok at it." lS.WS was the ending of any limitation ,:,:L the President and his party oppose this

The solar furnact cost $1200. Modifying expenditures, particularly on indepenm::!i, type of legislation.
and perfecting it in future experiments may ent expenditures made by persons ::: Ex:fating law has been interpreted to
¥1ng the price tag n, ar $2000. politcal comraittees unconnected or u:m: permit corporations to create compre-

"we should be ab e to turn it into an air
conditioner during ,he summer," Willis2on a:_liated with candidates and their ca]m_, hens:ire programs to solicit every em-
said, "but that's ju: _ one of a hundred ex- paigns, ph)yee of those corpo]tations for eontri-
periments we have n mind." Mr. President, without S, 3065, the:z_ buttons to corporate political action

Students cut aps 't a metal hay bin to will be limited information and disc]:: co:mmittees over which the employee has
make the parabolic collector. They electro- sure to the public of the independent e::_: rte cc,ntrol. This isin addition to the eor-
plated a mirror-lik( surface onto sheets of penditures which will clearly be made :'., poration's statutory right to solicit
metal to line the c, ncave surface, vg.st sums of money to elect, and in ma_:},, stockholders for their volutary contribu-

The sun's rays ar, bounced onto a finned
(:oil that runs the 12 foot length of the para- c,,{tses to defeat, specific candidates :i:: tions to the same political action eom-

lVederal office. 8. 3065 will require ,. rnitttes. Of course, under the statute, la-
bola, and the heat I transferred to a half-
and half mixtur_e c water and antifreeze tailed reporting of these expenditures !; b0r organizations are 'permitted to solicit
which is pumped th ough the coil. well as conspicuous disclosure of ti: _ their union members for contributions to

The pump also pi lis the heated mixture source of expenditures to support or c::. labor union political'action committees.
through anothe_ col system that is embed- pose candidates in the public reed:,. As has been pointed out here on the floor
dod in two tons of rushed glass inside the Xqqese are pI'opo_qals necessitated by '[: !! durirLg the debate on 15. 3065, there ts an
old ice cream freeze box, and the glass be- nature Of the Supreme Court's decislim:,n enormous potential for coercion in a sit-
comes the depositor' for the heat.

A blower and anot _er transfer system send and represent another positive step '1:: . uati0n where a corporation is permitted
warm air through d mfs into the previously ward fair and clean elections, to solicit all of its employees for such
llnheated school roo: is. It is dimcult t_) understand why t,i !_ contributions, but in e_ddition to tills po-

on recent winter ( ays, the temperature at President and his party opposes this ty. i,' tential for coercion, it mUSt be remem-
·l;he focgl point of th _parabolic reflector had of legislation, bered and emphasizeq that stockholders
reached 300 degrees. 12he projected plan is to I[a simple extension of the Comm:h. who are being solicited, can vote out; the
keep the temperatm of the glass about the - corp,:)rate management who is doing the
same on winter day with the Idea that it sion is adopted, as proposed by the Pr_ ', ·
will go no lower tha 200 degrees during the ldent and his party, political committ,m!, :! solic:imtion if they do not agree with it
hours of darkness wi n th_ circulating pump will be able to transfer unlimited su:_:_, or ff they do not agree with the contri-
l:s shut off. of money to any other political comm.:., btttions made from the political corn-

On cloudy and cc d days, the collector is tee, so long as t_e funds are not e:z, ,. mittm.'es.
.i.'overed with a plex glass shield that traps marked for any particular candidate, a: :t, By' the same token, the union members
an extra ration of tr .' sun's ultraviolet rays, such concenSrated sums of money v,_z:), are in a position to vote out the fulton

"It's a hothou_ el oct, like getting a sun., then be available to be injected into I:,L:_:., management with Th. Ich it disagrees.
burn on a cloudy d ,y or a closed car that;
frets much hotter ins de than out," WllLlston litical campaigns in unlimited amora :s }tow,`'ver, employees of a corporation
,explained. as independent expenditures to elect _::' h,aw_ no such resourse and should not be

On a hot summer Lay, Wllliston estimates, defeat certain candidates for Federal o'. ,m:bject to political solicitation by hheir
that the temperatur, at the local point may lice. 8. 3065 will put reasonable limits: ::_ employers to such an all encompassing
:reach 1,000 degrees, such transfers of :money and it is difficm:) I: extep, t as has been inl_rpreted under ex-

"one student figl red out we could use, to understand why the President and I_i,_; istinig law by the Federal Election Corn-
excess steam from he system to generate party oppose such legislation, miss:ion.
,electricity, so we're ,lng to try it," Williston Under exit',ting law, there is an acc',,!., M::. President, S. 3065 would impose a
said. crating proliferation of political comm, :., reasonable limitation on this solicita-

Lamar has becor almost as involved in
tees being organiized by corporate di:,i _ion_ limiting the employees whom a cor-

the solar furnace pr, Jeers as Wllliston's stu.,.
dents. Individuals, , rganizations and busi-- sions and subsidiaries as well as by lal>:r poration could solicit to the salaried em-
nesses have suppUd :1 the money for the unions and locals. The obvious dan_!_ ): p]Loyees who have policymaking or super-
motors, the pumps, he wiring, the switch_._ l_) the integrity of our campaign proems viso):_ responsibilities, It is difficult to see
and the pipes that he youngsters have pu_; is tim unacceptable possibility that eauh why the President and his party oppose
together, of these political committees, whetl:_r, such reasonable legislation.

"This has been th r recreation." Witliston formed by a coI20oration subsidiary :,:_ Under existing law, every violation of
said. "The kids cos e before school, after 'labor union local, would then each :( _he Federal election campaign laws is a
school, even on week ,nds. I think this is they able to qualify to make the maxim_:r_ criminal act and the Federal Election

best way to teach." _ _;5,000 contr:ibutions per particular c_:m'.,, Cost, mission has extremely limited civil
didate per election. This is certainly c,: . enforcement powers at the present time.

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN' ACT trary to the intent of Congress in I::,_:. 8, 3065 would provide criminal penalties
AMENDMENTS OF 1976--8. 3065 mitring the formation of political ael:i_ :_: for willful and knowing violations of the

committees by corporations and la',l_,:, law of a substantiw; nature, and civil
l_r. CANNON. Over the weekend, there organizations, and will result in an :_, penalties and immediate disclosure'of vi-

have been various reports in the press crease of money into political eampaii;,_:,_, olat:Lons for less substantial infractions
of statements by the President of the :rather than a curtailment which was I ,_ of the campaign finance laws. At the
United States that Congress is retreating purpose of t_his legislation. 8. 3065 we, :;lc: saint; time, 8. 3065 would give the Corn-
from its commitment to clean and fair .'clot limit the number of political c(:,,,._:[.. mission expanded civil enforcement pow-
elections, with an accompanying threat :mittees that corporations or labor org_,,, ,.-:rs including the power to ask the court
to veto any campaign bill that went be.. :aizations could set up through th<L:, for :imposition of civil fines for such vio-
yond a simple extension of the major ,divisions or labor union locals, bwi: i; lations as, for exaraple, the negligent
powers of the Federal Election Coramis- 'would curtail the proliferation of po]_::L- failure to file a particular report, as well
sion. Such a simple extension of the cai commitr, ee contributions to car,:i:[,, as more substantial civil fines for willful
Commission has been proposed here _s dates, and I emphasize, Mr. Presid,_!_:]% and knowing violations of the act. The
a substitute to S. 3065, and the Senate that this curtailment would apply' :;o bill would grant the exclusive civfi eh-
has twice rejected this approach on the unions as well as corporations, forcement of the act to the Commission
first rollcall vote of 46 to 47 and a subse_ It is difficult 'bo understand why :;h_.' 'b_ avoid confusion and overlapping with
quent roll call vote of 39 to 55. President and his party oppose suc:h _L_ the Department of Justice, but at the

I would like to take a few moments s;_ measure, same time, retain the jurisdiction of the

this time to clarify the record as to who Under existing law, only corporat:l_.a_ Department of Justice for the criminal
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prosecution of any violations of this act. insurance for in ;rnational U.S. corn- of the greatness oJ our country through-
Mr. President, I cannot understand why rnercial aviation, hen such insurance is out its 200-year h_ bory.
the President and his party oppose such not available con nercially and when it Our Founding Fathers placed high
legislation, is necessary for ;he continuation of a value on the pur, _it of knowledge and

It is clear that there are differences of particular require l air service, its application. T_ ey supported explore-
opinion between the Congress and the I transrnit this Report for considers- tion, new methc_ s of agriculture, the
President, but I would like to suggest that tion by the Congr ss. The Department of establishment of: cientific societies and
the President's proposal for a simple ex- Transportation w tl soon be transmitting institutions of hid Ler learning, measures
tension of the Commission's powers is a implementing legl ;lation. to encourage inv ntion, and means to
totally inappropriate response at this GERAT.DR. FORE. protect and impro re the Nation's health.
time to the needs which this Congress T_E WHITE Ho1 SE, MRrC_L19, 1976. In our recent h story, the Nation has
must address in Order to maintain the made major inves_ ments in research and

development acti fries to ensure their
corrLmitment, not only of the Congress ANNUAL REPC _T OF THE NA- continued contrib trion to the growth of
and the President, but of the country to TIONAL SCIE _CE I_OUNDATION - our economy, to t _e quality of our lives
clean and fair elections. Contrary to what MESSAGE FR, }M THE PRESIDENT and to the streng h of our defense. To-appears to be the President's current
thinking, ! would like to suggest that ff The ACTING ' RESIDENT pro tern- day there is mc rating evidence that
the Senate does choose to approve no pore (Mr. Cv,.vm laid before the Sen- science and techn dogy are more impor-
more than a simple extension of the ate the followin. _ message from the tant than ever I :fore in meeting the
Commission's powers, we can then be President of the United States, which many challenges [acing us.

justly accused of retreating from our was referred to t_,, Committee on Labor I fully recogni: that this country's
longstanding commitment to clean and and Public Welfa_ _: future--and that of all civilization as
fair elections. We have twice rejected that well-depends on nurturing and draw-
approach and have worked hard to make To the Congress f the United States: ing on the creativ ty of men and women
S. 3065 a bill which we can all accept. I am pleased _ submit to the Con- in our scientific md engineering com-
I hope we can continue to work hard to dress the Twent .Fifth Annual Report munity.
make such further improvements in S. of the Nations Science Foundation, The 1977 Budg_; which ! submitted to
3065 which will make it a bill we can covering fiscal yE _r 1975. the Congress on muary 21, 1976, is one

Science and T_ anology have dearest- measure of the nportance I attach to
send to the House in the near future, ically benefited )ur Nation and the a strong Natiom effort in science r nd

world. During the NSF's first 25 years of technology. My _)tal budget restrains
MESSAGES FRO_ _HE PRESIDENT operation, researc l supported by the Na- Federal spending to $395 billion--an in-

tional Science Fa mdation--particularly crease of 5.5 per_ ent over 1976. But my
Messages from tte President of the basic research In aniversitiss--has con- Budget requests i 24.7 billion for the re-

United States were omrnunicated to the tributed _nuch to our Nation's progress search and deveh )merit activities of the
Senate by Mr. Rod4 y, one of his secre- in science and te hnology. I expect the various Federal _ _encies, an increase of
taries. Foundation to omtinue this valuable 11 percent over: ty 1976 es.timates. In-

contribution, eluded within th s total of $24.7 billion
EXECUTIVE MES_. AGES REFERRED As this Annual: :eport shows, the pro- is $2.6 billion fo the support of basic

As In executive _ssion, the Acting grams of the Nat: anal Science Founda- research, also an increase of 11 percent.
President pro tempo e (Mr. CULVER) laid tion in 1975 addr ssed both the impor- Such long-term exploratory research
before the Senate messages from the rant search for ne v scientific knowledge provides the ne_ knowledge on which
President of the Uni! ;d States submitting and its use in sol ,lng society's pressing advances in sciel ce and technology de-
sundry nominatio_ _hich were referred problems. Also, hese programs con- pend. I urge the 'ongress to approve my
to the appropriate _mmittees. tinued to assist k meeting the Nation's budget requests.

need to train tog arrow's scientists and I also urge the Congress to pass legis-
(_e nominatior received today are engineers. I corem ',nd this report to your lation to establi,, a an Office of Science

printed at the end ct the Senate proceed- attention, and Technology 'ollcy in the Executive
ings.) My 1977 Budge now before the Con- Office of the Pre ident. This will permit

dress recognizes the important role us to have close_ at hand advice on the
REPORT ON Till INVESTIGATION played by theNat onal Science Founda- scientific, engine ring and technical as-

AND STUDY OF 3 HE WAR RISK IN- tion and assigns high priority to in- pects of issues an ! problems that require
SURANCE PROC[ _,AM OF THE DE- creases in Federa support of basic re- attention at th, highest levels of Gov-

PARTMENT OI TRANSPORTA- search. ! urge Cot _ressional approval'of ernment.TION--MESSAG_ FROM THE the proposed bud_ .t increases in the Ns- On June 9, 1_ 5, I submitted a bill to
PRESIDENT tional Science Fo_ ndatlon, the Congress th_ t would authorize crc-
The ACTING PR.' :SIDENT pro tern- GERALDR. FOSV. ation of such ar office. The director of

pore (Mr. C_wa) dd before the Sen- THE W_r_r HO' SE, March 22, 1976. this new office ' ould also serve as my
ate the following nessage from the _ adviser on scien and technology, sep-

arating this resp ,nslbillty from the many
President of the _ted States, which BUDGET REQU]_ ITS FOR RESEARCH demands of m reading an operating
was referred to the _ornmlttee on Com- AND DEVEL )PMENT ACTM- agency. On Nov_ nber 6, 1975, the House
rnerce: TIES---MESSA_ E FROM THE PRES- of Representati_ ;s passed an acceptable
TO the Congress o/t; _United States: ]2DENT' bill, H.R, 10230 which authorizes the

In accordance witl_ Section 3 of Public The ACTING ZESIDENT pro tern- new office. On l*l aruary 4, 1976, the Sen-Law 94-90, I am for_ arding to the Con-
gress a RePort on th _Investigation and pore (Mr. Ckmvral laid before the Sen- ate passed a sine ar bill which, with someatethe following la essage from the Pres- changes, would e so be acceptable. Those
Study of the War B Sk Insurance Pro- ident of the Unite{ States, which was re- bills are now aw_ iting action by a House-
gram of the Departn ent of Transports- ferred to the Corm dttee on Aeronautical Senate Confere xce Committee. Early
tion. and Space Scienc, s, the Committee. on agreement by tle conferees on a work-

This Report state: that the existing Agriculture and F_ cestry, the Committee able bill will per Mt me to proceed with-
authority of the _ _retary of Trans- on Approprtatlor_, the Committee on out further dela: in establishing the Of-
portation under Title XIII of the Federal Armed Services, t _e Cornrnitteo on the rice of Science a_ d Technology Policy.
Aviation Act of 1958 :hould be expanded Budget, the Corer tttee on Interior and In addition to [ts direct support of re-
in certain respects. _E is Report will pro- Insular Affairs, a: _d the Committee on search and de_ _lopment, the Federal
vide the basis for d _veloping remedial Labor /md Public Welfare: Government ha_ a x_sponsibillty to eh-
legislation. Such legl ;lation should au- sure that its poll :les and programs stim-
thorize the Secretary of Transportation, To the Congress o tke United States: ulate private inx raiments in science and
after appropriate _ ansultations with The desire an, the ability of the technology and ncourage innovation in
other Federal agen_ tes and with the American people ) seek and apply new all sectors of tl_ economy--in industry,
approval of the Pn _ldent, to provide knowledge have een crucial elements the universftie_ private foundations,
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business, State and local Oov- ballistic system. For our ta,; t'y. My 197' Budget provides the
We this objective tical forces, _ will pursue a nur:. _:Eecessary to continue develoP-

our tax cooperative R&D ber of major I ranging frc,_:m: ment of the ,' and to as_;ure a
with and other incen- the F-16 F-18 fighter aircrafi balanced pre in science and

t,lves. to a new helicopter, tmprow?_?, space app[lc: In the future,
pri- and a new tarm:_; space ie,_ can further ad-

r50percent In addition will strengthen o'_l_ vance our and worldwide
o,f the t research and devel- science and tec)i' r_eeds for communications.
aioment we must avoid dis- nology effort, combat potentJ _,i better forecasting and bet-
placing these: investments, of new such as hi_!;r] ter and management of

The role of is particular ly energY will be active,, cur natural Scientific ex-
important. In economic explored. [:,loration and observation in space
system, industry new ideas from --Through bas/(; new knox,,: an add to our under- .
laboratories into )rod- edge is that underlies .a. s_anding of universe around us.
u.cts and services them to the future progr_ in science and tei:t_ My Budget also I for con-
marketplacefor provid,_, tinuedresearch in en-
I'.ndustr_ has built on ad- an increase 11 percent over n:, vironment, trans_)r-

and pro- 1976 to assure that th l tation, urban and other
vided new products of great flow of new ific discoveri _; fields of social economic activity
economic and social Nation. continues, much of the N_m- wher,e we will work that shows
This. can be seen corn- tion's basic is carried cra:':
puters, aircraft, medi- at colleges universities, I ha',,, promise in the problems of so-ciety and the we face as
c,al ' other areas given special the budg_'; a Nation.

request :for National Sciermc_ i_rompt and action by the
My 1977 Foundation ather agencies tlm_:, Cong,cess on my to create thetoresearch for

and defense and basic research, support in these institt_- new Office of and Technology
also continues or support tions. I have aested an increa_, Policy and to my 1977 Budget
c3,ther important such as agricui- of 20 percent NSF's funding J:.::,:' re_luests are vital ensure that science,
ture, space, and where research basic order tOforUnde_suc:m."engineering and will continue
and development make a signifi- score my to contribute in achievh_g our
cant contribution, partic' in colleges ar_' N'_tic,n's objectives.

OERALD 1_. FORD.

--In energy, an research agriculture, the eJi._:" THE WHITE March 22, 1976,
and program is vital of food producti_ _iL
to our future independence. 'is to our well-bel_N!_:
My 1977 proposes $2.6 bil* and critical worldw!i/,,:_ APPROVAL
lion for energy research and de- food budget provk:.h _;
velopment_--a 3._ percent increase A .message from President of the
over 1.976. funds, together over $5( for agricultural _:'_..
with the efforts private indus- search programs to b .. United States that on March 19,crease cro; improve the nutr .. 1.976, he had and signed the
try, provide for balanced program tion and content of cro't'J_, fo'llowing act:
across the of major en- and help and safer wa?; 8. ?017. An act to the Drug Abuse
ergy Major increases to,protect the devasta' .. omce and Act of 1972, and for
are prol_X_ed in conservation il_ losses which by pe$ :!_ other purposes.
tO achieve energy efficiency, and bad Sta,,i;
Additional is provided in funds for i_.. MESSAGES THE HOUSF,
fossil fuels to oil and gas stitutions will c an add..
recovery, to the directcom- tional $490 natior_,_[ At 12:03 pan., a message from the
bustion of coal to produce syn- effort. Within :_r_,- Hou_e of _tives delivered by
thetic oil and from coal and oil w:i,l Mr. Berry, one of reading clerks, an-

search program, nourmced that the has passed the
shale. Expanded are planned be given to li_[l (H.R. 8532) to the Claytonin 1977 to safety and re_
liability of nuclE power and to search which is to Ac_ 1_ permit State ttorneys general to
continue the of breeder' er range in food bring certain actions, and for

tion. Our other purposes, in it requests the
reactors which make our ufa-. research by
nium resources for centuries., around the world have a ma:i, cc,ncurrence of the
My 1977 provides for effect on the food sltuat:i,: :' ENROLLED SIGNED
rapid growth in to accel-, for generations to The message also 4nnounced that the

erate of solar and geo,. _)eaker has signed[ the following en-
thermal energy fusion power. ---.In kealtk, applied med:i.c _.l ro_:! bills: ]
In defense, a and vig.. research new knowled !,e
orous program of and de.. about causes, and cur(i_ :il H]_. 3427. An act to]_rovide for the strik-

fundamental diseases. This will ma:;f tag o_[nedals in comme_oration of the 200thannivet_,ary of the sighting of the Declare-
to maintain in the yea_ it possible to the toll of ]:iF,:- tion of _l_dependence tlr Charles Carroll of
ahead. Our survival de-. man expen_n e (;lu-rolltorl_ [ . _ ,
pends on our technologl., medical and incredible H.m 121_. An act tc[ amend section z o_
cal edge. The of our military the general Ievel health of (__1 _bh.e:i_ctof J_ne 30. 19i_i, providing _or the
P,_D program decision.'_ people. For the Department <i continuance 1_ civil I_overnment for the
on its scope and df., Health, Educatlo _, and Welfa i'i! Trus'_; Terrltory't_ the P]clfic Islands, and for

,_ cd;he:l:purposes. X [rectly influence _alance of power alone my Budget equests over I..... Thein the 'ond. Obllgatior_ billion to pursue ew scientific u_m enrolled Bqls _ere subsequently
slgn,_ by pro tempore (Mr.for defense resear _h and develop.., portunites relatin to cancer, he_,::"i_ 'thePresi_

merit will increase ,_ 13 percent in and luna, disease, rthritts, diabet,_s, EASTL_'_ID):FY 1977, to almost billion. In the and behavioral dl urbances. It ,_;,;'.;:[i_
strategic area, tt , defe nse R&D also continue resc_ rch in emer¢l:'._: Ati.4 :29 p.m., a mess_ from the House
pro%ram provides: _ continued de- areas of National importance s_: [. of :i_epresentatives _[erl_ered by Mr.
velopment of the_ ident submarin,_ as immunology, as ng, environrnc:_... Berry, announced t_u_t tlke House has
,,,oi ngar$1e sFste_ _ and the 18-1 tal health, and hes th services, psassed the Joint re.,_lutioh_ (S.J. Res.
immber. We ere pr _lding increases .--In space, the shut [e is the key :o 184) ) to amend the ][_eglonl_ Rail Re-
for cruise ml_il_ md for defining improved operation d space capab il.... organization Act of 11973, as _mended,

fC_ a new lntercontinent_,l lties for science, de: e_e, and ln¢l.'_., wit_out amendment. \
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of oil daily; under the proposed dO. I once m that committee and I believe tl at this issue, having been
the United is expected to hopefully serve on it again, debated in tt Senate, pointed the way

be to receive barrels a day Rather, I time was of the es- to the referr of the resolution to the
(or 2 of its production). The sence and if there was real utility Committee o: Foreign Relations, where
Soviet ranks among the world's
oil in 1974, for the first and value this sense-of-the-Senate l_ well could _ave been all along.
_hne, oil pr oduct_on sur- resolution in America's deter- So, Mr. P 'esident, it seems to the
passed Xn dalai- minatien to strong, as the reso- Senator from Alabama that the people
tlon, the estimated 36 per- lution unchallengeably strong, of this Natio_ want to see Russia take
cent of ell reserves and and to have t courage to negotiate, as some overt _ _P in their direction of
is a maJ, the stated, in the face of our disarmament in the direction of work-

P_portedl_, the .R. also he.s been lin- strength, it needed to be said now. ing toward m ,rld peace, some overt ac-
porting oil East at artlfical- Mr. in view of the deferral- tion such as c' tting back their.5-mlllion-
ly low prices; this enabled the expor-
tation of Europe to nation by Senate, which I accept in man armed f( :ces, such aS allowing on-
meet its these countries_ good grace, it to the Foreig n Re- site lnspectior of their nuclear lnstalla-
This has provided the .S.R. an ad- iations and in view of the tions, such a., allowing freedom of the
vautageous political However, de- obvious that the resolution skies, such as mlltng out of Africa, such
nmnds for Russian p by Eastern upon the fundamental as staying ou_ of the Middle East, such
Europe are expected during the toilets but as it devolved as pulling out ;he infiltrators from every
next few years at a an increases into a debate the component parts of country in Afr: ca, such as releasing Cuba
in energy production, both defense foreign policies and in from economit and political bondage to

In order for Russia to view of the that it might have the Soviet Uni_ n.
to the United en-
ergy agreement, it well gone, to about weapons systems, I feel that ;he American people are
that supplies be to and to hnmlgra- tired of conce sions being made by the
Eastern Europe. The Union has tion policy--It apparent to this American poe: le to Russia. They want
expressed interest in Senator that Senate today was not to see some o_crt action on the part of
velopment and gas in a position , express a unified sense Russia ; toward disarmament,.
equipment from the States in of its with respect to the fun- looking promoting world peace.
to develop new gas and on damental and tenets of foreign I hope that resolution will gather
for export. At tile such energy much dust in Committee on Foreign
exports are estimated comprise over 50
percent of the U.S.S.R hard currency in- Was for reason that I changed Relations, so It will not come to
come. In my the United States vote on motion to recommit and the floor of Senate again.
mhould not lightly such precious in favor of the motion to refer Mr. L. SCOTT. Mr. Presi-
technological and equipment to to on Foreign Relations, dent, I myself with the remarks
the U_.R. when the in petroleum for I that controversy of the Senator from Ala-
imports is so small, and in changed nature of the bama. I that the members of the

! believe that States should not questions on special Committee on Relations review
become reliant on U.S.S.R. for a aspects of and foreign policy, in- the various that were made
siJDeable fractio n of oil prod-
ucts. However does desire to ac- stead of a r general statement, the on the floor of f
quire our technological and hard best the Senate and the This was to stop
currency. Therefore, ,Untted States _p- country served by referring it; the rhetoric, we had quite a bit of
pears to be in to b_wgain from the to the Relations Committee, rhetoric in the and a C°nsld-
ad.v_tageous the I done. erable amount rhetoric in the expla-
Bmounts and prices l_u_lan petroleum With that I felt It my nations of the
product _,nports. So if there a genuine desire on be-

A_ I re'ge you to firm and con- obl/g_tion my colleagues why
ditional policy link the export of I made that what my views half of tho_e presented the resolu-
U.s. grain and national policies gev- are in that tion in the first _ limit the amount
erning oil imports. ! tha_ your of rhet_ri_ on relatlcms, I hope
Department review the _of furnish- that the _ not be reported to
lng the Soviet Union finished grain ROUTINE 'the floor of the
products rather than itself, where pos- l_[r. ROBERT ( President,
eible. Thiz would utilization of inasmuch as is the
American industria_ cap as well as the
demonstration capitalism in the Senate, I ask that ORDER et ° BU_INF_S
U.s.8.R. there be a brief for the Mr. ROBERT Mr. President,

It is my hope that negotiations tion of routine I suggest the a quorum.
with the Soviet Union grain export and statements limited to 5 The OFFICER (Mr.
oil import agreements produce more each. Foan). The will call the roll.
than another letter of intent; instead it The O1;_"ICER. The assistant legislative clerk pro-should result in
cient Soviet petroleum at reason- objection, it is ceeded roll.
able prices to meet our Mr. ROBERT '. BYRD. Mr. President,

Your attention to consent that the order
will be appreciated. THE OF SOUND RELA- the quorum be rescinded.

With best wishes, _am, TIONS VfITH UNION OFFICER. Without
Truzy, Mr. ALLEN. President, ! am de,

_Nas RANDOLPm lighted that was general agree-
Mr. BAKER. Mr. I rise to ment in the that the resolution

offer a word of about my should go to the on Foreign MANAGEMENT ACT
vote on the motion to Relations. The of the resolu- OF 1976

As my colleagues was the prtn- tion should have when the
cipal cosponsor of this I I spoke resolution was that it go to Mr. .BYRD. 1Vfr. President,
/n opposition to several be- She COmmittee on Relations, by I ask the lay before the Senate
cause I felt that there be a gen- merely allowing it be assigned to the a message House of Represent-
oral statement of on the for- committee. But it me that this atives on S. 586.
eign and defense of the United vote in the certai,qy indicates The OFI_.CER laid be-
States uttered as a of the Senate that there is doubt, great skep- fore the Senate of the
resolution in the midst of election time ticism, on the part _ _ the American poe- House of to the btll
controversy. For that I initially ple with the policy detente and with (S. 586) to amend Zone Man-
voted egainst measure to the policy of into agreements agement Act of authorize and
tho Comrnt_ not all the time that one-sided, which assist the coastal study, plan
because I do not have the require in many unilateral action for, manage, and impact of
Foreign Relations because ! on the part of the United States. energy facility
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which affects coastal zone, and for guest In that a cott:_:, tionr.cy governm, nt deficits and tnordl-
o,ther purples, t]-2 of great resources, both n_tt__ nate increases in the money supply. We

(The of the House axe ural and 3[was deeply impres_<_i[ slhou]id not be su prise_l then if the bal-
printed in :ORBof March 11, 1976, with the the Argentine peoI:,: , I()_ box in other _oun_ries also leads to
beginning at H1857.) and with the ' which God had p:_'::, the _;uppresslon Chuman liberties. We

Mr. ROBERT ( BYRD. Mr. President, vided for the eople who lived in tt:_ :i; saw _his happen a Brazil 12 years ago;
on behalf of Mr. I move that land, we s:z_wit happen n Chile under Allende.
the Senate with the amend- Yet, as I out on the Senn' z; Todsy we see a remendous amount of
ments of the and request a con- floor after my return, the picture _;,__ lmm'._,n suffering i _ Argentina beeause of
f'erence with the and that marred by then appeared to be :_ the t:'.reakdown in :ocial order, despite, the
the Chair be to appoint con- s]ow).y political and ec:, man_er in whic_ thc government took
ferees on the of the Senate. nomic exacerbated by Co:{: .. power.

The motion agreed to, and the mtmist and a.ns terrorism. I '_cill give one ._xample from my per-
Presiding Officer M_a_- Indeed, my sight of that beauti:i)I sons:, experience. _, year ago when I was
l!toN, Mr. os, Mr. TUNNEY, Mr. country was _rough the bullet-pr_:_L,i! in B_:,,enos Aires, he peso was converted
STEVENS, and Mr. W_ZCKER conferees on glass of the sec vehicle provided :,_ into 'U.S. dollars zt the rate of 28 to 1.
the part of rote. oar competent courageous Amb_m: - Two weeks ago, ze efficial rate of con-

sador to Robert Hill. A{: . re,siam was 300 1. That is an increase
bassador Hill is forced to live i:_ of over 10 times _a less than I year.

ORDER FOR RE _GNITION OF SEN- one of the security situations ,_[ T_'.e misery tl_at financial collapse
ATOR AND FOR APE- any representative in 'f:; _ brin{:_,s is incredf)le, not only because
RIOD FOR TRANSACTION OF world, and it ; a tribute to his de,:_:_ many industries face bankruptcy, but
ROUTINE BUSINESSTO- understanding Cthe Argentine situat:i:: _ because basic sec _I services and ctxari-
MORRO'W that he to gloss over the ev,_::_ ties _xe unable to _eet the level of need.
Mr. ROBERT Mr. PresidenL present danger and to d_ i1 3:-Iou,_;ewives are anable 'to stretch a

3[ask unanimous . that on tomor- instead upon positive achieveme:{: _; d[wi_:_dllng psyche k to cover necessities.
row, after Mr. nW_TER has been rec- of Argentine sci industry, and a_:: _-, Word<ers do not lu w how long their jobs
ognized under order previously en- culture, w:ill]ast.
_red, Mr. be recognized for not While I was in Argentina, I had t: _ In addition, the gave of terrorism has
_ _-xceed 15 after which there opportunity to ;peak with a number ::[ gTea_ly increased ince I was there a year
W'A1be a period the transaction of in both the public a: :_ ago. At that tin _ there were isolated
routine morning of not to ex- private sector,: I havebeen pleas_,:'2 bombings and ki nappings of targeted
ceed30 minutes, _ ements limited t,) return tiae hospitality when th,,/ victims. But the ]strategy of the Mon-
tlahereIn tO 5 each. _isited They have b_!_l:_ tene:_:os and the E RP terrorist organiza-

The Without unanimously a8 that the Argentii_,_ ti.an:_; originally w s tx) initiate Cornmu-
objection, it is so people are searching for a sol_,-, nilst takeovers thr, ugh terror in the pro-

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, tion to the quandry they :_,_ vinm_s, and gra_ sally isolate Buenos
',Itsuggest the of a quorum, in. Aires, where half t _e lpeople In the nation

The _ OFFICER. The clerk It is now that Argentina is : i:_ bye. However, th_ military, under, the

will call the roll. the verge of and social collap ,:, able leadership c[f Gen. Jorge Rafael
The assistant egislative clerk pro- _s an American I am in no p(:,_:_ Videla, was given]the power to take the

ceeded to eau the tion to upon the internal p,::_i- :m_e:.:',sary steps t_ eliminate the guer-
Mr. ROBERT C BYRD. Mr. President, tics of country; yet over '[:_ rills activity. !

3Cask unanimous that the order weekend, there rove been many artic:! ,._ I must add that the United States,
livr the quorum be rescinded, in the press of United States irl._::.- _rLro'agh no faul_ of our Mission in

The OFFICER. Without; eating that constitutional gove:_::-. Buenos Aires, failed to cooperate fully
objection, rnent of that has broken dc';-.:_ with these efforts to eradicate the ter-

in all except and that the e:_::? rorist bands. Impo: 'rant pieces of military
cormtitutional that remains i<, equipment were n_ t delivered, partly be-

,ORDER FOR UNTIl[, guarantee and him..:,£_ cause of unilatera actions taken by the
11:30 TOMORROW rights of the is the Armed For:,m Secretary of State and partly because of

Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President., of/_xgentina, acti,_ms taken by C regress to hamper the
:{ ask unanimous that when the '.['his is a dew will not: ,_:, wor3d-wide fight _ ;alnst Communist in-
Senate business today, it: easily by many element: :_:; filtration. As mor_ members of Congress
_stand in ad until the hour of American Yet It is a fact of il::i_ b,_come aware, of _h,_e problems, I am

11:30 in many countri of the world that e_: _.. ]_opeful that con_ cesstonal opinion, will
The Without r and social disinteg:' :_ ,_ _:aore understa: _ding of the problems

: n
obi tion bring on need for a single ,_ L., laced by natio s tn¢ler attack from the

t_ority to order. In the Unll,!,d Jmtemational Comnunist movement. In-
·'_tates, we free expression :,_ deed, General Vid_la has demonstrated

EXTENSION FOR FILING opirfion and a elected governm,_ _:_; that:; the myth of g terz_lla invincibility is
TO S. 3065 as the of human rights, just that, namely, _ :myth, and that ter-

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Yet In th_ run, such rights m_,_rori_ts do not con mand 'the support of
I ask unanimous consent that it be t_ only a mear_ more basic i1:t _ t]ae people they te_ 'orize.
order until midnight tonight to file man right for the ordin :'::z The Communist _, therefore, switched
amendments to S. 3065. person to enjoy ife without fear of t:, :_- strategy. First a _n:_ed command was

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without 2dcdisorder, the to have a job _ :L,1 organized among the various revolu-
th a unified plan ofobjection, it is so ordered, iD earn a livin ;, the right to pro,_. :l_ tionary groups, w

1Vip.I4ELMS. Will the Senator yield _a support for one; family and an edu: _t- .acti?n. Tactics we: e set up for a coordi-
me for I minute? tion for one's cl ildren, the right to _::_':_x nattd effort agains ;military and security

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Yes. one's own prope:ty and to engage fr._:,]_ :forces, to demoral[z_ those forces, and
_.n enterprises _,f one's own choo_: _'. to weaken their :edibility among the

CRISIS 1_ _a_GENTINA :Even in the Unit _d States, with all of: _c :people. But that as not been accom-democratic exl_ rience and safegua:' :!:, plis_:_ed. In recent onths, there has been
Mr. HELMS. Mr President, the sltua_, we see, day-by- [ay, basic human f:_:_,_- a decided shift of _]rcorist activity from

tion in Argentina growing more tens,_ doms being troc upon by freely ele_:__._,l the outlying pro_ inces to the urban
by the day--even the hour, accordir_g :majorities in thi Congress, and the c, _'.>- areas, where it is n ore difficult to attack
to many reports .at I have been re-, heroic security o people on pensions _'_i terrorists because )f. the concentration
cetving. It was or y a little less than _ :axed incomes, t ) say nothing of cv !_- of population. But I_xe random terror In
year ago that I _s privileged to be _ nary workers, b_ ng diminished by inl _- the urban areas h _ done even more to
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U.S. response---I, an say this-most clear- PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE REFERRED and research wtt_L respect to new ap-
ly: That today , 'e have indeed missed ALSO TO COMMITTEE ON CPM- proaches for the nanagement, agricul-
virtually every ¢ _portunity to improve MERCE tural Production echniques, farm ma-

the prospects of )eace; that the Secre- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask chinery technolo_ v, new products, co-
tary has defined precisely the failures unanimous consent that the Committee operative agricul aral marketing, and
of our current p_ licies, and defined the on Commerce be added to the list of c0m- distribution suita_ e to the economic de-
standard for act'. )n that the State De- mittees to which the President's message velopment of fart Lly-sized farm opera-
partment itself h Ls failed to observe, on budget requests for research and de- tigriS.

Mrs. Goler Bu cher, chairwoman, of velopment was referred yesterday. Notwithstandinl the unwillingness of
the Africa study roup of the democratic The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without the administratior to make appropriated
advisory council _f elected officials, has objection, it is so ordered, funds available fo] these programs, they
eloquently sumn _rized the most cpm- Mr. MAKS__ELD. Mr. President, I sug- are vitally needed _ ad their contributions
pelling reason fo the United States to gest the absence of a quorum, to the welfare o rural America are

proven. Congress: ecognized that many
develop sound p( [icies: The PRESIDING OFFICER. The of those small far: :is to which this sec-Thechallengeof!Africato the U.S.in the clerk willcall the roll.
year of our Bicent _nnial is to redeem the The assistant legislative clerk pro- tion of the act is a [dressed are too small
principles proclaim, at our birth: Self-de- to be economically liable in and of them-
terminatioi/, llbert and Justice. As the ceeded to call the roll.
health of our natio in the post World War Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, selves. It was rec( _;nized that many of
I][ era required thl the U.S. begin to ex- I ask unanimous consent that the order these farmers or tl Leir wives might have
tend these princlpl, to black people in the for the quorum call be rescinded, to seek supplemer ml nonfarm incomes

u.s., so the presen era of global lnterde- The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GARY to get by. But the point was that many
pendence requires, tf we are to continue HART). Without objection, it is so of these people, e_ .n with two incomes,
growth and prospe lty and the realization ordered, are living at or n ar the poverty level.
of our potential, thf _ the U.S. begin to func- They are undereml Joyed. If research and
tion as a partner wi ;h Africaand the rest of _ _ extension can be u ed to maximize their
the developing wor _, and not as a conde- EXTENSION OF q [TLE V OF THE farm incomes, we ' dll be able to accom-
scending superpowe RURAL DEVELC ?MENT ACT OF plish much improv _ment of their stand-

Mr. President, t nerica needs an Afri- 1972 ard of living, putt ng more dollars into
can policy that cl arly relates to the in- Mr. ROBERT C. B .'RD. Mr. President, local' rural econon les, and thereby ac-
terests and conc, rns of both Africans I ask unanimous cm sent that the Sen- complishing a gre_ deal of rural devel-
and Americans. in this country, we ate proceed to the c, nsideration of Cal- opment.
proudly profess a [egiance to the ideals endar No. 676. In title V, there _ a new model of re-
of personal freedo a and social justice, as The PRESIDING OFFICER. The search and exteusi n. The act mandates
the keystone of GU ' Bicentennial celebra- bill Will be stated by ' itle. that Federal agenc es work cooperatively
tions. Then let us }ring the spirit of that The assistant legis ative clerk read as with other public a: Ldprivate institutions
allegiance to our national policies to- follows: in the State and provides for the co-
ward a continent that bears one of the A bill (H.R. 6346) to xtend the authoriza- ordination of the otal program within
world's most pror_ sing hOPes for the fu- tion of appropriations or carrying out title the State which is not embodied in the
ture of mankind, v of the Rural Devel¢ ment Act of 1972. Smith-Lever Act a: Ld the Hatch Act.

Mr. President suggest the absence The PRESIDING )FFICER. Is there The advisory c( _nmittee structure is
of a quorum.

The PRESIDIN _OFFICER. The clerk objection to the pres at consideration of part of the plannix g process to get State
will calltheroll, the bill? and community i_ volvement. In addi-There being no ob ection, the Senate tion, the regional r ral development cen-

The second ass ;tant legislative clerk proceeded to consideI the bill, which had ters, of which the_ _ are four, provide a
proceeded to call t]le roll. been reported from _he Committee on creative means for using the limited re-

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, Agriculture and Foref ;ry with an amend- sources made avail: ble under title V.
I ask unanimous t _nsent that the order ment to strike all l,fter the enacting The largest app opriation for title V
for the quorum ci be rescinded, clause and insert the following: thus far has been i_r $3 million, divided

The PRESIDIN, OFFICER. Without equally between re,,earch and extension.
objection, it is so o_ ered. That subsection (a) , f section 503 of theRural Development Ac of 1972 (7 U.S.C. This means that no State has received as

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, 2663(a) ) is amended--- much as $100,000 p_'r year.
I ask unanimous 0 nsent that the Senate (1) by striking out t]e word "is" and in- This may seem inefficient in some
stand in recess u itil the hour of 1:30 setting in lieu thereof "l :e"; ways, but title V is ;he instrument which
p.m. today. (2) by striking out lte word "and"; and assures that the cooperative extension

There being no )bjection, the Senate, (3) by changing the period at the end service and the c operative State re-
at 12:34 p.m., rec '_sed until 1:30 p.m.; thereof to a comma, an: adding the follow- search service mai Ltain a commitment

lng: "not to exceed $5,0 /),000 for the period to rural developmex t.whereupon the Se] ate reassembled when July 1. 1976. through _eptember 30.. 1976,
called to order b the Presiding Officer and not to exceed $20,0( ),000 for each of the Many States hay, added dollars to the
(Mr. DOLE). _ three fiscal years durlr, , the period begin- title V monev fro_ other authorities to

ning October 1, 1976, nd ending Septem- strengthen their pr grams.
FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT ber 30, 1979.". Another strengt_ of title V program

AMENDMENTS O1= 1976 Mr. CLARK. Mr. resident, this bill has been the broa i-based input going
would extend for ano mr 3 years the au- into identifying sts ;ewide and local de-

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. thority for rural dew_lopment research velopment objectiv s. This arises from
DOLE). The hour of 1:30 having arrived, and extension under t tlc V of the Rural the direct involvem mt of State advisory
the Chair lays before the Senate _he un- Development Act of 19 '2. Since the pres- and local citizens )AVlSOry councils in
finished business, which will be stated ent authorization exp: :es on June 30 of tit]e V program di 'ection, representing
by title, this year, this import_ at title of the act farmers, business labor, local govern-

The assistant legislative clerk read as will lapse in the absen e of action by the ment and multicou: ty planning and de-
follows: Congress. velopment organiza ions, advisory coun-

A bill (S. 3065) to amend the Federal Elec- The objective of tit e V is to provide cfi members are ac uainting title V ad-
tion Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for ihs research, extension, a: d training to in- ministrators with r _eds confronting ru-
administration by a Federal Election Com- sure successful progra as of rural devel- ral areas of the Sta e and providing sig-
mission appointed in accordance with the oprnent in order that the highest pos- nificant input into lc 'ogram development.
requirements of the Constitution, and for sible level of employm _nt and quality of I feel that this rr _'asure to extend theother purposes.

life in rural America n aybe achieved, funding of these vit d rural development
The Senate proceeded to consider the It was the intent of __ongress that pro- programs through 979 is very much in

bill. grams under title V c( usist of extension keeping with our orl: inal intent in pass-
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lng 197:2 act ad that the funded But custom c c nbine and sheepshear cu_;1;om combine )erat_)rs. Most of the
will be as vehicles to in- ina operators ]aa re no record of exploit; regular, ions are ther unnecessary or

sure which we Lng or abusing heir employees or th_ inappropriate for :ustom cutting opera-
have aris are kept faiTners they ()ntract with. Custon lions. But the pr blems that would be
in a manner, combine and she _;hearing operators d,_ cauSect for custo: t combine operators
I urge of this have a record of _roviding a very impor would result in si ,ere hardship and in
measure, tant and tirneiy ;ervice to farmers an_ some cases could suit in custom opera-

The OFFICER. Who ranchers, tors simply quitting the business alto-

yields time? So custom ope ators and sheepshear gether.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. I send an ers are justifiabl_, upset about a decisim. In the case of : _fety and health re-

amendment to the and ask for its by the Departme kt of Labor to extend _:_ quireaients, custon operators are already
immediate n. large number of requirements to cove,.' meeting the stand: rds :necessary to pro-

The ,FFICER. The them when the] e is no demonstrate_i teat their employ_ es, tzhere is no need

araendment will be need for such req lirements. That is why, roi' the additional ;afety and health re-
The assistant clerk pro- in the opinion of this Senator, th:[;_ quirement,softhe] LCRA.

ceeded to read the amendment is so mportant. There are many requirements in this
Mr. DOLE. I ask consent Paor_gr _CTXO_ rrSEDED act that would cos, a great deal of time

and money for cu_, _m operators.
that further The Senator fr ,m Kansas feels strong For example, th_ Senator from Kansas
_; dispensed with. ly that quick acti_m_ is needed on this ex counts 25 differen types of forms and

The eruption. That is 21e reason for offering: statements that are required for each
objection, it is so this amendment b9 a nongermane bill cusl;om operation. YIany of these forms

The amendment is follows: ra_her than goin through the normal and statements wi uld have to be sub-
At the appropriate insert a legislative proces.,

tlon as follows: ]ti is the hope c this Senator that tlq._ miffed repeatedly f _r each employee, for
sec. 2. Subsection (t of section 3 of e_C[_l vehicle, and f( r each job performed

Farm Labor Registration Act exemption contai ed in this amendmen: by th_ operator. T _e farmer that hiresthe Senate toda:i.be adopted ay the se:cvices of acl store operator wot_ld
1963, 78 Stat. 920, (7 u.s.c. 2041- _pefully, the H,[use will then agree t;i: also h_ve additiom I paperwork require-2055), is amended--

th_ bill as amen _ed or to a conferenc,_ ments I request un mimous consent that
(1) by striking the "or" at the end repot on it that :_cludes the exemptim:,, a list of these fore Ls and statements beof paragraph (6);
(2) by striking the at the end of This_rocess, if ctpxpleted, will allow th! prlllted in the REC_ sn a_t this point.

paragraph (7) and :ting in lieu thereof exemp_on to be _nacted into law mHc]l There being no ( bjec:tion, the list was
a semicolon; and more q_ckly th_n going through th.,_ ordered to be prin ed Jn the RECoR0, as

(3) by adding at th end therefor a new rlornlal l_ocess c_ committee hearing_ follows:
p.xagraph (8) as and marku)_. !

oz"'sheep.(8)any custom corn hay harvesting, There is a_kneed[for prompt action be. FCm_Sc.vSTo_ANDcuTTERsSTATEME:_'TSNTDERTOTHESE PROVmEDFARMLA:_oRBY

cause the cus_m _tarvesting season wi:d COI_3q_CTOR REaZST ;ATIOi_ ACT
Mr. DOLE. Mr. the purpose begin in the _i_e_ few weeks. Wheat: 1. Form for applica_ .on for an initial or re-

o][ this amendment is to exempt custom _larvest begir_poinlN'exas in the middle c.[ newal certificate of ] egistratton.combine operators, h harvesters, and - 2. Certificateof R_May, At this _ custom combine oI:_. _ist:catlon - card.
sheep shearers from the Farm Labor erators in Kansas _knd other States a:r _ a. Form FD-258---_ _pllcant's fingerprints.

Act---FLCRA. getting their ma h_ery ready to g,: 4. Statement of any change in membership,
This amendment by south to begin the hat, est season. Frox:,l omcers of directors oi a custom operation to

1E[r. ABOUREZK, Mr. B_ Mr. Cus_Is, that time on, the._ willN_e cutting gra_:: be :marie within 10 ( _ys.
Mir. MANSFIELD, Mr. Mr..BART- and moving north throu]_aout the sum_ 5. Statement deslg_ ating the Secretary of

L]_TT, Mr. BELLMON, Mi HRUSKA, Mr. Mc- mcr, into the fall It .!s. i/_portant th_l Labor as agent for ac :epting service of sum-
GEE, Mr. MCGOVERN Mr. TOWEa, Mr. the Congress appr ve this e_mption be mons.6. St._tement of vel_ cie lrmurance or finan-

YOUNG, Mr. HELMS, FANNIN, Mr. fore that time so they will i_t be bur. cial re_ponslbillty co tpltance.
H_r_SEN, Mr. LAX_LT, ir. MCCLURE, and dened by unncces_ try and inal_ropriatt 7. Statement of vet _le identification.

myself: regulations. _ 8.Statementof veh '.lecompliancewith all
Mr. President, a problem for COMMITT_,'E APPROVAL _ .._ appllc_,ble State safet: and health standm'ds.

custom combine oper_ and for the :Prompt action _nth.. is legislat!?_?; ade,:lu_teg'F(,rmforfOrdrivlngdOCtor'_uIT,oses.Ce'%mcatl°nof health
farmers they serve, recently the congress is ju_tlfi' able: Recently.__i :[0..Statement of ;vidence of operators
when the of Labor made junior Senator f_om Wisconsin (1_ license for transportl_ _vehlcle.
their interpretation th custom cutting NELSON) who is _lso the chairman c{, ]L:i.S._atement ldentl 'ying facilities to house

and sheep rations should be the Senate Migratory Labor Subcom. migrant workers.included under the Labor Contrac- 12. Statement that _ouslng facilities com-

tx,r Registration Act. that tirae, my mittee, together w_lh Congressman F_:_:
office has received a of letters, of Michigan, who is chairman of t :L} Federalin elthsaf__y20& healthcFR620.4standardSor29
telegrams and tele calls from cus- House Agricultural Labor Subcommitte_ 1910.42.
tom cutting operators from farmers sent a letter to th _ Secretary of Labc_ ;_atement of co pltance with applica-

indicating that they have a great indicating that it _as never the inte_ I standards sr,fety and health, in
of Congress to inc ude custom combin _ ho_.sll_ !

deal of difficulty ring with the re- and sheepshearing operators under th _ 14. for appllc ion for an initial or
quirements of this 1_ Custom hay FI,CRA. renewal ._ontractor Employee
harvesters are essenti_ the same as The Senator fr( _ Kansas has bee,:
custom cutters and is concern that in touch with the )epartment of Lab(:, i 15. _c:t_)rEmployee Iden-
they would be includ too. Zt is my and it is my und, rstanding that it i_ tlfication
understanding that problem has 16. Form for certification of em-

n:mjor proportions in midwestern not the need to e_l nd these regula_ior:,_ ployee health )ose of transporting
and agricultural to custom combin and sheepshearini workers.

operators that pr( mpted the Depart:. 1'7. S,tatement of oyee's drivers license
DIFFERENT CONFUSED ment of Labor inte_ )relation, but simpI i to operate vehicle bransporting workers.

The Senator from strongly the technical word. i ]g of the definitior:,_ r,_. _tatement of te _p and conditions of
believes that the this law to of migrant workers and farm labor COl: occupancy to be pOS e8Kln each housing
include ct_stom and sheep tractors in the act So, hopefully, Con. facility. \
shearing operators is of two gress can complet action within tt:_. 1_. Statement of E' 'ERY_address change
entirely different The FLCRA next few days and ,tree on this exem_:, within 10 days after m ch cha_ge of address.
was intended to end against mi- lion. 20. Porm for providi: g inforn_tion to em-
grant workers and farmers that PROBLEI__ CAUS_.D ployees on overall wa s and wolfing condl-
use the services of labor contrac- The requirement., of the FLCRA woul: lions, WH-416. x
toes. cause a large number of problems 5:: 21. f;tatement of t, a_ and con,lions of
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That seems to a very appropriate Mr tion in addition these consider_Uons,
amendment. I the House for Mr. HARRY F. JR. Is it pro- I would point if we insist Upon
Its vote, and It an overwhelming posed to give assistance, for- the Alexander we would not
vote, 229 ayes to 139 elgn aid, to Cuba? be able to any sort of assistance

I see no Nation should Mr. INOUYE. at all. to Colombia Greece, the
continue to give more funds Mr. HARRY F. JR. Then I do Philippines, and Turkey.

just nat see the point i the Senator's state- So, Alexander amend-
obligations to ment which he gave. ment, some of requests submitted by

Mr. at Mr. INOUYE. is to advise the the will have to be turned
fore the Senate that thc amounts which among the countries
Finance and Finance are now In $68 million is owed that could be by the amend-
Committee, the res- to us by Cuba the administration ment, we find which, incidentally,
tiffed that 113 now advises us that at earliest moment is very important in the strategy of the
owe the United varying of when bilateral permit, the United States in about a more
money and United States will aggressively try lasting peace in Middle East. Egypt,
are delinquent, to get the loan up. another country is very important

The total owed the Mr. HARRY F. JR. In my ex- in the quest for in the Middle East,
States by these countries is perience with the .S. Government act- would also be an country.
or was this past $60 billion. Department, there I would hope the Senator from

The effort has made in the House action on the part. Virginia would insist upon restoring
of Representatives the House sus- the State for years in Theadministra-
tained that view/ additional to get loans which are owed tion is very the Alexan-
aid to those which refused to to U.S. der amendment, administration has
pay their just to the United I would like to sug- expressed the that the Senate
States, and I think is appropriate, gest colleague from would delete it bring this matter

For that reason, the reason I have that to available into conference the House. We hope
cited, I shall oppose do oppose the records, collection of in conference the to the
committee and urge that debts the last 30 years position of the agree
the bill be left as was when it came has been t In fact, It corn- to the deletion Alexander amend-
to the Senate from ' House. pares very with private bank- ment.

Mr. INOUYE. Mr President, I yield hag United States. Mr. BROOKE. senator yield?
myself 10 minutes, on behalf Mr. JR. I think Mr.
of the committee, that would be ;e only ff one is con- Mr. President, I eer-

Mr_ President, acc, to testimony sidering the off of huge sums as tainly the desire of the dis-
we have in our file., in the vast mai- being in for the loans, tinguished from Virginia whoority of instances, de _ts due the United For example, the
States are being pal_ on time. 1972 agreed to sett Russian debt very in both the

Of the approxims _ly $64 billion in for 3 cents on the another revenues and defense of the U.S.
long-term U.S. Gore xament credits ex- 24 cents if the Russi borrow the Government, and performed a

great service to country because of
tended sinee 1940, 2 ;payments of over money from tho Ex] Bank to his vigilance. I agree with him
$42 billion, inc!udini $12 billion in in- pay the other 24 cen that we ought to everything possible
retest, have been rece red. I do not call that to collect is due the United

In fiscal years 1974 and 1975, the U.S. obligations. States from countries to whom
Government collecte [ over $5.6 billion In any case, I se_ leaving
In principal and intel .'st on Government the House provisior in the that we have
long-term credits. Cz [lections on short- those countries whi4 h refuse to Normally, at the language
term credits have al _o been very sub- United States can to longer which the suggests, one would
stan. tlal. until such time as the think certainly countries ought to

The second point,: s of June 30, 1975, made. be able to pay and should pay up ff
Mr. President, prin ipal and interest Mr. INOUYE. Mr President, most they are to any further loans
due and unpaid 90 d_ gs or more on for- the arrearages are l0 'ought about not from the United States. But actually,
eign loans and credi s' owed U.S. Gov- a refusal on the pa: t of the country this amendment, I do not like to
ernment agencies to aled $637 million, pay the United Ste ;es, but because of in way, has, in effect,

A large proportio: L of this amount some differences of ¢ _inion. shotgun to a very complex
relates to a few uniq_ e Situations where For exampl e, duri ,g the Korean con- when vary widely
circumstances curre ltly impede our nation tofilct, the U.S. Gover{lment provided lo-
ability to collect th_ se debts. For ex- gistical, support to{ several nations: I should be re-
ample: $100 million i i outstanding debt Colombia, Ethiopia, {_reece, the Philip- a case_ ,-case basis with all
is attributable to the _epubltc of China, pines, Thailand, and [rurkey. These were om' relation-
and involves a numb_ r of issues includ- countries who, at o_r request, partic- ship country being
lng the proper alloc_ :ion of claims be- ipated in this confllCl. . But this is impossible
tween the Republic )f China and the In that confict, we{provided the logis- under the amendment.
People's Republic of _hina, the correct tical support. Needles to sa y, the history The of this amendment
evaluation of the cla! _s, and the prob- of debt arising from 1ae provision of this would also on short-
lem_ of government _ lccession, support is complex ar _ presents a unique term credits could affect a large

This presently is uI der discussion and situation. Should we ,ursue the Turks to number of but involve rela-
_egotiatton and if wE were to apply the obtain payment of tl is loan when they, tively small of money. The
Alexander amendmel t as intended by in response to our 'equest, sent their amendment make it even
the House, we would not be able to in men overseas to K_ rea to battle the more difficult _on overdue debts,
any way or fashion ssist the Republic North Koreans? and it would flexibility in
of China. Then we have ant _er matter of $60 working out the with various

There is ma Item $68 million owed million owed by Paki,, _an. This relates to countries with desired to
the United States by ( uba which the ad- the complex negotiatl )ns between Pakis- maintain cordial
ministration advises: _s will be pursued tan and her credito: ; that arose from Several of the have been
as soon as the state _f our bilateral re. the 1971 war, the so-_ _lled independence mentioned oe arrested by the
lattons permits, of Bangladesh, and abe desire of the so-called amencl_ent,' Mr.

There is another tern of $200 mil- creditor countries to i _ure full servicing President, but I we ougl_t to list
lion of the prewar Pakista _debt. them all. I think even thou_l some

Mr. HARRY F, B: _J), JR. Will the This is now being legotiated so that may be more t in termsmqf the
Senator yield at that )oint? Pakistan wlll be curr, nt on this obliga- peace of the at this momen_ ali
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oil these countries be affected by Senator st the absence of this bill was bef, re the, Senate, waged a
tl:is amendment: quorum? gallant and her( [e right to keep a lirni-

Argentina . Yes, I do. tation on the an 0unt of money the Ex-
B:t'azil OFFICER. The cler_ port-Import Baz _ could make available
Bolivia akistan wit1 call the fei' the develol ment of the Russian
Chile The legislative clerk pro natural gas riel Ls, with the gas to be
Colombia ceeded to call. roll produced by Ru ;sia and 'sold to Japan
Costa RiCh C. BYRD. Mr. Presideni and the Americ_ n taxpayer paying the
Ecuador _pine6 I ask i consent that the ord_ bill.
Egypt
Ell Salvador ._or the quorum :all be rescinded. So it was the distinguished Senator
EI;hiopia The _ OFFICER. Withe1:! from Virginia (I_ r. HAaR¥ F. 2{3YRD_JR.)
Greece objection, it is ,ordered. who was prima ily interested in this
Guatemala 1Vlr. Mr. President, earlie_ matte:c, and wa_ _d the right last year.
Guinea t_lay the xguished Senator freer Mr. INOUYE. vIr. P:resldent, I apoIo-
H:_tti Alabama (Mr. inquired wheth,i!_ gize for not incl ading the name of the
Honduras [bllcof China
India any of the provided in the fisc_ distinguished Se_ator from Virginia. Let
Iran ye:_.r 1976 bill Eximbank progran,_ me add that it _ _s not; only a spectacu-

Iraq 5atre can currently used to authorize credil:_ lsr fi_ht., but a_ _y successful one.
Liberia or guarantees support of U.S. export:

As I read over countries, Mr. for oil and gas in the Sovi,_
President, I am it is easy to see Union. Fti:D_:RAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
that we should with most of them I have made inquiry of the Exin:. AMENDMENTS OF 1976
on an individual Certainly, we are bank, and in memorandum datz_:
not iix a position this time, with the March 23, 1976, Export-Import Ban: AMEN'DWIEItTNO. 1516
condition Of the to cut off eco- has reply which states th:_: Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the
nomic assistance to of these coun- none of the in the fiscal year 19"i_ Senatm' yield for a unanimo'_-consent
t:tqes because some them are not able, bill can be by Eximbank to a/: reque_;t?
at this time, to repayments to the thorize such or guarantees. Ti:, Mr. INOUYE. I yield to the Senator
United States. In it would be heart- Bank is from doing busine:; from Nevada.
Iess to cut off some them at this time, in Rlmsia. of cm_ain provislo:r _ Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, on be-
for thay are in )erate need now. In 1974. half cf myself, Mr. HA'rFmLn, Mr. MANS-
many cases we are to help them I ask consent that tl, FXELD, Mr. HUGH SCOTT, Mr. ROBERT C.
to help themselves eventually, hope- memorandum the Eximbank I::, BYRD, and Mr. CrRIFFIN I send to the
fully, they will be to pay back our printed desk ,,_n amendment in the nature of a

There being objection, the mem,: suk_t_tute for S. 3065, a bill to amend
Government. randum was to be printed in tl _ the l_ederal Election Campaign Act of

I again say that sympathize with the R_coam as follo_ 19_1 and for other purposes, and I ask
intent of the amen of the Senator
from Virginia and he is trying to SENd,OS I_OUXr unanimous consent that the amendment
do. We do want collect from these rn accordance request, this men. be printed in the REcoan as well as hay-
countries. We to get them in the confirms our earlier today drt _ ing the normal printing.ina w'hich I _cl'you that none of t:l! The PRESIDING OFFICER. _.[qle
habit of paying Many are in a program the FY 197(I bill for E:: amen:lment will be received and printed,
position where cannot pay back. trrtbank can be used to authori_: and will lie on-the table, and without
Many are in strate positions where we credits or guarant in support of U.S. e:: ob:iec_Aon, in accordance with the Se. na-
j_t cannot to cut off economic ports for oil and exploration in the Sovl.._i tor's request, the amendment wi]3 be
assistance at this union. This is the Bank ts currenl ,

I have some which I would prevented from d_ business with Rus:_. print_,'d in the RECORmdue to of 1974. _ Th,. _ amendment (No. 1516) is as fol-
like to suggest to distinguished [_en- Even if we were to do busin.,_ lows:
ator from that he might con- with Russia an [tional restriction cc:,, A_IENDS_ENT _O. 1516
sider 0ecause I, am concerned, as talned in the Bank An_er._i. Str:L_:e ou_ all afr_er the enacting clause and
we all are, the money ments of 1974 plac( a limitation of $300 m!l. insert in lien thereof the following:
but at the same maintaining some lion on new and guarantees to t;il:_, S_ORTT_m_E
flexibility sO that _ can avoid any nega= US.S.R.. none of .ich amount can be us._
tive effects in relations with nmny for equipment services for the produ:.. SECTION 1. This Act raay be cited as thelion and distrlbutio_; "Fedecal Election Campaign Act Amend-
of these of fossil fuel resources. Not more th_:., ment_ of 1976".

The language be as follows: $40 million of the million can be u_,;_:i TtTLfl I--AMEI_DMENTS TO FEDERAL

Beginntr_g 0 from the date of en~ for support of products or services I[:. ELECTION CAMPAIC_N ACT O1' 1971
a_'_mer_t of this no part of any volving research exploration (as opp_,_:! FEDERALELECTION COI_MISSION i_ILT_iEER_:_IIP

in this ACt shall be to production, and distrlbutio_.i _'iEC 101. (a) (1) The second sentenc, of
_:tsod to furnish to any country el fossil fuel resources. The $300 n'._. section 309(a) (1) of the Federal Election
which is in default a period in excess lion limitation be increased, howe'_._ :'
of I oalendax year i to the United if the President that it is in t:,_, Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (I)),
_!_aJtes of prl_cqpal interest on any loan national interest _orts such determlr,_ .. as redesignated by section 105 (hereinafterir.[ this Act refem'ed to as the "Act" is
made to such by the United States ¢lon to C,ongre_ the reasons therefc,x_.
l:,ursua_t to a fc_r which funds are and the amount of_ which wo_:N, amen,ted to read as follows: "The Commis-
appropriated under Act, unless (1) such be available for for fossil f't _lt SenatsSi°niSandComposedtheClerk°f ofthetheSeCretarYHouseof Repre-°fthe
debt has been dis .uted by such country energy resources, if the Congress adoi[ _ sentatlves, ex officio and without the right
l:}ri,or to the m_t of this legislation or a concurrent approving such ,_1_. to vote, and eight members appointed by
,[2) suoh country either arranged to termination, the President of the United States, by and
retake I_ayment of amount in arrears o1' JAMES K. HESS, with i;he advice and conzent of the Senate.".
_:a_herwise taken which nay Depu_ t Treasurer-Controlle_' ,',2) The last sentence of section 309 (a) (1)
J.r_olude to cure the existing Mr. ALLEN. r. President, will t: !_ of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (1)), as redeslg-
defa_lt. Senator yield? nated by section 105. is amended to read as

That is lengthy language. Mr. INOUYE. I ;Id. renews: "No more theft three members of
tho Commission appointed under this para-

Mx'. President. would like to suggest Mr. 3!,!,EN; Senator said that t: s_ graph may bo affiliated ,_th the same polit-
the absence of a and submit, this raised this poi:_ti, ic,,l party, and at leas'_ two member_ ap-
to my chairman and the I certainly was in it. Howev,_:, pointed under this pa_graph }droll not bo
distinguished from Virginia for tile Senator Alabama also e!,. affiliated with any political psa-ty.".
their as an alternative to pressed the of the distinguish: 4 (b) Section 30O(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
the Senator's senior Senator Virginia (]_,,_'._ 4137c(:_,) (2)), as redesigr_ated by section 105,

The OFFICER. Does the ._asa¥ P. B_r , who last year, wh!T[ is amended to read as follows:
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"(2) (A) Members of the Commission shall mission are appointed and qualified under CHANGESl_qDEFINITIONS

serve for terms of eight years, except that the amendments made by this Act, members SEC. 102. (a) Section 301(a) (2) of the Act
of the members first appointed-- serving on such Commission on the date of (2 U.S.C. 431(a) (2)) Is amended by striking

"(1) two of the members, not affiliated enactment of this Act may exercise only out "held to" and inserting in lieu there-
with the same POlitical party, sh.all be ap- such powers and functions as are consistent of "which has a_/thorlty to".
pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1977, with the determinations of the Supreme (b) S_ctlon 301(e) (2) of the Act 12 U.S.C.

"iii) two of the members, not affiliated Court of theUnited States in Buckley et al. 431(e) (2)) Ls amended by inserting "writ-
with the. same political party, shall be ap- against Valeo, Secretary of the United States ten" immediately before "contract".
pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1979, Senate, et al. (numbered 75-436, 75-437) Jan- lc) Section 301(c) (4) of the Act (2 U.S.C.

"(iii.) two of the members, not affiliated nary 30. 1976. 431(e)(4)) is amended by inserting after
with the same political party, shall be ap- (f) The provisions of sectoin 309(a) (3) of "purpose" the following: ", except that this
pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1981, the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (3)), as redesig- paragraph shall ncr apply in the case of legal
and nated by section 105, which prohibit any in- or accounting serrlces rendered to or on be-

"(iv) two of the members, not affiliated dividUal from being appointed as a member half of the national committee of a politi-
with the same political party, shall be ap- of the Federal Election Commission who is, cal party (unle._s the person paying for such
pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1983. at the time of his appointment, an elected services is a person other than the em-

"(B) An individual appointed to fill a va- or appointed officer or employee of the execu- ployer of the individual rendering such serv-
caney occurring other than by the expiration five, legislative, or Judicial branch ' of the ices), other than services attributable to
of a term of office shall be appointed only Federal Government, shall not apply in the activities which directly further the elec-
for the unexpired term of the member he case of any individual serving as a member tion of a designated candidate or candidates
succeeds, of such Commission on the date of the enact- to Federal office, nor shall this paragro/ph

"(C) Any vacancy occurring in the mere- merit of this Act. apply in the case of legal or accounting serv-
bership of the Commission shall be filled in (g) (1_ All pensonnel, liabilities, contrach% ices rendered to or on behalf of a candidate
the same manner as in the case of the original property, and records determined by the Di- or political committ:e solely for the purpose.
appointment.", rector of the Office of Management and of insuring compliance with the provisions of

lc) il) Section 309(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C.. Budget to be employed, held, or used pri- this Act or chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal
437c(b)), as redesignated by section 105, is marlly in connection with the functions of Revenue Code of 195_ (unless the person
amended to read as follows: the Federal Election Commission under title paying for such services ls a persoh other

"(b) (1) The Commission shall administer, III of the Federal Election Campaign Act of than the employer of the individual ren-
seek to o_taln compliance With, and formu- 1971 as such title existed on January 1, 1976, dering such services), but amounts paid or
late policy with respect to, this Act and chap- or under any other provision of. law are incurred for such legal or accounting serv-
ter 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal Reve- transferred to the Federal Election Commts- ices shall be reported in accordance with the
hue Code of 1954.'The Commission shall have sion as constituted under the amendments requirements of section 304(b) ".
exclusive and primary Jurisdiction with re- made by this Act to the Federal Election (d) Section 301(e)(5) is amended--
spect to the civil enforcement of such pro- Campaign Act of 1971. (1) by striking out "or" at the end of
visions. (2) (A) Except as provided in subparagraph clause (E).

"(2) Nothing tn this Act shall be con- (B) of this paragraph, personnel engaged in (2) by inserting "or" at the end of clause
strued to limit, restrict, or diminish any ir!- functions transferred under paragraph (1) (F), and
vest!gatory, informational, oversight, super- shall be transferred in accordance with ap- (3) by inserting after clause (F) the fol-*
visory, or disciplinary authority or function plicable laws and regulations relating to the lowing new clause:
of the Congress or any committee of the transfer of'functions. "(G) a loan of money by a national or
Congress with respect to elections for Federal (B) The transfer of personnel pursuant State bank made in accordance with the
office.", to paragraph (1) shall be without reduction applicable banking laws and regulations and

(_) The first sentence of section 809 (c) of in classification or compensation for one year in the ordinary course of business, but suc.h
the ACt (2 U.S.C. 437c(c)), as redesignated after such transfer, loans_
by section 105, is amended by inserting Im-
mediately before the period at the end (3) All laws relating to the functions trans. "(1) shall be reported in accordance with

ferred ,under this Act shall, insofar as such the requirements of section 304(b); and
thereof the following: ", except that the al- laws are applicable and not amended by "(ii) shall be considered a loan by each
firmatlve vote of five members of the Corn- this Act, remain in full force and effect. All endorser or gusranter, in that proPOrtion of
mission shall be required in order for the the unpaid balance thereof that each endors-orders, determinations, rules, advisory opin-
Commission to establish guidelines for corn- ions, and opinions of counsel made, issued, er or guarantor be_rs to the total numberpliance with the pro¥1slons of this Act or
with chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal or granted by the Federal Election Commis- of endorsers or guarantors;',
Revenue Code of 1954, Or for the Commission sion before its reconstltution under the (e) Section 801(e) (5) of the Act (2 U.S.C.

amendments made by this Act which are in 431(e) (5)) is amended by striking ont "in-to take any action In accordance with para-
graph (6), (7), (8) or (10) of section 310 effect at the time of the transfer provided dividual' where it appears after clause (G}

' by paragraph (1) shall continue in effect to and inserting in lieu thereof "j_erson".
la)". the same extent as If such transfer had not D23srdffcaemdocne2"'
· id) The last sentence of section 309(f) (1) occurred. (f) Section 301(f) (4) of the Act _2 US.C.of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(f)il)), as redestg-

hated by section 195, is amended by insert- (4) The provisions of this Act shall not 431(f)(4)) is amended--
lng tmmedLately before the period the fol- affect any proceeding pending 'befOre the (1) by insertl-g before the semicolon in
lowing: "without regard to' the provisions Federal Election Commission at the time this clause (B), the following': ", or partisan activ-
of title 5, Uxllted States Code, governing ap- section takes effect, ity designed to encourage individuals to

register to vote, or to vote, conducted by the
pointment8 in the competitive service or the (5) No suit, action, or other proceeding national committ_ of a political party, or a
provisl.ons of chapter 51 and subchapter. III commenced by or against the Federal Elec- subordinate committee thereof, or the State'
of chapter 53 of such title relating to classlfi- tiOn Commission or any officer or employee committee of a national party, but such par-
cation and General Schedule pay rates", thereof acting in his official capacity shall tisan aCtivity shall be rePOrted in accordance

(e) (1) The President shall appoint mere- abate by _eason of the transfer made under with the requirements of section 304".bers of the Federal Election Commission un- paragraph (1). The court before which such
der section 309(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c suit, action, or other proceeding Is pending (2) by striking out "or" at the end of clause
la) ), as redeslgnated by section 105 and as may, on motion or supplemental petition (F) and at the end of clause (G); and
amended bY this section, as soon as practica- filed at any time within twelve months after (3) by Inserting lmmedi_tely after clause
ble after the date of the enactment of this the date of enactment of this Act, allow such (H) the following new clauses:
Act, suit, action, or other proceeding to be main- "(I) any costs incurred by a candidate in

_2) The firs_ appointments made by the tained against the Federal Election Corn- connection with tho s01icitation of contribu-
President under section 309(a) of the ACt (2 mission if the party making the motion or tlons by such candidate, except that this
U.S.C. 487c(a)), es redestgnated by section filing the petition shows a necessity for the clause shall not apply with respect to costs
105 and as amended by this section, shall survival of the suit, action, or other proceed- incurred by a candidate in excess _f an
not be considered tobe appointments to fill lng to obtain a settlement of the question amount equal to 20 percent of the expendi-
the Unexpired terms of members serving on involved, ture limitation a_pllcable to such candidate
the Federal Election Commission on the date (6) Any reference in any Other Federal law under section 320(b), but all such costs shall
of theenactm,ent of this Act. to the Federal Electio/_ Commission, or to be reported in accordance with section 804

(3) Members serving on the Federal Elec- any member or employee thereof, as such (b);
tien Commission on the date of the enact- Commission existed under the Federal Elec- "(J) the payment, by ar/y person other
ment of this Act may continue to serve as tion Campaign Act of 1971 before its amend- than a candidate or political committee, of
such members until a majority of the mom- ment by this Act shall be held and considered compensation for legal or accounting services
bets of the COmmission are appointed and to refer to the Federal Election Commission, rendered to or on behalf of the national corn-
qualified under section 309(a) of the Act or the members or employees thereof, as such mittee of a political party (unless the per-
(2 U.S.O. 437c(a)), as redseignated by sec. Commission exists under the Federal Elec- eon payll_j for such seivices is a person other
tion 105 and as amended by this section. Un- tion Campaign Act of 1971 as amended by than the employer of the individual render-
ill a majority of the members of the Corn- this Act. tng such services), other than services at-
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trlbutable to activities which directly fur_;her clearly identified candidate, through a sepal (b) !) Section 3i0(a) (fl) of 'the Act (2
the election of a designated candidaze or rate schedule (A) any information require I U.S.C. !:37d (a)(6)), as r_.eslgnated by sec-
candidates to Federal office, or the payment by paragraph (9), stated in a manner whic. I lion 105, is amended to :read as follows:
fo:r legal or accounting services rendered to indlca_:es whether the expenditure Involve, I "(6) to initiate (through civil actions for
or on bell/_lf of a candidate or poli_cal corn- ls _n support of, or in opposition to, s cand:l, inJtLnc_;tve, declaratory, or other appropriate
m!tttee solely for the purpose of Insure. nC date: and (B) under penalty of perjury, a cer_ relief), defend (in the cede of any civil _c-
compliance with the provision of this 'title tificatlon whether such expenditure ts mad.t lion h,;ought under section 313(a) (9))_ or
or' of chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Reve- in ._ooperatton, eonsu]ttatlon, or concert, wit]::,, appeal any civil action t_a the name of the
hue Code of 1954 (unless the person paying or at the request or suggestion of, any can. Conlm:lsslon for the purpcme of enforcing the
for such services is a person other than the die.ate or any authorized committee or ageI't: provisions of this Act auld chapter 95 -and
e£_xPioyer of the individual renderL,_ such of :_uch candidate; and" chapter: 96 of the Interned Revenue Code of
services), but amounts paid or lnctu'red id) Section 204(e] of the Act (2 U.S.C. 1954}, through Its general counsel;".
folr such legal or accounting services shall ,t34:(e ) is amended to read as follows: (f'0 :!iection 310 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437d),
be reported l:[nder section 304(b); or "(eli (1) Every' person (other than a pcb as rede.=dgnated by section 105, is amended by

"'(K) a limn of money by a national or S_ate ]ttlcai committee or candidate) who make _ adding at the end thereof the fo[towing new
bsaak made in accordance with the applicable contributions or. expenditures expressly acll. subt_c'l;ion:
banking laws and regulations and in the rotating the eh.,ction or defeat of a clear:l , "(c) Except as provided in section 313(a)
ordinary course of; business, but such loan identllied candidate, other than by contr:L. (9), iht,, power of the Conmaission to initiate
shall be reported in accordance with section bution to a political committee or candtdat,_, civil[ am.'tions under subsection (a) (6) shall
304(b);". tu an aggregate amount in excess of $1f.,i be _he, exclusive civil remedy for the en-

(g) Section 301 of the Act (2 U.S.C. ,_:31) within a calendar year shall file with tt:,_ forcem?nt of the provisions of this Act.",
is amended-- Commission, on a form prepared by the Corn, ]_NFORCEi_SI_IT

(1) by striking out "and" at the end of lnlssio*n, a state,sent containing the lnforml!L, SI,_C. _.07. Section 3i3 o7! the Act (2 U.S.C.
paragraph (m); tics rt,_luired of a person who makes a cra:, 437g), as redesignated by section 105, is

(2) by,etrilning out the period at the end trlbution in excess of $100 to a candidate o ' amended to read as follow_:
,of paragraph (n) and inserting in lieu thereof political commit-tee and the information m!_,
a semicolon; and qu:tred of a candidate or political commltte _ "ENFORCE_:E.NT

(3) by adding at the end thereof the icl- receiving such a contribution. ",'SEC 313. (a)(1) Any ];erson who believes
lowing new paragraph: ' (2) A corporation, labor organization, c, a violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or

"(o) 'Act' means the Federal Election Cam- other members]_ip c,rganization which ex, chapt/<_ 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of
palgn Act of 19'/1 as amended by the Federal plieltly advocates the election or defeat of _ 1954, :b.as occurred may file a complaint
Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974 clearly identified candidate through a com, with the Commission. Such complaint shall
a_l.d the Fecieral Election Campaign Act m_.nlcation with its stockholders or membe:r, _ be in u_riting, shall be signed and sworn to by
Amendments of 1976.". or tl_e:Lr families shall, notwithstanding th_ the person filing such complaint,, and eh. all

ORGANIZATION OF POLitICAL COMMITTEE_; provisions of section 301(f) (4) (C), report: be notarized. Any person filing such a eom-

SEC. 103. (a) Section 302(b) of the Federal ,'ruth expenditures under paragraph (1) t.:_ plaint shall be subject to the provisions
Election Carfipalgn Act of 1971 (2 U S.C. thc extent that 'they are directly attributab:_ , of sect:ion 1001 of title 18,_United States Cotle.
432(b) ) is amended by striking out "$10" and to such communications. The Cc:remission may not conduct any lnves-

' (3) Statements required by this subsec tlgatlo,::_ under this section, or take any other
in.ssrting in'lieu thereof "$100". tio:a shall be filed on the dates on which r_ action under this section, solely on the basis

(b) Section 302(c) (2) of such Act (2 U.S.C.
432(c) (2)) is amended by striking out '%10" ports by politics con_mittees are filed. Sue:! of a complaint of a persosm whose identity' isstatements shall include (A) the informatio_ not dil<-losed to the Commission.
and inserting in lisu thereof' "$100". required by subsection (b)(9), stated in :, "(2) The Commission, upon receiving a

lc) Section 302 o[ the Act (2 U.8.C. 422) is
a_nended by striking out subsection (e) and manner indicating whether the contributio:._ complaint under paragraph (1), or if it has
by' redesignatlng subsection (f) as subsect:lon or expenditure t._ in support of, or oppositio_ reason to believe that any person has com-1;o, the candidate; and lB) under penalty o i mitred a violation of this Act or of chapter
(e). pezJury, a certification whether such e=,::. 95 or ::hapter 96 of the ]internal Revenue

REPORT,C; BY POLITICAL _Oi_MITTEES AIVD pendlture is made In cooperation, consult_. Code o:_ 1954, shall notify ,the person involved
CANDIDATES 1;lO:fl, or concert,-with, or at the request o _ of sucL alleged violation and shall make an

S_c. 104. (a) Section 304(a) (1) of the Act suggestion of, any candidate or any autholr investigation of such alleged violation in ac-
(21 U.S.C. _84(a) (1)) ls amended by adttlng tze4 committee or agent of such candldat._! core[artec with the provtsloxm of tl_is section.
at the end of subparagraph (C) the follow- Any expenditure, including but not limite_ "(3) Any investigation under paragraph
lng: "In any year in which a candidate ls not to those described in subsection (b) (13), c,l (2)' shall be conducted expeditiously and
on the ballot; ior electldn to Federal o!5ce, t_i,000 or more made after the fifteenth da:_, shall l:_elude an investigation, conducted in
s_lch candidate and his authorized commit- but r_:ore than forty*eight hours, before an' accord_mce with the provisions of this sec-
tees shall only be required to file such reports eleation shall be reported within forty-elgl:_; tlon, olI reports and statements filed by any
not later than the tenth day following the hours of such expenditure, eomplsdnant under this title, ti such com-
ch_se of any calendar quarter tn which the ' (4) The Commission shall be responsibl_ plainant is a candidate. _hiy notfilcation or
candidate ariel his authorized committees re- for expeditiously preparing indices which se: inve:stlgation made under paragraph (2) ah,all
celved contributions or made expenditures, or forth, on a candidate-by-candidate basis, a:l _ not be made public by the Commission or by
both, the ,total amount of which, taken to- t_xpenditures separately, including but no; any ot:_er person without the wrttteR con-
gsther, exceeds $5,000, and such reports shall li_iteci to those reported under subsectio_ sent of the person resetvir_g such notification
be, complete as of the close of such calendar (bi (1_), made with respect to each cand!t, or the person with respect to whom SZLch
q_:mrter; except that any such report required date, as reportt_i under this subsection, an_ investi[;ation is made.
to be filed after December 31 of any cale_:tdar l:or periodically Issuing such indices 0n , "(4) The Commission shall a_o_t any per-
year with _espect to which a report is re- timely pre-election basis.", son wh:, receives notice _f an alleged violation
qtfired to be filed under subparagraph (B) E_PORTS BY CERTAn_ PERSONS under ':,aragraph (2) a reasonable opportun-

ity ,to demonstrate that no action should be
shall be filed as provided in such subpara- _q_c 105. Title Iii of the Act (2 U.S.,_::, taken against such person by the Commls-
graph.". 43]-441) is amended by striking out sectio: _ sion ur_der this Act.

(b) Section 304(a)(2) of the Act (2 U S.C. 308 thereof (2 U.S.C. 437a) and by redeslg, "(5) (A) If the Commissi,on determines _hat
4a4(a) (2)) is amended to read as follow_: ns'tin§ section 309 through section 321 _,_ there l,,: reason to believe that any person

"(2) Each treasurer of a political cormnlt- sectioa 308 through section 320. respectivel.i,
tee authorized by a candidate to raise con- ,. has co_unltted or is about to eo_unlt a vlo-
trfbutions or make expenditures on his be- Pow_as oF COMMISSION lotion of this Act or of ch. apter 95 or chapter
h_fif, other _han the candidate's principal i;ac 106. (a) Section 310(a) of the Act ,I ! 96 of the Internal Re=enue Code of 1t}54, the
campaign committee, shall file the report_ U.S.C. 437d(a)), as redeslgnated by sectlo:_ Co_tmimion shall /_ake every e_deavor to
required trader this s_ction with the can- :[05, is amended--- correct or prevent such 'rlolatlon by tnfor-
dl,date's princltml campaign committee". ( 1 ) in paragraph (8) thereof, by lnsertir._ _ real me_,_hods of conference, conciliation, and

(c) Sec_ton 304(b.) of the Act (2 US.C. "deveiop such !_,reseribed forms and to" im persua_.i_on, and to enter into a conciliation
434(b) ) is an_ended-- mediately before "make", and by insertinL I a_reem:ent with _he person i_rvolved. A con-

(l) by st_lking out "and" at the e_,l of imm¢_iately after "Act" the followinf!,, ciliatiori agreement, unless violated, shall
"and chapter 95 and chapter 96 o/ the In, co_tt'_,ute an absolute bar to any further

paragraph (12); ternal Revenue Code of 1954"; activn by the Commission with respect to
(2) by redeslgnating paragraph (131 as (2) In paragraph (9} thereof, by strikin_ the violation which is the subject crf the

l_agraph (14); and orr; "and sections 608' and all that foUo_;, agreement, including brl:_ng a civil lure-
(,2) by inserhing immediately after para- tin'ouch "States Code" and inserting In lle_ ceediag under paragraph i[_) of this section.

graph (12) the _oUowing new paragraph: thereoT ',and chapter 9§ and chapter 96 c i _' (B) If the Commission i_ _lable to ec_-
"(t3) in the case of expenditures in excess the Internal Revenu_ Code of 1954"; and rect or prevent any such _lol_tion by such

e_f $t00 b_ _ political _ommlttee other than {_) by str, iki_g _rt par_r_h (t0) _a..j lnforrn_;l motheds, the Commission mmay, tf
act _m_hr_l ,-_-_m_tee of a candidate ex- redesignating paragr:_ph (11) _s p_*ag, rap]i the Conlmisal_a d_termhl_s there is pl_obable
l_,_sly advoct_ti_ the etectio_ or defeat of a (10}. ca_ _::_believe t&at a vio!_ation has occurred
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or is about to occur, institute a civil ac[ion lated, in whole or in part, any requirement (b) Section 315(c) (2) of the Act (2 lY;S.O,
for relief, including a permanent or tempo- of such conciliation agreement. 438(c) (i)), as redesignated by section 105,
rary injunction, restraining order, or any "(9) In any action brough$ under para- is amended by striking out "30 legislative
other appropriate order, Including a civil graph (5) or 'paragraph 48) of this subsec- days" in the first sentence and inserting in
penalty which does not exceed the greater of tion, subpenas for witnesses who are require_t lieu thereof the following: "30 calendar days
$5;000 or an amount equal to the amount to attend a United States district court may or 15 legislative days, whichever is later,".
of any contribution or expenditure involved run into any district. ADDITIONALENFORCEMENTAUTHORITy
in such violation, in the district court of "(10) (A) Any party aggrieved by an order
the United States for the district in which of the Commission dismissing a complaint SEC. 109. Section 407 of the Act (2 U.S.C.
the person against whom such action is filed by such party under paragraph {1), or 456) is repealed.
found, resides, or transacts business, by a fafiure on the part of the Commission CONTRIBUTION AND EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS;

"(C) In any civil action instituted bythe to act on such complaint in accordance with - OTH_ LIMITATIONS
Commission under paragraph (B), the court the provisions of this section within ninety SEC. 110. Title IH of the Act (2 U.S.C.
shall grant a permanent or temporary in- days after the filing of such complainS, may 431-441) is amended---
Junction, restraining order, or other order, file a petition with the United States DlsSrict (1) by inserting "(a)" before "No" in sec-
including a civil penalty which does not ex- Court for the District of Columbia. tion 318 (2 U.S.C. 439b), as redesignated by
ceed the greater of $5,000 or an amount equal "(B) The filing of any action under sub- section 105 of this Act;
to the amount of any contribution or expert- paragraph gA) shall be made--- (2) by adding the following new subsection
diture involved in such violation, upon a "(l) in the case of the dismissal of a com- at the end of section 318 (2 U.S.C. 439b), as
proper showing that the person involved has plaint by the Commission, no later than redeslgnated by section 105 of this Act:
eni,_ged or is about to engage in a violation sixty days after such dismissal; or "(b) Notwithstanding any other provision
of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of "(ii) in the case of a failure on the part of law, no Senator, Representative, Resident
l_he Internal Revenue Code of 1954. of the Commission to act on such complaint, Commissioner, or Delegate shall mail as

'_(D) If the Commission determines that no later than sixty days after the ninety- franked mail under section 3210 of title 39,
there is probable cause to believe that a day period specified in subparagraph (A). United States Code, any general mass mall-
knowing and willful violation under section "(C) In such proceeding the court may ing when such mailing is mailed at or de-
328(a), or a knowing and willful violation declare that the dismissal, of the complaint livered to any postal facility less than sixty
of a provision of chapter 95 or 96 of the or the action, or the failure to act, is con- days prior to the date of any primary or
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, has occurred trary to law and may direct the Commission general election in which such Senator, Rep-
or is about to occur, it may refer such appar- to proceed in conformity with that declara- resentative, Resident Commissioner, or Dele-
ent violation to the Attorney General of the tion within thirty days, failing which the gate is a candidate for Federal office. For
United States without regard to the limita- complainant may bring in his own name a purposes of this subsection the term 'general
tlons set forth in subparagraph (A) of this civil action to remedy the violation corn- mass mailing' means newsletters and similar
paragraph, plained of. mailings of more than five hundred pieces

"(6) (A) If the Commission believes that "(11) The Judgment of the district court the content of which is substantially !den-
there is clear and convincing proof that a may be appealed to the court of appeals and tlcal and which are mailed to or delivered
knowing and willful violation of the Act or the Judgment of the court of appeals affirm- to any postal facility at the same time or
Chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Revenue lng or setting aside, in whole or in part, any several different times.";
Code of 1954 has been committed, any con- such order of the district court shall be (3) by striking out section 320 (2 U.S.C.
ciliation agreement entered into by the Corn- final, subject to review by the Supreme Court 441), as redesignated by section 105 of this
miselon under paragraph (5) (A) may include of the United States upon certiorari or cer- Act; and
a requirement that the person involved in tification as provided in section 1254 of title (4) by inserting after section 319 (2 U.S.C.
such conciliation agreement shall pay a civil 28, United States Code. 439c), as redeslgnated by such section 105,

penalty which does not exceed the greater "(12) Any action brought under this sub- the following new sections:
of (i) $10,000; or (ii) an amount equal to section shall be advanced on the docket of "LIMITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND
300 percent of the amount of any contrlbu- the court in which filed, and put ahead of EXPE_DrruRES
tion or expenditure involved in such viola- all other actions tother than other actions
tion. brought under this subsection or under sec- "SEC. 320. (a) (1) No person shall make

'_(B) If the Commiesion believes that a tion 314). contributlons--
v.iolation of this Act or of chapter 95 or "(13) If the Commission determines after "(A) to any candidate and his authorized
chaI_r 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of an investigation that any person has vic- political committees with respect to any
19_4 has been committed, a conciliation lated an order of the court entered in a electipn for Federal office which, in the ag-
agreement entered into by the Commission proceeding brought under paragraph (5), it gregate, exceed $1,000;
under paragraph (5)(A) may include a re- may petition the court for an order to ad- "(B) to any political committee estab-
quirement that the person involved in such indicate that person In ¢dvil contempt, or, fished and maintained by a political party,
conciliation agreement shall pay a civil if it believes the violation to be knowing which is not the authorized political eom-
penalty which does not exceed the greater of and willful, it may instead petition the court mitee of any candidbte, in any calendar year
(l) $5,000; or (ii) an amount equal to the for an order to adjudicate that person in which, in the aggregate, exceed $25,000; or
amount of the contribution or expenditure criminal contempt. "(C) to any other political committee in
involved in such violation. "(b) In any case in which the Commis- any calendar year which, in the aggregate,

"(_') The Commission shall make available sion refers an apparent violation to the At- exceed $5,000.
to the public the results of any conciliation torney. General, the Attorney General shall "(2) No multi-candidate political corn-
attempt, including any COnciliation agree- respond by report to the Commission with mittoe shall make contributions---
menS entered into by the Commission, and respect to any action taken by the Attorney "(A) to any Candidate and his authorized
any determination by the Commission that General regarding such apparent violation, political committeas with respect to any
no violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or Each report shall be transmitted no later election for Federal office which, in the ag-
96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 has than sixty days after the date the Commis- gregate, exceed $5,000;
occurred, sion refers any apparent violation, and at "(B) to any political committee estab-

"(8) In any civil action for relief instituted the close of every thirty-day period there- lished and maintained by a political party,
by the Commission under paragraph (5), if after until there is final disposition of such which is not the authorized committee of
the cour_ determines that the Commission apparent violation. The Commission may any candidate in any calendar year, which,
has established through clear and convincing from time to time prepare and publish re- in the aggregate, exceed $25,000; or
proof that the person involved in such civil ports on the status of such referrals.". "(C) to any other political committee in
action has committed a knowhlg and willful DUTIES OF COMMISSION any calendar year which, in the aggregate,
violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or §6 SEC. 108. (a) Section 315(a) (6) of 'the exceed $10,000.
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the Act (2 U.S.C. 438(a) (6)), as redesignated by The limitations on contributions contained
court mayimpose a civil penalty of not more section 106, is amended by inserting lmme- in paragraph (2) do not apply to transfers
than the greater of (A) $10,000; or (B) an diately before the semicolon at the end between and among political committees
amount equal to 300 percent of the contrl- thereof the following: ", and to compile and Which are National, State, district, or local
bution or expenditure involved in such vic- maintain a separate cumulative index of committees (including any subordinate com-
latlon. In any case in which such person has reports and statements filed with it by polit- mittee thereof) of the same political party.
entered into a conciliation agreement with ical committees supporting more than one For purposes of this paragraph, the term
the Commission under paragraph (5) (A), the candidate, which shall include a listing of 'multi-candidate political committee' means
Commls6ion may institute a civil action for the date of the registration of any such a political committee which has been regis.-
relief under paragraph (5) if it believes that political committee and the date upon which tered under section 303 for a period of -not
such person has violated any provision of any such political committee qualifies to less than six months, which has received
such conciliation agreement. In order for the make expenditures under section 320, and contributions from more than fifty persons,
Commission to obtain relief in any such civil which shall be revised on the same basis and and, except for any State political Party or-
action, it shall be sufficient for the Commis- at the same time as the other cumulative ganization, has made contributions to five
sion to eetablish that such person has rio- indices required under this paragraph", or more candidates for Federal office.
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"(3) For purposes of the [imitations under glen for eligibility for payments) or und_ "(Al; Ill the case of a candidate for election
pli:,ragraphs (1) and (2), all contributions section 9033 of the Internal Revenue Co,:'i_ to the office of Senator, or a Representative
made by political committees established, fi- of 1954 (relating to eligibility for payment:_ _ Irom 'a State which is entitled to only one
m_mced, maintained, or controlled by any to receive payraents from the Secretary ,: Representative, the greater of__
person or persons, including any parent, the Treasury may make expenditures i "(il 2 cents multiplied'by the voting age
subsidiary, branch, division, department, af- excess of--- population of the State (as certified under
filiate, or local unit of such person, or by "(Al 810,000,000, in the case of a campai_ subsection (el); or
any group of persons, shall be considered for nomination Ior election to such offic,_ "(ii) $20,000: and
to have been made by a single political com- except the aggregate of expenditures und, "(B' in the case of a candidate for election
m.lttee, except that (Al nothing in this sen- this subparagraph in any one State sh_ to the office of Representative, Delegate, or
tence shall limit transfers between poiigical not exceed the greater of 16 cents _rrultipli,_. Resldcnt Commissioner lin any other State,
committees of funds raised through joint by thc voting age population of the Sta': $10,000.
fund-raising efforts; (B) this sentence shah (as certified under subsection (el), ., ' "(el During the first week of January, 1!)75,
not apply so that contributions made by a $200,000; or and e_,ery subsequent yeaz_, the Secretary of
political party through a single national "iD) $20,000,000 in the case of a campai[: t Commerce shall certify to the 'Commission
committee and contributions by that party for election to such office, and p-tblish in the Federal Register an esti-
through a single State committee in each "(2) For purposes of this subsection-- mate of the voting age population of the
State are treated as having been made by a "(Al expenditures made by or on behalf ,_' United States, of each State, and of each
single political committee; and (C) a polit- any candidate nominated by a political par:::' congressional district as of the first day of
ical committee of a national organization for election to the office of Vice Preslde_ : July next preceding the date of certification.
shall not be precluded from contributing to of the United States shall be considered 'i: The term 'voting age population' means resi-
n candidate or committee merely because of be expenditures made by or on behalf ,_ dent population, eighteen years of age or
its affiliation with a national multicaudidato the candidate of such party for election i : older.
political committee which has made the max- the office of President of the United State _: "(fl No candidate or political committee
lraum contribution it ts permitted to make and shall ._:nowingly accept any contribution or
to a candidate or a committee. "(B) a n expenditure is made on behalf } make any expenditure tn violation of the

"(4)No individual shah maek contrtbu- a candidate, including a Vice President[ I provisions of this section. No officer or em-
tions aggregating more than $25,000 in any cEmdidate, if ii. ls made by--- ployee of a political committee shall know-
calendar year. For purposes of this paragraph, "(il an authorized committee or any otb _: ingly accept a contribn, tlon made for the
any contribution made to a candidate in a agent of the candidate for the purposes ,:'. benefit or use of a candidate, or knowingly
y,_ar other than the calendar year in which making any expenditure; or make any expenditure on behalf of a candi-
the election is held wi_h respect to which "(ii) any person authorized or request_.i date, :i.nviolation of any limitation imposed
such contribution was made, is considered by' the candidate, an authorized committmz on col_tributlons and expenditures under this
_o 1_ made during the calendar year in which el the candidate, or an agent of the cand i sectio:L
S'UeI_Lelection is held. date, to make the expenditure. ':(g", The Commission shall prescribe rules

"(5) For purposes of this subsection ..... (c) (1) At the beginning of each calend, t: under which any expenditure by a candidate
"(Al contributions to a named candidate year (commencing in 1976), as there beco_::_ for Px*esidential nomination for use £n two

made to any political committee authorized available necessary data from the Bureau ,:_ or re(cee States shall be attributed to such
by s'_ch candidate to accept contributions on Labor Statlstlds of the Department of Labr: candidate's expenditure limitation in each
his behalf shall be considered to be con- the Secretary of Labor shall certify to tl_ such '_[ltate, based on the voting age popu-
trlbutions made to such candidate; Commission and publish in the Federal Re_ lation tn such State which can reasonably

"(B) (t) expenditures made by any per- ister the percent difference between the pr_:_, be expected to be influenced by such ex-
son in cooperation, consultation, or eon- Index for the twelve months preceding t'.:,: pendii;ure.
eert, with, or at the request or suggestion beginning of such calendar year and pr:t:. "(h_ Not_-ithstandlng any other provtqon
of, a candidate, his authorized political corn- index for the base period. Each limitatU of thi_. Act, amounts totaling not more than
mlttees, or their agents, shall be conslciered established by subsection (b) and subsecti_ . $20,000 may be contributed to a candidate
to be a contribution to such candidate; id) shall be inerea_;ed by such percent d!l. for nomination for election, or for elect:ion,

"(ii) the financing by any person of the ference. Each amount so Increased shall ,:._, to the United States Senate or House cf Rep-
dissemination, distribution, or republication, the amount in effect for such calendar ye_ :. resentatives, during the year tn which au
in whole or in part, of any broadcast or any "(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)-- electl.:m ls held in whlch he is such a candl-
written, graphic, or other form of campaign "(Al The t,_rm ':price index' means t_:._, date by the Republican or Democratic Senn-
materials prepared by the candidate, his average over a calendar year of the Consun_" to, Iai Campaign Commie:tee, the Democratic
campaign committees, or their authorized Price Index (all Items--United States cJ,' National Congressional ,Committee, the Ns-
agents shall be considered to be an expendl- average) published monthly by the Burs: .t tiona_ Republican Congreqslonal Committee,
ture for purposes of this paragraph; and of Labor Statistics; and or tt:_e national committee of a political

"(C) contributions made to or for the "(it) the term 'base period' means the c._.. party_ or any combination of such corn-
benefit of any candidate nominated by a e'adar year 1974. mittm_s.
political party for election to the office of "id) (1) Notwithstanding any other p:r:.
Vice President of the United States shall vision of law with respect to limitations ,:,:_, "CON'illlBUTIONS OR EXPEIqDITURESBY NATIONAL
l:,e considered to be contributions made to expenditures or limitations on contrlbutlo_ _. _a:_s, CORPORATIONS, OR LABORORGANIZATI_ONS
or for the benefit of the candidate of such the national committee of a political pa:[_',' "SEc. 321. (al It is unlawful for any ua-
party for election to the office of President and a State committee of a political par'i:% tlona:[ bank, or any corporation organized
of the United States. including any subordinate committee of ii, by authority of any law of Congress, to make

*'(6) The limitations imposed by para- State committee, may make expenditures i.L a co_.tribution or expenditure In connec-
[!ffaphs (1) and (2) of this subsection (other connection with the general election ca_ .. ticn with any election to any political office,
than the annual limitation on contribu- paign of candidates for Federal office, subJ._ :; or in connection with any primary election
tions to a political committee under para- to the limitations contained in paragrap _: or political convention or caucus held to
graph (2) (B)) shall apply separately with (2) and (3) of thl,; subsection, select candidates for any political office, or
respect to each elecflon, except that all "(2) The national committee of a politi,'._.[ for any corporation whatever, or any labor
elections held in any aclendar year for the par_y may not make any expenditure in co .. organization to make a contribution or ex-
office of President of the United States nccLion with the general election campa![_: pe:nditure in connectiml with any election
,[except a general eleegion for such office) of any candidate for President of the Uni'_,_l[ at wi'ich Presidential and V!ce Presidential
shall be considered to be one election. States who is affiliated with such party wh[ :i,.[ electors or a Senator or Representatiw_ in,

"(7) For purposes of the limitatiom_ ia- e_ceeds an amount equal to 2 cents mui .. or a Delegate or Resident Commissioner to,
posed by this section, all contributions made plied by the 'voting age population of *_ _: Cong:t'ess are to be voted for, or in connection
by a per_on, either directly or indirectly, on United States (as certified under subsect:tor_ with any primary electton or political con-
behalf of a particular candidate, Including (el). Any exepnditure under this paragra :l:t ve:ation, or caucus held to select candidates
contributions which are in any way ear- shat1 be in addition to any expenditure ::;, for ac_y of the foregoing offices, or for any
marked or otherwise directed through an a national committee of a political pa_, ,_ candidate, political commitee, or other per-
lntermedigry or conduit to such candidate, serving as the principal camapign commit'l: t,_,. so_x to accept or receive any contribution
shall be treated as contributions from such of a candidate for the office of 'the Presidio: _,I_ pr,>hibited by this section, or for any officer
person to such candidate. The intermediary cf the United States. or an:_'director of any. corporation or any na-
or conduit shall report _he original source "(3) The nationat committee of a politi, i ttona'z bank or any officer of. any labor
and the 4ntended recipient of such contribu- party, or a S _ate committee of a politi,., i orgardzation to consent to any contributions
tion to the Commission and to the intended party, including any subordinate commtti _,._ or expenditure by the corporation, national
_ctpient. of a State committee, may not make *_._,.!r bank, or labor organization, as the case may

"(b) (1) No candidate _or the office el expenditure ill connection with the geneu:1 be, prohibited by this section.
lPreslde_ of _he United States who is election campaign of a candidate for F_,I- "(b) (1)'For the purposes of this section
eligible -trn_ter section 9003 of the Internal.- oral office in a State who is affiliated w! :_ 'labor organization' means any organization
Revenue _de of Z9_4 (relating to condi- suct_ party which exceeds--- of any kind, or any agency or employee rep-
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resent_tion committee or plan, in which em- tion, or separate segregated fuml eonducMng "PUm.ZCATWW Om msr_ ov l*o_c_
ployees participate and which exist for the such solicitation cannot determ_ who sza_3-_
purpose, in whole or in part, of dealing with makes a contribution as a rmult of sits '_. W. Whenever any per_n _ an
employers concerning grievance_ labor dis- solicitation and who does not. etl)endl_e_ for the pm-poee _f
puree, wages, rates of pay, hours of employ- "(C) This para.apb shall not prevent a communications e_m_ly _m'vmSarm_' _le
merit, or conditions of work. As used in this membership organization, c_._eratlve, or election or defe_ of a clear!!_ l_l_e_
section and in section I2(h) of the Public corporation without capital ._-k, or a amp- did[ate throagh _ st&tlol_, ll_w_
Utility Holding Company Act (15 U.S.C. T91 state segregated fund established by a mere- ps_es, msgsmt_, outdoor adveetleing l_
(h)), the phrase 'contribution or expendl- bership organization, cooperative, or co_ ctltties, direct mails, and ot_er similar
ture' shall include any direct or indirect poration without capital stock, from solicit- of general p_blic political advertising, m_oh
payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, lng contributions to such a fund from mere- communication--*
or gift of money, or any services, ar anything bers of such organization, cooperative, or "(1) if authorized by a candidate, hl_ att-
of value (except 'a loan of money by 'a ne.- corporation without capital stock, thortzed political co_nmttteelror _ nl0mte,
tional or State bank made in accordance "(4) Notwithstanding any other law, any shall clearly and conspicuously, in accord.
with the applicable banking laws and regu- method of soliciting voluntary contributions ance with regulations prescribed by the
lations and in thc ordln_y course of busl- or of facilitating the making of voluntary Commission, state _htr_ the comm_nl_tio_
ness) to any candidate, campaign committee, oontribntlons to a separate segregated fund has been authorized, or
or political party or organization, in connec- established by a corporation, permitted to _(2) _f not authorized by a candidate, his
tion with any election to any of the offices corporations, shall also be permitted to labor aUthorized_ political committees, ce their
referred to in this section; but shall not organizations.
include communications by a corporation to "(5) Any corporation that utilizes a math- agents, shall olearly and conspicuously, inaccordance with regulations prescribed by
its stockholders and executive or adminis- od of soliciting voluntary contributions or the Commission, state that the communica-
tratlve personnel and their families or by a facilitating the making of voluntary con- tlon ts not authorized by any candidate, m_
labor organization to its members and their tributions, shall make available, on written state the name of the person who made or fi-
families on any subject; nonpartisan regis- request, that method to a labor organize- nanced the expendliarre for the commtmte_
tratlon and get-out-the-vote campaigns by tion representing any members working for tion, including, the case of a political com-
a corporation aimed at Itc stockholders and that corporation, mlttee, the name of any affiIiated or con-
executive or administrative personnel and "(6) For purposes of this section, the term nected organization required to be disclosed
their families, or by a labor organization °exeCutive or adminlstrative personnel' means under section 303(b)(2).
aimed at its members and their families; or individuals employed by a corporation who
the establishment, administration, and solic- are paid on a salary, rather than hourly, 'fCO_rRrsUTXONS BY FOR_rrC-NNATIONAL8
ltation of contributions to a separate segre- basis and who have policymaking or super- "Sxc. 324. (a) It shall b e unlawful fo_ a
gated fund to be utilized for political pur- vtsory responsibilities, foreign national directly Or through anW
poses by a corporation or labor organization, "(?) For purposes of this section, the term other person to make any contribution cd
or by a membership organization, coopers- 'stockholder' includes any individual who has money ce other thing of value, or to promise
tine, or corporation without capital stock, a legal or vested beneficial iuterest in stock, expressly or impliedly to make any such con-

"(2) It shall bc unlaw_ul_ including, but not limited to, an employee tr_b_tion, in connection with an election to
"(A) for such a fund to make a contribu- of a corporation who participates in a stock any politieal office or in connection with any

tlon or expenditure by utilizing money or bonus, stock option, or employee stock own- primary election, convcntlbn, or caucus held
anything of value secured by physical force, ership plan. to select candidate_ for any political office;
Job discrimination, financial reprisals, or the "CONTRrsYJ'I'_OI_/SBY GOVERNM_:NTCONTRACTORS or for any person to solicit, accept, or receive
threat of force, Job discrimination, or finan- "SEc. 322. (a) It shall be unlawful for any such contribution from a foreign na-
cial reprisal; or by dues, fees, or other any person_ tlonal.
moneys required as a condition of member- "( 1) who enters into any contract with the "(b) As used in this section, the term 'for-
ship in a labor organization or as a condl- United States or any department or agency eign national' means---
tion of employment, or by moneys obtained thereof either for the rendition of personal "(1) a foreign principal, as suc h term is
in any commercial transaction; services or furnishing any material, supplies, defined by section l(b) of the Foreign

"(B) for an employee to solicit a sub- or equipment to the United States or any Agents Registration Act of 1938 (22 U_.C.
ordinate employee; department or agency thereof or for selling 011(b) ), except that the term 'foreign na-

"(C) for any person soliciting an employee any land or building to the United States tional' shah not include any individual who
for a contribution to such a fund to fall or any department or agency thereof, if pay. is a citizen of the United States; or
to inform such employee of the political ment for the performance of such contract or "(2) an individual who ts not a citizen of
purposes of such fund at the time of such payment for such material, supplies, equip- the United _tates and who is not lawfully
solicitation; and ment, land, or buUding is to be made in admitted for permanent residence, as defined

"(D) for any person soliciting an employee whole or in part from funds appropriated by by section 101(a) (20) of the Immi_afAon
for a contribution to such a fund to fail the Congress, at any time between the eom- and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(20)).
to inform such employee, at the time of such mencement of negotiations for and the later "PROHXm_ON OF CONT_re_r_ONS ZN N_ME 0P
solicitation, of his right to refuse to so of (A) the completion of performance un-
contribute without any reprisal, der, or (B) the termination of negotiations ANOT_r_

"(3) (A) Except as provided in subpara- for, such contract or furnishing of material, "SEc. 325. No person shah make a contribu-
graphs (B) and (C), It shall be nnlaurfnl_ supplies, equipment, land, or buildings, ali- tion in the name of another person or know-

racily or Indirectly to make any contribution lngly permit hisname to be used to effect
"(1) for a corporation, or a separate of money or other thing of value, or to prom- such a contribution, and no person shall

segregated fund establlshed by a corpora-
tion, to solicit contributions to such a fund lee expressly or lmpliedly to make any such knowingly accept a contribution made by onecontribution, to any political party, commit - person in the name of another person.
from any person other than its stoekhold- tee, or candidate for public office or to any "LzMrr_T_ON O_r CO_NS O_ C_Rm_CY
ers and their families and its executive or

person for any political purpose or use; or "SEc. 326. No person shall make contribu-
administrative personnel and their families, "(2) knowingly to solicit any such contrl- tions of currency of the United States or cur-
and button from any such person for any such renc!_ of any foreign country to or for the

"(ii) for a labor organization, or a sap- purpose during any such period, benefit of any candidate which, in the .ag-
arate segregatedfund established by a labor "(h) This section does not prohibit or gregate, exceed $100, with respect to &ny
organization, to solicit contributions to such make unlawful the establishment or admtn- canlpalgn of such candidate for nomination
a fund from any person other than its mere- lstratlon of, or the solicitation of contribu- for election, or for election, to Federal office.
bars and their families, tions to, any separate segregated fund by any "FRAWOtrLEN'r Mm_EP_ES_NTAT_ON OF

"(B) It shall not be unlawful under this corporation or labor organization for the
section for a corporation, a labor organize- purpose of influencing the nomination for c&MPaxa_ _rHoarr_
tion, or a separate segregated fund estab- election, or election, of any person to Fed- "SEC. 327. No person who is a candidate
lished by a corporation or a labor organtza- eral office, unless the provisions of section for Federal office or an employee or agent of
tion, to solicit in .writing one contribution 321 prohibit or make nnlawful the establish- such a candidate shan_
during the calendar year for use in connec- ment or administration of, or the solicitation "(1) fraudulently misrepresent hlm_lf or
tlon with primary election campaigns, and of contributions to, such fund. Each specific any commtttsc or organization under his con-
one contribution during the calendar year prohibition, allowance, and duty applicable fro1 as speaking or writing or otherwise act.-
for uae in connection with general election to a corporation, labor organization, or sep- tug for or on he.half of any other candidate
campaigns, from any stockholder, officer, or state segregated fund under _cticn 321 ap- or political party or employee or agent thereof
employee of a corporation or the families plies to a corporation, labor organization, or on a matter which is damaging to such other
of such persons. A solicitation under this separate segregated fund to which this sub- candidate or political party or employee or
subpar_raph may be made only by mail section applies, agent thereof; or
addressed to the stockholder, officer, or em- "(c) For purposes of this section, the term "(2) wiilfull]_ and knowh_l? to participate
ployee at his residence, and shall be so de- 'labor organization' has the meaning given in or conspire to participate in any plaz_
signed that the corporation, labor organlza- it by section 321. scheme, or design to violate paragraph (1).
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"_'m_ALTY FOR VXOnA_ONS (_V) Section 310(10 (7) of the Act (2 U.I!L::L broiler, half-brother, sister, or half-sister of

"SEc. 328. (a) Any person, following the 437,i(a) (7)), _ks redLeaignated by section :10!i the candidate, and the spouses of such
_.,naotment of this section, who knowingly is amended by striking out "315" and lnse,_:i- persons.".
lfbnd willfully commits a violation of any pro- lng in lieu thereof "312". (b) For purposes of applying section 9004
vision or provisions of this Act which involves (c) (1) Section 9002(3) of the Inter:_l t_J (d) of the Internal Rev,_nue Code of 1954, as
the making, receiving, or reporting of any Revenue Code, of 1954 (defining Comual_;_ ascended by subsectlo:a (a), expenditures
contribu_ion or expenditure having a value siorL) Is amended by striking out "810,[:_) made by an individual after January 29,
tin the aggregate of $1,000 or more during a (1)' azu/ inserting in lieu thereof "309[:,) 1976, and before the date of enactment of
calendar year shall be fined in an amount (1) '. this Act shall not be taken Into account.
which does not exceed the greater of $25,000 ('.-_IJSection 90321[3) of the Internal Re,,'- PaYMrh_rs TO ELIG:[BLECANDIDATES
or 300 percent of the amount of any contri- nns Code of 1954 (de/thing Commt_lon',t s
bution or expenditure involved in such vlo_ amended by striking out "310(a) (1)" a_,:lfl SEc'. 302. Section 9006 of the Internal Rev-
lation, imprisoned for not more than one inserting in lieu thereof "309(a) (1)". enue Code of 1954 (reis,ting to payments to
year, or both. A willful and knowing viola_ (a)(1) Section 301(e) (5) (F) of the ,_:;t ell,gible candidates) is amended by striking
lion of section 321(b)(2), including such a (2 U.S.C. 431(e) (5) (F)) is amended :fY otLt subsection (b) thereof and by redesig-
violation of the provisions of such section as striking out 'the last paragraph of sect:i_ ,n hi,ting subsection (c) and subsection (d) as
applicable through section 322(b),is punish- 610 of title 18, United States Code" and ::.. subsection (b) and subsection (c), re-
_bble by a fine of not more than 850.000, im_ serting in lieu thereof "section 321(b)". specttvely.
prisonment for nbt more than 2 years, or (2) Section 301if)(4)(H) of the Act i:._. REVIEW Or R_:O_LATXONS
t_th. In the case of a knowing and willful U.S.C. 431(f) (4) (H)) is amended by stri ;- SEC. 303. (a) Section 9009(c) (2) of the
violation of section 325 or 326, the pen_lties lng out "the lest 'paragraph of section f,:0 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to
set forth in this section shall apply to a vie- of t.itle lB, United States Code" and lnsert:i_tl_ review of regulations) is amended by strlk-
latlon involving an amount having a value in ',deu thereof "section 321(b)". lng out "30 legislative days" and inserting in
_n the aggregate of $250 or more during a (s) Section 314(a) of the Act (2 U.,'!L:L lie_u thereof the following: "30 calendar days
i,_lendar year. In the case of a knowing and 437h (a)), as redesignated by section 10§, _, or 15 legislative days, whichever is later,".
willful violation of section 337, the penalties am,_nded by striking out "or of section it;il;_, (b) Section 9039(c) (2) of the Internal
l_et forth in this section shall apply without 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 610, or 617 of title :lIr., Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to review of
r,,gard to whether the making, receiving, or Unt_ed States Code" in the first sentence :,I re_gulations) is amende_t by striking out "30
.eporting of a contribution or expenditture of such section and by striking out "or of s_-_:- legislative days" and im_rtlng in lieu there-
;1,000 or more was involved, lion 608, 610, 611, 618, 614, 615, 616, or 6 '7 of the following: "30 calendar days or 15

"(b) A defendant in any criminal action of title _8, United States Code," in the m_:- legislative days, whichever is later,".
brought for the violation of a proviaion el end sentence of such subsection.
_[,hLsAct, or of a provision of chapter 95 or (t) (1) Section 406(a) of the Act (2 U.$.::'.. ]_LIG/]B][Lr_YFO[_PAYMENTS
96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, may 455(a)) is amended by striking out "or :i SEc:. 304. Section 90_;3(b)(1) of the In-
lmtroduce as evidence of his lack of knowl- sec,;Ion 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 616_ :r ternai Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to
edge of or intent to commit the offense for 617 of title li% United States Cods". expe_:_.se limitation; d_-laration of intent;
which the action was brought a conciliation (2) Section 406(b) of the Act (2 U.$ i'._. n_inimum contributions) is amended by
agreement entered Into between the defend- 455(b) ) is amended by striking out "or s_.- striking out "limitation" and inserting in
ant and the Commission under sectio_ 313 lion 608. 610, 611, or 613 of title 18, UnI'l:,4_ lieu thereof "limitations".
which specifically deals with the act or fail-_ 8tat_s Code,". I_TY)_LrFIED CAMPAIGN EXPENSE LIMITATION
are to act constituting such offense and (gl Section 591 of title 18, United Stat_._ SEc. 305. (a) Section 9035 of the Internal
which is still in effect. Coc_e, is amended-- R/_venue Code of 1954 (relating to qualified

"(c) In any criminal action brought for (l_ by striking out "609(c) of this title" :_ campaign expense limi/_atinn) is amended--
,_,Violation of a provision of this Act, or of sub_ection (f) (4) (JCl) and Inserting in 1!i4.x (1) in the heading thereof, by striking out
a provision of chapter 95 or 96 of the Inter- thereof "section 320(b) of the Federal E],_: .... LrMIT&TION;_ and inserting in lieu thereof
hal Revenue Cede of 1954, the court before lion Campaign Act of 1971"; "_tMrrATzONS";
which such action Is brought shall take into (2) by striking out "by section 608( b_ I) (2) by inserting "(a) EXPENDITURE LZMI-
account, in weighing the seriousness of th_ of this title" i._ subsection (f) (4) (I) and !Ii,- _'ATXO:_.VS.--"immediately before "No candl-
offense and in considering the appropriate- sertl:ag in Ilea thereof "under section l!'.i0 date";
ness of the penalty to be imposed if the de- (a) (2) of th,3 l_ieral Election Campal!i :z (3) by inserting imm_tiately after "States
lendantlsfound guilty, whether-- Act of 1971"; rand Cc<lc" the following: ", and no candidate

"(1) the specific act or failure to act which (_ _ by striking out "310 (a)" in subsectt_::_ shall knowingly make e]:penditures from his
constitutes the offense for which the _ctlon (k) and inserting in lieu thereof "309(a)personal funds, or the personal funds o.f his
was brought is the subject of a conciliation TITLE LI--AiU_EKDMENTS TO TITLE 18, lm_nedlate fancily, in ¢_mnectlon with his
_greement entered into between the defend-, UNITED STATES CODE campaign for, nomination for election to the
:_mt and the Commission under section 313_ REPEAL OF C_mT_XlV_mov_szoNs office of President in excess of, in the aggre-

"(2) the conciliation agreement ts in effect, (4) by adding at the end thereof the fol-smd S_:c. 201. (a) Chapter 29 of title 18, Unlt_:i gate, $50,000"; and

"(3) the defendant is, with respect to the States Code, l_;amended by striking out s_,'.- lowing new subsection:tiom_ 603, 610, 511, 612, 613, 614, 015, 6:!;,
violation for which the defense is being as_ and 017. '"(b) DEIPL_ITION OF IMMEDIATE FAMILY.--
serted, in compliance with the conciliation ('_) The table oJ_ sections for chapter ::i_ P_r purposes of this section, the term 'lmme-
agreement°", of _lt_e 18, Uzfited States Code, is amen_![_ :i dials family' means a candidate's spouse,

AUTZ_ORIZATZONOP APPI_OPR/ATZONS by _triking oug the items relating to sectloi ts and any child, parent, grandparent, brother,
S_o. 111. Section 319 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 608, 510, 611, 612, 6_3, 614, 615, 616, and 6]/I half4_rother, sister, or half-sister of the can-didate, and the spouses of such persons.".

4:39c), as redseignated by section 105, is TI'['L,E III--A._ENI)MENTS TO II_'l'_:tcl_'f!ii_ (b) The table of sections _or chapter 96
_mended by adding at the end thereof the REVF_/U_ CODE O1= 1954 of the Internal Revew,e Code of 1954 ls
following sentence: "There are authorize_ E:_/TITLEMEI_._ OF ]_aLIG/BLECANDIDATESFC_tL amended by striking out the item relating to
t_) be appropriated to the Federal Election _¥MF._rS se_'tion 9035 and inserting in lieu thereof
Commission $8,000,000 for the fiscal year end_
'lng June 30, 1976, $2,000.000 for the period S_:c. 301. (a) Section 9004 of the Inter]:..[ the following new item:
beginning July 1, 1976, and ending Septem_ Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to entl_::__.... Sec. 9035. Qualified campaign expense llmt-
ber 30, 1976, and $8,000,000 for the fiscal year' ment of eligible candidates to payments) is tations.'.
,_mding September 30, 197_.". amended by sddlnt; at the end thereof l:l_e (c) For purposes of applying section 9035

following new subsections: (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as
SAVT-IqGPROVISION "(d) EXPENDITURES FROM PERSO]_.._:, amended by subsectio]x (a), expenditures

S_c. 112. Except as otherwise provided by FuNvs._In order to be eligible to repeive t_,:{,.y m:Yie by an individual after January 29,
'this Act, the repeal by this Act of any se_,. payment under section 9006, the candid:_t_:e 1976, and before t_he date of enactment of
Men or penalty shall not have the effect to, of a major, minor, or new party in a Pre_ !- this Act shall not be taken into account.
:reisase or ®xtinguish any penalty, forfeiture, dential election shall certify to the Comm_ - T]_:RM1T_ATIONOF pAY_[ENTS FOR LACe. Or

or liability incurred under such section or slo_,, under penalty of perjury, that s_:_ _ DEMONSTRABr_ESUPPORT
penalty, and such section or penalty shal_, candidate shall not knowingly make _-
linetreated as remaining in force for the pur-. penditures from his personal funds, or the SEC. 306. Section 9087 of the Internal Rev-
pose of sustaining any proper action o_' personal funds of ibis immediate family_ a enue Code of 1954 (relating to payments to
prosecution for the enforcement oI any' connection with his campaign for election :o eligible candidates in primary campaigns) is
i._emmlty, forfeiture, or liability, the office of P_sident in excess of, in the _;_- amended by adding at the end thereof tho

T_CH_q_CAL t_TD C01%']PORMI_TG&MENDI_ElqTS gregate, $50,000. following new subsectio:a:
S_c. 115. (a) Section 306(d) of the Act (2; "(e) DEFINITZO_ OF IMMEDIATE FAMILY' .... "(C) TER_][I_ATION OF PAYMENTS FOR LACK

lff_.O. 4_(d) ) is amended by inserting lm_, _r purposes of subsection (d), the te_:':_ o_ DEMONSTRABLESUlPPOaT.--
mediately after "804(a)(1)(C)," th_ foBow,., 'in_ediate family' means a candidat,_ _ "(1) GENIAL a_.--,_otwlths_andlng any
ling: "304(0)0'. spouse, and a:ny c_dld, parent, grandpare_: :;, other provision of this ,-_hapter, no payment
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,hall be made under this chapter to any (g] Section 9012(b)(1) of thc Internal dates for election to the office of President
candidate more than 30 days' after the date Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to contrl- of the United States and variations on the
of the second consecutive primary election buttons) is amended by striking out "9006 present nominating system;
in which such candidate receives less than (d)" and inserting in lieu thereof "9006(c)". (7) the manner in which candidates are
10 percent of the number of votes cast for all TITLE IV---COMMISSION TO STUDY PRES- nominated for election to the office of Vice
candidates of the same party for the same IDENTIAL NOMINATING PROCESS President of the United States; and
Grace in such primary election if the can- nECLARAX'XONOF POLICY (8) the extent to which State laws and
dtdate permitted or authorized the appear-
ance of his name on the ballot or certifies to SEC. 401. It is hereby declared to be the the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971promote or retard independent candi(_aciss
the Commission that he will not be an active policy of the United States to improve the for election to the office of President.
candidate in the primary. If the primary system of nominating candidates for election
elections are held in more than one State on to the office of th e President of the United (b) The Commission shall submit to the
the same date, a candidate shall, for purposes States by studying such system in a broad President and to the Congress such interim
of this subsection, be treated ag receiving manner never before attempted in the two- reports as it deems advisable, and not later
that percentage of the votes on that date hundred-year history of this Nation. than one year after the enamtment of thistitle, a final report of its study and lnvestl-
which he received in the primary election ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMXSSXON gatlon based upon a full consideration of
conducted on such date in which he received SEC. 402. (a) There is established the Bi- alternatives to our current Presidential
the greatest percentage vote. The provisions centennial Commission on Presidential nominating system, including an analysis
of this section shall apply as of the date of Nominations (hereinafter referred to as the of the strengths and weaknesses df all such
enactment of the Federal Election Campaign "Commission"). alternatives studied, together with its recom-
Act Amendments of 19'/6. (b) The Commission shall be composed mendations as to the best system to which

"(2) REINSTATEMENT OF pAYMENTS.--_]'ot- Of twenty members to be appointed as fol- for the 1980 Presidential elections. The
withstanding the provisions of paragraph lows: Commission shall cease to exist sixty days
(I), a candidate whose payments have been (1) six members shall be appointed by the after its final report is submitted.
terminated under paragraph (1) may again President pro tempore of thc Senate, on the POWERS AND ADI_IlqISTRATIVEPROVISIOIqS
receive payments (including amounts he recommendation of the majority and minor-
would have received but for paragraph (1) if lty leaders, of whom at least two shall be SEC. 404. (a) The Commission may, -in
he receives 20 percent or more of the total Members of the Senate and at least two carrying out the provisions of this title, sit
number of votes cast for candidates of the shall be elected or appointed State officials; and act at such times and places, hold such
same party in a primary election held after (2) slx members shall be appointed by hearings, take such testimony, request the
the date on which the election was held the Speaker of the House of Representatives, attendance of such witnesses, administer
which was the basis for terminating pay- of whom at least two shall be Members of oaths, have such printing and binding done,
ments to him.", the House and at least two shall be elected and commission studies by any Federal

TECHNXCALAND CO1WFORi_IIqGAMENDMENTS or appointed State officials; agency or executive department, as tile

SF_. 307. (a) Section 9008(b) (5) of tile (3) six members shall be appointed by the Commission deems advisable.
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to President; and (b) Per diem and mileage allowances for
adjustment of entitlements) is amended-- (4) two members shall be the chairman witnesses requested to appear under the au-

(l) by striking out "section 608(c) and of the two national political parties and thority conferred by this section shall be
_t_on 608(f) of title 18, United States shall serve as ex officio members, paid from funds appropriated to the Corn-
Code," and lneerting in lieu thereof "sec- lc) At no time shall more than three mom- mlsison.

920(b) and section S20(d) of the Fed- bers appointed under paragraph (I), (2), (c) Subject to such rules and regx_lattons
oral Election Campaign Act of 1971'; and or (3) of subsection (b) be individuals who as may be adopted by the Commission, the

(2) by striking out "section 608(d) of such are of the same political affiliation, chairman -hall have the power to---
_itle" and inserting in lieu thereof "section (d) A vacancy in the Commission shall (1) appoint and fix the compensation of
320(e) of such Act". not affect its powers, and shall be filled in an executive director, and such additional

the same manner in which the original ap- staff personnel as may be necessary, without
(b) Section 9008(d) of thc Internal Rove- pointment was made, subject to the same

laze Code of 1954 (relating to limitation of limitations with respect to party affiliations reagrd to the provisions of title 5, United
empenditures) is amended by adding at the 8tales Code, governing apoptntments in the
end' thereof the following new paragraph: as the original appointment.(e) Twelve members shah constitute a competitive service, and without regard to

~(4) i_OVZSXONSOF LraAt ANn AC'COrNiNG quorum, but a lesser number may conduct chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53
mmvxc_s.--For purposes of this section, the hearings. The Chairman of the Commission of such title relating to classification in
payment by any person, including the na- shall be selctced by the members from among General Schedule pay rates, but at such rates
tional committee of a political party (unless the members, other than ex officio members, not in excess of the maximum rate for GS--
· he person l_ying for such services is a 18 of the General Schedule under section
person other than the employer of the indl- FU_CCTXONSOF THE COMMISSION 5332 of such title and
vidual rendering such services, of compen- SEC. 403. (a) The Commission shall make (2) procure temporary and intermittent
sutton to any individual for legal or account- a full and complete investigation with re- services to the same extent as is authorized
ling services rendered to or on behalf of the spect to the Presidential nominating process, by section 3109 of title 5, United States Code,
amtional committee of a political party shall Such investigation shall include but not be but at rates not to exceed $100 a day for ln-
_ot be treated as an expenditure made by or limited to a consideration of-- dividuals.
en behalf of such committee with respect to (1) the manner in which States conduct COMPE_SATZO_¢OF MEI_BERS
its limitations on Presidential nominating primaries for the expression of a preference
oonve_tion expenses.,', for the nomination of candidates for elec- S_c. 405. (a) Members of the Commission

(c) Section 9034(b) of the Internal Rove- tion to the office of President of the United who are otherwise employed lay the Federal
nue Cede of 1954 (relating to limitations)is States and caucuses for the selection of Government shall serve without compensa-
amended by striking out "section 608(c)(1) delegates to the national nominating con- tlon but shall be reimbursed for travel, sub-
(A) of title 18, United States Code," and ventions of political parties; sistence, and other necessary expenses in-
inserting in lieu thereof "section 320(b) (1) (2) State laws and the rules of national curled by them in carrying out the duties of
(A) ef the l_ederal Election Campaign Act political parties which govern the partlcipa- the Commission.
of 1971'Z tion of voters and candidates in such pri- (b) Members of the Commission not other-

{d) Section 9035(a) of the Internal Reve- mattes and caucuses; wise employed by the Federal Government
uae Code of I954 (relating to expenditure (3) the financing of campaigns for the sriall receive per diem at the maximum dally
limitations), as so redeslgnated by section nomination of candidates for election to rate for GS-18 of the General Schedule whenthey are engaged in the performance of their
805(a), is amended by striking out "section the offÉce of the President of the United duties as members of the Commission and

G08(c) (1) (A) of title 18, United states Code," States; shall be entitled to reimbursement for travel,
and inserting in lieu thereof "section 320(b) (4) the relationship between candidates subsistence, and other nece_ary expenses in-
(1_ fA} of the Federal Election Campaign for election to the office of the President of curred by them in carrying out the duties of

AeC of 1971". the United States and the news media, in- the Commission.
(e) Beckon 9004(a)(1) of the Internal clUding how candidates achieve public rec-

_vem_e Code of 1954 (relating to entitle- ognition and whether such candidates TZMELI_CESSO1_ APPOI_qTI_ENT_
lment_ of eligible cmmdid_ to payments) is should be guaranteed access to the tele- SEC. 406. It is the sense of the Congress
.amended by striking out "SO_(c) (1) lB) of vision media; that the appointments of individuals to serve
tlti_ 18,_ United States Code _' and inserting (5) the interrelationship of the elements as members of the Commission be completed
tn lieu thereof "320(b) (1) (B) of the Federal described In paragraphs (1) through (4) of within ninety days after the enactment of
]_seti_ C_'mlmign'act of 1971% this section; this title.

¢f_ l_g_on 9007(b)(3) of _he Internal (6) alternative nominating systems, in- A_rr_OR_A.TXON OF APIa_TZONS
Rev_ Om_ of I9_4 {relating to repay- cludia_ hut not limited to a national or Sec,. 407. There are authorized to be aia-
ammta} l_ amended by striking out ~9006{d) _ regional primary system for the cxpresslon propriated such sums as may be necessary to
And inserting in lieu thereof "9006(c)". of a preference for the nomination of candi- carry out the provisions of this title.
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TrrLx V--3_ZSC]mLAN_OUS PROVXSXOZ_S The inquiry now whether, after the _fr. JOHNS3_ }N. Z_r. President, the
usz or re_z_ _a_ zm_oaz _.-c_o_s dlslyaslUon of committee President of th_ Unified States In ills
sec. 501. Section 3210(a) (5) (D) of title 39, amendment No. 2, amendment add. budget request ulmaltted a budget re-

United States Code, is amended by striking lng a new section be order? quest for $323,9:3,000 trader section 506
out "28' and inserting in lieu thereof "60". Mr. BROOKE. is correct, of the Foreign _ _sistance Act of 1961 to

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I would The PRESIDIN(} The rul replenish amrr tuition stocks of the
$_imply say that we have tried to work Lug of the Chair is mt it would be _:_ Arraed Forces _ hich had been used by
_:nlt a substitute for the Federal election order, the Armed F, :ces l:a Cambodia in
bill which :has been under consideration Mr. :BROOKE. 1_ President, I mov_ 197/--75.
for several days. The printing of the Pro- to accept the action. _e House of Repre!_entatlves passed
];_sed substitute in the RECORn and the The PRESII)ING OFFICER. Is a;Li thi_ provision g nting the full $323,913,-
printed amendment itself will be avail- time on the amendment No. i 000. When this rovlsio]a got to our Sub-
able here for Senators to review in the yielded back? couunittee on 1_ _ign Operations, we re-
morning. Mr. BZVJX)KE. I back all of m:,; duced that arno mt to $25 million. T. he

There are certain amendments still time_ fee]lng of the col tmittee was that frankly
outstanding, including one of the dis- Mr INOUYE. I ld back all of m:? the President 'fas incorrect and the
ttngulshed Senator from Alabama (Mr. time_ Armed Forces _ere incorrect in giving
_t_N) and others which we anticipate The PRESIDING Ail tim,_ that much moue r to Cambodia at a time
will be offered, but we are hopeful that is yielded back. when Congress nd the Senate, particu-
in Ught of the substitute as it is now The questic_l is on excepte,:::r lar]y, had mad, it veer plain that this
drafted, we can move to a speedy con- No. 2. body did not be eve that that much aid
clusion of S. 3065 within the next day or The committee No. 2 wa! should, go to Cl mbodi_ when the story
two. agreed to. had already be_ n told and it was too

Mr. BROOKE. President, Z self.iL:! late for money t do any good.
I thank the distinguished Senator from to the desk an and ask f(:_ However, Mr President, since _,at

]._awaii for yielding, its immediate time we further heck_i into the matter
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Th_ and found this: Plrst, section 506 of the

1,_OREIGN AND RE- amendment will be Foreign Assista_ ,'e Act of 1961 authorizes
LATED APPROPRIA- The assistant _tive clerk read a_ the President t_ trans:_er these defense
TIONS, 1976 foll¢_rs: art:[cles to cour _ries requiring military

The Senator from (tVJ:c ass:[stsmce if he _etermines it to be in the
The Senate with the con- BROOKE) (for himself Mr. LwouYr m,_: security interest of the United States to

.'_;ideratlon of the (H.R. 12203) mak- 3_r. :EIA_RTF. Bray, JR. an amen_l do so.lng appropriations ! foreign assistance men'S:
and related fiscal year At the appropriate pli in the bill tnse]:_ Furthermore, _his section of the law
ending June 30, 197 and for the Tx*ansi- the following: authorizes the ]: _partment of Defense to
·l;ion Quarter. Beginning three from the date ,.':: inc'Llr obligation; or to let contracts in

The OFFICER. ?Vho enactment of ,part of any apprc, anticipation of reimb_Lrsements to the
priation contained Jla Act shall be use, Defer_;e Depart] lent of the amount.yields time ?

1VIr President, a parlia- to furnish assi_tance country whlc.i Pursuant to ds authority, the Pr_M-
is tn default during in excess of ol:Ll dent did transfi r thence stocks of am-
calendar year In to the Unite,:_ munition, valuei at $324 million, andTh_ The Sell- States of principal or on any lea:,:.

atorwillstateit, made to such country the United state_ pursuant to thi t trazmfer the Armed
Mr. BROOKE. President, the Sen- pursuant to' a :program which funds ar, Forces subseque/ _ly contracted in antic-

ator from Virginia Mr. HARRY F. BYRD, appropriated uuder _his unless (1) sUc_: ipation of this a_ thority to restore the_edebt has been k by such countr,/ amounts. The A _ny has let these con-

Ja.) had offered amendment, and I prior to the of this section _::. tracts. That i_ Se Army in particular.wish to offer amend- (2) such couzktry :aaa arranged to Because the _y haa $2?6 million of
ment. Is it in order _ move to accept the mak_ payment of the in arrears c:' the $324 miUion, _hey have let those con-
committee and then to in- otherwise taken steps, whic:_: tracts_ and thos _ contracts are now tn
1;reduce, at the app place in the may to cure the existS: the course of be ag fulfilled. The action
bill, an amendment' lng default, of the Subcomm ttee o]a Foreign Opera-

Mr. HARRY F. JR. Mr. Presi- The Under t]:_e lions in cutting his amount to $25 mil-
dent, will the _r yield, before the order, the]:,_ lion would causi not only the failure to
lmling on that inquiry? is 1hour of debate, replenish these stocks of ammunition,

Mr. BROOKE. the Chair rules? l_:r. BROOKE. I back all time. but; it would ca _se the cancellation of
Mr. JR. Yes. M;r. INOUYE. I aU time. these contracts _ well. It would have an
Mr. BROOKE. President, I with- The PRESIDINO Ail tim,_ iml_act of 2,000 eople 'being immediate-

ihold the inquiry, is yielded back. ly ]aid off Jobs kd another 900 jobs lost
Mr. HARRY F. JR. The Sena- The question i.q agreeing to t]:__ down the plpeliz _.

tor from might say, did not amendment. So the ultimat., question is whether or
offer an The Senator from The amendment agreed to. not we need the _mmurttion and whether
'VLrginia opposed committee amend- Mr. BROOKE. Mr. President, I a,,,_J: ornot the stock should be replenished,
ment. ; Mr. Chuck wa:_ · because they we e, in fact, depleted, and

Mr. B_XDOKE. is correct, ren and Mr. :Frank of Senah:: transferred to C_ mbodt, a pursuant to act
Mr. HAP_Y F. JR. The Sena- JAV_.q'S'staff o[ of Co_gress. It _ _s all done totally with-

for from Virginia hs no amendment at the floor during the th::_; in the ambit of he aul_horlty previously
this time. matter, given by this bo/ _.

Mr. BROOKE. I the Senator. The PRESIDIN,G Withou{ ]&v amendme] t does not give the full
objection, it is so $324 million. It does :not for one very

The Senator from' opposed 1Vtr.JOHNSTON. President, I hat _ practical reason, and that is the subcom-
12xe committee Is it now in an amendment which send to the de,,;l:: ml_tee disagrees with me and the sub-

order to move to the committee and ask for its coramittee feels ,th.at ii; would not be
action, and then an amendment at The PRESIDING OFFICER. T:t:_ proper to go the .ull route but that $200
the end of the bill? amendment will be mU:li0n would be mfilci_mt.

The OFFICER. The T/xe assistant clerk read _:_ While ! belle_ that we should go the
C'hair would say it is his under- follows: full replenlshmi Lt, in, a spirit of com-
:!_tanding that the Virginia The Senator from (Mr. Joint, promise I have ,ut in this amendment
'was opposing ex committee sTo_ propose_: an On page ',LI_ which would au aorize $200 million ()ut
_mendment No. 2, Was to strik{_ line 22, delete the "$2§,000,000" a_._,_ Of $324 million ad wc,uld, for the most:[_tldinsert tuee_ in lieu thereof:
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than of the American the Astronautical Pedera-_ound of sci nth'lc, technical,_;_nd legal
people, tion's "IAF Congress to be held Cc- - development.

The pro tern- tober 10 October 16, 1976, in Fe The moUvl _'_g 81_J.rltbe--_,-da_._m_d.the "IAFpore. The, agreeing to the the United of America and ask '76" Congrem shouldL_ us that the
resolution, unanimous for its immediate, quest for wol _ peace_ many paths.

ill) was agreed consideration. , One of the tan st lmporilant paths leading
to. Mr. Will %he Senator to that obje tire is 4Lhe international

The preamble to. yield? cooperation t _at has:developed in the
The with preamble, Mr. MOSS. U.S. space p_ gram--_:program that has

reads as 3: Mr. I would like to ask ff offered the w, rld unto l benefits, oppor-
Whereas. in case of Cause. this has with the minority? tunitles, and :olutions_o growing prob-

et al. v. Benjamin Action Mr. MOSS. been cleared with Iems on Earl] . I believe that the proper
No. 1887-'/3), in the States the minority, use of the ez vironmefit of space is the
District Court for District of Mr. I thank the Senator. next great fr( slier that man must pone-
subpenas have Issued and upon The The reso- trate in his _ _rch fora better and more
employees of the $ serving ' title, fulfilling exisl race.
of a Benator them to The clerk read as follows: Mr. Presid nt, because the Interna-
give produce
papers, or the omce files of A resolution (_ 412) to _ognme the tional AstrOn mtical Federation has se-Senator; and International Federation's leoted the Ur kted States as the location

Whereas, the of "IAF '76" to be held Octeber 10 for its 2?th __ongress in recognition of
by a Senator to hh constituency through 16, 1976, in the United our Blcenten dal, ! believe it is' fitting
legislation or effected by the Con- of that the Sen; te formally recognize this
gress, the of such legislation The OFFICER, Is there work of the [ALP. In so doing, we are
by the Executive and the review of to consideration of .offering our encouragement and best
such matters by _courts is a part of the wishes to th_ "IAF W6" delegates for a
official business of Senator under the Con-
stitution of the States: NoW, there- being objection, the Senate successful Col gress.
fore. be it the resolution. . Mr. GOr,n_ TATER. MI'. President, the

Resolved, That the privileges of the President, this Senate International Astronautical Federation,
Senate of the States, information the Senator known as the L_P, is a nongovernmental
secured t _of the Senate pursuant from OOLDWATER) and me. organization :reared in 1950 by nation-
to their official may not be revealed The the resolution is for al societies cc ncerned with the develop-
without the consent nate. the the 27th Con- ment of rock _ts and space exploration.

Szc. 2. When it that testimony RTeSSof th_ Astronautical Thus, it was In existence _ years Prior
of an employee of t Senate is needful for
use in any court the promotion of Jus- Ft_derati°n will J_e held in Ana- to the launc _ng of the first artificial
tiee, the Senate will such order thereon helm, Calif., October lO through Earth satellit _.It was a small organiza-
as will promote ends of Justice con- October 16, [ion during _s early days but greatly
slstently with the and rights of The Fed- expanded in mPortance as space ac[iv-
the Senate. eration is a associa- flies caught Ite attention of the nations

sec. 3. (a) The at Arms of the tion of s technical organiza- of the World.
Senate shan have tions from the world. The Today the IAF, through its member
out showing by each Senator the president of the Astronau- associations _nd societies, represents
codes used by on work orders [ical Federation is Mr. Leonard nearly 65,000 engineers, scientists, and
processed by the Service Depart- Jaffe, NASA's Adrnin- tecnnicians f: om 35 nations around thement for mailings the frank made

globe.,ti,_h_o_

during the period ,Inly 1, 1973, through lstrator for

December 31, 197m_ ach printout shall be The or- The _tional Astronautical Fed-era on c ese /_e United States as the lo-
produced in a r consistent with the Academy cation of the Ir 27th congress in recog-provisions of a prob _tive order previously of Astronautics and the
agreed to by the pl ,intiff in the case of Institute of Sps ;e Law. they nition of our iBicentennial. The IAF W6
Common Cause et s v. Benjamin Bailar, selected the Uni_ _d States for 1976 Congress whit;h will meet in Anaheim,
et al. Congress in reco tuition of Calif., during the second week in Cc-

(b) In response to e subpena issued by thd nial and named it "IAF '76". tober will b z lng together the world's
United States District Court for the District This "IAF '76" this resolutioi and to have it reportedof Columbia in the c se of Common Cause
et al. v. BenJamtn B/ lar, et al, and served by Dr. George E Mueller, leading auth¢ 'lties in astronautics and
upon any employee in the omce of a Senator Associate Adm_ xistrator for space law. I _ as, therefore, glad to join
directing him to appe_ r and give testimony Space Flight. my coUeague from Utah in sponsoring
and to produce docum_ _ts, papers, or records The Internatk aal Astronautical this resolutlol and to have it reported
with respect to such , ese, that employee is eration and its _/ffiiated from the Corn alttee on Aeronautical and
authorized to give t_ stimony by affidavit represent about _5,000 scientists, engl- Science
setting out the mea_ ng assigned to each neers, and lawy rs including many of Mr.: Preside _t, I believe it is entirely
of the codes as cents aed in the computer the world's leadi _ authorities in astro- for th4 U.S. Senate to recognize
printout for that Senat ar produced pursuant nautics, the spa :e sciences, and space IAF '76 Cc _gress of the Internationalto subsection (a). An' such affidavit shall
be executed in a man_ r consistent with the law. Hundreds 0 these will attend this _deration. Moreover, the
provisions of the prote tire order previously 2?th congress tc exchange information its affiliated organizations
agreed to by the plal _tiff in such case. and views on sp_ ce science, technology, are mended for selecting the

SEc. 4. The Secreta_. of the Senate shall and law. United as the location for this
transmit a copy of t] is resolution to the The American /evolution Bicentennial congre_ :ognltion of our Bicenten-
United States District curt for the District Administration has recognized this nial and _ther commend the ho_t
of Columbia. Congress as a , _ificant contribution of the United States for

to the Horizon '? theme of our national sponsoring _ congress.
Bicentennial coi_ i_emoration. Mr. _t, I move that the resolu-

SENATE RESOLUTI )N 412_TO REC- Mr. President, this resolution was [ion be adopte _,OONIZE THE NTERNATIONAL
ASTRONAUTICAL FEDERATION'S prompted by our belief that we should The PRESE [_G OFFICER. The que_-
"IAP '?6" CONGR] SS TO BE pre.r) acknowledge the IAF W6" Congress and tion is on agr_ ;tr_ to the resciutiom

its sponsors for )ringing the Congress The resolu lon_(S. Res. 412) was
OC'I_BER 10 _ )UGH OCTOBER to the United S_ _tes not only because agreed tc_
16, 1976, IN THE rNITED STATES of its technical, s( entific, and legal merlt The preaml [e wa/_recd\ to.
OF AMERICA but also because, f the genuine interna- The resolut: m, witl_i_ preamble, is as
Mr. MOSS. Mr. Pre dent, by direction tional cooperatio_ that is realized when follows: \

of the Committee on Aeronautical and individuals from differing backgrounds Whereas the Internatio_al Astronautical
Space Sciences, I re] ors favorably an and social syste_ _ come together to in- Federation is a unique, tn_ernational, non-
original Senate resol_ lion to recognize teract with each other on the common governmental, interdisciplinary federation of
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societies devoted to lc :tering the exploratio_x _le ACT. lNG PRESIDENT pro t_ L_,. provisions related to reports by political
of space tt_rough spa e science and the de..- Pore. The l_;nding business is S. 3065 committees and candY[dates, in particular
velopment of space ;echnology and space
law; and _._r_r_:_.NT No. _s_s the reporting requirement for independ-

Whereas the Inter: :ational Astronautics:[ _v[r. CAN_[ON. Mr. President, I call _; e:at expenditures. Here the substitute has
Federation and _ts _ _lliated organization_J_ I_[ amendment J_ the form of a sub:_ :i... include the reporting requirement pro-
the International Ac: demy of Astronautics tuts to S. 3065. ' posed by Senator PAc:_'WOOD for expendi-
and the International astitute of Space Lear, X_le AC_.[NG PRESIDENT pro t,L_::_L, tures made by corporations' and labor
represent the world's eading authorities t:c_ Pore. The c.lerk will state the ame. JL !... organizations' comm:maications to their
astronautics, the spaqe sciences and space, stockholders or members expressly advo-
law; and ! meat. caring the election or defeat of a clearly

Whereas the International Astronautical The legislative clerk read as follo'_ _;
identified candidate. This reporting re-

Federation will hold ]its 27th Congress in. The Senator from 1_evada (Mr. CANN_ t'
Anaheim, CaUfornia, d_ring 1976, the_icen., for himself, l_Ir. i_ATFIELD, Mr. _[_lgSFl[] ili_ quir,ament has been expanded to equi-
tennial Year of our N_ion. in recognition oi I_'. HUGH SCOTT, l_[r. ROBERT C. BYRDand. _ ::. tab][y apply to all membership organize-
the vital contrlbutlon_ ms_:le by the Unlte,;l G_:EFFI_ proposes an amendment in ih ! ti[oils requiring them to report expendi-
states to the scientifiC, technical and legal navarre of a sub,;titute numbered 15ti; t'_lres directly attributable to such corn-
wealth of our clvillzati&n; and munications and for that reason has

Whereas the host ¢rganlzations for th_s ]_q.r. CAN:NON. iVtr. President, ][ _1:: been transferred to the reporting sec-
27th Congress, to be rolled the "IAF '76 '_ ur_s_nimous consent that the readinli_ ::._ t:[ons of the act from the section which
congress, are the .a: _erican Institute of the substitute be dispensed with. dealt only with corporations and labor
Aeronautics and Astro: autics, the American. The ACT[LNG PRESIDENT pro t,m_:t_ orgsmizattons.Astronautical Society, he Aerospace Medies,_
Assoclahion, the New ] )rk Cardiologi(_al So.- pO_re. Without objection, it is so order,,._:t. I might add here that I understand
ciety and the Rocks _ Research Institute,. ,['The amendment is printed in :1:_ t!aat there will be an amendment pro-
Inc.; and I_ECORD of ]_Iarch 23, 1976, pages S,;i,[,;.;_ posed to set forth a reasonable floor on

Whereas the "IA_ '7( ' Congress will be at... through S4074.)
tended 'by hundreds of people who belong to Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, yest_ _:_ sach reports to the Commission to re-

lieve the burden of such reporting on
the International Astr, nautical Federatlon's day afternoon :an amendment in :!:_ s:maH businesses and membership 0rga-
affiliated organizations _nd member societies fo:mn of a substitute to S. 3065 was _l - niz'_.tions, as well as to clarify the naturefrom many nations; an_

Whereas the "IAI' '7_" Congress will con- tr_luced by myself, Senator HATFI]i I:_ of the expenditures which must be re-
duct sessions and presc _t papers in all areas Senator M_]_'SFIELD, Senator HU_H Sc,_: ::_, ported. I personally feel such an amend-
of astronautics, and t1_ _ space sciences, an,:_ _ci:_ator RO_EaT C. BYRr, and Sen_t_',:_::' me_J.t would be an equitable and clarify-
space law tJaereby adva_ sing and strengthen-, GRIFFIN. Tiffs substitute represents :.a il_g addition to this disclosure provision
lng international coo] eration and _nder.- attempt by both sides of the aisle,_; _:,) and intend to give it my strong support.
standing in these crlt 'al areas of _ience_ set forth a reasonable compromise _:[t: .. The portions of S. 3065 which relate to
technology, and law; ar I pcsal which, we can discuss and ho::_- the general enforcement powers oil the

tennialWhereasAdminlstrationtheAmeric_ arecognizesReVolutiontheBicen...,,iAi_,future.fUllyreach agreement on in the n t:' £_ommission which have been previously
'76" Congress as a slgnif.cant contribution tc:, discussed on the floor remain intact.
the Horizon '76 theme o the national Bicen.. lit is understood that there are a n_:::_ -. These are sections 106 and 108 of S.
tennial commemoration and bet of amendments to this substi_: :l:_ 3065 and the only change is a minor one

Whereas the Interns :tonal Astronautical wb!.ch will be proposed and considc:,,:.L to clarify that where a conciliation
Federation, its affiliate, organizations, an,:_, by the Senate. At this time, however [ agreement, nnless violated, constitutes
its member societies r_ )resent considerable would like to set forth the changes :_ :.,:_; an absolute bar to any further action by,
hope and promise to t_ world for the con.., mz, dificatio_m which this substit:ii:_ tlhe Commission, it J[s a bar to further
tinued advancement o: man's accomplish., amendment would make to S. 3065 _ [.t action with respect; to the vio]atioiqments in tlhe fields of a_ ;ronauties, the spaco
sciences, and space la' ', such accomplish., hs_d been amended on the floor prior I;,_ which is the subject of the agreement.
ments having brought a better life to a:[_ yesterday. The substitute amendment deletes all
humanity; and The essential structure, and in rrt:_:,:,' the advisory opinion provisions of S,

Whereas the Interns ;tonal Astronatttical hr_portant xespeets, the substance of_ i!!. 306[;. The effect of this is to retain exist-
Federation strongly sup[

forts man's explora.. 3065 remai_m intact with the follov_'_ i:ag law in section 437f of title 2, Unitedtion of space and the p_oper use of the em... modifications:

vironment of space in ,rder to help fulfill _.'irst of all, ';ection 102 of S. _f-I:, States Code, exactly as it now it.
man's §rea.test asplratio] s and meet his vital ']?[[le substitute aisc, would delete those
needs on earth: Now, th refore, be it creating an eight-member commissio:.,

ResoZvec_, That the S. nate of the United tile ntunber of commissioners was _:- provisions in S. 30,65 relating to the
States recognizes the im ,ortance of the 27th ps_nded from six to eight by Sene :'m: House of Representatives procedure for
Congress of the Interns ;tonal Astronautical MarHIaS'S amendment which was i:,_ con,_idering the Conhmisslon's proposed
Federation to be held in knahelm, Californian proved by the Senate--remains I_._ ruh_s and regulations, leaving th_s as a
from October 10 throu_ _ October 16, 1976; same, with the deletion of the provi_,_:_:,:i_ raatter for the House to act upon at a
commends the Interne tonal Astronautica:[ prohibiting outside business activitie;_ -:,f later time.
Federation and its affilla _d organizations for cooxmissioners sad the deletion of i::._ The substitute does not make any
selecting the United St_ _es as the locatlorx
for its 27th Congress in recognition of the provision r(.mluir:[ng in a majority '_ :_;_ changes in the section of S. 3065 relating
Bicentennial of the Unit d States; and come... Of the commission that no less than :,_;:) to limitations on contributions and ex-
mends the host organiz_ ;ions of the Unlte_l Of the five-member majority be afiilia _,l penditures, a_ amended to date by the
States for sponsoring tlc: Congress. with the same political party. Se_mte, except in the following specific

sec. 2. The Secretary if the Senate shall tn the definitional section 102 a pro;:- respects. First, a provision is added to
transmit a suitably ens ribed copy of thi_ sio]:_ was added excluding from the ,:i _:l- pro_ide for an unlimited transfer of
resolution to the Interna tonal Astronautiea:[ inition of expenditure for limitation ];:__:t_ funds between and _mong political c0m-
Federation. poses partisan activity designed to :_.- mittees of the same political party to-

Mr. MOSS. I thank he Senator from courage individuals to register to _,,_:':_, gether with a provi.'_ion to assure that

Nevada for his kindn_ _ or to vote, conducted by the natio_:_d the antiproliferation rule of _]. 3065
cm)xmittee of a political party, or a s.::,- would not apply to contributions by a
ordinate committee thereof, or the _,lmt_ political party through a national eom-

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT committee ¢,f a national party. Such pi _'- mittee and to contributions by that party
A]._i-ENDMENTS OF 1976 risen activity would, however, be requli_ :_,l through a single State committee in each

The Senate continued with thc con..,, to be reported. :l'his addition had b _:l _tate. Second, the amendment to S. 3065
sideration of the bill (S. 3065) to amend approved by the Senate as sm ame: :_'.- proposed by Senator JOHNSTON and pre-
the Federal E_ection Campaign Act of meat to an earlier substitute but had _,::,_ viouslY adopted by the Senate is moda-
l971 to provide for its administration by been proposed as an amendment te _[. fled to clarify that contributions by the
a Federal Election Commission appointed 3065. In addition, the substitute wo lid specified party committees do not aggre-
in accordance with the requirements o_ delete a su_2olus definition of lndel_:_ _., gate more than $20,000 in an election
the Constitution, smd for other proposers, eat expenditure which is not used in _ ._; yearn

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, what 1,_ bill or the substitute as a defined terl_ _'his substitute also modifies the sec-
tl_e pending business? :qectlon 104 of S. 3065 centained sc:_ tion of S. 3065 related to the solicitation
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of contributions by corporations and Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I am NOne of us can predict what_the Hottse
labor organizations to segregated pollti- very happy to Join withthe chairman of will do at this time. Hopefully,: it can be
cal funds to allow, in addition to what the Rules Committee (Mr. C_oN) and in some general area of similarity to the
is in S. 3065, corporations and labor up- my coneagues Senator HUG_ SCo_ and Senate version. Hopefully, the Senate
ions and their segregated funds, to solicit Senator Ga_r_xN, who are also on the will accept our compromise proposal, the
in writing one contribution during the Rules Committee as well as the minority Came_on-Hatfieht bill, and we would
calendar year for use in connection with leaders, along with Senator iVLa_SF_tD then ge to conf, e_ence.
primary election campaigns and one an_t Senator ROB_.RTC. B.YaD, the major- Mr. Presic_ent, ! believe it is very ob-
contribution during the calendar, year for ity leadership, in introducing this corn- vious tl_t since this e_q_lration of the
use in connection with general election promise bill. commission has occurred, we are again

campaigns from any stockholder, off,aCe[., Mr. President, I signed the minority under a certain degree of pressure, par-or employee of a corporation or the a m - views on the later substitute to S. 3065, ticularly from the candidates for Presi-
lies of such persons provided, however, the Federal Election Commission Amend- dent. Since the Democrats have more
that such solicitation is made only by ments of 19_6, with the understanding candidates than the Republicans, I as-
mail addressed to the stockholder, officer, that there were five areas of disagree- · suine that they feel the pressure even
or employee at his residence and shall be ment with the original majority bill. more keenly than we. But I think that
so designed that the corporation, labor First. the original version seriously this original bill was enacted in good
organization, or separate segregated crippled an independent election corn- _aith, although I did not personally
fund conducting such solicitation can- mission. In the compromise version we subscribe to the public funding section
not determine who makes a contribution bring to the floor today, I believe that of the bill. Therefore, we led the candi-
as a result of such solicitation and who most of the crippling provisions have dates to believe that they could comet
does not. This restriction is a valuable been removed, upon a certain contribution based upon
protection against person-to-person The provisions which would have cur- the formula in the act as their cam-
coercion, and provides a degree of ano- tailed the advisory opinion method o! paigns progressed.
nymity so corporations or unions cannot enforcement and statutory construction A rather sizable amount of money al-
set up elaborate systems to monitor who have also been removed. Advisory opin- ready has been disbursed under the orig-
contributes and who does not. ion power is left as it was under the 1974 inal act. Of course, we find ourselves in

This same section was further modi- Act, and I believe this is a definite Ira- an accelerated situation following each
fled to expand the provision prohibiting provement, primary that has occurred, and the ac-
coercion by corporations and labor or- The bill is still more favorable to in- celeration carries with it, no doubt, ad-
ganizations by adding three specific pro- cumbents than the previous bin, but the ditional costs and expenditures.
hibltions to protect employees during the more obvious favoritism is no longer in- So we have here a situation in wlAch
solicitation process. In addition, the pen- cluded in this compromise version, many candidates are out on the road,
alty provisions of S. 3065 were amended The third objection we found was no doubt with great question as to where
to provide up to a 2-year imprisonment that the arlginal bill placed restrictions their future support is going to come
or a fine of not more than $50,000, or on national party organizations and their from. They are making commitments
both, for violation of the coercion pro- associated and subsidiary committees, and make those commitments in good
hibition portion of this section. One will find the compromise bill does faith, based upon their expectation ofthis act being sustained or revised, butThe substitute also makes a modifica- take out most of those more objection-
tion of the section permitting solicitation able features. I am particularly pleased at least being carried out through this
to segregated funds by government con- that the transfer between committees particular election.
tractors so that it conforms to and is can be made so that it is possible to pay With the intervention of the Supreme
governed by the revised provisions which debts of party committees that migh_ Court in knocking down certain provi-sions of the act we are, therefm'e, con-

relate to corporations and labor orga- otherwise face virtual bankruptcy, fronted with the responsibility of recon-
nizations. The original compromise draft we ap- stituting the Commission and attempting

Mr. President, the final change which proved on Monday night was essentially to maintain the continuity of the act, in-
the substitute would make to S. 3065, as a fair compromise along many lines sug- cluding the disbursement of funds.
amended, is a modification of the provi- gested by the majority. I must say In all candor, that, from the
sion amending section 3210(a) (5) (D) of I must say that two proposals to sell- constituents with whom I have discussed
title 39, United States Code, regulating ously limit the political solicitation of this matter, there has not been any great
the use of franked mail before elections, the separate, segregated funds have been enthusiasm about the disbursement of
This modification would alter existing accepted by the minority as a price for a funds from the Treasury to the candi-
law only to the extent of changing the reconstituted Federal Election Commis- dates, but that is neither here nor there.
28-day period prior to an election during sion and removal of other objectionable The act was passed, however, and there
which certain franked mass mail may features, developed an expectation, an honest ex-
not be sent out by a Member of Congress As the chairman of the committee has pectation, from the candidates regarding
up for election to a 60-day period, stated, we, too, accept, with some degree the financing sections.

I should expand a little on that, it is of reluctance, these compromises. As I am not here this morning pleading
not a prohibition on franked mail, it is wi_h any compromise, this bill doesn't for the candidates, because that is only
on the franked mass mailing, represent the druthers of either side, but one part of the act. There are many other

I would like to commend my Republi- we join in the sponsorship of this sub- sections that, of course, concern all of us
can colleagues for their support of this stitute S. 3065. in this body and in the House. Therefore,
substitute amendment. Although there I think we will have an opportunity I feel that the sooner we can take action
are provisions in or omissions from the later to discuss some of the matters on this substitute measure and maintain
bill with which we all may not be corn- which we have found less desirable in ,the continuity of the campaign funding
pletely satisfied, this substitute to S: 3065 accepting this compromise, but I only as well as the rules raider the general act
does represent a significant coming to- want to emphasize at this time that, true that was eimcted earlier, the better it will
gerber of many of the divergent views to any compromise, one does not achieve be for the Nation.
which have been expressed in the past all that he or she would likb to achieve. I want to also say, Mr. President, I
weeks. It represents a number of neces- All of us, both the majority and the think it is very obvious that whatever
sary and constructive changes in the minority, have seen that we have a pub- we develop we are going to find, through
Federal election campaign laws and I lic responsibility to move this bill into the experience and exercise we are now
recommend it to the Senate for its con- some kind of form that we can accept engaged in, of primaries, and later in the
sideration and approval, and, hopefully, get the President of the general election, certain bugs and certain

At this time I would like to yield to United States to sign. problems that will necessitate our ad-
any of my colleagues who may wish to Obviously, in that sequence I just gave, dressing this issue following the election.
speak on this substitute or to offer I omitted one of the most important of ! think out of the experience of this elec-
amendments which they would like to all the steps, and that is to find agree- tion we will no doubt find the inadequa-
have considered by the Senate. ment with the House of Representatives. cles of this measure that we cannot fore-
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see in euery instance when we axe in the sustained through the conference co:m, islahve process Itself at a future ttme,, or,
process of drafting such a precedent- mlttee and a Presidential signature, in the interim, by the F.lectlons Commls-
setting act_ Mr. Presldent, we are hopeful that bc,t _ sion, or by the primary review commis-

Again, I commend the majority for slde_ of the aisle will show some unusu: sion created in this conlpremise biB.
compromising, as they did, because restraint as to the offering of amer,_i- :Pit. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I, too,
there was strong sentiment on the part ments to this particular substitute. We!:_ W_h to rise and compliment the chair-
of the majority to address some of what no way are trylr_; to close out or sh_::;; man and the ranking Republican mem,
l_ey believed to be deficiencies already out the freedom and the right of ar_v bet and the others who were Involved
experienced during this campaign in the Senator to offer an amendment. But v,_; in this compromise. I i_hlnk if I had to
existing act, and to attempt to perhaps discussed this matter very thoroughly i:_ ye're up or down right now, I would sup-
reorganize the act through such a bill our conferences, the majority and tl:m portit.
now in the midst of the campaign, minority, and we both committed ou:.. I ag_ree with my colleaffae that I have

The minority objected to this proce- selves to the simple fact that we wol:,; _. never yet voted for a bill that was 100
dure. I speak now on general behalf of try to dissuade om' colleagues from offer-, pe:ccent the Way I wantedit, and I sus-
the minority; it is not unanimous. The lng copious and numerous amendments.:, pect that ff I stay hexe 30 years I would
:minority felt very strongly that we had I believe that ff we can keep this sully., never get a bill completely to my satisfac-
committed ourselves to a particular bill stitute as clear of such amendments ar, _: tion. I am not quite sure how certain
iabat was enacted into law. We were em- as simple as it is now constituted, we will. features of this bill work, and I think
barked upon this campaign, we were in have not only a far better chance ,f some debate would be helpful on those.
'l;he midst of this campaign, and to passing this substitute on the floor b', t I think we are both aiming in the same
change the rules of the game at this perhaps sustaining it in conference. Ii general direction, particularly In connec-
particular .juncture short of meeting the cannot speak for the President direct: i,_ tion with soliciting that middle group,
objections of the Supreme Court was but I do feel., after conferences at l_l:._ nonunion, nonsupervisory employees.
nottlmely. White House yesterday morning, the:r: _ 1[ do not quite understand how the

We felt this strongly and we pursued are provisior_ in this bill now that tl:._, bi]:[ works without the solicitors knowing
that particular viewpoint throughout Prasident can. accept, and hopefully w:[: who they are, or without someone know-
the cormnittee review and on the floor sigr, lng who they are. I (lc, not know how
of the Senate. I stress the point I do not commit t:t:_ they can get a gage, or get some kind of

Again I emphasize the point that this President nor attempt to be presuml; identifiable, qualiflable instrument that
_lsnot to assume that the act is perfect tuous enough to s_._ak for the Preslder_l can be turned in. I do not know how we
nor that there are not already require- at this point. The President has not y_,l can do that without v_tolating the terms
merits thai; we could identify that will had the chance to even read the sul:_ of the limitation of $:t90 on a national
have to be reviewed, discussed and de- stitute proposal, which has just bee, campaign.
bated. But I think we will be in a far printed this mornJmg, lCbelieve we want to go the same rotate.
:!;tronger position to take the right ac- In general discu_asions with the Pres: · I do not want pressure brought on mere-
tlon at the time we have concluded a dent and minority leaders at the Wh:[l_ bers and employees w:ho may be recal-
presidential year election, and the var- House yesterday, though, i am at lea_._l cltrant. I am concerned about the ques-
J[ous other elections that would be al- persuaded that [he bill is within tl_ tion of primaries; does a convention
:l!ected by this law. Then, in the next scs- scope of posslblttty of obtaining t_',_ cmmt as a primary? Does the money
,'don of the Congress, we can come back President's signature, have to be spent in a primary, or can it
with that data in hand and make a very This is very sl_,miflcant, because ct _ be,spent in a general election?
careful review of what changes might labors could be totally in vain ff we fm:_ IVIr. CANNON. Mr. President, will the
be proper, an automatic or a promised veto. Wi]:l_ Senator yield?

Mr. President, we also have in the sub- our Cannon-Hatfield substitute I thlr(t l_r, PACKWOOD. I am happy to yield,
,._tltute the Mondale amendment, which we have removed that particular cloml so I can figure out what some of the _m-
is very important because of the fact hanging over the ac_ons of the Senate. swers are.
lhat it sets up a review commission to I am again very grateful for the oper. l_fr, CANNON. First, with respect to a
consider the review of presidential pti- ness, the fiex_.blUty, and the obvio us e_:, primary, there is no limitation on spend-
marles. The way this is worded in the pressed desire on [he majority side of t_m in_; other than the limitations that ex-
bill makes it very obvious that we are aisle for reaching some kind of an m: · ist with respect to th_ separate, segre-
not locked into one narrow interpreta- derstanding and resolving this problen:, gated funds; so it does not matter
Il,Ion of what this commission can do. Par_icularly lCconunend the leadershtl;: whether it is prtmgry or general, wehave

It is very obvious that this commission Senator _SmLD, Senator Hu,_ Sco'm lhrdted it to two solicitations, and while
can address itself to many things that Senator Rosza_ C. Bm, and Senat_:._ ig :_ true that it is no_; clear in the bill,
occur, or review many aspects of the (_RIFFIN for their intervention at a tin_ I would assume that ff a State does not
nominating system, during t_t__ election when I think it was most appropriate I,: have a primary, but has a convention, it
year. I do not think it is locked in nec- try to get this whole matter off des, i would be my intention,, at least, that the
essarily just to a projected future idea center. Chairman CANNON has demor, one solicitation could apply to the con-
of presidential primaries. I believe they strated many times in the committee,ar,] vention in lieu of the primary, and the
will have to make judgments based upon here on the foot his profound unde:m other apply to the general election.
tl_aispresent system of primaries that are standing of the details of this bill an, l :['hat was arrlyed at solely to fix the
_,_ccurring now throughout the country, of the previous bill, and also express{_,i numbers, so that you could not have so-

So ff there are current and immediate strong philosophical commitments ar}! lic:Ltation after sollcitatiom
problems that may arise, we have in viewpoints, l,_', PACKWOOD. I agree with the
the Mondale provisions another vehicle I again emphasize that none of us i_:_, S_aa_or. In other wor_,_, we are talking
'l_ review those incidents and those con- dividually are looking at a bill we wot_l,i about-two solicitation,,; a year. period.
cerns, as well as the presentation of such personally sit down and draft, but b.t_ lgrr, CANNON. That _s correct.
lproblems _0o the election commission cause of our concern over getting th_s_ l_r, PACKWOOD. ]_;ut this could also
once it is reconstituted, action moving and getting results, [1: _ be in a nonelection year; not Just two to

For those who have felt keenly about chairman and ali of the members ha'l'_ a c_npalgn.
certain amendments that they have au= made sacrlfoes for that common o1> l._,r_CANNON. Yes.
I_xored and have proposed during the de- Jective of action and solution.
bate here in the Chamber during the last So I Join with the majority, even wltJ_ l.Vrr, PACKWOOD. And the money
:l!ewweeks, I would say to them that even reservations on some portions of the b_l raised in the primary c[oes not hag'e to be
though _te compromise may not incorpo- in asking my colleagues on the minor_t,_ s_mt on the primary?
:_"ate all such amendments, those ideas side of the aisle to support _ bill a_i l_Ir_CANNON. No limitation on the ex-
e_rtatnly are not dead nor are they Cast to exercise restraint in not voting li; pelagltures, other than the ltm_tations on
_mide. Those ideas can be reviewed and down, nor in raising up a lot of issu_f_ contributions by the s_,_arate
c_n be studied by such a Commission if that could possibly be better undertakt<_ funds°
l_at Part of this eubstitute pfo_ is at a later date. WE',still will have the leii:. :_r. PACKWOOD. Bight.
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Mr. CANNON. But that relates to an- than policy that it came out with the maries, this new language would be

other provision of the bill. empha_ts on the contribution rather than broad enough to incorporate both situa-
Mr. PACKWOOD. I think that before the solicitation. The whole emphasis dur- tions.

we are done here we can probably re- lng our discussion, and I think the chair- Second, during the discussions that we
draft that language a bit to make sure man will agree, was on the question of held in the conferences leading up to
it reflects what the Senator and I an- communications and solicitations. Again, this substitute proposal, it was very clear
ticlpate---two solicitations a year, be it this may not be the exact wording to that our emphasis was upon the com-
a campaign year or not, that is, with no correct it, but I think it could be clarl- munication, the solicitation, for contri-
continual dunning of employees month fled and perhaps be something of an buttons. The language here--inadver-
after month about "do you want to give?" answer to the Senator's question, tently, I think--tends to convey that the

Mr. CANNON. But, mind you, that is Mr. PACKWOOD. I think the w_y it emphasis is on the contribution itself.
only with respect to that particular solic- reads, in addition, the corporation would Therefore, I think that the amendment
itation alternative, be prohibited from soliciting even their is really more technical and perfecting

Mr. PACKWOOD. That middle group, own shareholders more than twice, and than it is anything else.
Mr. CANNON. That middle group, the union would be prohibited from So I suggest that it might strengthen
Mr. PACKWOOD. Right. The unions soliciting its members more than twice, the understanding of the intent of those

do not I think that is fine. This way, we would who drafted the substitute and provide a
Mr. CANNON. But the middle group is have two solicitations during a year, and more inclusive situation for those States

expanded through the definition of the I think that is enough, with primaries or States without prt-
term, so that that solicitation can go to Mr. CANNON. If the Senator will yield, maries.
nonunion members or to union mere- we could even spell that our further by Also, it provides for the emphasis upon
bors. It can be a solicitation by the cot- saying "any election." So it would not be the calendar year, which means that
poration or the separate segregated fund interpreted as two solicitations for the solicitations could be made in nonelec-
of the corporation, or a solicitation by general or the primary, or even the con- tion year, a year before an election, for
the union, ventlon. The general idea we wan_ to example.

l_fr. PACKWOOD. Correct. get over in the compromise was that they Mr. PACKWOOD. And the money col-
Mr. CANNON. So it gets at the prin- would not be solicited more than one lected does not have to be spent in the

cipal group that was excluded, let us say, time in the nominating procedure, and primary if it is collected before the
in the nonunion shop. once in the general election, primary?

Mr. PACKWOOD. So, in other words, Mr. PACKWOOD. But they could also Mr. HATFr_.r,n. The Senator is cor-
a corporation can solicit all of its em- be solicited twice in the preceding non- rect, in that this removes any question
ployees twice, election year. as to whether ar not such funds collected

Mr. CANNON. In that fashion. Mr. CANNON. Because that ts on a for a primary or for a convention situa-
Mr. PACKWOOD. Union or nonunion; calendar year basis, tion have to be expended.

they can solicit shareholders and execu- Mr. PACKWOOD. Yes, twice in a cai- Mr. PACKWOOD. We have taken that
tire officers as much as they want. The endar year. language out altogether.
unions can solicit all employees twice, Mr. CANNON. Yes, the Senator is cot- Mr. HATFr_.n. That is right.
and their officers and shareholders and rect. But the theme we were trying to Mr. PACKWOOD. The only other
members as much as they want. strike was in an election year, particu- question I have is this: I ask the Senator

Mr. CANNON. That is correct, larly, to look at page 38, line 25, through line 8
Mr. PACKWOOD. We are in perfect Mr. PACKWOOD. Yes. on page 39. That is the language that al-

agreement on that. Now, to get down to Mr. CANNON. Although we did use the lows unlimited solicitation by corpora-
the second part, about the union or no language "in a calendar year," which tions of shareholders and employees of
union; how does this physically work? would give them the opportunity to so- unions and union members. With that

Mr..HATFIELD. Mr. President, will the licit in a year prior to the election, language, you can soltclt them as often
Senator from Oregon yield before he Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I as you wish. Is that language limited by
leaves theflrst point hemade? suggest the absence of a quorum, what We have added, or are these people

Mr. PACKWOOD. Yes. The PRESIDING OFFICER The clerk still exempt from the two times a year
Mr. HATFIELD. I think there is real will call the roll. contribution by the appropriate organl-

confusion here in this language, and I The assistant legislative clerk pro- zation?
would only ask the indulgence of the ceeded to call the roll. Mr. HATFIE[J3. We go back to page 38,
chairman at this moment to suggest that Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I ask line 23, which says, "except as provided
on Page 39, in this language that starts unanimous consent that the order for in paragraphs (b) and (c)'.
with line 9, we are talking here about one the quorum call be rescinded. Mr. PACKWOOD. That is fine. I wantcontribution when actually we should
be talking about one solicitation. I think The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GA_Y to make sure that our legislative history
changing that word would clarify this a HAST). Without objection, it is so is correct on that.
little bit further, ordered. Mr. HATFIELD. I think that Is the

! offer this only as a possible sugges- Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I send qualifying language there.
tion: to make this two written solicita- an amendment to the desk and ask for Mr. CANNON. I interpret it to mean
tions during a calendar year from any its immediate consideration, that that does not make a limitation on
stockholder, and so on. We can go ahead The PRESIDING OFFICER. The the prior provisions.
and define It as both primary and gert- amendment will be stated. Mr. PACKWOOD. It does not?
oral, or leave it in general terms to cover The assistant legislative clerk read as Mr. CANNON. It does not make a
both a primary and a convention situa- follows: limitation. So that a corporation, for ex-
tion. But the bill now puts the emphasis The Senator from Oregon (Mr. HATFXXL_) ample, or a separate segregated fund
on one contribution for the primary and proposes an amendment to amendment No. established by a corporation could solicit
one contribution for the general. Actually 1516. on page 39, strike lines 12 through 1§ its stockholders and their families and
our emphasis was intended to be on the and insert in lieu thereof the following: "to 1_ executive and administrative person-
communication, the solicitation, which make two written solicitations for contrlbu- nel and their families at any time and in
might involve contributions over a period tlons during the calendar year from any any fashion they saw fit.
of time rather than a single-shot contri- stockholder," Mr. PACKWOOD. And as many times
button. Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, now as they want, to their hearts content?

Mr. PACKWOOD. I think the chair- we pick up with the same language that Mr. CANNON. That is right. The same
man is right, because we always talk is in the bill. I will explain this briefly, applies to a labor organization and lts
about the possibility of a checko/f. That I think it has been pretty well brought members and their families. However,
should not be 12 contributions a year, out in the colloquy up to this point, while this limitation does permit the
with only a single solicitation. In order to clarify the situation in solicitation of the same persons, it really

Mr. HATFr_.r_, That is fight. SO ! those States where there are primaries, gets the body of people who cannot be
think it was a nmtter of semantics rather versus the States where there are no pti- solicited by either the separate segre-
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gated fund of the corporation or the Mr. PACKWOOD. As I understand tl:.:_ that ;he union sets up as a COPE:. I do
separate segregated fund of the union, law, a contributor of more than SI.ti0 not understand, on the one hand, how

Mr. PACKWOOD. I agree with that does not report. It is the independe::_; we protect the anonymity and you do not
interpretation, organization of the candidate to whom have access to it period, and on the other

Mr..I-IATFIET.D. Mr. President, are the $100 is given who does the reportln:!, hand we say, "However, reporting is
there any other questions on the amend- Mr. CANNON. That is correct, going to be required for certain eircum-
:ment? Mr. PACKWOOD. A person gives $1:1!i st:races."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quos- to this trustee. That contributor does n:,!; Mr. CANNON. There is no question as
tion is on agreeing to the amendment of have to report. Does the trustee have I,:) to the reporting that will be required un-
the Senator from Oregon. report that? der certain circumstances, though I can

The amendment was agreed to. Mr. CANNON. Obviously, he wou],!, assure the Senator that he is not going to
lVlr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I am Whoever controls the fund, in amou:n ;s have to worryvery much about the $100

curious about the second part of the par- mo:oe than $100, would have to make il: :_ contributions under these circumstances.
agraph and how literally the anon_,_nity reporting, under the provisions of t;1_ M:r. 'HATFIELD. Mr. President, I sug-
:Isprotected. Let us use Sun Off, which is law elsewhere, test the absence of a quorum.
the example everybody uses. Say we have l_[r., PACKWOE)D. The trustee, the::, The PRESIDING O]_vlCER (Mr. GARY
a union pact fund and an employer pact wlD. have to keep _rack of everybody wi J H,m_). The clerk will call the roll.
:trod, and they send out written solicita- gives, because we have this aggregati[n The assistant legislative clerk pro-
tion to ali the employeees of the corn- rule that if you give $25 five times, yd:l ceeded to call the roll.
party. The union says, "Please contrl- have to report. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask
bute." To what,--"to our pact fund?" Is l_[r. CANNON. We also provide tbmt unanimous consent that the order for
that the form of the solicitation? burden on the contributor, so that if )._ the quorum call be rescinded.

Mr. CANNON. They can make it in. contributes more _han a hundred dolla::s The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
whatew_r form they see fit. I assume that in the aggregate, he does it. ABovsrzK). Without objection, it is so
they would do it to their political action l_[r. PACKWOOD. We do not requ:[:q!: ordered.
:Fund, whatever that is. I am not going to the contributor to report anyplace, u::. Mr'. CANNON. Mr. President, there has
txy to spell out on the floor of the Sen- less it is an independent ex.pendtture, a]nd been a question raised on page 39, sub-
ate what they weald do. If it requires then we require it as an expenditure, paragraph (b), where the language reads
spelling out, I think the Federal Election h_rr. CANNON, Let me correct thEr!;, that it shall not be unlawful under this
Comm',lssion is the one to do it. Cmmsel tells me that we did not admJ_t section for a corporation, a labor efta-

The intent here is that they cannot; that particular amendment. We were,_ nization, or a separate segregated fund
send out a form and have it returned to, considering it. established by a corporation or a labor
them to indicate who the contributor is. Mr. PACKWOC,D. Unless it is an lndt_., organization, and then going on to the
'There ,are many ways they could do it.. pendent expenditure, to the extent ii:; is two written solicitations per year. 'The
They could establish that fund in a trust, giw_n to a committee, it is up to i;::,_ question has been raised as ha whether
account in the bank and say, "Send your' committee, that language might permit the corpora-
contribution in care of so and so at the, I take it that this means that the trux. tion and the separate segregated funds
bank." Obviously, many contributors ee :must keep records of everybody w k,:,
would send in their contribution by' gives, so that when this aggregation prob. of the corporation, both ha solicit twice

leto comes up, the trustee can say yes m:' a year, and the same thing with respect
check. That certainly would not be a vie- no: "John Jones did not give over t to a labor organization and its separate
latlon, even though they could not pro-. hundred dollars," or, "Yes, he did gi_ !_ segregated fund, to Permit each orga-
tect their anonymity if they sent it in over a hundred dollars." nization ha solicit twice a year.
by check. I/Ir. CANNON. I suppose he would wa nt That is not the intent. The total solici-

Mr. PACKWOOD. What I want to to keep them. I assume that the lqF.C' tation of the corporati0nand/orits sepa-
make sure of is this: Are we saying thai; wo'_dd set up some rules to govern tl:Li_:_;rate segregated fund and the total solicl-
this is goh_g to be a specially carved out precise thing, tation of the labor organization and/or
exception for recordkeeping? We are not Mr. PACKWOOD. They have rules rm w its separate segregated fund should only
talking about a separate segregated :fund.. on this aggregation of money, in ti:m amount ha two in a year.
This is really a second generation sepa- pre, eat law. It t_dks about aggregatic :L. Therefore, to eliminate any question
rate segregated fund run by a trusme irt All those who ran in the last cairn-, on this issue, I propose an amendment
a bank, for lack of a better descriptive Deign, in terms of keeping track of oar on line 11, ha strike the letter "a" where
term. That trustee is prohibited from re-. contributors, rec_dl what we had to :[o it appears in two plae_m in that line, and
porting the names of the people. I ha make sure that we caught a situati :.::, insert in lieu thereof the word "such,"
imagine that most of the money will come in which someone gave us more than 3, and Z[ propose th/it in the form of an
in by check, and he will have a record. If hundred dollars ha two or three sums. araendment, Mr. President.
he is a good trustee, he should keep a In order to protect himself, the trusll,_e Mr. PACKWOOD addressed the Chair.
reoord. Is he prohibited from disclos., will have to keep these records. Who lq,,_s The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
lng that to anybody? Pie would not file access to those records? Can the FY<:: Se,hater from Nevada send the amend-
anything with the FEC, and the FEC come in before the election and demm ''1 ment to the desk?
would have no right to look at his rec., to see those records? Mr'. CANNON. ! ask the clerk to state
ords in order ha see where his money Mr. CANNOH, Certainly, the ]_q!q_ the amendment. I think the clerk has the
came from? could. These, separate segregated fu:n,i,_ essence of it.

Mr. CANNON. We have considered a ar/; a political connnittee, within the deli._ The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
provision elsewhere that says--if the nltlon of the act. araendment will be stated.
Senator is worried about the more than l_r. PACKWOOD. But this is a trus'[ _e The assistant legislative clerk read as
$100 issue--that the contributor, hi_nself, account. We, are designing this, rea_[l:,'_ follows:
must report ff he has given, in the ag.. for a different purpose than our nora:mi[ on page 39, line 11, strike "a" whe]_ever Itgregate, more than $100. occurs and insert in lieu thereof "such".

Mr. PACKWOOD. But that destroy,_ po_dtical committee.
his anonymity. ]F/r. CANNON. One wfil not be able '.,r:, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

Mr. CANNON. If the contributor wan_ go through a dodge by setting up a at_)r from Nevada is recogntzecL
to give up his anonymity, then he can do trustee and saying, "We do not want i_:L Nil'. CANNON. I yield to the Senator
it. _Is provision is to protect the con.- report under the provisions of the act.' from Oregon.
trlbutor. ]_r. PACKWOOD. I do not want to :!c Mr. PACKWOOD. '.Mr. President, I

Mr. PACKWOOD. The Senator says through a dodge, either, but I do undm r.. agree with _he intent and I support the
that the person we are concerned with stared how it wor_s, amendment. At some stage later, I have
is the contributor, and ff he does not care, Apparently, we are talking about a ,,;,t_::.. another question about the constitution-
we do not care, ff he wants to report it. end generation Dolitical fund, an unrl., a]ity of limiting *2_ese separate segre-
Is tha_ correct.* lated fund, not the first separate sci:. gated funds.

Mr. CANIqON. That is correct, regated fund that a SUNPAC sets up ;_.:t' I hope that this is constitutional. !
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support It, and when we have this dis- Mr. ,aT.?._.lq. I would not think setting matter in connection with the language
cussien later on the constitutional issue, up this fund, the original announcement in subparagraph (b) on page 39, which
I will raisethat issue. I.t is not appro- would be limited to the stockholders; be- permits the written solicitations of two
priate here. cause they need also to advise the em- per year to the so-called unreachables, !

But I do agree, it was not our inten- ployees, I would think, have an amendment X want to propose
tion to allow four solicitations, two by Mr. PACKWOOD. The initial setting on page 15, between lines 18 and 19.
the fund and two by the corporation up of the fund--that is a good question, The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
that creates it, two by the union, two by asking cotild they solicit everybody when amendment will be stated.
the fund. setting up the fund. The assistant legislative clerk read as

Mr. ALLEN. Will the Senator yield for Mr. ALLEN. And they are to send that follows:
a question? same notice, I assume, to the employees. The Senator from Nevada (Mr. Cannon)

Mr. CANNON. Yes. They would be left in the dark about proposes an amendment:
Mr. ALLEN. This all occurs to me, even the setting up of the fund. That would On page 15, between lines 18 and 19. insert

though these expenditures by these or- be the solicitation unless it is covered the following:
ganizati0ns are permitted under this in the language. It could be considered. "(3) Any person who makes a contrlbu-
statute. What about the possible stock- Mr. PACKWOOD. I guess, what ! think: tion in response to a solicitation under sec-tion 321(b) (3) (B) which, when added to all
holder suit by a stockholder who feels mine would be, although in my estima- other contributions made by him to the same
that this might be a misuse of corporate tion, a corporation can do two initial recipient during the calendar year, exceeds
funds or funds of an organization, a labor solicitations in setting up the fund, and $100 shall report to the recipient the total
organization, or otherwise? to the group it can solicit as often as it amount of such contributions made to such

Mr. CANNON. I think the court has wants, administration and friend, is not recipient for that year. Paragraph (4) does
already held that it is proper to estab- that exPensive, not apply to reports under this paragraph.'.
ltsh a separate segregated fund and I would say a union or corporation On page 15, line 19, strike out "(3)" andinsert "(4)".
proper to communicate with a limited solicited everybody and how we are going on page 16, llne 8, strike out "(4)" and
number of people. I believe that is ade- to set up a fund that would properly insert "(5)".
quate to coverit. count as one of the two solicitations they

But, certainly, I would assume if the are entitled to Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the pur-
corporation did not have advice from its Mr. ,aT.t._q. That is the point of the pose of this amendment is to make it
lawyers that they could do s_safely, and Senator from Alabama. The Senator clear that if a solicitation is made under
tl_y would not run any risk, they would from Oregon has come around to the the provisions of subparagraph (b) on
not attempt to solicit the use of any cot- view of the Senator from Alabama. That Page 39, and an individual sends in con-
IX)rate funds, would constitute a solicitation, tributions that, in the aggregate, total

Mr. ALLEN. The separate segregated Mr. PACKWOOD. The reason I think more than $100 to a particular recipient,
fund might do the soliciting and that it is not an overwhelming problem is-two= whether it be a trustee or a separate
would not be the use of corporate funds, fold. segregated fund, or whatever the des-
is that correct? First, one sets It up, and the stock- ignee may be, he must notify the recipi-

Mr. CANNON. That is correct, holders or shareholders, as often as one ent so that the recipient, to meet the
! would take it, in most instances it wants. Second, once it is set up, I pre- requirements of apolitical committee

would be the separate segregated fund sume it is not going to be set up every under the other provisions of the act,
that would do the soliciting, year, it will be a continuing fund, and can make that report in accordance with

Mr. AT,T.P.N. I believe that would be after first creation, an initial cost at least the law.
the answer, for the creation This is solely so that the person who

Mr. PACKWOOD, Is the Senator from Mr. `ai.T._q. Would It or would it not maintalus the fund would have that in-
Alabama asking or talking about the lni- constitute one of the two solicitations? formation available to make his reports.
tial solicitation by the corporation using Mr. PACKWOOD. My interpretation, I Mr. PACKWOOD. Will the Senator
corporate funds of its shareholders, say- do not want to be bound by it, ff one yield?
tng that we want to set up a separate solicited everybody Mr. OANNON. I yield.
fund, please contribute to it? Is the Sen- Mr. ALLEN. By everybody, the Sen- Mr. PACKWOOD. ! agree with the
ator suggesting the shareholder, just be- ator means employees, not the public amendment so long as what we are doing
cause of that initial instance, might have generally? is clear. We are not requiring every per-
a course of action against them ? Mr. PACKWOOD. I mean all corporate son who gives over SM}0 to any recipient

Mr. ,alJ,l_.N. I suggest that possibility employees and shareholders. The union not in this section, but the Republican
and, right at that point, would that be sends out a mailing, the corporation does, Election Committee, 'the Packwcod or
one of the two solicitations permitted, and says, "Please join our political action Careen election committees. It is up to
when they announce the setting up of a committee," that that would fit it as one us to report that, and that contributor
separate fund? of the two solicitations they are entitled does not have to make a further identi-

Mr. PACKWOOD. No. The setting up to make in a year. fic_tien of himself.
of the fund is permissible under present Mr. CANNON. If that is sent ou't in Mr. CANNON. The Sex_tor is correct.
law. The setting up of the fund is nora writing, in accordance with this provi- Mr. PACKWOOD. But because we are
solicitation for contribution to the fund. sion of the act, that certainly would con- trying to avoid somebody lying under

Is that the chairman's understanding? stitute one of the two solicitations, this particular section trying to guaran-
Mr. ALLEN. When they announce set- Mr..a?J._.N. And after that is set up, tee an anonymity, if that person gives

ting up the fund, obviously, that is a they have one moresolicitation? over $100 in aggregated Sums, that per-
solicitation right there. There is a need Mr. PACKWOOD. For that year. son reports it to the recipient committee
to cover that, it would seem, in some Mr, CANNON. The Senator is correct, and that recipient committee reports it
language. Mr. President, I move the adoption of to the Federal Election Comrnl_ton.

Mr. PACKWOOD. If they are only my amendment: Mr. cANNON. The limitation is spelled
soliciting their shareholders, we have al- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- out in the amendment if it is a ltmita-
ready agreed on this, there is no limit to tion is on agreeing to the amendment of tion under the provisions of this section.
the number of times they can do that. the Senator from Nevada. Mr. PACKWOOD. Right.

Mr. CANNON. There is no limitation The amendment was agreed to. Mr. ,aT.T._.N. I do have a point I want
with respect to shareholders. The only The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill to bring up as soon as the amendment Is
limitation applies with respect to what is open to further amendment, acted upon.
someone described as the unreachable Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the The PRESIDING OPFICER. The
group included in this amendment, and question has been under discussion as to question is on agreeing to the amend-
this amendment as tt is now in the bill the problem of the $100 and over and the ment.
simply says that it shall not be unlawful less than $100 contribution. If a person The amendment was agreed to.
for the corporation to:solicit these people contributes more than $100, obviously it Mr. ,at.T.l_q. Will the Senator yield?
twice in a Y_r in the fashion we pre- is required to be reported under the pro= Mr. CANNON. I yield.
scribed, in writing by mailing, visions of the law. To further define that Mr. _T.T._. ! WOuld like to direct the
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chairman's attention also to page 39, I _1 vote f_)r tlrLs provislon--ff then_; ii: of whether or not ho contributes. Ob-
starting on line 19, where it says thai; a ,,_o_rate sebq_egated fund. Tak:[::.!; _rlou_ if he wants to contribute by check
this soUcitatic_a shall be so designed that COPE, for exaxnple, the national pr_ti, he can do so, and ff he does thai; they
the corporation, labor organization, or de_a_ of the AFi,-CIO ls Mr. Georl;:_ are certainly going to know who made
separate segregated fund conducting Mcany. The secretary-treasurer is J_[_. the contribution, but the_l they will not
such solicitation cannot determine who Lane Klrkland. be h_. violation of tht._ provision of the
makes a contribution as a result ol such ]:f all of these lilttle contributions cra: :_ law.
solicitation and who does not. in to COPE, I thJ[nk we are fooling ou:'. Mr. PACKWOOD. Certainly most peo-

I would, like to inquire as to h_w t_lL selves ff we think that somebody w: :_ pie are going to make contributions by
the world that will be implemented when ms.ybe we would not want to see th_ :_ check. They are not s:oing to run down
they send out a letter asking people to is :act going to see them. I do not kne_ with cash some place. :If that employee
make contributions and the marl com___: how to get around that. With the co: · can make a contribution by check, why
Jln. Are they going to throw the mai]. potation fund, probably the officers ,,!:. nc,t allow a checkoff'..' What difference
away? What are they going to do? How the separate corlsoration fund are gob :: does it make? What do you accomplish
could they keep from knowing who con-- to be the president of the corporath:n by saying, "You can make a contribution
l_rihutes, unless the contribution is ma_le and the treasurer' of the corporation. I!,_ by check, but not through a checkoff"?
in cash? 'Eaen one would have to know we have this balalacing act. We are go:i::: Mt_ CANNON. What you gain is elimi-
who brought it in, I assume, to require everybody over $100 to be :_'_. nati_g the pressures that would be ap-

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, we ha_q., ported but we have this difficult balan: . plied to enter into a checkoff provision.
trod considerable discussion on tha_; very ing act, ancL we are giving in to l,}::; _.[_fisin itself is a form of pressure.
point. This, I believe, is a proper area foJ: F_leral Election Commission to try I _ Mz. PACKWOOD. Bu_ that is another
the Federal Election Commission to de-. draw a rule that on the one hand protec :; rm_ttcr. We are concerned about the
sign how an organization should mee_, the anonymity and on the other ha:_:_[ anonymity. The reason [or eliminating a
this particular provision. We were talk-, says, "But you better keep records ge,_: I checkoff is because pe,yple's names shaU
Lng earlier in our colloquy in texw_ of a enough so that if we want to come h:_ not be known; but theh' names win cer-
trustee. They may say, "Send t_s to" and see if there has been a miscarrh_ii ,_ ta:Lnly he known ff ,they give a check. The
such and such "trust account at the First; of j ustice, you have the records for __ Senator is saying the reason for ellmlnat-
National [Bank. Send your contributio_ to examine." lng a checkoff, be it by the union or cam-
there." 1,ir. _¥J,F.N. The blU had a provisJio_:, party, is what?

The point we are trying to get to _ sayingthatffacerporationhadamet_I . 7_Ir. CANNON. I am sorry; I nLl_Sed
that they cannot, in the designation o1.' od lot collection of these eontributim: _, that.
that form that they use, maintain a fie they would have to make the same met/f . Mr, PACKWOOD. ][f the purpose of
of information as to who did and who od available to t_e unions. I am third: _ eliminating the checkoff is to make sure
did not contribute, because, as so_)n a_ ins' about a checkoff contribution. :: that nobody can be unduly pressured by
we do that, we open the matter wide up that was re!c_)rted, too, that would dj an employer looking at this payroI[ rec-
to the pressure interests, clo,se the names, it seems to the Senat_ ' (mis and saying, "Jones has agreed to a

Mx.._. This duty of the segre` from Alabama. $2 checkoff, or has not agreed to it; if,
gated f'and to file reports should not be ]_r. PACKWOOD. We had just abo_ on the other hand, Jones gives a cl_eck
delegated to a trustee, would be n_' reached thai; point. The Senator fro:. for $20, is not the same fact revealed?
judgment. In other words, somebody ha_ Nevada and I have a disagreement. :il;, Mx. CANNON. The same fact is re-
to make a report of these receipts, sayu that an employee cannot authorim, ve:aled, but the check was given vohm-

Mr. CAI.VNON. Yes, but in the report-, a checkoff. _e fact that the employ_ tartly by the contributor, and not as a
ing provision we have spelled tha_; out,. does not care ff he is known, he is hap]'_ r_;uli; of pressure from someone else,
ff it is less than $100, the information to have his name listed on Senator A:, eithe_ through a checkoff or any other
concenxing the contributor need not be rE_'S reelection committee, the Sena'b::, sy,,;tem. It was jnst for the purpose of giv-
reported. [rem Nevada says you cannot use lng, ,_:othat a man who wants to say "I

Mr. ALLEN. Still, records have to be checkoff, gave at the office" can do so.
kept of what is contributed, whether the, Mr. ALLEYL Under this you cannot. _YIr.PACKWOOD. _qq.at is what I .am
report is made or not. _6x. CANNON. Under this provisic: getth_ at. If the guy wants his identity

Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct, that is correct. That was the intent, q_!:L:_ to be known, he can I_, protected ff he
The records have to be kept as _) the do_ not get at the stockholders. It do_: does not want it known under this pro-
moneys received, yes. not get at the supervisory and exem_ vl_;lor_, but ff the n_a wants it 'to be

Mx. ALLEN. Could the committee dele-, tlve officers cf a corporation_ It does x:_: known, why not let him use a checkoff?
gate that resp_lbillty and clear itself! get _ the members of a labor union, J_: :_r. CANNON. Because once you per-
of liability under the statute? solar as their union is concerned, mit the use of the checkoff, you put the

Mr. CANNON. I am not trying _ say' The Senator was referr, ing to COP][ peopl_ in a position to maintain a list,
that a tnrstee is the method to tree. 2: obviously COPE Lqgoing to have recorti_ and _:o be able to sag, "Here are the
would prefer to let the Federal Election. as to who c¢,ntributes, I would assu_:i_ _ p_ple who have contributed by a check-
Commission solve this problem as to the, but they are merhbers of the union a:_: off; we better see about the people, who
mechanics of it. But if a trustee is used. they are not in this untouchable grot: did not."
and the txu_stee makes that reporting as which is the one we are limiting. ;_ir. PACKWOOD. ]9.ut if they have a
a political, committee, I would say thai; :_Sr. PACKWOOD. Except that wh_: check, they are going to be able to keep
that certainly would satisfy the obUga-. COPE, which will be entitled to ma,k: trick of the people who gave.
tion. But the obligation is not in the solicitations at the homes or residenc,_ Mr CANNON. Not ff it is not over
amounts of leas than $100. It is bx the, of these middle l_oup employees, say: $100. The problem is not that great.
contributions of $100 or more. We have "Please contribute,' they can say, "Pleam Mr. PACKWOOD. I am not worrying
Just now spellecl out that the contribu- contribute to COPE," and here com_: ai_aut the $100; we can take care of that.
tot must let him know. This is to take, through the check of this nonunion, nm:. But 2._ am talking about the reciphmt
care of the type of situation where a con- supervisory employee to COPE, and th_:: comndttee that gets a check for $50, and
tributor, maybe, makes a contribution of COPE wfil certairdy have his name a_ ! that _s aU you give thl,,_:year. That com-
$50 at one particular time as a result of address there on the check, mitten, to protect itself,, is surely going
a solicitation and then, maybe, makes a _r. CANNON. This will not affect tl_ _ to keep track of that lsersen's name and
contribution of $75 another time. Now individual who may elect to do away wil:l; what he gave, so that ff the FEC comes
he has gone over the $100 and, therefore, his anonymity. If he elects to send in _ to that committee and says, "Let us see
his anonymity is not protected and that ehe_k he is free to do so. What we a:!'! your :records," they are; not going to say,
must be reported, try:_g to do is eliminate the pressures o:: "_e shredded them ali under $100.'

Mr. PAC'KWOOD. If I might respond the part of either the labor organizatic_: Mr. CANNON. They are not required
to the Senator from Alabama, I raised, or the management organization, to b! to keep that record.
the same question awhile agoand Xstlll able to put pressure on the individual i_::_ ]_g_r_PACKWOOD. _'e they nos re-
have n_h_ al_out how i_ works_-and, knowing who he t_ and keeping a recor _ quJire(t, to keep a record of and rely)ri
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contributions of over $100, or list? Aa stantially under $100, you could have a there will be other amendments offered
I understand the law, they must keep the tremendous amount of money given for and we will deal with them as we get to
record of who gave. WhiCh you would have no identification, them.

Mr. CANNON. They are not required because it came in amounts under $100. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
to keep such records. They have to keep Mr. CANNON. The Senator is cor_ct, NELSON). _VBO yields time?
the aggregate of sums they receive, but Mr. _T.T,_T. Mr. President, will the Mr. HATI_IEI_. Mr. President, is _t
they are not required to keep the record Senator yield? true that we are not under controlled
of the man, address, and occupation of Mr. CANNON. Yes. time?
the particular contributor. Mr. _Y.r._.N. This method of solicita- The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is

Mr. PACKWOOD. Say that again? tion under (b), is this cumulative as to correct.
Mr. CANNON. They are not required any other method permitted under the Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I sug-

to keep the name and address and occu- bill? gest the absence of a quorum.
pation of the particular contributor. Mr. CANNON. Yes. The answer is yes. Mr. 2,TJ.I_.N. Lr-A'. President, will the

Mr. PACKWOOD. ! Just wanted to In other words, a stockholder--the deft- Senator withhold that reqaest?
make sure_ This is where we raised it nition is such that it includes every- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
from $10 to $100 in the bill. So now any- bodymbut a stockholder can be solicited ator from Alabama.
body who gives a check for $50, the com- without any limit. So really, what it in Mr. _T.T._.N. ! send an amendment to
mittee is not required to keep a record essence means is that people who are not the desk and ask for it to be stated.
of who tha$ donor was, that donor's ad- otherwise reachable, whom we referred The PRESIDING OFFICEI_ The
dress, or anything to do with bhat donor? to a while ago as the unreachables be- amendment will be stated.

Mr. CANNON. This is the way the law cause they are not stockholders, they, are The legislaUve clerk read as follows:
would then read: not supervisory personnel or executive The Senator from Alabama (Mr. ALAN)

Every person who recetvss a contribution officers of the corporation, or members proposes an amendment:
in excess of $100 for a pontlcal committee of the labor union--thoee people can be on page 45, between lines 13 and 14, in-
shall, on demand of the treasurer, and in any solicited by their l_rent body unlimited sert the following new section:
event within 5 days after receipt of such in any fashion, so this is not a limitation "accn-rANcE oF zxc_ssn_ "ONOP_R_
contribution, render to the treasurer a de- on them. "SEc. 328. NO person while an elected or
tailed account thereof, including the amount Mr. ,_T,T._.N. yes; that is the point the appointed officer or employee of any branchof the contribution and the identification
of the person making such contribution, Senator from Alabama is making. In of the Federal Government shah accept---
and the date on which received. All funds of Other words, a labor organization can so- "(1) any honorarl_m of more than $1,000(excluding amounts accepted for actual
a political committe_ shah be segregated licit orally and in public meetings or travel and subsistence expenses) for any ap-
from, and may not be commingled with, any union meetings without Hmtt? pearance, speech, or article; or
personalfunds of officers, members, or asso- Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct, "(2) honoraria (not prohibited by para-
ctate8 of such conmllttee... It shall be the its labor union members, graph (1) of this section) aggregating more
duty of the treasurer of a political corn- Mr. AT.T._.I_'.SOreally this method here than $15,000 in any calendar year.
mttteo to keep a detailed and exact account Just says it shall not be unlawful for this On page 45, line 14, sl_rike out "Sec. 328."of all contributions made to or for such
comn_ittee; the ldentffication of every per- to happen; actually, there would be no and insert in lieu thereof "Sec. 329.".On page 21, line 1, strike out "section 328
son making a contribution in excess of $100, necessity of the labor organization using (a)" and insert in lieu thereof "section 329
and the date and amount thereof; and, iT (b) here, would there? In other words, (a)"
a person's contributions aggregate more than they could solicit by word of mouth?
$100, the account shall include occupation, Mr. CANNON. Oh, I should say because Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, a parlia-
and the principal place of business (if under this provision they could solicit thc mentary inquiry.
any); ... stockholders of the corporation, if they The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

Mr. PACKWOOD. All right. What do wanted to do it; and under this provision ator will state it.
you have to keep if a contribution is they could solicit the nonunion people Mr. CANNON. Is there a time limit on
under $1007 We are not talking about if they wanted to do it. Absent this pro- this particular amendment?
contributions which never aggregate vision, the only people they could solicit The PRESIDING OFFICER. There is
$100. Does the treasurer have to keep his are their members, a time limit of 30 minutes on this
name, his address, or anything else? Mr. ALLEN. But there would be no amendment.

Mr. CANNON. He has to keep the need of using method lb) then. Possibly Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, ! would
amount of contributions made to such I was not precise enougl_ There would suggest the absence of a quorum for the
committee, be no need of using section lb) then to purpose of letting Senators know that

Mr. PACKWOOD. But not the iden- soliclt their own members. That can be this amendment is now pending. I ask
tity of the person? done at any time by anyone, unanimous consent that the time not be

Mr. CANNON. But not the identity of Mr. CANNON. In any fashion, charged to either side.
the person. Mr. _TJ._.N. In any amount. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

Mr. PACKWOOD. Here is a contribu- Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct, objection, it is so ordered.
tlon that comes in from John Jones to Mr. _T,T,_m_. I see. Reany then, the new The Parliamentarian advises the Chair
the committee. It does not have to keep ground that it produces, so to speak, is tha_ there is no time limit on this par-
a record of who gave it that money? to allow a corporation or segregated fund ticular amendment.

Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct, to solicit in writing twice a year contribu- Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I sug-
Mr. PACKWOOD. Ail right, tions, is that right, from the employees, gest the absence of a quorum.
Mr. CANNON. Under the old law it whether union or otherwise? The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk

was under $10, and the recordkeeping Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct, will call the roll.
requirement proved to be so onerous on Mr. _T.T._N. Yes. The second assistant legislative clerk
people who have had expeirence with it Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct, proceeded to call the roll.
that we made the determination that Mr. _T,T,_-_. Really this gives corpora- Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I
that ought to be raised from $10 to $100. tions certain benefits and labor organi- ask unanimous consent that the order

Mr. PACKWOOD. I just want it to be zations certain benefits that they do not for the quorum call be rescinded.
understood what it Is, so that the treas- have under the rest of the bill. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
urers, this _ear, may realize they do not Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct, objection, it is so ordered.
have to worry about that person's resi- Mr. _TJ._.N. ! see. Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I ask
dence, address, or occupation, or what- Mr. CANNON. And it gives them the unanimous consent that, at the hour of 2
ever iris, or name. identical benefits with respect to from p.m., we start consideration of the

Mr. CANNON. Wait; do not say they whom they can solicit, amendment that has been offered by the
do not have to keep track of it. They Mr. ATJ,_.N. I believe it is a good sec- Senator frcm Alabama relating to
have to keep track of the money, tion, I say to the distinguished Senator. honoraria.

Mr. PACKWOOD. But not the donor. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, ff no one Mr. ArJ,_.l_. Mr. President, reserving
What you would have, at the end of has any questions at this time, I ampre- the right to object, and I shah not ob-
the campaign, even ff the average is sub- pared to yield the floor. I understand Ject, the purpose of the Senator's r_-
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quest is to allow Senators who oppose M_. JOHNSTON., I thank my colleaBu_h hlbite_t from giving this surplus to the
_is amendmemt to be notified so they I ask for lt,_ consideration, Mr. Pres[., National eomm_t, ee oz' a _te C_mnmit-
can be present; is that correct? den_. teel,

Mr. PACKWOOD. That is correct. Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, :1 Mr. CLARK. It is not clear whether
Mr. _T.T.I_N. I have no objection, have no obJectt<m to the amend_t, thor would be prevented under present
The PRESIDING Oi-_zCER. Without The PRESIDING OFFICI_'R. The qu_,, law, _lt we would like to make it very

objeotion, it ia so ordered, tion is on agreeing to the amendment, clear, at any rate. that that Would be
The Chair in his capacity as the Sena- Theamendment was agreed to. perlnissible Under the ]aw.

tor from WiscorLsin suggests the absence Mr. CANNON. 1_. President, I sugga_; I_M. PACKWOOD. Wen. in that case,
of a quorum, and the clerk will call the the absence of a quorum, why strike out "for _ny other lawful
roll. The PRESIDINC[ OFFICER. The cie]ih pu_po_e" _ Why .not a_[d the Senator's

The seco_l assistant legislative clerk will call the roll. amendment indicating this is a lawful
]proceeded to call the mil The second aasi,,_tant legislative clm",h purpose?

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I ask proceeded to call the roll. Mr. CLARK. Wen, _ce reason we are
tmanimous consent that the order for Mr. CANNON. ',Mr. President, I aztt strlJrJng "for any other lawfuI purpose"
t,_e quorum call be rescinded, unanimous c(msent that the order fo:: even though that phrase seems to us

Tho PRESIDING OPFZCER (Mr. tho quorum call bc rescinded, rather clearly to allow State and Na-
NeL.sON). Without objection, it is so or- The PRESIDING O_'i_iCER. Withot]: tional committees to take funds Is that
tiered, objection, lt issoorderecL we w(>uld like to make it possible In

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, ! have Mr. ClaRK. Mr. President, ! send f,,_ addition for them to return the money
an amendment which ! send to the desk the desk an unprinted amendment an,:l to their contributors as an alternative
and ask fox' its immediate consideration, ask that it be read. way of disposing of the money and to

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The The PRESIDINGOFPICER. Thecler:t: allow 'Lhem to contribute to another
I_-,nendment will be stated, will state the amendment, can,_date.

The legislative clerk read as follows: The legislative clerk read as .follow_ In c_ther words, it is not at all clear
On page 35, _ le. strike the words "or OrLpage 25, between Hues 4 and 5, inset, tha'_ those other two l_n_thoda we are

House cc[Representatives." the l!onowing: now adding are permh_lble under the
OI1 _ _, beginning 'with lille _I, si;glke PROB:II_ITION o_rCONVr.RSZOXor co_ra_v_o_m law pl'esent]y.

i/he words "the Democratic National Con- ro _'_o_-,- v_ l_.[r. PACKWOOD. I have no obJeetton
II,tEnsional Commtt_. the Natio_3al Republi- SE_. 107A. Section 317 of the Act (2 U_5.C to the l_enator's amenchnent, but I come
can Congreaslonal Committee,". 439a)_ as redesignated by section 10_, 1;_ bac'._ again why not simply leave in "for

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, a few amended by striking out "or may be uet_ii any other lawful p_" and put in tt_e
for any other lawful purpoee." and inserting Senator's definitions of lawful purpese,

days ago, I offered ail amendment on be- in lieu thereof the following: "may be con what that would include. ¥_nat are wehalf of myself, Senator S_'EVEaS, and trib_ted to him to t_ae National com,-tt_e_
Senator Bm_rsm_, the effect of which or State committee of a political party, e:: stri_ing out when we st;rike out "or for
would be to increase the amount which retrained by him to hla contributors on Ii any oti_er lawful purpose"? _hat can a
,_.enatorial campaign committees and the pro rata basis (as determined by the Corn. candidate now do with money that a
l_ouse calnpatgn comnlittees could give mission), or contributed by him to anothel' can,didate could not do with that
to a candidate from $5,000 per election to candidate." stricken out?
$20,000 per year. After that amendment Mr. CLARE:. Mi'. President, the ptu:' Mr. CLARK. The l_bat is under t_
had passed--of course, we have inter- ta_se of this amendment clearly is sim pr_nt law It seems quite clear that a
vened with this substitute bill, but, in the ply to correct a flaw in the present la_,_,, pea;on can convert campaign fUnds to
meantime, we have heard from our col- which could, under certain circum- per,;onal use if he pa_s income tax on it
leagues in the House, who tell us that stances, result in the conversion of exc_ lawlul'_y, and that is w:_¥ we are strtk-
making thts applicable to the House campaign funds to personal use. Tht_ lng that section and specifying the exact
(,:_mmittees would have the untoward amendment would shnlmy add a sectIO]:L wa_s in which the mo]_ey can be con-vetted. In other words, it would leave
and unwanted effect of raising expeeta- whereby we would correct that. the bill as it is under present law if we
tions of House Members way beyond re- I might say this amendment was sug, leave t;his phrase in, that candidates cani_Jlty. They tell us that, whereas they may gested by Congressman BERKLEY BEOEL:r.,
be able to give $I,000 or $2,000 per Mem- I tlttnk it is a good one. We have talke(! indeed convert campaign funds for per-
I:_r of Congress, with this kind of lan- to the manag(_ of the bill and to other som_l use.

l_.[r. PACKWOOD. What bothers me---
suage, Members of Congress would come parties interested in this bill. What ,_i; and I agree with the _'zmtor that theyin expect, ing their$20,000, would do, fri_nkly, is to say that, Ii

I do not know whether we are going to addition, if one has campaign contribu- shoul_ not be converted to personal
be able to approach anything close to tion money le:rt over, in addition to th,_ use---i,.: what might be any other lawful
those kinds of numbers on the Senate two present ways in which that mone'.i purpo_e we are thinking of that is not
campaign committees. We shall have to can be disposed of--namely, to defra',i con'_er.,'ion to personal use that we are
wait to see how our respective fund-rais- office expenses or to contribute to _r str_Mng out by striking out that phrase?
t:ug events come out to determine how eharity_we are now providing thre,_ l_r. CLARK. Well, we are not aware of
successful we are in that respect. But the additional ways that the money can b,_ any other purpose for which campaign
House people assure us that it is way disposed of witho_tt converting to per. funds, in our judgment, ought to be used.
beyond reality and it would have the very sonal use. Those are to contribute it t,: _[r. PACK'WOOD. M_r. President, will
mischievous effect of disappointing many a State or National party committee, t,:, the Senator withhold his amendment
l_lembers of the House. Accordingly, they. contribute it to another candidate'._ then and let me try to draft an amend-
_ked to be deleted from the special committee, or to return it on a pro rat_ ment because I agree with the Senator
treatment which our amendment of last basis to the contriibutors, about conversion, but I would like tx)
week gave. Ail this amendment, there- We think this is important becau.,,: mal:e _ure that we limit it to that pur-
fore, does is excise the words "Congress" be know historically that money ha:_ pose.
or "Democratic Congressional Commit- been converted from political commit,. _rhen we legislate on the floor, things
tee" or "Republic Congressional Corn- tees to personal use if income tax is paid come _p that we do not think about,
mittee" from the amendment, which, In on it, and we would like to prevent tha_ and I would not want u_ to trap a mere-
turn, makes the amendment, the $20,000 and that is the purpose of the amend, ber, ur_consciously trap a member, of the
ll_ait, applicable only to the Senate com- men_, and I urge its adoption. Hoc_e or of the Senate Who is now
l]alttees and not to the House committees, lWr. PACK'WOOI). Mr. President, wil] spending it for a lawful conversion and

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, that the Senator from Iowa yield? which [.hat amendment ',might strike out.
_nendment is acceptable to me as the M:r. CLARK. I yield. M:r. ::_ARK. ! would be happy to con-
_nager of the bill, on the basis that the Mr. PACK'WOOD. Do I understand sult wi;h the Senator.
-_!_ator has stated it. I am willing to ac- from the SeruLtor's: amendment that e.t M_. President, ! request that my
,'._pt the amendment, the :moment a candidate would be pro amendment be withdrawn.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- I yield, Mr. President. The Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACEWOO_)
ator has the right to withdraw his Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the proposes an amendment:Page 54, line 9, strike "or" and insert "un-
amendment, and it is withdrawrL amendment is a_ceptable to the manager less the candidate".

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I sug- of the bill.
gest the absence of a quorunL The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, this

The PRESIDING Or'r'_:_. The tion is on agreeing to the amendment of is designed to clarify the amendment of-
clerk will call the roll. the Senator from Iowa. fered by Senator T_ a few days ago,

The seCond assistant legislative clerk The amendment was agreed to. and again I think there is unanimous
proceeded to call the roll. Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I suggest agreement on it. Senator TaFt'S amend-

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I ask mmn- the absence of a quorum, ment would restrict and limit the amount
lmous consent that the order for the The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk of funds a candidate could get unless he
quorum call be rescinded, will call the roll. got a certain percentage of votes in two

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without The second assistant legislative clerk successive primaries. However, with now
objection, it is so ordered, proceeded to call the roll. 30 primaries and who knows how many

Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I send an Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I ask we will have, most candidates do not
unprinted amondment to the desk and unanimous consent that the order for the participate in all primaries. They just
ask that it be read. quorum call be rescinded, do not have the money and they choose

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without to skip some primaries. By this language,
clerk will report, objection, it is so ordered, we would allow a candidate to be ex-

The legisIative clerk read as follows: Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I send erupted f.rom this two-primary 19-per-
on page 25, between lines 4 and 5, insert tO the desk an amendment and ask for cent _ule if the candidate says, "I am

the following: its immediate consideration, not a candidate in that primary."
PsomrrrxoN o_ CO_VF_SXONOF co_rramv- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The The Chair knows well what I am talk-

TZONSTO pERSONAL]YSE amendment will be stated, lng about because Florida and Oregon
sec. 107A. Section 317 of the Act (2 U,_.C. The assistant legislative clerk read as place candidates on the ballot. A candi-

439a) is amended by inserting after "other follows: date is on the ballot even if he does not
lawful purpose" the following: ". except that The Senator from Oregon (Mr. PACKWOOD) want to be on the ballot, He may not
no such amount may be converted to any proposes an amendment: want to campaign in that Sta_, not
personal use". On page 40, line 13, after "request" insert spend his money there, but he cannot

the following: "and at a cost sufaclent only
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, the amend- to reimburse the corporation for the expenses get off the ballot. He cannot sign a cer-

mexxt which was just read, we are con- incurred thereby,", tlfication that says, "I am not a candi-
vinced, comes closer to achieving the date."
purpose that we had in mind than the Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, this This would make it clear that if a
original amendment that was offered be- amendment has been worked up with the candidate notifies the commission that
cause the problem that we face and that chairman and I think is agreed upon. he is not a candidate in that particular
we want to try to correct is the problem What we are simply trying to do here primary, whatever the finish, _e order
of a candidate's converting campaign is that if the corporation uses a checkoff of finish, or percentage af votes that the
contributions to personal use. It is quite to collect Political funds, if it is legal, that candidate received in that State would
clear, based on present law, that that is they must make tha_ available to the not be a factor in determining whether
being done or has been done. So we think union, or not in two successive primaries he
by simply leaving the bill as it is but This simply says that if the union had received less than 10 percent of the
inserting an additional line which simply chooses to exercise its privilege to use vote.
says "except that no such amount may that checkoff, they shall have to pay the Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, the
be converted to any personal use" is cost incurred in making the lists avail- amendment is a good amendment. I think
quite clear and achieves the purpose able to them and using the checkoff, it makes clear the intent that was de-
which we want to achieve. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I think sired, at least, in the discussion of the

I urge its adoption, that is a reasonable amendment. Taft amendment a couple of days ago. I
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I We already have in the bill the provi- am prepared to accept tr.

agree with the Senator from Iowa. I think sion that same system has to be made The PRESIDING O_'_CER. The ques-
we should have it clear in this colloquy, available to a labor organization repre- tlon is on agreeing to the amendment.
we should make it clear, that Just be- senting any members working for the The amendment was agreed to.
cause the Senator's previous amendment corporation. This would simply say they
was withdrawn, it is still our assumption pay the cost attributable to making that
-that money can be given to a State po- method available. RECES_ _ITIL 2 P.M.
litical or the national committee or any I am willing to accept the amendment. Mr. CANNON. fr. President, ff there
other political organization, subject to The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- are no further al endments to come up
the limits that are now in the law as to tion is on agreeing to the amendment, at this time, I r _ove that the Senate
how much you can give. The amendment was agreed to. stand in recess unl ll 2 p.m., at which time

Mr. CLARK. That is correct. Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, ff there the one Allen am, ndment would be the
Mr. PACKWOOD. The specific type of are no other amendments to come up

thing we axe aiming at is literally con- now, we have an amendment pending at pending amendmc _t under the previousagreement.
verting it to personal use in almost an 2 o'clock. The motion was agreed to, and at 1: 08
Interaal Revenue definition because ff Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I sug-
you pay a tax on it you can take a trip gest the absence of a quorum, p.m., the Senate _cessed until 2 p.m.;whereupon, the Se Late reassembled when
to Europe because you are converting The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk called to order b._ the Presiding Officer
funds at the moment, and this is legal will call the roll.
as long as you pay a tax on it. This will The assistant legislative clerk pro- (Mr. GARN). _
prohibit you from doing that. You can ceeded to call the roll.
still use it for any purpose other tha_ Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I ask r'_:a_ERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
personal use, which is prohibited by law. unanimous consent that the order for the AMENDMENTS OF 1976
By this amendment you cannot convert quorum call be rescinded.
it to your own personal use Just because The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Has- The Senate continued with the con-
you pay a tax on it. _LL). Without objection, it is so ordered, sideration of the bin (S. 3065) to amendthe Federal Election Campaign Act of

l_r. CLARK. The Senator is absolute- Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I send 1971 to provide for its administration by
ly right. That is the intention and that to the desk an amendment and ask for its a Federal Election Commission appointed
Is the purpose. We think it would be a immediate consideration, in accordance with the requirements of
good amendment to this bill because It The PRESIDINO OFFICER. The the Constitution, and for other purposes.
corrects a very, very serious problem, amendment will bestated. The PRESIDING Oi_'ICER. The
ccml_'slon of campaign contributions to The assistant legislative clerk read as pending business is the amendment of
Personal funds, follows: the Senator from Alabama.
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Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, this mabter I believe, actually, it was in 1971_ I'. Mr ABOUREZK. My desire is not to
probably should not be before the Senate believe that :tt was actually set up th(_ :. br_den down the amendment, but to do
at this time because, certainly, it was not So this limitation, has been in force :l':,_ as the Senator said; ff it is far afield,
necessary to make any different provi- several years, it is only following his lead. He said
:sion about honoraria that Federal em- Why is it necessary at this time to Lit $15,000 outside incorae is sufficient. I
ployees and Members of the Congress, that limit and to pave the way for ps,!. think he is right.
can receive in order to meet the obJec- ments of any amount that the Fede]ml Mr_ ALLEN. The Senator does not
tions of the Supreme Court to the provl- official might caxe to charge and rE,mt quite understand the; connection. The
sions of the Federal election law. But an, his listeners might be willing to pay, ar d Senat_)r from Alabama said that many
amendment was passed in the Son,to no limitation whatsoever on the amou:mt, of these appearances are based on the
knocking out a provision in the bill which that an official could receive in a yea: %' fact not, for instance, the Senator from
did plaee a limit on honoraria, time? South Dakota might be a great speaker,

Up mxtil last year, there was no limit Mr. President, .inst last year Congr_m_; a great orator
whatsoever on the amount ot honol_ria, over my objection and the objection L,il Mr. ABOUREZK. I will accept that
that is, payments for sl0eeches or appear- a number of Senators here, put the cot:. Mr. ALLEN. And people would like
ances, float might be received by Fed- pensation of the Members of Congr_,;_ to mirror his forensic ability. I would
oral employees or Members of the House on the same basi,; as Federal employe_._ think that his listeners might be more
or Senate:, or the judiciary, for that generally and thiq guaranteed the Me_: -. interested in the fact that he is a U.S.
:matter. hers of Congress an annual increase i_ Senator with an opportunity to vote in

Congress in its wisdom then, feeling salary, this body.
that some limitation should be placed. I believe last year it was some $2,Ii:) Mr'. PACKWOOD. Will the Senator
on the amount of honoraria that Federal based on the increase in cost of living, iZi; yield at that juncture?
employees and Members of Congress wo_ld probably be considerably morett: _ I am curious now. I recall a specific
:might charge for appearances and year. And each year the salary of ]::mi: appearance that Senator RIBICOFF and
:speeches that they might make outside, only Members of Congress, but every I had--in fact, it is the first time I met
the line and scope of their official duties, Fedewal judge,, eve:_ Cabinet officer, eve:_:i, David Mathews--at the University of
:placed that limitation at $1,000 per ap- head of a Federal agency or a member :,ii Alabama, in 1970. Senator RrSXCOFF and
pearance with a limit in any one year of a Federal agency board, is going to _imt I were both paid. The students wanted
:$15,000. an annual salary increase, a Republican and a Democrat to come

That was made a part of the Federal _;Vhy, then. would we want to provi,: :_ and speak specifically on the war. Is the
election law. But when the Supreme, for no limitation whatsoever on ho_. Senator suggesting that the covert put-
Court said that the Federal Election oraria that Federal employees, Fede]m] pose was really to get Senator Rrsxcorr
,Commission was not so constituted that judges, Mem'_ers of the Congress migi: i; a_d I there to lobby us on something that
it could carry out executive function, it. receive? the University of Alabama had, some
'was necessary for the Congress, ff it; I believe a $15,000 outside income I:y kind of secret purpose in this appear-
'wanted the Federal Election Commission Members of Congress should be adequai _, once ?
'to continue in any meaningful fashion, l_tr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, will :_e. AT,T,_'t_. The ,qenator can state
to amend the law to reconstitute the the Senator yield? what his motive was. I do not attribute
commission by making the six mem- Mir. ,aLr._.N. Just a moment, let i:_:._ anything to it. I said that many times
hers--or whatever number of members finish this thought. the listeners were more interested in the
the Congress wanted to provide---ap- Added to the present compensation f fact that a person serving in the Senate
pointed by the President. a Member of Congress, that would pe _,

It certainly was not necessary to lift mit, earnings of some $60,000 a year, and or serving in the House might have in-
the limitation that Congress made in of course, tim Supreme Court is ova::' fluence in tbAs body, and not necessarily
1974 In the Federal election law. $60,000 already and that would enab:,:) on account of the forensic skill that the

Mr. President, I do not speak only with them to go up to $75,000. vacimm speakers might possibly have.
reference to Members of Congress; as I I am delighted to yield to the Senate: :. :YIr. ABOUREZK. 'Will the Senator
say, it includes members of the Federal 1_r. ABOUREZK. I tend to agree w_t!J, yield on that point? r.,_that same state-
Judicially and other Federal. employees, what the Senator is saying. I have :m:, merit true for someone who has a law
They axe adequately compensated with- problem in leaving a limitation .:.i' practice and is serving in the Congress?
out having some method whereby they $15,000 per year, per Congressman, :lk::* :YI_.ALLEN. I do not, know about a lawhonoraria, practice. The Senator from Alabama does
gain additional compensation by making The Senator msde a statement that ',h_, hot practice law even though he is a
appearances before various groups, thi_aks $15,000 outside income is adequ_i_J, lawyer. He does not h_ve outside incomeand--I am somewhat hesistant to say
'Lhis_many times appearing before for any Senator. l: probably would agr_m_ from that source.
groups that have an interest in legisla- wi_h that, as well. :_I:a GARY HART. But if one were
_lon that might come before the Congress I am curious tx) know ff the Senat,:: looking for a law finn t_)represent him,
and, unquestionably, the desirability of would accept the amendment I intend :_, it :might be nice to have a firm in which
_their speech and their appeaxance is offer which would limit any outside l_: there is a U.S. Senator.
,i_pringing somewhat from their official come, not jtu;t honoraria, but law pro,:. ]_. ,aT,r._.N. If the Senator will offer
position, rice income, stoch_ and bonds, divide]: _:l that amendment, the Senator from Ala-

! wonder how much in honoraria income, savings account income, reni;_,_ ba:ma would be glad to vote for it.
might be drawn by some member of the income, business income of any kind? lgh-. ABOUREZK. I would like to offer
:Mederal establishment if he did not have Mr..AI.T._.N. _he Senator is gettiJ:_!_ it as an amendment to the Senator's
that particular position with the Federal pretty far afield, amendment.
establishment. Mr. ABOUREZK. It is no more 1I¥: ]Fir. ALLEN. Wait a minute. That is

afie!d than the Senator's amendment !.; asamning that the Senator would thenMr. ABOLrI_EZK. Will my friend yield?
Mr. PACKWOOD. Will the Senator Mr. _ALT._.lV.That is the Senator's vie,, vote for the amendment.

yield? and he will have a right to vote again_ Mr ABOUREZK. I would like to offer,
Mr. ALLEN. Well, two want tv ask the amendment, as I anticipate that ]tm at this time, an amendment to the Allen

questions, and rather than favor one will. amendment.]_/r. President, I ser,d an amendment
over another, I will just continue for a I think the Senator certainly is goir,i_ to the desk.
'while and then I will yield to one or the pretty far afield in suggesting that ape::.
other, son's income from investments he mig]: _ ].V/r,AT.T,W.N.I have not yielded for that

So what was done was to lift this ban? possibly have should be limited, ptrcpose. I yielded for a question only.
That was done some several days ago, I do not see any justification for thrr; ].gin WI]',T,TA_ L. l_CO_'r. Will the
but now, the substitute is pending. If he would like to put in a separa':_ Senator yield?

What the present amendment provides amendment, I would have no objectic:: l_fa', .aT,T,_,bL I yield for a question.
is that we will return to the limitation to the Senator doing so. But I would hit';! ]Yfr, WlW.I,T_k__L_ SCOTT. Mr. Presi~
that was written into the law when this for him to burden down the amendme_i; dent, I appreciate the Senator yielding.
:]Federal Election Commission was set up. the Senator from Alabama is offerh_;' I arrived in the Chamber during the dis-
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cussion of his amendment, so I am not in his receiving an honoraria or a pay- $15,000 in honorariums, we might lose. I
familiar with all of its provisions. I heard merit for an appearance or a speech, do not earn that much any more.
the Senator from Alabama refer to the Mr. ABOUREZK. Will the Senator Mr. ALLEN. Oh; any more?
congressional pay raise anc_ also to a yield again? Mr. ABOUREZK. I did not come any-
$15,000 limitation upon honorariums. ! Mr. ALLEN. I yield for a question, yes. where near that last year.
would be glad to support the distin- Mr. ABOUREZK. Would the same Mr. ALLEN. I wonder if the Senator's
guished Senator on the $15,000 limita- thing hold true for law practice income? use of the words "any more" has any sig-
tion on honorariums. Would the same thing hold true for nificance?

However, I believe that oftentimes dividend income from stocks and bonds Mr. ABOUREZK. It does, yes; because
Members of Congress are unduly made in some private industry over which we, at one time I made considerably more
whipping boys on pay raises. I believe it as Members of the Senate and Members than $15,000.
is fair to say--and I believe the Senator of the House, have some Sort of jurisdic- Mr. ALLEN. I see. I do not yield any
from Alabama is fully aware--that the tion? The Senator is talking about a more. Mr. President; I wish to conclude
only pay raise that a Member of the conflict of interest. That is what he is my remarks, and ask other distinguished
U.S. Senate has received since 1969 is one talking about. Senators to seek the floor in their own
5-percent raise. Mr. AT,T.F.N. The Senator misses the right if they want to torpedo this amend-

There are some of us in this body who point in talking about limiting a per- merit, which would place a restriction
are wholly dependent or substantially de- son's income from other sources. What back on the amount of income that mere-
pendent upon the salaries we receive as I am seeking to limit is the compensation bers of the Federal establishment--not
Senators. Moreover, the pay of members he gets for his personal services of an just Members of Congress--can receive
of the legislative branch of Government official nature. If a person might hap- for personal appearances and for
is below the executive and judicial pen to have a Government bond, the in- speeches.
5ranches. Both Cabinet officers and Su- come from that should not be proscribed; I am wondering, as to the distinguished
preme Court Justices are receiving more it should not be prohibited, as the Sen- Senator from South Dakota, whether
than $65,000, $22,000 more per year for ator would seek to do. his services might be in such demand if
Cabinet officers and for members of the I will say to the Senator if he feels he were not a Member of the U:S. Sen-
Supreme Court. so strongly about investments in Gov- ate. I think therein lies the difference

I am not speaking in favor of a pay eminent bonds, or the like, he might offer between investment income received by
raise for Members of Congress, but I do a subsequent amendment, one Senator--not the Senator from Ala-
believe, in fairness to ourselves, we ought Mr. ABOUREZK. I would like to, if the bama, I am sorry to say--but therein
to put this into proper perspective. I like Senator will let me. lies the difference, in the playing upon
to think of the legislative branch as a Mr. ALLEN. I say a subsequent amend- one's official position. A limit ought to
coequal branch of the Government. We ment. Let us act on this now. be placed on the ability to do that.
live in the type of society where the Mr. ABOUREZK. I think, to be fair, Mr. ABOUREZK. Would the Senator
salary a person earns does have some- it ought to be considered with the Sen- like me to answer that?
thing to do with his standing. We are ator's amendment. That is all we are Mr. /XTZ,_.N. Take a member of the
making ourselves, through our own ac- trying to do, to be fair. The Senator Supreme Court appearing before some
tions, second to, rather than coequal is singling out one kind of income. I body of some sort. The fact that he is
to the Cabinet officers, and members of think all income ought to be pro- a member of the Supreme Court would
the Supreme Court. Scribed. naturally allow his honorarium to go up

Perhaps the other branches are over- Mr. ALLEN. I just wonder ff the Sen- from what he might receive if he were
paid. However, we cannot do it to the ator is interested in that or in killing merely a practicing attorney and not a
Supreme Court for constitutional rea- this amendment by weighting it down member of the Supreme Court.
sons and I rise merely to suggest the un- with somewhat unrealistic proposals. Mr. President, the House bill has this
fairness of continuing to criticize Con- Mr. ABOUREZK. I have never been limitation in it, the limitation that the
gress without reference being made to very good at putting anchors on other Senator from Alabama is seeking to
the other branches of Government. amendments or other bills. It has never attach to this bill. In other words, it

I have the greatest respect for my worked very well for me. I am interested, restates the present law. It puts the lira-
friend from Alabama, but I just sort of as I stated before, in some kind of equal- itation at $1,000 per appearance, and a
hate to see this done. I will add that I ity and fairness in this matter. I think maximum of $15,000 in any 1 year.
have accepted few or no honorariums if the Senator from Alabama, who is That is outside income, in addition to
during my service in Congress. So, $15,- generally very fair in his treatment of the $44,600 that is paid to a Member of
000 is $15,000 more than this Senator everything, would continue that attitude Congress.
will make in honorariums, of fairness, he would accept my amend- I believe that that should be sufficient.

Mr. ALLEN. I thank the Senator. I ment to his amendment. Because that The House of Representatives thought so,
assure the Senator that the amendment would proscribe everybody's income. Why and in the conference, no matter what
of the Senator from Alabama takes into would the Senator want to discriminate the Senate does, the House bill will have
account that we are three coequal against anyone's income? that limitation in it; and if the Senate
branches, because the limitation applies Mr. ALLEN. I think the Senator un- lifts the ban, that will not be the end
alike to the executive branch, the legis- derstands when I say to him that invest- of the battle, because it will have to be
lative branch, and the judicial branch, ment income is somewhat different. Say, battled out also in conference, with the
So all three branches of the Government for examPle, that Senator PI_LL, who iS House taking the side of a reasonable
are, under the Senator's amendment, reputed to be a man of great wealth, limit and the Senate, up to now, being
being treated as coequal branches, would not be able to stay in the Senate in favor of no limit.

because he has investment income that I do not believe that _enators are
Mr. President, the general practice in would bring in more than $15,000. I do that much more interested in obtaining

the Senate is to take this amendment not believe the distinguished Senator outside income than Members of the
limiting honoraria that mlghtbe charged from South Dakota would want to do House of Representatives, but maybeby any person in the Federal Establish- that.
merit and weighting it down with other they are.
amendments to the point where it will Mr. ABOUREZK. What was that Mr. President, I have a modification
be absolutely absurd. The Senator from again? I would not want to do what? of my amendment at the desk. I modify
South Dakota is talking about limiting Mr. ALLEN. I do not think the Sena- the amendment by substituting for it the
what a person might draw in U.S. Gov- tor would wan_ to see the Senate and modification which I have at the desk.
eminent bonds or E bonds that he might the country lose the services of the diS- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The mod-
receive on a payroll deduction plan. He is tingulshed Senator from Rhode Island ification will be stated.

seeking to limit all sorts of things such because his investment income would run The legislative clerk read a,s follows:as that and not facing the issue about far beyond the $15,000. Amend amendment in the Nature of a
how much It is proper for a Pederal em- Mr. ABOUREZK. I feel the same way substitute to 3065 as follows:
Ployee or a Federal official to earn in about some of the other Senators in this On page 50 lines 10 and 14 strikes the
speaking appearances that would result body whom, if they do not earn over following "616."
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Mr. OOLDWA_ER. May I have pc:: tkLs same issue has beE_ndebated here in
amendment is so modified, mission to read o:_y a few sentences _)_: the Chamber, and there was an amend-

Mr. ALLEN and Mr. ABOUREZK ad- to how this came about? ment by the Senator from Alabama that
dressed the Chair. Mr. ALLEN. As long as that is treal_ 2 wcruld have sought to place a limit on

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- as a question, yes_ honoraria that could b,e paid to members
ator Alabama has the floor, l_r. GOLDWAqCER. It is a question, of the Federal estabii_.hment.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, this modi- It was originally Iglded to a Senate-pa_._ :, The Senator from Alabama is not; con-
:fication has exactly the same thrust as campaign finance bill by Members of t_bl_ cerned With what may have motivated
the original amendment. It approaches House of Represeni_atlves, not as a refor_ the 'Members of the House of Repre-
it in a little different fashion, measure, but to openly punish and pressu:_, sent_tives to introduce such an amend-

Let us start with the House bill, where Members of the Senate who had not go:t_, menlO, but when the election bill gof to
the hill originated. The House bill has a along with 5he ide_ of steep pay raises :_,:_.Members of Oongress. The House auth,:) conference, the House provision was for
lprovision repealing section 616 of title of the honora3qans limitation, Congressml_: a ]Limitation of $10,000 per annum, and
18 of tile United Sts_tes Code. That is a ANNUNZIO, VOCally announced his purpcl,;_ the _onferees, apparently feeling that
section which makes it a criminal offense in proposing the provision. During what brt _ the ;]enate nllg_lt want a somewhat
l_or a member of the Federal establish- discussion there w_s of the section in tl_ higher figure, did arrive at the $].5,900
merit--legislative, executive or judicial-- I_ouse, the au_;hor _f this restriction stat,i _ limitation. So that is how it came about.
to receive more than the limits that I that: I do not know the motives that prompted
have stated for appearances and 'q:n the matu, it is aimed at the membe :_ Members of the House of Representatives

of the other body who have been so piom!_i to offer that amendment. Whateverspeeches, that is, $1,000 per speech or proclaiming from time to time that Membe :_
appearance and a total of $15,000 in any of Congress do not need any pay raisee." motivated it, it is a good provision, and
1 year. He repeated this :purpose when dlscussiL_ it is a provision that was accepted by the

The Hotme bill repealed that section, the conference report which became la'- conferees and that wa.,',agreed to here in
10ut they put in another section carrying adding the hope that we Senators, in :t:LI_ th(; Senate by the ac(reptance o:[ the
out the same thrust. That is, they pro- wor_s, "will now came along to acting mO:L_ confererice report.
vided for the exact same limitation in wisely when the measure of a pay raise com,__ lit has been the law of the land and
another section of this bill. Then when up." has been working fairly' well, I assume,

surely, Mr. President, there is no room: - for some years; and now, when we arethe bill came to the Senate, the Senate Federal law for provisions such as this, whi(:::
went along with the repeal of section are run through by' one House of Congr_ _: trying to amend the campaign law to
616, and the committee amended the out of pique with the other body, and a_ _ meet the Supreme Court's objections a,nd
s_nount that could be received, and made self..servlng tool for pressuring that otl_,_ criticisms, why, it is necessary to bring
it a limit of $2,000 per appearance, or a body to approve congressional pay ralee_ Up the honora_qa question. I am sure the
'lx)tal of $24,000 in any one year. Mr. President, this bit of background on t]: _ Members of the Senat_._ and the Senator

When that alternate amendment came origin of what is now section 327 highltgh :_ from Alabama had no idea whatsoever of
to the Senate floor, the limitation was what is wrong with it. It is a narrow a_:! going into the honoraria question again

badly worded limitation on outside income _:l until action was taken here in the C:ham-stricken out here on the floor by a voice Members of Congress and other Governme:_[_
VOte. SO the House bill still has the re- omcials. When an amendment was offer,_] bet lifting the ceiling. Once that that was
local of section 616 and the substitution durXng debate on the Campaign Finance LSL_ done, it left the Senab_r from Alabama,
of the $1,000 and $15,000 limits, putting which called for a far-reaching restriction ,:l feeling as a matter of principle that this
that under the control of the Federal out,)ide payments _nd fees to Members _:'. limit should be placed on such income.
election law, but now here in the Senate, Congress, it was beaten down by a vote _:l no recourse but to seek to restore that
the alternate provision, which was as the 61 to 31. That proposed amendment had be,_: amendment.
:House had it, and the Senate had it all offered by Senator AL_E_ and it would h_v"_ ]_1:' PACKWOOD. l_Ir. President, will
the lway through committee action, has prohibited the receipt by Members of Co:t_: the Senator yield?

gress and Government officials of nearly _: Mr_ AI,T,_,N. That is the purpose ofloeen stricken out, leaving section 616 payments other than their official salarl(_
repealed and no provision in its place. Th_,_ is the kind of honest amendment ] this amendment.

Instead of inserting or seeking to in- can vote for and, although l did cast my vo _ ]gr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, wilt
sert an amendment reimposing the limi- against tabling the Allen amendment, it v,,_ the _'_enater yield?
ration, the thrust of the modification is badly beaten. ]_r_ AT,TEN. i will not only yiel& but I
merely to strike out section 616 from I just wanl_d tx) have it a part of t]:_ wi]il yield the floor and give the Senator
the repealed provision, record that this provision received ab_,_r_, from Oregon an opportunity to speak in

So if this amendment is adopted it lutelyno cor_ideration by either body ,:_ his own right.
'will accomplish the same thing as the Congress; it was :capriciously put on l:,! ]Fir, PACKWOOD. 1V[r,President: first
original amendment, by leaving section a man who wanted to get even with t.]:_i: let me respond.
,516 stfil the law in the Senate bill. Senate or in some way.pressure the Se]:_. ]YJ[r ABOUREZK. M:r. President, will

So the effect of agreeing to the amend- ate into going along with the pay rats, _; the Senator yield?
ment of the Senator from Alabama, as that the House of Representativ,_; Mr_ PACKWOOD. Yes, I yield.
modified, would be to place this limita- wanted. ]Vfr ABOUREZK. I wonder if I might
'Sion back in the Senate bill, the limlta- There has been far more discussion (:- be able to offer my amendment at this
lion of $1,000 per appearance or speech, this matter on March 18 and today thi_ time and then if the Senator wants
with a m_ximum of $15,000. there appeared during the whole tP,:._ to-.....

I hope the Senate will go along with we were considering this bill in the pa:_; Mr PACKWOOD. Yes.
IV/r, ABOUREZK. I have an amend-

this amendment in order that the two I think we should express our grali- ment at the desk to the Allen anmnd-'bills will coincide and will mesh. In any tude to the Sena[or from Alabama f,:,.,
ment which I would like to offer. Mr.event, as the Senator from Alabama said, having allowed uf', to tell of our feelin;i :;

the House bill, no matter what we do relative to this matter. PresiLdent,first of all-----The PRESIDING O_'FJ[CER. As draft-
:here in the Senate, will still have the I personally think it is unconstit'H, ed the amendment of the Senator from
limitation in the bill. tional to tell any Member of Congre :; South Dakota would not be in order tm-

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, will whesher he can or cannot make an ou:. less the amendment of the Senator from
the Senator yield for a question? side income, and if we ever get to t]:_. Alabama is divided.

Mr. ALLEN. Yes; I yield for a ques- point of having to live on the exact h_. '.._Ir ABOUREZK. I ask for a division
tion. come that we make, after paying tax :; of the Allen amendment.

Mr. GOLDWATER. I am wondering if here, in Arizona, and every other pla,!, 'She PRESIDING OFFICER. The
the Senator is aware of exactly how this they can get aho]d of you, the businc, amendment will be so divided. The
language got into the bill, and to bring of being a Senator is not going to [:_ amendment willbe stall, cl.
him up to date, although I know_-- monetarily attractive. The legislative clerk: :read as follows:

Mr. tkLI_EN. Ye_; I am aware of how 1vir. ALLEN. I thank the Senator f,:: On page 50, line 10 strike "616" and insert
it got in the bill. I was on the confer- his explanation of the origin of the bi ! th(, following: §616 of title 18, U.S.C. is
ence committee where it was put in. Of course, the Senator also pointed c, , amended to rea(1as follows:
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'§ 616. Acceptance of outside income, that it applied tx) the University of Ala- me, when I was practicing law priv_tely,

"No elected or appointed officer or em- bama when Senator RINICOFFand I spoke to write a book. When I came to the Sen-
ployee of any branch of the Federal Govern- there, ate, I was asked to write on_ Yet, the
ment may receive any salary, wage, or other But we are well aware of the rumors--- Senator's limitation would say that it is
income of any nature in excess of $15,000 I cannot verify this; I think the rumors perfectly all fight; Instead of writing one
per annum, other than Federal Government probably are true--of lawyers in Con- article and calling it an article and being
compensation established by law whUe serv-
ing as such an officer or employee. Violation gress--and I am a lawyer--who take paid, it is all right, in essence, to write
of this section is punishable by a fine of partnership shares from a law finn. They 20 articles, string them together, call it
$5,ooo." do no work for the law firm. The law a book, have it publish'ed, and be paid

firm has clients that have interests before $20,000. To me, that kind of distinction
Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, I ask Federal agencies or before Congress. is nonsense.

for the yeas and nays on that amend- We are all aware that there are Mem- In this bill, we are talking about dis,
ment. bers---or at least rumors of such--who closure. The very reason why weare talk-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there have interests in farming operations, in- ing about honorariums in this bill is that
a sufficient second? There is a sufficient terests in brokerage houses, who are the Rules Committee made a change in
second, still receiving money from those opera- the law regarding honorariums. This was

The yeas and nays were ordered, tlons, although they do not put in any not sprung on the floor for the first tlm_
Mr. ABOUREZK. Simply by brief way significant time in the running of those The Rules committee made a change

of explanation, as I said in the colloquy operations, when the matter came out of the Rules
that Senator ALLEN and I had a few We do not have time. If we are going Committee. It is germane to this bill. A
minutes ago, I can very easily live within to be responsible Congressmen, we have limitation was put in 2 years ago, when
any limitation tha_ the Senate wishes to spend the bulk of our time in Wash- the bill was passed initially.
to impose on outside income, including ington, attending to public business. We are all familiar with the fact that
the $15_000 limitatlom That does not When I was elected to the Senate in the House has very strict rules of ger-
bother me. 1968, I sold all my interests in the law inaneness, and there are very few bills

What bothers me is that one source firm and have received no interest from that are relevant and germane and un-
of outside income is singled out for lim- it at all from the time I started serving, der consideration by the House to which
ltation while all other sources are allowed However, it seems to me that ff the this proposal can be attached.
to remain limitless, and that includes Senator is talking about conflicts of in- So it is relevant to this bin; it is ger-
income from law practices, business _- terest here, ff he means to allude to the mane to this bill.
terests, ownership of stocks and bends fact that perhaps we are invited to speak In all fairness, if we are going to talk
and their dividends that are received before groups who want us to come or about either full disclosure or limiting
thereby, and income of all other sources, to write articles for groups or publica- our outside income, it should be ail in-

I simply think it is unfair for this tions put out by special interest groups come which, by any conceivable stretch
Congress to do such a thing, so I think because they are interested in incurring of the imagination, might be tainted, be-
all income ought to be limited. If we are our favor, then his amendment is drawn cause we receive it because we are Sena-
going to limit one, let us limit them all too narrowly. We should require public tots. To draw this artificial distinction

I yield to the Senator from Oregom disclosure of all income, from whatever and say that it refers only to that income
Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I source derived, of whatever amount, and from speeches, only that income from

wonder if the Senator from Alabama then let the public make up their minds writing little articles, not big books,
would yield for a question, as to whether or not there is a conflict which is going to be limited, that, to me,

Mr. President, will the Senator from of interest, based Upon that disclosure, is unfair and is artificial.
Alabama yield for a question? If the Senator is not really alluding to Again I say that if the Senator or

Mr. _rx._. The Senator has the floor, the fact that we are being bought or that others are alluding to the fact that sPe-
Mr. ABOUREZK. I had the floor, our favor is being incurred but that it cial interest groups are trying to buy us,
Mr. PACKWOOD. I thought I had the takes too much time away from Con- we have taken care of that problem in

floor, gress, I point out that I cited the other the Senate. It was taken care of before l
Mr.._Tx._q. The Senator from Oregon day the earnings of the top money earn- came to the Senate, by requiring that

had the floor. He yielded to the Senator ers on the speaking circuit; and their these honorariums be listed. A Member
from South Dakota for purposes of sub- attendance is above that of the average has to tell where he went, to whom he
mitring the amendment, and he still in the Senate. They are not missing busl- spoke, on what date, and how much he
maintains the floor, ness because of that. Others who do not was paid. That information is filed every

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, will make much money from speaking are May 15. They are public documents and
the Senator from Alabama yield? missing more votes than that group, normally are published every year in

Mr. ,_T.T,_. If the Senator wants to The thing that intrigues me about the the newspapers, including our home
yield the floor, the Senator from Ala- Senator's proposal is that we cannot be papers.
bama will be glad then to yield to the paid more than $1,000 to write an article We all have to run for reelection. We
Senator from Oregon. or to make a speech, or more than $15,000 have to answer to our voters in connec-

Mr. PACKWOOD. No; ! do not want a year, but there is no limit on what we t/on with whom we spoke to, where, and
to yield the floor. But will the Senator can be paid to write a book. when. It seems to me that that is a much
yield for a question while I have the I was approached by a publishing corn- better body to be responsive to than to
floor? pany to write a book. I am no good at set an artificial limitation, an art_ct_!

Mr. AI,I,_L No; that would hardly be writing. I thought of taking a whirl at amount for a very narrow spectrum of
in order. I will yield if ! have the floor, it. But writing is a painfully slow proc- activities, and not atteml)t in any other
Not having the floor, I have nothing to ess. I admire Journalists. I admire people way to limit any other out.side income
yield, who are glib of pen. l chose not to do it. that might allegedly come to us solely

Mr. PACKWOOD. I am intrigued with If the Senator is opposed to somebody because we are Members of the U.S.
the theory of the Senator from Alabamm being paid a thousand dollars to write a Senate.
He has alluded to Senators and CoIt- book, I would think he would be opposed Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, will
gressmen being bought, that they go to to a Senator or a Member of the House the Senator yield?
appear before groups that are not in- being guaranteed $25,000 or $60,000 bY Mr. PACKWOOD. I yield.
terested in hearing our oratorical abilit_ a publishing house to write a bool_ Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I
or thoughts upon legislation but really The Senator says it is only because we think this matter has been discussed
want to pay us off in exchange, ap- are Senators that we are asked to make thoroughly. It was debated thoroughly
patently, for a vote or favorable con- these appearances, the other day, and I move that----
sideration because they have invited us Mr. President, apparently, it is only Mr. President, I withhold my motion.
to speak; or, at least, ! Judge that is because we are Senators that we are Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, !
what he is driving at. Although, he said asked to write' a book. Nobody ever asked yield the floor.
that does not s_ply to all groups. Icer- me, when I served in the State leglsla- Mr. OOLDWATER. Mr. President.
tainly do not tbtn_ he would indicate ture, to write a book. Nobody ever asked while the Senator from Oregon is mak-
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lng a call for a Senator who is not in we will pay you, give you $3,000," I sheu :! of tie Senator from Alabama and the
the Chamber, I will try to explain _;o my like to'think that I could take that. amer_dment that is proposed to it by the
colleagues and those citizens who may i[ do not think I am any different fr._ _::_ Senttor from South Dakota are neces-
not understand the genesis or the source the average person in this body. I a,:: sary Therefore. Mr. President, I move
of the so-called honorarium, reportedly a wealthy man. I think ti: _d that we lay---

To begin with, "honorarium" is not is Lhe most costly reputation I have e,; _:t M:t'. PACKWOOD. l_[r. President. will
even explained in the proposed legisla-, had come about, When a grandfatl:_3: the 2_enator withhold'.,
tion. I looked it up in a dictionary, and of 10 is SUpl0orting 7 of them and 2 chi.. l_.[r. GOLDWATER: For the same pur-
it reads: dren who have broken families, it is i: ?1 pose we discussed before?

An honorary payment or reward, usually easy. When I look at what I have !l: _ir. PACKWOOD. Yes, I should like
in recognition of gratuitous or professional spend--and, as I say, I am no differ'l? :l to suggest the absence of a quorum.
services on which custom or propriety for-. from any other :_Iember of this bcd? -.. l_[r. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, has
bids any price to be set. w_,en I look at what I have to spend :,:: a motion been made to lay the amend-

There is not even that simple explana- the first of January, before I even bmr:!; m.er_[, on the table?
tion in the proposed legislation, a ]oaf of bread, every penny I make :_ The PRESIDING OFI_ICER. Does the

Mr. President, I never have figured out this body is gone. Senator withdraw the faction?
how much money is available through ;People might say, "Well, why do: I Mn GOLDWATER. I did not make

colleges alone in this country, to pay for you get out of it and go back to son: _.. that motion.
a series of lectures. I do not know of th:rog that you can do better at?" I l_::_ i_Er. MANSFIELD. I thought I heardto() old for that. Nevertheless, on ti :_ the _enator make it.
many colleges in this country that do business of Lhe grass is always gree_: z,_: 1MLr.GOLDWATER I was in the mo-
not have annual sessions of speakers, on the other side--S44,000 is a lot :f: Lion of making a motion, and I stopped
They range all the way from prominent mosey, I remember when I was pre, :.. the :motion of making the motion.
businessmen to professional this, profes- de::_t of my corporation, I fin. ally got I;i:_ Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, did
siena[ that, and certainly included would b_rd to raise my annual salary to $6,5[ t:_ the Senator from Arizona make a mo-
be the attitudes and the thinking of That was the third biggest salary p:_i::l tion or not?
Members of Congress or men in politics, in the State of Arizona. The same e_: :.. The PRESILDING O:_FICER. He was In
I do not know all the sources of these potation hs_s not a salary now. wit:i:-_ the nfiddleof making a motion.
funds. Bu_ I think they come mo_;tly--- $3,000 of being that low. Mc. GOLDWATER. I suggest the ab-
as I know with respect to colleges Irt This being on t:he Governmemt payr(, _.. sent? of a quorum.
Arizona--from local people who have trying to keep a home at home an,,,![ _ The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
sufficient sums of money to see that the ho:me here, even though we are allow,_d will call the roll.
school is provided with enough money some tax benefit, having an automob _ The second assistant legislative clerk
to bring in speakers, at home and an automobile here, dou t:_ proceeded to call the roll.

In the colleges I know of in Arizona, expenses_I can tell my colleagues,;, ] .M::. MAN_,D. ¥_r. President, I ask
the student's fee to attend these lecture,,; can tell the American public that it :_ unanimous consent that the order for
is Included in the student union dues. not all it is piped up to be. It is costb', the quorum call be rescinded.
Then additional tickets are sold to citi-, l; think it is perfectly all right, p,!:-. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
zens of the community or citizens of the fectly legal for tls to be able to acc_:: I objection, it is so ordered.
State. I know of two such programs that honorariums whenever they are offer_ ,.'. Mr. AT,LE'N'. Mr. President, I under-
earn a considerable sum of money cn top My good friend from Oregon has me:: .. stand to accommoda_m absent Senators
of the money that they pay to the person tioned books. I had my first book pu :- a request is going to be.made that the
who is speaking, lished in 194:1; and you know who p_ :- motion to table soon to be made by the

I know that these honorariums, so-. lished it? BassY I._OLnWATER, all by hi'J:-, dJlst:iuguished Senator from Arizona (Mr.
called, sound like a devastatingly large sell' I made some money on it, so it _,; _,_ GO_,_WW_Tr_), whom. I admire so very
amount of money, and it is a large all right. But now, lo and behold, I :; ,:_ much, after that motion is made the
amount of money. But when you take a U.S. Senator. Like my friend fr,:,_(} matt;er will be passed over in order that
one-third off the reported fee, which goes Oregon. I _nd writing very difficult, t: : another amendment can be offered and
to the man or the company that has ar-. I do enjoy it. I do it mostly becaus,_ ] discussed, and then have a back-to-back
ranged a date, and then you have travel have staff members who can put my En i-' vote on the amendment or motion to
arrangements, which are not always in-. lish into understandable English. Mr:s;: ts:blt, whatever might be pending.
cluded, you are lucky if you wind up with of my English, I will admit, could not :_! I would like to comment a little bit
half the money that was reportedly paid[ printed. But after my staff gets t2qrou :'_ though on what the di.stinguished Sena-
te the person who is accepting the so-. witt_ it, it reads _Lna rather nice way. tot :Item Arizona has said about the gen~
called honorarium. :[ am on a radio program. Nobody : era] subject of honorariums and writing

go_.ng to ask Mr. OOLDWATER of AFizc, _iil bo0][_-Sand one thing and another.
That is as brief an explanation as Z to g-o au a radio program. I go on tel _-. Hie spoke of his writ,lng books and then

can give of these amounts that are avail-, v£sion show,'; once in a while. I an:l, ;t his :_taff would brush up what he had
able to public speakers all over the coun- union member o:[ the Television Act,:,_:_ writ_;en. Well, I assuraed he was talking
try. I mig:ht say, Mr. President, having Guild, a dues-paying member, and v_ :_: abc'ct his publishing staff rather than
been in this business for many, many proud of it. And I do pretty _'ell _i_: his iBenate staff making those changes
years, that the agencies are always look-, it. But that is nc,t prohibited, becmJse I do not believe he would have
lng for new speakers. They never have ,'_qohere I stand, able to make far. :[;×

his _enate staff work:tag on a book he is
enough to fill the bill, or even take the more money tha_ most Members of tt :_ about to publish. But., in any event., the
invitations that are offered, bOqy only because the bill we are talk:n_g staff' would brush up the Senator's draft

I think this is a service that can be ab3'at was so narrowly ch_w_u, it has st:t,:: of h:,s book and then send it to the pub-
offered the universities of the country, a vicious, mean purpose behind it, t:t: !
I think it 'would probably be very nice ff ' lish,_r. I, of course, would be delighted to

we did not have time, really, to think t purchase any of Senator GOLDW_:rZn'S
each one of ns felt that we could afford ouLI think that if we really want to ,::: books because I know they would be well
to travel across this country. One night the whole way, I would favor the ame:n _.. worth reading.
next week I am going out to Brigham ment offered by my friend from Alaba:,m
Young University in Utah. I shall get my last year and the effecting amendme -: I was--it is hard to say amused--
expenses paid and I shall spend all night now being offered to his amendment !: somewhat chagrined would be a better
getting back. Last nlghtI was in Wichita, say, you are gol_._g to get--whatever _ word to hear the distinguished Senator
Karts,, as we say in Spanish, "per nada,' is, $42,000, $,i2,350 a year--and that i.._;,: speaking of this business of .
or for nothing. Although I keep remembering that pr,:] :.. _[r. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, may

I enjoy doing it, but I like to feei thai; ably the best legislators we ever h,:i wehaveorder?
once in. a while, when one organization were not paid anything, I do not prop,':, __ The PRESIDING OFFICER. W'ill the
that I know can afford it says to me, that we go b_k to that. Senator withhold? We 'will have order in
"Look, we would like to have you be tht_ ]: Just Tax,ted to say these few wc,:_ '_ the :!_enate so the Sen:ator from Alabama
principal speaker at our convention, and because ][ dc, not think this amendm,_: t can be heard.
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Mr. ALLEN. I was somewhat chagrined, amendment No. 1517 on which there is a (d) All reports required hereunder shall
possibly even disappointed, at the re- time limit of 30 minutes equally divided; bo certified as being correct by the person
marks about the sad state of those mem- that upon the disposition of the Allen ming the same and shall be duly sworn to
bers of the Federal Establishment who amendment No. 1517 _he Senate vote on and properly notarized.
are on the lectUre circuit. They have to the motion to table the original Allen Mr. ,aTJ,_.rq.Mr. President, I yield my-
paY a third of their honorariums to amendment, self such time as I may need.
booking agents. They apparently would Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I Mr. President, this is a very simple
book a U.S. Senator Just llke they might call for the yeas and nays. amendment. In this age where disclosure
book a talking dog act or some sort of a The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. is not only sought but demanded by the
sideshow, and I would think it a little TOWER).IS there objection to the unani- public and we require disclosure of in-
blt beneath the position of a U.S. Sena- mous-consent request of the Senator formation in many areas, I think it
tor to have booking agents to book him from Montana? The Chair hears none, might be well for the entire Federal Es-
into towns and to pander his services to and it is so ordered, tablishment to make a disclosure of their
various people who might want to hear Is there a sufficient second? There is a assets, of their income, the source_ of
from a Senator. sufficient second, that income each year, and that this

So I am not too outraged at the plight The yeas and nays were ordered, disclosure be made a matter of public
that such members of the Federal Estab- Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, if the record.
llshment might find themselves im The Senator will yield, what is the pondtng That is all that the amendment does.
high cost of booking agents would seem business? It provides that any Federal employee,
to have entered into the discussions on The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the including Members of the House and
this bill, and that is real bed, and ! Senator from Alabama offering his Senate, including members of the Judl-
guess we ought to condemn bypassing amendment? ciary, including members of the execu-
in the Senate a sense-of-the-Senate AMENDMENTNO._St7 rive department, each year shall file a

financial statement giving a listing of
resolution, Mr. President, like we do Mr. ALLEN. ! call up my amendment his assets, the value of such assets, and
about these SALT agreements, SALT I No. 1517, and inasmuch as It was offered the liabilities, nature of such liabilitiesand SALT H--pass a sense-of-the-Sen-
ate resolution decrying the high rates of prior to the introduction of the substitute and amount of liabilities, and, subtract-

amendment, I modify my amendment to lng one from the other, giving his net
compensation of booking agents for conform to the wording of the substitute worth.
speechesbySenators. amendment. And then not only give a statement

! might say I would vote for such a The PRESIDING OFFICEI_ Without giving their assets and liabilities and netsense of the Senate resolution because
they should not treat our Senators that objection, it will be so modified, worth, but also give a statement of their
way. They should not charge them a The clerk will report the amendment income for the preceding year and the
third of the take. They should not charge of the Senator from Alabama_ sources of that income.
them that. That is too high a compensa- The assistant legislative clerk read as In lieu of making the second half of
tion for a booking agent to get, to get follows: the disclosure, that is, the nature of In-
one-third as much as the U.S. Senator The Senator from Alabama (Mr. _,.,._) come, the sources of income and the
who has to leave these hallowed Halls ogers a proposed amendment 1517,az modl- amount of the income, they might file,
to rush to the place where he is to make ned to amendment No. 1516. if they saw fit, a copy of their Federal
a speech and spend 30 minutes making a SEC. . (a) Each person referred to in sub- income tax for the preceding calendarparagraph (b) herein shall file annually with year which would, of course, contain all
speech, and pick up his check and then the Comptroller Genera/of the United States of this information required.
come back to these hallowed Halls and on or before February 15 of each year a fun This information would be kept byfor that the booking agent gets one- and complete report of net worth as of the
third. [Laughter.] end of the preceding calendar year, suc._l the Comptroller General, filed as an of-

I would be wfiIing to join in th e in- report to consis_ of a statement of assets ficial record open to the public.
trodvction of a resolution that would de- (and of their rea.sortable market value) ][ feel that this amendment is in line

owned by him, or Jointly by him and liis with the desire and demand of the pub-
c_y this high cost of booking agents or spouse, and of liabilities owed by him, or lic generally, that those who serve the
the high fees of booking agents for Scm- jointly by him and his spouse, togethe_ with public should advise the public of howators' speeches because that is what ap-

a ful_ and complete statement of income for they are profiting from such public serv-parently makes this limitation so con- the preceding calendar year, such statemznt
fining, of income to consist of a list of the identity ice and from income outside such pub-

One thousand dollars is not enough of each source of income and a list of the llc service, and also give a statement of
when you take into consideration that amount paid by each source of incoma to their assets and liabilities so that thehim, or Jointly to him and his spouse_dur- comparison can be made of their finan-
You have to pay your booking agent--and lng the preceding calendar year, except tl_t cia] status at any given time and in corn-
! guess every self-respecting Senator has in lieu of such statement of incon_, each parlson with any previous year.
got him a booking agent. ! am not very individual referred to in subparagraph (b) Such a report would not be required
self-respecting because I do not have may file with the Comptrolle_ General of under the amendment of anyone makingsuch a booking agent. [Laughter.l ¢he United States a copy of such pea'son_

But ! am certainly willing to accom- Federal income tax report for such calendar $25,000 or less, but as to any person in
modate the wishes of those who are seek- year. the Federal employ making in excess of
lng to defeat this amendment, and ff it is (b) The provisions of this section shall $25,000 per year, this statement would be
the wish of the leadership to make apply to any person who as an omce_ or required.employee of the United States within the Many such bfils have been Intro-
unanimous-consent request I have no executive, le_alative, or Judicial branch of duced in the Senate. I have been a co-
object,oil to that. the Governn_nt of the United States re- sponsor of such a bill. ! believe the dis-

Mr. MANSFIELD. I thank the Senator ceived compensation at a gross annual rate tingulshed Senator from New Jersey (Mr.
from Alabama, in excess of $25.000during the year 1976or CASE) has been a pioneer in this effort.

Mr_ GOLDWATER. Mr. President, I any subsequent yea_.
(c) The report required by this section But for some reason or another, these

move to table division one of the Allen shall be in such form and shall contain such bills do not seem to get out of the com-_mendment.
_nformatlon az the Comptroller General may mittee. They do not seem to get en the

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask prescribe in order to meet the provlslons of Senate floor for consideration.
unanimous consent--and I do this be- thl_ section. Notwithstanding any provision So this is an opportunity to vote on
cause ! understand there are about 10 of law to the contrary, all reports filed under this measure which I think is very deft-
Members down at the White House at this section shall be maintained by tl_ nitely in the public interest and is well
the present time for the signing of the Comptroller General as public records, ope_ within the right of the public to demand
Mariana8 covenant bill which passed both to inspection by members of the public, and to know.copies of such records shall be furnished
Houses and which is on the President's upon request at a reasonable fee. Any report Mr. President, I reserve the remainder
deaJ_--that the vote on the motion to filed under this section shall be retained of my time.
table the AUe_ amendment be set aside; by the Comptroller General for a period of The PRESIDING Olq_ICEi_. Who
that the _e_,te proceed to _ AUe_i five years, yields time?
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Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I yield was a candidate for Federal office, an_: more reason for requiring this in a com-
n:tyself 5 minutes, require him to eoraply with the report_ munity property State than there would

I Simply wish to respond to the Senator lng :provisions of the bill, and to file _ be where there was separate image. At
and say that his statement a moment reporting within 30 days after they be, least the husband wouki have community
ago, that these proposals never get out come a candidate, property with his wife_ property as weU.
of committee, is in error. Mr. ALLEN. I thi_qk it is a fine amend. If anyone objects to doing thi_, they

Right now, there is pending, of course, menL. I am delighted to accept it. I thln_ could make a legal point of It.
a number of proposals on this particu- it improves the thrust of the amend: Air.. MAGNUSON. I will probably get
lar point that are referred to committee, menL popular wlth the women's lib. Legally,
but a predecessor bill that I introduced The PRESIDIN'G OFFICER. Wh_: there have boon some cases where the
(S. 366) was passed by the Senate. That yields time? hmband is supposed to be the breadwin-
was part of an election bill, that had a M:r_ MAGNUSON. Will the Senator: nor and there are court decisions, where
similar provision in lt. S. 372 in 1973 yield! me a minute? the wife became the breadwinner for the
and again in 1974, as a part of the bill Mr. CANNON. I yield to the Senato_ family and he happer_d to be a public
S. 3044, had a very similar provision In Mr. MAGNUSON. Mr. President, I art official This poses some problems.
it, although some of them were a little not opposed to this amendment. We haw_ .4_ the Senator say,s, I suppose this
broader than the precise proposal of the a State law irt my State which require_ ma'_ter will be taken to the court.
Senator at this time. this anyway. But we are, as in some othe:_ The PRESIDING OFICER. Who yields

Accordingly, I am going to attempt to States--though not too many--a corn time?
broaden it right now. reunify property State. This raises seri Do the Senators yield back their time?

Mr./tT,T,_N. Will the Senator yield just GUS legal questions because a spous_z Mr.. ,aT.T.W.N. Mr. President, I yield
a moment for a question? owrm half of the property. Also, agree back the remainder of my time.

Mr. CANNON. Yes. ments can be made where a spouse cra: Mr.. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
Mr. ALLEN. I heard the Senator's have separate property which would be for the yeas and nays.

recital of the bills that had gotten out long only to her. I am wondering how Mr. CANNON. Will the Senator with-
on the floor. I did not seem to hear him this amendment would apply under th_! hold? This is on my amendment to the
say that was an independent bill of this conu_unity property law. Suppose th_ Alhm amendment.
sort. It was always part of another bill, spouse said, "Well, I am not responslbl_! X_e PRESIDING OFFICER. The quos-
such as we are trying to do right here. for this because I had the bad judgmenl tion !ts on agreeing to the amendment

Is that correct? to marry a Senator. I should not be mad_ of the Senator from Nevada to the
Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct, a second-class citizen. I have my own amendment of the Senator from Ala-
Mr. AIJ__N. ! thank the Senator. property and I should be no differenl bama.
Mr. CANNON. S. 366, S. 372, and, than anyone else." Xqae amendment to the amendment

again in 1974, as part of S. 3044. How would this apply to that situa, was agreed to.
Mr. President, I send an amendment tion? Mr. CANNON.Mr. President, I yield

to the desk and ask for its immediate Mr. AI_LF,N. The amendment provide_ myself 5 minutes on the amendment of
consideration, for the person and[ his spouse: It woul,:! the Senator from Alabama.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair not only cover men and their wives bul Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
informs the Senator from Nevada that women and their :husbands. for t]he yeas and nays on the pending
the amendment is not in order. This is an Mr. MAGNUSON. Yes, it would worl_ amendment.
mnendment to the Allen amendment? both ways. _Tm PRESIDING OI,_ICER. Is there

Mr. CANNON. This is an amendment Mr. ALLEN. It would apply. That i a sufficient second? There is a sufficient
tx> the Allen amendment, one of thc burdens he would assmne m: second.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The becoming a Federal employee. The yeas andnaTs were ordered.
amendment will not be in order until the M:r. MAGNUSON. If it applied, !ir
time has been used or yielded back on would apply to community property thai
the amendment, was _cquired during the time of the mar NAVAL PETROL_ '_RESERVES PRO-

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I asg riage. But there is somelegal doubt aboul DUCTION ACT OF 1976--CONFER-
mmnimous consent that it be in order whether the separate property is put m: ENCE REPORT

to offer this amendment now. I think It the table. If there is a divorce or a sepa Mr. CANNON. lq _.President, I submit
wiU probably be acceptable, ration suit, the judge puts it all on th, a report of the committee of conference

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there table and makes a decision, on H.R. 49 and a_, for its immediate
objection? It seems to me it might be a little bil consideration.

Without objection, it is so ordered, harsh on a spouse who has a separate in The PRESIDIN OFFICER (Mr.
The amendment will be stated, come, not from politics, that he or sh,! TowmO. The repo will be stated by
The assistant legislative clerk pro- ,should be subject to this ruling. Th(!_ title.

ceeded to read the amendment. 'problem only arises in what we call com
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask munity-property States, of which I be The assistant leg lative clerk read as

unanimous consent that further reading lieve there are seven or eight, follows:
of the amendment be dispensed with. There might be a spouse who wouh The committee of :onference on the dis-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without say, "I am not going to tell anybody. :1 agreeing ¥otes of $2 ) two Houses on theamendment of the ma_e to the bill H.R.
objection, It is so ordered, am :not a public official. I will not tel: 49 to authorize the S_cre_ary of the Interior

The amendment is as follows: anybody unless I want to." As far as th_ to establish on certaJ _ l_ublic lands of _he
On page 2, line 15, after the period hi,sort Senator from Washington is concerned U.S. :national petrol_ am reserves the de-

the following: "The provisions of this sec- I have voluntarily complied with thi_ velopment of which leeds to be regulated
tion also apply to any individual not de- provision in accordance with Washin_q' in a manner consister :wi.th the total energy
scribed In the preceding sentence who is ton State law. Tiffs provision poses _ needs of the Nation, _ ad for other purposes,
a candidate within the meaning of section real legal problem when applied to com., having met, after fu] and free conference,
_01(b) of the Federal Election CampsAg_ munityproperty, have _greed to recon mend and do reeom-Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 431(b)). except that
the repor_ required by subsection (a) shall Mr ALLEN'. I 'imagine that anyorl,! mend to their r0speci ye Houses this report,signed by all of the co: ferees.
be filed within 30 days after the date on objecting to the fihng of this could mak,_:_
Which he becomes a candidate within the a legaI point of it The law is probabL The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
meaning of such section, and on each Feb- going back to the Supreme Court. objection, the Senal _qll proceed to the
ruary 15th thereafter so long as he is ,-;uch Mr_ MAGNUSON. It would not be th_ consideration of th conference report.
a candidate." public official herself or himself who (The conference _port is printed in

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who would object, but it would be the spous.u the lq',sco_n of Marc' 23, 1976 beginning
yields time? who says, "I am not a public official." at ])age H2266.)

Mr. CANNON. Mr. PresideD_t, the es- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The timu 3d[r. CANNON. gq2 President, I move
_mce of the amendment has been stated on the amendment has expired, the adoption of the _ reference report on
_aow. It would apply to any person who Mr. ALLEN. I think there would bu the ]_aval Petrolem t2eserves Produc-
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lion Act 49--and in con, hibtted until President directs a from the reserve
neetton a brief state- stud_ and gets and produc$1on at the max-
merit, corzgreesio_al before proceed- rata

The report by all the eon- h_. produc_on is authorized for
ferees of the Senate. The Mr. President, bill accomplishes on_ 0 the bill aho prevldes a

I the report, several things: mectmnlsm additional 3-
The bill, as t by the conferee, Fh's$, it p_ oil in the Na-, year of _ prodi_vn au*

represents to be an ex- tion's pipelines, reducing import thority can _complishedL If, at the
twosubstan- ,requirements; end of the 6 Years ef production,

t/ally d_erent of Second, iS Puts ¢ the Treasury or a 3-year _ the
H__. 49 on the part House and S., as J oil. These dollars President the necessity for
21TJ on the are earmarked to for further derek- continued he must submit

· r.l_ 49, as passed House, au- opr4ent of the reserves and for a a the _, to-
thorized the national strategic sto_rage _ that mor e ade" tether with . certfficstlon that the con-
petroleum reserves admIn_- quatell/ protects country from eh- tinued is in the national in,
tration of the and er_ blackmail tere_ If the House nor the Sen-
directed that the re- Third, necessary congres- ate dtsa_,pLo_es this Pres-
serves become a of the slo_al oversight Important na- idential production is
petroleum reserves, national tlonalresources, then for anceJler 3-year
leum reserves were to be ! know of no to the con- period.
at the oil ference report. Departments of In- _rn_ms
into the Nation's to ease terior and and the Federal En- The is required to structure
ener_criSis, er_y .havebeen consulted bids for the sale of the Government's

S. 2173, on the hand, during the of our deliberations share of the in such a manner as to
NavY jurisdiction the existing re- as far support the con- insure a full equal opportmltty for
serves, but directed they be pro. the at from the
duced with the oil sold· on the open move the __ adoption Of the reserves. In may more than 20
market and the used to help de- percent of Federal __ af _etro-
fray the costs to the develop- Mr. President, after leum _acquired
ment of the naval land to fill a years of effort---
strategic storage by stalemate and the Secretary has the au-

Mr. President, there 26 conferees that we are at thority, tf he it _o be in the Public
on this bill from the and 10ng r up interest, to -aside up t;o25 percent of
Interior and Insular Committees the Naval Petroleum the Federal production for
of both the House the Senate. The Res/_e to small not having an adequate
conference met in open session Toda_ the has before it the source of of their own.

conf_ BLP,. 49, the Naval c_ama
seven different thnes to agreement Petroleum Production Act ofon the many issues. When th, : considered its version

The bill as it is this report 19'/6. Title I for a transfer of of H.R. 49 summer, I offered an
accomplishes the of both authority for the vast amendment to _onf_rm to the comml_
pieces of legislation as passed Petroleum Reserve 4 in Alaska from bill to that ps _sed by the House on the
by the respective NavY Jurisdtc- the Secretary _ r to the Seore- ir,sue of requix ng that pipelines serving
lion is retained over Petroleum tary of the June 1, the reserves t _ common carriers. This
Reserves 1, 2, and 3 hnmedi_te pro- 1977. A major program is was necessary to insure that s_ul
duction is directed, is authorized, but de and pro- bidders on th_ [l.S. share of oil from any
to be sold on the ade- duction are preclud time. of the reservs not face any risk of
quate protection for small, in- Title IX amends t the United beingunable transport it from the re-
dependent refiners, production is States Code which serve to the ref aery through discrimina-
for a 6-year period and t is a mecha- any production iron tlon by priva _ carriera I am thus
nlsm to extend that providix_ the reserves except for I pleased that i _e conferees have faah-
Congress does not The proceeds poses and only _dte, a ioned commo_ carrier language which

· from the Bale of the oil to go into a by the President an,: an act of requires that s _y pipeline used to _rry
special account where r will be avail- The new provision _ aintains any petroleum from the reserves must
able as offsetting to reduce out- diction over reserve numbered 1, 2, accept such p, troleum produced from
lay repuirements, not rfor continued 3, hut authorizes an [ directs that them without d scrlmtnation and at rea-
exploration and the naval 90 days of enactn_ent, the sonable rates.
reserves, but also for construction shall commence oil p _duction for Mr. Presiden, ! wish to commend the
and _ of a storage system at the maximum efflc eat rate---MER. For _,lrman af the Armed
as authorized in the Policy and Elk Hills, the MER _ now estimated to __,tree's Subcommittee o_
Conservation Act and operations in be approximately 3[ ),000 barrels a day. Petrolem t Reserves (Mr. C_amo_)
the Alaska reserve shah discuss The Secretary is also authorized to diligent _ to bring this long-
next. construct, acquire _r contract for the issue to It was nearly 3

The huge, largely reserve use of storage or g lpping facilities, If the critical fuel shortJ
in Alaska presented case than necessary, the Secr_ tary may condemn ages of 1973--that Senator
the three naval reserves t the continen- any pipeline not Ol_ _ated as a common Tm_ called upon the Con-
tal United States. The of capital carrier if the owne_ refnsed to carry, tress to from these
that will be required to a_nd de- withou_ dtscriminati_n and at a reason- reserves, especially ironic during
velop the Alaskan and the ex- able rate, any petrol_mn produced at the those dark fuel shortages--when
tremely difficult problems reserve. In addition, _f new pipelines are Californians the spectre af rolling
that can be expected, suggested required, rights-of-w_y may be acquired blackouts, lines, and tern-

that retention of Navy was by the use of condemnation under Ped- porary . _ shut-downs_to knowinappropriate, the conferees eral statutory autho_tty, but such pipe- that 1 billion . of crude oil lay in
agreed to transfer of Naval lines must be operat_l as common car- the. ground u _ just a few miles
Petroleum Reserve 4 in _ the In- riere. At Elk Hills, p_Pelines and associ- away in Kern Calif.
terior Department on 1, 197'/. It is ated facilities capabl[_ of handling 350,- Today, the S its fin_! step
made very clear that _r_roing pro- 000 barrels of oH a _ay are required to toward finally _ these reserves
gram of petroleum lo: t is not to be in place not latex[ than 3 years aft- to production. ' fortunately
be Jeopardized, but development er enactment in order[to assure the avail- not facing sev fuel
leading to production is pro- ability of the nece_ry facilities to shortages such by the
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Arab oil em' argo, the production of oil ment, I ask unanimous consent that 'L fully accountable for their financial rec-
from Elk E ls and other reserves is an may submit n_¥ amendment at this time. orals in the event that; there were sue-
important ii mrance policy against suf- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is thertl picJ:on of crime,
fering such shortages again. Further- objection? lvir.. Y_?J._-N. Mr. President, I am pre-
more, the 35 000 barrels a day that can Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, re-. pared to yield back the remainder of my
eventually I0 produced from Elk Hills serving the right to object, what is the time.
will displace 50,000 barrels a day of oil amendment? Mr. CANNON, I yield back the remain-
we are now reporting. That can have a Mr. CRANSTON. It is the amendment; der of my time.
pc_ltive ecor )talc impact by curbing the the Senator's staff has seen regarding _Ihe PRESIDING Oi_'_ICER. Ali re-
current outfi ,w of oil dollars, the amendment suggesting the $1,00¢_ maintng time having been yielded back,

Mr. Presld _nt, I strongly urge the Sen- threshold, the question is on agreeing to the amend-
ate to appro 'e this conference report so Mr. PACKWOOD. $1,000 for organiZa., ment (No. 1517, as amended) of the Sen-
that we can get on wlth the business of tional limits, or $1,000 per candidate pe:_ ator from Alabama (Mr. ALLEN). OI1 thta
;assuring our citizens that we will have year? question, the yeas and nays have been
adequate do_ lestic sources of energy for Mr. CRANSTON. $1,000 for each com.- ord,_red, and the clerk win call the roll
mlur future needs. The authorization of muntcatiom I am seeking permission tc The assistant legislative clerk pro-
:production fx om the naval petroleum re- send it up now, thai; is all I am asking, s_ ceeded to call the roll.
,serves_ togetb er with the exploration pro- that we can discuss it. _r. OARY HART. Mr. President, may
gram planned for the huge reserve In Mr. PACK'WOOD. I thought the Sen.- we ]_ave order?
Alaska, is a L important spoke in the ator was moving its adoption. The PRESIDING OI_ICER. The Sen-
wheel that m Lymove us toward a meas- Mr. CRANSTON'. No, I am asking, ate _iil be in order. The clerk will sus-
ure of energ, self-sufficiency, tmanimous consent to call it up. pend until Senators take their seats.

The PRES] _ING OF_CER. The ques- The PRESIDING. OFFICER. Is therl_ The Senate win be in order.
tkm is on ;reeing to the cmfference objection? The assistant legislativeclerk resumed
report. Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, 2 and c_ncluded the call of the roll.

Mr. CRAI ]TON. Mr. President, will object. MX', ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce
the Senator y eld? The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objectlorl thai; the Senator from Indiana (Mr.

:Mr. CANN_ _N. I yield 1 minute to the is heard. BAYH),_ the Senator from Delaware (Mr.
Senator from California. The question rect_s on agreeing to the BIm_N), the Senator from Idaho (Mr.

:Mr. CRANI .TON. Mr. President, I am amendment of 1;he Senator from CHcacH), the Senator from Alaska (Mr.
delighted tha; the Senator from Nevada Alabama. O_aW-L), the Senator from Indiana
ha_ brought his measure to the floor in AD,rno_an STATEi_ENTSUBMITTEDOlq (Mr. HaaTKE), the Sens,tor from Hawaiithe form it s in. I commend him for aMErUMmrr NO. _S_V (Mr. I_VOU_E), the Senator from Wash-

]._3 work on lt. It is a very significant Mr. ROTH. Mr. _esident, I am votintt ington (Mr, JACKSON), and the Senator
plume of legi_ ation which I believe win in favor of the Allen amendment, nc,l fr. ma '_yoming (Mr. 1VIcGEE) are neces-
m,_mn a grea deal in making more oil because I believe that it is a complete o_ sarliy absent.
available on _ continent, the best means of preventing corruption I fro'theE announce that the Senator

iMr. CANN_ ,N. I yield 1 minute to the by public officials, but because the Sen.. from Vermont (Mr. _J_.AHY) is absent
Senator frorr Wyoming. ate has so far failed to make any mean., on crucial business.

:Mr. HANSI IN. Mr. President, I corn- ingful reforms in th:is area. I _[urther announce that, if present andmend the Se_,ator from Nevada on the
resolution th_ conference committee has My reservations to the approach em.. voting, the Senator from Washington(Mr. JACKSON) would voZe 'qyea"
{._u_le to the coblems we may have had bodied in the AUien amendment are
inltlaliy in _e consideration of this baslcly two in number. First, it would Mr. GRIPFIN. I am_ounce that the
m_msure. It ; my understanding that strip some public ofiacials of their rights Senator from Tennessee (Mr. B_ocx),
they have be _ resolved to the satisfac- ix) financial privacy without any evl-. ,_nd _he Senator from Illinois (Mr.

dence that these individuals are involve(II PEm_'Y> are necessarily _absent.
tion of all cc fferees. I share with him in crbminal activity. Second, T fear tha_t _ae result was announced_yeas 76,
hl,_ satisfactic _ with the bill. it might actually prove to be counter.. :nay.,; 13, as follows:

The PRESI] )lNG OFFICER. The ques- productive to the _,revention of corrup.- [Rollcall Vote No. 91 Leg.]
_h:m is on a{ reeing to the conference tlon by public officials by lulling the pres_ YEAS--?,_
{_port. and public into the belief that public dis... &bourezk Ooldwater Muskie

'The repor_ _ agreed to. closure is an effective check where ]m allen Gri_tn Nelsonreality, it may not t,e much of a check a_ Baker Halt, Gary Nunn
_FEDERAL ELECTION CAIViPAIGI_ all. Those who wo_xld abuse the public Bart]:e_: Hart, Philip A. Packwood:Beal] Haskell Pastore

ACT A!kiENDMENTS OlU I976 trust would also not hesitate to lie about :senmo_ Hatfield Pearson
their personal finances, Just as the_ :Bentsen Hathaway Pell

The Senate continued with the consid- would on their tax returns. The onl,_ Brooke Helnls ProxmireBumpers Hollings Randolph
eration of the bill (S. 3065) to amend the way to check wouhi be through a com.. :Surdtck Huddleston Roth
l_ederal Election Campaign Act of 19_1 plete and exhaustiw._ audit. :eyEd,Robert C.Humphrey t]chweiker
to provide for its administration by a A better approach to this problem, i:n canno_._ Javits Scott, Hugh0ass JohnsOn Sparkman
Federal Election Commission appointed my judgment, lies :in Senate Resolutior! chaes Kemledy {Stafford
in accordance with the requirements of 175 which I introduced last summer, mar_: Laxalt Stevens
{_heConstitution, and for other purposes. This resolution would require that the Cranst_)n Magnuson stevenson,L-_lv er Mansfield Ston_

The PRESIDING OPFiCER. The ques- very extensive confidential financial dis.. :Dole Mathlas Symington
tio.n now recurs on agreeing to the closure statements now flied by Senators, :Domen_c! McClure Taft
_aendment of the Senator from Ala- Senate officers, and staff aides who are Durkin McOovern Thurmond
])a'ma (Mr. ALLEN). Who yields time_ 'Eagletcn McIntyre Tower

. paid at the rate of $15,000 annually or :_'an_dn Metcalf Tunney
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, how higher would automatically be llladt_ :F_ng Mondale Weicker

much time remains? available on requeb_t to any competen_ _'ord Montoya Williams
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Federal or State court in any case in.. Oarr_ Morgan

ator from Alabama has 9 minutes. The vo!ving alleged, crhninal misconduct by ._lenn Moss
Senator from Nevada has 8 minutes. Who that Senator, officer, or employee. The NAYS---I_
yields time? resolution would also require that the fi-. :suckle:;, HanSen Scott,

_Mr.CANNON. I yield the Senator from nancial disclosure statements would b_! Byrd, Hruska wmtam I.,Harry F., Jr. Long Stenmis
California such time as he may reqt_ire, provided to a grand jury investigating _urtm McOlenan Talmadge

:kIr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, there allegations of criminal misconduct by a :Eastland Rlbicoff Yo,a_!i
{tomybe only one other amendment to be Member of the Senate. NOT VOTIlq({--ll
offered. That is one I would like to offer. ! believe that this approach would[ :sa_ oravel Loahy
Since apparently there is no more to be preserve the privacy rights of public offi- :Side:a Hartke MoOe_
satld at this time on the Allen amend- cials while insuring that they would b_ :Broc:_.5,hu_vA_Jacksonm°Uys Percy
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So Mr. ALLEN'S amendment was agreed In January, Senate passed tl_ bill The Senate added a state-
to. I-I.R. 9803, wotfld have provided ment of findings and purpose to the effect

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, what is the necessary to enable States that the new child standards will re-
quire increased ltures and that the

the parliamentary situation? to come into by raising tll_ purpose of the bill is provide funding to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- annual limit on social services funding meet these added The conference sub-

tl0n now recurs on the motion to table by $250 million with $125 mil- stltute includes

division 1 of the amendment of the Sen- lion in fiscal r 1976. This bill would The Senate added a provision
ator from Alabama. On this question the have also i substantial incentives which would Incxease $2.5 bUllon limit
yeas and nays have been ordered, for States the new staffing stand- on Federal funding social services pro-

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, a further ards by welfare recipients. It grams by $250 annu_,!ly beginning
parliamentary inquiry, would have the child care re- with finical year 1977 $125 million In

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- quirements in the case of fiscal year 1976 and million for the
July-September 1976 transition quarter).

a_orwillsSatei&, family day care and wollid havo The additional funds would be available
Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, if the allowed only for matching child care expendt-

motion to table is agreed to, does that ards to apply in serving only a tufas and 80 percent the funds (prior to
carry the Allen amendment and the few children, the fiscal year October 1, 1977)
amendment to the Allen amendment that Because the :onferees could not would be allocated the States on the
is pending? reach an the House basis of State 1. The Senate amend-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Division 1 _over certain technical ment required that _ new funds be used
of the Allen amendment and the matters, action this measure was de- in such a way as to the employment

of welfare recipient_ other low-income
Abourezk amendment thereto would fall. layed and the ultimately was un- persons in child care related Joba to the

able to accept Senate provisions on maximum extent [e as determined by
a permanent although the House the States. The substitute pro-

CHI_,D DAY UNDER conferees did I believe, have any rides that $62.5 in additional Fed-
TITLE XX OF SOCIAL SECU- substantive with the Sen- eral child care lundin be available for

I_EPORT ate provisions, agreement was fiscal 1976 and $62.5 for the jUly-

Mr. LONG. I submit a reached to the provisions tern- September transltlon arter. No funding is
report of the commit' of conference on porarily through _tember 30 of this provided beyond 30, 1976.The Senate permitted States
H.R. 9803 and ask l_s immediate con- year, and I feel tJ_t it wJ]l be to use a part of the funding to
sideration, at a later reimburse providers child care for the

(Mr. HAN- date. Thus, the agreement costs of employing Under
S_-rO. The report will be stated by title, largely follows Senate provisions al- the Senate provisions, amount payable

though on a limited and tam- to a qualified could not exceed
The legislative cle_ read as follows: porary basis. $4,ooo (an additiOnal $1 in Federal fund-
The committee of on the dis- of the is presented in the lng would be as a tax credit or,

agreeing votes of the Houses on the nonprofit pro-
amendments of the Se_ to the bU1 (H.R. statement of the conferees, and I ask in the case of publicvtders, as a Treasury payment
9803) to postpone for six unanimous ; that the statement in 'lieu of tax credit), paymente could
date of the requirement · care be printed in RECORD at the con- be made only to child providel_ having
center meet specified standards (for clusion of my rem_ a clientele at least of which is com-
chUdren between slx and six years The OFFICER. Without posed of children receivl child care funded
old) in orderto payments objection, it under the Social Act. The con-
for the services under title XX of (_ exhibit; 1.) ference substitute follovm the Sen-
the Social Security Act, long as the stand- ate provision payments to public
ards actually being's ,lied comply with Mr. LONG. Mr. President, since the and nonprofit could be made up
State law and are no h than those in time the conferees agreement on to amounts equal to $5J per year per em-
effect in September having met, after I-I,R. 9803 the Department ployee, (Such providers not be eligible
full and free agreed to rec- of Health, and Welfare have for a payment in lieu the tax credit.)
ommend and to their respec- discovered that, a contorted reading _q_e Senate amendmm provided t_aat the

additional social money avaUable
tlve Houses this report, a majority of the language the legislation, they for child care would be for matching
of the conferees, can find a way to to defeat its state expenditures at 80% rate rather

The PRESIDING Without _urposes. not see how any rea- than the curent-law 75%. The con-
objection, the Senate the sonable reading of the bill could reach ference substitute this Senate pro-
consideration of the report, that conclusion, ! want to make the vision.

(The conference rep, rt is printed in legislative history this point com- The Senate; provided that 20%
the RrcoR_ of March 1976, beginning pletely explicit, provisions of section of the additional available itl

year 1976, the Jul 1976 tz2nsl-
at page I-nTll.) 3(d) (2) of the bill as agreed to by the tion quarter, and fiscal 19/7 Would be

Mr. LONG. Mr. under the conferees are in ed to operate only as allocated by the of Health, Rdu-
Social Services of !974, a limitation on the of section cation, and Welfare which he
chUd care operators lying funds un- 3id)iD. Thus, two paragraphs determines to need ltlonal funds be-
der the social services are re- taken together effect of Increas- cause of special in meeting the
quired to meet ¢ standards lng the Federal rate for child child care standards, set aside for
Including standards respect to the care services from to 89 percent but special needs but not ed would be real-

located on the basis State population.
number of staff in to the num- making that matching appli- The conference substitut includea this pro-
bar of children served. 1974 legisla- cable only to the $125 million vision with re_pect to additional fumi-
tton would have child care fa- in funding by this bill, There ing provided for fiscal 1! and the transi-
cillties to come into with the is no intent to in way limit, restrict, tion quarter.
standards by year or face or reduce the soc: services funding The Senate _ extended the work
a denial of Federal Because these otherwise available t ) States under exist- incentive program credit allowed by
standar_ lng law. section 40 of Vhe Revenue Code of
tialiy the cost of for many I 1954 to permit a for a portion of
_hild care operators, Vresulting in DESCRIPTION OF CARE CONFERENCE the.wages paid to an who is a
& cutback tn _J_ of care pi'O- R_POY_T-- Federal welfare who is emp]oy_· in connection with a day care serviceg
vtded, Congress the effective The House bill for the suspen- program, and made other changes
date of these staffing insofar sion until April 1, 19 of Federal staffing in the rules applicable the ¢ompuqiation
as they apply to children to standards for the of preschool children of the credit expenses of em,

in chlld care facilities funding un- ploying such an indl Specifically--
February 1_ 1976. This intended to der the Social Secm Act. The Senate (1) the limitation on amoullt of the
allow time for the of legis- amendment provided these standards credit allowable for program
lation which would it posstble to will be suspended July 1, 1976. The expens_ under section' of tile
implement the without cur- conference substitute the stand- Code, which limits the credit to
tat]illg services, ards until July l, 1976. $25,000 plus 50 tax ltalbtqlty in
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excess o_ 25,000, not apply ,_o so self rather thai to the specific action .,:,I port to the of other Members of
much attributable to '_ed- the conference committee. The distill, the Senate.
eral in condec- gulshed chainm m of the Committee c,:_: T_e report would authorize an
ti.on with a services program; Ftna_ce has ha idled the conference In _: add:Ltional $125 c_er and above _;he

(2) the credit allowable for $2.5 on funding under title XX
wages paid to Federal we:_fare manner to wl_ h I have no objectlo_:_ of the Social Act 1_ assist States in
recipient could $1,000; .AS our chairmm has explained, the con. meeth'_g the of full erfforcement of the

(3) the credit )e allowed to a State, ference commit ee accepted most of th_ Federal day care requirements
a political aubdivi_ a State, or a tax- provisions of t_; Senate bill. The dura. iFIl)eR) as under t_tle EX, Favor-
exempt organization tion of these pro 71sions was limited, ho_ _'. action on this new entitle-

(4) the credit is for wages paid. ever: to accomr .odate the objections ol ment--'_o be to the States for the
t<:, such a Federal recipient after 'the :_IouseBud _t Committee. balance of the fis<:ai year and for the
_eptember 30, 1975, before Januaw 1, July 1--Sej 30, 1976 transition quar-
1{381; and Thus, from ae Senate's stamdpoint ter--would commit the Congress

(5) the full credit be refund_l to this was a uccessful" conferenc,_ to perpetuation the controversial i_[DCR
the of the credlt Nevertheless, t] _ is still ill-advised le_:. staffing later authorization ol
allowed exceeded (in the case lslat:ion and I u ge its rejection. As the $25o mmlon ' in order to help States

of a State, a political of a S_te, Sene? is awar F, this legislation con. meet the costs their fu.ll implementation.
or a taxexempt the entire tinucs for a brief period the suspensio_:_ A,,, you know, the Preaident has recom-mended, as part his social services block
amount cZ the credit ' of tile day carelstaffing ratios ilnposec[ grant _Jroposal : ltroduced as S. 3061 and

The conference same as under title XX I of the Social Securi? H.R. 1:',_17§,that: a:ad particularly thethe Senate
e_:ceptlons: Act. Once this ]clef suspension expir,_,i_ costly staffing standards, be

(1) Under the Lference ztute, on July 1, 1976, file staffing ratios will deleted from law. Under the Presi-
States, political of and go into effect. 'rl_ s bill also provides tha_: denl)'s proposal, ¢ would be required

are not for Stat_._s will rece: _e additional title NiX to have in effect '. own appropriate manda-
the credit against tax owed by [0 funds to comply ' rith these requirementm tory standards, ] requirements re ~

latlx_g to safety, and protection
of the Internal Code of 1954 The fallacy of this bill is that it con_. or c:Lvfi ri day care services providedh_._gto exp_nses of work

(2) Under the _nce substitute tinues the asstmq )tion that Congress ha_; under title EX. believe that the
or,edit is not refundable n excess of the tax- such a monopol en Wisdom and sensi, formulation of _-chlldren ratios and
payer's liability for only 'e can be trusted to de, related for day care services is

(3) Under the confm race substtiute, the e how man claildren can be adc. most left to State discretion
credit is allowed only _ .th respect to wages cared fol by one adult in a da'.i just as the of teacher-pupil
paid after the date of e_ tctment of the con- center. I ca: mot accept this notioL ratiem _md stand_rds is left to the
ference substitute an_ before October 1, of pri lciple. States under education asslsl;a_,_ce
1976. pro_raxns.

A taxpayer who inten_ : to claim the c_edit particular case, w_ Also, ; of the e.onference report
allowed by section 40 o the Internal Revs- must; that the standard,_; would violate spirit and intent of both
Due Code of 1954 for th, taXable year can, of We now fund are ones which title xD[ the President's block
course, adjust his qu: rterly payments of may not The stand-, grant earme_king a specific
estimated te_:, or his zlthholding (in the ards be controversial ev¢_:_ amount funds for aspec-
case of an individual), to take account of among day _ lfic purpose. The fought long and hard
t&eamount of the eredi he expects to claim, in the years enactment of title _[X

The Senate amend_ Lent would permit ministration now engaged in .,_ to win to mak:e their own deci-
State welfare agencies waive the Federal study that we to determine wha'_ sion_ on the of Federal servR_es
stafil_ug requirements I the case of child standards are Even ff a cas,,_ funding.
c_re centers and group ( care homes which J_or mandatol:V stalTlng ra%io_; Thus Congress act favorably on
meet State standards ii the children receiv- could be made it ; not been made yet the conference it would signal a re-

treat from the steps 'toward a more
lng federally funded ca_ .' represent no more Oiven these cannot accept the precuctive l-State partnership takenthan 20 percent of the ,tal number of chil-
ch!eD served (or, in the se of a center, t"nere argument that; let the stand- in title xx Just a
_'e no more than 5 su( children), provided ards go into effec Provide ad. Moreover, the report contains
that it is _tnfeaslble to p ace the children re- ditional money States to corrl a substantial defect. We are. ad-
celvlng Federally funds [ care in a facility ply with these At the vel".? vised' lb:eat 8id) (2) of the report is
which does meet the F deral requirements, least, I would the fac'k:_ intended to the report's provision
_lqae amendment would leo modify the iim- first. As our PACK.. for 100 percent payment of "Federal

welfmre recipient incentive ex-
:itations on the number ,f children who may WOOD, noted _hen debate_: penates (i.e., the welfare recipients
be cared for in a famil ' day care home by this bill, when make a it :l_ to prov child day care services
providing that the fami y day care mother's in child day care with the report'sown children not be ccc _ted unless they are impesed In my we al'¢_ employed
under age 6. This chan_ , would apply retro- continuing a mistake ant provision to an 80 percent Federal
active to October 1, 1 75. The conference seeking to bury in an he c,i share for other day care services under
substitute accepts the _ note amendment on Federal dollar,,;, title I_;:K. this intent is so Imper-

fectly rendered the section, the report in-
a 'temporary basis effect ye through Septem- Thus, while I our stead appears the "total amount of
ber 30, 1976. for our 1" conference, I the Federal nfs which may be paid to

'The Senate amendme_.t added a provision oppose this bill. should reject any State" for year 1976 and the tran-
making permanent ce Cain modifications
provided under P.L. 94- 20 governing fund- conference report _,nd then aition quarter to a small fraction of the
:lng of services for addict and alcoholics. The tion simply post] oning these staffin_ amount that be paid under currenti aw.
provisions involved (w: ich expired Janu- ratiom This will gi 'e us time both to as.- _n
ary 31, 1965) require tk _t special confideD- certain the facts ,nd to consider otheJ _ lieu of the report, we urge

- that the Ccngr_ extendedto October1,
tiality requirements of the Comprehensive alternatives such _s the President's-so. 19_, tt_e m,)rat_ on imposition of t:ae
Alcohol Abuse Act be o _served with regard rial ,_rvices block grant proposal, ehil-"_day care st standards enacted byto addicts and alcoholics clarify that the en-
tire rehabilitative proces must be considered Mr'. President, I ask unanimous con.. Pub]i_ haw 94-120 Ocb_ber. This will give

sent to have prir t_d in the RECORD ._. the b_gress tint to pass the President'sin determining whether _edieal services pro-
vided to addicts and alcoholics can be letter from U'nde Secretary Marjolq_:- title i_..'_loek gra] t proposal.
:funded as an integral p rt of a State s_cial Lynch of HEW. We are_advised the Office of Map, age-

ment and_udgel enactment of H.R.
services program, and p_ wide for funding of There being no objection, the lettm 9s03 wouid1_ot b consis:;ent with the Ad-a 7-day detoxification ,eriod even though
social services funding l_ _enerally not. avail- was ordered to be Nnted in the Rrcom:, minist!(ation_obJ,

able to persons in lnsti! _tions. The confer- SiS f0[10WS: _f,f,incerez_

_VIARCH]5. ]976. k I MARJOF.IE LyNCYI,
ence substitute accepts ;he Senate amend- Hon. HUOH SCOTT, U_zder $eetefary.
merit. JMinority Leader, U._ Senate,

IVfr. CURTIS. Mr. P 'esiderit, I oppose WasMT_gton, D.C. Mr. CURTIS l_rankly, Mr. President,
this legislation and u: ge my Colleagues DF,_ MR. SCOTT: qhis letter is to expres: the objection to_is legislation is that

to reject the confere_ _e report. -to you the Departm tnt's strong opposition the States shoul$l 1_e allowed to decide
In all faix_aess, I m Lst state that my _o the conference rep _rt on H.R. 9803 and t:: how many childrtn _ adult in charge ,of

objectior_; go princips ly to the bill it- ask y:)u to bring our concerns over the re,. a day ,_:are center'can!_ok after. The idc ,a
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The second _ _sistant legkslative clerk The PRESIDING OFFICER. Theques- The Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
called .the roll. lion recurs on the motion by the Sen- A_ouR_zK_ proposes an amendment:On page 50, line 14, strike "616" and insert

Mr. ROBER2 C. BYRD. I announce ator from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER) to the following: Section 616 is amended to read
that the Senn or from Indiana (Mr. table the Allen amendment, division No. as follows:
BAYH), the Sen ,tor from Delaware (Mr. 1.
Bm_N), the SE later from Idaho (Mr. The yeas and nays have been ordered. -§ 616. Acceptance of outside income."No elected or appointed officer or em-
CHURCH), the S_ hater from Alaska (Mr, and _he clerk will call the roll. ployee of any branch of the Federal Govern-
GgaWt), the Se: ator from Indiana (Mr. The legislative clerk called the roll ment may receive any salary, wags, or other
HARTKE), the Si Later from Hawaii (Mr. Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce income of any natm'e in excess of $15,000.00
INOVYE), the S( tater from Washington that the Senator from Indiana (Mr. per annum, other than Federal Government
(MI'. JACKSON) lnd the Senator from BAYH), the Senator from Delaware (Mr. compensation established lay law while serv-

Wyoming (Mr. t[COr_.) are necessarily BXDEN), the Senator from Idaho (Mr. lng as such an officer or employee. Viola-
absent. CHURCH), the Senator from Alaska (Mr. lion of this section is punishable by a fine of

I further ant )unce that the Senator GRAVEL), the Senator from Indiana (Mr. $5,000.00.".
from Vermont ( Ar. LE_Y) is absent on HARTKE), the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. Mr. ABOUREZK addressed the Chair.
official business INOUYE), the Senator from Washington Mr. PACKWOOD. Will the Senator

I further ann( mce that, if present and (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator from Wyo- yield?
voting, the Se E _tor from Washington ming (Mr. MCGEE), and the Senator Mr. ABOUREZK. I yield.
(Mr. JAcKSon) _ ould vote "yea." fzom Rhode Island (Mr. PASrORE) are Mr. PACKWOOD. As I understood, the

Mr. GRIFFIN I announce that the necessarily absent, amendment just offered is identical to
Senator from 2 emlessee (Mr. B_ocz) I further annmmce that the Senator the amendment upon which we just
and Senator fr( n Illinois (Mr, P_cY) from Vermont (Mr. LEAHY) is absent on voted. It was a decisive vote. I plan to
are necessarily a ,sent. official business, move to table this amendment. I do not

I further anne race that, if present and I further announce that, if present and want to cut anyone off, and I wilt with-
voting, the Sen ,tor from Illinois (Mr. voting, the Senator from Washington hold the motion fora moment.
PERCY) wouldVot ;"yea." (NIr. JAC_:SO_) and the Senator from I will make the motion to table. As I

The result w_; announced--yeas 59, Rhode Island (Mr. PASTORX) would each understand it, the amendment is identi=
nays 30, as fell( ws: vote"yea." cal to the amendment upon which we

[Rollcall [ote No. 92 Leg l Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the just voted.
_EAS--59 Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BROCK) Mr. ABOUREZK. As I understand, the

Abourezk Has_e!l Muskie and the Senator from Illinois (Mr. Allen amendment had to be divided into
Baker Hat,eld Nelson PERCY) are necessarily absent, two parts, and I offered my amendment
Beall Hat_away paStore The result was announced--yeas 57, to the second part similarly to the way
Bentsen Hollmngs Pearson I offm'ed my amendment on the first
Brooke Huc_ [eston PeU nays 31, as follows: part. If the Senator is going to move t_
Bumpers Hur_ Randolph [Rollcall Vote No. 93 Leg.] table, the only reason this is being done
Burdtck Jarl[ Riblcoff
Byrd, Robert C. Johi Schweiker YEAS---57 is because of procedural limitations. It is
Cannon scott, Hugh Abourezk Griffin _,_uskie the same thing as we had before.
Case Sparkman Baker Hansen Nunn Mr. PACKWOOD. I do not plan to ask
Clark Stafford Bentsen Hatfield Packwood
Cranston Stennis Brooke Ho[lings Pearson for the yeas and nays unless some other
Culv_r Stevens Buckley H,'uska PeU Senator wants them.
Durkin Mat .las Stevenson Burdick Huddlest_n Schweiker Mr. ABOUREZK. I do not need a roli-
Eagleton _vern Stone Byrd, Humphrey Scott, Hugh
Eastland Symington Harry F.. Jr. Javits Sparkman Ca]l vote.
Font. Met Tunney Cannon Johnston Stevens Mr. PACKWOOD. I do not want to cut
Glenn Weicker Case Laxalt Stevenson anybody off, but if there is no discussion,
Hart, Gary W!Hiams Chiles Long Stone I would move to table the amendment. I
Hart, Philip A. Cranston Magnuson Symingtou

C_trtis Mathlas Talmadge understand the motion to table would
Dole l_eClellan Tower carry with it beth division 2 of the. Allen

Allen Packwood Eastland McClure Tunney amendnlent and the amendment of the
Bartlett Garr Proxmire Pannin McGovern Weicker
Bellmen Roth Ford Metcalf Williams Senator from South Dakota to division 2
Buckley Scott, Garn Mondale Young Of the Allen amendment.
Byrd, William L. Glenn Montoya The PRESIDING OPFICEP_. The

Harry F., Jr, Taft Goldwater Moas
Chiles Talmadge motion to table the Alien amendment
Ourti_ · Thurmond lq'AYS--Sl would carry with it the Abourezk amend-
Dole Tower Allen Fong Proxmire ment.
Domenici Young Bartlett Hart, Gary Randolph Mr. PACKWOOD. I so move to table.
Fanntn Beau Hart, Philip A. Rlbicoff

NOT IN(]_I [ Bellmen Haskell Roth The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Bumpers Hathaway Scott, motion ls to lay on the t_ble.

Bayh Leahy Byrd, P,_bert C. Helms William L. The motion to lay on the table division
Biden McGee Clark Kennedy Stafford 2 of the Allen amendment was agreed
Brock Percy Culver Mansfield Stennls
Church Domenici McIntyre Taft to.

SO t report was agreed to. Durkin Morgan Thurmond l_l'r. PACKWOOD. I move to recon-
Mr. President, I move Eagletou Nelson sider the vote by which the motion to

to reconsider the by which the con- NOT VOTrSO---12 lay on the table was agreed to.
Bayh Gravel Leaky l__r. ABOUREZK. I move to lay that

Mr. I move to lay that Blden Hartke Mcgee motion on the table.Brock Inouye Pastore
m0t_on Ch_.trch Jackson Percy The motion to lay on the table was

The motion on the table was So the motion to lay on the table Divt- agreed to.
agreed to. sion I of Mr. ALLrl_'S amendment was Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr, President, is tt

agreed to. in order to move to reconsider the previ-
P'F.,DERAL ?m,W.CTION CAMPAIGN ACT The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GUS vote by which the mokIon to lay on

AMENDMENTS OF 1976 BUCKI, EY). The question recurs on dlvi- the table division 1 of the Allen amend-

The Senate continued with the con- sion 2 of the Allen amendment, ment was agreed to?
sideration of the bill (8. $055) to amend Mr. ABOUREZK. Mr. President, I have The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is in
the Federal Election Campaign Act of an amendment to division 2 of the Allen order.
1971 to provide for its administration by amendment. Mr. PACKWOOD. I move to reconsider
a Federal Election Commission appointed The PRESIDING OFFIC_ The that vote.
In accordance with the requirements of amendment will be stated. Mr. CANNON. I move to lay that mo-
the Constitution, and for other purposes. The legislative clerk read as follows: lion on the table.
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The motion to lay on the t_ble was urged the election of a candidate wouLc provisions of section 301(f) (4) (C), report

agreed to. necessitate the fining out of a Federal suc:_ _xpenditures under paragraph (1) to
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I send form to be filed in Washington. the extent that they are directly attributable

a:a amendment to the desk and ask for I _xink th_3e consequences are intol to ,u(r[i_communications.
its immediate consideration_ erable, for three s_a_ple reasons: That means that somEmne working on

The PRiG OFFICER. Phc First. This reporting requirement is union time or business time, putting cut
amendment will be stated, totally unnecessary intrusion of the Fed. a communication to stockholders, a corn-

The legislative clerk read aa follow:_: eral (_overament into the routine polit, munlcation to members of a labor union,
On page 15, line 16, after the word "expert- ical activities of individuals and orga. conn_mnicatlons to members of any or-

ali.lures", insert the following langxmge: "in nizations, ganiz, ation, business, labor, or private,
exces_ of $1,000% Second. The, amount of paperwork rc would 'be required to count whatever time

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, mfiess quired to make these reports would b or money was spent. If they put out a
this amendment is adopted, the follow~ staggering and would particularly dis. mailix-Jg, a newspaper to union members,
lng would occur under the bill as it is .courage the activities of volunteer polio;, or a bulletin bo stockholders_-and this
now before us: lcal clubs and organizations, which a:r_ would, include verbal communications--

If a local chamber of commerce invited 'usually the only way the average eitizm: advocating the election of a candidate,
a candidate for Congress to speak on be- can be active in politics. I think that thi_ they would have to ftgare out that cost
half of his candidacy at its regular meet- time, when there is so much cynicism ark! and[ r_port it.
lng, the chamber of commerce--local, ,despair about politics, is the very wors i !_Ir. NELSON. This al_)lies to corpora-
S'_te, or whatever--would have to at- time to do anything more to discourag,! tions and businesses of aH kinds?
tribute a portion of the cost of the meet- individuals from working together in po Mr. CRANSTON. It applies to a cer-
h'_, rental .of the hall, and the cost of iUtical activities, poration, labor organization, or other
the meal based on the number of rain- Third. The average small business, in membership organization. That could be
uI_s the candidate spoke, and then fill dividual union local, or voluntary mere. the members of Sierra Club or other
out a Federal form and file that in Wash- bersl_lp organization would find it tech. organization?
h:_gton, nica}Tg very difficult and very trouble. Rir. NEI__ON. Does J[t apply to all of

If a local union business agent, going some to allocate costs so aa to come u:i: the members of Sierra Club or other or-
from job site to job site to settle grfev- 'with an accurate dollars and cents fig. ganiz:L_tion?
ances, took several minutes at e_ch Job 'are for relatively insignificant commurL, l_ir._CRANSTON. It would apply to a
sJ:te to urge union members to vo_ for ications and activities. - corrtrm'znication made to the members,
a candidate, he would have to keep track So I propose this amendment, in sum so l_hat ff a member s_aks as an indl-
of the actual number of minutes spent, ma_7, to put a $1,000 threshold on _:K vidal 1;o the group advocating a candi-
figure the total cost of his time and repotting requirement of the amendmen'i date c,r ff the organiza_lon sends out a
_ar_portation, and come up with a cost offered to this bill by the Senator iron mai[Ii,ag to its members, that would
per minute figure, all of which he would Oregon (Mr. PacxwooD). This would eh. count. Certainly ff an official, particular-
have to report in writing with the Federal able us to distinguish between signiflca_l : ly a party official, con_nunicates in any
l/:lections Commission. political efforts by an organization and way ir _.behalf of a candidate, that would

If the president of a small busines,_, at the :routine expression by an organiza, count.
a meeting of his management officers, lion of its political opinions. Mr. NELSON. So the Senator is say-
urged them to work for the defeat of an We have a responsibility, I think, ih: lng that his interpretation of this pro-
antibusiness candidate, he would have all cases, to temper any Federal reporl;_, vision in the bill is that a member of the
to keep a record of his time and costs, lng requirements which could serve _;,.: Sierra Club or any other association who
mad report the whole affair to the Fed- [harass or intimidate reasonable and legai went out on his own time, in the evem'ng,
eral Government. private activities by individuals and to speak in behalf of a specific candidate,

The amendment I have offered would groups, whether in political activities o: would have to do this?
pi[ace a $1,000 threshold on this repor_Jng :any other type of activities. Particular]:_ l_[r. CRANSTON. I think it is unclear
r_!_luirement. It would remedy this in- in the area of political expression, w_ as ix) an individual member working on
t]mslon into the normal activities of or- want to be very sure we do not intimi, his owa time. But any official of the busi-
ganizations and the enormous volunre of date or discourage people from. gettin_ ness _coup or the organization as well as
paperwork involved, by assuring that the organized or involved in politics. Th:[_ anyone paid by a union, the chamber of
roporting requirement is confined to amendment is aimed at protecting th_ commerce, and so forth, who spoke or
significant activities whose fundamental little company, the union local, the mem_ who s:_ys in an official publication rep-
purpose is to influence the election of a bership group, ar whatever it may be. J resenting the organization, a publication
candidate, think this amendment is important be_ wl_lch may consist, o_ 99 percent of

We have set up a Federal Commission cause there would be reporting of activi, something else, but in i point "Reelect
o_a Papez_ork to do away with needless ties by such groups, and I urge the adop. Senator N_._.soN," that would count.
p_perwork, but ff we do not watch care- tion of the amendment, l_Lr. NELSON. Then is it the Senator's
f_Mly what we are doing here, we are go- Mc:. NEI_O:_q. 1q_'. President, will th,_ lnt_retation that it has to be a paid
h:tg to create the most amazing prollfera- Senator yield_ emldoyee or owner?
tion of papm-work that one could imag- M:r. CRANSTON. I yield. ]_[r. CRANSTON. It is not clear. I sus-
h_te. M:r. NELSO]._. ! would tike to have th,_ pec_ ttmt might be the way that it wmfld

The language now in the bill ha_ no ;Sene,tot respond 9a some questions fo: be :[ngerpreted, but the, language Is not
i_t_reshold above which reports must be clarification in my own mind. clear in the bill as written,
filed about efforts that may relate in Do I correctly understand that th_! Mr. NEI_ON. Simply for my own in-
o:nly a very minor way or an insignificant pending leg_slation requires that a bus:l formation and clarification ! shall ask:
way to an election. Every requirement nessman or a union member keep traci_ If the:ce is a small business which is tn-
in the bill except the particular require- of time spent supporting a candidate, o: corporated, with two .owners, who are
ment my amendment addresses itself to is that a regulation of the Federal Elec husba_ad and wife, and they run a Httle
has a threshold. Without a reasonable tion Co_ranissJon? business operation of some kind, are they
threshold, every minute of an employee's Mt', Ci_ANSTON. Let me read to t_:._! covered by that?Mr. CRANSTON. Yes, ff it is a pub-
time, every minute spent at a stock_hold- Senator from line 1 l, page 15 of the pemd. lication of a corporation or small busl-
elm' meeting, every speech before a lng bill, which wfi3 stand ff the bill :1_ ness, _ communication to their members
Rotary Club advocating the election or passed without my amendment or some or stockholders.
defeat of a candidate would have to be similar language:translated into dollars and cents and re- Mr. N_rr_ON. ! understood the Sena-

A corporation, labor organization, or otb tor to say if they spoke .tn behalf of theported to the Federal Government. _,_ery er membership organization which expllclt'.l'_
sentence in a letter from a union agent advocates the election or defeat of a clear:(' candidate.
to union members, every line in an in- ldont_z!ied candidate through a commu_[, l_[r,, C][_A_STON. If ILII omola_ zl_al_,
dustry trade publication, every word in a cation with its stockholders or members _._,: or ltl _ labor union member speaks on
_olltical club's monthly newsletter which their families shall, notwithstanding K_.I union time.
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Mr. NELSON. No; I start out with a would have to be reported. But there costs of the very expensive board room,

ease of a small corporation, say a little would not be an accumulative aggregate or the cost of the trip to Bermuda, or
business incorporated with two or three building up. wherever the pitch was ma_l_, for a
owners. Mr. NELSON. How is the value of the candidate.

Mr. CRANSTON. Ail right, meeting determined? Mr. NELSON. This does not apply to
Mr. NELSON, They do not have any Mr. CRANSTON. They have to corn- lawyers, I take it, who represent corpora-

publication, but the owners decide to puts the cost. Any rent for the hah, any tions or represent unions, or docs it?
take time off, go out and peddle litera- cost of the utilities that had to be paid, Suppose a lawyer has a retainer from
ture, go to meetings, and speak in behalf any expense for food and alcoholic bev- General Motors and another one has a
of the candidate. Are they required to erages served, retainer for the AFL-CIO, as a lawyer,
report that as a contribution? Mr. NELSON. Then if a member, let but he goes out and does some campaign-

Mr. CRANSTON. To members of his us say an employee of the union, a union lng. Is he covered?
group, yes; to the general public, no. officer, goes to a meeting of another Mr. CRANSTON. That is not clear. If
Let me add this point. Even a volunteer, union, or goes to a meeting forum of any a lawyer made a communication to a 40-
after he came to a meeting and spoke, kind member law firm saying, "I think we all
would have to figure out the cost of the Mr. C_RANSTON. A meeting of his ought to support so and sO," that would
meeting, the hall, food served, and so union. Forget about another union, be- count.
iorth, and allocate that. H 5 minutes cause that apparently would not count. Mr. NELSON. Even though the law
were taken by someone who was allowed But a meeting of his union members on firm is not incorporated?
a platform to advocate some candidate, his union time, that would be reportable. Mr. CRANSTON, It would not matter
then the cost of 5 minutes' worth of that Mr. NELSON. So if the president, sec- whether it was incorporated or not.
meeting becomes an attributable, report- rotary-treasurer, business agent, or any- Mr. NELSON. Self one of the members
able cost. one who is employed by the union, makes of the law firm had a strong conviction

Mr. NELSON. So if the League of a speech at a union meeting, saying, about a candidate and decided to send a
Women Voters has a meeting, and they "I, president of this union, believe that letter to members of the law tim% the
invite candidates, as is their practice, to we ought to elect so and so," that is secretaries, manager of the office, and
invite candidates to come and respond chargeable? so forth, writing it on his own time and
to questions exlaressing their views Mr. CRANSTON. Right. saying this, "! think you ought to vote for

Mr. CRANSTON. They have provided Mr. NELSON. How do we compute the so and so and here is the reason," that
a platform for the advocacy of the elec- cost there? Do we have to take the value counts?
tion of a particular candidate. The cost of the hall? Mr. CRANSTON. He would have to tell
of that meeting to that extent would Mr. CRANSTON. We have to find out Uncle Sam how much all of that cost in
have to be allocated under this bill as the value of the hall any utility bills they writing, liling it here in Washington.
written, have to pay, the lighting for the partleu- Mr. NEr_ON. Then under the amend-

Mr. NELSON. In the course of the ac= lar moment he is speaking, his salary, merit that the Senator from California
tivitles of the league, they are not on- and how much time out of his 8-hour or has offered, the provisions of this section
dm, sing, but it is the practice to invite 12-hour day he took for this particular would not be triggered, so to speak, un-
candidates for Congress, from both par= purpose. If he gave a 30-minute speech til such time as this individual or this
ties, candidates for State legislatures, for one candidate, then that much is organization had made a contribution
lrcm both pgrtles, mayors, city council- charged. If he mentioned his name and equivalent to $1,000 or more?
men, aldermen. Now they have a league took a couple minutes, he still would Mr. CRANSTON. An expenditure, an
meeting, and all of these candidates have to calculate the value of that. effort, or an endorsement that costs
come. Does the league then have to re- Mr. NELSON. That is something. $1,000.
port that they provided the facilities, and Then, if he gives a half-hour speech, I should like to add that anybody who
so forth, for a candidate to speak in his he has to compute what his hourly rate did not manage to comply with this law
own behalf or someone else in his behalf? of pay would be if he translated his sal- as it is now written would be subject to a

Mr. CRANSTON. The interpretation of ary into an hourly rate; is that what the $5,000 line, even if they did not report
the counsel of the Committee on Rules Senator is saying? some very penr_-ante expenditure which
and Administration of this language, as Mr. CRANSTON. Right. was covered under this law.
written, is yes, that would have to be re- Mr. NELSON. This union official in Mr. NELSON. Nevertheless, even under
ported. It is similar to providing a bill- this case goes to a meeting at night, the amendment of the Senator from Call-
board so a candidate's name can be There is a rally, say, called in the labor fornia, all these thousands and thou-
blared forth. That is obviously a cam- temple. A thousand people come. They Bands and thousands of people in the
palgn expense. This is the same. It is a are having the candidate there, and the country will have to start keeping a per-
meeting provided as a platform for ad- union official is there. It is in the union sonal written record, so that they will
vocacy of an election of a particular hall, and the union official gives a speech, know when they get to a thousand
candidate. Even though It Is in the evening and dollars.

Mr. NELSON. It sounds like an act of everyone comes on his own time, he has Mr. CRANSTON. Most people do not
insanity on our part to include such a to compute that as a contribution? spend a thousand dollars on a particular
pro,cision in legislation. What are we Mr. CRANSTON. I would assume that event. Most groups do not. But if they
trying to do? it would be considered part of his official do, they will be pretty conscious of it, I

Mr. CRANSTON. I do not think that work. He might have his travel expenses think.
it was intended to be that broad, but that paid, and he might be paid for whatever If I spent $30 today, $40 tomorrow,
is as broad as it appears to be. That is he spent on parking and for his meals, and $50 the day following, I would not
why I am offering an amendment in a and so forth. The union, presumably, have to add all that up. Under my
moment of sanity on my part. would pay something for the use of that amendment, it would have to be an ac-

Mr. NELSON. Let me pursue this a lit- hall. Therefore, all Of that would have tion, a meeting, a communication that
tie further. So the league is going to have to be computed and reported, cost at least $1,000 before it would have
to report, and if the amendment of the Mr. KE%SON. Then, when a corporate to be reported.
Senator from California is adopted, then, president, such as Mr. Oeneen, whose Mr. NELSON. I am curious. Why does
in this particular case, the league would salary the last time I knew it was $750,- the Senator not offer an amendment to
have tokeep track of all time. At such 000 a year, gives a brief speech to his knock out the entire section? It strikes
stage as they shall have computed the executives, he would have to compute me as a preposterous, bureaucratic inter-
cost for the contribution to reach $1,000, out the S hours a day and divide it into ference with the activities of people. It
then they have to report even under the this $750,000 and compute his compu- is totally unmanageable. I think we
Senator's amendment. Is that correct? tation that way; is that right? should have the paperwork commission

Mr. CRANSTON. No; under my Mr. CRANSTON. Yes; if that were a that is now studying Federal paper-
amendment if there was one meeting or $250,000 board room or some meeting in work study this matter and give us a
one ¢ommtm:leation that could be inter- the Bahamas or some convention in Ber- report before we put such stuff in the
preted as having a value of $1,000 that muds, he would have to calculate all the statutes, with criminal penalties.
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Mr. CRANSTON. I say to my colleague rePorted. That obviously would be ,_, Mr. PACKWOOD. Specl.qcally, para-
tl._at this section was originally offered single communication, even though i[_; graph (f), the definltiLon of "contrlbu-
as an amendment by the Senator from were done on diffe_rent days. tlon."
Oregon. ! voted against the amendment, Mr. PACKWOOD. Suppose it is th_, Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, a par-
but it prevailed by a fairly reasonable letter "A" today and a telephone solicita lia2nentary inquiry.
margin, not overwhelming. It is, there- tion tomorrow? The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
fore, the will of the Senate. I do not Mr. CRANSTON. I am not certah_ ator will state it.
think the Senate understands exactly Perhaps the Senator from Wisconsin he_; 3&r. BUMPERS. Do I correctly un-
the consequences of this section. We a wiser idea: We should eliminate th,_, derstand that the Cra:retort amendment
analyzed it and found that these were entire section and not be faced with sucL is a perfecting amendment to the Can-
the real implications. Maybe the Senate knotty questions, non substitute?
would reverse itself. But since the Sen- Mr. PACKWOOD. Do I correctl:!' The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
ate adopted it, I offered an amendment understand the Senator's initial presen correct.
which I thought was a reasonable corn- tation to be---in looking at his sheet, i; Mr. BUMPERS. Wou_d a substitute to
promise with the will of the Senate as see reference to the chamber of corn. the perfecting amendment of the Sena-
expressed in the vote the other day. merce---that he contends we are impos tor from California be in order?

Mr. NELSON. I must say that the lng this intolerable burden of reportin_i: The PRESIDING C'FI_rIcER. In the
matter puzzles me. I may have some on .'Little organizations that communL second degree, the amendment would be
more questions, but I will be happy to cate with theirmembers and that that ii_; in order.
step aside momentarily, while the Sen- unfair? Is th_Lt the thrust of the Sena 3&r. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I send
ator from Louisiana makes whatever in- tor's amendment? such ,_;ubstitute to the desk.
quiries or observations he desires. Mr. CRANSTON'. Will the Senator re The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I have peat; the question ? amendment will be stated.
one question, if the Senator will yield. Mr. PACKWOOD. As I read the Sena. The assistant legislative clerk read as

Mr. CRANSTON. I yield, tor's examples--the chamber of corn- fol].ox_s:
Mr. JOHNSTON. The section sought to merce, the locsl union, the president of _, _he Senator from Arkansas (Mx. BTJMPERS)

be amended speaks of a communication, small business--we are imposing upo_ proposes an amendment in the nature of a
and therefore the thousand-dollar limit them an intalera_ble recordkeeping bur- substitute to the Cranston amendment:Substitute for the language of the Crans-
would define or limit the cost of a corn- den, to see that they do not make corn ton amendment the following:
munication. The Senator means, ! take murAcations that are valued at morse_, ¢,n page 15, line 18 of Amendment 1516.
it, to make the duty to report a cumula- than a hundred dollars, strike the period and _dd the following:
tiive duty; so that if an organization or a Mr. CRANSTOI_T. Yes, I think that :i_ "Provided, however, That suoh expenditures
corporation sent a series of mailings of an intolerable recordkeeping burden, need not be reported with respect to any
which the individual cost was less than Mr. PACKWOOD. I am curious. Is :i,; candidate unless they exceed $1,000 with
a thousand dollars but the cumulative not true that under the present law, th,_ respecl; to that candidate."
cost was more than a thousand dollars, law that was ._neffect before 1974, evexT The PRESIDINQ OFFICER. The
there would be a duty to report, organization that communicated with it:_; Chair advises the Senator that since the

Mr. CRANSTON. The answer is "No." members specificallyadvocatingtheele,::- amendment adresses itself to a line
We felt that for the reasons developed tion or defeat of a candidate had to re. other than that of the pending amend-
pretty well by the Senator from Wiscon- port it as a contribution, with the ex. ment, it would not be in order as a sub-
sin in his questions, it would be an h_tol- ception of corporations and uniom;, stitut_.
erable burden to keep track of a number which were exempt by the law? That hm; 35r. BUMPERS. The Senator under-
of actions that would be very minor, been the law, that is the law, and we hav_ stands. I will attempt s, redrafting.
communications that might be very in- made no change, and this has existed h Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, will
significant in size and in cost, but which the past. the Senator from Cali:fornia yield for a
eventually could add up to a thousand Mr. CRANSTON'. Perhaps we have t:, question?
dollars over the course of a year-long look at that. too. I am concerned witL Mr. CRANSTON. I yield.
political campaign. Those of us who this particular provision in this amend. Mr. JOHNSTON. Suppose someone had
drafted the amendment I have offered ment, which plainly--on page 15, lirm a phone bank situatloxa in which, for a
felt that we should just limit it to a single 11, section 2--_loes what I stated it does. period of 30 days, let us say, he hired

Mr. PACKWOOD. The present law :i:; a building, rented telephones, paid em-
action which cost $1,000 and have that that any organlm_tlon that commune,, ployees on a weekly basis, and had utilityas the threshold.

cutes with its members, advocating th_ expenses and other incidental ex-
Mr. JOHNSTON. Suppose someone specific election or defeat of a candidate, penses---coffee, all those things that go

puts out a mailing on Monday to the A's must report that sm a contribution now ..... with the operation of a phone bank. All
which cost $999, and did that for 26 days and that has been the law for years, wit):, of these bills would come in separately,
in a row, at a total cost of $25,000 the exception of unions and corporal, the payroll checks would be paid sePa-

Mr. CRANSTON. Very plainly, that tions communicating with their member;_ rately. Would we aggregate those ex-
would be, a deliberate evasion of the law, or with their shareholders. We ther_ penses and treat them as a one-time ex-
and that would count as one communi- added this amendment last week, thy pense for the purpose of the $1,000 limi-
cation, so-called Packwood amendment, impos,, tation? Would it be on a daily basis?

Mr. JOHNSTON. By what test does the lng upon unions and corporations tllq_ Would we characterize the expenditures?
Senator determine one communication same thing we have imposed upon ever!' Just how would we handle that?
or a series? other organizatiort in this country fo_' ._gr. CRANSTON. I am not certain.

Mr. CRANSTON.I should think that it years. That is one of the problems. I think we
would be the test of reason. If you start Mr. CRANSTON. May I say that i:: would just have to make a reasonable
with the letter "A" and mail the letter believe the Senator is wrong. The presez_: effort to calculate what were the costs
"B" the next day, that might be because law does not include--this is sectim:_ involved in the particular action at the
you do not have the capacity to mail the (c)--any communication by any mere., particular time it was taken.
entire alphabet in I day. bership, organization, or corporation t;_ Mr, JOHNSTON. I am iamlined to

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President. will its members or stockholders, if sucJ:t agree with the Senator from Wisconsin
tlae Senator yield? I could not hear the membership, organization, or corpora., that, rather than making this more sim-
Senator. tion is not organized primarily for tl:m ple, I '_hink it might create an even great-

Mr. CRANSTON. The Senator from purpose of influencing the nomination o_' er burden. Maybe we ought to just do
Louisiana was asking about somebody election of any person to office, away with the whole provision--either
trying to get around this by just mailing Mr. PACKWOOD. Read the sectio;:_ that or get one we can interpret and
the letter "A" one day, costing $900, and about contributions--specifically, para., not; get into trouble ever_ time we try to
the letter "B" the next day, costing $800, graph (f). make a dec._sion as to what it is all about,,
_s to whether that would have to be Mr, CRA_STObL I did not hear th_ Mr. CRANSTON. If [be Senator Wishes
reported. I say that it would have to be Sem_/)r. to offer an amendment to that effect,
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I shall certainly not be unhappy with We have lived with this law for years. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
the Senator. I explained why I offered It has not caused intolerable burdens on ator from Oregon has the. floor.
my approach, because the Senate did little organizations. We h/ave not'seen Mr. BUMPERS, Will the Senator yield
vote for this section the other day. I the Boy Scouts or the Red Cross prose- for the purpose of my offering a sub-
think it is increasingly clear that the outed yet under the existing law.. I ask stitute?
Senate did not understand all the im- the Senator from California_ ff there has Mr. PACKWOOD. I shall yield for the
plications. Certainly, I did not at the been no intolerable burden in the past in purpose of hearing what it is. I am not
time even though I voted against it. I terms of what a contribution is, why is sure I shall yield for the purpose of the
did not realize it was quite as bad as I this Packwood amendment, offered last Senator's offering it. If he will tell me
now find it to be. week to apply the same standard to un- first what it is, maybe then I shall yield.

Mr. DURKIN. Will the Senator yield? ions and businesses, suddenly causing an Mr. BUlVIPERS. This would be a sub-
Mr. CRANSTON. Yes. intolerable burden,on these organizations stitute to the Cranston perfecting
Mr. DURKIN. With the Senator's that have never felt burdened before? amendment which would, after the words

amendment, he relieves anyone of the Mr. CRANSTON. Do they have to re- "in excess of $1,000,' add the following:
reporting requirements? port that now? "In the aggregate, during the calendar

Mr. CRANSTON. Up tot1,000. Mr. PACKWOOD. Under the present year, with respect to a particular candi-
Mr. DURKIN. Up to $1,0007 law, that is correct, date." That would not eliminate all of
Mr. CRANSTON. Yes. Mr. CRANSTON. The Senator did not the problems in this. I am not sure it
Mr. DURKIN. It seems to me, and read the whole, paragraph. I am looking would make this even palatable to me,

this is a question, does that not Still at the same paragraph, which reads: but I will say that it eliminates what I
impose on each and eve ry group the (F) Any payment made or obligation in- perceive to be lOOpholes wide enough to
requ/rement to keep records and to set curred by a corporatfon or a labor organlza- drive a wagon and team through. Thistion which, under the provisions of the last would at lea_t limit the amount of sup-
up some sort of compliance system so Paragraph of eection. 601 of title 18, United port any of these organizations could
tha_ they., can establish the facts; ff States Code, would, not constitute an ex- give a candldate in a year to $1,000 ; that
accused by the FEC in a criminal pro- penditure by such corporation or labor is, without reporting.
eeed/ngo/exceed_g$1,000? organization; Mr. STONE. Will the Senator yield

Mr. CRANSTON. I should think most
small groups----a local union, a small I repeat, "would not constitute an ex- for a very brief observation?
chamber of commerce, a small busi- ]0enditure." Mr. BUMPERS. I still dO not have the
ne_--._would seldom engage in a single 1_'. PACKWOOD. All that Section does floor.
activity that would be likely to cost is exempt labor organizations and cor- Mr. PACKWOOD. I shall yield in a
$1,000. Therefore, I should not think porations from the other limitations in minute. Let me respond to the Senator
they would have to be keeping such the definition of section (e) "contribu- from Arkar_asfirsiZ
records. BuS any fairly large organiza- tion." I frankly prefer his amendment to thatMr. CRANSTON. If it is the Senator's . of the Senator from California, because
tlon whose efforts reach any substan- judgment that they have to report un- at least it is talking about an aggregate
rial number of people and whose ex, der present law, why is his amendment amount for a year. I want to make sure
penditures might be in the proximit_ required? that it does not read "per candidate per
o! $1,000 would have to keep records Mr. PACKWOOD. Because my amend- year" so that an organization--let us
to make sure they are not in violation merit applies to corporations or unions, take New York with 38 Congressmen. A
ofthelaw, that are exempt from the present law corporation or a union could say, $1,000

Mr. DURKIN. Again, ! think I agree when they communicate with their mem- a year per candidate; that is $38,000; we
with the thrust of the amendment, but bars. I am simply trying to apply the do not have to report it. And off they go
! still think it £alls short to where we same law to them that has applied to with $38,000 for a year.
are imposing a nightmare situation on every other organization from time I want to come back to the definition
an, awful lot of small groups who want immemorial, of "contribution" as "gift, subseription_
to express their rights and their feel- Mr. CRANSTON. Presently, a political loan advance, or deposit, of money or
ings under the first amendment, club that makes an endorsement to its anything of value" and make the point,

Mr. CP,4kNSTON. Three Senators have members does not have to report to the that this is all presently in the law. It is
now suggested that I :do not totally cure Federal Government. being imposed on all kinds of organiza-
the problem. If one of those Senators Mr, PACKWOOD. It is a eontributipm tions except unions and businesses to-
wishes to offer an amendment to strike It has to be reported, day. They have lived with it, they have

the whole section that I am Seeking to Mr. CRANSTON. It is not a contribu- survived. The country has not collapsed;
amend, that might be an appropriate rich. Whereis the definition in the pres- music is still written, symphonies are
Procedure. ant law that makes that a contribution? still played.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, back Mr. PACKWOOD. All right. Is the I yield to the Senator from Florida.
to the point I made again, for the pur- Senator looking at a yellow book? Mr. STONE. The Senator from Florida,
Pose of the definition of a contribution Mr. CRANSTON. Yes. Wanted to comment about all these
to a political campaign, I am quoting Mr. PACKWOOD. On page 10, start amendments and about the bill in gen-.
from section 431(d) "political commit- at the top"(e) contribtuion" means, and eral from the point of view of the experi-
tee," and then (e) "contribution means." it lists what contributions are. Now, if a once of the Senator from Florida as Chief
Those are the definitionsof contribution, political club makes a $1,000 contribu- election officer of our State for some 3½_4

Contribution means a gift, subscription, tion to a Packwood for Re-Election Corn- years prior to service here. The Senator
loan, advance, or deposit of money or mittee, that is certainly a gift, subscrip, from Florida is disturbed that this body
anything of value made for the purpose tion, loan, advance, or deposit of money may be seeking to require the kinds of
of influencing the nomination for elco- or anything of value and that is cer- disclosures that are almost impossible
ti0n or elections"wthen it goes on. "Any- tainly a contribution within the present accurately, fully, and appropriately to
thing of value." That means that ff the law. require be disclosed. If we go too far in
Red Cross or the BoY S_outs send out to Mr. CRANSTON. Where is a communi- requiring the kinds of disclosures of in.-
their membership organization a state- cation by a political organization to its tangible in kind support, we are going
ment that says, "Vote for Packwood," or members covered by page 10 language? to end up getting a total avoidance and
"Vote for Culver,' under the present Mr. PACKWOOD. Under (A). It is a ignoring of the law and its requirements.law--and the law was in effect before
19_4--that is a contribution and that contribution in kind, something of valu$. It will be a bootleg situation. It will bejust like prohibition, as well as making it
must be reported. Except, under the Mr. BUMPERS addressed the Chair. almost an offense---ethical, moral, and
present law, subsection (F) says "any The PRESIDING OFFICER. For what legal--to support anyone who wants to
payment made or obligation incurred by purpose does the Senator rise? run for office.
a corporation or a la0or organization in Mr. BUMPERS. I am trying to help I think we really have to take a hard
communicating with their members or both the Senators on the floor now by look and aim toward. _ "who-gave-it"
shareholders," offering another substitute, and, "who-gat. ttf'_ approacl_ of the tar_
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_ibles, of the meaam-ables, of the t'nings nary 19. Thirty :legislative days ha'v: "Wha_ about a mailing done on Monday,
that traditionally are reported and need passed, and it is now in effect, and he_: you can figure its value worth $900; and
to be reported because if we go very much is what it says: anoth,er mailing or/ Tuesday worth
farther in terms of Sam comes up to GE,aeral Rule,. Expenditttres made on b_ $900/' he answered that is one coin-
Joe and say, "I Would like you to sup- half of more than one candidate shall b_ mmlieation.

port our friend Bill," and then he has to attributed to each candidate in proportio Well, I can find a great number of
file a report we are just going to wreck to the benefit each can be reasonably ez ways to get under this $1,000, and I can
tlhe entire election reform trends in the pected to receive, fill(! all kinds of subcommittees to set
country. That is what disturbs me about The Senator asked about the Federal up at $900 a day and call it a continual
all of these provisions. Election CommissJion. This ruling w:zl_ comraunicgtion and subvert the inten-

Mr. PACKWOOD. There are a number set before the Senate on January 1_ tion ,cf this amendment.
of things that the Senator and I know and none of us has done anythin_ l_fr. STONE. No question that there
about. In the Oregon Legislature I served about it. are ways to round and "loophole in" any
on the election committee for 6 years. M:'. STONE. The Senator does nc_ provisiion, and I think if the Senator
and I know the problems the Senator is want to ask the Election Commissio:t: from California seriously presses llis
talking about. If you drive your fr_,end whaL the value of that benefit would b_E_ amen cLment--which. I think he is do-
running for the State legislature around and that is almost impossible to ascer ing---]b.e should make :it clear that the

t]ae State in. your own car, is that a con- fain. What the Senator from Florida i $1,000 he refers to is cumulative as op-
tribution? looking for here is the "who-gave-it posed to---cumulative for any candidate

Mr. STONE. That is right. If you stop and "who-got--it" kind of reporting tha: as opposed to---a ceiling on any one cmn-
at a parking meter, do you have to stuff makes sense, that can be enforced, fha: munieation. Obviously that would be a
a voucher in the meter? You can carry will not impose a totally speculatiw_ loophc,le big enough to. drive a number
this thing too far. burden on the ordinary citizen who haI) of elephants throug_

What we need is the kind of disch)._ure pens _o be a member of an organizatio_:_ Mr. PACKWOOD. _'hat the Senator
of the money expenses, of the money and wants to support someone for of- is saying is that this amendment should
contributions, of the kind of inkind :rice. We aU want to support someone f(:,_' indiica_e the $1,000 is ctanulative for any
contribution that would be a billboard office. Feder_l election that year not per can-
o:r something measurable in a reasonable Mr. PACKWOOr). We all knew speciL didate per year.
way. ically when we vote_l on this amendmen: l_.[r. STONE. Well, I am not writing

When we go so far as to requi_ re- last week and it passed 59 to 42 what we his amendment, but certainly--
porting of just oralpresentations, I think were directing ourselves at. We were no: Mr. PACKWOOD. No, but the Sen-
we are going to--well, you know, there directing ourselves at the Boy Scouts or ator---_
u:sed to be a device in our legislature for the Red Cross, which have lived witl 1g.[r. STONE. But what I think we
killing a bill. It is called sweetening it this apparent problem for years sue- should be doing, what the Senator from
up. If you sweeten it up too much and it cessfully. We were aiming it at corpora Florida thinks we should be doing, is re-
gets impossible to swallow, that is what tions who use corporate money to solicii; quiring disclosure that is disclosable,
worries this Senator. stockholders or their corporate office_: that :is readily disclosable, that is eh-

Mr. PACKWOOD. I am very happy to w)ge for or against people, or unio:t forceable, that is reasonable, but we
with the compromise agreement the telephone banks, union mailings by tht:_ should not be so loading this bill down.
leadership worked out, and I would be hundreds of thousands to their mem and certainly not by floor amendments
happy to take it_ with no amendments, bers. or by hastily drawn unreviewed provi-
But I am curious--and I frankly say to Mr. STONE. The Senator would com.. stoas with the kind of r_quired disclosure
the Senator from California--as to why plete!y agree with the Senator fron thai; it is impossible to do or very un-
it is offered. This applies not only to in- Oregon on fha t. and I think the Senato:: likeZ[y to do, and that all we would there-
dJividuals but it applies to corporations, from .California's proposal is directed ai by accomplish would be to create the
If we are worried about the poor little that kind of an operation, phone banks likei[ihood of abuse by the enforcement
individuals, they still have to report if masslve mailir_gs, of it.
they give $100 or more, and if they give But what tlhe Senator from Florid;.;_ Mir. PACKWOOD. V_'hat I am mtri-
it; to two or three candidates in terms of ge_s a little bit di,sturbed about is th_ gued with is why this amendment is
time we have to evaluate it. We do not reach of a provision that might require offered. I come back to the original point
seem to worry about the little, tiny con- an estimated reporting of the value o:i I made which is how we have been able
tributor in this amendment. Wha_ we somebody's time while he is doing some.- to live with this law for years.
worry about are the organizations _nd, thing else. Mir. STONE. Probably by not observ-
specifically, the unions and the business Mr. PACKWOOD. And my fear also L' lng :it.
o:rganizations which will now be reqlt_red when you get--- Mir. iPACKWOOD. No, .probably by vir-
to allocate up to $1,000. Mr STONE. Why can we not tailo_ rue sf the fact that all of these organiza-

If they do not allocate that much, they this provision to avoid that? tions :found a way to observe it, and we
d_) not have to report it when, in years Mr. PACKWOOI). When you get tc exempted unions and bus:iness so they do
past, we required all other membership the telephone bank. and it is set up and not have to observe it. Now we are say-
o:rganizations to report contributions of frankkv, I have had some experience .... ing we are going to make them observe
up to $100. I frankly think the amend- when I was Republican chairman i:r_ the same law that the Boy Scouts have
ment is being offered to make a gigantic Oregon in Multnomah County I had to observe, and you would think we were
loophole in the amendment the Senate been involved in some union telephone bringing the skies down.
accepted last week, and what is it worth banks when they were supporting some Mr. STONE. Does the Senator know
for a union business agent as he goes of the Republican candidates, and :[ _f any e_idorsement of political candi-
a:round his normal duties to also at the sat _:_ the basement of the Labor Tem._ dates by the Boy Scouts"
same time pass out perhaps a bit of liter- l_le and watched the banks work ali da,_, Mr. PACKWOOD. No, nor by the Hed
ai,ure; what is it worth to have a cor- long, banks of telephones put itl there Cro_,;s t_r most other such associations.

l_)rate vice president who, in the course paid for by the union, calling up theft Mr. STONE. That is why such asso-
of his vice presidency visiting around the members, and if this is not a contribu- _iatlions were able to live With it, They
State, is doing a little politicking on the tion, I do not know what is. did nos have to do anything about it.

side. Mr, STONE. Surety it is, but is that Mr. i?ACKWOOD. Here is an example
Mr. STONE. Will the Senator ans,_'er not ¢_'orth $i,000 or more? that the Senator from California uses.

how it is worded so as to be able to al- Mr. PACKWOOi3. It depends. What I The local chamber of commerce ir_vites
l¢mate the time and prorate it in his re- am curious about, because up until this _{ candidate for Congress to speak on
l_)rt, the same thing as a business execu- time it has been exempt, it does nol: I_ehalf of his candidacy. Well, the
five going around? imve to be reported at all, but I am a amendment that I had offered specifi-

_h'. PACKWOOD. I can tell the Sen- little worried abou_ the' answer of the _mlly says this! "Except that expendi-
ai_)r what the Federal Election Commis- Senator from California when, in- re-. rares for any such comwunication which
si,_n did In a ruling that w_s flied J_n- sponse to the Senator from Louisiana _xpres_ly advocates the election or de-
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feat of a clearly identified candidate eral public would insist upon proper to a candidate if thc cumulative amount for
must be reported." actions, suchindividualincurredwithrespectto such

The chamber of commerce at its I believe that the efforts of the Sen- candidate does not exceed$500with respectto any election;
annual, monthly, or weekly meeting ator from California and those who sup-

Mr. STONE. It is not advocating the port him are very detrimental because We have a triggering provision there.
election or defeat of that candidate, they are tearing down the requirement We have a triggering provision back in

Mr. PACKWOOD. It is not advocating of reporting what one spends in a direct the definition of contributions itself
the eleotion or defeat of a Candidate, and effort to elect or defeat a candidate, where we exclude the value of the serv-
yet this is the example of things he uses I support the Senator's amendment. I ices provided without compensation by
to be reported, commend him for it. individuals who volunteer a portion or all

If the local union business agent going Mr. PACKWOOD. Trying to enlarge of their time on behalf of a candidate or
from job site to job site settling griev- the loophole a bit to get more in with- political committee.
ances tallm to several members about out reporting. We also have an exclusion:
candidates both of those within the Fed- Mr. CURTIS. Correct. (B) the use of real or personal property
eral Election Commission opinion are de Mr. PACKWOOD. I do not think cor- and the cost of invitations food, and bev-
minimts and they would not be reported porations ought to have that privilege, ages, voluntarily provided by an individ_ual
now. The Boy Scouts do not have it, and I to a candidate in rendering voluntary per-sonal services on-the individual's residential

! Just dO not understand what the do not think the unions should have it. prelnises for candidate-related activities;
overwhelming concern is of the Senator The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Cut-
from California at this late moment, vex). Who yields time? So that is excluded from the term of

Mr. STONE. What the Senator from Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, is the a contribution.
Florida is concerned about are exactly time controlled? Also, the exclusion:
those two words that the Senator from The PRESIDING OFFICER. No; the (C) the sale of any food or beverage by a
Oregon has just referred to, //e minimis, time is not controlled, vendor for use in a candidate's campaign at
Let us monitor what we are putting into Does any Senator seek recognition? a charge less than the normal comparable
this compromise bill to make sure that Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I just charge, if such charge for use in a candi-date's campaign is at least equal t ° the cost
yPU do not load it down with de minimis wish to comment on this issue, of such food or beverage to the vendor;
reporting and, thereby, ruin the whole I think the Packwood proposal as it is
thing, and set up a wave or a backlash of now is completely unreasonable in that We have ali kinds, of exclusions, both
larotest that will have us coming in here 1em. There ought to be some kind of a with respect to a contribution and on'ex-
after this election, this current election, triggering provision to require report- penditure--what is deemed an expendi-
and repealing all the disclosurerequire- lng. ture.
merits that have been built into the re- We have that in all of the other ex- I think it is reasonable that we have--
form legislation now on the books, emption provisions, and we do have---some kind of a trigger-

That is the only concern of the Sena- The Senator says that we do not pro- lng provision.
t0r from Plorida. vide any other exemptions. He is relat- The $500 limit was the area that was

Mr. CURTiS. Will the Senator yield? lng now to the communication of the used in these other exemptions. Maybe
Mr. PACKWOOD. Yes. corporations and the labor organiza- that is a reasonable triggering figure
Mr. CURTIS. I disagree with the ap- tions. But let us take a look and see what rather than the $1,000 of the Senator

Droach of the Senator from California we iiave done with triggering with re- from California. I do not have a strong
and the Senator from Florida. spect to other matters, feeling there.

The amendment offered bY the distin- Consider for example the definition Mr. PACKWOOD. Will the Senator
gutshed Senator from Oregon Is under- of expenditure. An expenditure mesns a yield?
standable, it is reasonable, it is specific, purchase, payment, distribution, loan, Mr. CANNON. Just let me finish thi_togetitallatonepoint.

If a labor organization or a corpora- advance, deposit, or gift of money, or Then we have a blanket exclusion
tion directly and overtly spends money anything of value, made for the purpose where we say:to promote the candidacy of a candidate, of influencing the election, and so on.
they have got to report it, is that not all But does not include--then we have the to the extent that the cumulative value of
that is involved? activities by an individual on behalf of any

Mr. PACKWOOD. Ail that is involved, exemption provision: candidate under each of clauses (B), (C),
(A) any news story, commentary, or edl- and (D) does not exceed $500 with respect to

Porget the other small organizations torial distributed through the facilities of any election;
for a moment. All we are imposing, when any broadcasting station, newspaper, maga-
it iS not a straight-out cash contribution, zinc, or other periodical publication, unless We have all those triggering provisions
is to have the same kind of allocation we such facilities are owned or controlled by any and every one of them is based on a floor
impose on individual citizens in P0ugh- political party, political committee, or can- of some sort, and those are $500.
keepsle, Tulsa, and anywhereelse. If they didate; I do not know whether it is reasonable
give $100, they have to do it. But we are (B) nonpartisan activity designed to en-
t01d it is an insurmountable burden for courage individuals to register to -vote, or here to say $1,000 or $500. But I certainly

to vote; believe that we should not have to allo-
a corporation or union to figure out. (c) any communication by any member- cate every single item that we d0, that

Mr. CURTIS. I hope no one will be ship organization or corporation to its inem- the court has already said that corpora-
misled by that.sort of smoke screen, hers or stockholders, if such membership tions or unions can do in communication

The individual who is against dis- organization or corporation is not organized with their membership, to try to allocate
closure has a right to his position and primarily for the purpose of influencing the a value to it and report that value when
would be more forthright to oppose this nomination for election, or election, of any it is an item of a de minimis nature and
on the ground that one does not want person to Federal office;
disclosure than it is on the ground that (D) the use of real or personal property an undue burden, certainly, on small'and the cost of invitations, food, and bev- organizations.
it is going to harm some innocent or- erages, voluntarily provided by an individual The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ganizations that are not in the business to a candidate in rendering voluntary per- ator from Oregon.
of promoting a candidate, sonal services on the individual's residential Mr. PACKWOOD. Is the chairmanI think the Senator is to be corn- premises for candidate-related activities if
mended, the cumulative value of such activities by suggesting that the limit, the threshold

The Supreme Court in the Buckley such individual on behalf of any candidate on individuals is $500 and that they can
case made a great deal of the fact of do not exceed $500 with respect to any elco- go Up to that amount without reporting?
the virtue of disclosure, that there should tion; Mr, CANNON.No, not at all.
be complete disclosure, and that that was We have a triggering figure there, of I was suggesting exactly what the law
the only way one could bring aboutcom- $500 in that exemption, says here, and I think the Senator is
plete and accurate reporting. The next is: familiar with that.

It also made mention of the principle (r) any unreimbursed payment for travel This defines the extent to-which cer-
that through disclosure the problems expenses made by an individual who, on his tain.types of services can be contributed
would solve themselves because the gert- own behalf, volunteers his personal services without being considered a contribution.
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Mr. PACKWOOD. Travel, cocktail front Rhode Ir,land (N.Ir. PASTORE) w0ul(; tl0n could mean any number of things.
parties in one's home? each vote "nay." As :Cstated earlier in a colloquy with the

Mr. CA/qq_ON. Certain types of serv- Mr. GRIFFIN. ][ announce that the. Senator from California, I felt that this
ices that can be expended for without Sen_tor from Tennessee (Mr. Baocx), left a loophole big enough to drive a
being considered an expenditure ff they the Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOL_.. wagon and team through. My amend-
do not exceed $500. WA_ZU), and the Senator from Nor[[_ ment simply states thal_ these organiza-

Mr. PACK'WOOD. But apart fram Dakota (Mr. YOUN,_) are necessarily ab. tiorLs need not report contributions up to
thase very limited exceptions, even under sent. $1,000 as long as the,v ._re limited to
the blll it ts $500 and beyond that one The result was announced--yeas 36_ $1,C,00per candidate per election.
has to repo_'t it? nays 49, as' follows: IJ_ t_e Cranston amendment aS it now

Mr. CANNON. Right. [Rollcall Vote No. 94 Leg.] stands, if we leave it per communication,
Mr. PACK%VOOD. If one goes out and that would mean, for example, that an

spends on behalf of a number of ca_di- _-r_--s6 organization could haw: a small banquet
dates, according to the ruling I read a Allen Gars RtbicoffBaker ¢_rimn Roth some evening and, as lo,ag as the cost did
moment ag(), flied January 19, one has to Bartlett Hanse_ Scott, Hugh not exceed $600 or $800_for a candidate,
apportion that and figure out how one Beall Hatfield Scott, it would not be reportable. They could
spent one'S time. Roumon Helms William L hold another banquet the next night for,Buck£ey ]/Iruskl_, Stevens

Mr. CANNON. The contributor does Bumpers Laxalt Taft the s_me candidate at the same cost and
not have to report it; the recipient does. Chiles MeCle:aan Talmadg0 that 'would not be reportable. I simply

Mr. PACKWOOD. There is no way he curtis McClure Thurmond thillk there ought to be _,_omelimit.
Dole Morgan Tower

can report It unless the contributor says Domenlcl Packwood Wetcker The Senator from California has
he did it. Fannin Pearson raised a question of accounting. How do

I go out, using my own time as an Fong Percy the.,_e organizations account for what
il_dividusd, and I do $150 worth of activi- NAV./q3---49 they spend? He wanted to avoid that,
ties that are genuinely reportable. There Abourezk IIart, Oar_ Moas and ii; is a laudable thing to try to avoid,
is no way the recipient will know it unless Ron_,Jen Hart, rhaip _ Muskie But as I understand it, ff his amendment
]i tell h/re. Brooke IIaske]l Nelson now stands, and they are not required to

BurdAc_ Hathaway Nunn
That is the $100 threshold. Byrd, Hudmaston P_l report anything unless t_e expenditure is
Second, the chairman makes reference Ha_ F., Jr. Humphrey Proxmlre 0Ve_' $1,000 on a given occasion or a par-

to the fact that my amendment has no Byrd, Robert C. Javlts Randolph ticular comrnulfication, they would still
Can,_on Johnson Schwsiker be _nder an obligation to account for itthreshold. It has a $100 threshold. _t is ca_ Kennerly Sparkraan

t_he same threshold we apply to every- c_ar_: Long Stafford to prove that they had not exceeded the
body else. l: do not know why it is any cranston _agnuson Stennis $1,000 limitation.

Culv(_ Man/field Stevenmma 'I_l_ One would not impose any greaterharder for a corporation to understand Durkin l%/athl_s Stone
l_han it is an individual. It is probably Eagle_on McGovern Symington burden on them to account for what they
easier for a corporation and easier for Eastland Lietca_ff Tunney spe:at or what they gave in kind, but it
t_,union than an individual. Ford Mondale wmlams would limit the amount they could give

I come back again to the point I have Olena Montoya to one candidate in any one election to
made consistently: Every Other organi- NOT VOTnqG--15 $1,_0C[
l:ation with the exception of unions and Bayh Gravel: Leahy Mr.. FORD. Mr. President, will the

Bide]_ ]Iart_e Mc(_ Senator yield for a question?corporations have had to comply with Brock Holllng8 McIntyro
tlhis communication to their members Church ]_nouye Pastor_ _r,, BUMPERS. I a_ happy to yield.
concept fo]' years. That is not a new Goldwater Jackson Young lb[r. FORD. When the Senator says
provision in the law. It has not caused Si) the motion to lay on the table wa_ "ar_' one election," does that include the

p_nary or general or does he say the
hardship, q_ey have figured out a way rejected.
to live with it. I do not understand why Mr. BUMPERS. I suggest the absence, pr/unary election would be one and thegeneral election would be another?
Jt is going to cauze such a hardship '_lth of a quorum, l%_[r.BUMPERS. The latter.
corlx)rations and such a hardship with The PRESIDI2_G OFFICER (M_t_, ]_r. FORD. The latter._:mions.

The PRESIDING Or']_'_CER. The ques- DUaKIN). The clerk will call the roll. l%_r.BUMPERS. It would be two sepa-
_e assistant legislative clerk proceed- rate elections.

_I,ionis on the amendment of the Senator ed to call the roll. Mr. FORD. Two separate, so it wouldfrom California. Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I ssi:
Mr. PACKWOOD. I move to table the una:_fimous consent that the order for th,_ be limited to $1,000 in the primary andthen $1,000 in the general election?

amendment, I ask for the yeas and nays. quorum call be rescinded. Mr. BUMPERS. The Senator is coy-
The PRES/DING OFFICER. Is there The PRESIDIN(._ OFFICER. Without; rec_, That would be my interpretation

a sufficient second? There is a su_cient objection, it is so ordered, of it.
,_!_econd, Mir. BLrM_ERS, Mr. President, I sen_.i _sr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, IThe yea_ and nays are ordered and to the desk an amendment.
the clerk will call the roll. Mr. ROBEB, T C. BYRD. Mr. President, shall speak very briefly against theamendment of the Senator from Arkan-

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I annoance may' we have order in the Senate? sas. I understand his reasons for propos-
_l_aat the Senator from Indiana (Mr. T.he PRESIDING OFFICER. The Se_. ina ii; I sympathize fully with the prob-
BaY_), the Senator from Delaware (Mr. ate will be in order, leto that we all face and that he is seek-
Bn)zN), the Senator from Idaho (Mr. lq_r. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I Send ina to correct. It would correct one aspect
Cn0gc_), the Senator from Alaska (Mr. to the desk an amendment to the amen,_i, of lt, but it would not solve the problem
GRAVEL), the Senator from Indiana (Mr. ment proposed by Mr. CRANSTON It] theft caused me to offer the amendment
l_m_E), the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. S. 3065. in the first place.
][NOVY_), the Senator from Washington The PRE,5IDI]gG OFFICER. TI:_i q_nere would be a cumulative, agate-
(Mr. JACKSON), the Senator from Wyo- anmedment will b_ stated, gate i:otal which some person or some
ming (Mr. NIcGEr), the Senator from The legislative clerk read as follows: organization might reach, where they
I._hode Island (Mr. PAS'TORE), the Sena- The Senator from Arkansas (Mr. BuMwa_!, crossed the $1,000 threshold and then
_z)r from South Carolina (Mr. HOL'.L_S), proposes an amend,ment: Wo'_d have to report, and, thus, keep
and the Senator from New Hampshire After "$1,000' in the matter propc_d '_;_: track of every expenditure.
,_Mr. McI_rr_E) are necessarily absent, be inserted lm_ert the following: "per ca_. If S. labor leader called a union mem-

I further announce that the Senator dldate per elec_Aon", her add _alked for 10 minutes on One
lffom Vermont (Mr. _) is absent on N.h'. BUMPERS. Mr. President, th:_ matter and for 1 minute said, "I hope you
official bus/ness, amendment simply provides that instea,i will vote for so and sc, in the election."

I further announce that, ff present of ¢mly allowing a contribution of $1,0C_; that would have to be, calculated sa to
_and voting, the Se_J_ from Wsahlng- on separate days or per communicatior co.,;t. It would have to be kept track of.
_m (Mr. Jacm_o_, and the _enator as that section now reads, a communicl_, When all such expenditures added up to
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$1,000, the union would have to _e a union, or an advocacy group, or what- voting, the Senator from Washington
report, ever, has to report everything they do, (Mr. JACKSON) and the Senator from

The same would apply to a corporation regardless of how penny ante, and file a Rhode· Island (Mr. PASTORE), WOuld each
officer, on business time, talking with report in Washington on that action, vote "yea".
members of the firm about sales or what- Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I think Mr. ORIFFIN. I announce that the
ever. He would have to keep track of any that almost everyone here understands Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BROCK),
time he spent, and the cost of it, if he the nature of the amendment. I know the Senator from Nebraska (Mr. CuaTm),
mentioned a candidate, that everyone is anxious to go home, and the Senator from Arizona (Mr. GOLD-

The same would apply with respect to I am ready tovote on the matter. I am WATER), and the Senator from North
a corporation head communicating with perfectly willing to accept a voice vote. Dakota (Mr. YOUNG), are necessarily
stockholders. They would have to keep Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, will absent.
these terribly Painstaking records, and the Senator from Arkansas yield? I have The result was announced--yeas 75,
for that reason I oppose the amendment, had trouble hearing him. nays 9, as follows:

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, will the Mr. BUMPERS. I yield. [Rollcan vote No. 95 Leg.]
Senator yield for a question? Mr. PACKWOOD. I think I support the YFAS---75

Mr. CRANSTON. I yield. Senator's amendment. His amendment
Mr. BUMPERS. How would the Sen- simply says that you must aggregate, that Allen Hanson NunnBaker Hart, Gary Packwood

ator propose that SUNPAC or any labor you have to keep records of what you Bartlett Hart, Philip A. Pearson
organization, or any of the organizations spend; that once you have reached $1,000 Beall Haskell Poll
we are talking about, prove that they for a Candidate, you have to start report- Bellmon Hatfield PercyBentsen Hathaway Proxmtre
had not spent more than $1,0007 lng, including the other expenditures, Buckley Helms Randolph

Mr. CRANSTON. In any given venture, and whatever else you spend afterward. Bumpers Hruska Riblcoff
whether it is a mailing or a mass meeting That is an amendment in the right Burdick Huddleston RothByrd, Humphrey Schweiker
or communication in some such fashion, direction, and I am prepared to accept Harry F.. Jr. Javits Scott, Hugh
if only a sman number of people were tn- it, ff it is accepted. Byrd, Robert C. Johnston Scott,
volved, it would approach $1,000. I have a bit more debate remaining cannon Laxalt William L.Case Long Sparkman

If It were a massive mailing to 100,000 on the substance of the Cranston amend- ChUes Magnuson Stafford
stockholders of a company or 100,000 ment, as amended. I think it is a step in Culver Mansfield Stennis
members of a Union, then it might well the right direction. Dole Mathtas StevensDomenici McGlellan Stevenson
be in the $1,000 class, and the burden Mr. CRANSTON. It is the difficulty in Durkin McClure Symington
would be upon that union to report; and allocating the cost of an operation for Eagleton Metcalf Taft
it would be in violation of the law ff it some totally different purpose that ore- Eastland Mondale Talmadge
did not. An opposition candidate would ales the real difficulty. If one were just Fannln Montoya Thurmond· Fong Morgan Tower
have cause to ask the Federal Election doing an operation specifically to support Ford Moss W_lcker
Commissio n to see Whether there had a group of candidates or a candidate Garn Muskie Williams
been a vl_dation of the Statute. and nothing.else was going on, it would Glenn Nelson

Mr. BUMPERS. If the candidate be very easy to know the cost. But, when NAYS---9
against whom this communication was _ it is a little item in a ne/vsletter or a Abourezk Cranston McG0vern
made raised the question as to whether few remarks in a phone call or a few Brooke Griffin Stone
or not they had spent in excess of $1,000 words in a speech on another topic, that Clark Kennedy Tunney
and the Election commission decided to is when you get into difficulty in trying NOT VOTING--16
investigate, how Would that organization to allocate and to keep an those records. Bayh Gravel McGee
Prove to the Election Commission that SEVEP_LSENATORS.Vote! Vote! Biden Hartke McIntyreBrock Hollings Pastore
they were within the law? The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Church Inouye Young

Mr. CRANSTON. They would then question is on agreeing to the amend- curtis Jackson
have the responsibility of adding up the mont. Goldwater Leahy
costs of that particular operation. With- All those in favor, signify by saying So Mr. Bu_a'Eas' amendment was
out the amendment I have offered, they "aye." agreed to.
would have that responsibility in every All those opposed, signify by saying Mr. GRIFFIN subsequently said: Mr.
penny ante thing they did if it was worth "nay." President, I ask unanimous consent that
$1,000. It would inhibit the active po- Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I ask on vote No. 95, which was the Bumpers
lltical participation of Americans. for the yeas and nays. unprinted amendment to the Cranston

Mr. BUMPERS. I think the Senator The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there amendment, I be recorded as having
has a certain point. It ts in those ques- a sufficient second? There is a sufficient voted "nay."
tionable cases where the expenditure is second. The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
very close to a thousand- dollars that they The yeas and nays were ordered, objection, it is so ordered.
would be jeopardizing themselves ff they · The PRESIDING OFFICER. The (The foregoing rollcall vote reflects the
did not keep an account of it. question is on agreeing to the amend- above order.)

Mr. CRANSTON. Yes, they would, merit. On this question the yeas' and Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, it
Mr. BUMPERS. The second part, the nays have been ordered, and the clerk seems to me that the Senate has reached

heart, of the perfecting amendment I will call the roll. an overwhelming degree of unanimity on
have offered is that under the amend- The legislative clerk called the roil. the issue we have been laboring on. There
merit of the Senator from California, Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce was a motion made to table my amend-
they can do this as many times as they that the Senator from Indiana (Mr. ment that was rejected by a reasonable
wish, as long as they do not exceed BAYH), the Senator from Delaware (Mr. margin. There was an overwhelming vote
$1,000 on any one communication or BIDEN), the Senator from Idaho (Mr. now on the Bumpers amendment to my
at any one time. That would mean CHURCH), the Senator from Alaska (Mr. amendment. I suggest now since we have
that a corporation or a labor union GRAVEL), the Senator from Indiana (Mr. that degree of unanimity that we proceed
could send out a communication ever$ I-IARTK_.), the Senator from South Caro- to a vote and wrap up this bill.
week and expend $900 and be well within lina (Mr. HOLLINOS), the Senator from As far as I am concerned, I do not ask
the law, and they could do that on behalf Hawaii (Mr. INOUYE), the Senator from for the yeas and nays on my amendment.
of any number of candidates. I think Washington (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques_
that gees against what we are talking from Wyoming (Mr. i_CGEE), the Sena- lion is on agreeing to the amendment of
about here in the form of election re- tor from New Hampshire (Mr. Mc- the Senator from California, as amended.
form. There is no reform if we allow INTYRE), and the Senator from Rhode Mr. PACKWOOD. I do not want to ask
that kind of loophole to remain in this Island (Mr. PASTORE) are necessarily for the yeas and nays on the Cranston
law. absent, amendment, as amended, either. I think

Mr. CRANSTON. I grant that I do not ! further announce that the Senator the amendment of the Senator from
like that situation at all, but I like le_s from Vermont (Mr. LEAHY) iS absent on Arkansas was an Immense improvement.
the situation in which a citizens' group, official business. I still have some misgivings about making
or a corporation, or a small business, or a I further announce that, if present and this distinction. I am going to go along
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w:ith iL a_d support the amendment, but b_w 121ey ,shah not t,e harassed and they !;06 of the substitute which deals with
I :have some misgivings about saying to 'will _ regarded as hamng made a goo(i[ :;he 'termination of paymenLs to unsuc-
the small $100 contributor, "You ._re _aith effort, _ad t_he Federal Electio_x <:essful Presidential camlldates. Wha;t
stuck, you have to keep your records, and Commission slu_ll take that into account, :he :7rcrvtsion says is that Federal pay-
you will allocate." That is all I have 1_ say. I have nothing :'nen'_s '_lll be stopped for any candidate

We are saying to the others, to iExe more to say. I hate to preclude the Sen.. ';_ho receives less tho. n 10 percent of the
corporations and unions, "We will let you ator from Alaska before he gets here, vote in, two consecutive l;)lqmartes unless
h_ve a $1,000 exemption." SEVEiRAL SEN^TOmS. Vote] Vote! lie or _he is able to acquire 20 percent

If the purpose of this law was els- Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, I will not of a pr. mary vote subsequent to the dis-
closure, and if the purpose of this law '[_ke more %hun 30 seconds. It seems to ,iLualJ.fleation.
was not tx) make it a burden on the small me--and I am certainly not going to ask 2'rte campaign reform law permits
donor, why, we have simply reversed it, for a vote, but xt seems to me--as candl.. ';hose l_Lxpayers who wish tx) participate
and we have made it a greater burde_ on dates ar treasm'ers that to set up a sepa-. _::aor_ :fully in 'this country's political
,_h.e smaller donor than on the large c)r- rate standard, if we say we did it in good ':wocess to earmark $1 of 'their taxes for
poration, and we have made the sms. ller :l'aith and With good intentions and made 'use in _Presidential camlmigns. It is far
donor disclose his smaller dollar con- a good faith effort that we ought not tc h_tter, :!,/ir. President, to have millions of
tr:lbutions, and we have said to the larger be subjected to the same prosecution _tme:ric, a.ns contribute $t ix) a campaign
co:rporation, "You do not have to ::e- it seenm to me--_ iEmn t¢ rely on the million-dollar con-
I,.*ort it." Mr, PACKWOOD. That is not quite uributo_]._, as was done in. past years.

:It flies in the face of logic, enough. You cannot close your eyes and But, ] have been quite concerned about
I will not say anything further on it. 'my, "Don't tell me anything and, there-. )he basic fairness in using this money

][. l;hink the Senate has worked its v7111 fore, ]Zam in good faith," the amendment :)rom the tax checkoff to finance 'cam-
and I will support the Cranston amer, d- does not allow that. I do not want to give :l:,alguxs :)f candidates who are no longer
merit, as amended, anyb¢_[y any misimpression. You cannot _ el-l_us contenders for the Presidential

The P_ING OFI_[CER. The ques- use the standard, "I did not know be-. :ua>rainal;ion. In the case (ff my own cam-
tlon is on agreeing to the amendment of cause I did not ask." :t::oAgn, ,i.qhen I decided to run only in
the Senator from California, as amend-._d. Mr. CANNON. I ,-tm willing to accept; ':?e×as, I immediately ,,;topped all re-

The amendment, as amended, ,z'as (;he amendment. (:[uesi_ ,"or additional fmading and eve_
_greed to. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- ,l urnc, d :,;_4,000 back to the 'ITeasury. This

Mr. CANNON. 1VIr. President, as far as t;ion is on agreeing to the amendment of J_; on/ly fair, Mr. President, and I urge
l: know, there is only one other amend- the Senator from Alaska. l::ly coll;_agues to adopt the section 306
merit. If it is offered I am willing to t,,c- The amendment was agreed to. :I>rrnuls as a statutory requirement.
ce:pt it. I know there will be some talk Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask Mr. E;UCKLEY. Mr. P]msident, I wistt
against it, but I do not intend to ask for unanimous consent that a letter dated t:o speak very briefly on my reasons for
_ roilcall vote on that, but I do ask fo_' a 3/larch 24, ad¢lressed to the minority opposin_' passage of this bi_l.
l_llcall vote on final passage, Mr. Presi- leader, Senator I-Ixm:g SCOT_, and myself I _tp:grecia_,e the effort, s of my col--
deist. I ask for the yeas and nays. from :truth C. Clusen, president of the )._;agues on both sides of the aisle in their

The PRESIDING[ Or'r'iCER. Is tk_ere League Of Women Voters of the United [ttempls to achieve a difficult c.ompro.-
_ _._mfficient second? There is a suffici(nt ,State,,; which endorses the pending subc t:lise or the fundamental issues which
_:,_nd. stitute be printed in the CONGRESSIONAL ,_:eparatc them. And I believe that %he

l_ne yeas and nays were ordered, timECOde, c)mp,ro,mise substitute _ preferable to
Mr. PACKWOOD. That amendment is There being no objection, the letter was Uxe spcstial interest legislation which it

cm its way over now. I believe it is the ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as ._:eplaeed,
,_,]tevens mnendment, is it not, and I can tollows: Neverbheless, the proposal before u:;
offer it on his behalf. _r'_ L___c._': OF Wo_ VOCalS ;';!;ill fails to deal with most of the under--

AMENDMENT NO. 1515 OF TE[E UNITED STATES, ti;dug p_oblems left in tlle wake of the
Washin_,ton, .D.C., March 24, 1976. ;!!uprem? Court's decision. Nothing tlas

1VIr. PA CICWOOD. Mr. President, I t:_on. Senator Iris:mE MANSFXELnand Senator t:sen done to redress the enormous ad.-
se_:_d an amendment to the desk and ask lqm;_ Secant, t;antages enjoyed by incumbents, or
J!or its immediate consideration and that :i;r.$.Serrate, Washingto)L D.C. _uealthy candidates, or those having the
the clerk read it. DEa_,; SENATORSiV[_AIq'SFLELDand SCOTT: The '3Ilpport of well-financed political action

The PRESIDING O]_ICER. The clerk League of Women Voters of the United States ,t_ommittees, at the expense of relatively
will report the amendment, applauds the wls_., lead[ership you have exer-

'I'ne legisJative clerk read as folio,rs: c,ised tn developing _ compromise on the Lt%kn0w(l candidates of average mean:;
amendments to ';he F'ederal Election Cam- _u'hos,_ _.ccess to funding remains eon..

q,_iqeSenator from Oregon (Mr. Pac_wco_) paign Act of 19ql. We support the change ;_;tricted by the limitations on contribu..
on, behalf of Mr. STEVENS proposes an J[yJ.direction, as evidenced in your substitute t[ons in the existing law.smc_endmen'_:

On psge :(4, after line 14, add the follo_q_.g: bill, away from provl_lons that would serf- As such candidates face .enormous dif--
ously undermine the Independence of the fculties in raising the ,_eed money re--

(4) Section 304(b) of the Act (2 U.B.C. t_'ederal Election Commission. Specifically, we _ ilil'ed ';0 launch viable campaigns,, we
,kq4(b) ts further amended by inserting ira- are pleased to see the deletion of the section '
xnedla_ly after paragraph (14) the following circumscribing the advisory opinion p/-ocess. ,[:;_n expect to see the advantages of in--
×_e'atpazagraph: In c>:aclusion, the League of Women Vet- ,_'.'_mberu:y magnified, and challengers

'"(15) Whe_l committee treasurers and ers of the United States endorses the "Mans- :,.uBtriet_'d increasingly to tile ranks o:_
c:aJ:tdldates show that best efforts have been l[leld-ScotV' subs_;itute and urges all mere- tile ver.,' wealthy or of individuals who
xtse,_l to obtaln and submit the informazkon hers of the United Stat.es Senate to act speed- l'ave th:5 support of powerful special in--
required by thla subsection, they shah be 'fly to [pass this vital piece of legislation, ti_re,s_; guoups,
deemed to. be Ixx compliance with t_Is ,Sincerely, I l_)redict the situation will only get
_._bsection.". RXrTH C. Cnvsrm _-orse m_til the Supreme Court finaUy

Mr. PACKWOOD. This is the anM- President. :[_lles th_.t the current contributions lira..
llit-plcking amendment which indica'_..s TERX[[NATINGraY_rraTS TO VNSVCCrSSFVL i:$ are 'u.nconstitutional in their applica--
tlxat ff the treasurer or the candidate s_,re rsEsra_,;r_an CANDXI)ATES [J0n. Tt:.en the political process _411 once
In good faith, and they have tried to Mr. BENTSE:._. Mr. President, yester- i_gain open up to allow anyone able to
_mply--and the good Lord knows they day there Was Introduced a compromise _ievelop the independent financial back--
_ro going to have enough trouble corn- amendment as a su]_stitute for S. 3065, i :xg nec.:ssary to challenge the wealthy
pl,_rirg, and everybody I have rm_ across ,_he Federal l_,'lection Campaign Act ,, nd the entrenched.
_n this election year I have advised not _gnendments. I applaud my colleagues for In _t,:., meantime, I must underscore
1'_ be a political treasurer, and that riley _hetr diligent effoI% lin attempting to re- _:ty o[q:_osition to the underlying law by
ar_; out of their minds ff they undertake _solve the very serious questions presented c pposin_ the bill even as amended.
the,/; task ha the midst of this polttim_l by tlT[s debate, and I am hopeful that 1Vfr. E',OLE. Mr. President, I recognize
i_ml_twa---bnt this merely says thai if we will be able to dis[_se of this bill expe~ i;:mt it :;>robably represertts the best bill
_ _!_)tnl_ is made _t they have tried d[tiot_sly. ,t;:a whict'_ we can reach agreement in the
in good faith to try _ comply with the I am especially pleased with section ;15enable, I must neverthel(_s vote agahast
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S. 3065 as amended by the compromise The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without So the bill (S. 3065) was passed, as
substitute, objection, it is so ordered, follows

I can appreciate the fact that many of The question is, Shall the bill pass? s. 3065
the amendments now included do have The yeas and nays have been ordered An act to amend the Federal Election Cam-
considerable redeeming features, but and the clerk will call the roll. paign Act of 1971 to provide for 1ts ad-
would stfil prefer a simple reconstitutlon The legislative clerk called the roll. ministration by a Federal Election Com-mission appointed in accordance with the
of the Commission. I am pleased how- Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce requirements of the Constitution, and for
ever that tile amendment relating to ter- that the Senator from Indiana (Mr. other purposes
ruination of match'Lug funds payments BAYH), the 'Senator from Delaware (Mr. Be it enacted by the. Senate and House o!
for lack of demonstrable support--and BIDEN), the Senator from Idaho (Mr. Representatives o/ tlte United States o/
that requiring both corporations and CHURCH), the Senator from Alaska (Mr. America in Congress assembled,
Unions to report the costs of campaign ORAVEL), the Senator from Indiana (Mr. s,_oaT _mE
commUnications with their members and HARTKE), the Senator from South Care- Src-rm_ 1. This Act may be cited as the
stockholders--have been retained, lina (Mr. HULLINGS), the Senator from "Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments

Two other provisions--which I spon- Hawaii (Mr. INOUYE), the Senator from of 1976".
sored--are in the compromise version Washington (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL
and will have the very desirable effect of from Wyoming (Mr. iV[CGEE), the Sen- ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971
strengthening and making more effec- ator from New Hampshire (Mr. MCIN- FEDERAL ELZC_ON COlliSiON ]ME_MBE*F_HI]P
tire the national political party struc- TYRE), and the Senator from Rhode sec. 101. (a)(1) The second sentence of
ture. These are the ones eliminating the Island (Mr. PASTURE) are necessarily ab- section 309(a) (1) of the Federal Election
candidate allocation requirement for sent. Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (1)),
voter registration drive expenses and re- X further announce that the Senator as redesignated by section 105 (hereinafter
moving the ceiling on tran_ers of con- from Vermont (Mr. LEAHY) iS absent on in this Act referred to as the "Act"), is
tributlons between and among various official b(lsiness, amended to read as follows: "The comm_-
levels of the committee organization. I further annoUnce that, if Present and sion is composed of the Secretary of theSenate and the Clerk of the House of Repro-

Although the compromise reached with voting, the Senator from Alaska (Mr. sentatives, ex officio and without the right
respect to solicitation of thuds from em- GP_WL), the Senator from Washington to vote, and eight members appointed by
VlOyees may not be totally, consistent (Mr. JACKSON), the Senator from New the President of the United States, by and
with the SUNPAC decision, it probably Hampshire (Mr. MCINTYRE), and the with the advice and consent of the Senate.".
also represents a fair settlement of the senator from Rhode Island (Mr. Pas- (2) The last sentence of section 309(a)(1)
issue, similarly, the congressional con- TO_r) Would each vote "yea." of the Act (2 U_S.C.43_c(a) (1)), as redseig-hated by section 106, is amended to read as
trol over the Federal Election Commis- Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the renews: "No more than three members of
sion--which I continue to believe should Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BROCK), the the Commission appointed under this para-
be strong and independent--has, I think, Senator from Nebraska (Mr. CUR_S), graph may be affiliated with the same pollti-
been modified to a near acceptable level, the Senator from Arizona (Mr. Go,._- cat party, and at least two members ap-

My greatest disappointment in this WATER), the Senator from South Care- pointed under this paragraph shall not be
legislation, Mr. President, is that we have line (Mr. Ta_a_ONV), and the Senator affiliated with any polttfcal party.".
not seized upon it as an opportunity to from North Dakota (Mr. YOVNG) are (b) Section 309(a)(2) of the Act (2 U_S.C.437c(a) (2)), as rede_gnated by section 105,
do away with the public financing ex- necessarily absent, is amended to read as follows:
pertinent. I have already spoken on I further announce that, if present "(2) (A) Members of the Commission shall
this matter during consideration of the and voting, the Senator from Arizona serve for terms of eight years, except that of
Weicker amendment, but would just like (Mr. GOT.DWATER), the Senator from the members first appointed--
to reiterate that the time has clearly ar- South Carolina (Mr. T_V_OND), and "(1) two of the members, not affillated with
rived for a new assessment of this the Senator from Nebraska (Mr. CURTIS) the same political party, shall be appointed
concept, would each vote "nay." for terms ending on April 30 1977,

"(ii) two of the members, not affiliated
Again, Mr. President, notwithstanding The result was announced--yeas 55, with the same political party, shall be ap-

the positive aspects of the compromise nays 28, as follows: pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1979,
reached by the party and commit- "(iii) two of tho members, not affiliated
tee leadership and the fact that it [Rollcall Vote No. 96 Leg.]· with the same political party, shall, be ap-
may be a fairly reasonable solution to YEAS--55 pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1981,
the impasse which had developed with Abourezk Hatfield Pearson and

Beall Hathaway Pell "(iv) two of the members, not affiliated
respect to consideration of this measure, Benison Hudd2eSton Percy with the same political party, shall be ap-l do not agree with Its overall thrust to Brooke Humphrey Proxmire
the extent that ! can give it my support. Bumpers Javtts Randolph pointed for terms ending on Aprl]_30, 1983.
Accordingly, without speculating as to Burdick Johnston Ribicoff "(B) An individual appointed to fill a v_-Byrd, Robert C. Kennedy Schwelker cancy occurring other than by the expiration
the likelihood of a veto, I only hope that cannon Long Scott, Hugh of a term of omce shall be appointed only
we can dispose of the matter without case Magnuson Stafford for the unexpired term of the member he
consuming any more of the Senate's Chiles Mathias Stevens succeeds.Clark McOovern Stevenson
time. Cranston Mondale Stone "(C) Any vacancy occurring in the mom-

Mr. MONTOYA. Third reading. Culver Montoya Symington bership of the Commission shall be filled in
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Dun- Eagleton Morgan Taft the same m_anne? as tn the case of the origi-

Ford Moss Talmadge ual appointment.".
XXN). The bill is open to further amend- Glenn Muskie Tunney (c) (1) Section 309 (b) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
ment. If there be no further amendment Hart, Gary Nelson Williams ·437c(b) ), as redesignated by section 105, is
to be proposed, the question is on agree- Hart, Philip A. Nunn amended to read as follows:
lng to the amendment in the nature of Haskell Packwood "(b) (1) The Commission shall administer.

substitute, as amended. NAYS--28 seek to obtain compliance with, and formu-
The amendment in the nature of a Allen Eastland McClellan late policy with respect to, this Act and

substitute, as amended, was agreed to. Baker Fannin McClure chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the InternalBartlett Fong Metcalf Revenue Code of 1954. The Commission shall
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ques- Bellmen Garn Ruth have exclusive and primary Jurisdiction with

tion is on the engrosment and the third Buckley Griffin Scott, respect to the civil enforcement of such
reading of the bill. Byrd, Hansen William L. provisions.Harry F., Jr. Helms Sparkman

The bill was ordered to be engrossed Dole Hruska Stennis "(2) Nothing in this Act shall be con-
for a third reading and was read the Domenicl Laxalt Tower strued to lirnlt, restrict, or d!m!_lsh any in-
third time. Dnrkin Mansfield Welcker vestigatory, informational, oversight, super-

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask NOT VOTINg.-17 vlsory, or disciplinary authority or function
of the Congress or any committee of the

unanimous consent that the Secretary of Bayh Gravel McGee Congress with respect to elections for Fed,
the Senate be authorized to make any Biden Hartke McIntyre oral offioe.".
necessary technical and clerical changes Brock Hullings PastorsChurch Inouye Thurmond (2) The first sentence of section 809(c) of
in the bill to reflect the amendments curtis Jackson Young the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(c)), _ redeslgnated
adopted b_ythe Senate. Goldwater Leahy by section 105, is amended by inserting lin-
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mediately before the period at the end (8;) All laws relating to the functtc,:_!_; "ii) shall be reported in accordance with
thereof the following: ", except that the transferred under this Act shall, insofar _:_; the requirements of section 304(b); and
:affirmative vote of five members of the Corn- such laws are appliLcable and not amende:L "(ii, shall be considered a loan by each
mission shall be required in order for the by this Act, remain_ in full force and effel:'_ endorser or guarantor, in 'that proportion at
Commissioh to establish guidelines for corn- Ail orders, determinations, rules, adviso_ i' the, unpaid balance thereof that each en-
pilance With the provisions of this Act or opinions, and opinions of counsel made,, dorset or guarantor bears to the total hum-
with chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal issued, or groa_ted by the Federal Electio: b_r of endorsers or guarantors;".
Revenue Code of 1954, or for the Co_umis- CorfLrnission before its reconstltution und:_' (e) ,-Section 30lie) (5) _;f the Act (2 U.,'_.C.
4!don to take any action in accordance with the amendments ms,de by this Act which a'_ 431(e) (5)) is amended by striking out "in-
paragraph (.6), (7), (8), or (10) of section in effect at the time of the transfer provide _ divide:al" where it appears after clause (G)
310ia)'. by paragraph (1) shall continue in effect :: and ir,_serting in lieu thereof "person"

id) The last sentence of section 309(f) (I) the same extent as if such transfer had mi if) Section 3Ol(f) (4) of the Act (2 U.,'_.C.
of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(f) (1)), as redesig- occurred. 431(f) (4)) is amended--
:hated by section 105, is amended by inserting (4) The provisions of this Act shall fi t:_ (1) by inserting before the semicolon in
limmediately before the Period the following: affect any proceeding pending before tl_! claus,e (B) the following: ", or partisan ac-
"'without regard to the provisions of title 5, Federal Election Commission at the time tBi_ rivalry designed to encourage individuals to
United States Code, governing appointments section takes eifect, register to vote, or to vot_. conducted by the
lin the competitive service or the provisions (5) No suit, action, or other proceedh i natio:r al committee of a political party, or a
of chapter 51 and subchapter III of chap- commenced by or against the Federal Ele_'- suk_rdinate committee thereof, or the State
lt_r 53 of such title relating to classification tion Commission or any officer or employ_ committee of a national party, but' such
and General Schedule pay rates", thereof acting in his official capacity shill parti,,;:m activity shall be reported in ac-

(e) (1) The President shall appoint mom- abate by reas_.a of ,_he transfer made under cordai_ce with the requirements of section
bets of the Federal Election Commission un- paragraph (1). The court before which sm: 304".

der section 309(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c suit, action, or other proceeding is pendl_ i (2) by striking out "or" at the end of
(,a)), as redesignated by section 105 and as may, on motion or supplemental perlite:: clause iF) and at the end. of clause (O); and
ii,mended by this section, as soon as practi- filed at any time within twelve months aft_ (3) by inserting immediately after clause
oable after the date of the enactment of this the date of enactment of this Act, allow su_ '.: (H_ ti_e following new clauses:
Act. suit, action, or other proceedingto be mai2.._. "ii) any costs incurred by a candidate in

(2) The first appointment_ made by the tanned against the Federal Election Commi:;- corme:tion with the solicitation of contrlbu-

'l._resident under section 309(a) of the Act sion ff the party making the motion or fill_ i tions by such candidate except that this
t{2 U.S.C.. 437c(a)), as redesignated by section the petition shows a necessity for the sa:. clause shall not apply w!ith respect to costs
1105 and as amended by this section, shall not viral of the suit, ac$ion, or other proceedh ! incurred by a candidate in excess of an
I_ considered to be appointments to fill the to obtain a settlement of the question i_- amount equal to 20 percent of the expendi-
'unexpired terms of members serving on the volved, tare Bmitation applicable to such candidate
l._eder_l Election Commission on the date of (6) Any reference in any other Federal la_, under section 320(b), but all such costs shall
't2ae enactment of this Act. to the Federal Election Comnlission, or :: be relported in accordance with section 304

(3) Members serving on the Federal Elec- any member or employee thereof, as sm:: (b);
tlon Commission on the date of the enact- Commission existed under the Federal Ele_!- "(J) the payment, by any person other
lnent of this Act may continue to serve as tlon Campaign Act of 1971 before its amenc]- than a candidate or political committee, of
_!_twh members until a majority of t&e mere- ment by this Act shaU be held and consider_,i compensation for legal or accounting serv-
1)ers of the Commt_lon are appointed and to refer to the Fede_al Election Commissic, ices rendered to or on behalf of the national
qualLfied under section 309(a) of the ACt (2 or tire members o]: employees thereof, _ coram[ttee of a political party (unless 'the
U.S.C. 437c(a)), as redesignated by section such Commission exists under the Feder_ perso:r pa_qng for such services is a person
1105 and as amended by this section. Until a Election Campaign Act of 1971 as amenO_ i· other than the employer of the individual
ll_aJority of the members of the Commission by this Act. rendering such services), other than Services
are appointed and qualified under the CttAI4GES _:_ D_Nrrxo_s attributable to activities which directly fur-
_mendments made by this Act, members $_:c. 102. ia) SectJion 301ia) (2) of the A,_[ thor the election of a designated candidate
_i_rvlng on such Commission on the date of (2 U.S.C. 431(a) (2)) is amended by strlkir ! or car_didates to Federal office, or the pay-
enactment of this Act may exercise only such out "held to" and inserting in lieu there_'.t merit for legal or accounting services ren-
powers amd functions as are consistent with "which has authority to". dered to or on behalf of a candidate or politi-
the determinations of the Supreme Court of (b) Section SOl(e) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.( cai Committee solely for the purpose of in-
i_e United States in Buckley et al. against 431 (e) (2)) is amended by inserting "writte:r surinlg compliance with the provision of this
Valeo, Secretary of the United States Senate, immediately before "contract". title cr of chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal
et al. (numbered 75436, 75-437) January 30, (c) Section 30lie' (4) of the Act (2 U.S.,i_ Revenue Code of 1954 (unless the person
:i9_'6. 431(e)(4)) is amended by inserting afters: paying for such services is a person other

if) The provisions of section 309(a) C3) of "pm'pose" the following: ", except that th]_: thau :he employer of the individual render-
the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (3}), as redesig- paragraph shall not apply in the case of leg_ lng s_:ch services), but amounts paid or in-
nated by section 105, which prohibit any in- or accounting services rendered to or on b,_. curre,c for such legal or accounting services
dividual from being appointed as a member half of the national committee of a polltic_ shall i_e reported under section 304(b); or
of the Federal Election Commission who is, party (unless the person paying for suc: "(K_ a loan of money by a National or
I_t the time of his appointment, an elected services is a person other than the employ. _ State bank made in accordance with 'the
or appointed officer or employee of the execu- of the individual rendering such services applicable banking laws and regulations and
i_ve, legislative, or Judicial branch of the other than services attributable to activith_ in the ordinary course of business, but such
Federal Oovernment, shall not apply in the which directly further the election of a dc_. loan ,';hall be reported in accordance with
imse of any individual serving as a member ignated candich_te or candidates to Feder sectio:_ 304(b);".
of suoh CommissiOn on the date of the enact- Office, nor shaEl l;his paragraph apply in tl:_ (g) Section 30i of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431)
ment of this Act. case of legal or accc.unting services render_i_ ! is am_mded--

(g) (I) All personel, liabilities, contracts, to or on behalf of a candidate or politlm_{ (!) by s_rikh_g out "fm.d" at the end of
property, and records determined by the DJ~ committee solely for the purpose of insu:, paragraph (m);
:rector of the Office of Management and Budg- lng compliance wit]a the provisions of thi _, (2) by striking out the period at the end
t;t to be employed, held, or used primarily Act or chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Rev_:_. of paragraph in) and inserting in lieu there-
i.n connection with the functions of the Fed- hue Code of 1954 (unless the person payi_:_i' of _ se.m/colon; and
oral Election Commission under title lII of for such services is a person other than tl_ (3) by adding at the t;nd thereof the fol-
'the Federal Election Campaign Act of 19_1 employer of the individual rendering sue::: lowing new paragraph:
Im such title existed on January 1, 1976, or services), but amounts paid or incurred :fc_ "(oi 'Act' means the Federal Election Cam-
·_nder any other l_rovision of law are trans- such legal or accounting services shall be re- paign Act of 1971 as aaxLended by the Fed-
ferred to the Federal Election Commission ported tn accordance with the requiremen :_ oral Election Campaign Act Amendments of
_as constituted under the amendments made of section 304(b)". 1924 and the Federal Election Campaign Act
by this Act to the Federal Election Campaign (Ct) Section 301(e) (5) is amended-- Amendments of 1976.".
_._ct of 1971. (1) by strikihg out "or" at the end .:

(2) iA) Except as provided in subpara- clause (E), ORCANIZATIOI_ OF POLXTZCAL CO_/IM_ES
graph (B) of this paragraph, personnel eh- (_:) by lnser_Ang "or" at the end of clau_ SEC. 103. ia) Scot, ion '$02(b) of the Fed-
gaged in functions transferred under para- iF), and oral ELeotion Oaml_ign Aot at 1971 (2 U.S.C.
graph (1) shall be transferred in accord- (3) by inserting after clause iF) the ts;. 432(b)) is amended hF'a_'tking ouf_ "$10"
lauc_ with applicable laws and regulations lowing new claase: ami l_erttng in lieu thereof "$100".
_telating to the transfer of functions. "(G) a loan of raoney by a National ,:_ (b) Section 302(c) (2) of such Act (2 U.S.C.

(B} The teansfer of personnel pursuant to State bank made m accordance with tl_i. 432(c) (2)) is amended by striking out "$10"
'paragr_ (1) shall be without reduction in appl.icable banking :taws and regulations al:_ and inserting in lien thereat "$100",
,lfi_mlfieatto_ or compensation for one year in the ordinary course of business, but su,:: (c) Section 302 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 432)
,l_'t_ 8_leh trail_er, loar_ is _,m_nded by striking ont subsection (e)
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and by redesignatlng subsection (f) as sub- candidate per election under paragraph (1) "rNrORC_MrNT
section (e). to the extent that they are directly attrlbu- "Src. 313. (a) (1) Axly person who believes

REPORTSBY POLITICAl,COMMITTEES &ND able to Much communications, a violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or
CANDX_a___ _(3) Any person who makes a Contribu- chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of

S_c. 104. (a) Section 30_(a) (I) of the Act Sion in response to a ecliettation under sec- 1954, has occurred may file a ca_aplalnt with
(2 U.S.C. 434(a) (1-)) Is amended by adding Sion 521(b) (3) (B) Which,. when added to the Commission. Such complaint shall be In
at the end of subparagraph (C) the follow- all other contributions made by him to the writing, shah be signed and sworn to by the
lng: "In any year in which a candid_te is same recipient during th_ calendar year, person filing such complaint, and shall be

exceeds $100 shall report to the recipient notarized. Any person filing such a complaintnot on the ballot for election to Federal of-
the total amount of SUch contributions made shall be subject .to the provisions of section

rice, such candidate and his authorized corn- to such recipient for that year. Paragraph 1001 of title 18, United States Code. Themittees shall only be required to file such re_
ports not later than the tenth day following (4) does not apply to reports under this Conlmission may not conduct any lnvestlga-
the close of any calendar quarter In which paragraph, tion under this section, or take anl/ other
the candidate and his authorized committees ' (4) Statements required by this s_bseC- action under this section, solely on the basis

Sion shall be riled on the dates on which re- of a complaint of a person whose identity
.received Contributions or made expendi- ports by political Committees are filed. Such ds not disclosed to the Commission.
tUres, or both, the total amount of which, statements shall include (A) the informs- "(2) The Commission, upon receiving a
_ken toge_er, exceeds $5,000, and such re- tion requi_d by subsection (b) (9), stated in complaint under paragraph (!), or if it has
ports shall be complete as of the close of a manner indicating whether the contribu- reason to believe that any person has corn-
such calendar quarter; except that any such ti0n or expenditure is in support of, or op- misted a violation of this Act or of chapter
report required to be filed after December 31 position to, the candidate; and (B) under 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue
of any calendar year With respect to which penalty of perjury, a certification whether Code of 1954, shall notify the person involved
a report is required to be filed under sub- such expenditure Is made in cooperation, of such alleged violation and shall make an
p_h IB) shall be filed as provided in consultation, or concert, with, or at the re- investigation of such alleged violation in _c-
such subparagraph.", quegt or suggesting of_ any candidate or any cordance with the provisions of this section.

lb) Section 304(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. authorized committee or agent of such can- *'(31 Any investigation under paragraph434(a) (2)) is 'amend(sd to read as follows:
"(2) Each treasurer Of a political commit- didate, Any expenditure; including but not (2) shall be Conducted expeditiously and

limited to those deecrl!i/!d in subsection (b) shall include an investigation, conducted in
tee authorized by a candidate to raise con- (13), of $1,000 or more _ made after the fir- accordance with the provisions of this sectrlbuttons or _aake expenditures on his be-
half, other 'than the candidate's principal tecnth day, but mare than forty-eight hours, tion, of 'reports and statements _led by any
campaign committee, shall file _e reports before any election, shall be reported Within complainant under this title, if such eom-
required under this sect[_yn with the can- forty-eight hours of such expenditure, plalnant is a candidate. Any nottficetian or
dla'_te,s principal 'campaign committee.". "_5} T_e Commission shall be responsible investigation made under paragraph {2)

_c) Section 304(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. for expeditiously preparing indices Which set shall not he made PUblic by the Commission
4_4(b)) is amended-- forth, on a candidate-by-candidate basis, all or by any other person without the written

expend(rules separately, including but .not consent of the person receiving such noti-
(1) by striking out '_and" at the end of limited to those reported under subsection fication or the person with respect to whomparasraph (12);
(2) by redesiglmtillff paragraph (13) as (b) (13), made With respect t0 each candi- such investigation is made.

paragraph (14); and date, as reported under this subsection, and "(4) The Commission shall afford any per*
/3) by inserting !mmediatel_ after para- for periodically issuing such indices on a son who receives notice of an alleged viola-

graph (12) the following new Paragraph: timely pre-election basis.", tion under paragraph (2) a reasonable op-
"(13) in the case of expenditures in excess aE_oaTs _Y C_TAXN rr_soNs portunity to- demonstrate that no action

should, be taken against such person by the
of $100 by a political comrmttee other tl_n S_c. 105. Title III of the Act (2 U_.C. 431- Commission under this Act.
Sm authorized committee of a candidate ex- 441) is 'amended by striking out section 308 "(5) (A_ If the Co,am(ss(on determines
presaly advocating the election or defeat of thereof (2 U.S.C. 437a) and by redasignating that there IS reason to believe that any. per-
a clearly identified candidate, through a section 309 through section 321 as section son has committed or is about' to commit
separato schedule (A) any information re- 308 through Section 320, rsspectlYely, a vioZation of _his Act or of chapter .95 or
qtt_tred by paragraph i(9), stated in a manner 1=ow_s OF COmmiSSION chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code ofwl/lCh indicates whether the expenditure in-
volved is in support Of, or in opposition to, : SEC. 106. (a) Section 310(a) of the Act 1954, the Commission shall make every eh-

Candidate; and (B) under penalty of per- (2 U.S.C. 437d(a) ), as redesignated by sec- deavor to correct or prevent such violation
illS-y, a certlfi_tion Whether such expendi- tlon 105. Is amended_ by informal methods of conference, concllia-
tur_ is made in cooperS(on, consultation, or (1) in paragraph (8) thereof, by inserting Sion, and persuasion, and to enter into a
oo_acert, with. or at the requast or suggestion "develop such prescribed forms and to" lin- conciliation a_reement with the person in-
of, any candidate or any authorized commit- mediately before "make", and by inserting volved. A conciliation agreement, unless vic-
tee or agent of s_ueh candidate; and". immediately after "Act" th e foll0wing: "and lated, shall constitute an absolute bkr to any

(4) Section 304(b)of the Act (2 U,S.C. chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal further action by the Cornmt_si0n with re-
4_4(h) ) is further amended by inserting ina. Revenue Code of 1954"; spect to the violation which is the subject of

(2) in paragraph (9) thereof, by striking the agreement, including 'bringing a civil
_ly after p/_ragraph (14) the following out "and sectloi_ 508' and all that follows proceeding under paragraph (B) of this sec-new paragraph:

"(15) When committee treasurers and can- through "States,Code" and inserting in lieu tion.
dtdat_ show $_xat best efforts have been thereof 'and chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the "(B) If the Commission is unable to cot-

to obtain and submit the information Internal Revenue Code of 1954"; and rect or prevent any such violation by such
required by this subeectior_, they shall be (3) by striking out paragraph (10) and informal methods, She Commission may, if
deemed to be in compliance with this sub- redes(gnat(nc paragraph (11) as paragraph the Commission determines there is probablo
section.". (10). cause to believe that a violation has occurred

(d) Section $04(e) of the Act (2 U.S.C. (b) (1) Section 310(a) (6) of the Act (2 or is about to occur, institute a civil action
41Yi(e) ) Is amended to read as follows: U.S.C. 437d(a)(6)), as redes(gusted by sec- for relief, including a permanent or tem-

"(e) (1) Every person (other than a po- sion 105, is amended to read as follows: porary injunction, restralntug order, or any
lit(cai committee or candidate) who makes "(6) to initiate (through civil actlYns for other appropriate order, Including a civil

injunctive, declaratory, or other appropriate penalty which does not exceed the greatercontributions or expenditures expressly ad-
¥o_ting the election or defeat of a clearly relief), defend (in the case of any civil ac- of $5,000 or an amount equal to the amount
identified 0and(date, other than by contribu- tion brought under section 313 (a) (9)), or of any contribution or expenditure involved
tion to a political committee or candidate, appeal any eivtl action in the name of the in such v_olation, In the district court of the
in an aggregate amonnt in excess of $100 COmmission for the purpose of enforcing th e United States for She district in which the
within a calendar year shall file with the provisions of this Act and chapter 95 and person against whom such action ds found,
ComrnmslOn, on aform prepared bythe Com- chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of resides, or transacts business.
mission, a statement containing the inform- 1954, through its general counsel;". "(C) In any civil action instituted by the
ation required of a person who makes a con- (2) Section 310 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 4.27d), COmmission under paragrapl_ (B), _he court
tribution in excess of $I00 to a candidate as redesignated by section 105, _samended by shall grant a permanent or temporary in-

adding at the end t&ereo! the lollowlng aew Junction, restraining order, or other order, in-
or poIltical committee and the Information subsection: cl_ding a civil penalty which does not exceedrequired .of a candidate or political commit-
tee receiving _uCh a contribution. "(e) Except as provided In section 313(a) the greater of $5,000 or an amount equal

"(2) A corporation, labor organization, or (9), the power of the Commission to initiate to the amount of any contribution or ex-
other membership °rganization which ex- civil actions under subsection (a)(ti) shall penditure involved in such violation, upon
plicitly advocates the election Or defeat of be the exclusive civil remedy for the enforce- a proper shoWing that the perSOn involved
a clearly identified candidate through a c°m- mens of the provisions of this Act._'. has engaged or Is about to engage in a vio-

lation of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter
nm_lea_n with lt_ stoel/holders or members ra_oac_z_ 95 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
or their families shall, notwithstanding the SEc. 107. Section 313 of the Act (2 U_S.C "(D) If the Corem!es(on determines that
provisiems of section 801(f)(4)(C), report 437g), as redesi_nated by section 105, is there is probable cause,to believe that &
such expenditures in excess of $1,000 per amended to read as follows: knowing and willful violation under section
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328 (al, or a knowing and willful violation of or the action, or the failure to act, is contra :i' of ]aw_ no Senator, Representative, Resident
a provision of chapter 95 or 96 of the Xnternal to law and may direct the Commission iL,_ Conxmissioner, or Delegate shall mall as
]Revenue Code of 1954, has occurred or is proceed in co_formlty with that declaratio_L franked mail under section 8210 of title 39,
about to occur, it may refer such apparent within thirty days, failing which the con_,. Unitec. States Code, any general mass mail-
violation to the Attorney General of the plainant may bring in his own name a ci_H lng when such mailing is mailed at or de-
United States without regard to the limits- action to remedy the violation complained o!. livered to any postal facility leas than sixty
f,ions set forth in subparagraph (Al of this "iii) The Judgn_)nt of the distrl_t cou:c;; days t_rior to the date of any primary or
paragraph, may be appealed to the court of appeals anal general election in which such Senator, Rep-

"(6) (Al If the Commission believes that the Judgment of the court of appeals afflrn_, resent_{tive, Resident Conmatssioner, or Dele-
l_here is clear and convLncing proof that a lng or setting _ide, in whole or in part, an7 gato L; a candidate for _deral office. For
l_,nowlng and willful violation of the Act or such order of the district court shall be final, purposes of this subsection in term 'general
c:hapter 05 or 95 of the Internal Revenue subject to review b.v the Supreme Court (i maf_ isa/ling* means nowsletters and similar
Code of 1954 has been committed, any con- the Lrnited States upon certiorari or eertifica mailings of more than five hundred pieces
clllation agreement entered into by the Corn- tlon as provided in section 1254 of title _1 the coatent of which is substantially identi-
mission under paragraph (5) (Al may include United States Code. cal an,a which are mailed to or delivered to
a. requirement that the person involved in "(12) Any action brought under this su_. any postal facility at the same time or sev-
such conciliation agreement shall pay a civil section shall be advanced on the docket c i era] different times.";
penalty which does not exceed the greater of the court in which filed, and put ahead c: (3) by striking out section 320 (2 U.S.C.
(il $10,000; or (il) an amount equal to 300 ali other actions (other than other actto_._:', 441), as redesignated by section 105 of this
percent of the amount of any contribution brought under this _mbsection or under sec Act; a_d
c_ expenditure involved in such violation, lion 314). (,t) by inserting after section 319 (2 U.S.C.

"(B) If the Commission believes that a vic- "(13) If the Commission determines site: 439c), as redesignated b_r such section 105,
lation of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter an investigation that any person has violats_ the following new sections:
96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 has an order of the court entered in a procee0 "LIMITATIONS ON Co1wrRIBUTIONSAND
been committed, a conciliation agreement lng brought under paragraph (5), it mar _xezNvrr_rREs

entered into by the Commission under para- patition the court for an order to adJudicab: "SEC. 320. (al (I) No person shall make
graph (5)(Al may fnchide a requirement that person in civil contempt, or, if it be. contributions---
that the person involved in such conciliation Reves the violal/(m to be knowing and will
agreement shall pay a civil penalty which ful, it may instead petition the court icj "iA) to any candidate and his authorized

polttic_l committees with respect to any
dices not exceed the greater of (!) $5,000; or an order to adjudicate that person in crim. electros for Federal office which, in the ag-
(il) an amount equal to the amount of the lnal contempt, gregat_, exceed $1,000;
contribution or expenditure involved in such "(b) In any case in which the Commission::
violation, refers an apparent violation to the Attorne,_ "(B) to any political committee estab-

lished and maintained by a political party,
"(7) The Comm/selon shall make ava/laMe General, the Attorney General shall responc which is not the authorized political corn-

to the public the results of any conciliation by report to the Commission with respec_ mitbee of any candidate,, in any calendar
attempt, including any conciliation agree- to any action taken 'by the Attorney Genera' year which, in the aggregate, exceed
ment entered into by the Commission, and regarding such apparent violation. Each re. $25,00(,; or
any determination by the Commission that port shall be transrmtted no later than sixt_ "(C) to any other political committee on
x_o violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or 96 days after the date the Commission refer_ any calendar year which, in the aggregate,
of the internal Revenue Code of 1954 has any appare_xt violation, and at the close cd excced $5,000.
occurred, every thirty-day Period thereafter until ther_ "(2) No multi-candidate political corn-

''(8) In any civil action for relief instituted is final disposition of such apparent viola,- mit'bee shall make contril_,utions--
by the Commission under paragraph (5), if tion. The Commission may from time to tlm,_
tlae court determines that the Commission prepare and publish reports on the statu4 "(Al to any candidate and his authorized
has established through clear and convincing of such referrals.", politic_l committees with respect to any elec-

tion for Federal office which, in the aggre-
proof that the person involved In such civil PaOHXBrrXON ON CO_¢VEaSXONOr CONTRXm:_ gate, exceed $5,000;
$otion has co_ a knowing and Willful T_ON:; TO :PERSONALUSE
?tol_tlon of this Act or of chaptor 98 or §8 of "B) to any politteal committee estab-
tlae Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the court S_c. 107A. Section 317 of the Act (2 U.S._:_ lished and maintained by a political party,
may impose a civil penalty of not more than 430a) is amended by inserting after "othe_ which is not the authorized COmmittee of
tlae greater of (Al $10,000; or (El an amount lawful purpose" the _:ollowing: ", except tha, t any candidate in any calendar year, which,
equal to 3OO percent of the contribution or no such amount may be converted to aru in the aggregate, exceed $25,000; or
expenditure involved in such violation. In personal use". "(C) to any other political committee in
any case in which such person has entered VVTZSS OF COMMISSION any calendar year which, in the aggregate,
_nto a conciliation agreement with the Corn- SEc. 108. (al Section 315(a) (6) of the Act exceed $10,000.
mission under paragraph (5)(A), the Corn- (2 U.8.C. 438(a)(6)), as redeslgnated b'j The limitations on contributions contained
_fission may institute a civil action for relief section 105, is amended by inserting immedi, in ]paragraph (2) do not apply to transfers
under paragraph (8) if it believes that such ately before the semicolon at the end therecd betweea and among political committees
person has violated any provision of such the inllowing: ", and to compile and main. which are national, State, district, or local
conciliation agreement. In order for the Corn- tain a separate cumulative index of report_ commi:tees (including an7 subordinate com-
missl_)n to obtain relief In any such civil ac- and statement_ filed With it by pollticali mittee thereof) of the same political party.
tlLon, i_ ahati be sufficient for the Commission committees supporting more than one can_ For p_rposes of this paragraph, the term
to establish that such person has violated, iix didate, which shall llnclude a listing of th_ 'multi-candidate political committee' means
whole or in part, any requirement of such date of the registration of any such politt_ a polit:Lcal committee which has been regis-
conctUatlon agreement, cai committee and the date upon which auy tered under section 303 for a period of not

"(9) In any action brought under para- such political committee qualifies to make less than slx months, which has received
graph (5) or paragraph (8) of this subsec- expe_dituros under section 320, and whlc1_ contril:utions from more titan fifty persons,
lion, subpenas for witnesses who are required shall be revised on the same basis and a and, e_cept for any State political party or-
to attend a United Sta_es district court may the .,_me time as the other cumulative in. ganizatlon, has made contributions to five
r_n into any other district, dices required' under this paragraph", or mor,) candidates for Federal office.

"(! 0) (Al Any party aggrieved by an order (b) Section 315(c) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. "(3) For purposes of the limitations under
o!B the Commission dismissing a complaint 438(c) (2)), as redeatgnated by section 10,5_ pars.gr_phs (I) and (2), all contributions
/lied by such party under paragnaph (1), or /s amended by striking out "30 legislative made by political committees established,
by a failure on the part oI the Comm_mion days" in the first sentence and inserting i_:_ financed, maintained, or controlled by any
to act on such complaint in accordance lieu thereof the following: "30 calendar day:_ person or persons, including any parent, sub-
with the provisions of this section within or 15 legislative days, whichever is later,", sldl_ry, branch, division, department, atoll-
ninety days after the filing of such corn- 2LDDITIONALENFOaCEMENT AUTHORITY ate, or local unit of such person, or by anyplaint, may file a petition with the United

SEC'. 109. Section 407 of the Act (2 U.S.C group of persons, shall be considered to have
States District Court for the District of 456) i,a repealed, been. made by a single l_)litical committee.
Columbia. except that (Al nothing in this sentence

"(B) The filing cf any action under sub- CONTRIBUTIONA;_D EXPENDITURELII_IITATIONS; shal:L limit transfers between political corn-
paragraph (Al shall be made--- OT_Fm _.ZMITaT_ONS mittees of funds raised through joint fund-

"(il in the case of the dismissal of a corn- SEe. 110. Title XII c,f the Act (2 U.S.C. 431. raising efforts; (B) this ,sentence shall not
plaint by the 0ornmtssion, no later than 441) is amended-- apply so that contributions made by a po-
sl_ty days after such di_,_issal; or (1) by Inserting "(al" before "No" litical l_arty through a single national com-

"(il) In the case of a failure on the part section 318 (2 U.S.C. 439b), as redesignateii_ mittce and contributior_ by that party
of the Commission to act on such complaint, by section 105 of this Act; _hrough a single State committee in each
no later than sixty days after the ninety-day (2) by adding the following new subsec- $tat,_ are treated as having been made by a
period specified in subparagraph (Al. _lon at the end of sec'tion 318 (2 U.S.C. 439b single political committee: and (C) a polit-

"(C) In such proceeding the court may as redesignated by section 105 of this Act: tcal committee of a national organization
_teclare that the dismissal of the complaint "(b) Notwithstanding any other provisior shall n,:}t be precluded from contributing to
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a candidate or committee merely because of to be expenditures made by or on behalf of The term 'voting age population' means reel-
its affiliation with a national multioandldate the candidate of such party for election to dent population, eighteen years of age or
political committee which has made the the office of President of the United States; older,
maximum contribution It is permitted to and "(f) No candidate or political committee
make to a candidate ora committee. ' (B) an expenditure is made on behalf of shall knowingly accept any contribution or

"(4) No individual shall make contribu- a candidate, including a Vice Presidential make any expenditure in violation of the pro-
tions aggregating more than $"25,000 in any candidate, If it is made by--- visions of this section. No officer or employee
calendar Year. For purposes of this para- "(1) an authorized committee or any other of a political committee shall knowingly ac-
graph, any contribution made to a candidate agent of the candidate for the purposes of copt a contribution made for the benefit ar
in a year other than the calendar year in making any expenditure; or use of a candidate, or knowingly make any
which the election is h'eld with reject to "(ii) any person authorized or requested expenditure on behalf of a candidate, tn vl0-
which such contribution was made, is con- by the candidate, an authorized committee lation of any limitation imposed on contri-
sldered to be made during the calendar of tho candidate, or an agent of the candi - buttons and expenditures under this section.
year in which such election is held. date, to make the expenditure. "(g) The Commission shall prescribe rules

"(5) For purposes of this subsection-- "(c) fl) At the beginning of each calen- under which any expenditure by a candidate
"(A) contributions to a named candidate dar year (commencing in 1976), as there be- for Presidential nomination for use In two

made to any political cOmmittee authorized come available necessary data from the Bu- or more States shall be attributed to such
by such candidate to accept contributions reau of Labor Statistics of the Department candidate's expenditure limitation In each
on his behalf shall be considered to be con- of Labor, the Secretary of Labor shall certify such State, based on the voting age popula-
tributions made to such candidate; to the Commission and publish in the Fed- tlon in such State which can reasonably be

"(B) fl) expenditures made by any person eral Register the percent difference between expected to be influenced by such expendl-
in cooperation, conSUltation, or concert, the price index for the twelve months pre- ture.
with, or at the request or suggestion of, a ceding the beginning of such calendar year "(h) Notwithstanding any other provision
candidate, his authorized POlitical commit- and the price index for the base period. Each of this Act, amounts totaling not more than
tees, ce their agents, shall be considered to limitation established by subsection (b) and $20,000 may be contributed to a candidate
be a contribution to such candidate; subsection (d) shall be increased by such for nomination for election, or for election,

"(il) the financing by any person of the percent difference. Each amount so increased to the United States Senate during the year
dissemination, distribution, or republication, shall be the amount in effect for such calen- In which an election is held In which he is
in whole or in part, of any broadCaSt or any dar year. such a candidate, by the Republican or Dem-
written, graphic, /)r other form of campaign "(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)-- ocratlc Senatorial Campaign Committee, or
materials prepared by the candidate, his "(A) the term 'price index' means the the national committee of a political party,
campaign committees, or their authorized average over a calendar year of the :Con- or any combination of such committees.
agents shall be co_nsidered to be an expert- eumer Price Index fall items--United States "CONTRIBUTIONSOR F-,XpENDITITRESBY NATION&L
dlture for purposes of this paragraph; and city average) published monthly by the Bu- BANKS, CORPOaATxONS,OR LABOR Oa_AN_a-

"(C) contributions made to or for the reau Of Labor Statistics; and TZONS

benefit of any candidate nominated by a "(B) the term 'base period' means the cai- "SEC. 321. (a) It is unlawful for any ne-political party for election to the office of enda r year 1974.
Vice President of the United States shall "(d)(1) Notwithstanding any other provi- tlonal bank, or any corporation organized

by authority of any law of Congress, to make
be considered to be contributionS made to sion of law with respect to limitations on a contribution or expenditure in connection
or for the benefit of the candidate of such expenditures or limitations on contribution s , with any election to any political office, or
party for election to the office of President the national committee of _ political party in connection with any primary election or
of the United States. and a State committee of a political party, political convention or caucus held to select

"(6) The limitations imposed by para- including any subordinate committee of a candidates for any political office, er for any
graphs fl) and (2) of this subsection (other State committee, may make expenditures In corporation whatever, or any labor organl-
than the annual limitation on contributions connection with the general election cam- zatlon to make a contribution or expenditure
to a political committee under paragraph palgn of candidates for Federal office, sub- in connection with any election at which
(2) (B)) shall apply separately with respect Ject to the limitations contained in para- Presidential and Vice Presidential electors
to each election, except that all elections graphs (2) and (3) of this subsection, or a Senator or Representative in, or a Dele-
held tn any calendar year for the office of "(2) The national committee of a pollt- gate or Resident Commissioner to, Congress
President of the United States (except a teal party may not make any expenditure In are to be voted for, in connection with any
general election for such office) shall be connection with the general election cam- primary election or political convention, or
considered to be one election, paign of any candidate for President of the caucus held to select candidates for any of

"(7) For purposes of the limitations itu- United States who Is affiliated with such party the foregoing offices, or for any candidate,
posed by this Section, all contributions which exceeds an amount equal to 2 cents political eommltee, or other person to accept
made by a person, either directly or indi- multiplied by the voting age population of or receive any contribution prohibited by
rectty, on behalf of a particular candidate, the United _tates (as certified under sub- this section, or for any officer or any director
ineiuding contributio_ which are in ,any section (e)). Any expenditure under this of any corporation or any national bank or
way. earmarked or otherwise directed paragraph shall be in addition to any ex- any officer of any labor organization to con-
through an intermediary or conduit to such penditure by a national committee of a polit- sent to any contribution or expenditure by
candidate, shall be treated as. contributions lcal party serving as the principal campaign the corporation, national bank, or labor or-
from such person to such candidate. The committee of a candidate for the office of the ganizatlon, as the case may be, prohibited
hatermediary or conduit shall report the President of the Unified States. by this section.
'original source and the intended recipient "(3) The national committee of a pollt- "(b) fi) For the purposes of this section
of such contribution to the Commission ical party, or a State committee of a political 'labor organization' means any organization
and to the intended recipient, party, including any subordinate committee of any kind, or any agency or employee rep-

"(b) (1) No candidate for the ofce of Pres- of a State committee, may not mak e any resentation committee or plan, in which em-
ldent of the United States who is eligible expenditure in connection with the general ployees participate and which exist for the
under section 9003 of the Internal Revenue election campaign of a candidate for Federal purpose, In whole or In part, of dealing with
Code of 1954 (relating to condition for eltgi- office in a State who is affiliated with such employers concerning grievances, labor dis-
bility for payments) or under section 9033 party which exceeds_
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (re- "(A) in the case of a candidate for sled- putes, wages, rates of pay, hours of employ-ment, or conditions of work. As used in this
lating to eligibility for payments) to re- tlon to the office of Senator, or of Representa- section and in section 12 (h) of the Public
solve payments from the Secretary of the tire from a State which is entitled to only Utility Holding Company Act (15 U.S.C. 791
Treasury may make expenditures in excess one Representative, the greater of-- (h)), the phrase 'contribution or expendi-
of_ "(1) 2 cents multlpled by the voting age ture' shall include any direct or indirect pay-

"(A) $I0,000,000, In the case of a campaign population of the State (as certified under merit, distribution, loan, advance, deposit,
for nomination for election to such office, ex- subsection (e)); or or glft of money, or any services, or anything
copt the aggregate of expenditures under "(ii) $20,000; and of value (except a loan of money by a ua-
this subparagraph In any one State shall not "(B) In the case of a candidate for elec- ttonal or State bank made in accordance
exceed the greater of 16 cents multiplied by tion to the office of Representative, Del'egate, with the applicable banking l_ws and regu-
the voting age population of the State (as or Resident Commissioner in any other State, lations and In the ordinary course of busl-
certified under subsection (e)), or $200,000; $10,000. ness) to any candidate, campaign commit-
or "(e) During the first week of January tee, or political party or organization, in

"(B) $20,000,000 in the case of a campaign 1975, and every subsequent year, the Sec- connection with any election to any of the
for election to such office, retary of Commerce shall certify to the Corn- offices referred to in this section; but shall
"(2) For purposes of this subse, ction-- mission and publish in the Federal Register not include communications by a corpora-

"(A.) expenditures made by or on behalf an estimate of the voting age population of tion to Its stockholders and executive or ad-
of any candidate nominated by a political the United States, of each State, and of each ministrative personnel and their families
par_y for election to the office 'of Vice Pres!- congressional district as of the first day of or by a labor organization to its members and
dent of the United States shall be considered July next preceding the date of certification, their families on any subject; nonpartisan
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registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns "($) For purposes of this section, the ter:H_ mitreS, the name of any amltated or con-
by a corporation aimed at its stockholders 'executive or administrative personne3' nected organization required to be disclosed
and executive or administrative personnel means individuals exoployed by a corporatiE:,_ uric[er section 303(b) (2).
I_cadtheir families, or by a labor organization who are paid on a salary, rather than hourl_, "CO:qTRIrUTZONS BY FOREIGN NATZON&LS

s_tmed at its members and their families; or basis and who have poltcymaking or supel ", ",Src. 324. (a) It shall be unlawful for a
t:he establishment, administration, and Vlsory responsibilities, foreign nation directly or through any
jg)licitation of contributions to a separa_ "(7) For purposes of this section, the ter:H_ other person to make any contribution of
I!_gregated-fund to be utilized for political 'stockholder' includes any individual who h_ mo:ney or other thing of value, or to promise
ll)urpasee by a corporation or labor organlza- a legal Or vested beneficial interest tn stoci_, expressly or tmpliedly to make any such con-
_,lon, or by a membership organization, co- including, but not limited to, an employee _I trlbut_on, in connection with an election to
operative, or corporation without capital a corporation who participates in a stoic]; any' ptdittcal office or in connection with any
_,_tock. bonus, stock option, or employee stock, primary election, convention, or caucus held

"(2) It shal! be unlawful-- ownership plan. to select candidates for any political o_ce;
"(A) for such a fund to make a contrtbu- "COI_TRIB1UTION$BY 6;OVERNME_T CONTRACTOI_i or for any person to solicit, accept, or receivetlon or expenditure by utilizing money or

anything of value secured by physical force, ".qFc. 322. (a) It shall be unlawful for a_,_.! any such contribution from a foreign na-
bob dlscrlm_natAon, financial reprisals, or the person-- ttonal.
threat of fcece, Job disc_qmination, or finan- "(1) who enters into any contract wil:l_ "(b) As used in this section, the term
trial reprisal; or by dues, fees, or other moneys the United States or any department or. ager_. 'foreigu national' means---
required as a condition of membership in a cy tlsereof eitht,r for the rendition of persql:_. "(1) a foreign principal, as such term is
l_abOr OrganiZation or as a condition of em- al services or furnirhlng any material, sul? defined by section 1(b) of the Foreign Agents
ployment, or by moneys obtained in any plies, or equipment to the United States _,. Ref,_stcation Act of 1938 (2_ U.S.C. 611(b)),
commercial transaction; any department or agency thereof or for seL. except that the term 'foreign national' shall

"(_B) for an-employee to solicit a subordi- lng any land or building to the United Stat(_% not include any individual who ts a citizen
r,_ata enaployse; or auy department or agency thereof, if pay. of the _Ynlted States; or

"(O) for any person soliciting an employee n_ent for the performance of such contract "(2) an individual who is not a citizen of
ice a contribution to such a fund to fail to c,. payment l'or such material, supplie. _, the U:ai_d States and _Fao is not lawfully.
_aform such employee of the political pur- equipment, land, or building is to be matt i adr. alt'_;ed for permanent residence, as defined
l:)es_ of such fund at the time of such solict- ir. whole or in part from funds appropriatc_i by section 101 (a) (20) of the Immigration
ration; and by the Congress, at; any time between th' anti Nationality Act (8 U.8.C. l101(a) (20) ).

"(D) _or any person soliciting an employee commencement; of negotiations for and tl:,_ "Paog:_sr_oN or co_rrars_.ro_s x_r _a_a_ or
_or a co_,tribution to such a fund to fail to later of (A) the completion of performanc.: _o_a_
inform such employee, at the time of such under, or (B)the termination of negotiatior_:'
!_olicitatton of his right to refuse to so con- for, such contract or furnishing of materta "SEc. 325. No person sh_,ll make a contrlbu-
tribute without any reprisal, supplies, equipment, land, or buildings, d_. tion in the name of another person or know-

"(3) (A) Except as provided in subpara- rectiy or indirectly to make any conttibutto_l ingly permit his name to be used to effect
i_aphs (B) and (C), it shall be unlawful-- of money or other thing of value, or to pron:_, such · contribution, and no person shall

"(t) for a corporation, or a separate segre- isa expressly or tmpltedly to 'make any su(:'._ knowingly accept a contribution made by one
/_,_ted fund established by: a corporation, to contribution, to any political party, commt:c:, person in the name ef another person.
solicit contributions to such a fund from tee, or candidate for public office or to ar_ "LI;_rI'ATION Ok_ CONTRrs_F_ION OF CURRENCY
amy perSon other than its stockholders and person for any poltVical purpose or use; c_' "Szc. 326. No person shall make contrtbu-
l;helr families and its executive or adminis- "(2) knowingly to, solicit any such contr.., tto_s of currency of th_ United States or
t:rattve personnel and their families, and bution from a:ay such person for any suc'._ currem.cy of any foreign country to or for

"(il) for a labor organization, or a separate purpose during any l_uch period, the bf_nefit of any candidate which, in the
segregated fund established by a labor or- "(b) This section does not prohibit ,:_, aggretate, exceed $100, with respect to any
i;anization, to solicit contributions to such make unlawful the establishment or ac_.. campaign of such candidate for nomination
_ fund from any person other than _ mere- ministration of, or the solicitation of co_:_, for election, or for election, to Federal office.
bors and their fgmllies, trlbutions to, any separate segregated fur_:_! "Fi_AUDTJLEI_TMISREPRESEZqTATIOIqOF CAM-

"(B) It shall not be unlawful under this by any corporation or labor organization f,:_: PAZGlqAD'THORI_Y
section for a corporation_ a labor orgauiza- the purpose of influencing the nominatio_] "SEC. 327. NO person who is a candidate for
taon, or a separate segregated fund estab- for election, or election, of any person 't.: FedLer_,l office or an employee or agent of such
l[ished by such corporatiOn or such labor or- Federal office, unless the provisions of sectloi _ car.die[ate shall--
li'_!_tion, to make two written solicitations 321 prohibit or make unlawful the establish. "(1) fraudulently misr,_present _aimself or
for contributions during the calendar year merit or administration of, or the solicttatio_ any c_mmlttee or organization under his
ii'rom any stockholder, officer, or employes of of contributions to, such fund. Each specili: control as speaking or writing or otherwise
_ corporation or the families of such per- protdbttlon, allowance, and duty applicablL. _ acting for or on behalf of any other candl-
_!_ns. A solicitation under this subparagraph to a corporatlo:_, lal_or organization, or/ep_, date cr political party or employee or agent
may be made only by mail addressed _o the rate segregated, fund under section 321 ap. thereof on a matter whi.ch is damaging to
_!,_ockholder, officer, or employee at his rest- plies to a corporation, labor organization, ,:_: such other candidate or political party or
dence, and shall be so designed that the separate segregated fund to which this sub. employee or agent thereof; or
t_rporation, labor organl?ation, or separate sectio n applies.. ';(2) willfully and knowingly to participate
_:_gregated fund conducting such solicits- "(c) For purposes of this section, the ter_ in or conspire to participate in any plan,
'l_on cannot determine who makes a contrt- 'labor organization' has the meaning gtve_ scheme, or design to vioiLate paragraph (1).
2ration as a result of such solicitation and it by section 321, "PENALTY FOR ¥_OLATZONS

'_ho _ not. "PUBLICATION oa _mrRrsUTXON OF _oLrrrc, : "SE(:. 328. (a) Any person, following the
"(C) This paragraph shall not prevent a STA'rEMENTS enactment of this section, who knowingly

:membership organization, cooperative, or car- "fIEC. 323. Whenever any person makes l_:_ and willfuUy commits a violation of any pro-
poration without capital stock, or a separate expenditure for the purpose of financlr_! vtsier_ or provisions of thl.,_ Act which involves
i!_gregatedfund established by a membership communications expressly advocating tl:_' the risking, recetying, or reporting of any
organization, COOperative, or corporation election or def,;at of a clearly identified ca_:t, contribution or expenditure having a value
.q_ithout capital stock, from soliciting contri- didate through broadcasting stations, new:_- in thf: aggregate of $1,000 or more during a
butions to such a fund from members of such papers, magazines, outdoor advertising fact_., cal,_n¢i.ar year shall be fined in an amonnt
,l_,-ganization, cooperative, or corporation ltles, direct mails, and other slmilar types :_:_l which does not exceed the greater of $25,000
'without capital stock, general public political advertising, suc_ or 30(, percent of the amount of any con-

"(4) Notwithstanding any other law, any communication-- tribution or expenditure involved in such
:method of soliciting voluntary contributions "(I) if authorized, by a candidate, his a_.i. vlotat on, imprisoned for not more than one
or of facilitating the making of voluntary thorlzed political committees or their agent:! year, _)r both. A willful and knowing viola-
contributions to a separate segregated fund shall clearly and conspicuously, in accor,:t, tlola cf section 321(b)(2'1, including such a
i._stabliahed by a corporation, permitted to ahc_ with regulations prescribed by the Coih. vlolat'.on of the provisions of such section, as
corporations, shall also be permitted to labor mission, state that the communication h_: applicable through eectton 32'2(b), ts pun-
organizations, been authorized; or ishable by a fine of not more than $50,000,

"(5) Any corporation that utilizes a meth- "(2) if not authorized by a candidate, hL- imprlronment for not more than 2 years, or
_1 of soliciting voluntary contributions or autixorized, political committees, or thigh both. In the case of a knowing and willful
:_Alltatlng the making of voluntary contrl- agents, shall clearly and conspicuously, tn ac. vlo[at:.on of section 325 or 326, the penal$ies
l)utions, shall made avail.able, on written re- coraance with regulations prescribed by thi: set forth in thts section shall apply to a
_aest and at a cost sufficient only to rolm- Commission, state _hat the communlcatlc,:_ vloiat:.on involving an amount having a value
bun_ the corporation for the expens_ in- is not authorized by any candidate, av._ tn th_ aggregate of $2§C, or more during a
_ ti_eeby, that method, to a labor state the name of _he person who made _:_ calenciar year. In the cass of a knowing and
_alzation representing any members financed the expenditure for the communic_, willful violation of section 327, the penalties
working for that corporation" tion,' including, _he case of a political co_. set fo:_th in this section _shall apply without
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regard to whether the making, receiving, or such section and by striking out "or of sec- regulations) is amended by striking out "30
reporting of a contribution or expenditure of tion 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 616, 516, or 617 of legislative days" and inserting in lieu thereof
$1,000 or more was involved, title 18, United States Code," in the second the following: ,'30 calendar days or 15 legis-

· "(b) A defen/lant in any criminal action sentence of such subsection, lative days, whichever is later,".
brought for the. violation of a provision of (f) (1) Section 406(a) of the 2/ct (2 U.S.C. Ex.,iom,'r.rrY fuse PAYMENTS
this Act, or of a provision of _hatper 95 or 455(a) ) is amended by striking out "or of SEC. 304. Section 9033(b) (1) of the In-
96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, section 608, 610, 611, 613, /]14, 615, 616, or ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to ex-
may introduce as evidence of his lack of 617 of title 18, United States Code".
knowledgeof or intent to commit the offense (2) Section 406(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. Dense liraitatton; declaration of intent;minimum contributions) is amended by
for which the action was brought a concllia- 455(b) ) is amended by striking out "or sec-
tion agreement entered into between the de- tion 608, 610, 611, or 513 of title 18, United striking out "l_mitatlon" and inserting in
fendant and the Corarnission under section States Code,". lieu thereof "limitations".
313 which specifically deals with the act or (g) Section 591 of title 18, United States QUALIFmn CAMPAIGNEXPENSELIMITATION
failure to act constituting such offense and Code, is amended-- SEC. 305. (a) Section 9035 of the Internal
which is still in effect. (1) by striking out "608(c) of this title" Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to qualified

"(c) In any criminal action brought for a in subsection (f) (4) (H) and inserting in lieu campaign expense limitation) is amended--
violation of a provision of this Act, Or of a thereof "section 320(b) of the Federal Elco- (1) in the heading thereof, by striking
provision of Chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal tion Campaign Act of 1971"; out "LIMITATION" and inserting in lieu
Revenue Code of 1954, the court before (2) by striking out "by section 608(b)(2) thereof "LIMITATIONS";
which such action is brought shall take into of this title" in subsection (f) (4) (I) and in- (2) by inserting "(a) Expenditure Limita-
account, in weighing, the seriousness of the serting in lieu thereof "under section 320 tions.--" immediately before "No candi-
offense and in considering the appropriate- (a) (2) of the Federal Election Campaign Act date";
ness of the penalty to be imposed if the de- of 1971"; and (3) by inserting immediately after "States

(3) by strlking out "310(a)" in subsec- Code" the following: ", and no candidatefendant l/found guilty, whether--
"(1) the specific act or failure to act tlon (k) and inserting in lieu thereof "309 shall knowingly make expenditures from his

which constitutes the offense for which the (a) ". personal funds, or the personal funds of his
action was brought is the subject of a con- TITLE II--AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 18, immeidate family, in connection with his
eiliatton agreement entered into between the UNITED STATES CODE campagin, for nomination for election to the
defendant and the Commission under section REPEAL OF CERTAINPROVISIONS ofnce of President in excess of, in the ag-

313, SEC. 201. (a) Chapter 29 of title 18, United gregate, $50.000"; and(4) by adding at the end thereof the fol-
'(2) the conciliation agreement is in el- States Code, is amended by striking out sec- lowing new subsection:

fect, and tions 608, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, "(b) DEFINITXON OF IMMEDIATE FAMILy.--
"(3) the defendant is, with respect to the and 617. For purposes of this section, the term 'ira-

violation for which the defense is being as- (b) The table of sections for chapter 29 of mediate family' means a candidate's spouse,
serted, in compliance with the conciliation title 18, United States Code, is amended by and any child, parent, grandparent, brother,
agreement.", striking out the items relating to sections half-brother, sister, or half-sister of the

A1DYHORIZATXONOF APPROPRIfATIONS 008, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, and 617. candidate, and the spouses of such persons.".
Sgc. 111. Section 319 of the Act (2 U.S.C. TITLE III--AM]CIqDIkEENTS TO INTERNAL (b) The table of sections for chapter 96

439c), as redesignated by section 105, is REVENUE CODE OF 1954 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is
amended by adding at tlxe end thereof the fol- ENTITLEMENTOr ELmmLE CANDIOATRSFOR amended by striking out the item relating
lowing sentence: "There are authorized to PAYMENTS to section 9035 and inserting in lieu thereof
be appropriated to the Federal Election Corn- the fiyllowing new item:
_dasion $8,000,000 for the fiscal year ending SEC. 301. (a) Section 9004 of the Internal
June 30, 1976, $2,000,000 for the period be- Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to entitle- "Sec. 9035. Qualified campaign expense
ginning July 1, 1976, and ending September menb of eligible candidates to payments) is limitations.".
80, 1976, and $8,000,000 for the fiscal year amended by adding at the end thereof the (c) For purposes of applying section 9035
eliding September 30, 1977.". following zlew subsections: (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

"(d) EXPENDITURES PROM PERSONAL as amended by subsection (a), expenditures
SAVINGS PROVISION PUNDS.--In order to be eligible to receive any made by an individual after January 29,

SEC. 112. Except as otherwise provided by payment under section 9006, the candidate 1976, and before the date of enactment of
this ACt, the repeal by this Act of any section df a major, · minor, or new party in a Presi- this Act shall not be taken into account.
or penalty shall not have the effect to re- dential election shall certify to the Commis- TERMINATXONOF PAYI_KENTSFOR LACK OF
lease or extinguish any penalty, forfeiture, or sion, under penalty of perjury, that such DEMONSTRABLESUPPORT
liability incurred under such section or pen- candidate shall not knowingly make expend- Sro. 306. Section 9037 of the Internal
airy, and such section or penalty shall be itures from his personal funds, or the per- Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to payments
tre/_ted as remaining in force for the purpose sonal funds of his immediate family, in con- to eligible candidates in primary campaigns)
of sustaining any proper action or prosecu- nection with his campaign for election to is amended by adding at the end thereof the
tion for the enforcement of any penalty, for- the office of President in excess of, in the following new subsection:
feiture, or liability, aggregate, $50,000. "(c) TERMINATXON OF PAYMENTS FOR LACI_

q_EClq[N]iCAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS "(e) DEFINITION OP IMMEDIATE FAMILY.-- OF DEMONSTRABLE SIYPPORT.--

SEC. 113. (a) Section 306(d) of the Act (2 For purposes of subsection (d), the term
U.S.C. 436(d)) is amended by inserting lin- 'immediate family' means a candidate's "(1) GENERAL RVLE.--Notwithstandlng any
mediately after "304(a) (1) (C) ," the follow- spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent, other provision of this chapter, no payment
lng: "304(c),". brother, half-brother, sister, or half-sister of shall be made under this chapter to any can-

(b) Section 310(a) (7) of the Act (2 U.S.C. the candidate, and the_spouses of such per- didate more than 30 days after the date of
437al(a) (7)), as redesignated by section 105, sons.", the second consecutive primary election in
is amended by striking out '_313" and insert- (b) For purposes of applying section 9004 which such candidate receives less than 10
lng in lieu thereof "312". (d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, percent of the number of votes cast for all

(e) (1) Section 9002(3) of the Internal as amended by subsection (a), expenditures candidates of the same party for the same
Revenue Code of 1954 (defining Commission) made by an individual after January 29, 1976, office in such primary election if the candi-
is amended bY striking Out "310(a)(1)" and and before the date of enactment of this date permitted or authorized the appearance
inserting in lieu thereof "309(a) (1)". Act shall not be taken into account, of his name on the ballot unless the candi-

(2) Section 9032(3) of the Internal Rev- PAYMENTSTO ELIGIBLECANDIDATES date certifies to the Commission that he will
not be an active candidate in the primary. If

enue Code of 1954 (defining Commission) is SEC. 302. Section 9006 of the Internal Rev- the primary elections are held in more than
amended by striking out "310(a)(1)" and enue Code of 1954 (relating to payments to one State on the same date, a candidate
inserting in. lieu thereof "309(a)(1)". eligible candidates) is amended by striking shall, for purposes of this subsection, _be

(d) (1) Section 301(e) (5) (F) of the Act (2 out subsection (b) thereof and by redesig- treated as receiving that percentage of the
U.S.C. 431(e) (5) (1=)) is amended by striking hating subsection (c) and subsection (d) as votes on that date which he received in the
out "the last paragraph of section 610 of subsection (b) and subsection (c), respec- primary election conducted on such date in
title 18, United States Code" and inserting tively.
in lieu thereof "section 321(b)". which he received the greatest percentage

(2) Section 301(f) (4) (H) of the Act (2 REVmW OF REGULATIONS vote. The provisions of this section shall
U.S.C. 431(f)(4)(H)) is amended by stxik- SEC. 303. (a) Section 9009(c)(2) of the apply as of the date of enactment of the
lng out "the last paragraph of section 610 of Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments
title 18, United States Code" and inserting review of regulations) is amended by strik- of 1976.
in lieu thereof "section 321(b)'. lng out "30 legislative days" and inserting "(2) REINSTATEMENT OF PAYMENTS._Not-

(e) Section 314(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. in lieu thereof the following: "30 calendar withstanding the provisions of paragraph
48Tn(a)), as redesignated by section 105, is days or 15 legislative days, whichever is (1), a candidate whose payments have been
amended by striking out "or of section 508, later,", terminated under paragraph (I) may again
610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, (b) Section 9039(c) (2) of the Internal receive payments (including amounts he
United States Code" in the first sentence of Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to review of would have received but for paragraph (1))

529
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if he recelv_ 20percent or more of the _otal shall, be elected or appointed State el!I! at_nCance of such witnesses, minister
]:lumber of votes cast for candidates et the rials; oaths, have such printing and binding done,
_;ame party JLn a primary election held _fter (2) six members shall be appointed by th, anc[ commission studies by any Federal
1:he date on which the election vzaS held Speaker of the Hou.'_ of Representatives, _:; agency or executive department, as the Com-
_hich was the basis for terminating pay- whom at least two shall be Members of tl:,_, mt-,_icndeems advisable.
meets to him.". Hom_, and at least two shall be elected (b) Per diem and mileage allowances for

TEC_IqIt_'ALA_ID CONFOaM][lqGAMEtqDiYI_:DITS appo.zated State officials; witae,.ses requested to appear under the
(3) six members shall be appointed by tt_ autho)-ity conferred by tJals section shall bo

SEC. 307_ (a) Section 9003(b)(5) et the Premdent; and patcl Item funds appropriated to the Corn-
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relatli_g to (4} two members shall be the chalrma: mlssio_x.
adjustment of entitlements) is amen0_ed_ of tLe two national political parties and sh_, (,2) 1Subject to such rules and regulations

(1) by striking out "section 608(c' and serve as ex officio members, as mawr be adopted by tlle Commission, the
section 603(f) of title 18, United S_ates (c) At no time _shall more than thr_z chairman shall have the power to--
(,'ode," and 4nserting in lieu thereof "section members appo:mted under paragraph (1 j
_120(b) and section 320(d) of the Feder_l (2), or (3) of s,ubsection (b) be individu_:;_ (1) appoint and fix the compensation of
]i,qectlon Campaign Act of 1971"; and who are of the same :political amliatlon, au executive director, and such additionalstaff personnel as may be necessary, without

(2) by' striking out "section 608(d) of (d) A vacancyinthe Commission shall nc_l regard to the provisions of title 5, United
_;uch title" and inserting in lieu thcs.reef affect its powers, and shall be filled in th_
"section 320(c) of such Act". States Code, governing appointments in the

(b) Section 9008(d) of the Inter_al Y_eve- same manner in which the original appoint.men': was made., subject to the same limlta_ competitive service, and without regard to
rme Code of 1954 (relating to limitation of tiom_ with respect to party affiliations as tls ctmptEr 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53
expenditures) is amended by adding at the original appointment_ of suc_t title relating to classification in (_n-
end thereof the following new paragraph: (e) Twelve members shall constitute eral fS:hedule pay rates, but at such rates

"(4) PROVISION OF LEGAL AND ACCO_rn_G quorum, but a lesser number may conducl not in excess of the maximum rate for GS-
s_wcgs.---For purposes of this section_ the hearLngs. The Chairman of the. Commissio:: 18 of the General Schedule under section
]t:,ayment by any person, including the ns- shall be selected by tlae members from amen! 5332 o:" such title; and
tional committee of a political party (unless the members, other than ex officio member: (2) procure temporary and intermittent
the person paying for mmh services is a per- service s to the same extent as is authorized
_on other than the employer of the lndivid- FU_c'rxo_s OF THZ COMMISSION by sec,:ion 3109 of title 5. United StategCode,
xml rendering such services), of compensa- SEc. 403. (a) The Commission shall make _ but at rates not to exceed $100 a day for
l;[on to any individual for legal or accounting full _mndcomplete investigation with respe,: I lnd:[vi{_uals.
_ervlces rendered to or on behalf of the na_ to the Presiden_Aal nominating process. Sue:t_
t4onal committee of a political party .'_hall investigation shall include but not be limite_l COMPENSATION el _ _IE_IBERS
Il.et be treate/l as an expenditure made by to a consideration of--- S_Ou 405. (a) Members o_ the Commissi!on
or on behalf of such committee with respect (1) the manner in which States conduc [ who _:'e otherwise employed by the Federal
to its limitations on Presidential nominating _rlmgcies for tl_e expression of a preferenc_ Government shall serve without compensa-
convention expenses.", for the nomination of candidates for eleotio:_ tlor[ b' _t shall be reimbursed for travel, sub-

(c) Section 9034(b) of the Internal Rev- to the office of President of the United Statet._ sisten( v, and other necessary expenses in-
enue Code of 1943 irelattng to limitations) and caucuses for tho selection of delegates im curred by them in carrying out the duties of
is amended by striking out "section §08(c) the national nominating conventions of po the Commission.
ti) (A) of title 18, United States Code," and litical parties; (b) l_embers of the Commission not other°
llaserting in lieu thereof "section 320(b)(1) (2) State lavas and the rules of national wise employed by the Federal Government
iA) of the :F'ederai Election Campaign Act political parties which govern the particip_._ shall r_lve per diem at the maximum daily
of 1971". tlon of voters and candidates in such pr:l_ rate fo:' OS-18 of the General Schedule when

id) Section 9035 (a) of the Internal 1_eve- maries and caucuses; they me engaged in the performance of their
· lue Code of 1954 (relating to expenditure (3;_ the financing of campaigns for tl:m duties as members of the Commission and
l:lmitations), as so redesignated by section nomination of candidates for election to .th_ shall be entitled to reimbursement for tx_vel,
_05(a), is amended by striking out "se(-tion office of the Presidertt of the United Stafe_.: subsis'_ence, and other necessary expenses
608(c)(1) (A) of title 18, United 5_:ates (4) the relationship between candidag_;_ incrLrrtd by them in carrying out the duties
Ck>de," and inserting in lieu thereof "st-_ion for election to '_he o:ffice of the President ().i of the t .'.ommissiou.
_:20(b)(t)(A) of the Federal Election Cam- the United States and the news media, In L rXM_Ln_ss OF APPOI_ITBIENTS

]palgn Act. of 1971". eluding how candid2,tes achieve public rec. S_:c. 406. It is the sense of the Congress
(e) Section 9004(a) (1) of the Internal ognitlon and whether such candidates shoukl that tls e appointments of individuals to serve,

l_i_venue Code of 1954 irelating to entitle- be guaranteed access to the television media as me_bers of the Commission be completed
raelats of eligible candidates to paymen_-_) is (5) the lnterrelatinnship of the element_ within ninety days after t'he enactment of
amended by striking out "608(C)(1)(B) of described in pgragra]_hs (1) through (4) o'. thistlt_.e.
tittle 13. United States Code" and _l_ng this section;
l:a lieu thereof "320(b) (1) (B) of the Federal (5) alternative nominating systems, in A]ITHORIZATrON OF A_PROPRIATXONS
Election Campaign Act of 1971". cludlng but not limited to a national o: ,_:c. [07. There are authorized to be appro-

(f) Section 9007(h) (3) of the Internal regional primary system for the expression el priated such sums as may bo necessary to
l;_evenue Cc<10 of 1964 (relating to repay- a preference for the nomination of candidate_ carrg out She provisions of this title.
_!_ents) is amended by striking out "9006 (d) ' for election to the office of President of th_, TI.TI,E V--MISCELLANEOUS PROVI. SIONS
and inserting in lieu tt_ereof "9006(c_ % Unit_.d States and v_riations on tho presen ',

(g) Section 9012(b)(1) of the Internal nom:Luatingsystem; _.,_r OF FRA_I¢_IEDMAIl, BEFORE ELEC_IOlqS
I_evenue _de of 1954 (relating to contribu- (7) the manner i]_ which candidates az._ Sro. 501. Section 3216(a) (5) (D) of title 39,
tigriS) is amended by striking out "9006(d) ' nomJ.nated for election to the office of Vic., United States Code, is amended by striking
a_ad inserting in lieu thereof "9006 (c)'', President of the United States; and out "21" and inserting in lieu thereof "60".
TITLE IV--COMMISSION TO STUDY P_ES- (8) the exten_ to which the State laws am. I'V_NANCIALDISCLOSUREOF FEDERAIJ

IDENTIAL NOMINATING PROCESS the ]Federal Election Campaign Act of 19q' OFFXCEa_ AND EMPLOYEes
prc_ote or retard Independent candidacle_; S_c. 502. (a) Each person referred to tn

_:CLama_o_ oy rox_cY for election to the oliace of President. subpar_graph (b} herein shall file annually
S_c. 401. It is hereby declared to bo the (bi The Commismlon shall submit to _h,i, with tlc Comptroller General of the United

policy of the, United States to imprOw_ the President and to the Congress such lnterizr= States .:)n or before February 15 of each year
_jastem of nominating candidates for Gtco- reports as it deems advisable, and not late_, a flitl azxd complete report of net worth as of
l_ton to the office of the President of tho than one year after the enactment of thl_,:_ the ,_ni of the preceding calendar year, such
United States by studying such system in a title, a final report of Its study and in. report to consist of a statement of assets
b:_ manner never before attempted in the vestigatlon basf,d upon a full consideratior: (anc[ of their reasonable market value)
two-hundred-year history o_ this Hatter,.. .of alternatives to o_ar current Prasidentia_ owned by him, or Jointly by him and his

ES'rA_SL_HM_h'"r o]' COMMnSSXO_ nominating system, including an analyst,s: spo_e, and of liabilities owed by him, or
SEC. 402. (a) There is established the Bi- of the strengtht_ and weaknesses of all suc:L Jointly _y him and his spouse, together with

e_mtennial Coma!salon on presidential Non- altem_atives studied, together with its rec. a ft_tt a nd complete statement of income for
lnatlons (hereinafter referred to as the "Corn- ommendations as to the best system to es. the ]preceding calendar year, such statement
r:dssion"), tabl_h for the 1930 Presidential electiorm of trmo;.ne to consist of a list of the identity

(.b) The Commission ahab be composed of The Oommisston shall cease to exist slxt: vf eac!_ source of income and a list of tho
twenty members to he appointed as follows: days after it final report is submitted, arose'mu% paid by each source of income to

(1) six members shall be appointed by POWERS ANn _MI_ISTRATIVE PROVISIONS lxlm, oa Jointly to him and his spouse due-
tho President pro tempers of the Senal_, SEC. 404. (a) Th_ Commission may, Ir. lng the preceding calendar year, except that
on the recommendation of the majority and .carrying out the provisions of this title, si[ in ll_m ,)f such statement of income, each in,.
_dnority leaders, of whom at least two shall and act at such times and places, hold suc_._ diviciuat referred to in subparagraph (b) may
bs Members of the Senate and at least two hearings, take such testimony, request tb:_! '.ale witt_ the Comptroller General of tho
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United States a copy of such person's Federal TITLE II--AUTHO4IZATIOlg OF APPRO- Administrator for Nat onal Security; and
income tax report for such calendar year. PRIATIONS FOR[THE PERIOD JULY 1, Major General Joseph } . Bratton, U.S. Army,

(b) The provisions of this section shall 1976, THROUGH _EPTEMBER 30, 1976 Director of Military Ap]_ lcation.
apply to any p_scn who as an officer or That section 201(4) (5) of Public Law 94- Testimony was also _ ;ard from Dr. Harold
employee of the United States within the 167 is hereby amend4d by striking thereform M. Agnew, Director of ns Alamos Scientific
executive, legislative, or Judicial branch of thefigure "$914,849,0 0" and substituting the Laboratory; Dr. Roger 3 [. Batzel, Director of
the Governmefit of the United States re- figure "$937,849,000'. Lawrence Livemore L _boratory; and Dr.
ceived compensation at a gross annual rate in Morgan Sparks, Preside] it of 8andla Labora-
excess of $25,000 during the year 1976 or any MI'. ROBERT ( . BYRD. Mr. Presi- torle_. Brigadier Genera William B. Maxson,
subsequent year. The provisions of this sec- dent, I ask unani_ LOUSconsent to have USAF, Deputy Assistanl to the Secretary of

tion also apply to any individual not de- printed in the REI C)l_!) an excerpt from Defense (Atomic Energ )f, was present and
scribed in the preceding sentence who is a the report (No. 94 .707) explaining the expressed Department Defense support' for the ERDA request )r supplemental ap-
candidate within the meaning of section purposes of the me inure.
301(b) of the Federal Election Campaign Act There'being no bjection, the excerpt propriatlons.
of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 431(b)), except that the COMMITTEE )MMENTS

report required by subsection (a) shall be Was ordered to be rinted in the RECORD, The ERDA request _ for an increase of
filed within thirty days after the date on as follows: $34,000,000 for fiscal ye 1976 and $23,000,-
which he becomes a candidate within the SUMMARY _F THE BILL 000 for the transition tied in budget au-
meaning of such section, and on each Feb- This bill authorize _ supplemental appro- thority and $26,500,00 and $17,500,000 in
ruary 15 thereafter so long as he is such a priatlons of $34,000J DO to the Energy Re- budget outlays for th, respective periods.
candidate, search and Developer mt Administration for ERDA states this- supp _mental would pro-

(c) The report required by this section fscalyear1976and$_' k000,000forthetransl- vide amounts for the following purposes:
shall_be in such form and shall contain such tion period in budget authority and $26,500,- (1) Research and De elopment. The level
information as the Comptroller General may 000 and $17,500,000 i_ budget outlays for the of scientific manpower n the ERDA labora-
prescribe in order to meet the provisions of respective periods. Tr _ supplemental request tories for nuclear weap ,n activities has de-
this section. Notwithstanding any provision is needed primarily ;o provide a balanced clined from about 9,800 man-.years in fiscal
of law to the contrary, all reports fled under nuclear weapons rese ,rch, development, and year 1970 to about ?,90( man-years in fiscal
this section shall be maintained by tile testing program, a c pabillty to verify the year 1975, Since the Del )artment of Defense
Comptroller General as public records, open peaceful nuclear exl oslve agreement now requirements for engineq ring development of
to inspection by members of the public, and being negotiated wit the S_viet Union as current weapons has ct diminished over
copies of such records shall be furnished part of the Threshol¢ Test Ban Treaty, and this period, the major tpact of this reduc-
xapon request at a reasonable fee. Any report to purchase at reduc d cost a needed corn- tion has been partic_ ,rly serious in ad-
filed under this section shall be retained by purer now being les :ed for the Lawrence vanced development f future weapons
the Comptroller General for a period of five Livermoro Laboratory where the level of offer s has reduced from
years. BACK( _O_rNB about 2,150 man-years 1 L fiscal year 1970 to

(d) All reports required hereunder shall
be certified as being correct by the person° On October 22, 19' 5, the President sub- abOUtsupplementa11,450In thefiscaltotalYe_'laboratories,1975.WithOUteffortthe
filing the same and shall be duly sworn to mitted to Congress a: lendments to the En- will reduce to 7,600 man 'ears and advanced
and properly notarized, orgy Research and De elopment Administra- development to 1,250 fiscal year 1976,

lion's Weapons progr: m for fiscal year 1976 whereas the supplemenl will permit hold-
and the transition p_ :tod. Due to the late- ing to approximately fiscal yea_ 1975

AP- ness of the request, th _ Congress was unable

TO THE ENERGY to initiate action pri r to adjournment of levels.
the 1st Session of th 94th Congress. As a (2) Nuclear Testing. ' _ accomplish all re-

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT result, Public Law 94 187, Authorization of quired high yield nuclei testing prior to the
FOR FISCAL Appropriations for 1_ seal Year 1976 and proposed March 31, 1976, effective date of the

YEAR 1976 THE TRANSITION Transition Period for the Energy Research Threshold Test Ban Tr4 _ty, ERDA deferred
PERIOD and Development Adr lnistration dated De- all advanced developmf it tests for over a

cember 31, 1975, did not provide this ill- year. Funds, which re_aln for the fourth
Mx C. BYRD. Mr. President, creased funding, quarter of fiscal year 1)76 and fiscal year

! ask consent that the Senate on January 13, 197_ the Energy Research 1976T, will support only _, few low yield testa,
proceed to the ( of Calendar and Development Adm aistration transmitted only 60 percent of ths_ for recent years.
lqO. 677, S. 3108 to the Congress a re: uest for increase in Without this supplemel t ERDA would be

The OFFICER. The bill appropriations for tis( d year 1976 of $34,- unable to restore testin_ to a minimum re-
000;_)00 and for the tra _sition per_od df $23,- quired level. In addltlor ERDA would havewill be stated ' title.

The legislative clerk read as 00o,000 (see Appendix On March 9, 1976 to make a force reducttc a of approximatelySenator John O. Past re, Chairman of the 600 test personnel, an a_ _a where there had
follows: Joint Committee on romic Energy, intro- already been a reductJ m in strength of

A bill (S. 3108 to amend Public Law 94- duced, by request, S. 108, to amend Public about 50 percent during the pa,qt five years,
187 to increase authorization for appro- Law 94-187 to increas_ the authorization for (3) SpeciaZ Test q)et_ _tion. Negotiations

priatlons to the Research and Devel- appropriations to the _.nergy Research and between the United $t_ ;es and the Soviet
opment In accordance with Development Admintsl 'alien in accordai_ce Union are going on and u'e directed toward
Bection 26'1 Energy Act of 1954, with section 261 of ti _ Atomic Energy Act reaching a Peaceful Nucl_ ar Explosion (PNE)
as amended, sect _n 305 of the Energy Re- of 1954, as amended, _ction 305 of the En- agreement by March 31 1976. The supple-
organization Act 1974, 'and section 16 of orgy Reorganization AC _ of 1974, and section mental WOuld provide t _e necessary funds
the Federal ' Research and 16 of the Federal Nonnu _lear Energy Research for development of eqr pment techniques,'
Development Act 1974, and for other par- and Development Act ( 1974, and for other and data analysis neede, for accomplishing
poses, purposes. The bill was eferred to the Joint verification that the Sovi :t PNE experiments

Committee on Atomic nergy, are consistent with the _ greement. Without
The OFFICER. Is there On March 9, 1976, epresentattve Melvin these requested amounts the United States

objection to the consideration of Price, Vice Chairman [ the Joint Commit- could find itself unprepa{ed to take the nec-
the bill? tee, introduced an ide ;ical bill, _I.R. 12388, essary Treaty verification _ctions for U.S.S.R.

There being objection, the bill was by request, which was _eferred to the Joint nuclear explosions. This, 'ould be an lmpor-
considered, to be engrossed for Committee on Atomic ',uergy. taut element in temple' Lng the Threshold
a third reading the third time, and The Joint Committee met in executive scs- Test B_n Treaty signed i_ July 1974 between

sion on March 12, 197 , and voted without the United States and tle Soviet Union.

passed, as _: dissent to report the _lll favorably to the (4) Capital Equipmen_ Because the new
Be it enacte_ the Senate and House o/ Senate. The Joint Corn atttee met in execu- Control Data Corporation Star computers in-

Representatives tko United States o/ live session on March 18, 1976, and voted stalled at the Lawrence Llvermore Labora-
America in assembled, without dissent to file ;his report, tory (LLL) have not yet: cached anticipated
TITLE - OP APPRO- HEARX _OS c_pability, it has been ne _ssary for the lab-

PRIATIONS FISCAL YEAR 1976 On February 3, 1976, _ ae Subcommittee on oratory to hold a leased _ _DC 7600 computer
That section 10 (a) (5) of Public Law 93- Legislation of the Joint _ommittee on Atom- longer than expected. Pr _chase rather than

187 Is hereby by striking therefrom lc Energy held an exec tire hearing on the further leasing of that o mputer offers sub-
the figure and substituting request for authorlzat: >n of supplemental stantial financial advant_ ;es to the C_overn-
the figure appropriations for fisc_ year 1976 and the meat. Without this comp ter there would be

S_c. _. 1 (b) of Public Law 94-187 transitional period as _ ell as for fiscal year a severe shortage of we_: )ns program corn-
is ]lereby by striking from subset- 1977. Testimony was pr ,sented on behalf of pu,_lng capacity in T,T.L
ilea (15) ((3), equipment, the figure the Energy Research _ _/ Development Ad- The Joint Oommlttee ,nours with the re-
"$_7,50_,000" substituting the figure ministration by Dr. Re err C, Seamans, Jr., quest of the Energy Res ._rch and Develop
"$241,502,000". Administrator; Alfred D. Starbird, Assistant merit Administration.
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TIME AGREEMEN'r-- disposition o_ the airport and airwa:, So [t is rathe] clear that the Senate

1149 bill, S. 3015, he Senate proceed to tl:u_ will _e in sessio L on Friday and there

Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President, cor_ideration _f S. 3149, concerning rl_,_ will t,e rollcall ' ores, because we have
strictions on ertain toxic substances, time agreements )n these measures. The

I ask unarflmous that at such The PRES] )IN.13 OFFICER. Withov_ leadership would like to state that upon
l;ime as the bill S. bill to regulate objection, it is so ordered, the disposition ,f the Inter-American
commerce and pro alth and Mx'.ROBEI_ r C. BYRD. Mr. Presiden_:_ Development Bax k bill, it; is the hope that
the testing and I ask unanim ,us consent that upon t tu_ the Senate can ,roceed to S. 3168, the
necessary use on certain disposition of S. 3149, the Seno. te prc_ authorization bil for the Department of
chemical pur- ceed to the co ,sideration of H.R. 9721, I;, State_ the U.S. Il formation Agency, and
poses, is made ness be- provide for iz _-reased U.S. participati(_, the Board for I_ ternational Broadcast-
fore the Senate, be a in the IntE '-American Developmet:L ing.
,l_lon thereon of hours to Bank. Then next w_ _k, upon the disposi-
divided between TUNNEY The PRES] )ING OFFICER. Witho'L tion of all those measures, the leader-PmARSON;that time limit
on any debatable mot objection, it i_ so ordered, ship would expe :t to move to the n0-
appeal or point if submitted -- _. fault insurance i [I1,S. 354.Alsowaiting
l[_e Senate of 30 and that ORDER FOR OF SE]!_I- in thc wings is he food stamp bill, S.
I_reement be in usual form. ATOR TOMORROW 3136, and the ot] er measures that were

The OFFICER.Without outliredin my st ,tementof the program
BYRD. Mr. Presiden , previc,usly.

objection,it is so consentthat the Sena.

(Mr. TALMADGE)be rec _ AE,JOURNM]. _ ._r UNTIL 10 A.M.
ORDER FOR TO lO the four Senators 'l;u

A.M. be under the special ordel,; Mr. i_OBERT I _.BYRD. Mr. President,
if there be no fi rther business to come

Mr. ROBERT C. President, The OFFICER. Witho_:; before the Senab, I move, in accordance
][ ask unanimous that when the objection, so ordered, with the previou_ order, that the Senate
Senate business today it sm:nd in adjourr _ent until the hour of
_;tandin Untilthe hour of 10 o'(lock tomo!_owmorning.
10 o'clock morning. Th_ motion wa; agreed to; and at 7:07

The OFFICER. Without Mir. . BYRD. Mr. Presidenh p.m. lhe Senate _djourned until tomor-
objection, it is so the Senate at 10 o'clock tr, row, '] 'hursday, 1__rch 25, 1976, at 10 a.m.

morrow the two lead-

ORDER POR _NITION OF CER- ers ar their have been recoa NOi_ [NATIONS
TAIN ON TOMORROWnized under order, th_
AND OF HOUSE Senator from _/_Mr. TALMADGE' ]_]xecutive nora nation received by the
JOINT RESOLUTION 857 will be recog_ _zed for n_ to exceed }L Senat_ March 24, 1976:
Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, minutes, to b, followed b_Mr. BROOS_! DEPART_._ :NT OF JUSTICE

][ ask unanimous c )nsent that after the to be followed by Mr. G. RIFF_, to be fo] Erm':m J. Pallan :k, of Connecticut, to be
tWO leaders or thei designees have been lowed by Mr. _ARTLETT, each_to be rec u.s. r_arshal for t :e district of Connecticut
recognized under the standing order ognized for no to exceed 15 mi_tes, for th_ term of 4 Fears (reappointment).

tomorrow, Mr. Bso ,_, Mr. GRIFFIN, Mr. Upon the d sposition of thosc_special
BARTLETT, and M_ TALMADGEeach be orders, the Snate will proceed _ th. CONI_ RMATIONS
recognized for not o exceed 15 minutes, consideration of -'_enate Joint R/_,olu
and that the Senat _ then proceed to the tion 857, a joint resolution mal_n_: F_xccutive non [nations confirmed by
consideration of H ,use Joint Resolution further conti ming appropriations i_i the Scmate Marcl 24, 1976:
11;57,a joint resolr ,ion making further the fiscal yea_ 1976 and the period end!h CORPORATIONFO PUBLICBROADCASTI:NG

continuing approp_ iations for the fiscal ing Sel_tembe ' 30, 1976. At least one '_ D,ia_aotbheLadYBoardD°U[Directors'ri'of Utah,oftOthebecorpora_amem-year 1976, and the I _riod ending Septem- rollcall vote i,, anticipated on that join i ber o!%on B_adcasting for a term ex-t:_r 30, 1976, and or other purposes, resolution or _ a amendments thereto, ,::: f,_r Public[v/arch 26,
The PRESTDIN( OFFICER. Without both: and up, n the disposition of thai '

c_jectton, it is so o dered, join_ resoluti n the Senate will pro ;e.i_iiJc_._c_P__d_ft_n_i:_::_neTb_n_a_ed_._ c

reed to take u _ the Airport and Airway _ a For-
Act, S. 3015, ,n which there is a tin'v!

ORDER FOR COY _IDERATION OF S. limitation a_ ;eement. Hopefully th,_
3015, S. 3149, AND H.R. 9721 Senate may d _pose of that measure t_] Affairs

_.nbo_Mr. ROBERT C. _YRD. Mr. President, morrow. In al y event, if it docs not, i J The ,_%nomir_ationswere approveC, sub-
n/_aine_s' commitment to respond][ ask unanimous c .nsent that upon the will resume ac ion _here0n on Friday. Jeer to the

to_pp_ar and testify before anydisposition of Houst Joint Resolution 857, Upon the dj ;position of S. 3015 eithc:: to _eq _ests
- duly c )nstitut_

the contin_fing apl ropriation resolution tomorrow or Friday, the Senate will ,_kelmmittee of the Senate.
PL_E D ONon tomorrow, the _ enate proceed to the move to the t( dc substance bill, S. 314q NOR'IIIq_TIONS THE SECRETARY'S· DES};[ IN THE

c_nsideration of S. 1015, a bill to provide on which thert is a time limitation agree S:,CRWCr k
IPLOlVXATIC AND FOREIGN

for the continued expansion and ira- ment, and Ul _n the disposition of ;_!_ Dipl)matic and _o_oeign Service nomina-
provement of the _ation's airport and 3149--and the 'e will be rollcall votes o:,. fiords beginning V_ lia_ R. Brew, for reap-
edrway system, to e ;reamline the airport that measur_ and on motions an: pointment in the orel/_ Service as a For-
!!,q'ant in aid proces; and strengthen ns- amendments: x relation to the same eign S_rvtee officer ,f clas'_4, a consular offi-
tional airport syst( ns planning, and for the Senate wi [ then take up H.R. 972]_ cer, and a secretax_ n the l_plomatic Ser.vice
other purposes, an act to pro' ide for increased partici- of the United Stat ; of Ame_ca, and ending

The PRESIDIN( OFFICER. Without pation by the' mired States in the Inter- Janet ?etronis, to .,a co_ul_ officer of theUnited States of kmerica_ wl_eh nomlna-
objection, it is so oI lered. American De_ .qopment Bank. There :b tiors were receive by the Senile and ap-

Mr. ROBERT C. ]YRD. Mr. President, a thue limit_ _ion agreement on tha: peacE'edin the Cot ressional l%ecd_t on At'ar.
I ask unanimous _nsent that upon the measure. _, 1976
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CalendarNo.647

S 30652D SEss_o_
· '

IN THE SENATE 0F THE UNITED STATES

MARCtI 4_ 1976

Ordered to lie on tile table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mi. SCIIWEIKER tO S. 30'65, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration 5y raFederal Election Commission

appointed in accordance vith the requirements of thc Con-

stitution, and for other pur[,oses, viz:

1 Strike out the language beginning on linc 19 on page 11,

2 and continuing through line 5 on page 12.

3 On page 12, line 6, strike out "(C) ," and insert in lieu

4 thereof "Section 103.".

5 Strike out the language beginning on page 13, linc 10,

6 and continuing through page 13, line 20.

7 On page 13, line 21, redesignatc "(5)" as "(1)"; on

8 page 13, llnc 23, redeslgnate "(6)" as "(2)"; and on page

9 14, linc 1, redesignate" (7)" as "(3)".

Amdt. No. 1429
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S 30652D S_sxoN

IN THE SENATE 0_ TIlE UNITED STATES

M.¥_CH 9, 1976

Ordered to lie on _.be table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. BUCKLE¥ to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 27, line 9, strike out "$1,000." and insert in

2 lieu thereof the following: "$5,000.".

3 On page 27, line 23, strike out "$5,000 ;" and insert in

4 lieu thereof the following: "$25,000, except in the case of

5 a candidate for election to the office of representative, the

6 contribution shall not exceed $10,000;".

Amdt. No. 1430
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CalendarNo.647
94_'H CONGRESS

S.3065

IN TIIE SENATE OF TIIE UNITED S_A_ES

MAnCI-I 10, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mi'. 3.Io_DxL_ (for himself, M,'.

PACKWOOD,5fl'. STEVE_SO_,and Mr. BXKF_) 'to S. 3065,

a bill to amend tile Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971

to provide for its administration by a Federal Election Com-

mission appointed in accordance with the requi,'ements of

the Constitution, and for other purposes, viz' At the end of

the bill, insert the following new title:

1 TITLE IV--COMMISSION TO STUDY PRESIDEN-

2 TIAL NOMINATING PROCESS

3 DECLARATIONOF POLICY

4 SEc. 401. It is hereby declared to be the policy of the

5 United State's to improve ,the system of n,ominating candi-

6 dates for election to the office of the President of the United

7 States by studying such system in a broad manner never be-

8 fore attempted in the two-hundred-year history of this

9 Nation.

Amdt.No.1436
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1 ES_rAnLISHm_NTor co_mssm_

2 Sr,c. 402. (a) There is established the Bicente:_:_:t_ial

3 Comnfission on Presidential Nominations (hereinafter re-

4 ferred to as the "Commission").

5 (b) The Commission ,:shalllie eornt)osed of twenty n_:,;:a-

G bors to bc appointed as follows:

7 (1) six members shall l)e appointed by the l::':t,si-

,S dent pro tempore of the Senate, of .whom at least :;ye

9 shall be Members of the S_mate and at least two sha!l bc

10 elected or appointed State ,fficials;

1:1 (2) six mem!)ers ,droll be appointed by thc Spe_,l.:er

12 of the I[ouse of Ilepresentatives, of whom at least I've

13 shall be Members of thc Eouse and ,qt least two sba ti Im

li elected or appointed State officials;

15 (3) six members shall be appo!inted by the I>_,_si-.

l _; dent; and

17 (4) two men_bers shall be the elhairman of the '.wo

IS national political parties and shall serve as ex oi!i,:io

19 members.

20 (c) At no time shall more than three members appoi:_:!','A

2:t under paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of subsection (h) to

22 individuals who are of the san-re political affiliation.

23 (d) A vacancy in thc Commission shall not affeel t_

24 powers, and shall lie filled in the same manner in which ::itc

25 original appointment was made, subject to the same limit.a-
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I tions with respect to party affiliations as the original appoint-

2 ment.

3 (e) Twelve members shall constitute a quorum, but a

4 lesser number may conduct hearings. The Chairman of the

5 Commission shall be selected by the members from among

6 the members, other than ex officiomembers.

7 FUNCTIONS OF TIlE COMMISSION

8 Si.;c. 403. (a) Tlle Commission shall make a full and

9 complete investigation with respect to the Presidential nora-

10 inating process. Such investigation shall include but not be

11 limited to a consideration of--

12 (1) the manner in which States conduct primaries

13 for the expression of a preference for thc nomination of

14 candidates for election to tl,e office of President of tile

15 United States and caucuses for the selection of delegates

16 to the national nominating conventions of political

17 parties;

18 (2) State laws and the rules of national political

19 parties which govern the participation of voters and

20 candidates in such primaries and caucuses;

21 (3) the financing of campaigns for the nonfination

22 of candidates for election to the office of the President

23 of the United States;

24 (4) the relationship between candidates for elec-

25 tion to the office of the President of the United States
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:1. and the news media, including how candidates ach t,_'¥'e

2 public recognition and whether ,;uckt candidates sh._,,:_ld

3 'be guaranteed access to the television_media;

.i (5) tile interrelationship of the elements descr_l_ed

5 imparagraphs (t) through (4) of this section;

,l_ (6) alternative nc,milmting systems, including _ut;

7 not limited to a _lational or regional primary system tor

8 :tile expression of a preference for the nomination., of

9 candidates for election to the office of President of :::lc

10 United States and variations on tile present nomina: itg

1:1 system; and

12 (7) the manner in which candidates are nomin_,:::d

13 for election to the office,of Vice ]?resident of the Un[ :,:_d

14 States.

15 (b) Tile Commission shall submit to the President _l:::[d

16 to tim Congress such i:aterhn reports as iit deems advisai:ie,

17 and not later than one year after the enactment of this res_:_ta-

18 tion, a final report of its stu.dy and investigation based u./:,m

19 a full consideration of alternatives'to oar current Preside:[_li'.al

20 nominating system, including an analysis of the stren_i;i:_s

21 and weaknesses of all such alternatives studied, together ,;vi!h

22 its recommendations as to the be,st system to establish for l';!:[e

23 19S0 Presidential elections. The Contmission shall ceas,, ;_o

:24 exist sixty days after ks fired report is subrakted.
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I POWERS AND ADMIlqISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

2 SEc. 404. (a) The Commi.ssion may, in carrying out the

3 provisions of t'his joint resolution, sit and act at such times and

4 places, hold such hearings, take such testimony, request the

5 ttendance of such witnesses, administer oaths, have such

6 printing ,and binding done, and commission st_udies by any

7 Federal agency or executive department, as the Connnission

8 deems advisable.

9 (b) 1'er diem and mil,cage allowances for wimcsses

10 requested to appear under ,the authority con/erred by _his

11 section shall be paid ,fi'om funds appropriated to thc

12 Commission.

13 (c) Subject to such rules and regulations as may be

14 adopted by file Commission, the chairman shall have the

15 power to---

16 (1) appoin.t and fix the compensation of an execu-

17 tive director, and such additional staff personnel as may

18 be necessary, without regard to t.he provisions of title 5,

19 Ulfited States Code, governing appointments in the com-

20 petitive service, and without regard to chapter 51 and

21 subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title rela_ing to

22 classification in General Schedule pay rates, but at such

23 rates not in excess of the maximum rate for GS-18 of
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1 the General Schedule under section 5332 of such Jlc;

2 ,and

3 (2) procm'e :emporary and int,ernfittent servic,_ to

4 the same extent as is authorized by section 3109 of tie

5 5, United States Code, but at rates not to exceed $:1.i;,_a

6 day for individuals.

7 COMPE"_SATION OF BiEMBERS

8 S];c. 405. (a) 5.:mnbers of the Commissioll who _:.l'_'_

9 otherwise employed b,, the Federal Government shall si, 'ye

10 without compensation but: shall be reimbursed for tr,:: c'l,

Il subsistence, and other l_CCcssa:(yexpenses incurred bv ti ,_m

1:2 in carrying out the duties of tim Commission.

1:3 (1}) },l[cmbers ct thc Commission not otherwise ,_n.-

1t ployed by the Federai Goverument shall receive per ,/,:,m

15 at the maximum daily _ate for (iS-18 of the General Schi:.,]_de

1.6 when they are engag{d in thc performance of theh' d i:ies

17 as members of the I'ommission and shall be entitle, to

18 reimbursement for travel, subsistence, and other neces:; ry

19 expenses incurred by then_t in carrying oat the duties oi _i_e

20 Commission.

2:l II3{ELI-.E_S OF APPOINTMENTS

22 SEC. 406. It is ,:he sense of the Congress that ine

2a appointments of indMdual[s to serve as members of _:ia¢,

24 Commission be completed witMn ninety days after the :n-.

25 actment of this resolution.
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I AUTn0mZATIO_ Or ArrRormATiONS

2 SEc. 407. There are authorized to be appropriated such

3 sums as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this

4 resolution.
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CalendarNo.647

S 30652,)S_ssm_
O

_'r r -tIN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED _:rA['ES

MAItC_ 10, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by 3Ir. W]_Cl:ra_ to S. 3065, a bill to

amend thc Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commis-

sion appointed in accordance with the requirements of thc

Constitution, and for other purposes, viz: On page 51, after

line 16, insert the following'

1 TERmNA_ZO_Tor rUBLm rZ_ANCZ_O

2 S_c. 307. (a) Subtitle H of the Internal Revenue Code

3 of 1954 (relating to financing of Presidential election cam-.

· 4 paigns) is repealed.

5 (b) (1) Part VIII of subchapter A of chapter 61 of

6 such Code (relating to designation of income tax payments

7 to Presidential election campaign fund) is repealed.

8 (2) The table of parts for such subchapter is amended

9 by striking out the item relating to part VIII.

Amdt.No.1437

t
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2

:1 (e) (1) The repeal made 'i,y subsection (a) takes c: :,c't

12 on January I, 1977, except that such repeal shall not ,[!_:_ct

:3 the authority of the Federal t_lection Commission or o1_he

,t Secretary of the Treasury to require repayments from ,_n--

5 didates under section 9007 (b) of the Internal Rev,:_:ue

.6 Code of 1054 {relating to repayments).

7 (2) The repeal and amendment made by subse(!iml.

8 (b) apply to taxable years beginning after December 1,

9 1975.

,_ ,:0
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CalendarNo. 647

S 3065f_OS_.ssio_

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

]_{ARC_ 15, 19'76

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. Gl_IrrIN to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-
stitufion, and for other purposes, viz: Strike all after llne 5,

page I and substitute the following:

I SEC. 2. (a) The text of paragraph I of section 310 (a)

2 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (hereinafter

3 the "Act") (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)) is amended to read as

4 follows: "There is established a Commission to be known

5 as the Federal Election Commission. The Commission is

6 composed of six members, appointed by the President, by

7 and with the advice and consent of the Senate. No more than

8 three of the members shall be afiqliated with the same polit-

9 ical party.".

Amdt.No.1442
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2

:1 (b) Section 309 (a)(2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 4_:!;7c

:2 (a) (2)), as redesignated by section 105, is amendec to

:3 read as follows:

4 "(2) (A) Members of the Commission shall serve !_or

15 terms of six. years, except that of The members first _!,p-

6 pointed--

7 "(i) two of the members, not affiliated with. I:he

8 same political parry, shall be appointed for terms ,_!:,:d-

9 ing on April 30, 1977_

10 "(ii) two of the members, not affiliated with. _!t_e

11 same political party, shall be appointed for terms ,E;::::_d-

12 lng on April 30, 1979, and

1:3 "(iii) two of the members, not; affiliated with the

14 same political party,, shall be appointed for terms endi:_g

115 on April 30, 1981.

16 "(B) An individual appointed to fi]E1a vacancy oc_!1tr-

17 ring other than by the expiration of a term of office shal; be

18 appointed only for the unexpired term of the membel: he

19 succeeds.

20 "'(C) Any vacancy occurring _n the membershii) of

21 the Commission shall be filled in the same manner a,,i:in.

22 the case of the original appoin{xnent.".

23 (c) The provision of section 310 (a) (3) of the Ac'l: {2

24 U.S.C. 43% (a) (3)), forbidding appointment to the ZFed_:al

554
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I Election Commission of any person currently elected or ap-

2 pointed as an officeror employee in the executive, legislative,

3 or judicial branch of the Government of the United States,

4 shall not apply to any person appointed under the amend-

5 merits made by the first section of this Act solely because

such person is a member of the Commission on the date of

7 enactment of this Act.

8 (d) Section 310(a) (4) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)

9 (4)) is amended by striking out "(other than the Secretary

10 of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representa-

11 fives) ".

12 (e) Section 310(a)(5) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437e

13 (a) (5)) is amended by striking out "(other than the

14 Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of

15 Representatives) ".

16 SEc. 4. All actions heretofore taken by the Commission

17 shall remain in effect until modified, superseded, or repealed

18 according to law.

19 S_c. 5. The provisions of chapter 14 of title 2, the

20 United States Code, of section 608 of title 18, and of chapters

21 95 and 96 of title 26 shall not apply to any election, as

22 defined in section 301 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431 (all), that

23 occurs after December 31, 1976, except runoffs relating to

24: elections occurring before such date.
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CalendarNo. 647

S 3065_V S _SSI0 _ r

o

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATF,S

MARCI_ 15_ 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. GRIFFIN to S. 3065, fLbill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of tile Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz: Strike all after l_ne 5,

page 1, and substitute the follo'a4ng'

1 SEc. 2. (a) The text of paragraph 1 of section 310 (a)

2 of the ]Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (hereinafter

3 the "Act") (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)) is amended to read as

4 follows' "There is established a Commission to be known

5 as the Federal Election Commission. The Commission is

6 composed of six members, appointed by the President by

7 and with the advice and consent of the Senate. No more than

8 three of the members shall be affiliated with the same polifi.

9 cal party.".
Amdt.No.1443
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I (b) Section 309(a){2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. ,_'_17c

2 (a) (2)), as redesignated by section 105, is amende,: tc

3 readlas follows:

4 "(2) (A) Members of the Commission shall serv,: Or

5 terms of six years, except that of the members !i:'sl;

6 appointed--

7 "(il) two of the :members, not affiliated with lac

8 same political pa?ty, shall be appointed for terms ,_:d-.

9 lng on April 30, 1',)77,

10 "(ii) two of the members, not affiliated with I:_e

i! same political party, shall be appointed for terms _:d-.

12 lng on April 30, 1',)79,and

71.3 "(iii) two of the members, not affiliated with Ii_e

14 same political parly, shall be appointed for terms en:[i_g:

15 on April 30, 1981.

:L6 "(B) An individual appointed to fill a vacancy' ,_c-

17 curring other than by the expiration of a term of c:!!oc:

18 shall be appointed only for the unexpired term of l}e

19 member he succeeds.

20 "(C) Any vacancy occurring !in the membershil: of

:2:1 the Commission shall be filled in t}:tesame manner a: in

22 the case of the original appointment.".

23 (c) The provisionof section310 (a) (3) of the Ac: 2

24 U.S,,C. 437c (a) (3)), forbidding appointment to the Fe,!i:,'M

25 Election Commission of any person currently elected or zp-
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1 pointed as an officer or employee in the executive, legisl_ti"

2 or judicial branch of the Government of the United Sl:._.i_

3 shall not apply to any person appointed under file anL_

4 ments made by the first section of this Act solely bca_t_:

5 such person is a member of the Commission on the d_tc

6 enactment of this Act.

7 (d) Section 310 (a) (4) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437t: (_

8 (4)) is amended by striking out "(other than the Scc_:_[_l_

9 of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of IleFre:_c_,_

10 rives) ".

11 (e) Section 310 (a) (5) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 737,, (

12 (5)) is amended by striking out "(other than the Scc:t'cr_:

13 of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of tlepre_c_

14 fives)".

15 SEc. 4. All actions heretofore taken by the Cor_m_L,

16 shall remain in effect until modified, superseded, or rei_c,t:

17 according to law,
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CalendarNo. 647

S 30652D SEssio_r

IN THE SENATE 0F THE UNITED STATES

MxRct_ 16, 1976

Ordered to be printed

AMENDMENT
Proposed by Mr. PACKWOODto S. 3065, a bill to amend the

Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for its

administration by a Federal Election Commission appointed

in accordance with the requirements of the Constitution, and

for other purposes, viz'

I On page 37, linc 6, after "subject" insert the fol]owing'

2 ", except that expenditures for any such communications

3 which expressly advocate the election or defeat of a clearly

4 identified candidate must be reported to thc Commi:_sion in

5 accordance with section 304 (e)"

Amdt. No. 1445
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CalendarNo.647

S 3065_DSESSIO_r

8 ' C'TAT_'_IN THE _ENAPE OF THE UNITED _ .r,,_

MAI_C_ 16_1976

Ordered to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. AI,L_N to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed iii accordance with tile requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz: On page 27, between

lines 5 and 6, insert tile following new section:

1 USE OF REGULATIONS, ADVISORY OPINIONS_ AND SO

2 FOI_TH IN CIVIL AND CRIMINAL ENFORCEME_NT

3 SEC. 109A. Section 315 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 438), as

4 redesignated by section 105 of this Act, is amended by

5 adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

6 "(e) In any proceeding, including any civil or criminal

7 enforcement proceeding against any person eharge_l with

8 violating any provision of this title or of title 18_ n.o rule,

9 regulation, guideline, advisory opinion, opinion of counsel,

Amdt. No. 1446
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:1 or any other pronouncement by the Commission or any m{Ii:-

2 her, officer, or employee thereof shall be used against _:_:y

:3 person, either as havi_g the force of law, as creating ,:,_]i;_,

,l presumption of violati{m or of criminal intent, or as _dn:i_;-

5 sible in evidence agains; such person, or in any other man:_:,r

15 whatsoever.':'.

iii!lit

· _'_
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CalendarNo.647

S 306520 SESSION

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCH16,1976

, Ordered to lie on tile table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. BELT,MONto S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Feqeral Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its adnfinistration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz: On page 51, after line

16, add the following'
J

1 TITLE IV--AMENDMENTS TO THE VOTING

2 RIGHTS ACT OF 1965

3 SEc. 401. Section 14 (c) of the Voting Rights Act of

4 1965 is amended by striking paragraph (3) and inserting

5 the following new paragraph in lieu thereof:

6 "(3) The term 'language minorities' or 'language

7 minority group' means persons who are American Indian,

8 Asian American, Alaskan NativeS, or of Spanish heritage,

9 and whose dominant language is other than English.".

Amdt. No. 14,17
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2

S_c. 402. Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act of 191:_5

; amended by striking _ubsection (e) and inserting the t:i-

_wing :new subsection i_ lice[ thereof:

"(e) For purpose_ of this section, the term 'langu_i:!_

_r_or'ities' or 'language minority group' means persons w :_

American Indian, Asian American, A3LaskanNatives, ,:t'

_;panish heritage, and whose dominsmt language is otlm,!_'

::i a English.".
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CalendarNo.647
94,r_ CONGRESS

vSrsslo S. 3065

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCH 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. BROCK to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 1;opro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Elecfimt Commis-

sion appointed in accordance with the requirements of the

Constitution, and for other purposes, viz:

i On page 26, beginning with line 14, strike out through

2 line 5 on page 27 and insert in lieu thereof the following:

3 "(b) Section 315(c)(2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 438

4 (c) (2)), as redesignated by section 105, is amen_Led by

5 striking out "thirty legislative days" in the first sentence

6 and inserting in lieu thereof "thirty calendar days or fifteen

7 legislative days, whichever is later,".

8 On page 47, beginning with line 15, strike out through

9 line 24 on page 48 and insert in lieu thereof the following:

Amdt, No. 144,8
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2

1 "SEc. 303. (a) Section 9009(c)(2) of the Inte:l_al

2 llevenue Code of 1954: (relating to review of regulation:_: it;

3 amended by striking out "30 legislative ,clays" and inset:tag

4 in lieu thereof the following' "30 calmdar'.,_ ' davs_ or 15 h,t;!'is-

5 lative days, whichever is later,".

6 "(17) Section 9039 (c)('_) of such Code (relatinl? to

7 review of regulations) is amended by str!iking out "30 hq,,'is-

8 lative days" and inserting ]in lieu thereof tile following' ::i_0

9 calendar days or 15 legislative days, wh]tchever is later,'
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CalendarNo. 647

S 30652v Smsio_r

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAnC_ 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. BemOCKto S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 19'71 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Con:tmission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

stitut}on, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page :37, lines 3 and 4, strike out "executive or ad-

2 ministrative personnel" and insert in lieu thereof "nonunion

3 employees".

4 On page :37, lines 7 and 8, strike out "executive or ad-

5 ministrative personnel" and insert in lieu thereof "nonunion

6 employees".

7 On page 37, lines 24 and 25, strike out "executive or ad-

S ministrative personnel" and insert in lieu thereof "nonunion

9 employees".

Amdt. No. 14149
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1 On page 38, strike out lines 14 through 18 and insert it_

2 lieu thereof the following'

3 "(6) For 1,re'poses of this s;eetiun, tine term 'nonuni ,ii

4 employees' means individu:!ds ,.qni)loyed by a eorp_,rati_l_

5 who are not memt)ers of thc labor organization which rep_, -

6 scnts such individuals i_lm,tttc'.r,'.,affecting pay, work st,t:' :

7 ards, or benefits with thc corpora _' "klOll..

!it
Q) c.* cc

5
0 _ 0 cc'<l
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CalendarNo.647

S 30652v Srssrox
o

iN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATl_S

5'Lu_cII 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by 3Ir. Brock to S. 3065, a bill t.o

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its admini.stration by a Federal Election Cmrmission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 3, line 19, strike out "engage" and insert in lieu

2 thereof thc following: "participate in the active management

3 of, or practice,"

4 On page 3, in lines 20 and 21, after "vocation," in each

5 such line, insert"profession,"

Amdt. No. 1450
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CalendarNo, 647
94_m CONGRESS

2.s ss o S. 3065

]N THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAucH 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. BROCK to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 28, linc 3, strike out "Contributions" arid insert

2 in lieu thereof the following: "The limitations on contribu-

3 tions contained in tile preceding sentence do not apply to

4 transfers between and among political committees which are

5 National, State, district, or local committees (including any

(; subordinate committee thereof) of thc same political party,

7 but contributions".

hmdt. No. 1451
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CalendarNo. 647

_ oo_o_ss S 30652vSrssio_

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAgCI_ 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. BRocK to S. 30(;5, _Lbill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act. of :1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commis-

sion appointed in accordance with the requirement; of the

Constitution, and for other purposes, viz:

]. On page 18, line 13, strike out "(2) (.A)" and insert

2 in lieu thereof "(2)"

3 On page 18, beginning with "The" in line 17, strike ()ut

4 through line 16 on page 19.

Amdt. No. 1452
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CalendarNo,,647

S 30652DSESSIO_

t

IN TIIE SENATE OF TItE UNITED STATES

MAItCIt 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to bc printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. BROCK to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the ]Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-.

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commis-

sion appointed in accordanc e with the requirements of thc

Constitution, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 2, lines 8 through 10, strike out the following:

2 "The Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the ]louse of

3 Representatives, ex officio and without the right to vote,,

4 and".

5 On page 2, between lines 17 and 18, insert the follow-.

6 lng:

7 "(3) Section 309(a)(4) of thc Act (2 Ir.S.C. 437c

8 (a) (4)), as redesignated by section 105, is amended by

9 striking out '(other than the Secretary of the Senate and

10 the Clerk of the House of Representatives)'

Amdt. No. 1453
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1. ";(4) Section 309 (a)(5) of the Act (2 I:.S.C. _!:Fc

2', (a) (5)), as redesigm, ted by .;ectkm t05, is amended I,y

3 striking out (other th_mtb_ Sc,'_etai5 o[ the Senat and il;re

4 Clerk of the ttouse of t{,_pre_.;ent_ttives)'."

;,5 '_ ,,6 _ _. _ _ -_

;i_' -_ _ _ _ _ _
'b' u, © 0 ¢"-
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CalendarNo,647
9_J'm CONGRESS

$.3065

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MArtell 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to l_c proposed by Mr. B_{ocK to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaig'n Act of 1971 to pro--

vide for its administration by a Federal Election (_onnnis--

sion appointed in accordance with the requirements of the

Constitution, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 37, line 12, strike out "or" and insert in lieu

2 thereof the following: ", an incorporated trade association of

3 which a corporation is a member or a membership corpora-

4 tion, or a".

5 On page 37, line 25, after "families" insert the follow-.

6 lng: ", for an incorporated trade association or a separate

7 segregated fund created by an incorporated trade association

8 to solicit contributions from any person other than its individ-

9 ual members and their families and the stockholclers and

Amdt.No. 1454
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1 executive and adminisl,:ative personnel of its member ,_:r-

2 poratJ,ons and their fam_i_ies,''.
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CalendarNo.647
CONGRESS

S. 3065

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MA_CH 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. BnOCK to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act ,of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appoimed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz: On page 37, beginning

with line 22, strike out through line 3 on page 38 and insert

the following in lieu thereof'

I (3) It shall be unlawful for a corporation or a separate

2 segregated fund established or administered by a corporation

3 to solicit contributions fi'om employees of that corporation

4 who are not stockholders or executive or administrative

5 personriel or from the families of such employees, or for a

6 labor organization or a separate segregated fund established

7 or administered by a labor organization to solicit contlibufions

8 from employees of a corporation who are not members of

Amdt,No,1455
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:1 such labor organization or from tlle families of s,,:t

P, employees.
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CalendarNo. 647
9iTII CONGRESS

%  ssTo S. 3065

IN TIIE ._.,'_l_xr:,_Tl_:=OF TIIE UNITEI) STATES

M^l_clI 16, 1976

Ordered. to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. Bi, oeec. to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide f.r its administration by a Federal Election Con:mission

appointed in accordance with thc requirements of ,the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 9, between lines 18 and 19, insert the follow-

2 lng:

3 "(1) by inserting ', or partisan activity designed to

-i encourage indMduals to register _tovote, or to vote, con-

5 ducted by the national committee of a political party,

6 or a subordinate committee thereof, or the State corn-

7 mittee of a na,tional party, except that ,such partisan

8 activity shall be considered an expenditure for _;hepur-

9 poses of the reporting requirements under section 304'

Amdt. No. 1456
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] hmnediately before the semicotox: at /lite end of eli '_c'

2, (B) .".

3 On page 9, linc 1.q, strike out "(l)" and insert in i.,u

4 thereof "(2)"

5 ()il page 9, linc 2 i, strike ,mC"(2)" and insert ill [i:m

G thereof" (3)"

...... ',:Z

.... 0 _ _ ? _ _:_rl
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CalendarNo.647

S 3065_v S_ssm_

IN TIlE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAaC_ 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. B_ocK to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the _'ederal Election Campaign Act of 19'71 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of thc Con-

stitution, and :forother purposes, viz:

I On page 4, lines 20 and 21, strike out "(no less than

2 two of whom are affiliated with the same political party)".

Amdt. No. 1457
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CalendarNo. 647
94TI_ CONGRESS

S. 3065

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAnCH 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. BROCK to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Comnfission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of rite Con-

stitution, and for other pm'poses, viz:

I On page 4,4, line 15, strike out file quotation marks and

2 tlm final period.

3 On page 44, between lines 15 and 16, ins,_rt the

4 following:

5 "VOTING FRAUD

6 "S_c. 330. (a) No person shall--

7 "(1) cast, or attempt to cast, a ballot in the name

8 of another person,

9 "(2) cast, or attempt to cast, a ballot if he is not

10 qualified to vote,

Amdt. No. 1458
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I "(3) forge or alter a ballot;,

2 "(4:) miscount votes,

3 "(5) tamper with a voting machine, or

.4 "(6) commi; any act (or fail to do anyl:':iag

15 required of hint by law), with the intent of causin,!:an

6 inaccurate account of ].awfully cast votes in any ele(' :,:,n.

'7 "(b) A violatimx of the provisions of subsection (a)

S is punishable by a _ine of not more filan 8100,000 or

9 imprisonment for not more than ten years, or both."..

5:92
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CalendarNo. 647

S 30652D SESSIOX

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCH 16_ 1976

Ordered. to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by 3_[1'.]BRocK to S. 3065, a ])ill to

amend the Federal. Election Campaign Act of 1971 _:opro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commis-

sion appointed in accordance with the requirements of thc

Constitution, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 38, line 12, insert "and at a cost sufficient only

2 to reimburse the corporation for the expenses incurred

3 thereby" immediately after "request".

Amdt.No.1459
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CalendarNo. 647

S 30659DSmsmN

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCII 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by 3,Ir. Br_OCKto S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commis-

sion appointed in accordance with the requirements of the

Constitution, and for other purposes, viz:

I On page 9, line 20, strike out "and".

2 On page 9, between lines 20 and 21, insert the following:

3 "(2) by !inserting ', except, for the purposes of thc

4 reporting requirements under section 304, a comraunica-

5 tion expressly advocating the election or defe_tt of a

6 clearly identified candidate made by a corporation and

7 made to its stockholders or its executive and administra-

8 tive personnel, or their families, or made by a labc_rorga-

9 nization and made to its members or their families shall

Amdt.No.1460
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1 be considered an expenditure' immediately before he

2 semicolon at the end of clause (H); and".

3 On page 9, line 21, strike out "(2)" and insert in :i_u

4 thereof" (3)"

2

mr*c+ _, ;-t
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CalendarNo. 647

,_,_oo_o_ss S 30652D S_ssiox

IN T!IE SENATE OF THE UNITED un, _r,,_,_k_t 2_ J. Ju_.3

5I^Rcu 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by ]Sir. Moss to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the ]?ederal Election Campaign Act of 197:1 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Comraissi:on

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz:

I On page 4, delete lines 20 and 21.

Amdt.No. 1461
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CalendarNo.647

$ 30652DSESSIO_

STAq:E[_IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED ' '"

M^uctI 16_ 1976

Ordered to lie on the t_ble and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. Moss to S. 3065, a bill to

amend thc Federal Election Campaign Ac; of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with thc requirements of the Con-

stituti,on, and for other purposes, viz:

i On page 49, between lines 5 and 6, insert the following

2 new section 305:

3 "SEc. 305. Section 9033 (b) (3) of thc Internal Reve-

4 nuc Code of 1954 is amended as follows: 'file candidaLe has

5 received matching contributions which in the aggregate, ex-

6 ceed $10,000 in contributions from residents of each of at

7 least 30 States.' ".

8 Renumber thc following sections accordingly.

Amdt. No. 1462
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CalendarNo.647

S 3065
94'hr CON GRI.SS

'2DSEssto.N'

S_' * _' '' _?D STATESIN TIlE _ LNAIE ()F THE I,NIII,

M^r,('lt 16, 1976

O,'dered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
btam(led to be proposed 1)y 3Ir. I'z('I(wo_m t_ $. :_()(:;!_,a }fill to

'utwnd the Yederal Election ('amlmi_'lt Act (,f 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration l_y _ Federal Ele(.ti.n (!ont_nis-

· sion appointed in accordance with the re_luirement,,; of the

Constitution, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page :17, in lines 22 and °3, strike out "or a s;eparate

2 seg'reo'ated fund created by a corl)orati(m".

3 On pao'e 38, lines 1 and 2, strike (mt "or, separate

4 segregated funds created by a labor organization".

Amdt. No. 1463
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CalendarNo. 647

_ °°__ $ 30652D SESSZON

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STA._E_.q

MAm:_I 16_ 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be propos,ed ]byMr. P._C.t(WOODto S. 3005, .;tbill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971. to pro-

vide for its administration by a ;Federal Election C,mtmission

appointed in accordance with file requirements ot' the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 38, line 12, after "request" insert thc following:

2 "and at a cost sufficient only to reimlmrse the corporation

3 for the expenses incurred thereby,".

Amdt.No.1464
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CalendarNo. 647

s S 30652D Srssio_
O

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCII 16, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. PXCKWOODto S. 3065, r_bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requiremenl_s of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 37, lines 2:/: and 25, strike out "executive. or

2 administrative personnel" and insert inlieu thereof ':he fol-

3 lowing' "nonunion emp}oyees".

4 On page 3_, lines 14 through 18, strike out subparagraph

5 Gand insert in lieu thereof thc following:

6 "(6) For purposes of this section, thc term 'nonunion

7 employees' means individuals employed by a corporation

8 who arc not members of a labor organization.".

Amdt.No.1465
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CalendarNo. 647

S 3065_D S_ssm_r

IN THE SENATE 0F THE UNITED STATES

MARCH 16, 1976

Ordered tx) lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. PACKWOODto S. 3065, a bill to

amend the ]Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz:

I On page 37, line 12, strike out "or" and inserl; in lieu

2 thereof the following: ", an incorporated trade assoc!iation of

3 which a corporation is a member or a membership corpora-

4 tion, or a".

5 On page 37, line 25, after "families" insert the follow-

6 lng: ", for an incorporated trade association or a separate

7 segregated fund created by an incorporated trade association

8 to solicit contributions from any person other than its individ-

9 ual members and their families and the stockholders and ex-

Amdt.No.1466
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CalendarNo.647

$ 30652DS_ssmx

IN THE S]_NA_E OF THE UNITED STATES

MARcn 16, 1976

Ordered tx) lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. MATmAs to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 11971to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election (_ommis-

sion appointed in accordance with the requirements of the

Constitution, and for other purposes, viz:

I On page 2, line 11, strike out "six" and insert in

2 lieu thereof"cight".

3 On page 2, line 17, after "party" insert the following:

4 ", and at least two members appointed under this para--

5 graph shall not be :affiliatedwith any political party".

6 On page 2, linc 17, after "party" insert the following:

7 ", and at least two raembers appointed under this paragraph

8 shall not be affiliated with any political party".

9 On page 2, line 22, strike out "six" and insert in lieu

10 thereof "eight".

Amdt.No.1467
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1 On page :3,line 5, strike out "and".

2 On page 3, line 8, strike out the period and inser tt::in

3 lieu thereof a comma and the word "and".

4 On page 3, bet.wee:,t lines 8 and 9, ins;erg the followh_ :!_'

5 "(iv) two of {he mentbers, not affiliated with /::e

6 same polikticalparty, shall be appointed for terms en(li:_g

7 on April 30, 1983."'.
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CalendarNo.647

S 3065_vSEssxoN
$

IN TIIE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAnCH!7, 1976
Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. STEVENSto S. 3065, a bill

to amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 197'1 to

provide for its administratio n by a. Fe.deral Election Com-

mission appointed in accordance with the requirements of

the Constitution, and.for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 14, after line 14, add the following:

2 "(15) when committee treasurers and candidates

3 show that best efforts have been used to obtain and

4 submit' the ilfformation required by this subsection, they

5 shall be deemed to be in compliance with ';his sub-

6 section.".

Amdt.No.1490
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CalendarNo.647

S 30652vSrssms
s

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATF, S

MaRc_i 17, 1976
Ordered to be printed

AMENDMENT
(IN THE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE)

Proposed by Mr. GmFrrN to S. 3065, a bill to amend tlhe Fed-

oral Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for its admin-

istration by a Federal Election Commission appointed in

accordance with thc requirements of thc Constitution, and

for other purposes, viz: Strike out all after the enacting

clause and insert in ]lieu thereof the following:

1 SHORTTITLE

2 SEC_IO_ 1. This Act may be cited as the "Federal

3 Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1976".

4 SEc. 2. (a) The text of paragraph I of section 310 (a)

5 of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (hereinafter

6 the "Act") (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)) is amended to read as

7 follows: "There is established a Commission to be known

8 as the Federal Election Commission. The Commission is

9 composed of the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of

Amdt. No. 1491
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l fire ]louse of Representative. s, ex ()flick,, and withoni; the

2 right to vol:e, and six members appointed by the Pre_idenl;

3 of tZheUnited States, by and with the advice and cons,_J_t o:f

4 the Senate. :No more than three of the members sh:i_!lbe

5 affiliated with the same p,ditical party.".

6 (b) Section 310(a)(2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. ;:37c

7 (a) (2)), is amended to read as follows:

8 "(2) (A) Members of the Commission shall serve: for

9 ternas of six years, except that of the members :Erst

::tO appointed--

::ti "(i) two of the members, not affiliated witl:_ the

:12 same political party, shall be appointed for terms _nd-

:t3 ing on .April 30, __977,

14 "(ii) two of the members, not affiliated wi_tlJthe

15 same political party, shall be appointed for terms _nd-

116 lng on .April 30, !979, and

17 ".(iii) two o:i/the members, not affiliated wit:'.:,the,

:tS same political party, sM1]kbe appointed for terms el:_:.1ing

19 on April 30, 1981.

20 "(B) An individual appointed to fill a vacancy oc-

21 carting other than by the expiration of a term of :::{llce

22 shall be appointed only fo]: the unexpired term o:i! the

23 member he succeeds,.

24 "(C) Any vacancy occurring in the mem.bersb:i]:,of

616
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1 the Commission shall be filled in the same mann,er a,s in

2 the case of the original appointment.".

3 S_c. 3. (1) The President shall appoint members of the

4 Federal Election Commission under section 310 (a} oi{!the

5 Act (2 U.S.C. 437c (a)), as amended by this Act, as soon

6 as practicable after the d_:teof the enactment.

7 (2) The :firs{;appointments made by the President under

8 section 310 (a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c (a)), as amended

9 by this section, shall not be considered to be appointments to

10 fill the unexpired terms of members serving on the Federal

11 Election Commission on tlle date of the enae:tment of this

12 Act.

13 (3) Member.s serving on the Federal Election Commis-

14 sion on the date of the enactment of this Act may continue to

15 serve as such members until all six of the members of

16 the Commission are appointed and qualified under section

17 310 (a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c (a)), as redesig_aated by

18 section 105 and as amended by this section. Until alii six

19 .of the members of the Commission are appointed and quali-

20 fled under the amendments made by this Act, members

21 serving on such Commission on the date of enactment of this

22 Act m W exercise only such powers and function's as: are

23 consistent with the, determinations of the Supreme Court of

24 the United States in Buckley et al. against Va leo, Secretary

617
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1 of the United States Senate, et al. (numbered 75436, "5-

'2 437) January 30, 197(;.

3 S_,o. 4. The provis'_onsof section 310 (a) (3) of fire :!Lct

T -' o ,, 'I ' _' '4 (2 II.S.C. 4o7c(a)(a)), which prohibit any _adlx,l_al

5 from being appointed ;tsa member o:fthe Federal Elecl[:m

6 Commission who is, at the time of his appointment, m

7 elected or appointed officer or employe,e of the exeeul:ive,

8 legislative, or judicial branch of the Federal Govemm_:;::_t,

9 shall not apply in the case of any indMdual serving _!_.a

10 member of such Commission on the date of the enact,, !'ut

]1 of this Act.

:12 SEC.5. (1) All pc,semi,el, liabilities, contracts, propc?Ly,

., 0 (_: of]'3 and records determincd by the Director of the ffi"

]4 Management and Budget :ko be employed, held, or !_'.ed

15 primarily in connection whh the functica_s of the Fe(il:,,_al

:16 Election Commission under title III of the Federal Elec:!t)n

17 C:ampaign Act of 19711as such title existed on Januar,, 1,

;18 1976, or under any other 1:_rovidon,_of law are transferred] to

19 the l_ederal' Election tom:tress'' ion as eon:stituted under lite

20 amendments made by this Act to the Fede:_al Election C._ta-

2:1 paignAct of :1971.

'2:2 (2) (A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B) of

2:3 this paragraph, personnel engaged in fun._tions transfe}':r_d

2',4 under paragraph (1) shall 'be transferred in accordance v?i';h

618
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1 applicable laws and regulations relating to the transfer of

2 functions.

3 (B) The transfer of personnel pursuant to paragraph

4 (1) shall be with.out reduction in classification or compen-

5 sation for one year after such transfer.

6 (3) All laws relating to the functions transferred under

7 this Act shall, insofar as such laws are applicable and not

8 amended by this Act, remain in full force and effect. All

9 orders, determinations, rules, advisory opinions, and opinions

'II[Il i j10 of counsel made, issued, .or granted by the Federal[ l_lecuon

11 Commission before its reconstitution under the amendments

12 made by this Act which are in effect at the time of the trans-

13 fer provided by paragraph (1) shall continue in effect to the

14 same extent as if suclh transfer had not occurred.

15 (4) The I)rovisions of this Act shall not affect any pro-

16 ceeding pending before the Federal Election Commission at

17 the time this section takes effect.

18 (5) No suit, 3ction, or other proceeding commenced by

19 or against the Federal ]Election Commission or any otticer or

20 employee thereof acting in his official capacity shah abate by

21 reason of the transfer made under paragraph (1). The court

22 before which such suit, action, or other proceeding is pend-

23 lng may, on motion or supplemental petition filed at any

24 time within twelve months after the date of enactmenll; of

619
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i this Act, allow such suit, action, or other proceeding L!.:_be

2 maintained against the Federal Election Commission if ;he

3 party making the motion or filing the petition shows a ne :'es-

4 sity for the survival of the suit, action, or other procee,_!ing

5 to obtain a settlement of tlhe question involved.

6 (6) Ally reference in any other ]Federal law to :he

7 Federal Election Commission, or to any member or emptoz!:'ee

8 thereof, as such Commission existed under the Fed_?ral

9 Election Campaign Act of 1971 before !its amendmeni by

10 this Act shall be held and considered to refer to the ]1'_d-

11 eral Election Commission, or the members or emploi!'_es

12 thereof, as such Comnfission exists under the Federal F.lec-

13 tion Campaign Act of 1971 as amended by this Act.

14 SEc. 6. By addition to section 610 of tifie 18, U_imd

15 States Code, at the end thereof ", exceI)t that expend i¥ilres

16 for any such communications which exl?ressly advocat,t_ _he

]7 election or defeat of _ clearly identified candidate must be

18 reported to the Commission in accordance with secfiolq :11:34

19 (e) ".
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 endarNo,,647

s S 30659DSzssm_r
$

IN THE SENATF, OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCH 17, 1976

Ordered tx) lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. CmLES (for himself, Mr. Numar,

Mr. PACKWOOD, ]Mr. BROCK, Mr. GARY HART, Mr. DOME-

lgICI, .and Mr. ItANSl*.I_) to amendment numbered 1,[91 (in

the nature of a substitute) to S. 3065, .a bill to amend the

Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for its

administration by a Federal Election Commission appohl.ted

in accordance with the requirements of the Constitution, and

for other purposes:, viz: At the appropriate place insert the

following section:

1 CO_TRIB'U_m_S BY XRTIrIcI_ LSO_ E_TIT:rr_

2 SFAC. (a) No person, other than an individual, may

3 make a contribution.

4 (b) Notwith'standlng the provisions of subsection (a),

5 a political committee established and maintained by _[politi-

6 cal party may make contributions if the amounts contfib-

lmdt. No, 1492
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1 uted are derived exclusively from individual contributi_:,rLs.

2 For purposes of this sLtbsection, the term "political pa[ ?'

£1_ ) , ,·
o means a political party the candidates of which for I i_,_.,1-

_.1:dent and Vice President in the most recent Preside::_ial

5 election were on the 'ballot in at least one State.

· _'$_ _ _ iz
_ = ,,

· ,_. _ _ _,_ ._ _. _._
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CalendarNo.647

S 30652DSmsm_

IN THE SENATE OF TIlE UNITED STATES

MARCOr17, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. MA_mAS tO amendmer_t num-

bered 1491 (ill the nature of a substitute) to S. 3065, a bill

to amend thc Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to

provide for its administration by a lVedeml Election Com-

mission appointed in accordance with the requirements of

t:hc Constitution, and for other purposes, viz'

1 In section 2 (a) of the amendment, strike out "six mem-

2 bers" and insert "eight members".

3 In section 2 (a) of the amendment, after "thc same

4 political party" insert the following: ", and at least two of

5 the members shall not be affiliated with any political party".

6 In section 2 (b) of the amendment strike out "six years"

7 and insert "eig]ht years".

8 In section 2 (b), strike out "1981." and insert "1981,

9 and".

Amdt. No. 1493
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I In section 2 (b) of the amendment before subpara::_uph

2 (B) of section 310 (a) (2) of the Act as amended by :;ec-

3 tion 2 (b), insert the following'

4 "(iv) two of the members:, not affiliated witit the,,

5 same political party, s'hall be al?po]ir ted for terms:: _!nd-_

6 lngon April30, ' .oo ,,! Uo0, ,

_., _.._ _ _x:j
o

_' o :Z· _ _. _ _._ t_ ).., _

::_ _ ·
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CalendarNo. 647

$ 30652DSmsxo_
I ·

IN THE SENATE OF TtIE UNITED STATES

MARCI{17, 1976

Ordered to ]ie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. CA_ro_ to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the I_edcral Election Campaign Act of 1971 to

provide for its administration by a Federal Election Com-

mission appointed in accordance with the requirements of

the Constitution, and for other purposes, viz: On page 50,

before line 7, insert the following:

1 PAYi_{ENTS TO INACTIVE CANDIDATES

2 SEC. 306. (a) Section 9006 of the Internal Revenue

3 Code of 1954 (relating to payments to eligible candidates)

4 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

5 subsection:

6 "(e) TERMINATION OF PAYMENTS TO INACTIVE CAN-

7 DIDAq:ES.---_otwithstandlng any other provision of this chap-

8 ter, the Secretary or his delegate shall not make any pay-

9 ment to a candidate under this chapter after the date on

Amdt.No. 1494
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i which the Secretary or his delegate receives a detcrmi_ _:ion

? by the Commission that such candidate is no longer an _:,:_::ive

3 candidate. ]For purposes of this subsection, the Commii_!;ion

4 shall continuously review th_;_campaigns of candidat_ re-

5 ceiving payments under this chapter, andL!n making its ,l,_t:er-

6 rnination with respect to whether a candidate has ceas,_d to

7 be an active candidate, the Commission shall take in_:: ac-_

8 count the _frequency and. type of public appearances; and

9 speeches by' the candidate, the activities of his principal _:mx-.

:tO paign committee with respect to solM::ing or purcl_;ing

11 campaign materials, the continued payment and en_!,ioy-.

112 ment of personnel of such committee and the use of ',,_,.n--

113 tcers, and such othea_factors as the Co_mission deter:_,ncs

114 are appropriate°".

:15 (b) Section 9037 of such Code (relating to paymc:_ls to

16 eligible candidates i_ prhnary campaigns) is amcnd.[{l by

]7 adding at the end. i:hereof the following new subse< ion:

18 "(c) TERMIS'ATtON Cq? PXYME>?rS TO INA,;_:nVI_

:19 Cx:sI)IDAT:E'S.--Notuithstanding any other provision _::;ithis

20 chapter, the Secretary or his delegate ,shall not make: any

21 payment to a candidate under this chapter after the d;;}:c,on

22 which the Secretary or his delegate receives a dete:_:'::'_ina-

23 tion by the Commiss;on tMt such candidate is no loni?,_c an

24 active candidate. For purposes of this subsection, the i7om-

25 mission shall contimmusly r.,wiew the campaigns of ,_;;ndi-

628
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1 dates receiving payments under this chapter, and in making

2 its determination with respect to whether a c_ndid_te has

3 ceased to be art active candidate, the Commission shall take

4 'into account the frequency and type of public appearances

5 and speeches by the candidate, the activities of his pt'inc;pal

6 campaign committee with respect to soliciting or purchasing

7 campaign materials, the continued payment and empl,:)ylr,ent

8 of personnel of such committee and the use of volunte_,rs, and

9 such other factors as the Commission determines are appro-

10 priate.".
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CalendarNo.647

S 30652DSEssIo>_
O

IN THE SENATE 0F THE UNITED STATES

MAnCIt 17, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. ALLE__ to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

sfitution, and for other purposes, viz:

I On page 37, line 13, before the. period insert file foll()w-

2 ing: ", or by a membership organization, cooperative, or

3 corporation without.capital stock".

4 On page 38, line 3, after the period insert the following:

5 "This paragraplh shall not prevent a memberhsip organ!iza-

6 tion, cooperative, or corporation without capital stock, or a

7 separate segregated fund established by a membership orga-

8 nization, cooperative, or corporation without capital stock,

Amdt.No.1495
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1 from soliciting contribu;ions to such a fund :frommembe::_ of

2 such organization, cooperative, or corporation wihout c_Ll':lal

3 stock.".

i:i
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CalendarNo.647

S 30652v S_ssxoN

IN THE SENATE OF TtIE UNITED STATES

MARCtr 17, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to .be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. ALLE_ to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with thc requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for olher purposes, viz:

1 On page 42, line 22, strike "$2,000" and insert in ]iett

2 thereof "$1,000'.

3 On page 43, line 1, strike "$24,000" and insert in lieu

4 thereof "$15,000".

Amdt.No.1497
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CalendarNo,,647

s S 30652o SESSIO_

IN TIIE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

ManclI 17, 1976

Ordered to lic on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. CLARK to S. 3065, '_ bill to

amend thc Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro--

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Conm, is-

sion appointed in accordance with the reqt, ircmenls o1!thc

Co,_stitntion, ;and fei,'other purposes, viz: On page 44, strike

out lines 3 through 15 and insert in lieu thereof the following:

I (b) A defendant in any criminal action brough; fo_'the

2 violation of a provision of this Act, or of ,_ provision of

3 chapter 95 or I[)6of tlm Internal Revenue Code of 1954, may

4 introduce as evidence of his lack of knowledge of or intent

5 to commit the offense for which the action was brought a

6 conciliation agreement entered into between the defendant

7 and the Commission under section 313 which specifically

S deals with the ae,t or failure to act constituting such offense

9 and which is still in effect.

Amdt.No. 1498
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CalendarNo. 647

S.30652_ SEssiox

'_'_1' T ,1' -1IN TIIE SENAIR OF 'riie UNITED STATES

_{ARCtI 17, 1976

Ordered to lic on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proI)osed by Mr. Scmvr:nCEi_ (fol. himself and

Mr. CLAret) to S. "'_'_-or.o, a Mil to amend the Federal Election

Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for its administration by a

Federal Election Commission appointed in accordance with

the requirements of the Constitution, and for other purpeses,
viz '

1 On page 11, llne 21, strike out "$100" and insert, in lieu

2 thereof "$50".

3 0ri'page 1.1, beginning with line 22, strike out through

4 line 5 on page 12, and insert in lieu thereof the following:

5 "(b) Section 302 (c) (2) of such Act (2 U.S.C. 432

6 (c) (2)) is amended by striking out '$10' and inserting

7 in lieu thereof '_$50'.".

s On page 13, beginning with line 10, strike out through

9 line 20.

Amdt.No. 1499
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1 On page 13, line 21, strike ou; "(5)" and inset; in li,;_,u

2 thereo_" (1) ".

3 On page 13, line 23, strike ou; "(6)" and insert in ti,_,a

4 thereo[" (2)"

5 On page 14, line 1, strike ou[ "(7)" and insert in lh!a

G thereof" {3)".

C:_ _ _ _ _. _ _ ,...,

· . .+ _ ~

'"'!. _._ e-+. _ r._ .ii
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CalendarNo.647

_rooN_s_s_o_ S. 3065

IN TIIE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAhou 17, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. TOWERto S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election C!aml)aign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Con'tmission

appointed in accordance with tim requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page _18,line 17, delete the following: "and who

2 have policymaking or supervisory responsibilities".

Amdt.No.1500
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CalendarNo. 647

S 30652DS_ssxox

IN TItE SENATE OF TItE UNITED STATES

MAnc_ 17, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. TOWER to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to :pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz: On page 37, beginning

with line 22, strike out through line 3 on page 38 and insert

in lieu thereof the following-

I : (3) It shall not be unlawful under this section for a

2 corporation or a separate segregated fund established by a

3 corporation to solicit contributions from any employee of the

4 corporation whether or not he is a member of a labor orga-

5 nization. It shall not be unlawful under this section for

6 labor organization or a separate segregated fund est_Lblislhed

7 by a labor organization to solicit contributions from any

8 stockholder or employee of a corporation if that organization

Amdt.No.!501
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1 is the labor representative of some empT[oyees of that corp_:_'l-

:2 tion in dealing with thai corporation as to matters of _?'_.i!;,

3 working eondit![ons, and other benefits.

_:; _ _ _ _ .....· ;: _ -i _;rt

0 e-_

·" _ o_ o

_'__k _ _'_ ;__ _
..... [-_.J o ,-.j
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CalendarNo. 647

S 30652DSESSION
o

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCII 18, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. ALLEN to S. 3065, _bbill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for other purposes, viz:

I On page 46, line 6, strike the following: "616".

2 On page 46, line 10, strike the following: "616".

Amdt. No. 1503
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CalendarNo.647

S 30652DSEssm_
·

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

_/[ARC}I !87 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. BUCFmE¥ to S. 3065, a b!i.llto

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 197] to pro_"

vide for its administrati°n by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with the requirements of the Coil-.

stitution, and for other purposes, viz:

I On page 17, line 13, strike all through line 1(:; on
o
- page 19.

Amdt.No. 1504
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CalendarNo,647

S 30652D SESSIO_

IN TttE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCH18, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. BUCKLEY to S. 3065, _ bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to

provide for its administration by a Federal Election Com-

mission appointed in accordance with the requirements of the

Constitution, and for other purposes, viz:

I On page 5, llne 24, strike the words "a majority" and

substitute the words "all six" in lieu thereof.

3 On page 6, line 3, strike the words "a majority" and

4 substitute the words "all six".

Amdt. No. 1505
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CaleudarNo' 647

S 30652D SESSION

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCH 18, 1976

Ordered to lie on thc table and to be Printed

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. DugKIX to S. 3065, _ biill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Corami:_sion

appointed in accordance with thc requirements of the Con-
stitution, and for other purposes, viz-

1 On page 13, lh_e 7, before the closing quotati.m mark

2 insert the following' "Each candidate shall file in a Single

3 consolidated report the reports of his principal campaign

4 committee, his candidate report, and the reports of other

5 authorized committees required under this section.".

6 On page 15, after line 24, insert the following:

7 "(e) (1) Section304(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 434

8 (a)) is amended as follows:

9 "(A) by strikingout paragraph (A) (i) and insert-

10 lng 'ualieu thereof the following:

Amdt.No.1506
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1 "'(i) In any eale:nda]:year in which an individ:.al

2 is a candidate for 'Federal c,mce and art election for :_;_$

3 Federal ofGceis h&d in su,:h year, such reports sha?l_ibe

4 filed not later than the fifth and fifteenth days befor_ :'_e

5 date on w]Ach such election is held and shall be com]';l!.re

{3 as of the tenth and _wentieth days before the date of s_:ch

7 election; except th::_tany s_lclireport filledby regist _'ed

S or certified[ mail m[lst be postmarked not later than {lie

9 close of tlhe seventh and sevcmteenth day's before the ,;_te

s_o of such election"', J'

:11 "(B) by striking the last sentence in section :i',()4

12 (a) and inserting in lieu th,:_reofthe following' 'Any _:_,a-

l_:} tribution of $1,000 or more: received aiter the tenth :]ay

_i-_ but more than tx_enty-four hours be:iore any elec:!,m

313 sMll be reported within Cwenty-fou: hours aftex' ts

:1,6 receipt.'.

17 "(2) Section 304(c) of the Act (2 'U.S.C. 434(:_ )

18 is an:tended by striki_?4 the section and[ !inserting in i,m

3[9 thereof the following'

2;o "'(c) Cu_,_msA_iw REr{mTIXC A:M:OU_S rO_ (' X-

21 CttANGED ITE2dS (JARI_IED _Fo:[['WAR.D; S.CATE' MENT OF i[3<-

22 xc_r_vE S_xrq_s.--The reports required to be filed I:,y

2S subsection (a) of this section shall he cumulative for {he

2_t period beginning on the day on which a person become!! a

25 candidate with!in the n_ean!i:ngof section 3C_1(b) or, in {he

650
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I case of a political committee, the period beginning on the

2 first date on which it becomes a political committee within

3 the meaning of section 301 (d), but where there has been

4 no change in an item reported in a previous report during

5 such period, only the amount need be carried forward. If

6 no contribution or expenditures have been acceptedl or ex-

7 pended during a calendar year, the treasurer of the political

S committee or candidate shall file a statement to that effect.'"
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CalendarNo 647
94,m CONGRESS

2D SESSION S' 3065

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCH 18, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. DURKIN to S. 3065, !_ bill to

amend the ]Federal Election Campaign Act of :197:1[to

provide for its administration by a Federal Election Com-

mission appointed in accordance with the requireraents of

the Constitution, and for other purposes, viz: On page 51,

after line 16, add the following new title:

I TITLE IV---ASSISTANCE FOR CONGRESSIONAL

2 CAMPAIGN COMMUNICATIONS AMENI)MENT

3 OF 1971 ACT

4 Src. 401. (a) The Federal Election Campaign Act of

5 1971 is amended by adding at the end thereof thc following

6 new title:

Amdt.No. 1507
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1 "TITLE V--CONGI_ESSIOS[AL CA3f]?AIGN tOMS[U-

?. _ICATIONS ASSISTAN[JE Bt_0ADCAST TIMt(

3 "S_;c. 501. (a) ]';ach station licensee shall make a,_',lil-

4 able to eligible congressional <'andidates without charg,: [or

5 canq?aign broadcasts-

6 "(1) in the case of :_ primary, general_ or st,:_:ial

7 ,election, an amoun_ of broadcast time equal in val..tf, to

8 the amount of such time a candidate could purehast, at

!) the rate required 1)ysectiott 315 (b) (1) of the CoJL:]:_m-

10 nications .Act of 1934 (determined wid.iot, regard t'. _hc

l:t date of the broadcast), for i:helesser of.__

:I_S "(A) 82o0,000, _r

13 "(B) 5 cents multiplied by' the numb.u.::of

:14 qualified voters in the district in '_x;hichthe eand!_!ate

15 seeks election,and.

16 "(2) in the case of a runoff election, an am::[mt

1.7 euqal to one-half of the amount which would be i('_ter-

1t¢ termine(1under paragraph (1).

19 "(b) In any bro_tdcast area served by more that, ::.ne

20 television station lice,see, or more than one radio st,:_llon

2:[ licensee, or both, the o'!)ligafionimposed on licensees by _!;.tb-

22 section (a) shall be, allocated among the television st;1]Oll

23 licensees and[ among the radio station licensees on an _:_tui-

24 table basis so that a candi[date is entitled to the same :.:,tal

25 amount of broadcast time by radio and by television in :;:.:ch
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1 area as that to which he would be entitled if such area were

2 served only by one radio station or only by one tclev!ision

3 station.

4 "(c) (1) .Atelevision station licensee shall make the use

5 of its facilities available to candidates under this section for

6 broadcast during the period beginning at 6 o'clock post-

7 meridian local time and ending at 11 o'clock postmeridian

8 local time on any day on which the use of such facilities is

9 made available and a radio station licensee, shall make the

10 use of its facilities available to candidates under this section

11 for broadcast at prime listening times as determined under

12 regulations promulgated by the Federal Communications

13 Commission.

14 "(2) No broadcast time during which a candidate ap-

l5 pears on any :regularly s&eduled news report or regularly

16 scheduled public affairs program broadcast by a station li-

17 censee shall be deducted from the broadcast time to which

18 that candidate is entitled under this section.

19 "(d) The Federal Communications Commission, after

20 consultation with the Federal Elections Commissions shall

21 prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry out

22 the provisions of this section, and may grant variances from

23 the requirements of this section whenever it determines

24 that any requested variance is not inconsistent with the pur-

25 poses of this section.
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1 "TELEPHONE SERVIOE

2 ".SEc. 5C2. (a) Any telephone company regulated by

3 the Federal Communications Comm![ssion under rifle ]iZ[of

4 the Communications Act ef lC_34_or .any telephone coil:il]any

5 with lines or facilities interconmected with file lines or t;_cil_-

6 ties of such a regulated telephone company, shall make _;_'_ail-

7 able to eligible congressiorml candidates wRhout charge, fee,

8 or deposit [he use of its facilities and services to the e:_:t:ent

9 that the value of the facilkies and service:s fm'nished to _xch

10 candidate under this scctio:n does not exceed an amount >]ual

11 to i cent multiplied by the number of qmL]_ifiedvoters i:_.the

12 district in which the candidate seeks election, or $10(),I'.,00,

13 whichever is less.

14 "(b) The Federal Commmfieations .Commission, ! !ter

15 consultation with the Federa)Elections Commission, (hall

16 prescribe such regulations as :may be necessary to carry out

17 the provisions of this section, and may grant variances :[_om

18 the requirements of this section whenever it determines I:hat

19 any requested variance is not inconsistent with the pmpf:,ses

20 of this section.

_',1 _5CA3'.[PA][GN MAIL

22 "SEc. 503. (a) Eac.h eligible congressional candi!iate

23 in a primary, general, or special e]ection is authoriz(!l[ to

24 make mailings of hi:_ ca:mpa:ign materisl free of posl_ge.

2:5 "(b) The provisions of subsection (a) apply to ,rely

6,56
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I so much free postage as does not exceed an amount eqmd to

2 i cent multiplied by the number of qualified voters in the

3 district in which the candidate seeks election, or $100,()00,

4 whichever is less.

5 "(c) In file case of a runoff election, an eligible candi-

6 date shall receive an amount equal to one-half of the amount

7 which would be determined under paragraph (b).

8 "(d) The United States Postal Service, after consulta-

9 tlon with the ]Federal Election Commission, shall prescribe

10 such regulations as may be necessary to carry out thc pro-

11 visions of this section.

12 "(e) There are authorized to be appropriated to the

13 United States ]?ostal Service an amount equal to the postage

14 that would have been paid on the campaign material mailed

15 in accordance with this section if this section had not been

16 enacted.

17 "DEFI]NITIONS: ADJUSTMENT OF AMOUNTS

18 "SEc. 504. (a) ]For purposes of this tifie--

19 "(1) the term 'eligible congressional candidate'

20 means a camtidate (as defined in section 301 (b) of

21 this Act) for nomination for election, or for election,

22 as a United States Senator, Representative, l_[esident

23 Commissioner, or Delegate who is certified by fi_e Fed-

24 eral Election Commission as having obtained the si_;_w-

25 hn_es of the lesser of--
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:t "(A) 3 per cemum of tile qualified vote:.._ in

o thc State or district in which he seeks nomin_ '.!on

3 or election, or

4 "(B) one hundred and fifty thousand qua].i!ed

5 voters;

6 "(2) tlle ter]n 'district' means State in the ca,.:_of

7 a senator!'al candidate,

8 "(3,) the term 'qualified voters' means regist[!?ed

9 'voters or, if a State does; not provide for perm._t,mt

:t0 :reg'istratk, n of voters, individuals qtmFficd to vote i:: :itc

11 most recently co_:,ducted general election for Fc&_'al,

I2 State, distrietwide office, and

13 "(4) the ternt 'station licensee' has tile same n_,',an-

:bt ina as it has in tl_e Comnmnications Act of 1934.

15 "(b) Candidates shall file qualifying petitions ,,,'1th

!1,3 file Secretary of State (or, if _here is no office of Secr_:l,,_ry

17 of State, the equivalent State officer) of the appro_p?i_te

18 State, who shall either accept or reject such petition w ifin

19 fifteen days.

20 "(c) The Federal Election Commission shall not e..!.:iiify

21 any candidate: as an ,eligible congressiorLal candidate tL:_(ess

2:2 the signatures on such petition are verified by the /!;l:_tte

23 election officials pursuant to paragraph (b) of this se,::i:ic)n.

2.t: "SEc. 505. At the beginning of each calendar j'_ar

2,5 (commencing in 1977) the value of the time which a st:;_:kon

02,8
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I licensee is obligated to make available to eligible candidates

2 under section 501, the value of the telephone service made

3 available under section 502, and the amount of free postage

4 made available under section 503, shall be increased over

5 the amounts set forth in such sections by the per eentum

6 difference determined for adjustments under section 320 (c)

7 of this Act.".
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CalendarNo.647

S 30652v S_ssioN

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

M^ncIr 22, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. S_:_:vE_s to S. 3065, a. bill to

amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1.971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with tile requirements of tt:e Con-

st,kntimb and for other i)m'pose_, viz: On page 14, after

linc 14, add thc following:

1 (4) Section ,'t04 (b) or thc Act (2 U'.S.C. 434 (b) is

2 further amended by inserting immediately after paragraph

3 (1.4) thc following' new paragraph:

4 "(15) When committee treasurers and candidates show

5 tlmt best effort.._have been used to obtain and submit the

6 infornmtlon required by this subsection, they shall be ,:lcemed

7 to ])c in compl.iancc with this subsect,on..

Amdt. No. 1515
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CalendarNo.647

S 30652D _Essmx

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

M^Rcrt 23_ 1.976

Ordered to l_c on the tab]c and to be printed

AMENDMENT
(IN THE NATURE OF A SUBSTITUTE)

Intended to be proposed by Mr. CAXTON (roi' himself, Mr.

}:[ATFIELD, Mr. MANSFIELD, Mr. HUGII SCOTT, Mr.

I_OBER'rC. BY,m, and Mr. GmrriN) to S. 3065, a bill to

amend thc Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance with thc requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for od_cr purposes, viz: Strike out all after thc

enacting clause and insert in lieu thereof thc following:

1 SHORTTITLE

2 SECTION1. This Act may be,cited as the ":Federal E]ec-

3 tion Campaign Act Amendments of 1976".

Amdt. No. 151 S
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1 TITLE I--.AMENDIIENTS TO FEDEIlAL ELECT[i',)N

2 CAMt>.tlGN ACT OF ][971

3 FEDEt_AL ELECT[ON COMMISSION I_[EMBER,SHIP

,l SEC. 101.. (a) (1', The soco:nd sentence of section :;09

15 (a) (1) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (2

6 U,S.C. 43% (a) (1)), as redesignated by section 105 (b're-

'7 inafter in this Act referred to as the "g,ct"), is am¢_:t:[ed

8 to read as follows: "The Comndssion ils composed oi :he

9 Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the Hou:;;: of

:to ltepresentatives, ex officio and without the right to vote, ,nd

11 eight members appoh_ted by i:he PresMent of the U:L !ed

:1:2 States, by and with the advice and consent of the Sen, i::."

:13 (2) The last sentence of section 309(a)(1) o! :he

14 Act (2 '*_'"_u.o.,:. 437cia)(1)), as rede;ig'nated by sc, ion

15 105, is amended to road as follows: "No more than [,_'ee

:16 members of tile Coml,:,ission appointed under this parag't,! pla.

:17 may be affiliated witL the sante political party, and at 'izast

18 two members appointed under this parng'raph shall n,:l be

19 affiliated with any political party.".

20 (b) Section 309(a)(2) of the Acl; (2 U.S.C. 4:;%

21. (a) (2)), as redesigrtated by section 105, is amend,t!:,! to

22 read. as follows:

23 "(2) (A) 5Iemb_rs ,of tl:J,_Commission shall serv_ for

2;4 terms of eight year,,, except that of !he members lirst

25 at>pointed--
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1 "(i) two of the members, not affiliated with the

2 same political party, shall be appointed for tetras end-

3 lng on April 30, 1977,

4 "(ii} two of the members, not affiliated with the

5 same political party, shall be appointed for terms end-

6 lng on April 30, 1979,

7 "(iii) two of the members, not affiliated with the

8 same political party, shall be appointed for terms end-

9 ing on April 30, 1981, and

10 "(iv) two of the members, not affiliated with the

11 same political party, shall be appointed for terms end-

12 lng on April 30, 1983.

13 "(B) An individual appointed to fill a vacancy oc-

14 curring other than by the expiration of a term of office

15 shall be appointed only for the unexpired term of the

16 member he succeeds.

17 "(C) Any vacancy occurring in the membership of

18 the Commission shall be filled in the same manner as in

19 the case of the original appointment.".

20 (c) (1) Section 309(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c

21 (b)), as redesignated by section 105, is amended to ::cad as

22 follows:

23 "(b) (1) The Commission shall administer, seek to

24 obtain compliance with, and formulate policy with :_espect

25 to,"tllis Act and chapter 95 and clmpter 96 of the Internal

,565
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1 Revenue Code of 1954. The Commission shall have _::clu-

2 sive and primary jarisdictio:a wit:h respect to th_z :,ivil

3 enforcemem of such provisions.

4 "(2) Nothing il, this Act shall be construed to l!mit,

5 restrict, or diminish -my invcstigatc, ry, informational, ,:ver-

6 sight, supervisory, or dhcipl:inary authority or functi:::_ of

7 the Congress or any committee of the Congress with r,:.::[)ect

8 to elections for Federal office.".

9 (2) The first sentence o:[ section 309 (e) of the _!_r {2

:[0 U.S.C. 437c(c)), as rede,ignated by section 1t),:, is

11 amended by inserting immediately before, the period , : the

:1_2 end thereof the following: ", _.xeept that the affirmativ,:, _'ote

13 of five members of tho Cc,mmi_;sion shall ]_e required in 4:rder

14 for the Commission to estal_]ish guidelines for eom][_'_thee

15 with the provisions oi this: Aei or wi_:h elmpter 95 or e[ :_pter

16 96 of the Internal l{_venue Code ot! lq54, or for the I om-

:17 mission to take any action in accordance with pam:.!?apli_,.

:t8 (6}, (7), (8), or [10)of :-_eetion3re(a)"

:19 (d) The last sentence of section 309(f)(1) ::1 the

:20 Act (2 u..s.c. 437,(f)(1)), as redesignated by s'.rfion

21 105, is amended by inserting immediately before the :!:,:riod

:22 the following: "without regard to the provisions of I!;tle 5,

:28 United States Code, governing appoirLtraents in the rom-

:24: petitive service or the provisions of clq.apter 51 an,:!! sub-
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1 chapter III of chapter 53 of such title relating to elassifi-

2 cation and General Schedule pay rates".

3 (e) (1) The President shall appoint members of the

4 Federal Election Commission under section 309 (all of' the

5 Act (2 U.S.C. 42.7c(a)), as redesignated by section 105

6 and as amended by this section, as soon as practicable ;_fter

7 the date of the enactment of this Act.

8 (2) The first appointments made by the President under

, 9 section 309 (a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)), as re-

10 designated by section 105 and as amended by this section,

11 shall not be considered to be appointments to fill tke unex-

12 Pired terms of members serving on tlhe Federal Election

13 Commission on the date of tile enactment of this Act.

14 (3) Members serving on the Federal Election (_ommis-

15 sion on the date of the enactment of this Act may continue to
16

serve as such members until a majority of the merabers of

17 the Commission are appointed and qualified under section'

18 309 (a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c (a)), as redesigr,ated by

19 section 105 and as amended by this section. Until a majority

20 of the members of the Commission are appointed and quali-

21 fled under the amendments made by this Act, members

22 serving on such Commission on the date of enactment of thi_

23 Act may exercise only such powers and functions as are

24 consistent With the determinations of the Supreme (Jom't of
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1 the United States in Bi:ckley c!;al. against Valeo, Secr_;:ILry

2 of the United States S_natc, et: al. (numbered 75-436, i 5-

3; 437) January 30, 197(_.

4: (f) The provisior_ of section 309 (,st)(3) of the ._!ct

5, (2' U.S.C. 437c(a) (_;)), as redesig:aated by section :,Z5,

(? which prohibit any ih/tividual from being appointed a

7 member of file Federa'; Electio'_ (:om:m_ss_(nwho is, al: :ira

8 time of his appointmc:.:t, an eltccted or appointed ofYic_:or

9 employee of tim exect_:ivc, legislative, or judicial bran(, of

10 the Federal Government, shall not apply in the case of _y

1.]. individual serving as a member of such Commission or Ibc

:1.',' date of the enactment cf this Act.

:13 (g) (1) .All personnel, l!i_,Nlities, contracts, prop_:_':.y,

14 and records determim_d by the Director of the 0ffi(, of

15 Management and Budget to be employed, held, or i_ed

16 primarily in connection with ihe functio:as of the Fe0_ral

17 Election Commission under title III of the Federal Ele[ lion

18 Campaign Ac_ of 1971 as such title existed on Janua:i:,i 1,

19 1976, or under any other provision of law are transferr[! it to

2t) the Federal-Election Commis_sionas con:gtituted under :he

2:t amendments raade by ';his Act to the Federal Election '(_,m-

2:>. paign Act of 1971.

21t (2) (A)Except as provided in subl)aragraph (t:;) of

_$ this paragraph, persorLneI engaged in fimctions transf,;;__ed

215 under paragraph (1) _;hallbe _ransferred in accordance ,;:ith
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I applicable laws and regulations relating to the transfer of

2 functions.

3 (B) The transfer of personnel pursuant _o paragraph

4 (1) shall be without reduction in classification or compen-

5 sation for one year a.fter such transfer.

6 (3) All laws relating to the functions transferred under

7 this Act shall, insofar as such laws are applicable and not

8 amended by this Act, remains in full force and effect. All

9 orders, determinations, rules, advisory opinions, and opinions

10 of counsel made, issued, or granted by tlhe ]Federal Election

:ti Commission before its reconstitution under the amendments

12 made by this Act which are in effect at the time of the trans-

13 fer provided by paragraph (1) shall continue in effecLto the

14 same extent as if such transfer had not occurred.

15 (4) The provisions of this Act shall not affect any pro-

16 cee(ling pending before the Federal Election Commission at

17 the time this section takes effect.

18 (5) No suit, action, or other proceeding commenced by

19 or against the Federal Election .Commission or any ol_ce:ror

20 employee thereof acting in his official capacity shah abate by

21 reason of the transfer made under paragq,aph (1). The court

22 before which such suit, action, or other proceeding i_ pend-

23 lng may, on motion or .supplemental petition fried at any

24 time within twelve months after the date of enactanent of

25 this Act, allow such suit, action, or other proceeding re, lm
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I maintained agains_ thc Federal Election Commission if ihe

2; pa,rty making '[he mod,on or filing the petit!ion shows a m:_'_s-

g sity for the survival ot! the suit_ action, or other proce¢¢_ling

.4, to obtain a setdement of the question ;nvolved.

5 {6) Any reference in any other Federal law to :he

6 Federal Election Commission, or to any nlLemberor emp],:_:i,ee

7 thereof, as such Commission existed under l[he Federal i][!!',::_c-

8 fion Campaig'rLAct of 1971 before its etmendment by lJlis

9 Act shall be ]held and considered to refer to the Fed,f::al

10 Election Comraission, or the members or employees the:t_,,of_

1:1 as such Commission exists under the Federal Election C::al-

:11.2paign Act of 1.971 as amended by thiisAclL

][3, cu^t_cr, s :r_ :_mm_-rrm:xs

IL4: SEC. 102. (a) Section 301 (a} (2',t of l:heAct (2 U_;!!C_

][5 431 (a)(2)) is amended by striking ()ut "held to" _Lnd

16 inserting in lieu thereof "which has authority to".

17 (,b) Section 301 (e) (:;2) of the Act ('2 U.S.C. 431 .:_)

18 ('2)) is amended by inserting _written" immediately be:It,re

:[9 " cont:,ract".

_, (c) Section 301(e) (4) of the Act (? U.S.C. 431 _3)

21 (4)) is amended by inserting after "purpose" the follow'ilg:

22; ", except that this paragraph shall not apply in the ca:;!;t!of

':'.3 legal or a_countlng services rendered to or on behalf o:t!the

?A: national committee of a political party (unless the pe:%on

'_ paying for such services is _ person other _han the emp],,,(!,'er
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I of the individual rendering such services), other than services

2 attribu_ble to activities which directly further the election of

3 a designated candidate or candidates .k_ ]Federal office, nor

4 shall this paragraph apply in the case of legal or accounting

5 services rendered to or on behalf of a candidate or political

6 committee solely for tile purpose of insuring compliance 'with

7 the provisions of tlhis Act or chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal

8 Revenue Code of 1954 (unless the person paying for :such

9 services is a person other than the employer of tlhe !indi-

10 vidual rendering such services), but amounts paid or :incurred

11 for such legal or accounting services shall be reported in

12 accordance with tlhe requirements of section 304 (b)%

13 (d) Section 301 (e)(5)is amended--

14 (1) by striking out "or" at the end of clause (E),

15 (2) by inserting "or" at the end of clause (F), and

16 (3) by inserting after clause (F) the folh)wingnew

17 clause:

18 "(G) a loan of money by a National _r State

19 bank made in accordance with the applicable bank-

20 lng laws and regulations and irt the ordinary course

21 of business, but such loans--

22 "(i) shall be reportedin accordartce'with.

23 the requirementsof section 304 (b); and

24 "(ii) shall be considereda loan by each

25 endorser or guarantor, in that proportion of

Amdt. No. 1516- 2
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3. the unpaid balance thereof tlhat each endo:'mr

2 m' guarantor bears to the total number o:i!en-

o_' dorsers or guarantors,;:_"'

4 (e) Section 301(e) (5) of thc .Act (2 U.;!!:C.

5 431 (e) (5)) is amended by striking out "individual" w _,:rc

(; it appears after clause (G) and inserth_g in lieu th_:t,_of

7 "person".

8 ,(f) Section 301 (f) (4:) of thc Act (:2 U.S.C. 431 {f)

9 (4)) is amended--

:10 (1) by inserting before tile semicolon in clause lB)

:[1 the following: ", or partisan activity designed to enc::_n'-

:t2 age individuals to register to vote:, or l:ovote, condu::_ed

:[3 by the national cornmi{:teeof a political party, or a _;b-

14: ordinate committee thereof, or thc State committee _:ia

:ts national party, bui: such partisan activity shall be 'c-

:t6 ported in accordmme with the requirements of se,r:_lion

17 304".

:tS', (2) by striking out "or" at the end of clause i F)

:tS, and at the end of clause (G); and

20 (3) by inserting immediately afler clause (H) :he

21 following new clauses:

221 "(I) any costs incurred by a candidate in !::n-

23 nection with {:hesolici{afion of contributions by :_ ch

24 candidate except that this clause shall not al!,i?ly

25 with respect to costs incurred by a candidate in :,x-
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1 cess of au amount equal to 20 percent of the ex-.

2 penditure limitation applicable to such candidate

3 under section 320 (b), but all such costs shall be

4 reported in accordance with section 304 Ib);

5 "(J) the payment, by any person other than

6 a candidate or political committee, of compensation

7 for legal or accounting services rendered to or on

8 behalf of the national committee of a political party

9 (unless the person paying for such services is a

10 person other than the employer of the individual

11 rendering such services), other than services at-

12 tributable to activities which directly further the

13 election cf a designated candidate or candi.clates to

14 Federal office, or the payment for legal or account-

15 lng services rendered to or on behalf of a candidate

16 or political committee solely for the purpose of

17 insuring compliance with the provision of this title

18 or of chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Reven':te (ilode

19 of 1954 (unless the person paying for such services

20 is a person other than the employer of the inclividual

21 rendering such services), but :amounts paid or' in-

22 curred for such legal or accounting services shall

23 be reported under section 304 (b); or

24 "(K), a loan of money by a national or State

25 bank made in accordance with the applicable blink-
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1 lng lsJwsand regulations and in the ordinary c[._rse

2, of business, but such loan shall be reported i: src_

3 cordance with section 304 (b);"

4 (g) Sec,;ion 30_ of thc: Act (2 U.S.©. 43_ is

15 amended--

t3 (1) by striking out "and" at rite end of para2;t'! ph

'l (m);

13 (2) by striking ,:>ut'lhe period at; the end of !__ra,-

9 _aph (n) and kaserfing in lieu fin.'reof a semic,:_i)n;

113 ,and

1:l (3) 'by adding at the end thereof the following' :'_cw

:t2 para_'aph:

13 "(o) 'Act' n_ean,s th.c_Federal Election Cam[_,ign

14 Act of lq71 as amended by the Federal Election Ii',:,.m-

15 paign Act Amendments of 1974 and the Federal )!lee,,-

16 fion Campaign Act Amendments of 1976.".

:17 OaGA_*rZATIO_¥O_' ro:_m!:rcxn C;OM:_ITTI_ES

18 SEC. 103. (a) Section 302 (b) of the, ]Federal Eh_?. ion

:19 Campaign Act of 197 [ (2 U_S.(]. 4:32 (b) ) is amend,:_,! by

20 striking out "$10" -;nd inserting in lie_l thereof "$1iI)0".

:21 (b) Section 302(c)(2) of such Act (2 U.S.C ,_32

22 (c) (2)) is amended by striking out "$I0" and insertii._:t!.;in

23 lieu thereof "$100".

24 (c) Section 302 of the A_t (2 U.S.C. 432) is am,_!_:_ed
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1 by striking out subsection (e) and by redesignatiag sub-

2 section (f) as subsection (e).

3 REPORTS BY POLITICAL COMMITTEES AND CANDIDATES

4 SEC. 104. (a) Section 304 (a) (1 ) of the Act (2 U.S.C.

5 434(a) (1)) is amended by adding at the end of subpara-

6 graph (C) the following: "In any year in which a candi-

7 date is not on, the ballot for election to Federal office, such

8 candidate and his authorized committees shall only be re-

9 quired to file such reports not later than the tenth day lol-

l0 lowing the close of any calendar quarter in which the candi-

11 date and his authorized committees received contributions

12 or made expenditures, or both, the total amount of which,

13 taken together, exceeds $5,000, and such reports ,_hal] be

14 complete as of the close of such calendar quarter; except that

15 any such report required to be filed after December 31 of

16 any calendar year with respect to which a report is required

17 to be filed under subparagraph (B) shall be filed as pro-

18 vided in such subparagraph.".

19 (b) Section 304(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 434(a)

20 (2)) is amended to read as follows:

21 "(2) Each treasurer of a political committee authorized

22 by a candidate to raise contributions or make expenditures on

23 his behalf, otlher than the candidate's principal campaign
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1 conmfittee, sbdl file the reports required ander this se<n:ian

2 with the ca_ndidate'sprincipal campaign commit>tee."

g (c) Section 304(b) of the Act (2 'U.S.C. 434{b )

4: is amended--

5 (1) by strikh_gout "and" at tile end of paragr;!_?h

{; {12);

7 (2) by redesi_latbg paragraph (13) as paragn_.ph

8 (14); and

9 (3) by inserting immediately after paragraph ( 1:.))

10 the following new paragraplt'

:11 "(13) in the case of expenditures in excess of 81 30

:12 by a political committee other than a:a authorized _:x,:n-

13 mittee of a candidate expressly advocating the ele,c:lion

14 or defeat of a clearly identified canrtidate, througl.

15 separate :schedule (A) any inform_.tion required by

16 paragraph (9), stated ir_ _ manner which indh_,,_es

17 whether the expenditure involved is !in support oif,.or

18 in opposition to, a candidate; artd (B) under pe_._ity

19 of perjury, a certification whether such expenditure, is

:20 made in cooperation, consultation, or concert, with, or

:2:[ at the reques_ or suggestion of, any candidate or any

27. authorized committee or agent of such candidate; a:_Lt".

23 (d) Section 304 (e) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 434 (e,, is

['A- amended to read as follows:

26 "(e) (1) Every person (other tharL a political ,ix,m-
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1 mittee or candidate) who makes contributions or expendi,

2 tures expressly advocating the election or defeat of a clearly

3 identified candidate, other than by contribution to a political

4 conunittee or candidate, in an aggregate amount in excess of

5 8100 within a calendar year shall file with the Commission,

6 on a form prepared by the Commission, a statement contain-

7 ing the information required of a person who makes a con-

8 tribution in exce,ls of $100 to a candidate or political corn-

9 mittee and the information required of a candidate or

10 political committee receiving such a contribution.

11 "(2) A corporation, labor organization, or other mem-

12 bership organization which explicitly advocates the election

13 or defeat of a clearly identified candidate through a com-

14 munication with its stockholders or members or their families

15 shall, notwilthstanding the provisions of section 301 (f)

16 (4) '(C), re]._or:tsuch expenditures under paragrfLph (1)

17 to the extent that they are directly attributable to such

18 communicatkms.

19 "(3) Statements required by this subsection shall be

20 filed on the' dates on which reports by political co:mm!ittees

21 are fi!ed. Such stat;ements shall include (A) the information

22 required by subsection (b) (9), staled in a manner indieat-

23 ing whether the contribution or expenditure is in support of,

24 or opposition to, the candidate; and (B) under penalty of

25 perjury, a certification whether such expenditure is made in
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1. cooperation, consultation, c,r coltcert, with, or at the reqllest

2', or suggestlng of, any (,,md_dat. or any authorized commi:lee

3 or agent of such candidate,, Any expend![ture, including ]mt

4: not limited to those described in subsection (b) (13),, of

5 $1,000 or more made after' the fifteenth ,clay,but more ::Z!:_an

6 forty-eight hours, before any election shall be reported wilhin

q' forty--eight hours of such expenditure.

8 "(4) The Commhsion shall be responsible for ex/,!di-

9 fiously preparing indices Whicl_set forth, on a candidate..I,y-

10 candidate basis, all expenditures separately, including bull :lot

11 limited to those reported under subsection (b) (13), lr:t:t_:de
· CB,

.1,, with respect to each c:mdi[date, as reported under this _!ub-

13 section, and for period;tally issuing such indices on a th:_:_,_ly

14 pre-election basis.".

15 I_EPORTS BY CI_RTAIN PEt_$ONS

16 SEc. 105. Title HI of thc Act (2 I?.S.C. 431--4,_!:1)

17 is amended by strikin_,_out section 308 thereof (2 U,,!,.C.

18 437a) and by redesignatin_,_ section 309 _Ihrough sectioll :',21

19 as section 308 through sec,tion 320, reslc,ectively.

20 POW.E. BS OF COMMISSI(}N

21 SEc. 106, (a) Sectio:n 310(a) of the Act (2 u..,.,._.

:2',} 437al(a)), as redesignated by section 105, is amende_![--

23 (1) !in parag_apt:'-' (8) thereof, by inserting '.te-

:_ velop such prescribed :form_and to" immediately bes)re

25 "make", and by inserting .'immediately after "Act':' ;he
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I following: "and chapter 95 and cha_pter 96 of thc In-

2 ternal Ifi_venue Code of 1954";

3 (2) in paragraph (9) thereo{,by striking ,)ut "and

4 sections 608'" and all that follows through "States Code"

5 and inserting in lieu thereof "and chapter 95 and chap-

6 ter 96 of tZheInternal Revenue :Code of 1954"; and

7 (3) by striking out paragraph (10) and redesig-

8 nating t)aragraph (11) as paragraph (10).

9 (b) (1) Section 310(a) (6) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437d

10 (a) (6)), as: redesignated by section 105, is amended to

11 read as follows:

12 "(6) to initiate (through civil actions for injiunc-

13 tive, declaratory, or other appropriate relief), defend

14 (in the case of any civil action brought under section

15 313 (a) (9)), or appeal any civil action in the name of

16 the Commissi.on for the purpose of enforcing the provi-

17 sions of this Act and chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the

18 Internal Revenue Code of 1954, through its general

19 counsel ;'".

20 (2) :Section 310 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437d), as

21 redesignated by section 105, is amended by addint,r at the

22 end thereof the following new subsection:

23 "(e) Except: as provided in section 313(a)(9), the

24 power of the Connnission to initiate civil actions uncler sub-

Amdt. No. 1516 3
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I section (a) (6) shall be the exclusive civil remedy f(:_lthe

2 elfforcement of the provisic, ns of this Act.".

3 E_: :[:OR(. t_,MES ._

4 SEC. 107. Sectio_ 313 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437_;b as

5 redesignated by sceti_ml05, is amended to read as fo]ll_:;rs'

6 "ENFORCEMENT

7 "SEC. 313. (a) ([) Any person who believes a ,,!)la-

8 tion of this Act or of ,_''"'_'P"_,,,v,._95 or chapter 96 of the Ini:!_lnal

9 Revenue Code of 1954, has occurre.d may file a comt:]._int

10 with the Coranfission. Such ,:,)mplaint shall be in wr!l ng,

11 shall be signed and sworn to by the person filing such t:_mt-

12 plaint, and shall be m_,tarized.Any person filing such a ,:mi-

l3 plaint shall be subjecl_ to the provis![ons of section 10Ul ot'

].4 title 18, United States Code. The Commission may no._::on-

· .[ _ ,1.5 duct any hlw_stigatior, under rhis section, or take any _hcI

1:6 action under this sec.tion, solely on the basis of a coml?itint

].7 ot! a persor_ whose identity is not; disclosed t.(. the,

t8 Commission.

19 "(2) The Comn_isskm, upon receiving a complah! ! un-.

20 der paragraph (1), or if' it has rea:_on to believe thai my

21 person has committed ,'[violal:ion of this Act or of ch,i._ter

22 95 or chapter 96 o:[_ the Internal Rewmue Code of : i_5,1

23 shall notify Lhe person i:avolved of such alleged vic[[_._:ion

24 and shall make an i:avestigation of such alleged violati _:__.rt

25 accordance with the provisions of this sectiono
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1 "(3) Andyinvestigation under paragraph (2) shall be

2 conducted e>qpeditiously and shall include an investigation,.

3 conducted in accordance with the provisions of this secLion.,

4 of reports and statements filed by any complainant under this

5 title, if such complainant is a candidate. Any notification or

6 investigation made under paragraph (2) shall not Pe made

7 public by the Commission or by any other person without

8 the written consent of the person receiving such notification

9 or the person wit;h respect to whom such investigatic, n iq

10 made.

11 "(4) The Commission shall afford any person who re..

12 ceives notice of an alleged violation under paragraph (2)

13 a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate that no action should

14 be taken against suc,h person by the Commission under this

15 Act.

16 "(5) (A) If tile Commission determines that there is

17 reason to believe that any person has committed or is aboul;

18 to commit a violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter

19 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the Coramission

20 shall make every endeavor to correct or prevent such viola-

21 tion by infcrmal methods of conference, coneiliatlon, and

22 persuasion, and to enter into a conciliation agreement with

23 the person involved. A conciliation agreement, unless vio.-

24 late(t, shall constitute an absolute bar to any further action by

25 ;he Commission with respect to the violation which is the
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1 subject of the agreemer,.t, including bringing a civil pro.c_,,d-

:2 lng under paragraph (B) of t'_.tis',section.

3 '"(B) If Ge Comlaission is unable to. correct or pr¢'_,nt

.t any such violation by such infor.taal methods, tim Connni_ _i_m

5 may, if the Commission determines there i!sprobable cau..;.,_to

6 believe that a violation has occ_arredor is about to occu:t', n-

7 stitute a civil action for relief, including' a 1,'ermanent or I::n-.

8 porary injunction, restr:_ining order, or any other appropl i_tc

9 order,, including a civi, penalty which docs not exceed thc

]0 greater of $5,000 or a_ amount: equal to the amount of :;__y

]1 contribution or expendilure involved in such violation, i_t Ibc

12 district court c,f thc United States for the district in u,'ltich

13 the person against whom such action is found, resides or

14 transacts buskess.

15 "(C) In ,any civil action instituted by tho Commi:,!:;ion

1.6 under paragraph (B), the com',; shall granf; a permane_: or

31_7temporary injtmction, restrainb_g order, or other order, n-.

18 cluding a civil penalty which does not exceed the gr(?];:er

19, of $5;,000 or. an amount equal to the amount of any t,:n-

20 _buiion or expenditure involved in such violation, up<:l_a

21 proper showing that the pemen involveA has engage_ii or

22 is about to engage in a violation af this Act or of cha,pte:_)5

23 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

24: "(D) If the Commission determines flint there is t,':b-

25 able oause to believe ;hat a knowing, m_d willful viol, _iion
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1 under section 328 (a), or a knowing and willful violation

2 of a provision of chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal I_evenue

3 Code of 1954, has occurred or is about to occur, it may

4 refer such apparent violation to the Attorney General of

5 the United States without regard to the limitations set forth

6 in subparagraph (A) of this paragraph.

7 "(6) (A) If the Commission believes that there is clear

8 and convincing proof that a knowing and willful violation

9 of the Act or chapter 95 .or 96 of the Internal I_ev¢_ue

10 Code of 1954: has been committed, any conciliati(m agree-

Il ment entered into by the Commission under paragTaph (5)

1.2 (A) may include a requirement that the person iavolved

13 in such conciliation agreement shall pay a civil penalty

14 which does not exceed the greater of (i) $10,000; or (ii)

15 an amount equal to 300 percent of the amount of any con-

16 tribution or expenditure involved in such violation.

17 "(B) If the Commission believes that a_ violation o[

18 this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Z[nternal

19 I_evenue Code of 1954 has been comnfitted, a conciliation

20 agreement entered into by the Commission under paragraph

21 (5) (A) may include a requirement that the person iavolved

22 in such conclllat._ n agreement shall pay a civil penalty which

23 does not exc_cd'_,_tlhe greater of (i) 85,000; or (ii) an

24 amount equa_t to the amount of the contribution or ¢xpendi-

25 ture involved in such violation.
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]'. "(7) The Commission sMll make available to the il.tb-

2 lie the results of any conciliation sttempt, including any _,:,n-

3 ciliation agreement entered into by the Commission, and _.ny

4 determination by the Commission that no violation of i:ais

5 Act or of chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Revenue Co&., of

6 1954has occurred.

7 "(8) In any civil action for relief instituted by ihe

8 Commission under paragraph (5), if the court deterrt:_i:_es

9 that the Connnission has e,stabiished through clear and :!on-

10 vincing proof that the pel;son involved in such civil at l:on

11 has connnitted a knowing and willful violation of this A, _:or

1'2 of chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Rewmue Code of 1'i_4,

13 the court may impose a civil penalty of not more thar,_ he

14 greater of (A) $10,000; or (B) an amount equal tc_;!',00

115 percent of the contribution or _'xpcn(titure involved in :;tLch

16 vMation. In any case in which such ipel'son has enl:,:','ed

17 into a conciliation agreement with ';he Commission u;::,tcr

18 paragraph (5)(A), the Coml:nission may institute a ,:!vii

119 action for relief under paragra]?h (5) if it believes that _;tLch

21) person has violated any provision of such conciliation al:?ee-

211 ment: In order for the Commission to obain relief in _;,ny

22 such civil action, it shall be sufficient for the Commi:_,,.on

23 to establish that such person has violated, in whole ,[:, in

_t part, any requirement of such eonciliat!ion agreement_

213 "(9) In any action brought under paragraph (5) or
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1 paragraph (8) of this subsection, subpenas for witnesses

2 who are required to attend a United States district court may

o° run into any other district.

4 "(10) (A) Any party aggrieved by an order of the

5 Commission dismissing a complaint filed by such party under

6 paragraph (1) or by a failure on the part of the 4"_ ·, ___olnmls-

7 sion to act on such complaint in accordance with the provi-

8 sions of this section within ninety days after the filing of

9 such complaint., may file a petition with the United States

10 District Court for the District of Colmnbia.

11 "(B) The filing of any action under subparagraph (A)

12 shall be made--

13 "(i) in the case of the dismissal of a coml)laint by

14 the Commission, no later than sixty days after' such dis-

15 missal;or

16 "(ii.) in the case of a failure on the part of the

17 Commission to act on such complaint, no later than

18 sixty days after the ninety-day period specified in sub-

19 paragraph (A).

20 "(C) In such proceeding the court may declare that the

21 dismissal of the complaint or the action, or the failure to act,

22 is contrary to law and may direct the Commission to proceeq

23 in conformity with that declaration within thirty days, fail-

24 lng which the complainant may bring in his own name a

25 civil action to remedy the violation'complained oL
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IL "(11) The judgn'tent of the districl! court may b_:__p-

2 pealed to the court of appeals and the judgment o:! :he

3 court; of appeals affirnting or setting aside, in whole <l' in

4 part, any suck[ order of the disi:rict court shall be final, _;.tb-

5 ject to review by the Supreme Court of the United S:::_tes

4; upon certiorari or certification as provided in section 54

7 of title 28, United States Code.

8 (''(12) Any act_)n''( brougl_t under this subsection _[Lail

9 be advanced on the docket of t.he court in. which filed, :_nd

act o]t:,10 put ahead of all other '-i _ (other than other ac: ms

_11 brought under this stlbsectionL or under s,ection 314)_

-'_:t,_ "' _13)_ If the Commission determines after an inve_,;ig'a-

"t}':t3 tion that any person has xx.lated .an order of the ,,:m't

:t.i entered in a proceeding brought under paragraph (5 _ it

:t,5 may petition the court; for an order to adjudicate that :,er-

16 son in civil contempt, or, if it believes the violation 1.::be

:17 knowing and Willful, it may instead petition the cou?; for

:tS an order to adjudicate that person in criminal contem I .

:119 "(b) In any case in wtfidl the Connnission refeir! an

20 apparent violation to the Attorney General, the Atto:_ _ey

21 General shall respond by report to the Commission _,,Sth

22 respect to any' action aken by the A_;torney General re_;_:ird-

2:3 ing such apparent violation. Each report shall be i::'!ns-

24 mitted no later than sixty' days after :the date the Con::fis-

25 sion refers any apparent violation, and at the close of _'; cry
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1 thirty-day period thereafter until there is final disposition of

2 such apparen_ violation. The Commission may from time to

3 time prepare and publish reports on the status of such

4 referrals.".

5 DUTIES OF COMMISSION

6 SEC. 108.. (a) Section 315 (a) (6) of the Act (2 U.S.C.

7 438 (a) (6)).. as redesignated by section 105, is _mended

8 by inserting immediately before the semicolon at the end

9 thereof the folh)wing: ", and to compile and maintaiu a sep-

10 arate cumulative index of reports and statements filed with it

11 by political commit:tees supporting more than one candidate,

12 which shall include a listing of the date of the registration of

13 any such political committee and the date upon which any

14 such political committee qualifies to make expenditures under

15 section 320, and which shall be revised on the same basis

16 and at the same time as the other cumulative indices required

17 under this paragraph".

18 (b) Section 315(c) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 138(c)

19 (2)), as redesignated by section 105, is amended by strik-

20 lng out "30 legislative ,days" in the first sentence and! insert-

21 lng in lieu thereof the following: "30 calendar days or 15

22 legislative days, whichever is later,".

23 ADDITIOI_AL ]_kNFORCEMENT AUTHOI_TY

24 Sl_c. 109, Section 407 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 456) is

25 repealed.

Amdt. No. 1516- 4
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ZI CONTRIBUTION AND EXPENT)_TURE LIMJCTATIONS; O?:_[Elq;

2 LDIIT.ATIO_S

3 SsC. 110. Title HI of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431-4::,1)

4 is amended--

5 (1) by inserting "(a)" before "No" in sectim:_318

6 (2 U.S.C. 439b), as redesignated by section 1(1:5 of

7 this Act;

8 (2) by addi,_g the following new subsection a i: thc

9 end of section 318 (2 U.S.C. ,439b),, as redesig:_L:i:ted

10 by section 105 of this Act:

]1 "(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of la'_;, no

12 Senator, Rel3resentative, Resident Commissioner, or iilele-.

].3 gate shall mail as franked mail under section 3210 of titl! 39,

14 United States Code, any general mass mailing when mctl,

15 mailing is mailed at or dellw:_red to any postal facili(!i less

16 than sixty days prior to the date of any primary or ge:rL_ralL

I7 election in which such Senator, Representative, Res[_ienll

18 Commissioner, or Delegate is a candldal;e for ZFederal .:,:!!iice.

19 For purposes of this subsection the term 'general mass m!c:_ail.-

20 lng' means r_ewsletters and similar mailings of more ;hun

21 five hundred pieces the content of wlfich is substar[ii_lly

q2 identical and which are mailed to or delivered to any l?:,stall

23 faci][ity at the same time or several different times.";

o,4 (3) by striking out section 320, (2 U.S.C. 44:1[,, as

,'_ redesignated by section 105 of this Act; and
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I (4) by inserting after section 319 (2', U.S.C.

2 439c), as redesignated by such section 105, the follow-

3 ing new sections'

4 "LIMITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENI)ITURES

5 "SEc. 320. (a) (1) No person shall make c,mtribu-

6 tions

7 "(A) to any candidate and his authorized political

8 committees with respect to any election for Federal

9 office whMt, in the aggregate, exceed $1,000;

10 "(B) to any political committee established and

11 maintained by a political party, which is not thc aufi_or-

1.2 ized political committee of any candidate, in any calen-

13 dar year which, in thc aggregate, exceed $25,000; or

14 "(C) to ally other political committee in any calen-

15 dar year which, in the aggregate, exceed 85,000.

16 "(2) No multi-candidate political committee shall make

17 contributions--

18 "(A) to any candidate and his authorized political

19 committees with respect to any election for Federal ()fflee

20 ' which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000;

21 "(B) to any ,political committee establis,hed and

22 maintained by a political party, which is not the author-

23 iZed comraittee of any candidate in any ealen(htr year,

24 which, in the aggregate, exceed $25,000; or
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:L "(O) to .any ,_)therpohtical c:om:mi,ttee in any r_ m-

q dar year which, in the agg'regate, exceed $10,000.

3 The limitations on contributions contained !inparagraph 12)

4 do not apply _Lotransfers between and among political ,.:m-

S mittees whick[ are national, __State,district, or local .::':m-

I3 mittees (including any subordinate committee thereo(I of

7 the same pol].tical pa_ty. For pm'poses of this parag_i)h,

S the term 'multi-canddate political committee' mea_:_ a

9 political committee which has been registered ll_[tler

10 section 303 for a puriod of' not. ].sss than six m(,_hs,

11 which has received contributi,'.,ns fi'om raore than fifty :er-

12 sons, and, except for any Sta'kc political party organiz.:_!!on,

13 has made contributions to five ur more candidates for F(,_l,:q'al

14 office.

15 "(3) For purposes of the limitations under paragr: ?hs

:t,_ (1) and (2), all cont::ibutions made by political comn]itiees

:17 eslxblished, financed, main Lainecl,or controlled by any p._:;on

18 or persons, including any parent, subsidiary', branch, di¥ !ion,

:19 department, affiliate, or lo,:al unit of sudh person, or by itny

20 group of persons, shall, be considered to have been ma_r!i_.,by

21 a single political committee, except that (A) nothing i_ ;his

22 sentence shall limit transfers between political committ_ _; of

23 funds raised through joint ftmd-raising efforts; (B) this

24 sentence shall not apply so that contributions made i,,¢,a,

2;5 political party through a singte national committee and _on-.
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1 tributions by that party through a single State committee

2 in each State are treated as having been made by _ single

3 political committee; and (C) a political committee of

4 national organization shall not be precluded from contribut-

5 lng to a_ candidate or committee merely because of its

6 affiliation with a national multicandidate political committee

7 which has made the maximum contribution it is permitted to

8 make to a candidate or a committee.

9 "(4) No indMdual shall make contributions aggregating

10 more than 825,000 in any calendar year. For purposes of

11 this paragraph, any contribution made to a candidate in a

12 year other than the calendar year in which the election is

13 held with respect to which such contribution was made, is

14 considered to be made during the calendar year in which

15 such election is held.

16 "(5) For purposes of.this subsection---

17 "(A) contributions to a named candidate made to

18 any political committee authorized by such candidate to

19 accept contributions on his behalf shall be considered to

20 be contributions made to such candidate;

21 "(B) (i) expenditures made by any person in coop-

22 eration, consultation, or concert, with, or at the :request

23 or sugges'[ion of, a candidate, his authorized political

24 committees, or their agents, shall be considered _o be a

25 contribution to such candidate;
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1 "(ii) the financing by any person of the dissm_i:,m-

?. tion, distribution, or republication, in whole or in ii_rt,

3 of any broadcast or any written, graphic, or other l,:rm

4 of carnpa!ign malerials prepared by the candidate, his

5 campaign committees, or their authorized agents sh:_._be

,g considered to be an expenditure for purposes of his

7 paragraph; and

8 "(C) contril)utions l_:,adeto or :for tile l_enef: of

9 any candidate nominal:ed l,y a political party for ele ',:ion

10 to the ofi%e of Vice President of the United States :_i_all

11 be considered to be eomributions made to or fo__the

12 benefit et the candidate o:fsuch party for election 1_,the

13 office of President of the United States.

14 "(6) Thc limitaiions imposed by paragraphs (1) tnd

1.5 (2) of this snbsecti,x_ (other tlmn the annual limiW,tiL,J o,l

11_6contributio:ns to a political ('o_mnittec under paragrapl_ ]2)

i7 (B}) shall apply se[,arately _vith respect to each ele_.:on:.

18 except that all elections held in any calendar year fo: the

19 office of President of the United States (except a g<2:t,eral

20 election for such office) shalI be considered to b,r?.one

21 election.

22 "(7) For purposes of the limitations imposed 1(, tiffs

223 section, all contributions made by rt person, either d ':ctly

:_.4 or indirectly, on beh_lf cf a particular candidate, incl ,ling

25 contributions which are in any way earmarked or otht:_,vise
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I directed through an intermediary or conduit to such candi-

2 date,' Shall be treated as contributions from ,such person to

3 such candidate. The intermediary or conduit shall report the

4 original source and the intended recipient of such contribution

5 to the Commi_sion and to the intended recipient.

6 "(b) (1) 1% candidate for the office of Preside]a;: of the

7 United States who is eligible under seetion 9003 of the

8 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to condition for

9 eligibility for payments) or under section 9033 of thc, Inter-

10 nal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to eligibility for pay-

11 ments) to receive payments from the Seeretary of the Treas-

12 ury may make expenditures in excess of--

13 "(A) 810,000,000, in the case of a_campaign for

1-i nomination for election to such office, except the aggre-

15 gate of expenditures under this subparagraph in any ()ne

16 State shall not excecd_the greater of 16 cents multi-

17 plied by the voting age population of the State (as certi,-

18 fled under subsection (e)), or $-00,000; or

19 "(B) $20,000,000 in the case of a campa!ign for

20 election to such office.

21 _ "(2) for purposes of this subsection--

2'2 "(A) expenditures made by or on behalf of any

23 candidate nominated by a political party for election to

24 the office of Vice President of the United States shall be

25 considered to be expenditures made by or on behalf of
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1. the candidate of st_.chparty for election to the offic,_of

2 President of the United States; and

3 "(B) an expenditure is made on behalf of a ,:_m-

4 didate, including :_ Vice ]_residential candidate, if i is

5 made by--

6 "(i) an authorizedcommittee or ally , ler

'7 agent of the candidat:c, for tile purposes of intel:lng

:S any expenditt_re; or

9 "(ii) any person 'mthorked or reque:_ted1;,,_the

). i:10 candidate, an authorized committee of the (,nd: _lc,

11 or art agent of the candidate, to make thc CXl_,:::_di-

12 ture.

13 "(c) (1) At the beghanin7;of et'ich (.alendar vt'ar (_ m_-.

13,6), as tim:re b(_comeavaltlable neccssar2: ,[at__1.4 menelngin '''

1_5 from the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Deparim,:_ el

1.6 Labor, the Secretary of II,abet shall certify to the (!o_:mnis.-

17 sion. and publish i_t the Federal II._'gistcr the 1,_,'cnC

_L8 difference between tie in'ice index for the twelve n_ tth:s

::[9 preceding the beginnhtg of such calendar year and thc ric,:_

20 index for the base l:>criod.Each limitation establisl,,i by

:21 subsection (b) and subsecti.[m (d) shall be increas,:] by

:22 such percent; difference. Each amount so increased :;haiL1

:23 be [he amount in effect for such calendar year.

24 "(2) For purposes of paragragh (1_)--

25 "(A) the term 'p:fice index' means the a', zrage
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1 over a calendar year of the Consumer Price In_[ex (all

2 items-United States city average) published monthly

3 by the Bureau of Labor Statistics; and

4 "(B) tile term 'base period' means tile calendar

5 year 1974.

6 "(d) (1) :Notwithstanding any other provision of law

7 with respect to limitations on expenditures or limitations on

8 contributions, the national committee of a political party and

9 a State committee of a political party, including any subordi-

10 narc committee of a State committee, may makc expenditures

11 in connection with the general election campaign of candi-

12 dates for Federal office, subject to the limitations contained

13 in paragraphs; (2) and (3) of this subsection.

14 "(2) The national committee of a political par':y may

1.5 not make any expenditure in connection with the general

16 election campaign of any candidate for President of the

17 United States who is affiliated with such party which exceeds

18 an amount equal to 2 cents multiplied by the votiag age

19 population of the United States (as certificd under' subscc-

20 tion (e)). Any expenditure under this paragraph shall be

21 in addition to any expenditure by a national committee

22 of a political party .serving as the principal campaign com-

23 mittee of a candidate for the office of the President of the

24 United States..

25 "(3) The national committee of a political party, or
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]. a State committee of a political party, including any ;b--

5!: ordinate committee of _ State committee, may not make tly

3 expenditure ir_. connection wilh the general election .:_;m

¢ paign of a candidate :'ior Fed,:_ral office in a State w]_: is

15 affiliated with such party _which exceeds--

(; "(A) in th,-_ ease o1! a candidate for electiot_ to

7 the office of Senntor, or o:l Representative from a ;:':_:tte

8 which is entitled to o_fiy one Ilepresentative, he

9 gTeaterof--

10 "(i) 2 ee:_ts multiplied 1,y the voting age t_:_,n-

1! lation of the Sta_e las cer_:ifiedunder subsc.: on

it2 (e));or

13 ': (ii) $2_5,00,0;al:rd

:k_ "(B) in the ease of ,_ candidate for elet.tion t_ ho

1!5 office of Represc_ttative, Delcgtnte, or Ilesident ,fl m-

1,3 mis_itmer in any ,_;{herSta_% 810,(100.

17 "(e) Du::ing the ih'st week of January 1975, and ,._ _ry

:18 subsequent year, thc Seereta:, 7 of Commerce shall c_J'ify

:19 to the Commission a_:d p,ttblish in the ]Federal Iiegist_:_ an

20 estimate of the voting' ago population of the United Sir:es,

21 of each State, and o_ each congressional district as oi the

22 first day of ,Inly ne>:t preceding the date of eertifie_l on.

23 The term 'voting age population' means resident popul_: on,

2_ eighteen years of age or older.
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I "(f) No candidate or political co_unittee shall know-

2 ingly accept any contribution or make any expenditure in

3 violation of the provisions of this section. No officer or em-

4 ployee of a polit:ica][committee shall knowingly accept a

5 contribution made for the benefit or use of a candidate, or

6 knowingly make any expenditure on behalf of a candidate,

7 in violation of any limitation imposed on contributions and

8 expenditures under this section.

9 "(g) The Connnission shall prescribe rules under which

10 any expenditurc by a candidate for Presidential nomination

11 for usc in two or more States shall be attributed to such

12 candidate's expenditure limitation in each such State, based

13 on thc voting age population in such State which can reason-

14 ably be expected to be influenced by such expenditure.

15 "(h) Not;withstanding any other provision of this Act,

16 amounts totaling not more than $20,000 may be contributed

17 to a candidate for nomination for election, or for elect!ion, to

18 the Unitcd States Senate or House of Representatives,

19 during the year in which an election is held in which he

20 is such a candidate, by the Republican or Democratic Sena-

21 torial Campaign Committee, the Democratic National Con-

22 gressional Committce, the National Republican Congres-

23 sional Connnittee, or the national committee of a ]?olitical

24 party, or any combination of such committees,
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1 "CONTRIBUTIONS OR EXI"E_H:)ITUI_ES BY ]N_ATIOXAL B_!, 'KS_

2 COI_I:ORAIIO_,8_ OR ]_:_I,OR OhGANIZATIOXS

3 "SEc. 321. (a) lilt is unl_wful for any national, ba'_ , or:

4 any corporation org'_t:fized by authority of any law o:i; ¢on-

5 gress, to make a co_tribution or expenditure in com_: tion

6 with an5, election to any ]?olitieal office, or in eonnectio_ .vith

7 an5,' primary election or political convention or caueu! held

8 to select candidates :lot any political office, or for any o fpo-

9 ration whatever, or _¥ay labor organ!zat!ion to make a [_ ltrJ3-

10 bution or expenditure in connection with any dee. 4,[_at

11 which Presidential a_d Vice Presidential electors or a i.ena -

12 tor or Representative in, or r_Delegate or Resident C(,:: ',1Tlla-

13 sioner to, Congress ?.re to be voted for, in conneetio:_: with

14
any primary elect,io_; or poli_:ical convention, or taut',:; held

15
fo select candidates f_',rany ot!tile foregoing offices, or _, any

16
candidate, political committee, or other person to ac,::_::)tor

17
receive any contribution prohibited by this section, or __i any

18
officer or any director of a_y corporation or any l_t_:ional

19 bank or any officer of any ii_d_ororganization to con:it _t lo
20

any contribution or ox_1)cnditt;re- by the corporation, itt ional
21

bank, or labor orga6zat:]on, as the case may be, pr(:4_hired
22

by this section.
23

"(b) (]_) For tlhe purposes of th]is section 'labc:_: _rga-.
24

nlzation' means any organizat;.on of any kind, or any :L'en'_..y
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I or employee representation committee or plan, in which em-

2 ployees participate and which exist for tile purpose, in whole

3 or in part, of dealing with employers concerning grievances,

4 labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of employment, or

5 conditions of work. As used in this section and irt section

6 12 (h) of the public Utility Holding Company Act (15

7 U.S.C. 791(h)), the phrase 'contribution or expenditure'

8 shall include any direcl; or indirect payment, distribution,

9 loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any services, or

10 anything of value (except a loan of money by a national or

11 State bank made i:n accordance with the applicable banking

12 laws and regulations and in the ordinary course of business)

13 to any candidate, campaign committee, or political party'

14
or organization, in connection with any election to any of the

15 offices referred to in this section; but shall not include com-

16 munications by a corporation to its stockholders and execu-

17 tire or adminish'afive personnel and their families or by a

18 labor organization to its members and their families on any

19 subject; nonpartisan registration and get-out-the~vole cam-

20 paigns by a corporation aimed at its stockholders and execu-

21 tive or administrative personnel and their families, or by a

22 labor organization aimed, at its members and their tamilies;

23 or the establishment, administration, and solicitation of con-

24 tributions to a separate segregated fund to be utilized for
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I political purposes by _[ cc,rpo:t_ation .ar labor organiza'i[ n,

2 or by a membership organization, cooperative, or cor]p::'a-

o° tion without capital stock.

4 "(2) It si:tallbe unlawful--

5 "(A) for such a fund to make a contributiol_ or

6 expenditure by utilizing paoney or anything of 'v_ue

7 secured by physicid force, job d!kscrimination, fina:, _ial

8 reprisals, ar the threat of force, job iliscriminatio:,, or

9 financial reprisal; :)r by dues, fees, or other moneys 'e--

10 quired as a condition of ntembership in a labor ..,' :a-

11. nization or as a cor_dition o/employment, or lkv mc:_ ys

:tS'. obtained in any co_:mm:rcia! transaction;

1S "(B) for an emp!loye_to solMt a subordinate; n-

14 t)loyee;

.k'5 " (C) for an'? pe:rson soliciting an employee :I:',)a

16 contribution to sm h a fur_d to fail to inform such _n-

.1.,, ployee of the political purposes of such fund at the ne

18 of such solicitatiot',__and.

19 "(iD) for ai_y person solicit!rog an employee :'i'. a

20 contribution to su.:h a fmxl to fail to inform such. ,:m-

:21 ployee, at the time of sach solicitation, of his righl to

22 refuse to so contrSmte with,mt any reprisal.

23 "(3) (A) Except as provided i'_nsubparagraphs fB)

?_.!. and (C), it shall be unlawful--

25 "(i) for a corl)oration: or _ separate segregated ? nd
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I established by a corporation, to solicit contributions to

2 such a fund from any person other than its stockholders

3 and their families and its executive or administrative per.-

4 sonnel and their families, and

5 "(it) for a labor organization, or a sepam::e segre.-

6 gated fund established by a labor organization:, to solicit

7 contributions to such a fund from any person other than

8 its members and their families.

9 "(B) It shall not be unlawful under this section for _b

10 corporation, a labor organization, or a separate segregated

11 fund established by a corporation or _ labor organization,

12 to solicit in writing one contribution during the calendar year

13 for use in connection with primary election campaigns, and

1.4 one contribution during the calendar year for use in connec--

15 tion with general election campaigns, from any stockholder:.

16 officer, or employee of a corporation or the families of such

17 persons. A solicitation under this subparagraph may be made

18 only by mail addressed to the stockholder, officer, or em-.

19 ployee at his residence, and shall be so designed that the cor-.

20 poration, labor organization, or separate segregated fund

21 conducting such solicitation cannot determine who :makes a

22 contribution as a result of such solicitation and who does not.

23 "(C) This paragraph shall not prevent a membership

24 organization, cooperative, or corporation without capita]

25 stock, or a separate segregated fund established by a mem-
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1 bership organization, cooperative, or corporation wil::]:_mt

2 capital stock, from soliciting contributions to such a fi:md

3 from members of such organization, cooperative, .or cor!:_o-

4 ration without capital stock.

5 "(4) Notwithstanding any other law, any method of

6 soliciting voluntary contributions or of facilitating the making

7 of voluntary contributions to a separate segregated i!tnd

8 established by a corporation, permitted to corporations, :s,ll,all

9 also be permitted to labor organizations.

10, ";(5) Any corporation that utilizes a method of still[it-

11 ing voluntary contributions or facilitating the makinli; of

12 voluntary contributions, shall make awfilable, on w:r'i:llen

13 request, that method, to a labor organization represeni: ng

14 any members working for that corporation.

15 "(6) For purposes of this section, l:he term 'exec_live

16; or achninistrative personnel' means indiviiduals employed by

:[7' a corporation who are paid on a salary, rather than holLt:ly,

18 basis and who have policymaking or supervisory resp_:_:si-

:t9 bilities.

20 "(7) For purposes of this section, the term 'st_:;,_k-

21 holder' includes any individual who has; a legal or w_:_!led

22 beneticial interest in stock, including, but not limited to,

23 a.n employee of a corporation who participates in a _._!;l::[:.ek

24 bonus, stock option, or ,employee stock ownership ](iian.
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I "CONTRIBUTIONS BY GOVERNMENT CONTI_ACTORS

2 "Sr, c. 322. (a) It shall be unlawful for any l)erson--.

3 "(1) who enters into any contract with the United

4 States or any department or agency thereof either for the

5 rcndition of pcrsonal services or furnishing any material,

6 supplies, or equipment to the United States or any'

7 department or ,agency thereof or for selling any land or

8 building to the United States or any department or

9 agency thereof, if payment for the performance of such

10 contract or payment for such material, supplies, equip-,

11 ment, land, or building is to be made in whole or in part

12 from funds appropriated by the Congress, at any time

13 between tile commencement of negotiations for and the

14 later of (A) tile completion of performance under, or

15 (B) the termination of negotiations for, such contract or

16 furnishing of material, supplies, equipment, ]and, or

17 buildings, directly or indirectly to make any con':ribution

18 of money or other thing of value, or to promise expressly

19 or impliedly to make any such contribution, to any polit-

20 ical party, committee, or candidate for public c)ftqce or

2'1 to any person for any political purpose or use; or

22 "(2) knowingly to solicit any such con';ribution

23 from any such. person for any such purpose during any

24 such period.
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I "(b) This section does not prohibk or make unl,,',,:ful

,,'" the establishment or administration of, or the solicitatio:_:of

3 contributions t:o, any separate segregated :fund by any' or-

4 potation or labor organization for the purpose of influem: ng

5 the nominatl,on for election, or election, of any perso::_to

(3 Federal office, unless the provisions of.section 321 proi::,ibit

'7 or make unlawful thc establishment or admnn..tlatm,t, of,

8 or the solicitation of contributions to:. su& fund. Each. _::)e-

9 cific prohibition, allowance, and duty applicable to a cor[,.:,_:a-

10 tion, labor organization, or separate segregated fund 'ttD4er

11 section 321 applies to a corporation, labor organizatkm or'

· 4,')1._ separate segregated fund Lo which this subsection apl[?ies.

13 ':'(c) For purposes of this section, the teml 'labor ,r?i,_a-

14 nization' has the meaning given it by section 321.

1_5 "PUBLICATION OR DISTI[4IBUTION OF POLITICAL

1t_ STATEMENTS

17 "'SEC. 3213.Whenever any person makes an expendi ::.u*e

18 for the purpose of financing communications expressl:, _d-

(.,_ d '19 voeating the election or defeat of a clearly identified .... i

20 date through broadcasting stations, newspapers, magazii_es,

21 outdoor advertising facilities, direct raails, and other sil.,_:lar

pc lmcal advertising, such comm ni-22 types of general public "' '

I>.:3cation--

24 "(1) if authorized by a candidate, his author' _:ed

25 political committees or their agents, shall clearly ,nd
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I conspicuously, in accordance with regulations p:_escribed

2 by the Commission, state that the communication has

3 been authorized; or

4 "(2) if not authorized by a_candidate, his attthor.-

5 ized, political committees, or their agents, shall clearly

6 and conspicuously, in accordance with regulations pre.-

7 scribed by the Commission, state that the commrmication

8 is not authorized by' any candidate, and state the name

9 of the person who made or financed the expenditure fol'

10 tim communication, including, the case of a, political

11 committee, the name of any affiliated or connected orga-.

12 nization required to be disclosed under section 303 (b)

13 (2).
1.4:. "CONTRIBUTIONS BY FOREIGN NATIONALS

15 "SI_c. 324. (a) It shall be unlawful for _ foreign ha-

l6 tional directly or through any other person to make _ny con-

17 tribution of money or other firing of value, or to promise

18 expressly or impliedly to make any such contribution, in con-

19 nection with an election to any political office or in connec-

20 tion with any primary election, convention, or caucus held

21 to select candidates for any political office; or for any person

22 to solicit, accept, or receive any such contribution from a_

23 foreign national.

24 "(b) As used in this section, the term 'foreign nafionM'

25 means--
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1 "(1 ) a foreign princip;d, as such term is define,[ :)y

2 section 1 (b) of th_ Foreig:f__Agents Registration A,:t of

3 ]938 (22 U.S.C. 431.1(b)), except that the term :!,)r--

,4 eign national' shal} noi: include ally individual who i: a

5 citizen of the United States; or

6. "(2) an individual 'Mlo is not a citizen o:[ ihe

7 Lnited States an([ who is; not lawfitlly admitted or

8 permanent resid(q_ce, as defined by section 10:!k'a)

9 {20) of tile Immigration and Nationality Act (8

10 U'.S.0. ll01(a) {:20)).

]1 "PROIHBITION OF C()NTI,:[BUTIONS IN _N'ASIE OF

]2 ANOTHER

]3 "SEC. 325. No l)erso:n shall make vt contributic:_, in

14 the name of another t,crson or knowingly permit his :_;ne

15 to be used to effect sudl a eor[tribution, and no person ; all

16 knowingly accept a eoatri'lmtion made by one person i,:', he

17 name of another person.

].f_ "LIMITA. TION 05,r C(},NTI-_fBUTION ,01:' CURRENCY

t9 "'SEc. 32,3. No l?rson shah make contributions of ar-

20 rency of the United States or currency of any foreign _::,:m-

2:l try to or for the benetlt of any cand!idate which, in th,r:_1g-

2:2 gregate, exceed $100, with respect to any campaign o:[:_:ich

23 candidate for :nomination. for election, or for election, to ii;ed-

2.1 eral office.
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1 "FRAUDULENT MISP_EPRESEXTATION OF CAMPAIGN

2 AUTHORITY

3 "SEc. 327. No person who is a candidate for Federal

4 office or an employee or agent of sucl_ a candidate shall--

5 "(1 ) fraudulently misrepresent himself or ally C0n_-.

6 mittee or organization under his control as speaking or

7 writing or otherwise acting for or on behalf of any other

8 candidate or political party or employee or agenL thereof

9 on a matter which is damaging to such other candidate

10 or political party or employee or agent thereof; or

11 "(2) willfully and knowingly to participate in or

12 conspire to participate in any plan, scheme, or desig_t

13 to violate paragraph (1).

14 "PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS

15 "SEc. 328. (a) Any person, following the enactment

16 of this section, who knowingly and willfully commits a

17 violation of any provision or provisions of this Ac_ which

18 involves the making, receiving, or reporting of any contri..

19 bution or expenditure having a value in the aggregate of

20 $1,000 or more during a calen&r year shall be fin.!_din an

21 amount whi& does not exceed the greater of $25,000 or

22 300 percent of the amount of _ny contribution or ex_enditare

23 involved in such violation, imprisoned for not more 'ihan one

24 year, or both. A willful and knowing violation of section 321
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1 (b) (2), including su,::ha violation of tim provisions of :,:_,_h

2 section as applicable tl'_roug'hsection 3251(b), is punish_it_,le

3 by a fine of not more than $50,000, imprisonment for ::_ot

4: more than 2 years, or both. In the case of a knowing _;ad

5 willful violation of section 325 or 326, the penalties set :![,_:th

6 in this section shall apply to a violation inw)lving an amoraJut

7 having a value.,in the aggregate of ,$:250 or more duri:%_a

8 calendar 3'ear. In the c'ase of a knowing and willful violnl:m

9 of section 327. the p{)nalties set forth in this section s}i,dl

10 apply without regard to whether the lnaking, receiving', or

1.1 repor[ing of a contribution or expenditure oli$1,000 or nm,re

12 was involved.

1.3 "(b) A defendant in an3" criminal action broughl: or

1.4 the violation o:[a provision of this Act, o,r of a provisic,:t:Lof

1_5 chapter 95 or 96 of the ]internal Revenue Code of 1_,_,-1-,
1.6

may introduce as evidence of his lack of knowledge of or

17 intent to commit the o:ffensefor which the action was bro_:l..,!:]ht
1_8

a conciliation agreement enttered into between the defeml_,:at

1_9 and the Conm_ission under section 313 which specific!_ily

20 deals with the act or failure to act constituting such ofte:_se

21 and which is still in eft,eot.

22 "(c) In any criminal action brought for a violation :_ a

23 provision of this Act, or ora provision ot[chapter 95 or i_6

9:4 of the Internal Revenue Oode of 1954, the court be:!,_re

25 which such action is brought shall take into account;, in
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1 weighing file seriousness of the offense and in considering the

2 appropriateness of the penalty to be imposed if the defendant

3 is found guilty, whether--

4 "(1) the specificact or failure to act Which con-.

5 stitutes the offense for which the action was brought

6 is the subject of a conciliation agreement entered into

7 between the defendant and the Commission under sec-.

8 tion313,

9 "(2) the conciliation agreement is in effect, and

10 "(3) the defendant is, with :respect to rk_eviola-.

11 tion for which the defense is being asserted, in com-.

12 pliance with the conciliation agreement."

13 AU THOItlZATIOBI OF APPROPRIATIONS

14 SI,:c. 111. Section 319 of the Act (2 U:S.C. ,139c), as

15 redesignated by section 105, is amended by adding at the,

16 end thereof the following sentence: "There are authorized

17 to be appropriated to the Federal Election Commission

18 $8,000,000 for fiie fiscal year ending June 30, 1976,

19 82,000,000 for the period beginning July 1, 119'76,and

20 ending SePtember 30, 1976, and $8,000,000 for file fiscal

21 year ending September 30, 1977.".

22 SAVINGSPROVISIO_

23 .SEc. 112. Except as otherwise provided by tiffs Act,

24 the repeal by this Act of any section or penalty shall not;

25 have the effect to release or extinguish any penalty, iorfeiture,
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1 or liability incurred under such secfi,on or penalty, nd

2, such section or penalty shall be treated as; remaining in :lt,?cc

3 for the purpose of sust_tining any proper action or proset, L::on

4 for the enforcement of any penalty, forfeiiture, or liab!l:ity.

5 TECI_S_CAr.A_o co._rormx<; A_mm)M_s_rs

6 SEc. 113. (a) Section 306(d) of the Act (2 I:I.L_C.

7 436 (d)) is amended by !inserting immediately after '_;04

8 (a) (1) (C) ,':' the following: :'304(c),"

9 (b) Section 310(a)(7) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 4: 7d

]() (a) I',7)), as redesignated by section 105, is an_endcd by

]1 striking out "313" and inserting in lieu thereof "312",

]2 (c) (1) Section 9002(,_;) of thc Internal Re'_'_._Lue

]3 Code of 1954 (defining Commission) is_an:tended by str!il,ng

14 out "310 (a) (1) " aha inserting in lieu thereof "30_, a)

]5 (1)".

]6 (2) Section 9032 (3) of the Internal Revenue Ccd of

17 1954: (defining Commission) is amended by striking :)ut

:I8 "310 (a) (1)':' and h_serting in lieu thereof "309 (a) (I I".

19 (d) (1) Section301.(e) (5) (F) ,ofthe Act (2 U :!i.C.

20 431 (e) (5) (F)) is amended by striking out "the last })_ra-

:2:[ graph of section 610 of title 18, United States Code" _,nd

22 inserting in lieu thereof "section 321 (b)'.

23 (2) Section 301(f)(4)(H) of t[heAct (2 U',!'.C.

24 431 (f) (4) (ti)) is amended by striking out "the last p_:ra-
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1 graph of section 610 of title 18, United States Code" and

2 inserting iii lieu thereof "section 321 (b) ".

3 (e) Section 314(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437h(a)),

4 as redesignated by section 105, is amended by striking out

5 "or of section 608, 610, 611,613, 614, 615, 616, (,r 617 of

6 title 18, United States Code" in the first sentence of such

7 section and by striking out "or of section 608, 610, C11,613,

8 614, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, United States (]lode," ill

9 the second sentence of such subsection.

10 (f) (1) Section406(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 455(a) )

11 is amended by striking out "or of section 608, _10, 611,

12 613, 614, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, United States Code".

13 (2) Section 406(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 455(b))

14 is amended by striking out "or section 608, 610, 611, or 613

15 of title 18, United States Code,"

16 (g) Section 591 of title 18, United States Code, is

17 amended--

18 (1) by striking out "608 (c) of this title':' in sub-

19 section (f)(4) (It) and inserting in lieu thereof "sec--

20 tion 320 (b) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of

21 1971";

22 (2) by striking out "by section 608(b)(2) of

23 this title" in subsection (f) (4) (I) and inserting in lieu
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:t thereof "under section 320 (a) (2) of the Federal ]!i:1_c-

19 i t and2 fion ,Campaign Act of ' ";

3 (3) by strikh'_g (>ut"310(a)" irt subsection ('h,)

4 and inserting in lieu t]hereof"309 (a)"

15 TITLE II--AS[ENDMENTS TO TITLE 18,

6 UNITEDSTATESCOI)E

.j7 I_EPEAL OF CLRTAIN PROVISIONS

oBc. 201. (a) Chapt._'r 29 of t':itle lB, United SL_es8. c._

9 Code, is amended by striking out sections 608, 610, t 1,

]0 612, 613, (114, 615, (;16, and (117.

]1. (b) The table of "_'_ ,_sect. n,. for chapter 29 of title 8:

]:2 United States Code, i;_amended by striking out the itt:ns

' ) " O ./.3 relating to sections 6[ 8, bio 611, 61.., 613, 614, (!, 5.

.1!.i 61(1,.and 617.

.1[.,5 r 'Ir T,E ' N * '1; .L, III--A3IENI)MENTS TO .L:'TERNAI_

.1L6 REVENUE COI)E OZF 1915.4

15' EN'.PITLEME_.N'T OF ELtGIBI.,E ('ANDIDATI!_S FOR 1)AYMJii;i!;!:S

I , _[ ..[8., _,_)Ec.301 (a) Section 9()04 of the Internal ltev_:l ae

· ' rt9 Code of 1954 (relating to entitlement, of eligible candnl,:,es

20 to payments) is amended by adding at: th(: end thereo:i!he

21 following new subsections'

22 "(d) EXPEI'_DIT'UR:E8 }'I_O:M: _ERSONAL FUNDS,, .....i[n

23 order to be eligible t(> receive any i)ayment under sec:!on

'114:9006, the candidate or.'a major, minor, or new party J a

25 Presklential election si:mil certify to the Commission, u:_:L:.er
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I penalty of perjury, that such candidate shall not knowingly

2. make expenditures from his personal funds, or the personal

3 funds of his immediate family, in connection with his cam-

4 paign for election to the office _ofPresident in excess of, hi

5 the aggregate, 850,000.

6 "(e) DEFINH_ION OF IMMEDIATE FA:SIILY.--d[_0r pur--

7 poses of subsection (d), the term 'immediate family' means

8 a candidate's spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent,

9 brother, half-brotl_er, sister, or half-sister of the candidate,

10 and the spouses of such persons.".

11 (Ii) For purposes of applying section 9004 (d) of the

12 Internal llcvenue Code of 1954, as amended by sttbsection

13 (a), expenditures made by an individual after Jan_lary 29,

14 1976, and before the date of enactment of this Act shall no_

15 be taken into account.

16 PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES

17 SEC. 302. Section 9006 of the Internal Revenue Code

18 of 1954 (relating to payments to eligqble candidates) is

19 amended by striking out subsection (b) thereo:l and by

20 redesignating subsection (c) and subsection (d) as sub--

21 section (b) and subsection (c), respectively.

22 _v_w ov rmGuL_o_s

23 SEc. 303. (a) Section 9009(c) (2) of the Internal

24 Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to review of regulations)

25 is amendedby striking out "30 legislative days"and insert.-
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i lng ill lieu thereof the following: ":30 calendar day:_; or

_,,o15 legislative days, whichever is later,"

3 (b) Section.... .q(c) 'uuo._ (2 of the Internal Revelr,m

4 Code of 1954 (relating to review of regulationsIi is

5 amended by striking oat "30 legislative days" and ins.[:;'t-

6 in, ill lieu thereof the following: "30 calendar day:s; or

7 15 legislative days, whichever is later,".

8 ELmm_L_TYrcm rAYm,:XTS

9 SEe.304. '_ '.,>ectmn9033 (b) (1) of thc Internal Ilev,_:_::te

10 Code of 1954 (relating to expense limilation; declaratic,:_:tof

11 intent.; minimum contributions) is amended by striking ,_:at

12 "limitation" and inserting !in lieu thereof "limitations"._

13 QUALIFIED CAB[PAIGN ]_XPENS1/ LIMITATION

14 SEc. 305. (a) Section 9035 of the Internal ]{ev._:[te

15 Code of 1954 (relating' to qualified campaign expense lin-

16 itation) is amended--

17 (1) in the heading; thereof, by'striking out LIMi'., A.-

LIMITA'I ION ;!!18 TION" and inserting i[n lieu thereof" ' ";

19 (2) by inserting "(a) Ex:Pr.NmTu_ LI_:ll':t.x-

candidate ·20 'r:m_s.--" immediately be:lore "5;0 ' ",

21 (3) by inserting immediately, after "States ,:r_,:_,,::,_-

22 the following: ", and no candidate shall knowingly iI,:,_:re

211 expenditures from his personal funds, or the pers.,_ al

24 funds of his immediate family, in connection with _is

25 campaign for nomination :for election to the offic(_of

26 president in excess of, in the aggregate, $50,000"; t_L::td
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-l (4) by adding at the end thereof the following new

2 subsection:

3 "(b) DEfiniTION OI_IMMEmATE FAMILY.--_or pur-

4 poses of this section, the term 'immediate family' means a

5 candidate's spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent,

6 brother, half-brother, sister, or half-sister of the candidate,

7 and the spouses of such persons.".

8 (b) The table of sections for chapter 96 of l:he In-

9 ternal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by striking out

10 the item relating to section 9035 and inserting in lieu thereof

11 the following new item:

"Sec. 9035. Qualified campaign expense limitations.".

.12 (e) For purposes of applying section 9035(a) of the

13 _:,Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended by subsection

14 (a), expenditures made by an individual after Jantmry 29,

15 1976, and before the date of enactment of this Act shall not

16 be taken into account.

17 TERMINATION OF PAYMENTS FOR LACK Ol?

'18 DEMONSTRABLE SUPPOI_T

19 SEC. 306. Section 9037 of the Internal Revenue Code

20 of 1954 (relating to payments to eligible candidates: in pri-

21 mary campaigns) is amended by adding at the end thereof

22 the following new subsection:

23 "(c) TERMINATION OF PAYMENTS FOR LACK OF

24 DEMONSTRABLE SUPPORT.--
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1 "( 1 ) GENERALRULE.--Notwithstanding ally o_I:i':er

2 provision of ,this chapter, no payment shall be

:3 made under this chapter to any candidate more thal_L:_0

4: days after the date of the second consecutive prinmry

5, election in which such candidate receives less than 10

6 percent of tile number of votes cast; for all candida.t(:!!,of

q' the same l?arty for tile same otfice in such primary ,_),,:!_c-

8 ,tion if the candidate permitted or authorized the apl[_,t_::tr-

9 ance of his name on thc ballot or certifies to the C.:_m-

10 mission that he will not be an active candidate in _hc

11 primary. If the primary elections are held in more 0:an

lq one State on the same date, a caM[date shall, for t_n'-

.'1.3 poses of this subsection, be treated as receiving 'lint

14 percentage of the votes on that date which he rec_::i:ed

15 iin the primary election conducted, on such date in wt_ich

16 he received the greatest percentage vote. The provh:;,,ns

17 of this section shall apply as of the date of enactn_!mt

18 of the Federal Election Campaign Act AmendnE_cnts

19 of1976.

20 "(2) REINSTATEMENT OF r A'¥5_ENTs.--Not:_,_th-

21 standing the provisions of paragraph (1), a candidate

22 whose payments have: been terminated under parag'r_tph

2:3 (1) may again receive payments {including amount!_he

24 would have received but for paragraph (1)) if h,_!_re-

25 ceives 20 percent or more of the total number of v:_tes
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I cast for candidates of the same party in a primsry elec-

2 tion held after the date on which the election was held

3 which was the basis for terminating payments to him.".

4 TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

5 SEc. 307. (a) Section 9008 (b)(5) of the Internal

6 Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to adjustment of entitle-

7 ments) is amended--

8 (1) by striking out "section 608 (c) and section

9 608 (f) of tifie 18, United States Code," and inserting

10 ill lieu thereof "section 320 (b) and section 320 (d) of

11 the Federal Election Campaign Act of 197;!"; and

12 (2) by striking out "section 608 (d) of such title"

13 and inserting ill lieu thereof "section 320 (c) of such

14 Act".

15 (b) Section 9008 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code of

16 1954 (relating to limitation of expenditures) is amended by

17 adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

18 "(4) PROVISION OF LEGAL AXD ACCOUNTING

19 SERVICES.--For purposes of this section, the payment by

20 any person, including the national commktee oJf ';_politi-

21 cal party (unless the person paying for such services is

22 ,a person other than the employer of the individual

23 rendering such services, of compensation to any indi-

24 vidual for legal or accounting services rendered 1;oor on

25 behalf of the national committee of a political party shall
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I not be treated as an expenditure made by or on b,!_i_aif

2 of such committee with respect to. its limitatiolL_ on

3 ]['residential nominating convent._on expenses.".

4 (c) Section 9034 (b) of the Internal Revenue Co,:!l,:of

5 1954 (relating to limitations) is amended by striking: :)ut

6 "section 608(c) (1) (A) .of title 18, United States C_:4:o,'

7 and inserting in lieu thereof "section 3'_0 (b) (1) (A) u!_I:he

8 Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971".

9 (d) Section 9035 (a) of the Internal Revenue Cod_ of

10 1954 (relating to expenditure limitations), as so redesig:t_tt:ed

11 by section 305(a), is amended by striking out "sec ion

:1."_608 (c) (1) (A) of title 18, 'United States Code," all,ii in-

13 serting in lieu thereof "section 320 (b) (1) (A) of the i[:_d-

14 eral Election Campaign A.ct of 1971"

15 (e) Section 9004 (a) (1) of the Internal Revenue C.)de

16 of 1954 (relating to entitlements of .eligible candida_t,[_:_to

17 payments) is amended by' striking out "608 (c) (1) (]!Ill of

18 title 18, United States Code" and inserting in lieu tl_!, eof

19 "320(b) (1) (B) of the Federal Election Campaigr] !Let

20 of 1971".

21 (f) Section 9007 (b) (3) of the Internal Revenue C:)de

,°.2 of 1964 (relating to repayments) is amended by ,stri]t_:]mg

23 out "9006 (d)" and inserting in lieu thereof "9006 (,:)".

_t (g) Section 9012 (b) (1) of the Internal Revenue C!)de
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I of 1954 (relating to contributions) is amended by striking

2 out "9006 (d)" and inserting in lieu thereof "9006 (c)".

3 TITLE IV--COMMISSION TO STUDY PRESIDEN-

4 TIAL NOMINATING PROCESS

5 DECLARATION OF POLICY

6 SEC. 401. It is hereby declared to be tile policy of thc

7 United States to improve the system of nominating candi.-

8 dates for election to tile office of the President of thc United

9 States by studying such system in a broad manner never be--

lO fore attempted il, tile two-hundred-year history of this

11 Nation.

12 ESTABLISItkVIENT OF COMMISSION

13 SE(:. 402. (a) There is established the Bicentennial

14 Commission on Presidential Nominations (hereinafter re-

15 ferredtoas the" ' 'Commission").

16 (b) The Commission shall be composed of twenl:y meta-

l7 hers to be appointed as follows:

18 (1) six members shall be appointed by the Presi-

19 dent pro tempore of the Senate, on the recommendation

20 of the majori.ty and minority leaders, of whom at least

21 two shall be Members of the Senate and at ][east two

22 shall be elected or appointed State officials;

23 (2) Six members shall be appointed by the Speaker

24 of the House of Representatives, of whom at least two
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1 slhall be Members of the House and at least two shalL[!_e

2 elected or appointed State officials;:

3 (3) six members shall be appointed by the t:b_d-

4 dent; and

5. (4) two members shall be the c'.hairman of the t:;vo

6 national political parties and shall serve as ex oJIl!},:_io

? members.

8 (c) At no time shall more than three members appo!i_ ed

9 under paragraph (1), (2), or (3) of subsection (b)be

10 individuals who are of the sallie political affiliation.

:11 (d) A vacancy h_ the Commission shall not affe,:l its

:t2 powers, and shall be filled in the same manner in which he

13 original appointment was :made, subject to the same li:mta-

:14 tions with respect to party affiliations as the original apl?':,;at-

15 ment.

1(; (e) Twelve members shall constit,utea quorum, bu;!:a

17 lesser number may conduct hearings. 'the Chairman c:t ':he

18 Commission shall be selected by the members from m:n_::,ng

19 the members, .other than ex officio members.

20 ]FUNCTIONS OF TtIE COMZvl]BSION

:),1 SEc. 403. (a) The Commission shall make a full ,fid

22 complete investigation witih respect to the Presidential rib,m-

2:3 inating process. Such inw_stigation shall include but n,:,_:be

,2_: limil_d to a consideration of--

25 (1) the manner in wlhich States conduct prir:i.!';"les
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1 for the expressi,on ,of,a preference for the nomination of

2 candidates for election to the office of President of the

3 United States 'and caucuses ,for the selection of dlelegates

4 to the national nominating conventions ,of political

5 parties;

6 (2) State laws and the rules of national political

7 parties which govern the participation of w)ters and

8 candidates in such primaries and caucuses;

9 (3) the financing of campaigns for the nomination

10 of candidates for election to tile office of tile ]President

11 of the United States;

12 (4) the relationship between candidates for clec-

13 tion to the office of the President of the Unite,] States

14 and the news media, including how candidates achieve

15 public recognition and whether such candidates should

16 be guaranteed access to the television media;

17 (5) the interrelationship of the elements described

18 in paragraphs (1) through (4) of this section;

19 (6) alternative nominating systems, including but

20 not limited to a national or regional primary system for

21 the expression of a preference for the nomlmLfion of

22 candidates for election to the office of Presidenl; of the

23 United States and variations on the present nominating

24 system;

25 (7) the manner in which candidates are nominated
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:l_. for election to the office of Vice ]President of the [):_liked

·, States; and

3 (8) I:tleextent to which State laws and tile Fed ,ral

d- Election Campaign Act of' 1971 promote or retard ;_de-

5 ]?endent candidacies fo:.:election to the office of Presi, l ,,nt.

0 (b) Tile Commission sh_tltsubmit to the Prcsiden'! ',nd
f

7 to the Congress such h_terim reports ItS it, deems advii_;?,fie,

8 and not later than one year after the enactment of this i:tle,

!) a final report of its study and investigation based L:__on

10 a full consideration of alternatives to our current Prcsidh::.Lrial

11 nonfinating systeln, hmluding an anally:sis of the stl'c_, 'ths

:1:2 and weaknesses of all such alternatives studied, togethct ith

13 its recommendations ii>;to the }_.cstsv:stemf:oestablish f,_?thc

:t._t 1980 Presidential elections. "l']_cCommis.qon shall cc;_; to

:15 exist; sixty days after its :final report is sabmitted.

]16 POWERS AND AD3:[INI_,TRATIVE I'][?OVISIOXS

17 SEC. 404. (a) The Commission may, in carrying?,;owl:

:18 the provisions of thils tit]lc, si_ and act at such times _md

:19 places, hold such hearings, take such te:stimony, requc_._i:thc

:20 attendance of such Mtncsses, administer oaths, have ;ach

21 printing and binding don,e, and con:anission studies b, _my

22 Federal agency or executive department; as the Comn'._:::_!;ion

2;3 deems advisable.

2:4 (b) Per diem and mileage allowances for witl:L_ses

2:5 requested to appear ander tt,.e authority conferred b,_ thi:s
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I section shall be paid from funds appropriated to the

2 Commission.

3 (c) Subject to such rules and regulations as; may be

4 adopted by tim Colnlnission, the chairman shall have the

5 power to-

O (1) appoint and fix tile compensation of an execu-

7 tire director, and such additional staff personnel as may

8 ]_enece_sa:y, without regard to the provisions ot!title 5,

9 United States Code, governing appointments in the com-

10 petitive service, and without regard to chapter 51 and

11 subchapter III of chapter 53 of such title relating to

12 classification ill General Schedule pay rates, but at such

13 rates not in excess of the maximuln rate for J.9-fe of

S14 thc General _chedulc under section '°°'0;,02 of such title;

15 and

16 (2) procure temporary and intermittent serdces to

17 the same extcn_ as is authorized by section 3109 of title

18 a, United [ tate_ Code, ])ut at rates not to exceed $100 a

19 day for indMdaals.

20 COMPENSATION OF 3[EMBERS

21 SEc. 405. (a) Members of the Commission who are

22 otherwise employed by the Federal Government shall serve

23 without colnpensation but shall be reimbursed for travel,

24 subsistence, and other necessary expenses incurred by them

25 in carrying out thc duties of the Commission.
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I (b) Members of the Comnfission not otherwi,!;_:_cai-

2 ployed by the Federal Government; shall receive pe:_:,limn

3 at the maxinmm daily rate for GS-18 of the General .!!ItI:led-

4 ule when they are cng'aged in the performance of their ,[tties

5 as members of the Cmmni:;sion and stroll be entifi,:,[ to

6 relrabursement for travel[, subsistence, and off,er nec,:_:_ary

7 expenses incurred })y them in carrying out the duties :_i tl_c

8 Cormnlsslon.

9 TI3_EI, INESS O]? AI'POINTMENTS

10 SEC. 40(i. It is thc se_qse of the Congres._ thf_;[ the

11 appointments; of indivi&tals to serve as members _!: the

512 Commission be completed within ninety days aft,:!,l' the

513 enactlnent of this title.

114 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

:15 SEC. 407. There are authorized to be appropriate{i :;ueh

516 sums as may be necessary to carry out the provisions ,:,1this

:17 tide.

18 TITLE V--MISCELLANEOUS PROVISION_;

19 USE OF FRAI_KED MAlL BEFORE ELECTIONS

20 SEC. 50:l. Section 3210 (a) (5)(D) of title 39, U: ited

21 States Code, is amended by striking out "28" and ins,_ tinl,_

22 in lieu thereof "60".
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CalendarNo,.647
94TI-I CONGRESS

S.3065

IN TIlE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATF, S

MAnc_ 23, 1976

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. ALLrbr to S. 3065, a bill to

amend the ]federal Election Campaign .Act of 197:1 to pro-

vide for its administration by a Federal Election Commission

appointed in accordance 'with the requirements of the Con-

stitution, and for otlher purposes, viz: Add at the end thereof

the following new section:

I SEc. (a) Each person referred to in subparagraph

2 (b) herein shall file annually with the Comptroller Gen-

3 eral of the United States on or before February 15 of each

4 year a full and complete report of net worth as of l_he end

5 of the preceding calendar year, such report to consist of a

6 statement of assets (and of their reasonable market value)

7 owned by him, or jointly by him and his spouse, and of

8 liabilities owed by him, or jointly by him and his sl?ouse, to-

Amdt. No. 1517
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i gerber with a full and complete statement of income for ,he

I.) preceding calendar year, such statement of income to co:2 ist

3 of a list of the identity of each ,source of income and a ]:[;;:of

,; the amount paid by each soarce of income to him or

i5 jointly to him and his spouse, ,luring the preceding cale::_ia:t'

(; year:, except that in l_eu of such statement of income, ,_ch

'7 imtMdual referred to in subparagraph {b) may file witi'_ :he

8 Comptroller General of the l_nited States a copy of !; ch

9 person's ]?ederal income tax report for :such calendar y;ar.

10 (b) The provisi_ms of this sect!ion shall apply t_)_nv

:11 person who as an ofi4eer or employee o[ the United S::'Ies

:12 within the executive; leg!islafive, or judicial branch of :.he

:13 Government of the United. States received eompensatim: ,,t a

:1.4 gross annual rate in excess of 825,000 during the year .! 7_3

:1.5 or any subsequent year.

-16 (c) The report required by this secl!ion shall be in i; leh

17 form and shall contain such information as the Comptr_, let

18 General may prescribe in order to meet, the. provisions c:t his

19, section. Notwithstanding any provision ot_ law to the ,::m-

20 trary, all reports filed und.er this section shall be maintop!:ted

21 by the Comptroller General as public records, open to ir :iI;eC-

22 tion by members of tlhe ]public, and copies of such re;c,,:rds

2;3 shall be furnished upon request at a reasonable fee. ,_ny
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! report filed under this section shall be retained by the Comp-

2 troller Genera:[for a period of five years.

3 (d) All reports required hereunder shall be certified as

4 being correct by the person filing the same and shall be duly

5 sworn to and properly notarized.
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UnionCalendarNo,,458
9_r_i CONGRESS

H. IL 12406
[Report No. 94-917]

IN TIIE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

3{._ncit 11, 1976

_lr. HA_S of Ohio (for himself, Mr. Tito_rrso_, Mr. ])r_T, Mr. Br_Di_S, Mr.
HAWKINS, Mr. AN_UNzIo, Mr. GAYDOS,Mr. J'o_rs of Tennessee, Mr.
MINIS_r, Mr. Ros_:, and Mr. Jo_r_ L. BURTON) .'introduced the following
bill; which was referred to thc Committee on House Administra,tion

MAncir 17, 1976

Committed to thc Committee of the Whole House on the State of the Union

and ordered to be printed

A BILL
To amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide

that members of the Federal Election Commission shall be

appointed by the President, by and with the advice a-_d con-

sent of the Senate, and for other purposes.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House o/Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress a&,_embled,

3 SItORT TITLE

4 SECTIO_ 1. This Act m_y be cited as the "Federal

5 Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1976".

I
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1. TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL ELECT][(iN

2 CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1.9'71

3 FEDERAL ELECTION C03_!_[ISSI()I_' :M_MBEi_SHIP

4 SEC. 101. (a) (1) The second sentence of section :i!k)9

5 (a) (1) of the Federa) Election Camp_dgn Act of 197:L C2

6 U.S.C. 473c(a)(1)), as so redesignated by section :1[::5,

7 hereinafter m this Act referred to as the "Act", is amer_.r!!_d

8 to read as follows: "The Connnission is composed of :i:le

9 Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of :ii;:,Cp-

10 resentatives, ex officio and wi[hout the right to vote, arm 6

:1.]. members appointed by the President of the United St_m_,s,

12 by and with the advice and consent .of the Senate.".

13 (2) The [lastsentence of section 309 (a) (1) of the ;:!,ct

14 (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)(1)), as so redeslg_mted by seci::m

15 105, is amended to read as follows: "No more than 3 n:,i_:_:a-

]6 bers ,ofthe Commission appointed under th/s paragraph m_Ly

17 be affxliated with the same political party.".

18 (b) Section 309(a)(2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. ,H!;Tc

19 (a) (2)), as so redesignated by section 105, is amendrd to

20 read as follows:

2:L "(2) (A) Members o_ the Conunission shall serve ior

'2o, temls of 6 years, except that of the members first appoint_._d-

23 "(i) one shall be appointed for a term of 1 y,!_;_:r;

:2:_[ "(ii) one shall be appointed for a term of 2 y¢_!_,i?s;

2,5 "('tii} one shall be appointed for a term of 3 ye,!l,rs;
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1 "(iv) one shall be appointed for a term of 4 years;

2 "(v) one shall be appointed for a term of 5 years;

3 and

4 "(vi) one shall be appointed for a term o:[6 years;

5 as designated by the President at the time of appointment,

6 except that of the members first appointed under this sub-.

7 paragraph, no member affiliated with a political party shall.

8 be appointed for a term that expires 1 year after another

9 member affiliated with the same political party.

10 "(B) A member of the Commission may serve on the

11 Commission after the expiration of his term until his sue-.

:12 cessor has taken office as a member of the Commission.

13 "(C) An individual appointed to fill a vacancy oc-.

14 curring other than by the expiration of a term .of office

15 shall be appointed only for the unexpired term of the

16 member he succeeds.

17 "(I)) Any vacancy occurring in the membership of

18 the Commission shall be filled in the same manner as in

19 the case of the original appointment.".

20 (c) (1) Section 309(a)(3) of the Act (2 U.S.Co

21 437c (a) (3)), as so redesignated by section 105, is amended

22 by adding at the end thereof the following new sentences:

23 "Members of the Commission shall not engage in any other

24 business, vocation, or employment. Any individual who is

25 engaging in any other business, vocation, or employment
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I at the time such individual begins to serve as a membc: of

,,"' the Commission shai! tern_nate or liqLu_tdatesuch actL41:y

3 no later than 1 year after beginning to serve as suc_:ta,

.4 member.".

5 (2) Section 309(b) of thc Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(b'; ),

e; as so redesignated by section t05, is amended to reaii as

7' follows:

8; "(b) (1) The Commission shall administer, seek Lo

9 obtain complla,nce with, and formulate policy with res]p,_ct

10 to, this Act and chapter 95 anti chapter 96 of the Inh!nt_al

11 Revenue Code of 195_;4.The (lommission shall have e:,::!_l-

:tS: sive primary jm'isdicthm wifil :respect to the 'civil enf(_:',::e-

13 ment of such p:covisions_

:t4 "(2) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to li:uttt,

15 restrict, or diminish m_y investigatory, informational, c,' :r-

16 sight, supervisory, or clisciphn_zy authority or ftmctio::_of

17 the Congress or any commi,ttee of the Congress with resl?_:et

18 to elections for :Federal office."_

19 113)The first sentence of section 309 (c) of the Ac_; 2

20 U.S.(:. 437 (e)), as so rede:dgnated by section 105, is

21 amended by inserting immediately before: the period at i:i_.e

:22: end thereof the following ", except tMt tlhe affirmative _;,:,I:e

23 of 4 members of the Commission shall be required in er,,_!_,r

24 for the Commission to establish guidelines for complian,:_e

25 with the provisions of this Act or with chapter 95 or chal?i:_r
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I 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or for rite Corn-

2 mission to take any action in accordance with l?e_ragraph

a (6), (7), (8), or (lO) ofsection3lO(a)".

4 (d) (1) The President shall appoint members of the,

5 Federal Election Commission under section 309 (a) of the

6 Act (2 U.S.C. 437c (a)), as so redesignated by secLion 105

7 and as amended by this section, as soon as practicable after

8 the date of the enactment of this Act.

9 (2) The first appointments made by the Presid[cnt under

10 section 309(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)) its so re--

11 designated by section 105 and as amended by th!is section,

12 shall not be considered to be appointments to fill the unex.-

13 pired terms of members serving on _;he Federal Election

14 Commission on the date of the enactment of this Act.

15 (3) Members serving on the Federal Election (_ommis-

16 sion on the date of the enactment of this Act may co:atinue to

17 serve as such members until members are appointed and

18 qualified under section 309 (a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c

19 (a)), as so redesignated by section 105 and as anaended by

20 this section, except that until appointed and qualified under

21 this Act, members serving on such Commission on _:uch date

22 of enactment may, beginning on March 1, 1976, exercise

23 only such powers and functions as may be consistent with

24 the determinations of the Supreme Court of the United States

25 in Bucldey et al. against Valeo, Secretary of tJhe United
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I States Senate, et al. (numbered 75-436, 75-437) (Janl-

:2 ary30, 1976).

3 (e) The provisions of section 309 (a)(3) of the =':!_L_t

.4 (2 U.S.C. 437c (a) (3)), as so redesignated by section iIO!L

5 which prohibit any member of the Federal Election C!_,r::l-

6; mission from being an elected or appointed officer or e_:_-

7 ployee of the executive, legislative, or judicial branch of t:tJe

8 Federal Government, shall not apply in the case of a::y

9 individual serving as a member of such Commission on L:N:_e

10 date of the enactment of this Act.

11 Cn'A_=CES IN DEFIIglTIO/q'S

1.2 SEC. 102. (a) Section 301 (a) (2) of the Act (2 U.f!!._:i].

1.3 431(a)(2)) :is amended by striking out "held to" a:rd

14 inserting in lien thereof "which has authority to".

]1..5 (b) Section 301 (e) (2) of the AcL (2 U.S.C. 431 (,:)

16 (2)) is amended by inserting "written" immediately bet!o_e

17 "contract", and by striking out "expressed or implied,".

18 (c) (1) Section g01 (e) (4) of the Act (2 U.S.0. :_:;;:1

19 (e) (4)) is amended by inserting immediately before _kLe

20 semicolon the following: ", except that this subparag_'a:li:h

21 shall not apply' (A) in the case of any legal or accountir g

22 services rendered to or on behalf of the national committee )f

23 a political parky, other than any legal or accounting servi.c__s

'24 attributable to activity which directly furthers the elecdm_ :,f
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! any designated candidate to Federal office; or (It.) in the

2 case of any legal or accounting services rendered to or on

3 behalf of a candidate or political committee solely for the

4 purpose of ensuring compliance with the provisions of this

5 Act,' chapter 2'9 of tifie 18, United States Code, o:cchapter

6 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954".

7 (2) Section 301 (e) (5) of thc Act (2 U.S.C. 431 (e)

8 (5)) is amended--

9 (A) in clause (E) thereof, by striking out "or"

10 at the end thereof;

11 (B) in clause (F) thereof, by inserting ":or" im-

12 mediately after the semicolon at the end thereof; and

13 (C) by inserting immediately after clause (lv) the

14 following new clause:

15 "(G) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or

16 deposit of money or anything of w_lue to a

17 national committee of a political party or a State

18 committee of a political party which i,,_specifi.-

19 cally designated for the purpose of defraying

20 any cost incurred with respect to the construc.-

21 tion or purchase of any office facility which is

22 not acquired for the purpose of influencing the

23 election of any candidate in any particular eleo-

24 tion for Federal office,except that any _,luchgift,
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I subscription, loan, advance:,or deposit of mo:i:[_y

21 or anything of value, and any ,such cost, sha][L:)e

8 reported in accordancewith section 304 (b'; ".

4: (d) (1) Section301(f) (4) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431

5 (f) (4)) is amended--

6 (A) by striking out "or" at the end of clause fZli")

7 and at the end of clause (G);

8 (B) 'by inse:_ting"or" immediately after the st_l:_,_i-

9 colon at the end o:[clause (H); and

10 (C) by inserting immediately after clause (H) _:te

11 following new clause:

.12, (I) any' costs incurred by a candlda'L:e:in

.to connection with the sohc:ttatmn of contrlbu; o:as

1.4 by such candidate, except that this clause ._1:.:tH

15 not apply witlh respect to costs incurred b:!,'a

16 candidate in excess of an amount equal to :il0

17 percent of the expenditure limitation appllct(!le

18 _(}such candidate under section 320 (b), ex,r.,_pt

19 flint all .such costs shall 'be reported in a,cco:t,_t-

20 ancewith section304(b).".

2]. (2) Section 301 (:i) (4) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 43;L(:')

,,,,., (4)) as amended by paragraph (1) !isfurther amende,d-

· i?" } i"_ .23 (A) by redesignating clause (F) through cL:l,,e

24 (I) as clause (©) through clause (J), respectivdi?;

;15 and
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1 (B) bylinser/ing immedia_telyafter clause (E) the

2 following new clause:

3 "(r) the payment, by any person other

4 than a candidate or a political committee, of

5 compensation for legal or accounting services

6 rendered to or on behalf of the national corn-

7 mlttee of a political party, other than services

8 attributable to activities which direcfiy further

9 the election of any designated can_Lidate to

10 Federal office, or for legal or accountSng serw

11 ices rendered to or on behalf of a candidate or

12 political committee solely for the purpose of

13 ensuring compliance with the provisions of this

14 Act, chapter 29 of title 18, United StaLesCode,

15 or chapter 95 or charter 96 of the Internal

16 ItevenueCodeof1954;".

17 (e) Section 301 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431) is

18 amended--

19 (1) in paragraph (m) thereof, by striking out

20 "and" at the end thereof;

21 (2) in paragraph (n) thereof, by striking out the

22 period at the end thereof; and

23 (3) by adding at the end thereof the following new

24 paragraphs:

ti.it. 12406 2
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1 "(o) 'Act' means the Federal. Election Camp,_i,;n

2 Act of 1971, as amended by the Federal Election (ii!_L_a-

3 palgn Act Amendments of 1974 and the Federal }!',II,c-

4 fion Campaign A_!t Amendments of ]t976;

5 "(p) 'independent expenditure' means an cxpel:t i-

6 ture by a person expressly advocating the electio_:k :)r

7 defeat of a clearly identified candidate which is n:b_:L[e

S without cooperation or consultation with any candh, :_e

9 or any authorized committee or agcnl_ of such eandi_:._i:e

:il0 and which is not made in concert with, or at the req_[L,:_t

11 or suggest[on of, aay candidate or ,arty authorized (o: :i-

l 2 mittee or agent of s_lchcandidate; and

13 "(q) 'clearly _dentified:' means (1) the name ol i: :_e

:[.i: candidate .appears; (2) a photograph or drawing o:1'_::re

::t[i, ,candidate appears; or (3) the identky of the candh _ I:e

16 is apparent by unambiguous reference.".

17 ORG,_XrZATmX or rO_,_:_ICATCOMm_:T_r,S

18 SEC. 103. Section 302 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 432) is

:].9 amended by striking out subsection (e) and by redesig_H_t-

20 lng subsection (f) as sabsection (e).

21 REPORTS BY POLITICA_L COMiSflTTEES AND CANDIDAX i:S

22 SEc. 104. (a) Section 304(a)(1) (C) of the Ac'l: 2

23 U.S.C. 434(a)(1)(17)) ]s amended by inserting im::[:,:_-

2_: diately before the period at the. end _.hereof the followi::_;;:

25 "except that, i:a any year in which a candidate is not on I: ,e
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1 ballot for election to Federal office, such candidate and his

2 authorized committees shall only be required to :?lie such

3 reports not later than the tenth day following the close of

4 any calendar quarter in which the candidate and his aa-

5 thorized committees received contributions or made expendi-

6 tures totaling in excess of $10,%0, and such reports shall

7 be complete as of the close of such calendar quarter (ex-

8 cept that any such report required to be filed after Decem-

S her 31 of any calendar year with respect to whidk_a report

:to is required to be CUedunder subparagraph (B) shall be filed

11 as provided in such subparagraph)".

12 (b) Section 304(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 434(a)

13 (2)) is amended to read as follows:

14 "(2) Each treasurer of a political committee authorized

15 by a candidate to raise contributions or make expenditures on

16 his behalf, other than the candidate's principal campaign

17 committee, shall :file the reports required under this section

18 with the candidate's principal campaign committee.".

19 (c) Section 3O4 (bi of the Act (2 V.S.C. ._34 (b)

20 is amended--

21 (1) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph

2a (12);

23 (2) by redesignating paragraph (13) as paragraph

24 (14); and
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I (3) by inserting in_ediately after paragraph (:L_,i!'],

:21 gte followingnew paragraph:

3 "(13) in the case of aJl independent expenditure :i.a

4 excess of $100 by a political committee, other than _i,a

5 authorized committee of a c_mdida,te, expressly advoc_t;-

6 iag the electionor defeat of a dearly identifiedcandidat:,,

7 through a separate schedule (A) any information r,!_-

8 quired by paragraph (9) stated in a manner wii_i,:a

9 indicates whether the independent expenditure inv.ol_.,:_ct

10 is in support of, or ia oppositionto, a candidate; and (}!!:i

11 under penalty of perjury, a certification whether s't;.,::il

12 in.dependent expenditure is made in cooperation, con.st:_i-

1:1I, tafion, or concert with, or at the request or suggesl,ir:,a

14 of, any candidate or any authorized committee or agt!,_::.t

15 of suchcandidate.".

16 (d) Section304(e) of the Act (2 U.S.C.434(e)1_ is

17 amended to read as follows:

18 "(e)(1) Every person (other th_m a political co:_:_:_-

19 mittce or candidate) who makes contributions or indeper_,!-

20 ent expenditures expressly advocating the election or def_,_

2:1. of a clearly identified candidate_other than by contribufic::l

27: to a political committeeor candidate, in an aggregate amo_:,:L_:_

2:t in excess of $100 during a calendar year sMll file with _I't:__

24 Commission,on a form prepared 'by the 0ommlssion, a sta t:!,.-

25 meat containing the information required of a person v:k:_
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I makes a contribution in excess of $100 to a candidate or

2 political committee and the information required of a candi-

3 date or political committee receiving such a contribution.

4 "(2) Statements required by this subsection qMll be

5 filed on the dates on which reports by political committees

6 are filed. Such statements shall include (A) the information

7 required by subsection (b) (9), stated in a manner indlcat-

8 lng whether the contribution or independent expenditure is

9 in support of, or opposition to, the candidate; and (B) under

10 penalty of perjury, a certification whether such independent

11 expenditure is made in cooperation, consultation, or concert

12 with, or at the request or suggestion of, _mycandidate or any

13 authorized committee or agent of such candidate. Any in-

14 dependent expenditure, including those described in sub-

15 section (b) (13), of $1,000 or more made after the fifteenth

16 day, but more than 24 hours, before any election shall be

17 reported within 24 hours of such independent expenditure.

18 "(3) The Commission shall be responsible for expedi-

19 tiously preparing indices which set forth, on a candida:re-by-

20 candidate basis, all expenditures separately, inchdirg those

21 reported under subsection (b) (13), made with respect to

22 each candidate, as reported under this subsection, and for

23 periodically issuing such indices on a timely preelection

24 basis.".
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_1 REPORTS BY CER!AIN PERSONS

2 S_c. 105. Tide Ii_ of the Act ('2 U.S.C. 431 ct sec )

:3 is amended by striking' out section 308 thereof (2 U,._:_',].

4 437a) and by redesignating' sec!ion 3C.9 t]hrough section _':_1

5 as section 308 through section 320, respectively.

C; CAM_A Gi_ D'b'POSITOI?JES

7 SEC. 106. The second sentence of section 308 (a) 'i)

_ of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437b(a) (1)), as so redesignated ,y

q section 105, is amended by siriking out "a checking _e-

:10 count" and in_;erting i;_.lle_l tl:t_reof "one: or more ehecl_:[_:tg

:lt accounts, at the discretion of _ny such committee,".

1_! POWERS OF CO_3flSSION

'_E o13 S.c. 107. (a) S,.'etion °i0(a) of the Act (2 U2i[t].

:1.4 437d (a)), as so rcd_s:g'nated i_y section 105, is amend_ {:-

:[15 (1) !in parag:aph (8;i thereof, by inserting ':::e-

:16 velop such prescrii,ed forms; and lo" immediately b :,i_ re

:t7 "make", and by :nserdng immediately after "Act': kte

1S following' "and chapter 96 and chapter 96 of the n-

9_4 ;19 ternal Revenue Code of/1 "'"

?.o (2) in paragr_ph (9) thereof, by striking out ",ad

I' r21 sections 608" and. ail that .)Ilow s through "States t_,r"ro_"

'.22 and inserting in ]:_,euthere,:,f "and chapter 95 anti ,_:, p..

23 ter 96 of the In_ernal tie,venue Code of 1954"; _ad

'2._ (3) by striking (:,ut;?aragraph (10) and red,_,,::g-

o= hating paragraph i'11) as :,aragraph (10),,,_,;..) ., . ·
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I (b) (1) Section 310(a) (6) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437d

2 (a) (6)), as so redesignated by section 105, is am,reded to

° read as follows'O

4 "(6) to initiate (throughcivilactionsfor injunc--

5 tire, declaratory or other appropriate relief) defend[

6 (in the case of any civil action brought under section,

7 313 (a) (9)) or appeal any civil action in the name of

8 thc Commission for the purpose of enforcing the provi-.

9 sions of fitis Act and chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the

10 Internal Revenue Code of 1954, through its genera][

.,,11 counsel, .

12 (2) Section 310 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437dl, as so

13 redesignated by section 105, is amended by adding' at the

14 end thereof the following new subsection:

15 "(e) Except as provided in section 313(a){9), the

16 power of the Commission to initiate civil actions under sub-.

17 section (a) (6) shall be the exclusive civil remedy for the

18 enforcement of the provisions of this Act.".

19 zDvrsoi_ opinions

20 SBc. 108. (a) Section 312 (a) of the Act (12 U.S.C..

21 437f (a)), as so redesignated by section 105, is araended to

22 read as follows.:

23 "Src. 312. (a) Upon written reqm_st to the Corrunission

24 by any individual holding Federal office, any can aidate for

25 Federal off_¢e,any political committee, or the national com-.
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]. mittee of any political party, ihe Cc,mmission shall rez_,,::er

2 an advisory opinion, -;n writh_g, within a reasonable 'l:[m_,le

3 with respect to whether any specific trans'_ction or acti_:';ty

.4 by such individual, ca_didate, or political committee wold

5 constitute a violation _t!thi_;A,:'; or of chapter 95 or cha;>ier

6 96 of the Internal ]_evenne <_oae of 1954. No advi..i,:,l:y

7 opinion shall be issued by the Commission or any et! its

8 employees except in accordance with the provisions of t_is

9 section.".

:10 (b) Section 312 ,():,)oJ!thc Act (2 U.S.C. 437 (b))_, a,s

11 so redesignated by section 105, is amended to read as

12 follows:

:13 "(b) (1) Notwithstanding any cthe:r provision of :i,:,;v,

:14t any ]person who relic:; upon ally provision or finding cim

:15 advisory opinion in a,:_cordance.,with lhe provisions of t:a:,a-

:16 graph (2) (A) and who acts in goodfaith in accordar,(_e

:17 with the provisions and fi:ndini,_sof such advisory oph:i:,n

:18 shall not, as a result of any _;uch act, be subject to _:;_.y

19 sanction provided by this Act or by chapter 95 or chapteJ: _t,6

20 of the Internal Revenue Code oi!1954.

21 "(2) (A) Any advisory opinion rendered by the C!,,:ma,

22 mission under subsection (a) m,y be relied upon by (i) ;tly'

23 person involved in the specific transaclion or activity wli;h

24: respect to which such advisory opinion is rendered; _:_,_d

25 (ii) any person involYed in a:t_yspecific transaction o_' ;e-
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1 tivity which is similar to the transaction or actiMty wkh

2 respect to which such advisory opinion is rendered.

3 "(B) (i) The Commission shall, no later than 30 days

4 after rendering an advisory opinion with respect to a

5 request received under subsection (a), transmit to the Con-

6 gress proposed rules or regulations relating to rite trans-

7 action or activity involved if such transaction or activity

8 is not subject to any existing rule or regulation prescribed

9 by the Commission. In any such case in which the Corn-

10 mission receives more than one request for an advisoW

11 opinion involving the same or similar transactions or ac-

12 tivities, the Commission may not render more than one

13 advisory opinion relating to the transactions or activities

14 involved.

15 "(ii) Any rule or regulation prescribed by [he Com-

16 mission under this subparagraph shall be subject to the pro-

17 visions of section 315 (c) .".

18 (c) Section 315(c) (1) of the Act (2 U.8.C. 438(c)

19 (1)), as so redesignated by section 105, is amended by

20 inserting "or under section 312 (b)(2)(B)" imraediately

21 after "under this section".

22 (d) The amendments made by this section sMll apply

23 to any advisory opinion rendered by the Federal Elec-

24 tion Commission after October 15, 1974.

H.R. 12406 3
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1 ENFORCE:KENT

2 SEC. 109. Section 313 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437g)_ _.s

3 so redesignated by section 105, is amended to read as i!,:l-

4. lows:

15 ' (ENFOR, CE;B{E:NT

6 "SEc. 313. (a) (1) Any person who believes a vh;,::L-

7 tion of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Inter:[:,:ti

8 tlcvenue Code of 1954, has occurred may file a comp]:,i :tt

19 with the Commission. Such complainL shall be in wfifiJ::i[,

10 shall be signed and sworn to b2/ the person filing such c{::::t:t-

].:1. plaint, and shall be notarized. Any person filing suc[[ a

]_:2 complaint shall be subject i:o the provisions of section ].0,:_1

]..:3 of rifle 18, United States Code. The Commission may _r::_t

IL4: conduct any investigation under this section, or take u:y

15 other action urAer this section, solely on the basis of a c,u:_::_-

:1.6 plaint of a person whose identity is not disclosed to ti!Je

:L? Comxnission. ]!q'otwithstanding any other provision of 2 is

18 Act, the Commission shall :not have the authority to inqu._,:'e

:kS, into or investigate the uti]ization or activities of any _:;'I::ff

20 employee of any person holding' Federal office without fi mst

21 consulting with such person holding Federal office. Ar_, f-

:?,2 fidavit given by the person holding Federal office that _r:l..:h

23 staff employee is performing his regularly assigned dui:i:_s

24: shall bc a complete bar to any further inquiry or invesfii_;_-

25 fion of the matter involved.
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I "(2) The Commission, if it has reasonable cause to be-

2 lieve that any person has committed a violation of (his Act

3 or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code

4 of 1954, shall notify the person involved of such apparent

5 violation and shall make an investigation of such violation

6 in accordance with the provisions of this section.

7 "(3) (A) Any investigation under paragrq3h (2)

8 shall be conducted expeditiously and shall include an in-

9 vesfigafion, conducted in accordance with the provisions of

10 this section, of reports and statements filed by any corn~

11 plainant under this title, if such complainant is _ candidate.

12 "(B) Any notification or investigation made under

13 paragraph (2) shall not be made public by the Commission

14 or by any other person without the written consent of the

15 person receiving such notification or the person with respect

16 to whom such investigation is made.

17 "(4) The Commission shall, at the request of any person

18 who receives notice of an apparent violation under paragraph

19 (2), afford such person a reasonable opportunity to demon-

20 strate that no action shall be taken against such peison by

21 the Commission under this Act.

22 "(5) (A) If the Commission determines that there is

23 reasonable cause to believe that any person has comraitted or

24 is about to commit a violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or

25 chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the Corn-
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][ mission shall make ew_ry ,endeavor for a period of no{: i[_;ss

2 than 30 days to correct or t)rew_nt such vi[elation by info_._:__.al

3 methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion, anti to

4 enter into a conciliatioi:, agreement wil:h the person invo:.,:,_d_

5 except that, if the C!ommisshm has reasonable caus_ to

6 believe that--

7 "(i) any person has f_filedto file a report requ5 ed

8 to be filed, under section 304(a) (1) (C) for the c::([,n-

9 dar quarter occuning immediately before the date _ a

10 general election;

11 "(ii) any per.son has failed to file a report req_:_i,ed

12 to be filed no later than 10 days before an electio:,; or

13 "(iii) on the basis of a complaint filed less Ii an

14 45 days [,ut more than 10 days before an election., ::ay

15 person has committed .a kl_owing and willful violafio:[ of

36 this Act of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Int._::_iai

17 Revenue Code of !95'4;

18 the Commission shall make every effort., for a peric_,:l of

19 not less than one-half the :number of days between the !ilite

:20 upon which .the (Jommisslon determines there is reaso:4:_:_')le

:21 cause to believe such a violathm has occurred and the <[te

:22 of the election involved, to correct or prevent such ¥i., la-

:23 tion by informal methods of conference, conciliation, .nd

:24 persuasion, and to enter into s_ conciliation agreement ,;,,ifil

:25 the person involved..3._ conciliation agreement, unless ' io-
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1 lated, shall constitute a complete bar to any further action

2 by the Commission, including the bringing of a civil pro-

3 ceeding under subparagraph (B).

4 "(B) If the Commission is unable to correct or prevent

5 any such violation by such informal methods, the Commission

6 may, if the Commission determines there is probable cause to

7 believe that a violation has occurred or is about to occur, in-

8 sti_ute a civil action for relief, including a permanent or tern-

9 porary injunction, restraining order, or any other appropriate

10 order, including a civil penalty which does not exceed the

11 greater of $5,000 or an amount equal to the amount of any

12 contribution or expenditure involved in such violation, in the

13 district courtof the United States for the district J[n which

14 the person against whom such action is brought ils found,

15 resides, or transacts business.

16 "(C) In any civil action iastituted by the Commission

17 under slxbparagraph (B), the ,court shall grant a permanent

18 or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other crier, in-

19 eluding a civil penalty which does not exceed the greater

20 or $5,000 or an amount equal to the amount of any centribu-

21 tion or expenditure involved in such violation, upon _ zproper

22 showing that the person involved has engaged or is a'bout to

23 engage in a violation of this Act or qf chapter 95 or chapter

24 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

25 "(D) If the Commission determines that there is prob-
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1 able cause to believe fiiat a knowing and willful violatior, s_:Lb-

2 ject to and as defined _n section 328 has occurred .or is al'.:,ut

8 to occur, it may refer such apparent violation to the Atto:r':,_ey

4 General of the,,United Stat,es without regard to any limit:_t,::Lon

5 set forth in subparagraph (A).

6 "(6) (A) If the Commissionbelieves that thm_ is

7 clear and convincing proof th._;.ta knowing and willful ,'lc-

8 lation of this Act or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Int_,; ual

9 Revenue Code of 1954, has been committed, any con::';i!ia-

].0 tion agreement entered into by the Commission under 1:,,ra-

].1 graph (5) (A) may include a. requirement that the p,E_'_;on

12 involved in such conciliation agreement shall pay a ,.ilvit

13 penalty which shall not exceed the greater of (i) $10,_lil)C;;

24 or (ii) an amount equal to 200 percent of the amou_:_,;of

15 any contribution or cxpendlmre involved in such 'vio]h_'lon.

16 "(B) If the Con,mission believes that a violation o:!!i:his

:17 Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Re_,¢rotc:

:18 Code of 1954 has been committed, a conciliation agreen ent

:19 entered into by the Commission under paragraph (5)(A)

:20 may include a requirement that the person involved ir._._;_.tch:.

:21 conciliation agreement shall pay a civil penMty whict_ ,ioe.?,

22 not exceed the greater of (i) $5,000; or (ii) an am:ant

23 equal to the amount of the contribtai.on or expenditure in.-

24 volved in such violation.

25 "(C) The Commisskm shall make available to the, :re'b.-
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1 lie (i) the results of any conciliation attempt, inclmling any

2 conciliation agreement entered into by the Commission; and

3 (ii) any determination by the Commission that nc, violation

4 of the Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal[

5 Revenue Code of 1954, has occurred.

6 "(7) In any civil action for relief instituted by the,

7 Commission under paragraph (5), if the court de_ermines

8 that the Commission has established through clear and con-

9 vlncing proof that the person involved in such civ!] action

10 has committed a knowing and willful violation of thi_ Act or

11 of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of

12 1954, the court may impose a civil penalty of not rm)re than

13 the greater of (A) $10,000; or (B) an amount equal to 200

14 percent of the contribution or expenditure involved in such

i5 violation. In any case in which such person has entered

16 into a conciliation agreement with the Commission under

17 paragraph (5) (A), the Commission may institute a civil

18 action for relief under paragraph (5) if it believes that such

19 person has violated any provision of such conciliation agree-

20 ment. In order for the Commission to obtain relief in any

21 such civil action, R shall be sufficient for the Commission

22 to establish that such person has violated, in whole or in

23 part, any requirement of such conciliation agreement.

24 "(8) In any action brought under paragraph (5) or

25 paragraph (7), subpenas for witnesses who are required
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1 to attend a United States district court may run into _,ny

q other district.

3 "(9)(A) Any party' aggrieved by an .order of ihe

4 Commission dismissing a compl_fintfiled by such party u:_},ler

5 paragraph (1), or by a failure on the part of the Conl:::_i.s--

6 sion to act on such complaint i:a accordance with the pr_:i.-

7 sions of this section within 90 days af_e:rthe filing of _!;,ch

8 complaint, may file a petition with the United States Di_;l::mi[ct

9 Court for the District of Columbia.

:[0 "(B) TL'.e filing of any petition under subparag::_ph

:tl (A) shall be made--

:t2 "(i) in the case of thc dismissal of a complain i:.'by

13 the Commission, no later _han 60 (lays after such : is-

14 missal;or

:15 "(ii) in the case of a failure on the part o:i' :he

:1.6 Commission to act on such complaint, no later _:Ian

17 60 days after thc 90--day period specified in subi_:,ra-

:1.8 graph (A).

119 "(C) Ii_, any proceeding' under this paragraph :he

:20 court may declare that the dismissal of the complaint c,r :he

:21 action, or the failure to '_tct,is contrary to law and :_::::ay

:22 direct the Commission to proceed in. conformity with _;lch

:23 declaration within 30 days, failing w:hieh the complaik_tnt

24 may bring in his own name a civil _;etion to remedy the

25 violation involved in the original complaint.
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I "(10) The judgment of the district court may be ap-

2 pealed to the court of appeals and the judgmertt of the

3 court of appeals affirming or setting aside, in whole or in

4 part, any such order of the district court shall be final, sub-

5 ject to review by the Supreme Court of the United States

6 upon certiorari or certification as provided in section 1254

7 of title 28, United States Code.

8 "(11) Any action brought under this subsection shall

9 be advanced on the docket of the court in which filed, and

10 put ahead of all other actions (other than other actions

11 brought under this subsection or under section 314).

12 "(12) If the Commission determines after an investiga-

13 tion that any person has violated an order of thc court

14 entered in a proceeding brought under paragraph (5) it

15 may petition the court for an order to adjudicate such per-

16 son in civil contempt, except that if it believes thc viola-

17 tion to be knowing and willful it may petition the cc,urt for

18 an order to adjudicate such person in criminal contempt.

19 "(b) In any case in which the Commission re[ers an

20 apparent violation to the Attorney General, the A;torney

21 General shall respond by report to the Coramission with

22 respect to any action taken by the Attorney General regard-

23 ing such apparent violation. Each report shall be trans-

24 mitred no later than 60 days after the date the Commis-

25 sion refers any apparent violation, and a_ the close of every

H.R. 12406 4
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1 30-day period', thereaf:er until there is final disposifi(:,:_:,of

2 such apparent violatio:,_. The Commission may from tir_:_,:to

:il time prepare and publish reports on the status of :; eh

4 referrals.

5 "(c) Any member of the IJommission, any employ,?,: of

,6 tile Commission, or a_y other person who violates the [::o-

'7 visions of subsection (a) (3)(B) shall be fined not t::_,re

8 than $2,000. Any sm'ia member, employee, or other p,:t:on

9 who knowingly and[ willfully violates the provisioJ:t:; of

:!0 subsection (a) (3)(B) shall be freed not more : an

11 85,000.".

12 DU'I'i.:ES OF (O3_[I_iZlSSI()N

13 SEc. 110. (a)(1) Sectio_ 315(a)(6) of the A,?,::(12

].4 U.S.C. 438 (a) (6)), as so r(_deslgnated by section 1,1:i_ii',is

15 amended by inserting immedi,tely before the semicol..::_:at

16 the end thereof the following: ", and to compile and :,::_L:;n-

17 rain a separate cumulative index of reports and state:m_,,uts

:18 filed xxqthit by polit;cal com:mittees supporting more !:_.a:n

:1.9 one candidate, which droll inclTtdea listing of the date ,'_:I!'i:he

20 registration cf any such political eonmaittee and the ,:ate

';_1 upon which 'my such political comnfittee qualifies to _r::_:_Lke

22 expenditures under section 320 (a) (211, and which sha]libe

'23 revised on the same basis and at the same time as the _:,!:i:_er

24 cumulative h_dices required under this paragraph".

25 (2) Section 315 (a) (8) of the A.ct (2 U.S.C. 4-3;:!!!;a)
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I (8)), as so redesignated by section 105, is amended by in-

2 serting immediately before the semicolon ut the end thereof

3 the following: ", and to give priority to auditing and field

4 investigating the verification for, and the receipt e,nd use

5 of, any payments received by a candidate under chazpter 95

6 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954".

7 (b) Section 315(c)(2) of the Act (2 U.S.0. 438

S (c) (2)), as so redesignated by section 105, is ame_nded--

0 (1) by inserting ", in whole or in part," innnedi-

10 ately after "disapprove"; and

11 (2) by inserting immediately after the seeoiad sen-

12 tenee thereof the following new sentences: "Whenever

13 a committee of the House of Representatives reports any

14 resolution relating to any such rule or regulation, it is at

15 any time thereafter in order (even though a previous

16 motion to the same effect has been disagreed to) to move

17 to proceed to the consideration of the resolution. The mo-

18 tion is highly privileged and is not debatable. An amend-

19 merit to the motion is not in order, and it is not ill order

20 to move to reconsider the vote by which the motion is

21 agreed to or disagreed to.".

22 (c) Section 315 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 438), as so re-

23 designated by section 105, is amended by adding at the

24 end thereof the following new subsection:

25 "(e) In any proceeding, including any civil or criminal
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I enforcement proceeding against any' person charged '_.ith

2 violating any provision of this Act or of chapter 9": cr

3 chapter 96 of the Internal tlc"enue Code of 1954, nc, _ tlc,

4 regulation, guideline, advisory opinion, opinion of cc_Lsel

' P 0 ..5 or any other pronouaJem:_nt by the Commission or b'., my'

6 member, officer, or employee thereof (other than any ule

7 or regulation of the 0ommission whicl:Ltakes effect _l:ldor

8 subsection (c)) sMll be used against any person, eitl:_:: as

9 having the force of 'iaw, as creating any presumpti,::,,. (ff

:iL0violation or of criminal inteni, or as admissible in evhi, _tce

:lkl against such person, or in any other manner whatsoe_._'."

:[2 ADDITIONAL ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY

:[3 SEc. 11]. Section 4()7{_1) of the Act (2 U.S.C!, i:56

14 (a)) is amended by insertin_,_immediately after "suc]:mitle

15 -III:," the following- _'the Commission shall (1) make ,_,,cry

:t6 endeavor for a period of not lc_;sthan 30 days to correc: rich

:17 failure by informal methods '_{,r conference, conciliatim, md!.

18 persuasion; or (2) ia the case of any _uchs_ failure ,,.':.ich.

:19 occurs less titan 45 days befo:'e the date of the electic in-.

:20 volved, make every endeavor for a period of not les, !_srL

:21 one-half the number of days between the date of such :11._;nrc

22 and. the date of the election involved to. correct such ';_ tire

:23 by informal methods of conference, conciliation, and p :, ua.-

:24 sion, except that no action may be taken by the Commi_ion

25 with respect to an5, complaint fileq with the Comn:t:i!;:i;ion
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1 during the 5-day period immediately before an election until

2 after the date of such election. If the Commission fails to

3 correct such failure through such informal methods, then".

4 CONTmBUTmN aND _xrENt)ITUIm LImTATn)_S;

5 PENALTIES

6 SEc. 112. (a) Title III of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431 et

7 seq.), as amended by section 105, is further amended by

8 striking out section 316, as so redesignatcd by section 105,

9 by striking out section 320, as so redcslgnated by section 105,

10 and by inserting immediately after section 3:1.9the tollowing

11 new sections:

12 "LIMITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDI]:Ui_ES

13 "SEC. 320. (a) (1) Except as otherwise i)ro,:ided by

14 paragraphs (2) and (3), no person shall make contribu-

15 tions to any candidate with respect to any election for Fed-

16 eral office which, in the aggregate, exceed $1,000, (,:rto any

17 political committee in any calendar year which exceed, in

18 the aggregate, $1,000.

19 "(2) No political committee (other than a principal

20 compaign committee) shall make contributions to 'iA) any

21 candidate with respect to any election for Federal office

22 which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000; or (B) to any po-

23 litical conunittee in any calendar year which, in 1;tie aggre-

24 gate, exceed $5,000. Contributions by the national com-

25 mittee of a political party serving as the principal campaign

tt.R. 12406 5
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i committee of a candidate for the ofl%e of President of t:J.e

2 United States shall not exceed the limitation imposed by t:ae

3 preceding sentence with respect to any other candidate i )r

4 Federal office. For purposes of this paragraph, the l,_.:_m

5 'political committee' means an organization registered _:L_;a

,S political committee under section 30q for a period of :LJ)t

'? less than 6 months which has received contributions Ji(:m

8 more than 50 persons and, except for any State polk!_al

g party organization, has made contributions to 5 or _:_L:_'e

1.0 candidates for Federal office. F_;r pm'poses of the limita_ii,:_s

11 provided by paragraph (1) and this paragraph, all cont_il 1-

12 tions made by political committees established or fina_:K_d

13 or maintained or controlled by any corporation, labor org_: i-

14 zation, or any other person, including any parent, subsidi_:_?,

lb branch, division, department, er local nnit of such corp_t-

1¢; tion, labor organization, or any other person, or by :Linty

17 group of such persons, shall be considered to have been n::]_._itc

].8 by a single political committee, except that (A) nothin_i,,;in

lg this sentence shall limit tra,nsfe_'sbetween political comn:__-

?.0 tees of funds raised through joint fundraising efforts; _t,Jd

21 (B) for purposes of the limitalions provided by parag_':_,._h

22 (1) and this ]2aragraph, all contributio:ns made by a sh;_?.le

2& political committee established ()r financed or maintained :)r

24 controlled by a national committee of a political party l;_td

25 by a single political committee established or financed[ :)r
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I maintained or controlled by the State committee of a political

2 party shall not be considered to have been made by a single

3 political Committee. In any case in which a corpora Son and

4 any of its subsidiaries, branches, divisions, departments, or

5 local units, or a labor organization and any of its subsidiaries,

6 branches, divisions, departments, or local units establish or

7 finance or maintain or control more than one separate seg-

8 regated fund, all such separate segregated funds _hall be

9 treated as a single separate segregated fund for purposes of

10 the limitations prescribed by paragraph (1) and this

11 paragraph.

12 "(3) 5to individual shall make contributions aggregating

13 more than $25,000 in any calendar year. For purposes of

14 this paragraph, any contribution made to a candidate in a

15 year other than the calendar year in which the election is

16 held wifil respect to which such contribution was made is

17 considered to be made during the calendar year in which

18 such election is held.

19 "(4) For purposes of this subsection-

'20 "(A) contributions to a named candidate made to

21 any political committee authorized by such candidate t(>

22 accept contributions on his behalf shall be consiclered to

23 be contributions made to such candidate;

24 "(B) (i) expenditures made by any person in coop-

25 eration, consultation, or concert, with, or at the request
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1 or suggestion of, a c_mdidate, his authorized polJ_!J_at

2 committees, or their agents shall be considered to lt_ a

3 contribution to such candidate;

4: "(ii) the financing by ally person of the dissemi_a-.

5 tion, distri,bution, or republication, in whole or in i!!::_t't,

6 of any broadcast or any written, graphic, or other :!!o:m

7' of campaign materials prepared by the candidate::, ds

8; campaign committees, or their authorized agents shal ! )e

S, considered to be an expenditure fo:r purposes of _{_is

10 paragraph; and

11 "(C) contributions made to or for the benefil of

1:2 a.ny candidate nominated by a political party for elec_;Jm

13 to the office of Vice President of the 'United States _;i:],_tll

.I.4 be considered to be contributions made to or for 'l;te

]_5 benefit of the candidate of such party for election to l::te

].6 office of /besident of tlhe 'United States.

17 "(5) The limitations imposed by' paragraphs (1) ,t_d

18 (2) of this subsection shall apply separately with resl_,ct

19 to eac,h election, except that all elections held in any cale:lrl[d:tr

'20 year for the office of President of the ]President of the UrkiI;.d

21 States (except a. general election for such office) shall( _e

22 considered to be one election.

23 "(6) For purposes of the limitations imposed by '_;]:is

2:4 section, all corttributions made by a person, either dire_'l:y

2;5 or indirectly, on behalf of a particular candidate, includi, g
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1 contributions which are in any way earmarked or ol;herwise

2 directed through an intermediary or conduit to such candi-

3 date, shall be treated as contributions from such lDerson to

4 such candidate. The intermediary or conduit shall report the

5 original source and the intended recipient of such contribu-

6 tion to the Commission and to the intended recipi,mt.

7 "(b) (1) No candidate for the office of Presidertt of the

8 United States who has established his eligibility under section

9 9'003 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to

10 condition for eligibility for payments) or under section 9033

11 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to eligibility

12 for payments) to receive payments from the Secretary of the

13 Treasury or his delegate may make expenditures in excess

14 of-

15 "(A) $10,000,000, in the case of a c_mpaign for

16 nomination for election to such office, except the aggre-

17 g_te of expenditures under this subparagraph in any one

18 State sh_ll not exceed twice the greater of 8 cents multi-

19 plied by the voting age population of the State (as certi-

20 fled under subsection (e)), or $100,000; or

21 "(B) $20,000,000 in the case of _ campaign for

22 election to such office.

23 "(2) ]For purposes of this subsection--

24 "(A) expenditures made by or on behalf of any

25 candidate nominated by a political party for e][ection to
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1 the office of Vice President of the United ,States shall be

2 considered to be expenditures made by or on behs J of

3 the candidate of such party for election to the offi,c_of

4 President of the United States; and

5 "(B) an expenditure is made on behalf of a C._L,':_ii--

(; date, inchtding a cand:idatc for tile office of Vice I' si--

7 (tent, if it is made by-

8 "(i) an autt:torim_dcoramittee or any ,_,t,ier

9 agent of the candidate for the purposes of mai;: _g

10 any expenditure;or

:1.:[ "(ii) any pers;on authorized or requested b'-he

12 candidate, an authorizc_j committee of the candid.?_;e,.

13 or an agent of the candidate, to make the exp::,r:_'.,. ti-

14 ture.

15 "(c) (1) At the beginning of each calendar year (_:!_:::n-.

16 mencing in 1976), as there become available necessary _i[_ta

17 from the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Departmen' of

18 Labor, the Secretary of Labor shall certify to the Cormr: s-

19 sion and publ:tsh ;m 'klmt'ederal lq%qster the per c.e_:_:_m

20 difference between the price index for the twelve months iii)e-

21 ceding the beginning of such calendar year and the ]?_:ce

22 index for the base period. Each imitation established by :!_b-

23 section (b) and subsection (d) shall be increased by :_._h
24:

per centum difference. Each. arn(,unt so increased shall be I le
25

amount in effect for such calendar year.
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I "(2) For purposes ofparagraph (1) --

2 "(A) the term 'price index' means the, average

3 over a calendar year of the Consumer Price Index (all

4 items--United States city average) pu`b_shed monthly

5 by the Bureau of Labor Statistics; and

6 "(B) the term 'base period' means the calendar

7 year 1974.

8 "(d) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law

9 with respect to limitations on expenditures or limitations on

10 contributions, the national committee of a political party and

11 a State committee of a political party, inclu_llng any sub-

12 ordinate committee of a State committee, may make ex-

13 penditures in connection with the general election campaign

14 of candidates for Federal office, subject to the l![mitations

15 contained in paragraphs (2) and (3) of this subsection.

16 "(2) The national committee of a political pa:cty may

17 not make any expenditure in connection with the genera]

18 election campaign of any candidate for Presideni; of the

19 United States who is affiliated with such party which exceeds

20 an amount equal to 2 cents multiplied ,by the vo_;ing age

21 population of the United States (as certified under subsec-.

22 tion (e)). Any expenditure under this paragraph shall be

23 in addition to any expenditure by a national comraittee of

24 a political party serving as the principal campait,m com-.
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1 mittee of a candidate for the office of the President o;! he

2 United States.

3 "(3) The nafiom,,t cc,mmittee of a political part??, o]:'

_.t a State committee of s[ politic,al party, including any ; b--

5 ordinate committee of _LState committee, may not make_:;ay

6 expenditure in connection with thc general election c_:n..

_,[ paign of a_candidate for ]?edccal office in a State wh is

8 affiliated with such party which ,_xceeds--

9 "(A) in thc case of a candidate for electior to

:1.0 the office of Senator, or of Representative from a ',!ilt::te

:11 which is entitled to only one, Representative, 'ac.,

1.2 gTeater of--

:1.[_ "(i) 2 cents multiplied by the voting age P(:qiu-,

:1._[ lation of thc State (_-s certified under subse,c_:::m.

:15 (8));o,.

:1.6 "(ii) 820_000; and

:1.7 "(B) in the case of a candidate for election to i_e

:1_; office of ][lepresentative, ][)elegate,, or Resident (;:_n-

:19 missioner i.nany other Stat¢_.$10,000.

20 "(e) DulS_ngthc first '_veekof January 1975, and e,_ cy

21 subsequent year, the Secretary of Commerce shall ce:B:lfy

22 to the Commission and publish in the Federal Registe:r tn

23 estimate of the voting age population of the United St._l:_s,

:t4: of each State, and of each cor..gressiona] district as of '_ac

25 first day of July next preceding the date of certifica'::,:a.
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i The term 'voting age population' means resident population,

2 18 years of age or older.

3 "(f) No candidate or political committee shall know-

4 ingly accept any contribution or make any expenditure in

5 violation of the provisions of this section. No officer or em-

6 ployee of a political committee shall knowingly accept a

7 contribution made for the benefit or use of a candidate, or

8 knowingly make any expenditLu'e on behalf of a candidate,

9 in violation of any limitation imposed on contributi:ms ,md

10 expenditures under this section.

11 "(g) The Commission shall prescribe rules under which

12 any expenditure by a candidate for nomination fol' election

13 to the office of President for use in 2 or more States shall be

14 attributed to such candidate's expenditure limitation in each

15 such State, based on the voting age population in such State

16 which can reasonably be expected to be influenced ]:_ysuch

17 expenditure.

18 "CONTRIBUTIONS O1_ EXPENDITUR, ES BY I_ATIONAL BANKS,

19 COt_PORATIONS, O1_ LABOI_ OI_GANIZATIONS,

20 "SEc. 321. (a) It is unlawful for any national bank, or

21 any corporation organized by authority of any law ,)f Con-

22 gress, to make a contribution or expenditure in connection

23 with any election to any political office, or in eonnecti,m with

24: any primary election or political convention or caucus held

25 to select candidates for any political office, or for any corpo-
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]. ration whatever, or a_:_ylabor organization to make a ,_:n--

2 tribution or expenditare in connection with any electi{z:_:4[al;

3 which ]Presidential and Vice l_residenfial electors or a fi!;,_,a-

_.[ tor or Representative in, ora Delegate or ]Resident Com_: is--

5 sioner to, the Con_ess ars to t:e voted for, or in conne,:!l;_rt

6 with any primary election or political convention, or c_,J_,:tus

7 held to select candidates f(>r arty of the foregoing office_!,,or

8 for any candidate, poll[leal cormnittee, cr other person k::4_¢:a'--

9 ingly to accept or receive any contribution prohi'bited byi t tis

10 section, or any officer or any direc.tor of any corporatk_t or

11 any national bank, or any officer of 'my labor organizali _n,

12 to consent to any conldbution or expenditure by such ,:__r.-

13 poration, national bank, or ia_bor organization, as the : _se

l_t may be, which is prolhibited t;y this section.

15 "(b) (1) ]?or pm'poses o_ this s,eetion the term 'i!:_[!,o]:

IL6 organization' means a_y orgarLization of any kind, or' _ay

.17 agency or employee representation committee or plar,:_ irt

18 which employees participate and which exists for the : ._r.-

:L9 pose, in whole or in part, of dealing with employers ::_.m.-

20 cerning grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, ]:_:_trs

21 of employment, or co_lrributions of werk.

22 "'(2) ]For purposes of this section, the term ':_,n-

23 tribufion or expenditure' shall include, any dire.ct or in_:!{__ct

2t payment, distribution, loan, _dvance_ deposit, or gifi; of

25 money, or any services, or anylhing of value (except a !_an
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I of money by a national or State bank made in accordance

· 2 with the applicable banking laws and regulations and in the

3 ordinary course of business) to any candidate, campaign

4 committee, or political party or organization, in co:anection

5 with any election to any of the officersreferred to iii this sec-.

6 tion, but shall not include (A) communications by a corpora-.

7 tion to its stockholders and executive officersand their faadlies

8 or by a labor organization to its members and their families on

9 any subject; (B) nonpartisan registration and get.-out.-the--

10 vote campaigns by a corporation aimed at its stockholders

11 and executive officers and their families; or by a labor or-.

12 ganization aimed at its members and their families; _tnd (C)

13 the establishment, administration, and solicitation of contribu--

14 tions to a separate segregated fund to be utilized for political.

15 purposes by a corporation or labor organization, ex(ept that

16 (i) it shall be unlawful for such a fund to make a contribu-.

17 tion or expenditure by utilizing money or anything of value

18 secured by physical force, job discrimination, financial re-.

19 prisats, or the threat of force, job discrimination, or financial[

20 reprisal, or by dues, fees, or other moneys required elsa con-.

21 clifton of membership in a labor organization or as a condi.-

22 tion of employment, or by moneys obtained in any' commer.-

23 cial transaction; (ii) it shall be unlawful for a corporation

24 or a separate segregated fund established by a corporation

25 to solicit contributions from any person other than its stock--
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1 holders, executive officers, and ;heir families, for an inc,u:L_o-

2, rated trade association or a separate segregated fund e:_i_Lb-

:-3 lished by an incorporated trade ,: 'ass >cmtmn to solicit _:::,n-

4 tribufions from any person other than the stockholders: nd

5 executive officers of the member corporations of such t:_'_de

6 association and the families of :such stockholders and exc u-

T five officers (to the extent tha; any su,ch solicitation of _;_ch

8 stockholders and exec_ttive officers, and their families, as

9 been separately and specil.%al)y approved by the me:mi,er

:10 corporation involved, and such member corporation ids

11, not approved any sud_ so]icita;ion by more than one s_ch

1,,'_'trade association in any, calendar year, or for a labor [_,,',:a--

13 nization or a separate sep'eg_ted fund established b_ s_

:td[ labor organization to solicit contributions from any pc,:l":_nL

15 other than its members and '£heir families; (iii) not_:vi:h-

16 standing any other law, mqy raethod of soliciting volm:_:l:_ry

17 contribution's or of faciiitating the making of voluntary _:<:n-.

18 trilmfions to a separate segregated fund established by a ,._:,r-

19 potation, permitted to corporations, shall also be permitte !t to

20 labor organizations; and tiv) any corporation which a_;i-

21 lizes a method of soliciting vohmtary contributions or fa,::[i-

22 taring the making of voluntary con'_r]bufions, shall ma _;e

'"',,,3available, on written request, smch met]hod to _ labor (:t,'_a-

24 nization representing any members working for _,s_h

25 corporation.
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I "(3) For purposes of this section the term 'executive

2 officer' means an individual employed by a corporation who

3 is paid on a salary rather than hourly basis and who has

4 policymaking or supervisory responsibilities.

5 "CONTI_IBUTIOTNS BY GOVEB, NMENT CONTRACTORS

6 "S_c. 322. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person

7 who enters--

8 "(1) into any contract with the United States or

9 any department or agency filereof either for rite rendi-

10 tion of personal services or furnishing any :material,

11 supplies, or equipment to the United States or any

12 department or agency thereof or for selling _,ny land

13 or building to the United States or any deparl:ment or

14 agency thereof, if payment for the performance, of such

15 contract or payment for such material, supplie:_, equip-

16 ment, land, or building is to be made in whole or in part

17 from funds appropriated by the Congress, at 'tny time

18 between the commencement of negotiations for and the

19 later of (A) the completion of performance under, or

20 (B) the termination of negotiations for, such co:atract or

21 furnishing of material, supplies, equipment, land, or

22 buildings, directly or indirectly makes any centribution

23 of money or other thing of value, or promises expressly

24
or impliedly to make any such contribution, to any polit-
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:C ical party, committee, or candidate for public ofli,,'.:, or

2 to any person for any poN_iealpurpose or use; or

3 "! "'_,) to solicit any such contribution from .::ay

4 such person for any such purpose {luring any such pe.:_i ,d.

ti "(b)This section does not prohibit or make unk_;,iul

6 the establishment or administration of, or the solicitation of

7 contributions to, any separate :_egreg:_tedfund by any ::_r-.

8 potation or labor orgardzat:i,on for the ptut)ose of influer, :tg

9 the nomination for election, or election, of any perso,:m,to,

i '10 Federal office, unless 'the t:,rovi_4onsof section 321 prol:_)it

11 or m.ake unlawful the establislnment or administration )f,

:1:;.;or the solicitation of contributions to, such fund.

:L3; "(c) For purposes of this section, llhe term 'labor (:,:_,_a-

:14 nization' has the mean!ing given it by section 321.

][5 "PUBLICATION ,OR DISTRIBUTION OF POLITICAL

]L_]; STA.TE11:ENTS

17 "SEc. 323. Whenever any person makes an expend:.'mi_l_re

18 for the purpose of financing any eoramun:ieafion expre,.i_;_ty

:1.9 advocating the election or defeat of a clearly identified ca:,_,i-

_'1',:,0 date through :_mybroadcasting station., newspa_per, m,_._!,:_-

1 zinc, outdoor advertising facility, direct mailing, or otk.:r

22 similar type of general publ3cpolitical advertising, such ce 1-

211 munication--

2:4 "(1) if authorized by a candidate, his authori>.._d

25 political committees, or their agemm, shall clearly _.J_d
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1 conspicuously, in accordance with regulations prescribed

2 by the Commission, state that such communication has

3 been so authorized; or

4 "(2) if not authorized in accordance with para-

5 graph (1), shall clearly and conspicuously, :irt accord-

6 ance with regulations prescribed by the Commission,

7 state that such communication is not authorized by any

8 candidate, and state the name of the person fi:tat made

9 or financed the expenditure for the communication, in-

10 cluding, in the case of a political committee, the name

11 of any affiliated or connected organization as stated in

12 section303 (b) (2).

13 "CONTRIBUTIONS BY FOREIGN NATIONALS

14 "SEc. 324. (a) It shall be unlawful for a foreign na-

15 tional directly or through any other person to make any con-

16 tribution of money or other thing of value, or to promise

17 expressly or impliedly to make any such contribution, in con.-

18 nection with an election to any political office or in connec.-

19 tion with any primary election, convention, or caucus held

20 to select candidates for any p,olitical office, or for any person

21 to solicit, accept, or receive any such contribution f:com any

22 such foreign national.

23 "(b) As used in this section, the term 'foreign national'

24 means--

25 "(1) a foreign principal, as such term is defined by
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1 section 1 (b) of the Foreign Agents Registration Act: )f

2 1'938 (22 U.S.C. 611 (b)),, except tMt the term 'fore!it:n

3 national' sha_l not include any individual who is a cifi:;!',,n

4 of the United States; or

5 "(2) an individual who is not a citizen of the Ur. il{:,d

6 States and who is not ;awfully adinitted for perma:t_e _t

7 residence, as defined by s,_ction 1.01 (a)(20) of _k;_e

8 Immigration and Natic.nality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101 _i_)

9 (2o)).
10 _PROHIBITION ()1' CONTRIBUTIONS IN NAME OF

11. ANOTI] ER

12, "Sr_c. 325. No person sh:dl make a eontri'butim_, n

13 the name of another person or knowing'ly permit his n:t,:m

14 to 1)8used to effect such '; contribution, and no person s;]:t_,11

15 knowingly accept a contribution nmde by one person in. t:te

16 name of another person.

71'7 "LIMITATION 05[ CONTRI1;UTIOY,rS OF CURRENCY

18 "SEC. 326. (a) No person shall make contributior_!_of

:1..'.9currency of the United States or currency of any for,d.;n

20 country to or for the benefit of any candidate which, in t:m

21 aggregate, exceeds $250, with respect to any campaig_r:, of

22 such candidate for nomination for election, or for elecm;!i(n,

23 to Federal office.

2.i "(b) Any person. 'who knowingly' and willfifily viol,;es

25 the provisions of this ..section shall be fined in an am,:}uat
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1 which does not exceed the greater of $25,000 or 300 percen]_

2 of the amount of the contribution involved.

3 "ACCEPTANCE OF EXCESSIVE HONORARIUMS

4 "SEc. 327. No person while an elected or appointed

5 officer or employee of any branch of the federal Govern-

6 ment shall accept--

7 "(1) any honorarium of more than $1,000 (exclud-

8 lng amounts accepted for actual travel and subsistence

9 expenses) for any appearance, speech, or article; or

10 "(2) honorariums (not prohibited by paragraph

11 (1) of this section) aggregating more than $15,000 in

12 any calendar year.

13 "PENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS

14 "SEc. 328. Any person who knowingly and willfully

15 commits a violation of any provision or provisions of this

16 Act, other than the provisions of section 326, which in-

17 volves the making, receiving, or reporting of any con-

18 tribution or expenditure having a value, in the aggregate,

19 of $5,000 or more during a calendar year shall be fined

20 in an amount which does not exceed the greater of $25,000

21 or 300 percent of the amount of any contribution or expend_-

22 ture involved in such violation, imprisoned for not more than

23 one year, or both.".

24 (b) Title III of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431 et seq.), as

25 amended by section 105 and subsection (a), is further
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1 amended by inserting immediately after section 315 :he

,.,', following new section _

_-_ ,'o FItAUDULENT MISREP1LESE,NTATIOIq OF GAMPAIGI!;';

L_ AUTIt0RITY

5 "SEC. o_ _. No p,vrsort, being a candidate for Fe,:i:_.:al

t_ office or an employee or agent of such a_ candidate sh_]--

7 "( t ) fraudulently mis_epresenl; himself or any _::crn.-

8 mittee or organization under his control as speaki_,4; or

9 writing or otherwise a,,tin_g,'for or on behalf of any ,,:,(Let

l0 candidate or political party or employee or agent th_:_rm:[

11 on a matter which is damaging to such other candid_,,l_:,or

12 political party or emPloye,_' or agent thereof; or

13 "(2) participate in or conspire to participate ir, _ny

1,i ii)lan, scheme, or design I:o violate paragraph (t)3'.

_' . 'N:[15 SAVINGS PI_()VISION R,LLATI: G TO R,EP_ALED SECTIC(I $

:t6 SEC. 113. Title HI of the Act (:2 U.S.C. 431 et s_::(i:.),

17 as amended by section 105 and section :[12, is furtimr

:18 amended by adding at the en_4 thereof the following r._w

19 section'

20 "SAVING PROVISION I{ELATIS:G TO ]REPEALED SECTi(_NS

21 "SEC. 329. Except as otherwise provided by this Ac! :he

22 repeal by the Federal Election Campaign__Act Amendrc_( ats

,.c,')'-'of 1.976 of arty provision or l_enalty or penalties shail[ :tot

24 have the effect of releasbtg or extingu, ishing any penalty:_ ::or-

25 feiture, or liability incm'red raider such provision or pe_,:_ty,
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1 and such provision or penalty shall be treated as rera_dning in

2 force for the purpose of sustaining any proper action or pros--

3 ecution for the enforcement of any penalty, forfe!iture, or

4 liability.".

5 PRINCIPAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEES

6 SEc. 114. Section 302 (f) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 432

7 (f)) is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow--

8 ing new sentence: "Any occasional, isolated, or incidental

9 support of a candidate shall not be construed as support o:f

10 such candidate for purposes of the preceding sentence.".

11 TERMINATION OF AUTHORITY OF COMI_[ISSI0,N

12 SEC. 115. Title IV of the Act (2 U.S.C. 45I et seq.)

13 is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

14 section:

15 "TERMINATION OF AUTHORITY OF COMMISSION

16 "S_,c. 409. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of

17 this Act or any other provision of law, the authority of the

18 Commission to carry out the provisions of this Act, and chap--

19 ter 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

20 shall terminate at the close of March 31, 1977, if either

21 }Iouse of the Congress by appropriate action determines that

22 such termination shall take effect pursuant to subsection (b).

23 "(b) The appropriate committee of each Hom,;e of the

24 Congress shall, commencing January 3, 1977, c(mduet _L

25 review of the elections of candidates for Federal or'ce con-
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J. ducted in 197_3, the operation of chapter 95 and chapb:r 96

2 of the Internal[ Revenue Code of 1954 with respect to _l:ich

3 electlions, and the activities conducted by the Commls_im,

4 and report to their respective ttlouses not later than 3_ar& 1,

fi 1977'. Such report shall include _ recommendation of whel:ii:_er

6 the authority of the CorrLm_sslonshall be terminatel_ on

7 March 31, 1977, as se_forth in subsection (a).

8 "(c) Nothing in this section shal]Laffect any proc i_d-

9 lng pending in any court of the United States on the da:l,e:of

10 the enactment of this section. The Attorney General o::i:he

:I]L United States shall have the authority to act on behalf of he,

12 United States in any such proceeding.':'.

13 TECHNICAL AND CONJ_'ORlV[ING A_ENDMENTS

14 SEc. 116. (a) Section 306(d) of the Act (2 U,:!_C.

15 436(d)) is amended by inserting immediately after ':_;i!04

16 (a) (1) (C) ," the following: "304(c),".

17 (b) (1)Section 310(a)(7) of the Act (2 U,!_(J.

18 437d (a) (7)), as so redesigmatcd by section 105, is ame.r,{!ed

19 by striking out "313" and inserting irt lieu thereof "_I:?.

20 (c) (1) Section 9002 (3) (_fthe Internal Revenue (l_:de

2.]L of 1954 (defii6ng Commission) is amended by striking ,ui

2"_ "310 (a) ( 1 )" and inserting in lieu thereof "309 (a) (:1':".

2,3 (2) Section 9032 (3) of the Interaal Revenue Code of

:2.4 1954 (defining Commission) is amended by striking _,ut

25 "310 (a) (1) " and insertlr_g in lieu r_her'eof"309 (a)(::1 i:"_
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! TITLE II--AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 18,

2 UNITED STATES CODE

3 r_r_AT_ OF CERTAZNrr_ovIszoNs

4 Sr_. 201. (a) Chapter 29 of title 18, Unite,t States

5 Code, is amended by striking out sections 608, 610, 611,

6 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, and 617.

7 (b) The table of sections for chapter 29 of dtle 18,

8 United States Code, is amended by strik;ng out the items

9 relating to sections 608, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615,

10 616, and 617.

11 Ct[ANGES IN DEFINITIONS

12 SEC. 202. (a) Section 591 of title 18, United States

13 Code, is amended by striking out "602, 608, 610, 6:ll, 614,

14 615, and 617' and insert in lleu thereof "and 60:2:".

15 (b) Section 591 (e) (4) of title 18, United Staiies Code

16 is amended by inserting immediately before the semicolon

17 the following: ", except that this subparagraph shall no_

18 apply (A) in the case of any legal or accounting services

19 rendered to or on behalf of the national committee of a

20 political party, other kan any legal or accounting services

21 attrl,butable to any activity which directly furthers Lhe elec.-

22 tion of any designated candidate to Federal office; or (B)

23 in the case of any legal or accounting services :rendered

24 to or on behalf of a candidate or political commil%eesolely

25 for the purpose of ensuring compliance with the p:mvisions
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1. of this chapter:, the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1 1,

2; or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue ,C(,cle

,'-];of 1954".

4 (c) Section 591 (f) (4) of title 18,' United States C,:,_:le,,

5 is amended--

6 (1) by redesignating clause (F) through c][_u:Lse

7 (I) as clause (G) ttLrough clause (J), respective:Jy;

8 and

9 (2) by inserting immediatelyafter clause (E) he

10 following new clause:

11 "(F) the payment, by any person ,c:_.:]er

1'2 than a candidate or a political committee, of

18 compensation for legal or accounting ser_,i_es

:1..4 rendered to o:r on behalf of the national con--

:.t_3 nfittee of a political par_y, other than ser',_i_es

:16 attributable to, activities which directly furl:?:_er

:17 fl_eelection of any designa_tedcandidate to li'_,d-

:18 emi office, or for legal or accounting ser_es

:19 rendered to or on behalf of a candidate or t_o]ti-

20 cai committee solely for the purpose of ens'arag

2:1 compliance with 'the provisions of this eha.lJ,_er, '

:22 the Federal ]_lect_on Campaign Act of l li}/1,

:23 or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Intcr_ml

24 Revenue Code of 1954;".
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1 TITLE III--AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL

2 REVENUE CODE OF 1954

3 ENTITLEMENT OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO PAYMENTS

4 SEC. 301. Section 9004 of the Internal Revenae Code

5 of 1954 (relating to entitlement of eligible candidates to pay-.

6 ments) is amended by adding at the end thereof the fol-.

7 lowing new subsections:

8 "(d) EXPr, I_IDITURESFROM PERSONAL FIJ'IS:DS.--In

9 order to be eligible to receive any payment under section

10 9006, the candidate of a major, minor, or new party iii an

11 election for the office of President shall certify to the Com-

12 mission, under penalty of perjury, that such candidate shall

13 not knowingly make expenditures from his personal funds, or

14 the personal funds of his immediate family, in connection

15 with his campaign for election to the office of Pres[dent in

16 excess of, in the aggregate, $50,000. For purposes of this

17 subsection, expenditures from personal funds made by a candi-

18 date of a major, minor, or new party for the office of Vice

19 President shall be considered to be expenditures by 1;he can-

20 didate of such party for the office of President.

21 "(e) DEFINITION OF IMMEDIATE FAMm¥.--.]!'0r pur-

22 poses of subsection (d), the term 'immediate family' means

23 a candidate's :spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent,
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It brother, or sister of the candidate, and the spouses of _,_ch

2 persons.".

_[ PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLI_I CAiNDIDAT]gS; INSUFFICIE]5:

_! A_OU_TS IBT FUND

5 SEc. 302. (a) Section 9006 of tile Internal Rev,_:Iae

6 Code of 1954 (relating to payments to eligible candida,i;,s)

7 is amended by striking out subsection (b) thereof and by

8 redesignating subsection (c) and subsection (d) as i_b-

9 section (b) and subsection (c), respectively.

:10 (b) Section 9006 (c) of the Internal Revenue (i(dc

]lJ. of 1954 (relating to insulIicicnt amounts in fund), a:; so

12 redesignated by subsection (a), is amended by addh:m,i_jal;

13 the end thereof the fo]lowing new sentence: "In any ::_;se

:14 in which the Secretary or his delegate determines that i!:i__re

15
are hlsufficient moneys in the ftmd to nmke payments t:li_i:cler

:16 subsection (b), section 9008 (b) (3), and section 9037 q ),
17

moneys shah not be made available from any other sourc._; !or

18 the purpose of making such payments.".

119 PROVISI,O_ OF LEGAL OR ACCOUSTTIIqG SEI_VICES

20 SEC. 303. Section 9008 (d) of the Internal Rev,_:ue

:22 Code of 1954: (relating to limitation of expenditure:!;! is

22 amended by adding at the end thereof the following _:_:_w

23 paragraph:

24 "(4) PROVISION OF LEGAT_ {3It ACCOUNTING _!,_:ti]):;V.-

2,5 ICtus.---For purposes of this section, the payment:: by
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I any person ofimr than the national committee of a politi-

9, cai party, of compensation to any person for any legal

3 or accounting services rendered to or on behalf of the

4 national committee of a political party shall not be

5 treated as an expenditure made by or on behalf of such

6 national committee with respect to the presidential nomi-

7 hating convention of the political party involved.".

8 _vmw or _rOV_ATIONS

9 Sac. 304. (a) Section 9009(c)(2) of the Internal

10 Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to review of regulations)

11 is amended--

12 (1) by inserting ", in whole or in part," ]immedi-

13 ately after "disapprove"; and

14 (2) by inserting immediately after the first sen-

15 tence thereof the following new sentences: "Whenever

16 a committee of the _ouse of Representatives reports

17 any resolution relating to any such rule or regulation,

18 it is at any time thereafter in order (even though a

19 previous motion to the same effect has been disagreed

20 to) to move to proceed to the consideration of the

21 resolution. The motion is highly privileged and is not

22 debatable. An amendment to the motion is not i:aorder,

23 and it is not in order to move to reconsider the vote

24 by which the motion is agreed to or disagreed to.".
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I (b) Section 9039 (c) (2) ,ofthe Internal Revenue C ,de

2 of 1'954 (rele[ting to review of regub[tions) is amen&_t--

:3 (1) by inserting ", in whole or in part," imray.,dj-

4 ately zfter "disapprove"; _md

15 (2) by inserting immediately after the first sm-

,6 tence thereof the following new sentences: "Whene _er

7 ;acommittee of the ttouse of Representatives report:_: ny

13 resolution relating to any such rule or regulation, il::,]'.::at

9 any time thereafter irt order (even though a pre¥ims

10 :motion to the same effect has been disagreed to) to :,::_ve

11 to proceed to the consideration of the resolution. !'he

12 :motion is highly privileged and ]ksnot debatablc_ i._n

1:t amendment to the motion is not in order, and it is mt

14 in order 1:omove to reconsider the vote by whic]l:_:he

15 :motion is agreed to or disagreed to.".

:[13 ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS

:17 SEC. 305. Section 903:¢ (b) (1) of the Internal I/er _me

:tls Code of 1954 (relating to expense lim![tation; declarati,:r of

:LIDintent; minimum contributions) is amended by striking )ut

20 "limitation" and inserting in lieu thereof "limltatior,_!' _

2:1 QUALIFIED CAMPA]:GN EXPENSE LIMIT:ATION

22 SEC. 306. (a) Section 9035 of the Internal Rev,_:_ue

23 Code of 1954 (relating' to qualified campaign expense li r:_ita-

2,1: tion) is amended--
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1 (1) in the heading thereof, by striking out "LIMITA..

2 TION" and inserting in lleu thereof "LIMITATIONS";

3 (2) by inserting "(a) EXPENDITIYRE]]JIMITA-

4 TIONS.--" immediately before ":No candidate";

5 (3) by inserting immediately after "States Code"

6 the following: ", and no candidate shall knowinglly make

7 expenditures from his personal funds, or the personal

8 funds of his immediate family, in connection with his

9 campaign for nomination for election to the office of

10 President in excess of, in the aggregate, $50,01_)"; and

11 (4) by adding at the end thereof the following new

12 subsection:

13 "(b) DEFINITION or IMMEDIATE FAMILY.--]?0rpur-

l4 poses of this section, the term 'immediate family' means a

15 candidate's spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent,

16 brother, or sister of the candidate, and the spouses of such

17 persons.".

18 (b) The table of sections for chapter 96 of l:he In-

19 ternal Revenue Code of 1954 is amended by strik!ng out

20 the item relating t° section 9035 and inserting in lieu thereof

21 the following new item:

"Sec. 9035. Qualified campaign expense limitations.".

22 RETURN OF FEDERAL MATCHING PAYMENTS

23 SEC. 307. (a)(1) Section 9002(2) of the Internal

24 Revenue Code of 1954 (defining candidate)is amended by
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1. adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: ":"l'he

2 term 'candidate' shall not include arty individual nth(,, ]Las

;!I ceased actively to seek election to the office of Presi,[_nt

4 of the United States or to the office of 'Vice President ¢,f he

Ii United States, in more than one State."'.

6 (2) Section 9003 of the Internal Revenue Co(]_,,,of

g 1954: (relating to condition for eligibility for payments) is

8 amended by adding at the end thereof the following :,:1_w

9 subsection:

10 "(d) WrrItDIIAWAL BY ()ANDiI)ATE.--In any ca:.:u_in

1] which an individual ceases to be a candidate as a resul of

12, the operation of the last; sentence of section 900;!I,'2),

13 such individual--

14. "(1) shall no lc.nger be eligible to receive.. :ny

15 ]payments under section 9006; and

16 "(2) shall pay to the Secretary, as soon as _[:_ac-

17 ficable after the date upon which, such individual c_,._scs

18 'to be a candidate, an amount equal to the amou,,1 of

lid payments received by such individual under section '_i,_i06

20 'which are not used to defray qualified caml[;sign

21 expenses.".

22 (b) (1) Section 9032 (2) of the Internal Revenue C)de

2'.3 of 1954 (defining candidate) is amended by adding a: _he

24 end thereof the following new sentence: "The term 'c,un_di-

25 date" shall not include any individual who is not acti_'ely
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1 conducting campaigns in more than one State in connection

2 with seeking nomination for election to be PresldenL of the

3 United States.".

4 (2) Section 9033 of the Internal Revenue Code Df1954

5 (relating to eligibility for payments) is amended by adding

6 at the end thereof the following new subsection:

7 "(c) WITHDRAWAL BY CANDIDATE.--In any case in

8 which an individual ceases to be a candidate a_s a result of

9 the operation of the last sentence of section 9032 (2), such

10 individual--

11 "(1) shall no longer be eligible to receive a:W pay-

12 ments under section 9037; and

13 "(2) notwithstanding the provisions of section

14 9038(b) (3), shall pay to the Secretary, as soon as

15 practicable after the (late upon which such individual

16 ceases to be a candidate, an amount equal to the amount

17 of payments received by such individual under section

18 9037 which are not used to defray qualified ea,mpaign

19 expenses.".

20 _rECtlNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

21 Sr_c. 308. (a) Section 9008(b)(5) of the Internal

22 Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to adjustment of entitle-

23 ments) is amended--

24 (1) by striking out "section 608 (c) and section

25 608 (f) of title 18, United States Code," and kaserting
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1 in lieu thereof !! _"setJuon 3',](;)(b) and section 320 (dl of

,,,,", the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971"; a,r,:

3 (2) by striking out "section 608 (d) of such :l::!i_ie':'

:ii and inserting in lieu thereof "section 320 (c) of _ ch

5 Act".

6 (b) Section 9034 (b) of rite Internal Revenue Co::t_of

7 1954 (relating to limitations) is amended by striking,:/,u;

8 "section 608 (c) (1) (A) of title 18, United States Co tC'

se,_tlon o20 (b) (1) (A) c,t! he9 and inserting in lieu tlbereof"' · ' _'

10 Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971".

12 (c) Section 9035 (a) of t:]_eInternal Revenue Co!f? of

12 1954: (relating to expenditure limitations), as so redesigl::_t ed

13 by section 3¢5 (a), is amen(l,:_dby striking out "se._::ton

14 608 (c)(1) (A) of title 18, l_nited States Code," an,,:'i:in,-

15 setting in lleu thereof "section :320(b) (t) (A) of the i:}:¢_d.-

16 eral Election Campaign Act of 1.971".
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94_ Co_aa_ss ) HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES _ Eh, oaT
_dS'e, ssion [ _ No, 94-917

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT AMENDMENTS
OF 1976

M_,Rct_ 17, 1076.--:Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the State

of the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. HAYS of Ohio, from the Committee on House Administration,
submitted the following

REPORT

together with

MINORITY VIEWS, SEPARATE VIEWS, SUPPLEMENTAL
VIEWS AND ADDITIONAL VIEWS

[To accompany H.tt. 12406]

The Committee on House Administration. to whom was refecred the
bill (H.R. 12406) to amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971 to provide that members of the Federal Election Commission
shall be appointed by the President by and with advice and consent
of the Senate, and for other purposes, having considered the same,
report favorably thereon without amendment and recomme_d that
the bill do pass.

On March 11, 1976, a quorum being present, the Committee adopted
by recorded vote of 15 ayes and 9 nays, a motion to report H.R. 12406
without amendment.

The Oversight Subcommittee of the Committee on IIouse Adminis-
tration has not submitted any findings with respect to this ]bill. No
other special oversight findings were necessitated as a result of con-
sideration of this bill.

No budget statement is submitted.
No estimate or comparison was received from the Director of the

Congressional Budget Office as referred to in subdivision (C) of
clause 2(1) (3) of Rouse Rule XI.

No findings of recommendations of the Committee on Government
Operations were received as referred to in subdivision (d) of clause 2
(1) (3) of House Rule XI.

The enactment of H.R. 12406 is not expected to have an inflationary
impact on prices and costs in the operation of the national economy,
especially during the current serious recession. Specific lani_mge m
the bill provides that no moneys shall be made available from any

(1)
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ot]aer source if there are ins_fflicient moneys in the Presidentfi;:i Elec-
tion Campaign fund.

This bill provides for a ]F'+der._l Election Commission appo!i:i_ed in
_;meordance with the requirements of the Con,_titution as state,:!:[t y the
Supreme Court of tZheUnited States in Buc]_ley v. Valeo, (Nos.. _;_,-466._
75437), decided January ::_;0,1976. Among other things, the ]l::_i:_alsG,
g'ives the Commission exci!lsive pr'imary jur]isdiction for tiill:_cirri
enforcement of the Act arm of the public financing of pres::i,l mtia]l
campai_ns.

The Committee c,n House Admini. stration fil_t held di_u_!_i::_I s(_-.
sions a_ld then held. mark<_p sessiom; on February 9.3, 94 and _¢ and
March 1, :'2,3, 4, 8, 9 and 101 1976, authorized the minority to ..;__b:mit
t]heir views by noon March 17, 197i';, and ordered H.R. 1940_':!i)e re-.
][)oI_d to the House of Representatives.

PI_>:POSEOF THE Bn:L

In B_zckley, et al. v. Vale_ et al. ()_os. 75-4_36 and 75-437; _',il:!_ma:_
30, 1976)_, the Supreme Coart of the Unb;ed States upheld _,.?::fLi.r_st
constitutional challenge the cont,ribu'r, ion limitations, the reco:}r:'dikeep-.
ina and disclosure requirerc_mts, and the provisions for public _inarr.C-.
ing of Pr_idential elections and cortventions embodied in the F, derail
Election Campaign Act of :1971, and the Federal Election CaJ::J:t)ait_:L
Ast Amendments cf 1974. The Courc_, however, :ruled that ce:% in of
t,he expenditure limitations imposed by the Ac;t contravene tl._L_ t;'i]_t;
A:mench_aemt, and that the Federal Election Commission co_:_l:tnot
exercise the full range of administrative and enforcement 9:gwen!!
;!2;ranted to it because the ]:i:ethod provided for appointing t.t:,:_(_om-
missione_ did not comporl: with the requireraents of Art. II, !:2:,cl_ 5!'.
(the Appointment Clause)_ The Co_:rt staved the latter rulh_::!!:for a
period of 50 days to avoid iaterrupting enforcement of the A_:_i:arh:kle
the Congress considers what. legislative action is warranted.

The Federal Election Campaign Act, as. amended, created .:i com.
prehensive, integrated scheme _or the reg_tlation of camloa]i_ii?_sfoal
Federa}[ ol_ce. After the B__.kley decision, the congressional des::_!,.':_doe,!_
not remain fully in,tact. Mo_over, the initial administration of i ':[e.Ac_l:
by the Federal Election C,_>:mmissi(_}has revealed certain pr,:,,::_,:dlura]

· _ · · ' r (smd substantive problems m the Act t iaat were not fully antlc_p:_i_,::_¢¢LU::
a,!sure that the 1976 Federal electi(ms are conducted under fa!i:, uni-
'.form, and enforceable rules< it is the,refore riecessary to fill ti,_ mosll:
!importanl_ gaps in the law ::_evealed by the Supreme Court's ([_..,iskm.
and by the actions of the Commission; and to do so whfie lit_:,Lng,
:insofar as; possible, the tim_ constra_rtts imp(_sed by the Court. '[ hat i_!
the purpose of H.R. 12406 a:_report,_d to the House of Represe,:_ ._t!ives
by the Committee o:a House :!idminist cation.

Prior to turning _othe sec_ion.-by_s;ection explanation of H.]!:I; L/2406
i_ appean_ helpful '[o first state l:he t_asic principles that haw? _ aided
the Committee and that are emk_di_ed in the bill, and to then _?:_rlre_!
certain other issues treated in the bi}}.

First, to meet the requirements of Art. II, § 2, cl. 2 of the C:_:_stitu
(;ion, H.R. 12406 modifies t?te preser:'b law to provide that the :; x ful
members ,of the Federal Ele_:tion Commission shall be appointe_::!l)y th,i!
President of the United St.utes by arid with the advice and cor_smt o:![
the Senate. (The Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of th:.. i:]iolts{!
of Representatives are to sc:rye on a>t ex-officio basis and 'with;: r[ thor
right to v'ote.)
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Second, election campaigns are the central expression of this coun-
try's democratic ideal. It is therefore essential in this sensitive area that
the system of administration and enforcement enacted into law does
not provide room for partisan misuse or for administrative action
which does not comport with the intent of the enabling statute. At the
same time it is recognized that the authorities charged with adminis-

ering and enforcing the law must have the independence required bi)_the tripartite system of government created by the Constitution. _
mediate between these conflicting concerns, H.R. 12406 provides that
the Commissio n shall initiate investigations, bring judicial actions, and
take other steps of comparable importance only upon the atlirmative
vote of four of its six voting members. The four-vote requirement serves
to assure that enforcement actions_ as to which the Congress has no
continuing voice, will be the product of a mature and considered judg-
ment. The bill also provides that when the Commission issues an ad-
visory opinion it shall reduce that opinion to a regulation subject to

congressional veto through the procedures presently provided. This
amendment is intended to apply to opinions of counsel rendered by the
Federal Election Commission. It is the intent of the Committee that
the advisory opinions and regulations shall be the only means through
which the Commission may establish guidelines and procedures for
carrying out the Act. In any case in which the Commission de,_ires that
an opmmn of counsel shall have any operative effect on any person,
the Commission must propose a regulation based on the opinion of
counsel. The proposed regulation will then be subject to the congTes-
sional review authority set out in section 315(c) of the A(t. Those
familiar with administrative agencies know that the process at elabo-
rating a statute has a quasi-legislative component. There is no bright
line between the process of interstitial law-making through the ren.-
dering of opinions as opposed to the promulgation of regulations.

(r_ iThat being so, the Committee determined that to prevent the ._olnm s--
sion from interpreting the Act in a manner inconsistent with the con.-
gressional intent it is necessary to treat on the same basis, sitm_tions in
which an advisory opinion is issued and those in which a regulation
is issued. At the same time H.R. 12406 strengthens the CommissioWs
ability to administer the law by making it plain that FEC has the
authority to issue rules and regulations concerning each and every
provision of the Act, and not only those relating to disclosure and re-.
porting. These amendments complete the process of assuring that the
Commission possesses the means necessary to elaborate the law and.
that it does do in a manner that comports with the will of Congress
as embodied in the Act.

Third, originally the Federal campaign laws were enforced solely'
through the criminal law. The 1971 Act as amended recognized the
inadequacies of that approach and provided also for civil actions
through the Federal Election Commission and the DepartmenL of Jus-
tice. The result was that enforcement responsibility was fragmented..,
and the line between improper conduct remediable in civil proceed-
ings and conduct punishable as a crime blurred. On the occasion of
reconstituting the Federal Election Commission the Committee con-
eluded that it was appropriate to simplify and rationalize the present;
enforcement system.

H.R. 12406 places its reliance on civil enforcement, except as to sub-
stantial violations committed with a specific wrongful intent. The bill
distinguishes between violations of the law as to which there is not a
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st_cific wrongful intent which are subject to :injunctive relief a0 a civil
penMties of up to $5,000 Or the amount in question, whic}_.4ver ils
g].rea.ter, and violations as to which the Commission has clear a.:cd con-
vincing proof that the acts were committed with a knowledge of a]l
'the relevant facts and a recognition that the action is prohi[:J:ed bi"
la,w, which are subject to injunctive relief and a civil penMty o i!$19:,
000 or twice the amount in question. The:se civil penalties ',eere nc_;
provided for in the 1971 Act or its predecessors. Criminal ]?e:laltie_s
are reserved for knowing and willJhfi violations involving an a:_toun_:
in excess of $5,000 and are punishable by a fine of up to $[_5,,)00 o:c
three times the amount in question, imprisonment of up to one ii'_ar, o:?
both. The delineation of these different classes of offenses is i:m_ende_:l
to promote greater unformity and certainty in enforcing the ]:;i_';'_.

YI.R. 12406, following the p&ttern set in the 1974 Amel:_dnents,
channels to the Federal Election Commiss!ion complaints alle;!:_'ng O_:L
any theory, that a person is entitled to relief, because of condt:_,::',i:regu
]ated by this Act, other than complaints directed to the AL orne F
General and seeking the institul:ion of a criminal proceeding. ;t nd. as
noted above, the bill also clarifies the point that the CommisZi m ha
the authority to issue rules and regulatons concerning every :?'.Lc,et O[
the Act and not simply those relating to disclosure. In both i_:;rticu-
]ars, H.R. 12406 aclvances the goal of expert, uniform, hon.-F,: r ti,;a_m_
administration of tlhe law.

In addi[tion to centralizing civil enforcement authority in tS_!:Com
mission, the bill takes one additional step to limit unjustifiabh i_itii,_a-
tion burdens that might otherwise be impo,_ed on the courts _nd o:l_
individuals against whom a complaint has been filed. The Corn :_:,dss![ol._
is charged with the duty, upon receiving a complaint, to artec: apt t,,)
conciliate the matter for a specified reasonable period of tirn_

The phrase "exclusive primary jurisdiction" used to descrk)e t,h,::
congressional intent to centralize the civil enforcement of 'l:]::eAcm:;
m the Federal Election Commission is taken from the l!"!l,ii_re:m,i_
Court's decisions in San Diego U_io'_s v. Ca,tmon, 359 U.S. 23.!!!;I'her,:.,
the Court recognized that Congress, in enacting the Nationai k,abo:m·
Relations Act, "entrusted administration of the labor policy :[)r l:h,_
nation to a centralized adm!inistrative agency, armed wi:h it:;
own procedures, and equipped with its specialized knowledge. :;,_,,]cu
m.ulative experience" (Ga'_r_o_, 359 U.S. at 242). On that t::._:._iis t:.h_;,
Gourt stated that all complaint,; bott:omed on an alleged vio];_,t on o:l
the NLRA are within that Agency's "exclusive competence" _!d al.
245) and that ail other tribunals must therefore "yield to the i::iims;r F
jurisdiction of the National Board" (id). The Court's ruling ::_ Gar
,re,on captures the essence not only of the NLRA's admini:_;i:c'atiiv._r
sc,heme, but of this Act's enforcemeni't procedures as well.

Together, the requirement of four votes for affirmative actica, the_
'broad investigatory powers granted (which are limited only _y the_
requirement that complaints be sigaed and sworn to and _i]::;t th,t:
Commission shall not act solely on the basis of anonymous ]J::_f :_rma
tion), the conciliation procedure mandated, and the substantJ_;_l civ]
remedies provided represent a delicate balance designed to ef[_::t![vell]:
prevent and redress violations, and to winnow out, short of lit![_ation
in,substantial complaints and those matters as to which settl,i_:_ent i_!:
both possible and desirable.
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Fourth, prior to 1971 the laws regulating Federal campaligns per-
mitted an infinite proliferation of political committees Which were
ostensibly separate entities but which were in fact a means for ad-
vancing a candidate's campaign. That deficiency brought the campaign
laws into disrepute and provided an essential predicate for the 1971
and 1974 reforms that the Congress enacted. B_wkley v. Valeo's in-
validation of the limitations placed by the 1971 Act, as ame_nded,, on
individual expenditures and on candidate expenditures promises
a repetition of the pre-1971 experience. To prevent ttmt result,,
while safeguarding the full enjoyment of the First Amendment
right of individuals and groups to make expenditures for political
expression, H.R. 12406 contains a series of prophylactic raeasures.
These are directed solely at requiring full reporting and disc! osure by
individuals and groups that make "independent expenditures" (a term
defined in the bill in conformity with the B_wkley Court's definition);
and at placing several additional limitations akin to those upheld by
the Court on the amount that may be contributed by or to a political
committee. In the definition of "independent expenditu':es," the
phrase "at the * * * suggestion of * * * is intended to include direct
suggestions made by a candidate or his agent, his campaign manager,
his campaign treasurer, or any othe r person responsible for reporting
contributions and expenditures in connection with the campaign of
the candidate. It is not the Committee's intent to hold a candidate
responsible for suggestions by persons over whom he does not exer-
cise any control. Further, for example, if a candidate or some other
person suggests in a speech to a group of persons that everything
possible should be clone to defeat the opponent of the candidate, it is
not the intent of the Committee that such a reference in a speech be
viewed as a "suggestion" for purposes of the definition.

Thus, H.R. 12406 provides that an individual or a political com-
mittee making independent expenditures in excess of $100 shall be
required to report the information presently required of candidate
committees for comparable activities and shall be required to certify
that the expenditure was not made in cooperation, consultation, (_r
concert with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate. The bill
also provides that communications by a candidate and his comnfittees
utilizing the mass media expressly advocating his election or his op-
ponent's defeat shall clearly and conspicuously state that the commu-
nication has been authorized by the candidate, and that such a com-
munication by any other individual or political committee shall state
that the communication has not been authorized by a candidate, and
shall state also the name of the person making or financing the expendi-
ture for the communication. Both of these provisions are d_signed to
provide additional information to the voting public and to do so in
a manner which 'places comparable reporting and disclosu:_, require-
ment on candidates, and on individuals and groups making inde-
pendent expenditures.

The bill also refines and strengthens in three separate respects the
contribution limitations contained in the 1971 Act and upheld by the
Suoreme Court:

To discourage circumvention of the $1,000 limit on contributions by
a person to a candidate and his authorized political committees in an
election, and of the requirement that independent expenditures be
properly identified and truly independent, contributions to a political
committee in a calendar year by any person are limited to $1,000. For
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the same reasons contribl_tions by _ multi-candidate politic,ali com.
mittee to another political commJ.ttee :_re limited to $5,000 in a c_:_Z!endar
year.

To prevent eorporations_ labor organizations, or other per_:ns oc
groups of persons Jfrom evading the contribution limits of H.]Iii:.12,40(i,
the bill establishes the following rules:

All of the political committees se:_ ilp by a single corporatim:_ :!md it,:i;
subsidiaries would be treated m_ a _;ingle political committe_!_ _or 1;h_,3
purposes of H.R. 12406's contributi(m limitations;

All of the political co mmtttees set up by a_single internatiomt I umio_::[
and its local unions would be, treated, as a single political commi!:i ee fm _
the purposes of H.R. 12406's contribution limitations;

All of the political committees set up by the AFL-CIO and all it:_;
State and local central bodies would be treated as a single ,l:cliticai!
committee for the ]purpose_s of ][{.lq,_19406's contribution limli:i_,:_iLons:

Ail the political committees established by the Chamber ,of Com..
merce and its State and loom Chambers would be treated as _ _]ilq,4¢_
i_)litical committee for the _ urp )scs of H.R. 12406's contributi :,,,_lim_L
tations;

The anti-proliferation rui. es just stated wouht also apply in :Ilke c_m;s¢
_J:multiple eommltl_es estabhshed by a group of persons.

There is an exception to the foreg4)ing rnh_ by which a politk_._ corn,
mittee set. up by a national political pa_y, and _ political eo.:r::a_n[itte_i,_
set up by each State political party_ are to be treated separa'f ;!:), fo:l:
th.e purposes of H.R. 1240t;_s contribution limitations. Howevn:, al[ii.
political committees set up by a :national political party wc,q:dd be
1treated as a single political _ommittee for the purposes of H.lq,:, :13_065_
cc,ntribution limitartons. Moreover, all political committees set: _p lb3'
a. State politicM party or by county (_'rcity p_m;ies in that Stal:_: ivould
be treated as a single political committee for the purposes _::_!H.R
1_;406's contribution !imitatkms.

Political committees which haw_ engaged in a joint fund?;fising
effort may divide the money so collected betw_mn the committee:: ,,vhi&m
p_[rticipat_ in the effort.

Finally, the bill treats ex;)enditures made :in cooperation, c_:_:_:_mlta..
tion, or concert with or at tk:e reque,;t or suggestion of a candidacy,e as et.
contribution in kind to that. candid, a_;e and provides further' !:i_t the
republication of a c:_ndidate's campaign materials shall be reg:i;_.,'_([edmi!
su:ch as a contribution. Thi_! pfc,vision is designed to draw a ]i:m be.
(:.ween "independent expenditures" p:totected :by the First Ame:at,_;hnent
because they are an expression of ar_,.individual's views, and e::,',::l:_endi..
tures which are disguised contributions to a, candidate. The ;:_esenl:
law strikes the proper bala_ce on pr)litical party expenditures [:_ con..
nection with the general election campaign of the parties' can_:]J:lates.
H.R. 19A:06, therefore, retai:as tim i_mgnage of the 1971 Act ,:,,:_this
subject. A candidate Who runs under a political party's banne:' _igmi..
ties that his campaign is c,_ behalf of that; ]?arty. Thus, the limited
separate permissior_ for the:se politicM party expenditures is ))ainly
designed to encourai_ a spextfie type c f contribution to such cam:fdates
m order to strengthen the p_rty system; that; limited permiss:i,::c,,can-
not on any theio:cy be r._garded as dealing with "inde]?,e..adent:
expenditures".

One fm:ther provision o5 H.][_.. ].:2406, deserves separate e:x,L,mded
comment. The Federal Election Commission. in its Advisory Ci,]::i:nion
No. 19754,>3 concerning a proposal by the Sun Oil Company tc ,_stab-.
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lish a series of separate, segregated political funds, rules that Sun Oil[
could use its treasury moneys, and contributions generated by treasury
moneys, to solicit its employees as well as its stockholders, 'and ruled
further that tho corporation could facilitate the makin_ of such con.-

tributions by instituting,, . a check-off system.. The general rule enacted
in 1971 is that corporations and labor umons [must] confine their ac-
tivities [of a political nature] to their own stockholders and members,
the beneficial owners of these organizations," and the present statu-
tory law not only draws a line between corporate and union political
activities financed by treasury money limited to stockholders and
members, which are permitted, and other treasury financed p_olit!cal
activities, which are prohibited, but does so by spelling out rules tha_
the Congress believed "apply equally to labor unions andcorporations.."

The Sun Oil opinion destroys the intent of the Congress to establish
rules that apply equally to labor unions and corporations. There are
as many corporate shareholders as there are umon members. Under
the Commission's ruling corporations are free to use their treasury
funds to solicit stockho-lders, union members, and all unorganized
employees. Unions are limited to union members. Moreover, corpora-
tions are permitted to establish systems whereby those who wish fA)
corrtribute to a corporate political committee may take advantage o:[
the convenience of a check-off system, while by reason of the limita-
tions created by § 302 of the Taft-Hartley Act, union members are
denied that system for making contributions to union polit!Lcal com-
mittees. And, of more fundamenSal importance, the FEC's decision is
directly contrary to a more particular congressional intent expressed
in 1971. As noted above, the congressional understanding that the
permissions written into the law are only for "activities directed at
members and stockholders."

H.R. 12406 proposes three limited clarifications of the law. First,,
the bill broadens the permissions contained in the present law to allow
corporations to communicate with and solicit voluntary contributions
from "executive officers". The Committee believes that management
personnel as well as stockholders should be considered to be among
the beneficial owners of a corporation. Second, H.R. 12406 conbinues
the rule that unions may only solicit those they represent--their mem-
bers-and reaffirms the intent of the 1971 Congress that corporations
must also confine their activities to a roughly comparable group--
namely, stockholders and execu.tive officers. Third, H.R. 12406 provides
that methods of soliciting voluntary contributions or of fa_iiitating
the making of such contributions which the laTM permits corl)orations
shall also be permitted to unions. The bill also provides that where
a corporation is in fact utilizing a particular method of _oliciting
voluntary contributions or facilitating the making of contributions to
a corporate political fund, such as the check-off,.the corporation must
upon request make that means available to umons representing em-
ployees of that corporation or to union member employees.

In addition to the major points just discussed there are several
narrower issues that should be noted:

1. The amendments to section 301 (e) (4) and section 301 (f) (4)
of the Act are intended to reflect the Committee's understanding
of the intent with which these provisions were originally enacted..

2. Section 320(a) (2) is not intended to apply to principal cam-
paign committees of candidates for Congress nor to tiaeir sub-
ordinate committees.
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3. The amendments made by the bill in connection ,i_':i_h_tl_
congressional review of proposed regulations of the Con'm'L_sio]n,
are not intended to foreclose debate on the floor of the ]}i!X:_useof
Representatives relating to a resolution t;o disapprove _m.:_pro-
posed regulation. The amendments provlide that a motion _:,.._:mov_
to the consideration of the resolution is not debatable. _17:u_reso-
lution itself, however, will l_ debatable..

4. The provision in the amendment :relating to congr_sio:a_l
review of proposed regulations permitting disapprova]L ]_ par'_
reflects the current understanding and is intended to pel[':r_:_itdis-
approval of discrete self-contained sections or subdiv:i, si,:)ns v:_
proposed regulations and is not intended to permit the r,i!_xritJini!i,_
of regulations by piecemeal changes.

5. _ection 321 of the Act (for_Lerly sect:ion 610 of title 18. 'i_:nilLe_:_
States Code), is added by sec]:ion 112 of the bill, is intea,led to
apply to coope,rative associations, whether or not the co()_:._rative
associations are incorporated. The cooperative will be pec:_nitl:ed
to establish a separate, segrega'_ed fund for political purpos_,_ and
to solicit contributions from members of the cooperativu in ac-
cordance with the provisions of section 3'21.

6. 'The present law permJ, ts the AFI_--CIO to solicit ail _.FL,-
CIO union members to make voluntary contributions to ( ()Yq_];_
its political committee. But. be.cause the stockholders and execu-
tive officers of corporations that belong to trade associatio_]s tmv'_t_
only a distant :indirect relationship to the association and b,x_aus,t_
corporations often belong to m_ny such associations the ]:vw o]rl:
their solicitation is unclear. To end this uncertainty H.:)!L,12406
permits solicit_tions o_ stockhoIders and executive offlce:!-uby _i_
single trade association selected by the corporation.

7. The amendment to the Internal Revenue Code ,_::,,'i195_ii:
made b_ section 307 o_ _he bill,, which requires the return .:::,!!Fed.
eral matching payments by candidates who withdraw f::'om s
Pres!dential campaign _s intended to provide that a candida_:_ wi] ![
remain eligible for Federal payments only so long as h_ :_a:in
tains a good f_ith, mu]tistate campaign for nomination -I!o:'elec
tion, ,or for election, to the Office of President. A candidat_!! ..houh:i
not be considered to b_ activel}_ seeking nomination or ,_i!ectior
if he curtails his campaign activity to such an extent that :i: is',rea
sonable to conclude that he no longer intends to engage in u_xtiv:it:!,
necessary to secure the non_ination or win the election i:rlv_)lved_

CHAI_GES I1_ EXISTING LAW MADE BY THE BILL, .AS REPOt_':!:!!]I)

In compliance with clause 3 of Rule XIII of the Rules of tl:,,,i ,:t.ous_:
,l:)f Reprei%entatives, changes in existing law made by the b!ll,, a_!_.
reported, are showr, as follows (existin.g law ]proposed to be o_:_:li:!ted is
enclosed in black brackets, :new matter _s printed in italic, exist:::l_g lav_;
:in which no change is proposed :is shown in roman):

FEDEI%._LELE<:_ON C._:_:PAIGN-_LCTOF 1971

$ $ $ $ $ $
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TITLE III--DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL CAMPAIGN
FUNDS

DEFINITIONS

SEC.301. When used in this title and title IV of this Act-
(a) "election" means (1) a general, special, primary, or runoff

election, (2) a convention or caucus of a political party ['held]
which has authority to nominate a candidate, (3) a primary elec-
tion held for the selection of delegates to a national nominating
convention of a political party, and (4) a primary eKction_ held
for the expression of a preference for the nomination of persons
for election to the officeof President;

ual is elected, 'and, for purposes of this paragraph, an individual
shall be deemed to seek nomination for election, or election, if he
has (1) taken the action necessary under the law of a State to
qualify himself for nomination for election, or election, to Federal
o.ffice,or (2) received contributions or made expenditu, r,_s, or has
gaven his consent for any other person to receive contributions or
make expenditures, with a view to bringing about his nomination
for election, or election, to such office;

(c) "Federal office" means the office of president or Vice Presi-
dent of the United States; or of Senator or Representative in, or
Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress of the United
States;
* * * * * * $

(e) "contribution"--
(1) means a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of

money or anything of value made for the purpos_ of--
(A) influencing the nomination for election, or elec-

tion, of any person to Federal office or for the purpose of
influencing the results of a primary held for the selection
of delegates to a national nominating convention of a
political party, or

(B) .influencing the result of an election held for the
expresmon of a preference fo.r the nomination of persons
for election to the office of President of the United States;

(2) means a written contract, promise, or agreement,
[expressed or implied,] whether or not legally enforceable, to
make a contribution for such purposes;

(3) means funds received by a political committee which
are transferred to such committee from another political
committee or other source;

(4) means the payment, by any person other tharL a candi-
date or a political committee, of compensation for the per-
sonal services of another person which are rendered to such
candidate or political committee without charge for any such
purpose, except that this subparagraph shall not apply (A )
in the case of any legal or accou_zting services rendered to or
on behalf o/ the natal committee of a political party,
other than any legal or aceownting se_'vice_ attributable to
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_ot_ty which directly further_ t],_ election ,of any desig-
_,_ed ea_d'Utate to Federai_ offce; cer (B) i,a the case of a_y
_gal or aceou_tin 9' sewices tenderest to or on behcd,f of a
i_ndidate or political com/mittee solely for th_ purpose of in-
a_ring co_pliar_ce with the provisi_ns of ;_his Act, chapter
_' of title 18, U_ited Stately Uode, ar chapter 95 or chapter
96' of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954; but

(5) does not include-
(A) the value of services provided without compensa-

tion by individuals who volunteer a _)ortion or all of
their time on behalf of a candidate or political committee;

(13) the use of real or personal propel_y and the cost
of Lqvitations, food, arid beverages, voluntarily provided
by afl individual to a c:_ndidate in rendering voluntary
personal services on the individual's residential prem-
ises for candid_te_related activities;

(C) the sale of any food or beverage by a vendor for
use iii a candidate's campaign al: a charge less than the
normal comparable charge, if such charge for use in a
candidate's campaign !LSat least equal to the cost of such
food or bevera$;e to the vendor;

(D) any reimbursed payment i!or travel expenses made
by an individual who on his own behalf volunteers his
personal services to a candid:_te

(E) the payment by a State or local committee of a
political pa:,ty of the costs of preparation, display, or
mailing or other distribution incurred by such committee
with respect to a printed slate card or sample ballot, or
other printed listing, of 3 or more candidates for any
public office for which _n el.ectio:n is held in the State in
which such committee lisorganized, excep_Lthat this clause
shall not apply in the case o:Fcosts incurred by such com_
mittCe with respect to a disF.lay of any suc]h listing made
on broadcastinig station_, or in newspapers., magazines or
other similar types of gene:ral public political advertis-
ing; [or]

(F) any payment made or obligation incurred by a
corporation ora labor organiz:_tion which, under the
provisions of the last paragraph of section 610 of title
18, United Stab;es Code, would not constitute an expendi-
ture by such corporation or labor organization; or

(G) a gift, subscription, loan_ ad_a_,x_e, or deposit-of
moroey or a_yt,_ing of _alue to a natior_i_ _,'oramit_'eeof a
political party or a State corr_ittee oj: a political party
whic,_ is speci_cally desig_ated_ for t]_ purpose of de-
fraying any co,_t incu_.,ed with respect to the construction
or l_rchase of any office facility which _ not acquired for
the p_rpose of i_ue_¢¥ng t;he election of any candidate
in any particular elec_ioq_ for F_deral o]_ce, except that
any such gift, subscrip_':ion, loa_., ad_ance:, or deposit o_
moroey or anything of value, a_nd any such cost, shall
be reported in accorda_ce wgth _ection 30_ (b ) ;

to the e×_ent that the cumulative va]ue of activities by any
individual1 on behalf of any candida6e under each of clauses
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(B), (C), and (D) does not exceed $500 with respe_,'t to any
election;

(f) "expenditure"--
(1) means a purchase, payment, distribution, loan, ad..

vance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of val_, made
for the purpose of-

(A) influencing the nomination for electiort, or the
election, of any person to Federal office, or to. _he office
of presidential and vice-presidential elector; or

(B) influencing the results of a primary, election held
for the selection of delegates to a national nominating
convention of a political party or for the expr,_sion of
a preference for the nomination of persons for election
to the office of President of the United States;

(2) means a contract, promise, or agreement, e_:press or
implied, whether or not legally enforceable, to :make ally
expenditure;

(3) means the transfer of funds by a political committee to
another political committee; but

(4) does not include-
(A) any news story, commentary, or editorial, distrib.

uted through the facilities of any broadcasting' station,
newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication, un.-
less such facilities are owned or controlle(i by ar_y p01iti..
cal party, political committee, or candidate;

(B) nonpartisan activity designed to encourage in-.
dividuals to register to vote or to vote;

(C) any communication by any membersh:ip orga.-
nization or corporation to its members or stockholders, if
such membership organization or corporation is not
organized primarily for the purpose of influencing the
nomination for election, or election, of any person to
Federal office;

(D) the use of real or personal property and the cost of
invitations, food, and beverages, voluntarily provided by
an individual to a candidate in rendering v.01untary._'
personal services on the individual's residential[ premises
for candidate-related activities if the cumulalLive value
of such activities by such individual on behall! of any
candidate do not exceed $500 with respect to any election i;

(E) any unreimbursed payment for travel _xpenses
made by an individual who on his own behalf volunteers
his personal services to a candidate if the cumulatiw_
amount for such individual incurred with respect to
such candidate does not exceed $500 with respect to any
election;

(F) the payment, by any perso_ other than a ca_di..
date or a political committee, of compensation .;_orlegaJ!
or accounting services, rendered to or on behai'.fof the
national, committee of a political party, other t_,an sere..
ices attributable to activities which directly h_rther the
election of any designated candidate to Federal o_fiee,or
for legal or accountingservices rendered to or on behalf
of a candidate or political committee sokly for the put..
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pose of $r_u_g corapl._ancc .w_th tt_e 7rrov_s.wns of ;?i._
Act, chapter B9 of tgtZet8, Unzted States Code, or eha;i:_;!_,r
95 or chapter 96 of the Ir_tevnal Re,venue Code of 1_!_1;51,'

[(F)](,6) any conununication by any person w]!_i0::h

is not made for the purpose of influencing the nominai:,!i,::n£or election, or ek<_tion of any person to Federal of_:__:,
[or]

£(G)](H) the payment by a Sta_e or local commi'_:i:_
of a political party of 'Lhe costs of preparation, displ :__,
or mailing or other dk,_tribution incurred by such c,.:_a..
mittee with respect, to a printed shire card or sample I:::_1--
lot, or other printed listing_ of 3 or more candidates f::,r
_my public office fo_:'which an election is held in the S ll:ili:e

'in which such committee is organiz, ed, excel0t that _l'.:ki,_
clause shall not apply in '_he case .of costs !recurred :y
SUch committee with respect to a display of any _!_:::_,ffi
listing made on broadcast_:mg stations, or in newspal::,,_-_,:s,
magazines or other simi:lar types of i_neral public po] ii:i-
cai advertising; lo:c]

['(H)'!(/) any payment made or obligation incul:":",d
by a corporation or a labor organization which, undelt ,'Si're
]provisions of the ]_st paragraph of s_ction 610 of titl,;;_:i8,
United States Code, would' not constitute an expendiil:,: ?e

by such corporatio,_ or ]abet organization; or
(J) any costs '_wur_ed by a candidate i_,, connee_:i:,:m

with the _,olieitaN_;_no/eo_2ributio_8 by suc,_ candid_:_.:e,
except that this e2ause shall not a;_pl_ wit;_ respe_':_: _o
,_osts incubated by ,.7e_ndid_:!e in excess of an amount e,,';...,_]
to _0 pevee_t of theeexpenditure g_;_rvitationa_plicabi'.:,_ 5_
_ueh candidate u_der section 3£0 (5), ,except that all _:_;_
,costs shal_; be reT)o?.ted i_ oceorda_ce _,_ith section 30,4 i i ).

(m) ":political party" m_ans an association, committee, or o__!_-
nization 'which nominates a candidate _or election to any Fed,:_ al
office, whose name appear,_ on the election ballot as the cand!iCi _te
of such association, committee, ,ar organization: £andt]

(n) "principal campaign committee" means the pmncipal' _',_:m-
paign committee designated by a c_ndidate reader section .qO_/,:g)
(])E.]

(o) "Act" mea_s the Fede'eai', Eb_,ction (7ampai.qn .Act of ;?_t'1'
as amended b_/ the Federo_2 EleetioT._ Carava_;g,n .Act Arnevd_'_e: ,'_.ts
.of 1974 a_d the Fe_teral h?eetion Uc_.mpaign Act Amendme_._,l!_9f
1976:

(p) "i_tepe_de_t expez,.diturs' mear_s a_. exT_e.dlhtre by a :_ r-
son ea_pressly ad_ocating _:_,eelectio% or de feat: of a clearlu id,_:,,_;-
,_d candidate whie_ is m_,de w:_t_ov_:tcooperaticm or co_sult,,;..;i!i_,
with any candidate or arc5_,_uthorized cora,mit;tee or acte_.t of _,,_,:._.?_.
cartdldate ard which is neff made i¢_eoncer_ with. or at t_e r&.'?,:_,st
or suggestion of, a_.v candidate o_ any a_t,_orized comraitte, or
agent of such candidate: a.'nd

(q) "clearly identified" _.ncea,_s( _ the _.rae of the ean&6,! 4e
appears; (_) a photograph or dra_'_,;ng of the candidate appe_ 's;
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or (3) the identity of the ca_tidate is apparent by u_r_2iquo_
re f ereq_e,

(,SOArXZATIO_OFPOLrrIc_LCOM_ITrEEs

Src. 3(Y2.(a) * * *

r(e) Any political committee which solicits or receives contributions
or makes expen_]itures on behalf of any candidate that is not authorized
in writing by such candidate to do so shall include a notice on the face
or front page of all literature and advertisements published ir_ connec-
tion with such (_ndidate's campaign by such committee or on i.ts behalf
stating that the committee is not authorized by such candidate and that
such candidate is not responsible for the activities of smch committee.:!

[(f) ] (e) (1) Each individual who is a candidate for Federai office
(other than the office of Vice President of the United Stat_) shall

designate a political conunittee to serve as his principal (.,ampaig_a
commi.ttee. No political committee may be designated as thc princips:l
campaign committee of more than one candidate, except that the
candidate for the office of President of the United States n,:>nfinated
by a political party may designate the national committe_,, of such
political party as his principal campaign committee. Exc ;rt as prc_
vided in the preceding sentence, no political committee whic:h supports
more than one candidate may be designated as a principal (_mpaign
committee. Any occasional, isolated, or incidental suppoq't o] a ca, ti-
date shall _ot be construed a,_support of such ca,ndidate for ;purposes
of the precedi_:,g sentence.

$ t_ * $ * $ $

REPORTS

SEC. 304. (a)(1) Except as provided by paragraph (2), each
treasurer of a political committee supporting a candidate or c_mdidates
for election to Federal office, and each candidate fo:' electi(_a to such
office, shall file with the Commission reports of receipts and expendi-
tures on forms to be prescribed or approved by it. The report; referred
to in the preceding sentence shall be filed as follows:

(A) (i) :in any calendar year in which an individual i,,_a candL
date for Federal office and an election for such Federal office is
held in such year, such reports shall be filed not later than the
tenth day before the date on which such election is helq and shall
be complete as of the fifteenth day before the date, of such elec-

tion; except that any such report filed by registered or certifi_i
mail must be POStmarked not later than the close of th,_ twelfth

day before the date of such election.
(ii) Such reports shall be filed not later than th,_ thirtieth

day after the dat e of such election and shall be complete as of thetwentieth day after thc date of such election.
(B) In any other calendar year in which an individual is a

candidate for Federal office, such reports shall be flied af_zer
December _1 of such calendar year, but not later than January 31

of the following calendar year and shall be complete :_s of the
close o_ th_: calendar year with respect to which the repo_ is filed[.(C) Such reports shall be filed not later than the t_nth day
following the close of any calendar quarter in which t,he_(_ndidate
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or political committee concerned received contributions i_ ,:_xc_
of $1:,000, or made expenditures in excess of $1,000, and st:df1 be
complete as of 'the close of such calendar quarter; except t'.]_:_.tmay
such report required to be filed after Der_mber 31 of any ca lend_r
year 'with resF'_t to which _ report is required to be filed ruder
subpa;mgTaph (B) shall be filed as providect in such subpami._aph
except that, in any yeaT. in which a eawtidate is not on th. 5aliD_l

au_, Jd;;.qq z _a,for election to Federal office, such candidate and his _ .' ' "
committees shcdl anly be required to file such reports not la&_;,t]_;
the tenth day follewing the close of any calendar quarter i_,_.;vhicA_
the candidate and his authorized com,_ittees received c.,:,_;;y_gbu-.
tions or made expenditures, totaling in excess of $10,Oi?b', a_J!
such reports s)_all be compi'.ete as of the close of such c_'.._;.'_ada_:
quarter (except that any siwh report required to be fil.e,.i aft'e_'
Dece_r_ber 31 of any calendar year with, respect to which el!_.'epor_t
is required to be filed under subparagraph (B) shall be i#..!'eda,!i
provided in such subparagraph).

(2) Each treasurer ota po_[itical committee '[which is :!_ot a_]l
,_thorlzed by a candidate to raise contributions or make e;_:,ii_endi.,
P_res o_ ,Ms behalf, other ¢han the cxndi;_te's principal carn paiigr_
e,ommittee, shall file the _reports required under this section wiklh the
I£appropr:iate] ca_iidate's princip£1 campaig_ committee.

* $ * * * * $

(b) Each report under this se(iion shall disclose-
(I) ***

(12) the amount and nature of debts and obligations ,:::,.i_.:_d'lby
or to the committee, in such form as tlhe supervisory office:!'m:_y
pre_ribe and a continuous reporting of their debts and oblii_,:!_tions
after the election at such periods as the Commission may' t:,!,.quiLr,[_.
until such debts and obligations are extinguished, together ,;:,rithst
statement as to the circnmstance_ and cortditions under wl:_ich a:ay
such debt or obligation is extinguished and the consid_?atiort
therefor; [and]]

(13) ia the case of aa independent expenditure in exces,_ c; $1_?
by a :political cOmmittee, other than an authorized eorn/rr,i_l¢._e of ,_:
ca_lidate, exp_,essly axt.vocatir,2 the election or defeat of a _(_earl3,
identified cana_idate, ithromlh a separate schedule (A) c_:,;.y_:n..
formation req,;ired by paragraph (9) stated in a manae:i_ ;.ohic?,_
indicates whether the i_dependent expenditure involved _ _i:_:,.sup-.
port of, or in opposltio_ to, a candidate: and (B ) under i_'._uz/".t_$,
of periury, a certificaSon whether such independent exp,e._idit_r_!:
is made in cooperation, consultation, or concert with, or a.;!_':ike;,e..
guest or suggestion o f, any candidate or any authorized co.m.;,agtz_e_
or ag.eat o[ such cavxIidate.

[(13)] (1¢) such other information as shall be required !)y the
Commission.
S * * $ $ * $

[(e) E',very person (other than a political ex)mmittee or ca_'_.d:idate)
'who makes contributions or expenditures, otlher than by contri[i:,utio]r_.
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to a political c)mmittee or candidate, in an aggregate amount in ex-
cess of $100 within a calendar year shall file with the Con_nission a
statement cont_dning the information required by this section. State-
ments required by this subsection shall be filed on the dates on which
reports by political committees are filed but need not be cumulative.'i

(e ) (1) Every person (other than a political committee or candi-
date) who makes contributions or independent expenditures expressly
advocating the .election or defeat of a clearly ide_tOqed candi_gtzte, other
than by contribution to a political committee or candidate., _inan ag-
gregate amoun_ in excess of $100 during a calendar year shal_i file with
the Commissio_, on a form prepared by the Commission, a _tate_roent
containing the information required ora person who makes a contri-
bution in exces,_ of $100 to a candidate or political committee and the
information re![uired of a candidate or political committee .r*eceiving
such a contribution.

(g ) Stateme_ts required by this subsection shall be filed on the dates
on which repo_ts by political committees are filed. Such statements
shah include (A) the information required by subsection (b)(9),
stated in a manaer indicating whether the contribution or independent
expenditure is _:_support o.f, or opposition to, the candidate; and (B )
under penalty of perjury, a certification whether such indepe_w_ent ex-
penditure is m4_de in cooperation, consultation, or concert with, or at
the request or suggestion of., any candidate or any authorized co,mit-
tee or agent of such candidate. A_y independent expenditures', includ-
ing those desc_gbed in subsection (b) (13), of $14900 or nwre mmic
after the fiftee_ath day, but more than 2_ hours, before a_' electio_
s_all be reported within _4 hours of such independent expenditure.

(3) The Commission shall be responsible for expeditiousl,! p_epar-
ing indices which set .forth, o_ a candidate-by-candidate ham;s, all ex-
penditures seporately, including those reported under subsection (b)
(13), made witi_ respect to each candidate, as reported u_der this sub-
section, and for periodically issuing such indices on a timely p_eelection
basis.

* * * * * * *

FORMAL REQUIREMEN_ :RESPECTING REPORTS AND STATEI_f;gNTS

Sv.c. 306. (a) * * *
* * * * * * *

(d) If a report or sta.tement required by section 303, 304(.a) (1) (A)
(ii). ',304(a) (1) (B). 304(a) (1) (C). 30_(c), or 304(e) of this title to
be filed by a treasurer of a political committee or by a candid:_te or by
any other person, is delivered by registered or certified ma!il, to the
Commission or princip.al campaign committee with which it is required
to be filed, the United States postmark stamped on the cov_r_.-$o_the
envelope or other container in which such report or statement is _)
mailed shall be deemed to be the date of filing.

* * * * * * *

[REPORTS BY CERTAIN PERSONS

[SEc. 308. Arty person (other than an individual) who exl_nds any
funds or commits any act directed {o the public for the l_,uq)ose o_
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influencing the outcome of an election, or who publish_ or i)road-

cast_ to the public any materi'al referring to a candidate (b-name,description, or other reference) _dvocatino the election ox:: 'tef_ si'
, , _ , , , * ....

of such candidate, setting forth the can&date's posl.t]on on alt? pub..
][ic issue, his voting record, or other official acts (in the ea_.:>_'-_.of _ib
candidate who holds or has held Federal office), or otherwise de_;igr_ed
tx_influemm individnals to east their votes for or' against such ca,r,&idate
or .to withhold .their votes from such candid,tire shall file repor_:.:_wit]::L
tShe Commission as if such person were a political committ:_!._.. Th,_
reports filled by such person shall set forth .tlhe source of tb,:_ funds
used in carrying out any .activity described in the preceding _:s_l:ttenc,[_
in. the same detail as if the funds were (_mtributions wi't:.h!n ll;h_
meaning of section 301(e), and payments of such funds in 1L.]nc_sam,_
detail as if they were expenditures within _he meaning of sec'd.:)n '10:i_
.(ti!). The provisions of th!is section do not _[pply to ,any pu'l::,l,ie_tiio.l::L
or' broadcast of the U'nited States Government or to any new___:story',
comments,.ry., or ed/tod'al distributed through .the facilities of '_!__i)rm_d-
casting station or a bona fide newspaper, magazine, or other pe._'iodica.!
publication. A news story., commentary, or edi_rial is not c(_r,_s,idere_!i[
i_ be distributed through a bona fide newspaper, magazine, ,_::,'_'othe':,
periodical pu'blieation if-

[ (:l) such publication is primarily for distribution to :i:tm.divid-
uals affiliated by membership or stock ownership with th._ ::)ers_m
(othex .than a:a individual'! di_ribut!tng it or causing :i't tx) b,_
distributed, and not. primarily for pureh,ase by the public w news..
stands or by paid subscriptkm; or

Il (9.) .the news story, commentary, or editorial is distri'ls_: _,A by
person (other than a.n individual) who devotes a sulr:,si:a.n{i,a[

part of his activities to attempting to influence .the oultx_ome o:I!
elections, or to influence public opinion, with respect to ma.._il:ers o:i!
national or State policy or concern.1

CAS_]?AIG]q' DEPOSITORI1gS

Src. [3.09]] 308. (a) (1) Eaeh candidate shall designate one, _:::.'_
':national'or State banks as his eamoain depositories. The l::_,cincipa!m°rt;_
cs;mpaign committee of such. candidate, and any other politJ, c:;.i. com.-
mittee authorized by him to receive contribu_ions or to make e:q?endi.
·tures on his behalf, shall maintain la cheekin_ account] one _::;._"rr_r,s
c)hecki_g accounts, at the dis_ret;_on o_ any s_?h committee, at :_:[_[ep(ysi-
tc,ry desi_rnated by the candidate and shall deposit any contrJ/:,ation_
received by such committee into such account. A candidate si_?_]Ll.cle-
]y)sit any payment received by him under chapter 95 or cham:_? 96 o:l!
the In.ternal Revertue Code of 1954 in the a_ount maintained by ihi!_
p_incipal campaign committee. No expenditure may be made ':_yany
such committee on behalf of a candidate or' to influence his _:lect:ion
except by' check drawn on such account, other than petty cas}":,[_x]?en-
di[tures as provided in subsection (b).

(_) The treasurer of eaclh political committee (other than a ][:,::.lit;ical
committee authorized by a candidate to ]_ceive contributicm[_ or to
make expenditures on his behalf) shall designate one or more :i_:i_tional
or State banks as campaign depositories of such commit.l_e, a:r_:![sha][l
'.maintain a checking account for the committee at each such depc.sito_'.
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All contributions received by such committee shall be deposited in
such accounts. No expenditure may be made by such committ_e except
by check drawn on such accounts, other than petty cash expenditure_
as provided in subsection (b).

(b) A political committee may maintain a petty cash fund out o_
which it may m._ke expenditures not in exce'ss of $100 to any person in
connection with, a single purchase or transaction. A record of petty
cash disbursements shall be kept in accordance with requirements
established by the Commission, and such statements and repP_s there.-
of shall be furnished to the Commission as it may require.

(c) A candidate for nomination for election, or for electJion, to the
office of President of the United States may establish one such deposi-.
tory in each State, which shall be considered as his campai_t deposi-.
tory for such State by his principal campaign committee and any other
political committee authorized by him to receive contributions or to
make expenditu res on his behalf in such State, under rules prescribed
by the Commission. The campaign depository of the candidate of a,
political party l!or election to the officeof Vice President of the United
States shall be the campaign depository designated by the c_mdidate
of such party for election to the office of President of the United States.

'_EDERAI', ELECTION CO_I_IISSXON

SEc. 1,810'1 AY9. (a)(1) There is established a commission to be
known as the Federal Election Commission. The Commission is com-
posed of the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the ltouse of
Representatives, ex officio and without the right to vote, and 6 mem-
bers appointed I]as follows:

r(A) _ shall be appointed, with the confirmation of a majority
of both Houses of the Congress, by the President pro tempore of
the Senate upon the recommendations of the majority leader of
the Senate _nd the minority leader of the Senate;

I'(B) 9_slhall be appointed, with the confirmation of a majority
of both Ho_lses of the Congress, by the Speaker of the House of
Representa_;ives, upon the recommendations of the majority leader
of the House and the minority leader of the House; and

[ (C) 9,shall be appointed, with the confirmation of a majority
of both Houses of the Congress, by the President of the United
States.]

by the Preside% of the Uadted States, by and with the ad_iee and con-
sent of the Se_ate.
IA member appointed under subparagraph (A), (B), or (C) shall
not be affiliated with the same political party as the other member
appointed unde:r such paragraph.] No more than 3 mem_bersof the
Commission appointed under this paragraph may be a/fili_!ed with
the same political party.

$ $ $ $ $ $ $

I-(2) Members of the Commission shall serve for terms of 6 yes;rs,
except that of the members first appointed--

I,(A) one of the members appointed under paragraph (1) (A)
shall .be appointed for a term ending on the April 30 fir_ occur-
ring more than 6 months after the date on which he is appointed;
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rI B ,;[(B) one of ¢he members _ppointed under paragraph_ ') f''"
shall be s;ppointed for a term ending 1 year after the Ap:i_ 30 m::L
which.the term of the :member J_ferred to in subparagraph iA) o:!
thisl)aragmph_ ends;

[(C) one of the rnembem appointed under paragraph. L) (C',
shall be appointed for a terra ending 2 yearn thereafter;

r(D) one of the members s;ppointed under paragraph ,',.,) (A ?
shall be appointted for _._term ending 3 ytmrs thereafter;

_(E) one of the members appointed un.der paragraph, i::) (B'_
shall be appointed for a term ending 4 yea.rs thereafter; :_,JL!:.d

£(F) one of *he mem_bers appointed under paragr&ph I t) (C i
slmll be appointed for a terra end lng 5 years thereafter.

,Am individual _pp0dnted tc fill a v:_cancy (¢eurring other _haJ:_ by 'the
expiration of a terra of office shall be app_)inted only for the m:_ xph:ed
l_rm of t/he member he suc_'>eeds.Ar_y vacancy occurring in t:,1i:,_mem-
bership of the Commissica_ shall N_ filled in the same man:H,__' as :itl
l_laecase of the original sppointment_]

2 A Membe',s o t)_ _omw_.sio_ shall sem,e for of 3( ) ( ) , f ...... , .
years, except that of the mere,bets fir,st appo_v, ted--

(i) one shall{ be appo_inteo! .for a term o)tI year;
(ii) one Shall be appointed for a te_ra o/2 year,s;
(iii) one skdl be appointed for a term of 3 years;
(i;v) one shall be appginted t:or a terw o)t 4 years;
(v) one sha,!l be appointed fora tew_ of 5 years; and
(_,i) one sh_,ll be appodnted for a term of 6 years/

a_ designated by t)_e Pres_a¥_.t at tt_e ti_s ,of appointment, ex_:_:_t th._:_;t
of the members first appoi:ated u_,der this subparagraph, _:_, i,_,m,ber
o,Tfiliated with a political :party s?_tll be appointed for a ti_,:_r(_t:hc:t
expires I year after anott_er member a_liat,sd with the sazr_ _i_,_itic,_:,,1
party.

(B) A member of the _7ommias;i_n may serve on the Co._,:i_:,_b_,,&:_.n
after tlu; expiration of 7,,5,_te?w_ ,_;._til his successor has ta2_ :_.o;_5,e
as a member o[, the 6_ommi_sion,,

?(C) An individual appo;nted t6, .?ella ¢_wa_cy_ occurring o_",:",_ ttL,:!:n
by the e_piration of a tem_ o/o_fi,_e shale be appointed "i:
.uraezpired term of the member lie s_teceeds.

(D ) Any .acancy occu._wing in .the me_r_bersT_ipof the Co._'_:,_:,_2/_s_'i_:_n
_,hall be rigged in the sa_,e man_;r as i'_ tJ_e case of the _;_,_?:n,::,.1
appo&_tment.

(3) Members s}mll be chosert on _he basis ,of their maturS_: _ exp_-
'rience_ integrity, impartiM!ity, and good judgment and shall i::_chos¢:n
'Dom among individuals Who, al; the time of _heir appointmerr!, _re not
electext .or appointed officers or employees irt the executive, Ici; :isIati',:_e
or judicial branch of the Gove_mnien/; of the United States. i:'smiSe'_s
of th_ _o_r_mission shall not engage in any other business, _o.,:::_,:;:io_;_,_or
_.rrr_ploy_ent. Any indi_id,_al who .is engag;ing in any other :i,_.si._,s,
,vocation, or employment _::ttke tiv_e suet; _indi,vidual begin,!_ :19ser,'.m
as a member o/the Commission shall terminate or liquidate s'_,_: i_acti.;_-
'_,,'tyno later than I year after beginaing to ser_e as such a mem.ifi_'_'.

£(b) .A political commk, tee may maintain :_ petty cash ln:t::_!,out ,:ff
which it; may make expenditures'not in exce,ks of $100 to anyi person!in connection with a single purchase or trans_tction. A recorr]L :f pet;y
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cash disbursements shall be kept in accordance with requirements
established by the Commission, and such statements and reporl_ there-
of shall be furnished to the Commission as it may require.]

(b) (1) The Commission shall administer, seek to obtain compli-
ance with, and formulate policy with respect to, this Act arat chapter
95 and chapter _ o/the Inte't_gal Revenue Gode o/1§5_. The Comm_-
sion shall have ezclusive primary jurisdiction With respect to ;_he civil
e_/orcement of s_ch provisioq_s.

(£) Nothing in. this ACt shall be const_ued to limit, restrict, or di_minish any znw,stigatory, informational, oversight, supervisory,
disciPlicagry auti_ority or function of the Uo_gress or any co,._raittee
o.f the Gongress ,,_ith respect to elections for Federal office.

(e) A candidate for nomination for election, or for election, to the
office of PresiderLt of the United States may establish one such deposi-
tory in each Stal_, which shall be considered as his campaign dep°si -
tory for such State by his Principal campaign committee and any other
political committee authorized by him to receive contributions or to
make expenditures on his behalf in such State, under rules prescribed
by the Commiss!ion, except that the a_vr_tive vote of _ members of
the Gommission ahall be required in order/or the Gommissio_. l!oestab-
lish guidelines/or compliance with the provisions of this Act or with
chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the [nte_mal Revenue Uode of 1954;, or for
the Uommission to take any action in accordance with paragra:ph (6),
(7), (8), or (10) of section 310(a). The campaign depositor_r of the
candidate of a pohtlcal party for election to the office of Vice ]. l.emdent

of the United States shall be the campaign depository designated by
the candidate of such party for election to the office of Presid_ztt of the
United States.

rowzas OF CO_MXSSION

Szc. 1'311] 310. (a) The Commission has the ]0ower--
(1) to require, by special Or general orcters, any person to

submit in _'riting such reports and answers to questions as the
Commission may prescribe; and such submission strall be made
within such a reasonable period of time and under oath or other-
wise as the Commission may determine;

(2) to administer oaths or affirmations;
(3) to require by subpena, signed by the ch_ir.m_n or the

vice chairman, the attendance and testimony of witmmses and
the production of all documentary evidence relating to t'h,_execu-
tion of its &xties;

(4) in any proceeding or investigation, to order testimony to
be 'taken by deposition before any person who is designated by
the Commission and has the power to administer oaths and, in
such instan(_s, to compel testimony and the production of evi-
dence in the sam e manner as authorized under paragraph (3) of
this subsecti _n;

(5) to pay witnesses the same fees and mileage as are paid
in like circumstances in the courts of the United Sta_s;

1'(6) to initiate (through civil proceedings for inj'anctive,
declaratory, or other appropriate relief), defend, or appeal any
civil action in the name of the Commission for the purpose of
enforcing the provisions of this Act, through its general
counsel ;]
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(6) to initiate (through ¢,,_vilactions for inductive, dec&?ator_y
-- o , . s ... i '

or oth_ appro_mia_ tel.nsf) clefend (_n ttas case of any cw'_( ::_ctw_:
b_n_ght udder seetio¢_ 313(a)(9)) or appeal any civi_: uzt_io_l
in the nam_ of the Commission for the purpose of enforci_i,g the
pro 'vzM_s of this Act and chapter 95 and chapter 96 _:_fthe
Inte_al Revenue Code of 1954 through its general coun_,_i!;

(7 to render adwsory opinions under section [313] _;.u:,,
(8 to de_elop _ueh prescribed, forms and to make, ame]::_d,_nd

repeal such rules, pursuant ¢o the provisions of chapter 5 _:,:!!ti_l,_:_
5, United S%ates Code, as am necessary to c_rry out _he prc,,.:ision_!
of this Act a_td chapter 95 a_wl chapter 96 of the Internal i?, ve_,u_:_
Code of 195_;

(9) to formulate general policy with respect to the adrn:ii::isl!]?a
tion of this Act [and sections 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 6:Li, b16,
and 617 of title 18, United States Code] and chapter _!'5 a_i!:
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954;

to developprescibed forms under section 311(:!.)(1)'

[11] (10) to conduct investigations and 'he,rings exped.!i_:;iously._
to encourage voluntary compliance, and to report apl_ren t:viola.
tions to the appropriate lW_ enforcement authorities.
$ $ * * $ * *

(e) Except as pc'ovided in seci_ion M3 (a) (9), the power of t!;!_,Cpm
_m.ission to initiate civil actions under subsection (a) (6) shaii7 ;Se _h,_
emclusive civil remedy for the enforcement of the provisio.r_!_ :_ t,_ie
Act.

Src. [31'2] 311. The Commission shall transrait reports to t]'_,_iP_s]-
dent of the United States and to each I-louse of the Congress 1:_:.1,_tev
than March 31 of each year. Each such .report shall contain a ,t _!_tai]e¢_!
statement with respect to the activities of the Commission in ca:rTyin_i_;
ont its duties under this title, together with recommendat!i:,:rts :for
mxch legislative or other aclfion as the Commission c',,:_;_sider_;
appropriate.

_wso:av oex_io_:s

Szc. [313] 312. (a) Upon wril;ten request; to the Commissio:n ::,y any
:individual holding Federal office, any candida te for Federal offlic_!:,[!or".]
any political comraittee, or the _vational comxaittee of any i:;,::_li_',ic_:l!l
p,_rty, 'the Commission shall render an advisory opinion, in ':,_iSt.i:a_!:_
within a reasonable time with respect to whether any specill!i_etrans,-
action or activity by such individual, candidate, or political c_'_,.!:__mi:t_te,_
would constitute a violation of this Act [of chapter 95 or ch:[_::,ter 9_11
o:[ the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or of section 608, 610, (:!:1, _'.1_!:,
614, 615_ 616, or 617 of title 18. 'United States Code..] or o[ c)L:i;;._ter95
or chapter 96 of ;;he Inte_al Revenue Code of 195_. No ,,;_,_i!visor:,7
opinion shallbe issued by the Commission or any of its eqi,!,?_la_ees
e_rcept in accordance with the p_'ovisions of. thissection.

[ (b) Notwithstanding any other prov_mon of law, any perl!_;_ix',_it _
r?spect to whom an advisory opinion is rendered under subse_:,:k_on (a)
who acts in good faith in accordance with the provisions and 3 adi:a¢!s
of such advisory opinion shall be presumed to .be in eomplis:l_,.:e with
the provision of this Act, of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the 7 'Ltern_d
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Revenue Code of 1954, or of section 608, 610, 611,613, 614, 61;_,616, or
617 of ,title 18. United States Code, with respect to which such advisory
opinion is rendered.]

(b) (1) Notu,ithstardirog any other provision of law, any person

who relies upo_ any provision or findings of an advisory o!rinion i_accordance witJ_ the provisions of paragraph (_) (A ) aqut' who act_J
in, good faith i_ accordance with the provisions and finding_ of ey,eh
advisory opinion shall not, as a result of any such act, be subject to any
sanction provided by this A_et or by chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the,
Internal Reveni_e Gode of 195_.

(_) (A ) A_y advisory opinion _ut_red by the GorarMss'_m_,er
subsection (a) may be relied upon by (i) any person involved in the
specific transac_,'ionor activity with respect to which such adviso_'y
opinion is ren_red; and (ii) any person invoboed in any specific,
transaction or e_tivity which is similar to the transaction ce activity
with respect to _ohich such advisory opinion is rendered.

(B ) ( i) The _7ovvrMssio_shall, _o later than 30 days after rendering
an advisory opi_ion with respect to a request received under s_bsectio_
(a), transmit to the Uonqress proposed rules or regulations relating
to the transaction or acti_Jity involved if such transaction or c_otivityu'r
not subject to a ay existing rule or regulatio,a prescribed by the Gora..
mission. In any such ease in which the Commission receives ,more that,,
one request for en advisory opinion involving the same or similar trans..
actions or activities, the U_mmission may not render more i_ha_one
advisory opinia_ relating to'the transactions or activities in,vobved.

(ii) Any rul._, or reuulation prescribed by the Gommissi¢_ under
this subparagraph shall be eubject to the provisions of section,,315 (c),.

$ $ $ $ $ $ $

[ENFORCEMENT

[[SEC. 314. (a) (1) (A) Any person who believes a violatio_ of this
Act or of section 608, 610_ 611, 613, 614, 615_ 616, or 617 of title 18,,
United States Code, has occurred, may file a complaint with the
Commission.

F(B) In any case in which the Clerk of the House of Representa-
tives or the Secretary of the Senate (who receive reports and state-
ments as custo,/lian for the Commission) has reason to believe a
violation of this Act or _ction 608,610, 611,613,614, 615, 616, or 617 of
title 18, United ;_tates Code, has occurred, he shall refer such apparent
violation to th e Commission.

[[(2) The Commission, upon receiving any complaint under para-
graph (1)(A), or a referral under paragraph (1)(B), or iif it h_
reason to believe that any person has committed a violation of any
such provision, shall notify the person involved of such apparent
violation and shall--

[[(A) report such apparent violation to the Attorney General;
or

[[(B) make an investigation of such apparent violatJion.[[(3) Any inw_stigation under paragraph (2) (B) shall be (_nducted
expeditiously arid shall include an investigation of reports and state-
ments filed by any complainant under this title, if SuCh comphdnant is
a candidate. Any notification or investigation made under paragraph
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(R) shall not bemade public by the Comm]_fion or by any otl!:_:,_,)er
son without the written consent of the person reeeivin_ such ,_:_.,::,_ifica,.
tion or the .person with respect to whom such investigation i._,made_

[(4) The Commission shall, at, the reque_ of any pets,Il,':: who
re.eeives notice of an apparent violation unde.r paragraph (2), _:_._,:mduct.
a :hearing with resp,mt to such apparent violati!ma.

[(5) If the Commission deteln_nines, after investieation, th[:r,_:,ther_!_
!isreason 'to believe that any person has engaged, or is about t_J,_.:agag_
in any acts or prac_dces which constitute or will constitute a vi _,latior
,M!this Act. it may endeavor to correct such violation by ]:r?!'or:mail
methods of conference, comfiliation, and persuasion. If the C._:inmis-
sion fails to correct the violatic,n through informal methods_: _;raad;_
iinstitut_ a civil aet},on for relief, including a permanent or teml[:,orarj_
im_junction, restraining order, or any other ap,)ror_riate orde:l? !n th.r:
district court of the United Stat,es for the district in which th_ ::_ersor
I_gainst whom such action _s brought is found, resides, or t,r_nsacts
business. Upon a proper showing that _ch ]perSOn has engalr'_l or is
about to engage in such acts or practices, the court shall _ram _Lper..
manent or temporary injunction, :restraining order, or othe_r_ ,luster.

1[(6) The Commission slml! refer apparent violations to tho t_,ppro-
priate law enforcement aut_horities to the extent that violatii::_ns o:f
provisions of chapter 29 of title 18, United States Code, are i:m_['_,:}lvedL
or if the Commission is unable to correct ap.l_arent violation_ ,:mrthis
Act under the authority given it by paragraph (5), or if the C,::_:lnmis.,
sion determines that any such referi_l is appropriate.

[(7) Whenever in the judgment of the Coramission, after a_:l:i:,rdi:a¢
due notic_ and an opportunity for a hearing, any oerson has ..?:_!_at,_ed
or is about to enffage in any acts or 'practices which constitute ,,¢_-wi[]l
constitute a violation of any provis_on of this Act or of sect:i_:::lt608.,
610, 611, 613, 614. 615, 616, or 617 of title 18. lYnited States Co_':l,_,_upcm
request by the Commissio_ the A_btorney G-eneml on behalf' ::,f th{!,
United States shall institute a cJ.vil action per relief, ineludinl;!: t_per-.
manent or temporary, iniunetion, restraining order, or an-,;.' other
ar}propriate order 'in the district c,m_rt of the United States' t!::,r the
district in which the person is found, resides, or transacts b r,__iness,.
Upon a prol)er showing that such person has engaged or is Ek>_::,u_;to,
engage in such acts or practices, a permanent or temr)orary, ini'_._:_..::ti,rm.
_*estraining order, or other' order shall be granted without l[:_,_::rtdby
such court.

[(8) In any action brought under paragraph (5) or (7) of lib iq suLb..
s_etion, subpenas for witne_ses who are reouired to attend a l:'niteti[
States district court ma.v run into any other district.

[(9) Any party aggrieved by an. order granted under pa:r'at;_r_ur)]b
(b) or (7) of this subseeti, on mar, at any ti:me within 60 da'y:,_M_ter
i;]h_date of entry, thereof, file a 1oe,tit_on with the United States ;:'.c'm_o]!
appeals for the circuit in which such order was issued for j_i..Iici!ali
review of such order.

[(10) The judgment of l:he court, of appeals affirming or :_._,ttiiag
aside, in whole or in part, any such order of the district court _!(.t_._1][b_
final, subieet to review by the Supreme Cort_ of the United." ,:'._f_[teJ
ul)on certiorari or certification as provided in _,_ction 1254 of i!:i:le ,q8
United States Code.
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£ (11) Any action brought under this subsection shall be advanced
on the docket of the court in which filed, and put ahead of _dl other
actions (other than other actions brought under this sub_ction or
under section 315).

[ (b) In any case in which the Commission refersan apparent viola-
tion to the Attorney General, the Attorney General shall respond by
report to the Commission with respect to any action taken by the
Attorney General regarding such apparent violation. Each report shall
be transmitted no later than 60 days after the date the Commission
refers any apparent violation, and at the close of every 30-day period
thereafter until there is final disposition of such apparent _iolation.
The Commission may from time to time prepare and publish reports
on the status of such referrals.]

ENFORCfEMENT

Sro. 313. (a) (1) Any person who believes a violation of _his Act
or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Co&, _f 1954,
has occurred may file a complaint with the Commission. SUch com-
plaint shall be in writing, shall be signed and sworn to by t)_: person
filing such complaint, and shall be notarized. Any person filing such
a complaint shall be subject to the provisions of section 106'1 of title
18, United States Code. The Commission rrvaynot conduct any investi-
gation under this section, or take any other action under this section,
solely on the basis of a complaint of a person whose identity is not
disclosed to the Commission. Notwithstanding any other provision of
this Act, the Commission shall not have the authority to info,ire into
or investiqate the utilization or. activities of any staff employee of any
person ho'lding Federal office w_thout first consulting with s_h person
holding Federal o]_ce. An affidavit given by the person holdi,_g Fed-
eral office that such staff employee is perfovrr_ing his. regularly' e_signed
duties shall be a complete bar to any further inquiry or inves_igatio_
of the matter iwvolved.

(_) The Commission, if it has reasonable cause to belie_,e that a_y
person has committed a violation of this Act or of chapter g5 or chal_ter
96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, shall notify the p,e.,son in-
volved of such apparent violation and shall make an iwvestig,_tion of
such _oTation in accordance with the provisions of this sectior_._

(3) (A ) Any investigation under paragraph (2) shall be c_nducted
expeditiously and shall include an investigation, conducted in accord-
ance with the provisions of this section, of reports and stateme.ats filed
by any complainant uzuter this title, if such complainant is a
candidate.

(B) Any notification or i_vestigation made under paragf,raph (_)
shall not be made public, by the Commission or by any other person
without the written consent of the person receiving s_wh no.t_fication
or the person with respect to whom such investigation is made.

(4) The Commission shall, at the request of any person wTu_ ,eceives
notice of an apparent violation under paragraph (_), afford s_h per-
son a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate that no action, _hall be
taken against such person by the Commission under this Act. _

(5) (A ) If the Commission determi_ that there is reasonable cause
to believe that any person has committed or is about to comm_it a viola-
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g_,_nof t)_is Act o_rof cl_p_ r 95 or c?_pter 96 of the Internal ,!_!,ve_m_,
(7ode o.;?295_, the Uorw_is&_n sJ_i! _ruzleeew'm_tendeavor/or ,! _e:n_&,_
oy' not less tl_n $0 days 1':_correct or prevent such vio_ztiof 'Sy in.
i_,',_z_w_methods o/ c_nfere_:,we, conc._iation, and persuasion._ , ,r_d ti:,
_._,,2er_,_to a concil_,_&o,_ a:¢_ree_nt _untt_ttu, j_erson i_volve_'.? '_xcep_
i:_li_t_if t)[e Uo_rrds_ion ha,,: "easc,nabge cause: to believe that-

(i) any peri,on has ;_ai_e,t to file a report required to ! _,filed
uruier section 30_(a) (.:) (6 _) for the calendar quarter o';',,,v.r_i_,i_,i!t
irmraediately before t_ date of o:,genera2 election;

(ii) any l:_r,_o_ has ?aig_o! to/i_le a report required to b,__!_ea.tno
later than 10 days befo,_.ean elec&2m; or'

(iii) on the baai, of c:,corn,plaint filed less than _ days i!;,.::':v_or,'_
thx_n JO days before a_ ::lection_. ,:_.nyperson has comonitted :_D_,o_:,.
inb_ a/ad willful violati_m o): th,¢_Act c,/ ci_apter 95 or ct,!_;.:ter 5;._?
of th_:[nter_al Reven_-: Coo!e o/195_;

:t?i_e(Tc_m_issio_n,sh_l zroalceevery effort, for a period of not i_:_._ _lt,_(v_
,_5_r_-.)_a2fthe numb.s( of da,/s between the dx_te upon which l:;!_ 6"om.
missien, deterrr_ines there is _ea_mabJe cause _o believe such a .'.i_i :lat:_o.:,,
._ occurwed and the date ;,f the election involved, to co(reef :r :pre::-
vent _uc,_, violatior,_ by infc:rmcd rn_:_hods o/e.onferenee_ cor_,_.!,.ia_i.o_,;!_
a'.5¢dpe,r's_,asio_, a,_d to ent,,x iz;to o'.co_i[id,,tion agreerment .:t,:_:5?, ;!_,_.._,
,,_,,ersoninvobved. A concilia_ion ag_,eerr_emt,unless violated, s,i:.!,:.:lc,_:t.-
,,_titute a covtplete bar to a.,,_y.f,,_rth,_'racti,_ by the Uommbi_!__,n..izt..

,,:,}l,udi_9_;¢he bvingi_,g of a civil proceeding _'_r_gersubparagra;_ _, (B).(B) [f the Uor_/rr_ission is u_ruzbleto c-om_ector Freven-t _:ii;_!, _luc,;_
vio_at&m by s_ch infovma_ methods, the Uom,mission nuzy, if t!.i'._ 6"c,,n.
?_ni:salzmdeterqnines there _:_probable cause to believe that a _!,',,_aiti'o.:_.,
?,!.asoc_vrwed or is about ;!!_:,occur, ir_titut':e a civil action fv,..' rel_;e/_
_;.ncludi_aga perrr_a_te.*_toz' t._:;v,pora_%, injunction., restraining ,o,,:_e_5o''_
,_ty other apFropriate ord'e 5 irwlud':_ng a civil penalty which ,_i :.es _,o_
._;eceed the .(treater of $5_00(i or an a_ount e_'_zl to the arnou_'i,i:,_f arq!
,c_:mt_ib_'tio_.or exper_ditu,r_ involv,ed in s_¢h_ violation, in th.,! _!_q;c.t
,¢_:_rto f ;the United States/or tk_ district i;g w.hich the persori_ : :Tai:msJ
wh,om _h action is '' 'bro%7_,t is fot_,nd, reside_% ,ye transacts ..'._.,__z_ws,,i.

(U) [n any civig' action instituted by t,_ Comor_ission un_?:_, sub-
?aragr,_ph (B)_ the court _i'h_l grant a pe_,rm_ent or temp6'. __r3,'ir_.-
j,mcti_r,., restraink_g order, or othe,r_order_ including a civii!: :i.sn.alt:'!!
which does not exceed the .greater _, $5,000 or an am4ntnt eq,!:._:_ilto, :th._;
,_[_r_ount_of any coni_ribution or e_penditure i_volved in _h _:'i: :at:im,'l,
,',qoo_,a p_oper st_6_:ing th:._t tt_ _;'.rson i,avolved has engat;i',:,i:' _.;q'.ii:_
,_[bout to engage ,in a viola:_on of t)[_isAct or of chapter 95 ov :, [apte ,_
;96of th_ Internal t57even,,,e(:rodeof .L95_.

(D) [f the C(rramission lete_wvines that there is probable _:'_'e _,:_
5elieve that a knowing and: willful violation s_,_bject to and a,_,ie'/iS_,::g
'i,i,,section. 3_8 hx_ occu.rwed ,yr.i_. about to oc(_r, it may refer _i_._._h '_F'
parent vi_olation to the A rte.?ney Ge_:_eralof the United State, ,, _thou;_
,r'egard to any limitation se _ /orti_ i_ .subpam$maph (A ).

(6) (A) _Tf the _fforromia_.ior_beach.yes tt_t there is clear u,_i'_ o,_i!,-
,,:Owing _oof that a kn_cing aru_ willful _olation of th_!i :[c;_ o.:·
_:ff,_pter95 or chaj_.ter 96 of the h, ter_al Revenue Uode of :!.I:',;_, i'_a.:_
&,en com,mztted, any conc_,,_atzon ag_,'eemen;_ontered znto by t_,,,_Com,._

_n?sioq_ ,_&nderpawaFraph (:!;) (A) _r_ty i,wlude a regu,ireme_ ;:,_at i,*,5,,
;ve_son involved in _ch eo_,c'giati_, agree(tarot stw2l pay a eivii! _ magt?
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which shall not exeeed the greater of (i) $104500; or (ii) ara,_nount
e_ual to _20 percent o]' the a_rbount of any eontriby2io_ or ewper_giture
i_vvolved in s_wh violation.

(B) If the Uorn_ission believes that a violation of this Act or of
chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Gode of 195_ has bee/a
committed, a conciliation agreement entered into by the Oorramdssiog
under paragraph (5) (A) may inch_cle a requirement that the _rso_
involved in such eo_g2!iation agreement shall pay a civil penalty .which

does not exceed the greater of(i) $54900; or (ii) an amount _:qual tothe amoum_ of the co_atrib_t_ or expenditure involved in such
violatio_

(U) The Gomsnlssion shall make available to the public (_,;) the
results of any conciliation attempt, including aroy eonciliatio_ ,_gree-
ment entered into by the Uyrr_issio_; and (ii) any detevrrdnati_ by
the Comsrdssion that go violatie_ of the Aet or of chapter95 or ciu_Pter
96 of the Internal Reveeue Code of 1954, has occurred.

(7) In any civil action for rei_ief instituted by the Uomrrdssio_ under
paragraph (5), if the co_rt defi_vrrdnes°_that the Uomxo_ has estab-
lished though clear and convi_wing proof that the person iwoobved in
such civil action has committed a knowing and willful violation, of this

Act or of chapter 95 ,ye chapt_'r 96 of the Internal Revenue (7_te of
195_, the court may ira.pose a cioil penalty of not more them the $r,eater
of (A ) $10,600,' or (B) an azro_ efual to _00 percent of the eont_-
bution or expenditure involved in such violation. I_ any case in .which
such person has entered into a conciliation agreement with the Gore.

mission uzuter paragraph (5) (A.), the Uom_issio_a may institute _ civilaction for relief uouter paragraph (5) if it believes that such person
has violated a_y provision of such condliation agreement. In o_i;er for
the Uommission to obtain relh_f in any such civil action, it shall be
isu_cient for the Uomn_ission to establish that such person has vk,lated,
n whole or in part, any requirement of such conciliation agreement.

(8) In any action brought u_der paragraph (5) or pa_gra?:g (7),

subpenaa for witnesses who are refuired to attend a United Sta_es dis-trier court may run i_o any other district.
(9) (A ) Any party aggrieved by an order of the _ommdss,:on dis-

missing a complaint filed by such party under paragraph (1), o_' by a
failure on the. t oti the Uo_nvission to. act on..such complaint in
aeeordarwe w_t_t_ p,'o '_*_4xmsof this seet_ wtthin 90 days after the
filing of s_ch complaint, may file a petition with the United' ,grates
District _o_rt for the District of Uolumbia.

(B) The filing of any petition under subparagraph (A) st_ll be

. (i) in the ease of the di_rmissal of a complaint by the U.o_ds.
swn, no later than 60 days after such dism_d; or

(ii) in the case of a fail_re on the part o_ the Uomm_sia_ to act
on such eorroplaint, no later than 60 days after the 90-day period
specified in subparagraph (A )..

( _) In any Fraceeding under this paragraph the ¢ou_t mag declare
that the disn_issal of the corr_p_aint or the action, or the fail/are _o act,
is contrary to law a,ut: may. direct the Uomxngssio_ to proveed i_ eor_
forrrdty _ith such declaration :within 30 days, failing which t]_. ¢or__
plainant may bring in his own _ a civil action to _medy the
violation involved in the original complaint.
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(10) The ]udg_r_t oft,heditrtr'ic_¢ourtmay be appealed t,,:,_;'_ ¢m,_r_o/appealsandthe judgrnegtof t_,_ecourtof'appealsa-ff/vrm:,_,;or s,?,t-
tirul aside_i_ who,_ or i_ ;w_, _y such order of the district c_:_,,rt _h_t:dl
be ritual, subject to review by' the Supreme t7ou_t of the U_i_!!e:_Si_a,:_!:es
upon eertiora_ or certification as provided i_, section 1254 4';,? _itl.e 28,
United States Uede.

(11) Any ewti_z,_brought u,_tev t:_is s_bsect_ion shall be ad?__:,x_ed ,_n
the docket of the court in which, filed, and _t .ahead of all oth, _acl_ns
(other than other' action, brough_ _aouter this subsection or ',_ der sec-
tion 314).

(12) I/ the U_n_n,isiso_n detevr_/i_s a_er _m in_est'watio_,_. _at a:W
person has _iol_ed an _.der of __hecourt e_tered i_t a _:_?",,cee.di,_g
brought! U/halerparagraph (5) it mag petit"ion the cOUrt for o'_:,rr_Lzrto
adjudicate such person in ei_,_ilo_n_empt, e_c,ept that if it bali ,z_oeat':he
violation to be knowing _.d w_d,ful it r_._ petition the c;_rt );or
an order to adjudicate suc_ joe_o_, in ¢_4/mi.n_l contempt.

(b ) In a_y case in which tih_ U_mYrnissim__.efers a_ appar,? :t ,_ioi:a-
tion to the Attorney Gestural, the Attorney tTer_eral shall re._i_a_d by
report to the Oorro_issio_ .with,.,es_eet to a_?/ a_tion take_ by :!5i!_,A ttc_-

ney Ge_eral regardin.q _h apparent _ieie_i_. Each fetal";!', _all be
transmitted no later titan 60 d_;ys after the date the Uom/trds_i,:i_,a. 5.ef,_.rs
any apparent _io]_tion, a_ at the close of e_ery 30-day pe_,'.i_::t t)_?e-
after _o_til there is final disposit'_m of s_,h apparent _iol,,:_:?:_n. The
Uorn_rdsison ma?/frorro time to ti_.e prepare and publish rep,?:': _ em _the
statu_ of each referrals.

(¢) A_y member of t:_e Uo_rnma,sion, any em.plo_/ee of :.l._eUo,:n_
mission, or any other pers.:m. _oho _iolates t.he 7yr_visio_s of !t_i;5secti,._
(a) (3)(B) shall be fined _,ot _ms,.oetha_,,.$2,000. Any suc]_ .:_envb,_r,
employee, or otk_,r perso_ _ho k_owingly and willfully _ii_:_:zte_,_i!he
provisiems of subsection (a)113)(B) s]_i_ be fi_ed not z.i_ _e than
$5,000.

a_m):mxar, r_vr_w

S_c. [315] 314_ (a) The Coramission, the national commit:'t _:,,_of a ay
political party, or any individ.ual eligible l_ vote in any elect!i _:, for t:he
office of President of the United States may institute sucI: ac,tic,ns
in the appropriate district, court of the United States, i::cludi:ag
actions for declaratory judgqnent, as may 'be appropriate t_:_.:mmt_:ue
the constitutionality of any _orovision of this _Act or of sectic.::' !;08, _;5[0,
611, 613, 614, 615, 616, or 617 o:f title 18. United States 1!5,Je. The
district court immediately shsJl certify all ouestions of cons_ ituti,_n -
ality of this Act or of section 608, 610. 611. ,glg, 614. 615. 6!i_;, or _[Id7
of title 18, Unitecl States Code k_ the Urtited States court _:,_appends
for the circuit involved, which Shall hear _the matter sittin,;! ,,n tmnc.

(b) Notwithstanding any ol_her provisions of law, any &!,_:sion on
a matter certified under subsection (al shs,ll be reviewable b a;m_ml
directly' to the Sur_reme Court of the United States. Such ar, <,al sh:_ll
be brought no later than 20 days after 'flutedecision of th.,!! :_ou:ct of
appeals.

(c) It shall be the duty of the court of a nl)eals and of th,_: !.u_re!ine
Court of the United States to e_dv_nce on tke docket and to e:?_:edit_ to
the greatest oossible ex_nt the disposition of any matte_: _ertifled
under subsection (a).
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DUTIES

Sync.[3161 315. (a) It shall be the duty of the Commission--
(1) to develop and furnish to the person required by the pro-

visions of this Act prescribed forms for the making of the reports
and statements required to be filed with it under this title :;

(2) to prepare, publish, and furnish to the person required to
file such reports and statements a manual setting forth recom.
mended uniform methods, of bookkeeping and reporting;

(3) to develop a filing., coding, and cross-indexing systom con-
sonant wish the purposes, of this title;

(4) to make the reports and statements filed with it available
for public inspection and copying, commencing as soon es prac-
ticable but not later than the end of the second day following the
day during Which it was received, and to permit copying of any
such report or statement by hand or by duplicating mac]fine, as
requested by any person, _.t the expense of such person: ]: r_ided,
That any information copied from such reports and statements
shall not be soht or utilized by any person for the purpose of
soliciting contributions or for any commercial purpose;

(5) to preserw_ such reports and statements for a period of ten
years from date of receipt, except that reports and st_.tements
relating solely to candidaSes for the House of Representatives shall
be preserved for ,only five years from the date of receipt;

(6) to compile and maintain a cumulative index of reports and
statements filed 'with it, which shall be published in the Federal
Register at regular intervals and which shall be available for
purchase directly or by mail for a reasonable price, and to compile
and maintain a separate cumulative index of reports a_ut st_te-
mentz filed with it by political committees supporting _r_re tt_an
one candidate, which shall include a listing of the date of th_
registration of any such political committee and the date upon
which any such political ¢'om/mitteequalifies to mo_keexpend__itures
under section 3_O(a) (_), and which shall be revised on tJ_esa_r_
basis and at the same time as the other cumulative indices re.

quired under thi_I paragraph;(7) to preparE, and publish from time to time special reports
listing those candidates for whom reports were filed as required
by this title and those candidates for whom such reports were not
filed as so required;

(8) to make from Sime to time audits and field investigations
with respect to reports and statements filed under the provisions
of this title, and with respect to alleged failu res to file any report
or statement required under the provisions of this title, and to
iVe p_yrity to auditing and field investigating the verification
r, and the receipt and use of, any payments received by a' candi-

ate under chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 195_;
$ $ $ $ $ $ $

(c) (1) The Commission, before prescribing any rule or regula-
tion under this section or u_der section 3lB(b) (g) (B), shall transmit
a statement with resoect to such rule or regulation to the Senate or
to the ttouse of Representatives, as the case may be, in acoordanco
with the provisions of this su[_section. Such statement shall set forth
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tflm proposed rule or regulation and shall contain a detailed _':_t:plana-
tion and justification of such rule or regulation.

(2) If the appropriate body of the Congress which receivei_!, state-
merit from the Commission :under this sub_ction does not, tS.rough
appropriate action, disapprove, in whole or in part, the prop,:',,:_ rul[e

r regulation set forth in su('.h statement no later than 80 legislative
ays after receipt of such statement, then the Commission n:iL:_Lypre-

.,_ribe such rule or regulation In the ca_ ,0f any rule or rE't:,,alation

proposed to deal with reports or statements requi_ed to be fil_i:,kund,lyt]his title by a candidate for the office of President of the Unite.d States,
and by ]political committees supporting such a candidate b,:_th the
8enate and the House of Representatives shall have the power to dis-
approve such proposed rule or regulatiom WheneqJer a com_n,!'.ttee t_f
the House of RepresentaSves reports any _esolution relatin_y to any
_h _'uge or regulation, it: is at any time thereafter in ord,:r' (e.ve_a
t,h_ugh a previous motion to th_ same effect has been disa.qreetil to) _Io
_,ove to proceed to the consideration of t_,e resolution. The v!,..;,ti_.a_s
highly privileged and is not debatable. An amendment to th,!!':_ot:ion
is not in order_ ar_t it is not in order to move to reconsider th_!_vote _y
which the motion is agreed to _rrdisagreed to. The Commiss:icn raay
not prescribe any rule or regulation which :isdisapproved u:::mderIt&is
paragraph.

$ $ ,$, , * $

(e) In any proceeding, i_w_'uding any egz,il or criminal e'_.fa,e.'_,-
_J_ent proceeding against any person charged with violating .,".:_:?.yIm;,-
vision of this Act or of cha_ter 9,6 or ehapter .96 of th,e Inter_,:_.i:Rev,s-
_.ue Code of 195_, no rule, regulation, gm_eline, advisory _;;oinia_h
opinion of counsel or any other pronouncement by the Ctrrr_r_:.ii_io,_.tier
'by any _r_ember, o_cer, or employee thereof (other than an:!.,,._ule _;_r
regulatio_ of the Commission,, which takes effect under subsec;!li:,:.n (c))
shall be used against any person, either as h_z_ing the forc._! ,:_f_:aw,
a, creating any pq'es_rr_ption of violation or of tmiminal i_te.;,_,, o_, _'_s
admissible in eqfidence against _uch person., or in any othe,r ,?v2naer
whatsoever.

ESTATEMENTS 1,'ILED IVITH STATE OFFICEI_

_SEc. 817. (a) A copy of each statemer_t required to be filed '_,ith the
Commission 'by this title shall be filed with the Secretary ,:_:1_ State
(or, if there is no office of Se(:retary of State, the equivale,:_l: State
officer} of the appropria_ State. For purposes of this subse¢;!on, tl_e
term "armror)riate State" means.--

£(1) for reports mlat!im,_ to expenditures and contrlb'w:ion:s !inconnection wi_h the campaign for nomination for election_i ,)r elei:-
tion., of a candidate to the office of President or Vice Pres[_tent of

the United States. each State in which an expenditure is :_._tadeby
him or on his behalf, and

£(9) for reoorts relatimt to exr)enditures and contribu_:;ions !in
connection witch the camr)aign for nomination fo r eleetio:n _,,)r elec-
tion. of a candidate to fl_e office of Senator or Renresent:a.I;ive in,
or Delegate or Resident: Commissioner to. the Congress of the
United States, the State in which he seeks election.
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si(b) It sh.all be the duty of the Secretary of State, or the equivalent
tate officer, under subsection (a)--

[(1) to receive and maintain in an orderly manner ali1reports
and statements required by this title to be filed with him;

[(2) to preserve such reports and statements for a period of ten
years from date of receipt, except that reports .and statements
relating solely to candidates for the House of Representatives
shall be preserw_d for only five years from the date of receipt;

[ (3) to make the reports and statement filed with him available
for public inspection and copying during regular office hours,
commencing as soon as practicable but not later than the end of
the day during 'which it was received, and to permit copying of
any such report .or statenlent by hand or by duplicating machine.
requested by any person, at the expense of such person; and

[(4) to compile and maintain a current list of all statements or
parts of statements pertaining to each candidate.]

FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATION OF CAMPAIGN AUTHORITY

SEc. 316. No pers6vn, being a candidate for Federal office or an em-
ployee or agent of s_h a candidate shall--

(1) fraudulently r_isrprese_t himself or any commibt:eeor or-
ganization u_der his control as speaking or .w_iting or otherwise
acting for or on behalf of any other candidate or politkal party or
employee or agent thereof on a matter which is damaging to such
other candidate or political party or employee or agent thereof; or

(2) participate in or conspire to participate in a_y pla% scheme,
or design to violate paragraph (1).

USE OF CONTRIBUTED AMOUNTS FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES

SEC. [318] 317. Amounts received by a candidate as contributions
that are m excess of any amount necessary to defray his expenditures,

and any other amounts contributed to an individual for the p_arpose ofsupporting his activities as a holder of Federal office, may b,. used by
such candidate or individual, as the case may be, to defray any ordi-
nary and necessary expenses incurred by him in connection with his
duties as a holder of Federal office, may be contributed by him to any
organization describe_l in section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954, as may be used for any other lawful purpose. To tine extent
any such contribution, amount contributed, or expenditure thereof is
not otherwise required to be disclosed under the provisions of this title,
such contribution, amount contributed, or expenditure shall be fully
disclosed in accordance with rules promulgated by the Commission.
The Commission is authorized to prescribe such rules as may be neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of this section.

PROHIBITION OF FRANKED SOLICITATIONS

SEC.[319] 318. No Senator, Representative, Resident Commissioner,
or Delegate shall make any _)licitations of funds by a mailing under
the frank under section 8210 of title 39, United States Code.
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AI_THORIZATIOi_' OF APPROPRIATIONS

SEc. [320] 319. There are authorized to be appropriated to t,il:_Corn
_ssion-for-the purpose of carrying out its function under t;l_:? Act,
and under chapters 95 and 96 of the Internal Revenue Code c(i: 1954,
not to exceed $5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1111'_5,,

rPENALTY FO_ VIOLATION8

I'Slm. 321. (a) Arty person who violates any of the provisiom!_ 'ff tlhL_
title shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not mc_rt!_than
one year, or both.

iE(b) In case of any convielfi(m under this title, where the it;anist:tra{.nt inflicted does not include imprisonment, such conviction :_;i::tallb[_
deemed a misdemeanor conviction only.]

I;IMITATION_g ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES

,Sr¢. 3_0. (a) (1) Except as o_her_wise pro?ded by paragra?_;!_ 1'_'1_
a,nd (3), no per,?? shall make co_,tributior_ t,oan ca/ndid e
spect to any electwn for Federal o_ce whwh_ ,_ t_ aggregate. ,:xceed
_t4_O0, or to any t_litical committee in any calendar year w.;!!_,;'hex-
ce_, in the aggregate, $14900.

(B) N ° political com/mittee (other than a principal ca_pal.7_,_l corr_,_
mlttee ) shall make contributions to (A ) any candidate with re_!_2ectto
a, W election for Federal o_ee which_ in the, aggregate, exceed _5,000 /'
0% (B) to any political coramittee in any eale_lar year Whicii_ ._;nthe
aggregate, exceed $54900. Uontributions by the national commrk!tee of
a.political party se,ring as the lO_gncipal campaign committee o ? g can
autate for the o_ce of President of the Un, ted States shall no !___cee8

the limitation imposed by the preceding sente_we with respec_'_ ,o an_,_
other candidat e for Federal o_¢e. For purposes of this p_ragr,:_}_.h,t,t_!_
t_w_ 'political com/mittee_ means an organization registered as _:?,:i_oliti
cai corn,_ttee under section 303 _tor a pemod of not less than 6 :_?iontT_!_
which has receivod contm_utior_, fro_r_ more than 50 persons ,'.i_,_id,ear.
cept for any State political _>art_/oraanization, has made contri',5._ti_
to 5 or more candidates for Federal o_¢e. For p_rposes of _ i!ilmita.,
tiv_s _r_ovid_.d.by paragraph (1) a_d this paragraph, all contri')__,_tioms_
m_te b_ political committees established or financed or maintai:_d o__,
c_atrolled by any ¢orporatio_ labor organization, or any other ;vers_..
i,.rwluding any parent, subsidia, m_', branch, di_ '_ion, department,i!!,or ko
cai unit of such corporation, labor o_oanizati_n, or an_ other :vers_,
or by any grou_ of such person,,, shall be conquered to ha_e be.!!_t_,made:
by a sinqle political eorn,rdttee, ex_t t_at (A ) _thino in this ,_._:,'_tenc,?,
st_21 limit trans.fe_s between politiaal committees o._ furmt.!l ,,aised
through .ioint f_t,utraisino efforts; a_d (B) for _urr_ose._of t_,,_/:_ita-

tick,s provided by p_ractravh (1) a_d this _araaravh. all ¢ontri i__ti_?__urde by a si_q.k _oBtic_ _ommittee established or fi_anced t_,,:i,, ma_m_,.
talncd or eontrolld bzt a nati_rm_ errm.¢n_itteeo_ a _olit_al p,v,_,i,_ta_

* i J · ]by a Mo,ale _olit_rd eomm,,ttee established or _na_eed or mm,_; :a,nca
o_ controlled b,t thn State committee of a _lltleal _art_ sSa_'}!'i._otbe
cm_sidered to have been made by a slnnle rob'tied eomraittee. /n an_,_
circe in which a cmT_'ation arid any. of its subsidiaries, branch,!!,,,:,dj,vi..
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_io_s de_artme_ts- o_ local _its. or a labororganization amdagy of

Zisho_finarmeormaintainorcontrolmovetharaoneseparateseg.re-
gatedf nd,all serratesegregatediunds bet.  ed a?.
gle separate segregateff [.uowlfor p_?oses of the limitatw_s pre--bed
by paragraph .(1) and this parag, rapt_.

(3) No i_lividual shall make contributions aggregating rroo_'ethan
$_5,000 in. any calendar year. For.purposes of this paragraph, amy
contribution made to a candidate _n a year other than the ¢ale_tar
year in which the election is held with respect to which s_ch co_tribu-
t.ion was made is considered to be made during the calendar year in
which such election is held.

(4) For Fuxposes of this subsection-
(A) contributions to a named candidate made to any _?li..Plaal

committee authorized by such candidate to accept contributions
on his behalf shall be considered to be contributions made to such
candidate;

(B).(i) expenditures m?_e by any person in eooperati_m, eo_
sultatwn, or concert_ with_ or at the request of suggestzem cT, a
candidate, his authorized political comm$ittees, or. their agents
shall be Considered to be a contribution to such carutidate ;

(ii) the financing by a_y person of the dissemi_ati_rtq dis-
tribution, or republication:, in whole or in part, of any broadcast
or any written, graphic, or other form of campaign materials
prepared by the candidate, his campaign com/mittees, em their
authorized agents shall be considered to be an ea_penditure _o_'
pu(rposes of this paragraph; and

U) contributions made to or for the benefit of any candidate
norr_ted by a political party for election to the office o! Vice
Prealdent of the United States shall be considered to be eo_-
tribulions made to or for the benefit of the ¢andldate o_ aueh
party for election to the o_ce of President of the United _tates.

(5) The limitations imposed by paragraphe (1) and (_) of this
subsection shall apply separatdy with respect to each election_, e_cept
that all elections held in any calendar year for the o_ce of P?side_t
of the President of the Un:ired States (except a general eleet_ _o_
such o_ee ) shall be considered to be one election.

(6) For purposes of the limitations imposed by.this sectloro, all
contributions made b_ta Person.. either directly or irwlirect .ly,o_ .behal_
of a particular candidate, inelueling contributions _hich are _ amy
way earw_arked or othemoise directed through an interwoediary o_ col-
d, it to such candidate, shall be treated as contributions f_rrr_ suck
person to s_wh candidate. The inte_raedia?y, or corutuit shall _epo_
the oriqi_al source arut the intended recipient of such ooz_z_
to the Uomoroission a_wl to the i_tended _eeipie_t.

(b ) (1) No aarfftida_ for the .office of President of the _Tnited _tat_
who has establishe d his elioibility uouter sect_n 9003 of the I_e_

Revenue Uode of 1955 (relating to ¢orutitio_ for eligibility _o_' _ments) or under sectiem 9033 of the Inte_ Revere Uode ,of
(.eelatiag to eligibility for payments) to receive payments f_'o_ the
Seeretamt of the Treasury or his delegate may make e_pe_ in
e_ess Of---
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(A ) $10_000,000, in the case of a campaign for rw'rai,,,'!,,:_!5ion.f,_

election to such office, except the aggregate of expenditu_ _ u_xiler
this subparagraph in any one State shall not exceed iiwice :t_,_e
greater of 8 cents vwdtipl_d by the vo_i_g age populat_',o _ of _;_e
State (as certified under subsection (e) ), or $100,000; _':,'i'_

(B) $20.000t000 in _he case of a cam,paign for electiz,,;,t to ,!_u_oh
off_e.

(2) For purposes of this subsection--
(A ) experdztures ,maxte by or on beto_l.f of any candid ...._ _o_,i -

r_ated by a political party for election to the office of Vice J_:_"esident
of the United States shall be considered to be expendit't_:i_,:!smade
by or em behalf of the candidate of such party for elect:_c,i'_tc_i_;_e
office of President o/_he UnitedStates; and

(B ) an expenditure is made on behalf of a candidate, _i'_,3ludi'_w
a ca_wlidate for the o_e_e of Vice President, if it is made i!,:!f.....

(i) an autho_qzed oomzrbittee ar any other age,_,i_:of :i_;_
candidate for tl_' p_mposes of making any expendit_xe ; or

(_) any person, authomzed or requested by the ,,,,,_,,,_b_a,Je,
an authorized co,mzn_it_eeof the candidate, or a_ age's, _ of :!_e
candidate, to ma_e the expendiP_re.

(c) (1) At the beginning of each calendar year (comr_.x:_tci_g iq_
1976), az' there become available ,necessary data from the ,_!i_i_veauof
.Labor Statistics of the Department of £ab_yr_ the Secretary _:_ £ai_,or
shall certify to tIie Uommissio_ and publish in the Federai; ?eglsi!ier
the per centum difference between the p_gce index for ti_i_: Pwet!ve
months preceding the beginning of such calendar year and _i_,epr, i'ce
i_adex for the base period. Each limitatiem established by .!_bsection
(b) a_wl subseetio,_ (d) shall be increased by such per cent_,!:,:_di:ffer-
ence. Each amount so ina, eased shall be the amount in effec:!i ?_ors_ich
,calendar year·

(B) For purposes of paragraph (2 )--
(.A) the term "price i_dex" mea_s the a_erage o,oer e:,;_ale_ra_!'ar

year of the Uonswme_* Price Index (all items--United i!:'!_::_tesc_i'ty
average) p_bJished _r_emthly by the B_reau of Labor ,:!i_,_tisti_,::s;
_z_bd

(B ) the term "base pe_god" means calendar year 197_.
(d) (1) zVotwithstandi_,_ any other pro,eision of law with ,i_,:spec_to

b;mitations on expenditures or limitatio_ts on contributio_,t,_i, the ,'_-
tional committee of a political party and a State committee :_f a po-7· · · · _ .

_tical party_ _rwludmgr a_,y subordinate con_mzttee of a Sta_':_ .:omen,it-
tee, may make ex_enditu,res i_ connection _th the ge_err:,,,ileketion
eampaig_g of candidates for Federal office_ subject to the [_!,_itatio,ns
cemtained in para$_raph (2) anxl (3) of this subsection.

(2) The national committee of a political party may not ,_,,:zleea_'ay
expenditure in conneetio_, with the general election campa_',!7'.!of a_ny
candidate for President of :the United States who is a_li_'_i',_:,_dwith
s,uch party which exceeds an ,amoum,tequal ta 2 cents wndtipt;_ie.! by _he
_:oting age poTulation o/ the United States (as certified _,_r_:_er_!,b-
secti_ (e) ). Any expenditure under this paragraph shall bc ,in _!'di-
tion to any expenditure by a _ational comm't_ttee of a _olit_!'e :_l party
serving as the principal ca_,_paign committee of a candida!',_ fen' _!he
,:,ffieeof the President of the United States.

(3) The national committee of a political party, or a _i;_ll,:!te.zo_J_-
zgittee of a political party, i_duding any subordinate corazr!,_?.teeof a
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Rtate committee, may not make any expenditure in connection with
the general election campaign of a candidate for Federal offce in a
State who is affliated with such party which exceeds -

(A ) in the case of a candidate for election to' the offce o/Sen-
ator, or of Representative from a State which is entitled to only
one Representative_ the greater of-

(i) _ cents multiplied by the voting age poFulation of the
State (as certified under subsection (e) ) ; or

(ii) $BO,O00; and
(B) in the case of a ca_oxtidate for election to the offce of Rep-

resentative, Delegate_ or Resident Commissioner in a_y other
State, $104900.

(e) During the first week of January 197B, and every subsequent
year_ the Secretary of Commerce shall certify to the Gommissio_
and publish in the Federal Register an estimate of the voting age
population of the United States, of each State_ and of each con-
gressional district as o/the first day of July next preceding the date
of certification. The te_m "voting age population" means resident
population, 18 years o/age or older.

(f) No candidate or political committee shall knowingly aCcept
any contribution or make any expenditure in violation of the pro-
visions of this section. No offi,cer or employee of a political commit-
tee shall knowingly accept a contribution made for the benefit or use of
a candidate, or knowingly make any expenditure on behalf of a can-
didate, in violation of any limitation imposed on contribut_,'ons and
expenditures under this section.

(g) The Commission shall prescribe rules under which any expend-
iture by a candidate for nomination for election to the office of Presi-
dent for use in _ or more States shall be attributed to such ca_utidate_s
expenditure limitation in each such State, based on the Voting age
population in such State which can reasonably be expected to be in-
fluenced by such expenditure.

¢ONTRIBUTION_ OR E._'PENDITURLr8 BY NATIONAL BANKS, CORPORATION_ OR
LABOR ORGANIZATIONS

SEc. 3B1. (a) It is unlawful for any national bank, or any corpora-

tion organized by authority of, any law of Congress, to make _ contri-bution or expenditure in conn,.etlon with any election to any political
offce, or in connection with any primary election or political conven-
tion or caucus held to select candidates for any political offee_ or for
any corporation whatever, or any labor organizatio_ to make a eon-
tribution or expenditure in con,section with anbr'election at which Presi-
dential and Vice Presidential electors or a Senator or ReFresentative
in, or a Delegate or Resident (7ommissioner to, the Congress are to be
voted for, or in connection with any primary election or political eon-
vention, or caucus he_d to select candidates for any of the foregoing
offices, or for any candidate, political committee, or other person know-
ingly to accept or receive any contribution prohibited by this seetio_
or any officer or any director of any corporation or any national bank_
or any offcer of any labor organization, to consent to any contribution
or expenditure by such corporation, national bank, or labor o,rganiza-
tion_ as the case may be, which is prohibited by this section.
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(b) (1) For tru_poses o.f this section the :,_errr__labor orga..J,;_:zatio_,2
means any organization of any kind, or any agency or emplo:!__e re:l;,-
resentation commil_tee or plan T in which ezr_ployees partici:!:_?_e a_d
which exists for the purpose, in whole or in part? of dealing v:,'.th e_i,i.-
pihgyers concerning g_ieva_ces, labor dispu_tes, wages, rates ,:,f pa!,/,
.hours of employment, or contribl_tio.r_, of work.

(£) For purposes of this section, the ter_rb_contribution or f_:pe_m!;!'-
:t_,,,re_ shall include any direct or indirect payment, distributi,?:i., l_a_%
a_tva.nce, deposit, or gift of _._oney, o_"any sera,ices, or anything;, _:?_x4i,_te
(except a loan of mo_ey by _ nat_ionag or State bank made in ax_'._frdance
with the applicable bankinq laws arid regulations and in the _';,'dina:_y
ctmrse of busi_ss) to any cand_tate, campaign committee, or ii;oliticd
party or organization, in c_nnection with any election to a_'_::!l_of the
officers referred to in this _'_eetion, b,tt shall not':include (A ) c_:;,:,-_m_t_vi'-
cations by a corpo_oation to its stockholders and executive o_?i',,,__rs ,_d
t?_eir families or by a lab(re orga_nization to its members o.',_'_:_their
families (m any subject; (B ) _2o_pa'rtisan registration and gel!. t ._t-t_h,e_-
_)ote campaigns by a corporatio,a aimed at its stockholders x_,!,_,,exec, t.,_-
ti;ye officers and their families; or by a labor organization aims!_:ta_';ii!:s
_,_m,bers and their families; a_ (U) the establishment, ad_,:,_:;nistra-
lion, and solicitation of co_tributions to a separate segre.qate,_:i!?u_ut i!':o
be utilized for polgtical p_,vposes by a corporation or labor o i_._anize-
lion, except that (i) it shall be unlawful .for such a fund to m4:_,;i:!_a co',_'_-
tribution or expenditure bll _ttilizi_,q vwney or anything of v::_.lue8e-
_v_red by physical force, job discrimination, financial repriso'l_, or t:_i_,e
tJ[reat of force, job discriminai_ion, or fina_c'_l reprisal, or' i!::7du_s,
fees, or other moneys required as a condition of membersMp .i,i.i__ labor
organizaticm or as a conditio_ of emvlo_tment, or by mo_e,ts _,:!)rained
i_gany commercial transaction; (ii) it shall lie unlawful for a _:._rpora-
tion or a separate segregated fu_d established b_!a corporatio,'_ _t':,solicit
c,_atributizms from any pets(fa or)[er than its stockholders. ,!;:_eeuti,_,e
,officers, and their families, for an irworporated trade associai!':.,m ora
s;eparate segreqated fund established by an incorporated tr,,:!,i!eosso-
da!ion to solicit c,yatribu_ions :from. any z,erson other than i!,;__ stoc,i_-
3._lders and executive officers of the _rr_embercorporations of s;!!,_b,trade
ossociaticn and the families of ,_uc,[ stockholders and execut.ti'.!..,office:,s
(to the extent that any s,tch solicitation Of such stodaholde_,'.!i ,:[_vdex-
ecutive officers, and their families, has been separately and sj!;,_!!:_ifi:cal'.;!y
dipproved blt the member corporaSon invob,ed, and suah me_,:,',!i,er col
porati_n has not approved a,n,_!such soligitation by more tha¢; _:ne ,roach
trad, e association in any ca_'endar ,_'ear, or for a labor or.qaniz,:lt ion or a
sbparate segregated fund estab_;ished bu a labor oraanizatio_i, _,_,,olldt
contributio_ from any pe_'son other tha.n it!s members and t!i,i!_,_i,rfo_%-
ilies; ('iii) rwtwithstandi;r_g any other law, omv method of _,:_ixSti,_'_g
_,oluntary contributions or of fo_iGtatina the makinq of _oluqi_o_:r,rg.tcon-
tributi, gz[s to a separate seffreqated fund established by a cor :_,?rai_i_:.,n,
permitted to corporations, si_all also be pe_w_itted to labor ._:_'aa_:[iza-
lions; a_ut (iv) any corpo?atio, n which _.til_izes a method of ,_i,;lidti,'_,tg
_._oluntary contrib,_tions or facilitating the maki_7, of _olu4,_i!_:_ryco.n-

labor organizatio_, reFresenting o,_YmemberS working fOr i rt':_' .!_:._._c_':r-
potation.
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(3) for _urposes of this section the ter_ "executive officer" means
an individual employed by a corporation who is paid on a salary
rather than hourly basis and who has policymaking or supervisory
respo_ibilitks.

CONTRIBUTIONS BY GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS

SEC. 322. (a) It shall be unlawful for any person who enters--
(1) into any contract with the United States or any depart-

ment or agency thereof either for the rendition of pe_rs_al serv-
ice or furaishing any _,aterial, supplies, or equipment to the
United States or any departv_ent or agency t)_ereof or for selling
any land or building to the United States or any depawtment or
agency thereof, if pay_aent for the perfo_w_ance of such contract
or payment for such material, supplies, egugpment, land, or build-
ing is to be made in whole or in part from funds appropriated by
the Uongress_ at any time between the commencement of negotia-

tions for and the later of (A) the completion of per.f .ore, neeunder, or (B) the termi_atio_ of negotiatio_ns for, such contract
or furais_ing of material_ supplies, eguipment, land, or buildings,
directly or indirectly makes any contribution of money or other
thing of _alue, or pro_ises expressly or impliedly to make any
such contribution, to any political party, committee, or candidate
for public o]fice or to any person for any political purpose or use;
or

(2) to solicit any suct_ contribution from any such person for
any such purpose during any such period.

(b ) This section does not prohibit or make unlawful the establish-
ment or administration of, or the solicitation of contributions to, any
separate segregated fund by any corporation or labor organization
for the purpose of influencing the nomination for election, or ekctlon,
of any person to Federal o?_gce,unless the provisions of section 321
prohibit or make unlawful the establishment or administration of_ or
the solicitation of contributions to, such fund.

(c) For Furposes of this section, the term "labor organization" has
the meaning given it by section 3_1.

PUBZzCATZONoR mSTR._SUTZONOr POZZTZCAZSTATEMEN'TS

SEc. 323. WheneqJer any person ma_es an expenditure for the puT..
pose of financing any communication expressly advocating the elec-
tion or defeat of a clearly identified candidate through a_y broadcast-
ing station, newspaper, magazine, outdoor advertising facility, direct
mailing, or other similar type of general public political advertising.,
such communicatio_--

(1) if autho_zed by a candidate, his authorized political eom..
mittees, or their agents, shall clearly and conspicuously, in accord-.
ance with regulations prescribed by the grom_issio_, state tha_,:
such communication has been so authorized; or

(£) if not a_thorized in accordance with paragraph (.1), shalg
clearly and conspicuously, in accordance _ith reg.ula_ions pre..
scribed by the Uommissioq_, state that such comn_unwation is not
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authorized _! any ca,ndid'ate_ and stm_e the name of _':;L_pe:rs,ya
that made or financed the ex_enditure for the "_"
ela_ting_ in the case of a political comc_,ittee_ the name of _:_y a::i_-
liated or connected _×_yanization as atated i_ section 3",:!;?( b) (_.:_;_).

¢ONrRISU_:ONS BY FOR_mZ_N,_ZIONAZ:S

SEe_ 32_. (a) It shall be_unlaw hd for a foreign national _i!;;ectlz,_ or

through any other perso_,_ i¢omalc; Iany co%tribution ,of vvon_? ..z, ct)[:er
_._hingof valu% or to prom;se exp_ essly or impliedly to makd ,my s_ueh
contributi_n_ in connection ,c,iti[ a_q,election to any political ,:;,_i':ceor in
connection with any pri_narg election, cowvention_ or eauei_,_!_hdd to
select exadidates for any 7_olit:_ai'_office, or for any person :_i:_solicit,
accept, or receive any suc_ eo_tribution frc_,,_any suc]_ f oreig,.?i_: _atio**,_l.

(b ) As u_ed in this secPgon_ the te_m "foreign national" me,:i:_B--
(l) a foreign priv_ip_d, as e_cch term, _ defined by se,,¢_:,mJ (b)

of the Foreign Agents _Pegistration Act o.f 1938 (22 [:'_!;_.U.6H
(b ) ')_except that the ter_n "foreign natio_xd" sl_all _ot i_'_c!_d'eany
individual who is a ci_cizen of _he Un_;ted States; or

(2) an individual u ho ia v_t_ a citizen of the United ;,?i_:!,tesand
who is not lawfully a_!mitted, for pe_aanent reside_!_:_ as de-
fined by secti_ya 101(a) (26') of the Im_m;gratio_ and N,:_i:;o_zl_i_y
Act (8 U.S.U. 1101(a) (20)).

PROHIBITION OF UONTR,_BUT[OlgS' IN NAME OF ANOTHE.iii

S_c. 325. No person sha l;_ma,_e a contribution in the _ame ,o;i _e,t)::er
person or knowingly pe_,it h_ _ame to be used to effect s%_;i!a ccn-
tribution_ and no person s/_a,ll k_oingly accept a contribu_!!i_,.:n z,_:_:,:/e
by one person in i_he name., of another person.

LIMITATION O?V UONTR[L?UTIONS OF CURRENUY

SEe. 326. (a) No pers.9_ shall .make contributions of cui':'enc:g of
the United States or eurre_ of a_y foreign country to or for _/ie be,'_ie-
fit of any candida_e which, in t)_e aggrega_e, exceeds $£50, w_!i;!i resp_?ct
to any campaign of such c_'mdidate for nomi_.ation for elect_i_:_ or for
election, to Federal office.

(b ) Any person who knowingly and willfully violates the ,,!:_? ,:_,_h_io.ns
o.f this section shall be fined in an amount which does not ,?;:__e:ed:i._e
greater of $25,0(g_ or 300 percent of the a_qwunt of the co,',_!?,gb,_k_m
involved.

AUCEPTANC',_ OF EXC,_7$SIVE ._IONORARIUMS

SEc. 327. No person whi2e an elected or appointed officer or _'_p?o_!,'ee
of any branch of t)_eFeder_l _ge,vevnment shall accept _--

(1) any honorariuv_ of m<,,e than $1,000 (exeludin!;;, i:mou_'i,ts
accepted for actual travel a_! subsistence expenses) fo,i,_:my aP-
pearance, speech, or a;"tiele ; or

(2) honorariums (_not prohibited _y paragraph (:[ o]' t):_.is
section) aggregating more t_an $15_060 in any calend,:l,,?year.
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VEVAI:V:rrO_ vwr_vzOVS

Sra. 398. Any person who knowingly and willfully commits a vio-
lation of any provision or provisions of this Act, other t.han the provi-
sions of section 3_6, which involutes the making, recezv_ng, or report-
ing of any contribution or expenditure having a value, in the aggre-
gate, of _5,000 or more duri_g a calendar year shall be fined in an
amount which does not emceed the greater of $_5,000 or 300 percent
of the amount of any contribution or e_penditure iwvolve_ in such
violation, imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.

SAVZNaPROVISIONRELATINaTO RrPrALrD $rcrzo_s

Sra. $_9. Eo_cept as otherwise provided by this Act, the repeal by
the Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1976 of any pro-
vision or penalty or penalties shall _zot have the effect of rele_asing or

ext_y.uishin 9 any per, airy, forfeiture, or liability i_eurred u_oder such
provision or ye,salty, and such provL_4on or penalty shall be treated
as remaining in force for the purpose of sustaining any proper actior_
or prosecution for the enforcemen, t of any penalty, forfeiture, or
liability.

$ $ $ $ $ $ $

TITLE IV--GENERAL PROVISIONS

EXTENSION OF curt)IT BY REGULATED INDUSTRIES

SEC. 401. * **
$ $ $ $ $ $ $

ADDITIONAL ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY

SEc. 407. (a) In any case in which the Commission, after n_ice and
opportuni.ty for a hearing on the record in accordance with section 554
of title 5, United States C(_._e, makes a finding that a peI_on who,
while a candidate for Federal office, failed to file a report required
by title III of this Ac't, and such finding is made before the expiration
of the time within which the failure to file such report may be prose-
cuted as a violation of such title III, the Commission shall (1) make
every endeavor for a period of not less than ._0 days to coT_ect such

failure by inform_l methods of conference, conciliation, a?_d persua-
sion, or (£) in the case of _ny such failure which occurs less than_5 days before the date of th6 election involved, make every endeavor
for a period of not less tha_, one-half the number of days between
the date of such failure and the date of the election invol_'ed to cor_et
such failure by informal methods of conference, conciliation, and
persuasion, except that no action may be taken, by the Commission

with respect to any complaint filed with the Uom/m,i,ssion during the
5-day period irnzn_diately b6fore an election _ntil after the d_e o[
such election. If the Uommission fa_ls to correct such failu_ t_rough
such informal methods, there, such person shall be disqualified from
becoming a candidate in any future election for Federal ot_ice for a
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period of time b_ginning on the date of such finding and _i_L,clingone
year after the expiration of the term of t:he Federal ofli_ :!_)rwlfich
such person was a candidate.

vc_mxar,_o:t:_ ov av'r_omrr or co_tmssiox

Svv. 7_99. (a) Notwith_tandin!t any other provision of _,:i,_;;sz[c_ orany other p_ovision of law, the oiathority o/the Commissi.vr to ca.m_d
out the provisions of thi._ zlc_, a_ut chapter 95 and chapter.' :_ o/the
[nte_ Revenue Uode of 1954, shall terminate at the close ,:;f Ma;_ch
31, 1977, if either House o.f _he Uongvess by ap'p,'opviate a::'tion cle-
tevrrbi_es that such temn i_gt_hn shall taJ_e effect pursux.,x to &_b-
section (b).

(b) The aptrropriate ea_r_ittee of each House of thc !7o_9'vess
shall, ctmz_wencing January 3, 197'7, conduct a review o/th,!_ electi,_yns
of candidates fo; _ Federal office conducted .in 1976. the oT;,?ati,_ o.f
chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the f nternal Revenue Code of i I_54f .with
respect to s_ch elee.tior_% a.rbd'tl_e activities conducted b.¥ t,_e ,gets-
mission, and report to their respective lion, es not later tha_'i i_rarc:_1,
1977. Such report shalg i_cl_,_cle a, reco.mmendation o/ wh,!ther the
authority of the Uom_r_is64o,nslw2g be tek-mi.hated on Marc/i :k_ 1977,
as set forth in subsection (a).

(¢) IVothi_l k_ this secthm sl_._l affect any proceeding j!:_;.zdi_9, in
any court of the United' ,,_'tates (rr_the date of _he enactm_:_;_ ot' i_his
section. The Attorney General of the Uzgted States shai',?, b.ave i_he
autho_gty to act on behdf vf t?_e lT_ited States in any such _:;'.,'.,::ceedi._g.

INTERNAL R]BVENUE CODE OF 1954

SUBTITLE/:f-FINANCING OF PRESIDENTIAL E][,i_ CTION
CAMPAIGNS

c_xrws 95. Presidential Election Campaign Fund.
c_xr?gu 96. Presidential Electi[on Campaign Fund Advisory Board,

CHAPTER 95--PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION CAM] _&IG]!_'
FIUND

SEC. 9002. DEFINITIONS.

For purposes of this chapter .....
( 1 ) The term "authorized corn mittee' means, with res I;)_:_ctto the

candidates of a political party for ]?'resident and Vice ]/:'resider_t
of the United States, any poetical corr[rnittee which is au ehorized
in writing by such candidates to incur expenses to f:l:, _her the
election of such candidates. Such authorization shall be _:_::[dres,_eA
to the chairman of such political committee, and a cop_ of such
authorization shall be filed by such candidates with 'l:!e Com-
mission. Any withdrawal of any authorization shall I!0_o be in
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writing and shall be addressed and filed in the same :manner as
the authorization.

(2) The term "candidate" means, with respect to _my Presi-
dential election, an individual who (A) has been nominated for
election to the office of President of the United States or the
office of Vice President of the United States by a major party, or
(B) has qualified to have his name on the election ballot (or to
have the names of electors pledged to him on the election ballot)
as the candidate of a political party for election to either such
office in 10 or more States. For purposes of paragraphs (6) and
(7) of this section and purposes of section 9004(a) (2), the terra
"candidate" means, with respect to any preceding presidential
election, an individual who received popular votes for the office
of President in such election. The term "candidate" shall not in-
elude any individual who has ceased actively to seek election to
the office of President of the United States or to the office of Vice
President of the Unite_t States_ in more than one Sta_e.

(3) The term "Commission" means the Federal Election Com-
minion established by section ['310'[ 310(a)(1) of the Federal
Election Campaign Act of 1971.
* * * * * * *

SEC. 9003. CONDITION FOR ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS.

(a) IN Gr_r_SAL.-- * * *
* * * * * * $

(d) WZ_HDRAWAr,r C_AmgZDAee. In any case in which an individ-
ual ceases to be a candidate as a result of the operation of the last
sentence of section 900_(B), such individual--

(1) shall no longer be eligible to receive any payments under
section 9006; and

(2) shall pay to the Secretary, as soon as practicable after the
date upon which such individual ceases to be a ca_lidate, an
amount equal to the amount of payments received by such in-
dividual under section 9006 which are _ot used to defray qualified
campaign expenses.

SEC. 9004. ENTITLEMENT OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO PAYMENTS.

(a) I_ Gr_rr_L.-- * * *
* * * * * * $

(d) EXrXNZ)XrURESFRom .PERSONA_FUNDS. In order to be eligibk
to receive any payment under section 9006, the candidate of a major,
minor, or new party in an election for the office of President shall cer-
tify to the Commission, under penalty of perjury, that such candidate
shall not knowingly make expenditures from his personal', funds, or
the personal funds of his immediate family, i_ connectio_ with h'/_
ca,pal an iow election to the office of President in excess of, in the
aggregate. $50,000. For purposes of this subsection, expenditures fro_
personal funds made by a candidate of a ma_or, minor, or new party
for the office of Vice President shall be considered to be expenditures
by the candidate of such party for the office of President.
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(e) D_Im_voiv or IMMEozarirF.{attr_Y.--Fo.r purposes o/!i_bse._t'don
(d), the tevrr_"iv_ediate family" meags a ¢a_tdidate's sFo !,e, aad
,a_y ehik_, parent, grandpa;_ent_ brother, or sister o/the i_.;_,zte. and
spouses o/_ch persona.

SEC. 900_;.PAYME1WrsTO ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES.

(a) _,STABLISH_[ENTOF(i_A:_IPAIO:r¢FvNr,.--There is hereby ,!_!tabli:!;h-
ed on the books of the Treasu_ o;Cthe United States a specSi_;m_fund to
b_ known as the ;'Presidential Election Campaign Fund.'" _;)he Se.c-
retary shall, from time to _irne, tr_nsfer to the fund an amc, u;_mtnot in
excess of the sum of the amounts designated (subsequent to tll e pre td-
ous Presidential election) to the fund by individuals unde_ ' section
(1,096.There is appropriated to the fund for each fiscal ye_!_ out of
amounts in the general fund of thc Treasul .cynot otherwise ,E3L:q0rop:fi-
ated, an amount equal to the amounts so designated during e_oh fiscM
year, which shall remain avaSlable to the fund without fiscal ¥,_ar ii.imi-
tation. "

[ (b) TaAXSrER'ro _ G],rnaL Fu_D.--If.. after a preside:t!,:fall et,_-
tion and after all eligible c_nLdidates have been paid the amo l:l_mtwhich
tlhey are entitled to receSve under this chapt;er, there are rl_:_c:'_eys:;'e-
ma}nlng m the _tnd, the Secretary shall transfer the mon_!_i:;s,_:):i:_-
malnmg to the general fund of the Treasury..'[

[' (c)'[ (b) PA_r_TS F_o_x s_ :.Fv_D.--'U'pon receipt of _!i__:er_fii%:_a-
tion fi'ora the Commission. under se_tion 9005for payment t :, Ilac el!ig_i-
ble candidates of _;political party.: the Secretary shall pay to _;t:tchc_m-
didates ,out of the fund the amount certified by the CcH::_l:nission.
Amount,; paid to any such ca:ndidates shall be under the ,?;,:,:'_trolof
such candidates.

£(d) ] (c) I_surr_cIrNT A_OUNTS_ F'v]_.--If at the tin::,f_,:)fa c_,_r-
tification by the Comptrc.ller General unde!r ,_ection 9005 fo:_, :_ayment
to the eligible candidates o't!a political party, the Secretary c,_':::tisdel,.e-
gate determin_ that the _noneys in the fund are not, or m!_t, not be,
sufficient to satis!g the f't_l en_fitlements of the eligible can,:]i,tates of
M1political parties, he sh'01 withhold from such payment su,:']_anaount
a_she determines to be necessary to a_ure that the eligible can,:!!:date_ of
each political par_y will r_ceive their pro rata share of theil:' full en-
titlement. Amoun*;s withheld by reason of the preceding sen h?::tcesh,dl
[:¢ paid when the Secret_x'y or his delegate determines thalt: i he.ye are
sufAcient,.moneys, in the frmd. to pay. such amounts,,. or portio_t'_,'_,_;hereof.,
to all eh_ble caadidates for whom amounts have been '_;tthh,i?d,
but, if there are not suflq,cJent moneys in the fund to satisf y :6]hef_ill
entitlement of t,he eligib!e camdidates of all political p:!_.':::ies,tlhe
amounts so withheld shal_i t_ pa_td in such manner' that til'_,_eli_._tble
candidates of each political pa;cty receive their pro rata share of 1;heir
]!'nHentitlement. /n any case _:nwhich the Secretary or hi,fi'_tei!eg,:_te
dete_w_i_,_sthat t_,ere are i.nsu_cient mor_s .in the fund to ',,'_/;_kepay-
z_ents u_der subsection ( b ), section 9008 ( b) (13), and sectio_!,:;037(5),
z_oneys shall not be made availabl e from any other source fo.i,_i_hep_!_r-
pose o)t_ing stwh payr_mts.
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SEC. 9008. PAYMENTS FOR PRESIDENTIAL NOMINATING CONVEN-
TIONS.

(a) ESTABLISHMENT OF ACCOUNTS.--* * *

(b) ENTITLEMENT TO PAYMENTS FROM THE FUND.--

(1) MAJOR PARTIES.--Subject to the provisions of this section,
the national commi.ttee of a major party sh,all be entitled to pay-
ments under paragraph (3). with respect to any pr,_idential
nominating convention, in amounts which, in the aggregate, shall
not exceed $2,000,000.

(2) M:NoR PARTIES.--Subject to the provisions of this section,
the national committee of a minor party shall be entitled to pay-
ments under paragraph (3), with respect to any presidential
nominating convention, in amounts which, in the aggregate, shall
not exceed an amount which bears the same ratio to the amount
the national committee of a major party is entitled to receive
under paragraph (1) as the number of .popular votes received by
the candidate for President of the minor party, as such can-
didate, in the preceding presidential election bears to the average
number of popular votes received by the candidates for ]President
of the United States of the major t)arties in the preceding presi-
dential election.

(3) PAYMENTs.--Upon receipt of certification from the Com-
mission under subsection (g), the Secretary shall make ]payments
from the appropriate account maintained under subsection (a)
to the national committee of a major party or minor party which
elects to receive its entitlement under this subsection. Such l_ay -
ments shall be available for use by such committee in accordance
with the provisions of subsection (c).

(4) L:MITATION.--Payments tO the national committee of a
major party or minor party under this subsection from the ac-
count designated for such committee shall be limited to the
amounts in such account at the time of payment.

(5) ADJUSTMENT OF ENTITLEMENTS.--The entitlements estab-
lished by this subsection shall be adiusted in the same manner as
expenditure limitations established by section r608(c) and sec-
tion 608(f) of title 18, United States Code_] section 3_O(b) _nd
section 320(d) o/the Federal Election Campaign Act o./19ffl are
adjusted pursuant to the provisions of section [608(d]1 of such
title] 3_0(c) o/such Act.

(d) LIMITATION OF EXPENDITURES.-

(1) MAJOR PARTrES.--Except as provided by paragraph (3), the
national committee of a major jartv may not make expenditures
with respect to a presidential nominating convention which, in
the aggregate, exceed the amount of payments to which ,;uch com-
mittee is entitled under subsection (b) (1).

(2) MINOR PARTIES.---Except as provided by para_oTaph (3), the
national committee of a minor party may not make expenditures
with respect to a presidential nominating convention which, in
the aggregate, exceed the amount of the entitlement of the na-
tional committe e of a major party under subsection (b) (1).
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(3) Exc_rrto_.--The C()mmission may authorize the i_at!ion:_l
committee of a major party or minor party to make exp,i!_:_ditures
which_ in the aggregat% exceed the limitation established t_,:!7para.-
graph (1) or paragra_)h (12) of this subsection. Such a_:l_horiza-
tion shall be based up& a determination by the Commis_f,:m that,
due to extraordinary, and unforeseen circumstances, such ,_:,:pendi-
tures are necessary to assure the effectiw'_ operation of i!]:_,l:,i_d-
dential nomin'Lting convention by such committee.

(4) PROVIS_rON OF _£6_At 0_' ACCOU,VTI_'a SERVIaES.--_?:'r p_'_:r-

poses o/ this section? _he payv_ent_ b_, any person ot)_er _i_a,n t/,,>e
national comz,ittee o? a political party, of compensat_2,;,_ to a_:_y

erson for any legal or accoutering service8 rendered to _:;_o_ b._-
all o/ the national comm,itte_ of a political party sh,'.:..i!iwo_ ii::,e

treated as an expenclilt?_re _nade by or on behalf of such <_,c_t'hm,:tl
co_n,mittee with respec_ to the _,eside_tial nominating c,,;,;_i,en._ion
of the politicai_ party ivvol_ed.

SEC, 9009. REORTS TO CONGRESS; t_EGULATIONS.

(a) R_rO_TS.--- * * *

(C) REVIEW or REGULATI:i:,NS.---
(1) The Commission, be:_ore prescribing any rule or r%:ula';icm

under subsection (b). shall transmit a-statement with respect
to such rule or regulation to the Senate and to the House ,I:,;!Re?r._-
sentatives, in accordance with the provisions o:f this s ff[:_i;ectmm
Such statement shall set :focth tlhe proposed rule or regul:;r_ion and
shall contain a detailed explanation and justification of ,.i!tch :mlte
or re.inflation.

(2) If either such House does not, through appropriail: ac,ti(m,
disapprov m i_ whole o:,_in part, the proposed rule or reg_fi _fion set
forth in such statement no later than 30 legislative (]1_;_'s afl'er
receipt of such statement, then the Commission may D:escribe
such rule or regulation. W'he_ever a committee of the ,i!iiouse of
Representatives repo,.,/s any resolution relating to any _i,_ch :r_:_:,_e
or regulation, it is at any time _hereafter in o_der ( eveet !l:iough a
previous motion to t?_csame effect )_as been disagreed to),' o _v_.o:_,e
to proceed to the eo_,,!Sderation o./ the resolution. The ,;:,_?tio_ is
highly privileged a_d 'is not debatable. An amendment _'.:_';_?he mo-
tion is _ot in order, ar_J it is _,gt_in order to move to rec_t;_,_;'!_gert,;_e
vote by whic)_ the _rwHon _ a_/reed to or disaareed to. ']?e Cmn-
mission may not prescvihe any rule or regulation which :! disap-
proved by either such ! louse under this paragraph.

CHAPTER 9.B--PRESIDENTIA_, PRI1KA:qY MATCHING PAYMENT ,!!_'CCO'U:F;T

See. 9031. Short title.
Sec. 9032. Definitions°
See. 903_. Eligibility for pr_yments.
Sec. 9034. Entitlement of eligible ,_ndidates to payments.
Sec. ,9035. Qualified campaign exl_ense i'limitation] limitations.
Sec. 9036. Certification by Commissio_
Sec. 9037. Payments to eligible candidates.
Sec. 9088. Examinations and audi.ts; repayments.
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Sec. 9039. Reports to Congress; regulations.
Sec. 9040. Participation by Commission in judicial proceedings.
Sec. 9041. Judicial review.
Sec. 9042. Criminal penalties.

SEC. 9031. SHORT TITLE.

This chapter may be cited as the "Presidential Primary Matching
Payment Account Act."
SEC. 9032. DEFINITIONS.

FOR PURPOSES OF THIS CHA!_IfER-

(1) The term "authorized committee" means, with res[_ct to the
candidates of a political party for President and Vice President of
the United States, any political committee which is authorized
in writing by such candidates to incur expenses to further the elec-
tion of such candidates. Such authorization shall be addressed to
the chairman of such political committee, and a copy of such
authorization shall be filed by such candidates with the Commis-

sion. Any withdrawal of any authorization shall also be i:_ writingand shall be addressed and filed in the same manner as the
authorization.

(2) The term "candidate" means an individual who seeks nom-
ination for election to be President of the United States. For pur-
poses of this paragraph, an individual shall be considere_l to seek
nomination for election if he (_) take_ the adtion necessary under
the law of a State to qualify himself for nomination for' election,
(B) receives contributions or incurs qualified campaign expenses,
or (C) gives his consent for any other person to receive .contribu-
tions or to incur qualified campaign expenses on his behalf. The
term "candidate" shall not include any individual w)_o is not
actively conducting campaigns in more than one State in connec-
tion with seeking nomination for election to be Preside_r_tof the
United States.

(3) The term "Commission" means the Federal Election Com-
mission established by section [310] 309(a)(1) of the Federal
Election Campaign Act of 1971.

* * * * * * *

SEC. 9033. ELIGIBILITY FOR PAYMENTS.

(a) CoNomo_s.-- * * *
(b) ExPr_SE LI_XTaTXO_; D_CLAm_ON OF I_TENT; MXNI_UM

Co_mu_o_s.--To be eligible to receive payments under section
9037, a candidate shall certify, to the Commission that--

(1) the candidate and his authorized committees will not incur
qualified campaign expenses in excess of the ['limitation]] limita-
tions on such expenses under section 9035,

(2) the candidate is seeking nomination by a political party for
election to the office of President of the United States,

(3) the candidate has received matching contributions which,
in the aggregate, exceed $5,000 in contributions from residents of
each of at least 20 States, and

(4) the aggregate of contributions certified with respect to
any person under paragraph (3) does not exceed $250.

(C) WITHDRAWALBY CANDIDATE.--Inany case in which an indi_id-
ual ceases to be a candidate as a result of the operation of the last sen-
tence of section 9032(2), such individual--.
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(1) shall no longer be eligible to receive any payr_e:_i_s u:,_der
section 9037; and

(2) notwithstanding t_e provisitms of section 96./:?,!?(b) (3),
shall pay to the Secretary_ as soon as practicable afte;, :_'hedate
upon which _,:uchindividual ceases to be a candidate, ,_!_arn.o_mt
equal to the amount of payments received by such _ii?_tiwid_aal
under section 9037 which are _t used to defray qualified ,,:_:i:mpaign
expenses.

SEC. 9934. ENTITLEMENT OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO l%¥iiq_il_',NTS.

(a) I_ Gr_rRAL.--Every candidate who is eligible to re,?:_:ve p:i_y-
ments under section 9033 is entitled to payments under sectio:_: 90:37 in
_m amount equal to the amount of each contribution receiw_ ci by such
candidate on or after the begirming of the calendar year imr_ediat,_!dy
preceding the calendar year of the presidential election w][15irespect
to which such candidate is seeking nomination, or by his _s._l:horized
committees, disregarding any _mount of contributions from ;thy I)cr -
son to the extent tlhat the total of the amounts contributed b_;: qch per-
son on or after the begimfing of such preceding calendar ye:il.l exceeds
_;250. For purposes of this ,mbsection and section 9033(b)_he term
_contribution _ means a g_ft .of money made by a written i:l:l_Lrulment
which identifiies the person making the contribution by full ]:l:!Lmeand
mailing address, but does not include a subscriptions, loan, a,:]_anc.e, or
deposit of money, or anything of value or anything describ,E!_([:in sub-
paragraph (B), (C), or (D) of section 9032(4:).

(b) L:iMiTATm_'s.--The tota_t amount of payments to whic]:_ a candi-
date is entitled under subsection (a) shall not exceed 50 per.v,_!_:_tof the
expenditure limitation applicable under section [608(c)(], (A) of
title 18, United States Code] 320 (b) (1) (A ) of the Federa i', ,_lect_i'.on
_ampaiqn A ct of 1971.

SEC. 903&QUALIFIED CAMPAIGN EXPENSE £LIMITATION_][! LIMDM-
TiONS.

(a) Ex_r_m_rwr L_,r_'_;r_c._s.---No candidate shall knc_wn_ly in-
cur qualified campaign expenses in excess of the expenditure '1:i:lnitat:kon
applicable under section 1'608(c) (1) (A) of title 18, Uni_:;,_,:tStates
Code,] section 320 (b) (1) (A ) of the Federal Election Cam;i:;..:i:ig_A ct
of 1971 and no cm,didate shoql knowingly make expenditure_. _:ro_r_his
personal funds, or the persona_ funds of his immediate fami i!V,,in con-
nection with his campaig_ for nov, ination for election to tii,? 9ffice of
President in excess of, in the aggregate, $50,000.

(b) Drr_r_r_o_ or I_MrWArE FAM_r.Y.---For purposes o;f _hi_,_sec-
_!ion, the term "immediate family" mea_ a candidate's sp_i._se, _,nd
any child, parent, grandparent, brother, or sister of the cand'i_!ate, and
_he spouses of such persor_.s.

$ $ _: $ $ * $:

SEC. 9059. REPORTS TO CONGRESS; REGULATIONS.
(a) Rrroa?s.--* * *

$ $ #_ $ $ $ II_
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(c) Rzwzw OF RF_ULATIONS.--
(1) The Commission, before prescribing any rule or regulation

under subsection (b), shall transmit a statement with respect to
such rule or regulation to'the Senate and to the House of Repre-
sentatives, in accordance with the provisions of this subsection.
Such statement shall set forth the proposed rule or regulation and
shall contain a detailed explanation and justification of .,suchrule
or regulation.

(2) If either such House does not, through appropriate action,
disapprove, in whole or in part, the proposed rule or r6gulation"
set forth in such statement no later than 30 legislative days after
receipt of such statement, then the Commission may prescribe such
rule or regulation. Whenever a committee of the Holase of Repre-
sentative_ reports any resolution relating to any swct_ rule or
regulation_ it is at any time thereafter in order (even though a
previous vwtion to the same effect has been disagreed to) to move
to proceed to the consideration of the resolution. The motion is
highly privileged and is not debatable. An amendwent to the
motion is not in order, and it is not in order to move to reconsider
the vote by which the motion is agreed to or disagreed to. The
Commission may not prescribe any such rule or regulation which
is disapproved by either such House under this paragraph.
· · g · · · ·

CHAPTER29 OFTITLE 18, UNITED STATESCODE

CHAPTER 2 9.--ELECTIONS AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
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591. Definitions.
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595. Interference by administrative employees of Federal, State, or Territorial

Governments....
596. Polling armed forces. '
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601. Deprivation of employment or other benefit for political activity.
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605. Disclosure of names of persons on relief...
606. Intimidation to secure political contributions.
607. Making political contributions.
1-608. Limitations on contributions and expenditures._
609. Repealed.
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organizations.
1611. Contributions by Government contractors.
['612. Publication or distribution of political statements.
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£614. Prohibition of contributions in name of another.
1'615. Limitation on contributions of currency.
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1'617. Fraudulent misrepresentation of campaign authority.'!
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§ 591. Definitions.

Except as otherwise spec,ifically provided, when used in i:__issection
and in sections 597, 599, 600, [.602_608, 610, (;11, 614, 615, ar.d 617] and
60°2of t_his title---

(a) '%lection" means ('1) ti general, special, primar:y, or n_noff
election, (2) a convention or caucus of a political par_:_ iheM to
nominate a candidate, (3) a primary el ection held for _;15,_selec'_ion
of delegates to a national nominating convention of _ political
party, or (4) a primary election held for the expressio:_:l::,fa pref-
erence for the nomination of persons for election to 'til_ office of
President;

(b) "candidate" means an individual who seeks nom!i_:ation for
election, or election, to Federal office,whether or not su,i:_!lindi."irid-
ual is elected, and, for purposes of this 'paragraph, ar. [:'_dividual
shM1 be deemed to seek noraination for election, or _!_,t_!_ction.,to
Federal office, if he has (1) 'taken the action necessary :nder the
law of a State to qualify himself for nomination for ,?.l_!_ction,or
election, or ('2) received contributions or made expen.,:litures, or
has given his consent for any other pm_on to receive co.l::tl:'ibutJ,ons
or make expenditures, with a view to bringing about l:.:i_nom!ina-
tion for election, or election, to such off]ce;

(c) "Federal office" means the office of President or 'Iii:':_e]?resi-
dent of the United Stat_, or Senator or Representat:i,_e m. or
Delegate or Resident Commissioner _;o,the Congress of _t:t.,,Uni[ted
States;

(d) "political committee" means lny committee, clt:b, as_z_,r,ia-
tion, or other group of persons which receives contril:_ _.tions or
makes expenditures during a calendar year in an. :_gre,gate
amount exceeding $1,000;

(e) "contribution'S-
(I) means a gift_ sub_.ription._ loan, advance, or ,_!,_posk of

money or anything of value (except a loan of n:.,_:_eyby a
national or State bank made in accordance with tlh[,_,appliica-
ble banking laws and regulations and in the ordim_t::Svcourse
of business, which shall be considered a loan by ,:'ach en-
dorser or guarantor, Jn that proportion of the unpai, l 'balance
thereof that each endorser or guarantor ,bears tc_ ':he total
number of endorsers or guarantors), made for t]h,':_purpose
of influencing the nomination for election, or ehi_:::tio:n.,,of
any person to Federal office or for tlhe purpose of ]!r:L:i:iuenc:ing
the results of a primary held for the selection of d.,!!,i,!_gatea;to
a national nominating convention of a political ps, l::y .or :t!or
the expression of a preference for the nomination ,::_:'!!persons
for election to the office of President of the United :!i',tf_tes;:

(2) means a contract, promise:, or agreement, c:_pre;ss or
implied, whether or not legally enforceable, to m_cf;,,a con-
tribution for such purposes:

(3) means funds received by a political commil:i:_:_wkich
are transferred to such committee from another poll t,::a][com-
mittee or other source;

(4) means the payment, by any person other tl;.t;;'[a c_m-
didate or a political committee, of compensation fc,:['i;he per-
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sonal services of 'another person which are rendered to such
candidate or political committee without charge for any such
purpose, except that this subparagraph shall _ot apply (A )
in the case of any legal or acco4tnting sewiees rendered to
or on behalf of the national com_rr_itteeof a political party,
other t h_.fn any legal or accounting se_'vices attributable to
any activity which directly furthers the election of any de_._-.
ignated candidate to Federal office; or (B ) in the case of any
legal or accounting services rendered to or on behalf o/ a
candidate or political committee solely /or the purpose of
ensuring cor/_pliance wgth the provisions o/this c:_apter, t_s
Federal Election Campceign Act o/ 1971, or chapter 95 or
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code o/1954; but

$ ¢¢ $ ¢¢ gc ¢¢ ¢_

(f) "expenditure"--

(1) means a purchase, payment, distributions., loan, ad-
vance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value (except a
loan of money by a national or .State bank made in accord-
ance with the applicable banking laws and regulations and in
the ordinary course of business), made for the purpose of in-
fluencing the nomination for election, or election, of any per-
son to Federal office or for the purpose of influencing the re-
sults of a primary held for the selection of delegates to a
national nominating convention of a political party or for the

expression of a preference for the nomination of I_ersons forelection to the office of President of the United StatE,s;
(2) means a contract, promise, or agreement, express or

implied, whether or not legally enforceable, to make any
expenditure; and

(3) means the transfer of funds by a political committee to
another political committee; but

(4) does not include-
(A) any news story, commentary, or editorial distrib-

uted through the facilities of any broadcasting station,
newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication,
unless such facilities are owned or controlled by any
political party, political committee, or candidate;

(B) nonpartisan activity designed to encourage indi-
viduals to register to vote or to vote;

(C) any communication by any membership orgu-
nization or corporation to its members or stockholders, _f
such membership organization or corporation is not orga-
nized primarily for the purpose of influencing the nom-
ination for election, or election, of any person to 1_ederal
office;

(D) the use of real or personal property and the cost
of invitations, food' and beverages, voluntarily provided
by an individual to a service on the individual's residen-
tial premises for candidate-related activities;

(E) any unreimbu,rsed payment for traw_l expens_m
made by an individual who on his own behalf volunteers
his personal services to a candidate;
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(F) the payment, by any person o_,_hertha_ a candid: ::,_e

or a po lit_al c_mittee, of compen_,ation for legai!l ,:rr
acc.o_nt_n_, ser?6es rendered to or on behalf of .!/re
_ztwnal commzttee of a poNtical part:y, other than s,_!'._':,_-

ices attrib,_table to dctlvities which directly further _J_eelection o/any desiq_ated candidate to Federal O_c,_'_. _
for legal or accounting services rendered to or on be;li_:!lf
of a candidate or political committee solely for the v_r-
pose o/ensuring cowz,,pg,iaqJ,ce with the, provisions of il_:,is
ehapter_ t,he Federal Election Campaign Act of _I!;!::I,
or chapter 95 or chapter, 96 of the [_,te_tal Revenue C'o,/e
o/_1951;

[Fi (G) any commanication by any person whiclh is
not made forthe purpose of influencing the nomimlt:i,m
for election, or election, of _ny person to Federal offic_[_:

£G] (H) the payment by a State or local committee _f
a political party of the, costs of preparation, display, _r
mailing or' other distribution incurred, by such comrniii; :ce
with respect to a printed slate card or sample ballol:. _r
other printed listing, of 3 or more candidates :for any p_.b-
lic office for which..an election is held in the State in wh: 3h
such committee is organized, except that this clause S]'._L._ll

not apply in the case of costs incurred by such comrn![l:_:eewith respect to a display of any such listing madS!_ )n
broadcasting stations_ or in newspapers, magazine!!_ or
other similar types of general pub]tic political advet'* s-
ing;

[1t] (I) any c_ts incurred by a candidate in co_:n_c-tion with the soli,':.itation of contributions by such ca _.:..:[i.-

date_ except that this clause shall not apply with re..,:?z:ct
tx) costs incurred by a candidate in excess of an arrt_!:;.int
equal to 20 percem of the expenditure limitations a]:?[i-
cable to such candidate under section 608 (c) of this 't2tir;

£rJ (j) any costs incurred by a political commi'd:ee
(as such term is defined by section 608 (b) (2) of this t!ii:1e)

with respect to the solicitatio n of contributions to :_,_h
]political committee or to any general political fund ,_:::_n-

trolled by such political committee, except that l::dsclause shall not a.loply to exempt costs incu:r'red wit]_. _'e-
spect to the solicitation of contributions to any :!!_l.ch
]political committee made through broadcasting stat:.[ c ::ts,
newspapers, magazine, outdoor adw;rtising facilities, :__d.
other sim!dar types of generM public political adve:l:':is-
ing;

to the extent t,hat the cumulative value of activities by ,_.ny
individual on behalf of any candidate under each of cl_,'_:_es
(D) or (E) does not e×ceed $500 with respect to _my elecl:::i,:n;

(g) "person" and "whoever" mean an individual, partnen!d:'ip.
committee, association_ corporal;ion, or any otlher organizatio:t'._ or
groupof 'persons;

(h) "State" means each S,t_,te of the United States, the I _is-.
trict of Columbia; the Cx)mmonwealth of Puerto Rico, and _.ny
_rritory or possession of the. United States.; _nd
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(i) "political party" means any association, committee, or orga-
nization which nominates a candidate for election to any ]_ederal
office whose name appears on the election ballot as the candidate
of such association, committee, or organization;

(j) "State committee" means the organization which, by vir-
tue of the bylaws of a political party, is responsible for the day-to-
day operation of such political party at the State level, as deter-
mined by the Federal Election Commission;

(k) "national commi_ee" means the organization which, by vir-
ture of the bylaws of the political party, is responsible for the day-
to-day operation of such political party at the national level, as
determined by the Federal Election Commission established under
section 310(a) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971;
and

Il) "principal campaign committee" means the principal cam-
paign committee designated by a candidate under section 309 (f)
(1) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971.
$ $ $ $ :_ $ $

I'§ 608,, Limitations on contributions and expenditures.

I'(a) (1) No candidate may make expenditures from his personal
funds, or the personal funds of his immediate family, in connection
with his campaigns during any calendar year for nomination for elec-
tion, or for election, to Federal office in excess of, in the aggregate--

r(A) $50,000, in the case of a candidate for the office ,of Presi-
dent or Vice President of the United States;

r(B) $35,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Sen-
ator or for the office of Representative from a State which is
entitled to only one Representative; or

r(c) $25,000, in the case of a candidate for the office of Repre-
sentative, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner, itl any other
State.

I'For purposes of this paragraph, any expenditure made in a year other
than the calendar year in which the election is held with respect to
which such expenditure was made, is considered to be made during the
calendar year in which such election is held.

[(2) For purposes of this subsection, "immediate family" means a
candidate's spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, or sis-
ter of the candidate, and the spouses of such persons.

1'(3) No candidate or his immediate family may make loans or ad-
vances from their personal funds in connection with his campaign for
nomination for election, or for election, to Federal office unless such
loan or advance is evidenced by a written instrument fully disclosing
the terms and conditions of such loan or advance.

r (4) For purposes of this subsection, any such loan or advance shall
be included in computing the total amount of such expenditures only
to the extent of the balance of such loan or advance outstanding and
unpaid.

I'(b) (1) Except as otherwise provided by paragraphs ('2) and (3),
no Person shall make contributions to any candidate with r,_pect to
any election for Federal office which, in the aggregate, exceed $1,000.

r ('2) No political committee (other than a principal campaign com-
mittee) shall make contributions to any candidate with respect to any
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election for Federal office which, i:n the aggTegate, exceed $15,,[.)0vCon-
tributions by the :national committee of a political party serv:i g as the
]principal campaign committee of sbcandidate for the office of ]!' res!ident
of the United Stab;es shall not ex.ed the limitation imposed b:? the pre-
ceding sentence with respect to any other ¢_ndidate for Fed,!_'al office.
]For purposes of this paragraph, the term "political committ_ :_"me,!ms
_n organization registered as a political committee under se,: 5on [!103
of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1.971 for a period ,c_not less
than 6 months which has received contributions fi'om mor_!: thsm 50
'persons and, except for any ;State political party organi:__lil::ion, has
:made contributions to 5 or raore candidates J_or Federal off/cf

[ (3) No individual shall lm_Lkecontributions aggregating' 1:::_)re t]',ban
$9_5,000 in any calendar year. Fc,c purposes of this paragr iph. ,_my
contribution made in a year other than t]he; calendar yealr :l wh:ich
the election is held with :respect to which such contribution v l_sraacle,
is considered to be made during the calendar year in which i:.tch e]!ec-
tion is held.

[ (4) For purposes of this subsection--
[ (A) contributions to a n_med candidate made to aI_:'i_:_l[t!i:zal

committee authorized b:v such candidate, in writing, to _,,,::_ept c,:m-
tributions orL his behalf shall be consiqered to be colr,_l::ibutJ:,:ms
made to such candidate; and

[(B) contributions made _xoor for the benefit of any , ,Imdid,_te
nominated by a political party for election to the of[i,:'., of Vice
President of the United[ Stat_xs shall be considered to b_, :_ntribu-
tions marle to or for the benet_t of the candidate of suc]!:,_:arty :_or
election to the office of President of the United States.

[(5) 'The limit_tions imposed by l_ragraphs (1) and (2) c.: ;his s'ab-
section shall apply separately wi,rix respect to, each election, ,_,:,:::_ept;ll:,hat
all elections held in any calendar year fox' the office of Presid ::titof i;he
United States (except a generM election for such office) sh:[_,i be,.c_)n-
sidered to be one electiom

[ (6) For purl_y_s of the limita't, ions imposed by t'his seeti,::_:, a!il[con-
tributions made by a person, either directly or inclirectly, on :eh,d_l!'of
a particular candidate, _ncludin_o' contributions which are !i:r_my way
earmarked or otherwise direci_d through _n intermextiary ,t:_..._):ad.uit
to such candidate, shall ke 'm,_t_/l as contributions from s.:l ix ]per'_on
to such candidate. The intermediary or conduit shM1 re.pm't; ':,he 0,rfg-
inal source and the intended recit3ient of such contribution t,c, :_h.e'C,t::,m-
mission and to tim intended[ recipient.

[(c) (1) No eandida_ shall, make expenditures in excess_ ,f--
[(A) $10,000,000, in the case of a ca,ndidate for nom:r,[ ,,_._tionfor

election to t_ office of ]Dmside,nt of the United States, e::_,_plb t.laat
the aggre_oate of expenditure,_ under this subparagraph :i: ._ny _)ne
State shall not exceed twice _bheexpenditure limitation :_i'plJe'_L'ble
in such State to a candidate, for ntmfination for elec.:':i:,n to :bhe
office of Senator, Delegam, m: Resident Commissioner, ii_:_the _::ase
may be;

[(B) $20,000,000, in the case of a e_ndidate for elecl:i_m tx_,the
office of President of [he U_a__ted Stat_s;

[(C) in the ease of any campaign for nomination for ,[!__ct,io_l_by
a candidate for the office of Senator or by a candidate f(:.,ibhe o:l:fice
of Representative from a Sta,te which is entitled to on:ly ,me ]_:,ep-
msentative, the greater of--
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[(i) 8 cents multiplied by_the voting age population of the
State (as certified under subsection (g)); or

[(ii) $100,000;
[ (D) in the case of any campaign for election by a candidate for

the office of Senator or by a candidate for the office of Representa-
tive from a State which is entitled to only one Representative,
the greater of--

[(i) 12 cents multiplied by the voting age population of the
State (as certified under subsection (g)); or

[(ii) $150,000;
[(E) $70,000, in the case of any campaign for nomination for

e[._tion, or for election, by a candi'date for the officeof Representa-ti _e in any other State, Delegate from the District of Columbia_
or Resident Commissioner; or

[(F) $15,000, in the case of any campaign for nomination for
election, or for election, by a candidate for the office of Delegate
from Guam or the Virgin Islands.

[(2) For purposes of this subsection--
[(A) expenditures made by or on behalf of any candidate nom-

inated by a political party for election to the office of Vice Presi-
dent of the United States shall be considered to be expenditures
made by or on behalf of the candidate of such party for election to
the office of President of the United States; and

[(B) an expenditure is made on behalf of a candidate., includ-
ing a Vice Presidential candidate, if it is made by--

[(i) an authorized committee or any other agent of the
candidate for the purposes of making any expenditure; or

[(ii) any person authorized or requested by the candidate,
an authorized committee of the candidate, or an agent of the
candidate, to make the expenditure.

[ (3) The limitations imposed by subparagraphs (C), (D), (E ), and
(F) of paragraph (1) of this subsection shall apply separately _vith
respect to each election.

[(4) The Commission shall prescribe rules under which any ex-
penditure by a candidate for Presidential nomination for use _n 2 or
more States shall be attributed to such candidate's expenditure limita-
tion in each such State, based on the voting age population in such
State which can reasonably be expected to be influenced by such ex-
penditure.

[(d) (1) At the beginning of each calendar year (commencing in
1976), as there become available necessary data from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, the Secretary of Labor
shall certify to the Commission and publish in the Federal Register
the per centum difference between the price index for the 12 months
preceding the beginning of such calendar year and the price index for
the base period. Each limitation established by subsection (c) and sub-
section (f) shall be increased by such per centum difference. Each
amount so increased shall be the amount in effect for such calendar
year.

[(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)--
[(A) the term "price index" means the average over a calendar

ycar of the Consumer Price Index (all items--United States c_ty
average) published monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics;
and
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I,(B) the t,_rm "base pe:cic_d.' means the calendar yea:::' iqTz_iL
I,(e) (1) No person m}t,x'make any expenditure (other tt_,,!l, a_n,fx-

penditure made bY or on _)ehalf of a candidate within the mE_tnLing cd
subsection Ce) (2) CB) ) reiativ,, to a clearly identified eandi,::. _,te d,J:r-
ing a calendar year which_ when added to a]l other e:xpendit_][ _,_sran _/[e
by such person during thc year advocahng the elex',tion or _:id!eat of
such eandidate_ exceeds $1¢)00.

I-(2) For purpr_es of paragraph (1)--
I' (A) "clearly iden tifi(._t" m e:_ns--

[(i) the candidate's name appears ::
I' (ii) a photograph or drawing of the candidate ap i, _a:v:!_;;or
I,(iii) l;he idem ity of the candidate is apparent i::,: urta:n-

biguous reference ;;and[
I,(B) "exp,_nditure' does not include any payment _m,de or

incurred by a corpor_tion or a labor organization whi,c:,,_, un,::!!er
the provision,; of the lrLst parsugraph of section 610, woul& _ot c.on-
stitute an expenditure by such corporation or labor or_i:_:_iza%i,:_n.

I'(f) (1) Notwil;hstanding any or.her provision of law wi_:] resp,,ct
to limitations on expendit_m_s or limitations on contributioln:.!:, the :li':La-
tional committee of a political p_;:rty .and a State committe,_ :,f a ]i:o-
litical party, including m',.y subordinate committee of a St::re cc,:m-
raittee: nmy make expenditures in _:onnection with the gener}L] -:lecti m
campaign of candidates for F ed_;ral office, subject to the li]: _itati,:::,as
contained in paragraphs ('2.) and ('l) of th__ssubsection.

I' (2) The national committee oJ! a political party may not :E_tike a:?
expenditure in connection with the. general election campa_g: of slay
candidate for President of the TTnited St'ttes who is afIili:_ _:_dw!i_h
such party which exceeds an amount equal to 2 cents mul_::_::lied :)y
the voting age population of the l:'rnited S_ates (as certified _::i':ier s_[;_b-
section (g)). Any expenditure under this paragraph shall b,i irt ad,_i-
tion to any expenditure !by a rtational committee of a p°lit:i,:: _1]patSy
serving as the principal campai_rt committee of a candida_::,i for 't::i'm
office of President of the U_:Sted States.

I-(3) The national committce o:f a political party', or a Si: ,_e co_:a-
rnittee of a political part? including any subordinate conm,:i :_e o:1[!a
State committee, may not make any expenditure in connectio_. ,;rith the
general election .campai_ of a candidate for Federal office !_: a St:[Lte
who is affiliated with such party wkich exceeds---

I,(A) in the case of a can_]_idate for election to th_.. :,ffice >f
Senator, or of Representa£ive from a State which is e_r_itled [o
only' one Representati ye, the greater of__

I' (i) 2 cents m _-dtip]ied 'by the voting age populat!i, ::_o_l!_l::]_e
State (as certified und[er subsection (g)); or

I' (ii) $20,000; :md
I,(B) in t_e case of a earuJidate for election to th_ :,ffice )f

Representative, Delegate, or B;esident Commissioner in !;_:_y ot]:l_r
State, $10,000.

I' (g) ]During tk_e first week of January 1975, and' every sir: :mq'ue:at
year, the Secretary of Cor_._rnerce shall certify to the Cornm[:!!;',on a:lttd
publish in the Federal Register an estimate of the w:)ting ag,[.. ),opu]a-
tion of the United States. (_.feach ,Lgt.ate,and of each con,recess] _:aal dis-
trict as o_ the first day of July next preceding the dalSe of ceri:! i![cati{:n.
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The term "voting age population" means resident population, 18 years
of age or older.

[(rh) No candidate or political committee shall knowingly acceptany contribution or make any expenditure in violation of tlhe provi-
sions of this section. No officer or employee of a political committee
shall knowingly accept a contribution made for the benefit or use of
a candidate, or knowingly make any expenditure on behalf of a candi-
date, in violation of any limitation imposed on contributions and
expenditures under this section.

[(i) Any person who violates any provision of this section shall be
fined not more than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or
both.]
r§ 610. Contributions or expenditures by national banks, corporations, or labor

organizations.
lit; is unlawful for any national bank, or any corporation organized

by authority of any law of Congress, to make a contribution or expendi-
ture in connection with any election to any political office, or m
connection with any primary election or political convention or caucus
held to select candidates for any political office, or for any corporation
whatever, or any labor organization to make a contribution or expendi-
ture in connectmn with any election at which Presidential and Vice
Presidential electors or a Senator or Representative in, or a Dele-
gate' or Resident Commissioner to Congress are to be voted for, or in
connection with any primary election or political convention ,or ca.ucus
held to select candidates for any of the foregoing offices, or for any
candidate, political committee, or other person to accept or receive any
contribution prohibited by this section.

[Every corporation or labor organization which makes any contribu-
tion or expenditure in violation of this section shall be fined not more
than $25,000; and every officer or director of any corporation, or officer
of any labor organization, who consents to any contribution or expendi-
ture 'by the corporation or labor organization, as the case may be, and
any person who accepts or receives any contribution, in violation of this
section, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not raore than
one year, or both; and if the violation was willful, shall be fined not
more than $50,000 or imprisoned not more than two years, or both.

[For the purposes of this section "labor organization" means any
organization of any kind, or any agency or employee representation
committee or plan, in which employees participate and which exist for
the purpose, in whole or in part, of dealing with employers concerning
grievances, labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of employment,
or conditions df work.

[As used in this section, the phrase "contribution or expenditure"
shall include any direct or indirect payment, distribution, loan,
advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any services, or anything of value
(except a loan of money by a national or State bank made in accord-
ance with the applicable banking laws and re_oqilations and in the ordi-
nary course of business) to any candidate, campaign committee, or
polltical party or organization, ]n connection with any election to any
of the offices referred to this section; but shall not include communica-
tions by a corporation to its stockholders and their families or by a
labor organization to its members and their families on any subject;
nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns by a corpora-
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tion aimed at its stockholde.vs and their families, or by a labor o]'L:,miza-_
tion aimed at its members and their families .;the establishment., :_,.flm:ir_.
istration, and solic].tation of contributions to a separate seg'_,:_gated
fund to be utilized for political purrmses by a corporation or laboll'
oragnization: Pro'v_ded, That it shall be unlawful for such a :SL:mdtc_
make a contribution or expenditure by utiliz,ing money or an!;th, in, _
of value secured by physical force, job discrimination, :th:racial
reprisals, or the threat of force, job discrimination, or :fi::l:meial
reprisal; or by dues, fees, or other monies required as a con di.'iion o:l}:
membership in a labor organizationt or as a condition of emp]},::,,'me:ut
or by monies obtained in any commercial transaction.
[§ 611. Contributions by Government ,contractors.

I'Whoever--
[(a) entering into al'fy contract with the United Stat,e.:i_::r any

department or aaency thereof either for :the rendition of p_ i'sonaJ
services or furnishing any' nmterial, supplies, or equipme:tlLI to th_:
United States or any department or agency thereof or for :a'lllnr:......_.,,
any land or building to tlhe Ulaited States or any depart r:_trot ol'
agency thereof., if paynmnt for the performance of such _'..riltracll:
or payment for such material, supplies, equipment, land, {_: I:)uilkd.
ing is to be made in whole or il'_.part from funds appropri E;Lted. by
the Congress, at any time between the commencement of _:_,:_otia-
tions for and the later of (lk) the, c_'ompletion of performance. :?md,er,
or (2) the termination of negotiations for. such contract, ,? fur.
nishing of material, supplies, equipment, land or buildin :s, di..
reetly or indirectly makes any contribution of money ,[J,:[other
thing of value, or prondses expressly or impliedly to rn:ti::_ any
such contribution, to any 'political party, committee, or ca:l_:iidatt
for public office or to any person for any political purpose ,,- use
or

['(b) knowingly solicits any such contribution from a.:t::L,;SUCkm
person for any such purpose during any such period;

shall be fined not more than $i_5,000 or impri_soned not more t]:t_:a law[_
years, or both.

Il'This section does not prohibk or make unlawful the establ _!;:iment
or administration of, or tl_.e solicitation of contributions to n:_-'_'sep-
arate segregated fund by any corporation or labor organizat!L_!m. fo1
the purpose of influencing the nom!mation for election, or elect, t)n., o:t'
any person to Federal office,, 'tmle:ss the provisions of section 61(11:,f this
title prohibit or ma_ke unlawful the establishment or admkti_!_l_:-ati,m_
of. or the solicitation of cont,'ibutions to, such fund.

[For purposes of this section, the term "labor organization" i[_tsth_
meaning given it by section 610 of this title.

r§ 1112.Publication or distribution of political statements.
J[Whoever willfully publi shes or distri butes or causes to be l?.l'!::i ished

or distributed, or for the p,rpose of publishing or distribut'i_,g the
same, knowingly deposits for mailing or delivery or causes to be de-
po:sited for mailing or delivery, a.r, except in cases of employee_!_ ,:;ftlhe
Postal Service in the official discharge of. their duties, km_,,::ingly
tra, nspm_s or causes to be transported in interstate commerce art',' card.
pamphlet, circular, poster, dodg'er, advertisement, writing, _,." other
statement relating to or con,._erni.ng any person who has pub] ,:'iy de-
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clared his intention to seek the office of President, or Vice President of
the United States, or Senator or Representative in, or Delegate or
Resident Commissioner to Congress, in a primary, general, or special
election, or convention of a political party, or has caused or permitted
his intention to do so to be publicly declared, which does not ,contain
the names of the persons, associations, committees, or corporations re-
sponsible for the publication or distribution of the same, and the names
of the officers of each such association, committee, or corporation, shall
be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year_
or both.

r§ 613.Contributions by foreign nationals.
[Whoever, being a foreign national directly or through any other

person, knowingly makes any contribution of money or other thing
of value, or promises expressly or impliedly to make any such'con-
tribution, in connection with an election to any political officeor in con-
nection with any primary, election, convention, or caucus held to se-
lect candidates for any political office; or

[Whoever knowingly solicits, accepts, or receives any such contribu-
tion from any such foreign national-

[Shall be fined not more than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than
five years or both.

[As used in this section, the term "foreign national" means--
[ (1) a foreign principal, as such term is defined by section 1(b)

of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 (22 U.S.C. 611
(b)), except that the term "foreign national" shall not include
any individual who is a citizen of the United States; or

[' (2) an individual who is not a citizen of the United States and
who is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence, as defined
by section 101(a)(20) of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(8 U.S.C. 1101(a) (20)).

I'§614.Prohibition of contributions in name of another.
r(a) No person shall make a contribution in the name of another

person or knowingly permit his name to be used to effect such a contr_-
bution, and no person shall knowingly accept a contribution made by
one person in the name of another person.

I'(b) Any person who violates this section shall be fined not more
than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.
I'§615.Limitation on contributions of currency.

r(a) No person shall make contributions of currency of the United
States or currency of any foreign country to or for the benefit of any
candidate which, in the aggregate, exceeds $100, with respect to any
campaign of such candidate for nomination for election, or for elec-
tion, to Federal office.

r(b) Any person who violates this section shall be fined not more
than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.
I'§616.Acceptanceof excessive honorariums.

[Whoever, while an elected or appointed officer or employee of any
branch of the Federal Government--

£(1) accepts any honorarium of more than $1,000 (excluding
amounts accepted for actual travel and subsistence expenses) for
any appearance, speech, or article; or
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ir (9) accepts honorariums (not prohibited by paragra_L]i,a'(1) of
this section) aggregating more than $1.5,000in any calc r:;,:Earyear
shall be fined not less than $1,000 nor :more than $5,00(i,,

I'§ 617. Fraudulent misrepresent_tion of campaign authority,,

[Whoever, being a candidate for Federal office or an en::_:r/oyeeor
agent of such a candidate-

[ (1) fraudulently misrepresents himself or any con _.:_:_ittee or
organization under his con'_rol as speakiing or writing or t::.herw:ise
acting for or on behalf of any other candidate or poli.t.i,:::_lpa:_ty
or employee or agent thereof on a matter which is dan':_;tgir_gto
such other candidate or political pa_;y or employee ,: ag_nt
thereof; or

[ (fi) willfully and know!ingly participates in or conspir.', :;to p:_;r.
ticipate in any plan, scheme, or design to violate parag::'a,i?h (:_);

shall, for each such offense, be fined not more than $_5,000 _:,_m_lpr!is-
oned not more than one year, ,orboth.]]
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SECTION-BY-SECTION EXPLANATION OF THE BILL

SHORT TITI. E

Section i of the bill provides that this legislation may be cited
as the "Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1976".

TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL ELECTION CAM-
PAIGN ACT OF 1971

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION I_EMBERSHIP

Section 101 (a)(1) amends section 309(a) (1) of the Federal Elec-
tion Campaign Act of 1971 (hereinafter in this explanation :referred
to as the "Act"), as so redesignated by section 105 of the bill, to pro-
vide that the Federal Election Commission (hereinafter in this ex-
planation referred to as the "Commission") is composed of the Sec-
retary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of Representatives
ex officio and without the right to vote, and 6 members appointed by
the President of the United States, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate.

Section 101(a) (2) amends section 309(a) (1) of the Act, as so re-
designated by section 105 of the bill, to provide that no more than
3 members of the Commission appointed by the President may be
affiliated with the same political party.

Section 101 (b) amends section 309 (a) of the Act, as so redesignated

by sectiorL 105, by rewriting paragraph (2). Section 309(a) (2) (A)proviqes that members of the Commission shall sero e for terms of 6
years, except that members first appointed shall serve for staggered
terms as designated by the PI'esident. Ill making such designations, the
President may not appoint an individual affiliated with any political
party for a term which expires 1 year after the ter m of anot'her mem-
ber affiliated with the same political party.

Section 309(a)(2)(B) provides that a member of the Commission
may serve after the expiration of his term until his successor has
taken office.

Section 309(a) (2) (C) provides that an individual appointed to
fill a vacancy occurring other than by the expiration of a term of
office may be appointed only for the unexpired term of the member
he succeeds.

Section 309(a)(2)(D) provides that a vacancy in the Cormnission
shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointment.

Section 101(c) (1) of the bill amends section 309(a) (3) of the Act,
as so redesignated by section 105 of the bill, to provide that raembers
of the Commission shall not engage in any other business, vocation,
or employment. Members are given I year to terminate or liquidate
any such activities.

(57)
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Section 101 (c) (1) amends section 309 of the Act, as so red,_:_ignated
by section 105 of the bill, by rewriting subsection (b). S,_<.,i::ion;_i09
(b) (1) requires the Commi,ksion to adminiLster and formul tt_ policy

regarding the Act and rchapter 95 and chapter 9(; of the 71nter._ml
Revenue Code of 1954. Phe Commission is given exclusiw '!:.rima:cy
jurisdiction regarding the civil enforcement ,of such provisk:fis.

Section 309 (b) (2) provides that the provisions of the A,::.,!:.de, :I:_etlimit, restrict, or diminish any investigatory, i_formationa.i_ ¢,v'_:_x-
sight, supervisory, or discip]Linary authority or function of :!:re Con-

I 'i_ess or any committee of the Congress regarding elections t_:._edeJ:al
office.

Section 101(c)(13) of the ]bill amends section 309(c) of th_ Act, _s
so redesignated by section 105 of the bill, to require an affirm _;_:ye v,c_te
of 4 members of the Commi_;ion in,_order for the Commissio:, 't ) es;ts.b-
lish guidelines for compliance wit..h the Arq; or with chal:_i:_:._ 95 ,:)r
chapter 96 of the Inl_.rnal Revenue Code. of 1954, or for _l:i,_Co.J_n-

mission to take any action under (1) section 310(a.)(6) o'__'i-.aeA..:_t,as so redesignated, by section 105 of the bill, :relating to the :i_:.tiatJi.,.m
of civil actions; (2) section 310(a)(7) of 1;he Act,, relati_::_;_:to 1L]:le
rendering of advSsory opinion:s; (3) section 310(a)(8) of ¢;_e A,_'t,
relating to rule-making authority; or (4 I) section 310(a)(:li_', of tae
Act, relating to investigations and hearing, s.

Section 101 (d)(1) provi&_ that the President shall app,:5_'_t mel:n-
bers of the Comnfission a.s soon as practicable after the d_s_._:eof the
enactment of the bill. Subsection (d)(2) provides that th,;: i:mt ap-
pointments made by the President shall not be considered. ,_.,ppob:_t-
raents to fill the unexpired _rras of members serving on the, _/_m:m:is-
sion on the date of the enactment of the bill.

Subsection (d) (3) provides _hat members of the Co, nmi_si.,::n serv-
ing on the date of the, enactment of the bill may continue t_:_.s_:erv'e_s
such members until members are appointed and qualified und,_' secti,:m
309(a) o.f the Act, as amended by _k,hebill ex_eptc that they :_i_:,,yexer-
cise only such powen; and functions as may be consistent ,:;ith the
determinations of the Supreme Court of the United States ilI__!!!_&s,kg,_;y
et al. v. Va.leo, et al. (Nos. 75-486. 75-437) (Janua W 30, 19_i'f!,'_.

Section 101(e) provides that members ser_Ang on the C o,_:_:nission
on the date of the enactment of the bill shall not be subject t(:, _:he pro-
visions of section 309(a) (3) of the, Act, as so. redesignated b,: secti,:m
105 of the bill, which prohibit any member of the Commi_<[c.n from
t:¢ing an elected or appoi:nted officer or employee of any brm'_,:_i::of til)e
Federal Government.

CHANGES iN iDEFIN]TT.[ONS

Election

Section 102(a) of tlhe bill amends section 301 (a)(2) of t]::_ Act :;o
provide tha.t any caucus or convention of a political party _i,i;i__ch ]h;_s
authority to nominate a crmdidate shall be considered to be aal:__:err ion.
Contribution

Section 1(Y2(b) amends _ction 301 (8) (2) of the Act to pr(:,¥i de %h_[t
a contract, promise, or agreement to make a contribution n:_t:it be :n
writing in order to be considered a contribution.
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Section 102(c) (1) amends section 301(e) (4) of the Act to provide
that the definition of contribution shall not apply to (1) legal or
accoun,ting services rendered to or on behalf of the national committee
of a political party, other than legal or accounting services attribu_ble
to any activity which directly furthers the election of a designated
candidate for Federal office; or (2) legal or accounting services ren-
dered to or on behalf of a candidate or poli,tieal committee roi' the sole
purpose of ensuring compliance with the Act, chapter 29 of title 18,
United States Code, or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Reve-
nue Code of 1954.

Su_ection (c)(9) adds a new clause (G) to section 301(.e)(5) ofthe Act. Clause (G) provides that the term contribution shall not
include a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or
anything of value to a national committee or a State committee of a
political party which is for the sole purpose of defraying any cost
incurred for the construction or purchase of any office facilil_y which
is not acquired for the purpose of influencing the election of any candi-
date in any particular election for Federal office. Clause (G) requires
that any such gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or
anything of value, and any such cost, must be reported in accordance
with section 304 ('b) of the Act.

Expenditure
Section 102ed) (1) amends section 301(f) (4) of the Act, bY adding

a new clause (I). Clause (I) provides that the term expendilLure does
not include any costs incurred by a candidate in connection with any
solicitation of contributions by the candidate. Clause (I) does not
apply, however, to costs incurred by a candidate irt excess of an amount
equal to 20 percent of the applicable expenditure limitation under sec-
tion 320 (b) of the Act, except that all such costs shall be reported in
accordance with section 304 (b).

Subsection ed) (2) amends section 301(f) (4) of the Act by adding
a new clause (F). Clause (F) provides that the term expenditure does
not include the payment, by any person other than a candidate or a
political committee, of compensation for (1) legal or accounting serv-
ices rendered to or on behalf of the national committee of a political
party, other than legal or accounting services attributable to any ac-
tivitv which directly furthers the election of a designated candidate
for Federal office; or (2) legal or accounting services rendered to or
on behalf of a candidate or political committee for the sole, purpose
of ensuring compliance with the Act, chapter 29 of title 18, United
States Code, or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954.

0 ther definitions
Section 102(e) amends section 301 of the Act by adding the fol-

lowing new definitions:
1. The term "Act" is defined to mean the Federal Election Campaign

Act of 1971, as amended by the Federal Election Campaign Act
Amendments of 1974 and the Federal Election Campaign Act Amend-
ments of 1976.

2. The term "independent expenditure" is defined to mean any ex-
penditure by a perSon which expressly advocates the election or defeat
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,0l a clealdy identified candidate which is made without coopel:_i_tion or
consultation with any candidate, or any authorized committo!!, er ai_nt
,Dfthe candidate, and which is not made in concert with, or _E3ttthe re-
quest or suggestion of., any c_mdidate, or any authorized com:mfittee or
agent of the candidate.

3. The term "clearly identified" is defim_ to mean (1) the ]lame of
the candidate involved, appears; (9) a photograph or drawJ:_:l.4i,;of the
candidate appears; or (3) the identity of the candidate is ap]?slrent by
unambiguous reference.

OlIGANIZATIO_N_ OF POLITICAL CO_[/_[ITTEES

Section 103 of the bill amends section 30:2 of the Act by strik:ing out
subsection (e), relating to a re,,quirement that; political commit.l:;ees rais-
ing contributions .or raaking expenditure_s on behalf of a ,::._iu,didate
without being authorized to do so by the candidate must ind:i,:::_;Ltethi[s
ls,ck of authority on any campaign literature and campaign a,:i['i:_ertis_-
ments. Section 323 of the Act, as added by th(,. bill, contains _,.!;imilrL,r
provision.

REPORTS BY POLY_t_CAL 't_O_Vi_I_'l'ErS AND CAiNDIDAT_?!I

Section 104(a) amends section 304(a) (1) (C) of the Act t,_,]?rovide
that in any year in which a candidate is not on the bMlot fo_' _!4ecticn
t>o Federal office, the candidate and his authorized committe_s mu:_t
l,qle a report not lal;er thalx the tenth day aft_r the close of al_:y calel_-
dar quarter in which the ca:ndidate and his authorized co_::t!tl_nitl_!'_s
received contributions or made expenditures which aggregate a l':otal of
more than $10,000. Each report must be complete as of the clc.s¢_,of tkLe
calendar ,quarter, except that; any report which must be fi](;!:,:!/aJ_ter
December 31 of any calendar year m which a report must be filed
under section 304(a)(1)(13) shall be filed as provided ir _!;ectio:ia
304(a) (1) (B).

Section 104 (b) amencls sea,ti on 304 (a) of the Act :by rewrit3[_:_t!'pa rsL-
graph (9). Paragraph (9) provides that each treasurer of a l?i!;liticsJ

c_)mmittee authorized by a candidate to raise contributions ,::,rmake3
expenditures on b¢.half of the candidate, other than the ]?!i neil .pal
ca:mpaigm committee of the candidate, must, file reports with t,h,3_prar_-
cipal campaign committee of the candidate (rather than wi_,h 'fi_e
Commission).

Section 104(c) amends _ction 804(b) of the Act by adding a. new
paragraph (13). Paragraph (lg) requires eac.h report to inch;.de, i_/_
tlh,3 case of an independent expeztditure in ex(_ss of $100 by a l:)olitica.[
committee, other than an authorized committee of a candid!iai)e, ,_x
pressly advocating the election cr defeat of a clearly i.dentifie,_i[ ,:_andi_-
d at_, through a separate schedule (1) any :information req't_:ill!edby
section 304(b)(9), stab_d in a raanner which indicates whet:h.t_r t;h(i_,
independent expenditure is in support of, or in opposition to, !_.,,_an,di.
dab;e; and (_) under penalty of perjury, certification whet]i:,!,r ther
independent expenditure is made, in cooperation, consultation_ ,:,:_:con
cert with, or at the request or ,mggestion of, any candidate c.c an3;'
authorized committee or agent of the candidate. If such expenditure i,_
made with such cooperation, consu)tation, or concert, or as ,:_tcesult
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of such request or suggestion, it no longer would qualify as an inde-
pendent expenditure.

Section 104(d) amends section 304 of the Act by rewriting subsec-
tion (e). Subsection (e) (1) requires every person (other than a politi-
cal committee or a candidate) who makes independent expenditures
of more than $100 in a calendar year to file a statement with the Com-
mission containing information required of a person who makes con-
tributions of more than $100 to a candidate or political con_nittee
and information required of a candidate or political comm_ittee re-
ceiving such a contribution.

Subsection (e) (2) providesthat statements required by subsection
(e) must be filed on dates for the filing of reports by political com-
mittees. The statements must include (1) information required by
section 309(b)(9), stated in a manner which indicates whether the
contribution or independent expenditure is in support of, or iin oppo-
sition to, a candidate; and (2) under penalty of perjury, certification
whether the independent expenditure is made in cooperation, con-
sultation, or concert with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candi-
date or any authorized committee or agent of the candidate.

Any independent expenditure, including independent expenditures
described in section 304(b) (13), of $1,000 or more which is made after
the fifteenth day, but more than 24 hours, before any election must be
reported within 9.4 hours of the independent expenditure.

Subsection (e)(3) requires the Commission to prepare indices re-
garding expenditures made with respect to each candidate. The in-
dices must be issued on a timely preelection basis.

REPORTS BY CERTAIN Pz_oNs

Section 105 amends title III of the Act by striking out section 308,
relating to reports by certain persons.

CAMPAIGN DEPosrroI_ES

Section 106 amends section 308 (a) (1) of the Act, as so redesignated
by section 105 of the bill, to provide that it is within the discretion of
political committees to maintain one or more checking accounts at
banks which they designate as campaign depositories.

POWERS OF COMHISSION

Section 107(a) amends section 810(a) of the Act, as so redesig-
nated by section 105 of the bill, by combining paragraph (10) with
paragraph (8). Paragraph (10) relates to the authority of the Com-
mission to develop forms for the filing of reports.

Section 107(b) (1) amends section 310(a) of the Act, as so redesig-
hated by section 105 of the bill, by rewriting paragraph (6). Para-
graph (6) gives the Commission authority to initm' re, defend, and
appeal civil actions.

Subsection (b) (2) amends section 310 of the Act, as so redesignated
by section 105 of the bill, by adding a new subsection (e) wlhich prO-
vides that the civil action authority of the Commission is the exclusive
civil remedy for enforcing the Act, except for actions whic]h may be
brought under section 313(a)(9) of the Act, as added by the bill.
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_.DVISOR3_' OPINIONS

Section 108 (a) amends section 312 of the Act, as so redesi,!i_j_ated by
section 105 of the bill, by rewriting subsection (a). Subsection (a). pro-
vides that the Commission shall render a written advisoui' opinion
upon the written request of ally individual holding a Feder_d office,
any candidate for Federal office, any political committee, m _imy :na-

tional conunittee of a political party. Any such advisory opi_::,if_ m_:_.st
be rendered within a reasonal_le time a'fi;er the request is n:L,,_deand
shall indicate whether a specific transaction or activity would consi:i-
tute a violation of the Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the ][nterr al
Revenue Code of 1954. Subsection (a) prohibits the Comm]:!!sion or
any of its employees from issuing any advisory opinion ,_!_xzeptin
accordance with the provisi(ms of sect{on 312.

Section 108 (b) amends sectic,n 319 of the Act, as so redesign:_ted by
section 105, by rewriting subsection (b). Subsection (b) (1) i[_rovides
that any person who relies on an _dvisory opinion and who acts lin
good faith in accordance with the advisory ,)pinion may not be pemd-
ized under the Act or under chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the I:_lternal
Revenue Code of 1954: as the result of any such action.

Subsection (b) (2) provides that an advisory opinion may be relied
upon by (1) any person involved in the transaction or acti,idl:y w:i;i:h
:respect to wh,ich the advisory opinion is rendered; and (2) any person
involved in any similar transaction or activity.

The Commission is required to transmit to the Congress p:[,opose_d
:rules and regulations based on an advisory opinion if the tr:ii:nsacti(m
or activity involved is not already covered by any rule or regtdatio:n _f
the Commission. If the Commission receives more than on,!_ :equest
for an advisory opinion involving the same or similar trans._::.tions or
activities, the Commission may not render more than one lib,:{V![SOry
opinion relating to the transactions or activities. Any rule or :r-egala-
ti on which the Commission proposes under subsection (b) is mbjeet
to the congressional review procedures of section 315(c) of/:he Act.

Section 108 (c) makes a ecmforming amendment to section 3:1!b (c) (1)
of the Ack

Section 108 (d) provides that the amendments made by se,?,;:ion108
apply to any advisory opinion rendered by the Commiss]o:l_ a:ft.ea'
0_tober 15, 1974.

ENFORC_MI_NT

Section 109 of the bill amends tit]e III of the Act by rewr!it:}tlg seA:_;-
tion 313, as so redesignated by section 105 of the; bill.

,Complain, ts
Section. 313 (a) (1) p ermim any person who believes that ttJ,_ Xct cr

chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of l c_154ih'_s
h_,en violated to file a written complaint with the Commissh_m The
complaint must be notarized and signed and sworn to by the 'i)erson
fi]ling the complaint. The person shall be subject to the prov:i..!;ilonsc,f
ruction 1001 of title 18, 'United States Codo (relating to false c r :_raud!-
ulent statements).

The Commission is prohibited from conducting any invesq:i:gatior_,
or taking any other action, solely on the basis of an anon:_/mou_s
complaint.
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Subsection (a)(1) prohibits the Commission from investigating
the actions or activities of any staff employee of any person holding a
Federal office unless the Commission first consults with the person
holding Federal office. If the person provides an affidavit that the staff
employee is performing his regularly assigned duties, the affidavit
shall be a complete bar to any further investigation by the Commission.

Notificatio_ and iqzvestigation
Subsection (a) (9) provides that, if the Commission has reasonable

cause to believe that a person has violated the Act or chapter 95 or
Chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the Commission is
required to notify the person and to conduct an investigation of the
violation.

Subsection (a) (3) requires the Commission to conduct any investi-
gation expeditiously and to include in the investigation an additional
investigation of any reports and statements filed with the Commission
by the complainant involved, if the complainant is a candidate for Fed-
eral office. Subsection (a) (3) prohibits the Commission and any other
person from making public any investigation or any notification made
under subsection (a)(2) without the written consent of the person
receiving the notification or the person under investigation.

Subsection (a)(4) requires the Commission to permit any person
who receives notification under subsection (a) (2) to demonstrate that
the Commission should not take any action against such person under
the Act.

Conciliation agreewe_ts
Subsection (a)(5) requires the Commission to seek to oorrect or

prevent any violation of the Act by informal methods of conference,
conciliation, and persuasion during the 30-day period after the Com-
mission determines there is reasonable cause to believe that a violation
has occurred or is about to occur. The Commission also is required
to seek to enter into a conciliation agreement with the person involved
in such violation. If, however, the Commission has reasonable cause
to believe that--

(1) a person has failed to file a report required under sec-
tion 304(a)(1)(C) of the Act before the date of an election;

(2) a person has failed to file a report required to bi; filed no
later than 10 days before an election; or

(3) on the basis of a complaint filed less than 45 days but more
than 10 days before an election, a person has committed a know-
ing and willful violation of the Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954;

the Commission shall seek to informally correct the violation and to
enter into a conciliation agreement with the person involved for a
period of not less than one-half the number of days between the date
upon which the Commission determines that there is reasonable cause
to believe a violation has occurred and the date of the election involved.

Any conciliation agreement entered into by the Commission and a
person involved in a violation shall constitute a complete bar to any
filrther action by the Commission, unless the person involved violates
the conciliation agreement.
Givil action8

Subsection (a) (5) also provides that the COmmission may institute
a civil action for relief if the Commission is unable to correct or pre-
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vent a 'violation by informal methods and if the Commissio'_:L det,l_..r-
mines t]here is probable c_mse to believe theft the violation has_ 0u'curr _d
or is about to occur. The relief sought in any civil action ma.y inch'tie
a, permanent or temporary in.j nnction, resl;raining order, or any other
appropriate order,, includirkg a civil penalty which does not e:,;:<_eedthe
greater of $5,000 or an amount equal to the amount of any ccntriba-
tkon or expenditure involved in. the violation. The civil actic.::_ may _e
brought !tn the district court, of the United States fbr the _:l:is;rict in
which the person against whom the action is brought is found _cesi&;,s,
or tra_..sacts business.

The court involved ,;hail grant the relief ,,;ought by the Corn_nissiq:_n
in a civil action brought 'by the Commission upon a proper _:imwi_g
._ihat the person involved h,'bs engaged or is; about to engage ]'.::__;vio'_;_-
tion of the Act or of chapter 95 or chapter c,6 of the Internal I:Iev¢mnm
Code of: 1954.

]?eferr.'als to A tto_mey G,?_.,eral
Subsection (a)t15) also permits, the Commission to refe:: art a)-

parent violation to the Attorney G-eneral of the United Sta. t,_._',if t.]m
· ¢ I.(.,, - .,. ommissmn determines that there. !is probable cau_ to belie,:,_ that. a

· · I * ,, o *

knowing,.. and walliul vmlatmn. . ·subJect to and as defined m .se..r.,.,on 3_._8
of the A.ct has occurred or i_ about to occur.. In order for such .:t?efe.rr:d

to made the violation or violations must involve the making. :t'eceivin!j,
or reporting of any contril:mtion or expenditure having a val'u,_!,in tire
¢ggregate, of $5,000 or more durin;; a calendar year. The Co_l:t_aisskn
l,s;not required to engage in any informal conciliation effor,I;i_t)efc,:l'e
making any such referral.

Uivll pe_,alties
Subsection (a) (6) perm,5:s the Commission to include a civil i:mmBy

in a conciliation agreeme:n_: if _he Commission believes tha_ l:.here s
clear and convincing proof _hat a knowing a:nd willful violati<:Jx of tlc
Act or of chapter 95 or c,hapter 9_; of the Internal Revenue (lode _.f
1954 has occurred. The civil penalty may not exceed the great,?_' of (:1)
$10,000; ,or (2) an amount equal to 200 percent of the amounl: _f arly
exmtribntion or expenditure involved in the violatiom If the (".,:,mra:k,;-
sion believes that a violation ]has occurred wMch is not a kno¥_:i::_garid
willful violation, the conciliation a_'eement may require tl'ui_ pers_:m
involved to pay a civil pe._alty which does not exceed the gl:e:tte,r _[:f
(1) $5,000; or (2) an amo'ltnt equal to the amount of the cont::_-!2butic,a
or expenditure involved in tlhe violation.

A i,ailabib_ty of 'iny:ormatio?_
SUbsection (a) (,3) also t_,'_quires the Commission to make a'v tils_bi!e

to the publi c (1) the resul_:s of any conciliation efforts mgdc by' t]h_e
Commissi!on, including any conciliation agreement entered in.ii:_:,by t]k:_e
Commission; and (_) any determination by the Commissi(x_L that :_
per_n has not committed _ a, violat.![on of the Act. or of chap_e:_ 95 c,r
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

Court-imposed ci_,;!l ?Yenalt','/es
Subsection (a') (7) permits a ,:om:¢ to impose a civil penalt,,,, n _m!z

civil action for relief t)roug_ht by the Commission if the couii't detm-
mines that there is clear and convin<Sng proof that a person }::__ com-
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mitted a knowing and willful violation of the Act or of chapter 95 or
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The civil penalty
may not exceed the greater of (1) $10_000; or (2) an amount equal to
200 percent of the contribution or expenditure involved in the
violation.

In any case in which a person against whom the court imposes a civil
penalty has entered into a conciliation agreement with the Corrlmission,
the Commission may bring a civil action if it believes that the person
has violated the conciliation agreement. The Commission may obtain
relief if it establishes that the person has violated, in whole or in part,
any requirement of the conciliation agreement.

Subpenas
Subsection (a) (8) provides that subpenas for witnesses in civil ac-

tions in ally United States district court, may run into any other
district.

Private aetiov_s for relief
Subsection (a)(9) permits any party to file a petition with the

United States District Court for the District of Columbia if _[he party
is aggrieved by an order of the Commission dismissing a complaint
filed by the party or by a failure on the part of the Commission to act
on the' complaint within 90 days after the complaint is filed. 'The peti-
tion :must be filed (1) in the case of a dismissal bv the COmmission, no
later than 60 days after the dismissal; or (9) in the case of a failure on
the part of the Commission to act on the complaint, no later than 60
days after the initial 90-day period.

The court may declare that the dismissal or failure to act is contrary
to law and may direct the Commission to take any action consistent
with the declaration no later than 30 days after the court makes the
declaration. If the Commission fails to act during the 30-day period,
the party who filed the original complaint may bring in his own name
a civil action to remedy the violation involved.

Appeals procedures
Subsection (a) (10) provides that any judgment of a district court

may be appealed to the court of appeals. Any judgment of a court ofappE_als which affirms or sets aside, in whole or in part, any order of
the district court shall be final, subject to review by the Supreme Court
of the United States upon certiorari or certification as provided in sec-
tion 1254 of title 28, United States Code.

Subsection (a) (11) provides that any action brought under subsec-
tion (a) shall be advanced on the docket of the court involved and put
ahead of all other actions, other than actions brought under subsection
(a) or under section 314.

Civil and crin_inal conterapt
Subsection (a) (19) permits the Commission to petition a court for

an order to adjudicate a person in civil contempt if the Commission
determines after an investigation that the person has violated an order
of the court entered in a proceeding brought under subsection (a) (5).
If the Commission believes that the violation is a knowing and willful
violation, the Commission may petition the court for an order to ad-
judicate the person in criminal contempt.
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Reports by A ttormey Gen.e.rag
Section 313 (b) requires the Attorney General to report to tks Com-

mission requiring apparent violations' referred to the Attorney Ge l_-
eral by the Commission. The reporks must be transmitted to tl_e
Commission no iai;er than 60 days afl, er the date of the referr;_ l, and ;t_t
the close of every 30-day peri[od thereafter until there is final[ disposi-
tion. The Commission }nay from time to time prepare an¢li publish
reports relating to the status of such referrals.

P'enalty ]'or disclo_.ure of i_iformation
Section 313(c) imposes a penalty against any member of i;h._!_Com-

mission, any employee of the (Jon_mfsSion, or any other per_!_',mwho
reveals the 'identity of any person under investigation in violation c,f

section 313 (a) (3) (B). Any such member, employee, or other '?rson :issubject to a fine of $9_.000' :for any such v.iolation. It! the viol,_:tion is
knowing and willfal the maximum fine is $5.,000_

Du'rms oF CO]_l_iSSi()N

C_madative index

Section 110(a) (1) amends sectiol_ 315 (a) (6) of the Act, as :!!lc,redes-
igrtated by section 105 of the bill, to require the Commissioix t_:_corr,,-
pile and maintain a separate cumulative index of reports a_d stat_-
ments filed by the, political committees supporting more tl',_m one
candidate. The index must include _ listing of the date of regli_!;_l:ration
of such political committees :_n,cl the date upon which such p,:_litica,1
committe_,s qualify to mak:e ex._penditures under section 320 (_L)(2) of
the Act. The Conmfission is required to review the index on _:i1:_,_;same
basis and at the sarae time as other cumulative indices requir_;_,:_,undel:
section 315 (a) (6).

A,t_cliti_,g of Feder_d p,ayz_ts
Section 110(a) (2) anaends sectional315(a)(8) of the Act tc r_qnire

the Commission to give prio, ri_;y to audit, ina and conducti_ _;:'field
investigations requiring tile ver!ification for, g'nd the receipt ,,_::ii':,.dus_
c,f_,any payments received 'by a candidate under chapter 95 or ,:ilmpter
9'6 of the Internal Revenue Code of :1,954.

6' e_ngrossional review Froce,tures
:Section 110(b) amends section 315(c)(9) of the Act to ]?:rovJid,_?.

tlhat the Congress raay disapprove proposed rules an(i reg_]ati,:ms of
the Commission in whole or !in parL The amendment also pl:'ovide_'!!_
that, whenever a committee of the House of Representatives: _:,;;;po:ct:!!;
any resolu.tion relating to a proposed rule ,or regulation of t;lh,;_Corn.
mission, it is in order at any time (even though a previous mot:ion to
the same effect has been disagreed to) to move to proceed to i:h_*_con,_
s!ideration of the resolution. The mor_ion is highly privileged m:_d is n_ot
debatable. An amendment to the motion is not, in order_ and it :is aot ir,_,
order to move to reconsider the vote by wMch the motion is a:gree_:]l
tx) or disagreed to. Although the motion to proceed to the cons:idera-
tion of the resolution is not; debatable, debate may be conducted with
respect to the consideration of tlhe resolution.

Applicability of Ce_nrn.issio_ _ulings
Section 110(c) amends section 315 of the Act; by adding a rL_i!_;,;,sub-

section (e). Subsection (e) provides that, in any civil or criminal pro-
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ceeding to enforce the Act or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, no rule, regulation, guideline, advisory opinion,
opinion of counsel, or any other pronouncement by the Commission or
by any member, officer, or employee of the Commission may be used
against the person against whom the proceeding is brought. No such
rule, regulation, guideline, advisory opinion, opinion of counsel, or
other pronouncement (1) shall have the force of law; (P_)may be used
to create any presumption of violatio n or of criminal intent; (3) shall
be. admissible in evidence against the person involved; or (4) may be
used in any other manner. The provisions of subsection (e) do not
apply to any rule or regulation of the Commission which takes effect
under section 315 (c).

ADDITIONAL ENFORCEMENT AUTttORITY

Section 111 amends section 407(a) of the Act to establish concitia-
tion procedures regarding the enforcement of section 407. Tile amend-
ment provides that, if a person fails to file a report required by title III
of the Act, the Commission shall (1) make very effort for a period of
not ]ess than 80 days to correct the failure by informal methods of
conference, conciliation, and persuasion; or (2) in the case of any'
failure to file which occurs less than 45 days before the date of an
election, make every effort to correct the failure by informal methods
for a period of not less than one half the nmnber of days between the
date of the failure and the date of the election. The Commission,
however, may not take any action regarding any complaint filed with
the Commission during the 5-day period immediately before an elec.-
tion until after the date of the election.

CONTRIBUTION AND EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS; PENALTIES

Section 112(a) amends title III of the Act by striking out section
316, as so redesiguated by section 105 of the bill, by striking out sec-
tion 320, as so redesignated by section 105 of the bill, and by adding
new sections 320 through 328.

A. LII_ITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Co_trib_tion limitations

Section 320 fa) (1) prohibits any person from making contributions
(1) to any candidate in connection with any election for Federal office
which, in the aggregate, exceed $1,000; or (2) to any political commit-
tee in any calendar year which exceed, in the aggregate, $L000.

Subsection fa) (2) prohibits any political committee (other than '_
principal campaign committee) from making contributions to (1)
.any candidate in connection with any election for Federal office which,
m the aggregate, exceed $5,000; or (2) any ]political committee in
any calendar year which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000. Corttributions
by the national committee of a political party serving as the principal
campaign committee of a Presidential candidate may not exceed the
limitation described in the preceding sentence with respect to any
other candidate for Federal office.

The term "poltical committee" is in (a)(2) defined to mean an
organization which (1) is registered as a political committee under
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_mction 303 of the Act for :_pe_riod of not less than ([ months ;. {2) has
lt_ceived contributions from more than 50 persons; and (3) ,?.:i_:cept:II!or
_my State political party or_.mrtizat'_on, has made eontributio]:l::_ to 5 or
more candidates for ]Federal office.

Subsection (a) ('2) also provides that, for purposes of the Ii:Hr:_ital_ions
provided by subsection (a)(1) and subsection (a)(2).. lJll c(l,n-
tributiorts made by politica;_ c.ommfi;tees which are established., financ,;!_d.
raaintained, or co:atrolled by any corporation, labor organ:i:z_3tfion, or
emy other person (inCludi_xg any parent, subsidiary, branch, (iivision.
department, or local unit of such corporation, labor organ!i:_mfion, or
any other person)., or by any group of such. persons, shall be co:_::sider'ed
to have been made by a sin,__][epolitical committee, except thai:. (1] 'tlhe
amendment made by the 'b;A1dces not limi[ transfers betweek i!:,olitical
,committees of funds raised through joint fund raising efforts ::_n,cl (!.>)
/:or purposes of tlhe limit_tions provided by subse(;tion (a'.; i'l) and
subsection (a)(2), all con_xibutior_s made by a single politii:',d eom-
mittee which is establish_:_i, financed, maintained, or contr(_(lh_d by a
national committee of a p(_lit;ical party and by a sin,_le poli_A,:,._le.om-
mittee established, financed, m:aintMned, or controlled by i!h,_ St.sl.te
eommitte_ of a political party., shall not be .considered to ]:!tl_,.,ebe,Em
made by a single l_)litical committ¢,¢,_

Subsection (a)('2) also _rovides that, !in any case in wh:i.,::_it_,a c.r_.r-
poration a_d any of its su_;sidiaries, branches, divisions, dep_.r_men_:s,
or local units, or a labor organization and any of its su'b.,!d_:liari_t_s,
branches, division:s, departments? or local units establish,. :!inance,
maintain, or control more _han one.. separate segregated fund., :_dlsuch
funds shall be treated as a single separate segregated fund :t'.,)r'prltr-
poses of the limitations p_':ovided by subsection (a)(1) am:i. subsec-
tion (a) (2).

Subsection (a) (3) prohibits ,,_ny individual from making _r:;ontr[tm-
tions which, in the aggregate, exceed $2_;,£_) in any calen(!L:,:_,ryeller.
Any contribution which is made t(_ a candid_[te in a >-ear o'(:3:l,}:._rthtm
the calendar year in which the .election involved is held, is c().l:t_[der_!_d
to be made during the cahmdf[r yea.r in wh._ch the election is tL,i_._d..

Subsection (a)(4) pro¥:_des '[hat; (1) any contribution to, _;.na:m.,',!_d
candidah_ which is made l;o any ;political committee auth,c,:cized l:)v
the candidate to accept co_ributio:as on beh_alf of the candid_t.,::e ShM1
be eonsi.dered to be contrqbutions made to the ea.ndidate; (>_) ml:y
expenditure which, is made by any person in cooperation, c,::,nsu]t}_-
tion, or concert, with. or at: the request or suggestion of, a c:!_r:td!idai;e
or any attthorized political committee or agent of the candida:i:e slhadl
be considered to be a oontrJbution tx, the can_didate; (3) any ,_!:::,::pend.i-
ture to finance publication of any caml0aign broadcast or al::[? otlqt_i!_r

c_[mpaign_ materials pr?ared by a candidate or any authorize_:.!! pol_t'[-c,d committee or agen(_y (:,f the can.did_te shM1 be considered ':o be a
contribution to that candidate; and (4) contributions made i:c,a vice
presidential nominee shall be consitdered to be contributio:lL,._; to the
presidential nominee of tlhe party involved.

Subsection (a) (5) provides that the contribution limitatio]'_:i_ esi;a/b-
lished by subsection (a)(1') and SULbsection (a)(2) shall apt:,l? sel?:_;-
mtely to each election,, exc(_pt that; all elections in any calem:ik:_;_rye_t,r
:_or the office of President (exo_l)t _ genera.l election, for suc,'.h ottqic,_)
shall be considered to be one election,
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Subsection (a)(6) provides that all contributions made by a per-
son on behalf of aparticular candidate, including contributions which
are earmarked or directed through an intermediary or conduit to such
candidate, shall be treated as contributions from the person involved
to the candidate. The intermediary or conduit is required to report the
name of the original source of the contribution and the narae of the
intended recipient of the contribution to the Commission and to
report the name of the original source of the contribution to the
intended recipient.

Expenditure limitatio_s
Sex'tion 320(b)(1)prohibits any candidate for the office of Pres-

iderrt who has established his eligibility to receive payments under
section 9003 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 or under section
9033 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 from making expenditures
in excess of (1) $10,000,000, in the case of a campaign for nomination
for election to the office of President; o,r (2) $20,000_000 in the case
of a campaign for election to the office of President. In the case of
campaigns for nomination, the aggregate of expenditures ill any one
State may not exceed twice the greater of (1) 8 cents multiplied by
the voting age population of the State; o r (2) $100,000.

Subsection (b) (9) provides that (1) expenditures made by a vice-
presidential nominee shall be considered to be expenditures made by
the presidential nominee of the same political party; and (2) an
expenditure is made on behalf of a candidate if it is made by (A) a
committee or agent of the candidate authorized to make expendi-
tures; or (B) any person authorized or requested by the candidate
or an authorized committee or agent of the candidate to make the
expenditure involved.

I_reases in expenditure limitations
Section 320(c) (1) provides that, at the beginning of each calendar

year (beginning in 1976), as there become available necessary data
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Secretary of Labor shall cer-
tify to the Commission the percentage difference between the prio_
index from the 12-month period preceding the calendar _ear and the
price index for the base period. The term "price index" 'is defined to
mean the average over a calendar year of the Consumer Price Index

(all items--United States city average), and the term "base period"is defined to mean the calendar yeal 1974. Each limitation established
by section 320(b) and section 820(d) shall be increased by such per-
centage difference.

Expenditures by political party co_r_ittees
Section 390(d) (1) provides that the national committee of a polit-

ical party and a State committee of a political party, including any
subordinate committee of a State committee, may make expenditures
in connection with the general election campaign of candidates for
Federal office.

Subsection (d) (2) provides that the national committee of a polit-
ical party may not make expenditures in connection with the general
elect{on campaign of a candidate for the office of President; which ex-
ceed an amount equal to 2 cents multiplied by the voting age popula-
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tion of the United States. Any expenditures under subsectio:t_ (dL)(9)
are considered as an addition to expenditurgs bv a national committee
of a political party which is serv.inff as the principal caml>:t_ign com-
mittee of a candidate :for the o_ce of President.

Subsection (d) (3) provides that the national committee c,:f'a I×_lit-
.ical party and that the State committee of _ political party,, :i!t_cludiing
may subordinate committee of a State committee, may each make _':_x-
penditures in connection with the general election campaign c4 a c:mdi-
date for Federal office in any Sl_a_ which do not exceed (1) .i:l:tthe ct_Lse
of candidates for election to the offi{_ of SerLat_r (or of Repr,E!;sent:_t:itve
from a State which is entitl_J to only one Representative). the ffma'lt;er
of (Al 2 cents multiplied by the voting age population of the ,!!!Irate;or
(B) $20,000; and (9) in the case of a candidate for election to. r:he office
o,f Representative,, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner in _,_,l,.:_yother
State, $10,000.

Voting age population

Section 320 (e) requires the Secn-'.tary of Commerce, durin#: I:.hefirst
week of January 1975, and each subsequen_ year, to certify to _;iheCom-
mission and publish in the Federal Register' an estimate of OJe voting
age population of the United States, of each State, and of _E!_enchcc,n-
gressional district, as of the first day of July next p:recedin_,,' the date
of certification. The term "voting age population" is defined t,t) rne_m
resident population, 18 years of age or older.

Prohibition of conPributi_f,s a_t e_penditv, res
Section 320(f) prohibits candidates and political committ;,_.,.,?sfrom

knowingly accepting any contribution or knowingly makimi!: .Imy ex-
penditure in violation of section 320. Subsection (fl also pro]h!ibits any
officer or employee of a point,call committee from knowingly ac,,:_epti:ng
a contrib'tttion made to a candidate, or knowinglv making an o::!:pend!i-
ture on behalf of a candidate ir_ violation of section 320.

Attribution of expenditures
Section. 320(g) requires the Commission to prescribe ruh!_ under

which expenditures by a candidate for Pr_identia] nomim,!5on for
use in two or more States shall be at.tribunal to the expenditm:_i_ lirai'l_;s
of such candidate in ,each Sta',_ involved. The att_qbution ,il'tall 'he
based on the vot. in_' age popn'l.atlion !in each Stato which can re._!_.s.,,nab]y
]k_;expect_ to be influenced ',by'the expenditure.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS OR EXPEI_'DIW1Jlq'.ES B'[r NATIOIqA.L BANKS, CORPOI[_:._!_TION'_!¢_
OR LABOR OROAI_IZAT[O,NS

P'_'ohibit'&_a of contributio._s and expenditm,es
Section 321(_) makes it unh_wful for any national bank: _'.)rany

_._rporatkm to maim any contribution or expenditure in co:_':mection

wiith (1) any election to any political office; o_I (2) 'any prima:r"¢ elec-tion or political cor_ventiorL'or caucus held t_) select can_lidates :fi:>rstay
political office_ Subs_._tion (al also prohibits any corporation ,c,il!_lal_r
or.ganizati.on from makin_ a contribution or expenditure in. c_mnec-
tion with (1) any general election for Federal office; or (2) _!_,r_ypri.-
mary election or political convention or caucus held to selec!l: _:_ndi.-
dates for any Federal office.
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Subsection (a) also prohibits any candidate, political commit:M,
or other person from knowingly accepting or receiving any contribu-
tion which is prohibited bysection 321. It is also unlawful for any
officer or director of a corporation or national bank, or any officer of a
labor organization, to consent to any contribution or expenditure
which is prohibited by section 321.

Definition of labor organization
Section 321 (b) (1) ,defines the term "labor organization" to mean any

organization or any agency or employee representation committee

or plan in which employers participate and which exists for the pur-pose of dealing with employees regarding grievances, labor disputes,
wages, rates of pay, hours of employment, or conditions of work.

Definition o/contribution or expenditure
Subsection (b) (2) defines the term "contribution or expenditure" to

include any payment or other distribution of money, servie_, or any-
thing of value (except a lawful loan by a national or State bank in
the ordinary eou.rse of business) to any candidate, campaign, commit-
tee, or political party or organization, in connection with any election
to any Federal office.

Such term, however, does not include-
(i) communications on 'any subject by a corporation to its

stockholders and executive officers and their families? or by a
labor organization to its members and their families;

(9) nonpartisan registration and voting campaigns conducted
by a corporation with respect to its stockholders and its executive
,officers and their families, or by a labor organization with respect
to its members and their fami.lies; and

(3) the establishment, administration, and solicitation of con-
tributions to a separate segregated fund to be used for political
purposes by a corporation or labor organization, except that-

(A) it is unlawful for such a fund to make a contribution
or expenditure through the use of money or anything of
value secured by (i) physical force; (ii) job di_rilmination;
(iii) financial reprisal; (iv) the threat of force, job discrim-.
ination, or financial reprisals; (v) dues, fees, or other moneys
required .as a condition of membership in a labor organiza..
tion or as a condition of employment; or (vi) mone_
obtained in any commercial transaction;

(B) it is unlawful for a corporation or a separate segre-
gated fund established by a corporation to solicit contribu-
tions from any person other than stockholders and executive
officers of such corporation and their families, for an incor-
porated trade association or a separate segregated fund estab-
lished by such an association to solicit contributions from
any person other than the stockholders and executive officers
of the member corporations of such trade association and the
families of stockholders and executive officexs (to the extent
that any such solicitation has been separately and specifically

approved by the member corporation involved, and such
member corporation has not approved any such solicitation by
more than one such trade association in any calendar year_,
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or for a taN)r o:_ganSzation or a separate segreg'a'i:,_,d fund
establishexi by a labo:c organization to solicit con'l:::'_.butions
from any person other than the members of the labor oqi!:a-
nization'and tl_ei:__famili,e._; _

(C) any meth_t of soliciting voluntary contribut:iic_:m, or of
facilitating the making of voluntary contributions, k._)a sep-
arate segn:egated land established by a corporation wb ich may
be used by a corporation also may be used by labor ,::_tganiza-
tions; and

(D) a ,_orporat:ion which uses a method of solic,.:i:l:i:agvol-
untary ccntributk,ns or fa_cilitating the making of v ?;.!unta:_y
contributions shall make such method available t,'.:_,:_ labor
organization represen_in?: any members who work: for '_he
corporation, upo:n w'rkten request by the labor org.x::_!izal:ion.

.Defi_itlo_ of executive o_er
Sutysec.tion (b)(35 defin,_s the _;erm "executive officer" to :_-_:_eanan

individual employed by a _:orporation who is paid on a saNc,' rather
than art hourly basis and w:ho has policymaking or suL?;!_rvisory
responsibilities.

C. CON_RI2BqUTIO',":/S BY GOVERN'M'tINT CON'i"PJkC_)RS

Section 392(a) makes it unlawful for any persort who enl:.,_rs inlSo
certain contracts with the ':7:hired States t_ :make any contrib_':;ion,, or
to promi,,_ to make any coni:ributicm, to any political ]party, co:c:_mil;tee,
o:ccandid:ate for public office, or to any person for any politica;:l purpose
o:c use, or to solicil: any such ccntTSbution fcom any such pe'_t':!;_t:m.The
prohibition applies durina the period beginning on the dai:.;? of t.he
commencement of negotiations fro- the contract involved and ending
on the later of (3.) t]he completion of performance under I:.:tetou-
t.tact; or (2) the terminaiSon of negotiations for the contrac:L

The prohibition applies with :respect to any contrac_ with ti!:,_!_[:h_ited
S_ates or any dep_rtment or agency of the United States fc,:l:_ ,11) ti:re
t_rformance of personal secvices; (2) furnishing any mater!il':tils, sup-
pilies, or equipment; or (3) sellin, g any land or building. Ti:xe pro-
hibition, however, applies only if payment under the cont._"_!;,::tis _!:o
'N_made in whole or in paz-t from funds appropriated by the C::,agTess.

Section. 322 (b) provide,_:. ,.:hat section 329 does not prohibit I::::__ ope:l:'-
:a,t;ion of a separate segregated fund by a coiqgoration or labor o.:?_!i_an:iza-
_l;ionfor the purpose of influencing t;he nom'mation for election_ ,::_rele,:>
tion, of any pemor:_ to Fed erM office, unless the provisions ef .,_ecticn
8i_1 prohibit the operation of such :fund.

Section 322(c) defines _t.t_eterm 'qabor organization' by ,!i!,'i.,,:ing:it
t,he same meaning .as in sec_5on 3,ql.

D. PTYBLICATIO_¢ OR D:['31'RIBUTI0.N OF POLITICAL 8TATE1VIE:!'i'q'S

Section 8_3 provides that whenever a person makes an expe:ttditu'_,e
_ finaace a communication :_vhie.h advocates '[he election or dei!!a_t of a
, · o - ,. broaAcasting statim:,,, news.-dhmrly identified candidat__ th_.ough a

pa;per, ma.g_zine, outdoor adw_rtising facility, direc4 mMling., ._",._or:her
type of general publie polkicM adv'ertising, such communica,t: i,:m ,(1)
_:_authorized by a candidate ,ar an _mthori.zed political com_:?:lSi:.teeo:c
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agent of a candidate, shall state that such communication h_Hbeen so
authorized; or (2) if not authorized by a candidate, or an authorized
political committee or agent of a candidate, shall state (A) that the
communication is not so authorized; and (B) the name of tlhe person
making or financing the expenditure for the communication, including
(in tZhecase of a political committee) the name of any affiliated orga-
nization as stated in section 303 (b) (2) of the Act.

E. CONTRIBUTIONS BY FOREIGlh _ NATIONALS

Section 324 (a) makes it unlawful for a foreign national to make any
contribution in connection with (1) any election to any political office·
or ('2) any primary eleCtion, convention, or caucus held to select canl
didates for any political office. It is also unlawful for any person to
solicit, accept, or receive any such contribution from a foreign national

Section 324(b) defines the term "foreign national" to mean (1) a
foreign principal, as defined by seCtion l(b) of the Foreigm Agent._
Registration Act of 1938, except that the term "foreign national" does
not include any individual who is a citizen of the United States; or (2)
an individual who is not a citizen of the United States and who is not
lawfully admitted for permanent residence, as defined by section 10]
(a) (20) of the Immigration and Nationslity Act.

Section 324 is the same as section 613 of title 18, United States Code,
except that the penalties have been omitted in order to com_orm with
section 328 of the Act. The bill eliminates section 613 of title 18,
United States Code.

F. PROHIBITION OF CONTRIBUTIONS IN NAME OF ANOTHER

Section 3'25 prohibits any person from (1) making a contribution
in the name of another person; (2) knowingly permitting his name t_
be used to make such a contribution; and (3) knowingly accepting a
contribution made by one person in the name of another person.

Section 3'25 is the same as section 014 of title 18, United Sytates
Code, except that the penalties have been omitted in order to conform
with section 328 of the Act. The bill eliminates section 614 of title 18,
United States Code.

O. LD/IITATION ON CONTRIBUTIONS OF CURRENCY

Section 326(a) prohibits any person from making contributions of
currency of the United States or of 'any foreign country t_ any candi-
da.te which, in the aggregate, exc_d $250, with respect to any cam-
palgn of the candidate for nomination for election, or for election, _o
Federal office.

Sectin 326(b) provides that any person who knowingly and will-
fully violates section 326 shall be fined in an amount which does not
exceed the greater of $25,000 or 300 percent of the amount of the
contribution involved.

H. ACADEPTANCEOF EXCESSIVEHONORARIUMS

Section 327 prohibits any person who is an elected or appointed
officer of employee of any branch of the Federal Government from
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accepting (1) any honorarium of more than $;1,000 ,',,!_:_i:cludJng
amount_, accepted for act_l travel and sul:¢is_rence ' -'expense,,,,, fo,r any
a_ppeamnee, speech, or m_t:_.cle;or (2) honorariums aggrega:l:krlgmore
_;han$15.,000in any ealend._r year.

Section 827 is tim same as ,_¢tion 616 of title 18, United St;i!3:[,_!s(Z<te,
except that the penalties have bee:n omitted in order to con:t_h:,mw.[th
,_ection 328 of the Act. T'he bill eliminat_ section 616 of I:i*k_18,
United States C_le.,

I. PEiP. AISTIES FOR 'WfOLA'rlo1vs

Section 828 provides that any person who knowingly and ';;_:il]':t_.i_[ly
violates any provision or provisions of the Act (other than sect}on 326)
which involves the making, receivb_g, or mportlng of any co:rd_:ibut:it,rm
or expencliture having a value, !mthe aggregate, of $5,000 or t}::toreclur- _
i:ng any calendar year sha_]lbe fined in an amount which doe_;not erX-
ceed the greater of- $25,000 or 300 percent of the amount of t!h._.,exmtvi-
bution or expenditure invcdw,(L imprisoned for not more th_._u:_1 ye,_m;r,
or both.

g. FRAU-DULEI_[T 2M[ISR]g?RL'S]_;L_ITATION Ot _' (_AMPAIGN' AIJ'THOI!i',]?klT

Section l12(b) of the l:fill amend,s title I][I of the Act by !_.dding a
new section 810. S{mtion 31_:;prohibits any candidate for Fedt_,:,:idol_ice,
or any empLyee or agent o:fthe, candidate from (1) fraudule:rL_:lymli.s-
representing himself (or ar;y eomm!_ttee or organization unde:t: ]tis con-
trol) as acting for or on beha,lf of any other candidate or polit:i[,:!_llparty
regarding a matter which _s dama_;ing .to such other candidate or po-
litical party; or (q) partiLcipating in, or conspiring to parfi,:,.ii:,at_ :it:a,
a:ay plan to violate section 3_6.

Section 316 is substantitd]y the same as s_ction 617 of title ].:!_..Unit,_d
States Code, except that the penalties have been omitted irt ,:,Mcr ,t;o
conform with section 328 of tlhe Ac_:_The bill eliminates secticr, 6:1'7,:ff
title 18, 'United States Code

Sam_os Pso_sm>r RELATr:_,I'O TO ]._.F,PEALED 8ECWIOIN*EI

Section 113 amends title ilII of t}::eAct by adding a new secl:._)n399.
Section 329 provides that _he _epeal by the bill of any prov:!tfion or
penalty shall not have the effect of releasing or extinga!ishing .;_:_[ypeh-
a,]ty, forfeiture, or liability incnrred under the provision or ::_,malty.
The provision or penalty s.l_allbe treated as remaining in fo_[;,!i:_orthe
purpose of sustaining an 5, actic,n or prosecution for the enf,_:,r','mn_ml_t
of the penalty, forfeiture, or liability'.

PP_N,CrPzt_, CA:_PA:rON CO:_[_qTPrEES

Sectio_t 114 amends sectic, n 802(f_ of the .Act to provide t'li':m:'.,with
respect to, the designation of polit_cM conmaittees as princil[?3, cam-
]>_;lgncommittees, ,.any occa:donal, !i_:_olated,or incidental supp,:,,t of a
candidate shall not be coma _med as support of such candida_ :l%rpur-
poses of scmtion 30'2.
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TERMINATION OF AUTHORITY OF CO_IMISSION

Sex_tion 115 amends title IV of the Act by adding a new sex_tion 409.
Section 409 (a) provides that the authority of the Commission to carry
out the Act and chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 will terminate at the close of March 31, 1977, if either
House of the Congress determines by appropriate action that such
termination shall take effect.

Section 409(b) provides that the appropriate committee of each
House of the Congress shall, beginning on January 8, 1977, conduct a
review of (1) elections for Federal office conducted in 1976; (2) the
operation of chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 with respect to such elections; and (3) the activities of the
Commission. Each such committee shall report to the appropriate
House of the Congress not later than March 1, 1977. The report shall
include a recommendation of whether the authority of the Commission
shall be terminated on March 31,1977.

Section 409(c) provides that section 409 does not affect any pro-

ceeding pending in any court of the United States on the effe(r_tive date
of section 409. The Attorney General is given authority to ,tct on be-
half of the United States in any such proceeding.

TECHNICAL AND CONFOR_IING AlVfENDMENTS

Section 116 makes several technical and conforming amendments
to the Act and to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

TITLE II--AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 18, UNITED
STATES CODE

REPEAL OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS

Section 201(a) amends chapter 29 of title 18, United States Code._
by striking out sections 608 (relating to limitations on contributions
and expenditures), 610 (relating to contributions or expenditures by
national banks, corporations, or labor organizations), 611 (relating
to contributions by Government contractors), 612 (relating to publi-
cation or distribution of political statements), 618 (relating to contri-.
bUtions by foreign nationals), 614 (relating to prohibition of contri-.
butions in name of another), 615 (relating to limit_Ltions on
contributions of currency), 616 (relating to accep,tance of excessive
honorariums), and 617 (relating to fraudulent mmrepresentation of
campaign authority).

Section 201(b) makes conforming amendments t ° the table of sec-.
tions for chapter 29 of title 18, United States Code.

CHANGES IN DEFINITIONS

Section 202(a) makes a conforming amendment to section 591 o_
title 18, United States Code, based upon the amendment made by sec.-
tion 201 (a) of the bill.
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Section 202(b) amends section 591(e) (4') of title 18, Un!it,_d Stm_es
Code, to provide that the term "contribution" does not appl? (1) in
the case of any legal or accounting services rendered to the national
committee of a political party, other than any such services ,'_,ttriLbut-
able to any activity which directly furthers the election of any
designated candidate to Federal office; or 119)in the case of any legal or
accountimg services rendered to a candidate or political c.i_mmittee
..solely for the purpose of ensuring compliance with the AclL:.,chapter
:29 of title 18, United States Code. or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the
InternM Revenue Code of 1954.

Section 202(c) amends section 591(f) (4) of title 18, UniteA States
Code, to provide that the term "expenditure" does not. ir,::!ade the
payment::; by any person other than a candidate or political conlmittee,
of compensation for legal or accounting services rendered (:[) to the
national committ4_ of a political party, otlher than services attribut-
able to activities which further the election of a designated candi-
date to Federal office; or (2) to a candidate or political c_ommittee
solely for the purpose of ensuring compliance with the Act chapter
9.9 of title 18, United States Code, or chapter 95 or chapter' 9,1;of t]he
Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

TITLE III--AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL REViii!;igU'E
COI)E OF 1954

]_NTITLE/_EI_T OF ELIG][BLE C.A_qDIDATES TO ]_)AYI_CENTS

Section301 amend,;section9004 of the InternalRevenue ,'___ooe of
i]954 by adding new subsections (d) and (e). Subsection 'd) pro-
vides that, in order to be eligible to receive payments under secthm
9006, a candidate of a major', minor, or new loamy for electio:a to t]he
office of President must certify to the Commission tlhat the c_tndidate

will not knowingly make expenditures from his personal fun&!;, or t]hepersonal funds of his immediate family, in c,onnection witt_ ]',is cam-
paign for election to the office of President in exce_s of an a._;_regate
amount of $50,000. Expenditures made by a vice-president;!_M nomi-
nee shall be considered to be expenditures made by the President:iai
nominee of the same political party.

Subsection (e) defines the term "immediate family" to ,:,can t]he
spouse of a candidate, and :any child, parent, grandparent, brother,r,
or sister of the candidate, and. the spouses of such persons.

PAYMENTS TO ELI[GIBLE CANDIDATES; I_SUFF_CmN'r
_i_OUiWTS IN FU_-D

Section 302(a) amends section 9006 of tlhe. Internal Reve:ct,LleC,xte

of 1954 by strikin, g.out subsection (b). Subsection (b) providers that
any moneys remaining in the Pr_midential Election Campaign Fund
after a Presidential election shall be transferred to the geneYal fund
of the Treasury.

Section 302 (b) amends section 9006 (c) of the Internal ReYen [m Code
of 1954, as so redesignated by section 302(a) of the bill, to provide
that, in any case in which tlhe Secretary. of the Treasury determines
that there are not sufficient moneys in the Presidential Election cam .
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paign Fund to make payments under section 9006(b), section 9008(b)
(3), and section 9037 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, moneys
shall not be made available from any other sour(_ for the purpose of
making payments.

PROVISION OF LEOAL OR ACCOUNTING SERVICES

Section 303 amends section 9008 (d) of the Internal Revenu,B Code of
1954 by adding a new paragraph (4). Paragraph (4) provides that any
payment by a person other than the national committee of a political

party of compensation to any person for legal or accountin? servicesrendered to the national committee of a political party sh,fll not be

treated as an expenditure made by the national committee with respectto the Presidential nominating convention of the political party
involved.

REVIEW OF REGULATIONS

Section 304(a) amends section 9009 (c)(2) of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1954 to provide that the Congress may disapprove proposedrule_ and regulations of the Commission in wlhole or in part. The
amendment also provides that, whenever a committee of the House of
Representatives reports any resolution relating to a propo_d rule or
regulation of the Commission, it is in order at any time (even though
a previous motion to the same effect has been disagreed to) to move to
proceed to the consideration of the resolution. The motion is highly
privileged and is not debatable. An amendment to the motion is not in
order, and it is not in order to move to reconsider the vote by which the
motion is agreed to or disagreed to. Although the motion to proceed
to the consideration of the resolution is not debatable, debate may be
conducted with respect to the consideration of the resolution.

Section 304 (b) makes an identical amendment to section 9039 (c) (2}
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

ELIGIBILITY FOR PAY_IENTS

Section 305 makes a conforming amendment to section 9033 (b) (1)
of tlhe Internal Revenue Code of 1954, based upon amendments made
by section 306 of the bill.

QUALIFIED CAHPAIGN EXPENSE LI3fITATION

Section 306(a) amends section 9035 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 to provide that any candidate seeking Federal matching funds
in connection with a campaign for nomination for election to the
office of President may not knowingly make expenditures; from his
pemonal funds, or the personal funds of his immediate fam_ily, in con-
nection with his campaign which exceed an aggregate amount of
$50,000. Section 306 (a) also amends section 9035 of the Interual Reve-
nue Code of 1954 by adding a new subsection (b) which .defines the
term "immediate family" to mean the spouse of a candidate, and any
child, parent, grandparent, brother, or sister of 'the candidate, and the
spousesofsuchpersons.

Section 300(b) makes a conforming amendment to the table of
sections for chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
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RETURlq OF FEDERAL __.ATOB;ING FUNDS

Section 307 (a) (1) amends section 9002(_) of the Internal ilf_everl,ue
Code of 1954 to provide that l_he term "candidate" does not include
any individual who has ceased actively to seek election to tl:ze oi_ce
0,f President or to the office of Vice President in mo]_ than o,rt_ Stal_.

Section $07(a)(2) amends section 9003 of the Internal 3!i;eve,nue
Code of 1954 by adding a new subsection (d). Sutbsection (d) provides
tlhat, in any case in which an individual ceases to be a candidate lor
the office of President or ¥i_ President as a result of the operti_,tion of
the last _ntence of section 9_,),(2,) of the Internal Revenue, 5Jode of
1954 (which is added by the amendment made by section g0?'(a)(L)
of the bill), such individual (1) shall no longer be eligible _:orece_.ve
_ny Federal payments; and (2) shall pt,y to the Secretary of the
Treasury, as soon as practicable after the date upon whick_ _he in-
dividual ceases to be a candidat e, an amount equal to the a:r_:v:)untof
payments received by tlhe individual which are not used to defr_L? quai[i-
fled campaign expenses.

Section 307(b) makes amendment s to section 9032(2) o:{:!the I:a-
_,rnal Revenue Code of 1954 and to section 9033 of such Cod_!, which
are substantially similar to the amendments made by section 307 (a).
The amendments made by section 307(b) ]elate to the receipil: ,,ff Fed-
eral matching payments in Presidential primary elections.

TECH>_ICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

Section 308 makes several technical and conforming ame:_:tdmenis
'to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF JAMES C. CLEVELAND

Although I find myself in sympathy with some of the thoughts
expressed in the minority views, I have not signed them. Some of the
items to which the minority object can probably be taken care of by
the amendment process on the Floor of the House or in the House-
Senate conference committee.

It ihas been argued that the provisions of the bill are unduly re-
strictive of the Federal Elections Commission and its ability to make
and enforce decisions. I don't find this particularly objectionable. Al-
though Congressional motives in imposing restrictions on the rule-
making process of the FEC may be suspect, to me at least, it is high
time that the U.S. Congress imposes similar restrictions on most other
independent regulatory agencies.

It is no secret that there is growing disenchantment with the manner
in which the federal government is performing. Many of the com-
plaints can be laid directly at the door of independent regulatory
agencies that have assumed powers the Congress never intended and
have exercised those powers with such arrogance and stupidity as to
erode public confidence in government.

For this reason, it is predictable that so-called "sunset" laws will
soon be enacted by states and, hopefully, the message will eventually
get through to Congress. Insofar as we are estab]ishing procedures to
closely monitor the FEC--despite the fact that the Congressional
motive may be subject to suspicion in this particular case--the experi-
ment is well worth at least trying.

I do have some objections to the legislation, however. The principal
one is based on my conviction that the Congress made a significant
error in totally pre-empting all state election laws, and federal re-
emption is continued in the new amendments. Some of the states _ad
excellent laws which were more practicable and fully as efi'ective as
the federal law if not more so. In spite of the growing feeling in the
U.S. Congress that it is inefficient to attempt to run everything from
Washington, we're at it again. The ultimate act of violence to the prin-
ciple that there are many important functions best left to the states
is the provision in this bill that a candidate doesn't even have to file
copies of his disclosure reports with any state office.

, JAalF. S C. CI_gVELAND.
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MINORITY VIEWS

On January 30th of this year, the Supreme Court issued its opinion
in Buckley v. Valeo. The Court held inter alia that the administrative
powers delegated tothe Federal Election Commission were unconstitu-
tional because of the manner in which the members were appointed. It
left our Committee with a compelling duty to take prompt action to
remedy the situation.

Fortunately, the circumstances of this situation presented us with an
easily achievable solution, a simple reconstitution of the CommiSSion.
Unfortunately, the majority of the Committee ignored this alternative.
Instead, without the benefit of hearings, they embarked on _, process
which has resulted in the bill that we have before us at the present time.

The Committe e has reported H.R. 12406, a bill of extraordinary
complexity, which amounts to a massive revision of the Federal Elec-
tion Campaign Act. While this bill has fifty-eight pages, only' the first
two (teal with the essential reconstitution of the Federal Election
Commission.

The amendments represent a major change in our election laws in
a year of both Presidential and Congressional election contests. This
is truly analogous to changing the rules in a baseball game in the third
inning. They contain features which clearly benefit Congressional in-
cumbents to the detriment of challengers; this is fundamentally unfair.
They. strike at the very heart of an independent Federal Election Com-
mmsmn and in effect reconstitute it as a virtual sub-committee of this
Committee. Taken together, these provisions amount to an antireform
rather than to a reform measure.

There are few who would not agree that the Federal Electiion (Jam-
paign Act of 1971 and its 1974 amendments are a very complex and
extremely unwieldy piece of legislation. The act is hardly conducive
to compliance by the public for the simple reason that it is so difficult
to understand. 'The record of the 1976 elections will doubtlessly be
replete with unintentional violations. One of our major goals should be
to encourage greater participation in the political process. Unfortu-
nately, we have added yet another layer of complexity to the law that
will discourage participation.

The implication of the preceding paragraph is obvious; our election
law should be made easier to understand. The most cursory review of
this legislation indicates that we have not accomplished that result.
Rather, we have made key sections of the Federal Election Campaign
Act even_ more complex than they were when we .began our work.

It cannot be denied that the more delay there is in the development
and ultimate passage by the Congress of curative legislation, the great-
er uncertainty there will be among candidates and committees as to
what the ground rules will be for the upcoming elections. As was noted
above, we could have reported out a simple reconstitution bill to bring

(81)
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the act's appointment mechanism into harmony with the C,,_, rt s man-
date. If we had taken that route instead of the one we d:i,:J._then the
"reconstitution crisis" would be over and done with, and h(:¢_!_fulk_ the
CommisSion would be well ,on the way, with an occasional nu,:lge from
the Congress to getting on with its assigned responsibiliti_

Legislation of this sort should not be written, in an ele,: :io_, year.Rather., we should postpone the consideration of any ?:_ost,_tive

amendments, aside from a simple reconstitution, until aft_m!r _?e _lec-
tions, lln 1977, we will have two conditions that are cond_Ave I_:oa
major overhaul of the Act wh.ich are absent at this time_ T]:_; political
atmosphere will be less heated, and perhaps more impor:_.ntly_ the
elections will have given us vitally needed experience as t.:, how the
present law works and how the Federal Election Comm_:!;ion func-
tions during a "peak business year". Serious difficulties h;!,:_:_i_already
become apparent in the Pmsident,i. al primary match:ing fundl _ rea. '?:his
year's elections will sure]¥ reveal problems in other areas of 'tt._ p:ce',_!;ent
law.

Tar BILL IS A M_IJOR REYISIOI: O]? OUR EL}:c'rION k::w :_ A:t,;: ,_:C rtON
Y_Aa.

This legislation has a nlyrh_d of provisions thane amount :,: a m;_jor

revision of the Federal Fle,ction Campaign _ct. Space limi :i:_tion._:_donot permit a treatment of each change; however, the major a:_:_'mdments
are discussed below:

The definitions of contribution and expenditure have bec:Ii :tmon/ted
to exclude legal and accounting services rendered in cert,.__.'_"ch:cum-

.statices. Independent expenditure is defined to reflect the C:_,'_i't's opin-
. '' O' _'ion irt the Buckley case. New reporting requirements in th_!, _.,tdo.pcad-

ent expenditure are_ ha-v_ been added to t]he.present law'.
The reporting requirements for political committees and c_.ndid_:_,_tes

have been amended so that :in non-election years, candidate:_ _md com-
mittees will not 'be obliged to file quarterl_y reports unless _;[tey h_ve
received contributions or made expenditures in excess ,of I!,i'_0,0,0G,.O0.
This provision limits the disclosure features of the present i t_.w.
· The bill changes the taw governing pol:itical action com:i:r:i!ttees in-

eluding a drastic reduction in permissible individual contril:_ :_l:ionsand
amendments designed to restrict the proliferation of these! ?;roup_!_.

Another major change revolves the area of criminal pen,li ll:ies, The
bill provides for fines of up to the.,greater of $25,000 or 3.00 _:_,!rcent of
the amount of any inw:fived contributions or expenditun_ii or fo:c a
jail sentence but only for vio][ations of the ]aw where the :ti_.r}muntof
the contributions or expenditures involved is more than :t[.-_;:.i)00.

Any :individual who "knowingly or willfully" violates _':_,_:sectSon
limiting cash contributions :is subject to t[ fine "which does w,:_ ex(ned
the greater of $25,000 or 300 percent of the amount of the ccli_i:.:ribution
involved. The level of permissible cash contributions incide:;ttally has
'been raised to $250.

This new penalty sect:.[on replaces the separa_ penalty se_,t'i[ons
under present law which attach to illegal corporate and l:f]_,i_,wumon
contributions; the contributioIt limitations; trod other sectic_:_!,deal[rog
with illegal political activity. The penalties have been le_ksel_,_:t,this is
particularly true of the ipo_s:ibility of imprisonment. For _!_.xamll?le,
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under present law, a willful violation of the section forbidding cor-
porate contributions, no matter what the amount, could result in a
prison term of two years. This bill severely limits the possibility of
imprisonment for violations.

Present law requires that copies of all reports filed under the Act
also be filed with the Secretary of State of the state where a given
candidate is running for office. This provision allows local residents
ready access to a candidate's filings. The bill strikes this provision
thus eliminating one facet of the present law's disclosure provisions.

THIS BILL DESTROYS THE INDEPENDEl%CE OF THE FEDERAL ELECTION

COMMISSION

Section 108 of the bill grants the Congress a veto power over all
advisory opinions. The Commission will be obliged to submit its
advisory opinions to the Congress under the Congressional review sec-
tions of the Federal Election Campaign Act. This means that our
committee will have thirty days in which to scrutinize each one and
will be able to disapprove those with which they do not agree.

It will take longer than it has heretofore for the public to obtain
final opinions on which they can rely. The increased uncertainty and
difficulty that will result from this new process will surely decrease
the effectiveness of advisory opinions as vehicles for interpreting the
Federal Election Campaign Act.

This section applies to every advisory opinion issued by the Com-
mission since its inception unless the transaction dealt with in the
opinion is subject to a pre-existing Commission regulation. To date,
the Commission has not prescribed any rules or regulations, yet it
has issued nearly 100 advisory opinions. Moreover, a single advisory
opinion often speaks to more than one issue.

It is clear from the preceeding paragraph that the Congress will
be delu.ged by a _veritable flood of advisory opinions submitted for
our rewew. Many of these involve intricate fact patterns and complex
legal :issues. There is a very real question whether we will have the
time to give each one the attention it deserves. Additionally, this
provision Cannot help but result in a virtual hodgepodge of incon-
sistent regulations.

Section 10 of the bill includes a provision that in effect gives
either HoUse of Congress, the opportunity to literally rewrite pro-
posed regulations submitted to it by the Commission. It provides that
Congress can veto regulations, entirely or in part;, during the course
of the Congressional review process. It should be noted that the Su-
preme Court in its opinion in Buckley specifically reserved judgment
on the constitutionality of the review process. The constitutionality of
this provision has been questioned and no doubt will be again. ][t would
appear that a strengthening of the Congressional review provisions
would increase the vulnerability of the Act to a court challenge and
could lead us to a repetition of the same sort of crisis brought on
by the Buckley opinion.

The enforcement section of the Act has been completely r_struetured.
A new reasonable cause standard has been added. In a preponderance
of cases, the Commission will be obliged to correct or prevent viola-
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tions by informa'.L methods with an eye to entering into eon,:;iliat:ion
agreements. Such an agreement, unless violated, is a comp],_..r.;ebar to
further enforcement activity. Other parts of the new enforc_i!ment sec-
tion include a provision for civil penalty fines. Furthermore.)the
]Federal Election Commission Js prohibited from acting on _]:_yrio]La-
tion that occurs within five days of an election. This sectii,m't,w'hiich
covers some eight pages in t:he bill_ imposas a rigid procedu!:al frame
work on the Commission that may prevent that agency from effectJivcly
carrying out its responsibilities.

Section 115 of the bill directs cur Committee and the appL:'opriate
Commi_ttee in the other body to review the. (Commission's iml!_i,_menm-
tion of the election laws durin,_ the first three months of cahmdar year
1977. They are further directed to recommend whether the Commis-
sion should be terminated as of March 31, 1977. A recommendation by
either House to that effect will result in the demise of the Colmmis:sion.
Notwithstanding the fact that a directive issued by the 94th C,ongress
to the 95th Congress is of dubious legal efficacy, it repres,_:rlts clear
notice from the Committee to the Commission that their activi ties dun -
ing the remainder of this campaign year will be closely :monitored
and could lead to their abolition.

THIS LEGISLATION IS SLANTED TOWARD INCUMBENT OrrIc]{_ i[[OLDERS

The Commission will not 1_ authorized to investigate ,_:hether a
Federal officeholder's staff is enga._ed in improper campaign :_,:'fivitiies
without first consulting the office holder. If an affadavi.t is ,_,:_ecuted
by the office holder that the staff is performing its regularly _Lssi_ed
duties. Oran the Commission is barred from any further inqui:Ly. This
provision clearly imparts an sdvantage to incumbents whi,_h is not
enioyed by challengers.

The very comp]exi._y of this legislation will help incumb,_!:_s, who
with their large <staffs and greater access to expert 'assistanc_ will be
'better able to cope with the arcane mysteries of this bill ,!:l::,_mwill
Challengers.

THE PRESENT Srr'UATION CALLS :FOR A SIMPLE EXTEN'SION ,(]? TI_.[_

FEDERAL ]_LECTZON CO_gMISSION AND NOTHING MOR][:

The Minority believes that this bill should not be passe,::i for the
reasons stated in the preceding paragTaphs. The Federal :[!'.;]ectic,n
Commission should be reconstituted so that it can continue l::oimp]e-
ment the Federal Election Campaign Act. The Congress shmdd move
promptly to pass lc_islatimL appropriate to that end. It wouM be dere-
lict in its duty if it did not so act.,

CI_IARLES E. WI(I,G): :_s.

MARJORmS. Iq[oI.,':l',
BILL Fr_ZEL.
WILLIA]Vl L. T)IC]q:/;':!;fso__.

SAa[Vr.LL. DE'_<:?.,
J. HERBERT B_u_:,:,
'W. HE_SO_TMoom_
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ADDITIONAL VIF;W S BY CONGRESSMEN DEVINE AND
DICKINSON

It is our view that the electoral process in a republic is bett_r served
by the candid, free and informext weighing of the competing interests,
candidates, and camPaigv_s facing the voters.

Accordingly, we are inalterably opposed to the basic concepts im-
bodied in H.R. 1'2406. The first amendment cure for corrupt infection

is open discussion of the evil and wide participation in the political
_rocess H R 12406 will, in our opinion, through legal restrictions,

ureaucratic regulation and complexities drive people,¥deas, and issues
from the political arena, which should be an uninhibi__xi market place
for the vast arrav of public interests that must ultimately forge the
course of government. Further, as written, an inbalance favoring big
labor continues to the detrimen¢ of others who would like to have
a reasonable political imput.

We are particular]v opposed to the concept of Public Financing and
fifily agree with C]_ief Justice Burger in his dissenting opinion in
Buckley v. Valeo:

I would, however, fault the Court for not adequately ana-
lyzing and meeting head-on, the issue whether public finan-
cial assistance to the private political activity of individual

· , · $' _'.e

citizens and par_ies is a legttlmate expenditure of public
funds. The public monies at issue here are not being em-
ployed simply to police the integrity of the electoral process
or to provide a forum for the use of all participants in the
political dialog, as would, for example, be the case if free
broadcast time were gtmnted. Rather, we are. confronted with
tlhe Government's actual financing, ou_ of general revenues, a
segment of the political debate it,ll. As Senator Howard
Baker remarked during the debate on this legislation:

"I think there is something politically incestuous about the
Government financing and,'I believe, 'inevitably then regu.
lating, the day to day procedures bv which the Govenament is

...... 'lOselected. I think it is extraordinarily important that the (Jr v-
ernment not control the machinery bY which the public ex-
presses the range of its desires, demands, and dissent."

If this "incest" affected only the issue of wisdom of the plan,
it would be none of the concern of judges. But, in my view,

_he inappropriateness of subsidizing, from general revemles,the actual political dialog of the people--the process Which
be_.ets the Government itself--is as basic to our national tra-
dition as the separation of church and state also deri'wing
from the First Amendment.

(ss)
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Already we have seen examples of potential abuses in pub]i,:_financ-
ing. We have single issue candidates using public funds to pro:mote
their cause. We l_ave candidates withdrawing or "suspending" lbheir
c.ampaigns under conditions which could abuse the system_ We ihs:tve
closed one loophole by aahamendment in the Committee; .,:,tlkers:re-
main.

We al_ also opposed to t]he Federal Election Commissio::_ as con-
ceived in this bill We question whether Congress should l urn over
the management of its elections to another branch of gover:,:raent.. It
does violence to the separation of powers and injects bureauel:_cy into
the political selection process.

In an attempt to reach this problem, H.R. 12406 prey:ides for
elaborate legislative vetoes. But this method is on thin ice ':ons_it,u-
tionally. The p!aintiffs in the ]Buckley case Challenged the le_;,/islative
veto as an unconstitutional infringement of separation-,::[powcrs
principl=s. If commission rules subject to the veto are regardecl as
legislative in nature, then the veto results in what is in effect: legislla-
tion by Congress without the Prasident's having his constit al;ion,ally
required opportunity to participate in the legislative proce_qs, It!, ,on
the other hand, the rule-making function is executive--as t&e,Court
strongly suggested in its discussion of the method of appoi:n_::ingthe
commissionem th?n the veta) is an impermissible intrusion .o_'_execu-
tive authority. And the Act's provision :for a veto by either House
acting alone is even rnore questionable than the more usual ,!k_viceof
concurrent resolution.

The Court found it unnecess.'Lry to pass on the legislative v,:to issue
as such, since it held the commission's rule-making power u_mxmstitu-
tiional because of the appointment method. The Court's opi:rLioncon-

tains a lengfhy footnote (slip opinion pag¢_ 134, n. 176) w hi,:..hcare-:[ally outlined the legislative-veto 0uestion ,md expressly le_f't:itopen.
In that footnot_ the Court cited two law review articles which argued
fha _ the legislative veto is unconstitutional.

If the Congressional control of the commission does not _x;isscon-
stitufional muster and the remainder of H.R. 19406 is a]Lowext to
,,q;and, the problems are compounded rather than resolved. TI::x!!,whole
bundle might well be categorized in the are_, of reform simp!), for the
sake of reform.

SAM_ZL L. D_:wx_:'.u
'_rILLIA_[ L. DzcKu,'soz,r.
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF CONGRESSMEN DICKINSON
AND DEVINE

_Vhe:a the Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974
were before the last Congress we filed separate views in the Commit-
tee Report at Page 123 of House Report 93-1239 as follows:

"The undersigned recognize that honest elections are essen-
tial to the survival of our form of Government and that there
is a constant and ongoing need for legislation in this fieId.
However, this legislation, to be effective must be fair and
workable. It is with this last thought in mind that the under-
signed oppose this bill.

"The undersigned regard the following aspects of the bill
as particularly unrealistic for the reasons given:

I "Fi_ancinq oil Presidential Primaries.--The provisions
for'public financing of Presidential Primaries will inject the
Federal Treasury into what many times amounts to a popu-
larity contest under a formula that will probably work un-
fairly to the candidates involved.

"The prospect of a Federal subsidy to run for office may
very well result in a proliferation of candidates. Access to
such subsidies would be an incentive to everyone with a
desire for publicity to become a candidate; primaries nmy
then become an anarchic jungle with policy issues largely
obscured. The subsidy might also be a temptation for those
who anticipate fin:_ncial gain from running for office.

"The use of private money we are told has weakened public
confidence in the democratic process. But is this confidence
likely to be restored when tax payers pay for campaigns they

re_ard as frivolous, wasteful and in some cases, abhorrent _.
Finally, we are told that subsidies will reduce the pres-

sures on candidates for dependence on large campaign contri-
butions from private sources. Where indeed will our demo-
cratic process be when the candidates' principal constituent
is the Federal Establishment.

"2.Financing of Convent_o_s.--The undersigned oppose the
public financing of political conventions. Conventions are
uniquely a party function and as such should not be supported
by the overburdened public treasury. Nor should the party
be entangled in the bureaucratic regulatory, web which is en-
visionedby the present language of the bill. The party must
have the s;bility to determine the size and form of its conven-
tion; this can only be accomplished if the party retains con-
trol of its purse strings. Furthermore, the vitality of .the party
is enhanced by the participation of its members, while pumm

(87)
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fbmncing of conver, t:ions will[ undercut individual in:]ii,i,_tive
and participation.

"The ever incre_,hig encroachment of-the federal b'l_,:'_artc,,-
racy into the private lives of our citizens is taking a,:i::,:ther
large step with the enactment of convention financin,!!:, The

two party system, free from bureaucratic tampering., h,_,_:i:i)ee:a
a fourth brs,nch in our constitutional form of gover_tu_lent
and will only remain a strong force it' it is kept in the ha: t,:[sof
the people.

"3. Political Parti_:s.---Instead of strengteni'ng the l:i:_i!e,of
political parties in _:he political process, the Committ_..:_ bill,
by treating political pa_;ies the same as all other p,::,iLi_:ical
eonunittees, would siglaificantly weaken and contribl._ .,. to
the demise of the two party system.

"Section 101 (b) (g) of the bill places a limitation of li_:,000
on the contributions of political committees to candida_;_s for
Federal office. The definition of political committee ,:i f_im[y
encompasses the national and state committees of tJhe :rJ:_tjo:r

parties, thus limiting them to $5,000 contributions. It 'i_:,ui'Idalso apply to both direct cash transfers and services pre, ?ided
to or for the benefit of candidates, msmy of which pre_!,i:_::itly
performed without the candidates' ful]Lknowledge.

"The undersigned stron_.ly believe that the nation_k ar..(':[
state comatittees of the major parties should be excludeci !'coat
the deflnitiorL of political committee for the purpose of :::on.-
tributio- l_mitations. The national and state eommittee,_!_::_ave
been traditionally the policy malting bodies of the :m::_l_jor
parties and are cornerstones of our political system.. The.
definition in the bill presently treats these important r::)rn..
mitt_es equally with _[11other committees, even small s]?,:zcia:[
interest committees. The national and state committee:!: nimst
be permitted the ability to assist candidates as tSheneed ._:'ises
so that a strong and dynamic party system can be :t::>l[in._
rained.

"The governments of :m_mycountries throughout the ,l_;'0:rld
are going through a period, of extreme instability. The [% ired
Stat_s can best avoid this phenomenon by furthecir_:!_;'the
development of a strong party system. If major pa rti,:_ are
weakened or destroyed by a series of legislative shat]des
placed on them in the name of reform, our consti.tu':.i_'m_l
forra of govmmment will be seriously undermined.

"In their haste to reform the funding of political _::_,rn.-
paigns, the Committee has severely limited the functior_ of
tho parties. It! the national and state committees have n,_:_}con-
trol over their candidature, there will be little, if any_ r,_!.._,_on
for candidates to _dhere to the policy decisions of the i_[;,rt7
and the inev!table splintering: of the two:party system _:,_ill
h_ve begun, re prevent this-from occurring, nationa;i _;nd
shtto l_arties must be exempted from the same limitatio:_:_.,_on
contributions by political (u_mmittees.
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"4. Gitlzens participation.--A final concern of the under-
signed is that the sheer length and complexity of this bill
will discourage citizen partm' ipation and involvement per-
haps even driving many people right out of politics.

Many people, when confronted with the complexity of this
legislation, may become overwhelmed and give up politics in
disgust. There will be ample potential for unintentional viola-
tions of the la w. Many people may worry about going to j ail
or being fined for an inadvertent violation. Indeed, it is !in-
evitable unless the administration and enforcement is done
with tolerance and understanding of the complexities and
problems involved.

Many well-qualified individuals may view the burdensome
reporting requirements and complicated regulations as an in-
surmountable obstacle and choose not to run. In addition to
understanding the lengthy complicated disclosure forms,
candidates may have to familiarize themselves with hundrcds_'_;
of pages of regulations promulgated to insure fair adminis-
tration and enforcement of the limitations.

Spontaneous, grassroots action and people who are political
novices or independent of regular political channels should
not be discouraged. The loss of such activities and candidacies
would be a major blow to our political process.

The undersigned urge the administrators and enforcers of
the law to take every action possible to simplify reporting
procedures and to make regulations easy to understand and in-
telligible to those not well versed in the law. In addition, serv-
Ices should be provided to candidates who do not understand
the law or who are unable to understand the legal jargon used
in the ]aw and regulations so that they will not be found in
violation of the law.

It would be ironic indeed if, in the name of reforming our
present system of campaign financing, we fail to drive out the
special interests and only succeed in driving honest, concerned
citizens from participation in the political process.

These views are now coming to pass. Considering the provisions that
are contained in H.R. 12406, we respectfully reassi_,m these same views
and as things are now going we fully expect to reassign them in the
95th Congress.

WmL_A_ L. DmKr_SOS.
SAMUEL L. DEVIl.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF MR. FRENZEL

When the Supreme Court decision on Buckley, et al, was announced,
the President promptly asked the Congress to reestablish the Federal
Election Commission.

To encourage the Congress not to get slowed down in the considera-
tion of other aspects of the election law, he also proposed that the FEC
be given an expiration date of next winter. That feature would force
another look at the whole law next year, but wouhi assure that election
laws now in effect would remain uniform throughout this year's elec-
tion period.

The House Administration Committee ignored this good advice. In-
stead, it is now presenting a major, comprehensive revision and recod-
ification of the election laws.

A sweeping revision of our election law is not a bad idea if it had
been done in the regular manner. But no witnesses were called. The

FEC was not called to testify. No party officials were allowed _o testify.
No candidates could appear. No public interest groups wer,_ invited.
In short, not one minute of public hearings were held.

Incumbents re-wrote the law al] by themselves. But nolle of the
challengers, none of the parties, and none of the people, were even
allowed to present testimony.

Without hearings, the Committee fashioned about the kind of an
election bill a group of incumbents might be expected to make. It guts

the independence of the FEC, and it feathers the nests of in(,mmbents.It is a substantial retreat from the reforms of 1974. The foxe._ are back
in charge of the chicken coop.

H.R. 12406 weakens the Election Commission to an intolerable level.
Under it, either House of Congress can veto any decision of the Fed-
eral Election Commission. In fact, either House can terminate the
FEC. Under the bill, the FEC is subservient to Congress. It is reduced
to being almost a subcommittee of the ttouse Administration
Committee.

The bill is self serving--another incumbent's delight. Penalties are
reduced, and in some cases, like receiving excessive honoraria, elimi-
nated. Congressional staff is made immune from investigation. Filings
with Secretaries of States are eliminated.

The bill changes or eliminates all existing procedures. ][t repeals
all advisory opinions. Since Congress has approved no ret,_lations,
there are none. Without advisory opinions, all candidates, parties, and
political participants are without rules or guidelines.

Based on the Congressional record of rejecting regulations, the
primaries willbe over long before any regulations are in place. Some
needed regulations probably won't be approved by general election
time.

(91)
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The bill also changes alt the, criminal, procedures, ....by imstii::utin_.;',a
new civil, procedure, and b:!, (,hanging, largely through redu¢::i,ms, the
:p_nalties for violation.

Briefly here's what the bill1 do_s:
I. Reconstitutes the Federal Election Commission,, ]l:_at

II. Removes its last shred of independence by:
_a) effectively, repealing all existing advisory opi:r:_ions;

(b) eliminating all opinions other than advisory ::qinions;

I:_) c]almmg a one-House veto on future opmiorL:allowing a ye,to of any partof a regulation :; ,extending veto powers ovel. forms as weli 1_!;regu-
lations;

(f) providing a preferential, non-debatable rul,_ ,:)n veto
resolution;

(g) allowing eli;her House to kill the FEC by re_lolution.

III. Provides spec:iai shelters for incumbents by: ' hp(a) immunizing all congressional employees fr,,::,:i:,:l_FE
investigation;

(b) reducing penalties for such violations as :_r_!:.::eivirLg
excesmve honoraria;

(c) effectively removes jail sentences for violators_ bat pro-
vides them for false swearing of eomplaint.._!::

(d) alh)wing one candidate's cormnittee to trans:fi_: funds
to another;

(e) eliminating filing with secretaries of state;
(f) directing FEC to audit Presidential candida, i:,_!_sfirs_;

(g) remaining sihmt on disclosure of congressio:i:_t_l office
accounts (slush funds);

(h) increasing allowable cash conl_ributions by 250 l:,_!_rcent:,;
(i) adding restrictions and burdensome reportin_l_ :for i:r_-

dependent expenditures.
IV. Revises criminM code and penalty sections by:

(a) creating a c_vil process;
(b) giving FEC power i_oassess fines;
(c) making F_2C pr¢,secutor in civil cases;
(d) removing most jail penaltites, if less tha]::_L$5,000

violation;
(e) reducing authority of Justice Department;
(f) reducing FEC ability to ask: that illegal prac_!:ices be

enjoined.
V. Gives Union PoliticM .Action Committees unfair _ldvan-_

rages by:
(a) repealing S UNPAC (AO No. g3) decision w!i_,i,:,',hwas

approved by 3ustt_e I)epartment and by t!!!ll:ipre:rnc
.Court;

(b) giving unions exclusive right to solicit union r::::[_mber_!!_

for politicM contributions;,
(c) denying corporate political action committees :l,lii_ht0::_

solicit their employees;

(d) preserving cxempti_m from disclosure for ''_action committee expenditures.
VI,, Makes other' substantial changes too numerous to &_l:;_il
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H.R. 12406, the Committee bill, is bad law. It seeks to use a popular,
needed, feature--the reconstitution of the Federal Election Commis-
sion-as a vehicle to carry many complicated, objectionable changes
in all facets of our election law.

H.R. 12406 is not necessary. There are nearly 100 House sponsors
of simple reconstitution bills. That was the President's recommenda-
tion and Common Cause's recommendation. A simple bill to reestablish
the Federal Election Commission is still the best solution. H.R. 12406
is an unacceptable 58 page monster.
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SUPPLEMENTAL VIEWS OF W. HENSON MOORE

I am strongly opposed to this bill for reasons expressed in the Mi-
nority Report and one additional one. Section 321 (b) provides among
other things that a corporate political action committee cannot solicit
to be members of that committee any person other than its stockhold-
ers, executive officers or their families. Executive officers are defined
as salaried employees with policy making or supervisory authority.
This changes the existing law which allows a corporate political action

committee to solicit not only those persons, but any employee of the
corporation. The existing law has been approved by the Federal Elec-
tions Commission, the Justice Department and the United States
Supreme Court in the recent decision of McCarthy and B_ckley v.
Valeo.

I believe this new language to be unconstitutional, unwise and un-
fair. It makes an illogical distinction between types of employees of a
corporation and treats them discriminatorily. Under the new lan-
guage, a corporate political action committee could not solicit the
large majority of its employees for no apparent rational reason.
Whether an employee is paid by the hour, piece or salary, and whether
an employee supervises others or is supervised, he or she is no less an
employee and has the same economic interests as all others working for
the employer.

What then is the reason the current law is so radically altered in
this bill _.Since no hearings were held to develop evidence for' the need
for such, one can only conclude the obvious--"politics'. The strongest
and most effective coalition of political action committees in the na-
tion, those of labor unions, oppose any challenge to their current col-
lective political dominance as the most powerful special interest group
in American politics today. Certainly members of unions should be
encouraged, to participate in union, political, action commi_tees,, but
this is not a valid reason to deny this mght to other Amemcan workers.

Although of no legal significance, there is no evidence tlhat labor
unions are justified in fearing a loss of the political power of the
"working man". The activities of a political action committee are de-
termined by its membership. Employee ("working man") members of
such a committee should have the same interests and rights in any
political action committee they choose to join, whether labor or place
of employment related. Thus, it cannot be the concern for the political
activities of the working man in general that causes labor union op-.
position, but the fear of increased competition or diminution ofpower
of their own political action committees.

As a matter of fact, many members of unions might well choose to
also join the political action committee of the corporation :for which
they work as well as that of their union. It should be pointed out that
approximately 75 percent of America's total labor force does not

(95)
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belong to unions, and if they work for corporations and are n,ol:,slhare-
iholders or executive officers, they cannot ge solicited. This plm.ctieally
a 1 but ehmmates their mg'ht to partmlpate m this type of: [:,ol_.t_cal
activity. This bill also prevents non-union employees of a co:l:'i::_oration
or employees of a corporation which has no :union at all fr',,:;:h:_being
solicited :if they are not shareholders or executive officers.. Tl::Lerefm"e,
in an unconstitutional, unwise and unfair manner, only labc,:t:,unkm
political .action committees can under this bill solicit employees wtto
a,re not shareholders or executive officers. This is a severe ]?,olitica,1
].imitation.

The whole purpose in political action committees is to allow persons
with like philosophical and/or economic interests to band I!_::_gether
and to promote those interests through a political action c(m:_:mittee.
Tlhis is participation in our political system and certainly an v,,_._l.at''t,m_-''
Imtion in politics should be encouraged and not hindered. O¢{r':terno,:>
racy needs greater, not less, participation by our citizenry, l?',::dihcal
action committees i_-anbe justified only on this basis. They eu::Tent]'v
meet this need by encouraging citizens by 'the thousands t_:, becom_
more politically active. There shou]d be no ';'politiea]" hirtdr:_l,l:_ceson
who can join and p_rticipate in such committees.

For these reasons and the ones expressed in other minori_t?' view:_,
this bill should be defeated and the Federal Election Commiss:l.c,n sim:_.-
ply reconstituted.

W. HErsoN 3d[ooRr_.

O
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March 30, 1976 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD m HOUSE H 2531

sele_ve enforcemen_ whether by the now before us, if adopi ._d,precludes even Xa_h Mott_ Schroeder
execu_l/_ebranch or b$a commission ap- the att_npt to do wt at the gentleman Kasten Mu_ iy, m. 8chulzeKastenmeler Murpl ry, N.Y. Seiberling
POintedly the legisla_ve branch, creates _rom Ohio and I both f _vor. Kazen Murtl Sharp
an atmosphere of guilt. It is a most thl- Mr. HAYS of Ohi_, Mr. Speaker, ! Kemp Myel_ _ Shipley
fortunate_tuation. ] think the rule is a rule which will enable Keys Nato1Ir SlkesKoch Neal Simon

1_. Spea_er, I thir_ the point of the _he House to work its _ ill in large seas- Krebs Nedzi _3isk
gentleman f/_ Ohio[(Mr. HAYS) iS well ure. The majo¥ity an( the minoritY on LaFalce Niche _'_lack
taken. Since l_/lave _sagreed with him the committee are agr _ed to that, I be- Lagomarsino No]ar _mlth, IowaLeggett Nowa Smith, Nebr.
on Other aspec_ I w_nt to register mY lieve altogether. I agrE _d to ask for this Lehman Ober_ r Solarz
agreement on throne I kind of a rule in corn _ltation with the Lent O'Bri 13pellman

Mr. HAYS of _hi[_. Mr. Speaker, I minority and put into _he request every Levites O'Ha, ,StaggersLitton O'Nei i3tanton,
thank the gentlema_ 4rom Colorado (Mr, single amendment on which there was raoyd.Calif. Ottin r J. William
ARM_RSO?G).. Iag. re/_with him. I would substantial disagreem_ nt or that they Lloyd.Tenn. Patte , N.J. 15tanton,
like to do what he s but I am also wanted to put in. Long,La. Patte son, JamesV.
awaYe that I could nc that package As I say, I think th HoUse can sub- Long,Md. Cai ' StarkLundine Fattim )n. N.Y. Steed
to the committee and not to the stent]ally work its w if this rule is McO_oske? Perk]: Stephens
House. adopted. McCollister Petti_ Stokes

Mr. Speaker, I am to prolong Mr. BOLLING. Mr. _peaker, I move McDade Peyse StuckeyMcEwen Pickh Studds
this. There will be to debate the _ _.vious question ,n the resolution. _c_ail Plze Sullivan
this this full, and I to fore- T_,_ previous questic was ordered. McHugh Poage Symington
close debate under rule, The SPEAKER, The uestion is on the McKay Press] Talcott

McKinney Preye Taylor, Mo.
however long it may Is a resolution. Madden Price Taylor, N.C.
1orovlsion in the bill the body The question was aken; and the Magulre Pritch_rd Teague
that really, in my would very Speaker announced the ayes ap- Mahou Quie Thompson

Mann Rails_ ack Thone
restrictive ff we it. peared to have it. Martin Rand_Il Thornton

There are many we are to Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. I object Mathls Range Traxler
debate_ but as far as to the vote on the that a quorunl Matsunaga Rees Tsongas
concerned, I just that we have is not present and the point of Meeds Regul: UllmanMelcher Reuss Van Deerlin
many commissiqns in now. I that a quorum is present, Metcalfe Rhode; VenderVeen
that instead of another one, The SPEAKER. a quorunl is Meyner Rlch_ )nd Vanik
probably what we oug it to do is to abol- present, Mezvinsky Rinal¢_ VigorltoMlkva Rlsen] oover Welsh
lsh some of them. Sergeant at will notify ab- Milford Robin on Wampler

Mr. Speaker, let m_ tell the Members Miller,Calif. Roe Waxman
what they say. They s_y in their bill that vote was taken electronic de- Miller,Ohio Roger Weaver

Mineta Ronc_ i0 Whalen
everybody who makes more than $25,000 there 333, nays ?3, Minlsh Roon_ Wiggins
in the Government sh _11file a statement not ; 26, Mink Rose Wilson,Bob
with the Commission I believe, of his Mitchell,Md. Rosen _al Wilson,C.H.
annual net worth, his ncome, from what [Roll No. Mitchell, N.Y. Roste_ kowski Wilson, Tex.

Moakley Roush Wlrth
sourc es it came, and s_ on. I do not know Moffett Roybs Wright
how many people th, re _we. Somebody Abdnor Flowers Mollohan Runn_ls Wydler

Abzug Foley Moorhead, Russo Wylie
estimated that there are 150,000. That Adams Ford,Mle!h Calif. Ryan Yates
may be high or low, _ _t I will take that Addabbo Ford,Tenn. Moorhead, Pa. S_Gel_ain Yatron
figure, That/s 150,000 more pieces of pa- Alexander CI Fountain Morgan Santi_ l Young, Ga.
per for this Commissic _to audit and look Allen Fraser Mosher Sarasi t ZablockiAmbro Frenzel _oas Scheu r Zefere_tiover; and if'that pr_ _ision stays in, in Anderson, Fuqua

'S.--7._conference, instead ¢_ having 200 em- Calif. Conabl Oaydos NA_
p_oyees down there, ;hey are going Anderson,hi. Conte Olaimo Archer Hanse_ RobertsAndrews, N.C, Conyers Gibbons
need another 1,000 Gl so. Therefore. we Andrews, Corman Gilman Armstrong Hechl, L W. Va. Rousselot

Ashbrook Hutc_ nson Ruppe
have to draw the li_; somewhere with N. Dak. Cornell Glnn Befalls Jarm_ Satterfield
respect to this. _Vedi_ the best we could Annurmlo Cotter Goldwat_e Bauman Jeffom Schneebeli

Ashley Coughlin _onzalez
in committee with the votes that we had. Aspln D'Amours Beard, Te_n. Kelly Sebelius

Mr. ARMSTRONG Mr. Speaker, will AuC0tn Daniel, Bennett Ketch n Shriver
the gentleman yield f_ rther Bad]Ilo' Daniel. R. _ Brown, Ohio Kind_ sss Shuster

Baldus Daniels, N._ Burleson, Tex. Krueg, _r Skubitz
Mr. HAYS of Ohio. yield to the gen- Baucus Danlelson Carter Landr;im Snyder

tleman from Colorad( Beard, R.L Davis Clawson. Del Latta Spence
Mr. ARMSTRONG. ] ir. Speaker, ! Just Bedell de la Garza Collins, Tex. Lott Steetman

war/t to make the pol_t that the regula- Bergland Delaney Henley Conlan LuJan Steiger,Ariz.Crane McGlo_ 5teiger, Wis.
Bevlll Dellums Derwinskl McDo_ lid Symms

tory framework is so _omplicated as we Biaggi Dent Harkln Dlcklnso_ Madlg_ Treen
now have it as to dis outage participa- Bingham Derrick Harrlngton Duncan,Tenn. Mazzo] Vender JagSBlanchard Der/ne Harris
tion. Blouin Diggs Haraha Eckhardt Michel Waggonner

In my State and in >ther areas of the Boggs DlngeU Hawkins Emery Mills Whltehttrst
country good people ' tho want to par- Boland Dodd Hays,Ohio Forsythe Montg aery Whitten
tic]pate and to be ac_ [ve in campaigns, Bolling Downey,N,' Heckler,Mua Moore Wlnn

Bonker Downing, V_ Hefner Myers, [nd. Young, Alask_
Obey Young, Fla.

either as fund raisers reasurers, or coil- Bowen Drinan Heinz Passm_ Young, Tex.
trihutors, are saying I iai it is too com- _rademas Duncan,Orl Helstoski Qullle_plicated and the risk_, are too great, Breaux du Pont Henderson

Brecktnridge Early "_' Hicks NOT V_ Aof_26
Based on my own _ _perience, I know Brinkley Edgar High.tower

of this happening, not tmong people who Brodhead Edwards,Ai_ Hillls Hayes, [nd. _lx
are naive, but among 1 wyers, CPA's, and Brooks Edwards, Ca Holt Bell Hdbert Pepper
other professional pe(01e who feel that Broom_eld Ellberg Holtzman Bleater Riegle

Brown, Calif. English Horton Chisholm Rodino
the law is impossible _ comply witl_. Brown,Mich. Erlenborn Howard Clausen, Sarbanes

As for the point of whether or not it Broyhill Esch Howe DonH. 'Fa. Stratton
Buchanan Eshleman Hubbard Fary Udall

would be feasible to p_ _s the kind of leg- Burgener Evans.Colo. Hughes Flynt White
islet]on which the ge_ tleman has men- Burke, Calif. Evans. Ind. ! Hungat_ Ouyer Wolff
tioned, and which Im., self favor; that is, Burke. Fla. Evins,Tenn. Hyde The Clerk the following
abolishing the Comm' sion and making Burke.Mass. Fascell Ichord

Burlison, Mo. Fenwick Jacobs lo/tits:
it simple for the la_ enforcement au- Burton, John l_lndleY Johnson, Oalif. Mr. Hdbert
thorlUes to enforce th; law through the Burton, Phlllip Fish Johnson, COLO. Mr. Rodlno
regularprocess, the :sue before us in Butler Fisher Jones,N.C.

Byron Flthian Jones, Okla. Mr. McCormack Mr. Johnson of
this Instance is the ad )priori of the rule. carney Flood Jon_s, Tenn. .Pennsylvania.
My complaint is that the rule which is car: morio Jordan Mr. Fary with
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Mr. Strat_on with _, :Don H, Cl_,u,_en. Was later introduced. The Members h_'_ the _'nite House wanted, only in a more
Mr. Wolff with Mr._Hayes of Indiana. al}. heard the debate on the rul,_ .... radical form. They wanted a self-de-
Mr. Macdonald o[ Maasaciausett_ with or those who 'were here. The nde h_,_ st_mct provision, just saying it does res-

Mr. Jones, cf Al_bam/_.
Mrs. Chisholm witll' Mr Jenrette. been adopted, which is a limited, o)pel:_ rnJ_nate on, I think it was, January 31.
Mr. Flynt with Mr. rdalL rule, The Commission may continue to issue
Mr. Pepper with Mr Hol).and. A._nong other things, the bill provl¢:t_:_., advk',ory opinions in response to written
Mr. Rlegle with Mr. /3uyer. that the six ]_EC commissioners shall bc r_2uests, and anyone acting in accord
Mr, Nix with Mr. Sa: banes, named by the President with the advJice with an advisory opinion is not subject
So the resolutior wa_ agreed to. and consent of the Senate. The comm:_+ to prosecution.
The result of the ,otc was announced stoners shall serve staggered _-yE_a_:_ Here comes the one that is contro-

l,s above recorded, terrns, with no more than three Me_,n- versial:
A motion to reco_ ides was laid on the bess and no two consecutive appohd_. 'Within 30 days after issuing an ad-

table, ments from the same party_ The present viseed' opinion, the FEC must transmit
- commissioners will serve until the n._w to Ce,ogress a proposed regulation relat-

commissioners are appointed. Upon a:!;J,, lng to the transaction in such OPinion if
CORRECTION ,F THE RECOI_D pointrnent, the comnfissioners must 9_,r- it is _ot subject to an existing regulation.

Mr. GONZALEZ. Mr. Speaker, I ask minate any outside employment withl:_ q_Vhy? I will tell the Members why.
una_Amous, censer to delete ce_ta:m 1 y_r of confirmation. Because if the gentleman from Mary-
words as printed o page H2023 of the It; really is lramaterial to me, but :_',_ land (Mr. LONG) writes in for an advisory
CONGRESSIONALREC_ {DOf.March 17, _L976, one chairman said at one time when pre.. opinion and he gets one, under the pres-
and that tb.e perm_ nent RECORDbe co:c- senting a budget, "It would be borirr._." eat system that is only applicable to the
rected accordingly i ) reflect the deletion, Th_ may be boring to the Members, m:xd gentleman from Maryland. And if 'the
the words referred to being as follows: it bas been a subject I have been dealk_l?, gentleman from California (Mr. Sngg)

Mr. Go_-z_Lrz. Mr. iSpeal:er, will the gert- with for a long time. All I am trying _,:, talks to the gentleman from Maryland
tleman yield? do is tell the Members what is in the b:!Zl and the gentleman from Maryland tells

Mr. Ec_Agn_. Iyie] to my colleagx_efrom because it affects everyone who is in the hlnl he has an advisory opinion so-and-
Texas. House who wU1 be running in the futgre so, and the gentleman from California

Mr. (3ONZA_F_Z.Mr. _eaker, does the gen- Major actions by the Commissio:n, i_:,._ acts upon it without it being made in the
'_leman think that If we change that name eluding initiation of civil suits, referra.l form of a regulation, some capricious
from "Magns, Carta" _o 'qVlogen David" that of criminal violations to the Justice 1_.. person over in the Justice Department
'wecould get it o_er?

Mr. EC_q:ARDT.I w_uld _ot go that', !ar. partment, establishment of guidelines ,:_r could possibly prosecute the gentlemanforms and the issuance of advisory fresca California (Mr. SINK).
The SPEAKER. lis there objectian to opinions require affirmative vote of fot:_r So we are not trying, as somebody said,

the request of tha_._leman from Tex- of the six Commissioners. to make this Commission a subcommittee
w,_? _F I had a talk last night--the first I ha_,e of the Committee on House Admh_istra-

---'_-------- ever talked to him on the telephone .... tier; we are trying to make it do a con-
FEDERAl, ELECTION CAMPAIGN with the staff director of the Commi.,_ sisbent Job. I was not too strong for the

ACT AMENDMENTS sion. As the Merabers know, their boolk_'_ advisory opinion in the beginning. I think
have to close tomorrow on _his quarrier i_ has been a good thing. But I think it

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I and the report has to be in on the l(}¢h_ ought to be applied across the board,
move that the House resolve itself into of April. Some people, anticipating thud:, Eac]::_ advisory opinion issued before
the Committee of the Whole House on there will be no bills to pay or no expen_., enactment must be proposed as a reg_la-
the State of the Union for the consider- itures to make, already filled out th_ _lon within 30 days of enactment or lose
atinn of the bill (H.P. 12406) to amend forms and are checking them over, h_.. its _ta_us.
the Federal Election Campaign Act of eluding the treasurer of my campaign. Any person may file a written, si_ned,
1971 to provide that members of the Fed.- Slte called me yesterday and said, ":l_ and notarized complaint with the Com-
eral Election Commissio:a shall be ap.- got all( these forras filled out this morn. mis_,;io_:_.Details of the investigation are
]pointed by the Presiden:, by and with ing and finished. We audited, them her,!, not to be made public without the writ-
Vhe advice and consent of the Senate, and they are ready to go, and before i ten consent of the person being Investi,
and for other purposes, got to the post office they brought l:n gated.

'The SPEA:KER. The question is on the the mall and there is a whole_ brand-new If the Commission determines that a
motion offered by the gentleman f_om set of forms radical]y changed from person has committed or is about to com-mit a noncriminal violation of Federal
Ohio (Mr. HAYS). what we have been using." electlor_ law, it must for a period of 30

The motion was agreed to. I called the st_ff director and I said, days try to correct such violation by in-
to · _s CO_r_EE OF rnE w_o_ "I don't know if this is poor judgment o_:' formal methods of conciliation, confer-

Accordh_gly the House resolved itself poor timing or just general laxity." He enos, and persuasion.
lnl_) the Committee of the Whole House said, well, he thought it was poor timin_l What are we saying here? We are say-
(rn the State of the Union for the con-. and that he hoped that today the Com. Lug ths.t if one of your reports comes in
sideration of the bill (H._. 12406) with mission could rule that we could use the with line 14-C blank, and there should
1_.[r.BOLLX_Gin the chair, forms currently in effect or the new one:_ 0e something in there, that instead of

The Clerk read the title of the bill. if we have them in time, either one. A referring it over to the Justice Depart~
By unanimous consent, the first sengi- Member has to give the same informatio:_ :._en'_ for a civil violation, the Commis-

t_: of the bill was dispern_ed with, on what he sD_mt, what he took in an,:t zion sb._ll call your treasurer, or who-
The CHAI]_MAN. Under the rule, the how much he had left on hand, but thes_ _ver fi]es the report, and say, "Look,

gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) will are some of the complications we get into i,ou forgot to fill in line 14-C on page 7.
be recognized for 1 hour, and the gentle- with the Commies:ion. _Diveus thc information or file an amend-
zo_.n from California (Mr. WZC0XNS) will I think it was an innocent act. ! thinh ,_d report." If you do that, that wipes
be recognized for 1 hour. they just did not think or maybe the _)'ut '_hc violation.

'_[T_eChair recognizes 1;he gentleman Post Office Department did not get th,_ If the Commission is unable to settle
/'rom Ohio. forms out in timely fashion after the_,_ m apparent violation of this act through

¥fr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairn_m, X mailed them. ;oncJ[lia'_ion, it may bring a civil action.
yield myself l0 minutes. In item 6, the Committee on Rules and The Commission would have exclusive

_Sr. Chai_m_an, I am going to try as Admi_,lstration of the Senate and this ::)rim_ry jurisdiction over civil actions to
briefly as I can and as quickly as I can committee are to review this, the ]EEC enforce the law.
and as lucidly as I can to outline the 1976 election operations, and report to If the Commission believes a criminal
p.rovisions of this bill and :not to get i_to their separate Houses by March 1, 1977, ,'iola_ion of election law has been corn-
any arguments pro or con about it. reconunending whether or not the IrEC _:aitted, it may refer the apparent viola.,

It was reported out on March 11 by a authority should expire on March 31. :ion to the Attorney General. A crhninal
vote of 15 ayes and 9 noes. A clean bill This was something that I understood _;iolation is defined as any "knowing and
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willful" violation involving a contribu- Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I this, but it is pretty clear if you under-
tion or expenditure in excess of $5,000. yield myself 5 additional minutes, stand it---would be treated as part of

The Committee on Rules made in order Mr. Chairman, the reason for that pro- the parent with respect to the $5,000
an amendment offered by the gentleman vision is that if we lose control of our limitation on contributions to any one
from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL) to reduce staff, we might as well not be here. We candidate or political committee.
that to $1,000, and ff he offers such an cannot have seven or eight people in In other words, if an hxternational
amendment I do not intend to vigorously there sitting with them every day and union contributed $5,000 to :a candidate,
oppose it. asking what they are doing. I presume no local un,on could contribute anything.

The bill establishes an appeals proce- they would even want to look in your If the international contributed $1,000,
dure whereby any person aggrieved by files, its local unions could contribute up to an
an order of the Commission dismissing No person would be permitted to con- additional $4.000, but the maximum ap-
or failing to act on his or her complaint tribute more than $1,000, and no political plies to the whole bag. Of course, this
may petition no later than 60 days fei- committee could contribute more thatl applies to corporation taxe'_ as well. If
lowing the dismissal of the complaint by $5,000 to any multicandidate political what we will call the national PAC or the
the Commission, or no later than 60 committee or party committee during a medi PAC contributes $2J)00 to your
day_ following the 90-day period in the calendar year. campaign, your local State PAC can con-
event the Commission fails to act on the Contrary to what the Washington Post tribute another $3,000, but the $5,000
complaint, says, that eliminates the Democratic is the overall limit on them.

The bfil prohibits any FEC member or Campaign Committee of which I am Mr. YOUNG of Florida. Mr. Chairman,
staff employee from disclosing the fact chairman, will the gentleman yield?
that an individual is being investigated Number 19- The bill increases the ceil- Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I yiehi to the ten-
or is about to be investigated by the Corn- lng on cash contributions of individuals tleman from Florida.
mission, without the written consent of and groups to candidates running for Mr. YOUNO of Florida. Would this
the person to be investigated. Federal omce from $100 to $250. have any effect whatesoever on the per-

Why? Let me tell the Members about Mr. Chairman, I will be candid with serial contribution of a doctor who might
the Rose investigation or about the the Members. I do not know where the be a member of the AMA or of the State
Oradison investigation. But in the Rose $50 came from. There was a motion to organization?
case, it was more flagrant. Someone change it from $100 to $200, and then Mr. HAYS of Ohio. No, no. Corpora-.
wrote an anonymous letter in, saying much to my amazement I heard in the tions are prohibited from soliciting con..
that Mr. Ros_. of North Carolina had committee that 35 percent of the people tributions from anyone other than their
given an Indian a Cadillac to round up in this country do not have checking stockholders, executive officers, and their
the Indian vote. It was not signed, being accounts, and that for many candidates families. Trade associations may not
anonymous, and it was not notarized. It running $1O0-a-plate dinners this would solicit funds from anyone other than the
was not anything but a piece of paper preclude a man from buying a ticket for stockholders and executive members oi
with some writing on it. The Commission, his wife and himself. That is the reason corporations and their families. Labor
or somebody--we have not found out who it was raised. Somebody offered an unions are prohibited from soliciting
yet, because we have three or four dff- amendment to change it from $100 to contributions from non-members.
ferent stories--sent nine investigators $200, and somebody offered an amend- Mr. Chailanan, I now go to paragrapl_
into Mr. RosE's district, with eight- ment to amend that amendment tomake 24: Anyone making independent ex-
column headlines saying that he had been it $250. That amendment carried. I do penditures for the benefit of candidates
charged with a flagrant violation of the not know why the $50 is there, but I for Federal office must file contribution
election law, they spent a week down in am completely in support of a $200 and spending reports on the same basl_
sunny North Carolina on the beach, and minimum, as political committees.
they said there was not any violation, Number 20: The bill eliminates the re- Twenty-five: Whenever an indiv{dhai
after he had gotten all of that bad pub- quirement that candidates and commit- makes an expenditure financing any
licity which is attendant to a thing like tees must file reports with the Secretary communication advocating the election
that. of State in the State where they are or defeat of a candidate for public office,

So that is why we tried to say this candidates, such communication must be clearly
with respect to these complaints which The rea.son for that is that many Sec- identified as authorized by a political
are generally made against an incumbent retaries have said they do not know what candidate or committee, or if not author-
for the purposes of getting the opponent to do with the reports when they get ized by a candidate or committee, that
some free publicity. This one was not them. There is no provision made as to fact must be clearly identifiable.
that way; this was made a year after what they should do with them, so they Mr. Chairman, I think thatis for the
the election. God knows why it was made. simply file them, and a good many Sec- protection of every candidate, whether
Anyway, they cannot get those eight- retaries, I am told, simply throw them an incumbent or not.
column headlines until after they have away. All of this information will be Twenty-six: No person seeking tb:e
gone in and investigated, available in the Clerk's office and down Presidency would be eligible for Federal

After prescrlbingrules and regulations, in the Commission, and every Commie- funds if he or she spent more than
the Commission would be required to sion would provide access to UPI and $50,000 of his or her OWn funds of those
transmit such rules or regulations---this AP, and let us not think they will not of his or her immediate family.
is in the law nOw--to each House of Con- have that report on the date it is filed. Twenty-seven: If theSecretary of the
tress. Either House could disapprove all This will eliminate many more thousands Treasury determines there are insufii-
or Part of any Commission rule or ret- of papers during the year. cient moneys in the dollar checkoff fund
ulation within 30 legislative days after Item 21: The bill eases reporting re- to make payments to candidates, no
submission, quirements in nonelection years, moneys would be available to make such

Number 17: The Commission would That is done by saying that if you do payments from other sources.
not be permitted to investigate the ac- not spend more than a certain amount of Twenty-eight: Candidates ceasing
tivities of a staff member of a Federal money in a quarter, you do not file a actively campaign for the Presidenoy
officeholder without first notifying such report for that quarter. We have had that would no longer be eligible to receive
person holding Federal office, provision in there, and then, as we know, Federal funds. Following such a with- '''

This pertains to what the staff member the Election Commission rule said that drawal, a former candidate must retu_qa
may be doing in your office or elsewhere, in a quarter where you did not have to to the Treasury Department ail funds re-

If a l_ederal officeholder signs an afii- file a report there was a rule that said ceived and not being ased to defray
davit stating that a staff employee is you had to file a report to that effect. I qualified campaign expenses.
performing his regularly assigned duties, do not know whether these rules are Twenty-nine: Candidates receiving
further inquiry or investigation of the worth anything, voluntary legal or accounting services
matter wo!_ld be prohibited. Item 22: LocaLs of a union, subsidiaries would not have to include such services

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- of a corporation, and other similarly against their expenditure limitations
tleman from Ohio (Mr. Hies) has structured groups--and this is impor- even if payment was made by a third
expired, tant; there has been a lot of fiack about party to the volunteer.
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Thirty: The Federa[ Election_ Corn- I would algae point out that if the ma_L here we are using a popular and needed
mission would be prohibited from aci;[ng makes that affidavit that the person ]_:.k; :feature--the reconstitution of the Fed-
on any election law violation occurring worked full thne, he is subject 'to ;[_,e]:· era] Election Commission--as a vehicle
within 5 days of an election, jumJ action; and I would not take ,_._:_:._;to carry many complicated, objection-

Mr. Chairman, that does not mean that lightly, I do not think, able changes in all facets of our election
anyone would be barred from ever s_t- Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I th:mli: law.
lng, but in that 5-day period when all the gentleman for his legislative histc,:c,_, The committee worked hard to pro-
the charges and countercharges are fly- However, I have an easier way to c ux._, duce_ H.R. 12406. The chairman and
lng around, they will not take any public the problem and that is simply to dele5 members deserve credit for their dill-
action until after thc election. Then the section. _l_.te language itself is sell:5 gence, but, not for their work product.
they can proceed to investigate the elco- evident and I urge each Member 'to tal:_ There are nearly 100 House sponsors of
tions to their heart's content, bu_ this is a look at the language in the co_mait:!i_,_ simple reconstitution bills. That was the
to try to minimize what our committee, bill. President's recommendation and Corn-
which has policed elections, has gone 'We are allowing one candidate's co:t:c., men Cause's recommendation. A simple
through, a flurry of charges in the [as_ 3 mitre to transfer funds to another. V_q:_,: bill to reestablish the Federal Election
or 4 days before an election, not fool the contributor, and pass men<i: Commission is still the best solution and,

Mr. Chairman, that, :in broad, general to l_s popular friends. We are directir]_ii at the appropriate time, I will offer the
outline, is what the bill contains; the FEc to audit Presidential candidate_ shor:t 3-page reconstitution bill as a _,mb-

Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I yield first. There is no sense in letting th,_n:: stitute for this 58-page monster. I will
10 minutes to the gentleman from Mtn- gcc to us. We are adding restrictions arm also offer other important amendments.
necota (Mr. FRENZEL). burdensome reporting for an indePe)r_d I will try to restore some of the inde-

(Mr. _ENZEL ask_l and was given ent expenditure. Those expenditm'_R_ pendenee of the Y_EC,by striking t_te sec-
permission to revise and extend his might be spent against us. However:. ,:,i! tion en advisory opinions, the section
remarks.) course, we remained silent on disclosurt_ containing thc "item veto," and the sec-

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. _xairman, the bill of congressional office account_--shn_2: tion permitting one House to kill the
_fore us, H.R. 12406, is a maze of ,corn- funds. It is no fun to give away our o'w:_! Commission.
plicated revisions and recodification of advantages. I will seek to improve disclosure by re-
our existing law. In it we reconstituted _.[Tfird, the btlI is revising the erfminai storhag filings with secretaries of state
the l_ederal Election Commission at the co(lc and penalty sections, We are crc,. and by asking corporations and unions to
expense of eliminating its independence, ating a new civil process and giving t_: disclose political expenses from corpo-

We are also making massive revisions FEC power to assess fines. We have _'e.. rate funds, or from union--tnvolun-
in other areas of the election law. This moved most :}ail penalties, except th,s_:: ta_---treasury money.
bill is only going to ser_e to confuse the involving a knowing and willful viota.. '_ will also try to remove some of the
electoral process in the middle cf _m tion of more than $5,000. Any person car self-serving aspects of the bill like the
election year. And, we have done ail of commit a willful, knowing, premed. "executive privilege" for congressional
this without the benefit of public hear- ita_ed offense like, for instance, acce_t._ employees, some of the new criminal and
ings. The only experts who count are lng $4,900 in corporate money, or tak._ conciliation features, and the contribu-
ourselves, ing $4,900 in cash, or violating the con. tions from one candidate's committee to

Briefly, here is how 1;he bill c_mnges tribution limit by $4,900, and be a_ur_,_t another.
the rules in. the middle of the ballgame, of no criminal penalty. We are reducin.g l,_inally, Mr. Chairman, I urge this

First, we are reconstituting the Fed- the authority of the Justice Departrneni!, committee to reject the Burton amend-
eral Election Commission but at the and are also reducing the _EC's ability ment to extend public financing to con-
same time removing its iast shred o}!in- to ask that illegal practices be enjoln,_d, gr_sional elections. That idea is, in my
dependence. We are effectively repealing We are removing most jail sentences !_c_: Judgment, ill-timed and ill-conceived.
all existing advisory opinions. We are violators but we thoughtfully provided Public financing is a poor idea wl_Jch
eliminating all opinions other than ad- them for false swearing of complaints, generates most of the need for personnel
vlsory opinions. We're claiming .a one- Fourth, the bill weakens the disclosu:_'e in. the FEC and carries an unmmally
I_[ouse veto on future opinions. The bill previsions of existing law. We are elimi_, high overhead cost.
allows a veto of any part of any regula- hating filings with the local secretari_s We are in the middle of a public fi-
ti:on and provides a preferential nonde- of state. We surely do not want the loc:,_i[ naneing experiment for Presidtmtlal
batable _q_te on veto resolutions. We are press to print that stuff, do we? We have elections now. I wish we did not have it
extending veto powers over forms as well also raised the reporting threshold /_:, at. all, because it apparently lures un-
.,msregulations and we are allowing either $10,000 in an off-election year. We hav_ attractive candidates, props thera up
B_ouse to kill the FEC by resolution_ That also increased the allowable cash contr%., w,._en they should fall down, and, in gen-
is a pretty thorough job of nailing the bution level by 250 percent. We are keep., era/, wastes taxpayer dollars. However,
:ad on the coffin, lng our own slm_h funds secret, and a:_., we ought to have sense enough to let the

Second, the bill is self-serving. 'The lowing unions and corporations to cor_.- test be completed before we compound
League of Women Voters have labeled J[t tinue to make covert political contribu,_ our miseries. ! hope the Burton amex_d-
as an "Incumbent Protection Corc_nls- tlons, mant :is defeated.
_;ion." We are extending "executive priv- Fifth, we are giving union political m> l_[r. Chairman, ff my substitute
_ilege" to ail congressional employees, tion committees unfair advantage ove:_' amem_nent, which provides for simple
Everybody k_ows Watergate only applie_ theiy corporate counterparts. We are n;... recom:titution of the Election Cormnis-
to "the other guys." pealing the SUNPAC decision which w_:s sion, is not adopted, I hope that tlhis

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, approved by the Justice Department, ar.,d committee will vote down the bill
will the gentleman yield? by reference, by the Supreme Court. ¥;_ _[r. Chairman, I yield back the re-

Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- give _nions exclusive rights to solicit maJnder of my time.
man from Ohio. union members for political contrih_L_.. .Mr. ]_YS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I tions, We have denied corporate politic_d yield myself 30 seconds.
do not think the gentleman from MAn- action committees the right to solic(i; :I just want to say that the whole gist
remora (Mr. _-qU_NZEL)]_elieves, and I their own employees. And we have pr,m. of the gentleman's complaint seems to
certainly do not believe, that that was served the exemption from disclosure for be about the House changing the rules
the intent of the committee, political action committee expenditures, in tlae middle of the game. Well, the Fed-

I want to make legislative history _a No wonder big labor wants this bill. ]': eral Election Commission is writing opin,
the effect that ff he commits any crim- wonder if there will be a bundle avail., term and decisions every day and will
_r_al act, this does not q_msh it. able fer those who vote for it. continue to right up to election day,

All we were attempting to do was to A sweeping revision of our election law cha:a_qng the rules week by week.
prohibit the _co_mi._ion :from coming h_ may not have been a bad idea ff it had M:r. Chairman, I yield 5 minutes to the
ar_ saying,. "You have not worked been done in the regular manner, afar gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr.
· r_ugh this week. You have been out hearings, and some time other than _in, DEI_T) ,,

campaigning too much." the middle of an election year, However,, (_J_r_ DENT asked and was given
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permission to revise and ex_end his sentatlve of the citizens of this country, as being a contribution to candidates as
remarks.) Some are smart and some are dumb and such, as individuals. What llt is is a raid

Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry some have a great deal of education and on the Treasury of St0 million or less.
that the House is not full because I be- some have little education, and some are These funds would normally be tax
lieve that this is one subject that theY liberal and some are conservative. But receipts for the proper expenses of the
ought to listen to. There appears to be we are the representatives of the Amerl- Government.
only a small portion of the experts on can people in an American type of Gev- If the contributions were after ta×
this subject matter on the floor right ernment, then they would be properly labeled pub-.
now. We all recognize that every one of There are those who would try to pat- lic funding by taxpayers willing to help
us elected to this body is a real expert in tern this Government differently and put their candidate.
this field, and that is why it is difficult it in the hands of those who they think Mr. HAYS of ohio. Mr. Chairman, I
for the House to pass this kind of legis- are better qualified by birth or by nature yield such time as he mai' consume tx}
lation and get any unanimity of opinion, of their standing in society or by the the gentleman from New York (Mr. Mc-.

However, when ! hear the Member who money they have either earned them- HUGH).
Just preceded me talk about study and selves or have inherited. (Mr. McHUGH asked and was given
hearings, I think he has been around It is said the incumbent has a great permission to revise and extend his re..
here long enough to know that after advantage. The greatest disadvantage to marks.)
about 5 years of study and hearings, we any elected public official is his record if Mr. McHUGH. Mr. Chairman, I rise
have not changed the viewpoint of a he does not have a good one. More people in support of the principal purpose .of
single person who has appeared before are defeated by their records than those this legislation, which is tx) reconstitute
us or those of us who have held the who fail to raise enough money or fail the Federal Election Conm_ission--FEC.
hearings, so I do not think there is going to spend enough money. If we are serious about the many re-
to be any change if we hold hearings on I do not want to read the litany but forms adopted in recent years to cleanse
this bill for the next 100 years. I have seen a candidate who has spent Federal election campaigns, we must

What we have to do is take the con- $138,000 against an opponent who spent have an independent agency to monitor
sens us of the members of the committee, $735. Does that mean the person who had those reforms. The FEC is that agency
properly named and duly qualified by the spent $?35 was not qualified to be a Mem- and this legislation must h_sure its con-
Rules of the House to study this proPosi- ber of this body or does it mean he was tinuation.
tion, and to bring before the Members overwhelmed by the inherited wealth of In my view the Supreme Cou_ was
the best bill that they can conceive and the individual? correct in holding that the FEC, as orig-
put into that bill before this House for a I could lay before the Members arec- inally established by Congress, was
vote. To do other than that would not etd of one contest in which more than structured in violation of the Constitu-
only be to ktd ourselves but to do what $470,000 was spent between the two in- tion. The FEC is an enforcement agency
some have accused us of trying to do, dividuals. Time will not allowme to give and such agencies are witkdn the execu-
and that is kid the public. We are not the Members the details as I see them. rive branch of Government. The fact that
kidding the public. This is a very serious I want to say now this legislation is its members were appointed by Congress
matter in not only what it means to the far from being perfect but it will be less breached the separation of powers man-
individual Members now in Congress, perfect when this House is through with dated by our Constitution.
or those who are out in the field at the it ff the Members continue to do what I The original agency was not only
moment campaigning, but what we do hearthey will try to do. How could we flawed legally, however. It was flawed in
for the long-range welfare of the country accept the recommendation by my col- a very practical sense. It was not a truly
itself and the makeup of this body. league from Minnesota when he said independent agency. Its prime purp _ose

What the Supreme Court did, of course, these are the reasons he wants us to vote was to see that candidates for Federal
was in their judgment what they thought for a simple substitute, that takes every- office abided by the rules in the conduct
to be right in interpreting that act be- thing we have had in the past which has of their campaigns; to assure, for ex-
fore them. But commonsense must tell been proven by experience already to be ample, that contributions did not ex-
every vne of us that once we lift the bad and just gives the President the sole ceed the legal limits. The fact that Con-
ceiling on spending, all of the other re- right, which the Supreme Court said was gress alone could control, that agency
st rictions and criteria that we set up on his, to name the Commissioners? rendered it less than independent or, at
the election regarding the funding, or How does that take care of all the the very least, appeared to render it less
the spending of funds for an election, things that have been proven bad? Why than independent, which is almost as
become minor in importance, because does the gentleman recommend that? bad.
under the particular view of the Supreme Here is what he says he recommends and We now have an opportunity to rec-
Court there is a difference between a he recommends it because it is recom- tify the initial error. By reconstituting
.person who has personal wealth seeking mended by the President of the United the FEC we cannot only conform that
office and a person who has little or no States, who is no longer a Member of agency to the Supreme Court's ruling,
personal wealth and must depend upon this body. I can stand here and believe but make it a truly independent body.
his fellow citizens to contribute to his in my heart that the President would be Unfortunately, the legislation before
campaign, the first to stand up to defeat that simple use today accomplishes only part of the

We had to rewrite the act. Everyone proposal which is being offered today, job. It would bring the FEC within the
of us knows that most of the problems Who else does he name as the great au- Supreme Court's legal standard, but it
that we have seen in the elections in the thority to tell the 435 Members of this would not assure substantial indePend-
past have been somehow connected with Congress, the freely elected Members, ence for the agency. For example, the
the spending of funds or the collecting what to do? bill provides that either House of Con-
of funds. Common Cause is named. It is a single- gress can abolish the FEC in 197_. This

We tnought we had written a rather issue organization, determined, as the puts the ]_-IC on a short leash vis-a-vis
tight-ship piece of legislation. It did not Fabians in Great Britain were, to destroy Congress, and the implication is fairly
please everybody, nor wfil any bill that the .kind of government in existence. It clear that if this enforcement agency is
is ever passed please everybody. BUt wasa government in Great Britain which too rough on the Members of Congress
somehow or other the American people had brought that country to its highest during their 1976 campaigns, the agency
have been fed by the single-purpose or- peak, and it was brought to its lowest will be abolished in 1977. This is not the
ganizations the idea that somehow in this depth in less than 35 years. That is what kind of provision which promotes real
Nation of ours, after almost 200 years, we will have here because the first plank independence.
we have come full swing and have picked in the platform of the Fabians was pub- There are other glaring weaknesses
435 dunderheads in this congress. We llc financing of campaigns, in the bill, such as the provision preclud-
are in this Congress no better and no ! want t ° say to the Members that this lng the FEC from investiigating alleged
worse than those who have preceded us public financing is a fraud. Why is it a abuse of staff employees by an office-
in all the Congresses since the Constitu- fraud? It is a fraud because it is not holder if the officeholder .qimply signs an
tion was put trite effect. We are repre- public financing and it is not identified affidavit stating that the employee is
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performing his regularly assigned duties. I_l[r.WICvGIN_. _lr. Chairman, I yle]/.. If this bill passes, we will have limited
_:_xis is tan_nount to enabling tgm ac- 5 rrdnut_s to the. gentleman ._rom Michl.. by law all interest groups, including our
cused in a criminal case to have his txlt- gar,_ (Mr. VANDEaJaGT). own congressional committees, including
dictment dismissed by signing an al!- (35r. VANDE[t JAGT asked and w_:;:_ our two great national political parties,
fidavit that he is not ,._uilty. It ham- giwm permission, to revise and extend t_i_: to pigmy size, while giant labor is free to
si;rings the FEC and surely will b::eed remarks.) lope across the political landscape--u,n-
g:reater skeoticism on the part o.f the Mr VANDER JAGT. Mr, Chah'ms:L regulated, unchecked, and unreported,
public. I rJ_:e to conmmend and to criticize t[::_:_ In a way, I have to hand it to the

In addition to strengthening the FF_U House Administration Committee for tL,_ majority leadership for focusing the
and assuring its independence, Mr. bill which it has presented to us. I con:,, attention of the press on the dispute of
Chairman, I believe we should adopt Mr. mend the distinguished chairman of thud: how many people can be solicited in a
BUSTON'S amendment to provide partial corrtmittee for some improvements in iht:i,:; plant. The outx.'0me of that dispute will
public financing for coni_ressional (::.tm- legislation over the prior law. Of cours,::, not make more difference than a glass
paigns. This is a reform which has been that bill that we passed in 1974 left a 1_:;!: of wa::er to the level of a flood. As long
extended to President:.al campai:gns, of r(_)m for improvement, so that real:i:, as we are arguing about how many peas
There is no good reason why we should was not very difficult to achieve, we em: solicit with the pea shooter that
deprive the public of similar reform in l_£r. HAYS of Ohio. 3/lr. Chairman, wLi wc arc confined to by law and labor
congressional races, the gentleman yield? continues to be able to fire its cannons

Last year I sponsored a bill with Mr. 1V_r.VANDER JAGT, I yield tx} t]:c withont any regulations or any reporting
l_[aoTzmEof New Jersey w:._ichin my view gentleman from Ohio. wh_t_soever, we are accomplishing
acidresses this issue more comprehen- lv]::t'.HAYS of Ohio. That was not m:_, :nothing. This is not conjecture. It is not
slvely than Mr. BURTO_'S amend:mont, bill. _.[2qatwas a product of the House, il: th_)r.v of what might happen. It already
J_dxlong other things, our bill would ore- the gentleman will remember, took place in New Hampshire in the
vide for partial public financing o:,:'prl- M:r. VANDE;_ .JAGT. If the gentlemh::_ ,specia: election. There were not two
mary campaigns which, ms we all k_mw, will note, I did not tar with the brush ,[_J: caz.mpaigns for Senator in' New Hsanp-
are the only races that count in eortain claiming that was the gentleman's bil); shh'e. There were three. There was
districts. To withhold matching }public but I do sincerely commend the c:hah_. Wyman for Senate, DcmtxN for Senate,
ftmds from primary campaigns :Et t_, man for the com'age and the convlctto:_] and hbor for Dur_t_N for Senate. In
grant only half a loaf. Although the Y3ur.- with which the gentleman has tried :i_::: fax,q;, ?abor probably spent more lot
ton amendment is too limited in th:s and some respects to bring reasonablene.s::: :Dm_:_:r:'<rfor Senate than the DurMn
certain other respects, it nonetheless of.- and commonsense and due process to th,-'.: colnmi.r, tee spent to send Dura_s to, the
lets the be_t hope this year of additg[_rml rules by which we conduct ourselves :[_: U.I5. Senate and not a penny of that had
pr_rress, congressional campaigns, to be :reported. Not all the doorbell' ring-

The reasons for public financing haw_ Urffortunately, I believe that the corn _ Lng nor the telephone banks nor the
been oft stated. The people of this Nat,ion mittee succumbed to the temptation ol hundreds of thousands of dollars spent
have come to understand that the present overkiM. I believe that the temptation:: to send out campaign literature were in
_sy:stem ts neither fair nor democre, tic. when they had so many votes was just any way limited or regulated let alone
Unless a candidate is personally wealthy, irresistible to try to jimmy the legisla, reported.
:he must look to_rivate sources to finance tion, so that it really was blatantly fit. It is tike sending a prizefighter into the
'the expensive costs of running for office, vorable to the interests of the other sid,:: ring and he has to fght two men. Only in
..As statistics and commonsense both in.. and in some respects makes a mockerl;, this instance we say that in addition to
,dica_e, these sources are not represerta-- of c}.ean independent campaign enforce, the boxing match pitting one :man
'give of the electorate as a whole. In the :men/:. against two, he has to fight with one
·recent past, 90 Dement of campaign do-. The right of either House to w_to _[ _[rrn behind his back ff this law passes.
ln_,tlons have come from ]ess than 1 per- regulation corning from the FEC, I bt;. By focusing the attention of the Mom-
ce:at of the population. 'Chis 1 per(chi ]Jev_, strips t:ae i*EC of independen: bers of this body and the press and pub-
represents people who of.ten have sub- regulatory authority. We are the onc_:_ Itc or_ petty cash, I think the majority
stanttal and particular interests in the 'who t:re being regulated and yet we ar:_:_ leadership is walking off with bank rob-
decisions to be made and the choices '[he ones who can override any reguiatio].L bery in very, very sizable amounts. I be-
formulated by elected officials, of that Commission. It is like giving th.._ lieve that so long as this bill remains as

utifities the right to veto any ruI., it is, the President would be derelict Ln
The effect is a distort?.on of the po-. promulgated by t:he Federal Power Corn. his duty to the American people, to cles,n

llitieal process in which ,those with 'the mission. It is l:tke putting the rabbits i_ elections, to independent enforcement of
wherewithal to help a candidate ux_der-, charge of guarding the cabbage patch, honest elections and the traditional no-
_r_'tte his campaign develop an influence I think that Common Cause and a:t! t[on of American fair play ff he did not
among the electorate. I_egislation eh-. the others who worked so hard for cam._ veto th_slegislation.
acted in 1974 went far toward redress:ing pai_n reform should be leading th_: Mr. ]_[AYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I
th_.s imbalance in Presidential elections, charge against this bill, which strips th_ _Iield 15 minutes to the gentleman from
However, the lack of any provisions coy- FEC of independent regulatory author. ::ndiana (Mr. BRAOE_AS).
ertng congressional races was a rn_jor lty. (klr, BRADEMAS asked and was giv-
shortcoming. To be comprehensive, ce- I also believe that this bill, take]: _n per:mission to revise and extend his
l:(nm_s directed toward limiting the cut- together with ot:her legislation that _., _emark.'_.)
sized impact of private contribution_ in alread:_ on tho. books, in the way _: M:c. BRADEMAS, 1Vfr.Chairman, I rise
ou:rpolitical system must also cover ]-,_ces which this dovetails in with that leg- in sapport of }t.R. 12406, the Federal
fo:r Congress. islati, on, blatantly favors one specie:: iElectiot_ Campaign Amendments of 1978.

The Burton amendment is not pe::-f,:ct, intere,st group. Il' this bill passes, witl:_ i_'i:r'st however, Mr. Chairman, I want
But it would be a signifirant reform. It, one glaring exception, the impact thai; _ take this opportunity to commend the
would encourage candidates for Con- any interest group can have on th,s, 2hal:cm-an of the Committee on House
g'r_s to rely upon small contrlbutkct'xs; outcome of any congressional election: !dminJ::tration, the gentleman from
it would impose limits on the mo:toy is limited to $5,1)00. That one glaring Dhie, CvIr. HAYS), for the diligence and
candidates who accept pu2lic funds co:.:ld exception is one very special interest the 1ahness with which he conducted the
spend in their campaigns; and it would group, big labor, upon which there ts ,2onnnittee's lengthy deliberations on tlTis
provide for the matching public lunds no limit whatsoever. If this bill pag_ses _ery important matter.
out of the dollar cheek-off account, with one glaring exception, every single I shoudd also add, Mr. Chairman, that.
which is an account voluntarily contrib- special interest group will have to report; all of the members of the Plouse Admin-
uted to by tl]e taxpayers, In short, the in minute detail exactly what it spent .stration Committee expended much
s[mendment would go far to return con- on a congressional electiom That one _ime and effort on this bfil.
gressional campaigns, and the financing glari::_g' exception is a very Sl_cial inter.- We considered over 60 amendmeniks
of them in particular, to a,verage Arm ri-- est group, big Labor. They will not haw: ',ffered 'by both majority and minority
ca_s. It would[ establfsh a system of fund- to report one cent of what they spent tt_ nembers of the committee and although
ir_.: which would serve the public interest influence the outcome of a congressional :: did not, any more than did any other
re%her than the special interests, election under section 301, nerrxbe:r- of the committee, prevail in my
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_ewz in every detail of the bill, I be- be duly constituted officers of the United The millionaire beer magnate from Colo-
lieve that the bill our committee has States appeinted bY the President with rado, became the first "fat cat" to pour
brought to the House today is on the the advice and consent of the Senate. thousands of dollars into the cause of an
whole a very sound measure. The Secretary of the Senate and the actiVe,spentmoreReSidentialthan$18J100candldateforfull ....page adver-C°°rs

Mr. Chairman, let me take a moment Clerk of the House will continue to serve tlsements promoting Ro'_ald Reagan in eight
to remind members of the committee of as no_voting ex omclo members. The bill Florida newspapers on that day before tho
the background of this legislation. In also stipulates that no more than three primary last Tuesday.
1971, Congress passed the Federal Elee- members of the Commission can be of 1Vfr.Chairman, in order to assure that
tion Campaign Act for the purpose of the same political party and that no any independent expenditure is in fact
requiring that campaign expenditures member of the Commission may engage independent, H.I_. 12406, Ill complete
and contributions in both Federal pri- in any other business, vocation, or em- accord with the guidelines of the Su-
mary and general elections be disclosed, ployment.

Then, in order to prevent the excessive Mr. Chairman, it needs hardly to be qualifypremeCourt,asan "independentSPecifiesthatexpenditure,,,iinorder to
influence of large sums of money in cam- emphasized that the election process is the expenditure must be made without
paigns for Federal office, Congress in the keystone of the American democracy, the cooperation or the suggestion of any
1974 passed the Federal Election Cam- It is, therefore, imperative that the laws candidate. Otherwise, the contribution
paign Act amendments. This legislation governing our elections be administered limits elsewhere in the bill of $1,000 by
provided for limitations on campaign ex- and enforced with unquestionable fair- an individual or $5,000 by a group will
penditures and on contributions to cam- ness and in strict compliance with the apply.
paigns as well as calling for extensive re- intent of Congress. Moreover, Mr. Chairman, the bill
porting and recordkeeping and the Based on these principles, H.R. 12406 under consideration requires that any
establishment of an independent Federal provides that only upon the affirmative individual or any committee making in-
Election Commission to administer and vote of four of its six voting members dependent expenditures In behalf of a
enforce the provisions of the act. can the Commission promulgate rules candidate or against a candidate must

It was, Members will recall, in early and regulations, initiate 'investigations, report all such expenditures to the Fed-
1975, on January 2, that the constitu- or bring judicial action, eral Election Commission on the same
tionality of the Federal Election Cam- Another problem to which the House basis as political commitees are required
palgn Act amendments was challenged Administration Committee addressed it- to report, that is to say, on a regular
in the U.S. District Court for the Dis- self in this bill was that of unnecessarY and cumulative basis.
trict of Columbia. and frivolous litigation, which can be Still more important, independent ex-

Just a year later, on January 30, 1976, both burdensome and extremely costly, penditures--like the expenditures of
the Supreme Court of the United States H.R. 12406 requires that upon receipt of Joseph Coors in Florida wlfich I have
upheld the contribution limitations pro- a complaint, and before instituting any cited--of $1,000 or more mad_* during the
vided by the act as well as the record- judicial action, the Commission attempt 15 days prior to an election must be re-
keeping and disclosure provisions and for at least 30 days, through conciliation
the public financing of Presidential elec- and persuasion, to correct an alleged rio- ported within 24 hours.Finally, the bill require.,; that bill-
tions and conventions authorized in the lation of the act. The bill also provides, boards, television advertisements and
law. however, that when a complaint has been other similar public advertisements---

On the other hand, Mr. Chairman, filed less than 45 days but no more than financed by independent exr_nditures--
Members will also recall that the Su- 10 days before the election, the concilia-
preme Court held several provisions of tion period shall be only one half the must include a conspicuous statementidentifying the person making the ex-
the 1974 act unconstitutional, specifi- number of days between the date of the penditure and whether or not it is au-
e_lly, the ceiling on independent expend- complaint and the election, thorized by any candidate.
itures, the limitation on a candidate's Mr. Chairman, not only does the bill Mr. Chairman, it was only after exten-
expenditures from his own personal under consideration grant authority to sire and thorough debate in the Cormnit-
funds, and the ceiling on overall cam- the Commission to enter into concilla- tee on House Administration that these
l_aignexpenditures, tion agreements with alleged violators disclosure requirements for independent

All three of these provisions were held but also allows the Coum_ission, as part expenditures were adopted, _md I believe
by the Supreme Court to be in violation of such agreements, to levy severe mone- that if we are to prevent the corrupting
of the first amendment. _ tary fines of up to $5,000 or, if there is

In addition, the Supreme Court ruled evidence that the violation was know- influence of large sums of money in elect.tions to Federal office, the requirements
that, in view of the manner in which the ingly and willfully made, of up to $10,000. are essenttkl.
Federal Election Commission members Moreover, all conciliation agreements Finally, Mr. Chairman, I wish to dis-
were appointed, the exercise of the ad- or any determnation by the Commission cuss briefly one of the most important
mintstrative and enforcement powers that no violation has occurred must be sections of the bill the one covering
delegated to the Commission was uncon- made public, political activities permitted to corpe-stitutional. The Court held that the

Mr. Chairman, I would also remind the rations and labor organizations.
method of appointment violated article members of the committee that the Jan- Members will recall that the Federal
II, section 2, clause 2 of the Constitution.

Mr. Chairman, H.R. 12406 complies uary 1976 decision of the Supreme Court Election Camp_ lgn Act of 1971 set forth
with the constitutional standards indi- n;0Hfied the $1,000 ceiling on independ- _les for political activity by corpora-
cated by the Supreme Court, it closes ent expenditures made by any individual tions and labor unions.
some of the loopholes created by the or group. Independent expenditures are Prior to enactment of the 1971 act
decision of the Court, extends the re- expenditures which are made on behalf the Corrupt Practices Act had for 50
f_erms enacted in 1974 and clarifies cer- of a candidate without his authorization years prohibited corporatiom and labor

ambiguities that appeared when the or against a candidate's opponent with- unions from making direct ,expenditures
law was put into effect. Out the authorization of the candidate, in connection with a Federal election

Let me at this time, Mr. Chairman, The effect, Mr. Chairman, of this rul- campaign.
focus my own remarks on the key provi- lng by the Supreme Court can be to put The 1971 act, however, included an

' S/OhS of the bill dealing with the recon- political "fat cats" and special interest amendment sponsore_ by our distin-
stitution of the Commission, independ- groups back into business because they guished former colleague in the House,
ent expenditures, limitations on con- are now permitted to spend unlimited the gentleman from Idaho, Mr. Orval
tributions, and the political activities amounts on behalf of a specific candidate Hansen.
Nermltted to corl_orations and labor or against a specific candidate's oppo- Mr. Hansen,s remarks during floor
unio,_s, nent. consideration of his amendment

Mr. Chairman, H.R. 12406 continues Mr. Chairman, these political "fat summed up accurately wh_t he had in
the Federal Election Cou_dssion and cats" have already begun to return to mind:
reconstitutes its voting membership to the election arena. The Miami, Fla., There is, of course, no need to belabor the
conform with the requirement of the Herald reported on March 17, 1976 that l_Omt that Oovernme_t poncles profounm_ _
Supreme Court that the Commi_loners Joseph Coors' effect both buslnem and labor if an- or-.
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iganization, whether it be the NAM, the A:_/IA stockholders but also fro TM all other _E_. That point of view, Mr. Chairman, is
or the AI_-CZO, believes that certain cern- ployees, including its wage and hourll! to, suggest that we repair the leaky roof
dlcLates paso a threat to £ts well-being or employees, of the barn but leave open the door sothe well-being of its members o.r st_)k-
:t_olders,it should be able to get its views to TIIUS, at a _ingle stroke, and in d_,,_, that the horse can escape. And President
those members or stockholders (93 CON- fiance of the intent of Congress, the Fed.. Fordl intends to ride that horse, with
,:*_SSmNALl_COa_ 433S0)." eral Election Commission destroyed t:iL_ morrcybags on both sides of the saddle,

balance which Congress had created be and everyone knows it.
_h_ other words, Mr, Chairman, the tween the sometimes competing intere_',_:._ tVl_:,.Chairman, I cannot accede to the

e_tire th_ast of the Hsnsen amendment of business and labor, proposition that it is right to leave a
i_t the 197.1 act was to allow corpora- While paying' lip service to the legi,,;'b, gapir_g hole in the Federal election laws,
tior. s to play a catalytic role in involv- tive historY of the relevant section of t]_,_ even ff for 1year, even if for one election.
Jug their stockholders iix political activl- law, the Commission armor/riced that th,_ Trds Congress has a responsibility to
,ties deemed important by the manage- statute was vague and determined tha't_., insure the integrity of the election laws.
ment of the corporation and to allow It would be illogical to conclude that col'_ _e cannot avoid that responsibility
labor unions the same latitude of action porations could _licit only their stockhc;.d: simply by exhorting the next Congress
with respect to their members. The un- ers _nd not their employees." tO do what we should do now.
derlying principle was clearly that just
as labor unions and their members 'The result of the action of the FederL:_: Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
xnight have a legitimate interest in the Election Comm:[ssion was aptly descrilbl_: may I inquire as to what the status of
outcome of an election, so might a cot- in a statement which according to th_: the t:kne is?
poration and its stockh_lders. New York Times of December 14, 19% The CHAIRMAN. The majority has

Let me, Mr. Chairman, again quote was made by one of the Commissionec: 23_/2 minutes remaining, and the minor~
l!_r. Hanson in the 1971 debate: of the FEC in a speech before an audi. ff,y has 46 minutes remaining.:Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, ]_yield

The amendment... (was) designed to ence ofbusinessmen: 1_: :minutes to the gentleman from
recognize the fact that a stockholder or a We did a great deal of work on tl_e _'_:_::_Michigan (Mx. VANV_.a J_).
union member exists in 1;we capacities: in Oil request-- (Mr. VANDER JAGT asked and was
his individual capacity with his own indi- Said Commissioner Joust D, Aikc:__, given permission to revise and extend his
vlduat views and his capacity as a member She said: remarks.)of an organization that has interests as _n
organization (93 CONORESSIOIqAL_ECORD At this point, it's smooth sa_ling for petal;- iV/r, VANDER JAGT. Mr. Chairman, I
43382). ical action comm_tteeplans, thank, the gentleman for yielding this

It is of very great importance, Mr. Mr. Chairman, aside from the pr_:_, time to me because the gentleman who
Chairman, to note Shat throughout con- priety---or lack thereof--of the remar_ immediately preceded me ha the well re-
sideration in the House, of the Hansen of Commissioner Aiken, it is clear theft ferred to me and referred to a statement
amendment, Mr. Hansen's remarks and the "Sun Oil" opinion represents a ki:_d that i[ had made.
_:hose of other Members of the Hen, se el regulatorY agency coup, the substib_;... ]_y statement was that this bill be-
who took part in the debate without ex- tlon of the judgment of a regulato:,cy fore us, taken together with other legis-
ception linked the valid political in- agency for the intent of Congre_ e:_:., lation already on the books, creates a
terests of corporations to those of their pressed ha legislation, giant loophole for a very special interest
s_tock_olders, and the valid political in- _q_'. Chairman, now is the time a_d group, which is labor. I went on to say
terests of labor unions to those of their place to set right what can only be d_e.. that the political action committees of
members, scribed as an outrageous abuse of pow_:r _nanagement and labor are relatively

At no point was it the,n suggested that by a regulatory agency, inconsequential as to their impact on the
the valid political interests involved were Indeed, Mr, Chairman, listening :to t,_i_ outcome of a campaign compared to the
such that, for example, a corporation words of the gentleman from Michiga:_._, so-called communication or education
should be allowed to solicit contributio_xa l_r. VaNrES JacT, a few moments ago, - loophole enjoyed by labor.
from any individuals other than its hardly recognized the bill he said he w_._'_ Z then cited the situation in New
stockholders nor was it suggested at any describing and which we are today debar.., Hampshire where literally hundreds of
point that a labor union should be al- lng. I cite, on_.y by way of indicating thc thousands of pieces of literature went
lowed to solicit any individuals other effect of the "Sun Oil" advisorY opinic:_, into that campaign proclaiming "Send a
than its members, the report in tho financial section of the Fighter to the U.S. Senate. Send John

The purpose of the Hanson amend- New York Times of last Sunday, Marc;::. DurkJ:n to the Senate If You Want J¢_s.
ment was to allow labor unions and cor- 28, 1976, to the following effect: Send John Durkin If You Want to Stop
potations to Join with their members and What began as a slow but steady stream ,_:_! L*l_lat_on."

corporat_ "political action committees" ..... Un_ier the law that is not political.
stockholders, respectively, in the expr_- formed last year following a landmark ruli_i That is not campaigning; that is edu-
sion of commonly held _iews. by the Federal Election Coramission_is ttu._J., cational. It is, therefore, unregulated,

There was no intention to enact into lng into a torrent.
law the notion that either corporation,s American business and professio_s,;, un]inqited, and unreported. The liters-
or labor unions should be given free rein groups, already sitting on top of a $9 mllllo:::_ ture said:
_ solicit contributions from evel_ in- political war chest, are rushing to farm n_ Vot_, for John Durktn _or the U.S. Senate
dividual conceivably within their reach, committees which aim to raise addition_ on _'_eptember 16.
That, Mr. Chairman, would have made a millions of dollars for this year's PresidentJ_,l TllE_t under the law is not political:, it
mockery of the law and invited the worst and Congressional candidates, is educational, and it is that loophole to
kind of abuse. Such an interpretation Mr. Chairman, now is the time te ,,_e'i which ;[was referring.
would have meant that the rationale right a situation which, if not corrected, _ince the gentleman from Indiana
advanced in support of the amendr- can substantially distort the entire baL. quc,te_J, from the New York Times, I will
merit--the joint express_on of views by anco of the American political system, ci'_; another issue of the New York
persons sharing a conunonality of in.- It is my understanding that it is Pre_;- qqmes_ This appeared as the lead para-
retest---was dishonest and misleading, ident FOrd's view that we in Congre_;_ graph of the story on the front page on

However, Mr. Chairman, as with too should not concern om'selves with th:_ Saturday. This is not GuY VANr_a JA_
many other acts of Congress, despite a matter, that we should at present simp_!_ spealcing; this is the reporter analyzing
d_itely articulated legislative intent, vote to allow him to appoint all of th_ this issue, and he has stated it well:
a regulatory agency intervened to re- Commissioners of the Federal Electio_. Organmed l_bor is fighting a stubborn and
verse the intent of Congress. Commission, to continue the flow o:_ sometimes camouflaged battle to retain a

In an advisory opinion issued on De- Presidential matching funds and waJi'_ major political weapon--the right to spend
comber 3, 1975, by the Federal Electio:il another year to consider the Fedex_t[ unliZni.ted, unreported amounts of money
Commission, the Commission--at the re- election law, hacluding the Sun Oil quos., fro_a _he union treasury to support
quest of the Sun Oil Co.--interpreted tion, after, Mr. Chairman, the curre_[_ candidates.
t_e law to permit a corporation not only Presidential and congressional cam._ Mr. Chahman, I include at this point
_c, solicit po/itical contributions from fta paigns are over. the entire article, as follows:
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LABOR l_G_rn_o TO R_-r_n_ EDG_ XN EL_C_O_ Senator Alan Cranston, Democrat of CaM- corporation. The existing law has been
O_rrLAX,s lornia, called the requiring of such spending approved by frae Federal Elections Corn-

(by Warren Weaver, Jr.) reports "a dangerous Federal intrusio n into
the internal affalrs' of unionSand corporal mission, the Justice Department; and the

WASmr_GTO_, March 27.---Organized labor tioa_s. "I see nb reason why the _osts _ Such T..T.S. Supreme Court in the recent dect-
is fighting stubborn and sometimes camou- internal communications are any business 6i si/m of McCarthy and Buckley against
fiaged battle to retain major political the Pederal government," he said. Valeo,
weapon--the right to spend unlimited, un- But the amendment, sponsored by Senator I believe this new language to be un-
reported amounts ct money from the Union Robert W. Packwood, Republican of Oregon, constitutional, unwise, and unfair. Il,
treasury to support candidates, was approved, 59 to 42. Later, some Demo- makes an illogical distinction between

unions, llke corporations, are prohibited crats attempted an IntriCate parliamentary types of employees of a corporation andfrom using their dues money ,to make direct
maneuver to kill the Packwood amendment treats them discriminatorily. Under the,

campaign contributions. Generally, they are but retain all other changes made by the Sen-
allowed to set up political committees to col- ate. This aroused a mini-filibuster and failed, new language, a corporate political ac-
lect voluntary contributions from members lion committee could not solicit the large
and then distribute the proceeds among pro- AMEND_NT CHANG_ majority of its employees for no appar-,
labor candidates. When party leaders reached a compromise eat rational reason. Whether an em-

In 1971, however, Congress approved a tel- agreement on the campaign bill, it included
atlvely obscure amendmetn to the campaign a provision modifying the Packwood amend- ployee is paid by the hour, piece, or
law tha't expaflded radically the political po- meat so that no union or corporation would salary, and whether an employee super..
_enttal of unions. It permitted them to spend have to report an expenditure of less than vises others or is supervised, he or she i,,_
any amount of their resources to communl- $1,000 "in a calenadar year with respect to a no less an employee and has the same
cate with their members "on any subject." particular candidate." economic interests as all others working

As a result, labor can devote unmeasured But when Senator Cranston proposed this for the employer.

thousands of dollars to set up a telephone amendment with perhaps a half-dozen sen- What then is the reason the current;
bank for a political candidate, carry on mass ators on the floor, it merely exempted from
mailings in his behalf and conduct door-to- reporting communications "expenditures less law is so radically altered in this bill_'
door canvasses, as long as the voters reached than $1,000," with no reference to candidates Since no hearings were held to develop
are all members of the union that is paying or time periods, evidence for the need for such, one can
the bltls. As a result, under the Cranston proposal, only conclude the obvious_"polltics."

COaVO_TXO_S _PPF_a Wt,R¥ labor could have made 10 or 20 dally mailings The strongest and most effective coaU..
in behalf of the same candidate without re- t/011 of political action committees in the

In the current Congressional debate over porting any of these as long as each cost less Nation, those of labor unions, oppose any
revising the campaign law, Republicans are than $I,000. A motion by Senator Packwood challenge to their current collectlV,_
trying to compel unions to report this kind to table this amendment as creating a giant POlitical dominance as the most po_verfulof spending, how much and for whom, Just loophole failed, 49 to 36.
as all other political spending is reported Then Senator Dale Bumpers, Democrat of special interest group in American p01i-
under the current disclosure law. Labor is Arkansas, proposed that the $1,000 floor on tics today. Certainly members of unions
resisting fiercely, reporting apply "per candidate, per election," should be encouraged to participate ill

The la, ne has been partly clouded by the restoring the compromise agreement Senator union POlitical action committees, but
fact that the law of 1971 gave corporations Cranston opposed the amendment, but tC this is not a valid reason to deny this
the same right to use corporate funds to passed.
communicate with their stockholders. But The House version of the campaign bill right to other American workers,
this did not apply until 1974 to corporations does not include a requirement for reporting Although of Ilo legal significance, there
with Government contracts, most of the the political spending, and attempt to do so is no evidence that labor unions are jus-
major ones---and ll.ttle if any subsequent having been defeated in the House Admin- tiffed in fearing a loss of the pol/ticai
political activity appears to have resulted, lstratlon Committee. The A.I_.L.-C.I.O. is al- Power of the "working man." The activi-

Corporations, generally, have had little ex- ready on record as opposing a scheduled floor ties of a political action committee are
perience with legal participation in cam- amendment similar to the Senate language, determined by its membership. Em_
palgns and their illegal participation revealed Andrew J. Blemtller, legislative director of ployee---"working man"---members of
in the Watergat_e scandals has tended to dis- the labor federation, said it would oppose such a committee should ku_ve the same
courage them from taking advantage of this any amendment that requires reports of "a
new power, varlety of communications limited to mom- interests and rights in any political ac-

But the unions, old hands at organizing hers and stockholders." lion committee they choose to jo/n,
support for candidates they favor, have made "This amendment," the labor lobbyist said, whether labor or place of employme_.t
profitable use of this communicating power.

In the New Hampshire special senate elec- '_is aimed squarely at preventing local unions related. Thus, it cannot be the concern
tlon last September, the product of a virtual from exercising their rights under the 1971 for the political activities of the working
tie the year before, thousands of dollars of act by burdening them with excessive filing man in general that causes labor union
union money financed telephone banks and requirements relating to minor costs." opposition, but the fear of increased
canvassing for John A. Durkln, the Demo- [Mr. WIGGINS addressed the Corn- competition or diminution of power of
cratlc victor, all unreported and all outside mittee. His remarks will appear here- their own political action committees.
the spending ceiling then in effect, after in the Extensions of Remarks.] A,s a matter of fact, m_my members

Similarly In a special New York house elec- of unions might well choo.'_e to also join
tlon this month, the New York State A.i=.L.- The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- the political action committee of the C01,-
C.LO. and New York State United Teachers t_el_lan has expired, poration for which they work as well as
both sent computerized mailings and lllu- Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I yield that of their union. It should be pointed
strated flyers to all their members in the 39th 5 minutes to the gentleman from Loul- out that approximately 75 percent iffCongressional District.

Although the upstate district had not sent s'lana (Mr. MooRE). America's total labor force does not bo-
a Democrat to Washington since 1874, the (Mr. MOORE asked and was given long to unions, and if they work for Cot-
Republican nominee. _/ohn T. Calkins, was permission to revise and extend his re- porations and are not shareholders or
deefated by Stanley N. Lundlne, the Demo- marks.) executive officers, they cannot be So-
cratic Mayor of Jamestown,_ by 20,000 votes. Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, ! rise in licited. This practically all but eliminatesThe unions boasted they had spent $20,000,
made eo,ooo phone calls and distributed 50,- opposition to H.R. 12//)6 as I am strong- their right to participate in this type of
000 pieces of literature, ly opposed to this bill for reasons ex- political activity. This bill also preven_

PACKWOODPROPOSES CHAliCE pressed in the minority report and one non-union employees of a corporation

When the bill reconstituting the Federal additional One. Section 321(b) provides or employees of a corporation which has
Election Commission came up on the Senate among other things that a corporate Po- no union at all from being solicited if
floor this week. Republicans proposed an litical action committee cannot solicit they are not shareholders or executive
amendment that would require unions and to be members of that committee any officers. Therefore, in an uneonstitll-
corporations to report this "communications" person other than its stockholders, tional, unwise and unfair manner, Only
spending to the commission, Just as candl- executive Officers, o r their families. Ex- labor union political action committees
dates, Parties and private individuals all do. ecutive officers are defined as salaried can under this bill solicit employees who

In the ensuing debate; some Dewnocratic employees with policymaking or super- are not shareholders or executive officers.
liberal stalwarts found themselves arg,atng
disclosure of campaign spending, the key- vis0ry authority. This changes the exist- This is a severe political limitation.
stone of electoral re.from by almost any lng law whicl_ allows a corporate politi- The whole purpose in _litlcal ac_10n
etandard, was an invasion of privacy when cal action committee to solicit not only committees is to allow persons with like
certain groups were affected, those persons, but any employee of the philoeophleaI and/or economic hlf_,re_ta
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to band together and to promote t_c_e- Republican candidate. In addition to th;d: them !;o vote down special financing of
interests through a political action corn- we allocated $2 t_JtUon to each party f(::; congre._sional elections,
mittee. T_fis is participation in ou:_ poll- their party conventions. We got mo:-,:_ Mr. _iVIGOINS. Mr, Chairman, I yield
tical system and certainly any partici- information f.rom the Internal Reven'tni_ I minute to the gentlewoman from New
pat!on in politics should be encouragc_I Service and it. was estimated that thez-e ger,;ey (Mrs. FENWXeK).
and not hindered, our democracy nee(is would be al;)proximately $60 milli(2.z: l_[rs. FENWICK. Mr. Chairman, !
gre_ter, not less, participation by our checked off fox' public fihancing. Viq!_ wondez' if I might engage the gentleman
citizen_. Political action committees can added, and at that point we had $44 mil. frora l,_ffinnesota (Mr. FR_-NZEL)in 'a cob
be justified only on this basis. They cur- lion spent under the checkoff. There win; loquy concerning H.R. 11736. It has been
rently meet this need by encouraging no money under general revenue..qo w(:. brough, i; to my attention that many feel
citizens by the thousands to become more decided we could play around with $_II that t:_fis bill, the so-called Frenzel-
politically ,_ctive. There should be no milllon more for the Presidential pr:i- M_va bill, includes provisions that
"political" hindrances on who can Join mar/es. We set up a formuIa. The for- would val'idate the actions of SUNPAC
_nd participate in such committees, mula was ve_7 simple. There were $2!-':fl and c_her organizations. Is that the

For these reasons and the ones ex- contributions or less with a total of $5,-. case?
pressed in other minority views, this bill 000 in each State, in 20 States, so a car. ]MZr.[f_"RENZEL.Mr. Chairman, will the
Should be defeated and t,he Federal Elec- didate would have to collect $100,000 ['.:_ gentle,,voman yield?
ti.on Commission simply reconstituted, order to qualify for matching funds :i:_:_ Mrs FENWICK. Indeed.

Mr. WIOOINS. Mr. Clmirman, I have the Presidential primaries. Mir. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, H.]._.
no immediate requests /or time by any 2[lle way it is going it looks as :if w_J 11'I36, 'which I hope to introduce at the
Member who is presently prepared to are going to spend that $10 million. T1);:_ pro];)er time as an amendment in the
use it, so I will reserve the balance of point is, we have no way of knowin_i_' nature of a substitute, provides for the
mY time momentarily. We are paying our taxes now in 1976 fo4' recer_titution of the Federal Election

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. That is ail right for 1975. We have no way of knowing hey; Commission by Presidential appointment
t_xis side momentarily, but we would like muclb money is going to be checked e:!l with the advice and consent of the Sen-
ti) have the last speaker, so I wfi). go in 1975. ate much as it is today, with the excep-
ahead and yield time to other speakers. I I for one am not going to vote and 1 tion of that particular form and style of
have only one more request for time; urge the few of the Members who are appointment. The terms will be the same

At this time, Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 present this afternoon not to vote t,:: kind[ of staggered terms and the bill deals
minutes to the gentleman from Illh_ois l'aid the Trea,_ury of the United State_ with no more or no less, it is silent on
(M[r. ANNU_'ZXO). to finance the Socialist Party, the Com. the :ms.tter of SUNPAC or any other sub-

(Mr. ANNqYNZIO asked and was given munkst Party, the Pro-abortion Party, the stantiv e matters that are before us in
permission to revise and extend hi_. re- Anti-abortion Parry, or any other freai_: H.R. 12406.
marks.) and kook who wants to run for office. We Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I yield

Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, I rise cannot use moneys that are paid in taxe_; _ach t:ime as he may consume to the
/rt support of H.R. 12406. I want to con- to the Treasm7 of the United States l;_) gentleman from New York (Mr. WALSH).
gratulate and commend the members of finance elections. We have not been (Mr. WAI_H asked and was given
the Committee on House Administration, elected to do that. But, we were author, permis_3ion to revise and extend his
and especially its chairman for the pa- !zed to spend the checkoff money. Ther_ vemluqts.)
t/once he exercised during the entire is a big, big difference. Mr. V,rALSH. Mr. Chairman, the issue
dellberatiorrs on the bill. I was the original sponsor, as the peo- ,_efo:ce _:_stoday is one which should be

As I look around the Chamber this af.* plo on the minority side know, of th_ _f tJae utmost concern to members of
ternoon, I would like to point out that we amendment to self-destruct the Com.- both p_ditical parties.
had more Members present' in the entire mission. That .passed one day by a vot;f_ It is an attempt by the Democratic
h_-arings which went on for 2 weeks, and of 10 to 9. But the next day I reintro, tnajo_q_:,yto turn what could be a simple,
more people present in that small room duced another amendment because I f(i[t _ec_led election reform bill into a mock-
on the third floor of the Capitol dome that we shouhl _ve the Commission _, _ry of _:nuddled legislation. In the p_)c:-
where the Committee on House Admhais- chance. For that reason my amendment, _ss, ti:to entire two-party system is in
tration held its sessions, so that we can which is section 409, simply states ths_t: jeopardy.
put this thing into perspective as to at the close of business on March 31, The bill before us, H.R. 12406, banishes
where it belongs. 1977, if either House of the Congress b'.i _11elec/;ion refmqns accomplished in the

We are here this afb_rnoon because appropriate action determines that, suct:_ i:ast.
t_:te U.S. Supreme Court in its wisdom detem_ination shall take effect pursuam, ]_ather than reorganize the Federal
decided that certain sections of this act _o subsection lb), and the appropriate 2qectien. Campaign, Act, this bill seeks
were not constitutional, and, corse.- committee of each House of the Congres_: :,o make wholesale revisions of almost, all
quently, we had to take up the bali that commencing on January 3, 1977--and l:_:L _xisting election laws. Only two of the
_e Supreme Court threw at the connnit.- our case it will be the Election Corem!s- 36-page bill before us calls for election
_e once again, siena.will beg/n to hold hearings an_l[ ::'eform

The reason I am on my feet is because make a determination as to whether e:__ _e FEC would be stripped of its in-
1', am totally opposed to the public fi.- not this Federal. Election Commi_to,.a lepend,?.uce if tiffs bill is allowed to go
nancing section of the bill, that is, the should be continued, should not be con.. throug?_. Election laws will be changed
B_n-ton amendment that will be offered tinued, or whatever the recommendatlo_t_ u the middle of an election year. And
_s afternoon when we go into the 5- is, and that recommendation will be_ :,he lm_.draising ability of party commit-
minute _le. It is unfortunate that more brought to the full committee and to thc _ees 'will be chokech
Members are not here on the floor, be.- floor of the House. Mr. Chairman, I am concerned about
csa_se I want to give them a little bit of I want to say that as a member of tha'i ;he dir_'_etion that all election reforn_ is
the background of this particular con_rdttee I will watch, as I have in. the .ak!rig.
amendment, past, closely this checkoff system i:t_ q[_reaction generated by various citi-

When we discussed the leg!slav!on public dollars, and in the event tha'! zens' groups and even by various political
originally in 1974, we discussed public there is not sufficient money for publi( :)rganizations is, in my Judgment, an el-
financing only from the point of view of financing, just as hard as I fought vigor- !or(; to _md the two-party system in this
the checkoff', system. That means that ously in that committee for public fi- _ountr,v
our constituents voluntarily checked off nanch_g of the Presidential elections anti Under the present restrictions of the
a dollar or $2 on the income tax form, Presidential prima_qes, I am going to PEC, the local political organization at
wlalch said, "Mr. Congressman, we wan_. fight against it. ;he city' or county level is almost totally
you to spend our money in order to pub-- So I want to urge under the 5-minute :,recluded from playing any important
licly finance Presidential. elections." rule that ever_ Member that is present 'ole in the election of a Member of Con-

So, the committee decided that $20 this afternoon, so few of us, would go ,_ress. In order to subscribe financially
tailllon wot/id be spent for the Demo-. out and talk _o the other Members a_'_ :o a o:_mdidate, local political partla_
c_atic candidate, and $20 million for the they walk into the Chamber and urge :nust devise methods and establish corn-
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mittees, other than the existing city or Cocktail parties and benefit dinners may and every Member a fair opportunity to
county committee in order to make con- help an energetic candidate, but the nun- express himself or herself.
tributi0ns, ber of such affairs is limited. I would like also to pay tribute to the

This raises the question whether Con- Party organizations as _ch have always Members on the minority side who silentcollected campaign contributions to boa! -
gressmen should even run under a party located to nominees, but if there is a legal much time and effort on this measur e, al-
label. If it was to be carried to its ulti- limit on the amount to be "invested" in a though we ultima,tely disagreed on a
mate, critics would like to see the words candldate, the party is placed in a futile number of points.
"Democrats" and "Republicans" elimi- position. Mr. Chairman, there has been much
nated. It is wrong for any candidate for public talk about the so-called SUNPAC deci-

If this trend continues, we will see the once at any level to be made to beg for sion. The fact is that on November 30,
proliferation of political parties similar money. The best type of nominees, even 1971, Mr. Orval Hanson and ][and others
to that which has occurred in Europe. though they file lists of contributors in ac- explained on the floor the reasons forcordance with law,-prefer not to be furl-
This would mean an effective end to the mutely concerned with the donors and the amending title 18, section 610, United
two-party system in this country. De- amounts they give. They believe this pre- States Code. In explaining that amend-
spite some problems in the past With serves their personal independence in office, ment, I said the following:
that system, it has worked and it does The doubtful "post-Watergate morality" What the gentlemai_'s amendment will do
work and it will work ff we give it the of the Washington scene seems to be having is simple. It, in effect, incorporates the case

opportunity, exactly the opposite effect from the best in- law--meaning by that the United States
It is that same system that has made tentions of reformers, against the United Auto Workers, 352 U.S.

567--into existing statutory law and would
thiS country so great. The Washington Star, in a March 22, allow within a very limited area, already ex-

To abandon it now would be a tragic 1976, editorial, referred to the Federal lstlng in the law, the expendit_Lre of certain
mistake. Election Commission legislation as a Treasury moneys, ar corporate moneys,, for

Congressmen will now have to go out "bad piece of work." The newspaper said the sole purpose of reaching either union
and beg funds from constituents who it agreed with Senator WILLIAM BROCKof members, or stockholders In the corpora-
agree with their views. They will become Tennessee that the legislation w/_s a tlons...
dependent on their contributors. For- "lousy, stinking, fraudulent bill." That is on page 43385 cf t:he CONaRES-
merly when the contributors gave to the It continues, in part: SXONALRECOIIDof November 30, 1971.
party, Congressmen enjoyed a certain The Democrats, partAcular_y' House Ad- Consequently, as has been explained,
amount of independence because they ministration Committee Chairman Wayne the Commission, in Advisory Opinion
seldom knew who the individual con- Hayes, haven't been able to resist loading the NO. 23, in what I considered to be a com,
tributors were since there were thou- legislation with self-serving amendments.
sands. One would give organized labor an advan- plebe and absolutely erroneous Interpro-

Mr. Chairman, on March 24, 1976, the tage in raising money for candidates---which ration of congressional intent, handed
Syracuse, N.Y., Post-Standard published means au advantage for Democrats since down the SUNPAC advisory opinion.most of labor's 'campaign money .goes to This has been terribly distorted. The
an editorial concerning these very prob- Democrats. Several amendments would cur- U.S. ChaMber of Commerce, in a docu-
lens of election reform. I think that edi- tail the independence of the Election Corn- moult which I shall make a part of the
torial is extremely helpful in under- mission so that Congress could tell the corn- I_ECORD at the appropriate time, refers
standing the necessity to block passage mission how and where to enforce the elec- to the mention of SUNPAC in Buckley
of H.R. 12406 and I would like to share tion laws and when to lay off. against Valeo, and states that the court
it with you: The editorial notes that-- said that the SUNPAC decision is now

IS the Federal Election Law Part of a plot Members of the House and Se_ ate seized the law, or in other words, that that ad-
to break np the two-party system in this the opportunfty to do mater surgery on the Visory opinion, A.O. 23, is a part of thecountry?

Intentional or not, ghat is the effect it may 1974 Act and to insert amendments having decision.
have unless the public becomes aware of the nothing to do with the issue at hand. NO SO. It is a footnote; it is simply
damage it may cause in .this year's Con- The editorial continues: dicta, and does not have the force of
greaslonal elections. If Congress persist_ in this foolishness, law.

Many members of Congress are already President Ford will have no alternative but The gentleman from Louisiana men-
smarting under Its restrictions but appar- to veto the bill. If that happens, the Con- tioned tile proliferation of moneys andently are reluctant to speak out.

Elections are won Or 10st in the United gross will have no one to blame but itself for said that he would like the record
States according to the support given lndi- the chaos that will follow, straight with regard to mo:heys. I refer
vidual nominees by party organizations, I favor election reform. But I feel such the gentleman to yesterday's RECORm
both with money and in well directed volun- reform can only be accomplished which shall be expanded upon. As of
teer work during the campaign period and through passage of a simple bill, instead March 10, 1976, special interest groupsat the polls.

Yet local party committees are now for- of one which rips apart the very progress had accumulated $16,400,000 for the 1976
bidden to assist a Congressional candidate, we have made in election reform, political campaigns--SI6,400,000 not the
duly endorsed and nominated, with more I trust mv fellow colleagues wltl ye- much smaller sum which he mentioned.
than $1,000 tow.ard his campaign fund. hementlv rally against this bill. The New York Times story previously

This puts on the incumbent Congressman Its effects could be disasterous to our referred to was not the one to which the
er on an opponent trying to unseat him the political systems and to our country, gentleman from Indiana (Mr. BSADEMAS)
very onerous burden of having to beg funds Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I have and I refer.
to pay the huge expenses of campaigning, no further requests for time. We are referring to the New YorkA Congressman who accepted nominations
several terms back with the assurance that Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 Times article of Sunday, March 28, Oh-
''the party" would finance his campaigns minutes to the gentleman from New Jer- titled, "Business Builds Its Political War
now finds himself being virthaUy forced to sey (Mr. THOMPSON). Chest." That is in the Sunday New York

go out. hat in hand, to seek money from per- (Mr. THOMPSON asked and was given Times, which I shall also Put in the
sons and Organizations he may have "served" permission to revise and extend his re- RECORI).
by his votes on important legislation, marks.) Yesterday 16 million shares of stockIf he has voted pro_labor much of the
time, this is not too difficult for some Con- Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, I rise were traded on the New York Stock
gressman.'Unions do have legal means of in support of H.R. 12406. There are ad- Exchange. Now, the intent of the gen-.
showing their appreciation directly and in- mittedly some sections of it with which tleman from Idaho (Mr. ][_ANSEN) and
directly. ][ am not happy, and I do not suppose of myself, in November 1971, clearly to

But corporations are presently .sharply re- that anyone who served on this commit- expand the law to give corporations a
stricted on the nominal amount they may tee and worked as hard as each of us reasonable opportunity to raise politicalcontribute to any political cause ar to a
candidate, and business associatiovs rarely did, is perfectly satisfied; neither a TM I. funds, using corporate moneys for the
hand funds over even to a favorlte candidate. I would, however, like to say that the sole purposes of soliciting their stock,.

so the law-maker finds himself driven to- chairman of the full committee, the gen- holders and managerial employees. By
wa_d a position of soliciting campaign con- tleman fro TM Ohio, not only exhibited ire stretch of the imagination did we
$rlbutions for Possible future support, great patience and skill, but gave each intend to allow corporations to solicit
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hourly wage, union employees for eof For this reason I applaud the pro_;,i everyone else. The new procedure in the
porate political action committees. Quite sions in the committee bill to decrimln_d cc_rn_aittee bill will insure that such situ-
to the contrary, ize certain minor violations of exist:?_:_l: at.loi'_ do not arlse in the future and that

May I suggest that in the REreaD of law and substitute more appropriate (:',i'L,i_ advisory opinions wfil be handed do_m in
Lomorrow, where it is appropriate tm in- penalties. More ,importantly, I appl.E_'_,:i a more uniform manner.
clude such materials, I shall put a co_m- the conciliation process developed by !:[-L_: While these positive modifications in-
;olete documentation of the history of committee. The 30-day conciliation pro cl[ne me to support this legislation, I am
the Sun Oti decision and the results cedure will provide the necessary bugle: _ deeply troubled by the public financing
which have thus far arisen from it. I .to permit the Commission to initially e:a. pro_sions that are being discussed for
think that it is-only reasonable that we force the act by informal methods be congressional campaigns.
_nderstand the danger inherent in this fore instituting court proceedings. ']?hi_ It is clear that public financing favors
advisory opinion, as it was handed down will hel, those who unknowingly _E:, incu.mbents. In any fundraising contest
erroneously, in my judgment, by' the lated the law to achieve voluntary co]_:_:, the i_icumbent has important advantages
:Federal Election Commission. pliance, that virtually assure him of outsoliciting

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, Z Another point that deserves comme::_ his challengers. A well-entrenched in-
._ield 6 minutes to the gentleman from darien is the provision requiring tl:;._-:_ eumbent with a well-established con-
:Qlinois (Mr. ROSTENKOWSEZ). complaints of election law. violations ]:,_ tr.[bu, tion base will find it easier to qualify

(Mr. ROSTENKOW;SKI asked and signed, notor:ized and that the individual for matching funds. After reelection any
was given'permission to revise 9.nd ex- be notified before the FEC can initiai_ surpl.us funds he might raise could then
_bendhis remarks.) any investigaticm, be put in the bank to give him a head-

Mr. ROSTENKOWSB:I. Mr. Chah_nan, This provision will protect innocc:_:J start in the next election. Public funding
:[ approach this subject with a qualified people from being subjected to anon:i, in this respect is just another advantage
endorsement only because of the fact motls and umfounded charges of ele:_' fo:c t_e incumbent.
that in the years past I think we have tion law violations. Requiring that I I am also con_cerned about the costs of
all suffered some embarrassment with complaint be filed in this manner, s*L]}::, publi, c financing. Estimates range [rom
:respect to reporting, ject to the criminal code, will make tl'_ $20 :million to $40 million depending upon

Mr. Chairman, in considering this leg- reporting of false accusations less like['!, with whom you speak. My own e_)mpu-
islation today, the House not only has an In the past, _e FEC has wasted cc]:], tations indicate that the actual costs in
opportunity to correct the constitu- siderable amounts of time any :mob_:, the :_:_extPresidential election year are
tional flaws in the 1974: election reform tracking down alleged violations on tl'_c likely to be in excess of $40 miU.ion. I
amendments, but also has the opportu- strength of an unidentified complainant _ believe we must examine the implications
'nity to correct other flaws in the _egis- accusations which in many cases hw_,_ of public financing more closely.
]atlon. proved fallacAous. Running for pub]_: As the record shows, when the Elec-

When the House considered the 1974 office is replete with enough hazards :::i tion Reform Act was first considered by
amendments to the Federal Election misrepresentation of views and Issue the House, I voted in favor of the pub-
Campazgn Act of 1971, I was somewhat without subjecting candidates to attack:_ lic financing of Presidential campaigns.
concerned that we were establishing an that often prove groundless but only aft_: At that time I believed that it was notes-
administrative mechanism that would the damage has been done. sa:_y to experiment with that concept-. I
not only inundate candidates, commiit- Although I earlier noted my oppositi.,:_;:: have watched with great interest the de-
*tees, and civic organizations with bur- to provisions which result in the creatio::_ ve'[opment of the program since the es-
densome accounting and recordkeeping of additional layers of bureaucratic reg_:_, tablishment of the Federal Election
:requirements, but more tmlqortant!y were lation, I supp_)rt the provision in the c¢,_n. Ce,remission. I am generally dissatisfied
developing a system with a myriad of mittee bill which would require tt'_ with theprogram thus far.
intricacies that may result in citizens promulgation of additional regulatiom,; We are not yet in a position to ob-
innocently violating th,'; law. Operation The provision :requiring the conversio:_ jectively evaluate the Presidential cam-
of the la w during the 1974 election has of advisory opilMons into regulations w:.:D
demonstrated that my original concerns help to standardize the advisory opinio::., paigz_ financing program. The establish-ment of public financing of congressional
were justified, process. Under present law inequit:;m elect:_.ons at this time is unwarranted

The cumbersome recordkeeping and exist of which I am personally ordy t_:,: and iH-advised. Based on what I have
accounting procedures required by the familiar, seen I am convinced that the public fi-
existing legislation accomplish the nec- Very soon after the enactment of th_ nancing o_ congressional elections is not
essary function of organizing, for the 1974 amendments I asked for an advis,:m_ a good idea.
purpose of public disclosure, information opinion to clarify aspects of the new pro..
on political contributions. My experience visions relating to the acceptance ,}:: 'Whfie I generally support the reforms
(luring the past year leads me to the con- honorariums. In particular I wished ';::: which the House Administration Com-
clusion that simplification procedures insure that it would be proper under cc::_. mittee has reported, if the amendment to
_hould be developed to keep this burden rain circumstances to donate honora::, provide for the public financing of con-
to a minimum particularly for c_mdi- iurrm to charity. While somewhat di.:_;, gress[onal elections is adopted, I will not
dates and committees with a minimal mayed by the rather narrow legal re_. be able to support the final passage, of
e_rnount of income and expenses in a sorting involved in the opinion, whi,_:]' thiLs0t,herwise essential legislation.
given quarter. The provisions in this bill essentially equated a donation by _h_ Mr.. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I
that would ease the quarterly reporting sponsoring organization to a charity _,., yield myself 2 minutes.
requirements in nonelection years will an honorarimn accepted by me ev:_]: Mn Chairman, in closing the debate, I
serve to markedly reduce the volume of though such w_s not a prerequisite fo_ want to express my appreciation to ail
]paperwork. my speech, I accepted it as the prope_ _ the members of the committee for pro-

I am more concerned, however, about interpretation of the law. v!C[in_;a quorum in the long and arduous
the provisions in the existing law that What troub[ed me more than the rul:i_::_;i ho'ar_ we spent in marking up the bill.
provide harsh penaltim,; for what may on my request., however, was the fact tl::al I wish to express my appreciation to the
be innoSent and often unknowing viola- on a subsequent request by another .h:,. mino:_fity for its conduct during the
tions of its more technical requirements, dividual, the Commission chose to r_:_il,.: me,rkup. We tried to give the members
In my opinion we have arrived at a ve;_ differently upon. a virtually identical .,;_':1 o:[ th_ minority every opportunity, to offer
sorry state when a taxpayer becomes a of facts. Since individual advisory op:i_a, their amendments and to debate them.
criminal because he did not know that ions under existing law are only opera- ]: am especially indebted to the gentle-
he must disclose certain information on tire with respect to the precise requ,_mt man .f_'.'omCalifornia (Mr. Wzoo_s), who
the political materials he produced him- received, a situation has developed wh¢,_'c has a flair for legal technicalities and
self in his own garage; or that a local it is improper for me to suggest to _ whosc precise explanations of whatzome
civic organization can with aU good in- group that it m_ke a charitable donati,:m of th,a amendments would do was con-
tentions endorse a candidate for Con- but it is acceptable for someone else. 't<_ vincing to many members of the eom-
gTess In its literature Ired In doing _o do so. Asking fora clarification bound _.mt_ mittee, including myself. Although we
fred itself h_ violation of the law, to a p_sitlon that was later changed i[or are: i_ opposite political parties, I have
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learned to rely on the gentleman's legal and6 members appointed by the President tion in accordance with paragraph (6), (7),
of the United States. by and with the advice (8), or (10) of section 310(a)".

advice.
! believe that although there were and consent cf the Senate.". (d) (I) The. President shall appoint mem-

(2) The last sentence of section 309(a) (l) bers of the Federal Election Commission
sharp disagreements between the major- of the Act _2 U.S.C. 437c(a)(I)), as so_re - under section 309(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
lty and the minority, in the end we came designated by section 105, is amended to read 437c(a) ), as so redeslgnated by section 105
out with a bill which, although it still as follows: "No more than 3 members of the and as amended by this section, as soon as
contains disagreements, will, under the Commission appointed under this paragraph practicable after the date of the enactment
rule we agreed upon to ask for and which may be affiliated with the same political of this Act.
the House overwhelmingly voted for, give party.". (2) The first appointments raade by the
the gentleman from California (Mr. (b) Section 309(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. President under section 309(a) of the Act437c(a) (2)), as so redeslgnated by section (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)) as so redesignated by sec-
WIGGINS) and his associates the oppor- 105, is amended to read as follows: tion 105 and as amended by this section,
tunity to offer the basic amendments "(2) (A) Members of the Commission shall shall not be considered to be appointments
about which there was sharp disagree- serve for terms of 6 years, except that of the to fill the unexpired terms of members serv-
merit, members first appointed-- lng on the Federal Election Commission on

Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, will the "(1) one shall be appointed for a term of the date of the enactment of this Act.
gentleman yield? 1 year; (3) Members serving on the Federal Elec*

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I yield to the gen- "(tl) one shall be appointed for a term of tion Commission on the date of the enact-
tleman from California. 2 years; ment of this Act may continue to serve as

"(iii) one shall be appointed for a term of such members until members are appointed
Mr. WIGHINS. Mr. Chairman, if I 3 years; and qualified under section 309(a) of the

can only get the chairman of the com- "(iv) one shall be appointed for a term of Act (2) U.S,C. 437c(a) ), as so redeslgnatsd by
mittee to rely on my political instinct 4 years; section 105 and as amended by this section,
rather than my legal ability, I will trade "(v) one shall be appointed for a term of except that until appointed and qualified
all that legal advice In exchange for his 5 years; and under this Act, members serving on such
support. "(vi) one sl_all be appointed for a term of Commission on such date of enactment may,

Mr. Chairman, I intended during my 6 years; beginning on March 1, 1976, exercise only
remarks earlier to recognize the contri- as designated by the President at the time of such powers and functions as may be con-
bution of the chairman of our commit, appointment, except that of the members sistent with the determinations of the Su-preme Court of the United States in Buckley
tee. I have told the gentleman from Ohio first appointed under this subparagraph, nomember affiliated with a political party shall et al. against Valeo, Secretary of the United

States Senate, et aL (numbered 75-436,
privately---and I take this occasion to be appointed for a term that expires 1 year 75--437) (January 30, 1976).
mention it publicly--that at all times he after another member affiliated with the (e) The provisions of section 309(a) (3) of
conducted himself as chairman of the same political party, the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (3)), as so redeslg-
full committee with an evenhandedness "(B) A member of the Commission may hated by section 105, which prohibit any
and with courtesy to all the members, serve on the Commission after the expira- member of the Federal Election Commission
notwithstanding the emotional nature of tlon of his term until his successor has taken from being an elected or appointed officer or
the subject matter before our commit- office os a member of the Commission. employee of the executive, legislative, or
tee. The gentleman's conduct as chair- "(c) An individual appointed to fill a va- Judicial branch of the Federal Government,cancy occurring other than by the expiration
man of the committee was in the high- of a term of office shall be _ppointed only for shall not apply in the case of any individualserving as a member of such Commission on
est traditions of the House, and I want the unexpired term of the member he suc- the date of the enactment of thls Act.
to commend the gentleman for it. ceeds. ,

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, ! '(D) Any vacancy occurring in the mere- C_NGES IN DEFINITIONS
want to thankthe gentleman from Call- bershlp of the Commission shall be filled /ax SEC. 102. (a) Section 301(a) (2) of the Act
fornia (Mr. WIGaINS). I will say that I the same manner aa In the case of the orlg- (2 U.S.C. 431(a) (2)) is amended by striking
appreciate his remarks, and I am only inal appointment.", out "held to" and inserting in lieu thereof

(e) (1) Section 309(a) (3) of the Act "which has authority to".
sorry there are not more people in the (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (3)), as so redeslgnated by (b) Section 301(e) (2) of the, Act (2 U.S.C.
Press Gallery to take note of them section 105, is amended by adding at the end 431(e) (2)) is amended by inserting "writ-

Mr. Chairman, I have no further re- thereOf the following new sentences: "Mere- ten" immediately before "contract", and by
quests for time, and I yield back the bal- bets of the Commission shall not engage in striking out "expressed or implied,".
ance of my time. any other buslness, voc_tion, or employment. (c)(1) Section 301(e)(4) of the Act (2

Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I have Any individual who is _ngaging in any other U_.C. 431(e) (4)) is amended by inserting
no further requests for time, and I yield bu&tness, vocation, or employment at the immediately before the semicolon the fol-
back the balance of m_ time. time such individual begins to serve as a lowing: ", except that this subparagraph

The CHAIRMAN. The bill is consid- member of the Commission shall terminate shall not apply (A) in the 'case of any legal
or liquidate such activity no later than 1 or accounting services rendered to or on

ered as having been read for amend- year after beginning to serve as such a mere- behalf of the national committee of a po-
merit. No amendments to the bin shall be ber.", litical party, other-than any legal or ac-
in order except the 13 categories of (2) Section 309(b) of the Act (2 II.S.C. counting services attributable to activlt!_
amendments, as specifically provided for 437c(b) ), as so redeslgnatsd by section 105, which directly f_rthers the election of any
under House ResolUtion 1115, but said is amended tOread as follows: designated candidate to Federal office; or
amendments shall not be subject to "(b) (1) The Commission s_aall administer, (B) in the case of any legal er accounting
amendment except those specifically seek to obtain compliance with,, and. formu- services rendered to er on behalf of a eandi-
provided for under said resolution, late_ policy with respect to, this Act and date or political committee solely for the

The text of the bill is as follows: charpter 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal purpose of ensuring compliance with theRevenue Code of 1954. The Commission shall provisions of this Act, chapter 29 of title
H.R. 12406 have exclusive primary Jurisdiction with re- 18, United States Code, or chapter 95 or

Be tf enacted Z_l t?_e Senate and House o/ spect to the civil enforcement of such provi- chapter 96 of the Internal :Revenue Code of
Representatives o/ t?ze United States o/ slons. 1954".
A_nerica in Congress azsembled, "(2) Nothing in th.is Act shall be eon- (2) Section 301(e)(5) of thc' Act (2 II.S.C

SHORT TrrLE strued to limit, restrict, or diminish any in- 431 (e) (5)) is amended--
vesttgatory, lrfformatlonal, oversight, super- (A) in clause (E) thereof, by striking out

SEcTION 1. This Act may be cited a_ the visory, or disciplinary authority or function "or" at the end thereof;
"Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of the Oongre_ or any committee of the · (B) in clause (F) thereof, by inserting "or"
of 1976". Congress with respect to elections for Fed- immediately after the semicolon at the end
TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL eral office.", thereof; and

ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971 (3) The first sentence of section 309(c) of (C) by inserting immediately after clause
FEDERAL _LECTI[OI_ COMMISSION _EMBERSHIP the Act (2 U.S.C. 437(c) ), as so rede_tgnated (F) the following new clause:

SEC. I01. (a).(1) The second sentence of by section 105, is amended by inserting lin- "(G) a .gift, subscription, loan, advance,
section. 309 (a) (1) of the Federal Election mediately before the period at the end there- or deposit of money or: anything of value ti,
Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U_.C. 473c(a) (1)), Of the following ", except that the affirmative a national committee of a political party or
aa so redesignated by section 105, hereinafter _ote of 4 members of the Commission s_all a State committee of a political party which
in this Act referred to as the "Act", is be required in order for the Commission to is specifically designated for the purpose of
amended to read as follows: "The Commis- establish guldeUnes for compliance with the defraying any cost incurred with respect to
sion is composed of the Secretary cf the Sen- provisions of thi_ Act or with chapter 95 or the constructlqn or purchase of any .office
ate and the Clerk of the House of Representa- chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of facility which ls not acquired for the put..
tlves,_ ex omolo and without the right to vote, 19§4, o_r for the Commission to t_ke any a_- pose of influencing the election of any can.-
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didate tn any particular election for Federal later than the teuth day renewing the cl,::_i;[ REPORTS BY CERTAIN PERSONS

office, except that any such gift, subscription, of any calendar quarter In which the camx:ll[. Szc. 105. Title III of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431
loan, advance, or deposit of money or any* date and his autllorized committees receBmd et seq.) ls amended by Striking out section
thing of value, and any such cost, shall be contributions or :made expenditures totallx.:_: _)_ th. creel (2 U.S.C, 437a) and by redeslg~reported in accordance with section304(b)?,'. In excess of $10,000, and such reports shall

hal;lng section 309 through section 321 as ..sec-
(d) (1) Section 301(f) (4) of the Act (2 be domplete as of the close of such calend:m tlo:a 2,08 through section 320, respeottvely.II.S.C. 431 (f) (4)) Is amended-- quarter (except; that any such report requlr_s_
(A) by striking out "or" at tho end of to be filed after December 31 of any calendar CAMPAIGN DEPOSITORIES

clause (F) and at the end of clause (O); yeaR. with respect to which a report is :r-e. aEC. 106. Tho second sentence of section
(B) by Inserting "or" immediately after quired to be filed under subparagraph (H;_ 308(aI (1) of the Act (2 U,S.C. 437b(a)(1)),

the semicolon at the end of clause (I_); and shall be filed t_s provided in ,such subpmm, e._ .se :r_eslgnated by section 105, is amended
(C) by Inserting Immediately after clause graph) % by striking out "a checking account" s:ad in-

(H) the following new clause: (b) Section 304(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.[_C sert_g In lieu thereof "one or more checking
"(I) any costs incurred by a candidate In 434(a) (2)) Is amended to read as follows: aocour, lts, at the discretion of any such. c_)m-

connection with the solicitation of contrlbu- "(_) Each treasurer of a political cormnf':;, ml'_tee,.".
ttons by such candidate, except that this tee authorized by a candidate to raise com. POWERS OF COMMISSION

clause shall not apply with respect to costs trtbutlons or make expenditures on his tm-. SEC. 107. (a) Section 310(a) of the Act (2
lncurred by .a candidate in 9xcess of an half, other than the candidate's princtp_il U.S.C. 437d(a)), as soredeslgnatedby section
amount equal to 20 percent of the expendt- campalgn committee, shall file the repot'::3 105, is amended---
taxe limitation applicable to such candidate required under this section with the earJ. (1) in paragraph (8) thereof, by Inserting
under section 320(b), except that all such dldate's principal campaign committee.". "develop such prescribed forms and to" lin-

(c) Section 304(b) of the Act (2 U._%(:_. mediately before '_aake", and by Insertingcosts shall he reported in accordance with 434(b) ) is amended---
_ection 304(b).". lmJne_ltately after "Act" the following: "and

(2) Section 301(f) (4) of the Act (2 U.S.C. (1) by strlk_J_g out "and" at the end _:.I cha4_t_l" 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal
431(f) (4)), as amended by paragraph (i), is paragraph (12); Pvevenue Code of 1954";
further amended-- _2) by redesignating paragraph (:[3) t_J (2) J.n paragraph (9) thereof, by striking

(A) by redeslgnating clause (F) through paragraph (14): and out "and sections 608[" and all that follows
clause (I) as clause (O) through clause (J), (3) by Inserting immediately after par_. through "States Code" and inserting in lieu

graph (12) the following new paragraph: therec,f "and chapter 95 and chapter 96 ofrespectively; and "(i3) In the _ase oI an independent _:L:
the In_lernal Revenue Code of 1954"; and(B) bY inserting tmmedf_tely after ciause pendlture In excess of $100 by a polltlx_-!_

(E) the following new clause: (3) 'Dy striking out paragraph (10) and
"(F) the payment, by any person other committee, other than an authorized, co:re, redesl,_natlng paragraph (11) as paragraph

t',han a candidate or a political committee, ,of mlttee of a candidate, expressly advocatt:::.ll (i0).
c,ompensation for legal or accounting serv- the election or defeat of a clearly ldentlJ)ed
Ices rendere_ to or on behalf of the.national candidate, through a separate schedule (_i (b) (i) Section 310(a) (O) of the Act (2U.S.C. 437d(a) (6) ), as so redestgnated by
o_mrnittee of a political party, other than any information required by paaw_aph L(i;'" section 105, iS amended to read as follows:
services attributable to activities which dl- stated tn a manner which Indicates w:hetkm:: "(6) to initiate (through civil actions for
rectly further the election af any deslgnat{_ tho Independent expenditure' Involved is [zt lnJ_nc_;lve declaratory or other approprtatesupport of, or tn opposition to, a candidal:.c:
candidate to Federal office, or for legal or relief) defend (in the case of any civil ac-
accounting services rendered to or on behalf and (B) under penalty of perjury, a cert;I, tlon brought under section 313(a) (9)) o_
of a candidate or political committee solely fication whether such Independent expen0.!, appeal any civil action in the name of the
for the purpose of ensuring compliance with ture'ls made In cooperation, consultation, :,:: Coxr_n.ilsalon for the purpose of enforcing tho
the provisions of this Act, chapter 29 of title concert with, or art the request or suggestJLo:_:t provisions of this Act and Chapter 95 and
1;8, United States Code, or chapter 95 or of, any candidate or any authorized corem:it.., chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue C_xle of
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of tee or agent of such candidate.". 1955, through lis general counsel;".
1954;". (d) Section 304(e) of the Act (2 U.SXL (2) '_!lectlon 310 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437d),

(e) Section 301 ef the Act (2 U.S.C. 431) is 434(e) ) Is amended to read as follows: as so re,de6ignated by section 105, is amended
amended--- "(e) (1) Every. person (other than a poll'i[-, by ad(ling at the end thereof the following

(1) in paragraph (m) thereof, by striking ca1 committee or candidate) wile makes co_!-- new s:J[bsectlon:
out "and" at the end thereof; trlbutlons or independent expendltuzes e:_:-. "{e J, Except as provided in section 313(a)

(2) in paragraph (n) thereof, by striking pressly advocating the election or defeat of :_, (9), tile poB, er of the Commission to Inftlate
oat the period at the end thereof; and clearly identified candidate, other than h'? civil sa::tlons under subsection (a)(6) shall

(3) by adding at the end thereof the for contribution to tt political committee or ca_s.-, be the exclusive civil remedy for the enforce-
lowing new paragraphs: didate, In an aggregate amount in ex_sa ,_,:_ me]it of the provisions of this Act.".

"(o) 'Act' means the FederalElectlon Cani- $100 during a calendar Year shall file wltlt A_WSOa_ OPINXONS

palgn Act of 1971, as amended by the Federal the Commisslou, on a form prepaid by tho SEC. :[OS. (a) Section 312(a) of the Act (2Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974 ComnLlsslon, a sthtement containing the i]_-
anc_ the Federal Electlon Campaign Act for_nation required of a person who maker u_ U.S.C. 437f(a) ), as so redeslgnated by section
_mendments of 1976; contribution in exce&s of $100 to a candida i:_ 105. ts amended t_) read as follows:

"(p) 'independent expenditure' means an or polltical comgGtttee and the Informatlc:.:_ "SEC_ 312. (a) Upon written request _x)tho
expenditure by a person expressly advocating required of a candidate or political commi _ Commission by any Individual holding Fed-
tlao election or defeat of a clearly identified tee receiving such a contributiou, eral ofl',gce, any candidate for Federal office,

any political committee, or the natlonal
candidate which is made without cooperation "(2) Statements required by this su_sec- conlmittee of any political party, the Com-
er consultation with any candidate or a_ty lion shall, be-filed on the dates on whi,:.!:_ m:La_to::i shall render an advisory opinion,
authorized committee or agent of such can- reports by political committees axe filed. Sm::[:] In 'attiring, within a reasonable time with
al[date arid which ts not nmde in concert statements shall Include (A) the inform_ respect to whether any specific transaction
with, or at the request or ,,;uggestion of, any tlon required by subsection (b) (9), stated :::: or activity by such individual, candidate,
candidate or any authorized committee or a manner indicating whether the contrl'b'ii- or ;_olitieal committee would constitute a
agent of suclx candidate; and lion or Independent expenditure is irt sup.. violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or

"(q) 'clearly identified' means (l) the port of, or opposition to, the candidate; aI].d chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of
name of the candidate appears; (2) a photo- (B) under penalty of perjury, a certificaticr_ 1954L ?.q'o advisory opinion shall be issned
graph or drawing of the candidate appeam; whether such independent expenditlzre b._ by She Commission or any of its employees
or (3) the identity of the candidate is ar)- made in cooperation, consultation, or co:::v, except in accordance with the provisions of
parent by unambiguous reference.", sent wlth, or at the request or suggestion ol'_ this se::tion.".

· ORGANIZATIONOF POLITICALCOMMITTEF__ any candidate or any authorized commltl;m_ (b) _-:_ectton 312(b) of the Act (2 U_;.C.
or agent of such candidate. Any independer,t 4371b) ;,, as so redesignated by section 105,

SEC. 103. Section 302 of the Act (2 IJ.S.C. expenditure, Including those described f_ is a:me:rlded to read as follows:
432) is amended by striking out subsection subsection (b)113), of $1,000 or mo're ma.,::[_: ':'lb) (1) Notwithstanding any other pro-
(e) and by redestgfiating :_ubsection (f) as after the fiftecntlh day, but more than :i_.'_ vision of law, any person who relies upon
subsection (e). hours before any election shall be reportc{:.;_ any provision or finding of an advisory

REPORTSBYPOLITICAl]COMiMITTEESA._B within 24 hours of such independent expen,! _ opinlo]l in accordance with the provisions
CANDID&TEa itttre, of parligraph (2)(A) and who acts in good

SEC. 104. (a) Section 3G4(a) (1) (C) of the "(3) The ConLmisslon shall be responstb:e faith in accordance with the provisions and
ACt (2 U.S.C. 434(a) (1) (C].) is amended by for expeditiously preparing indices which scl; finding:_ of such advisory opinion shall not,
Inserting hnmedlately before the period _t forth, on a candidate-by-candidate basis, ali as a result of any such act, be subject to
the end thereof _he foB.owing: "except that, expenditures sepsrrately, including those r._:., any sanction provided by this Act or by
ir, any year in which a candidate is not on ported under subsection (b) (13), made will:,, chtpte:r 95 or chapter 98 of the Internal
tile ballot for election to Federal office, such respect to each candidate, as reported undm_ Revenue Code of 1954.
candidate and his authorized committees this subsection, _nd for periodically lssutr]h[ "-(2) (A) Any advisory opinion rendered
ghall only be required to file such reports not" such indices on a timely preeleotion basis,"' by th_, Commislon under subsection (a)
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may be relied upon by (i) any person in- "(4) Tile Commission shall, at the request the Commission under paragraph (5) (A)
volved in the specific transaction or activity of any person who receives notice of an ap- may include a requirement that the person
with respect to which such advisory opinion parent violation under paragraph (9), afford involved in such conciliation agreement shall
is rendered; and (ii) any person involved such person a reasonable opportunity to dem- pay a civil penalty which shall not exceed
in any specific transaction or activity which 0nstrate that no action shall be taken against the greater of (i) $I0,000; or (ii) an amount
is similar to the transaction or activity with such person by the Commission under this equal to 2OO percent of the amount cf any
respect to which such advisory opinion Is Act. contribution or expenditure involved in such
rendered. "(§)(A) If the Commission determines violation.

"(B) (i) The Commission shall, no later that there is reasonable cause_to believe that "(B) If the Commission believes that a
than 30 days after rendering an advisory any person has committed or is about to violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or
opinion with respect to a request received commit a violation of this Act or of chapter chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of
under subsection (a), transmit to the Con- 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue 1954 has been committed, a conciliation
gress proposed rules or regulations relating Code of 1954, the Commissior_ shall make agreement entered into by the Commission
to the transaction or activity involved if every endeavor for a period of not less than under paragraph (5) (A) may include a re-
such transaction or activity is not subject 30 days to correct or prevent'such violation quirement that the person involved in such
to any existing rule or regulation prescribed by informal methods of conference, coneilia- conciliation agreement shall pay a civil pen-
by the Commission. In any such case in tion, and persuasion, and to enter into a con- alty which does not exceed the greater of
which the Commission receives more than ciliation agreement with the person involved, (i) $5,000; or (ii) an amount ,_clual to the
one request for an advisory opinion involv- except that, if the Commission has reason- amount of the contribution or expenditure
lng the same or similar transactions or ac- able cause to believe that--- involved in such violation.
tivittes, the Commission may not render "(i) any person has failed to file a re- "(C) The Commission shall make avail-
more than one advisory opinion relating to port required to be filed under section 304 able to the public (i) the results of any con-
the transactions or activities involved. (a) (1) (C) for the calendar quarter occurring cillation attempt, including any conciliation

"(ii) Any rule or regulation prescribed immediately before the date of a general agreement entered into by the Commission;
by the Commission under this subparagraph election; and (ii) any determination by the Commis-
shall be subject to the provisions of section "(11) any person has failed to file a report sion that no violation of the Act or of chap-
815(c) .'. required to be filed no later than 10 days be- ter95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue

(c) Section 315(c) (1) of the Act (2 U.S.C. fore an election; or Code of 1954. has occurred.
438(c) (1)), as so redestgnated by section "(iii) on the basis of a complaint filed "(7) In any civil action for relief insti-
l05, is amended by inserting "or under sec- less than 45 days but more than 10 days be- tuted by the Commission unds_ paragraph
tion 312(b) (2) (B)" immediately after "un- fore an election, any person has committed a (5), if the court determines that the Corn-
der this section", knowing and willful violation of this Act of mission has established through clear and

(d) The amendments made by this sec- chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal convincing proof that the person involved
tion shall apply to any advisory opinion Revenue Code of 1954; In such civil action has committed a know-
rendered by the Federal Election Commie- the Commission shall make every effort, for lng and willful violation of this Act or of
sion after October 15, 1974. a period vi not less than one-half the num- chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal

EIqFORCEi_ENT ber of days between the date upon which the B.evenue Code of 1954, the court may impose
Commission determines there is reasonable a civil penalty of not more than the greater

SEc. 109. Section 313 of the Act (2 U.S.C. cause to believe such a violation has occurred of (A) $10,000; or (B) an amount equal to
437g), as so redeslgnated by section 105, is and the date of the election involved, to cos- 200 percent of the contr'butlon or expendi-
amended to read as follows: rect or prevent such violation by informal ture involved in such violation. In any case

'_ENFORCEI_ENT methods of conference, conciliation, and per- in which such person has entered into a
"S_c. 813. (a) (1) Any person who believes suasion, and to enter into a conciliation conciIiatton agreement with the Commission

a violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or agreement with the person involved. A con- under paragraph (5) (A), the Commission
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Cools of clliation agreement, unless violated, shall may Institute a civil action for relief under
1954, has occurred may file a complaint with constitute a complete bar to any further ac- paragraph (5) If l_ believes that such per-
the Commission. Such complaint shall be in tion by the Commission, including the son has violated any provision of such con-
writing, shall be signed and sworn to by the brh_ging of a civil proceeding under sub- ciliation agreement. In order for the Corn-
person filing such complaint, and shall be paragraph (B). mission to obtain relief in any such civil
notarized. Any person filing such a complaint "(B) If the Commission is unable to action, it shall be sufficient for the Commie-
shall be subject to the provisions of section correct or prevent any such violation by sion to establish that such pe_on has vie-
1001 of title 18, United States Code. The such informal methods, the Commission lated, in whole or in part, any requirement
Commission may not conduct any investtga- may, if the Commission determines there is of such conciliation agreement;.
tlon under thls section, or take any other probable cause to believe that a violation has "(8) In any action' brought under para-
action under this section, solely on the basis occurred or is about to occur, institute a civil graph (5) or paragraph (7), _nbpenas for
of a complaint of a person whose identity is action for relief, including a permanent or witnesses who are required to attend a
not disclosed to the Commission. Notwith- temporary injunction, restraining order, or United States district court may run into
standing any other provisions of this Act, any other appropriate order, including a civil any other district.
tho Commission shall not have the authority penalty which does not exceed the greater of "(9) (A) Any party aggrieved by an order
to inquire into or investigate the utilization $5,000 or an amount equal to the amount _f of the Commission dismissing a complaint
or activities of any staff employee of any any contribution or expenditure involved in filed by such party under paragraph (1), or
person holding Federal office without first such violation, in the district court of. the by a failure on the part of the Commission
consulting with such person holding Federal United States for the district in which the to act on such complaint in accordance with
office. An affidavit given by the person hold- person agaimst whom such action is brought the provisions of this section witim 90 days

is found, resldes, or transacts business, after the filing of such complaint, may filelng Federal o_lce that such staff employee "(C) In any civil action instituted by the
Is performing his regularly assigned duties Commission under subparagraph (B), the a petition with the United States District
shall be a complete bar to any further in- court shall grant a permanent or temporary Court for the District of Columbia.
qutry or investigation of the matter involved, injunction, restraining order, or other order, "(B) The filing of any petition under sub-

''(2) The Commission, if it has resonable including a civil penalty which does not ex- paragraph (A) shall be made---cause to-believe that any person has corn-
coed the greater or $5,000 or an amount equal "(i) in the case of the dismiss:al of a com-

mitted a violation of this Act or of chapter to the amount of any contributio n or expen- plaint by th e Commission, no l_ter than 60
95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code diture involved in such violation, upon a ' days after such dismissal; or
of 1954, shall notify the-person involved of proper showing that the person involved has "(ii) In the case of a failure on the part
such apparent violation and shall make an engaged or is about to engage in a violation of the Commission to act on sucl_ complaint,
investigation of such violation in accord- of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 no later than 60 days after the 9_)_day period
ance wlth the provSsions of this section, of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. specified in subparagraph (A).

"(3) (A) Any investigation under para- "(D) If the Commission determines that "(C) In any proceeding under this para-
graph (2) shall be conducted expeditiously there is prolYable cause to believe that a graph the court may declare t_tat the dis-
and shall include an investigation, _onducted knowing and willful violation subject to and m_al of the complaint-or the a,,tlon, or the
in accordance with the provisions of this as defined In section 328 has occurred or is failure to act, is contrary to law and may
section, of reports and statements filed by any about to occur, It may refer such apparent direct the Commission to pro_ed in con-
complainant under this title, if such corn- violation to the Attorney General of the fortuity with such declaration wi,._t,_ 80
plainant is a candidate. United States without regard to any limita- days, failing which the complainant may
· _ (B) Any notification or investigation made tlon set forth in subparagraph (A). bring in his own name a civil action to rem-

under paragralah (2) shall not be made public "(6) (A) If the Commission believes that edy the violation involved in l;he original
by the Commission or by any other person there is clear and convincing proof that a complaint.
without the written consent of the person knowing and willful violation of this Act or "(I0) The Judgment of the d_trlct court
receiving such notification or the person chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal may be appealed to the oom-t of appeals and
with respect to whom such investigation Is Revenue Code of 1954, has been Committed, _ Judgment of the court of appeals _-
made. any conciliation agreement entered into by lng o_ setting aside, in whole or in part, any
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such order of the district court shall be ritual, (c) Section ,'lift, of the Act (2 U.S.C. 43J!:1. trolleq:! by any corporation, labor organiza-
subject to review by tlhe ;Supreme Court of as so redesigna_ed[ by section 105, is amend,_!d tlc:a, ,m:'any other person, including any par-
the United .'3tates upon certiorari or certlfi- by adding at tho end -thereof the followl]:.l_ out;, m_bsldialry, branch, division, depart-
cation as provided in section 1254 of tlr. lc *.18, new subsection: meat,, or local unit of such corporation, labor
l[rnlted States Code. "(e) In any proceeding, including _u,::_'j organization, or any other person, or by any

"(11) Any action brought under this sub- civil or criminal enforcement proceedL:.!_ group of such persons, shall be considered
section shall be advanced on the docket of against any person charged with violatt]:,.!,: to have been made by a single political
the court in which filed., and put ahead of all any' provision of this Act or of chapter 9_i corem:lites, except that iA) nothing in 'this
c,ther actions (other than other actions or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Cc.d,_ sentence shall limit transfers between po]ltl-
brought under this subsection or under sec- of 1954, no rule, regulation, guideline, azl. cai committees of funds raised through Joint
glen 314). visory opinion, opinion of counsel or a::.F fundra_sing efforts; and (B) for tmrposes

"(12) If the Commission determines after other pronouncement by the Commission c.:: of '_he [imitations provided by paragraph (1)
an investigation that any person has vic- by any member, officer, or employee thereot and ti:tis paragraph, all contributions made
lated an order of the court entered ina pro- . (other than any rule or regulation of '[!L,' biff a tangle political committee established
ceedlng brought under paragraph (5) It may Commission which takes effect under sn[m_ or financed or maintained or controlled by
p,etltlon the court for an order to adjudicate section (c)) shall be used against any p{r- a national committee of a political par':y and
such person In civil conterapt, except that If son, either as having the force of law, _m._ by a s:.ngle political committee establislhed or
il; believes the violation to be knowing and creating any presumption of violation or <..E financ, ed or maintained Or controlled by the
willful It may petition 'the court for an order criminal tnten_, or as admissible In evidence State committee of a political party shall
_ adjudicate such person in criminal con- against such person, or In any other maru:_:: not be considered to have been made by a
tempt, whatsoever.", single political committee. In any case,in

"(b) In any ease in which the Commission which a corporation and any of its subsid-
refers an apparent violation to the Attorney AI)DITIONALENFORCEMENT A1FTHORrrY
General, the Attorney General Shall respond S_c. 111, Section 407(a) of the Act i'.! ia,rlies, branches, divisions, departments, orloc:al remits, or a labor organization and any
by report to the Commission with respect to U.S.C. 456(a) ) is amended by inserting in-
any action 'taken by the Attorney General mediately after "such title III,'! the folkm,- of its subsidiaries, branches, divisions, de-
regarding such apparent violation. Each re- lng: "the Commission shall (1) make ever' p.artm.emts, or local units establish or finance' or _m.'.tntain or control more than one sop-
port shall be transmitted no later than 60 endeavor for a period of not less than 30 dE_y'
days after the date the Commission refers to correct such failure by informal method-' arste segregated fund, all such separate set-
any apparent violation, and at the close of of conference, conciliation, and persuasio_.._; rotated funds shall be treated as a single sep-
every 30-day period thereafter until :there or (2) in the case of any such failure whlc[a arate segregated fund for purposes of the
_l_ final disposition of such apparent, viola- ' occurs less than 45 days before the date si limttat;lons prescribed by paragraph (1) and
lion. The Os:remission raay from time to time the election involved, make every endeavor this paragraph.
_,repare and publish reports on the star. us of for a period of not less than one-half 't:_,- "(3) No individual shall make contribu-
such referrals, number of days between the date of s'w:l_ ti.mm aggregating more than $25,000 in any

failure and the date of the election lnvoi'[._,d calendar year. For purposes of this paragraph,
"(c) Any member of the, Commission, rely any contribution made to a candidate in a

employee of the Comratsslon, or any other to correct such. failure by informal methor[_ year el;her than. the calendar year in which
_,erson who violates the provisions of sub- of conference, conciliation, and persuast(_:.::.

except that no action may be taken by t;:[[: tlae _'.t_tlon is held with respect to which
_eetion ia) (3) (B) shall ge fined not more Commission with respect to any compla:ini s'uch sontribution was made is considered to
_han $2,000. Any such member, employee, or filed with tho ,Commission during the 5-.d*[i be nmde during the calendar year In which
o,ther person who knowingly and willfully such _:,lection is held.

period tmmedh_tely before an election m__(i_ "(4'} For purposes of this subsection---·_tolates the provisions of subsection ia) (3) after the date of such election. If the Co:al-
{B) shall be fined not more than 85,000.". "(-_} contributions to a named candidatemission falls to correct such failure throui_b

DUTIES OF COM3IISSION such informal methods, then". ' msxle, to any political committee authorized
by such candidate to accept contributions on

S_c. 110. ia)(1) Section 315(a)(6) of the co_£ax_u'r_o_ ANn EXPEI%InDITD'R]ELIiV[IT_.TIO_i;; his behalf shall be considered to be contri-
Act (2 U.S.C. 438(a) (6'), as so redesignated
l_,y section 105, is amended by inserting tm- PENALTIES butl_ms made to such candidate;
m_odiately before the semicolon at the end SEc. 112. ia) _[tle III of the. Act (2 U. SC "(:B;) ii) expenditures made by any pel_on
thereof the foUowlng: ", and to compile and 431 et seq.), as amended by section 105, is: in coo'[>eration, consultation, or concert, with,
maintain a separate cumulative index of re- further amended by striking out section 31.( or at tt_e request or suggestion of, a candi-
l:_rts and statements filed with it by po- as so redeslgnated by section 105, by strikl:.'q} da'$e_ his authorized political committees, or
litlcal committees snpportmg more than one out section 320, as so redesignated by s_,:> tiaeir agents shall be considered to be a eon-
candidate, which shall include a listing of tion 105, and by inserting Immediately aft.,::t trlbution to such candidate;
the date of the registration of any such po- section 319 the following new sections: "ii:l) the financing by any person of thedissemination, distribution, or republication,
littlcal committee and the date upon whloh _*LI1V[ITATIONSON CONTRIBUB?IONSAlq[D ill whole or in part, of any broadcast or any
emy such political committee qualifies to E_YPEIq'DITURES _'r. Ltt/!_n, graphic, or other form of eampalgn
_aake expenditures nnder section 320(a) (_l), "8,:c. 320. ia) CL) Except as otherwise p:o_ mater'fals prepared by the candidate, his
and which shall be revised on the same vlded by paragraphs (2) and (3), no per_._,i,_: camp_,ign committees, or their authorized
_,asts and /vt the same tlme as the other c'u- shah make contributions to any candldal._ agents shall be considered to be an expend-
_aulative indices required under this [para- with respect to any election for Federal ,:,t:. lture ::for purposes of this paragraph; ired
g_aph'°' rice which, in the aggregate, exceed $1,000 "(C], contributions made to or for the

(2) Section 315(a) (8) o:_ the Act (2 'ILS.C. or ti, any political committee in any calm:- be:rxeI![_i;of any candidate nominated by a
/l_8(a) (8)), as so redesignated by sectton 10§, dar year which exceed, In the aggregs.'t.:_ political party for alectiSn to the otllce of
_ amended by inserting hnmedlately before $1,000. Vice :President of the United States shall be
tho semicolon at the end thereof the follow- "(2) No political committee (other tl_,'.: consi,:iered to be contributions made tx) or
lng: ", and to give priority to auditing and a principal campaign committee) shall m*[t',_ for th,_,_benefit of tho candidate of such party
/][eld investigating the verification for, and contributions to iA) any candidate with :r,_:- f.ar election to tho office of President of the
the receipt and use of, any payments re- spect to any election for Federal office whx._l:. Ernited: States.

,oelved by a candidate under chapter 95 or in the aggregate, exceed $5,000; or (B) ':: "(5) The limitations imposed by para-
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of any political committee In any calendar y,!_!._: graphs (1} and (2) of this subsection shah
19_4". which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000. C,:m. ap:ply separately with respect to each cleo-

{b) Section 315(c)(2) of the Act (2 'G.S.C. trlbutions by the national committee o1: _ lion, ,except that all elections held in any
438(e} (2)), as so redostgnated by section 105, political party serving as the principal cam. calendLar year for tho office of President of
_i amended--- paign committee of a candidate for the ,:_1'. the _tY:[_ttedState6 {except a general election

(1) by inserting ", lin whole or fit part," rice of President of tho United States shs, l: for s'u.ch office) shall bo considered to be ons
immediately after "dis_pprove"; and not exceed the limitation imposed by ttt_ electio:n.

(2) by inserting lntmeLltately after tho preceding sentence with respect to any ot_,i,_ "(61. For purposes of the limttattotm In-
second sentence thereof the following new candidate for Federal office. For purpoze_. ,:,_ po,_ecL by this section, all contributions, made
sentences: "Whenever a committee of tlho this paragraph, the term 'political comm:!J, bg a person, either directly or indirectly, on
Blouse of Representatives reports any resolu- tee' means an organization registered :_s. _ bshal:l_ of a particular candidate, including
lion relating to any such :rule or regulation, political committee under section 303 for _ cuntri.butions which are in any way ear-
it is at any tlmo thereafter in order {even period of not Ies_, than 6 months which 1las raerkt_,d or otherwise directed through an in-
though a previous motion to the same effect received eontributlons from more than li2 terme0ltary or conduit to such candidate,
l:_as heen disagreed to) to move to proceed persons and, except for any State politk:!_l sl_dl be treated as contributions front such
to the consideration of the resolution. _lae party' organization, has made contrlbutkm, s person, to such candidate. The Intermediary
Eaotio_ is highly privileged and Is not debar- to 5 or more candidates for Federal office, l_:',::,t or cor_[duit shall report the original souree
abl®. An amendment tx) the motion is not In p_ of the limitations provided by pa:_:a- a_xd tho intended recipient of such con.irt-
coder, and it is not in order to move to _- graph (1) and this paragraph_ ali eontrll:m .. bw;lon to the Commission and to tho tn-
consider tho vote by which the motion ts lions made hy tm41tical committees est:_t'.,- te._d_..:l recipient,
/l_od to or disasreed to.'. llshed or financed or maintained or c,>_.- "([0 (I) No candidate for the office of
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President of the United States who has estab- pendlture in connection with the general a loan of money by a national cr State bank
l[Shed his el_lbllity under section 9003 of election campaign of a candidate for Federal m_e in a_cordance with the app llcable bank-
the Internal Revenue Code of !9.54 (relating o_lce in a State who is affiliat_ with such lng laws and regulations and in the ordinary
to condition for eligibility for payments) or l_rty which exceeds--- course of business) to e,ny c_n¢[ldate, cam-
nnder section 9033 of the Internal Reyenue "(A) in the c_se of a candidate for electio n paign committee, or political party or organl-
Code of 1954 (relating to eligibility for pay- to thc office of Senator, or of Representative - zathm, in connection with any election to
ments) to receive from the Secretary of the from a State which is entitled to only one any of the officers referred to in this section_
Treasury or his delegate may make expendl- ]_epresentatlve, the greater of-- but shall not include (A) communications
lures in excess of-- "(i) 2 cents multiplied by _che voting ago by a _0rporation to its stockholders and ex-

"(A) $10,000,000, in the case of a Cam- population of the State (as certified under ecutive o_cers and their families or by a
palgn for nomination for election to such of- sure,etlon (e)); or lab*r organization to its memb_m and their
rice, except the aggregate of expenditures "(il) $20,000; and families on any subject; (B) nonpartisan
under this subparagraph In any one State "(B) in the, case of a candidate for election _¢gtstration and get-out-the-vote campaigns
shall not exceed twice the greater of 8 cent,_ to the office of Representative, Delegate, or by a corporation aimed at its stockholders
multiplied by the voting age population of _ident Comml_ioner in any other State, and executive officers and their families; or
the State (as certified under subsection (e)), $18,000. by a labor organization aimed at Its mom-
or $100,000; or "(e) During the first week of January 1975, bors and their families; and (C) the estab-

"lB) $20,000,000 in the case of a campaign and every subsequent year, the Secretary of lh_hment, administration, and solicitation of
for election to such office. Commerce shall certify to the COmmh_sion contributions to a separate segm_gated fund

"(2) For l_urposes of this subsection-- and publish In the Federal Register an e_ti- to be utilized for political purposes by a
"(A) expenditures made by or on behalf mate of the voting age population of the corporation or labor organization, except that

of any candidate nominated by a political United States, of each State, and of each (i) it shall be unlawful for such a fund to
for election to the office of Vice Presl- congressional district as of the first day of make a contribution or expendit_Lre by utliiz-

dent of the United States shall be considered July next preceding the date of certification, lng money Or anybhing of value secured by
to be expenditures made by or on behalf of The term 'voting age population' means rest- physical force, Job discrimination, financial
the candidate of s_ch party for election to dent population, 18 ye_s of age or older, reprisals, or the threat of force, Job discrhmi-
the omce of President of the United States; "(f) No candidate or political committee nation, or financial reprisal, or by dues, fees,
and shall knowingly accept _y contribution or or other moneys _eCluired ;Lq a condition of

"(B) an expenditure is made on behalf of make any expenditure in violation of the membership in a l_bor organization or as a
a candidate, including a candidate for the provisions of this section. No officer or em- conditition of employment, or by moneys ob-
office of Vice President, if it is made by--- ployee of a political committee shall know- rained in any commercial tra ,nsaction; (ii)

"it) an authorized committee or any othe_ ingly accept a contribution made for the it shall be unlawful for a corl_ration or a
agent of the candidate for the purposes of benefit or use of a candidate, or knowingly separate segregated fund establishad by a
making any expenditure; or m_ke any expenditure on behalf of a candi- corporation to solicit contributions from any

"iii) any person authorizbd or requested date, In violation of any nmltation tml_ed person other than its stockholders, executive
by the candid6te, an authorized committee on contributions and expenditures under this officers, and their families, for an incorpo-
of the candidate, or an a_ent of the candi- section, rated trade association or a separate segr_
date, to make the expenditure. "(g) The Commission shall prescribe rules gated fund established by an incorporated

"(c) (1) At the beginning of each calendar under which any expenditure by a candi- trade association to solicit contrtlmtions from
year (commencing in 1976), as there become date for nomination for election to the office any person other than the stock_olders and
available necessary data from the Bureau of of President for use in 2 or more States shall executive o_cers of the member corpo_ations
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, be attributed to such candidate's expendl- of such trade association and the famllh_ of
the Secretary of Labor shall certify to the lure limitation in each such State, based on such stockholders and executive officers (to
Commission and publish in the Federal Rog- the voting age population in such State - the extent that any such solicltatio_ at such
islet the Per centum d_fference between the which can reasonably be expected to be in- stockholders and executive ofi_cers, and their
price index for the _welve months preceding fiuenced by such expenditure. Iam_ues, has been separately and specifically
thc beginni_g of such calendar year and the "CONTR_BUTXOI_SOREXPENDITURESBY NATIONAL _proved by the member corporation in-

volved, and such member corporation ha8
price index for the b_se period. Each limi- _A_,S, coa_oaarxoNs, ca LASER oRe,ma- no_ approved any such solicitat_.ton by mc_
ration established by subsection (b) and _oNs than one such trade association in any cai-
subsection (d) shall be increased _by such ".SEc. 321. (a) It is Unlawful for any ns- endar yea_, or for a labor organization or a
per cent_tm difference. Each amount so in- tlonal bank, or any corporation organized by separate segregated fund established by a
crea_ed shall be thc amount in effect for such authority of any law of Congress, to m_ke a labor organization tO solicit contributions
calendar year. contribution or expenditure in connection from any person other than its members

,(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)_ with any election to any political office, or in and their families; (iii) notwithstanding any
"(A) the term 'price index' means the aver- connection with any prima_y election or po- other law, any method of soliciting voluntary

age over a calendar year of the Consumer lltical convention or caucus held to select contributions or of facilitating t_ making of
Price Index (all items---United States city candidates for any political office, or for any voluntary contributions to a separate scgre-
average) published monthly by the Bureau corporation whatSver, or any labor organlza- gated fund established by a cor_)ration, per-
of Labor Statis_dce; and tion to make a contribution or expenditure mltted to corporations, shall s.]so be per-

"(B) the term 'base period' means the in connection with any election at which mitted to labor organizatto_; and (iv) any
calendar year 1974. Presidential and Vice Presidential electors or corporation which utilizes a method _f

"(d) (1) Notwithstanding any other pro- a Senator or Representative in, or a Delegate soliciting voluntary contributions or facUl-
vlS_on of law with respect' to limitations on or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress rating the making of voluntary ¢_ntrlbu-
expenditures or limitations on contributions, are to be voted for, or in c_nnection with tions, shall make available, on written re-
,the national committee of a political party any prhnary election or political convention, quest, such method to a labor organization
and a State committee of a political party, or caucus held to select candidates for any r_presenting any members wor_ng for _uch
including any subordinate committee of a of the foregoing offices, or for any candidate, corporation.
State committee, may make expenditures in political committee, or other person know- "i3) For pm'poses of this section the term
connection with the general election cern- ingly to accept or receive any contribution 'executive officer' means an individual em?
paign of candidates for Federal office, sub- prohibited by this section, or any officer or ployed by a corporation who _,_ paid on a
Ject to the limitations contained In para- any director of any corporation or amy na- salary rather than hourly basis _md who has
graphs (2) and (3) of this subsection, tl0nal bank, or any officer of any labor orga- policymaking or supervisory _esponsibfiities_

"(2) The national committee of a political nlzation, to consent to any contributlon or
party r_ay not make any expenditure in con- expenditure by such corporation, national _'co_P_rrzoNs By c,ov_aNMm_ co_'e_tcro_
nectlon with the general, election campaign bank, or labor organization, as the case may "$_. 822. (a) It shall be unlawful for any
of any candidate for President of the United be, which _ prohibited by this section, person who enters---
States who is affillated wlth such party which "(b)(1) For purposes of this section the "(1) into any COntract with the United
exceeds an amount equal to 2 cents multi- term 'labor organization' means any organi- States or any.delmrtment or agency thereof
plied by the voting age .population of the zation of any kind, or any agency or employee either for the rendition of per_mal sereice_
United S_tes (as certified under subsec_on representation committee or plan, in which or furnishing any material, _mppllea, _r
(e)). Any expenditure under this l_ragraph employees participate and which exlsts for equipment to the United States or any de-
shall be in addition to any expenditure by a the purpose, In whole or In part, of dealing partment or agency thereof or for selling any
national committee of a political party serv- with employers concerning grievances, labor land or building to the United States or any
lng as the principal campaign committee o£ disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of: em- dep_rtment or agency thereof, if payment for

candidate for the office of the President .of ployment, or contributions of work., the performance of such contract; or payment
the United States. "(2) For purposes of this section, the term for such material, supplies, equipment, land,

"(8) The national coxn_ttee:of, a political 'contribution ar _expenditura' shall include or building is to be made in whole (Jr in part
pm, tY, or a State commtttea ,of' e, political any direct or indirect payment, distribution from funds appropriated by the' Coogre_ at
]_-_y, _ll_Udt_ any subordinate eom miJ;t_l lo_n, advance,' deposit, or gift of money, or any time between the commenoera_t' of
of & State eomlnitt_, may _xt rna_e any ex- any services, or anythtfig of _alue (excegt negotiations for anal tho later of (A) _a_
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completion of performance, under, or (_) the _Lil_rrAvzoN ON CONTRIBUTIONS eF TERNIg:._._ATIONfOl_ AUTHORITY OF COM_/II_qZON

termination of negoth_tions for. such con- CIYRRENCY ,_EC. 115. Title IV of the Act (2 UH.C. 451
tract or furnishing of material, eupplle6, _S_c. 326. (a) No person shall make cc::_ et seq.) is amended by adding at the end
equipment, land, or buildings, directly or In- tributions of currency of the United Sta'_N-_ t_aereof the following new section:
directly makes any contribution of money or currency of any foreign country to. or ?fi:.:- "'rERIY_11qATIOH OF AUTHoP_rY OF COMMISSlOlq
c,r other thing of value, or promis_._ ex- tho benefit of arty candidate which, In :_1:,
pressly or lmplledly to make any such cen- aggregate, exceeds $250, with respect to :fm,i "SEC. 409. (a) Notwithstanding any other
tributlon to any Political party, co_m_it_bse, campaign of such candidate for nominatic_: provl_.lon of this Act or any other provision
c,r candid'ate for public office or to any perSon for election, or for election, to Federal o_lic,m of law, the authority of the Commission to
for any political purpose or use; _r "(b) Any person who knowingly and wt_i. carry out tho provisions of this Act, and

"(2) to solicit any such contribution from fully violates the provisions of this sect;iic£ c:aapt_,r 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal
any such person for any such purpose dt_c- shall be fined in an amount which does _:L, lq,evon. ue Code of 1954, shall terminate at the
i:ag any such period, exceed the greater of $25,000 or 300 perce:,:v close of March 31, 1977, If either House of

"(b) This section does not prohibit or of tho amount of the contribution involv_,,:l tlae Congress by appropriate actlon deter-
raake unlav_ul the establishment or _dntin- mines _hat such termination shall take effect
istration of, or the solocitatlon of conVribu_ "ACCEPTANCEOl__ EXCESSrVEHONORARIUB/lf.' pure'aunt to subsection (b).
tlons to, any separate segregated fund by any "S_c. 827. No person while an elected ::_ "(b) The appropriate committee of each
corporation or labor organization for the, p_Lr- appointed officer or employee of any bran:_l_ HOUSESof the Congress shall, commencing
_,ose of influencing the, nomination for elec- of thc Federal Government shall accept .... January 3, 1977, conduct a review of the
tlon, or election, of any' pe:_on to Federal of- "(1) any honorarium of more than $1JXB_ e].e_tious of candidate6 for Federal office
rice, unless the provisions of section 321 pro- (excluding amounts accepted for act'a_, c_)ndm_'ted in 1976, the operation of chapter
hibit or make unlawful the establishment or travel and sul_istenee expenses.) for any _9' 91_ an4 chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue
s_tministration of, or the solicitation of con- pearance, speech, or article; or C_ie _,f 1954 with respect to such elections,
tributionsto, such fund. "(2) honora_qums <not prohibited bi a:ad the activities conducted by the Com-

"(c) For purposes of this section, the te_a paragraph (1) of this section) aggregatd_:_ m_sion, and report to their respective
q:abor organization' has t:he meaning given more than $1f;,000 in any calendar yea:t B:ous_ not later than March 1, 19Ti'. Such
1%by sectlon 321. "PEN._&q_¥FOR VIOLATIONS ret,crt, shall include a recommendation of

"PUBLZCA_'XO_O_ DmTg_rXO_ OF rm_r__cAr, "8_.c. 328. A_y person who knowingly a_,,._ wheth_,r the authority of the Commission
STA_:ENTS willf_illy comml_ a violation, of any pm- sh_dl be terminated on March 31, 197U, as

"SEC. 323. Whenever any person makes ..an vislo_ or provisions of this Act, other tb._._': set f_rth in subsection (a).
expenditure for the .purpose of financing any the provisions of section 326, which invol'_'v_ "(c] Nothing in this section shall affect
communication expressly advocating the the making, receiving, or reporting cf s,_L_ _a,._ preceding in any court of the United
election or defeat of a clesrly identified can- contribution or expenditure having a valm_ St_te_ on the date of the enactment of this
didate through any broadcasting station, in the aggregate, of $5,000 or more durm_ sectlom The Attorney General of the United
newspaper, magazine, outdoor advertising a calendar year shall be fined in an amom:,_ Statel_ shall have the authority to act on
facility, direct mailing, or other simllar type which does not exceed the greater of $25,(;1'..: b_hal:[' of the Unlted States in any such
c.f general public political advertising, such or 300 percent of the amount of any co_'L':(, pre,ceding.".
communication-- bution or ex_enditure involved in such vlol_h. _C_[_r_CAL AI_DCOI_FOR_iTNGAT/iET_DMEN'£S

"(1) if authorized b!r a candidate, his au- tlon, imprisoned for not more than one yea.:, 8ge. 116. (a) Section 306(d) of the Act
thorized political committees, or their agenta, or bo_h.". (2 U.I!!LC. 436 (d)) is amended by ln_erting
shall clearly and conspicously, In accordance (b) Title Iii*. c,f the Act (2 U.S.C. 431 _i_ lramed.[at&ly after "804(a) (1) (C) ," the for
$_lth r_gulatlons prescribed by the Commis- seq.) ,. as amended by section 105 and eubs,_,::, lo_nl'¢.' "304(c),_.
sion, state that such communlcatlon has been tion (a), is fiirther amended by insertt.q_ (b) ,[1) Section 310(a)(7) of the Act (2
_ authorized; or immediately after section 315 the followl:_,l U,_.C..i27 (a) (7)), as so redeslgnated by sec-

"(2) if not authorlZ_._i In accordance with new section: tlo:a 105, is amended by striking out "313"
paragraph (1), shall clem'ly and conspicu~ "FaA_OU_._wr i%_ISREPRESENTATIONOF a]ld in.sorting in lieu thereof °'812"o
ously, in accordance with regulations pre- CA_P_r AUTI-ioarrY (c) [1) Section 9002(8) of the Internal
_cribed by the Commisslou, state that such
communication is not authorized by any "S_c. 816. No person, being a candidate :lc _ Revenue Code of 1954 (defining Commission)

Feclo_l office or 9;a employee or agent of su:_(_ is amended by striking out "310(a) (I)" and
candidate, and state the name of the per- in_rt[ng in lieu thereof "309(a) (1)"._n that made or financed the expenditure a candidate shall---
for tho conmaunlcation, Including, in. l_ae "(1) fraudulently misrepresent himself i:_ (2) Section 9032(3) of the Internal
case of a political conunlttee, the name of any committee or organization under his c_,ct Revem:m Code of 1954 (defining Commission)
any affiliated or connf_ted organization as trol as speaking or writing or .otherwise a,::_".- is fax_ended by striking Out "310(a) (I)" and
s,_ated in section 808(b) (2). lng for or on behalf of any other candlda_:e in_rClng in lleu thereof "809(a) (1)'.

or political party or employee or agent therect qT]X,E II--AMENDMENTS TO Ti'rLE 18,
"CONTRIBlY'2IONSBY FOREIGN lqATIOBrALS on a matter which is damaging to such or,be i Ulql'i'lll_ STATES CODE

"S_c. 324. (a) It shall be unlawful :[or a candidate or political .party or employee c L REPEALOF C!_TAIIq PROVISION8
forelga national directly or through any agent thereof; or S_Ec.:'201. (a) Chapter _9 of title 18. United
other person to make any contribution of "(2) participat_ in or conspire to parti.:d._ States Code, is amended by etrtkl_ out
money or other thing of wdue, or to promise pate in any plao, scheme, or design to vloh_t,i sec'_lo_:x_ 608, 619, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 618,
expressly or lmptisdly to make any such co:a- paragraph (1),". anti 61'7.t].qbutlon, in connection with an election to
any political office or in connection with s_v_Gs PROVISZO_ RELA_['IlqGTO (b) The table of sections for chapter 29
any primary election, convention, or caucus R_PEALEDi_ECTIONS O_' _ltle 18, United States Code, is amended
held to select candidates for any potitlc..a[ 8_:c. 113. Title ]L1Xof the Act (2 U.S.C_ ,i;_;:i by ,strLt_lng out the items relating to sections
office, or for any person to solicit, accept, or et seq.), as amended by sectlon 105 axLd se_:. 608, 6:1.0,611, §12, 813, 614, 615, 616, and 617,
receive any such contribute, on from a_ty such tlon 112, is further amended by adding it i cH_ozs xN PEFZN_rxoNs
foreign national, the end ther_f the following new sectio:c_; S_c. 202. (a) Section 591 of title 18, United

"(b) As _sed in this section, the term "SAVX_G]PROVISrONRELATINGTO States Code, is amended by striking out
'_oreign national' means-- aErEAZ_e SrC_XONS "C_)2, 608, 610, 611, 614, 615, and 617" and

detlned by' section l(b) of tho Po_eign "8_c. 329. Except as otherwise provided {IV inser_ in lieu thereof "and 602".
"(1) a foreign principal, as such term is this Act, the _peal by the Federal Elect4m:{ (b) i_ection 591(e)(4) of title 18, United

Agents Registration Act cf 1938 (22 rJ_.C. Campaign Act Amendments of 1976 of _m:!, States ,Code, is amended by inserting imme-
611(b) ), except that the term 'foreign. ne- provision or penalty or penalties shall n<,: dia"_ely before the semicolon the following:
t_onal' shall not include any individual who have the effect of releasing or extinguishiuti; % exc,_pt that this subparagraph shall not
_; a citizen c,f the United 8tares; or any. penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurm;,:i apply ,ia) in the case of any legal or ac-

''(2) an individual who is not a citizen of under such provision or penalty, and suc_:_ co.untlng services rendered to or on behalf
the United States and who is not lawfully provision or penalty shall be _reated as t._.. of the national committee of a political
admitted for permanent residence, a_ de- 'maining in fo_ for the purpose of su_tai{::.., party_ other than any legal or accounting
fined by section 101(a) (20) of the Immlgra-- lng any proper action or prosecution for tlm servicfm attributable to any actlvlty which
tion and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. ll01(a) enforcement o:f troy penalty, forfeiture, .:,, dirt_tly further the election of any desig-
(:20)). liability.", hated candidate to Federal office; or (B) in

the ca_e of any legal or accounting services
_'PBOHIB1TIOi[qOF co_rrRIB'UTIONS IN IqAl_E PRINCIPALCAMP2.IG[_COM_/[UNITIEFJ rendered to or on behalf of a candidate or

OF ANOTItER SF.O. 114. Section 302(f) of the Act (2 U.S..::_ pol{.tical committee solely for the purpose
"_. 326. No person shall make a contrl- 482(f_ ) is amended by adding at the snti! of ins_Exrlng compliance with the provisions

hution in the name of another person or thereof the following new sentence: "._:_.y of '_h,ia chapter, the Federal Election Cam-
knowingly permit his name to be used i_o occasional, isolated, or incidental support ,_:,:1:paign Act of 1971, or chapter 9§ or chapter
e_ffect such a contribution, and no pers¢_l' a candidate shall not be construed as supI_>? I; 96 of _.he Internal Revenue Code of 1954".
slaall knowingly accept a contributlo]a ma_h_ of such cafididat_ for purpose_ of the p:b_ (c) ,Sec%ion 591(f)(4) of title 18, United
by one person in the name of another pemo: a. ceding sentence.", Stal_ Oode, is amended_
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(1) by redestgnating clause (F) through with respect to the presidential nominating tion of the office of President of the United
clause (I) as clause (O) through clause (J), convention of the political party involved.". States or to the office of Vice :President of
reSpectively; and REVn_W OF aEGUT.aTXONS the United States, in more than one State.".

(2) by inserting immediately after clause (2) Section 9003 of the Internal Revenue
(E) the following new clause: SEC. 304. (a) Section 9009(C) (2) of the In-

"(F) the payment, by any person other ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to re- gibllityC°deof for1954payments)(relattngtOisamendedc°nditi°nbyf°radd-eli'
than a candidate or a political committee, view of regulations) is amended--
of compensation for legal or accounting serv- (1) by inserting ", in whole or in part," lng at the end thereof the following new sub-
ices rendered to or on behalf of the national immediately after "disapprove"; and section:
committee of a political party, other than (2) by inserting immediately after the first "(d) WrrHDRAWAL BY CANDmATE.--_J_ any
services attributable to activities which dl- sentence thereof the following new sen- caSecandidateinwhiChasa resultanlndividUalofthe operationCeasestOofbethea
rectly further the election of any designated tences: "Whenever a committee of the House
candidate to Federal office, or for legal or of Representatives reports any resolution re- last senterice of section 9002(2), such in-
accounting services rendered to or on behalf latlng to any such rule or regulation, it is at dividual--
of a candidate or political committee solely any time thereafter in order (even though a "(1) shall no longer be eligible to receive
for the purpose of ensuring compliance with previous motion to the same effect has been any payments under section 900_; and
the provisions of this chapter, the Federal disagreed to) to move to proceed to the con- "(2) shall pay to the Secretary, as soon assideratlon of the resolution. The motion is practicable after the date upon which such
Election Campaign Act of 1971, or chapter 95 individual ceases to be a candidate, an
or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code highly privileged and is not debatable. Anamendment to the motion is not in order, amount equal to the amount of payments
of 1954;". and it Is not in order to move to reconsider received by such individual under section
TITLE III--AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL the vote by which the motion is agreed to 9006 which are not used to defray qualified

REVEN.UE CODE OF 1954 or disagreed to.". campaign expenses.".
ENTITLEMEi_T OF ELIOlq3LECANDmATESTO '(b) Section 9039(c) (2) of the Internal (b) (1) Section 9032(2) of t_he Internal

PAYMEN'rS Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to review of Revenue Code of 1954 (defining candidate) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the

SEC. 301. Section 9004 of the Internal Rev- regulations) is amended--
enue Code of 1954 (relating to entitlement (1) by inserting ", in whole or in part," following new sentence: "The term candl-
er eligible candidates to payments) is immediately after "disapprove"; and date' shall not include any individual who is
amended by adding at the end thereof the (2) by inserting Immediately after the first not actively conducting campaigns in more
following new subsections: sentence thereof the following new sen- than one State in connection with seeking

_'(d) Ex_mrruREs FROM PrRSONtJ_ tences: "Whenever a committee of the House nomination for election to be President of
FuNos.--In order to be eligible to receive any of Representatives reports any resolution re- the Un'ted States.".
payment p,xder section 9006, the candidate lating to any such rule or regulation, it is (2) Section 9033 of the Internal Revenue
of a major, minor, or new party in an elco- at any time thereafter in order (even though Code of 1954 (relating to eligibility, for pay-
tion for the office of President shall certify a previous motion to the same effect has ments) is amended by adding at the end
to the Commission, under penalty of perjury, been disagreed to) to move to proceed to the thereof the following new subsection:
that such candidate shall not knowingly consideration of the resolution. The motion "(c) W_FHDRAWAL BY CANVm_.--In any
make expenditures from his personal funds, is highly privileged and is not debatable. An case in which an individual ceases to be a
or the personal funds of his immediate faro- amendment to the motion is not in order, candidate as a result of the operation of the
lly, in connection with his campaign for and it is not in order to move to reconsider last sentence of section 9032(2), such indi-
election to the office of President in excess the vote by which the motion is agreed to v'.dual--_'(1) shall no longer be eligible to receive
of, in the aggregate, $50,000. For purposes of er disagreed to.". any payment_ 'under section 9037; and
this subsection, expenditures from personal rLIGXBXLrrYFOP.pAYMENTS "(2) notwithstanding the provisions of see-
funds made by a candidate of a major, minor, SEC. 305. Section 9033(b) (1) of the Inter- tion 903S(b) (3), shall pay to the Secretary,
or new party for the office of Vice President ual Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to ex- as soon as practicable after the date upon
shall be considered to be expenditures' by penes limitation; declaration of intent; which such individual ceases to be a candi-
the candidate of such party for the office of minimum contributions) is amended by date, an amount equal to the amount of pay-
President. striking out "limitation" and inserting in monte received by such individual under sec-

"(e) D_FZNrrION OF I_MEDXaTE FAMILY.-- lieu thereof "limitations". tion 9037 which are not us_d to defray
For purposes of subsection (d), the term
'immediate familY' means a candidate's QUALI_D CAMPAIGNEXPENSES LI_ITATXON qualified campaign expenses.".
spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent, SEC. 306. (a) Section 9035 of the Internal amCHNX?ALA_-DCONFORMINGA1VU_'_qDMENTS
brother, or sister of the candidate, and the Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to qualified SEC. 308. (a) Section 9008(b)(5) of the
spouses of such persons.", c_mpaign expense limitation) is amended-- Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to

(1) in the heading thereof, by striking out adjustment of entitlements) is amended--
pAYMENTS TO ELIGXBLECANDmATES; INSUF- "LIMITATION" and inserting in lieu there- (1) by striking out "section 608(c) and sec-

FXC]_NT AMOUNTS IN FUND of "LIMITATIONS"; tion 608(f) of title 18, United States Code,"
SEC. 302. (a) Section 9006 of the Internal (2) by inserting "(a) ExpENDITURE LUPITA- and inserting in lieu thereof "section 320(b)

Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to payments TraNS.--" immediately before "No candi- and section 39.0(d) of the Federal Election
to eligible candidates) is amended by strik- date"; Campaign Act of 1971"; and
lng out subsection (b) thereof and by re- (3) by inserting immediately after "States (2) by striking out "section 608(d) of such
designating subsection (c) and subsection Code" the following: ", and no candidate title" an inserting in lieu thereof "section
(d) as subsection (b) and subsection (c), shall knowingly make expenditures from his 320(c) of such Act".
respectively, personal funds, or the personal funds of his (b) Section 9034(b) of the Internal Reve-

(b) Section 9006(c) of the Internal Reve- immediate family, in connection with his hue Code of 1954 (relating to limitations) is
hue Code of 1954 (relating to insufficient campaign for nomination for election to amended by striking out "section 608(c)(1)
amounts in fund), as so redesignated by the office of President in excess of, in the (A) of title 18, United States Code," and
subsection (a), is amended by adding at the aggregate, $50,000"; and Inserting in lieu thereof "section 320(b) (I)
end thereof the following new sentence: "In
any case in which the Secretary or his dele- (4) by adding at the end thereof the fol- (A) of the Federal Election Campaign Actlowing newsubsection: of 1971".
gate determines that there are insufficient "(b) DEFINmON OF IMMEDIATE FAMILY.-- (C) Section 9035(a) of the Internal Reve-
moneys in the fund to make payments under For purposes of this section, the term 'lmme- hue Code of 1954 (relating to expenditure
subsection (b), section 9008(b)(3), and sec-
tion 9037(b), moneys shall not be made dints family' means a candidate's spouse, and limitations), as so redesignated by section

any child, parent, grandparent, brother, or 305(a), is amended by striking out "section
available from any other source for the pus- sister of the candidate, and the spouses of 606(c) (1) (A) of title 18, United States Code,"
pose of making such payments.", such persons.", and inserting in lieu thereof "section 320(b)
PROVISION OF LEGAL OR ACCOUI_TING SERVICES (b) The table of sections for chapter 96 (1) (A) of the Federal Election Campaign

SEC. 303. Section 9008(d) of the Internal of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is Act of 1971".
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to limitation amended by striking out the item relating
of expenditures) is amemded by adding at to section 9035 and inserting in lieu there- Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, in
the end thereof the following new para- of the following new item: view of the fact that with the Speaker's
graph: "Sec. 9035. Qualified campaign expense al_proval I made a commitment to a great

"(4) i_OVrsION OF LEGAL OR ACCOUNTING limitations.", number of Members, including one total
s_vxcEs.--For purposes of this section, the State delegation which has it:; State din-
payment, by any person other than tl_e ua- P_rURN OF FEDERALMATCI_]:N_PAYMENT_I l_r scheduled tonight, it was :agreed that
tional committee of a political party, of com- SEC. 30_. (a) (1) Section 9002(2) of the
peusation to any person for any legal or ac- Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (defining we would not get into subsequent v0t-
counting services rendered to or on behalf candidate) is amended by adding at the end lng on amendments today.
of the national committee of a political party thereof the following new Sentence:' "The We have finished general debate, and
shall not be treated as an expenditure made term 'candidate' shall not include any in- We will be ready to go into the amend-
by or on behalf of such national committee dividual who has ceased actively to seek else- ment stage tomorrow as soon as the 1-
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minute speeches are out of the way. Un, affecting small bus'ess. Indeed, he wl_ today I introduce_ a resolution in dis-der the x_le, the bill will be ready for the first chief finar_tal officer when tln_ a_,]proval of the )roposed deferral of
amendment at that time, and I will first Small Business _dmintst:ration w_z, budget, authority il the amount of $278,-
offer a group of technical amendments established in 1953,1and Deputy Admiz].. 657.000 for the Fo] est Service under the
upon which I believe there is no contro- istrator of the AgenCy from ]966 to 19(19. Impoundment Cor _rol Act. This money
versy. Howard GreenbE ,g is effective, ef[l., is su_horized undi c the Federal Aid to

Ma-. Chairman, I move that the Corn- cient, and an able A Lmlnisgrator. lie gEHz_ Hi.ghw_ys Act and is used for the con-
mittee do now rise. the job done--he nows how to :malke struc'l,:i,on of roads _nd trails in our na-

The CHAIRMAN. :['he question is on Government work. Ie is an oUtstandinff tiorml forests.
the motion offered by the gentleman example of a Fed ral career manag_::' Alon;'Z with my colleagues from the
from Ohio (Mr. HAYs). who made Govern nent perform more Pacific Northwest. nd northern Califof

The motion was agreed to. efficiently and efta ;tively wherever ]m'._ :nia who cosponsG ed this resolution, I
Accordingly the Committee rose, and served. Eelieve that effor s must be made to

the Speaker having resumed the Chair, I hold Mr. Gr¢.m berg in the highe:% buiJd and main tai:. access into our na-
Mr. BOLLING, Chairman of the Commit- personal regard an l esteem. From,t]:k_l; ticn_l forests. C( nstruction of these
tee of the Whole House on the State o,f lowest civil servicet 'ado in the executiv_: roads i.s vital: Fir6 ;, to reach thousands
the Union, reported thai; that Commit- branch he worker his way to a te;m of _mrB_sof insect frosted areas to con-
tee, having' had under consideration the supergrade positim and consultant, trol the loss and rivage the bug-killed
biU (H.R. 17406) to amend the Federal He has received any awards, in,elud- trees; second, to rake available much
Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro- lng an award for iistinguished servic(_ needed recreation _reas; third, to con-
'vi,de that members of the Federal in the civil service nd citations for out.. trol forest fires, _ nd fourth, to reach
Election Commission shall be appointed standing service ."om small busine,,_'_ our tbr_ber suppli(; and in turn lower
by the President, by and with the advice associations and t e CongrEss. costs 'to the h_ nebuilding industry
arid consent of the Senate, and for other Howard Greenb( rg has dedicated _, throu_rl'lout the cc ntry.
ptLrposes, had come to no resolution great part of his Ii: e to serving the Na.. .Although this d ferral is in terms of
t_l.ereon, tton's small busin, ssmen--and he h:'_; the ent._reauthori z ,tion of $278-mllHon-

"'i o,HOWARD G_ N LEAVES' House Small Busin, ;s Committee. Heha: only $20 million i ut of that amotu_t.
SMALL BUS: NESS COMMITTEE, made substantial ontributions to th_: 'I_ds i_!;because tl_i year is so far gone
SEEKS T_ETI tEMENT AFTER 40 improvement of th. smaq business seg. that the Forest Seivice, speaking by and
YEARS OF C DVE'.RNMENT SERV- merit of our societ and to the solutiol:, th:cough its Chief, itas testified that they
ICE of many problems ffecting independenl; can usefully use o_.ly $10 million of this

(Mr. EVINS o. Tennessee asked anti business and the f: _e enterprise syste_t:_, author:lty in the 1alance of fiscal 1976
was given perm ssion to address the Certainly he lear 'the committee and. and $1() million in he transition quarter.Government with H best wishes and my _ ltho_ _!'h the total of $27S million would
House fol' 1 minu and to revise and ex- congratulations an( _ommendation for :_. be available for _ommitment, in facttend his remarks

Mr. EVINS of ". ,nnessee. Mr. Speaker, job well done--and I am sure the mem, only $20 million, c_ a and would be com-
i:k is with asens, of deep regret that I bers of the Small Business Commtttc,_, mitted.
armounce that 1_r. Howard Greenberg, share my best wish ,s for Howard in hi:! :[ commend to th attention of my ccl-
contractconsulta: .t with theHouse Small retirement. Good. It '.k, Howard, we wis,]_, leagues the re]pox of the Chief sub-
Business Commit ee, is leaving the corn- you the best in al y future endeavor a mitted pursuant tx the provisions of theHumph_ey-l%arick bill, indicating the
m[ttee and Gov( mment service at the return,._:; to the cor _try at various lew;ls
end of this mont] after ¢:0 years of' out- DUNCAN'S RESET ITION OF DISAP. of ma:r_agement a Ld including the ad-
standing and ded cated public service. Pi%OVAL OF PR( ?OSED ]DEFERI_A'I. ministm:'ation's bacl lng of one such alter-

Mr. Oreenberg ms had a long and dis.- OF BUDGF. T kErTHOR,ITY FO]il native. It require,, increasing amounts
tinguished career LnGovernment, having FOttEST SERVI¢E of eap:ital investn ent, much of w½ich
served in the ex( :utive branch and the mmst go into roals. At comparatively
legislative branct --for the past 7 years (Mr; DUNCAN o Oregon asked and small costs, this re,, )lution of disapproval
he served as exec itive director and con.- was given pez_misS on to address tt't,:_ will er, able the Ns ;ion to take the first
sultant to the Sm: 11Business Committee. House for I minute to revise and exten,:t small _:;teps to fulfi ling the commitrae;at

Mr. Greenberg s generally recognized his remarks and in( _de extraneous mat.. we made to the re _ewing of our ranges
as one of the mm,; informed and knowl., tar.) and fo:rests.

· edgeable men in ;he Nation on matters Mr. DUNCAN of )rogon. Mr. Speaker:, T include the roi )wing tables:

FORESTROADSis,ND T ULS--FISCAL YEAR1976

[Programle_ --]:10,000,000]

Ameunl Amount
type of (thou, Type of (thou.

· State/National Fores_ Project Uuits work sands State/NationalForest Project Units work sands)

Alabama: Georgia: Chattahoochee-Occ,]e_ _. Road_"(r:,.,............... 3 S 41
Bankhead.................. Road305................ 6 R $24E Idaho:
Bankhead.................. Ro_d637................ 5 _ 132 Boise................... Bridge [0524C-0,!...... I C 85

A_aeka: Boise.................. Bridge 10447-0.1...... 1 C 85
SouthTongass.............. Bridges 5000............ 3 R 530 Clearwater.............. ;AussollsheliBridge..... I C 40
South Tongass....... Bridges 5500........... 2 R i30 Teton .................. Bridge 7022749......... 2 C 1L49
SouthTongass............. Bride,es 5600........... ] C 300 Targhee................ Bridge 80082-41......... I C 65

Arizona: Apache................ WallaceRd.34........... 11 R /50 Louisiana:J4isatchie........... Bridge535............. 3 C !5]
Arkansas: kichigae: Superior............. Road'BQ;.............. 2 R 102

Ouchita.................... Ro_d].14............... 3 C 53 Minnesota:
Ouchita..................... Ro:_d33................. 1 C 48 Ottawa.................. Road172.............. 13 R 500
Ozark........................ Bridges1900............. 2 _ ;[57 Superior................. Bridgei75 ............. I R 62

California: Mississippi:
Klama]h....................Ro,_d45N05............ 12 R 1,240 B envitie..................F',oads965and968..... 3 S 18
Plumas.............. ....... Road24N76.......... 3 R 200 Bienvilie ................... Fo,'d ,)' .............. 4 R 45
Plumes.................. Road29N43............ Il R 1,!500 Montana:
Sequoia............... :...... Campgroundreads...... 2 :$ 15 Beaverhead............... Bridge Little Lake- 5 C/R 250
Sierra................ Road4S8]............... 25 B 1,050 [_,line.
Six Rivers ................. Bridge ]0N020240...... 1 C 500 Beaverhead................ WiseRi_',_rRd.......... 5 R 400
Stanislaus..................... Brdge 1N040210......... 1 C _20 Flathead................ Firel:gl'l:!rrRd......... 7 C 125

Cohrrado: Flathead................ Bridge, L.oganCreek..... 2 R 400
Roosevelt.................... Bridge 169.............. 1 C 20 Galatin................... EvergreenRd............ 15 C 650
Roosevelt................... Road156............... 13 S 300 Lolo..................... Cedar(:reek Bridge 1 R 55
San Isabel.....................Bridge_06-04............ 1 R 60 780110.0.
Rou]t.......................Brdge11792............. I R 10

,C')._).,.0
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that the_farrlor reall_ means to hang PERMISSION FO_ SUBCOM1VIITTEE their number. _ 'e are, indeed, our
up his swo_l and go d_wn home to his ON CONSUMER 'ROTECTION AND brothers' keepers. Loss of the right to
beautiful c_untry pi[ace near New FINANCE OF CE YIMITTEE ON IN- survive as a free )erson anywhere is a
Orleans. He, l_e no ma_ before him, has TERSTATE ANE FOREIGN COM- loss for each of us anywhere. We cannot
fought for a t_ronger _&rnerica and he MERCE TO SIT ,URING 5-MINUTE be silent. For evil o prevail, Burke said.
has, many time]kover _[arned a gracious RULE TODAY it requires only th tt good men do noth-
retirement. \ /

EDDIE H_.BEI_T'Si_0priSt on our defense Mr. VAN DEER] IN. Mr. Speaker, I lng, or remain silE _t.
posture will stand l'qr ail1 time. His most ask unanimous cons, nt that the subcom- I think the peg ,le of the world, par-
notable acccmplishrfign_, the new Upi- mlttee on Consumel Protection and Fi- ticularly the pe( pie of the WesternWorld have been ;ilent far too long on
formed Servi esc Unive_[ity of the Health nance of the Comr dttee on Interstate this point. I think ;he time has come for
Sciences will turn o$ thousands of and Foreign Comme ce may be permitted us to speak out, t( be heard and to give
physicians for our in the decades to sit during the 5-_ finute rule today, voice to the grea anguish 'we feel for

The SPEAKER. there objection to what is unfolding ;here.
ahead, and the myriad policies the request of gentleman from
laid down by Chairman con- Why has this N _tion done nothing to
tinue as long as the California? save the lives ant religious security of
best possible defense There was the hapless Chr: _tian community in

I will miss him as a s forth- Lebanon? Why h ;ve our leaders been
right colleague.Shirley: PERMISSION ON quiet?
hold EDam and his STANDARDS OFFICIAL CON- The destruction of Lebanon and the
Oladys, close to our in DUCT TO SIT DURING THE 5- jeopardy of its CE -istian community by
our memories. MINUTE RULE ODAY terrorists armed E t radical Arab States

Mr.MORGAN.Mr. I is ablight onthe c, nscienceof the world.
many friends and collC in Mr. FLYNT. Mr. I ask unani- I cannot be silent about this. Can you?
tribute today to the Hon mouse consent the Committee on
H_.BERT, one of Louisian a's most distin. Standards of Offici_ Conduct may be
guished sons. to sit th afternoon during (Mr. TREENas_ .'dand was given Der-

Most of us are happy o have had one g-minute rule. mission to address the House for 1 mia-
successful career. EnD_ r. H_RERT has SPEAKER. there objection to ute, to revise and e tend his remarks and
had at le,ast two. First, ] e was a distin- request of gentleman from include extra neou: matter.)
guished Louisiana journ dist and editor [Mr. TREEN adcIressed the House. His
with a reputation as for tonesty and ac- woz no obje_ remarks will appea _hereafter in the Ex-
curacy that spread far b 7ond l/is native tensions of RemarJ:s.]
State. SUBCOMMITTEE -

Second, in the role w know him, he ON LAW AND
has served with distincti the people of RELATIONS OF CONGRESSMAI_ PEPPI_:R HAS
his district and this Nati m in the House THE JUDICIARY SUCCESSFUL _ EART SURGERY
of Representatives for ti _ past 3g years. TO SIT 5-MINUTE RULE (Mr. FASCELL _sked and was given

As a Congressman, h: has attracted TODAY permission to add:iess the House for 1
notice almost from the ( atset of his ca. minute and to revi _e and extend his re-
reef as a national legisla or, both for his Mr. Speaker, I ask marks._
ability in the lawmaking process and for unanimous that the subeom- Mr. FASCE LL. :er. Speaker, as you
his capacity for inquiry i Itc the working mittee on Law and know, our disti lguished colleague,
of the National Oovernm mt. Governmental Rein of the Commit- CLAUDEPEPPER, ha successfully under-

He has stood for many gears as a bul- tee on the sit during the gone an operation ,r repair of a valve of
wark for strong nation d defense. In g-minute rule this his heart.
three national conflicts h _has helped to The SPEAK_._. objection to His physician, D Thomas O. Gentsch,
provide our Armed Fo 'ces with the the request of from
equipment, the support, md manpower Alabama? of the Miami Hem _ Institute, has. pro-nounced the operat on "a complete suc-
needed to insure success. There was cess," and I am pl .'ased to report that

We shall miss EDom ] iiBEST, but we CLAUDEis upon his: eet and expects to be
know he has richl y deser_ .,d the fruits of WHY SILENCE out of the Miami E _art Institute by the
retirement. Our best wis les go to him, end of the week.
his wife, and' family on t Lisoccasion. (Mr. LEVITAS and given The operation, 1 _t Wednesday, cor-

permission to .,ss the Hot_e for rected a deficiency n the valve between
Mr. HI'BERT. Mr. Sp ,aker, I thank 1 minute and to re 'ise and ex hten_, is thel_ft ventricle

the Members of the Houst who have been remarks.) \ artery that carriesan tthe)loodaorta,fromthetheheartmain
so kind to me this mornl: ig, and In pal'- Mr. LEVITAS. 1_ r. Speaker_I ._ to the rest of the b
ticular the members of lY own Louisl- today because there has been _-omu_

_dy. A slight malfor-

ana delegation. I deeply _preciate all of silence on the irate, 'Yetha( is unfoldin/_ k mation in the vs ve apparently hadexisted from birth I nd was first detected
the kind remarks and I ope ! shall al- on the eastern she of the Mediter- _n 1952 as a mild h ,art murmur. Due toways command the resp_ of the Mere- ranean and that is the destruction of

_ne malformation, he flow of the bloodbets. the ancient Chist:_n community of
Lebanon. g_dually built up _ deposit on the valve

op!tning which rest 'icted its size.
GENERAL LE_ .VE Day after day as _., hear the sad news

71_e operation e_larged the openingreports and read si, _ening accounts in and i_placed the de[ficient valve with an
Mr. MAZZOLI. Mr. S _aker, ! ask the papers and see the blOOdy phot 9- artificl_l heart valve. The operation was

unanimous consent that _11 Members graphs of destructio_ and death. We see a relati_101y simple _repalr job" which is
may have g legislative da's in which to the tragedy of a C: _ristlan community routinely_.oerforme4 by heart surgeons
revise and extend their r marks on the that has been there for years living in throu

· ghou_ktheworI_l. ,subject of the retirement _f the distin- peace, harmony, a_/l prospering, now Dr. Gent_h said ]_LAU_ES heart mus-
guished gentleman from euislana (Mr. being reduced to ash m by terrorism and cle andHEBERT). arte/_l sys_m are :in good con-

dition and
The SPEAKER. Is the: ; objection to by brute force. ! th_oper_tion has eliminatedWhen any group qf people, no matter the strain wh_h ]_as gradually been

the request of the gentlerr _a_from Ken- how small in numbe_, is being attacked building up on tl_ h_art muscle over the
tuckT9 persecuted and oppr_sed, no other group last few years.

There was noobjection, is safe for long, no_ matter how large I am sure you'll know how active
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C_AUnE has a ways been. He want_::d to expired. The bill is considered as havt:l]_:, teI:L _L:nd before the House so that we
get this rest fiction eliminated sc lie been read for amendment, could move on it. I would say that these
would not h_Lve to curtail his active The Chair recognizes the gent][emm:_ tectn_ical amendments are concurred in,
sohedule or ri _k a heart attack at :_orne frora Ohio (Mr. Hays). or were written jointly by the minority
time in the fu;ure. He chose to tmdergo AMEI_D_iENTSO:FFI_REDBY MR. HAYSOr O]_Q:::CO]_[rl_,el and committee council.
the operation _nd we all are very pleased M.r. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, s.L: ]: bl_lieve there is no objection on the
that it has be en so successful I advised on yesterday, I offer a gro:_r_;_ m.JJ._ority side to these technical amend-

After he le wes the hospital he will of technical amendments to this bill, o1:_ m.ent4_, such as including a comma where
gradually rebuild his strength, ss :is Which I believe there is no controver,ly, one should be, including a semicolon
necessary in t_kese cases. He expects _o be The Clerk read as follows: Where, one was not or putting in an
back on a furl schedule by the end of Amendments offered by Mr. _Ys of Olll::, "aItd':' where we did not have one, and
.April and vriI] be back with us here on Page 9, line 22, l_sert ',and lnsterlng in llim:_ SC,on and so forth.
the floor in h is usually good forl}_ and thereof a semicolon" immediately after "e]::_,:. _I'. 'WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, will the
good health., thex_of", gentleman yield ?

, ___ Page 12, line 15, strike out the period _:m. Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I yield to tile gert-
mediately after "candidate" and lnser.t :J:l:. tlelrla'.!_L from California (Mr. WI0_INS).

CAlL OF THE HOUSE lieu thereof "; ancl". 5Ir. V/IGGINS. Mr. Chairman, the
Mr. Bl_OO_'q[EIff). ?Jr. Speaks:g, I Page 14, lille 21, insert a semicolon l:,ql

mediately after "Code". gentleman is correct. The technical
make the poiE of order that a quo?ram Page 14, line 23, insert "; ahd "immedb amendments have been cleared by _e
is not present, ately after"1954", m/nori_. We agree to the technical

The SPEAK ,'I_. Evidently a quorura Page 31, line 10, strike out "presc:ribe_? amendments and urge their adoption.
is not present, and I.nsert in Usu thereof "provided". The CHAIRMAN. The question is on

Mr. O'NEII_. Mr. SpeakeL I rrlo_,e a Page 32, line 3, strike out "campaign" az]d the _':aendments offered by the gentle-
c/_ll of the Holse. insert in lieu thereof "authorized politicaF', ma'.a ri!rom Ohio (Mr. Hays).

A call of the House was ordered.' Page 32, line 2(}, strike out "President o:: _le, amendments were agreed to.
The call wal taken by electronic de- the '' the first place it appears therein.

vice, and the ._ollowing :Members failed Page 33, line 21, insert a comma immed A_I:]gNDMENTOFFEREDBY _R. FREI_Z_.L
tc respond: ately before "in the case of". l$[r.. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I offer

Page 38, Une 6, strike out the comma i_,. an amendment.
[:toli No. 14,]] mediately after "convention". The: ,_erk read as follows'

tQexander G[ahno NJ× Page 38, line 21, strike out "contribution: ' Ame:adment offered by Mr. FRENZEI: OU.i_abro Guyer Pepper and insert in lieu thereof "conditions"'.
._adrews, N.C. H_rsha Itangel Page 39, line 5, strike out "officers" and page 15, beginning line 19, strike section [08md'chef H _ye_,Incl. Roes In its entirety.
,&ahley H_ckler. kress. Riegle insert In lieu thereof "omces".
Barrett H_ndersoz]. Rodino Page 39, line 11, strike out the semicolc:_ (;.V/r. FRENZEL asked and was given
;/ii,ester H nshaw Sarbanes and i_]sert tn lieu thereof a co,tuna, permission to revise and extend his re-:Bcggs H)lland Scheuer
Breckinridge J_ rman Stratton Page 40, line 12. strike out "calendar year?' marks,)
Chisholm J( nrette Symington and insert In lieu thereof "calendar year),", :_.[r. FRENZEL. Mr. Chail_nan, the
Clausen, J( hnson, Pa. Thoropso_ Page 41, line 22. strike out "'makes" an,il section, to be stricken by this amendment

]:)on H. J( nes, Ala. Traxler Jnse3'b In lieu thereof "to make". ;IS the ',section (in advisory opinions, be-Cqay ILs_Falce Udall
Cenyers L'mdine Ullman Pag'e 41, line ,':3, strike out "promises" an!! gillnl_g on page 15 and going through
Diggs 1%__cKinney White insert :In lieu thereof "to promise", pages 16 and 17_
Dtagell lvJacdonah:l Wydler Page 44, line 21, strike out "exceeds" anf: This section of the bill is central to:Dc_ld _ _ffett insert in lieu thereof "exceed".
Drinan l_orhead, Pa. the weakening of the independence of

Page 47, line 6, strike out "302(f)" and, the Federal EleCtions Commission. The

The SPE/_J_:_mR. On this rollcali 38:[ insert in lieu thereof "302(e) (1)". section does a number of things to the
:Members have :_ecorded theh' presenco by Page 47, line 7, strike out"(f)) is amended*' indepe_ldence of the Commission byelectronic devi( _, a quorum, and :Insert in lle_: thereof "(el (1)), as ;_:,:,

By unanimo _ consent, further t}ro.- redesignated by section 103, is amended", mand_ting that ail advisory opilfions
readings undo: ;he call were dispel,.sed Page 48, line 6, strike out "on" and lnserl; must be approved by Congress.
with. _ in lieu thereof "at the close of". :M:r. Chairman, advisory opinions here-

---- Page 49, line i5, insert a comma immed::-, tofore have been the only source of guid-

ately zffter "United States Code". anco for candidates, committees, parties
/FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIG'_ Page 58, line 2, insert a comma immed_ateI:: and political participants. Congress has

ACT Ad_iENDMENTS OF 1976 after "1971". not ye,t approved any single regulation
:Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, ][ Page 58, line 8, strike out the, comma l_l. sub_nl'l;ted to it by the Federal Elections

:move that the House resolve itself 'mtxt mediately after "Code". ColT_nli[_,_ion and, therefore, this partic-
l[;]_eCommittee of the Whole Hou_;e orz Pa_:e 58, line 13, strike out '"305(a)" and ular section of the bill, which forces
lilac State of the Union for the further insert in lieu thereof "306 (al". adviso:w opinions to later be put into the
consideration of the bill (H.It. 12406) to Pag_ 58, line 14, strike out the comma in_. forlla of regulations which are subject to
amend the Federal E lec'_ion Campaign medl_rtely after "C{_de". veto, .r._3eans that we will have no guid-
Act of 1971 _;0 provide that membei_ of Mr. HAYS of Ohio (during the read, ance until we can get those advisories in-
the Federal Election Commission shall be Lng). Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimotr:_ to the regulation form.
appointed by the President, by and with consent that the amendments be co:n.- So far, the Federal Elections Commis-
the advice and consent of _e Senate, and[ sidered as read and printed in tk,_ sion ]:las rendered about 140 advisory
for other purposes. RECOrdS. opJnion.s. Some of them are very simple,

The SPEAJKER. The question is on the The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection t,: and very specific. Others, however, are of
motion offered by the gentleman from the request of the gentleman from Ohio'/ a broad nature and involve as many as
Ohio. There was no objection. 2 dozencomplexquestions.

The mo_ion was agreed to. Mr_ HAYS of ,Ohio. Mr. Chairman, i_ ThL_ section of the bill requires that
11'4 THE COR_.I_IITTEE OF rile WYtOLE ask imanimous cor_ent that thes.i:_ the FI_:iCput all opinions into regulation

Aceordingly the House resolved R_;elf amendments may be cansidered en bloc_ form and submit them to Congress.
in l;o the Committee of the Whole I-Ic_ase The CHAIRMAN. Is there objectfon ir':' ]_Ir. ]i-]lAYSof Ohio. Mr. Chairman, w:dl
on the State of the Union for the further the request of the gentleman :from Ohio ? ,:he gerd;leman yield ?
co}asideration of the bill I_;.R. 12406, _itb There was no objection. _/_r. :I_q_ENZEL. I yield to the gentle-
]_[]'.BOLLING:In the chair. Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman :man frc,m Ohio (Mr. HAYS).

The Clerk read the title _f the bill, these amendments are strictly tecl-mic_C ]/_r. HAYS of Ohio. I thank the gentle-
The CHAI_MAN. When the Con',refit- ame_3dments. A_ [ am sure the House ir!; _nan for yielding.

17_,_:rose on Tuesday, March 30, 1976, all aware, once the bill was approved it wa_ Mr. Chairman, is the gentleman aware
_,inle for general debate ¢n the bill kad a ma_ter of urgency in getting it rewrit of the ]Dong amendment which will be

z__
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made in order if this amendment is de- gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. FrowN- offer if this amendment is defeat_l, as I
feated? _.L) has exl_ired, think it should be, and which, on page

MI'. FRENZEL. ! am aware of that. (By unanimous consent, Mr. Pa_zr.l; 17, line 4, will put in the words "of gen-
Iix. HAYS of Ohio. If the gentleman was allowed to proceed for 1 additional eral applicability" after the words "ad-

will yield further, would this cure any minute.) visory opinion." Therefore, if they i_sue
of the gentleman's troubles? ! am dis- Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, the an advisory opinion, it could only have
posed, ff this amendment is defeated, to problem here is that the Commission effect in one district or in one area. They
accept the Long amendment, because I must make some regulations while we get do not have to send it up.
realize that there are advisory opinions waiting for Congress to approve them, Then he would strike the l_mgu_e on
which could cover a specific matter which and people have to be able to bank on lines 9 through 14, which says:
might not be of general applicability, them. In any such case in which 'MaeCon'mMsalon

AS the gentleman knows, the Long The advisory opinion section of the receives more than one reque_,t * * * the
amendment would, on page 17, where it 1974 law was one that turned out to be Commission may not render nmr_ than one
says, "The Commission shall, no later particularly fortuitous. I did not vote for advisory opiniom
than 30 days after rendering an advisory it, but it has been very helpful because Mr. Chairman, that troublE_ me a lit-
opinion," insert the words, "of general we have had so much trouble putting tie bit, but maybe it is better to accept
applicability." these regulations in good form and get- the amendment of the gentleman from

I wonder if that would make any dif- ting approval by the Congress. Louisiana (Mr. Lo_rc) than not to. Iarn
ference to the gentleman? ! would like to state further that the convinced that it is. I am convinced that

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, ! do Senate has eliminated this provision we should have this section !08 in there
intend to support the Long amendment from its bill. The Senate understood the because I think somebody ought to have
if this one fails. But it does not cure all controversy and understood the chal- the right, if it becomes a flagrant thing,
of the problems that I see with this see- lenge to the Commission's independence, of vetoing these regulations.
tion. We must remember there are practically Mr. Chairman, neither the, House nor

I thank the chairman, the gentleman no Independent commissions and prac- the Senate will undertake lightly to veto
from Ohio (Mr. HAirS) for his interest, tically no agencies of Government that a regulation. It has to be a regulation

Mr. Chairman, there has not been any must bring their regulations back to that is so onerous that one _outd easily
controversy about any advisory opinion Congress for a veto. convince a majority of one body or the
of which I am aware, with the exception I believe we would do ourselves and the other to do away with it.
of an advlsory opinion No. 23, the SUN- general public a favor if we would vote In this Committee on House Admin-
PAC decision, for the amendment and strike this sec- istration, we only brought one regulation

In this bill, in another section, the tion on advisory opinions, here before the Members to ask them to
SUNPAC decision is laid to rest anyway. Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I veto it, and the vote was pretty over-
So it seems to me that this particular rise in opposition to the amendment, whelming to veto it.
section is a sort of overkill. It is an at- Mr. Chairman, I think there is one mis- Mr. Chairman, I think 'the Members of
tempt to kill SUNPAC the second time conception that the gentleman from Congress who face the electorate every
and, in so doing, limit the ability of the Minnesota (Mr. F_.NZ_.L) left, although 2 years for Judgment on their actions
Commission to render necessary guid- I am sure he did not mean to, and that is are far more competent to say whether
ance to participants in the political that, as he said, the Congress has a ter- a regulation is sensible or not, not a
process. _ think ir'is simply another way ribly bad track record on approving the Commission which is appointed and
in which the Commission becomes sub- regulations of this Commission and that which never goes to the electorate for
servient to Congress. It cannot take any they have already disapproved two and any approval of any action it takes.
significant action until it clears it with none is in existence. Mr. Chairman, I could stand here all
Congress. Now, this is not the way it is. We dis- afternoon aa_d talk about commissions.

The worst of it is that the congres- approved two, and that was the Judg- I think the concept of handling the
sional track record is so bad. We have merit of the Congress. Anybody who power of the President and the power of
disapproved two regulations, but we have wants to can criticize our judgment, but the Congress to a commis_don is what
not approved any of the other regula- the fact remains that all the other reg- has gotten us into a lot of the trouble
tlons that are before us, so everybody in ulatlons that have laid over the neces- we are in. I think the fact that these
%he game of politics is traveling exclu- sary 30 days and on which Congress took commissipns issue regulations which
sively now on advisory opinions, no action automatically became ap- then have the force and effect of law is

Mr. Chairman, this bill also provides proved. In other words, what Congress one of the reasons that the l_eO,,te of
that the advisory opinions must be made has to do in order to disapprove a peg- this country are fed up with Washington,
in the form of regulations and presented ulation is to take action itself. If it fails because they are encompassed in such a
to Congress in 30 days. I think those of to do that within 30 legislative days, the torrent of redtape that in order to con-
us who are familiar with the administra- regulation becomes effective, duct the day-to-day busine_s of a one-
tlve procedures understand that that is Mr. Cl_airman, I do not think that any man operation, the man has to hsve an
impossible. The Commission must de- Member, when he understands this, attorney and an accountant to advise
ve!op its advisory opinion. Having done really wants to give a commission the him what to do.
so, it must then publish it in the Federal power to rewrite the law, either with an Mr. Chairman, I am not talking aboui;
Register. At that point it has to schedule understanding of the legislative intent or Just the Federal Election Commission. Ii
it for public hearings, hold the public without it. And I am unable to determine am talking about the entire plethora of
hearings, and then rewrite the regula- whether they understood the legislative commission,,_.
tton. Then if it is satisfied, the CommAs- intent or whether they just did not care. Somebody mentioned the Public Utill-.
sion confirms it and sends it to Congress. However, I do not think that we ought ties Commission here yesterday.

In my Judgment, it is not reasonably to subject ourselves, with the tradition The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-.
possible for the Commission to do a good of the division of powers, totally to a tleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) has ex-.
Job of regulation-writing within the PC- commission appointed by the Executive, pired.
plod required by this particular bill. who has unlimited ability to rewrite the (By unanimous consent. ]Hr. HAYS o:_

So, Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that laws by the form of regulation. Ohio was allowed to pffoceed for 2 addt.-
if we really believe in an independent ! am perfectly aware that this bill is tional minutes.)
elections commission with the ability to not perfect, and ! think we perhaps went Mr. HAYS of Ohio. ]Vlr. Chairman, I
make some determinations which, no a little too far on page 17 when we said am trying to keep this deba_ short. I do
matter whether they are general or that every advisory opinion should be not intend to ask for a lot of extra time,.
specific, are probably going to have to rendered under the fman of a regulation As I was saying, somebody mentJ, oncq!
stand for 60 to 90 days at least, we ought and sent up here. the Public Utilities Commission. We have
to eliminate this section and vote for this The gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. a public utilities commhssio_a in the State
amendment. LoNa) has an amendment which has of Ohio. 2[qaey call it the PUCO, the

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the been made in order and which he will Public Utilities Commission of Ohio.
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I have said repeatedly that if I a:m vote on the Frenzel amendment, we w:_lN have the force of law? The gentleman
ever Governor of Ohio, the first act ][am have an opportunity to stand up and be says if this is stricken, such things will
going to ask the legislature to pass is orle counted, yes or no, as to whether we sup.. be in order; if it is not, they will not.
changing the name to the "Utilities Corn- port an independent commission. On page 16 we say in the part the gen-
mission of Ohio" and taking the word It has been said that it is improper fro: tleman, is seeking to strike at line 21:
";Public" out of it, because the utilities any regulatory commission around thi_ Any advisory opinion rendered by 'the
ihave owned it ever since it was created, town to rewrite the law and I agree; bl:l'_: Comm:ission under subsection (a) may be
The public interest is never considered, we all know or should know that no rule relied upon by (i) any person involved in the
and that has been true under Democratic written by anv regulatory commission :i}; specific transaction or activity with respect
(]rovernors and Republican Governors. of any force or effect if it contravex0.,m_ to which such advisory opinion is rendered;
Those are the only two kinds we have the law. All rules by the Federal Elco.. and (ii], any person involved in any specific
had. I think we had a Whig Governor at tion Commission must be consistent wRt:, trfuTsactlon or activity which is similar . . .

one time, but I do not think they had the the statute which we pass or they are _t And I will not read the rest of it. So we
PUCO at that time. nullity, broaden it out.

Mr. Chairman, I say to the Members Let me pass for a moment from tt:,_ Mr. WIGGINS. I agree that is the
that this Government, both State and public interest and spe_k to our narrower langu_tge of the bill, but I still ask my
National, is just commission ridden, interests as candidates for reelection l:, colleague to consider the practical effect.

Mr. Chairman, all we are asking to do the Congress. UnleSs this section :is If one ihas an immediate problem in his
in section 108 is to have them submit stricken, all advisory opinions hereto., campaign, it is not his purpose to seek a
their regulations of general applicability, fore rendered will be a nullity. Haw; any forma:[ adivsory opinion from the
if the Long amendment prevails, so that of the Members relied upon an opinion of Commi_'_sion, which requires briefs and
the Congres:_ can have a final review on the FEC? If they have, then I assur,_ requires hearings and requires an affirm-
it. them that they can no longer rely upo:u ative vote of four members of the Corn-

Mr. Chairman, I ask that the Freilzel the opinions rendered if this bill ks passed mission. Wha t he wants is an immediate
araendment be defeated, because they are all nullified, answer to the problem, and I am telling

Mi-. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I move Carl we as candidates for public office the gentleman that under this procedure
to strike the requisite number of words, get any guidance whatsoever from the he cannot get it.
and I rise in support of the amendment. Commission unless we strike this section ? F.vera if, Mr. Chairman, the Commis-

(Mr. WIGGINS asked and was given Let me tell the Members the way wt_ sion takes one's request under advise-
permission to revise and extend his re-. would expect it to work. If we in our raent and renders an advisory opinion,
marks.) campaigns between now and November should ()ne rely upon that opinion, know-

Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, we al:[ have a question about the propriety ct lng ful/..-well that it must be sent to Con-
understand that a bill regulating the certain acts which we may contemDlate gross and it is capable of being rejected
conduct of elections is a very partisan-, undertaking, the most logical thing i:r._ within 3;0 days?
prone activity. Yet, there ought to be the world for us to do is to get on the F.lections, Mr. Chairman, are very
:,_greement in this Chamber that the bill phone and call t/he FEC and ask ther_ dynamic activities. One simply cannot
which we write should reflect the public for guidance. The purpose of this of wa:it 30 to 60 to 90 days to get an answer.
interest rather than one which reflects course is to avoid violation of the law. Present procedure reflects one's personal
a jockeying for partisan advantage. Heretofore the FEC has responded to :interest as a candidate, I might say, and

Mr. Chairman, if the Members 'agree such requests Or :invitations by opinions :in my humble opinion reflects the public
with that statement, I will want to speak of counsel. They l_ave been very helpful ;nterest as well.
for a moment about where the public in- They have been helpful to me and I an: Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Will the gentle-
terestlies with respect to the amendment sure they haw. _ been helpful to o_her man yield?
offered by the gentleman from Minnesota Members in this Chamber. Mr. WIGGINS. I yield to the gentle-
(Mr. FRENZEL). The public interest_ I If, however, this section is not stricken, man from Ohio.
think, demands that there be a statute what happens to the whole procedure o:£
which regulates the conduct of Federal giving informal advice that eandidate.,_ l_.[r. HAYS of Ohio. I thank the gen-
elections. The public interest, I believe, who seek to comply with thelaw have re.- !leman for yielding.
requires that we create a body which is quested? I will tell the Members what But there is language in the bill, i will
given the duty of supervising the day-to- will happen. Let '.me read to the Mem-. _ay iD my friend, that ff one gets an
day requirements of the, law. bors from the committee report on page ',_dvisory opinion which is later put into

2[Tm public interest will be served if 3. It says as follows: :egulation and overturned, he is still
that body is independent and not doral- In any case in which the Commission L:.rotected as though it had never been
hated by any partisan interest. The pub- desh'es that an opinion of counsel shall have :_vert'urned if he relied upon it. So that
lic interest is served ii' the independent any operative effect on any person, the Com_. 'eally square proposition does not ']ie;
election commission is given authority to mission must propose a regulation based on Joes it?

the opinion of counsel. Mr WIGGINS. In my opinion thedevise rules necessary to implement the
act. Clearly, Members of the House, the Let me tell the Members what that l_'ederal Election Commission will under--
rules which are promulgated should be means. :and the clear mandate of the bill to

:,e that they should not issue an ad-fair, they should be objective and they The CHAII:tMAN. The time of the gen-
should not reflect any pari;isan bias. tleman has expired. /isory opinion which shall be relied upon

I hope at this point there has been no (By unanimous consent, Mr. W_GG_NS mless Congress has exercised its right to
disagreement in this Chamber with what was allowed to proceed for 2 additional :'atify it.
I have said. Assuming the Members minutes.) Mr. I-IAYSof Ohio. If the gentleman
agree, however, this is what this bill does Mr. WIGGINS. If one has an opinion u,i.ll yield further, if the Long amend-
to the agreed public interest: The inde- of counsel, I can tell the Members right ,:ent is adopted, I do not think there
pendent commission cannot make a rule now that he cannot rely upon it because _'ill be :any such interpretation by the
which has any force and effect at all the Connnission must propose that odin-. _:_omrnis_,4on and, as I said earlier, I in-
unless this Congress ratifies it. Well, who ion in regulation form. brad to support the Long amendment.
amongst us will stand up and say that Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, will _h) I think a lot of the arguments the
this Congress is a nonpartisan, nonob- the gentleman yield? _,.;ntleman is making will not lie if the
Jective body? It is not, it is a very patti- Mr. WIGGINS. I yield to the gentle-. :.mendment of the gentleman from
san institution. So when my friend man from Ohio. ib[inneso'ta (Mr. FaENZEL)is rejected and
spe_dcs of the independence of the corn- Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I thank the gentle- 'o!::eamendment of the gentleman from
mission, understand that the procedure man for yielding. J'.[aryland (Mr. LoNa) is accepted.
in. the bill giving this Congress the right Is the gentleman saying now that we Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chair-
to veto rules and regulations or any part are going to narrow this down beyond man, will the gentleman yield?
thereof is utterly destructive of the inde- the Commission and have some counsel Mr. WlC_,GINS. ! yield to the gentle-
pendence of the commission, When we that they appoint render opinions which man from California.
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Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I thank the Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I am by the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr.
gentleman for yielding, strongly opposed to the gentleman's FRENZEL) WOUld do would be to put an

We put into the bill that if an opinion amendment and strongly support the immense power in the hands of a llttle
is given, one can rely upon that, and views expressed by the distinguished group, to paraphrase the famous words,
even if it is overturned, if one in good chairman of the committee. "of a little group of possibly willful men
faith relied upon that opinion, he is Why did we have in the original sta- and women."
covered. So really what the gentleman tute a provision for review by Congress The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen-
is saying is not on all fours with the bill and possible veto of rules and regulations tleman from Indiana has expired.
as it was recommended, issued by the Commission? One of the (By unanimous consent, Mr. BV,_DZMaS

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- reasons, I suggest, among others, is that was allowed to proceed for art additional
tleman has expired, we want to be sure that in the framing 2 minutes.)

(By unanimous consent, Mr. WxGarss of rules and regulations, the Commission Mr. PHII.LTP BURTON. Mr. Chair-
was allowed to proceed for 2 additional complied with the intent of Congress. man, will the gentleman ylelcl?
minutes.) Members will recall that one of the Mr. BRADEMAS. I yield to the gentle-

Mr. WIGGINS. We have very care- original regulations which was vetoed man from California.
fully restricted the application of the ad- was the so-called point-of-entry regula- Mr. PHILLIP B_N. Mr. Chair-
visory opinions to the individual to whom tion which had to do with the appro- man, I would like to commend our col-
it was directed or to those who have sub- priate place at which candidates and league in the well and associate myself
stantially similar activities. When we are their committees would file their reports with the gentleman's remarks and Join
dealing as we are with a statute which in connection with their campaigns. I with the gentleman in urging our col-
is fraught with civil and criminal penal- had no particular quarrel in substance leagues to reject this propostd before us,
ties, few amongst us are going to be so with the proposal of the Federal Elec- so we can get to the proposal of the gert-
brave as to rely upon opinions directed to tion Commission that the reports should tleman from Louisiana (l_ir. Lo_,_),
others, be initially filed with the Commission but which desexwes our support.

In the remaining seconds of my time, my reason for strongly opposing that Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I
Mr. Chairman, I want to discuss a final particular point-of-entry regulation had yield to my colleague, the gentleman
practical problem. We have had 140 or to do with the fact that the Commission from California (Mr. JOHN L. BURTON),
thereabouts advisory opinions heretofore openly and clearly defined the express a member of the Committee on House
rendered. If the same pace continues in intent of Congress in the statute. Now Administration.
the future--and there is every reason to the Federal Election Commission ought Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman,
believe that the pace would increase-_ not to be writing laws. That is a respon~ I thank the gentleman for yielding.
140 rules are going to find their way to sibility which the Constitution assigns to Mr. Chairman, the gentleman has hit
the Committee on House Administration Congress. the point. By use of an advisory opinion,
where we are going to be forced to hold In like fashion, Mr. Chairman, we saw whichis outside of any regulation of the
some sort of review and exercise judg- in the Sun Oil opinion, how the Federal Federal Election Commission enacting a
ment. Whatever that judgment may be, Election Commission resorted to the de- change in the law, that really supercedes
the regulation is going to come here for vice of an advisory opinion to set forth provisions that go back to the Corrupt
final resolution, what in effect was a rule and regulation Practices Act when we prohibited from

I will tell the Members, Mr. Chairman, of great consequence affecting the Fed- the giving of corporate funds and union
that the House is not equipped to sit as eral electoral process, and the Commis- election funds to Federal elections. The
an appellate court for the Federal Elec- sion did so by using the advisory opinion reason we included advisory opinions is
tion Commission and conduct its normal procedure in order to circumvent review because they have used it in place of
legislative responsibility as well. The and possible veto by either the House or regulations.
Frenzel amendment is a responsible the Senate. Mr. BI_ADEMA8. The gentleman is
amendment and shoUld be supported. So, I think that in just those two in- correct.

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will the stances we have ample justification for Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. And gives
gentleman yield? insisting that advisory opinions of gert- them the fUll force and effect of law and

Mr. WIGGINS. ! yield to the gentle- era1 applicability be submitted like rules no one who voted the last time thought
man from Minnesota. or regulations for review and possible they were voting to permit someone to

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I would veto. I will strongly support, as will the allow corporate funds or union treasury
like to point out thatthis section of the chairman, the gentleman from Ohio funds to be used in Federal elections.
bill cancels all of the existing advisory (Mr. HAws), as he has indicated, the Last, the point the gentleman makes
opinions. And even if the Long amend- amen_iment to be offered by the gentle- that the arguments of the gentleman
merit is adopted, these advisory opinions man from Louisiana (Mr. LONG) in that from CaIifornla (Mr. WXGG_¢S) were not
are gone and we will have to start all will have the effect of making clear that on all fours is that someone can, if an
over, so instead of 140 advisories to re- advisory opinions of general applicability opinion of general applicability is issued,
view, we will actually have probably 280 will be the only advisory opinions that rely on that in good faith and ff s_
to review in the committee, will be submitted for review and possible quently that Is vet_ed, they have a de-

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I rise veto. fen,se if they stop the action they were
in opposition to the amendment. I am also supporting another provision taking, as they relied in g_)od faith on

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, of the amendment to be offered by the the opinion.
will the gentleman yield to me for the gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. LONe) So I say we should vote down the Pren-
purpose of an announcement? to remove language in the bill which says zel amendment and adopt the Long

Mr. BRADEMAS. I yield to the gentle- that an advisory opinion on a given sub- amendment and we will have something
man from Ohio, the chairman of the ject may be issued only once. that is good for the public and it will be
committee, I would simply make two other points good for us, because we are still Men-

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, before I yield to my co_league, the gentle- bets of the public and I do not think we
after clearingwith the Speaker and the man from California (Mr. ParLT.n, Bra- have to view it from a naa:row self-in-
leadership I would like to advise the To_), and say that as I listened to the terest base.
House that we hope to make all the prog- gentleman from California (Mr. Wxa- Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman; I
ress we can today on this bill, but l will Gnus) I asked myself: Is there any other yield to the gentleman from New York
move that the Committee rise at 4:30, Federal regulatory agency which does (Mi'. BLtCGI).
at which time there will be brought up what I hear the gentleman says he wants Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Chairman, ! a,w_-

: the petroleum reserves on some public the Federal Election Commission to do, clare myself with the gentleman's re-
lands, a conference report, and ! guess that is, ask for an informal telephone re- marks and I commend the gentleman
that would be the end of business due to sponse to a question and then allow the for focusing attention on the very threat
the reception which the King of Jordan questioner to rely on that response as a that this Commission present_. What it
is giving tonight, but we would continue defense? It seems to me that we should does, really, and the House should alert
onthisl_lnuntll4:30, reaUZe that what the amendment offered itself, not only in this tnsim-ice,-but in
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every instance where we pass legislation, a person. The language does not say tl:Ltt, speaking, but I am curious to know how
the intent of which is invariably sub- the opinion cannot be used as a defer, u;r, l_Iend:_ers want to speak on this amend-
vetted by the objective. I would suggest Mr. ALLEN. Ma'. Chairman, I rise b: men'L
that the Members henceforth be rrdnd- opposition to the amendment. I am som_: :.VI:t..Chairman, I ask unanimous, con-
J!ul of that subversion, because the will what; puzzled by the distinguished gent;H_:, sent that all debate on this amendment
c,f the people is thwart_l, man from California who s_upports tt:_i_ mad :i:l:_.5 minutes.

Mr. MA q._HS. Mr. Chairman, S move amendment when he indicates that rul_,_ TI'_ CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
to strike the last word. and regulations, if they were in violatio',:_ the re.quest of the gentleman from Ohio ?

Mr. Chairman, I shall not take tlhe ftdl of the clear provisions of the act, cm_d There was no objection.
5 minutes,. 'because 5 minutes is not nec- be stricken down by the courts. Tt:_,:eCHAIRMAN. Members standing
essary. Obviously, if the law is clear, there '.i_ at tl_e time the unanimous-consent re-

Mr. Chairman, I would like to point no purpose for any rules and regulatio:t:& quest 'was granted will be recognizE._l for
out what the gentlemen from California, The only time that the Commissi(r_ 2 !_!;_minutes each.
]_,{r.JOH_ L. BURTON and Mr. PHXL Bug- would have occasion to pass any rules a_:.d The Chair recognizes the gentleman
moN, and the gentie:ma:a from Indiana regulations would be where the law is no_: from l_entucky (Mr. SNYDrR).
(:Mr. BBADE:YIAS)were saging, we are not clear_ Otherwise, there would be no ne,'d:_ t_:,:. SNYDER asked and was given
giving to Congress the authority to veto If the law is..silent, then obviously t]cmi_ perm:i._;sion to revise and extend his re-
a;ny adviso]-y opinion. We are reserving body wants to be in a position to be e.d- m.ark_O
to this body the authority to veto any vised as to what ruling or regulation Icm; 1VipSNYDER. I rise, Mr. Chaimnan, in
r_._le or regulation associated with that been made by the Commission where t]:L,-_ oppc_ition to the amendment. I would
advisory opinion. If this section is law is silent on the subject, and have ti:.,- just li.ke to make the point- to Members,
stricken, we would also take out the sub- opportunity to review it for a period _:1: partJcLdarly on my side of the aisle:, that
section that provides additional protec- 30 days, If _e then feel that it is il:..., many of us are cosponsors of H.R. 9801
t_on to Members of Congress who are consistent with the intent of Congre,,_ and similar legislation, which would es-
seeking election again er to candidates then either House could veto it, ts,bli:_;h,a procedure very similar to what
for public office. I know that when I was running f,:,:: is in Eh.is bill for promulgated regulations

We say here, if they act in good faith Congress just last year, I received :_ of all the executive agencies.
tn accordance with 'the provisions and $2,500 contribution from the Democra[:_: _¢r_ Chairman, I think that one of the
shalI not as; a result of -_ny such act _ Party Telethon Committee, in front _d' problems that we have in this emxutry
subject to any sanctions provided by this television cameras and the public the_l_ today is that we are being govern_ by
act. attending. The day before the electim:., regul_tions that are issued by agencies

Mr. Chairman, I think that provision it was challenged by my distingu, isll_i_d that are not at all in accordance with
aP[one would make it worthwhile to sup- Republican opponent who clatrned tl:_l_ the i:ai;ent of the laws as we have pa_md
jport the committee pro_qsion and. leave law limited such contributions to $1,0(]0 them in the Congress. Every day in our
this section in the bill. I wrote to the E:lectlon Commission asl_ .. ma:il we get oomplatnts from our con-

Mr. V_IG_INS. Mr. Chairman, will the lng for an advisory opinion. It t_:d_: gtitue_.ats, who write in and say, "This
gentleman yield? about 3 months to get It. In the mea:r_.. regu]al:ion has been issued and that reg-

Mr. BRAI)EM. AS. I yielld to the gentle.- time, I return the $1,500 by which ti[_,i_ ulation has been 'issued, in regard to
:.man from California. $2,500 exceeded what my distinguish,iff.! OS:H.& and all of the rest, and you know

Mr. WIC_.qlNS. Mr. Chairman, that J[s opponent said was the maximum thai; i[ and ,_'e know that that is not what Con-
a salutary change in the law, but :it ils could accept, but eventually we receive::.[ gress :meant." And, quite frankly, ff there
effectively undermined b:? a later section an advisory that said that I could reeei_a_ were _'mme way to require this kind of a
o:f the lay/, which I will call to the atten.- $1,000 of it for the primary electio:_ propos:ition be Put into effect in regard
ti.on of my colleagues. On page 28 of the "$1,000 of it for the general election, an,::,, to _tll of the agencies and all of the re_-
bi.ll it says that no advisory opinion shall the other $500 i,o help pay off my del:'l_ lations, and make them all come back
be used against any person as having the left from the general election, dc,w_ here to the appropriate eommit_ee
force of law. Well now, this was an advisory opinio_ and have the Congress take a look at

Accordingly, if one acts in good faith, But if they pass rules and regulation::;: them to see if they were in accordance
one is morally secure, but one's at_:orney it wfil only be because, and would on]i!_ with the intent of what we meant when
is not going to be able to inform the be necessitated because, the law is :_lle:[_'! we passed the law, I think the corinth7
court of that moral security, on the subject. If the ]aw is silent on thai would be running a lot better. It would

Mr. MATH'IS. I would say to the zen- subject and the Commission passes regu- certainly minimize the "rule by regula-
tl,_man from California that I am not lations, certainly this body should be in _ tic,ri' that is causing all our people so
sutre i read that section on page 28 in position to review any regulation adopte_J mucL. trouble and grief.
that way, but, ff so, I will certainly _.up- by the Commission, on which the Con.. The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-
port an amendment at, that time to grea_ has been silent, nizes i.he gentleman from Texas (Mr.
clarify that particular position. Mr. HAYS of Ohio. ;Mr. Chairman. wi) l Ec_:_a_:aT).

Mr. FI_ENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will the the gentleman yield?
gentleman yield? Mr. ALLEN. I yield to the gentlema: i C.VIr.ECKHAi_DT asked and was given

Mr. MATHIS. I yield to the gentlenxa_a from Ohio. permi.ssion to revise and extend his
from Minnesota. Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I would say tha:: remalfks.)

Mr. FRENZEL. The gerrtleman will not the gentleman raade a good argument, R/_r ECKHARDT. Mr. Chai_Taan, I
have that opportunity because, under the but. let me just advise the gentleman an,::.l favor the Frenzel amendment. It slim-
rule, he will not be able to offer _.hat the House that the law does not nece._,;., inate_; the so-called congressional veto
amendment, sarily have to be silent. The law ws,_: wher_ :an advisory opinion of the Corn-

Mr. MATHIS. I am delighted to hear specific on the point of entry, and the::;' missio:l:_,is concerned. If it were possi_fie
that, I would say to the gentleman from made a regulation totally ,contrary 'b:, under the rule, I would eliminate the
Minnesota. what the law' says. So, it even goe_ congxessional veto of any Commission

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, I move to beyond what the gentleman is sayin_l, rule,. :1:think we have improvidently dele-
strike the last word, and :[ rise in opposi.- and that is wlly this is here, to protecd; gated I;oo much power to the Commission
tion to the amendment, the House and the public, in pe::'mitting it, by an interpretation of

Mr. BRADEMAS. l_r. Chairman, will Mr. ALLEN. I am in agreement wit:!_ law $:;iven to a candidate, to in effect
the gentleman yield? the way the bill is presently written, and nullify positive provisions of law. By the

Mr. ALLEN. I yield to the gentleman I am opposed tx) the amendment tha:, overly restrictive rule which we adopted
from Indiana. would permit the Election Commissio:_l on th:ia bill, that flaw cannot be corrected

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr, Chairman, _ without review by the Congress to adop,:l here i:oday. It was for this reason ppi-
would just like to poin_ out that the any kind of rules and regulations it see_; marily that I voted against the rule.
language on page 28 that was the subject fit, whether the law is silent or not. lB'at the way to correct the flaw would
of the discussion a moment ago says Mr_ HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, 7. properly have been to delineate care-
that the opinion cannot be used agains'_ do not want %o cut anybody off from fully 1:he Commission's authority--not to
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tie that authority to a yo-yo string so we Rhodes Smith, Nebr. Walsh NOT VOTING---29
can pull it back. The former process of Rinaldo Spence Wampler Adams H_bert NixP_obinson Stanton, Whalen Alexander HenderSOn Pepper
-discreet, final delegation is always the Rogers J. Wllliam Whitehurst Barrett Hinshaw Riegle
proper principle. I deplore the growth of Roush Steelman Wiggins Beard,R.L Holland H_dino
the congressional veto technique because Ruppe Steiger, Ariz. Wilson, Bob Biester Ichord SarbanesSarasin Steiger, Wis. Winn Breckinridge Jenrette Stratton
it always encourages loos6 delegation Schneebel! Studds Wydler Chisholm Johnson, Pa. S.,nnington
upon the assumption that the legislation Schulze Ta!cott Wylie Goldwater LaFalce Udalt
can be pulled back for later revision. Sebelius Thone Young, Alaska Guyer Macdonald WhiteSharp Treen Ymmg, Fla, Hayes, Ind. Madigan

But the legislative veto technique is Shriver VanderJagt
particularly abhorrent in legislation Simon Vander Veen Mr. MOAKLEY _hanged his vote from
which has peculiar application to the NOES--269 "aye"to "no."
very persons who hold the veto power, the Aozug Fountain Nichols SO the amendment was rejected.
two Houses of Congress. It is as if securi- Addabbo Fraser Nolan The result of the vote was announced
ties legislation, making certain conduct Allen Fuqua Nowak as above recorded.Ambro Gaydos Oberstar
of brokers, dealers and speCialists crimi- Anderson. Glaimo Obey A_END_EN_'O_'FEREDBYMR.LO1Vt_OFLOFJIiSIAIqA
hal, were subject to veto by the New York Calif. Gibbons O'Hara Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Chair-
Stock Exchange. Indeed, we have given Andrews, N.C. Ginn O'NeillAnnunzio Gonzalez Ottlnger m_an, I offer an amendment.
members of exchanges certain self-gov- Ashbrook Green Passman The clerk read as. follows:
ernance, but not to this extent. Under Ashley Haler Patten, N.J.
the bill before us we can veto a general AuCoin Hall Patterson, Amendment; offered by Mr. LON_ of Louisi-

Badillo Hanley Calif. aa_a: On page 17, line 4, after the word "opln-
interpretation of law applicable to us and Baldus nannaford Pattison, N.Y. ion" insert "of general applicability" and or,
thus impel the Commission to follow an- B_ucus Hansen Perkins page 17, line 9 strike out all after the word
other course in a matter in which we Bauman Harkin Peyser "Commission." through line 14.
have a direct interest. Bedell Harrington PickleBergland Harris Pike (Mr. LONe] of Louisiana asked and was

Whenever we retain in ourselves au- Bevi!! Hawkins Poage given permission to revise and extend his
thorlty to review post-enactment appli- Biaggi Hays, Ohio PreyerBingham Hefner Price remarks.)
cation of legislation we tend to move m_ncharq Helstoski Randall Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Chairman,
from our legislative role toward an ad- B!otxin nicks Range] the purpose of my amendraent in very
judicatory role. I oppose this trend gen- Boggs Hightower Bees simple language is to guarantee that iiBol_nd Holt Reuse
eraBy but I oppose it particularly and Bolling Holtzman Richmond the Federal Election Commission issues
vehemently when the adjudication is In Bonker Horton Rlsenhoover an advisory opinion that has any general
our own ease. ,_.owen Howard RobertsBradema,_ Howe Roe applicability, it has to put it in the

The flaw is an ugly deformity in an Breaux Hubbard Roncalio form of a regulation and [et the Con-
otherwise attractive billed deformity so Brink]er Hughes Rooney gross review it,

Brodhead Hungate Bose My amendment is in two parts. Thegross that it will make me part corn- Brooks Jacobs Rosenthal
party with my friends, the bill's sup- Brown, Calif, Jarman Rostenkowski first part would allow individual candi-.
porters, unless the bill is improved by off- Burke, Calif. Johnson, Calif. Roussel0t dates to still ask the FEC a specific ques-.
setting amendments. Burke, Fla. Johnson, Colo. Roybal lion, to get advice from the FEe without

Bur!eson, Te×. Jones, Ala, Runnels
The C"HArRMAN. The question is on _url_son, Mo. Jones, N.C. Russo their having to submit that advice to

the amendment offered by the gentle- m_wn, John Jones, Okla. Ryan Congre6s for review. However, the Com-.
Burton, Phillip Jones, Tenn. St Germain mission would still be required to submit

man from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL). Byron Jordan Santint all advisory opinions of any general ap-.The question wes taken; and on a carney Karth Satterfield
division (demanded by Mr. FRENZEL] Carr Kastenmeier Scheuer plicability at all to Congr_,_s for review.Chappell Kazen Schroeder This will allow a candidat_ in the middle
there were--ayes 22, noes 51. Clancy Ketchum Seiberling of a campaign to get the information he_ECORDED VOTE Clawson, Del Keys Shipley

Clay Koch Shuster needs without having to wait the 60 day_;
Mr, FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman. I de- Cleveland Krebs Sikes that might be required for congressional

mand a recorded vote. Collins, Ill. Krueger Sisk review and at the same time reserve the
A recorded vote was ordered. Collins, Tex. Landrum SkubitzConFers Leggett Slack right of Congress to review the proposed
The vote was taken by electronic de- corman Lehman Smith, rowa regulations in whatever fonm they might

vice, and there were--ayes 134, noes 269, cornell Levitas Snyder appear.
not voting 29, as follows: cotter Litton SolarzCrane Lloyd, Calif. Spellman MI'. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, will

[Roll No. 147] D'Amours Lloyd, Tenn. Staggers the gentleman yield?
Daniel, Dan Long, La. Stanton, Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield to theAYES--134 Daniel, R.W. Long, Md. James V.

Abdnor Edwards, Ala. La_ta Daniels, N.J. Lundine Stark gentleman :[rom Ohio.
Anderson, rtl. Emery Lent Danielson McCormack Steed Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I thank the gentle-
Andrews, Erlenborn Lott Davis McDonald Stephens

N. Dak, Esch Lujan de la Garza McFall Stokes max1 for yielding.
Archer Eshleman McClory De]ahoy McHugh Stuckey May I say that I am prepared, as
Armstrong Fenwick McCloskey Dellums McKay Sullivan manager of the bill, to accept the gentle-Aspin Findley McCollister Dent Madden Symms
Bafalis Fish McDade Derrick Mahon Taylor, Mo, man's amendment, but I would like t_
Beard, Tenn. Foley McEwen Derwinski Mathis Taylor, N.C. make a little legislative history about the
Bell Forsythe MclKinney Devine Matsunaga Teague part he is striking out. The reason that
Bennett Frenzel Maguire Diggs Meeds Thompson
Broomfield Prey Mann Dingell iMelcher Thornton was put in there_that language on line
Brown, Mich. Gilman Martin Dod_l Metcaife Traxler 14 through line 19--was beCause we have
Brown, Ohio Etoodllng Mazzoli Downey, N.Y. Meyner Tsongas instances such as one which the gentle-
Broyhlll Gradison Michel Downing, Va. Mezvinsky Ullman
Buchanan Grassley Miller, Ohio Drinan Mlkva Van Deerlin man from Illinois (Mr. I_OSTENKOWSKI)
Burgener Gude Mitchell, N.Y. Duncan, Oreg. Milford Vanlk can detail where he asked for an advisory
Burke, Mass, Hagedorn Moakley Edgar Miller, Calif. VigOrito opinion and got an opiinion, and 3
Butler Hamilton Moffett Edwards, Calif. Mills Waggonner weeks later I believe it was the gentlemanCarter Hammer- Montgomery Eilberg Mlneta Waxman
Cederberg sehmldt Moore English Minish Weaver from Oregon, (Mr. ULLMA'N) who asked
Clausen, Harsha Moorhead, Evans, Colo. Mink Whitten the same question and got a tot/ally con.-

Don H. Hechler, W. Va. Calif. Evans, Ind. Mitchell, Md. Wilson, c.H. trary advisory opinion. So what we were
Oochran Heckler, Mass. Mosher Evins, Tenn. Mollohan Wilson, Tex.
Cohen Heinz Mottl Fary Moorhead, Pa. Wirth trying to do was to keep them from is-
Conable Hlllls Myers, Pa. Fascell Morgan Wolff su'.lng contradictory adviso]._ opinions.

Conlan Hutchinson O'Brlen Fisher Moss Wright Will the gentleman say that if theyConte Hyde Petits Fithlan Murphy, Ill. Yates
Coughlin Jeffords Fressler Flood Murphy, N,Y. Yatron issue two opinions on the same subject
Dicktllson Kasten Pritchard Florio Murtha Young, Ga. direCtly contravening each other, that
Duncan, Tenn. Kelly Quie Flowers Myers, Ind. Young, Tsxo that would be considered of general aP-du Ponl; Kemp Quillen Flynt Natcher Zablocki
Early Kindness Rallsback Ford, Mich. Need Zeferett_ plicability ?
Eckhardt Lagomarsino Regula Ford, Tenn. l_ledzt MI', LONG of Louisiana. :I do not think,
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Mr. Chairman, that in ally way 1;hs_t has issued 520 advisory opinions, an:l I may say I voted for the amendment
could be considered as other than of 127 of these were issued since the first c:! offered by the gentleman from Minne-
general nature; that is, the second one, this year. Our time is too limited to de.. sota (ih/Ir. FRENZEL) but I do not think
:ti it is in conflict with one that has rout it to this kind of activity, the_Te is any conflict in a vote for t[he
been issued prior to 'that time. I would In fact, this amendment will in el,. Freaze]. amendment and also for t.he
al_ee with the gentleman's statement fect spell out the law as we have all be. Z[mng .amendment, the Frenzel amend-
that it would be one of general nature lieved it to be all along--my amendmen: me,:Lt have been more sweeping and hay-
and subject to regulation and subrnis- would permit the FEC to provide timel:, ing been defeated.
_ion to the Congress for its review, advisory opinions to specific inquries b_l: Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, will

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I thank the gert- would at the same time put a stop t¢._ the gem.tlemanyield?
tleman, issuing what are actually regulations i::_ Mr, ECKHARDT. I yield to the gentle-

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will the the form of advisory opinions for tkm man t_'om Indiana.
gentle, nan yield? sole purpose of circumventing the will o:' Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I

Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I yield to the Congress. eongr_tulate the gentleman from Louisi-
gentleman from Minnesota. Along the same lines, the second par; ana on a very constructive amendment

Mr. FRENZEL. I thank the gentleman of my amendment would permit the FEC and hope that it is agreed to with strong
for yielding, to give the same answers to the sarc,_ support on both sides of the aisle.

Mr. Chairman, the nLin01qty side agree,; questions from several individuals. ¥Vhsm (Mx.),2CKItARDT asked and was g:_ven
with the Long amendment. I would like I mean by this is if a candidate in Loll.. permi_;_ion to revise and extend his re-
to state parenthetica_ly, however, thai; isiana and a candidate in Iowa ask th.,! mark_.)
the gentleman's ame_ldment is a good FEC what is basically the same question The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
one in that it improves the bill. the Commission can answer both in. _he a_endment offered by the gentleman

It does not, however, do nearly enough., quiries on an individual basis, from Louisiana (Mr. LONG).
It only means that the flaws that have In summary: I believe that :my amend- The amendment was agreed to.
]been in this section have had a Band-Aid ment strikes a reasonable balance: A1VIIg24;DB/IENTOFFEREDBY MR. FRENZEL

applied to tl_em, but they have been by It allows the FEC to continue its rule- Mr. FRENZEI,. Mr. Chairman, I offer
no means cured, making authority; _n ami_ndment.

Mr. LONG of Louisialo. a. Mr, Chair- It 'will allow Congress to e.ontinue t[J TheClerk read as follows:

J:lu[n, my amendment see_ks to make a review FEC regulations in whatever form Amenclment offered by Mr. FREeZEr: Pa_e
co:trple of technical but very important they might appear; and lo, II:n_. 17. strike out "Notwithstanding any
changes in the committee bill. It will allow the candidates out in th,-'_ ,_ther provgsion of this".

It would allow the FEC to continue its huskings to continue to get timely an- Page ]8, strike out line 18 through line 25.
lnalemaking authority---it will allow Cen- swers to their individual questions.

(Mir. FRENZEL asked and was givengress to continue to review FEC reguJa- I urge my colleagues to support my
tlons in whatever form they might ap- amendment. ;>ermiasion to revise and extend his re-
pe_kr--and it will allow candidates out in Further explanation of the second parl ::_ar_.)
tl_e huskings to continue to get thnely of th_ amendment--the portion which Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Cha_irman, by
ar_,_wers to their individual questions on _r_es the prohibition agalw_t multiple _greenl,_,:nt of the distinguished commit-
an a_-needed basis, opinions on the same subject. :ce claai:rman we are attempting roughly

Many unanticipated problems have Under the committee bill every opin-- ;o ta,k_ _e amendment made in order
arisen with regard to ,,_ called advisory ion would have to be rcwiewed. Th_ ne-. :,y _e rule in the order that l;hey ap.-
opinions. Under the present law the FEC ces_it_ted a procedure to limit the total :eared _n the rule, bat al_o including
£_ _equired to submit all proposel reguta- number of opinions because otherwise :one wkmn they apply to the same sec..
%ions to Congress for review. In order to the Congress weuld spend all its time re- !;_on, a_ we took the Long amendment. :[
circumvent this review procedure the viewing them. The committee's solution ::ope ti:mt might help some of the Men-.
I_V_C has resorted to issuing so-called ad- was to allow only 1 opinion on a subject. _ers £o]lc>w the action here.
visory opinions in lieu of regulations, Since the Long amendment would. This particular, amendment strikes
since those opinions do not presently make only the generally applicable opin- _nguage_ on page 18 which is known as
require congressional review. Clearly ions reviewable, this limitation surf/- ae l_[athis amendment, after its author,
thi:_ kind of activity is in direct contTa- ciently cuts down the workload of the :]_e d:[s'i:i,nguished gentleman from Geor-.
diction of the intent of Congress. Congress and there is no longer a neces- _[a. q?hi..,3 amendment deletes that Is.n-.

In response to this practice the corn- sity to limit the number of opinions. -uage.
Mr. ECKHAttDT. 1Vir. Chairman, I The language of the bill would prohibit

nuttee has rightfully asserted congres- rise in favor of the amendment. _-te Federal Election Commission from
sional review over these kinds of advisory Mr, Chairman, I favor this amend- _vestigating employees of any Member
opinions. I commend tile chairman and ment because it :narrows the area for _bhe _,f Con_l;,q'ess whether the Federal staff
the members of the House Administ_ca-

process which has ordinarily been de-. _:.ember is engaged in improper conduct,
tion Committee for recognizing this scribed as the congressional veto. i_::_propc:_' eampaig_ activities, or Eor any
problem and seeking to solve it--and I I am against congressional veto as a _ _ason _qthout first consulting the office
support them in this effort, general proposition. I think it invites 'too i older. Lf., after consultation, the office

lq[owever, in attempting to solve tk_e much delegation of authority and I think: [Lolder l:_:rovides an affidavit for the Elee-
larger problem, we have created yet an- paxticularly the bill delegates too much i:on Cernrntssion and says: "This ezn-
ol;her one. Suppose a candidate who is authority in making an advisory opinion ! ]oyee ils perforrning his regularly as-
ae'tively involved in a heated campaign altogether insulate against prosecution, , _ned duties," then the Federal Election
needs the benefit of FEe expertise and presuming one has received a favorable , :om:m:is._ion is obliged not to continue
advice on a particular question. Under opinion. I think that is the real evil and '[th ![t_; investigation. As a matter of
,the committee bfil the candidate's re- I thipA< it ought (;o be cured, but this : _ctthe]anguagesays that:
que_;twould go unanswered until the FEC may not be cured by amendment under An af_:¢[avit given by the person holdi_xg
forraulated their response and submitted the rule. I <dera[[ office that such staff employee is per-
it t_ Congress for review. This proce_ But at least the amendment offered _ _.ming _L,_regularly assigned duties shall 'be
would take up to 60 days and the cam- by the gentleman from Louisiana (Mr. _ _omt:,let,'_;bar to any further inquiry or in-
pai_m might be over and the question LoNo) does knock out the provision by _ _igati, z..:_of the matter involved.
moot. Under my amendment this type which Members of Congress may in effect And that investigation to begin with
of individual specific request will be an* veto a negative limited advisory opinion ,: ,vers a_:.y of the utilization or activities
swered by the FEC without delay, affecting their question. The only tYPe _:_:any staff employee of any person hold-

Another practical consideration is that of veto that may be had, as I under- i_-FederalofiSce.
the House of Representatives does not stand it, under the Long amendment is, rhere:'fore, if somebody on a Member's
have the time---and should not take _ae a general advisory opinion and not a spe- _i _ff is: under investigation by the Fed-
thn_-to reviey these kinds of individual clfic one. Therefore I think the Long ,_ .al ,E][e_:;_ion Commission for any ptu'-
ha qu_ries. Since the _ was formed It amendment hnproves the bill. i;: ::_e, _axder the broad language of thJts
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bill, and ! assume this purpose could be member of his staff from taking corpo- ! do not think many Members of Con-
receiving cash above the limits of the rate bonds or cash or whatever, gress--and I know the President does not
bill, perhaps receiving corporate money, Let me tell this House what we were because he got pretty worked up when his
then the Federal Election Commission trying to do. Everyone has a district of- staff was subject to an investigation as to
must notify the Member. The Member rice, or ff they do not, they have a Wash- how they are spending every minute of
provides the affidavit. The investigation ington office. Next September somebody the day--I do not think there is a Mere ~
must stop. calls a Member's office and the girl picks ber in this House who would say that his

Now, there was a time in this Congress, up the phone and this person says, staff does not work overtime every day,
and there will be times in the future, "Where do I get some literature on Mr. and to make a certification that they are
when we have been worried about execu- Jones for Congress?" putting in full time, which is a 40-hour
tive privilege by Members in the other Now, unless she hangs up the phone week, would be something that any Mere-
branch; but here is a case where we have without opening her mouth, she could be ber in this Congress could do because I
granted the congressional privilege to all subject to an investigation by the Fed- doubt if any of us have any staff who are
our employees to do whatever they favor eral Election Commission. Now, they have not putting in 50 hours a week. H they
without fear of investigation, as long as 142 employees, by last count. They are want to go to a county fair in the evening
we swear that they are a full-time em- growing every day. and hand out literature to help their
ployee of ours. Mr. Chairman, there is an article in bosses get re-elected because their jol_

Now, our affidavit does not have to say the paper today that says, "Election hinge on it, I do not think that some
that the person was not doing anything Panel Still Operating": high-paid, $30,000 per year investigator,
wrong. It just has to say that that person Those who thought the Federal Election because he does not have anything else to
is an employee performing regularly as- Commission might dissolve when the Su- do, should be coming around to Membei_'
signed duties, preme court ruled that it was constituted offices trying to find out what the staff is

Now I believe the amendment orlgi- illegally thought wrong, doing.
nally was intended to take care of a prob- It says further: The CHAIRMAN. The time of thegentleman from Ohio has expired.
lem that Members were concerned if Although the Commission lost some of its (By unanimous consent Mr. HaYs of
their staff were involved in their spare powers when a court delay of its ruling ran
time or in their own time on political out March 22, it is continuing to function in Ohio was allowed to proceed for 1 addi-
work, that they would be subject to in- a broad area and is continuing to grow. tional minute.)
vestigation. As a matter of fact, I do Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, will
not know of any law on the books that It is continuing to grow. When the the gentleman yield?
says our staff cannot work in volunteer Chairman of the Commission said that Mr. HAYS of Ohio. ! yield to the
political activity. Nobody working under he sent the investigators in to Mr. ROSE'S gentleman from New Jersey.
any congressional Member is Hatched district--you know, this town is as leaky Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, is it
that I know of. as a sieve--the next morning one of his not a fact on which to state that this is

Therefore, this amendment is abso- own staff' came up to my office and said: a matter which deserves serious atten-
This is not true, and X will lose my Job tion, but which properly belongs, in fact,

lutely unnecessary· It simply looks to if it is known I talked to you, but the chair- under the rules of the House and under
the public as though we are being self- man did order those people down into Mr. the existing law, in either the Committeeserving and absolutely isolating all of ROSE'Sdistrict.
our employees from any kind of inves- on Standards of Official Conduct or in
tigation whatsoever. In my judgment, it I said, "Why?" He said, "Because we the Department of Justice where, if
is not necessary. It does not improve the have so many people down there we did there is an abuse, it can be corrected?
bfil. The protection that is given is not not have anything for them to do and we Mr. HAYS of Ohio. No question about
something that is needed· Because of the thought this was useful make-work for it. If there is a criminal violation it be-
quite obvious interpretation that it will them." longs in the Department of Justice, and
be self-serving, I think it should b,e Now, it that staff member is telling me nothing in this paragraph prohibits the
eliminated· the truth--and I have not brought either Department from making an investiga-

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chair- he or the Chairman in and put them tion.
man, will the gentleman yield? under oath; perhaps I should--if what Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, ! move

Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- he said is true, they are way overstaffed to strike the last word, and I rise in sup-
man from California. and you can just bet that your opponent port of the amendment.

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chair- is going to have somebody call your office (Mr. WIGGINS asked and was given
man, I thank the gentleman for yield- and ask where he can get some literature, permission to revise and extend his re-
lng. I wfil vote for the gentleman's If the girl tells him, he is going to file a marks.)
amendment. We voted, I think, alike in complaint with the Federal Electior, Mr. WICrGINS. Mr. Chairman, frankly,
the committee on this issue· I would just Commission and they are going to be in I have mixed emotions about the amend-
associate myself with the remarks of the there, ment. As explained by the chairman, the
gentleman as they pertain to documents You know, the challenger has it all on language in the bill performs a useful
and amendments, his side. I have three fellows running function. I am sure that it was the in-

Mr· FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I thank against me. Two of them are circulating tention of our colleague from Georgia
the gentleman for that contribution. I literature, not a piece of which has any (Mr. MAT_IS) when he offered the amend-
hope the amendment will be adopted· identification on it as to where it came merit in the committee. The difficulty,

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, ! from. It is a direct violation of this law. however, is that the language itself is
rise in opposition to the amendment. I am not going to file any charges against rather sweeping. Perhaps even if the

Mr. Chairman, I think it is fair to say them because it would only draw atten- amendment is defeated, we can narrow
that the gentleman from Minnesota in tion to them, but you can bet that if it
the gentleman's zeal to be righteous has were I who was doing it, there would be its scope by legislative history, which the
slightly misconstrued what this amend- charges filed and the Commission would chairman has offered and which I shall
ment does. First, it does not restrict it- have me in headlines in every paper in offer.As I understand the word "actlvltlE.s
._e!f to employees and Members of Con- my district, on line 19, page 18 of the bill, the activi-
._ress. The thing came about because the There is nothing in this that says you ties to which the bill is referring relal:es
Federal Election Commission announced can exempt employees from a criminal
_:hat it was going to have an investigation violation. What it says, in effect, is that to conduct by a staff member whichmight have some beneficial effect in the
of Mr. Rogers Morton as to how he was the Commission cannot come into your campaign but whichdoes not interfere
spending his time. It does not have any- office and inquire of every one of your with that staff member's performance of
thing to do and it was not intended to employees, "how many hours did you
have anything to do with any criminal work today? Did you do any political his regularly assigned duties.
activities. That is reserved for the De- work? Did you answer the phone and I am sure the chairman agrees with
partment of Justice, and no affidavit per- answer a political question?" And so on me.
mitting Members is going to prevent any and so on and so on. Mr. HAYS of Ohio. If the gentleman
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wt]l yield, yes, ! completely agree with more than most of the bureaucra_ particq;_atton of a member of a staff of
t_:_ _pretatiom dovaRown work. Most of .our Peopk _he H0t:_e in a Preside_tial primary. A

Mr. YOUNG af Florida. Mr. Chair-. work a good deal more than that. questlol_ arose, and the question wa_ re-
,mm, will the gentleman yield? Mr_ WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, th_: :ferrE_ _t_ the Committee on Standards

Mr. WIGGINS. I yield to the gentle- reason I am supporting the amendment, _ Offie:ial Conduct, which gave an oi_-
man from Florida (Mr. Yom_G). notwithstanding this clarifying legtsla._ lion t_}O'LUrcolleague to the effect that, as

:Mr. YOUNG of Florida. I thank the tire history, is that the affidavit proce,_ Ee chairman of the committee has
iientleman for yielding, dure on lines 22 through 25 is truly in.. _ta_l very few of us have any em-

:Mir. Chairman, I would like some ii- artfully drafted. The affidavit simpl:l_ ployee_,_ who work fewer than 40 hours a
a._ion and advice, must; declare that the employee is :per _eek:. _c_ a matter of _act, the great ma-

Suppose a Member--.and I think we all forming regularly assigned duties. ThE_ joritr c,f them work longer than that..
p:r_ably have had this ¢_cur--receives, affidavit in a more perfect statute ought There is one thing implicit in the rules,
l_ piece of man from a constituent which to negate the charge. It ought to StatE_ ,md ths,t is that theoretically at least
l_Jks about four or five legislative is- that his employee is not engaged in the i_here ._!sno such thing as part4ime em-
_,q_m,and then all of a sudden they will political activities which form the basi_,_ ployee:_. A member of any Member's staff,
_ay, "I sure support the President," or of the charge. A response that an em._ _otwit_,_;tanding the amount of pay', is
'q[ _ure do not support the President," or, ptoyee is regularly employed may not be cons_Lder'ed to be an employee of the
'"I hope you get elected'.," or, "l hope you at all responsive to the charge against Ho_.:e_
do not get elected." But ii; is all part of the employee. Because of this imperfec._ The C!ommittee on Standards of Offi-
theoveraU letter. Either they are asking tion, I support the amendment. _:lal C(_nduct in a carefully worded opin-
for help in a case before a Federal agency Mr. NEDZI. Mr. Chairman, will the ion sial;ed that it; was a matter of discre-
or they are talking about their position gentleman yield? {:loft as to whether an employee of a
on legislation, or even asking a question, Mr_ WIGGINS. I yield to the ger,ttle. !_ieml_i_r's staff was working full time er
_/hat do we do? Do we have to tta'ow man :from Michigan (Mr. NrDzx). t_ot., 'lq;rare was no reference to the man-
that letter in the wastebasket because it Mr. NEDZI. I thank the gentleman, fo:t :_er of hours. Presumably. full time, as
maXes some reference to a political yielding. !.he gentleman from Ohio (Mr. H_,s),
· aatter? Mr'. Chairman, I note the gentleman _:aid, _.: 40 hours, and they are allowed to

Mr. WIGGINS. May I say to the gcn- used the words "working full time." _'nai iake va_:_.ations. A staff person should not
tteman that the answer tc that question is not the provision in the bill. :_e hqh_bited from the exercise of his or
l,.a no. One does not have to throw the Mr. WIGGINS. Le_ me clarify that. !xer right on his or her own time to de-
letter in the wastebasket. And the same Mr. N'EDZI. There are such things as _ote time to political activity, including
answer, I believe, would be given ff r_he part-time employees, and I Just feel that time o_ behalf of his or her employer,
1,ether were devoted entirely to the con-. the legislative history should make thai :,nce the full-tlme work for the Govern..
stituent's support of the gentlemaa's clear. ::_ent _ ._'_ompleted. Whether it is or is not
campaign. I would think :ff the letter is The CHAIRMAN. q_e thne of the _.s eleci:lon year, incidentally, is Ir.-
entirety In support of a Member's cam-. gentleman from California has expired_ :elevaht
!c_atgn, it ought to be answerdd by the (By unanimous consent, Mr. Wxocr_:_ Mr. ]I_[AYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
campaig n committee, rather than the was allowed to proceed for I additional :,_illthe gentleman yield?
gentleman's staff, but a response to a minute.) Mr. THOMPSON. I yield to the chair-
constituent on any subject by official Mr. WIGGINS. 1Vir. Chairman, I am :aan oY !:he committee.
staff is not illegal, gratef_d to the gentleman from Michigan iV[r_'J_LAYSof Ohio. Mr. Chairman, the

What we are getting at is the possible (Mr. NEDZr) for raising' that point, i,,entleman has brought up the full-time
mi.,;use of staff which r_dght be employed The, Mathis amendment as originally :hatter, and perhaps the remarks I made
f'or the purpose of making telephone proposed did use the words "40 hours per _.bou_ _ 40-hour week were a little mis-
calls on behalf of the officeholder, week," and it was amended in committee .eadl:aU because many Members, I am

Conduct of that sort is not insulated, to use the language "regularly assigned rare, employ people on a half-day basis.
_ut if a staff member were employed duties." !_er s,mse I have been here I have had
and performs his or her congressio.ual Therefore, a part-time employee would :allege students on my staff or on the
dui2es, there is certalnly no indication in- not be barred from partic:ipation irt :ommlt_r_e staff who worked a half-day
tended that that staff member also political activities in. his off-time, md wh,::, were paid about half as much
coctld not be supportive of a Member's Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chair.. .s a _m:tu,;onwho worked all day.
carapaign, on his or her own time. man, will the gentleman yield? So _J::tat is why the language was

3ir. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman: will Mr. WlC, GINS. I yield to the gentle-. :hanged in committee to state that this
the gentleman yield? man from Marylando kafl employee is performing his regular.-

Mx. WIGGINS. I yield to the gentle_ Mr. LONG of Maryland. Mr. Chair.. 7 a_si_i_:ned duties. While the law lkself
man from Ohio (Mr. H_¥s). man, i_ has been my understanding that md thi_ rules of the House make nopro,-

by "full time" we do not mean regular ,islon _i,'.)rhalf-time or part-time em..
Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I thank the gentle- hours. Congressional employees are sim-. :doyee_:_ _here are a lot of them here, and

man for yielding, ply responsible for working full time in _s lo:au as they are putting in the time
]_lr. Chairman, I would say that I ,:on- the sense they put in 40 hours a week, or wh!ich they are hired, they are pro..

c'tJx again with the gentleman corn- but this would not necessarily mean ;ected i_ the employer says they are per--
pletely, and I would go further and point within the period from 9 to 5. _orraing their assigned duties.out that the Member must make an ai_-.
davit to that effect. An affidavit falls ir. to They are committed to all sorts of ir., Mr. l_",_x'_I-IARIYr.Mr. Chairman, will

regular hours, and sometimes they work he ge_:12eman yield?
the perjury laws. As I understand it--I at night. My employees work at night, Mr_ r_IOMPSON. _ yield to the gen..
depend on the gentleman from Califor- they work all kinds of crazy hours, and ;_eman from Texas.
nia (Mr. Wm0ZNS) for my legal advice--, that would enable them to have time Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, am ;[
but all the Member is saying is that that during the day l_) engage in political orrect :in assuming that what this meansstaff member in this al_Mavit worked full activities.
time, which I define to mean 40 hours a :_ that _s long as an employee is per--
w_._k. And if he wants to go out a:ad Mr. W_GGrNS. The words, "full time,'" 'cringing his regularly assigned duties for
campaign on Saturday and Sunday--be- do not appear in the statute. :!ae pay :lnvolved--"for the pay involved"
ca,me that is the day irt my district that Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, ]_ ::_implied and assumed--and he is doing
the ethnic groups have their political move to strike the requisite number of _.'hat he does aU the time, whether it is
meetings--he can do it, and the ]Elec- words. ::.alf thm_.bfull time, or otherwise, for the
tions Commission cannot come in a_xd Mr. Chairman, I think that the chair-. :_oney he would have received but for
subpena him in or subject to an invesA- man of the full[ committee, the distin-. _he elieet[on being in progress, then he is
gation. But the member has to s a,v he gnished gentleman from Ohio (Mr., ::_sulated from engaging in whatever ac-.
has worked full time. And I again say HAYS), has expressed it succinctly, ire-. .ivity he wants to engage in because he
that means 40 hours a week. That is cently there arose a question about the _ould have made the money anyway fox'
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the duties he is performing for his _ _ent of an affidavit I might be used for hiring these people did not c_
cipal; is that correct? willing to subscribe.to, but ! consider it so to help continue peolfie in public

Mr. THOMPSON. My response would to b· Obnoxious. office.
be yes, that it ts correct. Mr. MATHIS. If the gentleman Will But, Mr. Chairman, thai; has notninl_

Mr. EC_. We cannot leave out ' yield further, I would say to the gentle- to do with the amendment at hand. The
the full-time provision because ff I pay man that I apoiogize for that provision's amendment at hand simply gives Mere-
somebody for hall_ime and he does all being obnoxious to him, bers of Congress or anybody holding
his halftime work and he gets that Mr. THOMPSON. I did not mean that Federal office a special protection tha_
money when an election is not going on the gentleman's amendment was obnox- nobody else has. The first; part of this
and then he works the other halftime lous. The gentleman simply meant to particular section gives us all the protec-
without getting any more money from tighten the rule. tion anybody needs. I agree with the
the Government for me as a candidate, Mr. MATHIS. If the gentleman will section requiring a forma_t sworn cpm-
or ff he helps me fill out my report forms yield further, that is exactly right., plaint before any investigation is under-
or does anything else without taking any ! would point out to the members of taken but, if you are hotding Federal
governmental pay, that is how it will the committee, Mr. Chairman, that the office, you have addittom_l protectiort.
work out; is that correct? staff member is not signing the affidavit; All a Federal official has to do is sign an

Mr. THOMPSON. We cannot work re- the Federal officehoIder is signing it and affidavit and that stops the investigation
qulrements out in halftime, I will assure is subjecting himself to perjury laws fi, right there dead in the water. Nobody
the gentleman, in fact, he perjures himself in the else has got that kind of protection but

Mr. ECKHARDT. However, as long as affidavit, us.
he is performing the duties for the pay Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, will It seems to me that yesterday on the
involved and those duties continue to pc- the gentleman yield? floor of the House in the general debate
cupy him in the same manner as if the Mr. THOMPSON. I yield to the gen- on this bfil We heard a lot of talk about
election were not going on, he is all right; tleman from Ohio. Watergate and coverups. This is without
is that not correct? Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, Just a doubt a coverup provision which is put

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- let me say again that this is a provision in the law. It allows somebody to file a
tleman from New Jersey (Mr. THOMP- that will never be aimed at anybody but false affidavit or an affidavit based on
SON) has expired, tncmnbents by the Federal Election incorrect information and suddenly .it

(By unanimous consent, Mr. THOMP- Commission. stops an investigation and covers up a
SoN was allowed to prOceed for 3 addl- I have an independent opponent. He possible election irregularity. This can-
tional minutes.), went to file the other day 20 miles away. not be construed in any manner as elec-

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, will He is the mayor of a citY. He was driven tionreform.
the gentlemanyield? there in a city car, and four city em- Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, will

Mr. THOMPSON. ! yield to the gert- ployees accompanied him. the gentleman yield?
tleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS), the chair- Does anyone think the Federal Elec- Mr. MOORE. I yield to i_he gentleman
man. tion Commission is going mit to check on from New Jersey.

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I that? Oh, no; and I am not going to ask Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, can
would say that ! concur totally in the them to because the more he travels the gentleman from Loui,,dana conceive
gentleman's interpretation. That is what a_ound in city cars, the better it is for of a responsible person, be he an incum-
the amendment is ail about, me. bent in office, or the President of the

Mr. ECKHARDT. ! thank the chair- I am just poir_ting out that the only United States, or, with all due respect to
man. people who will ever be investigated or our former distinguished colleague,

Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, the harrassed are the incumbent Membem Rogers Morton, signing a false affidavit
fact is that whether this amendment is of Congress, and one has to go out on a or signing a faulty affidavit on penalty
or ls not adopted, it would confer on the llmb ff they do it. of perjury?
Federal Election Commission no addi- Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, I I know in the case of Mr. Calloway that
tlonai jurisdiction. The fact of the mat- would like to ask a question: In the gen- the President did not have to sign a_
ter is that any abuse should properly be tle_.an's judgment, whether or not this affidavit saying that he ha.,; complete ar_l
referred to the Committee on Standards amendment is agreed to, is it not so that absolute trust in him. I would not say
of Official Conduct; and if there is a vto- we are conferring no additional author- that of Mr. Morton, but I would say it of
lation of law, to the Department of ity on the Federal Election Commission? Mr. Calloway. Does the gentleman think
Justice. Mr. HAYS. I agree with the gentleman, that anybody here with any sense of rea-

Mr. MATHIS. Mr. Chairman, will the but let me say that we do not have to son would put their name, sign a false
gentleman yield? confer it. They have already assumed it affidavit, ill order to free a staff person to

Mr. THOMPSON. I yield to the gen- and started this practice which the lan- work on their political campaign?
tleman from Georgia. guage in the bill seeks to stop. I would suggest to the gentleman from

Mr. MATHIS. As the author of the Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, I move to Louisiana that that is patently ridiculous
amendment, Mr. Chairman, I would like strike the requisite number of words, since the person signing the affidavit, the
to apologize to members of this commit- (Mr. MOORE asked and was given mere fact of signing it under the law sub-
tee for the fact that the language is not permission to revise and extend his jects that person to perjury.
perfect; but I do think that what the remarks.) Mr. MOORE. If that is true, then we
gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, I agree have no need for this protection.
THOMPSON), has said, what _the distin- with the chairman of the committee, the Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, w:_ll
guished chairman,_ the gentleman from gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS) that the gentleman yield?
Ohio (Mr. HAYs), has said, and what Our the Federal Election Commission prob- Mr. MOORE. I yield to the chairman
friend, the gentleman from Texas (Mr. ably has too many people on its staff, but of the committee.
ECKHAa_T), has said should clarify that that is probably true with every other Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, let
we are talking about employees who per- agency of the Government. I also agree me say to the gentleman from Louisiana
form their duties in a regularly pre- with the gentleman that there is noth- that I think the gentleman may have
scribed manner, whether it is 40 hours lng wrong with a member of a Congress- made a misstatement and I do not believe
a week, 60 hours a week, or 10 hours a man's Staff, on his own time, working in he really wants to stand on that state-
week. any political endeavor since as he is not merit when he understands it. This does

We are doing this, Mr. Chairman, to subject to the Hatch Act. ! also feel net stop any further inquiry or investiga-
keep the harassment from occurring very strongly that no mqmber of my staff tion by anybody but the Federal Elec-
that has occurred and, obviously, will or the staff of any other-Member of Con- tion Commission. If the person is really
ocour again during an election year. This gress should be using the Government's violating the law and the :person who
does provide, I say very frankly, some time, or not on his own time, to further brought the charges had any evidence,
protection for others, the reelection of whoever he happens to then that person has the authority to go

Mr. THOMPSON. This gentleman be working for. The taxpayers who are to the Department of Justice and they
will state that the addition of the re- paying the taxes for the money that is have every right and authority in the
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world not only to continue the investiga- every Member of tilts BEouse of Repre-, IElectic!lt Commission which, as every
tion about the employee, but also to in- sentatives who votes agalr_st this amend- _._lemb_c of this House ought to know by
vestigate the fellow who signed the af- meat to justifiable criticism of bulldin!', now, l_as evolved into a head-hunting
fidavit ff he so falsely swore. Ail we ars in a coverup procedure. ! do not think organization, and the heads they are
talking about here are the 142 employees that was the t_tention of the gentleman, hunting are not the challengers, they are
downtown who do not have enough to do who offered the provision in committee _fter the heads of the incumbent Mom-
and are looking for make work. and I do not think that is the intention bors of Congress. I think it is time that

Mr. MOORE. I agree with the chair- of the chairman or any member of -the we wake up and realize what is going on
man's analysis of the law but I do stand committee, but that is exactly the way :towntown and vote down the Frenzel
on my statement that C°ngress has given it is going to be interpreted, so I urge it_ _mendment and keep this very important ,
the Federal Election Commission, rightly rejection and passage of the amendment, provislc_n in this bill.
or wrongly, the authority to look into The CHAIRMAi_. The time of the gert- Mr. Chairman, I yield back the re-
violations of the Federal election law. If tleman has expired. ::tlainder of my time.
I;l_t is going to be the case and if they Mr. MATHIS. Mr. Chairman, I move Mr. :E',CKHA_IF1. Mr, Chairman, :I
ea_._ investigate complaints of anybody to strike the requisite number of words. :hove to strike the requisite number of
else, then they certainly ought to be able (Mr. MATHIS asked and was given ;vords, and I rise in support of the Fren..
to investigate complaints against per- permission to revise and extend his ;'_elamendment.
solrs in Federal office, remarks:) (Mr. }_CKHARDT asked and was given

Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. chairman, will Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, wil2 :permi_en to revise and extend his re..
the gentleman yield? the gentleman yield? :_:._arksD

Mr. MOORE. I yield to the gentleman Mr. MATHIS. I yield to the gentleman Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, Z[
from Texas. from Ohio. i_hink i;_.e chairman of the committee

Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, I was Mr. HAYS of Ohio. :[ thank the gen-. has greatly limited the language that has
trying to clear a point the chairman tleman for yielding, been used in this bill, and I think much
rustle a moment ago. I suppose it was lin- Just let me say to the gentleman who ,:ff the objection to it is taken out by
plied that after the word "involved" just spoke in favor of the amendmen$ i;he coilstruction that he gives the lan-
should be added "by Federal Elections that I happen to know of a case in a guage.
Commission." It does not in anyway in- neighboring State where the campaign If ;[ understand that, this section 313
sulate further inquiry or investii_ation of is already underway, and one Member _ every place it deals with the subject
the employee or of his principal by any of this House has a prosecuting attorney matter talks about the Commission and
other agency with respect to the question running against him who has 37 em_. ,;_hat the Commission wffi do and what
of whether or not the affidavit was false- ployees, and every one of them is eh- i:he Commission's powers are, so it does
ly signed, gaged in his campaign right now..The not, as the chairman has indicated, in its

_Jx. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, will Federal Election Commission cannot go ti:enera] _'_weep, d_al with anything bui;
the, gentleman yield? into that State and say "boo" because the enforcement powers and investiga-.

Mr. MOORE. I yield to the chairrnan, they have no jurisdiction over State or tory powers of the Commission. I think
l[he gentleman from Ohio. county employees. But ff his secretary that shottld be made clear.

Mr. HAYS of Ohi_. I thank the geu- picks up a phone and answers a question And _ that respect the clear implica-
tleman for yielding, as to where one can get some of his liter- 13.onwould be as ff the last sentence read,

I wilt say to the gentleman that the ature, these people have already arro- 'An affidavit given by the person holding
language would be better if those words gated unto themselves the right to come :Pedera] office that such staff employee is
were in there, and I w_,ll say to him for into your office and hold an investigation _;,erformi].lg his regularly assigned
legislative history that the section should and query your employees, duties"---and as I understand it we might
be JLnterpreted as though after "involved" What I am saying to the gentleman .r:ead in at that point "for the pay in-
il; says "by the Federal Election Corn- island he can answer it any way he _olved"---"shall be a complete bar to any
n_l_'_ion." It does not bar any investiga- wants to--if he wants a double standard, _arther inquiry or investigation of the
tion by any branch of Government which one for incumbents and one for nonin- _::Latter involved." That is, investigation
has criminal authority or otherwise, cumbents, I mean a double standard by the Commission.

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will the against incumbents, that is what we are I understand that is the intent of it.
gentleman yield? going to have mfiess this language stays L,;that c,0rrect?

Mr. MOORE. _' yield to the gentleman in the bill. Mr. IIAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, if
from Minnesota. Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, will the t_e gentteman will yield, I would say that

Mr. FRENZEL. I thank the gentleman gentleman yield? i_ the intent of the language perfectly
for yielding. Mr. MATHIS. I yield to the gentleman described, that it would bar investiga-

I would just like to point out that our from Louisiana. tion by tfi_e Commission and it would be
ehsllengers will be people who are em- Mr. MOORE. I thank the gentleman f)r regularly assigned duties ff the per-
ployed by corporations who may be in- for yielding. .,_:)ninvolved was performing those regu-
volved with unions. Each of them will Natm'ally, I will agree with the gert- larly assigned duties.
have friends, tteman that one using his State employ- Mr. F.__T. Under that con-

_qae CHAIRMAN. The thne of the gen- ecs to campaign is wrong. It should not ._ruction I do not believe the chairman
tteman has expired, be done. I do not think that is the issue m' the framer of this language can be

(:By unanimous consent, Mr. Moos_ before us. .:_ccus(,_lof having been overly biased in
was allowed to proceed for 1 additional I would agree t_at I do not see any- :t_vor of the incumbent, because a Con-
minute.) thing wrong with anemployee answering _'ressman is peculiarly subject to the risk

Mr. FRENZEL. If the gentleman will a question--we brought this up in corn- :i:4 the. t_rst place, not a challenger. An-
y[eld further, those people who are chal- mittee---for someone who calM, as long o_,her person Would be less likely to be
lengers do not have the same immunity as he puts in a day's work for a day's m:_bject to the risk, and this would be
from investigation by the Federal Elec- pay and expects it to come from the ::<iffy a confining of the Commission's
tior, Commission, and therein lies the public. :._eview ',vuthority to the only person who
problem. We have given ourselves a carte. This is a coverup procedure that is ',,;ouid commonly be subject to the review
blanche immunity from the investiga- going to subject this House to unneces- ..M_th0rity in the first place.
tion of the Commission, when we our- sary criticism. Mr. ]_IAYS of Ohio. That is correct.
selves have been told to investigate elec- Mr. MATHIS..Mr. Chairman, I am just And ff the gentleman will yield further,
tion irregularities. But evmrf person who more than a little bit resentful of my ].et me ;say unless some protective lan-
runs against us does not have that same amendment being called a coverup pro- i_aage is fin this bfil, ff the challenger will
ifisulation and, therefore, the amend_ cedure, because it was never in any way u_e thi_ device to file charges against
meat should be adopted, intended to be a coverup procedure. It l:,is incumbent, be they true or false, and

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, I con- is intended, Mr. Chairman, to be a de- mostly il,hey wffi probably be false, and
ch]de by saying that this is a very harm- vice by which we can avoid harassment t[_e Commission in its eagerness will
fiil provision that is going to subject by the people downtown and the Federal 1._.:>mei_, then there will be an eight-
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eO]l_l_ h_d_._: a4_]_ So-and- _qmendment offered by }gr. 3bRN L. ]9_a- The CHAIRMAN. The ¢tuestlon is on
So ln_stigated by Federal Election Com- _aN: On Page _,nne s. _ out 'e_.e '_." the amendment offered by the gentleman
mission," and in the minds of half the and insert in lieu thereof "', _mprisonw_nt from C_tiforma (Mr. Jo_r L. BURTON).
people that is Just the same as if he is 1ce not wre than one year, ce bore. ~ The amendment was egreed to.
convicted. Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, A_ZmmTNV _.._ By _. _WLA_D

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, will the this is a technical amendment. When we Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chalrman, I
gentleman yield? adopted the amendment in the commit- after an amendment.

Mr. _. ! yield to the gentle- tee that I proposed, it stated the crim- The Clerk read as follows:
man from Louisiana. trial liabilities and liabilities as far as Amendment offered by Mr. CLEV_ANO:

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, I would gifts of moneys and cash to a candidate Page 44, line 21. strike out "$:_50" and insert
go one step further and say when we file for public office, the fines were put in, but in lteu thereof "$100".
the affidavit to stop the investigation there was an omission of the fact that
then we will have gone through the corn- there could also be an imprisonment Mr. _. Mr. Chairman, this
plete turnabout, and the other half of term for more than 1year. is probably one of the most shnple and
the public would be of the other opinion Mr. Chairman, I believe the amend- easily understood of the amendments
and then you have the same situation, merit is acceptable to both sides, because that will be offered today, The present

Mr. ECKHARDT. I am sorry this is it was the intent of the committee when law limits the amount of a cash dona-
under such a confined rule, but it is tm- we adopted my amendment, but the tion to $I00, and for sorrm reason the
possible to amend the bill in a way that draftsmanship was not perfect. It is a committee, after a rather short discus-
would be wholly palatable to me and I stringent reform. It puts people in jail. sion, adopted an amendment to raise tha_
think to much of the Public because of Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will the to $250.
the rule, but I shall vote for the amend- gentleman yield? Actually I was an original supporter of
merit striking the language because I Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I yield to the a proposal to limit the amount of cash
think most of the construction we have gentleman from minnesota, for a contribution to $50. There were
described here would be in effect even ff Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I thank quite a few of us who felt that way 2
the language were stricken, the gentleman for that statement. I do years ago when we enacted the basic leg-

The thing that does worry me about eoncur. We have made, under this title lslation but $100 is what was agreed to
this section is the absolute acceptance of the bill, criminal penalties in line by most of the members of the committee
of the Member's statement as irrefutable, only for willful violations that involve and by the Committee of the Whole. I am
that his employee was acting properly, more than $5,000. The gentleman is not at this time attempting to go back to
I do not think that is necessary. I think simply providing a criminal penalty for my original position of limiting the
that generally the Member's statement this particular crime or violation of the amount of cash to $50.
will be accepted, and ff the Member can law, which would be a eontribution of My amendment simply will return the
come up with reasonable proof, and he more cash thsm allowed under the law. I limitation on a cash contribution back
has the control of most of the evidence, think it is a good amendment and should to where it is now, which is $100. ][think
supporting his position, I do not think he be voted favorably, one might almost call this an "incum-
needs this special protection, and I Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, will the bent's protection measure," because-if
would hope that the amendment would gentleman yield? that is good or bad I do not know follow-
be passed, but at the same time I do not Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I yield to the ing some of this debate--but it seems to
· attack the language as an extensively gentleman from California. me that a lot of the trouble people get
unfair or partisan provision. Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I sup- into in campaigns comes about through

I would ask for an "aye" vote on the port the gentleman's amendment, but the use of cash.
amendment_ I must say it is a classic example of the I think it is bad when somebody gives

Mr. WIGGINSi Mr. Chairman, will the hyprocrisy that pervades so much of the to a campaign and does not feel that he
gentleman yield? bill before Congress. It is a crime to can Write a check and be on the record

Mx. ECKHARI_. I yield to the gentle- make cash gifts in excess of the limits, although I do know there are some peo-
man from California. but it is not a crime to receive the cash. pie who deal fn cash and do not have a

Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I Just The poor donor, who is likely to be corn- checking account.
wish fo observe that Members of Con- pletety ignorant with respect to the Mr. MATHIS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gress are not the only ones who have statute, runs the risk of going to jail and gentleman yield?the candidate who has every reason to Mr. CLEVELAND. I yield to the gen-
risk_. For example, a corporate execu- know the provision of the law goes off tleman from Georgia.tire can be .a cancUdate tot Congress. It
c_.u be alleged his secretary Is working scot free. I think that is somewhat un- Mr. MATHIS. Is it the gentleman's
on _is c_m_ and he, of course, is not fair; but however, even given the unfair- understanding that if there is a $250 cash
given the opportunity to refute that al- ness of the situation, I do support the contribution given to his oven campaign,
legation by filing the affidavit. Accord- amendment, that it also has to be reported?

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Well, the gen- Mr. CLEVELAND. The law requires
lngly it Is a protection only for tncum- tleman could have offered an amendment that it be reported.
bents in that regard, in the markup and got support for it. Mr. MATHIS. Is it a violation of the

Mr. ECK-HARDT. But it would be very Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, will law if it not be reported ?
difficult for his employee to be attacked the gentleman yield? Mr. CLEV_,_'qD. The 12._mptation re-
under this act. Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I yield to the mains. The temptation is there not to

Mr. WIGGINS. A corporate employee, gentleman from Ohio. record it. I am sure the gentleman under-
of course, if paid by a corporation could Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, let stands that there are mortals who some-
not contribute that time to a candidacy, me say, we accept the gentleman's times fall subject to temptation. He may ,
It would be illegal, and a challenger amendment, but I do not really feel so be so forttmate as not to be one of those
might very well be a corporate executive, strongly about the poor donor who Is mortals. The use of cash lmtroduces an

Mr. ECKHARDT. Let me say to the Just giving $150,000 iii a black bag. I element of uncertainty. In_ fact, 'ffWe
gentleman I am in favor of the amend- think he knew what he was doing and I want to look at. it another way, there are
merit, think he knew what the law said and I ,some people who might send a couple of

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on think he knew he was violating it. Some hundred dollars over to the gentleman's
the amendment offered by the gentleman of them have thrown themselves on the campaign, because they want to support
from Minnesota (Mr. I_mNZEL). mercy of the court. I do not know of him and the fine record he has compiled

The question was taken; and on a any of them in jail yet. Just the receivers here in Congress, _nd the courier might
division (demanded by Mr. FaENZr.L) have gone to Jail. So I am not going to be light-fingered and perhaps only $100
there were---ayes 42, :noes 40. shed stay crocodile tears for anyone that would arrive. The temptati(ms are all the

So the amendment was agreed to. has $150,000 in a black bag and can way along the line with excessive use of
A_ZNT O_a_n BYMR. ZO_ '.. _vaTo_r deliver it to anybody. I suppose in fair- cash.

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman, ness the taker ought to get a sentence, I think anything we do to reduce these
I offer an amendment, too; but I do not think we ought to let areas of temptations is c,)nstructive. I

The Clerk read as follows: the donor off scot free. think that .is why the House a year ago
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did adopt the $100 limitation. ]: think 'we l_h', 'WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I mow_ Nm_, Mr. Chairman, let us take the
should return to it now. to strike the requisite number of word_,_ _oug'h case, the one posed by the gentle-

Mr. MATI-IIS. If the gentleman will and I rise in support of the amendment, man f_,>m Ohio. in that case, it is appar-
yield fm-ther, I think the gentlenmal (Mr. WIGGINS asked and was gtvexl _nt the man is not taking his wife, but
knows the reason why this amendment permission to revise and extend his re._ i_e is b'uying two tickets, one for himself
was offered in the first place, and that is marks,) _nd on_,_for a friend. In that event, I be-
because there are a number of Members lVlx. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I wan'i :[ieve the person who purchased the tick-
who have said that they have fund raisers to pose a practical problem. Let us sup., ets arid who paid the cash should be
which call for tickets to sell for $100. If pose a Member of this body sponsors E_ advised that his cash contribution is
someone came in and wanted one t:icket fundraisihg dinner and the price pc:: :illegal, It would not be any more appro-
for himself and one for his wife, he would ticket is fixed at $150. Let us suppose! :pria! e for a person to buy an extra ticket
violate the law ff he paid cash. There is that a Member malls out his invitation.'_: :[or som,:_ne else, if the aggregate amount
no attempt to do anything underhm:_ded, using whatever mailing' list he has avail,, of the purchase is in excess of the cash
to subvert the law. I do not think _:here able to him, and [he receives in response: Hmltation, than it would be for him to
is any intent to do that. to his solicitation an answer in the mail buy ;¢ whole table and pay cash.

]!Cir. CI_EVELAND. iff the gentleman requesting two tickets and three crisp In other words, I think Members owe
wi].[ bear with me for a :moment, if he $100 bills--S300. What is the Member',_ it to the people who come to their din-
buys a ticket for $100 and turns to his obligation under the circumstances? hers to save them from Possible criminal
wife and hands her $100 and she buys ,:,he First of all, the Member should under-, liability by advising them of the cash
ticke_>-- stand that he is ext)osed to no criminal i.imitation and the possibility of a joint

l_/ir. MA_UHIS. I think i;he gentleman liabfiity for accepting the cash. But any-. cont:cibution by husband and wife, which
knows that there is a provision in lhe one -vho is will:(ng to make that kind oil righi; does not attach to strangers.
law that provides for criminal penal_:ies contribution to the Member and his can-, Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chairman,
for using another as a conduit for funds, didacy is entitled, I think, to be protected i[ mowi_ :bostrike the requisite number of
One cannot give money :for another, by the MemBer, words.

Mr. CLEVELAND. I did not say he I would think the Member would ow_ l_[r. Chairman, I would just like to re-
would do that. The spouse can then in an Obligation to get on the phone and inforce what the chairman of the corn-
turn purc?mse the ticket, find out whether or not the donor Is pur-, mittA_ said as to how this amendment

l!/Ir. MA_q_IIS. Mr. Chairman, I give _lp, chasing a ticket for himself and his wife got lnto the law. W_nat happened was
Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr, Chairman, I If the answer is that he is using commoK_ that I had the previous amendment to

move to strike the requisite number of funcis belonging to himself and his wffe_ put in the criminal penalty for $100, and
words, and I rise in opposition to 'he it would be fair to conclude that both _:he gentleman from California raised
amendment, the wife and the husband are makh_g st ._he issue about this: What do we do

(Mr. HAYS of Ohio asked and _.'as separate and individual contribution oil when somebody comes up and peels off
giwn permission to revise and extend $150, and neither t:he husbarld or wif_ two $11)0 bills to get tickets for a fund-
his remarks.) is exposed to a riKg under the statute,, t_aiser?

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairma:tL as Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, wiiJi Thai; started the process moving to-
manager of the bfil, I guess one is c,b-. the gey_tleman yie[[d? ward ibis: that in effect somebody could
ligated to _;ry to preserve the integrity of Mr. WIGGINS. I yield to the gentle- i_ay c_ih for tickets for husband and
the bill against amendments. ][ am just man from Ohio (Mr, HAYS). wife, a:nc[ they figured, well, now, dinners
going to throw this one out to the Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I thank t_he gentle-, ,ost $:,!:25and, therefore, $250 wfil cover
Ho'mae. The Members can do what riley man for yielding. _ husband and wife.
lit=c,about it. I am not going to shed !qrti.ch Mr, Chairman, I jm;t listened to th_ Howe,,_er, if the gentleman who raised
blood over it. In fact, none at all. I will last part of that explanation, becaust_ the tssu,e in the committee and got 'the
give the history of it. someone was talking over here. Is th_ price changed from $100 to $250 feels he

gentleman t_ying to make legislative his-, made a mistake in raising the issue, I
I_r. Chairman, somebody in the com-, to_-y that if someone writes a check for i:hink I[ was right at that time in belier-

mit;tee offered an amendment to raise it $200 out of a Joint _tccount and he does ing it _;vas a .mistake to raise the issue.
i':com $100 to $200, and they explai_ed take his wife, then heis not exposed _ ,a.ppe_re:ntly the gentleman thinks thetheir amendment. I do not remember
wi.% it was now. But the person made any prosecution? gent]Leman from New Hampshire (Mr.

Mr. WIGGINS. He writes _ check? I_LEVELAI_'D)has offered a good amend-
the statement, among other things, ii,at Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Or '.pays cash, ment, and I am glad the other gentleman
one-third of the people of the United either one. from (;%lffornia realizes he made a mis-
t',tares, as I said yesterday, do not h'ave Mr. WIGGINS. If he pays cash, $200. !;ake _h,_n he raised the issue in the first
a c]._ecking account. And he said he ha4 a or $300 if the bill is tmamended, for him-_ place that resulted in increasing the
personal experience in which he had a self and his wife, in nc_ opinion that i,'_ _zmmmt from $100 to $250.
dinner for $100 a plate and he lost $_00 not a violation. _[]l;e CHAIRMAN. The question is on
be_ause he would not raise $200 fa- 2 Mr. HAYS of Ohio. /He could not pay _:,heamendment offered by the gentleman
ti.ckets, which he would [have duly _'e-. cash _or more than $200, could he, ff thi,,; from New Hampshire (Mr. CLEVELAND).
ported, from this man. And he said to language is stricken out? _q_e amendment was agreed to.
the man, "I cannot take $200. Writ_., me Mr. WIGGINS. The bill prohibits al_L Mr. CLEVELAND. Mr. Chairman, Ia check." And he said, "Well, I am :::tot individual contribution of more than move lm strike the requisite number ofgoi:ng to write a check, because I have
a Joint checking account with my wife, $250 in cash. ,vords.
and I do not want her to know who ]__m Mr. HAYS of Ohio. That is right. Mr. Chairman, I just wish to thank the

chairman of the committee, the very dis-
taking to dinner," or maybe it was, "][ Mr. WIGGINS. The _egislative histery i;ingul,,_hed gentleman from Ohio (Mr.
do not want her to know I am not ts.king I am 'Lrying to :make is that a contribu- !EArs), for recognizing the frugality with
her to dinner." tion of $500 in clash by a husband and[ ._hiCh we conduct our affairs in the State

Somebody said somet,hing about t;250. 'wife can be viewed as a contribution of. of New Hampshire, and I hope that when
! do not know where the extra $50 came $250 from each of them, ae i_ dumping money into my opponent's
from, but the original idea was to make Mr. Chairman. I hope the gentleman, campaigr_, he will be equally frugal.
It possible to allow a person to take a will agree with that. l_h.. ]3lAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I
person to dinner with cash. ! unders_;nd Mr. HAYS oil Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I move b'0 strike the requisite number of
the,y do things more frugally in N,sw will agree with that, and by the sam_ words.
I!_ampshire. When I was in New Hamp- token, ff the amendment prevails, a (,'on-, Mr. Chairman, perhaps the gentleman
shire I was charged $10 for a meal trlbutlon of $200 by a husband and wfff_ 5rom ',iCew Hampshire (Mr. CLEVELAND)
t:hat should not have cost over $2.50, !Bu_ would 'oe constru_l as a contribution ol' does n:)t understand the kind of frugality
be _at as It may, this is what the amend- $100 from each of them, : am talMng about. There are two differ-
ment is all about, and the Members can Mr. WIGGINS, The gentleman is cor- _,mt kinds up in New Hampshire, and
do whatever they like with it. reck maybe the gentleman missed my point.
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There is one kind of frugality in New interest in any regulation can be stricken, about (2). It seems to me that it only
Hampshire that they practice on them- and that matter can be disapproved provides a shorthand procedure for the
selves and among themselves, but then while the rest of the regulation can be veto resolution; and I am not sure that
they drop that when they are practicing approved, that would not apply to both the item
on outsiders. What I was pointing out is Mr. PHILLIP BURTON. Mr. Chair- veto and the veto of the entire submis-
that their prices are not so frugal when man, will the gentleman yield? sion, but I just want to find out whether
it comes to tourists. Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- the gentleman knows whether (2) should

I made that point, and I will try to be man from California.
frugal, I will say to the gentleman, when Mr. PHILLIP BURTON. Mr. chair- nOtrespectStaYtoin theaSnecessarYfullveto.machinerYIdo not knowWith
it comes to campaign time and when I man, first I would like to note that the the answer to that.
find that they charge me four times as committee report is perfectly clear. Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I have
much as a meal is worth. It states, on page 8, the fourth item, the same opinion as the gentleman from

AMENDMENTOFFEREDBYi_R. FRENZEL- as follows: Texas has that (2) applies to both the
Mr. I_RENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I offer 4. The provision in the amendment relat- item veto and a full disapproval. The

lng to congressional review of proposed regu- reason that my amendment seeks to
an amendment, lations permitting disapproval in part reflects strike it is that it was written by the

The Clerk read as follows: the current understanding and is intended Committee on House Administration and
Amendment offered by Mr. FRENZEL:Page to permit disapproval of discrete self- in my judgment whatever basis we have

27, strike out line 7 through line 21. contained sections or subdivisions of pro- for disapproval or vetoes in this House
And redesignate the following subsection posed regulations and ts not intended to should be a uniform one and should be

accordingly, permit the rewriting of regulations by piece- drawn by 'the Committee on Rules, andPage 53, strike out line 8 and all that fol- meal changes.
lows through page 54, line 15. become a part of the permanent rules of

And redesignate the following sections Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit the HoUSe. But I think if we start put-
accordingly, to the gentleman that he is straining at ting these kind of rules all around we

Page 58, line 13, strike out "305" and in- a gnat. The Commission only has to come will scatter them far and wide apart and
sort tn lieu thereof "304". in with individual self-contained regula- they simply do not belong there. We haare

(Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given tions, and this section then would have had no trouble bringing these kind of
permission to revise and extend his re- no application. It is only if the Commls- resolutions to the floor of the House m
marks.) sion comes in with a omnibus proposal, the past. _I_erefore I thought it was ex-

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, this is with 18 good provisions and 3 bad ones traneous in the Election Commission bfil.
rule No. (5) as made in order under the or 18 bad provisions and 3 good ones, no Mr. ECKHARDT. I thank the gentle-

' matter how one chooses to describe it. man.
rule. We are preventing omnibus take-it-all Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, if I may

It strikes from the bill that section or leave-it-all kind of confrontations. If proceed, I will try to be as brief as pos-
which has come to be called the "item the Commission comes in, as the commit- sible because I think in view of the
veto." It deletes language which allows, tee report makes absolutely clear, with startling la_k of success I had with my
under this bill, the House or the Senate, a single, separate, self-contained regula- amendment on the advisory provisions I
either one, by resolution, to veto regul a- lion, this particular provision would have am not completely sure that the corn-
lions, in whole or in part. no applicability at all, because the prob- mittee will sustain this amendment.

Under the existing law, either House leto the provision is designed to avoid, I must say nevertheless, Mr. Chair-
of Congress, by resolution, can disapprove abuse by the Commission, will have been man, that notwithstanding the langua4;e
any regulation sent to us under the law treated with by the Commission. in the committee report, it will be quite
by the Federal Election Commission. Mr. Chairman, following the common- easy for the committees of the House or

That procedure has not worked terri- sense thought that they are not going to the Senate to pick out subdivisions of the
bly well because, I think we should frank- get us in a position where we must swal- rules which are considered to be not in
ly say, partly because of the failure of low--or reject---everything, the interest of the Members. In my judg-
the Commission and perhaps partly be- Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, will merit this weakens the rule making au-.
cause of a failure of our own. Neverthe- the gentleman yield? thority of the Election Commission and
less, it is generally conceded that this Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle, is a vital part to its independence and,
disapproval process for regulations, at man from Indiana. even though it does not allow the House
least until we develop some experience, Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Chairman, I ap- to rewrite a single word or a number, as
ought to be maintained, preciate the gentleman's yielding, long as it applies to subdivisions and to

However, Mr. Chairman, this bill be- I only wish to say that I share the separate sections I think it should be
fore us goes a good deal further. Instead interpretation and the observations of stricken from the bill.
of simply saying that we can veto a the gentleman from California (Mr. I hope the committee will sustain my
regulation or disapprove a regulation, PHILLiP BURTON), and I hope that the amendment.
this bill says that we can veto a regula- gentleman's amendment is passed. Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman. I
lion in whole or in part. Here, again, is Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, will rise in opposition to the amendment of-
another death blow at the independence the gentleman yield? feted by the gentleman from Minnesota
of the Federal Election Commission be- Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- (Mr. FRENZEL).
cause this bill gives the Congress the man from Texas. (Mr. HAYS of Ohio asked and was
ability to take any part of a regulation Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, I am given permission to revise and extend his
and strike it down. merely asking here for information, remarks.)

Under our Constitution we do not allow Why does the gentleman strike lines Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chai_anan, the
our Federal Executive an item veto of 11 through21? It would seem to me that gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. FREN-
acts of Congress. Many States do not that just has to do with facilitating the ZET.) has more amendments to this bfil
allow that kind of item veto. In almost process of any veto, or does the gentle- than all the rest of the Members of the
no cases do we have a veto of regulations man find that the general veto is coy- House put together. I do not know exact-
of independent commissions. In almost ered somewhere else? That has not been ly what motivates the gentleman, and I
no cases do we have a veto of regulations made clear, am not going to try to speculate, but he
which we allow the agencies to write. The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- has now not only become the conscience

My goodness, we are giving the De- tleman from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL) Of the committee, he has also become the
partment of Health, Education, and Wel- has expired, conscience of the Committee on Rules.
fare carte blanche authority to write (By unanimous consent, Mr. FRENZEL He is saying that we are usurping the
regulations. We let OSHA run around was allowed to proceed for 5 additional power of the Committee on Rules.

minutes.)and regulate us without veto, but in this Mr. Chairman, this bill was before the
one, because it affects us, we have given Mr. ECKHARDT. Mr. Chairman, will Committee on Rules and they granted it
ourselves not only the veto, but in this the gentleman yield? a rule. If they had wanted _bohave strick-
particular bill before us we have given Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- en this out, they could have done it right
ourselves an item veto. That means that man from Texas. there and then.
anything we find that conflicts with our Mr. ECKHARDT. I am simply asking There is a reason for t2_is procedure
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being in this bill. It is not in there wRh- regulations. If they come up with a com-. The in :)vision Ltl the amendment relating
OUl; a reason. The gentleman from Calf pound triple issue regulation, and one of o con_'ressional review of proposed regula-

fornia (Mr. PHLLLIP BUaTO_) has just those regulations nmy be without the ';ions p_cmitting disapproval In part reflects
explained what it does and has described purview of their authority, the whole ';he cuzre,nt understanding and ia inter_de_!

':o perry:lit disapproval of discrete self-con-
the extremely proscribE_ language in the regulation does not have to be vetoed ';alned seetiona or subdivisions of proposed
report, and sent back if 'two of the regulations ::egulat:l.ons and is not intended to per:mit

qArhy do we have this provision in can be approved forthwith. So the whole :he rewt-iting of regulations by piecemeal
ab_yut pre_enting it as a privileged, you procedure here is not to he able to say ,:hai_:e,;.
might say, resolution? I will tell the candidates for public office shall not be
M.embers wlly. On one of the regulations able to make cash in the amount of $2 I am. aware, of course, that the chair.-
which we had been debating bringing up million; strike out "not" and say that man s_i[ned the majority report, but I can
here for a veto, I thought that 1[ had Members of Congress shall be able to ask the chairman now if that remain,,;
reached an agreement with the chair- take cash. For anybody to figure out that his intention?

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. If the gentleman
man of the Election Commission and that is What this does does not make will y._.eJ.d. Absolutely. The gentlemanthat they would rewrite the resolution., much sense or have much logic. It merely
I went home for the weekend and the permits us to deal in a logical and expe- :rom California (Mr. PHXLLXPBURTON)
chairman of' the Election Committee de- ditious way with rf_ulatious if they come i:,erhaps--and he stepped out now--read
]Livered a letter to the Speaker saying up in a multi-issued source, iAxatsame section and in my speech I sakl
that they would not rewrite it, We had As far as the previous resolution, it ;_agreed,, or thought I did, or thought I
until Tuesday in which to bring it up. is the same thing. It 'allows expedition made, (..lear, tha_ paragraph 4 on page 8
_) we had to go to the Committee on to the floor of the House so the House %the intent of the committee.
ttules in a Monday afternoon session, can work its will on that amendment_ If we need legislative history in this
which was unusual, and get a rule and That is all it does. God knows if the Corn-. :mlloquy, to cement, it down, the gentle-.
come here on Tuesday morning, mittee on Rules did not think they were man from California has my 100-pereent

_mdorscment that is exactly what wet just do not want the committee to being circumvented--and we know they
be foreclosed from what the law says it are fairly generorm with their preroga- meang.
can do by any trickery from downtox_m, tires, but occasionally they like to keep Mr. V_'IGGINS..As interpreted by lcg--
I have found the Committee on Rules to a tight rein--I do not think the House islative history, by agreement of the ma-.
he very cooperative. I have no objection can feel that this provision of the law iority with which I also agree, I think
to, going before them. :[ do not believe I does something other than expedite the t.hat the problem to which our friend,
have ever been before them on anything handling of that. If I thought that this t/he gentleman from Minnesota, spoke are
that they have not granted me a rule on. language would permit us to take "shall. large:fy diffused. There is clearly the need[
But they did not find any objection to not" and make it; "shaH," I could not ir0deal with single regulations which may
this, and it seems more than passing support it. I do not know anyone who ::_eeome compound and involve several
strange to me why t;he gentleman /'rom could. _;ubjects.. This language would permit
Minnesota wants to deliver this Congress This does not let us rewrite anything; i;he excising of separate discrete provl..
handcuffed and shackled to the Federal it does not even let us change a eom- :_[ons acLd, accordingly, I cannot support
Election Commission. I do not know plex sentence or even a compound sen- :[he gentleman's amendment in view of
whether he envisions defeat and wants fence; but if there are three or fern' or i.his explanation.
to ben member of it, or what is going five subsections that are different issues' But I want to take just a moment to
on with him. dealing with different subject matters, _'.ay that all of us should now be aware

But I thought when we got four ex- it allows the expeditious approval of i;hat we :are dealing with a-very compli.-
members of Congress on that comm:_- those that are approved and the expe- :_ated statute and a very complicated bill.
s:[o]_,we would have some tmderstandLng, ditious disapproval of those disapproved. ::t takes a special dedication, I think. Mr.
a_ld I have now about decided that what Again, it just allows the House to work ,:[:haixTrLan, to have and to m_intain an
we have is kind o_ a love-hate relation- its will expeditiously, interesb in legislation of this sort. I want
shi:p. They left the House. They got beat, The chairman of the committee or ::_ compliment the gentleman from Mm-.
_ now they hate it. Maybe I am mis- the members of the committee cannot :._.esota :£or his energy and his knowledge
reading it, but that is the way it appears sit in the room and start writing things of this subject. We all recall that he
t,_ ]me in my dealings with them. out. The majority of the House can work ;_.layed a major role in fashioning the bill

Al/ we are trying to, do here is take its will, but this allows us to do it in an :,._a1974, :[ believe it was, and he happen_
some precautions. As the gentleman f;-om expeditious manner and in a manner :o be one of the few Members in this
California (Mr. PumLir, BU_TON) smd, if that is consistent with even what the :i![ouse who can speak from a background[
t;hey come in with a regulation that en- Federal Election Commission, I believe, _:,f know].edge. For that reason I think:
compasses 21 different items, and 19 of understands the process should be. his conl:ributions to the committee and,
them are good, we do not have to veto So, I strongly oppose the amendment, :o the I_[ouse should not be, and I am,
tlhe whole 19 to get at the 2. What I pre- because it does not do what my good ;_ure were not intended to be, dimin_shed
fer having them do, and maybe we should friend, the gentleman from Minnesota, oy the _';entleman from Ohio.
have written language that way, is b_±ag says. It does not let us rewrite anything; Mr.._.q[AYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, if
in a regulation that deals wittr one item. it merely lets the House work its wilZ in :ihe ger:d;].eman will yield, of course I did.
But we did not do that. We do not intend an expeditious manner so that amend- :mt mean to cast any reflections on the,
to rewrite the things here on the floor, ments that can be accepted can be ac- _i.enthm:_an at all. I agree the gentleman.
We do not intend to take out a sentence, cepted and those rejected, rejected. We knows a great deal about the subject and.
2'he language in the rer_ort speaks for Jr- do not have to reject the whole package ,:.ontribu_l_d a great deal in the commit-
self. It is only when it deals with a dif- if it is tied up like one of the Christraas bee. I think the gentleman, under my
ferent subject that we can veto one sub- trees that the other body sends over :utelage and the tutelage of the gentle-.
ject and let the other one go through, every time when we are dealing with a ::)_an from California, has matured a lot

Mr. JOHN L. BLrRTON. Mr. Clhair- little matter of tax reform. ':,nd this time instead of having 15(],
man, I nuyve to strike ti_e requisite num- Mr. Chairman, I yield back the re- amendments he had only 25. The gentle-
bet of words, and I rise tn opposition to mainder of my time. :nan l_. coming along. I like him and
the amendment. Mr_ WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I move :_:aaybe n_)w, if he has listened to our

(Mr. JOHN L. BURTON asked and to strike the last word. coUoquy--I am not optimistic aboul;
ws_ given permission to revise and Mn ChalrmaxL, :if I may have the at- !:his---bat I hope that he might even want
extend hi_ remarks.) tention of the chairman of the commit- to withdraw his amendment.

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chair- teee, the gentleman from Ohio, page 8 Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, I move to
man, the gentleman from California of the report deals specifically with the ,._trike the last word and I rise in mild
(Mr. PHrLLn, B_sTo_) the elder, I think issue which is the subject of the Frenzel _apport of the amendment.
ex_,lairred very succinctly what the in- amendment. Mr. Chairman, I rise in mild support
whole-or-in-part provision does. It really Paragraph 4 on page 8 states the tel- of the amendment and strong support of
let,,_us expedite approval of the actions or lowing: ;he amerldment's sponsor, beeause while,
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I have heard the colloquy and I am re- Mr. ECKHARDT. Mx. Chairman I Members should be assured that we are
_ssured, I still hope the conferees will move to strike the requisite number of not talking about mandatory sentencing
find a different way to accomplish this words. I rise in opposition to the amend- here.
end than is now in the bill; for this rea- ment. I shall not take the 5 minutes. Mr. DENT. Mr, Chairman, will the
son I take the floor at this time fox a Mr. Chairman, I think it would be very gentleman yield?
minute, mischievous to adopt an amendment that Mr, WIGGINS. I yield l_) the gentle-

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. If the gentleman strikes item two. As much as I despise man from Pennsylvania.
will yield, if the gentleman's amendment and abhor the legislative veto procedure, Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairraan, we dis-
prevails the conferees will not have any if we are going to it, we ought not to kill cussed this amendment, as the gentleman
chance to be in favor of anything, so in it by making it impossible. The thing is, knows, in the committee. We had quite a
my judgment the gentleman in the well if we are going to have only 30 days to discussion on it, and there was not a
ought to be in mild disapproval of the veto these acts, we cannot depend upon unanimous position taken_
amendment, a waiver from the Committee on Rules, So far as I am concerned--and the

Mr. MIKVA. Maybe when I am fin- or else we delegate total authority to the chairman lfimself takes the same posi-
ished with this colloquy I mlghthe. Committee on Rules to veto it or permit tion--we have no objection to the

I would say this to the chairman as it. I think what we have pointed out is amendment.
well as to the members of the commit- the bad part of ofering this thing under Mr. WIGGINS. I am pleased to hear
tee. I read the committee report and it is such a limited rule. I would have pre- that. I will simply wrap up my last sen-
very clear, and I read the bill and it is ferred to have voted in favor of the first tence by saying that these are discre-
very clear, and the bill very clearly part of the amendment striking lines 7 tionary penalties only; they arenotman-
says: "in whole or in part." through 10, but when we put in the pack- datory jail sentences. A court should not

As I have understood the use of legis- age the striking of the only practical pro- be denied the discretion of dealing
lative history, and I admit I have been cedure by which the veto process can be harshly with a particularly egregious
out of law school for a long time, we do worked, it seems to me that we are rolling case.
not get to look at the committee report if into a single amendment two very differ- AMENDMENTOFFEREDBY _R. ZFRENZELAS A
the language of the bill is clear. I can ent subject matters. SUSSTITUTI/:FOR THE AMENI)iX{ENTOFFERED
only say to my colleagues at this point Mr. Chairman, I would recommend a rY MR. WIGGINS
that I am glad we have this consensus of no vote on the amendment. Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I offer
what we mean. That is not what we are The CHAIRMAN. The question is on an amendment as a substitute for the
saying. Unfortunate]y, the courts tradi- the amendment offered by the gentleman amendment.
tionally have said, "We look at what you from Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL). The Clerk read as follows:
say before we look at what you intended The amendment was rejected. . Amendment offered by Mr. FRENZELas a
to say." Al%IENDMENTOFFEREDBY MR. WIGGINS substitute for the amendment offered by Mr.

Mr. Chairman, I strongly support the Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chail'man. I offer WmazNs: Page 45. line 19, strike out "$5.000"
purpose of what I understand this pro- an amendment. _ and insert in lieu thereof "$1,000".
vision was intended to do. I think being The Clerk read as follows: (Mr. PRENZW.L asked and was given
multifarious in regulation drafting is an Amendment offered by Mr. WXGGL'qS:On permission to revise and extend his
unfair thing to do. page 45, line 19, strike "$50000" and insert in remarks.)

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, will lieu thereof "$2500". PARLIAMENTARYIi'qQlYIR¥
the gentleman yield ?

Mx. MIKVA. I yield to the gentleman (Mr. WIGGINS asked and was given Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, I
from Ohio. permission to revise and extend his re- have a parliamentary inquiry.

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, if marks.) The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
the amendment fails, I wil attempt in Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, this is state it.
conference, along with the gentleman an amendment to the section dealing Mr. THOMpsON. Mr. Chairman, I
from California (Mr. WZGaZNS) and with penalties for violation of the act. would just like the prospective amend-
others who will be in the conference corn- The new section contained in the bill ment reread. My attention was diverted
mittee, to write the language more clear- represents a positive advance over cur- for a moment, and I am not certain of
ly; but I have always understood that if rent law, since it requires that violations the line to which the amendment refers.
there is any doubt about what the law be knowing and willful before penalties The CHAIRMAN. Without objection,
says, the courts always look at the legis- attach to those violations; however, it the Clerk will rereport tile substitute
lative intent, contains another provision which I think amendment.

Now, what we intend is only if there is unconscionable and ought to be There was no objection.
are substantial areas of difference. They amended. The Clerk reread the substitute
sent up a regulation of disclosure which On page 45, line 19--the Members have amendment.
had 41 different areas. We might have the bill before them--they will observe Mr. THOMPSON. I thank the chair.
agreed with 39 of them, but under the that the violation must exceed $5,000 be- Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, the
way the law is made, we had to turn the fore the possibility of any jail time ac- rationale presented by the distinguished
whole thing down or swallow the whole crues to the violator. If the violation is gentleman from California (Mr. Wxc-
thing and the report was separate and in an amount less than $5,000, there is GZNS) in support of his amendment ap-
distinct in the areas covered. What we the possibility of fines only. Now, this plies likewise to my own. Under this sec-
are trying to say is that if the regula- classification of violations of less than tion of the bill, in order to qualify for a
tion is 95 percent good, we do not have $5,000 and more than $5,000 is, in my criminal penalty, an offense has to be
to veto it in order to get rid of the bad opinion, an irrational one which is capa- committed in a willful and knowing man-
parts, ble of mischief, her and be over $5,000, or, as seems likely.

Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, let me say, For example, the Members all know the Wiggins amendment will be adopted
in the efforts to clean up the language that it is illegal to accept a contribution and it must be over $2,500.
by this amendment, I do withdraw my from a corporation, and they all know Now, what that means, of course, is
support, but I do hope we do it better that it is illegal to accept a contribu- that if one contributes $2,400 over the
in the conference than currently in the tion from a labor union. If one violates contribution limit, one will not be sub-
bill. that proscription knowingly and will- jected to a criminal penalty. One would

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will fully, but the amount of the violation is be subjected only to some kind of a civil
the gentleman yield? $4,500, one violates no penal--that is, penalty. A corporation, as I understand

Mr. MIKVA. I yield to the gentleman one risks no jail time as the result of that this section of the law, may contribute
from Minnesota. violation. $2,400 to a campaign and not be subject

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I do I would think, members of the Com- to criminal penalties, but only subject
thank the gentleman for this temporary mittee, that there are certain egregious to civil penalties.
mild support and I thank the gentleman actions which fall beneath the $5,000 It seems to me that it was _ good thing
from Ohio and the gentleman from Calf- limitation which ought to expose the rio- in this bill to set up both a civil and
fornia for their kind words, lator to the possibility of going to Jarl. criminal procedure. It was a good thing to
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se_g up a conciliation procedure, beck,use pass this amendraent which to rell%_tatll BIIq'(_B:/LI_[).The time of the gentlem_m
oux aim in this kind ,of a law is t_) en.- this disclosure provision with the secre,, from 5_[innesota (Mr. FRrNZEL) has ex-
courage people to get into politics, no_ to taries of state, pired.
be so afraid that they will stay out. Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, wtli (I3_ lmanimous consent, Mr. F_rz_n

On the other hand, once we establish the gentleman yield? was alilowed to proceed for I additional
an offense or violation, it has to be a Mr_ PRENZEL. I yleJd to the gentle., mlnut.e.)
willful or knowing one. And once we es.- man :from New Jersey (Mr. '_oz_PsoN), 1V/r. ].VIAGUIRE. Mr. Chairman, will
tablish a limitation, it should be a reason.- Mn THOMPSON. I thank the gentle _ the g,mtleman yield?
able limitation. We should not say to man J[oryielding. ]Ylr. :I?RENZEI_, I yield to the gentle-
Stuart Mott, for instance, Mn Chairman, without expressing a:n msLn lrom New Jersey.

"If you want to contribute $2,400 or opinion for or against the amendmen_t, 1Mir.]!/IAOUIRE. Mr. Chairman, I sim-
$4,900 more than you are allowed to is it not so that ff this legislation be-. ply w_.nt to commend the gentleman for
under the law, we will only let you off comes law, the laws of the several State_, offe:ci:ag his amendment.
wi.th a civil penalty, there wiU k_e no relating to election,; are preempted wit]l. ][ for:md that the logistical probleras
danger of a criminal penalty." respect to Federal elections by this law:! fnvolv'4z._in finding the reports that were

This amendment offered by the gentle- Is tt_,t the gentJ.eman's understanding :_' filed Jn Washington were difficult for rae
man from California is not severe at all.. Mir. FRENZ_:L. No. As I understand il. the first time I ran, even though I am
:It is simply a matter of degree. Hi, s the law now provid, es for preemption o1! frora a nearby State. I am sure the prob-
_mendment is a good one. I thir_k my State law by the existing Federal elec,, leto _; intensified for those who are from
'_rnendment is a better ()ne. tions law. Sta_;e_; :L'arther away than New Jersey.

Mr. pHrr,r,rP BURTON. Mr. Chair- 1V_..THOiViPSON_ If the gentleman w:[]:[ :Mhr, Chairman, I support the gentle-
man, will the gentleman yield? yield further, to put ii; another way', th_J manL,; .,_nendment, and I wish to cpm-

Mr. FI_ENZEL. I yield to the gentle- existing law, as amended by what we arEB mend t:dm on the variety of the amend-
man from California (Mr. P_LLI_ proposing here, does ix._fact preempt th_J men_; :he has offered, many of which I
B'URTON). State laWS? sUppOrt. I fhink the gentleman is doing

Mr. PHIIJ__ BURTON. I thank the 1V£r.FRENZEL. q_he gentleman is cor._ an excellent job in attempting to lin-
gentlemanfor yielding, sect. prove'l;'.l_ebiU.

Mr. Chairman, to elirrdnate any mis- 1V.[r.THOM[PSON'. So the effect of thh_, 1V,Ir _i_ENZEL. Mr. Chai_Tnan, I thank
conception or any political ambiguity, I amendment would be perhaps that l'!; the gentleman for his support.
am going to vote and urge my colleagues provides availability of information c::L :l_.[r. ;[-LAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman:, I
to vote for the gentleman's amendment, the local level, especi::xlly in the smaller rise i_. opposition to the amendment.

Mr. FRENZEL. I thank, the gentleman States, and copies of our reports to the 1_.£r. Chairman, I have not opposed
for his support. Federal Election. Commission would be -eve,._ _-_mendment the gentleman from

The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr. _led with the secretaries of state of th_ Mlra_e_ota (Mr. FRENZY.L) has offered. I
]B_NCHAM).The question is on the amend- respective States? oppo_,_ethis one strictly on the basis of
ment offered by the gentleman _'rom IVIr. FRENZl3L. Yes, ifthis amendme:_:l; an. ex;l_erience that happened to the
_,[innesota (Mr. FReNZY.L) as a substitute is agreed to. gentl_xm,an from Ohio (Mr. DEV_rr) and
for the amendment offered by the gentle,- l_[r. THO1VII_SON. ]:f this amendme:_:_l; mysei:11'as the result of filing with the
man from California (M:r. WXCGX_rS). is a_;reed to. And it serves no purpo,,_,e Secre_stry of State.

The amendment offered as a substitute other than that, tile secretaries of sta,t:e I hs_ve talked with some secretaries of
:rot the amendment was agreed to, not [_aving any control at all over th!_,_? state e,bout this, and they say that this

Tho CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The Mr'. FRENZEI_,. The, gentleman is co_:-, is a ]:_;_.adthing. They have no procedure
q'aestion is on the amendment offered rect. The disclosure or the filing is l_- in t h_,,State law for handling it. I do not
by the gentleman from California (Mr. formational in nature only. knc,w how they file it. I suppose in some
W_or_s), as amend_. Mr. ROUSSELOT. ).Vir.Chairman, wii_ States they file it in file 13 because there

The amendment, as amended, was the gentleman yield? is not.hing in the law that says they have
agreed to. l_Ir. FRENZEL. :[ yield to the gentl,i to I:,n!;serve it.

man from California. At c_:mtime I was the victim of a :press
A_ENDI_-EBIT OFFERED Br MR. FRENZEL MI'. ROUS_ELOT. Mr. Chairman, '.l confexence held by a certain individual

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr, Chairman, ]: offer rise in support of the amendment offer_d representing an organization. That orga-
an' amendment, by my colleague, the gentleman from nization or at least the president ,sd it,

The Clerk read as follows: Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL), not because ] I stlcu, ld say, likes to compare himself to
Amendment offered by Mr. 1F_EIq'Z:EL', CFa am interested in generating ext:::i_ the ,_,].mighty. He went to Columbus,

page 29, line 7, strike the word "by" az_d paperwork--I ara not---but because I feel Oh:Lo, and held a press conference,, and
stsrikeall of line 8. that as long as we are required to file _i,_ he s_id that the chairman of the co:m-

(Mr. FRENZEL asked and was s'iven much detail _u;we are here with the Fed.. mit tee and the ranking member of the
permission to revise and extend his oral Election Commission and with tl:e comr_aittee had failed on the first test to
remarks.) Clerk: of the House, et cetera, it is just :!_:. com_,]y with the law.

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, this help:ful to filewil;h the Secretary of Stal;_, I _ not blaming the secreta_Y of
_xnendment simply strikes the first part In many cas_s we are required to fiLe_ sta_e :for this, although he is no friend
of section 112. That section has elimi- some kind of a report with the courdqi' of :mi:L_eor has not been in the past. I
hated from the current law the provi- registrar of voters. _hat is true in Ca]L- third: l_e is a friend of the gentleman
sion that candidates :_orFederal officeor fornia, from Ohio (Mr. DEVRY); at least he is
for Congress must file their disclostu'e re- q?bis merely is a duplication. This pr,',_.., from t;he same political party.
ports with their local secretaries o_ state, cedure will mean that we just duplica_;_ ¥Th:'at happened apparently was tltat
It strikes the first part of section 1:L2 what we file here. It also ellminat_ t]:,_ whoever received those reports did not
referring only to the secretaries o:[ state, belief that we are in any way trying ,;o kixow what to do with them. Whatever

That portion was put in the bill in an withhold information on a local level, they _,d:_ouldhave done, they did not do
_ttempt to reduce unnecessary paper- The State of California has afs, l:r it, a_d they did not have them there.
work. However, it is felt by many people pracbice commi,;sion. They have recor._:l., We _i_otan ocean of bad publicity when
that the local press and local observers mended that those of us from Californ!_, tab.e re'._orts were there all the time.
of the political scene find it much easier supl_rt the amendment offered by my _e secretary later said that mine
to get this information within the State colleague, the gentleman from Minn,_.. arrive.c[ a day late. With the U_S,
_;h_n they do to pick it up from Wash- sota (Mr. FnE_ZrL), and I favor rd..'; mail 1:;heway it is, the U.S. Postal Cor-
]ngton or to have to come out here or to amendment because :[ think: it is moreL], pora_2on, I am happy it did not arrive a
pick it up from an expensive wire service, a duplication of what we are already Iii.. week late; but the papers the gentleman
_o while I think the intention of this lng anyway, from ()bio (Mr. DEVL'_) also got stuffed
]_rticutar provision was pretty good, I Mr. FRENZEL. lvir. Chairman, I thardi: under some papers or dropped in the
l'_aink we are doing the concept of dis- the gentleman for his contribution, corner or something.
closure a disservice. Therefore we should The CHAIRMAN pro tempore_ (1Mh:', 1_'. Chairman, this is Just duplica-
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lion. We talk about accessibility. There R_coav,_ vo,rz Wreen Whaled Wydler
Tsongas Whitehurst Wylie

is not a daily newspaper in the United Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, ! van Deerlin Wiggins _ates
States that I know of, and ! have quite de/hand a recorded vote. Vander Jagt Wilson, Bob Yatron
a number of them in my district, some A recordedvote was ordered, rander Veen Wilson, Tex. Young. ;Fla.Vanik Winn Young, Ga.
having a circulation of as little as 5,000, The vote was taken by electronic de- W_,sh Wirth Ze:reretti
who dO not subscribe to the AP or the vice, and there were--ayes 293, noes 111, Wampler Wolff
UPI. At filing time either the AP or the not voting 28, as follows: Waxman Wright
UPI can get a copy of anybody's report, a NOF_,S---lll
xeroxed copy. If the paper out there re- iron No. 148] Addabbo Flynt Moss
quests it, they willput it on the wire. It is AYES---293 Ambro Ford,Mich. Murphy,Ill.
usually, perhaps, a lot more accurate, be- Abdnor Flowers Moakley Annunzio Ford, Tenn. Murphy, N.Y.
cause it is a copy of the original, than Abzug Foley Moffett Ashley Gaydos MurthaAdams Forsythe Montgomery AuCoin Giaimo Nedzi
is what they are going to get from the Alexander Fountain Moors Bev/Il Gibbons Nichols
secretaryofstate. Allen Fraser Moorhead, Biaggi Gonzalez Passman

Mr. Chairman, I do not think it is a Anderson, Frenzel Calif. Bolling GoodJing Patten, N.J.
Calif. Frey Moorhead, Pa, Brademas Hall Pickle

matter of life or death with the Con- Anderson,Ill. Fuqua Morgan Breaux Harsha Poage
tress, but we just keep adding regula- Andrews, N.C. Gilman M0sher Brooks Hawkins Price
timm which generate more paper. Andrews,' Ginn Mottl Brown, Calif. Hays, Ohio RooneyN. Dak. Goldwater. Myers, Ind. Burke. Calif. He:stoski Rose

Mr. Chairman, I had predicted, as the Archer Oradison Myers, Pa. Burke. Mass. Hightower Rostcnkowski
chairman of the Select Committee on Armstrong Grassley Natcher Burleson, Tex. Holt Roybal
Excess Paperwork, which former Speaker Ashbrook Gude Neal Burlison, Mo, Holtzman Ruppe

Aspin Hagedorn Nolan Byron Hungate Ryan
McCormack insisted I assume, after my Badillo Haley Nowak Clay Hutchinson St Germaln
futile experience with that in butting Bafalis Hamilton Oberstar Collins, Ill. Hyde Seiberling
my head against the stonewall of bu- Baldus Hammer- Obey Collins, Tex. I_hord Shipley
reaucracies, that ff this country or this Baucus schmidt O'Brien Corman Johnson, Calif. SlkesBauman HaDley O_Hara Crane Jones,Ala. Slsk
democracy is ever destroyed, it will not Beard, R.L Hannaford O'Neill DanieLs, N.J. Jones, N,C. Slack
be by revolution. It will be drowned In Beard, Tenn. Hanson Ottlnger Danielson Jones, Tenn. Spellman
a sea of reports and papers. Bedell Harkin Patterson, Davis Jordan Steed

Bell Harrington Calif. de la Carla Kazen Stokes
Mr. Chairman, this is just one little Bennett Harris Pattlson, N.Y. Delaney Ketchum Sulllvan

effort to cut down on a little bit of it Bergland Hechler, W. Va. Perkins Dent Landrum Teague
in the 50 S_ates. Bingham Heckler, Mass. Pettis Derrick Lehman Thompson

Mr. FORD of Michigan. Mr. Chairman, Blanchard Hefner Peyser Derwinskt McFall UllmanBlouln Heinz Pike Dlggs Madden Vlgorito
will the gentleman yield ? Botts Hicks Pressler Dlngell Mahou Waggonner

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I yield to the gen- Boland Hillis Preyer Duncan, Ore§. Mathls Weaver
tleman from Michigan. Bonker Hortog Prltchard Eckhardt Milford Whitten

Bowen Howard Quie Evans, Ind. Mills Young, Alaska
Mr. FORD of Michigan. Mr. Chairman, Brinkley Howe Quilled Evins, Tenn. Minish Young, TeE.

is there any place in this bill where we Brodhead Hubbard Rallsback Farm Moliohan Zablockl
attempt to impose duties on State legis- Broomfield Hughes Randall

Brown, Mlch, Jacobs Rangel NOT VOT1'NC_--28
latures or State officials by vii'rue of the Brown, Ohio Jarman Roes Barrett H_bert Pepper
Federal law? Broyhill Jeffords Regula Biester Henderson Riegle

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. No. Buchanan Johnson, Colo. Reuss Breckinrhige Hinshaw Rodtno
Burgener Jones, Okla_ Rhodes Chisholm Holland Sarbanes

Mr. FORD of Michigan. Generally Burl_e,Fla. Kasten Richmond Clancy Jenrette Stratton
when a person such as a secretary of Burton; John Kastenmeier Rinaldo Dodd Johnson, Pa. _ffdall
state or comparable counterpart in other Burton, PhUltp Kelly Rlsenhoover Eshleman Karth White
States has a duty to receive something Butler Kemp Roberts Oreen LaFalce Wilson, C. H.

Carney Keys Robinson Ouyer Mac_lonald
for filing, that duty carries with it the carr Kindness Roe Hayes, Ind. Nix
obligation for safekeeping, for making carter Koch Rogers
copies, for making them available for Cederberg Krebs Roncalio The Clerk announced the following
public inspection, for doing all sorts of ChappeI1 Krueger Rosenthal pairs:Clausen, LagomarSlne Roush
things. Don H. Latta Rousselot On this vote:

It seems to me that ff we are going to clawson, Del Leggett Runnels Mr. Stratt_)n for, with Mr. Rodino against.
simply send some paper to a secretary of Cleveland Lent R_sso Mr. Nix for, with Mr. Pepper against.

Oochran Levltas Santint Mrs. Chisholm for, with Mr. H6bertstate, such as in my State of Michigan, Cohen Litton Sarasln
and not call upon him to perform any Conable Lloyd, Calif. Satterfield againSt.
duties with respect to safekeeping or Conlan Lloyd, Tenm BcheuerConte Long, La. Schneebeli Mr. POAGE changed his vote from
public display or public access or other conyers Long, Md. Schroeder "aye" to "no."
requirements, it is a vain and useless act. cornell Lott Schulze Messrs. CARR, STUCKEY', and SKU-

It would seem to me that if, on the cotter LuJan Sebellus
Coughltn Lundlne SharP BITZ changed their vote from "no" to

other hand, this amendment is intended D'Amours McOlory Shrlver "aye."
to imply that the secretary of state in Daniel, Dan McCloskey Shuster ' SO the amendment was agreed to.
Michigan has the duty for safekeeping, Daniel, R.W. McColllster Simon

Dellums McCormack Skubitz The result of the vote was announced
the duty for filing, the duty for copying, Devine McDade Smith, I0wa as above recorded.
and so forth, that that is an unconstitu- Dickinson McDonald Smith, Nebr.
tional infringement on the power of the Downey, N.Y. MeEwen Snyder Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, dur-
State legislature. I do not understand Downing, Va. McHugh Solarz tnt general debate yesterday I addressed

Drtnan McKay Spence ITAYse_,on the basis of personal knowl-
what it is. It is either a vain and useless Duncan, Tenn. McKinney Staggers
act or it is a clear invasion of the prov- du Pont Madlgan Stanton, edge and intent, to the question of cor-
ince of the State constitutional author- Early Maguire J.William porate and union contributions to candi-
lty, both in its constitution and in its Edgar Mann Stanton, dates and political committees, and I

Edwards,/da. Martin James V. stated that I would expand upon those
legislative body. Edwards, Oallf; Matsunaga Stark

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. It is probably both, Eilberg Mazzoli Steelman remarks. My purpose here is to establish
! will say to the gentleman; and it would Emery Meeds Stelger, Ariz. legislative history which is so clear that

English _ Melcher Stelger, Wis. it cannot again be misinterpreted by the
probably be Just as useful to Put in here Erlenborn Metcalfe Stephens Federal Election Commission.that we send a Christmas greeting. Esch Meyner Stuckey

The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr. Evans, Colo, Mezvlnsky Studds The Federal Election Campaign Act
Fascell Michel Symington Amendments of 19_6, H.R. 12406, spe-B_NOHAM).The question is on the amend- Fenwlck Mikva Symms

merit offered by the gentleman from Min- Flndley Miller, Call L Talcott ciflcally corrects the FEC's erroneous in-
nesota (Mr. FaENZEL). Fish Miller, Ohio Taylor, Mo. terpretation as set forth in a_:lvtsory opin-

The question was taken; and the _ Mineta Taylor, N.C. ion No. 23, commonly referred to asFtthiau Mink Thone
Chairman pro tempore announced that mood Mitchell, Md. Thornton SUNFAC. WhaZ follows is a background
the noes appeared to have it. mo_o M/tcheU, N.Y. Trax_er explanation, and appended matters re-
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lating directly to it. The material dem- tions by an employer, no matter for what; the que,stion of corporate solicitation of
onstrates the need for the proposed stat-- purpose, and no matter how well-in- employees was not even before the Court.
utory correction of the FEC's mistake, tentioned, are psychologically coercive. The chamber's memorandum substan-

During debate on the amendment to The employee is going to be intimidate_::[ tially misrepresents the Supreme Court's
the United States Code section, upon and coerced, because thc entity solicitinli: decisic_ in Buckley. For example, the
which section the FE£; based its errone-, the funds is, for all practical purpose_: memorandum at page 2 states that cer-
ous decision in SUNPAC, Y.stated the fol-- the same as, or closely related to the on.,E_ fain pi'ovisions of the pending bill "are
lowing: which also gives the salary raises ante absolub_ly contrary to the Supreme

What the gentleman's amendment wiE.do. promotions. This fundamental principl, Court's interpretation of the law to
_ simple. It, in effect, incorporates the c_a._e was a major relkson for the particula:' mean ghat corporate political action
law Into existing statutory law, and woukl balance established by section 610 i:n. committees may solicit not only their
allow within a very limited area, already ex.- 1971, which the SUNPAC advisory opin. shareholders, but also their employees."
1sting in the Law, the expenditure of certain ion so drastically altered in 1975. This is grossly misleading. The Court, in
treasury moneys, or corporate moneys, for This bill corrects these two Commis.. its discassion of limitations on politicalthe sole purposeof re_,chlngeither union
rr_embers, or stockholders in the corpora.- sion-created problerns. First, io reestab., contributions by individuals, observed in
tion... (93Record43385). lishes the congressionally determine¢ a footr,)te that--

balance between the interests of the busi. cc,rpo:rate and union resources . . . may be
The case law to which. I refer in the ness community and its stockholders, an,:[ emp[[oy,ed . . . to solicit contributions from

above quotation is typified by Un,ted the interests of the labor community and employ.ecs, stockholders, and union recta-
States v. U.A.W., 352 U.S. 567 (1957). its membership. And I must say here bets

Innumerable other references dm'lng that ig seems ludicrous for the Congres;; However this random comment is an
th edebateOnNovember30, 1971, made it to have to reestablish existing law jus: example of dicta. It cannot by any
clear that business entities were to be because an unelected six-member panel stretch of the imagination be regarded
allowed to solicit their stockholders us- decided to "repeal" the law. Second, i; as a decision of the Court with respect
lng corporate treasury funds in order to places some rational organizational to solicitation rights of either corpora-
create parity with unions, who by rea- framework on the proliferation of PAC'._ tions or unions, for such issues were not
son of the Supreme Court decision in by both busine,_s and labor, thus avoidinf: even 'before the Court in Buckley.
'U.S. against UAW cited above, were al- the anonymity of nmlti-PAC's, and less .... This kind of misleading analysis is re-
lowed to solicit their membership using ening the chances for Watergate.-typ_ peated by the Chamber's memorandum
union treasury funds, laundering and other abuses. This re. in _Lt_;discussion of multiple political

The SUNPAC decision (A.O.-23) by affirmation of congressional policy pro. commit.tees sponsored by the same cot-
the Federal Election Commission vides not only a means of correcting the poratJoil or labor union. On page 4 of
changed that law, and allowed business Commission's most glaring mistake, buL the memorandum, following a desert:p-
entities to solicit employees in addition produces several affirmative and salutary, tion oJ:.'language in the pending legisla-
to stockholders. By means of an advisoE_' results, tion wtiich the memorandum says would
opinion, this independent, nonelected, First. it allows an. opportunity for rea-
six-member body usm'ped the legislative "prohibit companies from establishing
function of the Congress in general, and sonable oversight by the Commission ..... separate PAC's for subsidiaries or dirt-
the House in particular. This unaccount- if there are too many PAC's and nol stoas,' the following statement appears:
able group of six persons drastically enough investigators, then there is likel;_ This ts contrary to the Suprenie Court's
modified the equitable balance which to be selective or no enforcement, decisio:n in BuekZey v. Vale O, which held that
had been the national policy established Second, it ill no way limits the clas_, corporations and labor organizations may
during the 92d Congress. of oontribUtors, but only the class whicl:, establi, sh multiple political committees . . .

The Commission's misinterpretation o.f may be solicited. This should haw; th,:_ It is true that the Court in the cited
existing lawhas many undesirable fac,ets. effect of encouraging grassroots lewz,] _ootnate observed that--
But the two most glaring problems crc- participation by those who wish to pa;['- The Act places no limit on the number of
ated by the erroneous decision are: lVJ]i'st;, ticipate, while protecting from coercio]:, funds b:tlat may be formed through the _tse
the proliferation of political action corn- those who do not wish to participate, of subsidiaries or divisions of corpora-
mittees--PAC's; and second, the coer- Third, it does :not limit the number ,:,if tions ....
cion inherent in the solicitation of em- PAC's which a corporate or union eI_..
ployees by employers, tity---or its divisions, subdivision, subsi.. But this statement by no means con-stituted a decision of the Court, and

First, with respect to proliferation, the dies, or locals---may establish, but onl;,i'
CONGRESSXONALRzeoR_ of March 29, 1976, the amount which those PAC's; consid., again amounted only to an expository
lists the most recent PAC's, and shows ered collectiw;ly, may contribute to :i_ statement of the kind familiar to any
the exponential growth in political action candida, re or an cai'marked polltic_[ reader of appellate court opinions.
committees funded by both the business committee. It is the Sun Oil advisory opinion it-
community and labor unions. It is true There is another area Which need,_ self which gave rise to the current con-troversy over corporate solicitation, lin
that PAC's provide an opportunity for substantial clarification. That is the sis.:., that a¢!visory opinion the FEC indicated
some form of passive participation in the nificance of "dicta" in the Buckle:ii' its agreement with an interpretation of
electoral process by contributors, itt is a against Valeo decision. I address tll:_
fs_t, however, that there were a multi- point because, on March 1, 1976, th:_,, section 610 advanced by the Sun Oil Co.,
tude of such committees through which Chamber of Commerce of the Unite,5 which interpretation many Members of
moneys were "laundered" during the States issued a raemorandum which ail.,, the Congress regard as flatly contrary to'the intent of the original legislation. In
Watergate affair, and that the sheer dressed itself to the Buckley again,_t
number of such committees provided the Valeo decision, mid to the substance ol[ any event, neither the FEC's advisoryopinion in Sun Off, nor the Court's
opportunity for nonacc6untability_ and this bill. The chamber took dicta, con-,
the occasion for the abuses, tained in explanatory footnotes of tti:E_ dicta in Buckley, can be stretched to the

The exponential growth of corporate Supreme Court decision, and elevate_![ magnitude of a constitutional pro-nouncement. Both Sun Oil and, a for-
PAC's was occasioned by the SUNPAC that dicta to a constitutional pronounce..,
advisory opinion, which purportedly ment of the right of corporations t::_ tiori, i;he dicta, involved statutory c(/fi-
legitimized extensive solicitation by the soMcit not only shareholders, but al,_c_, structlion.
PAC's of corporate employees. Unions employees. The Chamber thus first misreads tihe
reacted to the corporate PAC prolifera- First of all, dicta are merely, and ]:i dicta b,o be decisions of the Court, and
tion by encouraging locals to set up quote from Black's Law Dictionary. then misreads the aMeged decisions to
PAC's, and we are now witnessing the "opinions of a judge which do not embody address a subject not even contemplated
seesaw effect of the wholly unnecessary the resolution or determination o_ th,_ by the Court.
and unjustifiable imbalance created by court, and are made without argtunen& The following material relates to my
the Federal Election Commission. or _ull consideration of the point, an:![ staternents above, and should be cortaid-

Second, with respect to employee ce,- are not the professed deliberate deter-, ered by the House for the purposes of
ercion, it is simply a fact that soliclta- minations of the judge himself." Secom&_ debate of H.R. 12405:
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[Oommon Cause, Mar. 10, 1976] already had one or more political committees product of the entire Conunittee on
SPI/ICIAL_'_/x'_ST OROUPS ACCIY_IULA_E$16.4 prior to the 1974 elections. The Communlca- House Administration. C_irman HAYS

l_IrL,,o_r roa 1976 POLITICAL CAMPAIONS, UP tl0n Workers of America, for example, regis- has been unjustly criticized as having
_d[ota=.THAN FORTY PEaCENT OVER Sn_xhaa tered 12 additional committees, and the steamrollered his bill through the com-
pmxoD n-_ 1974, C0_MON CAuS_ STUDY P_- _fachinists registered four additional corn= mit//_e. This just is not so. Every mere-retirees.
VEALS "Comprehensive public financing for the ber of the committee had a full opp0r-
Special interest groups hav'e accumulated 1976 Presidential elections assures that the tunity to debate the bill and offer

$16.4 million for the 19/6 political cam- great bulk of all interest group contributions amendments. The bill beJ[ore us today
paigns, according to a new study released by in 1976---new or old, business or labor, medl- reflects the compromises reached on
common Cause. The $16.4 million political cai or dairy--are destined for the Congres- the many issues debated during the.
warchest---cash on hand as of January 1976--- sional races," Wertheimer said. "These de- markup.
represents an increase of more than 40 per- velopments present one of the most eom- In the final analysis, the bill before us
cent over the $11.7 million held by interest pelllng cases yet made on the need for seeks to amend existing law to provide
groups at a similar early stage of the 1974 Congressional public financing."
elections (February 28, 1974), the study re- _They also demonstrate that it is essential a procedure whereby maximum dis-
vealed, for Congress to make clear that an organlza- closure of the sources of funds and ex-

"The $16.4 millRm figure doesn't even be- tlon cannot set up a number of political penditures of a political campaign is
gin to tell the story," according to Fred committees and thereby render meaning- available to the electorate. The pur-
Werthelmer, Common Cause Vice President less the $5,000 limit on what an organization's pose of the law should not be to estab-
and Director of its Campaign Finance Moni- political committee can give to a candidate, lish a game where the candidate who
toring Project. "In one of the most signifi- The need for this 'antlproliferation' legisla- unwittingly may deviate from the rules
cant developments since the passage of the tlon is strikingly demonstrated by Just two
1974 campaign finaiace law, 242 new noliticai ..... _[ goes to jail. Instead, the thrust of
giving committees have been es d the law should be to provide the voter
special interest grourps during th with tile maximum information about
(See Appendix A for complete the respective candidates. The bill seeks
at these new interest group com_ f to accomplish this by repealing certain
Just begun their drive to accu_ _ sections of the criminal law and instead
for the 1976 elections. Thls mean I granting the Comnlission jurisdiction
millions of additional political _ over all aspects of the electoral process,be raised by the new commit
months ahead,"Werthehnersaid, rather than dividing the jurisdiction

According to the study, the 24 between the Commission and the De-
mtttees now constitute thirty pi _ partment of Justice. The bill does pro-
interest group committees regis I vide for criminal sanctior_ for "know-
the federal law. The cash, the n_ [ lng and willful violations," but, absent
tees have accumulated at this these instances, the main lmrpose of the
ever, amounts to only six percent [ bill is to seek to remedy any violationsmillion total funds accumulated
retest group committees. '-_, I by conciliation, with a civil fine where

The new committees so far I ---_:? ', deemed necessary by the Commission.
only $978;000 with $496,000 accu _ ,_-_-- In this manner the candidate whose
Just one group, a new commltte( negligence leads to a violation of the
with the American Trial La_'ye act is given an opportunity to rectify
itoh. such error without the pos:_ibility of fac-

The study notes that the hug_ lng criminal proceedings. With such abetween funds available for old ,
and those available for new corer system, how can it honestly be argued
change dramatically over the cou: that the bill seeks to discourage chal-
as the new committees carry out _ lengers to the existing incrunbents?
fundratsing drives. In striking down the limitations for

_IYSINESS-RELATEDCO_i_/IT_[_ -- ............ _,,-_,,ffe-DTsm with s ° both campaign expendltm'es as welt as
Almost 76 percent of the 242 new corn- many snares as to discourage individuals the so-called independent expenditures,

mittees have been formed by business-related from seeking elective office." the Supreme Court has limited the
interests, according to the study. One hun- "It changes the rules in the middle of manner of regulating Federal elections,

dred and seven corporations and 22 banks the game." Absent complete Federal funding of
have established new political comnllttees in "It makes the Federal Election Corn- elections, the only effective way of
the last year, more than doubling the hum- mission a mere subcommittee of Con- regulating election behavior relies on a
ber of corporations and banks with registered tress." full disclosure of the financial activitiescommittees prior to the 1974 elections. Seven-
teen oil companies have registered political "Congress should only reconstitute the of the candidates. At the same time, in
action commlt_ess for the first time, includ- Commission at this time to meet the ob- invalidating the limitations on "inde-
lng Atlantic Rlchfied Co., Cities Service Co., jections of the Supreme Court." pendent expenditures" the Court may
Standard Oil of California, Standard Oil of "We should extend public financing to have unwittingly created a very serious
Ohio, Sun Oil Co. and Texaco. Prior to the all congressional elections." loophole. Accordingly, tlle bill does
1974 elections, only one oil company, Union These are examples of just some of the amend existing law to set forth certain
Oil of California, had registered a political rhetoric currently in vogue, requirements to assure that an "Jude-committee.

Eight steel companies have registered If we had the luxury of debating and pendent expenditure" is just that and
funds for the first time, including ARMCO amending this bill for the next year, not merely a subterfuge to get around
steel Co., Lykes-Youngstown, National Steel there would still be some critics who the contribution limitations.

Corp., Republic Steel Corp. and U.S. Steel. would be dissatisfied. But Congress must The action of the C4)mmission in
Pour major aerospace corporations---Grum- take action expeditiously or else chaos rendering its advisory opinion in the

man Corp., Lockheed Aircraft Corp., McDon- will result. The Committee on House Ad- SUNPAC c_se necessitates two changes:
nell Douglas CorP. and united Technologies ministration has spent much time and First, an amendment which clearly si_elis
(formerly United Aircraft) have also regis- effort in drafting the legislation before out the congressional intent that Con-
feted committees for the first time. US. The purpose of the bill is threefold: gress never intended the creation of cot-

Other ma_or corporations registering new First, to reconstitute the Commission to poration political action committees topolitical committees include American Ex-
press Co.,Bristol-MyersCo.,Contlnentat Can meet the objections of the Supreme pressure their employees to contribute,
Co., Dow Chemical Co., Lit, tc_l Industries, Court; second, to remedy the actions of nor to allow the proliferation ot such
_Iontgomery Ward & Co., Pan American Air- the Commission which run counter to committees; and second, to provide a
lines, Petpslco Inc., R. J. Reynolds Industries the intent of Congress; that is, the method where future actions of the Corn-
and Sears. Roebuck & Co. SUNPAC advisory opinion; and third, to mission in rendering advisory opinions

The remaining 25 percent of the new corn- amend the existing law to provide a more would be subject to congressional review.
mittees registering were sponsored by labor effective procedure of regul.ating Federal The legislative history of the 1971 and
org___,_!-i_AonsMostof the 36 newlyandregtsteredmiscellane°Uslabor-relatedgr°ups'elections. 1974 laws is clear that C_mgress never
political committees represent additional Notwithstanding what certain critics intended to allow the SUNPAC situation.
committees formed by labor unions which are saying, this bill represents the work Therefore, the bin seeks to establish a
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balance between the activities of urea.on election would be premature. The posst., mission could then be barred from ar_
and corporate political action commit- bllity of a one issue candidate in House] :further injury if the officeholder signed
tees by providing thai; contributions by' and Senate campaigns is indeed greater: _n affadavit tha.t the staff person is per-
_'_committee of a subsidiary of a union, than in the Presidential election. And ali _orminl_ "regularly assigned duties." This
or corporation shall, for the purpose of this ti,ne we do not know how signlficanll_ :is an invitation for abuse. The analogy
tho $5,000 limitation, be considered as. a problem we face in the Presidential _f the fox guarding the henhouse comes
having been given by the committee of' election; to nfind. This provision grants virtual
the parent. Additionally, the bill provides To those who argue for merely recon-, "excluMve privilege" to Members of Cort-
that unions may only solicit their mere- stituting the Commission, the amend-, _re_.
bars and that corporations .may only merits contained in the bill before us, arE_ Other provisions which represent a
solicit their stockholders, executive offi- necessary to carry out the intent oJ! serious retreat from refom include: An
cers and their families, an executive Congress and provide a procedure for increase in the threshold for criminal
officer being defined as, "an individual full discioseure of a candidate's flnancia'.l :penalties for a knowing and willful vio-
employed by a corporation who is paid. activities while at the same time prevent-, iiation from $1,000 bo $5,000; the removal
on a salary rather than an hourly basis ing _he usurpation of the legislatiw_ )f a jai._ penalty for a knowing and willI-
and who has policymaking or supervisory power of Congress by the Federal Elec.. :ful violation of the limits on cash con-
responsibilities." tion Commission. :xibutions; an increase in the allowable

]._klrthermore, to prevent the Coramis- I urge my colleagues to give their ful'.i cash c._,ntributions from $100 to $250; the
sion from going off on its own and support tothisblll. :,'emova]. of the present requirement for
rendering future advisory opinions not lVLv. MAGUIRE. Mr_ Chairman, the discl, osm. e filings with secretaries of
in accord with the intent of Congress, primary objective of regulating cam-, Stat,e-.....t_ provision local press depend
the bill provides that all future advisory paign practices slhould be bo insure th_ upon to inform the public; and the pro-
opinions will have bo be included in reg- _)ublic interest., bo remove corruption vision allowing for one-House termina-
l£[attons and submitted for congressional and special interest influence, and :kin tion of the Federal Elections Commts-
re_qew. This provision seems to have at- enable candidat(_ to compete more _sion. Each of these constitutes renewed
tic,ted much criticism,, but as a practical equitably for public office. _pportunity for the corrupt, the practi-
matter it will only sel_e to require the The Federal Election Campaign .tc_ tioners of the expedient, and self-serving
Commission to consider issuing advisory of 1971 and 1974, as _nitial steps, pro., _peciial interests to do their own thing.
opinions only with a certain degree of vided much needed forum on the problem A major point of controversy with re-
circumspection. And this is only proper, of developing an equltable means for the :_pect to, H.R. 12406 lies in the section
f_ advisory opinions should only be given regulation of campaign procedures. And concern:ing the prohibition of corporate
when properly justified. Also, since such I think that most people agree that the political action committees from solicit-
opinions should reflect the intent of Con- Federal Election Commission has been a lng conl_rtbuttons from nonmanagement
grass why should they not be published significant and valuable innovation in _mployees of corporations. The bill per-
as a regulation bo guide others who may regulating the elecboral process. B_t the mits corporations to solicit contributions
be faced with a similar situation? The January 30, 1976 Supreme Court decl., :from stockholders, executives and the:ir
fact that congressional disapproval may sion in BVCKLgg against Valeo--regard,,. familie,s., Many contend that corpora-
come after the person seeking the opln- lng mxconstitutional expenditure limita., _lorm si_.ould be allowed bo solicit their
ion has already acted on it does not tions and the violation of the separation _mp]oyees in the same manner _mt lalx_r
prejudice him as he is protected if he, of powers doctrine in the appointment of _rga:nizations can solicit all of their
acted in good faith, members of the Federal Election Com-, ::nembers. On the surfac_, the arguments

It may be argued that the number of mission--has renewed interest in al.tar., seem w_Ud and equitable. However, upon
advisory opinions wfil be limited, but to lng Federal elect_ion law. The new bil_, _lo_er inspection, it is clear that the own-
thiis I say that it is the Job of Congress H.R. 12406, f_m the Committee o_, ers of the firm, its sbockholders---which,
to legislate in as Sl_ecific manner as House Administration, contains rrmn_, of c,aurse, include employees who own
possible and obviate the need for Corn- constructive changes. But it also con,, _toet:--are those who have a direct in-
_U.ssion regulations as much as possible, talus numerous regressive measure_ _erest ba the firm's political activities,
][ do not think anyone, wants to see the which would reduce the independence o_i jus'_, as employees who are union mere-
Federal Elections Coramlssion compete the Federal Election Commission an_i oars have an interest in the political
_vith the Internal Reverme Service in. impede its very ability' to function. _tctlvities of their union.
i_uing regulations and orders. If such A provision of H..I_. 12406 which pro-, Nor, interestingly enough, does th:Is
were so, then I would agree with those rides the most obvious reduction in th_ corporation/stockholders union/employ-
who content the election law is loaded independent autholqty of the Feders:l sas parJty give numerical advantage to
with traps so as to discourage challen- Election Commission Is the clause con., representatives of employees. American
gers to the existing officeholders, cernhlg the advisory opinion process. Telephone & Telegraph, for example, has

As far as the contention that the Corn- Under this section, all advisory opinion:_ _some 2.9 million stockholders, but only
mission is a mere subcommittee of the, issued by the Commission would have t4) 999,:t96 employees. The New York Stock
Congress, it must be admitted by such be converted inh) regulations withlr_ Exchange Review of 1974 further reveals
cr._tics that, absent the provision on the 30 days and sent to Congress, Wher_ that there are some 31 million stockhold-
review of advisory opinions, the Corn- either House would have an additiona'l ers in _ae United States today and that
mission is subject to Judicial and not; 30 days bo disapprow_, and thus nul., the ratio among major corporate con-
congressional review with respect to its. lily, the opinion: Not only could either: terns with respect to volume of stock-
actions. But in the ease of advisory opin- House nullify an opinion, but ei'Uher t_older_: versus employees is approxi-
i(ms, it is certainly the right of Congress. could nullify a regulation in "whole or ir_ mat_,l.v _ to 2. All in all, the provision now
ix) prevent the usurpation of its legisla- part." Thus, ff I read the provision cor., in the bill appears equitable and sym-
tire power by a congress.tonally created, rectly, item vetoes of sections or ,eve_ metrlc_al with respect to the rights and
commission. A review of the regulations words are allowed. Through a process of. privileges of solicitation for funds by
issued by such Commission is the only selective editing, Congress could write lt_ corporations and unions.
,_afeguard available bo prevent such. own regulations or reverse the Commis., In sm_, if Congress ties the hands of
usurpation, sion's intent. _he Federal Election Commission so that

'While some critics have sugger_d. Several other provl,'dons of the pro- it cannot provide quick, understandable
merely reconstituting the Commission,. posed amendments in H.R. 12406 aisc, _nswers bo candidates and the public
other have urged the extension of public., inhibit the Federal Election Commission respecting compliance with the law, or
firmnlcing to all congressional elections., from making its own decisions on in.. if. tk,_e vital oversight and investigatory
For some the bill goes too far, while for vestigating possible violations of the elco.. ,:espor_dbilities of the Commission are
others, the bill does not go far enough., tions law. One provi,_ion removes tl_i. circm_mcribed by procedures weighted tn
To the latter, I say that to provide for an. Commission's authority to "inquire intc_ favor cf incumbents, then the American
exbension of public fimmcing to congres- or investigate the activities or staff em.. public can come to no other conclusion
sional elections, without a review of the, ployees of Federal officeholders" withou'l _han that Congress has no intention o!
experience with this yem"s President/al consulting the officeholder. The Corn :_reating a commission that can ada-
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quately enforce the law and serve the The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection Title II of the P esidential Recordings
public interest, to the request of the gentleman from and Materials Pr_ servation Act, which

We mUSt reform the political process. Minnesota? became law on Dec _mber 19, 1974, estab-
Congress must take the initiative to re- There was no objection, lished the Public Document,_ Commis-
store public confidence in the electoral Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chail-man, in sion. The Commis: [on was charged with
process. H.R. 12406 is an essential piece order that we can clear up what is going the responsibility ff studying the prob-
cf legislation, but it needs some ira- on, I move that the Committee do now Jems involved in t: _e ownership and dis-
portant improvements to safeguard the rise. position of record_ and doctmlents of all
independence of the Commission and to The motion was agreed to. Federal officials a: _d recorrgnending ap-
strengthen the financial, reporting, in- Accordingly the Committee rose; and propriate legislafi_ n and m_les.
vestigatory, and penalties provisions of the Speaker having resumed the Chair, The membershi _ of the Commission
the bill. Mr. BOLLING, Chairman of the Commit- includes two Merx _ers of the House of

AMENDME_:ITOFFEREDBY _iR. FRENZEL tee of the Whole HoUSe on the State of Representatives; wo Senators; thine
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I offer the Union, reported that that Commit- appointees of th President, selectedtee, having had under consideration the from the public ¢ t a bipartisan basis;

an amendment, bill (H.R. 12406) to amend the Federal the Librarian of C agress_ ofie appointee
The Clerk read as follows: Election Campaign Act of 1971 to pro- each of the Chief Justice af the United
Amendment offered by Mr. FRENZEL:Page vide that members of the Federal Elec- States, the White House, the Secretary

39, linc 6 strike out everything after the
comma beginning with the words "but shall tion Commission shall be appointed by of State, the Sec_ _tary of Defense, the
not" up to and including the words "except the President, by and with the ac]vice Attorney General ,nd the Administrator
that" on line 15 and insert in lieu thereof and consent of the Senate, and for o_her of General Servl es; and three other
the following: "but shall not include-- purposes, had come to no resolution representatives, o: e each, appointed by

"(A) communications by a corporation to thereon, the American HisJ )rical Association, the
its stockholders and executive officers and - Society of Americ n Archivists, and the
their families or by a labor organization to its Organization of A aerican ]._istorians.
members and their families on any subject, GENERAL LEAVE The first meeti: g of the Commission
except that expenditures for any such corn- Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, I ask was held on Decen _er 15, 1975, at the callmunication on behalf of a clearly ldsnttfied
candidate must be reported with the Corn- mmnimoUs consent that all Members may of the Chairman, Herbert Brownell, the
mission in accordanceWith section 304(e) of have permission to revise and extend former Attorney _eneral of the United
thc Act; their remarks and to include extraneous States.

"(B) nonpartisan registration and get- matter on the bill, H.R. 12406, Federal The extension o ;imeisn,_essitatedby
out-the-vote campaigns by a corporation Election Campaign Act Amendments of the fact that subst mtial delays occurred
aimed at its stockholders and executive of- 1976. in the appointmet t of the Commission
ricers and their families, or by a labor orga- The SPEAKER. Is there objection to members. The aree Commissioners
nlzatlon aimed at its members and their the request of the gentleman from Indi- chosen by the Pre_, dent by and with ad-families, except that expenditures for any
such' campaigns must be reported with tlle aha? vice and consent ¢ the Senate---includ-
Commission pursuant to section 304(e) of There was no objection, lng Chairman Br¢ mell--were not con-
the Act; __ firmed by the Sero te until early l%vem-

"(C) the establishment, administration, ^_
and solicitation of contributions to a sepa- AMENDING CH,_x-p_R 33 OF TITLE bet 1975. Once con irmed and designatedChairman, Mr. BI )wnell moved quickly
rate segregated fund to be utilized for pollti- 44, UNITED _TATES CODE to convene the Cm _mission and to begin
cal purposes by a corporation or labor Mr. BRADEMAS.! Mr. Speaker, I ask the search for a taft director but the
organization: 'except that'." unanimous consent to take from the statutory deadline vas scarcely 5months

POINT OF ORDER Speaker's table the _enate bill (S. 3060) away and, obvious y, no longer realistic.
_Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, ! to amend chapter _ I of title 44, United Chairman Brow_ ell requested that the

make a point of order against the amend- States Code, to cha lge the membership Subcommittee on _rinting consider two
merit because there is language read in and extend the life c: the National Study amendments to th_ bill. The first amend-
that was not in the rule. I had agreed not Commission on Rec ,rds and Documents ment involves a cl ange in a way one of
to make this point of order, but I cannot of Federal Officials and for other pur- the members of th; Commission is to be
depend on who is going to offer an poses, and ask for immediate consid- chosen. At present the Commission is to
amendment with the messages I get from eration, include "one Jus ice of the Supreme
the other side. The Clerk read title of the Senate Court, appointed ] y the Chief JUStice."

Therefore, in order to teach them a bill. Since the Commi_ _ion is charged with
lesson, I intend to make a point of order The SPEAKER. ] there objection tn studying the pro_ terns relating to the
against the amendment, the request of the g _tleman from Indi- disposition of the ropers of members of

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from ana? the Federal judicJ _ry, a Justice of the
Ohio makes a point of order that the Mr. FRENZEL. M. Speaker, reselwing Supreme Court w_ _ included as a mere-
amendment as read by the Clerk includes the right to object, I am not going to ber of the CommJ ;sion. However, Chief
language that was not in the rule. object, but ! take t _e time only to ask JUStice Burger ad lsed the Commission

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, may T the gentleman fi )m Indiana (Mr. that becaUSe of the likelihood that litiga-
be heard on the point of order? BRADEMAS)to explai Lthe bill, which the tion concerning the constitutionality of

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman from minority does concuz in. the PresidentlaY ] _ecordings and Ma-terials Preservatio_L Act would reach the
Minnesota is recognized. Mr. BRADEMAS. Jif. Speaker, will the Supreme Court t! e appointment of a

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, the gentleman yield? Supreme Court JUS ;ice to sit on the Corn-
chairman of the committee is correct Mr. I_ENZEL. I _leld to the gentle- mission would be J nproper.
that there is an extra phrase put Into the man from Indians Mr. BRA_EMaS). The Chief Just: _e suggested to the
amendment that was read by the Clerk Mr. BRADEMA_ Mr. Speaker, the Commission that t _ would prefer to be
that was not in the printed rule. It was bill as amended w_ _ approved by the authorized to appot xt another member of
my opinion that the Committee on Rules Subcommittee on Pr lnting on March 11, the Federal Judicia y to the Commission,
intended to print this amendment, my 1976, by a vote of to O--one Member If that would be al ceptable to the Con-
amendment, as was read. voting present--an by the Committee gress. It is the co: _sensus of the Corn-

But, in view of the point of order be- on House Administ _tign on March 25, mission that the ju [iciary should be rep-
lng raised by the chairman of the corn- 1976, by voice vote. resented, as Congr_ _ intended, and that
mittee---and ! am sorry that he has done The bill provides or a 1-year exten~ the Chief Justice's suggestkm is sound.
this--I ask unanimous consent to with- sion of the National Study Commission Consequently, the mendment suggested
draw the amendment. I would like to on Records and Do uments of Federal by Chairman Bro, _ell would amend the
present the amendment again, and the Officials_hereinafte: referred to as the relevant subsectio to include on the
Clerk has it in the form in which it ap- "Public Documents _ommisslon"--from Commission "one n ember of the Federal
peared in the rule. March 31, 1976, to 1__rch 31, 1977. Judiciary appointe( by the Chief Justice
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_."Thepossiblecandi- tleman Iron Minnesota (Mr. FRE_'ZEL: and paased, jand a motion to reconsider
dates a_l circuit or district will yield fl rther, are there any non. was lind on _ Letable,
judges, status. .germane an _ndment_ in this bill thai A sb:_filar Iouse bill (H.R_ 11628) _as

The second _dinent is of a tech- is now befor_ us? laid on. the t_ ble.
_Lcal nature, At the act provides Mr. BRAE V.MAS. No.
that: Mr. ROUS _ELOT. Mr. Speaker, 3[ ap.

While away from homes or regular preciate my colleague's direct ar_we_,_. AUTHORIZI _G AND DIRECTING AD
p]_ces of business p of Mr. LAG( .MARSINO. Mr. Speake:l', HOC SEI.T CT COMMITTEE ON THE
service for the of the Will the gent: ._m_myield? OU']ZER C )NTINENTAL SH_ TO
Commission shall be travel expensea 1V_r. FRElq '.EL,. Mr. Speaker, further TI_k:NSM_ ' FINDINGS AND RE-
in the same manner _ employed in- reseI_.ng th_ right to object, I yield _b:J PORT TO rI-IE HOUSE
_ermittentiy in the the Federal the gentlema _ from California. :MEr. O'NE[ J_. Mr. Speaker, I offer a
_3overnment are under sec-

S_on 5703(b) of title Code. Mr. LAGO 5.ARSINO. Mr. Speaker, r,: pni¥ile,_;ed (H. Res. 1121) azldthank the ge Ltleman for yielding, ask for its consideration.
Because of a 1_ the Mr. SpeakE ', I would just like to poinl; The ,Clerk the resolution, as fol-

p:rovlslon travel for out, as the ge ltleman from Indiana (l_v, lows:
a person in BRADEMAS) h_ _ already explained to u_h. RES. 1121
Government service ts an that this le_ slatlon was unanlmousl:r ._eso_vea, notwithstanding section
sultant is now 5703 rather requested by ' he Cormnission itself after 4(a) of House 412 of the 94th

s_tion 5703(b) this It discovered they had very little thr_,_ Congress, 22, 1975, and I_ouse
ment would simply "5703" to -carry out _eir activities in light (:,:_ Re_)lut. Lon977 ¢ Congress, adOPted
5703(b) in the subsection of the fact that he Supreme Court has nc:,,_ January 26, the ad hoc Select Commit-tee on the Continental SheLf is au-

PTesldential and Materials on a very basic issue involve_:_ thor_e_:L and to transmit Its find-
PTeservatlon Act. th regard tc the Nixon papers, ing_ m_d report the House on such mat-

Mr. Speaker, I tried to explain MEZV] .qSKY. Mr. Speaker,, wtI]l ter as may been referred to It and on
what the bill does, I am grateful to ,ie wi,_ch lb Las soon as practicable, but
the gentleman Minnesota (M:r. X yield to the gentle..- g4, 1976.
_N_.) for me to do so. man: 7._e _was agreed to.

Mr. Speaker, will Mr. Mr. Speaker, I wl_;h A motion to was laid on the
the gentleman yield? to _ort of the bill. I th_d_ table.

Mr. FRENZEL. Speaker, further this is a able step to take.
reserving the right object, I yield _o The has work to do, and
_he gentleman from really what are trying to say here ::.l_s

Mr. ROUSSEI_T Mr. Speaker, ! that It will cost any more money OF THE HOUSE--SOCIALIST
_hank my colleague yielding, but it will alll the Commission to [!0 WORKERS NATIONAL CAlVI-

Could my e, the gentleman on and do the has to do. P'A]'.(_N ET AL., VER-
from Indiana (Mr. tell US Mr. very glad ][ csm E;Uf_ HON. PAT JENNLNGS,
how much the cost of this support the I appreciate lt:_! ET ._LL.
_uthorization is? gentleman's The laid before the House

Mx. BRADEMAS. Speaker, ff the Mr. I tha_f.i_: the, [allowing from the
gentleman from. will yield, all the Membe ly the gentlm Clerk. of the of Representatives:
there is no additional pro. man from Ind _RADEMAS), f0f WASHXNGO_,D.C.,
_rlded for in this bill. a sum of their and I_[ithdraw m,_' _are_ _4, _97_t.

ectlon. _ Hon. (_,kRLALBERT,
$110,000 has been to the Com- reservation of R. Is there o_ectlon i;o The Speal_er, u_. o! _epresentativ_s.

missiOnpatedNeedsfr°mtheFund. HousebillsimplyUnantlci'al- The the gthe request entlen_n fro:_:l:_ D_a,a Ma. I have, in the case of

lows the have 1 more year Indiana? X Social:lst Workers National Comxnlttee
'_n which to complete s work because It objection. _, and others, L. Henshaw, the· ill _ fO]... Clerk of the of Representatives and

has not been able to any work before The Clerk d the Senate o , _-_ others, (Civil No. 74--1338), been_;hiS ttme. lows: served with Interrogatories
S. 3060 '_l_ to Federal and Plaintiffs' Request

Mr. ROUSSELOT. appreciate that, chapter 33 of title ,l'i:,_ for Production of said pleadings
but what is the !ized cost of t_.ds An act toUr_lted State6 'to change the me_:n, t, reque,M;lng the of the House of Repre-.

Conlmission? bership and the life of the Natiom_l to such lnterrogatorie_ in
Mr. Speaker, the to- Study on Records and Doc,_r- and to , certain documents In

tal estimated cost of entire work of men_s of Offioials, and for et'her and the co_xtrol of the
the Commission September 30, purposes of
1976 is $350,000. Be _ eTtacted t_,e Senate an_f Hm_::_'_ rulesReS°luti°nand of JanuarYthe House14"1975,of

Mr. Speaker, let me . refer the gen- of _he United $tate_ o_A_nertca in a_'semble_, That cll_W/, that no official of
tleman to that part the bill which ter 33 of title U_lted Statse Code, l_ the may, voluntarily or In obe-

dience duces tecum, produce:reads as follows: amez_ded as '

While away from homes or regular (a) Sectlon 18 of chapter 33 :L, such the consent of theHo _ise, further lndi-
places of business In of services amended-- cared that h ; supply copies of cer-
:for the Commlss4on, of the Com- (1) by _ub_m_ctton (a) (1) (E) ii:: tairx c.d' the and papers req'tle_sted
:mission shall be allowed expenses in its entirety a_id In lieu there,:;' witho'u,t such
the same manner as s employed Inter- the following: _.['ne Plaintiffs' Interrogatories and
mlttently in the service the Federal Gev- "(E) one of the Federal Judl_i_a,] Reque!_t for are attached here-
ernment are allowed Under sectiox_ appointed by the of the Unl",,,J,,,_ with, and the presented for such
5703(b) of title 5. U.S. Co .e, except for per S0ates."; and aci;io_ as the House its wisdom may see

diem, subsistence shall be aid only to those (2) by "section 5703(b) of tl_llt, fit to take.
members of the Commlm on who are not 5, United States froen subsection h._ With kind regards, I
gun-time officers or emplo] _ of the United (2), in lieu thereof "sect:ia,_, Sincerely,
_tates or Members of the _ongrem. 5703 of title 5. States Code". EoMxn_ro I Jr.,

Mr. ROUSSELOT. MI Speaker, I ap- (b) Section of chapter 33 is amenci!_c, Clerk, U.S. tfve_.

prectate' my colleague'., answer, lit _ by deleting 31,, 1976" and sub_tit'ii_l, The the
nice to know this Ls not a budget bust- Lug in lieu thersof 31, 1977". tnt_c'rog

· grig commissiom The was ordered to be re,_u; There was no
Mr. Speaker, ff my col :ague, the gen- a third ttm_. r_d the th_ tl_m_, 'rh_,
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well as materially a Their apartment is cold posed statute which makes It illegal for Get-out-the-vote campaigns involve
and ,_,mp and not[fit for human living. But national banks, corporations, and labor even more flagrant abuses. Large phone
they can't afford t_ live in a better one. unions to make a contribution or bank operations are establLshed on elec-

"Dear friends, if [_t all possible, please help expenditure in connection with any Fed- tion day to call the faithfu_ to the polls.us to come together. Help our children Join
their parents. ! - eral election. For purposes of the prohibi- Transportation is provided.

"From the dept]_ of o.ur hearts we wish tion, contributions and expenditures are Anyone among ns who honestly be-
f_r you the best _ _ealth and success." defined broadly to include all manner of lie ves that these massive efforts are con-

Y payments of anything of value, including ducted, or are even intended to be con-
services to a candidate, committee, or ducted, on an evenhanded, nonpartisan

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT political party, basis must also honestly believe in the
AMENDMENTS OF 1976 So.far, so good. tooth fairy.

Mr. HAYS of ohio. Mr. Speaker, I Exempted from this broad proscrip- And all of this, of course, is paid for
move that the House resolve itself into tlon, however, are three major categories directly out of the union treasury and
the Committee of the Whole House on the of corporation and union expenditures, is not required to be reported at all.
State of the Union for the further con- First, corporations and labor unions Finally, both corporations and unions
sideration of the bill (H.R. 12406) to may use their treasury funds to com- may utilize fileir own funds to establish,
amend the Federal Election Campaign municate with their stockholders and administer, and solicit w4mltary con-
Act of 1971 to provide that members of executive officers and their families, and tributions into a separate segregated
the Federal Election Commission shall with their members and their families fund. This is the exemption authorizing
be appointed by the President, by and on any subJect, the creation of PAC_-Lpolitical action
with the advice and consent of the Sen- This first major exemption was in- committees. Although much attention
ate, and for other purposes, cluded in the law to protect the first has been focused upon PAC's, it is evident

The SPEAKF, R. The question is on the amendment rights of both corporations to all knowledgeable persons that the
motion offered by the gentleman from and labor unions to communicate to segregated political funds represent only
Ohio (Mr. HAYs). those who are closely identified with the tiny tip of an enormous and hidden

The motion was agreed to. their interests. But it has been clearly iceberg. The heavy money is spent di-
THZ co_rrr_z or ?Hz w_oL_ and unmistakenly documented that this rectly by the unions and is not reported

"communication" exemption has been at all.
Accordingly the House resolved itself used by labor unions to pour millions of My amendment does not remove any

into the Committee of the Whole House dollars into campaigns for the specific exemption now enjoyed by a corporation
on the State of the Union for the further purpose of insuring the election or de- or a labor union. All of the practices
consideration of the bill H.R. 12406, with feat of Particular candidates. These ex- which I have described may continue if
Mr. BOT.T.XN0in the chair, pendltures are unreported and Come dl- my amendment is adopted.

The Clerk read the title of the bill. rectly from union dues_not the-volun- It makes only two changes in present
The CHAIRMAN. When the Commit- tary contributions of union members, law: First, if a corporation or union

tee rose on Wednesday, March 31, 1975, This is how it works. A union or group communication is on behalf of a clearly
the bill had been considered as having of unions may endorse a particular can- identified candidate, the cost of the eom-
been read for amendment, didate for Congrea_. Admittedly, this is munication must be reported in the ss_me

Are there further amendments? _ their right. The unions will thereupon manner as all other politlLcal expendi-
A_E_rD_z_rror_D BY_. WXGOXNS communicate their endorsement, and tures; and second, the aniount expended

Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I the reasons therefor, by one or more by a corporation or union for nonparti-
offer an amendment, mass mailings to their members. The san registration and get.-out-th_vote

The Clerkread as follows: .mailings may include a campaign-style campaigns must bo reported to the Peal-
Amendment offered by Mr. WXGGI_S:Page brochure of their favored candidate and eral Election Commission.

89, line 6 strike out everything after the a-stinging denunciation of his opponent. A communication urging the defeat of
comma beginning with the words "but shall Frequently, many separate unions will a candidate, is understood to be a corn-
not" up to and Including the words :'except combine their efforts so as to achieve munlcation on behalf of his opponent or
that" on line 15 and insert In lieu thereof blanket coverage immediately before an opponents.the following: "but shall not include_

"(A) communications by a corporation to election. My amendmentis a dtsclc.sure require-
its stockholders and executive officers and Sinde such communications are deemed ment only, posing no greater burden
their families or by a labor organization to to be legitimate union busineas, themail, upon others who seek to influence a
its members and their families on any sub- ings are often transmitted under a non- Federal elevation by file expenditure of
Ject. except that expenditures for any such profit, federally subsidized, mailing per- money.
communication on behalf of a clearly identl- mit. I can conceive of no rational, obJec-
fled candidate must be reported with the All of this is done, mind · you, with rive, nonpartisan basis for opposing this
Commission In accordance with section treasury funds of the unions and is not amendment. A similar amendment was804(e) of the Act;

_(B) nonpartisan registration and get- reported at all.
out-the-vets campaigns by a corporation The second major exemption l_ermits adopted in the Senate with bipartisan· support.
aimed at its stockholders and executive corporations and unions to conduct non- But, I am told, the unions are lobbying
officers and their familieS, or by a labor partisan registration and get-out-the- strenuously against its adoption. There
organization aimed at its members and their vote campaigns aimed at stockholders can be only one explanation for such op-

'families, except that expenditures for any and executive oflicers and their families, position: Union leaders desire to hide
such campaigns must be reported with the and union members and their families, from the public view the magnitude of
Commission pursuant to section 304 (e) of the This exemption has also been used, pri- their influence on Federal elections.
Act; marily by labor unions, to circumvent If they are successful in their efforts,

. "(c) the establishment, administration, the nominal proscription against labor it will be. convincing evidence to me that
and solicitation of contributions to a sepa- treasury money being used for partisan their hidden funds have been spent wise-rats. segregated fund to be utlnzed for
political purpo6es by a corporation or labor political activity, ly, not only to purchase elections, but to
organization: "except that." The formula is simple. Registration influence the legislative lcrocess in a

and get-out-the-vote efforts need not be manner contrary to the public interest
(Mr. WIGGINS asked and was given conducted statewide, or even district- as well.

permission to revise and extend his wide. The effort is focused upon those I urge adoption of the amendment.
remarks.) precincts most likely to produce the

'Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I urge maximum number of votes for the can- Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr.
the Membersto pay careful attention to dldates or political party favored by the Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
the explanation of this amendment. If union. Workers, paid directly from the Mr. WIGGINS. I yield to. the gentle~
adopted, it will close a major loophole in union treasury, search out and register man from Illinois.
the present statute and will represent a union members to vote, with a high de- Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. I thank the
clear reform of our campaign laws. gree of assurance that the new regis- gentleman for yielding.

Section 321 is that portion of the pro- trent will vote "right." In other words, what the gentleman
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has told thc committee is that the effect the-vote drives apl)ear to be covered by t: getheru It is that the value of these
of his amendment would be to require the amendment. A corporation or a labor a, tivities is extremely difficult to cora-
the reporting of these so-called interior union could do all of the partisan things p rte. ]tow does a candidate estimate the
communications by corporations and that it wanted to without having to re- v_:,lue of time of volunteers? How does
unions, but even though the cost of one port anything so long a,_: it stayed away a newsp_per allocate the proportion of
of those communications amounted to, from the mention of a particular candi- i.!::_ cost_ attributable to an editorial?
say, $100,000, the cost of communicating date. _E[ow does a union allocate the costs of
an adverse recommendation with respect Second, only communications on be- s meeti:ag, a few minutes of which are
to a political candidate., it would not be half of a clearly identified candidate are ,: _votcd to discussion of the reasons why
subject to the limitations that otherwise covered, unlike the truth-in-advertising '_1Le union has endorsed a candidate?
are contained in the law with respect to provision of the independent expendi- .aaswering these questions is difficult in
political contributions? tures section, which covers _xpenditures ti _e extreme as a theoretical matter and

Mr. WIGGINS. That is true. on behalf of or against a candidate. "Or _'_en harder to deal with as a practical
]!Jr. ANDERSON of Illinois. There is against" is carefully eliminated from _:atter.

no restriction in that regard; they could this amendment. Thus, a corporation or Nevertheless, the amendment before
continue to expend any amount. The only labor union could communicate with its Ii _e House makes one exception to the
requirement is that it be reported in con- stockholders or members without limit f:meral rule that such costs need not be
nection with section 304(e) of the act? against a candidate without having to t_ported-.-that exception falls on unions

Mr. WIGGINS. That is true. The report anything. Note carefully the way _:id corporations. The large corpora-
amounts, Mr. Chairman, that we are that the law is written now probably I:ons wilt not mind this requirement.
talking about rim into the millions of would not require reporting any of this '! hey have the cost accountants and the
dollars. Such expenditures should be re- kind of activity under the independent c:_mputers necessary to handle the task.

ported. The impact of this money on the expenditures section, which runs only to iiut, ]oca! unions do not. Those behind
election process is sitnificant, and the communications to the general public, iris amendment are well aware of these
notion that these exl;_nditures should In addition--and this is the part that :__cts. It. is their expectation that the
remain hidden from public view is con- rather amazes m_--the loopholes in the :.._su:[t will be that only large corpora-
trary to the public interest, amendment present some very definite :_ork_ will engage in such internal corn-

Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. If the gen- first amendment questions, for to re- :_mnication because they will he-the only
tleman will yield further, I certainly con-. quire that even the mo,;t minimal corn- ,: nes who can deal with the reporting
gratulate him on his amendment, munications within a group must be re- i:urdens that the amendment would im-

k_ir. THOMPSON. 1_'. Chairman, I rise ported to the government gives rise to ij:_ose on this exercise of a first amend-
in opposition to the amendment, legal questions involving' free speech and :,_ent right. I would have thought that

(Mr. THOMPSON asked and was given freedom of association. _: short years after Watergate would be

perinlssion to revise and extend his If the likely effect of the amendment )o soon for such a power-grab by the
remarks.) is analyzed in terms of real world condi- ::tanagers of the Gulf Oil Corp. and

1Vfr. THOMPSON. This is, Mr. Chair- tions, it can easily be seen that the aeir col!eagues who are presently before
man, an interesting, intricate, and, in intent of the amendment is not so much _e Securities and Exchange Commis-
'.g_g considered opinion, deceptive amend- to create reporting requirements but to ion for various violations of law.
:menS. I do not mean to imply that my make activity of this kind so difficult as The CHAIRMAN. The time of the,
distinguished colleague, the gentleman to discourage it entirely, entleman from New Jersey has expired.
from California, is in any way trying to This is what the court referred to as (By unanimous consent, Mr. THOMP-
be deceitful. I think--a splendid lawyer a "chilling effect" on free speech and _ON was allowed to proceed for 2 addi-
even though he is--he just offered a association, and. as such its constitution-, i ional minutes.)
major misinterpretation of the law in ality Js highly doubtful, M_r. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chair-.
this instance, iVI_-.Chairman, the fact is that the rea_ ,:mn, will the gentleman yield?

The amendment would require that intent of this amendment would be such Mr. '][%IOMPSON. I yield to the gen-.
corporations and labor rations report to as to inhibit enormously the rather lira- _].eman from California.
the Federal Election Commission the ited facilities and activities of organized Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chair-.
costs of internal communications made labor unions which do not have comput- :ann, I thank the gentleman for yield-.
by a labor union to its members, or a ers to the extent they are owned by large :ng.
corporation to its stockholders, in belmlf corporations. The large corporations will I am really shocked that the other
of a clearly identified candidate; and not mind the requirement that the one _ide of l:he House would come in with
nonpartisan voter registration and get-. exception to the general rule need not to m amendment that would have the
rage-the-vote drives aimed by a labor be reported. That of course fails on the _-;overnment further intruding into the
tmion at its members, ox' a corporat, iolq: unions and corporations. The large cor.- )rivate affairs of small enterprises. We
at its stockholders, porations will not mind that'at ail. They :now about the problems with OSHA

First, I might point ou_ that there is have the computers and organization md w:i.th EPA, and to have the other
no threshold in this amendment and necessary to handle the task but the, ;ide now come in with an amendment
that all expenditures, no matter how smaller unions do not. ;hat would have the Federal Elections
minimal, have to be reported. The On its surface the amendment before i.'ommiwdon looking into the books of
mnendment would have the following the House appears to be a proposal to ;hese small businesses is something I
effects: First, a labor union which dis-. further the pm'pose of the Federal elec.- :annot comprehend.
txqbuted mimeographed "Don't Forge_: to tion 'law by requiring increased disclo-. I agree with the gentleman's state..
'Vote" messages to its members would sure. In fact it is carefully constructed 'nent.
_bave to report the cost of the paper ix) to favor the big corporations and to stop Mr. THOMPSON. It is not the small
the FEC, no matter how minimal the intenaal communication on political is-, ousinesses that concern the gentleman
cost. sues and registration and get out the vot_e [ro:m New Jersey' nearly so much as it is

A labor union or a ,corporation official campaigns by local labor unions. I there-, the enormity of the task of reporting and
who called a few friends on company fore risein opposition to the amendment, the need for sophisticated computer
phones asking for support of candidate :c The 1974 lag' requires the reporting of: operatic,ns in order to be able to make
would have to report 'the phone expense,, "expenditures" as that term is defined those reports.
presumably a pro rata share of the in the act of over $100. There are several There is a very definite first amend-
monthly phone biff. exceptions to this reporting requirement, merit problem. I would have thought that

Third, a corporation or labor union There is an exception for unpaid tim,z_ 2 short years, to use the words of my
which included any kind of voter infer volunteered to a candidate. There is ar_ friend, the gentleman from California
mation in a newsletter would have to exception for editorials broadcast by s (Mr. 'VgXGG_NS), after Watergate or
report that expense, newspaper or radio or television station. Camelot, as he has added to that defini-

Note that the amendment appears also There is an exception for internal com.- tion, would be rather too soon to repose
to have some holes in it. First, only non- munications by any corporation. '_ith the managers of the huge oil corn-

partisan voter registration and get-out- One factor ties all of these exceptiorr_ panics and their colleagues this right
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which comes at a time when they are our campaign committees down and lirn, Is it any wonder that the majority
before another Federal commission, on itlng them, as the chairman properly would like to keep all this hidden in a
charges of violations of law. stated that he was doing in response to deep dark secret comer? II_so blatantly

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, will press criticism that implied the con- favors one special interest group that it
the gentleman _ield? trary. What is the purpose of limiting practically guarantees that that one

Mr. THOMPSON. I yield to my chair- our two great political parties and lim- special Interest will have undue Influenc e
man. iting all special interest groups, except over the political process. It is a raw

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I one, to pigmy size? Limiting everyone political power play to stack the deck
would like to say to my friend, the gentle- except labor to pigmy size makes giant in favor of labor and labor'S handpicked
man from California (Mr. WXG0XNS),on labor all the bigger. It makes labor's tm- candidates.
this Camelot business and the Water- pact all the more disproportionate. It If I were In the majority, I would not
gate business, I do not know whether his leaves giant labor--and only giant la- want to let the sunshine in on that,
definition is going to fly, because I have bor--free to lope unfettered aoross the either. Of course, the majority doesn't
a CB radio in my car and I listen a lot political landscape---unregulated, un- want publk_ disclosure about thatl I do
tothe truckers, and when they say: checked, and unreported, not think we are asking very much in
"What is your destination?" I do not The Democratic leadership should re- this amendment. We are not asking that
know if the gentleman knows what this ceive labor's medal of the year award for the situation be corrected. We are not
town is called by the truckers. They call the brilliant way they are supping asking that labor be regulated. We are
it "Watergate City." through special advantage for big labor, not asking that labor be limited. All we

Mr; THOMPSON. It is not camelot They have focused the _,ttention of the are asking is that labor, like everybody
City. press on the dispute of how many people else in America, report what It spends to

Mr. HAYS of Ohio, It is not Camelot can be solicited in a plant and by whom. impact on the outcome of _n electton_ I
City, but Watergate City. That is like arguing about how many do not think that that ts asking too

It took me a while to figure out what peas we can solicit for the peashooter much. H this body can't bring itself to
they meant when they said "Shaky that we are limited to by law while labor vote for fair elections, if this body can't
Town, _ but that is San Francisco, I continues to be able to fire its cannons bring itself to vote for equal treatment
finally found out. without any regulations or any reporting for all special interest groups, if this body

Mr. VANDER JAGT. Mr. Chairman, I whatsoever, can't vote for sunshine and public dis-
move to strike the requisite number of How does it happen that labor can closure, which is the basis of all mean-
words, and _ rise in support of the campaign apart from the law? Labor ingful campaign reform, then this body
amendment, can conduct in effect a campaign totally will have demonstrated that that one

(Mr. VANDER JAGT asked and was outside the scope of all campaign laws. special interest group already has an
given permission to revise and extend Their campaigns are exempted from undue influence on the decisions of this
his remarka) campaign reform_ Thais what they did body. And that will be sad :indeed.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. Mr. Chairman, at in New Hampshire. That was a test-tube Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, l
the very heart of campaign reform was campaign. There were not two cam- move to strike the requisite number of
the desire to limit the imlmct that special paigns for Senator in New Hampshire. words and I rise in opposition to the
Interest groups could have on the out- There were three, two were regulated, amendment.
come of congressional elections, so that one was not. There was Wyman for Sen- Mr. Chairman, I would like to say to
no special interest group would have an ate, Du_ for Senate, and labor for my friend, the gentleman from Michi-
undue influence on the decisions made _ for Senate. In fact, labor prob- gan (Mr. VANDZ_JAaT), that the gentle-
by the winning candidate later on. This ably spent more to send Duaxn_ to the man from Michigan and I appear on the
bin that we are considering, taken to- Senate than the Durkin campaign spent same program frequently. I have almost
gether with other legislation on the to send I_aXXN to the U.S. Senate. What got his speech memorized.
books, does just the opposite. It is a very did they spend their money on under ! wish the gentleman would get a
precise means to use campaign reform this so-called educational or communl- new version so that it would not be
legislation to deliver a very, very special cation exemption- Labor spent it bring- quite so repetitious. I guess ihe really felt
advantage to one very special, special lng bus loads of "volunteers" from out- that defeat in New Hampshire badly
interest group, namely, big labor, of-State to campaign for D_ra_N. They because, talking about politics, the

I think It is instructive to note what spent It on telephone banks to call peo- Republican inibuster in the Senate
happened on the Senate floor. The ple to get them to vote for DvaKrm And would not let the Senate make a deci-
printed bin the Senate was considering they spent it on professional campaign sion but wanted to send it back to New
gave our two great political parties, our t_eams. They spent it on "non political" Hampshire. When it got back to New
two Senate _ committees and literature. "Nonpoliticai _ that's a laugh. Hampshire, the people made a decision,
our two House campaign committees the Tens of thousands of leaflets like the one and apparently the gentleman is
right to contribute $20,000 to each of the I hold here, flooded the State of New unhappy with that.
congressional candidates, rather than Hampshire It pictures the candidate and As far as the amendment is con-
the $5,000 that all other interest groups says: cerned, you know, I am not going to
are limited to. Send a fighter to the U.S. Senate. worry too much about the corporations,Now, I think that was a step in the
right direction. What is the purpose of Under the law, that ts not political, but Just let me tell how it would affectthem. I have got a coperation in my
putting a limit on what a group can con= That is not campaigning. That is edu- district that has absolutely been bugging
tribute to a candidate? It is to limit the cational. So it does not count. What does me for a year to come out and go through
influence that that group win have on ttsay? their plant. I never really had time to
that candidate later on. John Durkin is for placing a lid on lnfia- do It, and l will not know any more after

I do not believe that any of us can tion, while Wyman help_cl create it. I go through the plant than I did before
be unduly influenced by the party that That is not political, gentlemen. That because I do not understand the tech-
we represent. We run under the banner Is educational, and therefore, it does not nicaiitles of what they manufacture,
of that party. We run on the platform of count, bu I have agreed to go.
that party. I do not believe that any John Durkin is for tax Justice. Wyman is But, if this amendment becomes part
political party should be limited to what against lt. of the law, the man who escorts me

through the corporation win have to
it can do to help one of Its political That is not political. That is educa- determine tile cost of his time while hecandidates. But the Senate was erron- tlonal under the law.
eously informed that there was biparti- was escorting me through and file a
san support on this side for taking the Listen to this: report with the FEC. Maybe when I tell
House campaign committees--and only This time, lets be sure. Vote for John them that they will not want me.Durkin for U.S. Senate on September 16.
OUr commlttees.--b_k to the $5,000 from Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, win
the $20,000. And that is what the Senate Under the law, that is not political the gentleman yield?did.

Now, what is the purpose of keeping That is not campaigning. That is edu- Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I }qeld to thecationaL That Is ridiculous, gentleman from California.
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Mr. WIGGINS. That is not a corn- Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Except ff they Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, I thought
munication as understcg_d under the law, communicate with their members they -had been recognized for 5 minutes. I
and will not be reported if this amend- are not covered. 'as o:a tE_efloor and I was in the well and
rnent is adopted. Mr. WIGGINS. ][ am telling the gentle- had been recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Well, if the gent]e- man that if he feels tha_ the adoption of The OEAIRMAN. The gentleman is
man says so, that is legislative history, this amendment creates some special :)rrect. 'IT_e gentleman from Louisiana
and I guess I Will have to go. benefit for those organizations which t_x. lV_,>osz) is recognized for 5 rain-

'What about a management mee'ging, communicate witia their members on _ res, w_thout regard to the 30-minute
if a corporation officer asks his col- various subjects, he is in error. If those me lim.J.t. The remaining time will be
].eagues to work for the election of a organizations commmlicate to their _orked out.
candidate does that have t_ be reported? members or the public on behalf of a Mr. MOORE. I thank the Chairman.

_Ir. WIGGINS. If he in fact works _or clearly identified candidate, under our The CI-IAIRMAN. The Chair will al-
hhn, of course, on company time, the definition of independent expenditure :_at_; the remaining time.
]aw would be violated, they must report. The gentleman from Louisiana is rec-

'Mil HAYS of Ohio. If he just _ets up Mr. HAYS of Ohio. In communicating gnized f.or 5 minutes.iin meeting and asks the question, with their members? (Mr. _iOORE asked and was given
would that particular 5 minutes have to Mr. WIGGINS. Yes, sir. ermJssion to revise and extend his re-
be reported? I think so. Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Then if that is true, :turks.)

iMr. WIGGINS. I dc, not believe so. I why the amendment at all? Mr ]M':OORE.Mr. Chairm an, I was not
do not believe, so. No expenditure has Mr. WIGGINS. Because under existing :_th,., Congress when all of the election
been made. There is a present under- law, corporations or labor unions are ex- _ws-wel'e passed, but I ran for Congress
·stfmding of that statute which has ex- erupt from the duty to report the cost of nder t_lem and I am now a member of
JLsted for many years as to whatrconstl- communications which would otherwise tie committee which drafted these
tutes a communication, and it is that un- be independent expenditures, mendments to them. I am trying to
derstanding which is intended to be per- Mr, HAYS of Ohio. I think my inter- lnderstand them.
petuated by my amendment, pretation is correct, that if these people It seems to me that, as the gentleman

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. WeLl, I think it is are communicating with their members, rom Michigan (Mr. VANDER JAGT) said
fair of the gentleman to interpret his that they do not have to report it. And . few momefits ago, about the only way
amendment, andif my examples do not maybe we will require a Supreme Court ne can. justify all of this paper shuffling
]lie in his judgment within the purview case on that, do not know, _'ego through is .to let the public know
,of the amendment, that is good. Mr. Chairman, I ask for the defeat of ust wh_._is giving money and help to a

Mr. THOMPSON, Mr. Chairman, will the amendment, and[date, so the public can then deter-
[b.e gentleman yield? Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chalr_n, I move to aine whether or not the candidate is

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. :[ yield to the gert- strike the requisite number of words, and ,ubJect '[;o undue influence during the
tleman irom New Jersey. I rise in support of the amendment. , ,,iection ;and after he is elected.

Mr. THOMPSON. _e chairman has The CHAIRMAi_'. The gentleman from i_:r. Chairman, if this is the reason we
made reference to the, establishment of Louisiana (Mr. MOOaE) IS recognized for _ave these laws then, I submit that these
legislatiye history. Legislative history, I' S minutes, aws we presently have and the bill that
respectfully say to my friend from Call- Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, ! ,_ before us gives us only half-truths,
:fornia, which he is attempting to make, want to see if I can find out how many ialf the information, and is a sham.
distorts the actual existing law. He is at- speakers there are. Due to the fact that political "commu-
tempting to change the existing law, and. Ma'_ Chairman, ! would like to get deations" can be made by unions and
_n the examples which lie cited under through with this bfil today, ff I can. :orporations for or against a candida_,
his amendment, the time of that person Mr Chairman, I ask unanimous eon- md neither the amount nor on whose
taking the gentleman from Ohio, if he is sent that all debate o_. this amendment )ehaif they were made has to be re-.
a candidate, through the plant, would cease in 20 minutes. )or_d,, we find out that a great deal of
clearly have to be reported minute by Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, reserv- honey which is being spent on behalf of
minute, lng the right to object, ff those Member., '_andidates to get them elected or de-.

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Well, I think the who wish to speak on the amendment; ieated by corporations and lab_)r union.,_
gentleman from Michigan (Mr. VaNuz_ will rhse, tt will ¢c[ve me a better under- _re not public knowledge, thus defeat.-
JIJmz) really put his finger on what his standing of what the demands are or ng {_he purpose of the laws. I bellew_
amendment seeks to do, and that is to the time. ;he pUblic has the right to know. I be.-
inhibit labor. Let me tell you what it does Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I dc, ieve u.rdon members whose dues are be.-
do, and this might be of some interest to not wish to speak:. :ag used for political purposes have a
you; I do not know. Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Chairman, fur- :ight to know. I believe the sharehold-

The Sierra Club, which has the "dirty ther reserving the right to object, can _rs of _'acorporation whose funds are be.-
we generally agree, that we will not trans- ng spent have a right to know.

dozen" list and which I understand[ fer time? As an example, ff we look at the 1968
wants to spend SI00,000, it is not touched. Mr. HAYS oI Ohio. There are only _: ?res!Lde:ntial election according to Wash-
It does not have to report; it is not s_ people standing over here, so I think the intron Post reporters Haynes Johnson
corporation or a labor union. Common Members will have to decide that for _nd Nick Kotz, 4.6 million voters were
Cause does not have to report; it is themselves.
neither a corporation nor a labor union. Mr. WIGGINS. There are § Member,_ ._'egistered by COPE; 55 million pieces of_iteratm'e were distributed by them; an-
'[he National Rifle Association--I read in standing. Under the normal rule, tha:i; :_ther 60 million were passed out at local
the press, I do not know ff it is true or would take 30 minuS. The gentlemar_ union halls; 638 city phone banks were
not, that they have more influence from Ohio (Mr. P.IA_s) has asked to con.. established, with 8,055 telephones and
around here than anybody--does not fine ttie time to 20 minutes. 24,611 people manning them; canvassers
have to report. Mr'. HAYS of Ohio. I will agree to 3(! numbered over 72,000 people, and on

If that is the way you want it, what minutes, election day some 94,000 people were
about the National Right to Life Cora- Mr. WIGGINS. All right, working at the expense of COPE all for
mittee? They do not haw; to report. Mr. HAYS of ,Ohio. Mr. Chairman, ]:

Mr. WIGGINS. If the gentleman will ask _manimous consent that all debat_ the benefit of a particular candidate.
yield further, as the gentleman knows, on this amendment cease in 30 minutes None of this was reported. No one ibas
we define independent expenditures J_ The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection any idea how much that cost, or what
the bill, and at the chairman's sugges- to the request of the gentleman fron:_ candid:ate got it, and a union member
tion, we required that all such independ- Ohio? does not know what it cost him in dues.
ent expenditures be reported. The illus,- There was no objection. As another example let us look at the
tration speaks to independent expendi.- The CHAIRMAN. Members standing at Durkin senatorial campaign and see
'_ures made by such an organization, the time the unanirn_s consent request! what was done there. We heard a
such expenditures m_mt be reported un- was granted will be recognized for ap. moment ago the statement that more
der the bill. proximately 2Yz minutes each. money was spent there by the unions
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on behalf of DURKIN than he spent him- The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. Is there Mr. Clmirman, I have read the opinion
self. As a matter of fact, the best figures objection to the request of the gentleman in Buckley against Valeo which the Su-
my staff could come up with in research- from Wisconsin? preme Court handed down on the 30th of
lng this matter through people eon- Mr. ASHBROOK. Mr. Chairma n, I ob- January of this year. It is true that they
nected with the campaign showed that ject. I believe we established that we used that expression "chfiling effect," but
$151,900 in union dues was spent by the would not yield our time to one another, nowhere in that opinion did they use that
unions on behalf of Mr. DURKIN and The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. Objec- phrase to describe any part of the law
never reported to the members of the tion is heard, that dealt with the disclosm'e features of
union or to the public, in addition to the Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin:' Mr. the 1974 Campaign Act. They used that
$90,000 in cash they gave him. And this Chairman, in that event I will reclaim my approach to refer to certain limitations
is just in the one special election; it time. that had been made upon spending, not
does not include the earlier primary or The CHAIRkIAN pro tempore. The upon disclosure.
general elections. Chair recognizes the gentleman from Then the gentleman from New Jersey

That totals $242,000, and if we take Wisconsin (Mr. STEIGER). (Mr. THOMPSON), in a well-known ora-
out the union's cash contributions to (Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin asked torical device, tries to resort to what I
Mr. DUI{KIN'S campaign, his campaign and was given permission to revise and would have to call a reductio ad absur-
only spent $105,000 in the special elec- extend his remarks.) dura by suggesting that some group, some
tion yet the unions spent $151,900 on Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. labor union would be required to report
his behalf or almost 50 percent ' more Chairman, I rise in support of the the price of the paper that. they use in
than be spemt himself, amendment, simply sending out a simple flyer to get

Mr. Chairman, I do not say this is The amendment offered by the gentle- out the vote.
wrong. We ought to encourage people man from California (Mr. WxoGms), Mr. Mr. Chairman, I would have thought
to be involved in politics, to give money, Chairman, is, of course, not a new that the gentleman from New Jersey
to help and work for candidates, but we amendment. It was adopted in the other (Mr. THOMPSON), above all Members of
also ought to see that special interest body; it is known there as the Packwood this body, was more familiar than that
groups efforts are reported because the amendment. It is a perfectly rational, with the kind of communications that a
public has the right to know. reasonable, not unconstitutional, and union sends out to its merabers. I can

There is no difficulty involved in re- not unclear exercise of the authority of assm'e him, if he is not already well
porting as if they are sophisticated the Congress to make sure that items aware of the fact, that t_hey do not
enought to run an organization like that are expended in the campaign un- simply stop there. They go on to indi-
COPE, they are sophisticated enough to der the guise of a nonpartisan label cate precisely the candidates that ought
know how to report what they are doing; ought to be listed. That kind of a con- to be supported and the candidates that
who for, and what it cost. tribution that is available now to a cor- ought to be defeated.

There are no constitutional problems poration or to a labor union ought to be Mr. Chairman, this is an expenditure
either. What there is, is a political made public, for a political purpose. The Americ,an
problem. This is another coverup; it is The public ought to have the oppor- people have made it perfectly clear that
another sham; another effort to shield, tunity to make a judgment about the ex- they want disclosure. They want cam-
special interests from the public's view tent to which qither a corporation or a paign expenditures reported to a re-
and Only tell half the story of what is labor union decides to use funds for sponsible body of the Federal Govern-
really going on. promoting a particular candidate or meat, and I think that that is all we are

Mr. Chairman, I urge the Members cause. That is ali the amendment offered asking for in this amendment that has
to vote for this amendment and take by the gentleman from California (Mr. been offered by the gent:eman from
away this coverup and hiding of ira- W:CCZNS)does. California (Mr. WZaGXNS).
portant political facts from the public. Mr. Chairman, I think it is sensible, Without it, Mr. Chairman, this bill is
How easy it is not to contribute to but I think it ought to be adopted, and I sadly deficient. I strongly urge the adop-
spend on behalf of a candidate and hope we will vote "aye" when the time tion of the amendment.
thereby make a mockery of the election for that vote comes. The CHAIRMAN. The Chair now rec-
laws. Members of a union, shareholders The CHAIRMAN pro tempore. The ognizes the gentleman from Minnesota
of a corporation, and the public have Chair recognizes the gentleman from (Mr. FRENZEL).
the right to know the full picture which Illinois (Mr. ANDrRSO_). (Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given
wUl reveal for the first time where the (Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois asked and permission to revise and extend his re-
biggest bulk of special interest support was given permission to revise and ex- marks.)
is going and its extent. There can be no tend his remarks.) Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I think
defensible objection to this amendment Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Chair- that the Wiggins amendment may be
but only special interest cover up politics, man, I have asked for this time merely the most important amendraent to this

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, will out of a desire to reply to the argument bill that we will consider. Without it, we
the gentleman yield? that was made by my friend and col- will leave enormous sums of money

Mr. MOORE. I yield to the gentleman league, the gentleman from New Jersey which are now being spent to elect and
from Ohio. (Mr. THOMPSON), that somehow the defeat candidates totally undisclosed.

amendment that has been offered by the And, we will have made a _;ham of our
Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, gentleman from California (Mr. Win- entire disclosure laws for election fi-

the gentleman made a big point that 0rNS) suffers from a grave constitutional nancing.
none of these things are reported; yet disability and that to adopt this amend- Mr. Chairman, I, too, would like to
he reeled off statistics involving the un- ment is going to have, to use his words, a talk about the disoussion of the gentle-
ions. If they are not reporting these chilling effect, man from New Jersey (Mr. THOMPSON),figures, where did the gentleman get the

cures? When the gentleman from California who said that one would have to report
(Mr. WIOOINS) was explaining his every scrap of paper.

Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, we had amendment, I took a moment or two to Mr. Chairman, the amendment clearly
to dig for them. Members of the public elicit from him the clear response that refers to section 403(e), which requires
and members of the union should not all his amendment would accomplish is the reporting of contributions and ex-
have to do what I had to do to get them. simply to require disclosure, and nothing penditures only of over $100.

The CHAIRMAN pro tempore (Mr. more. It was als() said that when something
SMXTHof Iowa). The Chair recognizes There is no limitation whatever on is published in a union newspaper, it
the gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. the amount that could be spent. He went would have to be disclosed and prorated.
STEIGER). on to suggest that millions and millions Under section 301 of the act, any kind

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. of dollars could be expended on commu- of statements in newpapers or periodi-
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that hications of this type, and the only re- cals of regular circulation are exempt
I be permitted to yield my time to the quirement of his amendment is to de- from reporting. Under the act the pay-
gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. FREN- mand and require that under the law meat of a monthly phone bill comes un-
Z_.L). they be disclosed, der the personal exemption. Everybody
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knows that %he tour guide 'caking a Mere- erally tens of thousands of dollars or, as I b me talk to them. As managers they
ber of Congress through a corporation in the New Hampshire example, hun- : _og_fiz,s it is good practice to allow can-
c_rtainly would not come under this act. dreds of thousand,; of dollars which was 41!dates l:resent their views.

Mr. Chairman, the Wiggins amend- not reported. No one would deny that If we continue the course were follow-
ment clearly says that it has to be a this spending is definitely part of the po-. J __gin t_he legislation on the floor these
co:mmunication on behalf of a clearly litical process. ]: ablic spirited businesses will be forced
i(h.,ntified candidate, so what we are So, please do not be confused by the _ _stop these public affairs seminars.
]hearing today is a mass of red herrings thouglht that there is some constitutional I go to production plants, I meet with
poured over a most necessary amend- proble,n here. We have put restriction on ' .Le inspectors and executives of those
ment which will provide one thing: every :participant in the political process, ': iant_;. They serve a lunch. Sometimes

lit will provide disclosure. Remember, political parties, candidates, committees, . -_ey serve a drink. It is perfectly all
we are not talking about disclosure of harmless bystanders, independent corn- :ght; I enjoy it very much. But that
COPE moneys. We are not talking about mittees. The only people we have ex- : an expenditure in favor of somebody.
]political action committee voluntary empted so far are corporations and ./e cannot draw these lines as clearly as
contributions,_ We are talking about in- unions. It is about time we stopped that. :e are i;rying to make them. Who is go-
voluntary contributions, involuntary Let us adopt the _riggins amendment. :g tc, ss_y what is purely a meeting with
dues money paid to rations. And we are The CHAIRMAN pr,) tempore. The ::lose public officials. They never try to
talking about corporate funds that be- gentleman from l?ennsylvania (Mr. :i_.fiuence anybody. It is really an infor-
long to all the stockholders on the part DENT) is recognized for 5 minutes to close :_at_on meeting. The ADA gave me a
of corporations, the debate. :_d rating in the State of Pennsylvania.

Mr. Chairman, if the Members want (Mr. DENT asked and was given per- : :l that rating they have praised those
to know exactly what we are talking mission to revise and extend his re- :'ho have 100 percent record for their
al:_)ut,we are talking about communica- marks.) .iews_They do not say anything about
tlons such as I hold in my hand. Here is Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman and mem- _-e, bat they have got me on the bottom
one in favor of the most recently elected bors of the eommitt(_, this is a peculiar :.art of the preferred candidates. If yoU
Member of Congress, a NYSIT'J['brochure amendment. It clearly says what it wants :ce at the top, you are good, and when
telling all about him to all union mom- to do, it just wants labor to report what ou are cn the bottom, you are bad. Does
bets in the 39th Congressional District. they spend in their educational pro- nybody think anyone is fooled as to

It says: granu_ Who is going to decide what is ._hom they want defeated?
:Dear Brother and Sister Members: educational and wlhat ls not educational? O:a legislation dealing with welfare.
Your New York State AFL-CIO, represent- They say it is not educational if they :'hey may rate a candidate 65 per-

_g more than two million union men and identify the candidate. Well, labor and :ent in favor of their welfare views. That
women workers, has endorsed Mayor Stan- the corporations have the courage to at dueational, or is it political propa-
lev N. Lundine for Congress in the 39th- least say when they identify a candidate, ,anda? 2ffRIM, I understand, means tax
District. they say they are for or against that :educti0rt immediately mandated, or

Then the letter goes on to say that, candidate. But what dc. we do when an :omethi_g like that. Circulars that we
for these reasons they encourage and article like the one that was printed tot from Common Cause, for instance
they recommend a vote for Ltmdine for in a local paper lately by another politi- ive out ratings.
Congress. cal organization, labelled TRIM, and T[hey do not have to report but it is in-

Now. that is wonderful. It is nice to print_ their view of your record. This is ended a,nd often does influence an elec-
have friends. On the other hand, how' new organization. We 'were finally able :ion.
many tens of thousands of these went; to identify it. It is the political arms of Our friend, the gentleman from Illi-
out into the district in direct support of' the l_Aght to Work group. They did not _ois, ha.'_,the top rating. Is this a cam-
a congressional candidate? identify a candidate and say that they :,aigrl. c_:,ntribution or is it educational? I

That is perfectly legal of course, but ale in favor of him or against him or _:,mr'_n:ning against someone, and I am
would it not be nice to know what the that they want people to vote against ,,,n the bottom of the rating. Are they'
l_aions were willing to spend on thai; him or to vote for him. But they have :or me or for my opponent. You know
particular candidate? put pictures in the free news items, very t;,ell enough who they favor for election.,

In addition, it is all fun when only the proudly displayed., ]i thought, in a nice Is it all right for them to say, "We
unions are doing it, but I must remind quiet part of the paper, right next to the ::avor this Congressman because he,
all the Members on that side of the aisle obituaries, rands behind us; he is for our views
that, under the law, the corporations They said: ,zven if its contrary to his own distlqet's
]aave exactly the same rights. I heard Your Member of Congress had six key _,elfare, They are a great Common Cause,
fi'om the Stock Exchange this morning votes. _ut I cannot find the cause they label
aJad they said that there are some 25 : ommon. I never heard them come in and
million individual shareholders irt the And theysaid: _Ieed and die for the minimum wage
E'nited States. So. what is sauce for the on the slx ke_, votes he voted va'ong on ,_orker to get him a reasonable wage rate.
goose is likely to be sauce for the gander, three. Not voting on anc_ther. Our organiza,- iL_h_t i,,_a common cause for the little

It seems to me that the very least all tion rated these votes as to what they :,eop_Le.:1;never heard of this organiza..
of us can do is to make sure that these thought was good for the public. ;ion coming out in favor of voting for
fimds are at least identified. My personal One of the votes was consumerism. I _aymeni;s for compensation for a black-.
preference would be to make them illegal was rated as wrong because I voted rigllt ung miner who has worked in the mine
because they are not volunteered moneys, for consumerism. They said I voted for lot 3,[I,4_1),or 50 years. What is their com-.
they are corporate fimds and they are foreign aid. They were against that. But I non cause? Their common cause is meas..
union treasury moneys, voted against foreign aid. They were, .trod by how we obey the dictates of Corn-

In fact, there is so much money in wrong in both instances. But do you :non Cause. And when they send out their
this one particular treasury that they think that anybody in my home district ::irculars and criticize an incumbent be-
did not use a stamp for the Lundine mail- did not know whom they wanted de-. :ause he does not vote with them, it is a
h_g, which was a nonprofit organization feated? _olitical gesture intended to influence the
stamp financed by every taxpayer in the I go to the large department stores _lection. Is there any question as to
United States. They had so much money during my campaiens, at their request, whom they want defeated?
in the treasury that they stuck it into and they have me come in either an hou_ So _e are going to have to include
an envelope and Iraid for a 13 cent stamp early before the store opens or an hou_ _verybody who mentions a name of a
s,_ we know they spent about 20 cents after the store: is closed and they haw', {_ongressman in any kind of a rating that
a, letter, all oi' their employees there. They are [,hey put out, because that rating many

And we have not yet counted the not endorsing me, they do not haw_ _imes is worse than an outright indict-
phone bank. You hire a phone bank for to report that they spend money _l: merit cf the candidate, because on the
[he union or for a corporation and you they spend any. It is the eorporation';_ same _sue I have been rated as being
can call all the stockholders or all the money if they do they have the whole: right; by some organizations, but on the
l_xlon members, and you can spend lit- group of employees before me and the,_ same vote it has been decided that I was
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wrong by others. So ff we are going to Blanchard Hicks Patterson, SO the amendment was rejected.
do anything and do it honestly, make Blouin Holtzman Calif. The result of the vote was announcedBoggs Horton Pattison, N.Y,
everybody report. Boland Howard Perkins as above recorded.

I will go along with real sunshine not Bolling Howe Pickle _mVDM_T OFFEREDBY MR. FRENZEL
the adulterated kind that only lets the Bonker Hubbard PikeBowen Hungate Preyer Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I offer
light in on their issues and turns out the Brademas Jacobs Price an amendment.
lights on issues for all the people. Brodhead Jenrette Randall

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gert- Brooks Johnson, Calif. Rangel Tile Clerk read as follows:
Brown, Calif. Jones, Ala. Rees Amendment offered by Mr. FRENZEL' O1%

tleman has expired. All time has ex- Burke, Calif. Jones, N.C. Reuss page 47, begininng line 5, strike section 114
pired. Burlison, Mo. Jones, Okla. Richmond in its entirety.

The question is on the amendment of- Burton, John Jones, Tenn. Riegle
Burton, Phillip Jordan Rinaldo (Mr. FRENZEL asked and was givenfered by the gentleman from California Carney Kastenmeier Risenhoover

(Mr. WI(;ol_s). Carr Kazen Roberts permission to revise and extend his
The question was taken; and the Chappell Keys Roe remarks.)

Collins, Ill. Koch Roncalio Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, thisChairman announced that the noes ap- conyers Krebs Rooney
peared to have it. corman Landrum Rose amendment strikes section 114. When it

RECORDEDVOTE Cornell Leggett Rosenthal is disposed of, I intend to offer an amend-
cotter Lehman Rostenkowski merit to strike section 115. After that, I

Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, on that D'Amours Levltas Roybal do not intend to offer my substitute madel demand a recorded vote. Daniels, N.J. Litton Russo
Danielson Lloyd, Calif. Ryan ii1 order by the rule, but, rather, reserve

A recorded vote was ordered. Davis Lloyd, Tenn. St Germain it for the minority as part, of the motion
The vote was taken by electronic de; ds la Garza Long, La. Santinl to recommit. That at least is the present

vice, and there were--ayes 175, noes 220, Delaney Long, Md. ScheuerDellums Lott Schroeder intention, and we think it will save some
not voting 37, as follows: Dent Lundine Seiberling time.

Diggs McCormack Shipley Mr. Chairman, this striking of section
[Roll No. 151] Dingell McFall Slkes

AYES--175 Dodd McKay Simon 114 simply' removes an unnecessary fea-
Abdnor Frenzel Myers, Pa. Downey, N.Y. Madden Slsk lure from the bill. Under the present law,
Anderson, Ill. Frey Nichols Drinan Maguire Smith, Iowa a campaign committee may only make
Archer Gilman Nowak Duncan, Oreg. Matsunaga Solarz expendittu'es on behalf of l_he shlgle can-
Armstrong Ginn O'Brlen Early Meeds Spellman
Ashbrook Ooldwater Ottinger Edwards, Calif. Melcher Staggers didate for which it was formed. The bill,
Bafalis Goodling Passman Eilberg Metcalfe Stanton, in section 114, says that--
Bauman Gradison Pettis English Meyner James V. Any occasional, isolated, or incidental sup-
Beard, Tenn. Grassley Poage Evans, Colo. Mszvinsky Stark
Bennett Gude Pressler Evins, Tenn. Mikva Steed port of a candidate shall not be construed as
Bevill Hagedorn Prltchard Fury _VIiller, Calif. Stokes support of such candidate for purposes of
Breckinridge Hamilton Quie Fascell Mills Stuckey the preceding sentence.
Brinkley Hammer- Quillen Flood Mineta Symington
Broomfield schmidt Railsback Flynt Minlsh Thompson That is what I want to strike. What the
Brown, Mich. Hansen Regula Foley Mink Thornton bill will allow is for any of us who have
Brown, Ohio Harsha Rhodes Ford, Tenn. Mitchell, Md. Tsongas
Broyhill Hechler, W. Va. Robinson Fraser Moakley Ullman a campaign committee to be able to make
Buchanan Heinz Rogers Fuqua Moffett Van Deerlin transfers from that cami_Agn commit-
Burgener Hightower Roush Gaydos Mollohan Vander Veen tee to some other candidate. What this
Burke, Fla. Hfilis Rousselot Glaimo Moorhead, Pa. Vanik section will do is to delude some peopleBurleson, Tex. Holt Runnels Gibbons Morgan Vlgorlto
Butler Hughes Ruppe Gonzalez Moss Waxman who think they are contributing to a
Byron Hutchinson Sarasin Green Mottl Weaver particular candidate's campaign and not
Carter Hyde Satterfield Haley Murphy, hi. Whalen let them know that some of that moneyC_terberg Ichord Schneebell Hall Murphy, N.Y. Whltten
G'lancy Jarman Schulze Hanley Murtha Wilson, Tex. iS going k) be transferred to somebody
Clausen, Jeffords Sebellus Hannaford Natcher Wirth else.

Don H. Johnson, Colo. Sharp Harkin Neal Wolff In other words, it lets some of ourClawson, Del Kasten Shriver Harrington Nedzl Wright
_'qeveland Kelly Shuster Harris Nolan Yates stronger candidates solicit money and
OOchran Kemp Skubitz Hawkins Oberstar Yatron transfer it to some of the weaker ones
Cohen Ketchum Smith, Nebr. Hays, Ohio Obey Young, Tex. who are not being able to r_ise the money
Collins, Tex. Kindness Snyder Heckler, Mass. O'Hara Zablocki itself. It is a sort of revenue sharing be-Conable La_alce Spence Hefner O'Neill Zeferettl
Conlan Lagomarsino Stanton, Hslstoski Patten, N.J. tween the attractive candidates and the
Conte Latta J. William NOT VOTING_37 weaker candidates.
C0ughlin Lent Steelman I do not think it needs a, lot of discus-Crane Lujan Steiger, Ariz. Adams Guyer Peyser
Daniel, Dan McOlory Steiger, Wis. Barrett Hayes, Ind. Rodlno sion, It is not a terribly important
Daniel, H.W. McCloskey Stephens Bell I-I6bert Sarbanes _ amendment. But what the language of
Derrick McCollister Studds Biester Henderson Slack the bill does in this case is to weakenDerwtnski McDade Symms Bingham Hinshaw Stratt0n
Devine McDonald. Talcott Breaux Holland Sullivan the intent of the reforms of 1974, and it
Dickinson McEwen Taylor, Mo. Burke, Mass'. Johnson, Pa. Udall iS a retrenchment from that reform.
Duncan, Tenn. McHugh Taylor, N.C. Chisholm Karth White Mr. BAUM_&N. Mr. Cha_cman, will thedu Pont Madigan Teague Clay Krueger Wilson, Bob
Edgar Mahon Thone Downing, Va. McKlnney Wilson, C.H. gentleman yield for a question?
Edwards, Ala, Mann Traxler Eckhardt Macdonald Young, Ga. Mr. FRENZEL. I yield iD the gentle-
Emery Martin Treen Flthian Nix man from Maryland (Mr. BAUMAN).

Erlenborn Mathis Vander Jagt Ford, Mich. Pepper Mr. BAUMAN. I thank the gentlemanEseh Mazzoll Waggonner
Eshleman Michel Walsh The Clerk announced the following for yielding.
Evans, Ind. Milford Wampler pairs: Mr. Chairman, I read in the public
Fenwick Miller, Ohio Whitehurst On this vote: press from time to time that certainFindley Mitchell, N.Y. Wiggins
Fish Montgomery Wlnn Mr. Krueger for, wi_h Mr. Eckhardt against. Members of the majority party in a lead-
Fisher Moore Wydler Mr. Breaux for, with Mr. Burke of Massa- ership status have campaig_ coffers that
Florio Moorhead, Wylie chttsetts against, they fill from various sources and then
Flowers Calif. Young, Alaska Mr. Hebert for, with Mr. Bingham against, dole out to other Members of the major-
Forsythe Mosher Young, Fla. Mr. Guyer for, with Mr. Rodino against.
Fountain Myers, Ind. ity party. This seems to be a sort of cir-

Mr. Bob Wilson for, with Mrs. Chisholm cuitous way of getting the funds fromNOES--:220 against.
the original donor to the ultimate recip-

Abzug Andrews, N.C. Badillo Mr. Henderson for, with Mr. Nix against, lent.
Addabbo Andrews, Baldus Mr. Downing of Virginia for, with Mr.
Alexander N. Dak. Baucus But apparently there atlmches to it aAllen Annunzio Beard, R I Macdonald of Massachusetts against.
Ambro Asmey Beden' certain obligation on the part of the re-
Anderson, Aspln Bergland Mr. HOWE changed his vote from ceiving Member of the majority party.

calif. AuCoin Biaggt "aye" to "no." I assume the gentleman's amendment
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would address this sort of double (,,ort_ Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I request ,_ _eh 'bhe Federal Elections Car_patgn Act
tribution which may even play a park In and urge that t_he amendment be Ao.endments of 1974 would supersede and
future elections for Party leadership adopte(L :;::_.-empt the State's Open Government Law
pos ha on the majority side. (: litiative 276). The substance of that

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. C:hai:_nan, I thirJk [Mr. HAYS cf Ohio addressed the :_::z,morandt_m was reviewed by the Public
tile gentleman from Maryland (Mr. Committee. His remarks will appear I-)i_;closure i)ommission at its March 16, 1976
BAII_/IAN) nlakes a good l_oint which I hereafter in theFxl_nsions of Remarks.] :_m._eting. The discussion concluded with a:_::,_tlon In which the Commission has ex-
did not raise. There may be some oblige- Mr. 'WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I rise 'i:::_ssed ii;_ doubt that the Federal law can
tion incurred by the weaker candidate to in support of the amendntent, s,_:mrsede _r pre-empt this state law. En-
the stronger candidate. That is obviously (Mr. WIGGINS asked and was given :_qsed herE_wlth is a news release giving the
possible. That provides an extra reason permission to revise and extend his re- ,.:,,:_tent o:!' the Commission's motion.

Fhe de.,_lred Attorney General's Opinion
why we should certainly remove this se('.- marks.) r-, _; been :,%rmaaIly requested. We Iook for-
tiort. We would thereby remove any of Mr. WIGGINS. iVfr_ Chairman, in the ,;::d tx) a:n early response.
the suspicion that one candidate may be debate, over my amendment several min-
ca_cying others into the Congress with utes ago, the question was raised as to ]7he :Public Disclosure Commission
him or her for whatever reasons, the c(mstitutionality of the duty to _L,:m said::

_[r. Chalrlnan, I urge the adoption of report. I viewed that concern as being !?he Commission is in doubt as to the
my amendment, unfounded, but I wish to assure the Mem- ,_: _ct of tke Federal Election Campaign Act

[[Mr, HAYS of Ohio addressed tke hers that there is a real constitutional ,: 197% particularly paragraph 453 of that
problem with the section of the bill which s.:: relati:ng to its implementation upon the

COl:mmittee: His remarks will appease ',!;:_.te's public disclosure law. Therefore, un-
hereafter in the Extensions of Remarl_s ] this amendment seeks to strike. ,:J' this doubt is removed by receiving a de-

Mr. ChairlTlan, this Commission is i;i::lily's At!;orney Oteneral's opinion from l_s
The CHAIRMAN. The question Is on created by an act of Congress. It takes anseh _:l::.eCommission expects that all in-

the amendment offered by the gentleman the House and the Senate acting to- ,: mbents, candidates and political commit-
f],q)ln M_nneso_a (Mr. _REIffZEL). gether, with the President of the United t, _s supporting and/or opposing incumbents

The question was taken; and on a dl- States adding his signature, to create the _-'._ candidates for such Federal office will
vision (demanded byMr. FRENZEL)there Commission. v:!untarily continue to report under the

1_ :.re ex_:Mng provisions of RCW 42.17--
were--ayes 39, noes 76. What we have here, Mr. Chah'man, is a :__.:,_on_the Nation'a first effective public dl:;-

_O the amendment was rejee_ed, b/ii wl'lich permi_ the Commission to ,: ,sure law.
_m_roF_ra_ BY _. rSENZr_ be disbanded upon the action of one

House of Congress. We cannot repeal i.VIy question to the gentleman from
Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I offer laws by the action of one House of Con- :{,_w Jersey is: Since the opinion of anyan :amendment.
_'neClerkreadasfonows: gress. It takes the Congress and the attorney general could impact upon

President to repeal a statute. Yet, we e_ery Member of the Congress from
Amendment olfered by Mr. FRENZEL: C'n

p:ag,e 47, beginning line 11, Strike Sec'cica have here what purports to be an attempt e ;cry State, what is the actual status of
1:[5 in its entirety, to grant to either House, by something t]_e public law, with respect to preemp-

called appropriate action, the right to t:on by tJxe Federal Election Campaign
(Mr. FRENZEL asked and was _tven determine that the Commission shall ,!: :;t of laws of the various States?

permission to revise and extend his re'- cease to exist on March 31, 1977. Other- :Mr. T;E[OMPSON. Mr. Chairman, in
mn'cks.) wise it will continue, r _:_ponse to the inquiry of the gentleman

_gx. FRENZEL. Mr. Ohah-man, this is Mr. Chairman_ I do not believe that a f om W_ington, let me state that it
aiqe_her amendment wyeth, in my j_dg- st. atute can delegate to the House of Rep- mtounds me really that. such an Jnter-
m_._t, is essential to t;he integrity and resentatives the responsibility of the ;;,'etat, ion could come the gentleman's
the independence of the :Federal Elco. Senate, nor can the House delegate to v,_.y. Section 453 of the 1974 act which
tion Commission. the Senate its responsibility nor can both ,.'as ret,aLaed in this act, 2 U.S. Code,

Section 115, wiitch appears on page of them deny the President the right to ,';:_ction 453, has a specific effect on State
47 and half of page 48 in the printed act on a law. This provision should be ]_.w. The :precise language of section 453
blIl, provides that the Election Comrni_- stricken in order to save at least this por- f?J.lows: "The provisions of this chapter
sion ca_ be put out (_f business by a tion of the bill from constitutional ,:_-d the rules prescribed under this chap-
vote of either House after March 31, attack. :_rsupers_leand preempt any provision
19_'L Mr. Chairman, I urge the adoption of ,:,:: State law with regard to elections to

_r. C'nairman, when the Supreme the amendment. :! :_deral office." Nothing could be more
Com't decision was armou-nced, it was Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, I ,: ear.
suggested that it might be a good :idea move to strike the requisite nttmber of Further, there is in case law a whole
to reconstitute the Election Commission words. _ _dy off h:[story which Would support this
and ha_e some kind of self'destruct :tea- (Mr. THOMPSON asked and was given :_!:,ecific section.
ture which would force; the Congress to permL_,_ion to revise and extend his re- Y-n a cG]ioquy with the gentleman from
ta_:e another full look at the election law. marks.) ;!,i:innesota (Mr. FRENZEL) on yesterday,

Since we have decided to review the Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, I :i:_at gentleman and I agreed that this
_hole election law, 58 pages of new and will not take all of my 5 minutes, il_,w does indeed preempt all State laws.
revised and recodified law, there does The gentleman from Washington (Mx. Mr. KAZEN. Mr. Chairman, will the
not exist much reason for destruetion McCo_sM_CK) I understand has a ques- :i::mtleman yield?
stay more, other than to cow the Election tion which relates to each and every one ¥Ir. TL_OMPSON. I yield to the gentle-
Commission. of us and which I think: should be made _:an fro_zx Texas.

]_ir. Chairman, ff this amendment is clear Ln the record. Mr. KAZEN. Mr. Chairman, I thank
nol; adopted, the bill will allow the de- Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, t[_e gentleman for yielding. I would say
struction by either House of the Election will the gentleman yield? I;mt my attorney general in Texas ruled
Commission next year. It means, of lVh'. THOMPSON. I yield to the gentle- _ :cactly _he opposite of what your at-
(_urse, that ff the Election Commission man from Washington. I :_rney :general ruled. He held that this
(i_ not do what we wsmt it to do, it Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I ]_,w did supersede State law. We do not
is under threat of extinction, thank the gent).eman from New Jersey ]: ave to c,amply with the State ]aw as fax

Mr. Chairman, this is a very simple :[or yielding me this time. _.-'. the e:ntire election code is concerned.

amendment. I think t:he section in the Mr. Chairman, ]: received yesterday in ';_re do have to comply with those Pro-
bill is very simple, and I am not going the mail a lett_r from the Public Dis- ,..sions of State law governing the plac-
e) belabor it. It is j_t a question of closure Commission irt my State of ?:_g of our:names on the ballot, filing fees
whether we want an independent C,om- WashJz_gton which reads as follows: :, txdd_,_dlines, things of that kind, but
mission which can cot_at on existence or Some time ago you received from this office l: ct wit&:t provisions in the State code
whether we want a Commission that de- a copy of a memorandum to me from As- ,__nce_nJng reporting of contributio.us
:0ends for its very existence on its ability slstam: Attorney _Deneral Jam es M. Vache in ,_:Penditures, campaign committees and
_o be nice to Congres_ which he Informally opined on the extent to : i;her such matters.
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Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, I be- about oversight. All we are saying in the Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, will

lieve that the chairman of the committee amendment--and it has nothing to do the gentleman yield?
has a comment to make and I yield to with the independency of the Commis- Mr. MII_A. I yield to my colleague,
the gentleman from Ohio for that sion--is that either the Election Corn- the gentleman from IUinois (Mr.
purpose, mittee or the House Committee or the ANNUNZIO).

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I Committee on Rules on the Senate side, Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, I ap-
thank the gentleman lot yielding, commencing with the date of January 3, preciate n_v colleague, the gentleman

Mr. Chairman, I understood that the 1977, conduct a study of the work of the from Iliinois, yielding.
attorney general of the State of Wash- entire Commission as to all the various I have the highest regard for his legal
ington had not as yet ruled? aspects of the law, including public fi- opinion as to the constitutionality of

Mr. McCORMACK. That is correct, nancing, contributions and limitations, this section, just as I haw; the highest
Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I wilt tell you what and that the Election Committee respon- regard for the opinion of the gentleman

an attorney general's opinion is worth, sible for this law report to the full corn- from California (Mr. WmG:rNS). The
I was one time in the senate in Ohio and mittce its findings, and then the full Supreme Court ha_ already ruled. They
was also the mayor of the village of committee would report to the House its have declared that this Commission con-
Flushing. One of my political opponents particular findings, and the Senate would stituted the way it was in the old law
got the attorney general of Ohio, who have that same responsibility, was ur_onstitutional. And the world did
was then a Republican, to rule that I I feel it is a good section, and I urge not come t_) an end. We are still doing
could not hold both offices. He argued the my colleagues to vote down the Frenzel business. The candidates have received
law, and he sent me a nasty letter. I re- amendment. What we need in the House their money up to this date, and ff this
plied and I said, "I received both of your is more oversight of the actions that in- section is ts,ken to court and they find it
letters and," I said, "Let me give you my volve the future of each and every one unconstitutional, that is our job in the
opinion, and my opinion is that your of the Members of this House. Congress: to take care of it. That is what
opinion isn't worth the paper it is writ- Mr. MIKVA. Mr. Chairman, I move to we Will do. We will take act as we are
ten on. Get a court order." That is the strike the requisite number of words, and doing today.
last I heard from him. I rise in support of the amendment. In the meantime I want t]_e gentleman

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gen- Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the to know I firmly, firmly believe that this
tleman has expired, amendment because, while I strongly House should have oversight because this

(At the request of Mr. McCoRMACk, and favor the oversight doctrine that my col- particular law does affect each and
by unanimous consent, Mr. THOMPSON league, the gentleman from Illinois, has every one of us and does affect our
was allowed to proceed for 2 additional suggested, this is more than oversight. I personal future. The least little corn-
minutes.) am in favor of the Committee on House plaint can destroy us and we should

Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, will Administration, and the Senate Rules have the ow_sight.
the gentleman yield? Committee, doing all they can to review Mr. MIKVA. I think the oversight is

Mr. THOMPSON. I yield to the gentle- how this Commission functions and what independent of destruction_ and ff we
man from Washington. ought to be straightened out and what are going to repeal the law which set upthis Commission it ought te be done in aought not be straightened out. This pro-

Mr. McCORMACK. I want to make it vision does more than that. Whether it bicameral body by both Houses and by
clear that the attorney general of the is constitutional or not, it is clearly a the President rather than i_ this short-
State of Washington has issued a tenta- deviation from normal pGlicy to say that cut procedure which I think is unwise.
tire opinion agreeing that the Federal either House, either this House or the I urge support of the Federal amend-
law preempts State laws. What has hap- other body, has the power to totally ment.
pened is that the State public disclosure repeal an act of Congress that has been Mr. MATHIS. Mr. Chairman, will the
commission has chosen to ignore this signed by the President. I think it is very gentleman yield?
tentative opinion by the attorney general, bad policy. I think it will be construed Mr. _VA. I yield to the gentleman

Mr. THOMPSON. The gentleman from as an interference with the independence from Georgia.
New Jersey can state that the gentleman of the Commission, whether It is in- Mr. MATHIS. Mr. Chairman, is not our
from Washington in turn can ignore the tended to be or not. distinguished friend, the gentleman from
State agency's letter. It is perfectly clear Ithink the notion of going through all Illinois, the author of a bill to provide
that the Federal law preempts the laws of the travail and tribulation that we for an expiration date on all agencies?
of the 50 States with respect to Federal have gone through to reestablish the Mr. MIKVA. Yes; and Lmder my bill
elections. Commission, and then to say that on any agency which has been in existence

Mr. McCORMACK. If the gentleman March 31, 1977, less than 5 months after for 10 years ought to go out of business
will yield further, I want to observe that the next election, either House can have unless the Congress or the President
yesterday we in this body accepted an the opportunity to drop the hatchet and affirm that it should remain. We do not
amendment to the bill requiring that we wipe it out, is a suggestion that the Com- provide that the House can put it out of
file copies of our campaign finance state- mission had better toe the line and do existence by itself. That is an important
ments as required by Federal law, with what we think they ought to do, or else difference.

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, wfil
our respective secretaries of State. I we are going to put them out of busi- the gentleman yield?
voted for that. I think it is appropriate, ness. Mr. MIKVA. I yield to the gentleman

Mr. THOMPSON. Copies of the state- I am particularly concerned about how from Ohio.
merits or reports of the candidates will this will be perceived. We ought to have

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, thebe filed with the secretaries of state. Mr. learned a long time ago that laws are-
Chairman, I yield back the remainder of not only what they say and do but what gentlenmn might as well save the paper
my time. they appear to be. I think this kind of a his bill is printed on. That _Lsnever going

Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Chairman, I device, if allowed to remain in the law, to happen. If he wants to ger_a bfil out
move to strike the requisite number of will be the single most telltale sign that that will pass he could say the agencies
words, the Congress really did not have its heart will go out of business unless both Houses

Mr. Chairman, I rise in opposition to in election reform and did not really and the PrEmident say that they ought to
the Frenzel amendment. As the sponsor want to set up an independent, efficient, stay in business.
of this particular section, section 409 on self-sustaining commission. Mr. bYLKVA. But there i,_a great deal
page 47, I would like to inform the Mere- I can only say to my colleague, the gen- of differen(_ between 5 months and 10
bers of the House that originally my tleman from Illinois, that if the Commis- years, and timt difference ought to be
amendment provided for the disestab- sion does not work out, then the way to perceived.
lishment of the Commission commencing get rid of this Commission is the same I will say we might to vote for the
With March 31 of 1977, and the next way we ought to get rid of any other reg- _-h'enzel amendment.
day I reintroduced this section which ulatory agency--by a repeal or revision The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
passed the committee by a sizable vote. of the law. The repeal or revision ought the amendment offered by the gentleman
The reason that this is a good section is to pass both Houses of Congress and be from Minnesota (Mr. I_r_ZEL).
because we hear so much conversation signed by the President. The question was taken; and the
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Chairman announced that the noes ap- van Deerlin Weaver Wydler li_,_:ur expexxsss to further the nomination for
Vander Jagt Whale_x Wylie eZ,,0tion or election of such candidate. The

penned to have it_ Vanden Veen Whitehurst Yates s, _thorizatton shall be addressed to the treas-
RECORDED VOTE Vanik Wiggins Yatron _u: _r of such political committee, and a copyWalsh Winn Young, Fla.

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I de- wampler Wirth J:,il the aut]horlzation shall be filed by such
maud a recorded vote. WaxmazL Wolff c_t:adidl_to with the CommiSsion. Any with-

d: _,wal of _my authorization shall also bo in
A recorded vote was ordered. NOES---120 ,_ _-iting and shall be addressed and filed in
The vote was taken by electronic de- Addabbo Giatmo Passman t',:_ sarae rnanner as the authorization;

vice, and hhere were---ayes 276, noes 120, Alexander Gibbons Patten, N.J. _(2) the terra 'candidate' means an indi-
Allen Gonzalez Perkins v_:iual who seeks election to Federal office.

not voting 36, as follows: Annunzio Haley Pengo
[Roll No. 152] Ashbrook Hall Price F:_r purposes of this paragraph an individual

Bauman Hansen Quillen ils cons:idered to seek election if he/she (a)
AYES--276 Bennett Hays. Ohio Roes t_,i_es tho action necessary under the law

Abdnor Ford, Tenn. Mfiler, Ohio Bevill Hightower Risenhoover o! a Sta_ to qualify for election; (b) re-
Abzug Forsythe Mineta Eiaggi Holt Roberts cu:.ves contributions or incurs campaign ex-
Adams Fountain Mtnish Beggs Hubbard Roncalio p,_ndlture_;; or (c) gives his/her consent for
._mbro Fraser Mink Bolling Hungate Rooney :,;;'_y other person to receive contributions orAnderson, Frenzel Mitchell. Md. Bowen Ichord Rostenkowski

Calif. Prey Mitchell, N.Y. Brooks Johnson, Calif. Rousselot _b, incu.r campaign expenditures on his/her
Anderson, Ill. FUqua Moakley Burleson, Tog. Johnson, Colo. Runnels b_,l_alf;
_adrews. N.C. Gilman Moffett Burlison, Mo. Jones, Ala, Ryan _(3) the term 'Commission' means the
Andrews, Glnn Moorhead, Byron Jones, N.C. St Oermatn lP _,deral E,lection Commission;

N_ Dak. Goldwater Calif. Chappell Join;s, Tenn. Satterfield (4) tho term 'contribution' means a gift
Archer Goodling MOorhead, Pa. Clawson, Del Kazen Shipley _:,:_money raade (a) by a written instrument
A_:mstrong Gradison Mosher Cleveland Landform Sikes ,;_1dch JLde:ntifies the person making the con-
A_bJey Grassley Mottl Collins, IlL Lloyd, Calif. Sisk
Aspin Green Myers, Ind. Collins, Tex. Long, La. Slack I:_.btuion by full name or (b) in cash up to
AuCoin Gude Myers, Pa. Corman Long, Md. Staggers i_00: Provided, That the candidate and hie/
Badlllo Hagedorn Neat Cornell MaClog7 Stanton, h_c authoz,_,zed committees maintain and file
Bars.lis Hamilton Nichols Cotter McDonald James V. i:_ports in the form prescribed by the Com-
Baldus Hammer- Nolan Crane Mca'all Steed cc ission, _*hich show the date and amount of
Baucus schmidt Nowak Daniels, N.J. Madden Stephens _.q._h such contribution and the fuU name

Bea_d, R.I. Hanley Oberstar Danielson Mahou Stokes _:c d mailing address of the person makingBoard, Tenn. Hannaford Obey Davis Mat lais Symms
Bedell Harkin O'Brien de laGarza Metcalfe Taylor, N.C. _,t,_h contribtttion; but does not include a
Bergland Harrlngton O'Hara Delaney Milford Teague s_bscrl'.Dtion, loan, advance, or deposit Of
B_anchard Harris O'Neill Den_ Mills Uilman r_ :mey, or a contribution of products or serv-
Blouin Harsha Ottinger Devine Mollohan Vigorlto L:,s or anything else of value;
Boland Hawkins Patterson, Dickinson Montgomery Waggonner ' (5) the term 'eligible candidate' means a
Boulder Hechler, W. Va. Calif. Diggs Moore Whitten _::,:'_dids_te for election to Federal omce who is
Braqemas Heckler, Ma_. Pattison, N.Y. Dingell Morgau Wright
Breckinridge Hefner Pettis Duncan, Oreg. Moss Young, Alaska eli gible under Section 9053, to receive pay-
Br_nkley Heinz Pickle Fary Murphy, lit. Young, Tex. r_,_mts under this title;
Brodhead Helstoskl Pike Flood Murphy, N.Y. Zablocki _(6) the term 'Federal office' means the
Broomfield Hicks Pressler Flynt Murtha Zeferetti l_ :leral of_ce of Senators or Representative;
Brown, Calif. Hillis Preyer Ford, Mich. Natcher "(7) the term 'general election' means any
Broswn. Mich. Holtzman Pritchard Gaydos Ned:_,i :_:_i_ular:Ly _scheduled or special election held
Bro_wn, Ohio Horton _uie
B_yhill Howard Railsback NOT VOq_iNG.--36 J2: the p_rpose of electing a candidate to
Buclhanan Howe Randall Barrett Guyer Peyser I!'! fieral ofaee:
Burgener Hughes Rangel Bell Hayes, Ind. Rodino '(8) t]h.e term 'matching payment period'
Burke, Calif. Hutchinson Regula Biester H6bert Sarbanes r.',_ans the period beginning on January 1 of
Burke, Fla. Hyde Rev_ss Binghanl Henderso_l Stark e:.ch gener_l election year for Federal races
Burton, John Jacobs Rhodes Breaux Hin:_h_w Straiten _:_:d endi._g on the date on which such gert-
Burton, Phillip Ja_man Richmond Burke, Mass. Holland Sullivan _,'__1 elect[o:u is held: Provided, That for pur-
Butler Jeffords Riegle Chisholm Johnson, Pa. Udall p:: sos oZ a special election held to elect a can-
Carney Jenrette Rinaldo Clay Ka_h White _J_.i:late to ]_,'ederal office, 'matching paymentCart Jones, Okla. Robinson Downing, Va. Krueger Wilson, Bob
Carter Jordan Roe Eckhardt Macdonald Wilson. C.H. i:,_rtod' me:_ns the period beginning on the
Cederberg Kasten Rogers Evins, Tenn. Nix Wilson, Tex. _7 after the incident occurred which
Clancy Kastenmeier Rose Flowers Pepper Young, Ga. L'__ated a vacancy in the Federal office being
Clmmen, Kelly Rosenthal s( ,_._ght aud. ending on the day in which the

Don H. Kemp Roush Messrs. McKINNEY, _tANGEL, EAR- sl ,ecial election is held;
Cochran Ketchum Roybal LY, SPENCE, O'NEILL, MCCORMACK, "(9) the term 'qualified campaign ex-
Cohen Keys Ruppe SKUBITZ, and CARR changed their vote I;,,_uses' means only those expenses incurredC_)nable Kindness Russo
oonlan Koch Santini from "no" to "aye." I:,; a candidate, or by his/her authorized
C_nte Krebs Sarasin SO the amendment was agreed to. c_mmtttee in connection with his/her cam-
Conyers La_alce Scheuer The result of the vote was announced p_[gn for _;eneral election which are for the
Ooughlin Lagomarsino Schneebeli _.t__ of-.-
D',_aaours Latin Schroeder as aboverecorded. -(i) broadcasting stations to the extent
Daniel, Dan Leggett Schulze AMEND/_ENT OFFERED BY MR. pPIILL_[P BURTON _]_,t they represent direct charges for airDaniel, R. W, Lehman Sebelius
Dellums Lent Seiberling Mr. PHILLIP BURTON. Mr. Chair- t_:ae;
De_q'ick Levitas Sharp mai1, I offer an amendment. '(ii) newspapers, magazines, and outdoor
Derwinski Litton Shriven The Clerk read as follows: s,!vertising' facilities to the extent that they
Dodd Lloyd,Tenn. Shuster _u>rese:at direct charges for advertising
Downey, N.Y_ Lott Simon Aillendnlent offered by Mr. PHILLIP s]/_,ce;
Drtnan LuJan Skubitz BURTON: Page 58, after line 16, insert (iii) direct mailings:
Duncan, Tenn. Lundine Smith, Iowa the following new sections: _(lv) telephones to the extent that theydu Pont McCloskey Smith, Nebr,
Early McCollister Snyder SEC. 309. CONGRESSIONAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN I'( :)resent tease and use charges for equip-
_gar Mccormack Solarz F_ND. n _mt, _md telegrams:

(v) renSal of campaign headquarters:
Edwards, Ala. McDade Spellman (a) Subtitle H of the Internal Revenue P, _vided, That the funds are not used to payEdwards, Calif. McEwen Spence
Eilberg McHugh Stanton. Code of 1954 is amended by adding at the r_:_t to the candidate, a relative of the candi-
Emery McKay J. William end thereof the following new chapter: _:LM;e, or a business entity in which the can-
English McKinney Steelman "Chapter 9fi--CONGRESSIONAL ELECTION cti_ate or relatives of the candidate have a

Erlenborn Madigan Steiger, Ariz, CAIVIPA](GN FUND 1 ,:;-percent: or greater ownership interest; andEsch Maguire Stelger, Wis.
Esh),eman Mann Stuckey "SEc. 9051. SHORT TI:TLE. "(vi) _c_hures, buttone, signs, and other

Eva;as, Colo. Martin Studds "This chapter nmy be cited as the 'Con- ];,::nted cs_mpalgn material: Provided, That
Eras, Ind. Matsunaga Symington gressional Election. Campaign Fund Act'. t] _ term 'qualified campaign expense' shall
Faseell Mazzoli Talcott _:_::_inelud_ any payment which constitutes
Fenwick Meeds Taylor, Mo. "SEC. 9052. DEFINITIONS. S, ziolatlon of any law of the United States.
Flndley Melcher Thompson "For purposes of this chapter_ I_%r purpose_ of this paragraph, an expensel_ish Meyner Thone
Fisher Me_vinsky Thornton "(1) the term 'authorized committee' i::: tncurre_t by a candidate or by an author-
Pithlan Michel Traxler means, with respect to a candidate for Fed- _,_d co:m_.ttee if it is incurred by a person
Ftorio Mikva Treen oral office, any political committee which is s]:.,_cifically a_athorized in writing by _he can-
Foley Miller, Call1. Tsongas authorized in writing by such candidate to d _iate _r committee, aa the case may be, to
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incur such expense on behalf of the eandi- after the incident occurred which created a immediate family in the case of any
date or committee, vacancy in the Federal office being sought campaign for general election in excess of,

"(10) the term 'Representative' means a and ending on the day on which the special in the aggregate--
Member of the House of Representatives, and election is held. "(A) $35,000 in the case of a ca_didate for
the Delegates from the District of Columbia, "(b) No candidate or his/her authorized the office of Senator or for the office of Rep-
Guam, and the Virgin Islands; committees shall be entitled to receive any resentatlve from a State which ls entitled

"(11) the term 'State' means each State of funds under section 9054 until the candi- to only one Representative; or
the United States, the District of Columbia, date and at least one opponent qualified for "(B) $25,000 in the case of a candidate
Guam, and the Virgin Islands; the ballot under State law as candidates for for the office of Representatt.ve.

"(12) the term 'voting age population' the general election. "(2) For purposes of this subsection, 'lin-
means the voting age population certified "(c) All payments received under this mediate family' means a candidate's spouse
under section 320(e) of the Act; and chapter shall be deposited at a National or and any child, parent, grandparent, brother,

"(13) the term 'non-Federal office' means State bank in a separate checking account or sister of the candidate, and the spouses
all offices other than those Federal' offices as which contains only those funds received of such persons.
defined in paragraph (4) of this section, under this chapter. No expenditures of any "(3) No candidate or his/her immediate
"S_. 9053. EL. IOIBILrrYFOR PAYMENTS. payments received under this chapter shall family may make loans or advances from

"(a) To be eligible to receive any paymentm he made except by checks drawn on this their perSOnal funds in connection with his/
under section 9057 for use in connection separate checking account at a National or her campaign for general election unless such
with his/her general election campaign, a State hank. The Commission may require loan or advance is evidenced by a written
candidate shall certify to the Commission-- such reports on the expenditures of these instrument fully disclosing 'the terms and

"(1) that the candidate is the nominee of funds as it deems appropriate, conditions of such loan or advance.
a political party for election to Federal office "(d) (1) No candidate for the office of "(4) For purposes of this _,mbsectlon, any
of Representative or is otherwise qualified Representative or Senator who receives pay- such loan or advance shall {_e included in
on the ballot as a candidate in the general monte from the Secretary of the Treasl_ry computing the total amount of such ex-
election for such office and the candidate and or his delegate under section 9057 may make penditure only to the extent of the balance
his/her authorized committees have received expenditures in excess of-- of such loan or advance outstanding or
contributions in connection with that cam- "(A) in the case of any ca_npaign for unpaid.
palgn which, in the atggregate, exceed 10 per- general election by a candidate for the office "(f) Notwithstanding any other provision
cent of the total amount he/she may spend of Senator or by a candidate for the office of of this chapter, no amount more than the
in the general election under section 9055; Representative from a State which is eh- sum of the allowable expenditure limit for

'(2) that the candidate is the nominee of titled to only one Representative, the a candidate in a given general election race
a political party for election to the Federal greater of-- plus the additional fundraising allowance,
office of Senator or is otherwise qualified on "(1) 12 cents multiplied by the voting age which are set forth in subsection (e) of this

population of the State (as certified under section, shall be paid under 1;his chapter to
the ballot as a candidate in the general elec- section 820(e) ); ortlon for such office and the candidate and all eligible candidates in that given elec-
his/her authorized committees have received "(ii) $150,000; tlon.
contributions in connection with that cam- "(B) $70,000, in the case of any campaign

for general election by a candidate for the "(g) The Secretary of the Treasury shall
palgn which, in the aggregate, exceed 10 per- office of Representative in any other State, make distribution of the funds provided un-
cent of the total amOUnt he/she may spend Delegate from the District of Columbia, or der section 9054(a) in the same sequence in
in the general election under section 9055; Resident Commissioner; or which the initial and subsequent certifica-

"(3) that the candidate and his/her au- "(C) $15,000, in the case of any campaign tions are received pursuant to section 9056.
thorized eommittess will not incur qualified for general election by a candidate for the "Sec. 9056. Certification by commission
campaign expenses in excess of the limita- office of Delegate from Ouam or the Virgin "(a) INrl'IAL CERTIFICAT!ON.--Not later
tions on such expenses under section 9054, Islands. than 10 days after a candidate establishes
and expenditures in excess of the limitations "(2) For purposes of this subsection-- his/her eligibility under section 9053 to re-
on such expenditures under section 9055; '(A) An expenditure is made on behalf cetve payments under section 9057, the Corn-

"(4) that .the candidate is seeking election of a candidate if it is made by-- mission shall certify to the Secretary of the
to a specific Federal office. "(1) an authorized committee or any Treasury for payment to such candidate un-

"(b) In determining the amount of con- agent of the candidate for the purposes of der section 9957 payment in full of amounts
trlbutions received for purposes of subsec- maklng any expenditure; or to which such candidate Is entitled under
tion (a)and of section9054-- "(11) any person authorized or requested section 9054. The Commission shall make

"(1) no contribution from any person to by the candidate, an authorized committee such additional certifications :as may be nec-
a candidate or his/her authorized commit- of the candidate, or an agent of the candi- essary to permit candidates l_) receive pay-
tees shall be taken into account to the ex- date, to make the expenditure, ments for contributions under section 9057,
tent that it exceed_ $100 when added to the "(B) Expenditure does not include any and in accordance with regulations promul-
amount of all other contributions made by costs incurred by a candidate in connection gated by the Commission shall make such
that person to or for the benefit of that with the solicitation of contributions by certifications in the same sequence in which
candidate in connection with his/her general such candidate, except that this clause shall the candidates have made submissions to the
election campaign; not apply with respect to costs incurred by Commission regarding conl;ributions re-

_(2) no contribution from _ny person to a candidate in excess of an amount equal
a candidate or his/her authorized commit- to 20 percent of the expenditure limits set ceived within the meaning of section 9_Q
tees shall be takeninto acount unless it is forth in paragraph (1) of this subsection. (4).
dated and received during the matching pay- "(C) (i) At the beginning of each calendar "(b) FINALITy OP DETERM]:ivA'rIoNs.--Ini-
ment period, year (commencing in 1976) as there becomes tial certifications by the Commission under

available necessary data from the Bureau of subsectimx (a), and all determinations made
"SEc. 9054. ENTITLEMENT TO PAYMENTS. Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, by it under this chapter are final and con-

"Every candidate who is eligible to re- the Secretary of Labor shall certify to the clnsive, except to the extent they are sub-
solve payments under section 9053 in con- Commission and publish in the Federal Reg- Ject to examination and audit by the Com-
nectlon with his/her general election cam- lster the per centum difference between the mission under section 9058 alad Judicial re-
palgn is entitled to payments under section price index for the 12 months preceding the view under section 9060.
905? in an amount equal to the aggregate beginning of such calendar year and the "SEC. 9057. PAYMENTS TO ELIGIBLE CAlw'DI-
contributions received by such candidate in price index for the base period. Each limita- DATES.

connection wih such campaign: Provided, tlon established in paragraph (1) shall be "(a) ESTABLISHMENT OP ACCOUI_T.--The
That the total amounts of payments to which increased by such per centum difference. Secretary shall maintain in tl_e Presidential
a candidate is entitled under this subsection Each amount so increased shall be the _Election Campaign Fund established under
may not exceed 50 percent of the sum of the amount in effect for such calendar year. section 9006(a), in addition to any account
expenditure limitation applicable to such "(ii) For purposes of paragraph (i)-- which he maintains under such section and
candidate for the specific campaign under "(I) the term 'price index' means the ay- section 9037, a separate account to be known
section 9055(d)(1) plus the fundralsing al- erage over a calendar year of the Consumer as the Congressional Election Payment Ac-
lowance provided in section 9055(d) (2). Price Index (all ltenm--United States city count. The Secretary shall deposit into such
"SEc. 9055. LX_TATIONS. average) published monthly by the Bureau account, for use by candidates who are eli-

"(a) Funds received by a candidate or his/ of Labor Statistics; and gible to receive payments under section 9053,
her authorized committees under this chap- "(II) the term 'base period' means calen- the amount available after the Secretary de-
ter shall be used only for qualified campaign dar year 1974. termines that adequate amotmts are avail-
expenses incurred for the period beginning "(e) (1) No candidate for the office of able for payments under sections 9006(c),
on the date on which the nominating process Representative or Senator who receives pay- 9008 (b) (3), and 9037(b).
is complete in the candidate's State for the ments from the Secretary of the Treasury "(b) Notwithstanding subp_ragraphs (a),
Federal office being sought, and ending on or his delegate under section 9057 may in each of the 2 years following a Presl-
the day of the general election, or in the case make expenditures from his/her personal dential election, t_e Secretary shall deposit
Of a special election beginning on the day funds, or the personal funds of his/her into the Congressional Elocution Payment
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Account that portion of the a_nual amounts his/her authorized cammltt_es who received _,/: _m any portion of such payment is trans-
designated by taxpayers _xnd_r section 6096 payments under section 905'1'; h;::ed, knowingly a_d willfully to use, or
that equals the excess ab_)ve 25 percent of "(2) the amotmt,_ certified by it under sec- aa [.hori_,'e the use of, such payment or suctl
th,_ 't_otal amount made aT,liable in t/xe last tlon 9056 for payment to each candidate and p:::tion for any purpose other than for the
Presidential election in allocating funds un- his/her authorized committees; and -:.l:_cific purposes authorized by this chapter.
der _ection 9000. The moneys in this Pay- "(3) the amount of payments, if any, re- ";.; _._c.9083. _'ALS_ STATEMENTS.
ment Account sl_ll remain available with- quired from that candidate under section
out ascal limitation. 9058, and the reasons for each payment ':it shall be unlawful for any person know-

"(c) PAYMENTS FROM T]EtE CONGRESSIONAl, required. Each report submitted pursuant to tni;Iy axLd ';_illfully with intent to deceive to
ELECTION PAYMENT Accovl_T.--Upon receipt this section shall be printed as a House or Ia., furnis:iu any false, fctittous, or fraudu-
of a certification from the Commission under Senate document and made available in suf- _r.-,:,:.tevidence, books, or sworn material testi-

section 9056, but not before th_ beginning of ficlent numbers for the general public. _r_:,uy to the Cammission under this chap-
thc matching payment period, the Secretary "(b) REG_'LATXONS.--- I.E_:or to (,b) include in any evidence, books,
or his delegate shall, wlth/n 10 days a_ter re- "(1) 'the Commission is authorized to pre- or .nforms;I;lon so furnished any mlsrepre-
ceiving such certification or after the be- scribe regulations to carry out the provisions _,_;r_atlon of a material fact, or to falsify or
ginn:ing of the .matching payment period, set forth in this cha:pter. The Commission, :..ct.cesl an3, evidence, books, or information
whir:hover Is later, transfer the amount certi- before prescribing any such regulation, shall xe _._vant i:o a certification by the Commis-
find by the Commission from the account to transmit a statement with respect to such _:i_,::_ or an examination and audit by the Su-
the candidate. The Secretary shall make dis- regulation to the Senate and to the House ]_:.','visor¥ ol_tcer under section 9058.
tribtttion of the funds available under sub_ of Representatives in. accordance with the ' ','!;:_:c.90,_4_ _ic_ac_s ANn ILLEGAL PAYMENTS.

section (a) in the same sequence in wh[cl_ provisions of this subsection. Such statement ':it shall, be unlawful for any person know-
the initial and subsequent certifications axe shall set forth the proposed regulation and :_lr_i:ly and willfully to give or accept any
received under section 9056.. shall contain an explanation and Justifica- :_:L_:kback or make any illegal payment in con.-
"_]B.c. 9058. EXAI_IlqATXON Alq*l_AUDITS: REPAY_ itoh of such regulation. :_._,;'bien with any payments received under

MENX'S. "(2) If either such House does not, t:h I:_ chapter or in connection with any ex-
through appropriate action, disapprove the !_et::ditures of payments received under this

"(a) After each general election, the Com- proposed regulation set forth in such state- ::l::_,pter.

mission is authorized to conduct an examina- merit no later than. 30 legislative days after '!_,2. 90_. iPENALTY FOR VIOLATIONS.
lion and audit of the campsdgn contributions the receipt of such _;tateme_t, then t_e Com-
raise_i for purposes of ob'_alnlng matching mission may prescribe such regulation. The '_ny Knowing and willful violation of any
funcLs and the qualified campaign expend- Commission may not prescribe any such i,:::_visio:a c,f this chapter is punish.able by a
itux_s made by all candidates for Federal regulation which is disapproved by either :_ _; of not more than $25,000, or imprison-
om.es who received payments under this such House under _hls paragraph. :,._::_at for :not more than one year, or both.".
ch_pter. "(3) Per purposes of this subsection, the _c. 810. If any provision of this title, or

"(_)) (1) If the Commission determines term 'legislative days' does not include any ::t__ app]ica_,ion thereof to any person or cir-
th/_'b any portion of the payments mad_ to calendar day on which both Houses of the .:..u_r_tances, is held invalid, the validity of
an _)ligible candidate under section 9057 Congress are not in session. ;:he remainder of the title and the application

was in excess of the aggregate amount of the "SEc. 90/]0. PARTICIPATION BY. COMMISSION IN cJ' -:uch provision to other persons and clr-
payments to which the recipient was eh- ,u .,'mtance,;shall not be affected thereby.
titl.ed, it shall so notify that recipient, and Junxc_L PROCEE_)IN_S. :!'_EC. 311. The amendments made by thLs
the recipient shall pay to the Secretary of "(a) APPEARANCE BY CO1T.qTSEL.--The Corn- !t::'] apply with respect to elections which are
the 'Preasury an amount equal to the excess mission is authorized to appear in and de- :r_._'.:[ after ,'January 1, 1978.
amount, fend against any action instituted under this S_c. 31,q At every place in the Federal

"(2) If the Commission determines ti_a_ section, either by attorneys employed tn its :_::u_._tion Campaign Act Amendments of 1976
any portion of the payments made to a office or by counsel whom it may appoint '._;,l_ere t:be, words "Chs_pter 95 or 96 of the
candidate under section 9057 for use in a without regard to the provisions of title §, :f:ni;-_rnal I_.evenue Code of 1954" are used,
general election campaign was used for any United States Code: governing appointments mti:stitutc .:he words "Chapter 95, 96, or 97
purpose other than for qualified campaign in the competitive service, and whose corn- ;::,_!ihs Inte:[ulal Revenue Code of 1954".
expe_xses in connection with that campaign, pensation it may fix without regard to the
the Commission shall so notLfy the candidate provisions of chapter XX o:_ subchapter III k_r. P]H[][LLIP BURTON (during the
and. the candidate shall pay an amount equal of chapter 53 of such title, t'c _.ding). Mr. Chairman, I ask unani.-
to three times that amount to the Secreta_'. "(b) _ECOVERy OF C_IRTAIi_ PAYMENTS._ Hill 'LIS consent that the further reading of

"(3) Amount,_ received by a candidate The Commission Is authorized, through at- t:]:_!_ amendment be dispensed with.
under this chapter may be retained for torneys and counsel described in subsection ';['he CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
60 days after the general election for the (a), to institute action in the district courts t:k,:_ request; of the gentleman from Calf.-
purpose of liquidating all obligations to pay of the United States to seek recovery of any
qualified campaign expens_m which were in- amounts determined to be payable to the :Icr:rlia?
cm':red for the period beginning with the day Secretary or his delegate as a result of an ;Jr. BAYMAN. Mr. Chairman, reserv-
on which the candidate's nom£aatlng process examination and audit re. nde under sec- :_:_li' the right to object, I just wish to ask
was completed and ending on the day on tion 905S. t_:.:s of the gentleman from California:
whic:b the general election is held. After _he "(c) ][l_Jrffl_CTlVE Rmzr_.---The Commission :]I]']:Js amen. dment comprises exactly the
60.-day period following the election, ali is authorized through attorneys and counsel te:!:t of H.R. 12780?

remaining' Federal funds not yet expended described in subsection (a) to petition the ;:d[r. ]PHILLIP BURTON. The gentle--
on qualified campaign expenses shall bs courts of the United States for such inJunc-
pro.raptly repaid by the candidate to the tive relief as is appropriate to implement dq:_:fl is co]:']iect.
Payrnent Account. any provision of this chapter. [i,_r. ]_A'r£rMAN. With no changes in it"

"(4) If the Commission determines ti_a_ "(d) APP_AL.--The Commission is author- _ ['.J[r. ]Pt!];iI]LLIP BURTON. No change,;
any candidate who has received funds unde:c ized on behalf of the United States to ap- a t all.

this chapter is convicted of violating amy peal from and to petition the Supreme Court [J[r. BA'ErMAN. Mr. Chairman, I thank,
provision of this chapter, the Commissiou for certiorari to review judgments or decrees i;tlt! gentleman, and I withdraw my res.-
shall notify the candidate and the candidate entered with respect to actions in which it ,_!!,]?i_ation 0J! objection.

slqali pay to the Secretary of the Treasury appears pursuant t_ t_he authority provided ']'he Ct_AIRMAN. Is there objection to
the :'.ull amount received under this chapter, in this section. ::[1:,!,request: of the gentleman from Calf..

"(c) No notification shall be made by the "SEC. 9061. JL'DIClaL R_vlrw. h)m:lia?

Commission under subsection (b) with re- "(a) REVIEW OF AOENCY ACTION _Y THE ':;_here _,,as no objection.
spect to a campaign more than 2 years after COMMISSION.--Any agency action by the
the day of the election to which the cam~ Commission made under tt_e provisions of ']"he Ct-!AIRMAN. The Chair recog..
pa[gu related, this chapter shall be subject to review by the ::.d_:esthe gentleman from California (Mr.

"(d) All payments received by the Sects- United States Court of Appeals for the Dis- iI:']_ILLIP B_drRTON) .
tary under subsection (b) shall be deposited trict of Columbia Circuit upon petition field ]_//r.I-_[Ab_Sof Ohio. Mr. Chairman, will
by him in the Congressioual Election Pay- in such court within 30 days after the agency :th! gentleman yield.?
menl: Account. action by the Commission for which review ;!Air.PI_[i?,LIP BDRTON. I yield to the
"$]_c. 9059. REPORTS TO CONG.RESS, REGU:LA- is sought :g,_::ltlenla:rl from Ohio.

'lIONS. "(b) REVIEW PROCEI)URES.----The provisions

"(a) The Commission shall, as soon as of chapter Y of title 5, United States Code, i!/[r. ]_IA¥S of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I
practicable after the close of each calendar apply to Judicial review of any agency action, wJ][ ask the gentleman this: This is on
year. submit a full report to the Senate and as defined in section 551(13) of title 5, tt:.e mabter of public financing for Mem..
Hou_;e of P_epresentatives setting forth-- United States Code, by the Commission. 'i:_¢_sof the House and Senate? Is that

':'(1) the qualified campaign expenses "SEC. 9062. U_qr_WrUL Us_: o_ PAYMENTS. fJl::l lit?
(shown in the detail the Commission deems "It shall be unlawful for any person who !/ir. PItILIP BURTON. The gentle-
nece:ssary) incurred by each candidate and receives payment under this _hapter or to ::r_._ is 9o]q:'ect.
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Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, in Vander Veen Whitten Yatron man from California (Mr. PHILLIP BUR-
Vlgorito Wilson, C.H. Zablockl TON) had been recognized for 5 minutes.

view of the fact that all the Members Waggonner Wright Zeferettl
know the issues and all the Members Whitehurst Wylie That will leave approximately 6 minutes
probably know how they will vote, I ask NOES---18? to be allocated.
unanimous consent that all debate on The precedents provide under chapter

Abdnor GOOdling Myers, Pa.
this amendment and all amendments Ambro Gradison Neal 29, section 31, of Deschler's Procedures
thereto conclude at 3 o'clock. Anderson, Ill. Grassley Nowak that the Chair has discretkm in distribut-

The CHAIRMAN, Is there objection to Andrews, N.C. Green O'Brien ing the throe. Due to the obvious impossi-
Andrews, Gude O'Hara bility of satisfying all Members the Chairthe request of the gentleman from Ohio? N. Dak. Hagedorn Patterson,

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I Archer Hammer- Calif. proposes to allocate 3 minutes to the
object. Armstrong schmidt Pettis gentleman from Ohio (lq:r. HAYS) and

Aspln Hannaford Poage 3 minutes to the gentleman from Calf-The CHAIRMAN. Objection is heard. AuCoin Hansen Pressler
Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I Bafalis Harkin Pritchard fornia (Mr. WXCGXNS),whereby they may

move that all debate on this amendment Baucus Harsha Qule yield time.
and all amendments thereto finish at 3 Bauman Hech!er, W. Va. Randall The Chair now recognizes the gentle-

Beard, Tenn. Heinz Regu_a
pm. Bergland Hillis Richmond man from California (Mr. PHILLIP

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on Blanchard Holt RiegIe BURTON).
the motion offered by the gentleman Brodhead Howard Rinaldo Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, will

Broomfield Hughes Roe the gentleman yield?from Ohio (Mr. HAYs). Brown, Mich. Hungate Rooney
The question was taken; and on a df- Brown, Ohio Hutchinson RosenthaI Mr. PHILLIP BURTON, I yield to the

Vision (demanded by Mr. HAYS of Ohio) Broyhill Hyde Roush gentleman from Ohio.
Buchanan Ichord Rousselot Mr. HAYS of Ohio. l_Ir. Chairman,there were--ayes 93, noes 48. Burgener Jacobs Roybal

RECORDEI)VOTE Burlison, Mo. Jarman Ruppe since the gentleman from Wisconsin
Carr Jeffords Russo (Mr. STEICER) was made to put the loeo-

Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr. Cederberg Jenrette Sarasin
Chairman, I demand a recorded vote. Clausen, Johnson, Colo. Scheuer ple on that side of the aisle in this predi-

A recorded vote was ordered. Don H. Kasten Schneebeli cament by having an unnnecessarY roil-
clawson, Del Kazen Schroeder call, I will try to be magnanimous and

The vote was taken by electronic de- Cleveland Kelly 8chulze ask unanimous consent that the time be
vice, and there were--ayes 200, noes 187, Cohen Kemp 8ebellus
not voting 45, as follows: Collins, Tex. Ketchum Sharp extended to 3:15, instead of 3 o'clock.

Conable Keys Shrivcr Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Chairman, reserv-
[1_oll No. 153] Conlan Kindness Skubitz lng the right to object, ii was not the

AYES--200 Conte Koch Smith, Nebr.
Conyers Krebs Solarz gentleman from Wisconsin that put us

Abzug Ford, Tenn. Mottl Coughlin LaFalce Spellman in this predicament, but the gentleman
Adams Forsythe Murphy, BI. Crane Lagomarsino 8pence that made the motion, the distinguished
Addabbo Fountain Murphy, N.Y. Delaney Lent Stanton, chairman of the committee.Alexander Fuqua Murtha Dellums Litton J. William
Allen Gaydos Myers, Ind. Derwinski Lloyd, Tenn. Steelman Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I
Annunzic Giairao Natcher Dingell Loft Steiger, Wis. withdraw my request.
Ashbrook Ginn Nedzi Duncan, Oreg. McCloskey Studds Mr. BAUMAN. Good; it lis _, good thingAshley Haley Nichols Duncan, Tenn. McOollister Symington
Badillo Hall Nolan du Pont McDade Symms the gentleman did.
Baldus Hamilton Oberstar Early McDonald Talcott The CI-IAIRMAi_LThe gentleman from
Beard, R.L Hanley Obey Edgar McEwen Taylor, Mo. California (Mr. PHILLIP BURTON) is nOW
Bedell Harrfngton O'Neill Edwards, Ala. McHugh Thone
Bennett Harris Ottinger Edwards, Calif. McKinney Treen recognized for 4 minutes.
Bevill Hawkins Fassman Emery Mann VanderJagt Mr. PHILLIP BURTON. Mr. Chair-
Blaggl HaYs, Ohio Patten, N.J, Erlenborn Martin Vanik man, as we all know, this _ts the proposal
Blouln Heckler, Mass. Pattison, N.Y. Esch Matsunaga Walsh
Boggs Hefner Perkins Evans, Ind. Mazzoli Wampler to extend to congressiona;t general elec-
Boland Helstoskl Pickle Fenwick Michel Whalen tiGriS the voluntary money in the elec-
Bowen Hicks Pike Findley Mikva Wiggins tion trust fund, limit the matching up
Brademas Hightower Preyer Fish Miller, Calif. Winn to $100 per contribution for the generalBrecklnridge Holtzman Price Flthian Miller, Ohio Wirth
Brinkley Horton Quillen Florlo Mineta Wolff election--effective January 1, 1978. The
Brooks Howe Ratlsback Fraser Mitchell, N.Y. Wydler provisions extend only to the general
Brown, Calif. Hubbard Rangel Frenzel Moffett Yates elections only.Burke, Calif. Johnson, Calif. Rees Frey Moore Young, Alaska
Burke, Fla. Jones, Ala. Reuss Gibbons Moorhead, Young, Fla. Tn order to qualify as a candidate eli-
Burleson, Tex. Jones, N.C. Rhodes Gilman Calif. Young, Tex. gible for matching funds, one must raise
Burton, John Jones, Okla. Risenhoover Goldwater Moorhead, Pa. $10,000 in hundred-dollar amounts orBurton, Philltp Jones, Tenn. Roberts Gonzalez Mosher
Byron Jordan Robinson less. A candidate need not accept the
carney Kastenmeier Rogers NOT VOTING---45 funding, even though eligible; but a can-
Carter Landrum Roncalio Anderson, Eckhardt Pepper didate who does accept the matching
Chappell Latta Rose Calif. Flowers Peyser funds are then subject to tile identicalClancy Leggett Rostenkowski Barrett Foley Rodino
Cochran Lehman Runnels Bell Guyer Sarbanes expenditure limits that were a part of
Collins,BI. Levitas Ryan Biester Hayes,Ind. Stanton, the statute prior to the Supreme Court
Corman Lloyd, Calif. St Germain Bingham H/_bert James V. decision a few months ago.Cornell Long,La. Santini Bolling Henderson Stratton
Cotter Long, Md. Satterfield Bonker Hinshaw Sullivan Mr. Chairman, this matter has been
D'Amours LuJan Seiberling Breaux Holland Udall discussed by a great number of our ecl-Daniel, Dan Lundine Shipley
Daniel, R.W. McClory Shuster Burke, Mass. Johnson, Pa. Waxman leagues.Butler Karth Weaver
Daniels,N.J. McCormack Sikes Chisholm Krueger White There are two pending amendments,
Danlelson McFall Simon Clay Macdonald Wilson, Bob one of which will be withdrawn and the
Davis McKay Sisk Dickinson Meeds Wilson,Tex. other amendment by the gentleman from
de la Garza Madden Slack Dlggs Melcher Young, Ga. Colorado (Mr. _VIRTH), that provided aDent Madigan Smith, Iowa Downing, Va. Nix
Derrick Maguire Snyder simplified pro rata matching mechanism,
Devine Mahou Staggers Mr, RUSSO and Mr. KEMP changed is acceptable to me.Dodd Mathis Stark
Downey, N.Y. Metealfe Steed their vote from "aye" to "no." Mr. Chairman, I now yield to the gen-
Drinan Meyner 8teiger, Ariz. So the motion was agreed to. tleman from New York (Mr. SOLARZ).
Ellberg Mezvlnsky Stephens The result of the vote was announced
English Milford Stokes Mr. SOLARZ.Mr. Chairman, I thank
Eshleman Mills Stuckey as above recorded, the gentleman from California for yield-
Evans, Colo. Mlnish Taylor, N.C. The CHAIRMAN. With the permission lng.
Evins, Tenn. Mink Teague of the Committee, the Chair would like
l%ry Mitchell, Md. Thompson Mr. Chairman, as our colleagues may
Fascell Moakley Thornton to make a brief statement, know, I had originally plamled to offer
Fisher Mollohan Traxler The Committee has just limited the an amendment to the amendment of theFlood Montgomery Tsongas
Flynt Morgan Ullman time on this amendment and all amend- gentleman from California to extend the
Ford, Mich. Moss Van Deerlin ments thereto to 3 o'clock, The gentle- principle of public finanei:ng from gen-
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e_[ elections to primaries as well. _n It has happened because of a multiparty 1!_:,::candidates by the Federal Elections
view of the fact that a trreat majority of system, and the only way they can vote C_,mmissJ:on. Since the F'EC has been re-
the seats iii the House, and a substankial against the Government, because it is a d:ced to uhe status of a sort of subcom-
n_maber of the seats in the Senate, are coalition, is to vote Con:umunlst. I:Ltree of. House Administration, guess
effectively under the control of one party, Mr. pt_J,rP BLrl_TON. Mr. Chair- ,;_!:!ois going to get the favorite treat-
it seemed to me that public financing man, will the gentleman yield? J:,:.ent---tJ_e incumbent or the challenger ?
should be available for primaries too. Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I will yield the rest I:!iiving consol of financing, the lifeblood
Floweret, after the Executive Board of of my time because the gentleman is go- o' election,s, to the bureaucracy would be
the Democratic Study Group came out ing to use it anyway. Ii,:::dish ew:n if the FEC were totally inde-
against it the other day on the grounds Mr. PHILLIP BURTON. The gentle- p,:.ndent. The people may never regain
that, in the unlikely event my amend- man from Calfforn'm anticipated the c mtrolLof their own elections.
merit were adopted, it m_ght compromise gentleman's possible criticism., and if the _eventh. Party responsibility will
the prospects for the passage of the gentleman had read the ]provision of the '_ither u_.der public financing. Candi-
Bu_ton amendment itself, I came to the bill, the gentleman would know that d_es cal:_ thumb their noses at their
conclusion that, however dim the chances there is an absolute ']Lm:ltin each con- lp_t'ties, ,:mace they can get their money
were for my amendment originally, they gressional district. If there are 45 can- I!::_:_msomebody else, the beleaguered
were virtually nonexistent now. didates running in the gentleman's dis- t_u_ayer.

I certainly have no desire to requh'e trict, _he most money ar_ybody can get, Eighth. More money will be spent on
any of my friends from the DSG, or some ii' they raise $10,000 in $100 contributions e t_ctions. :l_Iost of the big money is spent
of the other progressiw_ precincts in the or less, is $2,000. ,:,: the most hotly contested 50 or 60
House, to compromise their good govern- Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I have 45 people ,:',ongressional elections. The onset of free
ment credentials because of essentially in my district who would do it for $2,000. :t_:mey wJi_.lcreate an "amateur night" in
tactical considerations. So, on the theo_ Mr. WIGGINS. l_ir. Chairman, I yield ,i_','_ry congressional district. Members
that the great Chinese philosopher, John such time as he may consume to the '_i_o have not been opposed before will
F. Kennedy, was right when he said "A gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. F_E_- ',_;_rely a_.tract opponents under this
journey of a thousand miles begins with ZEL). !!;i___telTl.
a single step," I will refrain from offerinff (Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given _qine. Minor party candidates, inde-
my amendment this afternoon, permission to revise and extend his re- ip_,_xdentsand third parties are always

l_{r. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I yield marks.) h_,d under public financing seheme_ De-
myself 30 seconds. Mr. FRENZEL. ]_lr. Chairman, I too _]: ite the best efforts, nobody yet has de-

I oppose the amendment and I want have more than seven good reasons to vi,;ed a lpublic financing scheme fair to
to give the Members seven quick reasons oppose public financing for Congressional !i,_,:iepend. ents.
why it would be a bad law: elections. I endorse the statement of our I'hat Jis the horrible list, but today I

'Mlrst,Senator Lto_o M. BENTSEN,JR., $511,- distinguished chairman, the gentleman ,;;':;_ntto taik about other aspects.
02:_m. from Ohio, and I am glorying in the fact [_rts, 'we are in the middle of a Presl-

S,_ond, Senator FRANK CHmmCH,$23_,- that I a_ now finally in agreement with ',![_:ltia] public financing experiment. No
380.78. him on an important issue in this bill. :_:_atter how poorly that is working out,

Third, Former Senator Fred Harris, $493,.. Mr. Chairman, I rise In opposition to i.l should neither be terminated nor ex-278.50.
Fourth, Ellen McCormack, $169,043.90. the Burton amendment which would l:,:mded unbil we have the experience of a
]Fl_fth,Terry Sanford. $246,388.32. provide public fiilanclIlg for congres- {k{llcam_ign behind us. Therefore, the
'_lxth, Governor Milton J. Shapp, $278,_ sional elections. ]i!a:rten smendment, in addition to its

0:_0.60. I am not going to discuss the usual ,:,_?_erfailings, is premature.
Seventh, R. Sargent Shriver, $264,582.74. objections to public financing, but I will 7_ecom:Lpublic financing was supposed
Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I list them in passing: I:,: be a :_aeans of purifying the election

yie].d myself 3 minutes. First. Under publicly financed systems, p 'ocess. iH[as anyone noticed any purer
Mr. Chairman, I want to tell the Men't- the old, otherwise--unconstitutional ex- sI:,ending i:a the Presidential elections this

ber:s why I basically oppose this amend- pense limitations are reinstated, and year? l_{oney is all the same color,
ment, and why I think they might really challengers are placed totally at the ruer- whether il; comes from the taxpayers or
want to vote against it when I am cy of incumbents. No wonder Members of f::'om pr:Irate sources. And it is buying
finished. Congress often favor public financing. !Lc same crummy old campaign giro-

About 30 States permit people to go It is another self-protection scheme, rocks. I do not see any improvement in
Second. Federal financing schemes in- the ball,oons, .emery boards or bumper

t_,_the election without going through a hibit p_vate con_ri'butiorm. It will reduce _:ickers. En short, public financing hasprimary by getting a few signatures on
a petition and paying the filing fee. l_J[y the amount of participation in Federal _,:.t cleaned up anything.
_Jiate is one. I can be purely objective elections, because people can say that igext, the people are more than a little
about this because it will not apply to they are participating through khe Fed- u::;_ct wiii;h the use of their money for
elections and to my ]plan to run for eral contribution, p:_ivate l:olitical _andldates. It was bad
something else in 1978, so I can be purely Third. Public financing strikes down e ,)ugh when every squirrel in the cage
objective. They want a Democratic gov- the "market test" of the popularity of :_:::nour_ce',_.for Presidency this year.
ernor in Ohio. But what we could have any candidate. Candidates do not have Ft:,urteen candidates have qualified for
it! this becomes law, we could have 25 to be attractive. They oxfiy need a cause Fedexal :f_.mds; 134 candidates are seek-
or 35 candidates running in every dis- and a few friends and they become a fed- !i_:_the preside_icy. Many candidates who
trier, and I can tell you that in my dis- erally propped np candidate. :_[!_ould have been eliminated in early
trier you would have them because I Fourth. Public financing causes unex- p_'imaries have been propped up by the
know 25 or 30 people who would figx_re citing elections with lowered voter turn- F_-deral n-_oney and stayed in when they
out s_ne way to get that. matching money outs, because it attract,_., lots of candi- _f:,ould have sunk from sight. Others have
and keep it, like the seven reasons the dates who are not real]y serious. In a _ie:aporari]y sunk from sight retaining
gentleman from California mentioned, large field, of course, the incumbent _il:.eir Fec_eral funds and are currently
_Te could have a Congressman sitting m stands Out, and the 'advantages are in- eJ'tjoying _he use of those funds even
ti_s House with literally 15 percent of creased. ,;_O_enthey are not bona fide candidate,,;.
the vote that was cast in 'the district. Fifth. Public financing represents an .:t::_yone _whowants to extend this kind of

If you want to destroy our two-party unnecessary waste of the taxpayers' :misery to the congressional political cam-
system, ff you want _) fragment the money. We have established the section p:_igns d,c_ not have much respect for
,_l_erlcan system, 200 years of which we of a check-off, but no taxpayer is donat- t]::e ts:_payer's dollar or their patience.
are celebrating; ff you want to destg)y lng 1 cent more in .income taxes for pub- ,!_:d remember, two-thirds of the tax-
it, this is a good way to start and is all lic financing. Most taxpayers do not p;_yers dc not check off and have ap-
you have to do, my friends, check-off, and in _unerica a majority is p:_rently voted against this system.

2['ake a look at what has happened in supposed to rule. Additionally, Federal financing of elec-
Italy--and we are aH worried about that. Sixth. The taxpayers' money is certified I;t:as £:; a:l:texpensive overhead item. The
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FEC now employs about 135 people. That Election Commission to three such ea_di- bent has tile advantage of the free pos-
is slightly less than the Clerk, the GAO dates, tal patron mailings, the advantage of
and the Secretary of the Senate em- One such candidate left the hustings more news coverage, etc. ,Also, consider
ployed for the last election, but it is With one pledged delegate, according to the effects of newspaper editorial policy
many more people than would be needed the latest Congressional Quarterly fig- under these circumstances. Oftentimes
without public financing, utes. So did another. A third numbers 11 the only way a candidate, can counter

In testimony before a House Appro- delegates behind him, now that he no unfavorable editorials and newspaper
priations subcommittee, Commission longer is running. These 3 gentle- endorsemer_ts is to buy advertising.
members indicated that its staff might men among them boast a total of 13 Furthermore, the use of more paid ad-
have to be increased to as many as 500 delegates, far behind the uncommitted vertising is the only way a nonincum-
additional people, if congressional public tally of 39, yet little more than a week bent challenger can overcome the vari-
financing were to be added. As a matter ago they continued to receive Federal ous advantages granted an incumbent.
of fact, during the first 8 months of the payments for what only by the most In summary, when incumbent legislators
commission's existence, 17,000 man days torturous definition of the language can are making laws governing the lntrica-
were spent solely on the public financing be called "campaigns." cies of political campaigns they are na-
aspect of the law. It is far and away the Another candidate, also receiving Fed- turally going to make subtle provisions
most expensive part of the FEC opera- era1 tax moneys, is for all practical put- that work to their advantage. This is
tion. If you want to see the FEC grow in poses a one-issue candidate. What that the self-perpetuation aspect. How can
personnel and expenses, by all means issue is makes no difference here. That the people change the po_iciss of Gov-
vote for public financing for congres- is not the question, ernment when the Government makes
sional elections. So as we consider these new amend- the rules as to how it is to be done?

Mr. Chairman, there are many more merits, my misgivings about our actions Related to the second point is the
reasons to be opposed to public financing of more than 2 years ago grow. question of the federal system. It would
of congressional elections, but there is Have tax dollars led to a meaningless seem that if laws are to be made gev-
not time enough to toll the dreadful lit- proliferation of the primaries? Have we erning the election of U.S. Senators and
any. It is better that we simply vote down made it too seductively simple for per- Representatives and Presidential elec-
this proposition and be prepared to sons without the remotest chance of tors, then these laws should be made by
analyze the results of this year's Presi- achieving their party's Presidential nom- the States; not the Federal Government.
dential public financing after we have ination to have a primary fling for pur- Under the Constitution the States are
had the experience, poses of prestige or national recognition given the responsibility of governing

Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I yield or whatever reason may lie close to their elections and making election laws. Sen-
such time as he may consume to the gert- heart? ators and Representatives are chosen to
tlenmn from Illinois (Mr. McCLoRY). Have we played into the hands of the represent the people of a particular State

(Mr. McCLORY asked and was given longshot bettors as long as the citizenry in the National Congress; therefore, the
permission to revise and extend his re- will help hedge the bets? Have we, with- people of that State should determine
marks:) out intent and with high purpose, helped how this is to be done----consistent with

Mr. McCLORY. Mr. Chairman, I am mock a political system already under the U.S. Constitution.
opposed to all allocations of public funds such close and pessimistic scrutiny by Another very important question is:
for political campaigns including the the American people? Do we have the right, through taxpayer
campaigns of candidates for President. I fear we erred, although I voted not supported Government lanancing, to

Mr. Chairman, on October 10, 1974, only for the conference version of the force an individual to contlqbute to a
Members of the House of Representa- amendments, but also for the House ver- candidate or to a cause to which he does
tires recorded an historic vote. By 365 to sion which passed August 8, 1974. not subscribe? Second, who is going to
24, they approved landmark legislation Mr. Chairman, in my view, it has not determine which candidate is qualified
designed to improve dramatically and worked as we hoped it would. The public to receive funds? What about independ-
fundamentally the way in which Ameri- financing portion of the amendments ent or "minority party" candidates?
cans elect their Presidents. were designed to help eliminate abuses It seems that public financing actually

I was one of those voting "aye" for the in national political campaigns which closes the system to the average man
conference report that day which enacted then dominated the news and the con- rather than opening the system as Corn-
amendments to the Federal Election science of the country and the Congress. men Cause would have us believe. The
Campaign Act of 1971. Among the most Other provisions of those amendments only way to open up the system is to
far reaching of those amendments was passed in' 1974 I still firmly support. But allow free expression in s, free society.
public support through tax dollars of pri- Mr. Chairman, I think that taxpayer I urge a no vote.
mary and general campaigns for Presi- support of candidacies already has Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, having
dential candidates, proven unworkable. The Congress, in no further requests for time, I indicate

voting for morality, for integrity, and my own opposition to the amendment,
I said in part, then, Mr. Chairman, for lofty goals, appears to have reaped AI_END_JiENTOFFEREDI_Y _[R. W]_RTIITO TIlE

_O---- chaos. AMENDMENT OFFERED BY MiqL PHILLI;P BUR=
Let public financing achiever in practice Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Chairman, I yield TON

the lofty goals which its advocates forecast, such time as he may consume to the gert- Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Chairman, I offer an
before extending it to all Federal campaigns, tleman from Idaho (Mr. SYMMS). amendment to the amendment.

Mr. Chairman, today we are debating (Mr. SYMMS asked and was given The Clerk read as follows:
further amendments to the Federal Elec- permission to revise and extend his re-

Amendment offered by Mr. WIRTH to the
lion Campaign Act. The time is several marks.) amendment offered by Mr. PIEiLLIPBURTON:
months after the beginning of the pti= Mr. SYMMS. Mr. Chairman, the pub- Page 14, immediately after section 9057(c)
mary elections. The initial field of can- lic is sick and tired of Congress continu- of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as
dldates was large. It was, in fact, some- ally voting itself more and more favors, added by the amendment offered by Mr.
what of a mob scene at the starting gate. During the last 3 years we have increased Phillip Burton, insert the following:

NOWthe drop-outs have begun, and yet our salaries, voted more money of office "(d) IxMrra_oN.--The Commission shall,
some of their "campaigns"--and I put allowances, for more postal patron marl- not later than April 1 of each election year,

determine whether the amount of moneys
that word in quotes---go on, even though lugs, and for staff salary and also in- in the Congressional Election Payment Ac-
their headquarters are shuttered, their creases, and now this under a gag rule, count will be sufficient to make all payments
staffs dismissed, their volunteers gone. an outrage, to which candidates will be entitled under
They go on, we are told, so as not to be- Federal financing of campaigns, with this chapter during such election year. If the
tray those delegates who have voted for equal and fixed spending limits, is a Commission determines the amount of men-
them. They also continue, we learn, so blantant move toward self-perpetua- eys in the Payment Account vrlll not be suf-

ficient, the Commission shall ratably reduce
that additional Federal moneys may be tion of the Government and more spe- the maximum amounts to which candidates
collected to ease campaign debts. As re- clflcally of incumbents. When equal are entitled under this chapter by a frac-
cently as March 22, I understand, pay- amounts of money are given to an in- tton, the numerator of which shall be the
ments were authorized by the Federal cumbent and to a chanenger the incum- sum of moneys then in the Payment Account
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and moneys estimated to be deposited in ed in tb.eREcoR_ doe_; indicate the pohlt _ mai e![.E_ctions. In each election year
the Payment Account before the genezal _tt which the amendment is to be in- ,:::at wo'u._.d come to approximately $38
el.ectlon, and the denominator of which sh_dl serted into the tunendm, ent of the gen- n :ilion wi:rich would have to be in thebo the sum of the est!xaated amounts to
which all candidates whom tbs Commission tleman from California. ':[ .:easur:a
determines are likely to seek payments 'un- The Chair overrules the point of order, l'he pti rpose of this amendment is to
der subsection (c) would be entitled un{let The Chair recognizes the gentleman :t_:sure that if there is not enough money
tl:dm; chapter Xf the moneys in the Payrnexit from Colorado (Mr. WIRX'_) for 5 minutes ii_ the Jk:.nd to cover that $38 million
Acc,trent were sufficient. T_he Commission, no ill support of his amendment. ,re.ch yea:c, a method is established for
later than 15 days after June 1, August 1, Mr. BALrMAN. Mr. Chairman, has the a[i.ocatinl!: that money or what money
_lld OCr,Ober I of each year iii which a gen- amendment been read? ,:t:_ exist in the voluntary fund fairly
era_ election for Federal office ts held, sh_..11 The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is a::r'oss each one of the candidates. Mineco:replete a review of (1) the amount of
rru)neys In the Payment Account and tile correct. The Clerk will complete the read- ii., a tecl0.1Jieal amendment to the Burton
e,_tl:mated amount of moneys which will i)o ing of the amendment, a :preach It goes directly to the voluu-
deposited in the Payment Account before Mr. WIRTH (dmqng the reading). Mr. _!:.:'y nat.x!re of this and the fair distri-
tile general election involved.; and (2) tile Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that l_ lion of the voluntary checkoff fund,;.
number of candidates whom the Corem!s- the amendment be considered as read _/Ir. PIlILLIP BURTON. Mr. Chair-

tlihq chapti_r if the moneys in the PayrrLent and printed in the ]._rCOrm n _n, wilI _he gentleman yield?
under subsection (c). Such r,_view shall ap- The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to :_r. W]LI:_TH. I yield to the gentlemanply to the 60-day period ending June 1,
Aug.ust 1, or October 1, as the case may l_e. the request of the gentleman from i:',_m Cali:l'omia.
I/' 'l;he Commission determir..es, upon con- Colorado? 'NIr. PI_[ILLIP .BURTON. Mr. Chair-
ductlng such review, that additional moneys Mr. BAUiViAN. l_[r. Chairman, reserv- nm, I c{::mmend the gentleman for an-
are available for payments under this chap- tug the right to object, in view of the 'c: :ipatin_: the possible problem, and I
t_. during such election year. such payments fact that there was one minor change ap- I:]:.ink 1;hi_:_is in our best traditions.
as :may hgve been reduced in accordance parently made ia the amendment, can I think the gentleman would also like
witll the second sentence of 'this subsection the gentleman assure us that the amend- i_ assure our colleagues that this leaves
sl_all be increased on the .same basis as they ment is the same irt all respects as it ap- ,:;ompletel. u- undisturbed the current pri-w'ero reduced.

POXNT O!r ORDER pears on page H2500 of the RECORD? ,:,'.;_ties i:a I;he current law. TbAs In no way
Mr. WlRTH. If the gentleman will :_:ifects one way or the other the mateh-

1Vtr. BAUMAN (durhig the reading), yield, I can assure the gentleman from :._,g in tkul Presidential primaries that he
l_r. Chairman, I have heard 'the Clerk Maryland that the amendment is the ::_ rations or the general election matters;
read. the amendment, and that was not same. il only s.,s,_mres that no public funds will
the amendment that was printed in the Mr. BAUiVIAN. Mr. Chairman, the ten- b_ us_ :Iii any way, only the voluntary
B;_:om) of March 29, 1976. tleman is a man of [_eat integrity and mteckoff }:ioney, and that ff there is not

Mr. Chairman, I make a point of order I accept his word. m iough, th. ere will be a proration among
against the amendment on the grO_tnds Mr. Cibairman, I withdraw my reserva, C:e ratio'us contestants.
that it violates the rule that the House tion of objection. Yfr. W]:TtTH. 1_'. Chairman, the gen-
ps, seal. Mr. SNYDER. Iqrr. Chatrmarh reserv- _.:,msx_: is :absolutely correct.

_T_e CHAIRMAN. D_s the gentleman hug the right to object, I do so for the Again :k is important to underlIne that
fi'om Colorado (Mr. WXaTH) desire t_:}be purpose of making a parliamentary i._, our examination of the Burton pro-
hes,rd? inquiry. :_.:sal we s,-_e that there is no general fund

(¢Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Ch:airman, it is the The JHAIRMAN. The gentleman will _r )ney t0. be allocated to election funds.
sanie amendment that was printed in the state it. ,A_ the i:::toney which will be allocated
l_'zco_m Mr. SNrYI)ER. Mr. Chairman, in view ,:;::.roes fram volmitary checkoffs from

The CHAIRMAN. WiU the gentleman of the :fact that. it is _ o'clock, ff the '.:_21i0rLs _:[ American taxpayers, who, as
from Maryland (Mr. BAUMJ_) advise tits amendment is not read, will the gentle- 'I em, ar,_:, sick and tired of a world in
Cqlair In what respect he considers it ,tiff- man be able to explain it? ';_::iich a f _!_wspecial interests are able to
fer_mt? The CHAIRMAN. It has been printed 19:rchs_se politicians and then have an

Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Chairman, mdc in the llECOR_, and under the rule the u:due efi[,_t on political outcomes. We
,W,:KIII, clause 6, says, in part: gentleraan will [_ave 5 minutes to ex- L:_::eail tir_!:d of having that happem

plain his amendment, iVlr..Chairman, it is important that we
l_faterlal placed in the ]_[ECE,RDpursuant _o Mr. SNYDER. IMM. Chairman, I with- a2 unde:_tand the reasons for voting foril.ails}provision shall indicate tho full text

of 'the proposed amendment, the name of draw my reservation of objection. :;)_:.blic fim_mcing: publlc fina.neing would
the proponent Member. the number of tile The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection r,: _uce the dependence of congressional
bill to which it will be offered and the point tO the request of the i..,:entleman from ,:.,_ndidat_s on wealthy givers and special
in 'l;he bill or amendment thereto where tile Colorado? ir [erest r.noney by providing incentive--
amendment is intended 'to be offered, and There, was no objection. I:,i -perce:_::_t matching funds--for oandi-
_aall appear in a portion of the RECORDdesi[_- (Mr. WIRTH asked and was given per- d:_,t.es to ,_.eek a large number of small,hated for that purpose.

mission to revise and extend his ',];i00 or l,_s, contributions.
Mr. Chairman, on page H2500, of tlie remarks.) Publie financing would equalize access

1_arch 29 RECOrd>, to WhiCh the rule spe- Mr. WIRTH. l_tr. Cllah_nan, as I think _!," public office for all candidates by
cifleally makes mention, this partic_,Aar all of the Members know, under the Bur- iii icing _. reasonable ceiling, approxi-
Wirth amendment appears as the begin- ton public financing bill funds for pub- :m_tely $1.00,000 in the House, on the
nirJg line with the page blank. Immedl- ]lc financing would not come out of gen- a:::lour_t t:hat could be spent by candidates
a_ely after subsection 9057(c) ther? is eral revenue. They would come out of ',,ilo seek public financing. In Buckley
no page 14 designated., and the CUterk the voilmtary checkoff fund established ali:ainst Valse the Supreme Court made
Just read page 14. on the first page of eve_rybody's income ,':_ar tiaa_ the only constitutional way to

_r. Chairman, it ts not the same tax returm The amount of money in this l;):tce a _:_.fiing on campaign spending is
amendment, fund has grown every year, and the best 'k make eligibility for matching funds

qfi_e CHAIRMAN. The Chair has ex- estimate made by 'the Treasurer and by contin;gent on adherence to spending
amined the situatiom To the best of his the Library of Congress is that in any ill,mits. Without a public financing pr_-
tmowledge, there are no precedents. 'Un- given 'year approximate):y 30 percent of v_.:;ion, w_ will continue to have un-
der the circumstances, it would have the income tax returns filed will have ,::i:ecked _pending in House and Senate
been diffieult ff not irapossible for the checked off the public financing box. ,:',:::_apaigr,,_.
gentleman to have had the, page number Ttfat wfil raise every year something in The sysbem would be totally voluntary.
which he printed his amendment in the the neighborhood of $30 million to $45 ':[Ae only money that could be used te
Rzco gu, and the Chair believes that the milliom :li.i:Lanco ,:ongressional races would be
¢,mlsston of the page number alone does Against that, were this amendment to ,:t::.lla_ v,r:duntarily checkedoff on income
not keep the amendment from being in be agreed to, In each 4 years we would 'i_:_x retur_m. If the congressional check-
su_mtantial compliance witJa the rule, In be paying for one Presidential election, o:i_ acccmnt should not have enough
all other respects, the amendment print- 66 sena,_orial eleetlor_, and 870 centres- n:oney 'to cover all races, general revs-
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hUeS could not be used. A candidate's and billboard advertising space; direct mall; Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I yield to the
decision to seek public financing would and telephone costs, gentleman from California.
_lso be completely voluntary. Candidates s. Matching payment period: Only funds MI'. P/rlYLLIP BURTON. Mr. Chair-raised after January 1st of the general elec-
who choose not to seek public financing tton year would be eligible for matching, man, the gentleman knows _ull well that
could spend as much money as they want. Matching funds received by candidates have I joined with the gentleman last year in

Where would be little potential for to be placed In a special account, may be opposing any general fund use. I be-
abuse. Each House candidate would have spent only for general election purposes and lieved the voluntary check-off would pro-
to raise /_t least l0 percent of the gen- no actual d_bursements may be made ulitil vide the money, and it has.
eral spending limit__apprOximately the candidate and at least one opponent Mr. DENT. Mr. ChahTnan, will the
$10,000--in order to qualify for Federal are certified for the general ballot, gentleman yield?
matching funds. This threshold would The executive committee of the New Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I yield, to the gen-
prevent frivolous candidates from re- Members Caucus voted unanimous to tleman from Pennsylvania.
ceiving Federal funds. Since public fi- support a public financing bill (H.P.- Mr. DENT. Mr. Chairman, I think we
nancing would be available in general 12123). Most of the provisions of this ought to understand thai; this is money
elections only, the specter of a dozen bill have been adopted In the Burton from the general fund. It is money that
candidates receiving matching funds in a amendment, would be in the general fund if we had
single race would also be eliminated. Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Chairman, will the not decided to mark it off, because they

Matching payment money could only gentleman yield so I may ask a question? do not pay it.
be spent for qualified campaign expendi- Mr. WIRTH. I yield to the gentleman The situation is completely misunder-
tures such as broadcast air time, adver- from Maryland. stood because everybody thinks this is
tising, direct mail and telephone costs. Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Chairman, the public financing. The ozfiy real public
Any person who knowingly and willfully amendment requires a ratable reduction, financing is when an individual says, "I
misused Federal matching funds would so the money is equally distributed to want to help you in your campaign. Here
be subject to criminal prosecution, those qualified; is that correct? is a check, for $10, $100, or $1,000."

Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, 1VIr.WIRTH. The gentleman is correct. Mr. Chairman, that is public fnancing.
public financing would not begin until Mr. BAUMAN. So the more candidates, What we are doing and have been doing
the 1978 congressional elections. This Independents, Republicans or Democrats, is taking it out of the general fund,
should underscore the fact that public who file for Congress, the 'lesser the where it should be, to pay the education
financing is not an "incumbents' bill" amounts will be to those who are quali- bill, to pay for the social security struc-
but rather a measure to eliminate the fled? ture, and so forth that we have in this
influence of big money, put challengers Mr. WIRTH. The gentleman is correct, country, and not to give It to politicians
and incumbents alike on equal footing, Mr. BAUMAN. Then this will encour- in any way, shape, or form.
and encourage greater public partleipa- age nearly everyone in the United States Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,

somebody did not get to read far enough,tion in the electoral process, to file, will it not, if they would like to
The Burton amendment is a modified receive some extra money from the IJ.S. but the thing that really upsets me more

version of H.R. 9100, the Burton-Ander- Treasury. than anything is the fact that this grade
son public financing bill, which more Mr. WIRTH. Mr. Chairman, the gen- B unemployed movie actor from Call-
than half the Members of the House tleman will find that is not true if he will fornia got $1,679,124.19.
have cosponsored, read the Burton proposal. In order to be Mr. _ER. Mr. C_,airman, the

Following is a summary of the major eligible, one must qualify for general bill we are considering today goes to the
provisions of the Burton amendment: elections only, and one must be a valid very core of our political system--the

SUmmARY candidate for Federal office, question of campaign financing.
1. Coverage: General elections only, be- Mr. PHILLIP BURTON. Mr. Chair- The campaign finance issue was ad-

ginning with 1978 congressional elections, man, will the gentleman yield? dressed head on by the 93d Congress.
Provides public funds only for candidates, Mr. WIRTH. I yield to the gentleman The Ame_gcan public clamored for cam-
and not for political party campaign corn- from California. paign reform and the Congress re-mlttees.

2. Public funds: Limited to funds derived Mr. PHILLIP BURTON. Mr. Chair- sponded in passage of the Federal Elec-
from voluntary dollar tax checkoff on in- man, one must raise $10,000 in order to tion Campaign Act Amendments of 1974.
come tax returns. No use of general revenue qualify for amounts of $I00 or less. That legislation established an overall
funds. _Lr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I ceiling for candidate spending, set limits

on individual and group contributions,
3. Matching mount: Contributions to rise in opposition to the amendment, created an independent Federal Elec-

candidates of up to $100 per person would Mr. Chairman, it would probably be tions Commission to administer and
be matched with funds derived from the odd to accept this amendment, because monitor .Federal campaigns and pro-voluntary dollar checkoff.

4. Spending limits: Candidates who ac- I think it would point up the absurdity vided for public financing of Presiden-
cept public financing would be subject to of the whole situation. The gentleman tial campa}gns.
the same overall spending limits and limits from Colorado (Mr. WIRTH) has made a I voted for that bill because it adc-
on a candidate's own personal funds, ortgi- calculation which I think is ¢_tally in- quately filled a void in defining the at-
nally enacted in the 1974 campaign finance valid, and that is that there would only mosphere in which political campaigns
law. The Supreme Court in Buckley against be 830 or so--actually I suppose 870 is should be oonducted in this Nation. I
Valeo held that tn providing public funds the right number--candidates for Con- also _;upport the bill presented for dc-for campaign Congress could condition the
availability of such funds on agreeing to gress every 2 years, bate today as I believe it adequately ad-
campaign spending limits. (IOof the 1978 I can guarantee that if this amend- dresses the objections which the Supreme
Congreesional elections, the general election ment becomes law, there will be more Court has made with regard to the corn-
spending limit would be approximately like 15,000 candidates for Congress every position of the membership of an inde-
$1o0,000). 2 years. This is only the foot in the door, pendent Federal Election Commission, a_

5. Eligibility threshold: Each candidate and then when they cannot get enough well as refining the 1974 law.would have to raise at least 10 percent of
the applicable spending limit in amounts of money from the voluntary check-offs, I have always subscribed to the belief
$1oo or less per contribution to be eligible they will look for more. People more that a wide base of financial support is
for any public funds, and more are getting fed up with the consistent with the principles of repre-

6 Matching payment limit: A candidate Senators,and others who are dropping sentative government embodied in our
cozfid not receive more than 50 percent of Off some free money that they run on. Constitution.
his/her applicable spending ceiling in pub- They are getting fed up with this sort A viable Federal Election Commission
lic funds. In addition, all candidates in a of thing. There will be fewer people is imperative, in my estir_tion, if we are
given race could not receive public funds checking off, and the next Congress will to reduce the corrupting influence of big
totaling more than 100 percent of the ap- be asked to appropriate money out of money in politics and insure all atmos-plicable spending ceiling In the race.

7. Qualified expenditures: Matching pay- general revenues, and that is the way phere that fosters widespread partici-
ment money would be limited to qualified these things usually go. pation in our election process.
campaign expenditures Including such items Mr. PB_,T,IP BURTON. Mr. Chair- H.R. 12406 reconstitutes the Federal
as broadcast air time; newspaper magazine, man, will the gentleman yield? Election Commi_ion--FEC--to be corn-
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posed of six members appointed by the funds, much less a drain on the Treasury ,.-'i:art .just after the primary with more
President and con_qrmed by the Senate. for congressional campaigns. .:t.ds, billboards, and campaigning being
No more than three Commission mere- Perhaps the most disturbing short- Et,s',sured.

bets of the same political party, coming of a propo,sal to publicly finance We are already turning off more peo-
Any major action initiated by FEC congressional campaigns is that it will I:,e to the political system than we are

would require an affirmative vote of four force tmxpayers to ,rapport candidates [urning on to politics. In my poll the peo-
of the six Commission members. The bill with whom they disagree. [:4e are saying they want fewer frills.
empowers the Commission to initiate in- I believe we need to await the out- _;Irorter campaigns, and less money be-
vestigations, bring judicial actions, and come of our first experience with Federal [::g spent on politics. This amendment
issue advisory opinions. In every case, financing of campaigns to see if public l_.trthe, rs none of those goals.
the! Commission must give due and ad- financing of Presidential campaigns has t urge a"no'f vote.
vance notice to parties under investiga- a positive effect on the electoral process. Mr. ROSTENKOWSKI. Mi'. Chairman,
tion or subject to Commission action. Democracy, as an institution, is in [ must rise in strong opposition to the
Detailed appeals procedures are also in- jeopardy throughout the world. We need [[!Iarton public financing amendment
cl'uded in the bill's provisions, look no further than France or Spain or _;hich we are considering at this time.

The Congress, under the terms of tile India to see this trend. It is more impor- la the 93d Congress I voted against the
bill, could veto, in toto, or item by item, rant now than ever before for individuals [: ublic financing of congressional elec-
advisory opinions issued by the Commis- to become involved ii1 their choice, t ions. Since that time, many rationaliza-
sion. A law with teeth in it to govern the Ii,ns have been put forth to justify this

tI.R. 12406 requires the FEC to enter conduct of political campaigns in this concept. I have found none to be eon-
into conciliation with apparent violators country is in the best interest of every mncing. The amendments before us to-

of all but criminal proceedings. The bill American taxpayer and voter. ,:i_y erabody an overeager attempt to ira-
redefines a criminal violation as any I urge my co[lleagues to support the :;_[ement public financing before its ira-
"knowing or willful" violation which in- committee bill. 5, tct can be anticipated. It is a classic
volves the "making, receiving, or re- Mr. MURTHA.. Mr. Chairman, I do not ,:_.';e of p u.tting the cart before the horse.
porting" of any contribution or expendi- believe public financing of congressional I personally feel that public financing
ture having an aggregate value of greater campaigns will improve our candidates, :_ an ill-.fated experiment. Should pub-
than $5,000 during a calendar yeah All politica_ education, or citizen participa- iii:: financing be adopted, we are in effect
other election law vicdators would be tion, and I rise in opposition to this _;,ying that we are willing to learn by
noncriminal or civil violations, amendment. ,:,_r ndstakes. This particular mistake

The bill eases expenditure reporting I believe there are several reasons to w)uld ce st our taxpayers millions upon
and contribution requirements in non- oppose it. rt:dllions of their hard-earned dollars
election years and gives the Congress the First, let us face it, despite the fact w:ithout improving the quality of elec-
option to abolish the Commission after that this is financing from the voluntary :ions.
1 year. checkoff, it will appear to many people I have heard many estimates of the

The bill further states that locals of a that Congress is voting money from the cost of financing congressional cam-
union and subsidiaries of a corporation public treasury to finance our own reelec- paigns wi[th public moneys. Last Tuesday,
are to be treated as part of the parent tion campaigns. With the present stand- d .tring the general debate on this bill, I
corporation with respect to the $5,000 lng of Congress in the eye of the public, .:ugge_,_ted that my own computations
limitation on contributions to any one we do not need that kind of misunder- _:adicate {;hat in the next general elec-
candidate or political committee, standing, tion year the costs of the program may

While the bill does not alter the abilir_y Secvnd, tile result of public financing be well in excess of the $40 million dol-
or corporations and labor unions to or- of general election congressional cam- ]ars some point to as an upper cost ceil-
ganize political action, committees, it paigns will be more campaign inflation. 5::g.
does prohibit corporations from solicit- More TV and radio ads, more bumper If we :assume that each incumbent
lng contributions from other than stock- stickers, more billboards. I have seen J_::_d his major party opposition candJ-
holders, executive officers and their faro- no evidence that the matching funds in _!_Lte qualifies for only $35,000 of the
flies. Labor unions are allowed to solicit the Presidential primaries have been n:.atchab%_ $45,000---or 75 percent--and
contributions from their members, used _o increase voter education. They t[::at there will be only two single .issue

V_rith regard to Presidential candi- have been used for the traditional cam- m: fringe party candidates in each dis-
dates, the bill makes ineligible for paign practices, and allowing more _,::[ct who qualify for half that much,
matching funds any candidate who money to be spent for these things in m: $17,500--39 percent--the proposal will
s[_nds more than $50,000 of his or his congressional campaigrm may increase c::st the taxpayers $45,675,000.
immediate family's personal funds, name recognition, but I do net see it in- If the amendment is adopted and the

It also stipulates that, should the creasing' voter knowledge. I:tmefil;s of public financing are extended

Secretary of the Treasury determine that As far as this amemtment removing in- to include primary elections the costs
wll go absolutely out of sight.

no moneys exist in the checkoff fund to fluence of contribu'to{-s, lCdoubt that will The legislation also provides for a cost-
make payments to candidates, no be the case. First, under the Supreme _lMiving escalator, which will increase
moneys would be made available to make Court r_fiing a candidate need not accept :my essimates even further. While some
such payments from other sources. And, the ceiling and matching funds. Second, I_:ay argue that these figures are high
candidates ceasing to actively campaign matching funds a.lone will not handle all _md that my assumptions are incorrect,
may receive no further matching funds the spending. I;l::e fact remains that we do not have any
and must return to [he Treasury re- We still have contribution limits; we ]):_odel on which to base our cost esti-
maining funds not used for legitimate still have disclosure of contributions and _:ates. Therefore, one set of assumptions
expenditures in closing cut the cam- spending. Let us leave the facts to the _,, just a:_ valid as another. Those who
paign, citizens through disclosure, and let them a:gue :in this area are just supporting the

I believe that amendment to this bkll decide. 'rhey do not need public match- :'_(:ntentions I made on Tuesday that we
to :make the financing of congressional lng fluids to make that decision, jt:Lst do _::ot have enough information,
elections the responsibility of the U.S. Finally, Mr. Chairman, I recently took ,,:;i:_dy and analysis of the Presidential
Treasury is not in the best interest of a poll of my area on this question. The ]:ublic financing program that would al-
the American people, results showed 28 percent favored pub- ]o,v us: to make an intelligent and in-

It 1s estimated that Federal financing lic funding of congressional campaigns; J'crmed decision today on extending the
for congressional elections will cost be- 71 percent opposed it; and 1 percent was p_ogram bo include congressional elec-
tween $20 to $25 miUion in 1976 alone, undecided. Even more important than tJons.
And while proponents may argue that the numbers, though, wex_ the comments Mr. MEZVINSK¥. Mr. Chairman, con-
sufficient moneys wi!Ll be available of the respondents. They showed that the t_::med abuses of the election laws, at-
t_arough the checkoff fired, we have no people are tired of a m'ttltitude of can- 'l_pts to coerce contributions and sup-
fh'm assurance that the checkoff fund didates and messages. They are tired of ._:>rt, and the frenzy of spending serve as
urlE[be able to meet even the demands of year-roared campaigning. With this emphatic statements that our campaign
Presidential candidates for matching amendment the scramble for funds will ;{_c_:sneec[ to be seriously revised.
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Since the January 30 decision of the pose by the public--a reform we have al- dates and 12 cents-per voter for Senate

Supreme Court, Congress has been given ready made with respect to Presidential candidates. Candidates could not receive
another opportunity to enact meaning- campaigns, more than half the applicable ceiling in
ful campaign reform laws. The legisla- In recent years, an increasing gap has matching funds. To qualify, a candidate
tion before us today goes beyond recon- emerged between the realities of run- would be required to raisE: 10 percent of
stltgting the Federal Elections Commis- ning for public office and the vision of the applicable limit in contributions of
sion, as mandated by the Supreme Court, the democratic electoral process origi- $100 or less, and only contributions of
and addresses other issues such as cor- nally intended. In 1972, 18 wealthy indi- $100 or less would be matched with cor-
porate political action committees, the viduals supplied the Committee to Re- responding Federal funds.
structure of candidates' campaign com- Elect the President with nearly $7.5 mil- In considering various reform meas-
mittees, and limitations of cash contri- lion in personal contributions. The ex- ures, we must not lose sight of our objec-
butions. Ail of these are important periences of 1972 taught us that public tires: to allow for fair competition be-
measures but do not reach the core of disclosure alone is insufficient. The elec- tween the best people for any national
campaign reform---eliminating money as torsi process must be purged of the very office; to insure an info_med electorate
the operative element of the political source of distorting influences and pres- with a maximum of public participation
system, sures--big money. The special interests in the political process; :_nd ultimately

MY friend and colleague, the gentle- are not prone to parting with their money to reenforce the faith and confidence of
man from California, has offered an out of the goodness of their hearts; if the electorate. The Burton amendment is
amendment today which will help us they provide a large contribution to a a vital step in this direction.
meet that goal. His amendment, care- political candidate, it is due to anticipa- Mr. PHILLIP BURTON. Mr. Speaker,
fully drafted to preserve free speech and tion of something of greater value in re- inserted below are copies of letters from
civil liberties guaranteed by the Supreme turn. If there is a single problem which various organizations in support of my
Court ruling, can finally put a lid on is more responsible than any other for amendment to H.R. 12406 to provide con-
spending in an arena where spending has the inability or unwillingness of Wash- gressional public financing on a match-
been king. Under this proposal a candi- ington to serve the interests of the ordi- lng fund basis for general elections:
date will have a choice---either to accept naa-y American and the public interest, INTERNATIONALUNION, UNITED
a spending limit with matching funds i,t is this: The undue influence of power- AUTOMOB"-r,AEROSPACE& Acm-
for small contributions or to spend as ful, but narrow, self-serving special in- C=LrVa,,- IMPLEMENTWORKERS
much money as can be raised with no terests. The system itself needs to be or AMERICA--UAWMarc_ 26, 1976.
Federal contribution. Although I believe changed. Public financing is needed, and DEAR REPR_s_rraTrVE: The UAW urges
that a vast majority of candidates will it is needed now. most strongly that you supl_)rt H.R. 12406 to
accept matching contributions, I think The principal objectives of a system of reconstitute the Federal Elecl:ion Commission
it tS equally important that a candidate public financing are widely agreed upon: to meet the constitutional deficiencies which
have the right to select whichever course It should liberate candidates from the prompted the recent Supreme Court decision.
he chooses to take. special interests and from the onerous As reported by the House Administration

If this amendment is adopted, candi- and degrading task of raising money in Committee, the bill also contains loophole
dates will be forced to rely less on their large contributions, closing provisions necessitated by tl_c Court'sdecision.
money-raising talents and must instead It should prevent one candidate from It is our understanding that an amend-
fOCUSon their appeal to the public. We gaining an artificial advantage over op- ment will 1_ offered during consideration of
have accepted this concept in our Presi- ponents because he is able to raise more H.R. 12406 to authorize public financing in
dential campaigns and should be able money through large contributions or congressional campaigns. For many years, the
to accept It in congressional races where due to incumbency. UAW has favored public financing, and we
the issue and impact of money is even It should put all serious candidates in urge you to vote for the amendment when
more important, a position to effectively communicate it is offered next week.AS reported, the bill's principal objective

This public financing proposal is both with voters, is to reconsttlute the Commlission consistent
fiscally and philosophically sound. There The Burton amendment--which is with constitutional requirements. It would
will be no additional dollar investment similar to a bill I introduced Jointly with also restore more equal treatment of labor
by the publiC. Under this plan, fufiding Congressman McHuGH early last year-- union and corporate political activities as
will be limited to funds that are already proposes the kind of equitable changes clearly set forth in the Federal Election
now being collected in the income tax we need in congressional campaigns. Campaign Act of 1971. In its advisory opinion
checkoff system. Each campaign is We cannot limit reforms to the Pres- in the so-trolled SUNPAC matter, the _'rECdeviated sharply from congressional intent
strictly limited and dollar ceilings are idential aspirants, leaving our own House regarding political activity of labor unions
set. literally in disorder. It is imperative that and corporations. H.R. 12406 simply would

I believe that, at a time when our po- Congress take immediate action so that restore the intent of Congress that such ac-
litical prOCess is so widely criticized, we future campaign years will not see abuses tivities be treated fairly and equally. The bill
must be willing to accept this reform, ff similar to those from which the Nation also prohibits proliferation of political corn-
only as an experiment in good govern- suffered in 1972. Let us take the unique mlttees by both corporations and labor
ment. Congress must make certain that opportunity which this elections bfil unions.
American voters have a chance to choose offers us today to remove from the po- H.R. 12406 is well drafted, equitable and
their representatives on the most impor- litlcal process the corrupting- effect of essential legislation. Tlme is of the essence;the FEC must be reconstituted if chaos Is to
tant factor of all--their worth to hold large special interest money--money be avoided in the Presidential campaign.
public office. I urge my colleagues to sup- which has been so responsible for the We believe H.R. 12406 at this time is an
port this effort, suspicion and distrust with which so essential step. The adoption of the public

Mr. MAGUIRE. Mr. Chairman, the many Americans now regard their own financing amendment would, constitute an-
methods used to finance congressional democratic process. Now is the time to other positive step in the continuing effort
political campaigns have been a subject take the initiative to provide for the kind to achieve meaningful cam1_aign reform.
of considerable controversy and heated of electoral system that eliminates back H.R. 12406 deserves your enthusiastic sup-
debate during the last decade, room favoritism, opens the front door to port; we hope you will vote for It and against

The central question is the degree to all Americans, and conforms to and weakening amendments. Your consideration
which large donations from limited num- serves the public interest, of the UAW position on this major legisla-tion will be appreciated.
bers of people should be permitted to in- The Burton amendment provides fl- sincerely.
fiuence the political process. We have al- nancial assistance on a matching fund SrEPEr_ I. SCrCLOsSB_Ra.
ready limited the maximum amount an basis beginning in 1978. It provides fund- General Counsel
individual can spend on one campaign, lng from the voluntary income tax DzCKWAR_EN,
We must now decide whether or not to go checkoff as is presently done for the Legislative Director.

a step further in curbing the distorting presidential campaign. The proposal PUBLIC Crrlzzzq,
impact of powerful special interests on would impose spending limitations for March 30,1976.
the political prOCess by introducing candidates accepting public financing_ DEARREPSgS_rrATIVE:The House will soon
matching funds checked off for that pur- approximately $90,000 for House candi- consider H&. 12406, the Federal Electlca_
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C:q.mpaign Act Amendm_;nts of 1976, w}_ich amendment which are specifically designed The C!l.erkread as follows:
reconstitutes tho Federal Election Come,ns- to cnipple local nnlon political aetlvities Mr. B_,_MAN moves that the Committee dr}
sion and makes some needed reforms in exist- through onerous and discriminatory report.-
i:ng federal election law. ing req,_irements. ::_ow rise and report the bill back to the

We strongly support .the amendmenL for The committee 'bill would breathe new 2!dUSe wi.th the recommendation that the

public financing of congressional campaigns life Lut0 a key component of Congress' most .nact[ng clause be stricken.
to be offered by Mr. Ph[lllp Burton of Call- recent political reform eft'crt, as well as es- (Mr. BAUMAN asked and was given
fornia. This proposal, orighzally intrcqluced tablisl_ important new reformso But Con- ,ermissJon to revise and extend his re-.
last year as a separate b[U with 220 co-spca- gress must deallze 'that true, comprehensive _,larks.)
sops, provides for federal matohlng funds for reform will not be possible until we begin
candidates to the House of Representati,_,es. to lessen the importance of private money Mr. BAUMAIq. Mr. Chairman, I haw_
These funds would be available in general tn the political process. That is the thrust :_ great :teal of affection and respect for
elections only, would match only small con- of the :Burton amendment to establish pub-. !he gentleman from California (Mr.
tr_butions, and would bi; tied to the ca-,:,¢ii_ lic financing of congressional elections, and [PHILLIP BURTON), who has offered this
,date's acceptance of a spending limitation, we u:2_ your support of in. merLdiq::Lent. I certainly admire his use
l_ederal funds could newer account for n_ore : f powel' and his ability to present his,
·l;:ha_ one-half of the funds spent by a cahdi- CO_,_ON CaVSE, ass as he has in this instance in his
date. Based on the successful provislc::x _or Wastsington, D.C, Marct[ 23, I976. ,suni articulate manner.:federal funding of Pres!tderttlal candidates, DEA'a REPRESEI_ITaTIVE: When the House

:matching funding for Congressional cahdi- considers H.I_. 1'2406, Representative Philip I sympathize with his desire to pro-.
,dates would not start until the Congressional Burton will introduce an amendment to pro- ,ide public funding to enhance the ranks
elections of 1978, to avoid the posstbilit} el vide for public financing of Congressional :ffl his side of the aisle. Two-thirds of the
Jn'.iecting confusion into this year's races campaigns. We _trongly urge your support _embership is really not enough to dc,

Public financing of campaigns was upheld for this key proposal. ;_/hat lie wants to do in the House oil
by the Supreme Court tn Buckley v. Va;ed. The Burton amendment is essentially the Itepresentatives, apparently. I must say
'i[_e Court accepted the strong argumex:ca in same legislation cosponsored in this Congress ihat I think he does a political disservice
:['avor of public financing of presidential cam- by more than 200 House lVrembers. It is also
paigns. Surely the same arguments support very si.milar to the public financing proposal [o the Members on his side of the aisle,
:l_h,_ constitutionality of puuic financing: of debate_[ and narrowly defeated by the House _artieularly those in martial districts.
C_ngressional campaigns, in 1974:. In the last Congress, the Senate i_IOW ca]ri they go home and explain a vote

Public financing of Congressional c_m.- twice passed a comprehensive Congressional [or this amendment?
pa[gus will serve three salutory purposes, public dnancing measure. Mr, C:hairman, this Congress has raised
First, it will release candidates front I;he The absence e.f Congressional public fi.- i_s own salaries, has tied its pay to the
stranglehold which fat ,;at and specia'_ in.- nancin.:,, it the vital raising link in our cam- ost-0f-[iving index, has increased the
'terest contributors often :have on th,_m, paign :xnanee laws. In upholding the con.- mmber of its staff, has increased it_;The practice of exchanging commltme::xts stitutionality of Presidential public finan-
on specific Issues for large cash contrlbu,:ors cing, the Supreme Court ,;aid, "... Congress _ tationery allowance 24 percent, has in-
can be put to an end. Candlates will have to was legislating for the general welfare--to ,:reased its district office allowance 43:
_!_sek support from the people in their dis- reduce the deleterious influence of large con-. perednl; and has increased its telecom-.
tract, not Just t_ those who >might give lar§e tribu't_ons on our polB;ical precedes, to facili- ::,:xunicalfions allowance. Its office staff
colatrtbutions. Second, public fundng can tate communication by candidates with the :_llowance.has been increased, in overall:
relieve some of the burden of raising ru__l,dS, electorate, and to free candidates of the rig-. :!unding, by $32,000 per office. It has in-
Congressional candidates frequently cc,u- ors ti' fundraising." The same arguments : reased :the number of office staff mom-

plain about the amount of time they :m ._st hold true for Congressional public financing, ,ers from 16 to 18. It has given itselfspend In raising money. Time spent ill i_is Rece _t Common Cause studies have re-
way is time taken from discussing the i.ss,ms vealed She dangerous growth of special in- we newsletters annually, which cost;
with the voters. By reducing the need to terest: :money in Congres'_ional campaigns. 5,00D 1;o print.
raise funds, public funding can refocus When Congress in 19'[4 _rovided public fi-. MI'. q:]!IOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, if the
calaqpaigns on the crucial issues of the Cay. nancins_: for Presidential races, one might ::entle.man will yield, I wonder whcther
'I_drd. public funding, Med as it is to lira ca- have p?'edicted a marked increase in the spe- _e has used all of that himself?

l_le,ns on expenditures, ca:.a equalize !he sial iai 9.rest money flowing to Congressional Mr..B_kUMAi_. No, this gentleman has
_t_naount spent by each candidate for office, races---and that is precisel[y what is going to
If all the candld*tes in a partleular race for happe:(k As of January 1976, special interest 'ltrned back many of these allowances.
Congress accept ,ederal funds, all wi. ti be groups already had $16 million cash on hand, :he gentleman :from New Jersey has
_rtlbJect to the same spending limitation. Al.- more _:_an 40 percent above the amount held :_ade possible.

'[hough candidates will still have the opt.on at a similar stage in 1974. MI'. T]FIOMPSON. I thank the gentle-
of refusing federal money and spendint_: _tn- It is essential that we move to a system _3.an.
]tSJ_lited amounts to seek: el{ration, this; s?s._ of financing Cortgresslonal campaigns that
'_m of federal matchlng funds provide_ a is less dependent o]_ special interest money, MI'. I'%AUMAN. Mr. Chairman, aH of'
strong incentive to accede to limitatioz_s on and mere dependent on small private dona- :nose additional allowances added to-
expenditures, lions. Public financing is the means of ac- ,:_ether mean that in 2 years the c_)st

'We strongly urge you to support the B,m- compli_:hlng that transition. The Burton pro- , ,f main i:aining one Member of Congress.
'_,_la public financing amendment to >_t_. posal would establish a matching system i:tas gone from $376,000 to $488,000, ur,
12406. for Co]:,gressional candidetes in the general !:0pereeat. In the last 20 years, while thc

Sincerely yours, electicu_. Candidate.q could not receive pub-. 2Inited _!;tates has increased its poDula-JOAN CLAYBaOCi . lie fur:ds unless they were able to raise a
threshold amount of smart contributions. '.ion only 30 percent, the dollar has gone

I_,IrPPORT FOR THE FEDEIq;AI, ELECTION ,[)..Mi.~ There would be an overall limit on the total :JewEl ii1 value 83 percent, and the cost;
PAIGN ACT AND PUeLIC FINANCING amount of public funds that could go to ',_J runrdng the Congress has increased

STEELWORKERS LEOISLATrirE APPEAL, candidates iu any one race. Public funds :,y about:. 560 percent. And now we come:
D.,_., _4'arct* 31, 1,97_,. would be matched sgainst small private con-. :0 the [Burton amendment.Waskington,

We urge your support for HR-12406, bhe tributions of up to $100 each. The public
i_,deral Election Campaign Act Amendme:_ts funds could only be derived frees voluntary MI'. Chairman, in my calculation, il
as reported by the House Admlnistrat:,on fund_; _'hecked off by taxpayers on thier in- :ills amendment is adopted, we will be
Cc,mmlttee, and for the Burton amend:m_,mt come tax returns, libtracBi.ng from the Treasury every' 2
to provide public financing of congressr;:ml The evidence to date clearly establishes i, ears $30,550,000 if there are just two
campaigns, that l:_:;e matchi:ag system is working well :ongres,[4onal candidates who qualify in

In addition to reconstituting the Fed_ral at the l:q-esidential level, Adoption of the _!ttch district. There will probably be at
Election Commission, the impact of the Burtorx amendment would, provide the same _ast th:cee or four candidates who qual-
committee bill is the equalization of treat- historic breakthrough for Congressional cam-. :.fy iii, each district so that we can add to
ment of corporate and union political acdvi- paign f_nancing that the 1974 Act has pro- hat ar1 additional sum, as well as fund-ties. the prevention of employer macing, _md vided for Presidential campaign, financing.
the strengthening of FEC prscedures as; x_ec- We urge you 9o vote for _:his crucial leglsla-. : rig for ,:',lections in the other body.
essary to make its regulatory function efiec_ tion. I thi:n.i:r it will be difficult for any of us
I:[ve. It is appropriate that Congress add,ess :?.incerely, :0 go back and explain to our constituen-
those issues in conjunct[on with the rocca- Jo:_r_ W. GARDNER, [ies why we were _qlling to vote ourseh;es
stitutlon of the Commission, and we Ol)pase Cka_rman,
all amendments designed to weaken or _,t_ike :ampaign funds on top of what we al-

PREFER!::rgTIAL I%IOTIOagOFIF_IREDBY B_R. BAIYMAN :.eady tlave received. We have gone lit-those important sectior_.
F_rthermore, we strongly oppose any ::re- Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Chairman, I offer a :!rally from the ballot box to the cash

_i_tons similar to the so-called Packw:_od prefervntial rno*fion. _ ox, and it will be the congressional hand
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that will be in that cash box if this I beg of you to act like he had not talked Davis Kazen _berts
amendment passes, and go ahead and vote it down. de la Garza Kelly RobinsonDelaney Kemp Roe

Mr. Chairman, I regret that the gentle- The CHAIRMAN. The question is on Dent Ketchum Rogers
man from California (Mr. PHILLIP Bra- the preferential motion offered by the Derrick LaFalce Roncalio
TON) has seen fit to offer this amendment gentleman from Maryland (Mr. BAIY- Derwlnskl Lagomarsino RooneyDevine Latta Rose
and I urge its rejection. MAN)· Dickinson Lent Rostenkowskt

Mr. pl-rrlJ,IP BURTON. Mr. Chair- The preferential motion was rejected, ningel[ Litton Rousselot
man, will the gentleman yield The CHAIRMAN. The question is on Duncan, Tenn. Lloyd, Calif. RoybalEarly Lloyd, Tenn. Runnels

Mr. BAUMAN. I yield to the distin- the amendment offered by the gentle- Edwards, AIa. Long, La. Ruppe
guished gentleman from California. man from Colorado (Mr. WIRTH) to the Emery Long, Md. Russo

Mr. PHTr,_,IP BURTON. Mr. Chair- amendment offered by the gentleman Engnsh Lott Ryan
man, I thank the gentleman for yielding, from California (Mr. PHILLIP BURTON) Erlenborn LuJan St Germain· Esch McClory Sarasin

As the gentleman well knows, this bill The question was taken; and on a divi- Eshleman McCollister Satterfield
is drafted in such a manner that it sion (demanded by Mr. BAUMAN), there Evans, Colo. McCormack Schneebeli
cannot be considered to be self-serving, were--ayes 74, noes 87. Evans, Ind. McDade SchulzeEvins, Tenn. McDonald Sebelius
No incumbent Member of this House can So the amendment to the amendment Fary McEwen Shipley
receive $1 of that matching money until was rejected. Findley McFall Shriver
the electorate decides to send that money The CHAIRMAN. The question is on Fish McKay ShusterFithian Madden Sikes
back. We are not changing ilhe rules in the amendment offered by the gentleman Flood Madigan Sisk
any way. from California (Mr. PHILLIP BURTON). Flynt Mahou Skubltz

Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Chairman, one of The question was taken. Ford, Mich. Mann Slack
Ford, Term. Martin Smith, Nebr.

the country newspapers on the Eastern RECORDED VOTE Forsythe Mathls Snyder
Shore of Maryland, the Talbot Banner Mr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, I demand Fountain Michel Spence

Frenzel Milford Staggers
of Easton, Md., the other day summed a recorded vote. Frey Miller, Ohio Stanton,
up my view, as follows: A recorded vote was ordered. Fuqua Mfils J. William

In our view, the spectacle of a small army The vote was taken by electronic de- Gaydos Minish Steed
of presidential candidates running around vice, and there were---ayes 121, noes 274, Gibbons Mink Steelman

Ginn Moliohan Steiger, Ariz.
the country on the taxpayer's dollar in this not voting 37, as follows: Goldwater Montgomery Steiger, Wis.
election year has sottred the public already Gonzalez Moore Stephens
to the concept of Federal financing of polit- [Roll No. 154] Goodling Moorhead, Stuckey
ical campaigns. The thought of an even AYES---121 Gradison Calif. Symington

larger army of subsidized congressional can- Abzug Fisher Mitchell, Md. Grassley Moorhead, Pa. Symms
dldates is, frankly, nauseating. Adams Florio Mitchell, N.Y. Hagedorn Morgan Talcott

Haley Mosher Taylor, Mo.
Ambro Foley Moakley Hall . . Moss Taylor, N.C.

Mr. Chairman, this is not just the Andersen, Ill. Fraser Moffett Hammer- Murphy. Ill. TeagueBurton amendment, it is the nauseating Aspin Gialmo Mottl
amendment. AuCoin Gilman Neal schmidt Murphy, N.Y. ThoneHansen Murtha ThorntonBadlllo Green Nolan

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chair- Baucus Gude Oberstar Harsha Myers, Ind. Traxler
man, will the gentleman yield? Bedell Hamilton Ottinger Hawkins Myers, Pa. Treen

Mr. BAUMAN. I yield to the other dis- Bergland Hanley Patten, N.J. Hays, Ohio Natcher Uliman

tinguished gentleman from California. Bingham Hannaford Patterson, Hechler, W. Va. Nedzi Van DeerlinBlanchard Harkin Calif. Heckler, M_ss. Nichols Vander Jagt
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Chair- Blouin Harrington Pattlson, N.Y. Hefner Nowak Vanik

man, I thank the gentleman for yielding. Boland Harris Rangel Hicks Obey Vigorito
I would only say this: If the public is Bolling Heinz Rees Hightower O'Brien PTaggonnerBonker Helstoskl Reuss Hillis O'Hara Walsh

so fed up, why are the checkoff moneys Brademas Holtzman Richmond Holt O'Neill Wampler
in the Treasury for the 197.5 taxes double Brodhead Howard Riegle Horton Passman Whltehurst
the estimates? Brown, Calif. Jacobs Rosenthal Howe Perkins Whttten

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, will the Burke, Calif. Jordan Roush Hubbard Pettis WigginsBurton, John Kastenmeier Santinl Hughes Pickle Wilson, C. H.
gentleman yield? Burton, Phillip Keys Scheuer Hungate Pike Wilson, Tex.

Mr. BALrlVIAN. I yield to the gentle- Carr Koch Schroeder Hutchinson Poage Winn
man from Minnesota. Cochran Krebs Seiberling Hyde Pressler Wright

Cohen Leggett Sharp Ichord Preyer Wydier
Mr. PRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, I thank Conte Lehman Simon Jarman Price Wylie

the gentleman for yielding. Conyers Levitas Smith, Iowa Jeffords Pritchard Yates
It was said that about 30 percent of Corman Lundine Solarz Jenrette Quie Yatron

the public checkoff, and it does not cost cornell McCloskey Spellman Johnson, Calif. Quillen Young, AlaskaCoughlin McHugh Stark Johnson, Colo. Railsback Young, Fla.
any of them a single dime. This means DeUums McKinney Stokes Jones, Ala. Randall Young, Tex.
that 70 percent of the public do not want Dodd Maguire Studds Jones, N.C. Regula Zablockl

Downey, N.Y. Matsunaga Thompson Jones, Okla. Rhodes Zeferettl
the "dumb" thing. Drlnan Mazzol! Tsongas Jones, Tenn. Rinaldo

Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. If the gentle- Duncan, Oreg. Melcher Vander Veen Kasten Risenhoover
man will yield further, it is up double du Pont Metcalfe Waxman NOT VOTING--37
what it was, as everybody knows. Edgar Meyner WeaverEdwards, Calif. Mezvinsky Whalen Barrett Hayes, Ind. Pepper

Mr. BAUMAN. Mr. Chairman, I hope Eilberg Mikva Wlrth Bell H6bert Peyser
both amendments are soundly defeated. Fascell Miller, Calif. Wolff Biester Henderson I_x_lino

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I Fenwick Mineta Breaux Hinshaw Sarbanes
Breckinridge Holland Btanton,

rise in opposition to the preferential NOES---274 Burke, Mass. Johnson, Pa. James V.
motion offered by the gentleman from Abdnor Bennett Carter Chisholm Earth Stratton
Maryland (Mr. BAUMAN) to strike the Addabbo Bevill Cederberg Clay Kindness Sullivan
enacting clause. Alexander Biaggi Chappell Dtggs Krueger Udall

Allen Boggs Clancy Downing, Va. Landrum White
(Mr. HAYS of Ohio asked and was Anderson, Bowen Clausen, Eckhardt Macdonald Wilson, Bob

given permission to revise and extend Calif. Brlnkley DOn H. Flowers Meeds Young, Ga.
his remarks.) Andrews, N.C. Brooks Clawson, Del Guyot Nix

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I Andrews, Broomfield ClevelandN. Dak. Brown, Mich. Collins, Ill. The Clerk announced tile following
almost never read the horoscopes, but Annunzio Brown, Ohio Collins, Tex, pairs:
last night I happened to turn to that Archer Broyhill Conable On this vote:Armstrong Buchanan Conlan
page and read my horoscope for today Ashbrook Burgener Cotter Mr. Eckhardt for, with Mr. Krueger against.
and it said, "You had better stay in bed." Ashley Burke, Fla. Crane Mr. Rodlno for, with Mr. 13tratton agalns_

You know, I had this thing defeated Bafmis Burleson, Tex. D'Amours Mrs. Chisholm for, wlth MI'. H_bert against.
and then my friend the gentleman from Baldus Burllson, Mo. Daniel, Dan Mr. Olay for, with Mr. Breaux aig, arm_Bauman Butler Daniel, R. W.
Maryland (Mr. BAUM_) had to get up Beard, R.L Byron Daniels, N_I. Mr. Nix :for, With Mr. Burke of _hu-
to support me. And I just beg of you, Beard, Tenn. Carney Dantelson sells against.
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Mr. RINALDO and Mr. EMERY Thus, Mr. Chairman, the motion to :nevi:ate the legitimate reforms accom-
changed their vote from "aye" to "no." recommit ought t_) be adopted. That will :i:,[Li_hedin [he 1974 act.

So the amendment was rejected, give this body a chance to hold its head :l:t is very unfortunate that this Con-
The result of the vote was announced high, to say that we really do believe in _i',ress,which has so self-righteously !den-

as above recorded, the constl.tutional rights 'we have sworn l,i.fi_d it_sel:Fas the reform Congress, above
Mr. STEIGER of 'Wisconsin. Mr. to uphold. If the motion fails, we will i:'ht_ Watergate morality and with an

Chairrnan, I move to strike the requisite have done a disservice to the Constitu- aniicor]mption backlash, would enact
nlm:Lber of words, tion, to ourselves, and to our constituents, z.u_:.ha measure which has been so craftly

(Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin asked and Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I :i:t_': together by and solely for the in-
was given permission to, revise and ex.- ask unanimous cor_ent that all debate ,:':mnbent, They have done it without
tend. his remarks.) on the bill and all amendments thereto, ?_e:_rings or consultation with outside

Mr. STEIGER of 'Wisconsin. 1_. including pro forma amendments, close u:r:erts, witnesses or challengers.
ChaiaUnan, I have, with one exception, in 10 minutes. :l:a an editorial that appeared in the
not participated in the debate on this The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to _,,[_.rch 9 edition of the Washington Star,
bill; yet, I recognize I bear some of the the request of the gentleman from Ohio? ::oi.lmn:[st James J. Kilpatrick has color-
responsibility for the fac!; this bill is here. There was no objection. _:ui)y summed up the problems associated
I was one of those who joined as a plain.- The CHAIRMAN. Mernbers standing wil.a the heavily biased election reform
tiff with former Senator McCarthy, Sen.- at the time the unanimous-consent re- Jeg slation and calls the whole process
ator BUCKLEY,the New York Civil Liber- quest was granted will be recognized for that brouglklt about H.R. 12406 a "sorry
tie_ Union, Human Events, the Missis- 3¥s minutes each. !:erforrnance." I include the Kilpatrick
slppJi Republican Party and the Liberta.- The Chair recogrdz_ the gentleman _,,:t:L_orial at this point in the REeORr and
Plan Party in bringing this suit against from California (Mr. P_OUSSELOT). 'L:_;)ecti!ull',!;' commend it to my colleagues
the Federal Election Campaign Act of (Mr. ROUSSELOT asked and was ::,::.rtheir consideration:
1974. given permission to revise and extend his :l_'_,,)mfhc 'Washington Star, Mar.9, 1976]

'il_le Supreme Court decision in Buck-- remarks.':, :_,l:t,i:INO A ]POORCAMPAIGNLAWEVENWoRsE
!ey versus Valeo, which is the reason we Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Chairman, I
have spent these days debating this bfii, rise in opposition to this bill. I think the ,':_y James J. Kilpatrlck)
quit_ clearly and forthrightly enunciated debate has now convinced me thoroughly .'_:__eryc.ne who spends time in a kitchenkn::ws about the leftover problem. Now and
some of the principles all of us ought t._ that it _s bad legislatkm. 't:;:_.,_ you ca_do something pretty good with
pay more attention to, but my regret £_ In Jsmuary of this year, the Supreme '_:l:_eremait_s of a leftover roast. But if what
that in the debate of this bill we once Court held, in a significant and lmpor- :,::,-_:start with is leftover hash, that's what
again, I am afraid, are seeing the House tant decision, that the Federal Elections :_::-,:end wit:a, too. This is the problem Con-
head down the road of attempting to re-. Commission--FEC--was unconstitution- _::re_sfaces with the Federal Election Cam-
stx_in the first amendment rights of the ally structured under current law for the l_.i_in Act.
Araerican people. If this bill passes in its purpose of administering Federal elec- :_a January the Supreme Court made hash
present form, Mr. Chairman, we are once tion finaueing. The Court gave Congress .::! _hat act. Toward the end of its longcp_ion, th_ Court toyed briefly with the
more asking for another set of plaintiffs 30 days, and subsequenti[y another 20 :i,:ie,_.of thro,_rlng out the law altogether. Un-
to bring a suit against a bill passed by days, to restructure the FEC along pre- :i,:,r:unately, prudence and custom prevailed.
the Congress. scribed constituti(mal lines. Regretfully, '_':m,co_t, made a deferential bow to the

Obviously, I hope this bfil does not pass instead of acting, Congress has turned .u_:_osed _'_sdom of the House and Senate,
in its present form, Obviously, if it does, the Supreme Comet decision into a field .m: threw the hash back in their laps.
my hope is that the President will have day for undoing much-needed election ]::_w a co'nple of short-order chefs--Wayne
enough wisdom and, yes, enough courage reform. And they ]lave accomplished this :_!l:ai!,sin the House and Howard Cannon In
to veto the bill. This bill is a bad bill; not feat--appropriately and timely enough_ _l_cSenate-_.are doing a dirty apron Job. They_:,.'e.abov_t J×)make bad matters worse, and
Jtu_.t because of the reasons that are in the Hfiddle of a Presidential and con- _:.h_lamentable prospect is that they have
enunciated so clearly in the views ex.. gressional election year. 'm_,votes to :prevail. In the months after Wa-
pr_,ssed by the gentleman from Mirage-. Mr. Speaker, I personally fully ac- .t._r:i_ate,Congress went through great spasms
SO_I, (Mr. FRENZEL), but let me suggesD knowledge the need for thorough, well- o:! _:aorality; now the convulsions have sub-
tWO thoughts to the Members concerned considered and thought-out amendments _m_,d,and the Congress is quite itself again.
_belit the rights and privileges of those and improvements to the present law-- F,Le,:tion reform is a bore.
We,have the honor to represent, reforms that will not Dilly meet the spec- E'nder the terms of the Supreme Court's

,_p!_ion ttxe most urgent problem had to do
1Section 109 of the bill---take a look at ifications ldentifi(._l by the recent Su- _,'L_:_,the. l%deral Election Commission that

section 109, page 19, lines 12 through 16, preme Court decision--but that will L.ad. been created by the 1974 act. Under the
and also page 26, lines 5 through Il. The guarantee the proper and prudent ad- 1_,._,the si_ members were to be named by
Mc_bers will see in those sections ax_ ministration of Foderal elections in the tr_:_eHouse and Senate. No way, said the
obvious restriction on the ability of ar_ future. The bill that is now being con- C_ourt. The Constitution plainly vests such
individual to freely express; his or her sidereal, however, goes wildly beyond ,i_;,_:)lntlve power in the President. If the
views. That is, no investigation shall be. these pm!ooses and amom_ts to a shod- _,ar,._miss!ionwere to survive beyond a 30~
m_e public; that is to say, if a cancti- dily prepared bag of dirty tricks. ,;_._, grace period (later extended by 20da.y:3), the commission would have to be
date knows his or her opponent is under Only the first two pages of H.R. 12406 r_!mnstituted.
investigation, he cannot say so. That, _[ address the task as,signed by the Court ]::: the Congress had wanted to proceed
thank, is clearly a restriction on the of restructuring the PEC. The remaining _,::o_g ratlotlal lines, a two-page bill could
speech of an individual. 56 pages of the bill, more than reconsti- ),_,_ been whipped up to accomplish that

_ection 112 of the bill on page 32, Mr. tut!rig the Federal Electlmzs Commission, _::_,:and no_hing more. Everything else could
CtmJrman, is another ir/bAb._.tiom It says promote the establishment of an "In- ]:,_,._ been left for later action. But few per-
that ff an individual independently cumbent Protection .Agency." Among the s_::._ ever have charged the Congress with
Sl_ends. on Iris own, money :for "the dis.. most offensive provisions of the bill are r.._,t_onal behavior. Any such simple proce-
semination, distribution or republication, those which: tmr,,, would have reflected poorly on the con~l;:c_slons_l capacity for the devious
in whole or in part, of any broadcast or First. Further con'ode a campaign law Vihat 'we have, therefore--what we had a
any written, graphic or other materials" which is already biased toward the pro- _,_,._,days age., at least--is a 46-page bill that
prepared by the candidate, he can spend tectlon of incumbents; i_ i:_,_chnically by "Mr. Hays of Ohio," but is
no. more than $1,000. The SupremeCothr_ Second, Give special advantage to la- r,:,ore truly the prose composition of Mr.
s_[d we cannot write such a law. If there bor union political action connnittees )!,_:e_my o1_the AFL-CIO. The key provision of
wexe any one message in the Buckley while denying the rights of political ex- t:::,i_interesting work of art is intended to
versus Va]co decision, it was that we can.. presslon to the vast majority of workers--- _:_,:_lifyan even-handed ruling of the com-
no t-.-cannot, underlined---by an act of 70 million--in this country who are n':.ls_,_lonplxrsuant to the original act. The
Cor_/ress inhibit the ability of the Amer-. unorganized; and ]:,'i_.r[_os_is _×)restore to organized labor theI:,oll_tcal clout that Mr. Meany conceives as
lean people to spend money freely hi Third, Make dozens of other changes r_,gk_tfully his.
eli._,_i_ons, which serve to wt_,ken or otherwise 'U_der the original law, as the commission
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decreed in response to an inquiry from the SUpport the motion to recommit and vote there are no such requirements /or the
Sun Oil Co., unions and corporations were against this bill. many lobbying groups which corn-
to be treated equally. Unions could solicit The CHAIRI_AN. The Chair recognizes municate with this Congress and their
their members for political contributions, the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS), OW1/membership.
Corporations similarly could solicit their (Mr. HAYS of Ohio asked and was I question why the labor movement
employes.

Under the Hays-Meany revision, unions given permission to revise and extend his should be required to report every phone
naturally could continue to solicit their remarks.) call made or newsletter mailed, in-
members and their families, but a cor- Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, ! volving political issues or candidates.
poration could communicate politically only do no_ propose to use the entire three In view of the inequity of this pro-
with "its stockholders and executive officers minutes. I just want to reply briefy to posal, I re'ge my colleagues to vote
and their families." The term "executive the gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. against this requirement.
officer" would be defined to include only those STEIGER). I do not think, really, ff the There are a number of other flaws in
salaried persons .with both policymaklng and Members stop to think about what he this legislation which should be cor-supervisory responsibilities.

The Senate Rules Committee met on a said, that he needs much reply, rected, ff we are to produce a significant
recent afternoon for what is known as a Mr. Chairman, there is an old saying reform bill. I believe that it is not in
"mark-up session." Remarkably, the commlt- that politics makes strange bedfellows, the, public interest to eliminate the re-
tee was not marking up its own bill, for it That was quite a bedfull the gentleman quirement that candidates file reports
had none; it was marking up the Hays- was in bed with. in their own State, with the secretary
Meany House bill, copies of which had been If the Members listened to what he of state. Citizens should have the right
thoughtfully provided. Over the vehemen_ said, he mentioned the Mississippi Demo- to easy access to this information andprotests of Republicans Robert Griffin and
Hugh Scott, Chairman Cannon guided the cratic Party, human events, ex-Senator its storage, only in Washington, places
steamroller down its appointed path. The McCarthy was a nice fellow, he does not a burden on the private citizens, journal-
Democrats had five votes, the Republicans know where he was running from or ists or organizations who wish to in-
only four, and as the old story tells us, that where he was going, spect the report.
do make a difference. If the gentlbman from Wisconsin (Mr. 'The increase in the cefiing on cash

The revised provisions represent a sorry STEIGER) and some others of the same ilk contributions opens the door again to
performance by too many high-handed cooks, do not like this bill, he can file another potential error or abuse. I favor mainte-
It is a case of hashes to hashes, and crust lawsuit. He has lots of money, as I under- nance of the $100 cash cefiing.to crust. Scott predicts a veto if the Hays-
Meany bill passes, but so much money is stand it, and I know of no better way to The special procedure :ior handling
riding upon the commission's continued ex- get rid of it than to share the wealth complaints against congressional em-
istence that a veto might well be overridden, among lawyers. They lobbied the no- ployees promulgates a double standard
"Making law is like making baloney," says fault insurance to death over in the Sen- of justice and should be deleted. The in-
Sen. Griffin. "It takes a strong stomach to ate because they thought there was not tent of the law is to insure fair and
watch either process." enough business for it. And ff the gentle- proper treatment---not special privilege

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes man wants to share some of his wealth for Members of this House and their
the gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. with them, that is okay with me. staff.
FRENZEL). Mr. Chairman, I will speak to the mo- Finally, I wish to point out the impor-

(Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given tion to recommit at the proper time. I tance of coming to grips with the issue
permission to revise and extend his re- understand each side has 5 minutes, of public financing of corgressional
marks.) I do not propose to take any more time, races. In 1975 over 200 Members of this

Mr. FRENZEL. Mr. Chairman, as I and I yield back the balance of my time. House have gone on record in support of
have previously stated in this Committee, Ms. ABZUG. Mr. Chairman, I rise in this concept, yet we have made no prog-
I am not going to move the substitute support of H.R. 12406--the Federal Elec- ress on this important issue.
H.R, 11736, which was made in order in tion Campaign Amendments of 1976-- The same concerns which motivated
the rule and is therein numbered 4, for a measure whose passage is vital to the our support for public suk_idization of
the reason that that amendment Will be political health of our country. Presidential campaigns hold true for
offered as a part of the motion to recom- While we all recognize the necessity congressional races. In fact, it is at that
mit. for reconstituting the Federal Election level where public financing would make

We have come to this determination Commission, so that it can continue the most difference in freeing public
because we think it is unnecessary and disbursing matching funds to Prest- servants o{ special interest influence.
wasteful of time to debate this matter dential candidates this year, there are There is some evidence that more
twice. We think the matter can be set- a number of important reforms in this corporate money is flowing into congres-
led in .the vote on the motion to re- bill that go beyond the 1976 elections, sional races this year because of the lira-
commit. This bil would limit the proliferation itations on contributions to the Presiden-

Mr. Chairman, I do, however, want to of political committees by either corpo- rial candidate, making it :all the more
say that this bill has 73 cosponsors, and rations or trade unions, requiring that important that we take acti(m now which
a total of about 160 Members have signed only one political committee--with a will at least cover the 1978 elections.
this bill or others very much like it. It limitation of $5,000 per candidate-- As a founder of the National Women's
calls for a simple reconstitution of the could be organized under the organiza- Political Caucus, I have watched and eh-
Federal Elections Commission on a con- tion's aegis, couraged the efforts of w_men all over
stitutional basis, as suggested by the Su- It should be noted that abuses in the this country to use their leadership tal-
preme Court. It is a 3-page bill. creation of PAC's has been exclusively ent in the political arena.

What we have before ns is a 58-page corporate in nature, and that these One of the greatest obstacles to the
monster, practices which were exposed in the last emergence of more women candidates--

This bill simply does what is necessary few years are a blight on our national and more minority candidates--and
now. It does not change the rule in the political life. more youthful candidates--is the burden
middle of the stream. It does not recodffy In contrast the contributions of of financing a properly organized cam-
the election code. It does not reduce the labor--particularly the AFI_CIO COPE palgn.
independence of the Election Commls- fund have been clearly reported and tied Women are not part of the corporate
sion. It does not have any self-serving to the trade union's identified issue-- establishment.
Congressional favoritism in it. In fact, it positions whch are both known and pub- The woman who does not have inde-
does nothing except reconstitute the licized to its members and the public, pendent means or a wealthy family is at
Election Commission, a_ was suggested Given that fact, ! do find it strange a particular disadvantage in attempting
by the administration and as was sug- that some of my colleagues are suggest- to enter the political system--although
gested by Common Cause, by the League tug that these trade unions be required clearly all of us who are not wealthy
of Women Voters and by other interested to report all their expenditures on inter- suffer from the fact that the cost of cam-
political observers, ual communications to their'own mem- palgning has become excessive for ail

Mr. Chairman, I think we can save bors. who are not millionaires.
ourselves lots and lots of trouble if we I would remind my colleagues that If we are serious in our stated commit-
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ment to opening the icolitlcal process to Only funds raised after January 1 of a _o same to the House forthwith with the
all groups in our sOCiety then we must genera_ election year would have been :_:.llow:tug amendment: Strike out all after
Jmstitute a supervised system of public eligible for matching. <I,_eenacting clause and insert in lieu thereof
J_Lancing which begins to equalize r_- Mr. Chairman, this was a good amend- _:_efollow:lng:
]ltttcal opportunity, ment. We all know that pul_llc financing SHORTTITLE

BEC_O}_1. Tho provisions of this Act may
I believe that this measure is not only of our Presidential and congressional :_ cited hs tho "Federal Election Campaign

desirable but necessa_y to change the elections is imperative. Without such fi- _,2t Ar.aen_lments of 1976".
climate of American public opinion, lVlo6t nancing we can look forward to increased
of you, I am sure, have noted with con- corruption in our political life, and a de :_r_Ea_L_:_U_CTZONCO_mSZON _E_eEasm:P
cern the falling off of the voter figures in facto disenfranchisement of our rank $_c. 2.. 'a) Section 310(a) (1) of the Fed-

_al Election Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C.
recent elections and the apathetic attl- and file citizens as powerful and wealthy _',;?c(a) (_)) is amended to read as follows:
rude toward the political process which interest groups utilize their all too ample "s_c. 2:10. (a) (1) There is established a
lass become more pronounced, resources to elect candidates pledged to ,::,remission to be known as the Federal Elec-

The aftermath of Watergate has left guard their interests. -:ian cormnisslon. The Commission is corn-
the _ertcan people profoundly distrt_st- The public is aware of this danger and _:_sed o>_tho Secretary of tho Senate and
full of politicians and wal_y of even the its determination to guard against it is _::_eClerk of tho House of Representatives,
most dedicated public servants, amply demonstrated by the overwhelm- _:: officio and without tho rlght to vote, and

The restoration of confidence In our lng support it gave to the checkoff sys- _ members appointed by the President, by
own political system requires that we tem of earmarking a portion of its Fed- 4md wl.th the advice and consent of tho Sen-_ o. No more than 3 members appointed by
m_Lke It pe_ible for citizens to compete eral taxes for the public financing of · !xePr,_id,_nt may bo affiliated with the same
for office without the prerequisite of in- Presidential elections. But safeguarding : )lttlcal party. _.
dlVidual wealth or corporate ldentlfica- the integrity of Presidential elections Is (b) (1} Subparagraph (A) and subpara-
lion. We cannot allow special interest notenough. We must make sure that the l,:t.aph (D) of sectlon 310(a) (2) of the Act (2
mcmey to continue to domJnate our po- representatives of [he people on all levels _: s.c. 437(a) (2) (A), 43,c(a) (2) (D) each are
lttical life for that pattern has o_ly of government are indeed representative. _]mended by striking out "of tho members
sexwed to destroy belief in our system and It is for this reason that we needed the tti_polnter[ under paragraph (1) (A) _.

Subparagraph (B) and subparagraph
.t_)2of section 310(a) (2) ofthe Act (3 U.S.C.

Its lcadera Burton amendmen_

Mr. BADIIJ__. Mr. C_hatrman, within Unfortunately, [hat amendment, al- c:Tc(a)(:'.) (B), 437c(a)(2)(E)) each are
_ few mtnute_ the Hot,se will vote on the though originally cosponsored by more _,m-ended by striking out "of the members
final lm_sage of H.R. 12406, the Federal than 200 Members, went down to defeat ,_t,pomte¢_ under paragraph (1) (B)".
Eh_tions Campaign Act Amendments of 121 to 2_4 just a few moments ago. I am (3) Subparagraph (C) and subparagraph
11_[6. I shall vote for the measure---w_ deeply disturbed, by this vote and believe _t'} of section 310(a)(2) of such Act (_
must continue the ltfe of the E_ectton that it constituted a disservice to all r: s.c. 437c(a)(_)(C), 437c(a)(2)(1,)) each
Commis_lon--I shall do so with deep those in our Nation who trus_,d us in t,_e am.en,ied by striking out "of the members
_luetance and disappointment. Congress to safeguard their interests and _polnte_[ under paragraph (1) (C) '.SEC.2. (a) The terms of the persons serv-

When this legislation was first pro- assure clean, representative polities. __g as members of the Federal Election Com-
pc_ed L and a number of others, thought The CHAIRM_AN. If there are no fur- _::issio:a upon the enactment of this Act shall
that it represented a step in the right ther amendments, under the rule, the t_rminaiie upon the appointment and con-
dl_eotion. Although by no means per- Commltteerises. _!rmatiion of members of the Commission
fee.t, it was capable of improvement and Accordingly the Committee rose; and [:_rsu,m_ to this Act.
_ number of excellent _unendments were the Speaker having resumed the chair, (b) The persons first appointed under the
lining prepared. I was particularly lin- Mr. BOLLING, Chairman of the Commit- l_[aendmertts made by the first section of this

_:t shall be considered to be the first ap-Immsed by the one advanced by [he gen- tee of the Whole House on the State of 1:t}lnte,i ul_der section 310(a) (2) of the Act
tleman from California (Mr. BrmTo_) the Union, report_l that that Committee :_'u.s.c. _:37(a) (2), as amended hereirh for
which proposed to extend public financ- having had under cons_ieration the bill I _rposes c,f determining the length of terms
lng to congressional elections. (H.R. 12406) to amend the Federal Elec- _:i those p_rsons and their successorm

The Burton proposal, originally co- tion Campaign Act of 19_1 to provide (c) The provision of section 310(a)(3) of
.,;r_msored by more than 200 Members of that members of the Federal Election t:::o Act (:2U.S.C. 437c(a) (3)) forbidding ap-
tho House, sought to establish a system Comm£ssion shall be appointed by the 1:''_intme:_l; to the Federal Election Commis-
01 matching public _._af_cing for con- President, by and with the advice and t_m o:_ar._.yperson currently elected or ap-
gri_ssional general elections starting with consent of the Senate, and for other 1:t_inted a.s an officer or employee In the ex-e: utlwh legislative, or Judicial branch of the
19'[8. It proposed to provide funds for purposes, pursuant to House Resolution _:.overnme:at of the United States, shall not
candidates, not political partie_ and 1115, he reported the bill back to the tq_ply to any person appointed under the
_Uld have ltmtted monies spent strictly House with sundry amendments adopted _,mendmerLts made by the first section of this
t_) funds derived from voluntary dollar by the Committee of the Whole. _,:t solely because such person is a member
tax checkoffs on income tax returns. No The SPEAKER. lJ'nder the rule, the c t the Comm!._slonon the date of enactment
use of general revenues wa_ contem- previous question IS ordered. _ t this Act.
plated or proposed. Is a separate vote demanded on any sec. 3. lg Is the sense of Congress that the

Jif stipulated that contrib_tlons to amendment? If not, the Chair will put _::_portan,_s of the Federal Election Commis-s_n a_d t:heorderly implementation of Fed-
cmadldates of up to $100 per person them ell gros. t_::_lelsctton campaign laws in gl-dselection
Would be matched by f_mds derived from The amendments were agreed to. :__ar r_mfuJ.rethat the appointments author-
l;h0 voluntary checkoff program, lmpo_ed The SPE_ The question Is on l:_d by tl:u_amendments made by this Act
overall spending limits, as well as Umlts the engrossment and third reading of _:t_made ;_ssoon as possible after the enact-
on a candidate's own personal fund ex- the bill _:tent of t:hts Act_
panditures similar to the ceilings set in The bill was _rdered to be engrossed Mr. WIGGINS (during the reading).
the 19_4 campaign finance law; and and read a third time, _d was read the _._:r. 8pe:aker, I ask unan/mous consent
]_mdated that participating candidates third time. t::_at furt2_er reading of the motion to re-
raise at least 10 percent of the applicable _c_r_os _o _¢:O_Mrr OFFE_S_mr _ _,mmit be dispensed with and that it be
s]_mding limit in amounts of $100 or less w_ms :gdnt(_ tn the RECORD.
pe:r contribution in order to be eligible Mr. WIGGINS. 1VIr._peaker, I offer a The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
forpublic funding, motion to recommit, i;:i_erequest of the gentleman from Call-

:It barred a candidate from receiving The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman op- :_t_rnta?
more than 50 percent of his or her ap- posed to the blll? There ,_as no objection.
pllcable spending limit from public Mr. WIGGINS. I am, Mr. Speaker. The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes
i_mds; it placed strict restrictions on the The SPEAKE_ The Clerk will report f;:ae [:':entleman from California (Mr.
use of such funds Which could be ex- the motlor_torecomudt. ';_i_m_rs) for 5 minutes in support of his
pe:nded only for such expense Items as The ¢_erk read as follows: :__:,_otiont¢, recommit.
broadcasting, alr-thne, newspaper, mag- Mr. w_c._n_s mow_ to recommit the bin Mr. _]:GGINS. Mr. Speaker, the mo-
azine and bfilboa.,-_ ex:lvertising space, (HR. 12400) to th® Committee on Hc_e _to_l lo recommit conta.llls the text of
_.d direct mail and telephone costs. Adm!,_lstratlon with t_structto,_ to repm-t _[.H_ 1.1'_35,which was introduced in th/s
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House by the gentleman from Minnesota cern that we would get no Commission Demecrats and three House Republicans,
(Mr. FSrNZ_L) and the gentleman from at all. as they come out.
Illinois (Mr. MXXVA), along with 73 of There has been and continues to be Mr. Speaker, do the Members believe
their colleagues as cosponsors, opposition to the commission. I think what I am saying? Let me give some evi-

All the motion to recommit does is to the committee has done a good Job on dence. We had two Members in this
reconstitute the Commission on a consti- the bill. I think the Committee of the House who, I believe inadvertently and
reconstitute the Commission on a consti- Whole House has done a better job. unknowingly, took some corporate funds
tutional basis and no more. It is best, I Many of the amendments supported by from the Gulf Oil Co. One was our col-
believe, that this House go to conference my colleague, the gentleman from Call- league from Oklahoma who got $1,000.
with the Senate with a bin that works a fornia (Mr. WZGaXNS), and the gentle- The other one was our colleagtte from
minimmn change in the law. This will, in man from Minnesota (Mr. FRrZeZEL)have Pennsylvania on the other side, who got
my opinion, give the House conferees the been adopted, with much help from this $6,000.
maximum flexibility in dealing with the side of the aisle. I think there is a suf- Our colleague from Oklahoma was
Senate biLL ficient bill here with which to go to con- prosecuted on an information charge but

Mr. Speaker, I want the Members to ference, with respect to the gentleman from
know what this body hath wrought over Mr. Speaker, I intend to vote against Pennsylvania, they allowed the statute of
the last several days. It has produced a the motion to recommit and to support limitations to run. The Deputy Attorney
bin which makes each one of us vulner- the bin. I think we have a better bill General, who is also from Pennsylvania
able to the charge that we do not support than I had reason to hope was possible, and also from Pittsburgtl according to
an independent Election Commission, be- and it ought to be supported, the press said:
cause the bill that the committee ap- Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, in answer He is a friend of mine. I could Iiot prose-
proved is clearly devastating to the inde- to the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. cute him.
pendence of the Commission. MZK_A), I can only say there was a time That is the kind of independent Just-The bill which we have reported out when the gentleman from Illinois sup-
contains a clear bias in favor of orga- ported the very bill which I offer with- ice Department that we have.
nlzed labor. That may not trouble some out change as a motion to recommit. The gentleman says we would have an
of the Members, but we are all going to Mr. Speaker, each Member's vote is independent commission ff this thing
have to stand up and take a position on going to be understood and should be were set up and the President could ap-
whether we believe in fairness in our understood az his personal commitment point it and the Commission were left in-
election laws. If we do, ff we are going to to fair and objective elections and to an tact to do whatever it wanted, without
t_ke that position in public, then we independent commission to interpret the any supervision, with almost no over-
cannot defend the bias in this bill in laws regulating that election. Each Mem- sight, and without any restraints. Mr.
favor Of union expenditures, ber is going to be asked to stand up and Speaker, ! think the people on my side

Moreover, there was little debate dur- be recorded in just a moment on those know what we would be handing our-
lng our consideration of this bill in com- two issues. I trust that each Member selves by doing that, and I do not think
mittee about the PAC language. The bill will do the correct thing. In my judg- the Members on our side want to do it.

You on the minority do not want to dotakes the position that union members ment, that is to vote for the motion to
belong to the union for purposes of solici- recommit and simply reconstitute the it because this is a shifting political scene.
tation of funds and that executives and Commission. No one has said that a commission should
stockholders belong to a corporation for Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I rise be a headhunting or witch-hunting corn-
purposes of soliciting funds. A limitation in opposition to the motion to recommit, m h_sion, it can be indeloendent as all
on the right to solicit is a direct affront (Mr. HAYS of Ohio asked and was commissions are under legislative over-
to the right to participate in political ac- given permission to revise and extend sight. That is the way we have construct-
tivity. It is contrary, in my opinion, tothe his remarks.) ed this bill. I ask the Members to vote
first amendment, and it will produce a Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker and down the motion to recommit.Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr.
legal challenge to the bill which the Members of the House, for 3 days the Speaker, I think the most honest, decent
Members have supported this afternoon House has worked on this bill. Although and cleanest way to deal with this whole
in committee, my views did not prevail in every in- mess at this late stage in the game--and

Given the infirmities in the bill, given stance, I think we have come out with it has been a most cynical game in my
the effect it has on the independence of a product which is workable and which opinion--is to vote for the Frenzel sub-
this Commission, and given the bias con- is fair and which will permit the con- stitute and put a strong and independent
tained in the bill in favor of one strong ferees to go to conference with a Senate Federal Election Commissiion back on its
political faction, the better part of wis- bill which is, perhaps, more of a monster feet.
dom now is simply to meet the mandate than this one, to use the words of some- The Supreme Court gave us a veryof the Supreme Court and reconstitute one on the other side.
the Commission. That is all we should Mr. Speaker, I have a great deal of simple task to perform back on January30, and that was to reconstitute the
do. respect for my friend, the gentleman Federal Election Commission so that all

If you vote for the motion to recom- from California (Mr. W_aarNs). I respect of the commissioners would be appointed
mit, that will be the effect of your ac- his legal judgment. He and I work ami- by the President, subject to confirmation
tion--action, I might say, which has been cably together in committee, and I am by the Senate. A bill to comply with that
supported, as the Chairman has noted, sorry that I have to oppose him 'on this. simple mandate was introduced on Feb-
bY so-called strange bedfellows, includ- However, he makes a big thing about ruary 5 by Congressmen FRENZEL and
lng myself, the gentleman from Illinois an independent commission and says M_KW. It only runs three pages. On
(Mr. Mn_w), Common Cause at one time, that all his bill does is reconstitute an in- February 9, 4 days later, I introduced
the League of Women Votel's, and assort- dependent commission. House Resolution 1027, an emergency
ed others. Mr. Speaker, what his bill does is to rule to discharge the bill fro TM the House

I have the highest regard for all of reconstitute the part that the court Administration Committee so that this
them. I only observe that it is a strange threw out, that the Commission can House could meet the 30-day deadline
congregation assembled under the covers hand out the dollars, and it leaves it set by the Court. The Supreme Court
of one bed. totally free to do whatever it wants to has since extended that deadline by 20

Mr. MIl(VA. Mr. Speaker, will the do to Members of Congress. days, and still we have failed to meet it.
gentleman yield? Mr. Speaker, we can bet our bottom The original strategy of the opponents

Mr. WIGGINS. I yield to the gentle- dollar %hat there will never be any super- of the FEC was to simply let that dead-
man from Illinois. vision of the executive elections because line lapse and shift its autt_ority to dis-

Mr. MIKA. Mr. Speaker, I want to the Commission is totally appointed bY tribute Presidential matching payments
say to my colleague, the gentleman from the President and will be, in my judg- to the GAO. When that .strategy came
California (Mr. WmaXNS), that I sup- ment, three Republicans and three House under heavy fire from the public and
ported the original bin with the gentle- Democrats. I might say to the minority press, a miraculous conversion sup-
man from Minnesota (Mx. FRENZET-)be- that when the situation changes next posedly occurred somewhere on the road
cause at that time there was great con- January 20, it will be perhaPS three between here and Miami, and those who
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got religion turned back to the basic [I_>11 No. 155] i,,:eDonsJc[ O'Hara Sikes

:_!cFal] O'Neill Simon
text of our Federal election law and AYI_S--153 _JcHugh Ottinger Sisk
began to revise and extend and extend. Abdnor Frey Myers, Pa. :_,!cKay Passman Slack
What finally emerged was a 58-page Anderson, Ill. Goidwater O'Brlen P,;adden Patten, N.J. Smith, Iowa
apocrypha. The revelatory source of these Andrews, Goodling Petits ;'Jaguire Patterson, Solarz
new writings is of questionable author- N. Dak, Gradison Pickle i,,_athis Calif. SpellmanArcher Or_ssley Poage :{<:atsunaga Pattison, N.Y. Staggers
ship. But one thing is clear: they spelled Armstrong Gude Pressler ],,:azzoli Perkins Stark
apocalypse for the Federal Election Coin- Bafalis Hagedorn Pritchard ]Celcher Pike Steed
Init;sion, in no less than three ways. First, Beard, Tenn. Hammer,- Quie ],: etcalfe Preyer Stephens

Bennett sch_nidt Quillen ]-:eyner Price Stokes
if they were accepted, the FEC would be Bowen Harsha Railsback 2:ezvir si:;!,' Hangel Studds
virtually reduced to being an arm of the Broomfield Hechler, W. Va. Randall i,: ikva Rees Synlington

Congress--the regulators would become Brown, Calif. Heckler, Mass. Reg_ila ,: filer, Ca!.J.f. Reuss Symms
Brown, Mlch, He!nz Rhodes ],:ills Richmond Teague

t:he captives of the regulated, contrary to Brown, Ohio Hiilis Roberts ],./ineta Riegle Thompson
our original intentions and the mandate Broyhill HoZt Robinson iL:inish Rinaldo Traxler
of the Supreme Court. Second, these Buchans. n Horton Rogers Cink Risenhoover Tsongas

Burgener Hutchinson Runnels I,:itchell Mid. Roe Ullman
writings were purposely designed to be Burke, Fla. Hyde Ruppe /,:oakley Honcalio Van Deerlin
veto bait, thus furthering the cause of Burleson, Tex. Jacobs Ryan _.foffett Rooney VanderVeen
d tK)ming the Fmc. And third, the new Butler. Jarman Sarasln ],:ollohan Rose Vanik
devices thrown into this bill clearly in- Byron Jeffords Schneebe!i ?,[oorheatl, Pa. Rosenthal VigoritoCarter Jones, Okla. Schulze 'Corgan Rostenkowski Waggonner
riled another challenge in the courts, Cedert)erg Kasten Sebelius ;-/ess Roush Waxman
again jeopardizing the future existence Chappe![ Kazen Shriver 2,[ottl Rousseiot Weaver
of the Fmc. In short, this bill was a triple clancy Kelly Shuster :_<[urphy, Jill. Roybal Whalen

Clausen, Kemp Skubitz ,[urphy. Iq'.Y. Russo Whitten
10oobytrap for the Fmc. Don H. Ketehum Smith, Nebr. J,:urtha St Germain Wilson. Tex.

Mr. Speaker, while we have managed Clawson, Del Kindness Snyder :, archer Santini Wirth
somewhat in the past 2 days to clean up Cleveland Lagomarsino Spence :;esl Sarbanes Wolff

Cochran Latta Stanton, ;edzi Satterfield Wright
ibis bill a little, that triple boobytrap Cohen Lent J. William :;ichols Scheuer Yates
remains essentially intact. I think it is Collins,'rex. Levitas Steelman :;elan Schroeder Yatron
raost appropriate that we should be cul- ConabIe Lott Steiger, Ariz. , owak Seiberling Zablockl

Conlan LuJan Steiger, Wis. ,[berstar Sharp Zeferetti
rainating this debate on April Fool's Day Coughlin McClory Stuckey _>bey Shipley
because this bill is an April Fool's joke Daniel, R.W. MeCioskey Talcott NOT VOTING--SS

of the first magnitude if ever there was Derwtnski McCollister Taylor, Mo. ! arrett Hayes, Ind. Rodlno
Devine McEwen Taylor, N.C, i,eli Henderson Stanton,on(L Dickinson Mc;Kinney Thone

But I suspect that when all is said s,nd Duncan, Tenn. Madigan Thornton : iestec Hinshaw James V.
done, we will not have fooled the Amer= du Pont Mahon Treen reaux Holland Stratton! urke, Mass. Johnson, Pa. Sullivan
ican people, and we will only have made Edwards, Ala. Mann Vander JagtEmery Martin Walsh : hisholm Kaxth Udall
eurselves look foolish. The joke will be English Michel Wampler :lay Krueger White
on us. We have taken a very simple task Erlenborn Milford Whitehurst :,owning, Va. Macdonald Wilson, Bob
and made it extremely complex. Some of Esch Miller, Ohio Wiggins i!ckhardt Meeds Wilson, C. H.

Eshleman Mitchell,N.Y. Wirm :blowers Nix Young, Ga.
the complex aspects of this bill are well Fenwick Montgomery Wydier :_reen Pepper
intentioned, but ther :nevertheless con- Findley Moore Wylie ];uyer Peyser
tribute to the dead weight we have Fish Moorhead, Young, Alaska The C,lerk announced the following
thrown around the neck of the Fmc in Forsythe Calif. Young, Fla.

Fountain Mosher Yonng, Tex. !_airs:
this legislation. And now we are being Frenzm Myers, Ind. Mr. Henderson with Mr. Charles H, Wilson.
cynic,ally asked to throw it in the water NOES---g46 (.' California.
to see if it floats. Mr. Kru.eger with Mr. Eckhardt.

Abzug CorneU Hall Mrs E',nllivan with Mr. Stratton.Mr. Speaker, I would submit that at Adams Cotter Hamilton
tllis point there is only one way to keep Addabbo Crane Hanley Mr. IL)lland with Mrs. Chisholm.
this package from sinking, and that is Alexander D'Amours Hannaford Mr. Pepper with Mr. Burke of Massachu-,
to throw off the dead weight and adopt Alien Daniel, Dan Hansen __tts.Ambro Daniels, N.J'. Harkin Mr. Barrett with Mr. Macdonald of iVfa_3a-
t.lle Frenzel substitute for a straight re- Anderson, Danielson Harrington , :_usetts.
constitution of the Fmc. Oh, it will be Calif. Davis Harris Mr. Flowers with Mr. Nix.
said that this would defeat the enact- Andrews, N.C. de la Garza Hawkins

Annunzio Delaney Hays, Ohio Mr. Recline with Mr. Clay.
raent of the few features of this bill Ashbrook De:lures H6bert Mr. Yo_Lng of Georgia with l_Ir. Green.
which actually do make necessary tm- Ashley Dent Hefner Nlr. Breaux with Mr. Udall.
provements in the election law. But I Aspin Derrick Helstoski Mr. W]hlte with Mr. Karth.

AuCoin Diggs Hicks Mr. Hayes of Indiana with Mr. Bell.
would submit that those redeeming pro- Badillo Dingell High, tower Mr. Dcwning of Virginia with Mr. Bleater.
visions are already in the bipartisan BaldUs Dodd Holtzman
leadership compromise bill passed by the Baucus Downey, N.Y. Howard Mr. Gnger with Mr. Johnson of Pennsyl-.
()tiler body. The soundest and most ex- Bauman Drinan Howe 'ants.Beard, R.I. Duncan, Oreg. Hubbard Mr. Pey:ser with Mr. Meeds.
peditious way we can now insure a Bedell Early Hughes Mr. Bob Wilson with Mr. James V. Stanton,

sl_edY and reasonable conference report Berglaud Edgar Hungate Mr. GOLDWATER changed his vote
would be to send a sturdy, bare bones bill Bevill Edwards, Calif. Ichord

Biaggi Eilberg Jenrette :,_'om"I:IC)" to "aye."
l_ conference in the first place. Bingham Evans, Cole[ Johnson, Calif. Mr. CRANE changed his vote from "Aye"

The SPEAKER. Without objection, the Blanchard Evans, Ind. Johnson, Colo. ,D ,,1_[O,_
previous question is ordered on the mo- Blouin Evins, Tenn. Jones, Ala.

Boggs Fary Jones, N.C. So the motion to recommit was re-.
tlon to recommit. Boland Fascell Jones, Tenn. . _cted.

There was no objection. Bolling Fisher Jordan Thl_ result of the vote was announced
The SPEAKER. The question is on Bonker Fir_hian Kastenmeier

Brademas Flood Keys :tS above recorded.
the motion to recommit. Breckinridge Florio Koch The SPEAKER. The question is on the

The question was taken; and the Brlnkley Flynt Krebs '::assage of the bill.
SPeaker announced that the noes appear BroOhead Foley LaFalce Tho question was taken; and theBrooks Ford_ Mich. Landrum
i_0have it. Burke,Calif, Ford,Tenn, Leggett _peaker announced that the ayes ap-

IIECORDEDVOTE Burlison, Mo. Fraser Lehman :eared to have it.
Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, I demand Burton, John Fuqua Litton Mr. FJ._ENZEL. Mr. Speaker, on that

Burton, PhUlip C_ydos Lloyd, Calif.
a recorded vote. carney Glalmo Lloyd, Tenn. ; demand the yeas and nays.

A recorded vote was ordered, carr Gibbons Long,La. Th_ y6_asand nays were ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic de- Collins, hi. Gilman Long, Md. Th,_ vote was taken by electronic de-Conte Olnn Lmxdine

vice, and there were---_yes 153, noes 246, Conyers c-onzalez McCormack Ace, and there were--yeas 241, nays 155,
not voting 33, as follows: Corman H_ey McDade :_:,0t_/Gting 36, as follows:
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[Roll No. 156] Goodling McColltster Ryan Speaker's table the Senate bill (S. 3065)
Gradison McDonald Sarasin to amend the Federal Election CampaignYEAS--241 Grassley MCEwen Satterfield

Abzug Fuqua Murphy, N.Y. Hagedorn Madigan Schneebeli Act of 1971 to provide for its adminis-
Adams Gaydos Murtha Hammer- Martin Schulze tratlon by a Federal Election C0mmis-
Addabbo Oiaimo Natcher schmidt Michel Sebelius sion appointed in accordance with the re-
Alexander Gibbons Neal Hansen Milford Shrlver
Allen Gilman Nedzl Harsha Miller, Ohio Shuster quirement_ of the Constitution, and for
Ambro (]inn Nichols H6bert Mitchell, N.Y. Skubitz other purposes, and ask for its immedi-
Anderson, Gonzalez Nolan Hechlei', W. Va. Montgomery Slack ate consideration.

Calif. Gude Nowak HUlls Moore Smith, Nebr.
Andrews, N.C. Haley Oberstar Holt Moorhead, Snyder The Clerk read the title of the Senate
Andrews, Hall Obey Hungate Calif. Spence bill.

N. Dak. Hamilton O'Hara Hutchinson Mosher Stanton, The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
Annunzie Hanley O'Neill Hyde Myers, Ind. J. William the request of the gentleman from Ohio?
Ashley Hannaford Ottinger Ichord Myers, Pa. Steed
Aspln Harkln Patten, N.J. Jacobs O'Brien Steiger, Ariz. There was no objection,
AuCotn Harrington Patterson, Jarman Passman Steiger, Wis. The Clerk read the Senate bill, as
Badillo Harris Calif. Jeffords Pettis Symms follows:
Baldus Hawkins Pattison, N.Y. Johnson, Colo. Poage Talcott
Baueus Hays, Ohio Perkins Jones, Ala. Pressler Taylor, Mo. S. 3065
Bedell' Heckler, Mass. Pickle Jones, N.C. Pritchard Teague Be it enacted by the Senafe and House o/
Bergland Hefner Pike Jones, Okla. Quie Thone Representatives o/ $ke United States of
Bevill Heinz Preyer Kasten Qulllen Treen America in Congress assembled,
Biaggl Helstoski Price Kelly Railsback Vander Jagt
Blngham Hicks Rangel Kemp Randall Waggonner SHORT TITLE
Blanchard Hlghtower Rees Ketchum Regula Walsh SECTION 1. This Act may 'be cited as the
Blouin Holtzman Reuss Kindness Rhodes Wampler "Federal Election Campaign Act Amend-
Boggs Horton Richmond Lagomarsino Risenhoover Whitehurst
Roland Howard Riegie Latta Roberts Wiggins meats of 19'76".
Bolling Howe Rinaldo Lent Robinson Wydler TITLE I---AMENDMENTS TO I_EDERAL
Bonker Hubbard Roe Lott Rogers Wylie ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971
Brademas Hughes Ronealio LuJan Rousselot Young, Alaska
Breckinrldge Jenrette Rooney McClory Runnels Young, Fla. FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION MEMBERSHIP
Brtnkley Johnson, Calif. Rose McCloskey Ruppe Young, Tex. SEC. 101. (a) (1) The second sentence of
Brodhead Jones, Team Rosenthal section 309(a)(1) of the Federal Election
Brooks Jordan Rostenkowski NOT VOTING---36
Brown, Calif. Kastenmeier Roush Barrett Hayes, Ind. Stanton. Campaign Act af 1971 (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (1)),
Burke, Calif. Kazen Roybal Beard, R.L Henderson James V. as redestgnated by section 105 (hereinafter
Burllson, Mo. Keys Russo Bell Hinshaw Steelman in this Act referred to as the "Act"), is
Burton, John Koch St Germain Biester Holland Stratton amended to read as follows: "The Commis-
Burton,Phillip Krebs Santinl Breaux Johnson, Pa. Sullivan sion is composed of the Secretary of the
Carney La_alce Sarbanes Burke, Mass. Karth Udall Senate and the Clerk of the House of Rep-
Cart Landrum Scheuer Chisholm Krueger White resentatives, ex officio and without the right
Cleveland Leggett Schroeder Clay Macdonald Wilson, Bob to vote, and eight members appointed by theCollins, IlL Lehman Seiberling Downing, Va. Meeds Wilson, 0, H.
Ochre Levitas Sharp Eckhardt Nix Winn President of the United States, by and with
Conyers Litton Shipley Flowers Pepper Young, Ga. the advice and consent of the Senate,".
Corman Lloyd, Calif. Sikes Green Peyser (2) The last sentence of section 309 (a) (1)
Cornell Lloyd, Tenn. Simon Guyer Rodino of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c (a) (1)), as redesig-
Cotter Long, La. Sisk hated by section 105, is amended to read as
D'Amours Long, Md. Smith, Iowa The Clerk announced the following follows: "No more than three members of the

Daniels, N.J. Lundine Solarz pairs: Commission appointed under this paragraphDanl&lson McCormack Spellman
de la Garza McDade Staggers On this vote: may be affiliated with the same political
Delaney McCall Stark Mr, Burke of Massachusetts for, with Mr. party, and at least two members appoL,/ted
Dellums McHugh Stephens Breaux against, under this paragraph shall not he affiliated
Dent McKaY Stokes Mr. Green for, with Mr. Steelman against, with any political party.".
Diggs McKinney Stuckey Mr. Charles H. Wilson of California for, (b) Section 309(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C.Dlngen Madden Studds
Dodd Magulre Symington with Mr. Guyer against. 437c(a) (2)), as redesignated by section 105,
Downey, N.Y. Mahon Taylor, N.C. Mr. Stratton for, with Mr. Henderson is amended to read as follows:
Drinan Mann Thompson against. "(2) (A) Members of the Commission shall
Duncan, Oreg, Mathis Thornton serve for terms of eight years, except that
du Pont Matsunaga Traxler Until further notice: of the members first appolnt_l--
Early Mazzoli Tsongas Mr. James V. Stanton with Mr. White. "(i) two of the members, not affiliated
Edgar Melcher Ullman Mrs. Chisholm with Mr. Bell. with the same political part.y, shall be at_-Edwards, Calif. Metcalfe Van Deerlin
Eilberg Meyner Vander Veen Mr. Pepper with Mr. Hollafid. pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1977,
Esch Mezvinsky Vanik Mr. Nix with Mr. Johnson of Pennsylvania. "(ii) two of the rn_mbers, not affiliated
Evans, Colo. Mikva Vlgorito Mr. Krueger with Mrs. Sullivan. with the same political party, shall be ap-
Evans, Ind. Miller, Calif. Waxman Mr. Eckhardt with Mr. Peyser. pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1979,
Evins, Tenn. Mills Weaver Mr. Udall with Mr. Bob Wilson. "(iii) two of the member,_, not affiliated
Fa.-y Mineta Whalen Mr. Rodino with Mr. Flowers. with the same political part.y, shall be ap-
Fascell Minish Whitten Mr. Clay with Mr. Biester. pointed for terms ending on April 39, 1981,Fisher Mink Wilson, Tex.
Flthian Mitchell, Md. Wirth Mr. Barrett with Mr. Downing of Virginia. and
Flood Moakley Wolff Mr. Hayes of Indiana with Mr. Winn. "(iv) two of t_he member,,_, Hot affiliated
Florlo Moffett Wright Mr. Macdonald of Massachusetts with Mr. with the same political party, shall be ap-
Flynt Mollohan Yates Young of Georgia. pointed for terms ending on April 30, 1983.
Foley Moorhead, Pa. Yatron Mr. Karth with Mr. Meeds. "(B) An individual appoin/ed to fill a va-
Ford, Mich. Morgan Zablocki cancy occurring other than by the expirationFord, Tenma Moss Zeferetti SO the bill was passed.

of a term of office shall be appointed only
Fountain Mottl The result of the vote was announced for the unexpired term of the member he
Fraser Murphy, nl. as above recorded, succeeds.

NAYS---155 A motion to reconsider was land on the "(c) Any vacancy occurring tn the mem-
Abdnor Butler Davis table, bership of the Commission shall be filed inAnderson, Ill. Byron Derrick
Archer Carter Derwlnski GENERAL LEAVE the same manner as in the case of the Grig-

Armstrong Cederberg Devine Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I inal appointment.".

Ashbrook Chappell Dickinson ask unanimous consent that all Members 437c(b) ), as redeslgnated by sectlon 105, isBafalie Clancy Duncan, Tenn. (c) (1) Section 309(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C.

BaUman Clausen, Edwards, Als. may have 5 legislative days in which to amended to read as follows:

Beard, Tenn. DonH. Emery revise and extend their remarks, and in- "(b) (1) The Commission shall admlnis-
BowenBennett Clawson,Dolcochran EngllShErlenborn clude extraneous matter, on the bill just ter, seek to obtain compliance with, and
Broomfield Cohen Eshleman passed, formulate policy with respect to, this Act and
Brown, Mich. CoUins, Tex. Fenwlck The SPEAKER. Is there objection to chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal
Beown, Ohio Conable Flndley the request of the gentleman from Ohio? Revenue Code of 1954. The Commission shall
_Fhill Conlan Fish have exclusive and primary jurisdiction withm_,,_,_ cougmm Fors_he There was no objection.
Burgener Crane Frenzel raspect to the civil enforcement of such pro-
Burke, Fla. Daniel, Dan Frey Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I visions.
Burleson,Tex. Danlel, R.W. Goldwater ask unanimous consent to take from the '(2) Nothing in this Act shall be con-
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_strued to limit, restrict, or diminish a_w in-, (2) (A) Except as provided In subparagraph (1) b'j.' striking out "or" at the end of
vestlgatory, Informational, oversight, super- (B) of this paragraph, personnel engaged :lause (:E),

"$1shry, or disciplinary authorl}y or function in functions transferred under paragraph (2) by inserting "or" at the end of clause
of the Congress or any' comn_Attee of the, (1) shall be transferred in accordance with F),ar_6.
,Congress with respect to elections for Fed-, applicable laws and regulations relating tc (3) 'b:,, inserting after clause (F) the fol-
eral office.", the transfer of functions, owing m:,wclause:

(2) The first sentence of section 809(o) (B) The transfer of personnel pursuan't "(G) a loan of money by a National o:r
of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437.c(c) ), as redesigm:.ted to paragraph (1) shall be without reduction !;_ate bank made in accordance with the ap-
(c)), as redesignated by section 105. is in classification or compensation for one :,!icable '0anking laws and regulations and
amended by inserting immediately before year after such transfer, o_ the oL'dLqary course of business, but such
the period at the end thereof the followi:_lg: (3) All laws relating to the functions cans.--

, except that the affirmative vote o:f five, transferred under this Act shall, insofar as "(il, shall be reported in accordance with
members of the Commission shall he re-. such laws are applicable and not amended [i_e reqt_irements of section 304(b); and
,q_lir,_l in order for the Commission to estab- by t. bis Act, remains in full force and effect. "(ii) ska'll be considered a loan by each en-
'.lis:h guidelines for compliance with the pro- All orders, determinations, rules, advisory orser or guarantor, in that proportion of
visions of this Act or with chapter 95 or' opinions, and opinions of counsel made, is- he tmpaid balance thereof that each en-
ohapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of sued, or granted by the Federal Election orser o:_. guarantor bears to the total num.-
1954, or for the Commission to take any ac- Commission before its reconstitution under ,er of cr,.:lorsers or guarantors;".
tion in accordance with paragraph (6), 17), the amendments made by this Act which are (e) Seetion 301(e) (5) of the Act (2 U.8:C.
(81 or (10) of section $10(a)". in effect at the time of the transfer provided 31(e) (5)) is amended by striking out "Lq.-

(d) The last sentence of section 309(f) _1) by paragraph (1) shall c_mtinue in effect to :ividuai ' where it appears after clause (G)
of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437e.(f) (1)), as redesjg- the same extent as if suc:a transfer had not nd inserting in lieu thereof "person".
sated by section 105, is amemded by inserting occurred. (f) Section 301(f) (4) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
_[mmediately before the period the following: (4) The provisions of this Act shall not i31 (f) (;_)) is amended--
"wltL_out regard to the provisions of title 5, affect any proceeding pending before the (1) by inserting' before the semicolon iii
U'll.ited States Code, governing appointmeats Federal Election Commission at thc time this [ause (iH) the following: ", or partisan ac.-
in the competitive service or the provisions section takes effect. :vity d.e3igned to encourage individuals to
of chapter 51 and subehapter III of chapter (5) No suit, action, or other proceeding egister I_ vote, or to vote, conducted by
53 of suah title relating r,o classification and commenced by or against the Federal Elco- :he nati..:,nal committee of a political party,
General Schedule pay rates", tion Commission or any officer or employee :r a subordinate committee thereof, or the

(e) (1) The President _'_lqall appoint mere-, thereof acting in his ofilclal capacity shall irate con:_mittee of a national party, but such
hers of the Federal Election Commission un- abate by reason of the transfer made under :artisan activity shall be reported in ac.-
der section 309(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C 437c paragraph (1). Tile court before which erda:ncc with the requirements of section
,(a)), as redesignated by section 105 and as such suit, action, or other proceeding :04".
amended by this section, as soon as iprac- is pending may, on motion or supplemental (2) by striking out "or" at the end of
tloable after the date of the enactment of petition:.._ filed at any time within twelve lause (F) and at the end of clause (G); and
th!_ Act. months after the date of enactment of this (3) by inserting immediately after clause

(2) The first appointments made by 'the Act, allow such suit, action, or other pro- :II) tixe following new clauses:
]President under section 309(a) of the Act ceeding to be maintained against the Fed- "(Ii, any costs incurred by a candidate in
(2 U.S.C. 437(a)), as redesignated by sec- erst Election Commission if the party making :onnection with the solicitation of contri.-
ties 105 and as amended 'by this section, the motion or filing the petition shows a :utions i:,y such candidate except that. this
shall not be considered to be appointments _ecessity for the survival of the suit. action, lause shall not at)ply with respect to costs
1_) fill the unexpired terms of members serv- or other proceed:Lng to obtain a settlement _curred by a candidate Lq excess of an
inf.-; on the Federaq Election Commission oil cf the question involved, mount equal to 20 percent of the expendi.-
the date of the enactment of this Act. (6) Any reference in any other Federal :_Lre limitation applicable to such candidate

'8) Members serving on the Federal E:ec- law to the Federal Election Commission, or rider section 320(b), but all such costs shall
tion Commission on the date of the enect- to any member or em_doyee thereof, as such :e repori, ed in accordance with section 304

ment of this Act may continue to serve as CommL,;sion existed under the Federal Elco-. b);
such members until a majority of the mere- tion Campaign Act of 1971 before its amend-. "(J) 'l:ae payment, by any person other
hers of the Commission are appointed and ment 'by this Act shall be held and eonsid-. :_an a candidate or political committee, of
qualified under section 309(a) of the Act ered to refer to the Federal Election Com- :ompcnsr-,tion for legal or accounting serv-.
(2 U.S.C. 437c(a)), as redesignated by sec- missies, or the members ()r employees there-. 'les rerKiered to or on behalf of the ua-.
ties 105 and as amended by this section. Un- of, as such Connnission exists nnder the :i.onal committee of a political party (unless;
ttl a majority of the members of the Corn- Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 as :b_e person paying for such services is a per-.
mission are appointed and qualified under amended by this Act. ;}n other than the employer of the individual

·}ndiIlg such services), other than services
th_; amendments made by this Act, mere- CHAN0SS :IN DEI::INITIOi_'S _ttr!butable to activities which directly fur-.
bers serving on such Com:mission on i:he SEc. ]02. (a) Section 301(a) (2) of the Act aer the election of a designated candidate
date of enactment of this Act may exercise (2 U.SC. 431(a) (2)) is amended by striking r eandi, dates to Federal office, or the pay-.
en:ty such powers and functions as are c.on- out "held to' and inserting in lieu thereof :xent fo, legal or accounting services ren-.
_;istent with the determinations of the Su- "which has authority to". ered to or on behalf of a candidate or po..
p:ceme Court of the United States in Bu.ckley (b) Section 801 (e) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. tical committee solely for the purpose of in-,
et al. against Valeo, Secretary of the United 43t(e) (2)) is amended by Inserting "writ- ._ring compliance with the provision of thl_
_'tates Senate, et al. (numbered 75_36, 75- ten" immediately before "contr_t". .:tle or of chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal[
437) January 30, 1976. (c) Section 301(e) (4) of the Act (2 U.S.C. :,evenue Code of 1954 (unless the person

'f) The precisions of section 309(a)(3) of 4311e) (_)) is araended by inserting after laying ik:r such services is a person other
th_ Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (3)), as redesig .... purpose" the foilowLqg: ", except that this :_an the employer of the individual render-.
sated by seotlon 105, which _prohibit any in- paragraph shall ncrt apply in the case of legal _g such services), but amounts paid or in-.
divldnal from being appointed as a member or accounting services rendered to or on be- :erred for such legal or accounting service.';
o._ the Federal Election Commission who is, half of the national committee of a political ,_all be reported under section 304(b); or
a'_ the time of his appointment, an elected party iunless the person paying for such "(E) ¢, loan of money by a national or
or appointed officer or ernployee of the exe- services is a persom ott_er than the employer irate bank made in accordance with the
cui_ive, legislative, or Judicial branch o:_ the of the individual rendering such services), pplicabie banking laws and regulations and
]?ederal Government, shall not apply in the other than services attributable to activities x the ordinary course of business, but such
c_;e of any individual servLqg as a member which directly further 'She election of a desig- mn shall be re_po.rted in accordance with
of such Commission on the date of the es- sated candidate or candidates to Federal ;_ction S04(b) ;".
_ei;ment of this Act. office, nor shall this paragraph apply in the (g) S.ection 301 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431)

(g) (1) All personnel, liabilities, contracts, case of legal or accounting services rendered .; amencb!.'d--
property, and records determined by the to or on behalf of a candidate or political (1) by s_triking out "and" at the end of
Director of the Office o./ Management and committee solely for the purpose of insuring' /ara_'a_.:ll (m);
Budget to be employed, held, or used. pri- compliance with the provisions of this Act (2) b_ striking out the period at the end
marlly in connection with the functions of or chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Revenue :f parag_aph (n) and inserting in lieu there..
thc, Federal Election Commission under title Code of 1954 (unless the person paying for :f a _,_em:lcolon; and
][I]; of the Federal Election Campaign Ac_ such sezviees is a person other than the em- (3) by adding at the end thereof the fol..
of 1971 as such title existed on January 1, ployer of the individual rendering such serv- owing _:_ew paragraph:
:1.9_6, or under any other provision of law ices), bat amounzs paid or incurred for such "(o) 'Act' means the Federal Election
are transferred to the. Federal Election legal or accounting services shall be reported 1[ amp. sign Act. of 1971 as amended by t_he
Commt_lon as constituted under the amend- in accordance with the requirements of sec- _ederal Election Campaign Act Amendments

ment_ made by this Act to t:_e Federal Flee- ties 304(b)". ._f 1974 sad the Federal Election Campaign
tion Campaign Act of 19711. (d) ,Section S01 (e) (5) M amended-- .! ct Amendments of 1976,".
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ORGANIZATIOlgOF POLITICALCOIK_I1TTEES contribution in excess of $100 to a candidate (2) Section 310 of the Act (2 Er.S.C. 437d),

S53. 103. (a) Section 302(b) of the Federal or political committee and the information as redesignated by,section 105, is amended
Election Campaign AcS of 1971 (2 U,6.C. required of a candidate or political commit* by adding at the end theroef the following
432(b) ) _s amended by strll_ng ou_ "$10" tee receiving such a contribution, new subsection:
and inserting in lieu thereof "$100". '_(2) A' corporation, labor organization, or "(e) Except as provided in section 313(a)

(,b) Secti °n 302(c) (2) of such Act (2 U,S.C. other membership organization which ex- (9), the power of the Commission to initiate
432(c) (2)) is a_nended by striking out "$10" pltcitly mivocates the election or defeat of a civil actions under subsection (a) (6) shall

clearly identified candidate through a cora- be the exclusive civil remedy for the eh-
and inserting ia lieu thereof "$100".

(c) Section 302 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 432) munication with its stockholders or members forcement of the provisions of this Act.".
is amendecl hy striking out s_bsection (e) or their families shall, notwithstanding the ENFORCEMENT
and by redezigna_ing subseciion (f) as Sub- provisions of section 301(f) (4) (C), report aEC. 107. Section 313 of the Act (2 U.S.C.such expenditures in excess of $1,000 per can-
sect4on (e). dldate per election under paragraph (1) to 437g), as redesignated by section 105, is

REPORTS BY POLITICAL COMMITTEESAND the extent that they are directly attributable amended to read as follows:
CANDIDATES to such communications. '_ENFORCEMENT

SEC. 104. (a) Seotdffa 304(a) (1) of the Act "(3) Any person who makes a contribution "SEC. 313. (a) (1) Any person who believes
(2 Er.S.C. 434(a)(1)) is amended by addia_g in response to a solicitation under section a violation of this Act or of cha_ter 95 or
at the end of subparagraph (C) the follow- 321(b) (3) lB) which, when added to all chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code
lng: "In any year in which a candidate is other contributions made by him to the of 1954, has occurred may rite a complaint
not on the l_llot for election to Federal same recipient during the calendar year, with the Commission. Such complaint shall
office, such c_wdidate and hfs authorized exceeds $103 shallreport to the recipient the be in wribing, eb_all be signed and sworn to
committees shall only be required to file such total amount of such contributions made to by the person filing such complaint, and
re_orts not later than the tenth day follow- such recipient for that year. Paragraph (4) shall be notarized. Any person filing such a
lng the cloee of any calendar quarter in does not apply to reports under this para- complaint sttall be subject to the provisions
wi%ich the c_witd_teandhisauthorlzedcom- graph, of section 1001 of _itie 18, United States
mittees received contributions or made ex- "(4) Statements requlred by this subsec- Code. The Commission may not conduct any
ponditures, or both, the to_l a_nount o,f tion shall be filed on the dates on which investiga%ion under this section, or take any
w_lch, taken together, exceeds $5,000, and rreports by political committees are filed, other action under this section, solely on the
such report_ shall be coraple_ as of _he close Such statements shall include (A) the in- basis of a complaint of a person whose iden-
of SUCh calendar quarter; excei_t that any formation required by subsection lb) (9), tity is not disclosed to the Commission.
such report required to be filed after De- stated in a manner indicating whether the "(2) The Commission, upon receiving a
cember 31 of any calendar year with respect contribution or expenditure is in support of, complaint under paragraph il), or if it has
to which a report is required to be filed under or opposition to, the candidate; and (B) reason to believe that any person has corn-
subparagraph (B) shall be filed as provided under penalty of perjury, a certification mitted a violation of this Act or of chapter
in such subparagraph.", whether such expenditure is made in co- 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue

(b) SectAon 30_t(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. operation, consultation, or concert, with, or Code of 1954, shall notify the person in-
434(9) (2)) is amended to read as follows: at the request or suggesting of, any candi- volved of such alleged violation and shall

"(2) Each treasurer of a political comm_.t- date or any authorized committee or agent make an investigation of such alleged viola-
tee authorized by a candidate _co raise con- of such candidate. Any expenditure, includ- tion in accordance with the provisions of
trtbutions or make expenditures on his be- lng but not limited to those described in this section.
half, other than the candidate's principal subsection (b)(13), of $1,000 or more made "(3) Any investigation under paragraph

after the fifteenth day, but more than (2) shall be conducted expeditiously and
campaign committee, shall file the reports forty-eight hours, before any election shall
required under this section with the candl- shall include an investigation, conducted in
dates principal campaign Committee.". be reported within forty-eight hours of such accordance with the provisions of this sec-

(c) Section 304(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 434 expenditure, tion, of reports and statements filed by any
(b)) is amended_ "(5) The Commission shall be responsible complainant under this title,, if such corn-

for expeditiously preparing indices which set plainant is a candidate. Any notification
(1) by striking out "and" at the end of forth, on a candidate-by-candidate basis, all

paragraph (12): expenditures separately, including but not or investigation made under paragraph (2)
shall not be made public by tlle Commls-

(2) by redesignating paragraph (13) as limited to those reported under subsection sion or by any other person without theparagraph (14); and
(3) by inserting immediately after para- (b) (13), made wi_h respect to each candi- written consent of the person receiving such

date, as reported under this subsection, and notification or the person with respect tograph (12) the following new paragraph: for periodically issuing such indices on a
"(13) in the case of expenditures in excess timely pree!ection basis.", whom such investigation is made.

of $100 by a political committee other than "(4) The Commission shall afford any per-
an authorized committee of a candidate ex- REPORTS BY CERTAINPERSONS SOn who receives notice of an alleged viola-
pressly advocating the election or defeat of a SEC. 105. Title III of the Act (2 U.S.C. tion under paragraph (2) a reasonable op-
clearly identified candidate, through a sepa- 431-441) is amended by striking out section portunity to demonstrate tllat no action
rate schedule (A) any information required 308 thereof (2 U.S.C. 437a) and by redesig- should be taken against such person by the
by paragraph (9), stated In a manner which nating section 309 through section 321 as sec- Commission under this Act.

indicates whether the expenditure involved tion 308 through section 320, respectively. "(5) (A) If the Commission determines that
is in support of, or in opposition to, a candi- POWrESOF COMMaS/ON there is reason to believe that any person
date; and (B) under penalty of perjury, a SEC. 106. (a) Section 316(a) of the Act has committed or is about to commit a vic-
certification whether such expenditure Is (2 U.S.C. 437(a) ) as redesignated by section lation of this Act or of chapter 95 or chaptermade in cooperation, consultation, or concert,
with, or at the request or suggestion of, any 105, is amended-- 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the
candidate or any authorized committee or (1) in paragraph (8) thereof, by inserting Commission shall make every endeavor to
agent of such candidate; and". "develop such prescribed forms and to" ira- correct or prevent such violation by informal

mediately before "make", and by inserting methods of conference, conciliation, and per-
(4) Section 304(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 434 immediately after "Act" the following: "and suasion, and to enter into a conciliatioll

(b)) is further amended by inserting ira- chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal agreement with the person involved. A con-
mediately after paragraph (14) the following Revenue Code of 1954"; ciliation agreement, unless 'violated, shall
new paragraph: (2) in paragraph (9) thereof, by striking constitute an absolute bar to any further

"(15) when committee treasurers and can- out "and sections 608" and all that follows action by the Commission with respect to
didates show that best efforts have been through "States Code" and inserting in lieu the violation which is the subject of the
used to obtain and submit the information thereof "and chapter 95 and chapter 96 of agreement, including bringing a civil pro-
required by this subsection, they shall be the Internal Revenue Code of 1954"; and ceeding under paragraph (B of this sec-
deemed to be in compliance with this sub- (3) by striking out paragraph (10) and tion.
section.", redesignating paragraph (11) as paragraph "(B) If the Commission is unable to cor-

(d) Section 304(e) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 434 (10). rect or i)revent any such violation by such
(e)) is amended to read as follows: (b) (1) Section 310(a) (6) of the Act (2 informal methods, the Commission may, if

"(e) (1) Every person (other than a polit- U.S.C. 437d(a) (6)), as redesignated by sec- the Commission determines 1;here is prob-
ical committee or candidate) who makes con- tion 105, is amended to read as follows: able cause to believe that a violation has
trlbuttons or expenditures expressly advocat- "(6) to initiate (through civil actions for occurred or is about to occur, institute a
lng the election or defeat of a clearly injunctive, declaratory, or other appropriate civil action for relief, including a permanen_
identified candidate, other than by contrlbu- relief), defend (in the case of any civil ac- or temporary injunction, restraining order,
tion to a political committee or candidate, in tion brought under section 313(a) (9)), or or any other appropriate order, :including a
an aggregate amount in excess of $100 appeal any civil action in the name of the civil penalty which does net exceed the
within a calendar year shall file with the Commission for the purpose of enforcing the greater of $5,000 or an amount equal to the
_on, on a form prepared by the Com- provisions of this Act and chapter 95 and amount of any contribution or expenditure
· nt_Aon, a statement containing the inferred- chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code involved in such violation, in the district
tion required of a person who makes a of 1954, through its general counsel;", court of the United States for the district
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in. 'which the person agaJ_ast whom such ac- "(10) (A) Any party aggrieved by an order _ me ti,_:Le as the other cumulative indices
tion is found, resides, or transact_ business, of the Cam_mission di.,;mlasing a complaint :: quired _:.nder t_his paragraph".

"(C) In any civil action instituted by the filed by such party 'under paragraph (1). or (b) Secl_ton 315(e) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
Commission under paragraph (B), the court by a failure on the part of the Commission to ,J;;8(c) (2} _, as redesignated by section 105,
shall grant a perrn_nent or temporary tn- act on ,_uch complaint; in accordance with _,. alnend_l by striking out "30 legislctlve
Junct4on, restraining order, or other order, the pl.)visions of this section within ninety _:!:¢ys" in _:he first sentence and inserting in
including a civil penalty which does not days after the filing of such complaint, may i _u there.:)f the following: "30 calendar days
exceed the greater of $5,000 or an amount file a petition wiCh the TJ'nited States Dis- _:,/ 15 ]etF[..dative days, whichever is later,".
equal to the amount of any contribution or trict Court for the District of Columbia. ADDI_.[!:'DNAL ENFORCEi_ENT AUTHORITY
expenditure involved tn such violation, upon '(B) The filing of any action under sub-

SEC. 10!_. Section 407 of the Act (2 USC.
a proper showing that the person involved paragraph (A) shall be made--- _ ;6) 1_ re_pe_aed.has engaged or is about t;o engage in a via- "(i) in the case of the dismissal of a com-
lati_n of this Act or of chapter 95 or charler plaint by the Commissio:a, no later than _ :)_TTRIBIri£ON AND EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS;
_6 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 sixty days after such dismissal; or OTHEI_ LIMITATIONS

"(D) If the Commission determines that _'(ii) m the case of a failure on the part SEc. 110. Title III of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431-
there is probable cause to believe that a of the Commission to act on such complaint, ,i::l) Lq ax:_,ended--
knowing and willful violation under section no later than sixty days after the ninety- (1) by inserting "(a)" before "No" in
328(a), or a knowing and willful violation of day period specified in subparagraph (A). _ction 3_.8 (2 U.S.C. 439b), as redesign_ted
a provision of chapter 95 or 96 of the In- "(C) In such proceeding the court may _:_7seczlol:_ 105 of this Act;
ternal Revenue Code of 1954, has occurred declare that the dismlksal of the complaint (2) by ,,_lding the following new subsec-
or is about to occur, it may refer such ap- or the action, or the failure to act, is contrary _Lon at tb.,_end of section 318 (2 U.S.C. 439b),
parent violation to the Attorney General of to law and may dh'eot the Commission to _, redtmlg;:(_ated by section 105 of this Ant:
the Unlted States without regard to l:ae proceed tn conformity witt_ that declaration "(b) N<)twithstandlng any other provision
limitations set forth ia subparagraph (A) within thirty days, failing which, the cam- _. law, n,:: Senator, Representative, Resident
of l_his paragraph, plainant may briz_g in his own name a civil _ i_mmissi,:me_% or Delegate shall mall as

'_(6) (A) If the Con.mission believes that action zo remedy the violation complained :.:anked _:_ail under section 3210 of title 39,
there is clear and convincing proof that a of. _f aired! S':.ates Code, any general mass n_ail-
knowing and wlllful violation of the Act or "(11) The Judgment of the district court _ g when such mailing is mailed a_ or de-
chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Revenue may be appealed ia the court of appeals and ] _ered to any po_ _tal facility less than sixty
Code of 1954 has been committed, any con- the Judgment of the court of appeals affirm- _::_ys pr_)::' to the date of any primary or gen-
clllatlon agreement entered into by the Cam- lng or setting aside, in whole or in part, any _ _al elects, on in which such Senator, Repre-
zal,,._lon under paragraph (5) (A) may include such order of the district court shall be final, t_ntag. Lw_, Resident Commissioner, or Dele-
a, requirement that the person involved in subject to review by the Supreme Court of i!_Ce is a c._undidate for Federal office. For put-
such conciliation agreement shall pay a civil the United States upon certiorari or certifica- poses of I;his subsection the term 'general
penalty which does not exceed the greater tion as provided in section 1254 of title 28, _: r_ss maI_ing' means newsletters and simiaar
o_ (l) $10,000; or (ii) an asnount equal to United States Code, z:allings ,:ff more than five hundred pieces
800 percent of the amount of any contribu- "(12) Any action brough.t under this sub- '!_e CO:_te_Lt of which is substantially iden_i-
tlcda or ext)enditure involved tn such viola- section shall be advanced en the docket of <_ an, d which are mailed to or delivered to
tlon. the court in which filed, and put ahead of *:,:_y p_i facility at the same time or sev-

"(B) If the Commission believes that a all other actions (other than other actions _:_sl d:LfferenC times.";
violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or brought under this subsection or under sec- (3) by ;striking out section 320 (2 U.S.C.
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of tlon314). ,in1), as L'edeslgnated by section 105 of this
1954 has been comm/tteed, a conciliation "(13) If the Commtssio_y, determines after .,: _,t; and.
agreement entered into hy the Commission an investigation that any person has violated (4) by :inserting after section 319 (2 U_S.C.
_LnSler paragraph (5) (A) may include a re- an order of the court; entered in a proceeding _' _9c), as redeslgnated by such section 105,
qutrement that the person involved In such brought under paragraph (5), it may peti- -:i_e fo:Lie,wing new sections:
conciliation agreement shall pay a civil tion the court fur an order to adjudicate '_LJ_I%_:r]_ATIONSON CONTRIBUTIONS AND
{,enalty which does not e_:oeed the greater of that person in civil contempt, or. if it be- EXP}:IqDITTJRES

(i) $5,000; or (ii) an amomit equal to the lieves the violation to be knowing and will- "SEc. :!::?.0. (a) (1) No person shall make
amount of the contribution or expenditure ful, it may instead petitio:a the court for an _::mtrib_lians--

£nvolved in such violation, order to adjudiea'Ce that person in crinlinal "(Al to any candidate and his authorized
"(7) The Commission shall make available contempt. ' _litlcal committees with respect to any

to the public the results of any conciliation "(b) In any case in which the Commission q_ection :[:)r Federal office which, in the ag-
att,gq-apt, including any conciliation agree- refers au apparent violation to the Attorney l_:egate, e;&:eeed $1,000;
rnent entered into by the Commission, and General, the Attorney General shall respond "(B) t::, any political committee estab-
any determination by the Commission that by report to the Commission with respect to ] _hed a_q_1 maintained by a political party,
_o violation of this Act or of chapter 95 _ 96 any action taken by the Attorney General '_,'hich k_ not the authorized political eom-
c,f the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 has regarding such apparent violation. Each re- : :ittee of any candidate, in any calendar year
cgx,,urred, port shall be transmitted no later than sixty ';,hich, In the aggregate, exceed $25,000; or

"(8) In any civil action .for relief t:nstt- days' after the date the Commission refers "(C) '_,o any other political committee in
tuted by the Commission under paragraph any apparent violation, azLd at the close of _:_y cale3,dar year which, in the aggregate,
(5}, if the court determines that the Cam- every thirty-day periad thereafter 'until there _-::ceed $5,000.

mt_lon has established through clear and is final disposition of such apparent viola- "(2) Nn multi-candidate political cam-
convincing proof that the person involved tion. The Commission may from time tx) ::ittee shall make contributions--
in such civil action has committed a know- time prepare and publist_ reports on thc "(A'/ 't;o any candidate and his authorized
lng and willful violation, of this Act or of status of such referrals.". ; )lltlcal committees with respect to any el_,_-
chapter 95 or 96 of the,-Internal Revenue PROHIBITION ON CONVERSIOlq OF COi'_I'RIBUTIONS _'[on for :_'ederal office which, in the aggre-
Cc_ie of 1954, the court may impose a civil { ,,te exceed $5,000;
penalty of not more than the greater oI IA) To I'ERSO_AL USE "(B',, 1;O any political committee estab-
$._0.000; or (B) an amount _ual to 300 per- SEC. 107A. Section 317 of the A(_ (2 U.S.C. :: _hed at'!d maintained by a political party,
cerLt of the contribution or expenditure in- 439a) is amended, by inserting after "other ',hich Is not the authorized committee of

valved in such violation. In any case in lawful purpose"t.he following: ", except that _ny candY,date in any calendar year, which,
which such person has entered into a con- no such amount may be converted to amy :. the s,g!_egate exceed $25.000: or
(;iliation agreement with the Commission personal use". "(C'/ '_:_ any other political committee in
under paragraph (5) (A), the Commission D_YTEES Or COM_r6SZON ', :_y cale_:_dar year which, in the aggregate,
may institute a civil action for relief under SEC. :[08. (a) Section 315(a) (6) of the Act _ ::ceed 8_:),000.
paxagraph (5) if it believes that such person (2 U.S.C. 438(a) (6)), as redeslgnated by sec- ': 5-e lim:Ik:ations on contributions contained
has violated any provision of such conciHa- tion 105, is amended by inserting immediate- :;:. paxagraph (2) do not apply to transfers
tion agreement. In order for the Commission ly before the semicolon at the end thereof the _tween and among political committees
to obtain relief in any such civil action, it following: ', and to compile a_d maintain a ';_hieh are national, State, district, or local
zkhall be su_eient for the. Commission to es- separate cumulatlw. · index of reports and :omm![ttee_ (including any subordinate co_n-
tablish that such person has violated, in statements filed with i_ by political commit- :_::ittee the. reef) of the same political party.
wh:ole or in part, any requirement of such tee_ supporting me,re th_n one candidate, :l;_or purposes of this paragraph, the term
_o_--tliation agreement, which shall include) a listing of the date :_ulti-candidate political committee' means

"'(9) In any action brought under para- of the registration of a_y such political cam- _: pollticai committee which has been regis-
graph (5) or paragraph (8) of this subsec- mitres and the date upon which any such 'i_xed under section 303 for a period of not
·Mc,ri. subpenas for witnesses who are required politlca_ eommitee qualifies to make expend- !_ss than six months, which has received
·_o attend a Un.ed Stats9 d_xlct court may ttures under section 320, and which shall :ontri'_)ut:ions from more than fifty persons.
;ra:a into may' other district, be revised on the sa_ne basis end _t the :_d, excei:_t for any State political party or-
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ganization, has made contributions te five or Code of 1954 (relating to condition for tion to the office of Senator, or of Repre-
more candidates for Federal office, eligibility for payments) or under section sentative from a State which is entitled to

"(3) Per purposes of the limitations under 9033 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 only one Representative, the greater of--
paragraphs (1) and (2). all contributions relat_ng to eligibility for payments) tereceive "(i) 2 cents multipled by the voting age
made by political committees established, payments from t_e Secretary of the Treasury population of the State (as certified under
financed, maintained, or controlled by any may make expenditures in excess of -- subsection (e)); or
person or persons, including any parent, sub- "(A) $10,000,000, in the case of a campaign "(ii) $20,000; and
sidiary, branch, division, department, am]i- for nomination for election to such office, ex- "(B) in the case of a candJidate for elec-
ate, or local unit of such person, or by any copt the aggregate of expenditures under this tlon to the office of Representative, Delegate.
group of persons, shall be considered to have subparagraph in any one State shall not ex- or Resident Commissioner in any other State,
been made by a single political committee, coed the greater of 16 cents multiplied by $10.000.
except that (A) nothing in this sentence the voting age population of the State (as "(e) During the first week of January
shall limit transfers between political corn- certified under subsection (e)), or $200,000; 1975, and every subsequent year, the Secre-
mittees of funds raised through Joint fund- or tary of Commerce shall certify to the Corn-
raising efforts; (B) this sentence shall not "(B) $20,000,000 in the case of a campaign mission ired publish in the Federal Register
apply so that contributions made by a pollt- for election to such office, an estimate of the voting age population
lcal party through a single national corn- "(2) For purposes of this subsection-- of the United States. of each State, and of
mittee and contributions by that party "(A) expenditures made by or on behalf each congressional district a.3 of the first
through a single State committee in each of any candidate nominated by a political day of July next preceding the date of ocr-
State are treated as having been made by a party for election to the office of Vlce Presi- tlfication. The term 'voting age population'
single political committee; and (C) a polit- dent of the United States shall be considered means resident population, eighteen years of
lcal committee of a national organization to be expenditures made by or on behalf of age or older.
shall not be precluded from contributing to the candidate of such party for election to the "(f) No candidate or political committee
a candidate or committee merely because of office of President of the United States; and shall knowingly accept any contribution or
its affiliation with a national multlcandidate "(B) an expenditure is made on behalf of make any expenditure in violation of the
political committee which has nTade the a candidate, including a Vice Presidential provisions of this section. No officer or em-
maximum contribution it is permitted to candidate, if it is made by-- ployee of a political committee shall know-
make to a candidate or a committee. "(i) an authorized committee or any other ingly accept a contribution :made for the

'(4) NO individual shall make contribu- agent of the candidate for the purposes of benefit or use of a candidate, or knowingly
tions aggregating more than $25,000 in any making any expenditure; or make any expenditure on behalf of a candi-
calendar year. For purposes of this para- "(ii) any person authorized or requested by date, in violation of any limitation imposed
graph, any contribution made to a candidate the candidate, an authorized committee of on contributions and expenditures under
in a year other than the calendar year in the candidate, or an agent of the candidate, this section.
which the election is held with respect to to make the expenditure. "(g) The Commission shall prescribe rules
which such contribution was made, is con- "(c) (1) At the beginning of each calendar under Which any expenditure by a candidate
sidered to be made during the calendar year year (commencing in 1976), as there become for Presidential nomination for 'use in two
in ,which such election is held. available necessary data from the Bureau or more States shall be attributed to such

"(5) For purposes of this subsection-- of Labor Statistics of the Department of candidate's expenditure limitation in each
'(A) contributions to a named candidate Labor, the Se*rotary of Labor shall certify such State, based on the voting age popula-

made to any political committee authorized to the Commission and publish in the Federal tlon in such State which can reasonably be
by such candidate to accept contributions Register the percent difference between the expected to be influenced by suclh expendl-
on his behalf shall be considered to be con- price index for the twelve months preceding ture.
tributions made to such candidate; the beginning of such calendar year and the "(h) Notwithstanding any other provision

"(B) (i) expenditures made by any person price index for the base period. Each limlta- of this Act, amounts totaling not more than
in cooperation, consultation, or concert, tion established by subsection (b) and sub- $20,000 may be contributed to a candidate
with, or at the request or suggestion of, a section (d) shall be increased by such per- for nomi_)ation for election, / or for election,
candidate, his authorized political commit- cent difference. Each amount so increased to the United States Senate during the year
tees, or their agents, shall be considered to shall be the amount in effect for such cal- in which an election is held in which he is
boa contribution to such candidate; endaryear, such a candidate, by the B;epublican or

"(ii) the financing by any person of the "(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)-- Democratic Senatorial Gampalgn Oommil_ee,
dissemination, distribution, or republication, "(A) the term 'price index' means the aver- or the national committee of a political party,
in whole or in part, of any broadcast or any age over a calendar year of the Consumer or any combination of such committees.
written, graphic, or other form of campaign Price Index (all items--United States city "OONTRIBLTTIONSOR EXPENDITURESBY NATIONAL
materials prepared by the candidate, his average) published monthly by the Bureau BANi_S, CORPORATIONS,OR LABOR 0aGANIZA-
campaign committees, or their authorized of Labor Statistics; and TXONS

agents shall be considered to be an expendi- "(B) the term 'base period' means the cal- "Smc. 321. (a) It is unXawful for any na-
ture for purposes of this paragraph; and endar year 1974. tional bank, or any corporation organized

"(C) contributions made to or for the "(d) (1) Notwithstanding any other pro- by authority of any law of Congress, to make
benefit of any candidate nominated by a vision of law with respect to limitations on a contribution or expenditure in connection
political party for election to the office of expenditures or limitations on contributions, with any election to any political office, or
Vice President of the United States shall the national committee of a political party in connection with any primary election or
be considered to be contributions made to or and a State committee of a political party, political convention or caucus iheld to select
for the benefit of the candidate of such including any subordinate committee of a candidates for any political office, or for any
party for election to the office of President State committee, may make expenditures in corporation whatever, or any labor organiza-
of the United States. connection with the general election cam- tion to make a contribution or expenditure

"(6) The limitations imposed by para- paign of candidates for Federal office, sub- in connection with any election at which
graphs (1) and (2) of this subsection (other ]eot to the limitations contained in para- Presidential and Vice Presidential electors or
than the annual limitation on contributions graphs (2) and (3) of this subsection, a Senator or Representative in, or a Dele-
to a politiCal committee under paragraph "(2) The natlOnal committee of apolitical gate or Resident Commissioner to, Congress
(2) (B)) shall apply separately with respect party may not make any expenditure in are to be voted for, in connection with any

to each election, except that all elections connection with the general election cam- primary election or political convention, or
held in any calendar year for the office of paign of any candidate for President of the caucus held to select candidat,,_s for any of
President of the United States (except a gert- United States who is affiliated with such the foregoing offices, or for any candidate,
eral election for such office) shall be con- party which exceeds an a_'nount equal to 2 political committee, or other person to ac-
sidered to be one election, cents multiplied by the voting age popula- copt or receive any contribution prohibited

"(7) For purposes of the limitations in- tion of the United States (as certified under by this section, or for any officer or any dj-
posed by this section, all contributions made subsection (e)). Any expenditure under this rector of any corporation or any national
by a person, either directly or indirectly, on paragraph shall be in addition to any ex- bank or any officer of any labor organization
behalf of a particular candidate, including penditure by a national committee of a to consent to any contribution, or expendi-
contributions which are in any way ear- political party serving as the principal cam- ture by the corporation, national bank. or
marked or otherwise directed through an in- palgn committee of a candidate for the labor organization, as the case may be, pro-
termediary or conduit to such candidate, office bf the President of the United States. hibited by this section.
shall be treated as contributions from such "(3) The national committee of a political "(b) (1) For the purposes of this section
person to such candidate. The intermediary party, or a State committee of a political 'labor organization' means any organization
or conduit shall report the original source party, including any subordinate committee of any kind. or any agency or employee rep-
and the intended recipient of such eontribu- of a State committee, may not make any resentation committee or plan, In which em-
tlon to the Commission and to the intended expenditure in connection with the general ployees participate and which exist for the
recipient, election campaign of a candidate for Fed- purpose, in whole or in part, of dealing with

'(b) (1) No candidate for the office of erat office ia a State who is affiliated with employers concerning grievances, labor di_-
President of the United States who is eligible such party which exceeds--- putes, wages, rates of pay, hours of employ-
under section 9003 of the Internal Revenue '(A) in the case of a candidate for elec- ment, or conditions of work. As used in this
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i_e(_ton and in section 12(h) of the Publtc_ tributions to such a fungi from members of ::.ldate r_:_xroughbroadcasting stations, news.-
Utility Holding Company Act (15 'U_.C.. such organlzatlo_ cooperative, or corpora- ;.apers, :magazines, outdoor advertising facfll.-
'?91(h) ), the phrase 'conta'lbutlon or expend- lion without capital stock. :ies, direct mails, and other similar types of
'1lure' shall Include any' direct or indirect "(4) Notwlthsl_mdlng _ny o_her law, any [eneral public political advertising, sucl_
]payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, method, of soliciting volur, tta_y contributions :ommumieatlon--
,or gift of money, or any services, or anything' or of facilitating' the making of voluntar_F "(1 ) it' authorized by a candidate, his au.-
of value (except a loan of :money by a ns- contributions to a separate segregated fund :horized l_Oltttcal committees or their agents,
tie,nal or State bank made in accordance established by a corporatibn, permitted to ;Salt eles_rly and conspicuously, in accord-
'with the applicable banking laws and regula- corporations, sha_ll _o be permitted to labor ¢nce wJ_h regulations prescribed by tho
'tie,ns and in the ordinary course of bust., organ/zatlona :_ommission, state that the communication
:ness) to any candidate, campaign commit- "(5) Any corporation that utilizes a :.as beerL authorized; or
'_e, or political party or organization, in. method, of solicitiug voluntary contributions "(2) If not authorized by a candidate, his
,vonnection with any election to any of the, or facilitating the making of voluntary con- uthcrized, political committees, or ttmir
offices referred to in this section; but shall trlbutions, shall make available, on written gent,, ;shall clearly and conspicuously, In
:not include communications by a corpora-, request and at a cost sufficient only to relm- _ccordan<m wlth regulations prescribed by
'[ion to its stockholder,,_ and executive or burse the corporation for the expenses tn.- :he Cornratssion, state that the communica.-
administrative personnel and their families curred thereby, that method, to a labor orga_ ion f* _.m:>tauthorized by any candidate, and
,or by a labor organization to Its members nizatlon representing any members working _tate the name of the person who made or
;and their families on any subject; nonpartl-, for that corporatlon_ Lnanced the expenditure for the communi..
Isan registration and get-out-the-vote cam-. "(6) For purpose,_ of this section, the term :atlozl, B_cludlng, the case of a political
'palgns by a corporation ainmd at its stock-, 'executive or administrative persormel' means :ommlttee, the name of any affiliated or
holders and executive or administrative individuals employed by a corporation whc, onnect_r.I organization required to be dis.-
personnel and their farrdlles, or by a labor' are paid on a _lary, r_,ther than hourly, :loseC[ u::xder section 303(b)(2).
organl_tlon aimed at Its members and their baals aa_d who have pollcymaking or supervis_ "co_,_:mu_o_s ltY FOREIGN NATIONALS
:_mntUes; or the establishment, admlnlstra-, dry responsibilities. "SEc. '_._24.(a) It shall be unlawful for a
'glen, and solicitation of contributions to a "(7) For purposes of this section, tho term :!oreign national directly or through any
;separate segregated fund to be utilized for 'stockholder' includes any individual who hs_ : thor pe:t_on to make any contribution of
:political purposes by a corporation or labor a legal or vested beneficial interest in stock, :_oneg ,or other thing of value, or to promise
,organization, or by a membership organlza-, including, but not limited to, an employee e,I :.xpressl_, or lmplledly to make any such
Sion, cooperative, or corporation without a eerie>ration who participates in a stock: . ontrtb'u_lon, tn connection with an electio_l
.capital stock, bonus, stock option, or employee stock own- o any lmlltical office or In connection wttt_

"(2) It shall be unlawful--- ership plato ny prir.:mry election, convention, or caucus
'"(A) for such a fund to make a contri .... co_r_mmoNs tlY GOVER31_IEIqTCO_PrRACTOR_, i:eld to select candidates for any political

button or expenditure by utilizing money "SEC. 322. (a) :it shall be lmlawful for any _,ffice; or for any person to solicit, accept, or
or anything of value s_cured by physical;
Iorce, Job discrlmlnatlort, financal reprisals,, person--- :eceive _,ny such contribution from a foreign

"( 1) who enters t ute any contract with the, tLatlo:aal.
er the threat of force, Job discrimination, or United States or any department or agency "(b) _,s used in this section, the term
firu_ncial reprisal; or by dues, fees, or other thereof either for the rendition of persomC -_orell;'n n.ational' means--moneys required as a conditlon of member-.
ship in a labor organlzatlon or as a condl- services or furnls'hlng any material, suppll_[ "(1) f_ foreign principal, as such term [_

or equipment to the United States or any :lefined by section l(b) of the Foreig_l
_lon of employment, or by moneys obtained; department or agency thereof or for selllnf _, _gents :R,egistratlon Act of 1938 (22 U.S.C,in any commercial transaction;

any land or building to the United States o]_ _:ll(b) ) _ except that the term 'foreign na-
"(B) for an employee to solicit a sub-, any department or agency thereof, If pay-. [lena1' sb.aI1 not include any Individual who

ordinate employee; merit for the performance of such contrart ts a cltI_,en of the United States; or
"(C) for any person so._lctting an em-.

ployee for a contribution to such a fund to or payment for such material, suppltel. "(2) m_ individual who ls not a citizen of
equipment, land, or bullding is to be ma_ ihs UnlCed States and who is not lawfully

fail to inform such employee of the political in whole .or in !m_rt from funds appropriated _.dmi_:te_i for permanent residence, as defined
pm_peees of such fund at the time of ,such by the Congress, at any time between tah,_ by sectlc,n 101(a)(20) of the Immigration
solicitation; and commencement of negotiations for and iht _.nd Nat_ionallty Act (8 U_.C. ll01(a) (20) ).

"(D) for any person solici'blng an employee later or (A) the completion of performan<_. _'PROI-ilB_)I'IO_OF CONTRIBUTIONSIN I_A_[_EO1_
for a contribution to such a fund to fait to nnder, or (B) the term.ination of negotlatlon_ _OTHER

inform such employee, at the time of .,such for, brach contract or furnishing of materla& "S_:c. _!_25.No person shall make a contrl-solicitation, of his right to refuse to so con-.
tribute without any reprisal. _upplies, equipment, tan<i, or buildings, dl- ration ha the name of another person or

rectly or indtre_:tly to ri'rake any contribu. !:nowlng[y permit his name to be used tO
"(3) (A) Except as provlded in subpara-, tion oi money or other tbing of value, or _x: t_ffect m:_,3h a contribution, and no person

graphs (B) and (C), it shall be unlawI'nl--- prc_rdse expressly or nnplledly to make a_.] _.hall k:uowingly accept a contribution made
"(i) for a corporation, or a separate set- such contribution, to _oy political party. ._y erin p_r_n In the name of another persor-regated fund established by a corporation, to con_nlttee, or c_mdldate for public office o:_

· oilctt contributions to such a fund from to any person for any political purpo_ o:J: _'I_I/[ITATION ON CONTRIBUTIONOF
_ny person other than its stockholdersand · CURRENCY
their families and its executive or admln., use; or
ls:_ative personnel and their families, and "(2) knowingly to solicit any such con.. "Ss:c. :[_26.No person shall make contrlbu-

"(ii) for a labor organization, or a separate trlbution from any such person for any sucl :ions c,f currency of the United States or
segregated fund established by a labor orga.- purpose during an_ such period: ,:urrenc, of any foreign country to or for_ae benefit of any candidate which, In the
ntzatlon, to solicit contributions to such a "(b) This section does not prohibit o:t _ggregate, exceed $100, with respect to any
_md from any person other than its mem.- make unlawful the establishment or admin. ._ampaign of such candidate for nomination
hers and their families, lstratlon of, or ,/;he solicitation of contrlbu

"(B) It shall not be 'unlawful under this tion_; to, any sep_rate ,_egregated _und by any :_or ele<:tlon, or far election, to Federal offict_
_ectlon for a corporation, a labor organlza.- corporation or labor organization for the "FRJ_YDULENT MISREPRESF__ITATIONOF
lion, or a separate segregated fund es_ab- purpose of lnlluenclng lhe nomination fo:' CAI_P&IGNAIJTHORITy
lh_hed by such corporation or such labor eleetlo.n, or election, of any person to Fed "S_[c. '.I_27.No person who is a candidate
organization, to make two written sollci_a- oral office, unless the provisions of seetlo_ :_or l_'edt_ral office or an employee or agent
_lons for contributions during the calendar 321 prohibit or make unlawful the establish )f such :_ candidate shall--
year from any stockholder, officer, or em- merit or administration of, or the solicltatlo], "(_ ) ::_audnlently misrepresent himself or
ployee of a Curl>oration or the famllles of of contributions to, such fund. Each specltl,::_ my com_alttec or organization under his
I_uch persons. A sollcitatton under this sub- prohibition, allowance, and duty appllcabl,[_ :ontrol _ speaking or writing or otherwise
]paragraph may be made only by maU ad- to a corporation, labor organization, or sepa_ :_cting I_:_,ror on behalf of any other candi-
d_ese to the stockholder, officer, or employee rate _egregated fund under section 321 ap late or l:_l_tieal party or employee or agent
a_ his residence, and shall be so designed plies to a corporate, on, labor organization, o::' :hereof o_ a matter which is damaging to
tl_at the corporation, labor organlzatiorh or separate segregated fund to which this sub. tach other candidate or political party or
m_parate segregated fund conducting _uch section applies. _'mpl_e_ or agent thereof; or
solicitation cannot determine who makes a "(c) For purposes of this section, the ter:_:_ _ (_I) wtllfuny and knowingly to participate
_>ntribution as a result of such solicit_tio_a 'labor organization' has t:he meaning given 1: n or conspire to participate in any plan,
a_ad who does not. by section 321. _ch_tr_, or design to violate paragraph (1).

'(C) This paragraph shall not prevent a **P_JBLICATIONOR DISTRIB'ilTIONOF POI.ITICAL "irl_'_ FOR VIOLATIONS
n_emberehlporganizatlon, cooperative, or col STATEMENTS _SEC. ',1_. (a) Any person, following the
potation without capital stock, or a separate "S_c. 323. Whenever az_y person makes a_'._, mactment of this section, who knowingly
aeg_e/_at_ fund established by a member- expenditure for the purpose of financlnln _nd willfully commits a violation of any pro-
ship orEan!sation, eoopeeatlve, or corpora_on communications expressly advocating th_, zisio_ or provisions of this Act which l_.-
wit21ou$ captt_l stock, fr_n solicitin_ con.- election or defeat of a clearly identified ca_. _olves _I_ naakin_, receiving, or reportin_ of
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any contribution or expenditure having _ is amended by striking out "310(a) (1) _ and and before the d_te of enactment of this Ac_
value in the aggregate of $1,000 or more dur- inserting in lieu thereof "309(a) (1)". shall not be taken into accounl;.
lng a calendar year shall be fined in an (2) Section 9032(3) of the Internal Revs- PAY_mN_:S TO EI_TGmLEC._,NDIDATES
amount which does not exceed the greater nue Code of 1954 (defining Commission) is
of $25,000 or 300 percent of the amount of amended by striking out "310(a) (1)" and SEc. 302. Section 9006 of the Internal Rev-
any contribution or expenditure involved in inserting in lieu thereof "309(a) (1)". enue Code of 1954 (relating to payments to
such violation, imprisoned for not more than (d) (1) Section 301 (e) (5) (P) of the Act eligible candidates) is amend_t 'by striking
oneyear, orbot_Awtllfulandknowtngvio- (2 TI.S.C. 431(e)(5)(P)) is amended by out subsection (b) thereof atLd by redeaig-
lation of section 321(b)(2), including such striking out "the last paragraph of section nating subsection (c) and sub_eotion (d) as
a violation of the provisions of such section 610 of title 18, United States Code" and in- subsection (ti) and subsection (c), respec-
as applicable through section 322(b), is pun- sorting in lieu thereof "section 321 (b)". lively.
ishable by a fine of not more than $50,000, (2) Section 3Ol(f) (4) (H) of the Act (2 REVmW OF REGULATIONS
imprisonment for not more than 2 years, or U.S.C. 431(f) (4) (H)) is amended by striking SEC. 303. (a) Section 9009(c) (2) of the In-
0otb. In the case of a knowing and willful out "the first paragraph of section 610 of ternal P_venue Code of 1954 (rekating to re-
violation of section 325 or 326, the penalties title 18, United States Code" and inserting view of regulations) is amended by striking
set forth in this _ection shah apply to a vie- in lieu thereof "section 321 (b) '. out "30 legislative days" and inserting in lieu
lation involving an amount having a value (e) Section 314(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437h thereof the following: "30 calendar days or
in the aggregate of $250 or more during a (a)), as redesignated by section 105, is 15 legislative days, whichever t.s later,".
calendar year. In the case of a knowing and amended by striking out "or of section 608, (b) Section 9039(c) (2) of the Internal
willful violation of section 327, the penalties 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to review of
set forth in this section shall apply without United States Code" in the first sentence of regulations) :is amended by st_iklng out "30
regard to whether the making, receiving, or such section and by striking out "or of sec- legislative days" and inserting :Lu lieu thereof
reporting of a contribution or expenditure tion 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 615, or 617 the following': "30 calendar days or 15 leg-
of $1,003 or more was involved, of title 18, United States Code" in the second islative days, whichever is later,,".

'°(b) A defendant in any criminal action sentence of such subsection. _miGmmrry lPoa PAYMENTS
brought for the violation of a provision of (f) (1) Section 406(a) of the Act (2 TI.S.C. SEc. 304. Section 9038(b) (1) of the In-
this Act, or of a provision of chapter 95 or 96 455(a) ) is amended by striking out "or' of ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to ex-
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, may section 608, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, 616, oe pense limitation; declaration of intent; mm.
introduce as evidence of his lack of knowl- 617 of title 18, United States Code". imum contributions) is amended by striking
edge of or intent to commlt the offense for (2) Section 406(b) of the Act (2 TI.S.C. out "limitation" and inserting :in lieu thereof
which the action was brought a conciliation 455(b) ) is amended by striking out "or "limitations".
agreement entered into between the defend- section 608, 610, 611, or 613 of title !8, United
alit and the Commission under section 313 States Code,". QTJALIFEEDCAMPAYGNEXPENSE L:[MITATION
which specifically de_is with the act or fail- (g) Section 591 of title 18, United States SEC. 305. (a) Section 9035 a_ the Internal
ute to act constituting such offense and Code, is amended-- Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to qualified
which ia still in effect. (1) by striking out "608(c) of this title" campaign expense limitation) is amended--

"(c) In any criminal action brought for a in subsection (f) (4) (H) and inserting in (1) in _he heading thereof, by striking out
violation of a provision of this Act, or of a lieu thereof "section 820(b) of the Federal 'LIMITATION" and inserting lm lieu,thereof
provision of chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal Election Campaign Act of 1971"; "LIMITATIONS";
Revenue Code of 1954, the court before which (2) by striking out "by section 608(b) (2) (2) by inserting "(a) EX_ENVXTUREI_MrrA-
such action is brought shah take into ac- of this title" in sub_ection (f) (4) (I) and in- _XON.---" immediately before "]_[o c_ndidate";
count, In weighing the seriousness of the sorting in lieu thereof "under section 320(a) (3) by inserting immediately after "States
offense and in considering the appropriate- (2) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of Code" the following: ", and no candidate
ness of the penalty to be imposed ff the de- 1971"; and shall knowingly make expenditure6 from his
fendant is found guilty, whether-- (3) by striking out "310(a)' in subsection personal funds, or the personal funds of his

_(1) the specific act or faHure to act which (k) and insorting in lieu thereof "309(a) ". immediate family, in eonnec_lon with his
constitutes the offense for which the action TITLE 1/_AMEND_ TO 'AI'A'LE 18, campaign for nomination for election to the
was brought is the subject of a conciliation UN/'_T.a_ STATES CODE office of President in ex,se or, in the aggre-
agreement entered into between the defend- RE_ O_ cEaTAn_ PROWSXONS g_te, $50,000"; and
ant and the Commission under section 313, (4) by adding at the end thereof the fol-

_(2) the conciliation agreement ia in el- SEc. 201. (a) Chapter 29 of title 18, TInited lowing new _ubse_ion:
feet, and States Code, is amended by striking out sec- "(b) D_PXNXTION O_ _-VL_TE F_mY.--

"(8) the defendant is, with respect to the lions 608, 610, $11,612, 618, 614, 615, 616, and Per purposes of this section, the term 'fame-
violation for which the defense is being as- 617, dl_te family' means a candidat_'s spouse, and
sorted, In compliance with the conciliation (b) The table of sections for chapf_r 29 of any child, parent, grandparent, brother, half-
agreement.', title 18, United States Code, is amended by brother, sister, or half-sister of the candidate,

striking out the items relating to section-q and the spouses of such perso_s.".
&_ORmTION or APPROPRiaTIONS 608, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, and 617. (b) The table of sections for chapter 96

SEc. 111. Section 319 of the Act (2 TI.S.C. TITLE III_AiVIENDMEaNTS TO INTERNAL of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is
439c), as redesignated by section 105, is REVENUE CODE OF 1954 amended by striking out the item relating toamended by adding at the end thereof the
following sentence: "There are authorized Eh_rXTLE_N_C OF ELIGIBLECANDIDATESFOR section 9530 and inserting in lieu thereof the
to be appropriated to the Federal Election PAY_ENTS following new item:
Commission $8,000,000 for the fiscal year SEC. 301. (a) Section 9004 of the Internal "Sec. 9035. Qualified campaign expense limi-
ending June 30, 1976, $2,000,000 for the Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to entitle- tations.".
period beginning July 1, 1976, and ending ment of eligible candidates to payments) is (c) For purposes of applying section 9035
September 80, 1976, and $8,000,000 for the amended by adding at the end thereof the (a) of _he Internal Revenue C_ie of 1954, as
fiscal year ending September 30, 1977.", following new subsections: a_aended by s_bsection (_), expenditures

ISAVXN0PROVISXON _(d) EXPEND1TITRES FROM PERSOl%TALmade by an individual after.January 29,
l_ms._ln order to be eligible to receive any 1976, axed before the date of en_tment of

SEC. 112. Except as otherwise provided by payment under section 9006, the candidate of this Aot shah not be taken inl_) account.
this Act, the repeal by this Act of any section a major, minor, or new party in a Presiden- _RMXNATION O_ PA_E_S _OR nAC_ O_
or penalty shah not have the effect to re- tial election shall certify to the Commission, DEMONSTRABLESUPPORT
lease or extinguish any penalty, forfeiture, under penalty of perjury, that suoh candi-
or liability incurred under such section or date shah not knowingly nmke expenditures SEC. 306. Section 90_7 of the Internal Rev-
penalty, and such section or penalty shall be from his personal funds, or the personal enue Code of 1954 (relating to payments to
treated as remaining in force for the purpaes funds of his immediate family, in connec- eligible candidates in primary campalgn_) is
of sustaining any proper action or prosecu- tion with his eam1_aign for election to the amended by adding at the end thereof the
tlon for the enforcement of any penalty, office of President in excess of, in the aggre- following new subsection:forfeiture, or liability.

g_te, $50,000. _(c) TERMINATION OF PAYMENTS FOR LACK

TECHNXCAL AND CONFORMXNG AMENDMENTS "(e) DEPXN1TION OF IMMEDIATE PAMXLY._ OF DE1VIONSTRAELE SUPPORT.-_

SEC. 113. (a) Section 306(d) of the Act (2 For purposes of subsection (d), the term "(1) GENERAL E_rLE.--IVotwithstanding any
U.S.C. 436 (d)) ia amended by inserting la- 'immediate family' means a candidate's other provl_ion of this chapter, no payment
mediately after "304(a)(1)(C),' the fol- spouse, and any child, parent, grandparent, shall be nmde under this chapter to any can-
lowing: "304(c),". brother, lair*brother, sister, or half-sister of didate more than 30 days after the date of

(b) Section 310(a) (7) of the Act (2 U.S.C. the candidate, and the spouses of such per- the second consecutive primm-y election in
437d(a) (7)), as redesignated by section 105, sons.", which ouch candidate receives les_ than 10
is amended by striking out "813" and insert. (b) For purposes of applying section 9004 percent of the number of vot_._ cast for all
lng in lieu thereof "312". (d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as candidates of the seine party for _he s_me

(c) (1) Section 9002(8) of the Internal amended by subsection (a), expenditures office in such primary election if the candi-
Revenue Code of 1954 (defining Commission) made by an individual after January 29, 1976, date permitted or authorized the appearance
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of isis name on the ballot unless the candt- system of nominating candidates for election ; _tton based upon a full consideration of
d_te certifies to the Corrmalssion thafc he will to the office of tile President of the UnitedL _t.ternatives to our current Presidential non-

not be an active candldo_te in the primary. States by studying such system in a broad[ t hating s'!'stem, Including an analysis of the
If 'the primary elections axe held in more manner never before attempted tn the two-. :_;rength,,_ and weaknesses of all such alter-

than _ne State on the _ne date, a candl- hundred-year hlsrx)ry of this Nation. , _atlves studied, together with its recommen-
-al.ate, she. Il, for purposes of this subseCtion, be ESTABLISHi%[ENT OF COMMISSIOIq : _tlons _ to the best system to establish :for

treated as receiving that percentage of the SEC. 402. (a) There :ks established the Bi-. lie 1980 :_'resldential elections. The Commis-
votes on that date which he received in the centennial Comnmlssion on Presidential Nom-. _ion shall cease to exist sixty days after its
!c,rlnnaxy election conducted on such date in lnations (hereinafter relerred to as the :(i aa/ report is submitted.
which he received the greatest percealtage "Commission"). vow_a_ AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
vote. The provisions of this section shall ap-
ply as of the date of en_mtment of the Fed- (b) The Commission shall be composed of SEC. 4[),i... (a) The Commission may, in car-

twenty members lx) be appointed as follows: _'ying out the provisions of this title, sit and
cram[ Election Campaign Act Amendmen_;s of (1) six members shall be appointed by the _J::t at su,:(_ times and places, hold such hear-
1976. President pro tempore of the Senate, on the :i:Lgs, take such testimony, request the at-"(2 D P_EINSTATEMENT O__ PAYMENTS.--Iqot-

_¢it:hstmmding the provisio_hs of paragraph (1) recommendation of _he majority and mtn-. _undanee )f such witnesses, administer oaths,
' ority !oRders, of whom at least two shall be :! _ve suc:,:_ printing and binding done, and

a candidate whose payments have been ter- Members of the Senate and at least two shall[ :'emro[salon studies by any Federal agency or
mtimted under paragraph (1) may again re- be elected or appointed State officials; ._,::ecutive department, as the Commission
celvo payments (including amounts, he (2) six members shall be appointed by the :_ms advisable.

would have received but for paragraFh (1)) Speaker' of the House of ]_tepresentatlves, of (b) Per diem and mileage allowances for
ff he receives 20 percent or more of the to,al whom at least two shall be Members of the ;,,itnesses requested to appear under the au-
xq.mnber of votes cast for candidates of the House and at least two slhall be elected or i:mrity conferred by this section shall be paidsame party in a primary election held af_Jer
t(he date on which the election was held appointed State officials; :Item fu:nds appropriated to the Commission.

(3) :six members shall bc appointed by the (c) Subject to such rules and regulations
_,hl.ch was the basis 'for' terminating pay- President; and a_; may be adopted by the Commission, the
ments to him.". (4) two members shall be the chairman. _:Aairnlan shall have the power tO--

TECHNICAL AND CONFORi%IIl_G AMENDMENTS of the two' national political parties and[ (1) appoint and fix the compensation of an
Sm:. 307. (a) Section 9008(b)(5) of the shall serve as ex officio members. _:cecutlve director, and such additional staff

Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to (c) At no time shall more than three i_:_rsonne] as may be necessary, without re-
adjustment of entitlements) is amended-- members appointed under paragraph (1), !:_trd to t :_s provislorm of title 5, United States

(1) by striking out "section 608(c) and (2), or (3) of subseetlon (b) be Individuals '_:ode, go[,ernlng appointments in the com-
motion 608(f) of title 18, United States who are of the same political affiliation, i__tltlve service, and fvithout regard to chap-
(_k_[e," and inserting in lieu Vhereof "section (d) A vacancy in the Commission shall not · _,r 51 a_d subchapter III of chapter 53 of
820(b) and section 320(d) of the Federal affect its powers, and shall be filled in the _mh title relating to classification in Genera/
Election Campaign Act of 1971"; and same manner in which the original appoint-. ._.:hedule Day rate.q, but st such rates not in

(2) by striking out "section 608(d) of such meat was made, subject to the same limlta-, e:ceess of '[;he maximum rate for GS-18 of the
title" and inserting in lieu thereof "section tigris with respect to party affiliations as the :'eneral '_chedule under section 5332 of such
302(c) of such Act". original appointment, litle: :_n.(I

(b) Section 9008(d) of the Internal Rex,- (e) Twelve members shall constitute a
enuo Code of 1954 (relating to limitation of quorum, but a lesser number may conduct (2) procure temporary and intermittent[_rvices to the same extent as is authorized
expenditures) is amended by adding az the hearings. The Chairman of the Commission _ _ sectio_:t 3109 of title 5. United States Code,
end thereof the following new paragraph: shall be selected by the members from among t,at at. rares not to exceed $100 a day for in-

''(4) PROVISION OF LEGAL AND ACCO1JNTING the members, other than ex officio members. <: .viduals.
EERVIC_s.--For purposes of this section, the i¢UNCTIONS OF T_IE COMMISSION

COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS

payment by any person, including the n.a- SEC. 4:03. (a) The Commission shall make a
tio_ml committee of a political party ('un- SEC. 40_5. (a) Members of the Commission

full and complete investigation with respect v;ho are otherwise employed by the Federal
less the person paying for such services is a to the Presidential nominating process. Such *t_overnment shall serve without compensa-
person other than the e]nployer of the in- investigation shall include but not be lin-. 'i_.on but; shall be reimbursed for travel, sub-dlvidual rendering such services, of compen- lted to a consideration of---
aation to any individual for legal or gccount- (1) the manner in which States conduci; sistence, and other necessary expenses in.-
lng services rendered to or on behalf of the Primaries for the expression of a preference ,:: _rred by them in carrying out the duties of
national committee of a political party shall for the nomination of candidates for election i t_e Commission.
not be treated as an expenditure made by to the office of President of the United States (b) Merabers of the Commission not other-

or on behalf of such committee with re- and caucuses for the selection of delegates to 'wise employed by the Federal Government
speet to its limitations on Presidential nom- the national nomlm[ting conventions of po-. shall receive per diem at the maximum dally
inating convention expermes.", lltical parties; '_t,_te for GS-18 of the General Schedule when

(c) Section g034(b) of the Interrml Rev- (2) State laws and the rules of natlona'_L i;xey are engaged in the performance of their
enue Code of 1954 (relating to limitationsD political parties which govern the partlclpa-. _:i_ttes as members of the Commission and
Is smaended by striking out "section 608(c) tion of voters and candidates in such primar-. --_._a/1 be entitled to reimbursement for travel,
(1) (A) of title 18, United. St4_tes Code, '_ and les and caucuses; _ _bsistemce, and other necessary expenses in-
inserting in fieu thereof "section 302(b) (1) (3) the financing of campaigns for the <: _rred by them in carrying cut the duties of
(A) of the Federal Election Campaign Act nomirmtion of candidates for election to the '_l_e C¢}mn].ission.of 1971".

(d) Section 9035(a) of the Internal R_v- office vi the President of the United States; 'r!rvIELINESS OF APPOINTMENTS
(4) tim relatlo:nship between candidates SEC. 406. It is the sense of the Congress

enue Code of 1954 (relating to expenditure for election to the office of the President of i nat the appointments of individuals to servelimitations), as so redesignated by section
305(a), is amended by stciking out "section the United States and the news media, in-. ;_ membs, rs of the Commission be completed
608(c) (1)(A) of title 18, United States cluding how candidates achieve public reo _,ithir, ninety days after the enactment of
CDde/' and inserting in lieu thereof 'see- ognition and whether such candidates should; ':i_is title
tion 320(b) (1) (A) of the l_ederal Election be guaranteed access to the television media;
CaIapaign Act of 1971". (5) the Interrelationship of the elements _U'm_tORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

(e) Section 9004(a) (1) of the Internal described in paragraphs (:t) through (4) oil SEC. 407. There are authorized to be appro-
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to entitle- this section; ::lated such sums as may be necessary to

(6') alternative nominating systems, in- L:;_rry out the provisions of this title.ments of eligible candidates to payments)
is amended by striking out "608(c)(1){B ) cluding but not limited to a national or ':'£TLE' V.--1VIISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
of title 18, United States Cc_le" and insert- regional primary system for the expression of USE OF FRANKED MAIL BEFORE ELECTION_

a preference for the nomination of candi-.
lng In lieu thereof "320(b) (1) (B) of the dates lop election to the office of President; SEC. 5(Hk Section 3210(a) (5)'(D) of title
l*ederal Election Campaign .act of 1971". of the United States and variations on the :!!_' United States Code, Ns amended by

(f) Section 9007(b)(3) of the Internal :_triking out'"28" and inserting in lieu
lq_venue Code of 1964 (relating to repay- present nominating system;
mente) is amended by striking out "900{t (7) the manner in which candidates are, ',:hereof "_],0".
(d)" and inserting in lieu thereof "9006(e)". nominated for election to the office of Vice >INA_ICI%L DISCLOSURE OF FEDERAL OFFIC['RS

(g) Section 9012(b) (I D of the Internal President of the United States; and ANDEMPLOYEES
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to contribu- (8) the extent to which State laws and. SEC. 5¢,5:. (a) Each person referred to in
tions) is amended by striking out "9006(d)" the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 _ _bparagraph (b) herein shall file annually
and inserting in lieu thereof "9006(e)". promote or retard independent candidacies '_qth the 0omptroller General of the United
TIqTLE IV--COMMISSION TO STUDY PRES- for election to the offiec of President. Ei ;ares on or before Februrary 15 of each

IDENTIAL NOMINATING PROCESS (b) The Commission shall submit to the 'jest a full and complete report of net worth
President and to the Congress such interim s,'; of tlhe end of the preceding calendar

DECLARATION OF POLICY reports as it deems advisable, and nog later >ear, .'tach report to consist of a statement
S.rc. 401. It Ns hereby declared to be the than one year after the enactment of this t:,>' assets (a,_d of their reasonable market

policy of the United States to improve the title, a final report of ).ts study and lnvestb ';due) owned by him, or Jointly by him and
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his spouse, and of liabilities owed by him, (b) Section 309(a)(2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)) as so redeslgnated by
or Jointly by him _nd his spouse, together 437c(a) (2)), as so redeslgnated by section section 105 and as amended by 'this section,
with a full and complete statement of In- 105, is amended to read as follows: shall not be considered to be, appointments
come for the preceding calendar year, such "_2) (A) Members of the Commission shall to fill the unexpired tern_ of members
statement of income to consist of a list of .serve for term_ of 6 years, except that of serving on-the Federal Election Commission
the identity of each source of income and a the members first appointed-- on the date of the enactment of this Act.
list of the amount paid by each source of "(i) one shall be appointed for a term of (3) Members serving on the Federal Elec-
income to him, or Jointly to him and his 1 year; tion Commission on the date, of the enact-
spouse, during the preceding calendar y_,r, "(ii) one shall be appointed for a term of ment of this Act may continue to serve
except that in lieu of such statement of in- 2 years; as such members until members are
come. each individual referred to in sub- "(iii) one shall be appointed for a term of appointed and qualified under section
paragraph (b) may file with the Comtprol- 3 years; 309(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. i_37c(a)), as so
ler General of the'United States a copy of "(iv) one shall be appointed for a term of redesignated by section 105 and as amended
such person's Federal income tax report for 4 years; by this section, except that until appointed
such calendar year. "(vD one shall be appointed for a term of and qualified under this Act, members

(b) The provisions of this section shall 5 years; and serving on such Commission on such date
apply to any person who as an officer or "(vi) one shall be appointed for a term of enactment may, beginning on March 1,
employee of the United States within the of 6 years; as designated by the President at 1976, exercise only such powers and func-
executive, legislative, or Judicial branch of the time of appointment, except that of the tiGriS as may be consistent with the deter-
the Government of the United States re- members first _ppolnted under this sub- minations of the Supreme Court of the
celved compensation at a gross annual rate paragraph, no member affiliated with a poll- United States in Buckley ,et al. against
in excess-of $25,000 during the year 1976 or tlcal party shall be appointed for a term that Valeo, Secr'etary of the United States
any subsequent year. The provisions of this expi.res 1 year after another member affiliated Senate, et ah (numbered 7,5--436, 75-437)
section also apply to any individual not d_- with the same political party. (January 30, 1976).
scribed tn the preceding sentence who is a "(B) A member of the Commission may (e) The provisions of section 309(a)(3)
candidate within the meaning of section serve on the Con_nission after the e_pira- of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)(3}), as so
301(b) of the Federal Election Campaign tlon of his term until his successor has taken redesignated by section 105, which prohibit
Act of _971 (2 U.S.C. 431(b))', except that offics as a member of the Commission. any member of the Federal Election Corn-
the report required by subsection (a) shall "(C) An individual appointed to fill a misison from being an elected or appointed
be filed within thirty days after the date vacancy occurring other than by the expira- officer or employee of the executive, legisla-
on which he becomes a candidate within tlon of a term of office shall be appointed tire, or judicial branch of the Federal Oov-
the meaning of such section, and on each only for the unexpired term of the member ernment, shaU not apply in the case of any
February 15 thereafter so long as he is such he succeeds, individual serving as a member of such
a candidate. "(D) Any vacancy occurring in the mere- Commission on the date of the enactment

(c) The report required by this section bership of _he Commission shall be filled of this Act.
shall be in such form and shall contain such in the same manner as in the case of the CHANGESIN DEFINIT1Oi_$
information as the Comptroller General original appointment.".
may preseribe in order to meet the provisions (c)(1) Section 309(a)(3) of the Act (2 SEC. 102. (a) Section 301(a)(2) of the
of this section. Notwithstanding any pro- U.S.C. 437c(a)(3)), as so redeslgnated by Act (2 U.S.C. 431(a)(2)) is amended by
vision of law to the contrary, all reports section 105, is amended by adding at the srtlking out "held to" and inserting in lieu
filed unde_ this section shall be maintained end thereof the following new sentences: thereof "which has authority to".
by the Comptroller General as public res- "Members of the Commission shall not eh- (b) Section 201(e) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C.431 (e) (2)) is amended by inserting
ords, open to inspection by members of the gage in any other business, vocation, or em-
public, and copies of such records shall ployment. Any individual who is engaging In "written" immediately before "contract",
be furnished upon request at a reasonable any other business, vocation, or employment and by striking out "expressed or implied,".
fee. Any report filed under this section shall at the time such individual begins to serve (c) (1) Section 391 (e)_(4) of the Act (2as a membe* of the Commission shall terrain- U.S.C. 431 (e) (4)) is amended by inserting

retained by the Comptroller General for ate or liquidate such activity no later than immediately before the semicolon the follow-
a period of five years. 1 year after beginning to serve as such a ing: ", except that this subparagraph shall

(d) All reports required hereunder shall member.", not apply (A) in the case of any legal or
be certified as being correct by the person (2) Section 309(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. accounting services rendered to or on behalf
filing the same and shall be duly sworn 437c(b)), as so redeslgnated by section 105, of the national committee of a political
to and properly notarized, is amended to read as follows: party, other than any legal or accounting

MOTION OFFEREDBY MR. HAYS OF OI-IIO "('b) (1) The Commission shall administer, services attributable to activity which

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I of- seek to obtain compliance with, and for- directly furthers the election of any
mulate policy with respect to, this Act and des;gnated candidate to Federal office; or

fer a m0tlon, chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal (B) in the case of any legal or accounting
The Clerk read as follows: Revenue Code of 1954. The Con_nlssion shall servlces rendered to or on behalf of a candl-

Mr. HAYS of Ohio moves to strike out all have exclusive primary Jurisdiction with date or political committee ;solely for the
after the enacting clause of the Senate bill respect to the civil enforcement of such pro- purpose of ensuring compliance with the
(S, 3065) and to insert in lieu thereof the visiol!s, provisions of this Act, chapter 29 of title 18,
provisions of H.R. 12406, as passed, as icl- "(2) Nothing in this Act shall be con- United States Code, or chapter 95 or chapter
lows: sl_rued to limit, restrict, or diminish any in- 96 of the Internal Revenue Cc_le of 1954".

SHORT TITLE vestigatory, trfformatlonal, oversight, super- (2) Section 301(e) (5) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
SECTION 1. r.[?lis Act may be cited as the visory, or discipIinary authority or function 431(e) (5)) is amended_

'_ederal Election Campaign Act Amend- of the Congress or any committee of the (A) in clause (E) thereof, by strlklng out
ments of 1975% Congress wi_h respect to elections for Fed- "or" at the end thereof;

TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL eraloffice.". (B) in clause (F) thereof by inserting
ELECTION CAM_PAIGN ACT OF 1971 - (3) The first sentence of section 309(c) of "or" immediately after the semicolon at the

the Act (2 U.S.C. 437(c)), as so redeslgnated end thereof; and
FEDERALELECTION COMMISSION _E1WIBERSHIP by section 105, is amended by inserting lin- (C) by inserting Immediately after clause

SEc. 101. (a) (1) The second sentence of mediately before the period at the end there- (F) the following new clause:
section 309(a) (1) of the Federal Election of the following ", except that the affirmative "(O) a gift, subscription, 'loan, advance,
Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U.S.C. 473c(a) (1)), vote of 4 members of the Commission shall or deposit of money or anything of value to
as so redesignated by section 105, herein- be required in order for _he Commission to a national con_mlttee of a political party or
after in this Act referred to as the "Act", is establish guidelines for compliance with the a State con_zlttee of a political party which
amended to read as follows: "The Commis- provisions of this Act or with chapter 95 or is specifically designated for the propose of
sion is composed of the Secretary of the chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of defraying any coot incurred _ith respect to
Senate and the Clerk of the House of Rep- 1954, or for the Commission to take any ac- the construction or purchase of any office
resentatlves, ex officio and without the right lion in accordance with paragraph (6), (7), facility which is not acquired for the purpose
to vote, and 6 members appointed by the (8), or (10) of section S10(a)". o1 influencing the election of any candidate
President of the United States, by and with (d) (1) The President shall appoint mere- in any particular election for Federal office,
the advice and consent of the Senate.". bets of the Federal Election Commission except that any such gift, subscription, loan,

(2) The last sentence of sectlon 309(a)(1) under section 309(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. advance, or deposit of money or anything
of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a)(1)), as so re- 437c(a)), as so. redeslgnated by section 105 of value, and any such cost_ shall be re-
designated by section 105, is amended to and as amended by this section, as soon as" ported In accordance with section 304(b);".
read as _ollows: "No more than 3 members o! practicable after the date of the enactment id) {1) Section 301(f) (_) of the Act (2
the Co_,_m!_ion appointed under this para. of this Act. U_.C. 431(f)(4)) is amended--
graph may be affiliated with the same po- (2) The first appointments made by the (A) by strlking out "or" at the end of
lltleal party. _. President under section 309 (a) of the Act clause (F) and at the end of clau,se (O);
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(B) by lr_serting "or" immediately aftcr required to be filed after December 31 of ::__:lng s_-_,_tion 309 through section 321 as

the semicolon at the end of clause (H); and any calendar year with respect to which a re- _;_:rich ',!1_,8 through section 320 respec-
(C) by Inserting immediately after clause port is required to be filed under snbpara- t :ely.

(H) the following new ciause: graph (B) shall be tilted as provided in such CAMPAIGN DEPOSITORIES

"(!) any costs incurred by a candidate in subparagraph)'. _EC. 106. The secx>nd sentence of section

connection with the solicitation of contribrL.. (b) ,Sectlon 304(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. ',_:.l(a) (1) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 347b(a) (l)),
tlons by such candidate, except that 3his 434(a) (2)) is ameitded to read as follows: a so rede.'dgnated by section 205, is amended
clause shall not apply witch respect to costs "(2) Each treasurer of a political commit- I:,:' s trikil:_!; out "a checking account" and
incurred by a candidate in excess of an tee authorized by a candidate to raise con- h _rtlng :::_lieu thereof "one or more check-
amount equal to 20 percent of the expendi- tributions or make expenditures on his be- i': ._ accounts, at the discretion of any such
ture limitation applicable to such candidate half, o_ber than the candidate's principal _::. nmittee ".
under section 320(b), except that all such campaign committee, shall file the reports re-
cost:3 shall be reported irt accordance wi_h qulred under this section with the candi- :POWERS OF COMMISSION
section 304(b).". date's principal campaign committee.". 3EC. 10'7 (a) Section 310(a) of the Act (2

(2) Section 301(f) (4) of the Act (2 US.C. (c) Section 304(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. l: 3.C. 437_a) ), as so redesignated by section
431(f) (4)), as amended t)y paragraph (1 }, 434(b) ) Is amended--. I _, is am.e:aded--
is Ik_ther amended-- (1) by striking out "and" at the end of _1) in p_ragraph (8) thereof, by inserting

(A) by redeslgnattng clause (F) through paragraph (12); ': *velop such prescribed forms and to" lin-
clause (I) as clause (G) through clause (J), (2) by redesignatlng paragraph (13) as J:t :.diately before "make", and by inserting
resp,ectlvely; and paragraph (14); and :i_:mediately after "Act" the following: "and

(B) by inserting immediately after claus_e (3) by inserting Immediately after para- ,:::._pter 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal
(1_I) the following new clause: graph (12) the following new paragraph: :t_:venDe C ode of 1954";

:2) in Faragraph (9) thereof, by striking
"(F) the payment, by any person other "(13) in the case of an independent ex- ,:r_t "and _ections 608' and all that follows

than a candidate or a political committee, penditure in excess of $100 by a political
of compensation for legal or accounting serw committee, other than an authorized corn- '1.,::ough "_!;tates Code" and inserting in lieu
ices rendered to}or on behalf of the national mittee of a candidate, expressly advocating !.[__reof _'and chapter 95 and chapter 96 of

In_er::.al Revenue Code of 1954; and";cora:mitres of a political party, other than the election or defeat of a clearly ldenti-
services attributable to activities which dt- fled candidate, through a separate schedule; a: _d
r_ctly further the election of any designated (A) any information required by paragraph 2) by ._triking out paragraph (10) and
candidate to Federal office, or by legal or ac- (9) stated in a manner which indicates c_, les!gusting paragraph (11) as paragraph
counting services rendered to or on behalf whether the independent expenditure in- _ ))'
of a candidate or political committee solely volved is in support of, or in opposition to, b) (1) Section 310(a) (6) of the Act ,[2

ii 3.C. 437_:.(a) (6)), as so redesignated by see-
for the purpose of ensuring compliance with a candidate; and (B) under penalty of per- l:i:n 105, _s amended, to read as follows:the provisions of this Act, chapter 29 of title Jury, a certification whether such Jude-

'(6) to initiate (through civil actions for
18, lJnited States Code, or chapter 95 or chap- pendent expenditure is msxle in cooperation, :h unei:.ive declaratory or other appropriate
ter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of consultation, or concert with, or at the re- :_._Hef) de_end (in the case of any civil ac-
1954;". quest or suggestion of, any candidate or any 'h:n brou_ht under section 313(a) (9)) or(e) Section 301 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 43:) authorized committee o:r a[._ent of such can-
is amended-- dldate; and". si,peal any civil action in the name of the

[::mmissio:c_ for the purpose of enforcing th_
(1) in paragraph (m) tl_ereof, by striking (d) Section 304(e) of the Act (2 U.S.C. p: )visions of this Act and chapter 95 andout "'and" at the end thereof;

(2) in paragraph (n) tt_ereof, by striking 434(e) ) is amended to read as follows: ,-:l,apter [}6 of tho Internal Revenue Code of
"(e) (i) Every person (other than a politt- !.1 54, thr,mxgh its general counsel}".

out the period at the end thereof and Insert- cai committee or candidate) who makes con- (2) _;ec'ti.on 310 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437d),
lng :tn lieu thereof a semicolon; and trlbutlons or independent expenditures ex- a; so redeslignatsd by section 105, is amended

(3) by adding at the end t-_ereof the fob. pressly advocating the election or defeat of a b' adding: at the end thereof the following
lowing new paragraphs: clearly identified candidate, other than by t:_v subsection:

"(o) 'Act' means the Federal Election Cam.- contribution to a political committee or can- '(e) Except as provided in section 313(a)
paign Act of 1971, as amended by the Federal didate, in an aggregate amount in excess i_), the power of the Commission to initiate
Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974 of $I00 clurlng a calendar year shall file with :: .'il acticms under subsection (a) (6) shall
and the Federal Election Campaign Act the Commission, on a form prepared by the b:_ the exclusive civil remedy for the eh-
Amendments of 1976; Commission, a statement containing the in- f 'cemeni of the provisions of this Act.".

'(p) 'independent expenditure' mearm an formatio:a required cf a person who makes
expenditure by a person expressly advoea_:- a contribution in excess of $100 to a candi- ADVISOR_ OPINIONS
lng the election or defeat of a clearly ldeu- date or political committee and the informs- _EC. 108. (a) Section 312(a) of the Act (2
tiffed candidate which is made without co- tion required of a candidate or political corn- _. S.C. 437_ (a)), as so redesignated by section
operation or consultation with any candidate mitres receiving such a contribution. !, 5, is am,_mded to read as follows:
or' any authorized committee or agent of such "(2) Statements required by this subsec- 'SEC. 312. (a) Upon written request to tho
candidate and which is not made in concert t_on shall be filed on the dates on which re- t[: mmission by any individual holding Fed~

with, or at the request or suggestion of, any ports by political coramlttees are .filed. Such _;_tl office, any candidate for Federal office,
candidate or any authorized committee or statements shall include (A) the lnforma- a:y politt:.al commit:tee, or the national corn-
agent of such candidate; and tr tree of! any political party, the Commis-

"(q) 'clearly identified' means (1) the tion required by subsection. (b) (9), stated in
a manner indicating whether the contrlbu- s::_n shsl! render an advisory opinion, _[n

name of the candidate appears; (2) a phc- tlon or independent expenditure is in sup- ';,:itin_h within a reasonable time with re-
_ograph or drawing of the candidate appears; port of, or opposition to, tl_e candidate; and s _ect to _v:hether any specific transaction or
or (3) the identity of the candidate is ap-
parent by unambiguous reference.". (B) under penalty of perjury, a certification a :tlvity b!r such individual, candidate, orwhether such independent expenditure is i;r: litical committee would constitute a viola-

ORGANIZA'iTOBI OF POLITICAl, COMMITTEES made in coopeartlon, Consultation, or con- t: :m of ttxt_ Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96
_:c. 103. ,Section 302 of the Act (2 17.S.0. celt w_th, or _t *,he request or suggestion of, _: the Im:ernal Revenue Code of 1954. No

4fil2) is amended by striking out subsectic, n any candidate or _my authorized committee a:visory opinion shall be issued by the Corn-
(e) and by redesignating subsection (f) as or agent of such c_mctldate. Any independent :n: _ssion o:r any of Its employees except in ac~
subsection (e). expenditure, including those described in c >rdanee x:_lth the provisions of this sectionf'.

REPORTS BY POLiTICAl, COMNIrrTEES AND subsection (b) (1311, of $1,000 or more made (b) '_ection 312(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437
C_NDn)_ES after the fifteenth day, but more than 24 (:) )' as _;o redeslgnated by section 105, ls

hours, before any election shall be reported _ _ended to read as follows:
SF, c. 104. (a) Section 304(a) (1) (C) of the within 24 hour_ of such independent "(b) (1) Notwithstanding any other provi-

Act (2 U.S.C. 434(a) (I) (C) .is amended by expenditure. _:on o_ law, any person who relies upon any
im_ertlng lnm_ediately before the period at
the end thereof the following: "except that, "(3) _[_e Commission shall be responsible p:ovision or finding of an advisory opinion Ins cordanc_, with the provisions of paragraph
in. any year in which a candidate is not on for expeditiously preparing indices, which set (!) (A) a:nd who acts in good faith in ac-
the ballot for election to Federal office, such forth, on a osmdidate-by-candidate bases, all c ;rdanee _rith the provisions and findings
candidate and his authorized committees expendioures separately, including those re~ o :. such ar_-visory opinion shall not, as a result
shall only be. required to file such reportm n,>t ported nnder subsection (b) (13), made with ,> any such act, be subject to any sanction
later than the tenth day following the close respect to each candidate, as reported under [p:ovided :)y this Act or by chapter 95 or
of any calendar quarter im which the can- this SUbSection, aa_d for periodically issuing < :apres 9_; of the Internal Revenue Code of
(_Ldate and his authorize_l committees re- such indices on a timely preelec_on basis.". !_54.

eeived contributions or made expenditures REPORTS S.WCERTAIN PERSONS "(2) (A) Any advisory opinion rendered by
totaling in excess of $10,000, a:ad such reports SEC. 105. Title Iii of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431 '_:_e Conm_.iaslon under subsection (a) may
shaltl be complete as of the close of such cai- et seq) Is amended by striking out secttoI_ _ _. relied _.pon by (l) any person involved in
endar quarter (except that any such report 308 thereof (2 U.S.C. 437a_ and by redeslg- t::e spect'kc transaction or activity with re-
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spect to which such advisory opinion is ren- involved, except that, if the Commission has amount of the contribution or expenditure
dered; and (ii) any person involved in any reasonable cause to believe that--- involved in such violation.
specific transaction or activity which is siml- "(i) any person has famed to file a report "(C) The Commission shall make available
lar to the transaction or activity with re- required to be filed under section 304(a) (1) to the public (i) the results of any concilia-
spect to which such advisory opinion is ren- (C) for the calendar quarter occurring imme- lion attempt, including any conciliation
dered, diately before the date of a general election; agreement entered into by the Commission;

"(B)(1) The Commission shall, no later "(ii) any person has failed to file a and (ii) any determination by the Corn-
than 30 days after rendering an advisory report required to be filed not later than mission that no violation of the Act or of
opinion of general applicability wlth respect 10 days before an election; or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal
to a request recelved under subsection (a), "(iii) on the basis of a complaint filed less Revenue Code of 1954, has occurred.
transrr_it to the Congress proposed rules or than 45 days but more than l0 days before "(7) In any civil action for relief insti-
regulations relating to the transaction or an election, any person has committed a luted by the Commission under paragraph
activity involved if such transaction or activ- knowing and willful violation of this Act of (5), if the court determines that the Com-
ity is not subject to any existing rule or reg- chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal mission has established through clear and
ulatlon prescribed by the Commission. Revenue 0ode of 1954; convincing proof that the person involved in

"(ii) Any rule or regulation prescribed the Commission shall make every effort, such civil action has committed a knowing
by the Commission under this subparagraph for a period of not less than one-half the and willful violation of this Act or of chap-
shall be subject to the provisions of section number of days between the date upon ter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue315(c) .".

(c) Section 315(c) (1) of the Act (2 U.S. C. which the Commission determines there is Code of 1954, the court may impose a civilreas®nable cause to believe such a violation penalty of not more than the greater of
438(c) (1)), as so redesignated by section 105, has occurred and the date of the election (A) $10,000; or (B) an amount equal to 200
is amended by Inserting "or under section involved, to correct or prevent such viola- percent of the contribution or expenditure
312(b) (2) (B)" Immediately after "ruder this lion by informal methods of conference, con- involved iix such violation. In any case in
section", ciliation, and persuasion, and to enter which such person has entered into a concill-

(d) The amendments made by this section into a conciliation agreement with the person ation agreement with the Commission un-
shall apply to any advisory opinion rendered involved. A conciliation agreement, unless der paragraph (5) (A), the Commission may
by the Federal Election Commission after violated, shall constitute a complete bar to institute a civil action for relief under para-
October 15, t974. any further action by the Commission, in- graph (5) if it believes that such person has

ENFORCEMENT cluding the bringing of a civil proceeding violated any provision of such conciliation
SEC. 109. Section 313 of the Act (2 U.S.C. under subparagraph (B). agreement. In order for the Commission to

437g), as so redesignated by section 105, is "(B) If the Commission is unable to cor- obtain relief in any such civil action, it shall
amended to read as follows: rect Or prevent any such violation by such be sufficient for the Commission to estab-

"ENFOgCEMEXWT informal methods, the Commission may, if lish that such person has violated, in whole
the Commission determines there is probable or in pact, any requirement of such con-

"SEe. 313. (a) (1) Any person who believes cause to believe that a violation has occurred ciliation agreement.
a violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or or is about to occm', institute a civil action "(8) In any action brought under para-
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of for relief, including a permanent or tempor- graph (5) or paragraph (7), subpenas for
1954, has occurred may file a complaint with ary injunction, restraining order, or any witnesses who are required to attend a
the Commission. Such complaint shall be in other appropriate order, inehiding a civil United States district court may run into
writing, shall be signed and sworn to by the penalty which does not exceed the greater any other district.

person filing such complaint, and shall be of $5,000 or an amount equal to the amount "(9) (A) Any party aggrieved by an order
notarized. Any person filing such a complaint of any contribution or expenditure involved of the Commission dismissing a complaint
shall be subject to the provisions of section in such violation, in the district court of the filed by such party under par_graph (1), or
1001 of title 18, United States Code. The United States for the district In which the by a failure on the part of the Commission
Commission may not conduct any investiga- person against whom such action is brought to act on such complaint in accordance with

tion under this section, or take any other is found, resides, or transacts business, the provisions of this section within 90 days
action under this section, solely on the basis "(C) In any civil action instituted by the after the filing of such complaint, may file
of a complaint of a person whose identity is Commission under subparagraph (B), the a petition with the United States District
not disclosed to the Commission. court shall grant a permanent or temporary Court for the District of Columbia.

"(2) The Commission, if it has reasonable injunction, restraining order, or other order, "(B) The filing of any petition under sub-
cause to believe that any person has corn- including a civil penalty which does not ex- paragraptt (A) shall be made--
mltted a violation of this Act or of chapter ceed the greater or $5,000 or an amount equal "(i) in the case of the dismissal of a eom-. .J
95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue to the amount of any contribution or expert- plaint by the Commms_on, no later than
Code of 1954, shall notify the person in- diture involved in such violation, upon a 60 days after such dismissal; o1:

volved of such apparent violation and shall proper showing that the person involved has "(ii) in the case of a failure on the part of
make an investigation of such violation in engaged or is about to engage in a violation the Commission to act on such complaint, no
accordance wlth the provisions of this of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of later than 60 days after the 90-day period
section, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. specified in subparagraph (A)."(3) (A) Any investigation under para- "(D_ If the Commission determines that
graph (2) shall be conducted expeditiously there is probable cause to believe that a "(C) In any proceeding under this para-
and shall incihide an investigation, con- knowing and willful violation subject to and graph the court may declare that the dis-
dueled in accordance with the provisions of as defined in section 328 has occurred or missal of the complaint or the action, or the
this section, of reports and statements filed is about to occur, it may refer such apparent failure to act, is contrary to law and may
by any complainant under this title, if such violation to the Attorney General of the direct the Commission to proceed in con-
complainant is a candidate. United States without regard to any limita- fortuity with such decaaration within 30 days,

"(B) Any notification or investigation tion set forth in subparagraph (A). failing which the complainant may bring in
his own name a civil action to remedy the

made under paragraph (2) shall not be made "(6) (A) If the Commission believes that violation involved in the original complaint.public by the Commission or by any other there is clear and convincing proof that a
person without the written consent of the knowing and willful violation of this Act or "(10) The judgment of the district court
person receiving sqch notification or the chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal may be appealed to the court of appeals and
person with respect to whom such investiga- Revenue Code of 1954, has be_n committed, the judgment of the court of appeals affirm-
tion is made. any conciliation agreement entered into by ing or setting aside, in whole or in part,

"(4) The Commission shall, at the request the Commission under paragraph (5) (A) any such order of the district conrt shall be
of any person who receives notice of an may include a requirement that the person final, subject to review by the Supreme Cour_
apparent violation under paragraph (2), al- involved in such conciliation agreement shall of the United States upon certiorari or em'ti-
ford such person a reasonable opportunity to pay a civil penalty which shall not exceed the fication as provided in '_ee_ion 1254 of title
demonstrate that no action shall be taken greater of (i) $i0,000; or (ii) an amount 28, United Szates Code.
against such person by the Commission equal to 200 percent of the amount of any "{11) Any action b:'ou_l_t u_tder this s_tb-
under this Act. contribution or expenditure involved in such section shall be advance0 on the docket of

"(5) (A) If the Commission determines violation, the court in which filed, and put ahead of all
that there is reasonable cause to believe that "(B) If the Commission believes that a other actions (other than other actions
any person has committed or is about to violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or brought under this subsection or under sec-
commit a violation of this Act or of chap- Chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of tion 314).

ter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue 1954 has been committed, a conciliation "(12) If the Commi.-;3ion determines after
Code of 1954, the Commission shall make agreement entered into by the Commission an investigation that any person has violated
every endeavor for a period of not less than under paragraph (5) (A) may include a re- an order of the court entered ir. a proceeding
30 days to correct or prevent such violation quirement that the person involved in such brought under paragraph (5) it may petition
by informal methods of conference, con- conciliation agreement shall pay a civil pen- the court for an order to adjudicate such
ciliation, and persuasion, and to enter into ally which does not exceed the greater of (i) person in civil contempt, except that if it
a conciliation agreement with the person $5,000; or (tl) an amount equal to the believes the violation to be knowing and
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willful It may petition the court for an order J_0Drr_ONAL ENFORC._EMENT AU'rHORrrY ,;ubsidla 'les, branches, divisions, dep_rtments

'to adjudicate such person in crlminal con.- Sm:. 1il. Section ,107(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C .)r local units establish or finance or main-
tempt. 456(a) ) is amended, by inserting lmmediatell! ;air or control more than ofie separate seg-

"(b) In any case in which the CommlssloEk after "such title :iii," the following: "tht :egated [und, all such separate segregated
refers an apparent violation to the Attorney Oorrma._.ssion shall (1) m.al_e every eudeavo:, :unds shall be treated as a single separate
General, the Attorney General shall respond for a period of not less tZhan 30 days to ocr .;egregat_d fund for purposes of the limits-
by report to the Commission with respect to rect such failure by in:formal methods o ;ions provided by paragraph (1) and this
any action taken by the Attorney General conference, conciliation, and persuasion; o mragral h.
regarding such apparent violation. Each re.- (2) in the case of any such failure whict "(3) :)lo lndiviciual shall make coutribu-
port shall be transmitted no later than 60 occurs less than 45 days before the date o :ions aggregating more than $25,000 in any
days after the date the Commission refers the election involved_ make every endeaw):m salendar year. For purposes of this paragrap[h,
any apparent violation, and at the close of for a :period of not !ess than one-half th _ny cor, I;ribution made to a candidate 'in a
every 30-day period thereafter until there number of days between the date of suet /ear oiler than the calendar year in which
is final disposition of such apparent violation, failure and the date of the election involve(i ;he el_tion is held with respect to which
The Commission may from time to time pre.- to c(_-rect such :failure by informal method: tach contribution was made is considered ix)
pare and publish reports On the status of of cx)nference, conciliation, and persuasion _e made during the calendar year in which
such referrals, except that no action may be taken by th,, men election is held.

"(c) Any member of the Commission, any Commission with :respect to any complain. "(4) '2or purposes of this subsection--
employee of the Comm:[sslon, or any oi;her filed with the Commission during the 5-da'_ "(A) :'ontributions to a named candidate
person who violates the provisions ot sub- peric_i immediately before an election untt made _::, any political committee authorized
section (a) (3) (B) shall be fined not more after the date of such e)ectton. If the Corn oy such candidate to accept contributions on
than $2,000. Any such member, employee, or mission fails to ColTe_._t such faf'lure throug] i_is belin If shall be considered to be contribu-
other person who knowingly and willfully vi,- such informal methods, then", cions m_tde to such candidate;

olates the provisions of subsection (a) (3) (B), CONTRIBUTION Ai_rD EXPENDITURE LIBHTATIONS "(B) () expenditures made by any personshall be fined not more than $5,000.". _n cooperation, consultation, or concert, with,
PiE NALT._iES

DUTIES OF COMMISSION Dr at tl_e request or suggestion of, a candt-
SEC. 112. (a) Title III of the Act (2 U.S.,(:: date, hl:_ authorized political committees, or

SEC. 110. (a) (I) Section 315(a) (6) of the 431 et seq.), as amended by section 105, _ _heir a_,!;nts shall be considered to be a con-
Act (2 U.S.C. 438(a) (6) ],, as so redesignated further amended by striking out section 321(:, _rlbutic _l to such candidate;
1_' section 105, is amended by inserting tm- as sc, redesignated by section 105, and by in. "(fi) I;he finam;Ing by any person of the
mediately before the semicolon at the enci serting immedls,tely after section 319 _h.: dissemination, distribution, or republication,
thereof the following: ", and to compile and loll0wing new sections: in who]_ or in part, of any broadcast or any
maintain a separate cumulative index of re- guqtten, graphic, or other form of campaign
ports and statements filed with it by political ':'_rrATXONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND
committees supporting more than one candl- EXPENDITURES materis:_ _ prepared by the candidate, his au-thor!izcC political committees, or their au-
date, which shall include a listing of the dst,; 'S_c. 320. (a) ,'.1) Except as otherwise pr.0. thori!mm! agents shall be considered to be an
of the registration of any such political com.- vided by paxagraptLs (2) and (3), no perso::_ expe:ndlt_re for purposes of this paragraph;
mittee and the date upon which any sucll shall make contributions to any candidat _ and
political committee qualifies to make exper- with respect to any election for Federal oi. "(C) ::ontributions made to or for the_ben-
dltures under section 320(a) (2), and which rice which, in the aggregate, exceed $1,00(, efit of _ay candidate nominated by a politi-
c;hall be revised on the same basis and at the or .to any political comm?.ttee in any caienda._' cai part.y for election to the office of Vice
,'m_e time as the other cumulative indices year which exceed, in the aggregate, $1,000. PresldeHt of the United States shall be con-
_qulred under this paragraph". °'(2) No political committee (other than _ sidered to be contributions made to or for

(2) Section 315(a) (8) of the Act (2 U.$.C;. principal comparign committee) shall mak: the benefit of the candidate of such pa_ty
438(a) (8)), as so redeslgnated by section 105, contributions to (A) any candidate with re for eleciion to the office of President of the
is amended by inserting immediately before speet [o any election for :_ederal office whicl, United _!;tates.

_he semicolon at the end thereof the follow- in t:be aggregate, exceed. $5,00(,; or (B) t: "(5) The limitations imposed by para-
ing: ", and to give priority to auditing and any political coramlttee in any calendar yes[: graphs 411) and (2) of this subsection shall
field investigating the verification for, a_xd which, in the a_;gregate, exceed $5,000. Co:t_. appl 7 m_parately with respect to each cleo-
the receipt and use of, any payments re.- trlbutions by the national committee of t rich, e::ecpt that all elections held in a:ay
ceived by a ca_didate under chapter 95 o.r poliiJ, cal party se,tying as the principe.:, calends: year for the office of President of
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code o,f campaign committee of a candidate for t'.h,_ the Unified States (except a general election
1954". office of President of the United States shai for SUCr::_ Office) shall be considered to be

(b) Section 315(c) (2) of the Act (2 ILS,(;. not exceed the lfimitatlon imposed by t:hi one ele,:tion.
4B8(c) (2)), as so rede_lgnated by section 10ii, prececilng sentence with respect to any otb.e;:' "(5_ For purp¢_ses of the limitations lin-
ls amended-- candidate for Federal office. For purposes c:l' posed bi, this section, all contributions made

(1) by inserting ", in whole or in part,' this paragraph, the term 'political comml:i, by a pe:_'son, either directly or indirectly, on
:[zamediately after "dlm_pprove"; and tee' means an organiza[;lon registered as _, behalf ,:>f a particular candidate, including

(2) by inserting immediately after the political committee under section 303 lc::' contrib_ltionswhlch are inanywayearmark-
second sentence thereof the following new a per:Lcd of not less than 6 months which hs:_; ed or ,/thexwise directed through an inter-
sentences: "Whenever a committee o_ the received contributions :_rom more than _::: reed[az", or conduit to such candidate, shall
'.HOuse of Representatives reports any reso- persons and, except for any State pc_liti(;_::, be trea :.ed as. contributions from such per-
lutlon relating to any such rule or regula- party organizat',on, has made contributior,:_; son to _;ueh candidate. The intermediary or
tlon, it is at any time thereafter in order to 5 or more candidates for Federal offie_, conduit shall report the original source, and
(even though a prevlott_ motion to the same For l:)_._rposes of the limitations provided b' the lni _nded recipient of such contribution
effect has been disagreed to) to move to pro- paragraph (1) and this paragraph, all cot - to the (_ommission and to the intended recip-
coed to the consideration of the resolution, tributions made by political committees t.'.,-, lent.
_:T_e motion is highly privileged and is not tablished or financed or maintained or cot:.. "(b) I l) No candidate for the office of
debatable. An amendment to the motion [s trolled by any corporation, labor organizs- President of the United States who has estab-
not in order, and it is not in order to move rich, _>r any other person, including any pt_.. lished :ds eligibility under section 9003 of
to reconsider the vote by which the motion rent., subsidiary, branc[a, division, deparl, the Int,:_rnal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating
l_; agreed to or disagreed to.". mort, or local u:nit of such corporation, lak,( __ to c_n::_':_ion for eligibility for payments) or

(c) Section 315 of the Act (2 U.S.C, 438), organization or any other person, or by ary under _ection 9033 of the Internal Revenue
as so redeslgnated by section t05, is a_nended grot_p of such persons, shall be considere_:i Code ,:): 1954 (relating to eligibility for pay-
by adding at the end thereof the following to have been made by a single political con:._ ments) to receive payments from the Secre-
_ew subsection: mittee, except that (A) nothing in this se_ tary o:, the Treasury or his delegate may

"(e) In any proceeding, including any civil fence shall limit transfers between politic:,i make e_:penditures in excess of--
committees of funds raised thro-agh Joirl; "(A), $10,000,000, in the case of a cam-

or criminal enforcement proceeding again_St ftu_draising efforts.; and (B) for purposes c,!' paign :or nomination for election to suchany person chaa-ged with _qolating any pro-
vision of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter the limitations provided by paragraph (J) office, _xcept the aggregate of expenditm, es
96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, no and tials paragraph, all contrihutions mac:t:_ under :his subparagraph in any one '_tate
rule, regulation, guideline, advisory opinion, by a single political committee establishe,2 shall :n::;t exceed twice the greater of 8 cents
opinion of counsel or i_uy other pronounce- or financed or raalntained or controlled by _:. multip_i.ed by the voting age population of
ment by the Commission or by al_y member, national committee of it political party ar,:i, the Sl:_te (as certified under subsection
e,ffieer, or employee thereof (other tham any by a single political committee established _,::' (e)), o::' $100,000; or
rule or regulation of tile Commission which financed or rnaintained or controlled by tl:,,_ "(B) $20,000,000, in the case of a campaign
takes effect under sub_q_ction (c)) shall be State committee of a political party shall n,,i; for election to such office.
_mecl against any person, either as having be c(ntsldered to have been made by a sing' ,!: "(21, For purposes of this subsection---

the force of law, as er,eating any presump- political committce. In any case in which ',_. "(A) expenditures made by or on behalf
tlon of violation or of crimlnal intent, or as corporation and any of its s_bsidlarl_,% of any candidate nominated by a political
ezlmisslble in evidence against such person, branches, dlvisions, departments, or lo:_::l party f:,r election to the office of Vice Presl-
or in any other manner whatsoever.", units, or a labor organ_ation snd any of i _; dent o:.;_the United States shall be considered
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to be expenditures made by or on behalf of The term 'voting age population' means resi- prisals, or t:he threat of force, Job discrimi-
the candidate of such party for election to dent population, 18 years of age or older, nation, or financial reprisal, or by dues, fee:;,
the office of President of the United States; "(f) No candidate or political committee or other moneys required as a condition of
and shall knowingly accept any contribution or membership in a labor organization or as a

"(B) an expenditure is made on behalf of make any expenditure in violation of the condition of employment, or by moneys sb-
a candidate, including a candidate for the provisions of this section. No officer or em- rained in any commercial transaction; (ii) it
office of Vice President, if it is made by-- ployee of a political committee shall know- shall be unlawful for a corporation or a sep-

"(1) an authorized committee or any other ingly accept a contribution made for the arate segregated fund established by a cor-
agent of the candidate for the purposes of benefit or use of a candidate, or knowingly potation to solicit contributions from any
making any expenditure; or make any expenditure on behalf of a can- person other than its stockholders, executive

"(ii) any person authorized or requested didate, in violation of any limitation imposed officers, and their families, for an lncorpo-
by the candidate, an authorized committee on contributions and expenditures under rated trade association or a separate segre-
of the candidate, or an agent of the candi- this section, gated fund established by e.n incorporated

date, to make the expenditure. "(g) The Commission shall prescribe rules trade association to solicit contributions
"(C) (1) At the beginning of each calendar under which _ny expenditure by a candidate from any person other than the stockholders

year (commencing in 1976), ms there become for nomination for election to the office of and executive officers of the member corps-
available necessary data from the Bureau of President for use in two or more States shall rations of such trade assoc:tation and the
Labor Statltice of the Department of Labor, be attributed to such candidate's expenditure families of such stockholder_ and executive
the Secretary of Labor shall certify to the limitation in each such State, based on the officers (to the extent that any such solicits-
Commission and publish in the Federal voting age population tn such State which lion of such stockholders ami executive sift-
Register the per centum difference between can reasonably be expected to be influenced cars, and their families, has been separately
the price index for the twelve months pre- by such expenditure, and specifically approved by the member
cedLug the beginning of such calendar year corporation involved, and such member cor-
and the price index for the base period. Each "coN_amvrloNs OR EXPENDITURESBY NATIONAL poratton has not approved any such solicits.-
limitation established by subsection (b) and _ANKS, CORPORATIONS,ORLABORORGANIZATIONS lion by more than one such. trade associa-
su.bsectton (d) shall be increased by such "SEc. 821. (a) It is unlawful for any na- lion in any calendar year, or for a labor
per centum difference. Each amount so in- tlonal bank, or any corporation organized by organization or a separate segregated fund
creased shall be the amount in effect for authority of any law of Congress, to make a established by a labor organ_mtion to solicit
such calendar year. contribution or expenditure in connection contributions from any person other than its

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)-- with any election to any political office, or in members and their families; (iii) nothwith-
U(A) the term 'price index' means the connection with any primary election or standing any other law, any method of sc,-

average over a calendar year of the Consumer political convention or caucus held to select ltciting voluntary contributions or of facili-
Price Index (all items--United States city candidates for any political office, or for any taring the making of voluntary contributions
average over a calendar year of the Consumer corporation whatever, or any labor organize- to a separate segregated fund established
of Labor Statistics; and lion to make a contribution or expenditure by a corporation, permitted tq_ corporation,s,

"(B) the term 'base period' means the cai~ in connection with any election at which shall also be permitted to :tabor organiza-
endar year 1974. Presidential and Vice Presidential electors tions; and (iv) any corporation which uti-

"(d) (1) Notwithstanding any other pro- or a Senator or Representative in, or a Dele- lizes a method of soliciting voluntary con.-
vision of law with respect to limitations on gate or Resident Commissioner to, the Con- tributions or facilitating the making of vol-
expenditures or limitations on contributions, grass are to be voted for, or in connection untary contributions, shall make avatlablt- _,
the national committee of a political party with any primary election or political con- on written :request, such method to a labor
and a State commit'tee of a political party, vention or caucus held to select candidates organization representing any members
including any subordinate committee of a for any of the foregoing offices, or for any working for such corporation.
State corem/ties, may make expenditures in candidate; political committee, or other per- "(3) :For purposes of this section the term
connection with tl_ general election cam- son knowingly to accept or receive any con- 'executive officer' means an individual era-
paign of candidates for Federal office, subject tribution prohibited by this section, or any ployed by a corporation who Is paid on a
to the limitations contained in paragraphs officer or any director of any corporation or
(2) and (8) of this subsection, any national bank, or any officer of any labor salary rather than hourly basis and who has

"(2) The national committee of a political organization, to consent to any contribution policymaking or supervisory responsibilities.
party may not make any expenditure In con. or expenditure by such corporation, national "CONT_rSUTXONSBY GOVERNNIENTCONTRACTORS
nectton with the general election campaign bank, or labor organization, as the case may "SEC. 322. (a) It shall be unlawful for any
of any candidate for President of the United be, which is prohibited by this section, person who enters--
States whole affiliated with suchparty which "(b) (1) For purposes of this section the "(1) into any contract with the United
exceeds an amount equal to 2 cents multi- term 'labor organization' means any orga- States or any department or agency thereof
plied by the voting age population of tho nization of any kind, or any agency or em- either for the rendition of personal services or
United States (as certified under subsection ployee representation committee or plan, in furnishing any material, supplies, or equip-
(e) ), Any expenditure under this paragraph which employees participate and which exists merit to the United States or _uy department
shall be in addition to any expenditure by for the purpose, in whole or in part, of deal- or agency thereof or for sellng any land or
a national committee of a political party lng with employers concerning grievances, building to the United States or any depart-
serving as the principal campaign commit- labor disputes, wages, rates of pay, hours of merit or agency thereof, if payment for the
tee of a candidate for the office of the Presl- employment, or conditions of work. performance of such contract or payment for
dent of the United States. "(2) For purposes of this section, the term such material, supplies, equipment, land, or

"(8) The national committee of a political 'contribution or expenditure' shall include building is to be made in whole or in part
party, or a State committee of a political any direct or indirect payment, distribution, from funds appropriated by the Congress, at
party, including any subordinate committee loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any time between the commencement of ne-
of a State committee, may not make any ex- any services, or anything of value (except a gotia¢ions for and the later of (A) the com-
pendlture in connection with the general loan of money by a national or State bank pletion of performance under, or (B) the
election campaign of a candidate for Federal made In accordance with the applicable termination of negotiations for, such co%-
office in a State who is affiliated with such banking laws and regulations and in the ordi- tract or furnishing of material, supplies,
party which exceeds--- nary course of business) to any candidate, equipment, land, or buildings, directly or

"(A) In the case of a candidate for elec- campaign committee, or political party or indirectly to make any contribution of money
lion to the office of Senator, or of Represen- organization, in connection with any election or other thing of value, or to promise ex-
tative from a State which is entitled to only to any of the offices referred to in this section, pressly or lmpliedly to make arty such con-
one Representative, the greater of-- but shall not include (A) communications tribution, to any political party, committee,

"(i) 2 cents multiplied by the voting age by a corporation to its stockholders and ex- or candidate for public office, or to any per-
population of the State (as certified under ecutive officers and their families or by a son for any political purpose or use; or

labor organization to its members and their "(2) to solicit any such contribution from
subsection (e)); or families on any subject; (B) nonpartisan any such person for any such purpose during

"(ii) $20,000; and registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns any such period.
"(B) in the case of a candidate for election by a corporation aimed at its stockholders "(b) This section does not prohibit or

to the office of Representative, Delegate, or and executive officers and their famfiies, or by make unlawful the establishment or admin-
Resident Commissioner in any other State, a labor organization aimed at its members lstration of, or the solicitation of contrlbu-
$10,000. and their families; and (C) the establish- tions to, any separate segregated fund by

(e) During the first week of January 1975, ment, administration, and solicitation of con- any corporation or labor organization for the
and every subsequent year, the Secretary of trlbutions to a separate segregated fund to be purpose of influencing the nomination for
Commarc8 shall certify to the Commission ntilized for political purposes by a corpora- election, or election, of any person to Federal
and publish _u the Federal Register an esti- lion or labor organization, except that (1) office, unless the provisions of section 321
marc of the voting age population of the it shall be unlawful for such a fund to make prohibit or make unlawful the establishment
Up.lied States, of each State, and of each a contribution or expenditure by utilizing or administration of, or the, solicitation of
congressional district as of the first day of money or anything of value secured by physl- contributions to, such fund.
July next precedlng the date of certification, cal force, Job discrimination, financial re- "(c) For purposes of this section, the
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term qabor organization' has the mca:Mug travel _Lnd subsistence expenses) for any ap. TITLE Lt--ATd:F, NDM_kwrS TO TITLE 18,
given It by section 321. pearance, speech, or article; or U_rl'_J STATES CODE

"PIJBLICATIO]_ OR DLSTRIB_'TION OF POLITICAL "(2) honorarlunm (not prohibited by para- mC_'_AL OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS
STATEMENTS graph {l) of this section) aggregating more

",SEc. 323. Whenever any person makes an than 815,000 in any calendar year. SEC. 201. (a) Chapter 29 of title 18, United;_ Lates Code, Is amended by striking out sec-
expenditure for the purpose of financing any "PENALTY l_'oa VIOLATIONS 't:.ons 608, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616,
co_mauntcation expressly advocating the "SEc_ 328. Any person who knowingly and a:Ld 617.

electlon or defeat of a clearly identified can- willfully commits a violation of any provl- (bi The table of sections for chapter 29
dldate through any broadcasting statlon, sion or provisions of this Act, other than the o [ title 'IL.*!,United States Code, is amended
_neurspaper, magazine, outdoor advertising fa- proyisions of section 326, which involves the bi strJkir_,g out the items relating to see-
ciility, direct mailing, or other similar type making', receiving, or reporting of any eon- t:ons 608_ 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 6]6,
of general public political advertising, such trtbut:Lon or expenditure having a value, in a'd 617.
communication-- the aggregate, of $1,000 or more during a CHANGES Ilqr DEFINrFIONS

"(1) if authorized by a candidate, his aa- calendar year shall be fined in an amount SEC. 202. (a) Section 591 of title 18, United
thorized political oomralttees, or their which does not exceed 'the greater of $26,000 ;Biates C(×Jie, is amended by striking out "602.
agents, shall clearly and conspicuously, in or 300 percent of _he amov. nt of any contri- 6:'.8, 610, 511, 614, 615, and 617' and insert
accordance with regulations prescribed by bunion or expenditure involved in such viola- 2_t lieu ti_e:reof "and 602".
the Cormnission, state that such comm'Ln:i- tion, imprisoned for not more than one year, (bi Secl;lon 591(e) (4) of title 18, United
cation has been so authorized; or or both.". '_:ates C¢,:[e, is amended by inserting ira-

? Title III of tlhe Act (2 U.S.C. 431 et )2:u_diately before the semicolon the follow-m4(2) if not authori_xd In Sccordance wii;h se... amendedbysectionandsub- ",e , ptthatthissubp agraphpar_'aph (1), shall clearly and conspieu-

ous]Ly, in accordance with regulations pre- section (a), is further amended by inserting :n:,t at)ply (A) in the case of any legal or
scribed by the Commission, state that b_tch immediately after section 315 the following aceo_mtin_;; services rendered to or on behalfnewsection: ,-
c_>r_anunieation is not authorized by _.uy ,:x_ the :national committee of a political
c_,didate, and state the nam,_ of the person ';F_tALrI)IJLENT MISREPRESENTATIOiq OF 5_rty, othar than any legal or accounting
tha:_ made or financed the expenditure for CAMPAIO_' A'UTI-IORITY 'd _-_vlce._ attributable to any activity which
t_la communication, including, in the es. se "SEc. 316. No person, being a candidate for dL cectly furthers the election of any desig-
of a political committee, th(; name of any Federal office or an employee or agent of :n_,.ted ea:ndldate to Federal office; or (Bi in
affiliated or connected organization as stat. ed such a ca_didate shall--. [: e case ,:::r any legal or accounting services
h_s.ectionSOS(b) (2). "(1) fraudulently misrepresent himself m,nderexi I;o or on behalf of a candidate or

*"COT_'RrBUTIONS EY FOREIGN NATIONALI5 or any committee or organization under his p:lltical committee solely for the purpose of
coutrol _s speaking or writing or otherwise e.t:_uring compliance with the provislmms of

"'l_c. 324. (a) It shall be unlawful for a acting for or on behalf of any other candi- Z:ls chapter, the Federal Election Campaignforeign national directly or through any
other person to make any contribution of date or political party or employee or agent Ant of 1971, or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of

thereof on a matter which Is damaging to '[:e In_ernal Revenu.e Code of 1954".
r_oney or other thing of w_lue, or to premiss such other candidate or 'political party or (c) See,:ion 591(f) (4) of title 18, Unitedexpressly or implicitly tx) make any st'w.h
contribution, in connection with an elec- employee or agent thereof; or lBtates CoJ(e, is amended--
tton to any political office or in connection "(2) participate irt o:r conspire to particl- (1) by redeslgnatlng clause (Fi through
wlt2_ any primary election, convention, or pate in a_y plan, scheme, or design to violate c' _mse (I) as clause (G) through clause (J),
caucus held to select candidates for any polit- paragraph (I) .". respectively; and
leal office, or for any person to solicit, accept, S![VINGS PROVISION RELATING TO (2) by :inserting immediately after clause
or receive any such contribution from any REPEALED SEC_rONS (ii) the tollowing n6w clause:

"(Fi the payment, by any perSOn other
re.ich foreign national. SEC. 113. Title Eli of the Act (2 U,S.C. 431 t:::an a candidate or a political conunittee, of

"(bi As used in this section, the term et seq.), as amended by section 105 and sec- c :.mpensatkm for legal or accounting aery-
'foreign national' means-- tton 112, is further amemted by adding at !(_s rendered to or on behalf of the national

"(1) a foreign principal, a._ such term is the end thereof tlhe following new section: eommitt_s of a political party, other than
d,afined by section l(b) of the Foreign Agents "SAV_O PROVISION EELATINfJ TO m-.wlces attributable to activltte_ which all-

Registration Act of 1938 (22 U.S.C. 611 (bi), REPEALED SECtiONS :C,,ctly furt_her the election of any designated

_eept that the term 'foreign national' shall "SEC:. ,'_29. Except as otherwise provided by e_mdidate to Federal office, or for legal or
not include any individual who is a cltiz_Jn this Act_ the repeal by the Federal Election a::counting services rendered to or on behalf
o:r the United States; or Campaign Act Amerulments of 197(1 of any c,f a c_mdi.date or political comnaittee solely

"',(2) an individual who is not a citize._n of provision or penalty or penalties shall not :b_r the p_yrpc_e of ensuring compliance urlth
the United States and who is not lawfully have the effect of releasing or extinguishing _;he previa:ions of this chapter, the Federal
mtrnltted for permanent residence, as de- any penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred [Election Campaign Act of 1971, or chapter 95
fined by section 101(a) (20) of the Immlgra- under such provi.ston or penalty, and such c,: chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code
tton and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. ll01(a) provision or penalty shall be treated as re- ,>:I 1954;".
(20'.)). maining in force for the purpose of sustain- ']('-ZTLEIIIi--AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL
'_[_ROHIBrrlON OF CONTRIBISTIONS IN NAME OF lng any proper action or prosecution for the i[_'_*VENUE CODE OF 1954

AN(2FrHI_; enforcement of any penalty, forfeiture, or ENTrrL:I"_,_ENT !O ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO

"SEC.325. No person shall :make a contri- liability.". PAYMENTS
butlon in the name of :_nother person ar PEINCIPAL CA.MPAIGN COMI_[ITTEES SEC. 301. Section 9004 of the Internal Rove-

knowingly permit his name to be used to SEC. 1!4. Section 202(e) (1) of the Act (2 mite Cc_le of 1954 (relating to entitlement of
effect such a contribution, and no person U.S.C. 432(e)(1)), as so redesignated by ,_[_glble ca_ldldate_ to payments) is amended
shaIl knowingly accept a contribution made section 103, is amended l)y adding at the 0i' adding at the end thereof the following
by ()ne person in the name of another person, end thereof the loliowing new sentence: m_w s_tb,:_e,2tlons:
"xdrs/irrATION ON CONTILIBDD2IONS OF CD-a_ENCY ".A-ny occasional, isolated, or incidental sup- "(d) ]_'XI_ENDITlYRES FROM PERSONA*.

"SEC. 326. (a) No person shall make con- port of a candidate shall not be construed as it_trNOS.--.I]:t order to be eligible to receive any
trlbutlons of currency of the United States support of such candidate for purposes of p..uyment umder section 9006, the candidate
or currency of any foreign country to or for the preceding sentence.". ,>i a major, minor, or new party in an elec-
the benefit of any candidate which, in the TEC_[R'ICAL AND CONFORMING AAIENDi%'IENTS '_on for tit_e office of President shall certify

t :: the Co_:malselon, under penalty of perJm%
aggregate, exceed $100, with respect to m_y SEC. 115. (a) Section 306(d) of tl_e Act 'iL:at suclJ candidate shall not knowingly
c_;_rnpalgn of such candidate for nomination (2 U.S.C. 436(d)) is amended by inserting :rx.ake exp_mdltures from his personal funds,
for election, or for election, to Federal off:cm, immediately after "304"(a) (1) (C)," the fol- o: the pe_imnal funds of his immediate fam-

"(bi Any person who knowingly and wiil- lowing: "304(c),". i.!y, in c_nnectlon with his campaign for
fully violates the provisions of this section (bi (1) Section 310(a)(Vi of the Act (2 e!_ctio]_ t_:, the office of President in excess

St_all be fined in an amo_mt which does x_ot U.S.C. 437d(a) (7)), as so redesignated by o!, in the :aggregate, $50,000. For purposes of
exceed the greater of $25,000 or 300 percent section ]05, Is amended by striking out "313" 't::is subsection, expenditures from personal
of the amount of the contribution invo]wc, d, and imserting in lieu thereof "312'% I buds _%cle by a candidate of a major, minor,
imprisonment for not more than one year, (c) (t) Section 9002(3) of the. Internal o:: new party for the office of Vice Presidexlt
or both. Revenue Code of 1954. (defining Commls- :s.i:all be considered to be expenditures by the

"ACCEPTANCE OF EXCESSIVE :_IONORARIUBiS Sion) ks amended by striking otlt"$10(a) (1)" e:mdidatm of such party for the office of
"SEc. 327. No person while an elected or and ira;erring in lieu thereof "309(a) (1)". l'tesid_ml;.

apl_,ointed officer or employee of any bNmch (2) Section 9032(3) of the Internal Rev- "(e) I_Ie_[1WITION OF IMMEDIATE FAMILY.._
Of the Federal Oovernment shall accept_ enue Code of 1954 (defining Commission) Is 2_:,r ptu, Im_es of subsection (d), the term

"(1) any honorarium of more than $:,.,000 amended by striking {ntt "310(a)(1)" and L'mmedtat_; fatally' means a candidate's
(erxclndlng amounts accepted for actutd inserting In lieu _here_ff "309(a) (1) ". :_i:ouse, ax:_d may child, parent, grandparent,
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brother, or sister of the candidate, and the (I) in the heading thereof, by striking out section 608(f) of title 18, United States
spollse6 of such pel_o_.". "LIMITATION" and inserting in lieu thereof Code," and inserting in lieu thereof "section

I'ATt_ENTS TO Z'Z,.TG3mT.,ECAN_VA_S; nv- '%xMrrATxONS'; 820(b) and section 320(d) of the Federal
BUFFICZNT AMOUNTS Ilq FUND i 2) by inserting _(a) Ex_NDrrvaz LIMI- Election Campaign Act of 1971,"; and

Sz.c. 802. (a) Section 9006 of the Internal TATxONS._' immediately before "No candi- (2) by striking out "section 608(d) of such
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to payments date"; title" and inserting in lieu thereof "section(3) by inserting immediately after "States 220ic) of such Act".
to eligible candidates) is amended by strik- Code" the following: ", and no candidate (b) Section 9034(b) of the Internal Rev-
Ins out subsection (b) thereof and by re- shall knowingly make eXPenditures fresh his enue Code of 1954 (relating to limitations)
designating subsection (c) and subsection personal funds, or the personal funds of his is amended by striking out "section 608(c)
(d) as sub_ction (a) _ subsection lc), immediate family, In connection with his (1)(A) of title 18, United Stat_ Code" and

respectively.
(b) Section 9006 (c) of the Internal Rev- campaign for nomination for election to the inserting in lieu thereof "section 320 (b) (I)

enue Code of 1954 (relating to fnsufhcient office of President in excess of, in the aggre- (A) of the Federal Election Campaign Actgate, $50,000"; and _ 'o_ 1971".
amounts tn fund), as so _deslgnated by sub- (4) by adding at the end thereof the' icl- (c) Section 9035(a) of the Internal Rev-
section (a), is amended by adding at the lowing new subsection: enue Code at 1954 (relating 1;9 expenditure
end thereof the following new sentence: "(b) DEFxNrrxoN Or IM_rATE FAM't?._ limitations), as so redesignated by section
"In any case in which the Secretary or his For purposes of this section, the term 'im- 306 (a), is amended by striking out "section
delegate determine-' that there are lnsuffi- mediate family' means a candidate's spouse, 608(c) ii) (A) of title 18, United States Code"
cisnt moneys in the fund to make payments and any child, parent, grandparent, brother, and inserting in lieu thereof "section 320(b)
under subsection (b), section 9008(b)(3), or sister of the candidate, and the spouses (1)(A) of the Federal Election Campaign
and section 9037ib), moneys shall not be of such persons.". Act of 1971".
made available from any other source for (b) The table of sections for chapter 96 Amend the title so as to read "An Act
the purpose of making such 10ayments.". of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is to amend the Federal Election Campaign
PEOVXSZONOr IleAl, Ca ACCOUNTrN6 BERWCES amended by striking out the item relating to Act of 1971 to provide that members of the

SEc. 303. Section 9008(d) of the Internal section 9035 and inserting in lieu thereof the Federal Election Commission shall be ap-
Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to limitation following new item: pointed by the President, by Rnd with the
of expenditures) is amended by adding at "Sec. 9035. Qualified campaign expense llmi- advice and consent of the Senate, and for
the end thereof the followins new paragraph: tatlons.", other purposes."

"(4) PaovxsxoN cT *.'".CAY.,cE ACCOUN_NG E_TVRN OF FED_A'. _ATCHrNG PAYME_rrs
The motion was agreed to.

sm_vzc=e,_For purposes of this section, the SEC. 307. (a) (1) Section 9002(2) of the In- The Senate bill was order_l to be read
payment, by any person other than the na- ternal Revenue Code of 1954 (defining can-
tional comm/tteeofa polltI_l party, of co_2- didate) is amended by adding at the end fi, /;hlFl/ tllTte, 7_$ Fe_d the /;tllrd /;lrtle,
pensatton to any person for any legal or thereof the following new sentence: "The and passed, and a motion to reconsider
accounting services rendered to or on behalf term 'candidate' shall not include any in- was laid on the table.
of the national committee of a political dlvidual who has ceased actively to seek elec- A sim/Jar House bill iH.R. 12406) was
party shall not be treated as an expenditure tion to the office of President of the United laid on the table.
made by or on behalf of such national corn- States or to the office of Vice President of
mitteswith respect to the presidential nora- - , ,., -

Inating convention of the political party the United States, in more than one State.".(2) Section 9003 of the Internal Revenue PROVIDIN bFOR CONS].DERATIOIq
involved,". Code of 1954 (relating to condition for ellgi- OF HOUSE $OINT RESOLUTION 606.OF REGI:n'-,ATIONS

Sxc. 804, (a) Section 9009(c)(2) of the bility for payments) is amended by adding ATLANTIC CONVENTIONat the end thereof the following new sub-
Internal Revenue Code Of 1954 (relating to section: Mr. SISK. ! Ir. Speaker, by direction of
review of regulations) is amended_ "(d) WITHDRAWAL BY CANDrDATE._][n any the Committe _ on Rules, I call up House

(1) by inserting" in whole or in part,"
, case in which an individual ceases to be a Resolution 1£ 15 and ask for its imme-

immediately after "disapprove"; and candidate as a result of the operation of the dials consider ttlon.
(2) by inserting immediately after the first last sentence of section 9002(2), such in-

sentence thereof the following new sentences: dlvidual_ The Cierk sad the resolution, a_ fol-
"Whenever a committee of the House of "(1) shall no longer be eligible to receive lows:
Representatives reports any resolutions relat- any payments under section 9006; and H. RES. 1085
lng to any such rule or regulation, St is at "(2) shall pay to the Secretary, as soon ltesolve_, T_ ,t upon the adoption of this
any time thereafter in order (even though as practicable after the date upon which resolutlo_ it si all be in order to move that
a previous motion to the same effect has such individual ceases to be a candidate, an the House resc ye itself into tl_e Committee
beela disa_,reed to) to move to prOceed to the amount equal to the amount of payments of the Whole H use on the State of the Union
consideration of the resolution. The motion received by such individual under section for the conside 'alien of the Joint resolution
is highly privileged and is not debatable, An 9006 which are not used to defray qualified (H.J. Res. 806) to call an Athmtlc Convert-
amendment to the motion is not in order, campaign expenses.", lion. After gel eral debate, w:_ic_b, shall be
_nd it is not in order to move to reconsider (b) (1) Section 9032i2) of the Internal confined to tE; Joint resolution and shall
the vote by which the motion is agreed to Revenue Code of 1954 (defining candidate) is continue not tx exceed one hour, to be equal-
or disagreed to.". amended by adding at the end thereof the ly divided and controlled by the chairman

(b) Section 9089(c)(2) of the Internal following new sentence: "The term 'candl- and ranking _ mority member' of the Corn-
Revenue Ct)de of 1954 (relating to review of date' shall not include any individual who is mitres on Inte national Relations, the Joint
regulations) is amended_ not actively conducting campaigns in more resolution sl_al be read for amendment un-

(l) by inserting ", in _hole or in part," than one State in connection with seeking der the five-n_l_ ute rule. At the, conclusion of
L-nmedlately after 'disapprove"; and nomination for election to be President of the eo-ns/a_erat/ n of the JOint resolution for

(2) b_ inserting immediately after the the United States.". amendment, th _Committee shall rise and re-
first sentence thereof the following new sen- (2) Section 9033 of the Internal Revenue port the Joint 'eeolution to tt_e House with
tences: "Whenever a committee of the House Code of 1954 (relating to eligibility for pay- such amendme ts as may have been adopted.
of Representatives reports any resolution re- ments) is amended by adding at the end and the prevlot _ question shall be considered
lating to any such rule or regulation, it is at thereof the following new subsection: as ordered on ti _ Joint resolution and amend.
any time thereafter in order (even though a "(c) WITHDRAWAL BY CANDIDATE._][n any men_ thereto __ final passage without inter-
previous motion to the same effect has been case in which an individual ceases to be a vening motion ;xcept one motion to recom-
disagreed to) to move to proceed to the eon- candidate as a result of the operation bf the mit.
sidsration of the resolution. The motion is last sentence of section 9032(2), such in-
highly privileged and is not debatable, An divldual_ The SPEA] [ER. The gentleman from
amendment to the motion is not in order, "(1) shall no longer be eligible to receive California (MI. S_s_) is reocgnized for 1
and it is not in order to move to reconsider any payments under section 9037; and hour, /
the vote by which the motion is agreed to or Mr. SISK. l_r. Speaker, I yield 30 min-
disagreed to.". "(2) notwithstanding the provisions of

section 9058(b) (3), shall pay to the Sects- utes to the geJ_tleman from Illinois (Mr.

_L'rGEBIT.,_YFca PAY_ElWre tory, as soon as practicable after the date ANDERSON), p_nding which ][yield myself
SEc. 305. Section 9033(b)(1) of the Inter- upon which such individual ceases to be a such time as ][may consum_.

ual Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to ex- candidate, an amount equal to the amount (Mr. SISK [asked and was given per-

penes limitation; declaration of intent; of payments received by such indtvidu_l un- mission to r_vise and extend his re-minimum contributions) is amended by der section 9037 which are not used f_o de-

striking out "limitation" and inserting in fray qualified campaigu expenses.", ma_ks.) !
lieu thereof "limitations". tECHNICaL AIqD CONFORMING AMENDMENTS Mr. SISK. l_r. Speaker, House Res01U-

Q_JAL_D CAMPAXGNEXPENSE LI_ITATIOlq SEC. 308. (a) Section 9O08(b)(5) of the tion 1085 pro, ides for consideratAon ol
S_c. 806. (a) Section 9035 of the Internal Internal Revenue Code of 1954 irelating to House Joint l_esolution 506 to create an

Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to qualified adjustment of entitlements) is amended-- Atlantic Con_ention delegation. This is
campaign expense limitation) is amended_ (1) by strl_lng out "section 608(c) and a simple 1-hbur open rule with time
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equally divided and by the Mr. Speaker, resolution has hsd serv :_nd pro_ect those cherished demo-
chairman and member rough sledding in I asr Congresses mainly _ercrati.: princil_es which we commonly
of the Committee on Rela- because there has _een considerable rnl,,_, hold, [
lions, misinformation abm:t 1VCr.Speake 4 our former U.N. Ambas-

House Joint an what it would do. to some re- sador, Mr. M_ynlhan, often expoundeft
18-member delegation and ports spread this resolution, t:he on the shrinking number of democratic
participate in a North At- delegates to the Conventlo:_:_ nat[on,: aroun' the world and the fact
lantic Treaty could not barter our sovereignty that d_,_moera¢ is under attack today.
as well as any oth_ or enter into binding agreements The nations are
democracies which the might with other parties the convention. Tht-_ having internal problems as
_qsh to invite. The ,ose of con- language of the is quite ex-. well. i am [ed of a report by the
ventionis to ar- plicitin this and I acre: Trilateral Task Force on
riving at some goal to The convention's sha_l the of Democracies which
greater unity the be submltted to Congress for action was released of last year. The
nations, under process, task fo::'ce that the democratic

Resolutions to delegation Moreover, the makes quit_: political in the trilateral re-
k) call an have that our willnot be act-. gions-.Europe, United States, Japan_
introduced in a of Congresses in an oi_cial rapacity for the U.B. haw; "entered more difficult and un-
since 1949. In the 94 Congress, 110 vermnent in sense that they will[ certMnphase in Europeand
Members sponsored cosponsored tcting under from the the on dem-
House Joint Resolution 606 and its corn- or :artment. To quot_:_ ocratic have grog_n, while
panion measures ting a broad bi- relewmt . . the democratic government
partisan support, seems to In short, these

Mr. Speaker, I urge colleagues to AD of delegation shall be free democratic are becoming in-from ions. and free to speak
adopt House 1085 so that we and vote tn the convention, creasin;:;ly The task force
may proceed' to of House "arenas for action"
Joint Resolution 606. So I th uite clear from in our political systems

Mr. Speaker, I had of course, any lng of the resolution and se<'.uring democratic founds-
that we might go and adopt this that this purely advisory and tions. Cne of was
rule rather quickly and the Com- recomm, )dy, and that any rec_ the "creation new institutions for the
mittee on International ions to dis- ommendations _h flow from the Con.. cooperative of democracy" so
cuss the merits of the bill. However, I vention must t: to the Con.. that democratl countrie_ could "learn
have had some for time; and gress under constitutional proc-, from each experience how to
therefore, apparently will be some esses and make function more effective~
discussion. I would we can stay What then is ,ose of this reso. ly ir_ their To quote from the
away from the merits bill, though, lution and the i;ic Convention i't task force
and discuss procedure because really authorizes our in? Essen-.. Such mutual I experiences are fa-
that is all we have inv( _ed at this par.- tially it is to delegate_:_ niliar phenomen In the economic and milt,
ticular point, which ther or not the from North parliamen.- _ary fields; they also be encouraged in
House should have opportunity to tary democracies democracie':; ,..hepolitical

actually discuss this ntic Convention to Mr:. Speaker, think the proposed At-
is,me, transforming ,antic and the recommen-

Mx. ANDERSON : _Illinois. Mr. "into a unity on Fed-. lations which ow from it can help to
Speaker, I yield such time as :[ eral or other n,atic oerforn:, .this of achieving the
may consume. : Convention would _e Ledt_draft s zooperative of democracy,.,

(Mr. ANDERSON of ] ,li_ois asked and declaration emboc _tng this goal?l_time- ,vhich :ir; from without and
was given permission revise and ex-- table for its attai: merit, and to p_pos_ :irom within. I difficult to compre,
tend his remarks.) a commission or ot _er means to facf_ate ::_end i;hat are those who oppose

Mr. ANDERSON Illinois. 'Mr. this trarmition. _k ':;his resolution ¢ _ the grounds that it is ..
Speaker and Members f the House, in Mr. Speaker. t; _e. question -natura_l_ ' :,omehow going l ) weaken our. democracy
'view of the late hourl [t is with some ari:_:es, is there a aced for such parisianA ,:)r reduce our If anything, it

' I think there _1_::_hould bring the opposite effect ofreluctance that I und_ 'take to discuss lsntic Convention _e__
the substantive nature the resolution is. I read with ini _rest an article in last '_l_elpJ_n,_ to shore and strengthen west.
which would be made n order under Saturday's New .7ork Times by Drew _n democratic and thereby
House Resolution 1085, _ _,mely, the joint Middleton based ,n an interview wit:_ :l_reSse their to resist t_tali-
:r_olution calling for a Atlantic Con-. Gen. Alexanfier M tlaig, the commander -:.al_an advance and to govern them-
vention. However, I ha% been informed of allied forces in Europe. General Haig _.elv_ more eff_
t:hat there may be an eft _rt to defeat the expressed concert about Soviet expan- In,inclusion, Speaker, while I ap-
rule, which would make _t impossible? of si0nist policies an [ said the "important [n'ecia_ that thJ _ resolution is no Pana-
course, for us to u_dert_ :e a more thor.- objective" is to d_ _,elop a Western con- ,:',eafor_iolving t _e problems of Western
ough discussion of the _estion. scnsus and "hope ully to achieve some democr_i_t_es, I d( think it is an important

'There, Mr. Speaker, a few minutes corrective action md policies with re- l:irst step'_u th_ direction and a very
:[ would hope to explai] vhy I think we spect to these gl ,bal events." Genera] ,<_orthwhil_,und_ I strongly sup..
should today adopt the _ ale which makes Haig went on to ss r, and I quote: _:,ort the rest,uti, its adoption.
:in order consideration of House Joint To the degree tB _t the United States is MI'. SpeakS,: support the resolution

:_;solution 606, which rovides for the perceived as unrel! _ble or hibernated, its :_nd 1_hope,th_ that the Member._convening of an AtlantJ Conventiom understandable tha West Europeans should will adout the [eso that not only the
grope for some o%ht ' framework, some other :_uthor of the re

:Mr. Speaker, House R solution 1085 is structure to provide what they perceive to be _lutlon, my friend, the
:::entlernan from _inols (Mr. F/NDLEY),a simple 1-hour open puli making in order their essential sect city needs.

]_[ouse consideration of I_ )use Joint Reso- :.ut his ; _ well may have the
iution 606 which provi( as for the con- The general ad( ed that the West can- ::_pportunity of ho_r of general debate
vening of an Atlantic C nvention, not indulge in con ,etitive arrangements :a further expl in ._eir rationale in

:Mr. Speaker, I have ,een a longtime butneeds, andlq_ te: :;apportofthlspl _posit_n. .,
,mpporter and cosponsol of the Atlantic The collective re_ _rces of the entire At- Mi'. 63ISK. . SpeWer, I yield

lantlc community t meet this growing glo- '_qinutes to the entlem_from Texas
Convention resolutions mthored by my bal Sovis_ threa_. Mr. KAZEN).
good friend and collea_ _e from Illinois \
(l_.[r[ Fl_nzY), in the _ast four Con- Mi'. Speaker, Ii ink the Atlantic Con.- (Mr. KAZEN _sked anti, was given

gr,asses. InthisCongre,, theresolution ventionproposed %_thisresolutioncan ::ermission to ,vise an d _nd hishas been cosponsored b3 .10 Members of assist in that goal ' bringing the West.- -emark.';.)
this body. em democracies o closer unity to pre.- Mr. lg:AZEN. Ir. Speaker, r rise in
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94TH CONOP.rSS} HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES J R_orr
_d Sessio_ _ _ No. 94-1057

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT AMENDMENTS
OF 1976

Areal 28, 1976.--Ordered to be printed

Mr. HAYs of Ohio, from the committee of conference,
submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT

[To accompany S. 3065]

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendments of the House to the bill (S. 3065) to amend
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for its admin-
istration by a Federal Election Commission appointed in accordance
with the requirements of the Constitution, and for other purposes,
having met, after full and free conference, have agreed to recommend
and do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:

That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the amendment of
the House to the text of the bill and agree to the same with ail amend-
ment as follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the House amend-
ment insert the following:

StirOzPT TITLE

SeCTtON 1. This Act nay be cited as the "Federal Election Cam-
paign Act Amendments of 1976".

TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL ELEGTION
CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971

fEDERaLE EC IONCOSMlSSION ESERSHlP

SEe. 101. (a) (1) The seco_zd sente_zce of sectio_ 309(a) (1) of the
Federal Eleetion C'ampaign Act of 1971 (2 U.SoG. 437e(a) ( l) ), as
redesignated by section 105 (hereinafter in this Act referred to as the

- Act ), ia amended to read as follows: The Comarbissio_ is _,oraposecl
of the Secretary of the Se_ate and the Ulerk of the House of Repre-
sentatives, ex officio and without the right to _ote, a_d 6 me,Ethers ap-

57-006 O
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pointed by the President o/the United _gtates., by and with t]i_.t_ad_i,,_.e
and consent o/the Senate.".

(8) The last sente_we o/seotio:a 309(a)(1) of the Act (:? U.S.U.
437a(a) (1)), as' redesigr_ated by seation 1057 is amended t,_ :,,ead _:_s
follows: "No vw_'e than 3 members o] the 6_or_mission a:?,_,_oi_ted
uowler this paragraph may be a_lixtted witi_ the same politicai _:i,:,arty."".

(b ) Section 309(a)(8) of theAct (_ U.S.a. ]_37c(a) (8)) 7as _'ede_,_i$y.-
_,_ted by section 105, is amended to read c_' follows:

"(8) (A) Me_r_bers of the Uommission si_all sewe for te_.,m._of 3
.y'ears_except that of the men,hers first appcvinted_

"(i) two of the members 7 not affiliated with the same :?::_litic_:l
party_ shall be _ppolnted for terms ending on April ._%11977';

"(ii) two of the me,_r_bers7not af_liated with the same ;i_:dit_icd
party_ shall be appall!ted for terms .ending7 on April ,_!:, 197_i,'
and '_

'_(iii) two of the me_7_bers, _wt affiliated with the same ;!:_?litic_:l
party_ shall be appointed for terms e_g_ng on April 307 .l.I':;_:!.1.

"(B) A member of the Uomr/_ission may serve on the Uo,t/:_:/_,_issio?_
after the expiration of his _',er_until his successor has taken c,?'/iieeas _:_
member of the Uorr,ov,ission.

( U) An zndz_zdual appoint, ed to jdl a vacancy occurmng o t_,_:r t]_a,;_,,
by the exp_ratz_n o/a tev_ of o]_ice shall be a_,pomted onl:g ?or t],,._.
unexpired term of the member he succeeds.

"(D) Any vaca_cy occur'ring in the mem,bership of the Uo_,i!._:,dss_on
s,hall be filled in the sa_n_ manner as in the case of the ,,:,igi_aai_
appointment.".

(c) (1) Sectzon 309(a)Ia ) of ti_.e Act (z U.,._.U.._o37c(a)(_: ! )7 a_.,,
_,edesignated by section 105, is arr_._ded bb, acldi,ag at the evx_!i!zer,_;_/'
the following _ew sente_ce,i : "Members o]: the Uommission _Y',,_:'.ll_wi_
e_gage zn any ot,b_ _ business, _ocatio_, or employment. Any ind_i_iduaJ!;
who is e_gaging i_ any other business, vocatio_, or employme,,,_t',at t]i,e
tim,e such individual begi,r_8to serve as a _ember of the Uov!,viiss_io_,i,_
s:_all terminate or liqu.idate such a:cti_ity no la_er than I y,e_,__ a/re; '_'

beginning to serve as such a member';'.
(8) Section 309(b) of th.,_Act (2 U.S.U. _27c(b) ), as red_,,,,_,,na_,e,_,

by section 105, is an_ended t_. read as/allows:
"(b) (1) The Uomm.issio,'_, shall administer, seek to obtain ,:_:v, pl/.

ante with 7 a_d fo_nulate pdicy wi_h respect to7 this Act a_d c_ap_ev
95 a_d chapter 96 of the Internal t¢evenue Uode of 195_. T)_i:_!Uo,rr_,
mission shall have exclusi_:e p_gmar2/ jurisdiotion with respeci_ :':othe
civil enforcement o/such pro_isio,r_s.

"(_) Nothing in this Act shall be consitrued to limit_ re,'_?rict7 o_"
d,'_,minish any investigatory, i_forrn_,,,tional, overs_ight, super_i!i,_:_y, o_"
disciplinary authority or f_nction of the Uongress or a_y co',,_i,v,._it_e
ot' the Uongress with respec_ to clec_°'ns for' Federal o_ce.'.

(8) The first sentence o/section 309(c) o/the Act (2 U.S _!: _37_:
(c)), as redesig_ated by section 105, is amended by inserting i:,:_::medi-
ately before the pe_god at the end t]_ereo/ the .followinq : ", exce,?t tl_:ai_
the a]_vmati_e vote of _ v_em.bers of the Uo_nmission sha_i: !:,ere-
!Tuired in order for the Uom_dssion to establish guidelines .for c_:.r_pli-.
ante with the 7)ro_iaions of thb_Act o?_with chapter 9,5 or chapte?' 96 of
t_heInternal Rew'_e Uode of 195_, or for the Uo_vmission to t_,::!:,tl_ w_,y
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action in accordancs-witk Paragraph (6), (7), (8), or (10) of seatio_

31 ) The last sen te_e of sections 309([)(1) of the Act (* U.E.G.
337c(f) (1)), as redesignated by section 105, is amended by ,inserting
immediately before the period the following: "without regard to the
provisions of title 5) United States Code, governing appointments i_
the competitive service".

(e) (1) The President shall appoint members of the Federal Elec-
t. _ ' ttion Commission under section 309 (a) of the Act (._ U.S.U. 4M7c(a) ),

as redesignated by section 105 and as amended by this section, az soon

as practicable after the date of the enactment of this Act. ,(02) The first appointments made by the President under s_ction 309
(a) of the Act (°2 U.S.C. ]_37e(a) ), as redesignated by section 105 and
aa amended by this section, shall not be considered to be appointments
to fill the unexpired terms of members serving on the Federal Election
Uommissio_ on the date of the enactment of this Act.

(3) Members serving on the Federal Election Uov_mission on the
date of the enactment of this Act may continue to serve as such mem-
bers until new members are appointed and _ualified under section 309
(a) of the Act (02U.S.U. _.Tc(a) ), as redesignated by section 105 and
as amended by this section, except that until appointed and qualified
under this Act, members serving on such Uommission on such date of
enactment may, beginning on March 23, 1976, exercise only such pow-
ers and fwaetions as may be cansistent with the determinations of the
Supreme Uourt of the United States in Buckley et al. against Valeo,
Secretary of the United States Senate, et al. (nwmbered 75-336, 75-
337) January 30,1976. .

(f) The provisions of sectwn 309(a) (3) of the Act (_ U.S.C. 337c
(a ) (3)), as redesignated by section 105, _vhich prohibit any individual
from being appointed as a member of the Federal Election Uommis-
sion who _ at the time of his appointment, an elected or appointed
olficer or employee of the execut_ve, legislative, or judicial :branch of

the Federal Government, shall not apply in the case of any i,ndividualserving as a member of s_wh Co_famissio'_ on the date of the _mactment
of this Act.

(g)'(1) All personnel, liabilities, contracts, property, and records

determined by the Director of the O_ce of Management and Budget
to be employed, held, or useaprimarily in connection with the func-
tions of the Federal Election Commission under title III of the Act as
s_ch title existed on danuar_d 1, 1976, or under any other provision oJ:
laW, are transferred to such Uommission as constituted u_uier the
amendments made by this Act to the Federal Election Campaign Act
of 1971.

(£) (A ) Except az p_ovided in subparagraph (B), personnel eh..
gaged in functions tra_ferred under paragraph (1) shall be trans..
/erred in accordance with applicable laws and regulations relating
to the transfer of _wnctions.

(B) The 4rahs/er of personnel pursuant to paragraph (1) shall
be Without reduction in classification or compensation for 1 _tear _fter
such tr,ansfer,

(3) Ail laws relating to the funct!ons transferred under this Act
shall, insofar as such laws are applicable and not amended by this
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Act, re_in in fu_ll force and effect. All o_ders, deter_inatio_,_ 5 _,le.!r,and opinions made, issued, or granted by the Federal Elect'h,,_ Gom-
_rdosion before its reconstitution wrtder the amendments made by th_i's
Act which are in effect art the time of the transfer providedl b:7 par45t,-
graph (1), and which are consistent with the amendments ,i._le b!_
this Act, shall continue in effect to the same extent as if such i!?'ansfer
tu_clnot occurred. Any ru_e or regulation proposed by such 6_o,i,h,;,d**go,_
before the date of the enaetr/cent of this Aeit shall be prescriberS? i!iys'._h
(7omonission only if, after s_wh date of entwtment, the rule o;_"?,egula-
tion is submitted to the Senate or the Hom.e of Representative8, as tk:e
ease may be, in accordance with the provisilon8 of sectiorc 315 (e' o/the
Act (es redesignated by section 105) _and it is not desapprovea by the
appropriate Ho_se of the Congress.

(4) The provisions of this Act shall not affect a_y proceedi'i W pe:_t-
i_,agbefore the Federal Electio_ Commission on the date of tii.e en_,_ct,.
ment of this Act.

(5) No suit, action, or other proceeding'commenced by o__e.gainsi!!
the Federal Election 6_ommission or any o_cer or e_r_ployee _!_reo/
acting in his ol_ci;al capacity shall abate by reason of the i_r.zn,fe?'
made under paragraph (1). _J_hecourt bef_re which s_wh suit':,,,:_.ctioz_._
or other proceeding is per, ding may, on motion or supplemen!!_d peri',..
t_ion filed at any time within 12 _nonths after the date of the en_etme_
of this Act, allow such suit, action, or other proceeding to 15_,_rnt'_fn_
rained against the Federal Egectio>_,Uommission if the party VtaLkinq
the motion or fili_g the petition shows a necessity fo r the su_'vfval _!_
t_Se sult_ action, or other proceeding to obtain a settlemen_l ,::,f _!he
question involved.

(6) Any reference in any other Federal law to the Federal E ieetio_
Commission, or to any mean ber or employee thereof_ as such (?o_,_mi,_
8ion existed under the Federal Election Ca:q_paign Act of 197i' i!:,efore
its amendment by this Act shall be held and conddered to refe,r _o the
Federal Election Corwmissio_, or the members or employees i!'?,!,ereof_
a.,_such Uommission exists _nder the I;ederal Elect_on Uampaii,O,,;gA.eii
o/1971 as amended by this A ct.

CHANGE,S IN I)EFINITIO_'3

Sr_c. 10£. ia)Section 301(a)(_) of the Act (_ U.S. 6_. _31(,_; (_))
is ame_ded by striking out "held to' and in_,_erting in lieu _.iereo/
"which has authori_:,y to".

(b) Section 301(e) (_) of the Act (_ U,S.C_. 2_31(e) (e) ) is am,_nc_d
by inserting %vritten" immediately before "contract" and by c_m'lei_,g
out "expressed or implied,'".

bi.e) Section 301 (e) (_) of the Act (Z U.S.C,. ]e51(e) (_) ) is a,_i,_?nc_,c_
y' ,nserting after "purpose" the ]ollow,ng : ", except that thi,_ oara_

o,raph shall not apply in the case of legal or aeeeunting service...i_re_
°_ered to or on behalf of the national com_,ittee o/a politieai? :i,}art?/
(unless the person paying for such services i? a person other tli:_i,ztt[e
regular e_plo3ter of the indivi.dual render_*g such se_wees),, other
than services attributable to act¢vities which directly further t_% elee..
tion of a designated candidate or carMidates to Federal o_ee, _::,_,_halg
this paragraph apply in the ease o/legal or accounting se_vice_,i_re_
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dered to or on behalf of a candidate or political corrvmittee ,olely for
the purpose of ensuring compliance with the provisions of this Act or
chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (unless
the person paying for such services is a person other than the regugarr
employer of the individual rendering such services), but amounts paid
or incurred for such legal or accounting services shall be reported in
accordance with the requirements of section 304 (b ) ".

(d) Section301 (e) (5) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431 (e) (5)) is a_r_ended--
(1) by striking out "or" at the end of clause (E) ; and
(2) by inserting after clause (F) 'the following new clauses:

" (G) a loan of money by a national or State bank made in
accordance with the ap'plicable banking laws and regulations
and in the ordinary course of business, but such loans--

"( i) shall be reported in accordance with the require-
ments of section 304(b); and

"(ii) shall be considered a loan by each endorser or
guarantor, in that proportion of the unpaid balance
thereof that each endorser or guarantor, bears to the total
nu:mber of endorsers or guarantors;

"(H) a gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of
moneu or anythinq of value to a national committee of a po&_t-

ical party or a State committee of a political party which is
specifically designated for the pu_ pose of defrayint_ any cost
incurred with respect to the constr_etion or purchase of any
office facility which is not acquired for the purpose of infi/u-
encing the election of any candidate in any particular elec-
tion for Federal office, except that any such gift, subscription,
loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of value, and
any such cost, shall be reported in accordance with section
304 (b ) ; or

"(I) any honorarium (within the meaning of section3£8) ;".
(e) Sectio_ 301 (e) (5) of the Act (2 U.S.C. ¢31 (e) (5)), as amended

by subsection (d), is amended by striking out "individual'" where it
appears after clause (I) and inserting i_ lieu thereof "person".

(f) Section 301(f)(4) of the Act (2 U.S.U. 431(f) (4) ) is
' amended--

(ll, by inserting before the semicolon _n clause (C) the fol ow-
ing: _ except that the costs incurred by a membership organiza-
tion. includina a labor or qanization, or by a corporatioq_, directly
attributable to a communwation expressly advocating t_ elect_on

or defeat of a clearly identified candidate (other than a i_ommwr_i-
cation primarily devoted to subjects other than the express advo-
cacy of the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate)
shall, if those costs exceed $2,000 per election, be reported to the
Co_mizsion " ;

(2) by striking out "or" at the end of clause (F) and at the end
of clause (G) ; and

(3) by inserting immediately after clause (H) the following
new clauses:

"(I) any costs incurred by a candidate in connection with
the solicitation of contributions by such candidate, except that
this clause shall not apply with respect to costs incurred by a
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ea_lidate in excess of an amount egual to 20 peree_,_i!_,_f t)hc
e$pe.nditure li/mitati_ra a_731ieable to s'_wh candidate u_ute:_,
seetwn 3eO(b)_ b_ all such costs shall be reported in a,;eord.

an_e with t_eetion 30_(b ) ; -
(J) the, paymeni,', by a.r_yperson other tha,r_a ea_&;iate o;_'

political eom,mittee_, o/ eo_pe_atib,a .fey legal or acco'_._tinb '
services rendered to. or on behalf of the _atio_al aov_v;!_i?tee o/
a politiz;al party !',_,nless the person paying for au,ch ,s,.,,_vice,_,

is spa erso_,, other than_. . the or'er'Ye'ular ,,employ.er of the i_/i_i.....ddua?ree, ,g than8e,'wces t,:,
aotivities which directly f;,_rther t,_e election of a de,_r_:!,nated
ear_didate or candidates to Federal o#gee, or the pag_;,;_,_:_tfor
legal or accounting services rendered to or o,a beh_i!ii: of _
candidate or political corrt,v_ittee solely for the purpo_Lie9f e_,
s_cring complia_we with the provisions of this Act or _,;,)chap
ter 95 o_' chapter 96 of the ,rnter_al Revenue Code of 1,1;_!:_ (_t.n
less the person payi:_g fo__8_wh services is a person ot/i_ _ tha_,,
the regular ev_ployer of the individu,zl rendering _zc/ serv
wes), out amounts pa',/d or incurred for such legal or ,::!.,:__ou:a_,_..

in_ services shall be reported under section 30_ (b) ; or
(K) a loan of mo_ey by a national or State bank m,zde i_,_

acaordaaee with t_ applicable banking laws and reg:!,_:,2tion,_:
and in the ordinary cowrse of business, but s_wh loa,_,,,_;iall b,:_,
reported i,_ aceorda_we with, section 304;(b) ;".

(g) Section 301 of the Act (_ U.S.U. _gl) is amended--
(1) by striking out ';'and" at the e,wl of paragraph (m) /
(B) by strik_Tng out t)i_eperiod at t_e end of paragraph I'_) and

inserting in i!ieu thereof a semicolon; and
(3) by adding at the:'_.nd thereof the fo llo_olnq new vara_Ti gvhs
(o) Act means t/_e 1;ederal £1ectwn Uampa_gn Act o_ lb7_

as amended by the Federal Election Campaign Act Ame_,!,d:qvent,_,
of 197_ and the Federai_ Electioa Uampaign Act .Amendm_::ats o?
1976;

"(p ) _independent e;cpenditure _m ea_s a_aexpenditure b:?:/z per_
son expressly advocatl¢_(_ the election o;, defeat of a clear2:_7::tenb_;
fled candidate which is made without cooperation or cons:!t,,'atio_.
with any candidate or any au_)_orized committee or agent ,':e s_:c);
candidate and which is not made in coztcert with, or at the :_i'qu,es?
or suggestion of, any oz_didat_ or an!7 authorized comvd!_'ee o;,_,
agent of suc)_ candidate ,.and

"(f) 'clearly identi,_ed '_mea_ _that (1) the _arrve of t)L':_:,'andi!;
date appears; (_) a photograF/_ or drawing of the candi&:_?_eap
pears; or (3) _he idee_,tltv of ti_,e candidate is apparent by _,nam,
biguous reference.".

OIq?G,4.NIZATIOJ' OF POL.tTICAL COMMITTEES

SEc. 103. (a) Section3Of( b) of t],_._Act (f U.&U. d,9£(b) ) is a:,;_:,._ded
by striking o_zt "810" and i_'_serting ,in lieu thereof "850". ,

' (b) Section 30£(c) (£) of the Act: (_ U.,q.U./_]_?(c) (£)) is a:i,_,i..mde(,i:

by striking out ":$10" and i_r_ertinc/ ,in lieu thereof "$50".' (c) Section 30£ of the Act (£ U..&C. ]+3£) is amended by .,i,!:_qlcin_;_
out subsection (e) and by redesigvmting subsection (/) as , _bsec
,(ion (e ) .
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(d) Section 302(e)(1) of the Act, as redesignated by subsection
(c), is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sen-
tence .' "Any occasional, isolated, or incidental support of a candidate
shall not be construed as support of such candidate for purposes of the
preceding sentence.".

REPORTS BY POLITICAL COMMITTEES AND CANDIDATES

SEe.104.(a) Section304(a)(1) of theAct (e U.S.V.34(a) (1)) is
amended by adding at the e¢_d of subparagraph (U) the following ,new
se_tence : "In a_y year in which a candidate is not on the ballot for
election to Federal office such candidate and his authorized committees
shall only be required to file such reports not later than the tenth day
following the close of any calendar quarter in which the candidate and
his authorized committees received contributions or made expenditures,
or both, the total amount of which_ taken together, exceeds $5_000,
and such reports shall be complete as o.f the close o f such caIe_dar quar-
ter; except that any such report required to be filed after Decem, ber 31
of any calendar year with respect to which a report is required to be
filed under subparagraph (B) shall be filed as. provided in such sub-
paragraph.".

(b) Section 303(a) (g) of the Act (2 U.S.U. 433(a) (g) ) is amended
to read as follows:

"(2) Each treasurer of a political committee authorized by a candi-
date to raise contributions or make expenditures on his behalf , other
than the candidate's principal campaign committee, shall .file the re-
ports required under this section with the candidate's principal ca/ra-
paign committee."

(c) Section 304(b) of the Act (2 U.S.U. ]e33(b) ) is amer_ted
(1) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (1_) ;
(2) by redesig_ating paragraph (13) as paragraph (14);
(3) by inserting immediately after paragraph (12) the follow-

ing new paragraph.'
"(13) in the case of an independent expenditure in excess of

$100 by a_.olitical committee, other than an authorized c,omzgittee
of a candidate, expressly advocating the election or d_,fecot of a
clearly identified candidate, through a separate schedule: (A ) any
information required by paragraph (9), stated in a ma n_er which
indicates whether the independent expenditure in_oolved is in sup-
port of, or in opposition to, a candidate; and (B) under penalty
of perjury, a certification whether such independent expenditure
is made in cooperation, consultation, or concert with, or at the
request or suggestion of, any candidate or any authorized co_rt_-
mittee or agent of such candidate; and"; and

(J) by adding at the e_ thereof the following _ew sentence:
"When committee treasurers and candidates show that best efforts
have been used to obtain and submit the information required by this
subsection, they shall be deemed to be in compliance with this
subsection.".

(d ) Section 304 (e ) of the Act (2 U.S. U. ]e34 (e ) ) is amended to read
as follows:

"(e) (1) Every person (other than a politicag com/mittee or candi-
date) who makes contributions or independent expenditures expressly
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tut. ocating the election or defeat of a clearly _entified candidate,,
other than by c_,at_gbution to a political coz_rrdttee or candidat:e, in aft,
aggregate amount in excess of $100 during a ccdendar year shall file

with the Gomo_ission, on a form prepared by the Gmromission, a state._rn_nt containing the info_w?_ation _equired of a person, who _,.&e_,-', a
ccmtribuJion in excess of $100 to a candidate or political co:_i,i_mit_ee
and the inforrrm:t&m required of a candidate or political co:m_;_:_itt_ee
receiving such a caatributio,[.

"(£) Statements required by this ,ubseeti_r_ shall be filed ,_:._nthe
dates on which reports by political committees are filed. Such state_
ments shall inci!ude (A ) the in/o:rw_ation required by subseetioq_
(b) (9), stated in a ma_nne_' indicating whethe'r the contrib_',_ion ov
independent experutiture i_.__n support of, or opposition to, tt,[_ , a_di-
date; and (B) under penal_y of perjury, a certification wheth,_, such
i_utependent expenditure is _cle in cooperation, consultation. ,!_,?c6_ ....
cert with, or at the request or suggestion of, a,ny candidate e_ an,3_
authorized com_,ittee or agent of such cxndidate. Any indeio_aden_
e,_pe_diture, incly_iing those desr_}ibed i_ subsection (b)(/,ii)_ of
,f?LO00or more made after', _he fifteenth day, but more than £._; _ s
before any election shall be reported within B¢ ]tours of such iniii!,?e_iL
ent expenditure.

"(3) The Core,mission shai!l be responsible for expeditiously 7_,epa_....
ing indices which set fortii, on a candidate..by-candidate basis, .:.ll ex
penditures separately, ind_ding those reported under subs_cti?_:a (b)
(13), made with respect to each ecmdidate, as reported uv/l!_c_ t)_i_
subsection, and ]:or periodically issu:_;ngsuch indices on a tim_i:_tpre.
election basis.".

REPORTS BY CE_'TAIN PER$ONfif

S_c. 105. Title III o] the Act (£ U.S.U. _31 et seq.) is amended b!_
striking out section ,308 thereof (2 U.S.U. _37a) (md by redesi,,7?_ati,nq
section 309 through sectio¢_ 3£1 as section 308 through sectw,,_ 32(L
respectivdy.

Sro. 106. The second se:_t!ence of section 308(a) (1) of the :i ct (:_'
U.S.U. /e37b(a) (1) ), aa red esignated by section 105, is ame_!d_d b:y
striking out "a checking ,_wcou_t" and iru_erti_q in lieu theT',_?f th_

ollowzng .. a s_ag,e check._ng acco,_nt a'nd such other accoum&!_::ts _h_
committee deterrai_ws lo ma/nt_ai,n at:its discretion".

Sec. 107. (a) Section 310(a) of _he Act (2 U,!7.U. /e97d(a) )_ aa re_
designated by section 105, is amended--

(1) in paragraph (8) thereof, b_! inserting "develop sy,e),_pre--
scribed forms o:_d to" irt,mediately before "make", and _y vn, ertin_.
zmmediately after "A ct'" the f oUowing : "and chapter 95 a_[d 5ha.p._
ter 96 of the I_tevnal Revenue Uode of 5_95_,';

(2) in paragraph (9) thereof, b.y striking out "and ,'e_'ticn,,
608" and ali! that fol?ows through "States Uode:' a_d iv,,s_rti_ag
in lieu thereof "and chapter 95 and chapter 96 _of the f:_::ie_m?
Revenue Uock o f 195_ ,. and"; a_,d

(3) b_/ striking oul ?)aragrcrp]_ (10) and redesignati_?, para_
graph (11) o_ paragrap/_ (10).
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(b) (1) Section 310(a) (6) of the Act (2 U.S.U. 437d(a) (6)), as
redesignated by section 105, is amended to read as follows:

"(6) to i/nitiate (through civil actions for injunctive, declara-
tory, or other appropriate relief), defend (in the case of any civil
action brought unaer section 313(a)(9)), or appeal any civil
action in the marne of the Uommission for the purpose of enforc-
ing the provisions of this Act and chapter 95 aha chapter 96 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, through its general counsel;".

(2) Section 310 of the Act (2 U.S.U. 437d), as redesig_ated by sec-
tion 105, is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new
subsection:

"(e) Except as provided in section 313(a)(9), the power of the
Corn/mission to initiate civil actions under subsection (a) (6) shall be
the exclusive civil remedy for the enforcement of the provisions of
this Act.".

Avv_sonY ommoNs

Sv¢. 108. (a) Sectio_ 31g(a) of the Act and section 31g(b) of the
Act (2 U.S.U. ]e37f(a), ]e37f(b) ), as redesignated by seetio_,, 105, are
amended to read as follows '

"SEc. 312. (a) The Uommissiog shall render an advisory Opinion, in
writing, within a reaso_able time in response to a written request by
any individual holding Federal office, any candidate for Federal o/rice,
any political committee_ or the natio'nal committee of any political
party co_werning the application of a general rule of law stated in
the Act or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Inter_aal Revenue Uode of
1954, or a general rule of law prescribed as a rule or regulation by the
Commission, to a specific factual situation. Any such general rule of
law not stated in the Act or in chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Inter_al
Revenue Uode of 1954 may be initially proposed by the Uommission
only as a rule or regulation pursuant to the procedures established by
section 315 (c). No opinion of an advisory nature may be issued by the
Uommission or any of its employees except in accordance with the pro-
visions of this section.

"(b) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of la w, any. p.erson
who relies upon any provision or finding of an advisory opmwn in
accordance with the provisions of paragraph (2) and who acts in good
faith in accordance with the provisions and findings of such advisory
opinion shall not, as a result of any such act, be subject to any sa_w-
lion provided by this Act or by chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the In-
ternal Revenue Uode of 1954.

"(2) Any advisory opinion rendered by the Uommission under sub-
section (a) may be relied upon by (A) a_y person involved in the
specific transaction or activity wzt"h respebt to which such advisory
opinion is rendered,' and (B) any .person invoked in any specific
transaction or activity which is indistinguishable in all its material
aspects from the transaction or activity with respect to wttich such
advisory opinion is re_dered.'.

(b ) The Uowmission shall, no later than 90 days after, the date of
the e_actment of this Act, conform the advisory opinwns zs_ued before
such date of enactrr_ent to the requirements established by section 31_
(a) of the Act, as amended by subsection (a) of this section. The _ro-
visions of section 312(b) of ihe Act, as amended by subseeti_ra (a) of

H. Rept. 1057, 94-2 ... 2
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this section, shall apply wit}_ respect to all advisory opinio_!,_ iss_:t
before the date of the enacz:m_ent of tMs Act as eonfomned to v__et th,_

requirements of section 31°2(a) of the Act, as a/m_ded by subset i_;ion (a )
of this section.

I_rNFOR CEMENT

SEc.. 109. Section 313 of the Act (2 U.S.(7. ]egTg) _as redesiff;,_,_:',tedi![!y
section 105, is amended to re_l as follows:

_'ElqFOROEMENT

"Sz¢. 313. (a) (1) A_y :person who believe_? a violation of !_'is A_:t
o,v of chapter 95 or chapter 5_6of the Internal ]?evenue Code f 195.,i
has occurred may file a co_plaint with t,he Co:o_mission. S_:c ;_ co_-
plaint shall be in writing, shall be signed and sworn to by tt,e oerso?,
filing such complaint, and shall be notarized. Any person illin9 'sm_h _,z
complaint shall be subject go the provisions of section 1001 o/' _'tlc 13,
United States Code. The Corn/mission may' not conduct any i_v,:esti_gc:r,-
tion under this section, or take any other action under thL_ _ectio._i,,_
solely on the basb_ of a co,mplaint of a person whose identit' 3 is n vt
disclosed to the Co:remission,.

"(02) The 6_ommission, upaa receiving a complaint under po',:r.::_gra_;i[
(1), and if it has reason to believe that any ;person has corr,_z__:tted a
,iolation,; of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the' /?[te_vh::!:l
Revenue Code of 195_, or, ii: the Commissio_,, on the basis o/info_
motion ascertai_ed in the ;_or_malcourse of carry'lng out its su_,_¢_eiso:,':!y
responsibilities, has reaso_ to bel&ve that such a violatio_,_, ,i as o('-
curred, shall notify the person invoboed of such alleged violat: gn _z',_:_
shall make an investigation of s_:ch alleged violatio_ in a.ccerdanc_e
uYth the provision;_ of this section.

"(3) (A ) Any' investigatio_ under paragraph (_) shall be co_,.gucte,!t
.. expeditiously and shall include an investi.qation., conducted ii,ri.::_ccord-

o',neewith the provisions of tMs section, of reports and stateme._'i_s _Te,:t
by any complainant under t,[is title, i] such complainant is _:_ca_m!_i-
date.

"(B) Any _,otifiaation or investigation mctde under paragr'_?h (_r)
shall not be made public b3rthe Cov,mission or by any perso;_ ,_ ithovt
the written consent of th_ person, receiving .s_tch notificati.o:,_! o_ t,b.e
person with respect to whom such irvvestigat_;o_ is made.

"(_) The Commission shalJ afford any person who receives 'y_<,ticeef
an alleged violation under paragraph (02) a reasonable oppo:r:!',:_t:rdt!7_o
demonstrate that _o action should be taken agai,nst such perao?: by the
(7orrvraission under this Act.

"(5) (A ) If the Commission deter_roines that there is reasonab e cau_s'e
to believe that any person has committed o_ is a_out to comm i:!'::::vio[,:,-
lion of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapte?, 96 of the Internal ,?i'evem_,e
(7ode of 195_, the 6_ommission shall make eve_7] endeavor fo_, ._ pe_qo_t
of not less than 30 days to correct or prevent such violation by :!¥?orm_:_;!
methods of conference, co_cilicetio,m, a_d persuasion, and to e:_,_/:er_int:o
a conciliation agreement witJ_ the person _involved, except t?ku if the
_ommission has reasonable cause to believe that--

"(i) any person has failed to file a repo'rt required to ,e filed
under section 303(a)(1)(C) for the calen&zr quarter oc:urv'i'rh?
immediately before the date o[ a general election;
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"(ii) any person has failed to file a report reguired to be filed
no later than 10 days before an election; or

"( iii).on the ba_s of a eomplaimt filed less than I_5days but more
than 10 days before an eleetion_ any person has eom_itted a know-
ing and willful violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or c;_apter 96

of the .Internal Revenue Gode of 1954;
the Gomar_,ssion shall make every effort,_or a period of not less than
one-half the number of days between the date uTon which the Com-
mission dete_m_ines there is reasonable eauce to believe such a violation
has occurred and the date of .the election involved, to correct or pre-
vent such violation by informal methods of conference, conciliation,
and persuasion_ and to enter into a conciliation agreement with the
person involved. A conciliation agreement, unless violated, shall con-
stitute a eo?p. lete bar to an.y. f_rther action by the Commission, in-
eluding the bmnging ora c_vzl proceeding under subparagraph (B).

"(B) If the Gommissio n is unable to correct or prevent any suoh
violation by. such informal methods, the Commission may, if the Cym-
mission determines there is probable cause to believe that a violation
has occurred or is about to occur, institute a civil action for relief,
includi_.g a permanent or temporary _nyunctzon, restrazn¢_,g order,
or any other appropriate order, including a civil penalty whz-'ch does
not exeeed the greater of $5,000or an amount equal to the amount of
any contribution or expenditure involved in such violation_ in the dis-
t_qet eourt of the U_ited States for the district in which t,_e person
against whon_ such action is brought is found, resides, or transacts
business.

"((7) In any civil actio_ instituted by the Commission u,ader sub-
paragraph (B), the court may grant a perraane, t or tem_.orary in-
junction, restraining order, or other order, including a civil penalty
which does not exceed the greater of $5,000 or afnamount equal to the
amount of'any contribution or expenditure involved in such violation,
upon a proper s.howing that the person involved has engaged or is

_ about to engage zn a vwlation of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter
06 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

"(D) .If the Commission determines that there is probable cause
to believe that a knowin_ and willful violation subject to o_l as de-
fined in section 329. or a/cnowing and willful violation o/a provision
of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Inter_ml Reveille Code of 1954
has occurred or is about to occur, it may eefer such apparent violation
to the Attorney General of the United States without regard to a_y
limitation set forth in subparagraph (A ).

."(6) (A) If the Gommission believes that there is elear and con-
vznc_ng proof that a knowing a_d willful viol?etlon o/this Act or of
chapter 95 or ehap'ter 96 of the Interl_al Revenue Code of 1954, has
been committed, a conciliation agreement entered into by the: Com_is-
m_sszo_ _nder paragraph (5) (A ) may include a requirement that the
person involved in such conciliation agreement shall pay a civil pen-
alty which shall not exceed the greater of (i) $10,000; or (ii) an
amount equal to 2.00 percent of the amount of any contribution or ex.
penditure involved in such eiolation.

"(B) If the Goma_ission believes that a _iolation of this Art orof
chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 has
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been com/mitted, a conciliation agre,ment e_tered into by the ,I'Lb:;m,m/s-
sion under parag, raph (5)(A) may include a reguirement _!!:.)i..attik_,'
person involved in, such co_wiliatix_n agreement shall pay a e_iv_i:lpe_..
alty which does ,not exceed the greater of (i) $5_000; or (ii) a_t_,,:_*,q_ot_
equal to the amount of the, contribution or expenditure in,,_oi',Jed *_,_
,_h violation.

"(U) The Gomz_ission shall make available to the public i) the
t ,o · · , · ,_. i · e _)_ i_'esults o_ any ctm(,_lzatwn attempt, mclud,_ng any conc_liatwi_ agree..
_ent entered znto by the Uommzsswn; and (ii) any dete_m...zn,_:r_:_,_on_,_/
the Cowmission that no violation o/this Act or of chapter 95; ,';,?'chap..
ter 96 of the Intevnal Reve._,_ Code of 195_ has oc_a,_ed.

(7) In any civil action for relief instituted by the _ornxais,!i_i,_nun..
der paragraph (5), if the court d_.termines that the Uommis,!i_ion _a_,,
established through clear and convincing proc/that the pe:i,_,!_nin.
volved in such civi_ action haz committed'a know_;ng and willf%_,ilviola.
tion of this Act or of chapter 95 or cha?ter 96 of the Internal i!!i!_ven_,,e
Code of 1955, the court may i_r_posea cz_il penalty of q_otmore i!',_an i,_,e
greater of (A ) _,_10,000;or (B) an amount egual to _00 perce_:!,to/th_
contribution or expenditure involved in such violation. In a_,_9':ase in
which such person has entered into a conciliation agreement w?th i_h_
_C_ommission under paragraph (5) (A ), the Uom_rdssion may .iT._wtitu_e

a civil action for ,'elief under paragraph (5) if it believes t_l,,'.i:_suc_person has violated any provision of such conciliation agreev_t_?nt.I_
order for the _ommission to obtain relief i_ any such civil ac_:;on,, :_,
s)_all be sul_cient for the Commission to establish that such pen_:m ha_
,,violated, in whole or in part, any reguirement of such conc:i'gatio_
agreement.

"(8) In any a_ti,ya brought under paragraph (5) or paragra:_ _ (17__,
subpenas for witnesses who are required to attend a United Sta_!r;'sal'is'
trier court may run into any other district.

" 9 A An art a _iev _ r_ ....(.)( ) y p y gg ed by an o ter of the Uomm_sswn d_
misszng a complaint filed by such party u_ger paragraph (1). _i,_by a
failure on the part of the Uo_r_mission to act on _:uch complai,m; in ,_;.
cordance with the provisio_s of this section within 90 days a?r_r t:he
filing of such complaint, may file a petiti_ya with the United' ,'_tate,_,
District Court for ihe District of Uolumbia.

"(B) The filing of any petition under subparagraph (A ) ,,i'i_:all be

'_(i) in. the case of the dismissal of a eompi!aint by the C_r_mi_
sion, no later than 60 days after such dismissal; or

'_(ii) in the case of a' failure on the part of the Uommi!'_;on t,_
act on such complaint_ _w later than 60 days after the 90--,_:!'_;_'ype ,_.
tied specified in subparagraph (A ).

· , / 71

m,'t, is contrary to law and ,may direct the Uommission to proc,:,ed i_'o,
conformity with such declaration within 30 days, f.ailing w_,i,:;h th,_
coraplainant may 5ring in his own name a civil action to rem e_.i!'ythe
_olation involved in the original complaint!.

"(10) The judgment of the district court may be appealed _o the
c(_rt of appeals and the _udgment of the court o.f appeals affi_vr_,mgo_"
setting aside, in whole or in part, any such order of the distric_ co_,,rt
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shall be lgnal, subject to review by the gupreme Gourt of the United
States up'on certiorari or certification as provided in secti_a 1B54 of
title _8, United S_ates Oode.

"(11) Any action brought under this subsection shall be advanced
on the docket of the court in which filed, and put ahead of all other
action, (other than other actions brought under this subsection or
usuter section 314).

"(1_) If the Gommission determines after an investigation that any
erson has violated an order of the court entered in a proceeding
fought under paragraph (5) it may petition the court for a_ order

to adjudicate such person in civil contempt, except that if it believes
the violation to be knowing and willful it may petition the court for
a_ order to adjudicate such person in criminal contempt.

"(b) In any case in which the Commission refers an apparent rio:
lation to the A tto_mey General, the Attorney General shall respond by
report to the Uommission with respect to any action taken by the
Attorney General regarding such apparent violation. Each report
shall be transmitted no later than 60 days after the date the Commis-

sion refers any apparent violation, and at t!(e close of every 30-day
period thereafter until there is final disposition of such apparent
violation. The Uommission may from time to time prepare and publish
reports on the status of such referrals.

"(c) Any member of the Commissionl any emp.loyee of the Com-
mission, or any other person who violates the prov_swns of subsection

" fa) (3)(B) shall be fined not more than $2,000. Any such member.
employee, or other person who knowingly and will. fully violates the
provisions of subsection fa)(3)(B) shall be fined not more than
$5,000.'.

DUTIES OF UOMMlSSION

SEc. llO. fa) (1) Section315(a) (6) of the Act (2 U.S.U./_38(a) (6)),
as redesignated by section 105, is amended by inserting immediately
before the semicolon at the end thereof the following: ", and to compile
and maintain a separate cumulative iq_dex of reports amd state_nents
flied with it by political com_rdttees supporting more than one candi..
date, which shall include a listing of the date of the registration of
any such political committee and the date upon which any such politi-
eal conv_ittee qualifies to make expenditures under section 320 fa) (2),
and which shall be revised on the same basi_ and at the same tlime as the
other cumulative indices required under this paragraph".

(2) Section 315(a)(8) of the Act (2 U.S.U. _38(a)(8)), as
redesignated by section 105, is amended by inserting immediately
before the semicolon at the end thereof the following.' ", and to give
priority to auditing and field investigating of the ve_fication for, and
the receipt and use of, any payments received by a candidate under
chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code Of 1954".

(b) Section 315(o) of the Act (2 U.g.O. ]_38(c) ), as redesignated by
section 105, is amended--

(1) by inserting immediately after the second sentence of para-
graph (2) the ,following new sentences: "Whe_ever a committee
of the House of Representatives reports any resolution relating to
any such rule or regulation, it is at any time thereafter in order
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(even though a previous motion to the same effect has been dis.
agreed to) to move to proceed to the consideration of the _,'esok_.
tion. The wotion is highly, p_gvileged and is not debatab!e. An
amendment to the motion _s not in order_ and it is not in o_"der to
move to recon,gider the vote by which the motio_ is agreed to o_,_,
disagreed to."; and

(2) by addi_g the following _newparagraph at the end _'d_,,reof'
"(5) For purposes of t)_is .subsection, the term _rule or reguiati,mt _'

m_ans a provision or series of interrelated provi,_io_ stating' a, _ing&_
separable rule of law.".

ADDITIONAL ENFORCBMENT AUTltORITY

Sc¢. 111. Section 407 of the Act (2 U.S.C. /e56) is repealed.

coNrnmwwN ANDsxPryo;:rvns r rMX_A_WNS;ornrR rm_A:i?/,_NS

Sc¢. 11& Title If! of the Act (2 U.S.C. _31-4/J) is amended-
(I) by strik_;ng out section 320 (£ U.S.('. 4_4/1),as rede_4_/nated

by section 105; and
(£) by inserting immediately after section 319 (2 U.S.U_ _39c),

as redesignated by section, 105, the following new sectio_,,_ :

"_mlravwNs oN coNrmsvrwNs A,vv eXW^'DtVURrS

"SEC. 3£0. (a) (1) No pea'son sha7l make, cont_¥b_ctio_vs--
"(A ) to a_ny candidate a_d his authorized political covi,,v_:,ittee_

with respect to any elec_':ion for Federai5 o_ce which;in the ::gg;oe
gate, exceed $1,000;

"(B) to the political committees established a_d ma_g,_,_:,air_eo::
by a natianal political party, which are _ot the authorized iwliti_
cal committees of any candidate, in az_y calendar year w/;_ch, i_,_
the a_gregate, exceed 320,000: or

"(C) to o',_y other political committee i_ any calend,:;r;'_ yea_'_
which, in the ag_gregate, exceed $5,000.

"(2) No multiea_didate 5ooliticat committee shall' maka co:_ '_g_,_t._

"(A ) to any candidate and his authorized political cov'_:v_ittee_?
with respect to any elecgion /or Federai_ air'ce which, in th_ _:_gg_e._
gat& exceed $5,000;

"(B) to the politiea2; committees established and mal;_:_i_ained
by a national political pa_,tu, which are not the authorizei;t ,oliti'
eal committees of any candidate, in a_y calendar year, who!eh, i:_,
the aogreqate_ exceed $15.000- or -'

"( U) to av._, other political eommb,'tee i_,_any calends:v;' year
which, in the af_gregate, exceed $5,000.

" (33 _.o i_dividval shall z,_a2e co,ntr;butions agffregati_g, m_:_',_,.thaz_
$25.000 _n any calendar ye_;rr_For purposes of th_s paraaraT:,/_, a,a_
ccm,t_butlrm made to a candidate _bia year other than the c_,:ri!a_da,r,
year in which the election is held with resvect to which sw_:_hco_ ._
t!'_,_butionis made, is considered to 3e made duvb'_g the calend,_:_?yea_'
in which such e_:ection is held.

"(_) The limitations on cov trib_tiovs covtained i, paraaraT;_/,s (1)
a_d (_) do not apply lo transfers between a_d amov_ political com.
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mittees which are national, State, district, or local committees (includ-
ing any subordinate committee thereof) of the same political party.
For purposes of paragraph (2), the term 'multicandidate political com-
mittee' means a political committee which has been registered under
section 303 for a period of not less than 6 months, which has received
contributions from more than 50 persons, and, except for any state
political party organization, has made contributions to 5 or more
candidates for Federal office.

"(5) For purposes of the limitations provided by paragraph (1)
and paragraph (8), all contributions made by political committees
established or financed or maintained or controlled by any corpora-
tion, labor organization, or any other person, including an,y parent,
subsidiary, branch, division, department, or local unit of such, corpora-
tion, labor organization, or any other person, or by any group of
such persons, shall be considered to have been made by a single po-
litical committee, except that (A ) nothing in this sentence s;_all limit
transfers between political committees of funds raised through .ioint
fundraising efforts; (B) for purposes of the limitations provided
by paragraph (1) and paragraph (2), all contributions made by a
single political committee established or financed or maintained oe
controlled by a national committee of a political party and by a
single political committee established or financed or main:rained or
controlled by a State committee of a political party shall not be
considered to have been made by a single political committee; and
(U) nothing in this section shall limit the transfer of funds between
the principal campaign committee of a candidate seeking nomination
or election to a Federal office and the prin..cipal campaign committee
of that candidate for nomination or election to another Federal office
!f (i) such transfer is not made when the candidate is actively seek-
zng nomination or election to both such offices; (ii) the limitations
contained in this Act on co_tributions by persovs are vat cx_eeded
by such transfer; and (iii) the ca_didat_ has vat elected to receive
any funds under chapter 95 or cl_apter ,96of the/_ter_al Reven,,_te _ode
of 195_. [n any case in which a corporation and any of its subsidiaries,
branches, divisions, departments, or local units, or a labor organization
and any o.f its subsidiaries, branches, division, s, departments, or local
units establish or finance or maintain or control more than (me sep-
arate segregated fund, all such separate segregated funds shall be
treated as a slnqle separate seqreaated fund for purposes of the limi-
tations provided by paragraph (1) and paragraph (_).

"(6) The limitation,, on contributions to a candidate imposed by
paragraphs (1) and (2) of this subsection shall apply separately with
respect to each e_ection, except that all e?eetions held in anbr calendar
year .for thd office of President of the United States (except a gen-
eral election for such office) shall be considered to be one election.

"(7) For purposes of this subsection---
" (A ) contributions to a named candidate made to any political.

committee authorized by such candidate to accept contributions
on his behalf sl_all be considered to be contribution, s made to such
candidate;

"(B) (i) expenditures made by any person in cooperation, con-.
sultation, or concert, with, or at the request or suggestion of, a
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candidate, Iris authorized political corn/mit_ees, ,or their ,:;_gev,ts,
shall be considered to be a co_trib._tion to such candid,,x;_e;

"( ii) the fi_u_ncing by any person of the dissemination_ di_!,tribw_
tio_, or reFu,blication , in whole or in part, of a_y broadcasi!: ,?r an_/
written, graphic, or other form, of eaz_paig_ materials :V:_<_pare,d
by the candio_gte, his ca_r_paig_, committees,, or their aul';,i_.orized
agents shall be considered to be an expenditure for Fur?'.;'_:_esof
this paragraph; and

"(C) con_':?ibutions wade to or for t)_e benefit of any ca_,tJidatv
nominated by a political part:_ for election to the off_ce o; Vic_
President of the United States shall be considered to be c,,:;:?:__ribh,_
tions made to or for t/,e benefit of the candidate of such po;:,_y]'o_
election to the offlce of Preside,hi of the United States.

"(8) For purposes .of the limitations imposed by this sec_!_,::n,ai!2;
contributions made b?/ a person, either directly or i_directly, o:u i'ehal?'
of a partioular candidate, _nchtdiytg contrlbul_ioas _t?hich are an?/
way earmarked or other'wise directed throuc/h an intermedi,:;ry o;
conduit to such candidate, shall be treated as contributio_'o,,_ froze?
such person to such candidate. J'he intezw,ediargt or condv, il: sh._i!;,!
report the original source a_d the i_tended recipient of s_wh co:,_!ribu.
tion to the Uommission and _othe intended recipie:nt.

"(b) (1) No candidate for the o?_ce o.f President of the', _?nlteo!
,Slates who is eligible _tnder section 9003 o[ _theInternal Reven_,,c Uo&
of 195_ (relating to eoqwlif'ion for eligibility for payments) ov tndev
section 9033 of the internal ti!evenue Uode of 195_ (relating _',.,;eligi'.-_
bility for payments) to receive payments fro_r_the Secretary _f th,_:
Treasury may make expendi.ture8 in excess _(f---

"(A) $10,000,000, i_ t]_ case of a campaig_ for nom.i_a?:_:n/o'.,
election to suc/,_ o_ce, except the aggregate of expenditure_i_ :tnde:r
this subparagraph in a_ty one State shall _t_t exceed the :!7_'eate_r
of 16 cents multiplied _;.ythe vote;hi age 7,,o?:,_datlo_of t?_, .State
(as certified under subsection (e) ), or $200,000; or

"(B) $_0_000_000 in t,6e case of a campaign for election ,'_:suc)!_
o]_¢e.

"(_) For purposes of thins su:bsection_
"(A) expenditures ,made by or on bei_a,!:fof any cax_,idat,_

nominated by ,ctpolitic_l part$_ for election to the o_ce ,::_),Vice
President of the United States shall be considered to be e:ti_endi .-
lures made by or on behalf of the candidate of such pa;","7 for
election to the office of Preside_n t of the United States: and

"(B) a/a expenditure is made on behogf of a candidate,, fi>dud-
i%g a vice presidential c_ndidate, if it is made by-

''(/) an a_,thor_gzed corr_m.ittee or a,ny other agent _::_t,Se
ca,kdldate for purposes of ,m_z.ki_g any ex?e_iiture ; o_r

"(ii) any person, a_t,tho_ized or requested by the ca._d_daz_e,
an authorii_,ed coqrvmittee of the caz!didate, or an age_._'!::f tjX?
candidate, _o ma Joethe exper_diture.

"(c) (1) At the begin_inf/ of each_ calendar year (comme_?i:._W i_ri:
1976), as there bec_rme avaUable necessar?/ data from the B,_?"(_u of
Labor Statistics of the Dep_,rt':ment of £abor_ the Secretary. of .iSabor
shall certify to the Uommission a_d publis,[ in the Federal Re::'iste_'
the percent differe,noe between the price i;ndex for the 1_ ,%ilmtJ_6,
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preceding the beginning of such calendar year and the price _index fo_'
the base period. E_c]_ limitation established by subsectio_ (b) and
subsection (d) shall be increased by such percent difference. Eac]_
amount so increased shall be the amount in effect for such calendar
year.

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)--
"(A ) the te_w_ 'price index' means the average over a calendar

_/ec_rof the Uonsum.er Pr-ice Zndez (all item_--United Stales city
average) published monthly by the Bu.reau of Zabow Statistics;
and

"( B ) the term %ase period' means the calendar year J974.
"(d) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law with respect

to limdtatio_s on expenditures or limitations on contributions, the
national committee of a political party and a State co_mittee of a
political party, _%cluding any subordinate co_vmittee of a Si_ate com-
mittee, may make expenditures in connection with the general electio_
campaign of candidate s for Federal office, s_tbject to the lim.itati_ns
contained in paragraphs (2) and (3) of this subsection.

"(2) The _ational committee of a political party may _wt _v_ee an3/
expenditure in connectio_ with the general election carn_dgn of any
candidate for President of the United States who is affiliated with s_ch
party which exceeds an amount equal to 2 cents multiplied by the
voting age population of the United States (as certified _mder sub-
section (e) ). Any expenditure under this paragraph shall be in addi-
tion to any expenditure by a national committee of a political p_wty
serving as the F/gncipal campaign committee of a candidate for the
o_ce of President o.f the U_nited States.

"(3) The natio_aaZ eom._ittee o/g pditica_ p_.rty, or a _%_atecom-
mittee of a political party, including any subordinate committee of a
State committee, may not make an,y expendit_tre in connection with the
general election eampadgn of a candidate for Federal office in a State
who is affiliated with such party which exceeds--

"(A) in the case of a candidate for electio_ to the o_ce of
Sen.ator_ or o/Representative from a State which is entitled to
o_ly one Representative, the greater of---

"(i) 2 cents multiplied by the voting age population of the
State (as ce'rtified under subsection (e) ); o_

"(ii) $20,000; and
"(t9) in the case of a candidate for election to the offlce o]_Rep-

resentative. Delegate, ov Resident Uom_aissioner in any other
State, $10,000.

"(e) During the first week of January 1975, and every s_tbsequent
year, the Secretary of Uom_erce shall certify to the Uommission_ and
publish in the Federal Register an estimate of the voting age popula-
tion of the United States, of each State, and of each congressio_nal dis-
trict as of the first day/ of July next preceding the date of certifica-
tion. The term 'voting age population' means resident population_
18 y/ears of _zgeor older.

"(f) No candidate or political committee shall knowingly accept
a.ny contribution or make any expenditure in violation of the pro-
vzs_o_s of this section. No ol_eer or employee of a political committee
shall knowingly accept a contribution made for the benefit _, use of a

H. Rept. 1057, 94-2-----3
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candidate, or k_owingly r_.ake any expenditure on behalf of ,:_candy!-
date, in violation of any limitation imposed on contribution..,_ _:,nde:',-
penditures under this section.

"(g) The Uommission _s.hall prescribe _ules u_der which, _ny e_:,'-
pendltu.re by a ca.ndldate /or presidential _omi:r_ation .for ,_,'_<_in 2 or
_r,ore States she'll be attrib_zted to such ca,ndida_':e's expendit,_,_? _limi_-
ation in each such State, based or. the voting a_Tepopulation /n such
State which can reasonably be expected to be influenced by s_,,ch e:z'-
pe_liture.

"(h) Notwit)_sta_ding any othe.r provision of this Act.., _.:rwu_,!is
totaling not more than $t7,500 may be co_tributed to a ca_ii!'d__te for
nomination for election, or for election, to the United Stat_,,_ Sena?,e
during the year in. which an ,election is held in which he is suc/_ a ca.,_l,-
didate, by the Republican ,or'Democratic rSenatorial Uampo:iS,;,,_Uoz,'_,-
mittee, or the national committee of a political party, or any ,,:,_:,:_vb:_vzl_-
tion o/ such committees.

_*;UONTRIBUTION$ OR EXP£zVD.ITURES BY NAT[ONA£ BANKS, UORP6/_' tTI03;S,

OR LABOR ORClANIZATIONS

"SEa. 3_1. (a) It is _t_b_:wful for any _atio_al bank, or a_:_, corpo-
ration organized by authm?ty of any law of Uongress, to ma);:_:a co,z_,-
t'ribition or expenditure '_n cor_ection with any electior, :o a'i'_'y
political o_ce, or in connection with any priv_a._y election or .?:,obitic:_:l
convention or caucus held to select candidates for any politic(:! og_ce,
or for any corporation w?_ttever_ or any labor organization_ to :n,a)_ea
contribution or expendik_Te in connection wi_h any electirm a? wt,dc,5
presidential and vice presidential ,electors or a Seroator or Re?_'_sent_'_-
tire in, or a Delegate or ]2esident Uommissioner to, Uongre,!_,_are ;_o
be voted for, or in connect;o.n with any p_qmar)7 election or :?:)litic,_.l
convention cr caucus hdd to select ca.ndidotes .for any of the .L::_'vqoi_/7
offices, or for any candidate, political camvdttee, or other perso._i k_o,i'.!,-
gngly to accept or receive any contribution prvhibited by thii? .:eetio_,,
or any o_cer or any director of ay4/corporation or any natio:i.i_:_lba_,_;_
or any officer of any labor organization, to co_sent to a/ay r_;_vtrib_',-
tion or expenditure by the corporation, _ational bank, or tabo_..,:,rgav,/-
zation, as the case may be, prohibited by this section.

"(b) (1) For purposes of this section the _rv_ 'labor orga_,;_;,at(o_ '
means any organization o f any ki_d, or any agency or emplo3,_:,, repr:._-
sentation committee or pla_ in wldch employees participate ar!_(w_ici_
exists for the pu_ose, in whole or in part, of dealing with em iolo_ye:_
concerning grievances, labor disputes, wages., rates of pay, h_ure of
employment, or conditions of work.

"(2) For purposes of tihis section and sectio,i _,lg(h) of th._ Pub[,ic
Utility Holdinq Company Act (15 U.S.U. 791 (h'l ), the term ':c_;._t_ib_-
tion or expenditure' shall include av6y direct or indirect payme:_t, dis-
tribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any ,!_?rvice_,t',
or anything of *Jatue (except a loom of mone.V by a _ationai', o?' S_._a_e
bank made in accordance with the o_pplicable ba.nking laws a_,_zi;reg,_:-
lations and in the ordlvary course of business) to any bandida_ti_,cam-
paign eom mittee, or polit;cal ratty or orga,nizatio_, in connect'h:_r_with
any election to a_y of the 2_ees referred to in this section, !:.,._t sinai7
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not include (A ) communications by a corporation to its stockholders
and executive or administrative personnel and their [awilies or by
a labor organizati6n to its members and their families on any sub-

jest; (B) nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns
by .a.corporation aimed at its stockholders and executive or adminis-
trative personnel and their families, or by a labor organization aim,ed
at its members and their families,' and (C) the establishme_,t, admin-
istration, and solicitation of contributions to a separate segregated
fueui to. be utilized/or political p_rposes by a corporation, labor or-
ganization, men_bership organization, cooperative, or corporation with-
out capital stock.

"(3) It shall be unlawful--
'' (A) for such a fwnxl to make a contribution or expenditure

by utilizing money or anything of _a?e secured by physical
force, job discri.'minat, ion, financial _eprisal8, or the threat of
force, job discmminatwn, or financial reprisal,' or by dues, fees,
or other moneys reqmred as a condition of member._hip in a
labor organization or as a condition of employment, t; or by
moneys obtained in any commercial transaction;

"(B) for a,r_y person soliciting an employee for a contribu-.
tio_ to such a fund to fail to i_fo_m such employee of the politi-.
cal p_rposes of such fund at the time of such solicitation; and

"(C) for any person soliciting an employee for a contribu-
tion to such a fund to fail to inform such employee, at the time
of such solicitation, of his right to refuse to so contribute with-
out any reprisal.

"(4) (A) Except as provided in subparagrapbs (B), (U). a_d (D),
it shall be unlawful--

"(i) .for a corporation, or a separate segregated fwnd es..
tablished by a corporation, to solicit contributions :to such a

_' fund from any person other than its stockholders and i_,heirfaro,.
ilies and its executive or administrative personnel a_d their fatal-

, lies, and
"'(ii) for a labav organization, or a separate segregated fund,

established by a labor organization, to solicit contributions to
such a fund from any person other than its members and their
families.

"(B) It shall not be unla_c.ful _tnder t_is section for a corpo_,ation,
a labor organization, or a separate segregated fund estab_,ished by such
corporation or such labor organization, to make 2 written solicita-
tions for contributions during the calendar year from any stock)_obter,

executive or. administrative 'personnel, or employee of a corporation)
or the families of_such per.sons. A solicitation under this subparagraph
may be made only by mazl addressed to stockholders, executi_e 'or ad-
ministrati_e personnel, or employees at their residence wad shall be so

' designed that the corporation, labor organization, or sepa_ate segre-
gated fund conducting such solicitation cannot determir._.. _ho m,akes
'a contribution of $50 or less as a result of such solicitatwn and who
does _.ot make such a contribution.

" ( C) This paragraph shall _ot pre_,ent a rae,mbership organization,,
coope.rative, or corporation without ca._tal stock, or a separate .segre-

gated fund established by a mem,bershzp organizati, on, cooperative, o',
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corporation without capital stock, /r_m soliciting contvib,ut,i:o_s_ _o
sv_h a fund [rom members of such oryanlzatio_[, ,ooperativ _,. rr _or'-
poration without capital stock.

"(D) This paragraph shall not': prevent a trade associatic,a w_' a
separate segregated fund established by a trade association/r,_:_,??,sol_c.-
iting contributions from t_e stockholders and executive or adm_i_is:_re:-
tire personnel of the member corpo_'ations of such trade assoc_,:_:t!,_ona_d
the families of such stockholders or personnel to the extent th,,_;tsuc)_
solicitation of such stockholders a_d perso_nel_ and their [am_ii!_ies,h,_,_s
been separately and specifically approved by the member corral.ration
involved, and such member corporation does _ot approve ,7:_y s,uz,_i_
solicitation by more than one such trade association in any ca_enda?
Bear.

"(5) Notwithstanding r_ny other law, any method of _;_oigcitiny
voluntary contributions or of facilitating' the making of _;oi%_ta_'7/
contributions to a separate segregated [uv_t established b3t a ?rpor,:_.
rich, permitted by law to corporations with regard to stoc)c)iolders
and executive or administrative perso_nnel, shalJ also be perm:;!:_¥eO!to
hzbor organizations with reqard to their membens'.

"(6) Any corporation, }:n.cluding its subsidiaries, bran che,!i, d_v,i.
slons, and a_liates, that utiTizes a method of soliciting volwnt,_z:,y c o,r_,.
k4butio_ns or facilitating the maki_tg of voiluntar_g co_tributio_,_,_s,shaJi!
wake available such method, on written reb_uest and at a cost ,,;,_i'_c/,e_-_
only to reimburse the corporation for the expenses incurred _',)!_ereb!_,,
to a labor or.qanization representi,ng any members working ./o:, suc.k
corporation, its subsidiaries, branches, divisions, and a_liates.

"(7) For purposes of _.his section, the term _executive _:r _u:il..
ministrative perso_neP mca.n4_i_dividuals employed by a cor?_,_;oat_o_!,
who are paid on a salad/, rather than hourly, basis and ,,:b,:: hav_!
policymalcing, ma_tageriag? p,_wfessional_ or supervisory respo:,'_sibilV.
ties.

I_CONTRIBUTIONS BY GOV£RN3IE,¥T UONTRAUTORX

"S_c. 3££. (a) It shall be unlawf_.d for any person_
"(1) who enters into any contract with the U_ited States or on?

department or a qency thereof either for the re_dition of :?';._:,sonai!'.
services or furnishing any material, supplies, or equipme_,,'i:.!to i_,_
United States or any depart_r_ent or atrency thereof or .fo?"_;elli'nq
any land or building to _he U_ited St!ares or any departv;:_nt o_"
agency thereof, if pa:vv_ent for the performance of such co:_trac_',
or payment .for such w,aterial, s_pplies., equipment, land, _:,:_5uild_.
ing is to be made in w]_ole or i_apart from/_',nds appropn_i:_ed b!/
the Congress, at a_y time between the commencement of 'y_,7otia_
ticks for a_d the l,ater of (A ) the completion of perf,,:_/_.i:nanc,,:_

· ' · * __ '

under, or (B) the term_atzon of negotiations for, such top,tract!
or furnishing of materi,,_[.,supplies, equipme_,t, land, or btdi',din_q_,_,.
directly o'r indirectly to make a,'_y eo_t:_ibution of money ,:Tvother,_,
things of value', or to promise expressly or impliedly to w,,:_.'!!:ean?/
such contribution to avy political party_ cor_,mittee, or ca',mT,_idate
for public or, ce or to an v person for any political purpose ,o. use:
or

"(_) knowingly to soi!icit andysuch contribution from a_% sue?,
person for a_y such purpose during any such period.
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"(b) This section does not prohibit ov make unlawful the establish-
ment or administration of, or the solicitation of ¢ontributioz_ to, any
separate segregated fund by any corporation, labor organization, merro-
bership organization, cooperative, or corporation without capital
stock for the purpose of influencing the _omination for election, or
election, of any person to Federal office, unless the provisions of section
3£1 prohibit or make unlawful the establishment or administration oft
or the solicitation of contributions to, such fund. Each specific prohibi-
tion, allowance, and duty applicable to a corporation_ labor organiza-
tion_ or separate segregated fund under section 3£1 applies to a cor-
poration, labor organization, or separate segregated fund to which this

' subsection applies.
"(c) For purposes of this section, the te_ra qabor ortTanization' has

the meaning given it by section 3_1 (b) (1).

{{PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBUTION OF POLITIUAL STATEMENTS

"SEc. 323. Whenever any person makes an expenditure for the pur-
_ pose of financing communications expressly advocating the election or

defeat of a clearly identified candidate through any broadcasting
station, newspaper, magazine, outdoor advertising facility, direct mail-
ing, or any other type of general public political advertising, suck
communwation--

"(1) if authorized by a candidate, his authorized political com-
mittees, or their agents, shall clearly and conspicuously, _'.naccord-
ance with regulations prescribed by the Uommission, state that the
communication has been authorized; or

"(e) if not autho_zed by a candidate, his authorized political
committees, or their agents, shall clearly and conspicuously, in
aecordance with regulations prescribed by the Uommission, state
that the commatnication is not authorized by any candidate, and
state the name of the person who made or fi_zneed the expenditure
for the commu_iication, including, in the case of a polil',ical com-
mittee, the name of any affiliated or connected o_ganization re-
fuired to be disclosed under seetion 303(5) (2).

{iCOJVTRIBUTION8 BY FOREIGN NATIONAL8

"SEc. 3£4. (a) It shall be unlawful for a foreiqn national directly
or through any other person to make any contribution of money or
other thing of value, or to promise expressly or impliedly to make any
such contribution, in connection with an election to any political office
or in connection with any primary election, convention, or cau_s held
to select candidates for any political office; or for any person to solicit,
accept, or receive any such contribution .from a foreign national.

"(b ) As used in this section., the term _foreign national' means--
" (1) a foreign principal, as such term is defined by section 1 (b )

of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 (22 U.S. 6_. 611
(b ) ), except that the term _foreign national' shall not include any
individual who is a citizen of the United States; or

"(2) an individual who is not a citizen of the United States and
who is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence, as defined
bY section 101 (a) (20) of the' [mmigration and Nationality Act
(8 U.S.U. 1101 (a) (20)).'
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"rRonmlrwN or cc,N:rmsvrroNs lN Na_tl_'Or ANO_Hr_

,S_¢. 3£5. No person si_all make a contribution in the name of an-
other person or knowingly permit his name to be used to effec_i such a
contribution_ a_,d no person shall knowingly accept a coni!',_'_,;bution
made by one persorc in the _ame of another person.

_LIMITAIION O.;V ,CONTRIBUTION OF CURRENCY

"SEc. 3£6. No person shall ma_'e contributions o/currenci_; of tile
United States or currency of any foreign country to or/or the benefi¥
of any candidate which, in the aggregate, exceed $100, with re_:_ect t_o
any campaign of such ca, didate for nominat_ion for electio_,_i,,or/or
election, to Federal o_ce.

_FRAUDULEN] _ MISREPRESENTATION OF UAMPAIGN AUTHORI'Y'I'

"Sr_c. 3£7. No person w/ho is a candidate /or Federal o_!c, or _in
employee or agent of such, a candidate shaLL-

"(1) fraud,,,_lently .misrepresent himsdf or any comv'i;.;_';teeo,r
orgamzatwn under h'_scentral as speaLzn 9 or wmt_ng or o >_ierwib'.,
acting for or on behalf o/any other candidate or polit_c,_t.!part>q
or employee or agent '_hereof on a matter which is dam_'_',?:;,'inb,t;:0
such other candidate or political Party or employee or agev_¢ there:-
o1; or

"(£) will, fully and knowingly participate i_ or co,_l,!_'i:4rei!o
participate in any plan, scheme, or design to violate pel:_r,,:,grap)_
(1).

aaAUUEPTANUE OF E_:C,_?$SlVE HONORARIUMS

"SEa. 3£8. No person wMle an dected or appointed o_c,ei" 9r ev_,-
ployee of any bra_,ch of the Federal Government shall accept .......

"(_) any ho_orariu_ of more than $£,000 (excluding _:_:,_o_,!_!s
accepted for a_tual travel and subsistence expenses for _i'_.'hpe:,-
so_ a_d his spouse or an aide to _wh person., and e_;;_d_ti_lg
amounts paid or incur_red for any agents' fees or commi_,sior_i:)
/or any appearance, Spcech_ or article,' .or

"(£) honorariums (_ot: prohibited by paragraph (1) of !:;_issec-
tiom ) aggregating more than $25,000 in any calendar yer:,:v

_PENAL:TY FOR VIOLATIONS

"S_c. 3_9. (a) Any person, following tl_e date of the enac!5,_,ent o;f
this section, who knowingly' and willfully commits a violatio_ii, 9f a_!/!/
_movisicm or provisions o/ this Act whick involves the makv_lg, r,_-
ceiving, or reportivg of any contribution or expenditure ,i!._:':,dn:7a
value in the aggregate of $1,000 or more during a calendar y,_:_, s]_ai'l
be fined in anamount which does 7tot exceed the greater of $_75000 o_0
,300 percent of the a_ou_t of a_y contributio,n or expend,_'ts_'_rei_.,_-
valved in ,_uch violation. ;mpviso_ed [or _ot zoo_e than 1 :!/',ar.,or
both. In the ease of a k,owing and _illful vio_atio_ of _ectio_,z
321 (b) (3), incbtdi_g such a violatio_ of the provisions of _ia,,,_hse._-
tion as applicable through sectior_ 3£2(b), of section 3£5, o,i, of .!;ec_-
tio_ 3£6, the p e,ai!ties set forth in this seetio_, shall apply to _ viol,',_.
tion i_,_olvin_ an amount having a value in the aggregate of ,'?_56__;,_
more during a eaSendar year. In :U_eease of a kno_oing a_d ,_oillf_:d
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violation of section 327, the penalties set forth in this section shall
apply without regard to whether the making, receiving_ or reporting
of a contribution or expenditure of $1,000 or _r_oreis involved.

"(b) A defendant in any criminal action brought for the violation
of a provision of this Act, or of a provision of chapter 95 or chapter 96
of the Internal Revenue _ode of 1954, may introduce as evidence of
his lack of knowledge of or intent to commit the offense for which the
action wa8 brought a conciliation agreement entered into between the
defendant and the Commission under section 313 which specifically
deals with the act or failure to act constituting such offense a_d whic'h
is still in effect.

"(c) In any criminal action brought for a violation of a provision of
this Act, or of a provision of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the [ntet_aal
Revenue Uode of 1954, the court before which such action is brought
shall take into account, in weighing the sergousness of the offense and
in considering the appropriateness of the penalty to be imposed if the
defendant is found guilty, whether--

" (1) the specific act or failure to act which constitutes the offense
for which the action wa_ brouqht i8 the subject o.f a conciliation
agreement entered into between the defendant and the Uomqnis-
sion under section 313;

" (2) the conciliation agreement is in effect: and
"(3) the defevdavt is, with respect to the violation involved,

in compliance with the co_ciliation agreement.".

A UTHORIZA TION OF A PPROPRIA TIONS

ffzc. 113. Section 319 of the .4c_ (2 U.S.C. 439c), as redesig_ated
by section 105, is amended by adding at the end thereo[ the follow-
_ng sentence: "There are authorized to be apprdPriated to the

Uommission $6,000,000 for the fiscal year e_dinq June 30, 1976,$1,500,000 for the peri,od begivning July 1, 1'976, and ending
September 30, 1976, a_d $6_000,000 for the fiscal year ending' Septem-
ber 30, 1977.".

SA VINES PROVISION

SEc. 114. Except as otherwise provided by this Act, the :repeal by
this Act of any section or penalty shall not have the effect of releasing
or extinguishing an_/ penalty, /orfeiture, or liabilit.i] incur_'ed under
such section or penalty, and such section or pe_alty shall be treated a._
remaining in force .for the purpose of sustaining any proper action or
prosecution for the enforcement of any penalty, .forfeiture, or liability.

TEUHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

SEc. 115. (a) Section 306(d) of the Act (2 U.S.U. 436(d) ) is
amended by inserting immediately after "30J(a) (1) (U),' the fol-
lowing: "304 (c),'.

(b) Section 310(a) (7) of fhe Act (2 U.S.U. 4/37d(a) (7)), as redes;g-
hated by section lO& is amended by striking out "313" and inserting in
lieu thereof "31£".

(c) (1) Section 9002(3) o.f the Internal Revenue Uode of 1954 (defin-
ing Uommission) is amended by striking o_tt "310(a) (1)" and inserting
in lieu thereof "309(a) (1)"
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(2) Section 9032(3) of the lnte_al Revenue Uode of 1954 I')::efini,J_,g
.Gommiasion ) is amended by striking o_t "310 (a ) (1) ' and _ii_,;seri_i_,9
_mlieu thereof "3Og( a) (1)", '

(d) (1) 8eetion3Ol(e) (5) (F) of the Act (2 U.S.G. ]e31(e) (_/) (.F))
is amended by striking out "the le_t para_Traph of section 650 _f ti_!;!:e
18, United States _7ode' and inserting in l_eu thereof "section 3iil (b) '.

(2) Section 30J!(f) (4) (H) of the Act (2 U.S.U. ]e31(f)( ;)(II',,)
is amended by striking ou!! "the last paragraph of section 6:r.;:;of :_it_.i_e
18, United States Uode' and inserz_in.qin lieu l_hereof "section :_21(b 'i '.

(e) Section 313(a) of the .Act (,:, _/.S.C. 337h(a) ), as rec&,., ]nat ,]
by section 105_ is amended by stri_'ing out "or of section 608, 6 O, '_'i, '_)_, _

613, 61_, 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, United States Uode" in _:;_efly,It
_:entence of such subsectio_ a:_d by strikino., out '"or of section _'i:_8,o_,,_ _"_
611, 613, 61_, 615, 616, or 617 of t:;tle 18, Unzteo, States Uode( in t,iie
second sentence of such subsection.

(f) (1) Section 406(a) of the Act (2 U.S.U. 455(a)) is ,::r,?:_e_]ed
by striking out "or section 608, 610, 611, 613_ 6:!'4, 615_ 616_ c,_,617 ,_f
title 18, United States Code".

(2) Section 406(b) of the Act (2 U.S.C. _55(b) ) is ame:_,:fed b:!/
striking out "or section 608, 610, o_I, or 613 of title 18, United Stat_s
Uode,".

(g) Section 591 of title/8. Unified States Uode, as amended, _ _y se_:_-
tion 202 (e ) , is amended-

(I) by striking out _'608(c) of this title" in paragrap?i: (f) (..'/)
(I) and inserting in lieu thereof "section 320(b) of thc, ,;':'ede:_,_!l

Election Uampaign Ac_!;of 197:"?;
(2) by st_;king ou_ "by section 608(b)(2) of this t,_'le' :in

paragraph (f) (J ) (J) _:mdi_se_'ting in lieu thereof "under !ection
320(a) (2) of the Federal Election Ua,mpaign Act of 19';'i!'; a_l,_iI

(3) by striking out "310(a)" in paragrap]i (k) and in.._e_:;ina:i:,_
in lieu thereof "309 (a) "_ - -

(h) Section 301(n) of t?_e Act (2 U.S._. J3._'(n) ) is ame i,_._,:Sed_.?/
striking out "302 (f) (1)" a_d inserting iz_ lieu thereof "302 (,_:_)(1) '?.

(i) The third' sentence of sectio_.z 308(a) (1) of the Act ,,_'_",.,rJ.S.(,?'.
._37b(a ) (1)), as redesignated by section .105, is amended by st_ ki::rngm,,l_
':'97" and inserti_zg in lieu thereof "96".

TITLE I---AM ENDM._ NTS TO ,! ITLE 18,i · r 7_ _qr_

UNITED STATES CODE

REPEAL OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS

S_¢. 201. (a) Ghapter 29 of title 13, United States Uode, is cr,_?e_:_e,::!_
by striking out sections 608, 610, 611, 612, 613, 6'1_, 615, 616, _::_,,id61'?'.

(b) The table of section6, for ch,apter 29 of title 13, UniterS: Statez
Uode, is amended'by striIcing out the items relating to sect!_:,,s 60!i,
610, 611,612_ 613, 61_, 615, 616, a_d 6[7.

UHA.,VGE_ IN D£FINITIONoq

Sec. 202. (a) Section 59[ of title 13, United States Uode, is c,,,_:_:__nded
by striking out "602, 608, 6/0_ 611, ,glJ, 615., and "_~"o_'_ and inse:i'_,ir'_gi'ti
lieu thereof "a_t 602".
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(b) Section 591(e) (_) of title 18, United States _ode, is amended

by inserting immediately before the semicolon the following:f', exceptthat this paragraph shall not apply in the case of legal or a,_counting
serwices rendered to or o_ behalf of the national covvmittee o.f a politi-
cal party (unless the person paying for such services is a perso_ other
than the regular employer of the individual rendering such services),
other than services attributable to activities which directly further the
election of a designated candidate or candidates to Federal o_ce_ nor
shall this paragraph apply in the case of legal or accounting services
rendered to or on behalf of a candidate ov political commiz_tee solely
for the purpose of ensuring compliance with the provisions o f the Fed-
eral Election Uampaign Act o/1971 or chapter 95 or chapter' 96 of the
Internal Revenue Uode of 195_ (unless the person paying for such serv-
ices is a person other than the regular employer of the individual
rendering such services), but amounts paid or i_wurred for .such kgal
or accounting.services shall be reported in accordance with t_._erequire-
ments of sectw** 30_(b) of the Federal .Election Campaign Act o]'
1971".

(c) Section 591 (f) (_) of title 18, United States Uode, is _mended--.
(1) by redesignating clause (F) through clause (I) as clause

(G) through clause (J), respectively,, and
(_ ) by inserting zmmediately after Clause (E) the following new

clause:

" (F) the payment, by any person other than a ca:_didate or
political committee, of compensation for legal or aceountin 9,
services rendered to or on behalf of the national coz_,mittee of
a political party (unless the person paying for.such services
is a person other than the regular employer of the _;ndividuai[
rendering such services), other than services attributable to
activities which directly further the election of a designated
candidate o_ candidates to Federal office, or the payment for
legal or accounting services rendered to or on behalf of a
candidate or political committee sokly for the purpose of eh..
surlng compliance with the provisions of the Federal Eleo.

, tion Uampaign Act of 1971 or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of
the Internal Reve,ue Uode of 195_ (unless the person pay..
inq for such services is a person other than the regular em-
ployer o/the indi,_idual rendering such services), but amount_
paid or incurred for suc]_ legal or acaounting services shall be
reported under section 30_ (b) of the Federal Election Uam..
paign A ct of 1971,'".

TITLE III_AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE OF 195_

ENTITLEMENT OF ELIGIBLE UA,¥DIDATE_g TO PAYMEffT$'

Sra. 301. (a) Seation 900_ o] the Internal Revenue Uode of 195_[
(relating to eptitlement of eligible candidates to payments) ia
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsections:

"(d) Ex_rNolrrTRr_ FRo_4 PERSONArFU_DS._trn order to be eligibk
to receive any payment under section 9006, the candidate of a major ,

H. Rept. 1057, 94-2 .... 4
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minor, or new par'ty in a,_, election for the offb::e of Preside:_ shc_!i!'
certify to the Uommission, under :penalty of perjury, that s,_._:,::._;_,ca_.-
didate will not knowingly .,_ake expenditures fro_ his person_:_,g_u_&_.
or the personal funds of his bnmediate /a_,,,ily, in connection .w_th ,5_i¥
campaign for election to the office of President in excess of., ::n z_he
aggregate, $50,0_9. For purposes of this subsection, expev, ditu:,',_._._i, frmi_
personal funds made by a candidat¥ of a major, minor, or ne.i_>part:!/
for the office of Vice President shall be considered to be expe._!._:iitu:oe_.
by the candidate of such parity for t/re office of President.

"(e) Dxrt_irzoN or [MMEDZATEFAMtLY.--For p._,rposes of sui!'_,?._ctio_,_
(d), the term 2mmed_ate fam.;gy m,_ans a candidate s spouse, ,::nd an:!/
child, parent, grandparent_ brother, half-brother._ sister_ or ha_/,sister'
of the candidate, a_d the spouses of such persons.".

(b ) For _rpose_,_ of appl:!/ing section 9004/(d) of the Inter_:_:i! tCe_,_e-
hue Code of 195_, as added by subsection, (a); expenditur_!_,,,_mo:d,':
b_/ an individua2: after Ja_ctary 29, 1976', and before the date ,f th,_
enactment of this A ct shall not be tauten into account.

PA YMEiVT_g TO ELIGIBLE CANOIDATES; INSUFFICIENT AMOUNTS IN _:gND

Scc. 30_. (a) ,Section 9006 of the Inter_al Revenue Code oi_ 155,_
(relating to payments to el_gible ca_didates) is amended by ,_i_[_iki,r_q
o,,_t subsection (b) thereof _,nd by redesig_natin9 subsection (,,_:'_a'r_i,_
su.bsection (d) as' subsection (b) and subsection, (c), respective,il:!/

(b ) Section 9006 (c) of the }'ntern_l Reve:r_ue Code of 1954I ('i"_!:,atin_;
to insu#icient amounts in /_'_,_.d), as redesig_ated by subsecti,9_'_:,(a)_
is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new se:i,i_.!ence
"In any case in which the Se,_etary or his delegate determi_'!,e_ tha_.
there are insufflcient moneys in the f_.vd to mak.e payments und,_ ' s_tb-
section (b) , section,, 9008(b) (3), and section 9037 (b) , roche!,? st_li!
not be made available from any otb.er source for the purpose of rrmtc.
lng such payments.'".

PROVISi'ON OF L_:GA/; OR ACCOUNTING &_eRVICES

S_c. 303. Section, 9008(d}, of the Internal Revenue Code ,::;/ 1954
(relating to limi_ation of e_pendituves) is amended by addin? _::tt,h_

end thereof the f ollowi_.g new paragraph:
" (._) PROViSiON OF LEGAL OR ACCOUNTING SFRFIUES.---For p_?' 0o8e8

of this section, the payrr_ent_ by any person otter titan the ._'_.,:_'ionai!
committee of a poNtica? party (,_mless the person, paying fo,, sud;
services is a person other than the regular employer of _)_e i,rv.
dividual rende_4ng such services) of cozape_sation to amy i:_._._:?ivid..
ual for legal or aceou_ing services rendered to or on be.;L:ilf o};
the national committee of a political part,! shall _ot be i!¥.;ated
as an expenditure made by or on behai!f of such committe,_, wit]i:
respect to its l:[mitations on p_esidential no_rdnating cogvv,_atio_!
expenses.".

REVIEW OF RECULATIONS

_,_Ec.304f. (a) Sect!ion 9000 (c) of tl_e Inter, al Revenue Code o?"19541:
(relating to review of regulations) is amended_
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(1) in paragraph (2) thereof, by inserting immediately after
the first sentence thereof the following new sentences: "Wh, enever
a committee bf the Hou_se o/ReFresentatives reports any resolu-
tion relating to any such _ule or regulation, it is at any ti_ there-
after in order (even though a previous motion to the same effect
has been disagreed to) to move to proceed to the consideration of
the resolution. The motion is highly privileged and is not debat-
able. An amendment to the motion is not in order, and it! is not in
order to move to reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed
to or disagreed to."; and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(4) For p_rposes of this subsection, the term _ule or ,r'egula-

tion' means a provision or series of inter'related provisior_s stating
a single separable vale of law.".

(b) Section 9039(c) of the I_ternal Revenue Uode of 195_ (relating
to review of regulatio_s ) is ame,_decl--

(1) in paragraph (2) thereof, by inserting immedia_ely after
the first sentence thereof the following new sentences: "Whenever
a committee o/the House of Representatives reports any resolu-
tion relating to any such rule or regulation, it is at any time there-
after in order (even though a previous motion to the sarae effect
has been disagreed to) to move to proceed to the consideration of
the resolution. The motion is highly privileged and is z_ot debat-
able. An amendment to the motion is not in order, and it is not in
order to move to reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed
to or disagreed to."; and

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following _ww paragraph:
"(4) For purposes of this subsectlo_n, the terra, _r_tle or regula-

tion' mea_s a provision or series of interrelated provisio_s stating
a single separable rule of law.".

qUALIFIED CAMPAIGN EXPENSE LIMITATION

SEC. 305. (a) _ection 9035 of the Internal Revenue Uode of 195/_
(relatinq to qualified campaign e,vpense limitation) is amended--

(1) in the headh_g thereof, by stri/e, in q out "LIMITATION"
and inserting in lieu thereof "LIMITATIONS";

(2) by inserting "(a) EXP£N_ITU_E Lr_ITATfONS.--" immedi-
ately be fore "No ca_ didate" ;

(.3) by inserting immediately after "States Uode" tt,_e follow-
ing: ", and no candidate shall knowingly make expenditures from
his personal funds, or the personal funds of his immediate fam-
ily, in connection with his campaign for nomination for election
to the office of Preside_lt in excess of, in the aggregate, $50,000';
and

(_) by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(b) DEFINITION OF IMMEDIATE FAMILY.--For purposes of this sec-

tion, the term _immediate .familv' means a candidate _s s?_ouse, and any
child, parent, grandparent, brother, half-brother, sister, or half-
sister of the candidate, and the spouses of such persons.".

(b) The table of seetiovs .for chapter 96 of the [nternaJ_ Revenue
6_ode o.f 195_ is amended by strileing out the item relating to section,
9035 and inserting in lieu thereof the following new item:
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"Sec. 9035. Qv_al{fied campaign expense limitatioms.".
(c) Section 9033(b)(1) of the Inte_v_l Revenue Code o/ 195_1,

(relating to expense limitation; declaraticm o/intent; minim,u;,_,vco%.
t_butions) is ame_gled by striking out "limitatioW' and inser_',_ingi_
lieu thereof "limitations".

(d) For lmrposes of applying section 9035(a) of the Intem[,ai Oe<ve_.
hue Uode o/1954, as amended by ,_bsecti(m (a), expenditure,s _r_,de
by an individual after Ja._uary 29_ 1978_ and before the date of t':h,_
enactment of this Act shall ,_ot be taken into account.

RETURN OF FEDERAL MATUHINg PAI'MENT_

Sza. 306. (a) (1) Section 9002(2) of the Inte_zal Revenue U.:)de o_'
1954 (defining candidate) is amended by adding at the end thereof _he_
following new sentence: "The term _candidate' shall not incl._,de anp
i_dividual who has ceased actively to seek election, to the office of Presi.
dent of the United States or. to the office of Vice Preside_v.': of the
United States, in more than one State.".

(2) Section 900,3 of the L_ternal Revenue Uode of 1954 (rel,:_,&',ngto
c6mdition for eligibility for payments) is amended by addinq _tt the
e_t thereof the following _e w subsection:

"(d) WI_UVRArZA_U_' UA:vozoarz.--ln any case in which an ,i,ndiv_'d.
'ual ceases to be a candidate as a result of the operation of :(:,b_ las_;
,_entence o/section 9002 (2 ) , _ch individuab--

"(1) shall', no longer be eligible to receive any payment,_ _ i_nde:,
section 9006_ except that such individual shall be eligible to _,,_;celve
payments under such section to defray qualified ca:_?_oa(!7*l,
expenses i_c,unoed while actively seeki_ag election to the o_f?ce of
President of the U_ited States or to the office of Vice Presi¢l,_nt of
the United Sta_es in more th an o_e State; and

"(2) shall pay to t_ SecretarTj or his delegate, as soon _;,,_prow.
tic,able after the date upon which such individual ceases &; be _:1:
candidate, an a:_ount es?tta,1to ti_e avw_,at of payments rece_i_,:ediSg_
such individual under section 9006 which are not used to defra:_

qualified ca_?_zign expen6'es.".(b) (1) Section 9_53£(2) of the Interno:l Revenue Uode o,f 19,5_
(defining candidate) is ame_'tded by adding at the end thereof i!';hefol.
l_wing new sentence: "The term 'candidate _shall not include a/_!,:_,indi.

, vidual who is not actively conducting campaig_ts in more th,_r_,o,ne
State in connection with seeking nomination for election to be ?resi-
dent of the United StatesY.

(g) Section 903.5 of the [v_ternag Revenue Code of 1954 (rel_,t','iag to
eligibility for pa!/ments ) is a_._ded by adding at the end there,,:,f ti_e
following new subsection:

';'(C) TeRutlvArlo_v 01_ P,_:YMZ,VrS.---
"(1) Gz_rznAr nwr.---Except as provided by paragrap}i: (_),,

no payment shall be made to any individual under section 903%'.
"(A) if such individual ceases to be a candidate as a ;,es_'l_5

of the operation of the last sentence of section 9032(_'i ; or
"(B) more than 30 days after the date of the 8ecoq?ff co'w.

seeutive primary election in which such individual ve,,:eive_:
less than 10 percent of the number of votes cast for all ,!(mdi.
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dates of the same party for the same office in such primary

election, i/such individual per_rrdtted or authoriz_g the ap-peararwe 'o/ his name on th, ballot, unless such ir_liviclual
certifies to the Commission that he will not be an active candi-
date in the primary involved.

"(_) QUAI,IVlEV ¢A._VaWN _'XFZNSZS; Par_ZNrS VO SEcRz-
TARr.--Any candidate who is ineligible under paragraph (1) to
receive any payments under section 9037 shall be eligible to con-
tinue to receive payments under section 9037 to de/ray qualified
campaign expenses incurred be/ore the date upon which such
candidate becomes ineligible under paragraph (1).

"(3) UA_CU_I'ION OF rotaN6 rZRCZN_'AGZ.---Forpurposes of
paragraph (1) (B), if the primary elections involved are held in
more than one State on the same date, a candidate shall be treated

as receiving that percentage o/the votes on such date which he
recewed _n the primary election conducted on such date in which
he received the greatest percentage _ote.

"(_) RzzSrAa_ISUUZNr OF z_mlm_Irr.--
"(A) In any case in which an individual is ineligibk to

receive payments under section 9037 as a result of the opera-
tion of paragraph (1) (A ), the Uommission may subsequently
determine that such individual is a candidate upon a finding
that such individual is actively seeking election to the o_ce
of President Of the United States in more than one State. The
Uommdssion shall make such determination without requiring
such individual to reestablish his eligibility to receive pay-
ments under subsection (a).

'g(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1)
(B ), a candidate whose payments have been ter_i_ated under
paragraph (1)(B) may again receive payments (including
amounts he would have received but for paragraph (1) (B) )
if he receives £0 percent or more of the total number o/votes
cast for candidates of the same party in a prima_'y election
held after the date on which the electio_ was held which was
the basis/or terminating payments to him.".

(c) The amendments made by this section shall take effect on the
date of the enactment o/this Act.

TECH2VICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTg

Sro. 307. (a) Section 9008(b) (5) of the Internal Revenue Code of
195_ (relating to adjustment of entitlements) is amended---

(1) by striki_,g out "section 608(c) and section 608(/) of title
18, United States Code." and inserting in lie_t thereof "section
3£0(b) and section 3£0(d) o/the Federal Election Campaign Act
o/1971": and

(_) by striking out "section 608(d) of such title" and inserting
in lieu thereof "section 3£0(c) o/such Act".

(b ) Section 903_ (b ) o/the Internal Revenue Code of 195_ (relating
to limitations) is amended by striking out "section 608(c) (1) (A) of
title 18, United States C_ode,' and inserting in lieu thereof "section
$£0(b) (1) (A) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971".
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(e) Section 9035(a) o/the Internal Revemte Code o/1954 I?,lat_inq
to expenditure limitations), as redesignated by section 305Ia)., is
a_ne_wled by st_'iking out "section 608(c)(1)(A) o/title l& .i!Tnite,_i_
Si_ates Code" a_d inserting ire lieu thereof "section 3£0 (b) (I) ( A ) v t'
the Federal Elecbon Campaign Act of 1971".

(d) Section 900_(a) (1) o.[ the Internal Revenue Code %: 195J:
(relating to entz&ements o/ eligible ca_utidates to payn_:,_,ts) i.,
C_mended by striking out "608(c)(1)(B) of title 18, Umted State ....
Gode" and inserting in lieu thereof "3£0(b) (1) (B) of the f;'edercJ_
.Election Uampaign Act o/1971".

(e) Section 9007(b) (3) of the I_ternal Revenue Uode of 1,9_!i4(r_!
lating to repayments) is amended by st_'iking out "9006(d)" and
i_aerting in lieu l_hereof "9006 (c) ".

(/) Section 901_'(b) (1) of the [,nte_nal Revenue Uode of .llg,!ii_(r_!.
i_ating to contributions) is amended by striking out "9006(dl" and:
i_,erting in lieu thereof "9006 (c ) ".

And the House agree to the same_
That the Senate recede ir,ora its disagreement to the amendm mt ot!'

the House to the title of the Senate bill and agree to the same.
And the House agree to the s_me.

WAYNE iL. HAYs,

JOHN H. DENT,
JOHN BRADEI_AS,
DAWSON I¥[ATHIS,

MENDEL J. DAVIS,
CHArmES E. WI0mN_.,

Managers on the Part of the tii?_:;,_se.
HowAllO W. CANNON',,
CLAIBORNE PELL,
ROBERT C. BraD,
HUOH SCOTT,
MARX 0.. HATrmU),

Managers on the .Part of the Se_i _te.,
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JOINT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF TIIE
COMMITTEE OF CONFERF, NCE

The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the con-
ference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments
of the House to the bill (S. 3065) to amend the Federal[ Election
Campa.ign Act of 1971 to provide for its administration by a Federal
Election Commission appointed in accordance with the requirements
of the Constitution, and for other purposes, submit the following joint
statement to the House and the Senate in explanation of the effect of
the action agreed upon by the managers and recommended in the
accompanying conference report:

The House amendment to the text of the bill struck out all of the
Senate bill after the enacting clause and inserted a substitute text.

The Senate recedes from its disagreement to the amendment of the
House with an amendment which is a substitute for the Senate bill
and the House amendment. The differences between the Senate bill,
the House amendment, and the substitute agreed to in conference are
noted below, except for clerical corrections, conforming changes made
necessary by agreements reached by the conferees, and minor drafting
and clarifying changes.

SHORT TITLE

The Senate bill, the House amendment, and the conference substi-
tute provide that this legislation may be cited as the "Federal Election
Campaign Act Amendments of 1976".

AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN
ACT OF 1971

FEDERAL ELECTION CO_-_SfISSION MEI_BERSHIP

Se_ate bill
Section 101 of the Senate bill amended the Federal Elec, tion Cam-

paign Act of 1971 (hereinafter in this statement referred[ to as the
"Act") to provide that the Federal Election Commission (hereinafter
in this statement referred to as the "Commission") is to consist of the
Secretary of the Senate, the Clerk of the House, both ex officio and
without the right to vote, and 8 members appointed by the President
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. No more than 3
members of the Commission at any time may be affiliated with the
same political party, and at least 2 members shall not be affiliated with
any party.

The bill provided for 8-year terms for members with the terms of
2 members, not affiliated with the same political party', expiring
every 2 years, beginning in 1977, so that members are not reap-

(31)
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pointed in an elect!ion year. Vacancies are filled, only for the rerr dnder'
of the term during which the vacancy occurred. Reappointn+_!_: t is tel,
be made in the same manner a_,the appointment.

Section 101 (c)(1) provided that the Commission has exclus:i' 'e an,il
primary jurisdiction with r!_spect to the civil enforcement of t}:_ Fed,,
eral Election Campaign Act and of the provisions of the Internai Reve-
nue Code of 1954 relating to the public financing of pres!i_ientiaL
elections. This section also. '_'ecited a reservation of congression:_ 1 pre..
rogatives reserved to the ,_regress under the Constitution.

, ¢_ m -,_. ' ']Section 101(c) (z,) provi&ed that the Commission may not ¢,_,_b! LS}
guidelines, initiate civil actions, render advisory opinions, mak:_.,r%,m.
ls_tions, conduct investigations, or report apparent violations :f law
without an affirnctative vote c,f 5 members of the Commission.

Section 101(d) of the Senate bill exempted Commission si;_L:ffap.
pointments from the provisions of title 5, United States Code, '::',_atintF,
'to the competitive service, classification, and General Sched4._ _ pay
rates. This provision maint:_ined thc present exempt status c,:!:!Corn.
mission appointments.

Section 101(e) related to the appointment of new members. ]/1: trge(:]
t;he expeditious appointment: of new members, provided that _l!,_,,firsl:
a,ppointments to the new Commission are not appointments to fll1 nn,.
expired terms, provided th_tt the terms of all tlhe present n',_:aber:
end when a majority of the ,mw members are appointed and qllla fried.
and gave statutory recognition to the limil;ed power of the r,!,:_mslS.
tuted Commission under the decision of the Supreme Court in t?,_9klex,
v. Valeo (Nos. 75-436, 75-437_, January 30, lct76).

Section 101 (f) permitted the present membsrs to be appoi:n_:_d tc
the new Commission by waiving the prohibition against the a'l:_;:oint.-
ment of individuals to the Commission presently holding ]!r'_.]era]
office.

Section 101 (g) of the Sero:re bill was designed to facilitate tt:_¢_kran-
sition between the Commission as presently constituted and th_? ?ora-.
miission as reconstituted by t he Senate bill by providing for th,_: :,:_ans-
for of personnel, liabilities, c_.:mtracts, property, and records emi!i:(,)yeti..
held, or used primarily in c(mnection with the functions of the ,_orn-.
missmn as presently' constit_ted. It provided that the transfer ,::_? per-
sonnel from the old Commission to the new Commission w(:,,:_d be
without reductiort in classifi(ation or compensation for one yea:t' tfter
sm'_h transfer. Thus, no person's salary or position would be r_?,:uced
solely because of the transfer'., This m-ovision does not bar a d!isr_issal
or reduction in salary by th_, Commission for reasons other t tm:t the
transfer. This section also p_"eserved all actions, suits, and ottm:t pro-
ceedings commenced by or a_._ainst the Commission or any offic,,r or
employee thereof acting in his official capacity,, It also preserv;_:t all
orders, determinations, rule_, advisor:v opinions, and opinions cc_':,:mm--
sel made, issued, or granted )y the Commission before its reo_,]::_!fitu--
ti, on.

House amendrae_t

Section 101(a) (1) amended secti.on, 309(a) (1) of the Act, a_:_',) re-
designated by section 105 of:':_he House amendment., to provide t'.h_,:the
Commission is composed of t !.mSecref-arv of the Senate and the ,I lerk
of the House of Representatives ex officio"and witheut the right t;,::_,,ote,
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_tates, byand 6 members appointed by the President of the United _
and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

Section 101(a) (2) amended section 809(a) (1) of the Act, as so re-
designated by section 105 of the House amendment, to provide that no
more than 3 members of the Commission appointed by the President
may be affiliated with the same political party.

Section 101(b) amended section 309(a) of the Act, as so redesig-
· ' · · '

_ _ dboYv] (_ctsl °_ 10 _1_bY _;i_ I_ _1_hge _ rag_ila Pho (_ _hS_Ct_°ne3_.o)r ( _r(2_

of 6 years, except that members first appointed shall serve for stag-
gered terms as designated by the President· In making such designa-
tions, the President may not appoint an individual affiliated with any
political party for a term whfch expires 1 year after the term of al4-
other member affiliated with the same political party.

Section 309(a.) (2) (B) provides that a member of the Commission
may serve after the expiration of his term until his successor has;
taken office.

Section 309(a)(2)(C) provides that an individual appointed to
fill a vacancy occurring other than by the expiration of a term of
office may be appointed only for the unexpired term of the member
he succeeds.

Section 309(a.)(2)(D) provides that a vacancy in the Commission
shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointment.

Section 101(c)(1) amended section 309(a)(3) of the Act, as sc,
redesignated by section 105 of the House amendment, to provide that
members of the Commission shall not engage in any other business,
vocation, or employment_ Members are given I year to terminate or
liquidate any such activities.

Section 101(c)(2) amended section 309 of the Act, as so redesig-.
hated by section 105 of the House amendment, by rewritijag subsec-tion (bi. Section 309(b)(1) requires the Commission to administer
and formulate policy regarding the Act and chapter 95 and chapter
96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. The Commission is given
exclusive primary jurisdiction regarding the civ:il enforcement of such
provisions.

Section 309(b)(2) provides that the provisions of the Act do no'_
limit, restrict, or diminish any investigatory, informational, over-
sight, supervisory, or disciplinary authority or function ot_ the Con-
gress or any committee of the Congress regarding elections 'to Federal
office.

Section 101 (c) (8) of the House amendment amended section 309 (c)
of the Act, as so redesignated by section 105 of the House amendment,
to require an affirmative vote of 4 members of the Commission in order
for the Commission to establish guidelines for compliance with the AeL
or with chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
or for the Commission to take any action under (1) section 310(a) (61}
of the Act, as so redesignated by section 105 of the House amendment,
relating to the initiation of civil actions; (2) section 310(a)(7) of
the Act, relating to the rendering of advisory opinions; (3) section
310 (a) (8) of the Act, relating to prescribing forms and to rule,making
authority; or (4) section 310 (a) (10) of the Aot, relating to investiga-
tions and hearings.

H. ReDt. 1057, 94-2 5
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Section 101 (d) (1) provided that the President shall appel :n: mem.-
bers of the Commission as soon as practicable after the dat,i_, of the
enactment of the House amendment. Subsection (d) (2) provide! d tlh_l;
the first appointments made by the President shall not be col:'r_!idered
appointments to fill the unexpired terms of members serving )n ti,,!.'
Commission on the date of the enactment of the House amenEtmcn_:.

Subsection (d)(3) provided that; members of/:he Commissiol: ser_;'-.
lng on the date of the enacmmnt of the House amendment 3m:__ cot _.
tinue to serve as such members until members are appointed al_xiquali-.
fled under section 309 (a) of the Act, as amended by the House _Lmend-
ment, except that, beginnin-: on March 1.1!)76, they may exerc!bi._ only
such powers and functions _s may be consistent with tho det,!_,mina_
'tions of the Supreme Com"t of the United States in B_zckle¥ v. :'ale6..

Section 101 (e) provided (;hat members serv:ing on the Corer: issiion
on the date of the enactment of the House amendment shall[ mt b_:_
subject to the provisions of section 309 (a) ('l) of the Act, as sc, Ir__esig ..
nated by section 1,05 of tl'm House amendment, which prohi}: t any
member of the Commission from being an elected or appoint._,d vffice_-
or employee of any branch Gf the Federal Government.

Conference substitute
The conference substitut,, is the same as the House amen_:ment,

except as follows:
1. The provision relatin_z t:o the staggered 'terms for member_!; )f th,:

Commission first appointed _s the same as the Senate bill, excel: [ fl'mi,
the provision relating to th,_ expiration of terras on April 30, 1 183, i:_
omitted from the conference substitute.

2. With reg.ard to the provision relating to members of tl:_e Com.
mission engaging in any otl_er business, vocation,, or employn,:_, t, t:]tE_
conferees agree that the req ifirement is inte,nded to apply to :rt:t,::nber::;
who devote a substantial pet_tion of their t!ime to such busine_::¢ voca.
t;ion_ or employment activities. The conferees, however, do not; [ate:nd
the requirement to apply to the operation of a farm, for examlf _',if ..,!,_
substantial portion of time is not devoted to such operation. 'I"}:__'ecn._
ferees further agree that the members of the Commission are e:x:::.ectet!t
to engage in their service _)q.the Commission on a full-time tm ;is, ir_.
order to prevent any conflicts ,of interest on the part of such me:_,bets
lit is the expectation of the conferees, for example, that men:,l:,rs of
the Commission would not participate in full-time law practices_, wh:il,:_
serving on the Commission. 'l:he purpose of the 1-year period ine uded
in the conference substitute is to give members an opportun::ty tc_
liquidate participation in tach business, vocation, or emp!,c(,ment:
activities.

3. The conference substit,_te provides that personnel of t}:,_ Com-
mission may be appointed without regard to the provisions o_'!t. tlc 5
United States Code, relating to the competitiw,_ service. Such I!:'_rson.
nel, however, are made subject to the classification and pay pro-_: sion_!;
of title 5, United States Code. The conferees agree that the C,::,::_m!is.
sion, in transmitting its budget requests to the Congress, w,::n:ld bt_
required to include informt_.tion relating to the number of p_!rsom!:

employed by the Commissi(m, the job descriptions of such pers(:,_:;, and
grade class{fications assigned to such persons for congressionM :r,_view.

4. The conference substit_.lt.e changes the provision of the _i}[ouse
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amendment relating to the authority of current members of the Com-
mission to continue to serve on the Commission. The conference sub-
stitute clarifies that this provision will continue the authority of such
current members until new members of tile Commission are appointed
and qualified. The conference substitute also provides that such cur-
rent members may exercise only such powers and functions as may be
consistent with Buckley v. Valeo beginning on March 23, 1976, rather'
than on March 1, 1976, as provided by the House amendment. The con-
ference substitute makes such change in the date in order to conform to
the extension granted by the Supreme Court regarding the expiration
of the authority of the 'Commission to perform executive functions.

5. The conference substitute adopts tile transfer provisions of the,
Senate bill except that. the orders, determinations, r, les, and opinions
of the Commission made before its reconstitution under the amend-
ments made by tile conference substitute remain in effect if t-hey are,
consistent with such amendments. The conferees agree that if any por-.
tion of an order, determination, mile, o2' opinion of the Commission is;
invalid raider such amendments, the Commission must conform such
portion to such amendments as required raider section 108(b) of the
conference substitute. The conference substitute also provides that an3'
rule or regulation proposed by the Commission before the amend--
ments made by the conference substitute take effect must be submitted[
to the Congress under the procedures described in section 315 of the
Act, as added by the conference substitute.

6. Regarding the provision of the conference substitute which gives

the Commission exclusive prinmry jurisdiction with respect to the civilenforcement of Federal election laws, the conferees agree with the dis-
eussion of the term "exclusive primary jurisdiction" included in the
report of the Committee on House Administration (see page 4 of
House Report No. 94-917).

CIIANGES IN DEFINITIONS IN FEDERAL ELECTION CAI_IPAIGN' _c'r OF 197:1

A, ELECTION
Senate bill

Section 102(a) of the bill amended the definition of "election" in
section 301(a)(2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431(a)(2)), relating to
nominating conventions and caucuses, by changing "held to nominate
a candidate" in present law to "which has authority to nominate a
candidate.".

House amendment

Section 102 (a) of the House amendment amended section 301 (a) (2)
of the Act to provide that the term "election" includes any caucus or
convention of a political party which has authority to nominate a
candidate.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment and

the Senate bill.
r. CON_a_ISCTmN

Senate bill

Section 102 (b) of the Senate bill amended the definition of "contri-
bution'' in section 301(e) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431 (e) (2)) where it
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says "contribution means a contract, promise, or agreement, ex b.ressed
or implied, whether or not legally enforceable, to make a contrit:_ ati(m"'
by inserting the word "written" before the word "contract".

Section 102 (c) s,mended the definitio n of "contribution" to e_cludi_a
legal and accounting services rendered to cdron behalf of the na,tion_:d
committee of a poli. tical party (unless the person paying for sue2 serv.-
ices is a person other than the employer of the individual render:.ing

such services) which do not directly further the candidacy o:f_ pax::.ticular candidate. Also excluded are such services rendered l;c or o:_].
behalf of any candidate or po][itical committee for the purpose ,::,_com..
plying with the requirements of the Act and chapters 95 al:_d'96 oi!
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (unless the person paying f'_,r such
services is a person other than the employer of the individual r_mder.-
ing such services). The section requires the latter amounts paid or in..
curred to be reported and disclosed but permits them to be ig, lo:ced ill
determining contribution and expenditure limitations.

Section 102(d] transferred from section 591(e)(1_ of 'lithe 18.,
'United States Code:, the exception from the definition of contribati(m_
for limitation purposes, a loan of money by a bank in the or(!iinary
course of business. Such a loan would be required to be reported, how
ever, as in existing law. Section 102(f)(3) did the same with ]:,_specl;
to, the definition of expenditure.

The Senate bill also provided that the $500 ceiling on av,tivitie_;
under section 301 (e) (5) of the Act would apply to activities }:,:7any
person, rather than by any individual. The effect of this amen_:imen'l;
would be to include partne?ships, committees, associations, co?pora--
tions, labor organizations, and other organizations or groups, a: well
as individuals, under the terms of the provision..
House amendment

Section 102(b) amended section 301(e)(12) of the Act to provide
that a contract, promise, or agreement to make a contribution must be
m writing in order to be considered a contribution. The House _uitend-
ment also struck the phrase "expressed or implied" from section 301
(e) (2), in order to conform to the requirement that the agreement
_e in writing.

Section 102(c) (1) amended sect]on 301 (e) (4) of the Act to p'l _)vide
that the definition of contribution shall not apply to (1) le_,/d or
,q_ccounting services rendered to or on behalf of the national con':m,:_ittee
of a political party, other than legal or accounting services attr_b'tl table
to any activity which directly' furthers the election of a desig_ated
candidate for Federal office; or (9) legal or accounting service_! ren-
dered to or on behal:_ of a candidate or political committee for thJ_ sole
purpose of ensuring compliance with the Act, chapter 29 of t]itlie 1:8,
United States Code, or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal ][_ew?
nue Code of 1954.

Subsection (c) (2) added _ new clause (G) to section 301(e) (._;)of
the Act. Clause (G) provides that the term contribution sh_dl not
include a gift, subscription. ]()an, advance, or deposit of money or
anvthing of value to a national committee or a State committee of a
political party which is for the sole purpose of defraying ar3' cost
incurred for the constructim: or purchase of any office facility which
is not acquired for the purpo_ of influencing the election of any c,:imd[-
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date in any particular election for Federal office. Clause (G) requires
that any such gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or
anything of value, and any such cost, must be reported in accordance
with section 804(b) of the Act.

Uonferenee substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment,

except as follows:
1. The conference substitute includes a modified version of the provi-

sion of the Senate bill which provides that legal or accounting services
are considered contributions if the person paying for the services is a
person other than the "regular" employer of the individual rendering
the services.

2. The conference substitute follows the Senate bill in requiring the
reporting of such services when they are rendered to a candidate.

3. The conference substitute includes the amendment made by the
Senate bill exempting bank loans made in the regular course of busi-
ness from the definition of contributions except for reporting purposes.

4. The conference substitute includes the amendment made by the
Senate bill to the limitation on certain exempt activities by individuals
so that limit would apply to all persons rather than just to individuals.

5. The conference substitute provides that the term "cont:ribution"
does not include any honorarium within the meaning of section 328 of
the Act, as amended by the conference substitute.

C. EXPENDITURE

Senate bill
Section 102(f) amended the defnition of "expenditure" to exclude

certain fund-raising costs and payments for legal and accounting
services (under the circumstances discussed above). The exclusion of
some fund-raising costs for purposes of the limits on expenditures by
publicly financed presidential candidates conforms to present law and
was made necessary by the transfer of the provisions setting forth
those limits to the Act. Section 102(f) also excluded from the definition _
of "expenditure" for limitation purposes partisan activity designed to
encourage individuals to register to vote, or to vote, conducted by the
national committee of a political party, or a subordinate committee
thereof, or the State committee of a national party. Such activity
would, however, be required to be reported.
House amendment

Section 102(d) (1) amended section 301 (f) (4) of the Act by adding
a new clause (I). Clause (I) provides that the term "ex.penditure" does
not include any costs incurred by a candidate in connection with any
solicitation of contributions by the candidate. Clause (I) does not
apply, however, to costs incurred by a candidate in excess of an amount

equal to 20 percent of the applicable expenditure limitation under sec-tion 320(b) of the Act. All costs incurred by ,Lcandidate in connec-
tion with the solicitation of contributions shall be reported in accord-
ance with section 304(b).

Subsection (d) (2) amended section 301(f) (4) of the Act by adding
a new clause (F). Clause (F) provides that the term "expenditure"
does not include the payment, by any person other than a candidate or
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a political committee, of compensation for (1) legal or account:h: ,gserv-
lc,es rendered to or on behalf of the national committee of a p::liticM
party, other than legal or accounting services attributable to t_ay ac.-
tivity which directly furthers the election of a designated c'_;_:tLJida't:e
for Federal office; or (2) legal or accounting sevvices render.:<i to or
on behalf of a candidate o? polit!tcal committee for the sole ])_lrpose
of ensuring compliance wi_h the Act, chapter 29 of title 18, I_nited
States Code, or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revert,N: Code
oJ_ 1954.

Uo_nf e_e_ce substib_te
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill, exce: t tha'I;

(11) the provision of the Senate bill relating to legal or aceount:i _:(,_serv..
ices is modified by the conference substitute to provide that; ii,_!galo::
accounting services are con.;fidered expenditures if the perso:n i!;ayint:,,'
for the services is a persot_ other than the "regular" employer _f th_
individual rendering the sea:vices; and ('2) the exclusion for }?_rtisa:_l.
registration and get-out-the-vote ac_:ivity is not retained in thc: c mfe:L-.
ence substitute, resulting i]_ no change in exist;lng law.

D. (')THER DEFINITIONS

Senate bilZ

Section 102 (g) of the Sm,ate bill amended section 30.1 of th,? kct t,:},
define the term "Act" to mc.are the Federal ElectSon Campaign .kct ('.,1!_
1971, as amended by the Fe(:eral Election Campaign Act Ame}:_({ment_
of 1974 and the Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments ,,: 197_);.
tTouse arnend_e_nt

Section 102(e) amended _ection 301 of the Ac,t by adding fei_e/.01.-
lowing new definitions:

1. The term "Acff' was defined to mean the Federal Electio:r Cam.-
paign Act of 1971, as amen,ed by the Federal Election Campa:i,::n Acl:
Amendments of 11974and the Federal Election Campaign Act. A nend.-
ments of 1976.

2. The term "independent expenditure" was del]ned to mean. _;._y e_:--
penditure by a pers;on whiclt expressly advocates the election ,o:t:'lefeat
of a clearly'identified candi(late, which is made without coopera ion c_'
consultation with any candMate, or any authorized committee or ager.d:
,of the candidate., and whic,t: is not made in concert with, or ar !he re-,
c[uest or suggestion of, any candidate, or arty authorized comlm:i_:teec_'
agent of the candidate.

3. The term "clearly identified" was defined to mean (a) the :rl_me of.
the candidate involved apl?cars; (b) a photograph or drawing' )f the
candidate appears; or (c) the identify of the candidate is appa:_ mt bi',.'
'tmambiguous ref'erence.

(Yonference substit_ge
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendme:_t ;. The

conferees agree, with respect to the definition of the term "inde]l?_:ndem;
expenditure", that advocacy of the election or defeat of a ca:n,:lidat{_
,or a general request for assistance in a speech to a group of }p_rson_;
'by itself should not be considered to be a "suggestion" that suc_ per.
sons make an expenditure to further such election or defeat. 'I'1:, deft...-
nition of the term "indepe___dent expenditure" in the conferenc;_ sub.,-
stitute is intended t,o be con!tis;tent with the discussion of indep_?ndent
political expenditures whie_t was included in B_;¢leley v. 17ab!_
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ORGANIZATION OF POLITICAL COM]gITTEES

Senate bill

Subsections (a) and (b) of section 103 of the Senate bill amended
section 302 of the Act (9. U.S.C. 432 (b)) to reduce the accounting and
recordkeeping requirements applicable tx) political committees by re-
quiring that records be kept only on contributions in excess of $100,
instead of in excess of $10.

Section 103(c) struck out section 302(e) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
432 (e)) which requires that notice of unauthorized activities by politi-
cal committees be disclosed on the literature and advertisements circu-
lated by those committees. The subject is covered by a new section 323
of the Act added by section 110 of the Senate bill.
House amendment

Section 103 of the House amendment amended section 302 of the Act
by striking out subsection (e), relating to a requirement that political
committees raising contributions or making expenditures on_behalf of
a candidate without being authorized to do so by the candidate must
indicate this lack of authority on any campaign literature and cam-
paign advertisements. Section 3'23 of the Act, as added by the House
amendment, contains a similar provision.

Uonference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill except that

the conference substitute changes the recordkeeping requirements so
that political committees must keep records only for contributions of
$50 or more.

The conferees agree that where a political committee is not required
to record the identity of the contributor of a particular contribution,
and it does not do so, and if, as a result, such committee has no knowl-
edge that this particular contribution, when aggregated with other
contributions from the same contributor, ammmts to over $100, the
committee is not required to report the identity of such contributor
under section 304 of the Act. If, however, a committee has knowledge
of a contribution, the full reporting requirements of section 304 of the
Act must be complied with.

RETORTSBY POLITICAL C0313IITT};ES AND C, ANDIDATES

Senate bill

Section 104(a) of the Senate bill amended the reporting and dis-
closure provisions of section 304(a) (1) of the Act (.2 U.S.C. 434(a)
(1)) to provide that, in nonelection years, ,%candidate and his author-
ized committees must file quarterly reports only for quarters in which
an aggregate of more than $5,000 in contributions, expenditures, or
a combination thereof is received or spent. This provision does not
affect the obligation to file year-end reports in nonelection years.

Section 104(b) amended section 304(a)(g) of the Act (2 U.S.(:'.
434(a) (2)) to require that only political committees authorized by
a candida.re nmst file their reports with the candidate's principal cam-
paign committee.

Section 104 (c) amended section 304(b) of the Act-
(l) to add a new requirement that political committees which

are not authorized candidates' committees which make ex?ad}-
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tures in excess of $100 to advocate expressly the election or iefeat
of a clearly identifie4 candidate report to the Con-:,_:Jsslioz[

whether the expenditllre was intended to advocate the elecl:ion o1:'the defeat of a candidai;e and to certify to the Commissi(m_ under'
penalty of periury, that t:he expenditure was not made in coopera..
tion_ consultation_ or concert 'with a candidate's campa_t,:n nor
was it made in response to a request or suggestion by the :and:i..
date or his agent; and

(_2) to provide that when committee treasurers and ca_iI.d[date_
show that best efforts t)ave been used to corn.ply with the, _._port_.
lng requirements the treasurers and candidates are consiL(h_;:edto
have complied with the :.equirements of the Act.

Section 10i(d) amended section 304(e) of the Act--
(1) to conform the il Jdependent expenditure reporting re_]ui:re_.

ment contained in that ..mbsection to the requirements of th_ Ccm _.
stitution set forth in B._:ckley v. Valeo with respect to the c:_prcss
advocacy of election o_' defeat of clearly identified candi, lates;

(_) to require corporations_ :labor organizations, and :me,:nber..
shi2 organizations whi,_:_hspend more than $1,000 per can::fidat_
per cqection to advoeah_ the election or defeat of a clearly iden-
tiffed candidate in c(m,nunications with their stockho]d:!:rs or
members or their families to report the expenditures l:) t h_-:_
Commission ;:

(3) to require a per,on whose contributions exceed .a 'i:o:al o:l!
$100 during the calen(l_r year to a separate segregated fulc:_E:[as a
result of the special twice yearly solicitation by mail per:_::itted
under section 3'21 of the Act ('_s amended by the Senate b:i]) to
notify the recipient wh_m the total amount of his contri]t:_ tions
exceeds $100; and

(4) to require the Commission to prepare and periodically issue
indices of expenditures ('eported under section 304(e) on a _._ndi...
date-by-candidate basis.

House amendment

Section 104(a) amended s_ction 304(a) (1 I)(C) of the Act to pr)vide
that in any year in which a :mndidate is not on the ballot for el?ctioI_
to Federal office, the candida_:e and his authorized committees ruu_t file
a report not later than the ter.tth day after the c].ose of any ca.l._:ndar
quarter in which the candidate and his authorized committees r_c _ived
contributions or made expm_ditures which aggregate a total of more
than $10,000. Each report must be complete as of the close c_:_the
calendar quarter, except that any report which must be filed after
December 31 of .any calendar year in which a report must he filed
under section 304(a) (1) (B) shal} be filed as; provided in _:!_e:_t.ion
304(a) (1)(B).

Section 104 (b) amended se_:tion 304 (a) of the .Act by rewriting i_ara-
graph (2). Paragraph (9) l:rovides t;hat each treasurer of a pot tical
committee authorized by a (,andidate to raise contributions or na[m
expenditures on behalf of the candidate, other than the principal ,_arn-
paign committee of the candidate, must file reports with the p_inci-
pal campaign committee o_! the candidate (rather than wit) the
Commission).
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Section 104(c) amended section 304(b) of the Act by adding a new
paragraph (13). Paragraph (13) requires each :report to include, in
the case of an independent expenditure in excess of $100 by apolitical
committee, other than an authorized commiLtee of a candidate, ex-
pressly advocating the election or defeat of a clearly identified candi-
date, through a separate schedule (1) any information required by
section 304(b)(9), stated in a manner which indicates whether the
independent expenditure is in support of, or in opposition to, a candi-
date; and (2) under penalty of perjury, certification whether the
independent expenditure is made in cooperation, consultation, or con-
cert with, or at _he request or suggestion of, any candidate or any
authorized committee or agent of the candidate. If such expenditure is
made with such cooperation, consultation, or concert, or as; a result
of such request or suggestion, it no longer would qualify as an inde-
pendent expenditure.

Section 104 (d) amended section 304 of the Act by rewriting subsec-
tion (e). Subsection (e) (1) requires every per.mn (other than a politi-
cal committee or a candidate) who makes independent expenditures
of more than $100 in a calendar year to file a statement with the Com-
mission containing the information required of a person w]ho makes
contributions of more than $100 to a candidate or political committee
and the information required of a candidate or political committee
receiving such a contribution.

SubSection (e) (9) provides that statements required by subsection
(e) must be filed on dates for the filing of reports by political com-
mittees. The statements must include (1) the information required by
section 304 (b) (9), stated in a manner which indicates whether the con-
tribution or independent expenditure is in support o.f, or in opposition
to, a candidate; and (9) under penalty of perjury, certification
whether the independent expenditure is made in cooperation, consuIta-
tion, or concert with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate or
any authorized committee or agent of the candidate.

Any independent expenditure, including independent expenditures
described in section 304(b) (13), of $1,000 or more which is made after
the fifteenth day, but more than 24 hours, before any election must be
reported within 24 hours of the independent expenditure.

Subsection (e) (3) requires the Commission to prepare indices re-
garding expenditures made with respect to eaclh candidate. The in-
dices must be issued on a timely preelection basis.

Gon/erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment,

except as follows:
1. With respect to quarterly reports in nonelection years, the con-

ference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.
2. The conference substitute replaces the provision of the Senate

bill relating to corporations, labor organizations, and other member-
ship organizations issuing communications to their stockholders and
members with an amendment to section 301(f)(4)(C) of the Act
which-

(a) requires reporting of such communications devoted to
express advocacy of the election or defeat of a clearly identified
candidate;
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(b) provides that t,he cost; of a communication wi.Il not be
reportable if the eoranmnieation is primarily devoted to ?,lbjecl:s
other than the advocacy of the election or defeat of a can lidatc;
and

(c) applies only to costs which exceed $2..000 per electiic. 1.
With respect to determining whether a communication is ,:overed

]by this provision, the conferees intend that communications .:ealing
primarily with subjects otlmr than the express advocacy of fie elec-
tion or defeat of a candidate would nol: be covered. An e, itorial
advocating the election or defeat of a candidate which appe_ ,'s in :_
regularly published newsletter which deals primarily wit]- other
subjects would not be a covered comnmnication. This excb; ;ion :is
designed to eliminate the difficult; allocation problems that woaM
otherwise have been presented. For the same reason, the co_!:erence
substitute requires the reporting only of costs directly attri]:utab]e
to the express advocacy of the election or defeat of a candida_: _. _.lPll<_
paper, stamps, etc. for a mimeographed covered eommunicatio:n won]/[
be reportable but not a share of the membership organization":! build.-
lng, mimeograph machine_ e'Lc, expenses.

The distribution of a rep,'iht of the type .of edit;orial describe_i abo¥_
would be a covered corem mication. Further., a special editk 1 of a
newsletter which primarily advocates the election or defeat cd! zand:;.-
dates would not be exempt, :(,rom reporting.

The conferees also intend that the $2,0,00 lin:tit on exelud,:_::: com-.
munications would apply without regard to the number of ca;itt_:idates
mentioned in the communication. If, for example, a commm:_i:mtiou
refers to 3 candidates and the cost of the communication is i;3,000.,
the person making the co_nmunication would :not be perm!ii ed t,::_
allocate the cost on the bass of the number of candidates m(_:_.ionefi
irt the communication. Since the communication c,ost more than :¢2,000
it would be reported regardless of the number of candidates m e:_:..ioned
in. the communication.

3. The conference substitute includes the provision of the :;enat_,
bill which stated that political committee treasurers and car. llidates
would be considered to be in compliance with reporting requh.: merits
if they demonstrate that their best: efforts have been used t:, )btair_
required information.

REPORTS BY CERTAI1N' PERSONS
3_enate bill

Section 105 of the Senate bill anteceded tt!itl_ III of the Act l:,i strik
lng out section 308, relating' to reports by certain persons.
I]ouse amendment

Section 105 of _;he ][louse amemtment amended title IH :f the
Act by striking out section _;08, relating to reports by certain t::,_.'sons_

Uon/erenee substit_te
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendm,!:._ t an(i:

the Senate bill.
CA3IPn. IGN I)EPOSITORIES

Senate bill

No provision.
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ttouse amendment

Section 106 amended section 808 (a) (1) of the Act, as so redesignated
by section 105 of the House amendment, to provide that it is; within
the discretion of political committees to maintain one or more check-
ing accounts at banks which they designate as campaign depositories.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment,

except that it provides that political committees may maintain a
single checking account and such other accounts as they may desire
at banks which they designate as campaign depositories. It is the
intent of the conferees that the term "such other accounts", as it
appears in the conference substitute, includes checking accounts, saw
ings accounts, certificates of deposit, and other accounts.

POWERS OF CO313IISSION

Senate bill

Section 106 of the Senate bill amended section 310 of tlhe Act (_q
U.S.C. 437d) and added to the Commission's powers of authority to
formulate general policy, prescribe forms and regulations, the power
to bring civil actions to enforce the provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 relating to public financing of presidential elections. This
section also provides that, with the exception of actions brought by an
individual aggrieved by an action by the Commission, the power of
the Commission to initiate civil actions is the exclusive civil remedy
for the enforcement of the provisions of the Act.
House amendment

Section 107(a) amended section 310(a) of the Act, as so redesig-
nated by section 105 of the House amendment, by combining para-
graph (10) with paragraph (8). Paragraph (10) relates to the au-
thority of the Commission to develop forms for the filing of reports.

Section 107(b) (1) amended section 310(a) of the Act, as so redesig-
nated by section 105 of the House amendment, by rewriting paragraph
(6). Paragraph (6) gives the Commission authority to initiate, de-
fend, and appeal civil actions.

Subsection (b)(2) amended section 310 of thc Act, as so rcdesig-
nated by section 105 of the House amendment, by addin_ a new
subsection (e) which provides that the civil action authority of the
Commission is the exclusive civil remedy for enforcing the Act, except
for actions which may be brought under section 313(a) (9) of the Acl:,
as added by the House amendment.

Uonf erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment and

the Senate bill.
ADVISORY' OPINIONS

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 108(a) amended section 31'2 of the Act, as so redesignated
by section 105 of the House amendment, by rewriting subsection (al).
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Subsection .ea.) provides tkat the Commission shall render a ';_ritten
..advisory opinion upon the written request of any individual holding EL
Federal office, any candidai:e for Federal office, any political c.:mmit-
tee., or ally national committee of a l)olitical party. A_ly such a, Ivisory
opinion must be rendered within a ,'easonable time after the re,:luest is
made and shall indicate whether a spec2fic transaction or .(ctivity
would constitute _ violation of the Act or of chapter 95 or chal,ter 96
,of the Internal Revenue Code of 1.954. Subsection (a) prohit;its the
Commission or any of its employees from issuing any-advisory ,c,oinion
except in accordance with t},e provisions of section 312.

Section 108(b) amended section 312 of the Act, as so rede_dl;,mated
by section 105, by rewriting subsection (b). Subsection (b)(2 ) pro-.
rides that any person who ?elies on _n advisory ,>pinion and w:o acts
in good faith in accordance with the advisory opinion may not be

penalized under the Act or re}der chapter 95 or chapter 96 of l:ne In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1954 as the result of any such action.

Subsection (b) (2) provides that an advisory opinion may }:,,;relied
upon by (1) any person involved in the transaction or activ.k'i' with

respect to which the advismy opinion is rendered;and (2) any i)ersoninvol_ ed in any similar tran_';action or activity.
The Commission is required to transmit to the Congress pt':posed

rules and regulations based '.)n an advisory opinion of general a}_plica--
bility if the transaction or activity involved is not already e::vered
by any rule or regulation of the C_mmfission. Any rule or regu latio:a
_;hich the Commis,Aon proposes under subsection (b) is subject to the
congressional review procedures of section 315(c) of the Aci:,

Section 108 (c) made a conforming amendment to section 31111:;(:) (1)
of the Act.

Section 108ed), provided l:hat the amendments made by secti_::n 108
apply to any advisory opinion rendered by the Commission after
October 15, 1974:.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute its the same as the House amemiment,,

except as follows:
1. The conference, substitu_;e provides that an advisory opinior, sh'dk

relate to the application of a general rule of law which is stated :n the
Act or chapter 95 or 96 of the/internal Revenue Code of 1954, or which
already has been prescribed as a rule or regulation, to a specii}_'_fact
situation.

2. The conference substitute provides that general rules of ltvv, may
be initially proposed by the Commission only as rules and regult;_tion:::
subject to congressional review and disapproval and not through tlhe.
rtdvisory opinion procedure.

B. Thus, under the conference substitute, if the request for ._a ad.-
visory opinion drms not stat,, a specific fact situation and if su.:_h re...
quest would necessarily require the Commission to state a gene_:',;_( rule
of law which is not set forth in a prescribed rule or regulation.,, tlse
Commission could not issue the opinion requested.

,i. While the rules just st.:,ted govern ali opinions of an ad'dsory
nature, these provisions do not preclude the distribution by th,i_Cora-.
mission of other information consistent with the Act.

5. The conference substitu, te provides theft a person involved in a
transaction or activity other' than a transaction or activity wi._:h re_.
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spect to which an advisory opinion has been rendered may rely upon
such advisory opinion only if the transaction or activity in which such
person is involved is indistinguishable in all its material aspects from
the transaction or activity with respect to which the advisory opinion
was rendered.

6. The provision of the House amendment which required the Com-
mission to submit advisory opinions of general applicability to the
Congress as proposed rules and regulations is not included in the
conference substitute.

7. The provision of the House amendment which made the amend-
ments applicable to any advisory opinion rendered after October 15,
1974, is not included in the conference substitute. Section 101(g)(3)
of the conference substitute requires that advisory opinions" --ineffect
on the date of the enactment of the conference substitute must be
conformed, to amendments made by the conference substitute. (See the
discussion of section 101(g)(3) of the conference substitute in this
statement.)

8. The conference substitute provides that the Commission shall, no
later than 90 days after the date of the enactment of the conference
substitute, conform advisory opinions in effect before such effective
date to the requirements established by the amendments made by the,
conference substitute. The provisions of section 312 (b) of the Act, as
added by the conference substitute, relating to good faith reliance
upon advisory opinions, will apply to advisory opinions in effect before
the date of the enactment of the conference substitute after such ad--
visory opinions have been conformed in accordance with the require-.
ments of the conference substitute.

ENFORCEMENT

Senate bill'

Section .407 of the Senate bill amended the enforcement provisions
of section 3._.3of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437g). Under the amendments made
by section 107 of the Senate bill the Commission can investigate a com._
plaint only if the complaint is signed and sworn to by the person filing
the complaint and the complaint is notarized. The Commission may
not conduct any investigation solely on the basis of an anonymous com-
plaint. The Commission must conduct all investigations expeditious]y
and afford the person who receives notice of the investigation a reason-
able opportunity to show that no action should be taken against such
person by the Commission.

If, after investigation, the Commission determines that there is rea-
son to believe a violation of the Act or of the public financing provi-
sions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 has been committed, or is
about to be committed, it is required to make every endeavor to correct
or prevent the violation by informal methods pmor to instituting any
civil action.

If the Commission enters into a conciliation agreement witlh a person,
it is prohibited from bringing a civil action or recommending pros-
ecution to the Justice Department with respect to that violation as
longas the conciliation agreement is not violated. If the Commission is
unable to correct the violation informally, it is authorized to bring a
civil action. The Commission may refer a violation directly to the
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Attorney General without going through the voluntary com _liem_e
procedure if it determines there is probable cause to belie,re'that a
knowing and willful viol,_tion involving the making, rece:]vmg, or
reporting of any contribu:ion or expenditure having a value in the
aggregate of $1..,000or mor_ in any calendar year has occurred': _r that
a, knowing and willful violation of the public financing prov:;.s'.ons of
the Internal Revenue Code has occurred.

The Commission is authorized, as part of a conciliation ag:r:eem,mt;,
to require that a person pay a civil penalty of $10,000 or 3 times th,_
amount involved, whichever is greater, when it believes there, !isc]e._,r
and convincing proof that a knowing and willful violation ]:_as oc-
curred. The Commission is further authorized to require the payment
of a civil penMty which d:)_s not exceed the greater of $5,00() or '_n
amount equal to the amount of thc contribution or expend i[_;urei._a-
volved if it believes a violation has been c_mmitted.

The CommissiOn is required to m_ke public the results of ar_y con.-
ciliation attempt as well as the provisions of any conciliation agq'ee-
ment.

In any civil action brought by the Commission where the Clomrnis-.
sion establishes through clear and convincing proof that the i)ersc,n
involved in the action committed a. knowing and willful violr_don of
taw, the court is. authorize(! to impose a civil penalty of $10;I;,(i0 or 3
times the amount of the contribution or expenditure involved. ,;_hi,_h...
ever is greater. The court is also authorizecl to impose a civil'pmal,ty
which does not exceed the greater of $5,000 or an amount equ:!_:lto tl%
amount of any contribution or expenditure involved where th_ viola.,
tion is not a knowing and willful violation. The Commission m:%' inst:i-
tute a civil act;on if it believes there has been a violation of an? )rovi-
sion of a conciliation agreement.

A person aggrieved by th_!_Commi_ion's dismissM of his com]:,lain'li,
,or by t,he Commission's faihmB to act on the complMnt within 0ii days
a]_ter it was filed, may peti!:ion the United States District Co'urt for
the District .of Columbia for relie:f. The petition must be fil_d with
the court within 60 days after the dismissal of the complaint or '_,Titt:dn
60 days after the end of the 90-day period during which no ac.tk_n wa,_s
l!;aken. The court may direc!; the Commission to proceed on ti'kc;eom.-
]plaint within 30 days after the court's decision_ If the Comm issi,or_.
fails to take action within t]mt per]od, the complainant may bt!! ag ar_.
action to remedy the violate;on complained of.
_t ouse amendmez, t

Section 109 of the House amendment amended title III of the Act
by rewr.;ting section 313, as so redes] gnated by sect:ion 105 of the. ]fTouse
amendment.

Section 313(a) (1) permit_ any pearson who beheves that the :!_ct or
chapter 95 or chapter 96 oi the Internal Rewmue Code of l!)_ii ha::_;
been violated to file a written complaint with the Commissf(:,n The
complaint must be notarized and s.igned and sworn to by the [:,erson
filing the complaini;. The person shall be subject to the provis!i,:ms o::_
section 1001 of title 18, United States Code (relating to false or f :aud-
ulent statements).

The Commission is prohibited from conducting any investig;::,.tion,
or taking any other action, '.solely on the basis of an anonymous
complaint.
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Subsection (a) (2) provides that, if the Commission has reasonable
cause to believe that a person has violated the Act or chapter 95 or
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the Commission is
required to notify the person and to conduct an investigation of the
violation.

Subsection (a) (3) requires the Commission to conduct any investi-
gation expeditiously and to include in the investigation an additional
investigation of any reports and statements filed with the Commission
by the complainant involved, if the complainant is a candidate for Fed-
eral office. Subsection (a) (3) prohibits the CoInmission and any per-
son from making public any investigation or any notification made
under subsection (a)(2) without the written consent of tile person
receiving the notification or the person under investigation.

Subsection (a) (4) requires the Commission, upon request, lkopermit
any person who receives notification under subsection (a) (2) to dem-
onstrate that the Commission should not take any action against such
person under the Act.

Subsection (a)(5) requires the Commission to seek to correct or
prevent ally violation of the Act by informal methods of conference,
conciliation, and persuasion during the 30-day period after the Com-
mission determines there is reasonable cause to believe that a violation
has occurred or is about to occur. The Commission also is required
to seek to enter into a conciliation agreement with the person involved
in such violation. If, however, the Commission has reasonable cause
to believe that--

(1) a person has failed to file a report required under section
304(a) (1) (C) of the Act for the calendar quarter ending imme-
diately before the date of a general election;

(2) a person has failed to file a report required to be filed no
later than 10 days before an election; or

(3) on the basis of a complaint filed less than 45 days but more
than 10 days before an election, a person has committed a know-
ing and willful violation of the Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954;

the Commission shall seek to informally correct the violation and to
enter int ° a conciliation agreement with the person involved for a
period of not less than one-half the number of (lays between the date
upon which the Commission determines that there is reasonable cause
to believe a violation has occurred and the date of the election involved.

Any conciliation agreement entered into by the Commission and a
el_on involved in a violation shall constitute _ complete bar to any
rther action by the Commission, unless the person involved violates

the'conciliation agreement.

Subsection (a) (5) also provides that the Commission ma,_ institute,a civil action for relief if the Commission is unable to corr_ct or pre-
vent a violation by informal methods and if the Commission deter-
mines there is probable cause to believe that the violation has occurred
or is about to occur. The relief sought in any civil action may include
a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or any other
appropriate order, including a civiI penalty which does not exceed the
greater of $5,000 or an amount equal to the amount of any contribu-.
tion or expenditure involved in the violation. The civil action may be
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brought in the district col_rt of tile United Stal;es for the di_;!::rict;:m
which the person against whom the action is bro'aght is found, reside:;_
or transacts business.

The court involved shall grant the relief sought by the Cor_::mdssion
in a civil action brought by the Commission upon a proper :d:owirtg
that the person involved has engaged or is about to engage i:t_a viol:_b-
tion of the Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 ,of the Internal ]i_,_ve:nlL;e
Code of 1954.

Subsection (a)(5) also permits the Commission to refer 'm ap-
parent violation to the Attorney General of the United Stat_?s if tt_
Commission determines tha_ there :isprobable cause to believe that a
knowing and willful violation subject to and as defined in sect,i m ;3_8
of the Act has occurred or is about to occur. In order for such a :,:,,ferr.,d
to be made, the violation or violations must involve the makil:tg, re..
ceiving, or reporting of aay contribution or expenditure t_.!:L'i'ingIl,
value, in the aggregate_ of S1.,000 or more during a ca]endar ye_mr'. The
Commission is not required to engage in any Jinformal coneJliatic,n
efforts before making any such re:_erral.

Subsection ia) ('_) permi_:s the Commissi,on to include a civiJ [:,_na.lt.!,'
in a conciliation agreemenl; if the Commission believes that 'Li!tere i;.;
clear and convincing proof th.at a knowing and willful, viotati, o_::.of thc,
Act or of chapter 95 or c}mpter 9_ of the Internal Revenue t_:_de of
1954 has oceurre, d. The civi penalty may not exceed the greate? )f (,1)
$10,000; or (9,) an amount _qual to 200 percent of the amounl: ,)f _my
contribution or expenditure involved in tlhe violation. If the C!omn:fi:!;-.
sion believes that a violatio:lx has occurred which is no[ a knowi: g a,n.:t.
willful violation, the conci_bation a'greement may require th4_, [)erso:r.].
involved to pay a civil penalty which doe_snot exceed the gr;_i ter (:d!
(1) $5_000; or (:'2) an amount equal to the amount of the contrii)ut![c,l:l
or expenditure inw)lved in the violation.

Subsection (a)(6) also ri_quires the Commission to make a',_,,iJlabil{!,
to the public (1) the resulls of any conciliation, efforts mad,!,, i)y I_[l_,,:
Commission, including any conciliation agreement entered tnt,c, _y t;]:_._
Commission; and (B) any determination by the Commission. _hal:; ti,
]person has not coramittec[ :_ violation of the Acl; or of chai)t_:_ 95 c,r
chapter 96 of the internal R_venue Code of 11954.

Subsection (a)(7) permits a court to impose a civil penalty 12::eate_:
than that permitted by subsection (a) (5) in any civil action for relie:_
brought by the Commission i:l!the court determines that there :[_clea::
'md convincing proof that a person has committed, a knowing a:l'_.,:!,will-
ful violation of the Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the In_:ernal
Revenue Code of 1954. The ,:bvil penalty may not exceed the greater oi_
(1) $10,000; or (_) an amo_:nt equal to 900 percent of the contr:il::utio:nt
or expenditure involved in the violation.

In any case in which a person against whom the court imposes !_eivi'l

penalty has entered into a co:i_c!liati_)n agreement with the Comm:issior_,the Commission may bring _ dvil action if it believes that the I:ersor_
lms violated the conciliatior agreement. The Con, mission ma3": bt,%ir_
relief if it establishes that the person has violated, in whole or :i:r_part:,
any requirement of the conciliation agreement.

Subsection (a) (8) provides that; subpenas for witnesses in c:i:_;il_m-tions in any United States; district court may run into any othe:_'
district.
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Subsection (a)(9) permits any party to file a petition with the
United States District Court for the District of Columbia if the party
is aggrieved by an order of the Commission dismissing a complaint
filedby the party or by a failure on the part of the Commission to act
on the complaint within 90 days after the complaint is filed. The peti-
tion must be filed (1) in the case of a dismissal by the Commission, no
later than 60 days after the dismissal; or (2) in the case of a failure on
the part of the Commission to act on the complaint, no later than 60
days after the initial 90-day period.

The court may declare that the dismissal or failure to act is contrary
to law and may direct the Commission to take any action consistent
with the declaration no later than 30 days after the court makes the
declaration. If the Commission fails to act during the 30-day period,
the party who filed the original complaint may bring in his own name

a civil action to remedy the violation involved.
Subsection (a) (10) provides that any judgment of a dis_rit.t court

may be appealed to the court of appeals. Any judgment of ,Lcourt of
appeals which affirms or sets aside, in whole or in part, any order of
the district court shall be final, subject to review by the Supreme Court
of the United States upon certiorari or certification as provided in
section 1954 of title 28, United States Code.

Subsection (a)(11) provides that any action brought under sub-
section (a) shall be advanced on the docket of tile court inw)lved and
put ahead of all other actions, other than actions brought under sub-
section (a) or under section 314.

, Subsection (a) (12) permits the Commission to petition a court for
an order to adjudicate a person in civil contempt if the Commission
determines after an investigation that the person has violated an order
of the court entered in a proceeding brought under subsection (a) (5).
If the Commission believes that the violation is a knowing and willful
violation, the Commission may petition the court for an order to ad-
judicate the person in criminal contempt.

Section 313 (b) requires the Attorney General to report to the Com-
mission regarding apparent violations referred to the Attorney Gen-
eral by the Commission. The reports must be transmitted to the Com-
mission no later than 60 days after the date of the referral, and at the
close of every 30-day periocl thereafter until there is final disposition.
The Commission may from time to time prepare and publish reports
relating to the status of such referrals.

Section 313(c) imposes a penalty against any member of the Com-
mission, any employee of the Commmsmn, or any other person who
reveals the identity of any person under investigation in violation of
section 313 (a) (3) (B). Any such member, employee, or other person
is subject to a fine of not more than $_,000 for any such violation. If
the violation is knowing and willful the maximam fine is $5,000.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment.,

except as follows:
1. The conference substitute provides that the Commission may in--

vestigate a violation only if it receives a properly verified complaint
and it has reason to believe a violation has occurred, or if the Com-
mission, based on information obtained in the normal course of carry-

H. Rept. 1057, 94-2----7
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lng out its duties under the .Act, ires reason to believe a violation has
occurred. The conferees agree that any person, including a me_ber or
employee of tim Commission, may file a verified complaint, al.rd agree
also that the Connnission n:tay not react solely to all anonymo_ts; smm_,e
for the purpose of instituting an investigation of an alleged ,.i,_lat:icn
of the Act or of chapter 95 or 96 of the Internal ]levenue Code (:,f1954.

2. The conference substi-:ute follows the Senate bill with res _ect to
affording a person against whom a complaint has been mad,;_ _n op-

portunity to show that no a('t!on should be taken.3. The conferees agree theft if the Commission reaches ar:t agree-
ment with any person regarding an alleged violation, such agr_ement
should be made available to the public immediately so that the t0-day
conciliation period, otherwise required by the Act, is immediately
terminated.

4. The conference substit.te makes the referral procedures f,::,' know-
lng and willful violations a?plicable to violations of chapters 95 :and 96
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

5. The conferees agree tt_at a conciliation agreement shall be _ com-
p lete bar to any further action by the Coramission only with l:'_spect
to any violation which is a ;;ubject of the conciliation agreeme_t_..

6. The conferees' intent is that a violation within the meanin.!.,: ,)f sec..
tion 313 (c) occurs when publicity 5¢given to a pending invest:_:!ation,
but does not. occur 'when act ions taken in carrying out an invest i,!_atiot',_
lead to public awareness of he investigation.

CONFERSlON OF C:)_TRrBUTmNS TO I_'ERSONALUSE

genate bill
Section 107A of the Se nt_te bill amended section 3'17 of the &ct to

provide that excess contributions received by a candidate, and a,:r,'_ounts
contributed to an individual to support his activities as a F_derM.
ofi%e holder, which, under txisting law, may be used for cert:a:i:l: pur-
poses, may not be converted _:oany personal 'use.
House avtendment

No provision.

_7onf erenee substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amm_d nent,_

resulting in no change in e×i>;ting law_

I)n_t;s or Co_xssmN
Senate bill

Section 108 (a) of the Senate bill amended sect:ion 315 (a) (6) ,_f the
Act to require the Commission to maintain a separate cun:m[ative
index of multicandidate political committee reports and state_nents
to enable the public to determine which political committees are qualL
fled to make $5,000 corttribcttions to candidates or their autl_,':rized.
committees.

Section 108 (b) amended l:resent law to provide for a 15-1egisl.,ttive-
day or 30-calendar-day pel!tod, whichever is later, during w]:_ch a
proposed rule or regulation must be disapproved_ as set forl% in ii_
U.S.C. 438(c) (g).
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House amead, m_at

Section 110(a)(1) amended section 315(a)(6) of the Act,. as so
redesignated by section 105 of the House amendment, to reqmre the
Comn_ission to compile and maintain a separate cumulative index of
reports and statements filed by the political committees supporting
more than one candidate. The index must include a listing of the date

of registration of such political committees and the date ul_4_nwhich
such political committees qualify to make expenditures unaE,r section
320(a) (2) of the Act. The Commission was required to revise the
index on the same basis and at the same t_ime as other cumulative
indices required under section 315 (a) (6).

Section 110(a) (2) amended section 315(a) (8) of the Act to require
the Commission to give priority to auditing and conducting field

investigations requiring the verification for, and the receipt and use
of, any payments received bY a candidate under dlapter 95 or chapter
96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

Section ll0(b) amended section 315(c)(2) of the Act to provide
that the Congress may dlsapp, rove proposed rules and regulations of
the Commission in whole or m part. The amendment also provided
that, whenever a committee of the House of Representative's reports
any resolution relating to a proposed rule or regulation of the Com-
mlsmon, it is in order at any time (even though a previous motion to

the same effect has been disagreed to) to move to proceed to the con-
sideration of the resolution. The motion is highly privileged ._nd is not
debatable. An amendment to the motion is not in order, and it is not in
order to move to reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed
to or disagreed to. Although the motion to proceed to the cortsidera-
tion of the resolution is not debatable, debate may be conducted with
respect to the contents of the resolution.

Section 110 (c) amended section 315 of the Act by adding a new sub-
section (e). Subsection (e) provides that, in any civil or criminal pro-
ceeding to enforce the Act or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the, Intci nal
Revenue Code of 1954, no rule, regulation, guideline, advisory opinion,
opinion of counsel, or any other pronouncement by the Commission or
by any member, officer, or employee of the Commission may be used
against the person against whom the proceeding is brought. No such
rule, regulation, guideline, advisory opinion, opinion of counsel, or
other pronouncement (1) shall have theforce of law; (2) ma,y be used
to create any presumption of violation or of criminal intent; (3) shall
be admissible in evidence against the person involved; or (4,) may be
used in any other manner. The provisions of subsection (e) do not
apply to any rule or regulation of the Commission which takes effect
under section 315 (c).

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment,

except as follows:
1. The conference substitute provides that, for purposes of reviewing

regulations proposed by the Commission, the Congress may disapprove
any provision or series of interrelated provisions which stah_s a single
separable rule of law.

The conferees agree that this provision does not give the Congress
the power to revise proposed regulations by disapproving a particular
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word, phrase, or sentence, but only' gives each House of the ;j,mgress"'"'' '
i,the power to determine wh_(,h proposed regulations of the Commis,don

constitute distinct regulations which can only be disapproved !in whole.
']Phis provision is intended to permit disapproval of discrete setf-co:a-
tained sections or subdivisions of proposed regulations and is :lot in-
tended to permit the rewriting of regulations by piecemeal cha:l:_ges.

2. The conference substitute does not include the provisic.n in the
Itouse amendment which makes rules, regulations, guidelint_s, ad-
visory opinions, opinions of counsel, and other C(,mmissqon pron ounce-
raents inapplicable in any civil or criminal proceeding, th er._:by re-
suiting in no change in existing law.

2_DDITIONAL FJNFORCEMENT AETHORITY
Senate bill

Section 109 of the Senate bill repealed section 407 of the Act, re,-
lating to additional enforcement authority.
House amendment

Section 111 amended section 407 (a) of the Act to establish ,:'o:_ci][ia-.
tion procedures regarding the enforcement of section 407. The a mend--
ment pro.vided that, if a candidate for Federal office fails tc file a
:report required by title III of the Act, the Commission shall (1) make
every effort for a period of not less than 30 days to correct th,_;_?allure
by informal methods of conference? conciliation, and persuasJ )n; er
(2) in the case of any failure to file which occurs less than 45 days
before the date of an election, make every effort to correct thc :failure
by informal methods for a period of not less than one-half the :r,amber
of days between the date of the failure and the date of the el,_ction.

Conference substitute
The conference substitut_ is the same as the Senate bill.

Mass MA_.n_Gs As Faam_r_D MAIL
Senate bill

Section 110 of the Senate bill amended section 318 of the t!!_ct,al_
redesignated by section 105 of the Senate bill, to provide that 5:lctubers
of the Congress arc prohibited from mailing as franked mail any gen-
eral mass mailing less than 60 days before an election. The term
"general mass mailing" wa,_;defined to mean newsletters and smilar
mailings of more than 500 pieces with similar content mailed _.t the
same time or different times.

Section 501 of the Senate bill amended section 3210(a) (5) (D) of
title 39, United States Code. to change the 28-day provision rela,_Sng to
franked mass mailings before an election to 60 days.
H_ouse amendment

No provision.

Conference substit_te

The conference substitute is the same as t:he House amendments,
resulting in no change in existing law,
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CONTRIBUTION AND EXPENDITURE LmrrATio_rs; OTHER PROHIBITIONS;
PENALTIES

A. LIMITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Senate bill
Section 110 of the Senate bill added a new section 320 to the Act

relating to limitations on contributions and expenditures. The text
of this section is substantially similar to the provisions presently con-
tained in section 608 of title 18, United States Code, which is trans-
ferred to the Act by this section, with some changes in the law to pro-
vide additional limitations on certain contributions by persons and by
political committees.

(1) A person (as defined in the Act), including a political committee
which does not qualify for the $5,000 contribution limit as a multican-
didato political committee, may not contribute more than $1,000 per
election to any candidate for Federal office. As under present law, ear-
marked contributions, and contributions made to a candidate's author-
ized political committees, are considered to be contributions to that can-
·didate rather than contributions to that committee. A person also may
not make contributions to any political committee established and
maintained by a political party, which is not the authorized political
committee of any candidate, .which in the aggregate exceed $25,000 in
a calendar year. A person is further prohibited from making con-
tributions to any other political committee which in the aggregate
exceed $5,000 in a calendar year.

(2) A political committee which has been registered as such for at
least 6 months, which has received contributions from more than 50
persons, and which has made contributions to 5 or more candidates
for Federal office, defined as a "multicandidate political committee",

may contribute a total of $5,000 to a Federal candidate and his au-
'thorized political committee in any election campaign. A multi-
candidate political committee may not make contributions to any
political committee established and maintained by a political party,
whichis not the authorized committee of any candidate, wh]ich in the
aggregate exceed $25,000 in a calendar year. A multicandidate
political committee is further prohibited from making contributions
to any other political committee which in the aggregate exceed $10,000
in a calendar year. (The above limitations on contributions by multi-
candidate political committees do not apply to transfers between and
among political committees which are national, State, district, or local
committees of the same political party.)

(3) The section contains a provision establishing a rule wh]ich treats,
for purposes of the foregoing limitations, as a single political com-
mittee, all political committees which are established, financed, main-
tained, or controlled by a single person or group of persons. This
rule, however, does not apply to transfers of funds between political
committees raised in joint fundraising efforts. It would also not apply
so that contributions made by a political party through a single na-
tional committee and contributions by that lCarty through a single State
committee in each State are treated as having been made by a single
political committee. The above rule, which is intended to curtail the
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vertical proliferation of political committee contributions, w,:_,l:ld not
preclude, however, a political committee of a national orga:nization
from contributing to a candidate or committee :merely becau:_;4_of its
affiliation with _ national multicandidate polit:ical committee which
Zhasmade the maximum co_.tribution it is perrait.ted to make l:c a ca:n:.-
didate or a commitl:ee.

(4) As in existing law_ a.n individual may not make contri}:_utions
totaling more than $25_000 d.uring any calendar year.

(5) This section also estab3ishes rules for determining when a cm-_.-
tribution made to a political committee is considered to be a co:!tri'bb-
tJion to a candidate_ and when certain expenditures shall be con_';idere:d
to be contributions to a candidate_ and subject to the limitatio,__i of the
Act.

(6) The remainiing provisions of this section transfer into tit_e Ac,l;
those provisions of 18 U.S.C. 608 which imposed expenditure ilim]t_.-
tions on presidential candidates, conditioning their applicatiom in ac--
cordance with the Supreme Court's decision in Buckley v. Val,?ei, upo:!:l.
the acceptance of public financing. The expenditur e limitatimm _n na--
tional and State committee_ of political parties in 18 U.S.C 608 ',if) _r,!_
also transferred into the Act.

(7) A final provision h_ new section 320 of the Act permits th,_!;
Republican or Democratic Senatorial CamPaign Committee, >r the
national committee of a political party, or any combination c,:_suct]
committees, notwithstanding any other provision of the Act_ t:_ con-.
tribute amounts totaling not more than $20,000 to a candiL<il_e for
nomination for election_ or for election, to the United State_; '.!_enat,_:
during the year in which _m election is held in which he is ..!_uch_
candidate.

l':{ouse amendment

Section 112(a) amended title III of the Act by striking c_:t sec-
tion 320_ as so redesignated by section 105 of the House amen_:!ment:..,
and by adding new sections 320 through 328.

Section 320 (g) (1.) prohibits any person from making cont:cil_,'ltior, i_(1) to any candidate in connection xk_ithany election for Fedel:'a office
which_ in the aggregate_ exceed $1,000; or (2) to any political co _mit-
tee in any calendar year which exceed_ in the aggrega.te_ $1700().

Subsection (a)(']) prohibits any political committee (other I:han _:_
principal campaig_ committee) from making contributions t:_ (1'1,
i'_mycandidate in connection with any election for Federal office 'i,'hicli,
m the aggregate_ exceed $5,000; or (2) any political commit:ee i'n.
any calendar year which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000. Cot _ribu.-
tions by the national committee of a political party servin_l' as the
principal campaign committee of a presidential candidate m:!_y nc4;
exceed the limitation described in the preceding sentence with r _specl_
to any other candidate for FcderM office.

The term "political committee" was defined to mean an organJ:.,atim_
which (1) is registered as _t,political committee under section ',;03 o:1[':
the Act for a peciod of not less than 6 months; (2) has received corn
tributions from more than 50 persons; and (3) except for any State
political party organization_ has made contributions to 5 or more
candidates for Federal office.
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Subsection (a) (2) also provides that, for purposes of the limitations
provided by subsection (a) (1) and subsection (a) (2), all contributions
made by political committees which are established_ financed, main-
tained, or controlled by any corporation, labor organization, or any
other person (including any parent, subsidiary, branch, division, de-
partment, or local unit of such corporation, labor organization, or any
other person), or by any group of such persons, shall be considered
to have been made by a single political committee, except that (1) the
amendment made by the House amendment does not limit transfers
between political committees of funds raised through joint fundraising
efforts; and (2) for purposes of the limitations provided by subsection
(a) (1) and subsection (a) (2), all contributions made by a single po-
litical committee which is established, financed, maintained., or con-
trolled by a national committee of a political party and by a single
political committee established, financed, maintained, or controlled by
the State committee of a political party, shall not be considered to have
been made by a single political committee.

Subsection (a) (2) also provides that, in any case in which a cor-
poration and any of its subsidiaries, branches, divisions, departments,
or local units, or a labor organization and any of its subsidiaries,
branches, divisions, departments, or local units establish, finance,
maintain, or control more than one separate segregated fund, all such
funds shall be treated as a single separate segregated fund for pur-
poses of the limitations provided by subsection (a)(1) and subsec-
tion (a) (2).

Subsection (a) (3) prohibits any individual from making contribu-tions which, in the aggregate, exceed $25,000 in an_ calendar year.
Any contribution which is made to a candidate in a year other than
the calendar year in which the election involved is helot, is considered
to be made during the calendar year in which the election is held.

Subsection (a) (4) provides that (1) any contribution to a named
candidate which is made to any political committee authorized by
the candidate to accept contributions on behalf of the candidate shall
be considered to be contributions made to the candidate; (2) any
expenditure which is made by any person in cooperation, consulta-
tion. or concert, With, or at the request or suggestion of, a c.andidate
or any authorized political committee or agent of the candidate shall
be considered to be a contribution to the candidate; (3) any expendi-
ture to finance publication of any campaign broadcast or any other
campaign materials prepared by a candidate or any authorized politi-
cal committee or agency of the candidate shall be considered to be a
contribution to that candidate; and (4) contributions made to a vice
presidential nominee shall be considered to be contributions to the
presidential nominee of the party involved.

Subsection (a) (5) provides that the contribution limitations estab-
lished by subsection (a) (1) and subsection (a) (2) shall apply sepa-
rately to each election, except that all elections in any calendar year
for the office of President (except a general election for such office)
shall be considered to be one election.

Subsection (a)(6) provides that all contributions made by a per-
son on behalf of a particular candidate, including contributions which
are earmarked or directed through an intermediary or conduit to such
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candidate, shall be treated as contributions from the person i::tvoi[wi_d
to the candidate. The intermediaw or conduit is required t;o repc,:ct
the original source of the contribution and the intended rec]t:ient of
the contribution to the Commissi(m and to report the origi:nall .som'_:;e
of the contribution to the intended recipieI_.t. This provision is
identical to existing law.

Section 320(b)(1) prohibits any candidate for the office c,:l:Pre,_!L-
_ient who has established his eligibility to receive paymen0,!_ und_!_r
section 9003 of the Internal Reve_tue Code of 1954 or under' section
9033 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 from making exI),_!,,:r_:titures
in excess of (1) $10,000_000, :in the case of a campaign for no:r!_:nation
:for election to the office of Plt:esident; or ('2) $20,000,000 in the case of
a campaign for election to the office of President. In the case ,::f cal:_.-
paigns for nomination_ the aggregate of expenditures in any c,:r,_S_ate
may not exceed twice the greater of (1) 8 cents multiplied by _:!lc roi>
lng age population of the State; or ('2) $100,000.

Subsection (b) (2) provides that (1) expen:ditures made hY a vic_,
presidential nominee shall be considered to be expenditures :I:rlade by
the presidential nominee of the same political party; and (2) an ex-
penditure is made on behalf of a candidate if it is made by (A) a com-
mittee or agent of the candidate authorized to make expendil!:tl res; or
(B) any person authorized or requested by the c_mdidate or an _iiutho:v-
ized committee or agent of the candidate to make the ex.p_:lditu¥,_
involved.

Section 320(c)(1) provides that, at the beginning of each c._lend_tr
year (beginning in 1976), as there become available necess_!tr_, dat_
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Secretary of Labor sh_dl cez'-
tify to the Commission the percentage difference between th,:: price
index from the 12-month periodpl:'eceding the calendar year s_cid thc
price ind.ex for the base period. The term "price index" is die,fined i,o
raean the average over a calendar year of the Consumer Prii::,_ Index
(all items--United States city average), and the term "base ]::eriod'
is defined to mean the ca]el__dar year 1974. Each _imitation esta'blished
by section 3g0(b) and section 320(d) shall be increased by s_l._chper-
centage difference.

Section 320 (d) (1) provides that the national committee o]}_!LpolitS-
cal party and a State committee of a political party, includhg rm:y
subordinate committee of a State committa_, may make exper_,::[itur_!,s
in connection witii the ger_eral election campaign of candic[_tlles fro:
Federal office.

Subsection (d) ('2) provides that the national committee ot: a, politi..
cai party may not make expenditures in connection with the genera][
election campaign of a candidate for the office of President wh!ich ex..
ceed an amount equal to 2 cents multiplied by the voting age ]>)puht..
tion of the United States. Any expenditures under subsection 't'_)(2)
are considered as an addition to expenditures by a national colrn:nittee,
of a political party which 5s serving as the principal campaig?: cam.
mittee of a candidate for the office of President.

Subsection (d) (3) provides that the national committee oi a poltil>
ical party and that the State ,committee of a political party, i_.eiluding
any subordinate committee of a State committee, may each n;la _e e_:..
penditures in connection with the ge:neral election campaign of _,,_andi.
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date for Federal office in any State which do not exceed (1) in the case
of candidates for election to the office of Senator (or of Representative
from a State which is entitled to only one Representative), the greater
of (A) 2 cents multiplied by the voting age population of the State; or
(B) $20,000; and (2) in the case of a candidate for electio n to the office
of Representativ e, Delegate, or Resident Commissioner in any other
State, $10,000.

Section 320 (e) requires the Secretary of Commerce, during the first
week of January 1975, and each subsequent year, to certify to the Com-
mission and publish in the Federal Register an estimate of the voting

age population of the United States, of each State, and of each con-gressional district, as of the first day of July next preceding the date
of certification. The term "voting age population" was defined to mean
resident population, 18 years of age or older.

Section 320(f) prohibits candidates and political committees from
knowingly accepting any contribution or knowingly makinl_ any ex-
penditure in violation of section 320. Subsection (f) also prohibits any
officer or employee of a political committee from knowingly accepting
a contribution made to a candidate, or knowingly making an expendi-
ture on behalf of a candidate in violation of section 390.

Section 320(g) requires the Commission to prescribe rules under
· . · - · '

whmh expenditures by a candidate for presidential nomination for
use m 9 or more States shall be attributed to the expenditure limits
of such candidate in each State involved. The attribution shall be
based on the voting age population in each State which can reasonably
be expected to be influenced by the expenditure.

Conference substit_te

The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill with regard
to limitations on contributions by any person and by any multicandi-
date political committee, except as follows:

1. Each person may contribute not more than $g0,000 in a
calendar year to the political committees established and main-
tained by a national political party and which are not authorized
political committees of candidates.

9. A multicandidate political committee may contribute only
$15,000 in a calendar year to the political committees established
and maintained by a national political party (other than author-
ized candidates' committees) and $5,000 in a calendar year to any
other political committee.

The conferees' decision to impose more precisely defined limitations
on the amount an individual may contribute to a political committee,
other than a candidate's committees, and to impose new limits on the
amount a person or a multicandidate committee may contribute to a
political committee, other than candidates' committees, is predicated
on the following considerations: first, these limits restrict the oppor-
tunity to circumvent the $1,000 and $5,000 limits on contributions to a
candidate; second, these limits serve to assure that candidates' reports
reveal the root source of the contributions the candidate has received;
and third, these limitations minimize the adverse impact on the statu-
tory scheme caused by political committees that appear' to be separate
entities pursuing their own ends, but are actually a means for advanc-.
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img a candidate's campai_::n. The conferees also determine<l tha'_
:il;is appropriate to set. a hig'her limit, on contributions from per_;ons to
political committees of national political parties in order to all,_w the
political parties to fulfill tSeir unique role in the political pro(' _ss. lk_
this connection, the term "political committee established c,r ma,in-
tained by a national politi,_al party" includes the Senate and Hou',_
Campaign Committees.

The conferees also agree !hat the same limitations on contri2:utions
that apply to a candidate stroll also apply to a committee r,:taking
expenditures solely on beha! f of such candidate.

The conference substitute is the same as the provision of th,_ t{ouse.
amendment which states that segregated funds established (:,c con.-
trolled by a corporation and its subsidiaries or by g labor organ!ization
and its local organizations are considered to be one segregated fund.

The anti-proliferation r_tles established by the conference_ _;ubsti..-
tute are intended to prey,mt corporations, labor organizations, o._'
other persons or groups cf persons from evading the cont_:imtio:,_
limits of the conference sub,?,titute, ouch"'rules are described as::lk:,llow,;"

1. All of the political committees set up by a single corl:,C,_atio_:_
and its subsidiaries are treated as a single political comm'!t_ce.

9. All of the political committees set up by a single inter_, dona
union ,nd its local un:ons are treated as a single politi_.,a com-
mittee.

3. All of the politica' comm!tttees set; up by the AFL-CIO and
all its State and local central bodies are treated as a single ]:,c [itic_i
committee.

4. All the political committees established by the Chain 0er of
Commerce and its Stat( and local Chambers are treated as _[fingh_
political committee.

5. The anti-proliferation rules stated also apply in the c tse o:t:
multiple committees established by a group of persons.

These anti-proliferation _ules, however, perrait, political corr]mittees
which solicit contributions in their joint names, and on the under'_;tand-
ing that the money collected through that joint fundraising eft!oil; wilt
be divided among the participating committees, to make such ::_div::i..
:sion. Irt adddition, for the purpose of these rules, contributi<:m_ to '_
candidate or to a political (mnmittee by the political committe,_:s of a
national committee of a poetical party or by the political con::mtitt,ae_
of a State committee of a political party arc; treated separately a:ld ar,:_,
:not regarded as contribution s by one committee.

The conference substitute provides that the limitations on c,::,:r_ribu_-
lions under section 320 do not limit transfer of funds bet,,ve,:n the
principal campaign commi,t tee of a (_andidate for nomination o:' el,s(>
tion to a Federal office and the principal campaign committee of the
same candidate for nomination or (_lection to another Feders, I office
[f the transfer is not made xxhen the v_andidate is actively seeki'r:tg nom-
5:nation or election to both :mch offices, the transfer would no_; resu]l'k,
:ina violation, for any perso_ who has contributed to both such c._nmit-_
tees, of the limitations on cot_tributions by a,person to ,,sucha p:Eyi_mipal
campa!gn committee, and tm candidate has not accepted any i,ubli< _
campaign financing' funds.

The conference substitute is the same as the House amendmenl with
regard to applying contribl tion limitations to each separate election.,
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The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment and
the Senate bill with regard to an overall limitation of $95,000 on con-
tributions by an individual in a calendar year and with regard to de-
fining "contribution".

This definition distinguishes between independent expressions of
an individual's views and the use of an individual's resources to aid a
candidate in a manner indistinguishable ii1 substance from the direct
payment of cash to a candidate.

The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment and

_the Senate bill with regard to contributions made through intermedi-
aries.

The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment and
the Senate bill regarding limitations on expenditures by a candidate
who is eligible to receive public campaign financing funds, except that.
the conference substitute uses the language of the Senate bill with
regard to the eligibility requirement.

The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment and

the Senate bill with regard to political party expenditures on behalf
of the party's candidates. This limited permmsmn allows the political
parties to make contributions in kind by spending money for certain
functions to aid the individual candidates who represent the party
during the election process. Thus, but for this subsection, these ex-
penditures would be covered by the contribution limitations stated in

' subsections (a) (1) and (a) (2) of this provision.
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill with regard

to contributions by the Republican or Democratic senatorial campaign
committee, except that the amount of su6h contributions is limited to
$17,500 per candidate.

It is the conferees' intent that the additional calendar year contribu-
tion limitations imposed by section 320 of the Act shall applv in the
first instance to the period beginning on the date of the enact_nent of
the conference substitute and extending through December ",1, 1976.
Thereafter, of course, the term "calendar year" will be accorded its
normal meaning.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS OR EXPENDITURES BY' lq'ATIONAL BANKS, COKPORATIONS,
OR LABOR ORGANIZATIONS

Sea,ate bill

Section 610 of title 18, United States Code, prohibiting contributions

by corporations and labor organizations, was transferred by the Senate
bill from title 18 to the Act as new section 321 of the Act. ri he follow-
ing changes from existing law are noted:

(1) The penalty provisions are removed from the section and re-
placed by a general penalty provision contained in a new section 328
of t,he Act which includes a separate provision making it a felony to
violate the an ticoercion provisions of this section. Violations of this
section would also be subject to the civil enforcement powers of the
Commission and the courts under the Senate bill.

(2) Corporations are prohibited from soliciting contributions frora
persons who are not stockholders, executive or administrative person-

, nel, or the families of such persons, and labor organizations are pre,-
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hibited from soliciting contributions from persons other than members
of ,the organization and their families. The term "executive (yr s,dminu
istrative personnel" is defined as individuals who are paid by salary
rather than on ail hourly basis, and who have polieymaking or :mper-
v[sory responsibilities. The term %toekholder" :is defined to il:mlud.e
any individual who has a legal, vested, or beneficial interest in stock,
including, but not limited to, employees of a corporation who p:[rtiei-.
pate in a stock bonus, stock option, 'or employee' stock ownershiih phm.

(3) Corporations, labor organizations, or' separate segregated funds
of such corporation or labor' organization may in addition t.o (2)
above, make 2 written solicitations for corttributions during ,'_,calen-.
daT year from any stockholder, officer, or employee of a eorpe:'ation
or the families of such persons. Such solicitations may be made only by
mail to such person's residence and designed so that the eorpm:'_tion,
labor organization, or separate segregated fund conducting ,!'.m'_h,m_.-
lieitation cannot determine who makes a contribution as a res'fit of
such solicitation and who does not.

(4) A membership organization, cooperatiw_, or eorporaii.vn with-
out capital stock or a separate segregated fund established 'by such
organizations may solicit eontribut.ions to suc'h a fund from meml_,_rs
of such organization, cooperative, or corporation without capital[ _tock.

(5) Any method of soliciting volun,tary contributions or of fac hta ..
lng the making of voluntary contributions to a separate seg:r_,_aied
fund permitted to corporations shall also be permitted i,i:_labor
organizations.

(6) A corporation which uses any particular method for s,:,lieit-
ing or facilitatin_ the makip__ of voluntary contributions to a Sel::arate
segregated fund is required to make that method availa'ble to a labor
organization representin_ employees of .that; corporation upon w:-i.tten
request and at a cost sufficient only to reimburse the corporat:ion for
/:.he expenses incurred t'hereby.
Fgo_tse a_endmer_t

Section 321(a) of the Act, as added by the Itouse amendment,, :makes
it unlawful for any national bank or any Federal corporation to make
any contribution or expend:iture in connection with (1) any elec.t:ion to
any political office;or (2) any primary election or political convention
or caucus held to select candidates for any political office. Subsection
(a) also prohibits any corporation or labor organization from m_&ing
a contribution or expenditure in connection with (1) any _eneral elec.-
tion for Federal office; or (2) any primary election or political :'e'aven-
tion or caucus held to select candidates for' any Federal office.

:Subsection (a) also prohibits any candidate, ;mlitical eOmn:ittee,
or other person from knowingly acceptin_ or reeeivin_ any eo:r,!ribu.-
tion which is prohibited by section 321. It is also unlawful fm arty' _'
officer or director of' a corporation or national bank, or any office:, of' a
labor organization, to consent to any contribution or expem!iturt_

q,which is prohibited by section o21.
;Section321(b) (1) defines the term "labor ' ' "orgamzatmn tomeaa any

organization or any agency or employee representation comndttee
or plan in which employees participate and which exists for the pur-.
pose of dealing with employ-ers regarding grievaa_ees, labor d.i_;l::utes,
wages, rates of pay, hours _of employment, or conditions of work.

£
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Subsection (b) (2) defines the term "contribution or expenditure" to
include any payment or other distribution of money, services, or any-
thing o.f value (except a lawful loan by a national or State bank in
the ordinary course of business) to any'candidate, campaign commit-
tee, or political party or organization, in connection with any election
to any Federal office.

Such term, however, does not include--
(1) communications on any subject by a corporation to its

stockholders and executive officers and their families, or by a
labor organization to its members and their families;

(2) nonpartisan registration and voting campaigns conducted
by a corporation with respect to its stockholders and its executive
officers and their families, or by a labor organization with respect
to its members and their families; and

(3) the establishment, administration, and solicitation of con-
tributions to a separate segregated fund to be used for political
purposes by a corporation or labor organization, except that-

(A) it is unlawful for such a fired to make a conLtribution
or expenditure through the use of money or anything of
value secured by (i) physical force; (ii) job discrimination;
(iii) financial reprisal; (iv) the threat of force, job discrim-
ination, oz' financial reprisals; (v) dues, fees, or other moneys
required as a condition of membership in a labor organiza-
tion or .as a condition of employmen't; or (vi), moneys
obtained in any _ommercial transaction;

(B) it is unlawful for a corporat'ion or a separate segre-
gated fund established by a corporation to solicit contribu.
tions from any person other than stockholders and executive
officers of such corporation and their families, for an incor-
porated trade association or a separate segregated fund estab-
lished by such an association to solicit contributions from
any person other than the stockholders and executive officers
of the member corporations of such trade association and the.
families of stockholders and executive officers (to the extent
that any such solicitation has been separately and specifically'
approved by the member corporation involved, and such.
member corporation has not approved any such solicitation by'
more than one such trade association in any calendar year)..
or for a labor organization or a separate segregated fund.
established by a labor organization to solicit contributions
from any person other than the members of the labor orga-.

.. nization and their families;
· ' ° 0 ° °(C) any method of sohcltmg voluntary c ntnbutlons, or oJ:

facilitating the making of voluntary contributions, to a sep. Iarate segregated fund established by a corporation which mai
be used by a corporation also may be used by labor organiza.
tions; and

(D) a corporation which uses a method of soliciting vol-
untary contributions or facilitating the making of voluntary
contributions shall make such method available to a labor
organization representing any members who work for the
corporation, upon written request by the labor organization.
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The House amendment was intcuded to acknowledge tl:_t_use by
corporations of various methods, such as check-off systems,_ tc solicit
voluntary contributions or to facilitate th.e making of such cc_atribu-
tions to separate segregated political funds. If a corporation m!_essuch
a method, the House amendment extended the same righl_ t, l_bbor
organizations. The House amendment, however_ also would p,_,rmit a
corporation to allow a labor organization to use a method even _hough
the corporation has chosen ii(_iS'ns,e such method. The House _tnlend-
merit also intended to authorize such methods notwithstandi:_g ax_y
other provision of law.

In any instance, in which a corpo_'tion uses a method (suci[-.as the
use of computer data) to s;olic'it voluntary contxibutions or tc facili-
tate the making of' contributions to separate segregated political funds,

the House amendment also was intended to require that the corpora-tion make such method available to a labor organization if t,tm_'1,_bor
organization represents members who work for the eorporat,:i,:,n, and
the labor organization makes a written request for the use of the
method involved. The labor organization would be required t,',,reim-
burse the corporation for any expense incurred in connection 'with t}m
use of the method by the labor organization.

Subsection (b)(3) defines the term "executive officer" to n}eart an
individual employed by a corporation who is paid on a salar'y rather
than an hourly basis and who has polieym_.fi6ng or sup'_:wisory
responsibilities.

Conference substi_ute
The conference substitute is the same as the,,House amendn'_,,i_nt,ex-

cept as follows:
1. The conference substitute follows the Senate bill in _pply'-

lng the definition of the term "contribution or expenditure? co_l-
tained in section g21 to section 791(h) of the Public 'Jtilk,y
}tolding Company Act.

'2. The conference substitute follows the Senate bill in us:ing the
term "executive or administrative personnel" throughout section
321 rather than :'executive officer". The conference substit_tte de-

fines that term to mean an entplovee,who is paid on a. t;alo._rv,rather than hourly, basis and who l_as policymaking, managerial,
professional, or supervisory responsibilities, The term "e:x,z:cutive
or administrative personnel" is intended to include the indi';, idua]!s
who run the corporation's bttsiness, such as officers, other exec'u-
tires, and plant, division, and section managers, as well as irt-
dividuals following the recognized p:cofessions, such as l:;_wye:t's
and engineers., who ha_e not chosen to separate themselves from
management by choosing _ bargaining representative; bm:. is :w:,:
intended to include professionals who are members of _Llabc,r
organization, or foremen who have direct supervision over' hour}y
employees, or other lower level supervisors such as "straw't.,)sses'.

3. The conference substitute follows the Senate bill in rerluir:ir}.g
that when a corporation solicits its executive and admin!is'lrative
personnel as permitted by subsection (b)(4)(B), for acc, r tribu.-
tion to a separate segregated fund, the employee being sc,ticited
must be informed at 'the time of the solicitation of the lt:":!itical',
purposes of the fund and that he may refuse to contribute.
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4. Tile conference substitute follows the Senate })ill ill permit-

ting under certain cir('unlstances written solicitations by corpora-
tions and htbor organizations of stockholders, executive or ad-
ministrative personnel, melld)ers of labor organizations, and other
employees (and their families) of a corporation. It is the con-
ferees' intent that in order to assure the ana nymity of those who
do not wish to respond m' who wish to l'esl)Ond with a small con-
tribution the mail solMtations shall be conducte{l so ti:mt an in-
dependent third person, who acts tls tiduciary for the Sel)arate
segregated fired, receives tile return enveh)l)es, keel)s the. neces-
sary records, and l)rovides the fund only with infornmtion as to
tile identity of individmds who make a single ('ont rilmtion of over
,$50 ox' multiple contrilmtions that ao'gre_z'ate more than $100. The
conference substitute follows the Ilouse an_en(h_ent with regard
to tile solicitation by a tr't(h, association of st¢_(.khohlers and execu-
tive or administrative personnel (and their fanlilies) of a member
corporation of such tra(le association. The conference substitute
contains tile I)rovision of the _4en,tte bill permitting 't Jnembership

organization, (.OOl)erative, or ('orl)m'ation without capital stock,
or a separate segregated fund (stablished by such organizations, to
solicit contributions to such a fund from mend)ers of such organi-
zation, cooperative, or corl)oration without capital stock. In light

of tile fact that subsection (b) (4) (I)) o'ovef_}s solicitations by atrade association of the stockholders and (xtcutive or adminis-
trative personnel of a member corporation, the term "membership

' organization" in subsection (b) (4) (C) is not intended to include
a trade association which is made up of corporations.

The conferees' intent ix also noted with regard to the following addi-.
tional points:

1. Subparagraphs (B) and (C) of section 3(}1(f) (4), and sub-.
paragraphs (A) and (B) of section 321(b) (o_), which were added
to the law at different times, overlap in that 1)otb make exceptions
to the term "expenditure" for internal colnnmni('ations and for
nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote activity. The
dual reference to internal communications is intended to permi¢
corporations to write, ox' call, or address their stocklmlders ,md
executive or administrative personnel and their families "(and
unions'to reach their members and their families in the same
ways), to communicate a partisan m' nonpartisan political mes-
sage, subject only to the rel)0rtin_ requiren_ent added by the con-
ference substitute and already discussed. (The conferees agree that
section 301(f) (4) (C), as amended 1)v the conference substitltte,
makes reporting requirements applir:alfie to certain (,onm_m_ica-
tions which are not expenditures lmder this_ se('tim_ but which ex-
pressly advocate the election or defeat of a {.learlv identified can-
didate.) The conferees' intent with reo'ard to tl'_e interrelation-
ship between sections a01 (f) (4) (B) and ,°,21(1)) (2) (B) which
permit such activities as assistin-' el io'il)le voters to re_zister and
to get. to the polls, so lon_ as these services are nm(h) qvai]able
without regard to tho vt)let's political preference, is the following:
these provisions should be read together to permit cc,rporations
both to take part in nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote
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activities tha_ arc not r stricted to stockholders and execu.:,:;:iye or
administrative pers(mm i, if such activities are jointly sp(:,_::_ored
by the corporation and :n orgamzation that does not endc:,]'s,::can..
didates and are condu._::ed by ti tat organization; and to p_rmit;
corporations_ on their o ,_n, to engage ill such activities re_;i;:micted
to executive or admil_i_;trative personnel and stockholdel':!_ and
their families. The santo rule, of ,.:ourse_ appli,?.s to labor O]L'_!i,,yatfiZ.'_-
timxs.

2. With regard to sui.,paragr.npl_s (B) gnu ((2) of sec t.io:n 321
(b) (3), which provide ::ertain protections to employees s,:,i:cit(..d
by their employer, il; is; tx.ended that th.e gen_zral rule inht:r_nt m
the plan of the entire :,ection .... [hat unions insoftu' as ti,_,, arc
employers, stand m th_ ::;ame shoes as corporations--shall :ai:,p l,y,.
in addition, wMle the c,,n:feren,:c substitute pernfits eorpora:ion...i
in commotion with an o: trail solicitation of stockholders t(: solicit
employee-stockholders,: uch. a solieitat, ion would, of eou].'s,ixlmve
to be in conformity wi ti the requirements of subparagraphs (t!;)
a.nd(C) of section 321 ( i, ) (3). 'l'}_esame. ru] e, of co urse, app/: es to
labor organizations in t;m solicitation of their members.

g. 'rile conferees agret_ that sut_sections (b) ',4) (B) and (l> (6),,
taken together, require a corporat [on to make available to t!:,,_iabor
organization any metho_ utilized by such corporation to m::].l;e tim
written solicitation of ,:_:xployees and of stockholders who _'_. not
employees. However, if t:lle corl)oration does not desire t, m?lin-
quish or disclose to the ]t_her organization the ]lames and a(td_'_sses
of individuals 1:o be sol;cited, ii; is the conferees' intent t].tl;.t all
independent mailing se r qee shai} be retained to make the :[_:t[[ling
for both the corporatio_L and th,: labor organization. Fire;ti)y, k
is intended that in a _i::uation in which there are several labor
organizations, rathe]' tl_:n one, w [th members at a single co_'l?ora-
tion. the unions as _ gr.,up shall have no gre.ater right t(, i[mke
solicitations than a sing e union would. It is the conferees' i::tteltt
that corporations and lz,bor orlmnizations ar,[_ entitled to u lilize
such method solely for :;t nail solicitation for contributions to :he][l'
separate segregated fu]_.l and m)t fei' arty other purpose.

4. Subsection (b) (5)_ as opposed to (b) {6), merely eli:n:,htat_
any legal impediment h, the use by a labor organization o:: an 5'
method permitted by la'_,, to a corporation with regard to flu:::_s,:,liei..
tation of its stockholder: and ex?cutive or administrative i:,et'sort--
nel, or with regard to fa :ilitatirg the making of eontributio:t s by
stockholders and executi _e and administrative personnel, m;d docs
not automatically m_ke such m{_l:hods available to unions.

5. The conference suL:_;titute does nec define the term ' _ioek--
holder". It is intended t:):a_bin this regard Ehe normal eonc,:'.l::s of
corporate law shall be ,::_2ntrollin_;.

Sea,ate bill

The prohibitions against .:ontribut[ons by government eon'tk':a.ctors
contained in 18 U.S.C. 61.1 w_me transferred to the Act as new .,!!.e,::tion
3;2q, absent the existing pena_.ty provisions_ which are replaced b;,/the
penalty and enforcement pr,:_visions under :new sections 313 ar}(i 3,?8
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of the Act. Each specific prohibition; allowance, and duty applicable
to a corporation, labor organization, or separate segregated fund
under section 391 is made applicable to a corporation, labor organiza-
tion, or separate segregated fmld to which section 329(b) applies.
House amendment

Section 322(a) of the Act, as added by the House amendment,
makes it unlawful for any person who enters into certain contracts
with the United States to make any contribution, or to promise to
make any contribution, to any political party, committee, or candi-
date for public office, or to any person for any political purpose or
use, or to solicit any such contribution from any such person. The

prohibition applies during the period begins}lng on the date of the
commencement of negotiations for the contract involved and ending
on the later of (1) the completion of performance under the contract;
or (2) the termination of negotiations for the contract.

The prohibition applies with respect to any corttract with the United
States or any department or agency of the United States for (1) thc
performance of personal services; (9) furnishing any materials, sup-
plies, or equipment; or (3) selling any land or building. The pro-
hibition, however, applies only if payment under the contract is to
be made in whole or in part :from funds appropriated by the Congress.

Section 322(b) provides that section 322 does :not prohibit; the oper-
ation of a separate segregated fund by a corporation or labor organiza.-
tion for the purpose of influencin_ the nonfination for election, or elec.-
tion, of any person to Federal office, unless the provisions of section
321 prohib{t the operation of such fund.

Section 322(c) defines the term "labor organization" by giving it;
the same meaning as in section 321.

6_onf erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill, except the

conference substitute makes it clear that the provisions of section 322
(c) of the Act, as added by the conference substitute, also apply to
membership organizations, cooperatives, and corporations without
capital stock.

D. PUBLICATION OR DISTmBUTmN OF POLITICAL STATEMENTS

Senate bill

Section 323 of the Act, as added by the Senate bill, provides that,
whenever a person makes a,n expenditure to finance a communication
which advocates the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate
through a broadcasting station, newspaper, magazine, outdoor ad-
vertising facility, direct mailing, or other type of general public
political advertising, such communication (1) if authorized by a
candidate or an authorized political committee or agent of a candidate,
shall state that such communication has been so authorized; or (2)
if not authorized by a candidate, or an authorized political committee
or agent of a candidate, shall state (A) that the communication is not
so authorized; and (B) the name of the person making or :financing
the expenditure for the communication, including (in the case of a
political committee) the name of any affiliated organization as stated
in section 303 (b) (2) of the Act.
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ttouse amendment

Section 323 of tile Act, as added by the House amendment,:, .l?l:ovides
tlhat, whenever a person makes an expenditure to finance acc, mmuni-
,cation which advocates tht_ election or defeat of a clearly kk..atified
candidate through a broadcasting station, newspaper, magaz:.m% ou_>
door advertising facility, direct mailing, or oi:her type of ti_eneral
public political advertisin'g_ such communication (1) if authc,:t().ed by
a candidate or an authoriz_d political committee or agent of a _andi:-
date, shall state that such ,ommunication has been so author:iz._d; or
('.'2) if not authorized by a candidate, or an authorized politica com_.
mittee or agent of a candidate, sh?/ll state (A) that the comr:_:Eanica_
tion is not so authorized.; :md (B) the name of the person making
or financing the expenditur, _,for the communication, including ','in l_h_
case of _ political commitiee) the. name of any affiliated or_2:miza--
tion as stated in sec,;ion 30g (b) (9) of the Act.

Conference substitute

The conference s tibstitute is the same as the House amendraim'lt and
the Senate bill.

E. COXTirIIBUTI()NS BY FOREIGN' /_*AT[ON'ALS

&'_nate bill

Section 324 (a) of the Act_ as added by the Senate bill mak{_:s it un-
lawful for a foreign natiom_l to make any contribution in corm?ctim:L

~) ' . ¢with (1) any election to artx t.ohtlcal office; or (2) any prima]:v elec-_
tion, convention, or caucus ')teM to select candidates for any t_.o!itical
office. It is also unlawful for any person to solicit, accept, or rece[,:e any
such contribution from a fore ign national.

Section 3'24(b) defines th_, term ' ._ormgn national" to mea:_ :,1) a
foreign principal, as defined by section l(b) of the Foreign A.gerlts
Registration Act of 1938. ex,'ept that the term "foreign natiom.] does
not include any individual who is a citizen of the United Stakes; or
.(!2) an individual w'ho is not, a citizen of the United States and who
l_ not lawfully admitted for permanent residence, as defined '.b'i'sec--
tion 101(a) (20) of the ImnSgration and Nationality Act.

,Section 394: incorporates t!_e provisions of 18 U.S.C. 613, repl_tcing
the criminal penalties under .section 613 with the penalty and en:l!orce_
n'lent provisions under sectio:_s 313 and 398 of the A.ct, as added [:'v the
_.,enate bill.

tt'ouse amendment

Section 324(a) of the Act, as added by the House amendraent,
makes ii; unlawful for a foreigm national to make any contr:ibuti{m
in connection with (1) any election to any political office; or (f.',)
any primary election, conw_,tion, or caucus held to select candirtates
for any political office. It is also unlawful for any person to _!;olicit,
accept, or receive any such c:mtribution from a foreign national.

q't ·

_ect, mn 394(b) de)2ines the term "foreign national" to mean ' 1) a
foreign principal, as defined by section l(b) of the Foreign A.,!:_ents
Registration Act of 1938_ except that the term "foreign national::'" does
not; include any individual who is a citizen of the United States; m' (2,)
an individual who is not a cl_..zen of the United States and wht, i_;not
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lawfully admitted for permanent residence, as defined by section 101
(a) (20) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

Section 324 is the same as section 613 of title 18, United States Code,
except that the penalties were omitted in order to conform with
section 328 of the Act. The House amendment eliminated section 613
of title 18, United States Code.

Conference'substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment and

the Senate bill.

F. PROHIBITION OF CONTRIBUTIONS IN NAM:E OF ANOTHER

Senate bill

Section 825 of the Act, as added by the Senate bill, prohibits any
person from (1) making a contribution in the name of another :person;
(2) knowingly permitting his name to be used to make such a contri-
bution; and (3) knowingly accepting a contribution made by one per-
son in the name of another person.

Section 325 incorporates the provisions of 18 U.S.C. 614, replacing
the criminal penalties under section 614 with the penalty and enforce-
ment provisions under sections 313 and 328 of the Act, as added by the
Senate bill.

House amendment

Section 395 of the Act, as added by the House amendment, prohibitsany person from (1) making a contribution in the name cf another
person; (2) knowingly permitting his name to be used to make such a
contribution; and (3) knowingly aecepting a contribution made by .
one person m the name of another person.

Section 32.5 is the same as section 614 of title 18, United States
Code, except that the penalties were omitted in order to conform with.
section 328 of the Act. The House amendment eliminated section 614:
of title 18, United States Code.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment and

theSenatebill.

G. LIMITATION ON CONTRIBUTIONS OF CURRENCY

' Senate bill ,

Section 326 of the Act, as added by the Senate bill, incorporates the
provisions of 18 U.S.C. 615 (relating to the prohibition of contribu-
tions in currency in excess of $100) replacing the criminal penalties
contained in section 615 with the penalty and enforcement provisions
under sections 313 and ',328 of the Act, as added by the Senate bill.
HOuse amendment

Section 826(a) of the Act, as added by the House amendment, pro-
hibits any person from making contribut'{ons of currency of the United
States or of any foreign country to any candidate which, in the aggre-
gate, exceed $100, with respect to any campaign of the candidate for
nomination for election, or for election, to Federal office.

Section 326(b) provides that any person who knowingl,7 and will-
fully violates section 326 shall be fined in an amoun t whi(:h does not
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exceed the greater of $25_000 or 300 percent of the amounl_ of the
contribution involved, impcisoned for not more than i year_ .[_ b,)tZh.

Conference substitute '
The conference substitut_ is the same as_the Sena.te bill.

II. ACCEPTANCE OF EXCESSIVE HONORARIUMS

Senate bill
The Senate bill eliminated provisions relating to the acceI:,t:!mceof

excessive honorariums.

t[ouse azr_e_ment
Section 327 of the Act, as added by the House amendment, prohibits

any person who is an elected or appointed offi.cer or employee ,0f _mS
branch of the Federal Government from accepting (1) any honorar-
ium of more than $1,000 (excluding amounts accepted for oct'aa,iltravel
and. subsistence expenses) .for, any appearance, speech,, or ar';i(,le;, or
()2 honorariums acingreg atln g more,_than $15,000.m an.y calendar_y_ear.,

Section 327 is the same as section 616 of title 18, Un]ted State,!_Code,
except that the penalties were omitted in order to conform with sec-.
tion 328 of the Act. The House amendment eliminated section M6 of
title 18, United States Code.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same ,_s the. House arrlend[menL

,except as follows:
1. The limitation on an honorarium for .any appearance, speech, or

article is $'2,000.
'2. The limitation on the tot;al amount of honorarium in any za,lea-

dar year is $'25,000.
3. The conference substit_:te provides thai;, in calculating the amount

of an honorarium, actual travel and subsistence expenses :5::,rthe
spouse of the person involved, or an aide of such person, shall, not be
included. Any amount paid or incurred for agents' fees or commis.-
sions also shall not be included.

I. FRA_YDULEI_T _ISltEP!qES:_NTATION or CA_.[PAION AUTI-IORIT'!. _

Senate bill

Section 3'27 of the Act, as added by the, Senate bill, incorporates
the provisions of 18 U.S.C. 617'(relating to the prohibition of fr:!mdu-
lent misrepresentation of campaign authorit;y), replacing the cl!qminal
penalties contained in section 617 with the penalty and enfor,c,?ment
provisions under sections 313 and 3'28of the Act, as added by the Senate
bill.

House amendment
Section 119(b) o:Fthe Ho tree amendment amended title III of tl_e

Act by adding a new section 316. Section 316 prohibits any candidate
for Federal office, or any employee or agent of the candidate from (1)
fraudulently misrepresenting himself (or any committee or orgtmiza-
tion under his control) as acting for or on behalf of any other can-

I i · _ o o ,d (late or pohtlcal party re_ardmg a matter whxch is damaia,qng 1_
such other candidate or political party; or (9) participating i!n, or
conspmng to participate in. any plan to violate section 316.
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Section 316 is substantially the same as section 617 of title 18, United
States Code, except that the penalties were omitted in order to con-
form with section 328 of the Act. The House amendment eliminated
section 617 of title 18, United States Code.

Oo_f erenee substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill.

ff. PENALTY' FOR VIOL_TIOHS

Senate bill

Section 328 of the Act, as added by the Senate bill, provides that.,
upon enactment of the bill, a knowing and willful violation of the
Act, as amended, which involves the making, receiving, or reporting of
any contribution or expenditure having a value in the aggregate of
$1,000 or more m .any calendar year is punishable by a fine not m excess
of $25,000 or 8 times the amount involved, whichever is greater, and
imprisonment for not more than 1 year, or both the fine and imprison-
merit. In the ease of a knowing and willful violation of section 325 or
326, the above penalties shall apply to a violation involving an amount
having a value iii tile aggregate of'$950 or more during a calendar year,.
In the case of a knowing and willful violation of section 39.7, the
penalties of this section 328 shall apply without regard to w:hether the
making, receiving, or reporting of a contribution of $1,000 or more wa,_
involved.

In addition, a willful and knowing violation of section :3ill(b) (9)
of the Act, as added by the Senate bill (involving coercion or undue
influence by corporations or labor organizations), is punishable by a
fine of not more than $50,000, imprisonment for not more than 9 years,
or both.

Section 328(b) provides _hat in any criminal action brought for a
violation of a provision of the Act, as amended, or of the pu,blic financ -
lng provisions of the Internal Revenue Code that the defendant may
introduce as evidence of his lack of knowledge or intent to commit the
offense a conciliation agreement entered into with the Commission
which is still in effect and being complied with. Such a conciliation
agreement is also required to be taken into account in weighing the
_riousness of the offense and in considering the seriousness of the
penalty to be imposed if the defendant is found guilty.
House amendment

Section 328 of the Act, as added by the House amendment, provides
that any person who knowingly and willfully violates any provision
or provisions of the Act (other than section '326) which i_tvolves the
makin, g, receivin, g, or reporting of any c°ntribution, or expenditure
hawng a value, m the aggregate of $1,000, or more during arty calendar
year shall be fined in an amount which does not exceed the greater of
$25,000 or 300 percent of the amount of the contribution or expendi-
ture involved, imprisoned for not more than I year, or both.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the Senate bill, ,except that

the penalty is the same for all knowinff and willful violations of the
Act and such penalty applies to a violation of section 391 (b)(3) only
if an amount of $250 or more in a calendar year is involved.
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SAVINGS PROVISION RELATING TO REPEALED PnowsloNs

Se_ate bill

Section 112 of the Senate bill provided that the repeal by thf_3enate
bill of any section or pena)ty does :not release or extinguish a.r.ty pen.-
alty, forfeiture, or liability incurred under such penalty or scc'5on.
House amendment

Section 113 of the Hous(: amendment amended title III of the Act
by adding a new section 3_9. Sect!ton 329 provides that the rel:eal by
the House amendment of any provi:don or penaky shall not have the
effect of releasing or extin2:uishing any penalty., forfeiture, or ]iabil..
_ty incurred under the provision or penalty. The provision or penMty
shall be treated as remaining in force for the purpose of s ustr_mmg
:my action or prosectltion for the enforcement of the penalty_ f>rfeit-,
ure, or liability.

UmLference substitute
The conference substitute is!the same as the _,>enate bill.

PRINCIP:41 (jA_[IAIGN COM_IIT'I_ES

Senate bill

No provision.
House ame_dment

Section 114 of the House amendment amended section 302(f) af the
Act to provide that, with r_:_spect to the designation of politk.,al com--
mittees as principal campaign committees, any occasional, isolaied, or
in.eidental support of a candidate shall not be construed as support (ff
such candidate for purposes of section 302.

,Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendm_rt-.

A'UTHOmZAT_.ONOr ArPROPRIATZONS
Senate bill

Section 111 of the Senate bi[ll provided an authorization of 81!_,000.,-

000 for fiscal year 1976, 82_000,000 for the period beginning Jaly 12
1976, and endlng September 30, 19_6, and 88,000,000 for fis('.a] year
1977.

House amendment

No provision.

Uonf erence substitv_te
The conference substitute, provides an authorization of 86_GI)0,000

for fiscal year 1976, 81,500.0{i)0 for the transition period, and $6,01)0,000
fc,r fiscal year 1977.

TECHNICAL AND CONFOR_-'vIING A>IE-N'DM2ENTS

The Senate bill and the House amendment included various t,_,ehni.-
cal and conforming amendments to the Act. These amendments are in-
corporated in the conference substitute.
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AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 18, UNITED STATES CODE

REPEAL OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS
Senate bill

Section 201(a) of the Senate bill amended chapter 29 of title 18,
United States Code, by striking out section 608 (relating to limitations
on contributions and expenditures), 610 (relating to contributions or
expenditures by nationaJ banks, corporations, or labor organizations),
611 (relating to contributions by Government contractors), (;12 (relat-
ing to publication or distribution of political statements), 6.13 (relat-
ing to contributions by foreign nationals), 614 (relating to prohibi-
tion of contributions in name of another). 615 (relating to limitations
on contributions of currency), 616 (relat_ing to acceptance of excessive
honorariums), and 617 (relating to fraudulent misrepresentation of
campaign authority).

Section 201(b) made conforming amendments to the table of sec-
tions for chapter 29 of title 18, United States Code.
House amendme_t

Section 901(a) of the House amendment amended chapter 29 of title
18, United States Code, by striking out section 608 (relating to limita-.
tions on contributions and expenditures), 610 (relating to contributions
or expenditures by national banks, corporations, or labor org,qniza..
tions), 611 (relating to contributions by Government contractors), 612
(relating to publication or distribution of political statements), 613
(relating to contributions by foreign nationals), 614 (relating to pro.-
hibition of contributions in name of another), 615 (relating to limi.-
rations on contributions of currency), 616 (relating to acceptance of
excessive honorariums), and 617 (relating to fraudulent misrepresen.-
ration of campaign authority).

Section 201(b) made conforming amendments to the table of sec-
tions for chapter 29 of title 18, United States Code.

Ctonf erenee substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment and

the Senate bill.

CHANGES IN DEF_NIT_0NS
_e_ate bill

No provision.
House anvendme_tt

Section 202 (a) of the House amendment made a conforming amend-
ment to section 591 of title 18, United States Code, based upon the
amendment made by section 201(a) of the House amendment.

,. Section 202(b) amended section 591(e) (4) of title 18,United States
Code, to provide that the term "contribution" does not apply (1) in
the case of any legal or accounting services rendered to the national
committee of a political party, other than any such services attribut-
able to any activity which directly furthers the election of any
designated candidate to Federal office; or (9) in the case of any legal or
accounting services rendered to a candidate ,or political committee
solely for the purpose of ensuring compliance with the Act, chap_r
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2:9 of title 18, United States Code, or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1_54.

, Section 202 (c) amended :_ection 591 (f) (4) of title 18, United States
Code, to provide that the term 'expenditure" does not inc]_de the
payment, by any person o_her than .t candidate or political committee,
of compensation for legal or accormting services rendered (1) to t'he
nationM committee of a political party, other than services at'tribut -
able to activities which fui_iher the election of a designated candi_
date to Federal office; or .2) to a candidate or political committee
solely for the purpose of e?mnring compliance with the Act, chapter
9:3of title 18, United States Code, or chapter 95 or chapter 96; :)f the
][:t_ternal Revenue Code of 1954.

Uon/erence substitute
The conference substituto is the same as the House amerlL(iment,,

except that the conference m:tbstitu_e includes a modified w:_rsion o:f
the provision of the Senate bill which provides that legal or account_
lng sermces are considered :_ontributions if the, person paying- for t:hc
services is a person other lhan the "regular ,? employer of 'thc indi_
vidual, rendering the servic_?s. The conference substitute incl'ud,_s this
t)rOmSlOn of the Senate bill with respect to the definition of the terms
%ontribution" and "expend,ture" in section 30l of the Act and i a sec--
tion 591 of title 18, United Si ares Co(te.

AMENDMENTS TO IRT'ERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954

ENTITLEMEXT OF _}ISt(;.IBLE C':ANDIDATES TO PAYMENTS

Senate bill

Section 301 of the Senate bfil amended 5he public financing' ]i:rovi-
sions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by prohibiting a prc:!dden.-
rial candidate who accepts, public hinds from expending mor'_ th_m
$50,000 from his own personal funds or the funds of his immediate
family in connection with hi,.:;campaign. The term "immediate _a:inily"
was defined to mean a candi, date's spouse, and any child, parent, g,and-
parent, brother, half-brother, sister, or half-sister of the candidate,
and the spouses of such persons. Expenditures made by an ind!iv:dua]
after January 29_ 1976, and }_efore tlne date of enactment of the _%nate
bi]il shall not be taken into ,_ccount in applying the limitatior_ _nder
such Code.

)!]rouse amendment

Section 301 of the House arnendment amended section 9004 c,f the
Internal Revenue Code of 195.4 by adding new subsections (d', and
(e). Subsection (d) provide,; that, ]n order to be eligible to rE,_,:eive

payments under section 900C, a candidate of a major, minor, or new
party for election to the oI_ce of President must certify to the Com-
mmsmn that the candidate will not knowingly make expenditures
from his personal funds, or the personal fund,t of his imrnediato
family, in connection with Lis campaign for election to the ol_ce of
President, in excess of an aggregate amount of $50,000. Expendit;ures
made by a vice presidential nominee shall be considered to be expendi-
tures made by the presidential nominee of the same political party.

Subsection' (e) defines the term "immediate family" to meaz! the
spouse of a candidate, and .,ny child, parent, grandparent, br,0;;her,
or sister of the candidate, and the spouses of such persons.
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Section 806(a) amended section 9035 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 to provide that any candidate seeking Federal matching funds
in connection with a campaign for nomination for election to the
office of President mav not knowingly make expenditures from his
personal funds, or the 'personal funds of his immediate family, in con-
nection with his campaign which exceed an aggregate amount of
$50,000. Section 306(a) also amended section 9035 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 by adding a new subsection (b) which defines
the term "immediate family" to mean the spouse of a candiclate, and
any chi]d, parent, grandparent, brother, or sister of the candidate,
and the spouses ofsuch persons.

Section 306(b) made a conforming amendment to the table of
sections for chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment,

except as follows:
1. The conference substitute follows the Senate bill with respect

to the definition of the term "immediate family". The conference sub-
stitute does not in any way disturb the $1,000 contribution limdt applic-
able to all individuals, including the immediate family of a candidate.

2. The conference substitute includes the provision of the Senate
bill which states that expenditures made by an individual after Jan-
uary 29, 1976, and before the date of the enactment of the conference
substitute, shall not be taken into account in applying the limitation
regarding the expenditure of personal funds.

INSUFFICIENT AI_OUNTS IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION CAIvIPAI(]N FUND

Senate bill
Section 302 of the bill amended section 9006 of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1954 by striking out subsection (b). Subsection (b) provides
that any moneys remaining in the Presidential Election Campaign
Fund after a presidential election shall be transferred to the genera:[
fund of the Treasury.
House amendraent

Section 302(a) of the House amendment amended section 9006 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by striking.out subsection (b).
Subsection (b) provides that any moneys remaining in the Presiden.-
tim Election Campaign Fund after a presidential election shall be
transferred to the general fund of the Treasury.

6tonf erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as House amendment and the

Senate bill.

INSUFFICIENT A3fOUNTS IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION CA34[PAIGN FvND

Senate bill

No provision.
House amendment

Section 302(b) of the House amendment amended section 9006(c)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as so redesignated by section
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302(a) of the House amendment, to provide that, in any case :i:::whiclh

the Secretary of the Treasury determines that t,here are not :_i.uffic:ientmoneys in tho Presidential Election Campaign Fund to rna,ii_e pay-
ments under section 9006 (b), section 9008 (b) (3), and sectio:n [1937(b)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, moneys shall not be mad_ avail-
able from any other source for the purpose of making paym_!_t_.ts.

Uoaf erence substitute
The conference substitut _is the same as the House amendrs_ at.

PROVISION oF LEGAL OR ACCOUNT1NI:_SERVICES

Senate bill

The Senate bill provid_d that payment ior legal or ac,:tc,,mting
services shall not be treated as an expenditure by the natiorml com--
mittee of a political party in connection with its presidential n_,mina'_..
ing convention unless the person paying for such services is a _er.son_
other than the employer of the individual rendering the servic,i:s.
,._.rouse amendment

Section 303 of the House amendment amended section 9008 :id) cf
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by adding a new paragrai[_ h (4).
]Paragraph (4) provides that any payment by a person other it:tian the
national committee of a political party of c,ompensation to any person
for legal or accounting serv:_ceg rendered to the national comrn{tt _e c,f a
political party shall not be treated as an expenditure made_ by th_
national committee,, with respect to the presidential nomina_inif con-
vention of the political party involved.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute includes a modified version of the !};enat_

/

bill which provides that leg'al or accounting services are cons:.dered
,contributions if the person paying for the services is a perso_ other
than the "regular" employer of the individual rendering the sel.vice_.

RF_v:[_:Wor ]_[EGULATIONS

Senate bill

Section 303 of the bill amended the public financing provisitms c,t!
the Internal Revenue Code (_f 1954 relating to congressmnal review of
regulations promulgated ur_der such provisions, to provide fora 15-
legislative-day or 50-calend_tr-day period, whichever is later_ during4
which a proposed rule or regulation can be disapproved.
.House amendment

Section 304(a) of the Y[_ouse amendment amended section 9.009(c)
(,q) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that the Cc,r'_gress
:may disapprove proposed rules and regulations of the Commission ir
whole or in part. The amendment also provided that, whenever s, com-
mittee of the House of Repr_sentatives reports any resolution fei ating
I_oa proposed rule or regulation of the Commission, it is in or,:!er al
any time (even though a previous motion to the same effect has been
disagreed to) to move to pro,:_eed to the consi[derati, on of the resohttion.

The motion is highly privilegc.d and is not debatable. An amendment_to the motion is not in order, and it is not in order to move to rscom
sider the vote by 'which t_Le motion is agreed to or disagreed t_.
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Although the motion to proceed to the consideration of the resolution
is not debatable, debate may be conducted with respect to the contents
of the resolution.

Section 304(b) made an identical amendment to section 9039 (c) (2)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

Co_t/erence substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendment,

except as follows:
The conference substitute provides that, for purposes of reviewing

regulations proposed by the Commission, the Congress may disap-
prove any provmlon or series of interrelated provisions which states a
single separable rule of law.

The conferees agree that this provision does not give the Congress
the power to revise proposed regulations by disapproving a particular
word, phrase, or sentence, but only gives each House of the Congress
the ppwer to determine which proposed regulations of the Commission
constitute distinct regulations which can only be disapproved iii whole.
This provision is intended to permit disapproval of discrete self-con-
tained sections or subdivisions of proposed regulations and is not in-
tended to permit the rewriting of regulations by piecemeal[ changes.

RETURN OF FEDERAL FUNDS
Senate bill

Section'306 of the Senate bill amended section 9037 of the Internal

Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that a candidate receiving Federal
matching funds in conne_on with his presidential primary cam-,
paign may not continue to receive matching funds if he fails to
receive 10 percen$ or more of the votes cast in 2 consecutive primaries,
The Senate bill provided that the eligibility of a candidate to receive
matching funds may be reinstated if the candidate receives !20percent
or more of the votes cast in a presidential primary held after the candi-
date's payments were terminated.

The Senate bill provided that this provision would take effect on the
date of the enactment of the Senate bill.

Ho_se ame_dnoent

Section 307(a)(1) of the House amendment amended section 9002
(2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide that the term

'toCan2_de_t_ 'tld°e_on&te. ion_llu?ef_ Ye_?_jv_ doU_o'_hO' oht_sce_s_dcaC_reJi;. :.
dent in more than one State.

Section 307(a)(2) a_nended section 9003 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 by adding a new subsection (d). Subsection (d) provides
that, in any case in which an individual ceases to be a candidate for
the office of President or Vice President as a result of the operation of
the last sentence of section 9002 (2) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (which is added by the amendment made by section 807(a) (1)

of the House amendment), such individual (1) Shall no longer be eligi-
ble to receive any Federal payments; and (2) shall pay to the Secre-
tory of the Treasury, as soon as practicable after the date upon which
the individual ceases to be a candidate, an amount equal to the amount
of payments received by the individual which are not used to defray
qualified campaign expenses.
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Section 307 (b) :made amendments to section 9032 (2) of the tnternM
Revenue Code of 1954 and to section 9033 of such Code which t_t'e sub-
,_tantially similar to the amendments made by section 307(_). The
amendments made by sectmn 307(b) relate to the receipt of ]!%dera!
matching payments in presidential primary elections.

(7onfere_ce substitute
The conference substitut,;,_ includes both tim provisions of the H(m_e

amendment and the Senate bill. The conference substitute p,ov:.id_s
that an individual who has ceased to be an active candidate, or _ a indi-
vidual who is ineligible to receive payments because he has f_,iled to
receive at least 10 percent of the votes cast in 2 consecutive primaries,
may continue to receive FederM payments only irt order to de fyi: _ qua[-
fried campaign expenses wMch were incurred while such individu:L1
was a candidate.

The conference substitute also provides that an individual who be-.
comes ineligible to receive matching payments under section 9033(c)
(1) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as added by t]::e con-.
ference substitute, subsequently may reestablish his e]igibilit, y to re-.
ceive such payments. The Commission is given authority to dciS!rmine
that any such individual _s a candidate upon a finding that such ind![-.
vidual is actively seeking election to the office of President _f t,he
United States in more than one State. The Commission is required to
make such determination without requiting such individual to re-
submit written agreements under section 9033 (a) of the Internal Rew:_-
nue Code of 1954.

The conferees a_rree that the provision of the conference s, bstitute
relating to the ineligibility of inactive candidates to receive m a_'chiin _'
payments is intended to I_rovide that a candidate will remain' "ehglb]e_' ' '
for such payments only so long as he maintains a good faith, mult:[-.
state campaign for nomination for election, or for election, to th,_'ofl_ce
of President. A candidate should not be considered to 'be actively seek:-
lng nomination or election if he curtails his campaign activities i o such
an extent that it is reasonM)le to conclude that he no longer [atends. tc_
engage in activity necessary to secure the nomination or win tiS,_elec-
tion involved.

TECHNICAL A.N_O CONFORMIN'O AI_fENDI_fEN'TS

The Senate bill and the H_ouse amendment made various technical
and conforming amendments to the Intemml Revenue Code o:!:1954.
The conference substitute incorporates these technical and confc, cmin_
amendments.

OTHER PROVISIONS

Co_l._rISSIO.X- To STUDY PRESIDENTIAL _O_I_¢ATIXO PROC_F,,q!!

,get,ate bill
The Senate bill established a Bicentennial Commission on PresL

dentiM Nominations to rev-mw the manner in which presidenti':d pri_
mary. elections are conducted, and to report to the Congress its f[mdings.
firouse amerdme_t

_o provision.
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Conference substitute

The conference substitute is the same as the House amendinent, re-
sulting in no change in existing law.

FINANOIAL DISCLOSUREOF FEDERALOrrxcERs AND EMrLOYrES

Senate bill

The Senate bill provided that any Federal officer or employee re-
ceiving compensation at a gross annual rate exceeding $25,000, anti any
candidate for Federal office, must file financial disclosure !reports to
the Comptroller General of the United States. The Senate bill pro-
vided that the financial disclosure statement :must include (1) an
indication of the net worth of the person making the filing; ('2) a
statement of the assets and liabilities of such person; and (q) a state-
ment of income identifying each source of income (or a copy of such
person's Federal income tax statement).
House amendment

No provision.

Conference substitute
The conference substitute is the same as the House amendnmnt, re-

sulting in no change in existing law.

WAYNE L. HAXS,
Jomw H. DENT,
JOIIN BRADEMAS,

DAWSON MATItIS,

MENDEL J. DAvm,
CHAnLES E. WInO:INS,

Managers on the Part of the House.
HOWARD W. CANNON',

CLAIBORNE PELL,

ROBEaT C. BYRD,
Hr-OH SCOTT,
_¢[ARK O. HATFIELD,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.

©
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House of Rresentatives'
MONDAY, 3, 1976

The House met 12 o noon. FEDERAL WITHHOLD- time, and pass_ . and a motion to recon-
INO FOR IMPOSEZ) BY sider was laid m the tabl_

Latch, D_D.,offered CERTAIN The SPEA_r_ _. This concludes the
BY this all men LOCAL call of the Cora mt Calendar.

My _.sctples,ti_/ou love/or s an- The Clerk called bill (H.R. 105_2)
ot/_er.---John 13: to amend title 5 the United States UNITED STA.'ES SHODI[Z) 1_

,_lmighty Clod, Heavenly Code to provide the provisions CHASE GRAIN'TO CRE-
who art ever to lead Thy relating to the of city in- ATE FOOD
dren in right paths, Thy light come or taxes from Fed-

truth unto Members of eral employees shall to taxes lin- (Mr. asked and was given
House of that they by certain local permission to the House for 1
be given wisdom know Thy ways, minute and to and extend his re-
courage to walk and strength There being no the Clerk marks.).Mr. WEAVER. Speaker. accordingto continue until life's end. d the bill

Bless our land the people who live to the Post, the CIA is
on it. By Thy heal our national H.R. scheduled to today a study of
wounds, forgive misdoings, renew enacted by th. Senate a_cl Ho_e weather and production in the*
our minds, and give the spirit to trust o! V_ltecl States ot world, which that there will be
Thee more one another in aongress That (a) POlitical and beyond
more sincerely. So we make our (I) of 552o(c) of title 5, of critical foodCode, is to read as
Nation good in her and great follows: shortages by adverse weather
in her goodness. (1) means unit of general which will crop a_d

In the spirit of Master we pray. cause worldwide
Amen. "(Al Mr. Speaker, is time for the United

"(i) is by the States to create strategic U.S. grain
United States fhe Census, or reserve. The running out, as the

"(1t) is a which, m CIA report so indicates.
The SPE,_'_.R. Chair has exam- the Secretaryof the

Treasury, (I) and performs Mr. Speaker, ! to introduce a bill
ined the Journal of last day's pro- function associated with requiring the t_ purchase
ceedlngs the House his municipalities, (II) settled, and massive amounts of surplus grain and
approval thereof. (III) contains boundaries no in- Off seeds and them :In the food

Without objection, Journal stands corporated places as by the United bank. The food would have the
approved. States BurE double purpose propping grain prices

There, "(B) Within the boundaries of In times of and assuring futurewhich five hundred are
CONSENT regularly employed by of the food supplies.

Federal Government; Today we are grain to the So-
The is Consent Calen- (b) The amendment by subsection VierS, at prices below the cost of

dar daY. The Clerk call the first bill ia) shall take effect of the of production. Inste the Government
enactment of this Act. should purchase grain and hold it

With the following amend- for our own higher prices
CHANGING THE O1_ ment: abroad or for reUef

which, the CIA report, WillStrike
_1_ NATIONAL TRUST insert in lieu thereof be essential long.FUND BOARD

That paragraph (1) section of - "
The Clerk called bill (H.R. 10374) title 5, United States is to PROHIBITING M '_VIBERS OF CON-

to amend section 2301 title 44, United read as follows: GRESS FROM B _IN(3 REIiMBURSEDStates Code, to the membership "(1) 'city' means any of general
of the National Trust Fulld government which-- FOR ANYTHINC BUT COACH CLASS
Board. "(A) /s classified as a by AIRLINE .PARE.

Bureau of the Census, orThere being no the Clerk (Mrs. SCHROE] _ER asked and was
read the bill as follows: "(B) is a town or which, in given PermisSion _ address the Housedetermination of the of the Trea_-

H.R. ury_ or 1 minute and revise and extend
Be it enacted by tire Senate a_d House ',(i) possesses powers performs func-

o! Repreaentatives o/ U_ztted States o! tions comparable to associated with 15CHROED t. Mr. Speaker, as
America in Congress That section municipalities, of HOE le ResohltiOll 560 to
2801 of title 44. States Code, Is "(ii) ts closely settled, _nd Members ! Congress from be-amended by deleting sentence and "0il) contains wtthln its boundaries no
substituting tn lieu the following Incorporated places, as d4 lned by the Bureau for anything but coach
sentence: of the Census, fares. : take more than a

"The National Trust Fund Board within the political boul daries of which 500 ill W 10sits where on air-
3. (_ my way h to Washington Sun-

shall consist of the of the United or more persons are ref _larly employed by day I say,Admiral _ [ckover on my flight
theStateS'HouseaaChairman,of vesthecommitteeChairmanon°f and".allagencies of the FEleral Government; sitting hal_ily in th coach section with
Government the chairman of SEC. 2. The amendmer; made by the first the rest of _.
the Senate Committee Post Office and section of this Act shay take effect on the Many impytant ersonages take the
civil Service.". date of the enactment this Act. approach tha_ the ligher their status

The bill was _o be engrossed The committee ame_ iment was agreed the more tax d¥1ar,, _hould be expended
and read a third was read the to. on thelr care a_d t eding. 'That is one

third time, and and a motion The bill was ordere [ to be engrossed reason every one'_tbelie_,_: bill is so high.to reconsider was laid the table, and read a third time, va_ read the third l_lckover otherwise, and I
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want to comm ,nd him for his thrifty [Roll No. 22::] Federal Election Campaign Act Amend-
attitude. AncU_ws, N.C. Foley Murphy, Ill. merits of 1976 were conceived in this

so I am alw ys curious as to who is Andrews, Ford, Ten_. Murphy, N.Y body, and as chairman of the HouseN. Dak. ¢._iaimo Nichols
riding in first c ass and who is riding in Badmo Gibbo:as Nix con:_erees I am pleased to be able to re-
tourist class. Ye _terday [ had more than Bell Gonzalez O'Hara port that the conference substitute is
_m interesting .went occur when I ob- Brinkley Green Pepper faithhfi to the House bill in all major

Buchana_a Hammer- Pickle resl_Cts, In submitting the conferenc, eserved Admira] Rickover, who has al- Chisholm schmidt Randall
ways been one, f my great heroes, cilrr.,b clancy Hayes, Ind.. Rees report t.o you, I shall first briefly outline
aboard the pl_ _e and go back to the Clay tIdbert Riegle the major compromises arrived at by the

Cochran ltechler, W. Ye. Roberts conferees; then, since these compromisesWurist section with the rest of u_s. I Collins, Ill. Heckler, Mass. Rodlno
really want to c )mmend the admiral be- Conla_l Heinz Ruppe relate only to certain relatively narrow
cause I think h setS a good example for conyers Hinsl_w santlni poir[ts, for the Members' convenience,
_dl of us to fo] )w and also set an ex- Cotter tlungate Sarbanes ][ shall, in summary form, restate the

de la (_arza Hyde Satterfield
_maple for whe] the taxpayers do their DeUums Jenrette Shuster essential outline of the bill; and, finally,
additions. _ _ Dickinson Johnson, Colo. Skubitz ]_shall detail a few technical pointS that

Diggs jones, Ala. Stanton, are of particular impdrtance.
Dlngell Jones, Tenn. Jame_V. The conference substitute provisionDrinan Kazen Stark

M2%JOR LOOPHOLE IN CAMPAIGN duPont Kindness Steelman reconstituting the Commission Is the
REFORM BILL EckhardC Krueger Steiger,Ariz. same as the bill that passed the House

Edgar Litton Stuckey except that two of the Commission's six
(Mr. PEYSER asked and was given Edwards, Ala. A_cDonald Symington

lc,ermission to address the House for 1 English Macdonald Taylor, Mo. menlbers are to be appointed every other
minute and to revise and extend hi_ Esch Aiadde:a Teague _'ear rat'.her than one Commissioner being

Eshleman A_nn Tsongas appointed each year, and, except that
remarks.) Evans. Colo. Aiatsunaga. Udall detailed provisions governing the trans-

Mr. PEYSER. Mr. Speaker, although Evans, Ind. Michel White
Fascel] Mikve, Wilson, C.H. fen of :[unctions from the old Commission

! am in favor of campaign spending re- Fish Al(lis %Vlnn t0 the new Commission are included. The
form legislation, today I will attempt to Florlo Mollohan fnos'_ important of these provisions is one
amend the campaign reform bill due to Flowers i%[oorhead, Pa. assuring that only those rules and regu-
a major loophole in the legislation. The The SPEAKER. On. this rollcall 335 iaticns consistent with these amend-
l(_)phole enables Senate campaign eom- Members have recorded[ their presence by ments will have continuing effect.
nfittees to contribute $17,500 to their electronic devise, a quormn. The conference substitute contains two
candidates in a primary election. By unanimous consent, further pro- amendments of substance to the definl-

My experience with the Republican ceedings under the call were dispensed ;ional sections of the present law that
National Senate Committee has con- with. were not contained in the bill as it passed
vinced me that the public is being de ....... ;he House. First, the provision of legal
celved by the manner in Which tklese
fimds are solicited and dispersed, and I CONFERENCE REPORT ON S. 3065, _nd accounting services to a national
wUl move to defeat that kind of action FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN _olitical party in connection with suchACT AMENDMENTS OF 1976 )arty activities as a convention, or to a
by the Congress. What we have pro- _olitical committee or candidate in order
vJided by this legislation is a way t/hat Tlle SPEAKER. The Clerk will read ;o comply with the requirements of the
Senate incumbents can get their hand:.: the statement. _,.ct are excluded from the terms "con-
on money that the public contribute_ ki The Clerk read the statement. ,ributk, n" and "expenditure" s9 long as
good faith, only to be deceived. (For conference report .'md statement he compensation received by the lawyer

see proceedings of the House of April 28, ,)r accountant is paid by his regular
' 1976. ) employer.

Mr. HAYS of Ohio (during the read- Mr. Speaker, as I have said previously
CONFER_CE REPORT ON S. 3065, lng). Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous con- on dissertations on the Federal Election

FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN sent that further reading of the state- Campaisn Act, it is a little like the Duke
ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1976 ment be dispensed with. of Devonshire when he was presenting
Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker; I ca[[ The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the kudget of Queen Victoria, and looked

uD the conference report on the Senate the request of the gentleme,n from Ohio? up halfway through to find a number of
bill (S. 3065) to amend the Federal Elec-. Ttiere was no objection. (:he Members asleep. He said, "Damn
tion Campaign Act of 1971 to provide for The SPEAKER. The gentleman frora l,oring, isn't it?" I suppose the same
it5 administration by a Federal Election Ohio (Mr. lrlA_:s) is recol_mized for 30 _:ould be said about this, except that
Commission appointed in accordance minutes, what I am putting in the RECORV now
with the requirementS of the Constitu-. O_E_AL L_:tVZ ::aay be used by a lot of Members to refer
tion, and for other purposes, and ask Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. _'{peaker, I ask {o when 'the persons handling their cam..
_manimous consent that the statement of unanimous con;sent to revi:;e and extend pa(gu funds are asking them questions
t_e managers be read in lieu of the my remarks, and to include extraneous i_,bou'_ what is legal and what is not.
report, material on the conference report under

consideration,and that allNIembers may Mr. S!oeaker,second, the exclusion,of
The Clerk read the titleof the Senate have 5 legislativedays in which to re- communications by a membership ()r-

I)iH, vise and extend their rerlarks on the iianization to its members and of a eor-
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to conference report, i:oration to its stockholders from the

t_le request of the gentleman from Ohio? The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. term "expenditure" is qualified by re-
There was no objection. !_OSTEKKOWSKI). IS there objection to the i;uiring the reporting of the cost of corn-

request of the gentleman fi:om Ohio? i',mnicauions which expressly advocate
-- I;he e][ection or defeat of a clearly (dent(-

There was nc, objection. :l_ed candidate, other than those included
CALL OF THE ttOUSE Mr. HAYS e,f Ohio. M:n Speaker, I :in a communication primarily devoted to

Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. S_aker, I make yield myself such time as I may consume, another subject, if the total amount
the point of order that a quorum is not _r. Speaker, it i,; not :.my desire to scent in connection with an election, is
present, bore the Members with a long diaserta., over $2,000.

The SPEAI_ER. Evidently a quorum is tlon on the conference report, but I feel The central purpose of this provision
an obligation to explain, the basic--what 1_'; to reach internal communications

not present, seems to me the basic..-o_tlines of the t_hich are similar to the campaign liter-
Without objection, a call of the House report. I propose to take aOout 10 rain-, amre put out by a candidate and his

_._ ordered, utes to do that, and then t) yield to the l_.lth0rized committee. It follows that the
There was no objection, other side, and then, lastly, to take time ]:,rovi_',ion does not reach editorials in
'The call was taken by electronic de- to armwer Members' questions or to en- u fion or corporate newspapers or similar

'vice, and the following Members failed gage In whatew;r colloquy is necessary. ,:;tatel:aents made in the course of other
,go respond: Mr. Speaker, the basic outlines of the l',:tivitles. The Senate bill contained
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more onerous reporting r_ulrement variety of possible factual situations, in- all other corporations are extended to
which would have covered insubstantial evitably arise, the companies regulated by the Public
costs and which in addition would have With the exception of three narrow Utility Holding Company Act.
created serious accounting difficulties, points, the provisions spelling out the Second, the individuals with whom a
The conference substitute is designed to civil enforcement authority granted to corporation may communicate on po-
pinpoint the major area of concern ex- the Commission, and the criminal an- litical subjects, reached through regis-
pressed by the proponents of the Senate forcement authority granted to the De- tration and get-out-the-vote drives, and
provision while eliminating the defects partment of Justice contained in the bill solicited for contributions to a political
! have Just noted, as it passed the House remain un, fund was broadened to include profes-

The provisions relating to the orga- changed, sional employees who are not represented
nlzation of political committees and to First, in conformity with the under- by a bargaining agent and supervisory
the act's reporting requirements con- standing stated in House Report No. employees other than foremen who di-
tained in the bill that passed the House 94-917, the cOnference substitute con- rectly supervise rank-and-ffia employees.
are unchanged except that the House tains explicit statutory language per- Third, the conference substitute in-
conferees accepted the Senate proposal mitting the Congress to veto a provision cludes a requirement that any person
which requires political committees to or interrelated series of provisions pro- soliciting an employee for a contribution
keep records only as to contributions of posed by the Commission which state to a political fund must advise that em-
over $50, rather than as to contributions a single, separable rule of law. The state- ployee that the money will be used for a
of over $10 as required by present law, ment of the managers makes it plain political purpose and that he is free not
and accepted also the Senate provision that this veto power does not include the to make a contribution.
that relieves political committees which authority to revise proposed regulations Pourth, the conference substitute in-
receive and expend a total of less than by disapproving a particular rule, phrase cludes the Senate provision permitting
$5,000 in a quarter from the off-year re- or sentence contained in a proposed rule membership organizations, cooperatives,
porting requirements. The conferees also or regulation, and corporations without capital stock to
eased the burdens placed on candidates Second, the House conferees agreed to solicit their members for contributions
and political committee treasurers by delete the provision which, under certain to a political fund.
including in the conference substitute circumstances, would have precluded the Finally, the conferees agreed to a pro-
the Senate provision statin$ the cpm- Commission and the courts from relying vision permitting corporations to solicit
top.sense rule that candidates and treas- on properly prescribed rules and regula- their stockholders and all their employees
urers are to be considered to have com- tions, by mail twice a year, in a manner which
plied with the recordkeeping and report- Finally, the House conferees also assures the anonymity of t_hose who do
lng requirements of the act if they have agreed to the Senate proposal to delete not choose to contribute or contributes
used their best efforts to obtain and sub- the provision in the present law per- $50 or leas. A labor organization repre-
mit all required information, mitting the disqualification of candi- senting any employee of that corporation

The House conferees struck w_aat.! be- ' dates who have not filed reports, or its subsidiaries, bravches, divisions,
lieve to be a statesmanlike compromise The basic contribution limitations and affilistes is granted a correlative
on the much-debated subject of the Fed- stated in the conference substitute repre- right subject to the understanding that
eral Election Commission's authority to sent an accommodation between the the corporation has the choice of either
announce generally applicable principles Senate bill and the House amendments, providing the union with the necessary
of law through advisory opinions. That The conference substitute permits an in- mailing list or retpining a third person
compromise permits the Commission to dividual or other person to contribute a to make the mailing.
issue advisory opinions that are not re- maximum of $1,000 per election to a Aside from the question ooncerning
viewable by Congress but provides that candidate; $20,000 per year to the the maximum amount that a person may
those opinions shall be limited to apply- political committees of a national pollt- contribute to a political committee In
lng to specific concrete factual situations ical party; and $5,000 per year to any cash, the provisions in the Senate bill
generally applicable principles stated in other political committee. The limita- and the House amendment which re-
the act itself or in rules and regulations tions on multicandidate committees are codify the provisions formerly contained
which have survivedcongressional scru- $5,000 per election to a candidate; $15,000 in paragraphs 611-617 of title 18, United
tiny. The paramount authority of Con- per year to the political committees of a States Code, were essentially the same.
grass to prevent the Commission from national political party; and $5,000 per The conference substitute follows the
disregarding legislative intent is there- year to any other political committee. In Senate bill in providing that cash con-
fore assured while the Commission's addition, the conference substitute re- tributions over $100 are prohibited. With
ability to respond promptly to legitimate tains the provision applicable only to regard to the former 18 United States
requests for guidance concerning the contributions by the senatorial campaign _Code paragraphs 611 and $17, the con-.
meaning of the law as applied to partic- committees to candidates for the Senate, ference substitute utilizes the language,
ular facts is preserved. In this subject_ which states a $17,500 contribution limit contained in the Senate bill.
area, as when the Congress delineates in a calendar year.
the scope of authority accorded the The so-called antlproliferation rules The conference substitul_ makes the
courts in cases arising from an admin- contained in the bill as it passed the following changes in the provisions stat-
lstrative agency, it is difficult, if not lin- House are modified in two respects: To lng the act's criminal penalties:
possible, to do more than state the con- permit unlimited transfers between the As in the House amendment, the basic
gresstonal mood. For, there is no bright political committees of a single political rule is that knowing and willful viola-
line between the announcement of a gan- party; and to permit the transfer of tions relating to the making, receiving, or
eral principle and the application of such funds between the principle campaign reporting of contributions or expendi-
a principle to a particular factual situa- committees of an individual running for tures where the amount involved is
tion. But any fair-minded person will two separate Federal offices. $1,000 or more is punishable by a fine
instantly grasp the message of the pro- The extent to which corporations and not in excess of $25,000 or three times
vision regarding advisory opinions. That unions may engage in political activity the amount involved, or imprisomnent
i_rovision announces the congressional created perhaps the greatest amount of for not more than 1 year, or both.
determination that the Commission is to controversy. In this area, as in the others However, the threshold amount for
rely exclusively on its rulemaking au- I have already described, the conference criminal violations: of the prohibition on.
thority to elaborate the meaning of the substitute follows the basic outline of the c,oercive solicitation of contributions to a
basic provisions of the law, and is to House amendments. However, certain corporate or union political fund, of the
utilize its authority to render advisory provisions of the Senate bill which were prohibition on the making of contribu-.
opinions only to answer the residual designed to meet the objection that cot- tions in the name of another, and of the,

b questions created by unique cirCum _- porations had been unduly restricted prohibition on contributiorLz in currency,
stances that can never be fully antici- were modified and included in the con- is $250. Finally, knowing and willful vip-
pared in drafting generally applicable . ference substitute, lations of the ban on fraudulent mis-
rules but which, because of the infinite First the general rules applicable to representation of compaign authority are,
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punishable as a crime without regard to Federal Election Commission in a man- _:ontribution limitation provisions is the
tile amount involved, ncr which pernmts the Prt_ident to ap- _:,ne that assures that closely connected

The conferees effected one change of point all six voting meml_._rs subject to L:ntities cannot defeat the contribution
substance to the prohibition in the bill as Senate confirmation. ]:_mltations stated in the bill. To achieve
it passed the House concerning the pub-. Second, that the Commission should I;nls objective the complex and amor-
iic financing of Presidential elections, be accorded the independent powers phous control criteria embodied in the

The conference substitute provideg; necessary to enforce the taw promptly :1974 act are replaced by a far simpler
that an individual cannot continue to :re-. and efficiently but subject to effective :rormal relations test whose meaning is
ceive matching funds if he fails to sec_re safeguards to assure that the Commis- _;pell_d out in detail in the conference
10 percent or more of votes cast in two sion does not thwart the legislative will, _:eport.
consecutive primaries, or disregard the congressional determi- The J_nal major feature of the con-

As is often the case, the Senate took nation that speedy settlement of corn- :l'_renee substitute is the elaborate corn-
this occasion to deal with a number of plaints is preferable to tlae time-eon.- 'i:romkse which protects rank and file
extraneous subjects and the House con- suming and expensive process of litiga_- employees from the coercive pressure in-
ference refused to accept the Senate pro- tion. The relevant provisions are those :!:erer,t in direct solicitation by their em-
pasais. Thus, the provisions in the Sen- regarding advi_ory opinim_s, review of ':;:loyer to a corporate political fund. The
at_ bill relating to mass mailings, to a regulations, ami the mand:_tory concili.- aceonm_odation reached grants corpora-
commission to study the Presidential: ation procedure embody these judg,. ':runs the right to use treasury money for
nominating process, and to financial dis- meats. :_ach solicitations but conditions that
closure by Federal officers and employees Third, having reconstituted the FEC, ;::_ght by imposing appropriate safe-
are not contained in the conference sub- it was deemed appropriate to centralize guards to assure that reprisals cannot
stitute, the authority to deal wit:a complaints be talren against 'an employee who does

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, will the alleging on any theory thst a person is _:_ot contribute or who refuses to con-
gentleman yield? entitled to relief because of conduct l::'ibute as much as management wishes

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. I yield to the gen- regulated by this act, other than com.,- !:,ira to give.tleman from Indiana.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, am I' plaints directed to the Attorney General Tm'ning now to the narrow technical

and seeking the institution of a criminal aspects of the conference substitute,
correct in saying that it is the intent of proceeding in-the Commi_,sion. Having there are several points4hat it is appro-
the conferees that a Presidential can- taken that step, it has also been deemed _:riat{ to underline.
dl_rtate who has suspended his active can- appropriate to provide a system of civil It is :intended that the grant to the
dtdacy may continue to receive matching sanctions for all violatiors except for ?ederal Election Commission of exclusive
payments for the purpose of deferring substantial violations committed with a primary jurisdiction should be read gen-
debts incurred prior to the suspension of specific wrongful intent, for which e'ously. While that phrase is one utilMed
his active candidacy, and that in such a criminal penalties are preserved, hL other areas of the law, and as such hassituation the 30-day limit would ,_ot
apply? Fourth, the ,Supreme C_urt did not been accorded different meanings at

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. That is correct, simply overturn the method of selecting' different times and in different clrcum-
Mr. Speaker, that would have meant the Commission. It also ruled that a sen-. s_:anc_, the intent of this legislation is

400,000 employees. I am reliably in- tral feature of the regulatory scheme of to cerrtralize administration in the I*EC
:to:treed; and 400,000 reports are not_.--I the 1974 act---that deali:ag with in-. l;o the maximum possible extent. By the
relpeat---axe not contained in the confer- dependent expenditure,_--lmpermissib]y same token it is our intent that the same
ence substitute, intruded on the right of individuals and r_.fies apply whether the complaint con-

But the House conferee_ did agree to groups to use their resou::ces to state ::ems political activities by an individual,
an, authorization for the ,Commission of their own views on polit[gal matters., _, corporation, or a membership orga-
$6 million for fiscal year 197(I, $1.5 mil- That ruling required expansive revisions :t:dzwtion such as a union.
lion for the transition period and $6 raft-, in the act's reporting requ:.rements and Perhaps the most important phrase
lion for fiscal year 1977. in the provisions regulat£ag contribu- t:.sed ixl. the enforcement section is

tions. In essence what has been done is "knowing and willful." As explained in
Mr. Speaker, I know that several Cmn- to provide added reporti_lg and dls._ ]-louse lfteport No. 94-917, that phrasemissioners are sitting in the gallery; and

:_lthough we are not allowed to address closure concerning independent expendi-. :refers to actions taken with full knowl-
l_h,e gallery, I hope they wUl understand tures; and to sharpen the line between, edge of all the facts and a recognition
that they will not be able, to come back such expenditures and activity--such as 't.hat the action is prohibited by law.
1_o]:separate money, because as far as tlfis reproducing a candidate's materiais_. As all those who have followed this
eghairman is concerned, they will not get which is the effectivE; e2uivalent of 'i,_gislation know, two of the most con-
itt;since it is not within the budget, making a direct contribution. In line 'h oversial issues have been the extent

with the distinction it drew between the 'to which corporations and membership
:Fqnally, the House conferees insisted making of independent exptnditures and. o:'ganizations, including unions, should

that the prohibition on honorariums con- the making of eontributiorm, the Court be required to report internal political
raj[ned in the present law, which was re- uphe!d the overali $25,000 limitation the communications, and the extent to which
pealed by the Senate bill, be retained, and 1974 act imposed on the araount an in-. corporations should be allowed to solicit
we insisted that it be retained--and this dividual may contribute to political corn- contributions from employees. With re-
is the trading point--we agreed to an mittees in 1 year. That limitation was in- gard to the provision added to paragraph
amendment which increased the net tended to apply to cont_'ibu_ions to poll- g01(f) (4) to settle the first of these dis-
amount that may be received on a single tical committees that made their own. ]pated issues I wish to make it clear that
oeeaslon to $2,000, and the total net contributions to candidates and to polit- when a single occasion is devoted to corn-
amount which may be received in i year ica1 committees that utili,e their re- rm:unications on a variety of subjezts,to $25,000.

sources to make expenditures supporting' c_'en ii, ese relating to polities, the costs
:Mr. Speaker. ff I had been thinking or opposing particular candl.dates. For in s,:'e repoN;able only ff the major portion

properly, we probably would have made neither case is the right of ma individual of the ti:me--or in the case of a publlea-
that not $25,000, but set the ceiling at or group to state its own views inhibited, tlan, the space--is devoted to advocating
]naif of 1-year's salary. I think that and .in both a failure to regulate the tl:_e election or defeat of a candidate. It
might have gotten the message to the right to provide a third person with s:aould also be noted that while the $2,000
Senate even better than the $25,000 added resource.,; would pe:._petuate the threshold figure is per election and not
]amitatlom evils against w]hich the Congress leg- :l:,_rcandidate, it is also on a per orga-

J_r,r.HAYS of Ohio. The provisions of islated in 1971 and again in 1974. Thus, rc_ation basis. If several organizations
lJae conference substitute ][have just de- the scope of the additional contribution ft_:mnce a single covered communication,
t_alled are based upon the following basac limitations imposed by the conference 'they s_re each chargeable only with the
judgments, substitute is intended tx) lm_coextensive amount they have spent. Each corpora-

]_trst, that the proper response to the with the scope of the $25,0,)0 limitation bi.)n e.nd union is only responsible for
Supreme Court's decision in Buckley on contributions by an individual. Yet the ar.ararat of money it actually spends.
against Valeo was to reconstitute tho another major step to strengthen the A_:; to the provisions of the new p,ra-
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graph 321 dealing with corporate solicl- sectin 427, when made by laber unions Iww may be initially proposed by the Corn-
rations of employees, it should be noted exempt under section 510(c) (5) of the n_ssion only as rules or regttlatlona sub-
that as indicated in the conference re- Internal Revenue Code or when by trade Ject to congressional review and not through
port, a corporation can directly solicit associations exempt under section 510 the advisory opinion procedure.7. Anyone involved in a transaction or ac-
employees who also own stock- stock' (c) (6) of the Internal RevenueCode. ttvity which is indistinguishable in its ma-
holder employees--only as part of an It was our intention, in order to pro- terial aspects from a transaction or actlvit_
overall solicitation of stockholders and more uniformity and simplicity of ragu- upon whch an advisory opinion has. been
bY and only utilizing staff methods as latlon, that the tax law match the then rendered may rely upon that wdvlsory opia-
employed in soliciting nonemployee existing Campaign Act restrictions, ion.
stockholders. This rule provides the nec- I am concerned as to whether the s Any person may file a written, signed,
essary minimum measure of protection statute before us is changing the cam- and notarized complaint witla the Com-mission. The Commission may not; act upon
to employees who happen also to own a paign laws so that, in this respect, they an anonymous complaint.
few shares of their corporate stock but will no longer match the tax laws, 9. If the Commission determines that a
who would, of course, be subject to em- Mr. HAYS Of Ohio. The proposed person has committed or is about to commit

ployer coercion ff they could be singled amendments to the Federal Election a civil violation of Federal election law, it
out and treated differently from the non- Campaign Act agreed to by the conferees must for a period of up to 30 days try to
employee stockholders. ! would also em- do not broaden the class of activities correct such violation by informal methods
phasize that the House conferees refused which are considered to comtitute a po- of conciliation, conference, and persuasion.
to accept the broad and artificial d(.Ani- litical "contribution" or "expenditure." ,Complaints filed less than 45 days but notmore than 10 days before an election will be
lion of stockholder contained in the Mr. ULLMAN. Thank you for your subject to a concilation peric_! of not less
Senate bill. Like the rule I have just comments. I am pleased to have this than one-half the number of d_ys remain-
noted, this action was predicated on our confirmation that the changes made by lng in the election period. Unless a concllia-
determination to provide maximum pro- the Campaign Act now before the House lion agreement is violated, the Commission
tection for employees. And, for the same in this area are not substantial. Since win be barred from any further action. All
reason, the House conferees were not the tax laws on this point are not amend- conciliation agreements and determinations
amenable to including a narrow defini- ed by the Campaign Act, this will result by the Commission will be made public im-
lion of the term solicitation. Just as we in some small differences between the mediately so that the 30-day conciliationperiod is terminated.
left the definition of the term stock- tax law and the Campaign Act, but I am 10. if the Commission is urr_ble to settle
holder to the general corporate law, we confident that this small difference will an apparent violation of this act through
determined that any action could fairly not create significant problems in the conciliation, it may bring a civil action. The
be considered a request for a contribu- administration of these two laws. commssion will have exclusive primary juris-
lion should be treated as a solicitation. Mr. Speaker, I have a summary of diction over civU actions to en_.oree the law.
"Mr, ULLMAN, I rise to ask a question several pages, 26 items long, which I have 11. The bill establishes a Judicial ap-
concerning the interrelationship between already received permission to include peals procedure for any person aggrieved by
the Federal Election Campaign Act and with my remarks; and I submit that at an order of the Commission dismissing hisor her complaint or by the Commission's
section 527(f) of the Internal Revenue this point, failure to act.
Code of 1954, which imposes a tax on The summary follows: 12. When the Commission has probable
otherwise tax-exempt entities if they SUMMAR_ cause to believe that certain classes of know-
engage in certain political activities. Can To summarize, and to place those indi- lng and wilful offenses have been committed
YOU advise me as to whether the bill be- vlduai provisions in context, S. 305§, as which are subject to fines up to $2§,000 and
fore us broadens the scope of the terms amended in the conference substitute now imprisonment up to one year, it may refer
political "contribution" and "expendi- provides in general: such apparent violations to the Attorney
ture" for the purposes of the Election i. That the six s/ppointed commissioners General for appropriate action.

shall be named by the President with the IS. Any FEC member of staff emplo_ee
Campaign Act? ! raise this question be- advice and consent of the Senate to serve who discloses that an individual is being
cause both the Federal Election Cam- staggered six-year terms and that no more investigated by the Commission, without
palgn Act and section 527(f) of the In- than three members be from the same Party the written consent of the person being
ternal Revenue Code are designed to deal (the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk investigated, is subject to fine.
with activities designed to influence the of the House shall continue as ex-officio non- 14. After prescribing rules and regulations
politicalprocess, voting members of the Commission). the Commission will be required to trans-

Section 610 of title 18 of the United 2. The present commissioners will serve mit such rules or regulations to each House
States Code, which ! understand is to until new commissioners are appointed, of Congress. For the purpose of reviewing

Upon appointment, commissioners must tar- regulations either House may disapprove
become section 321 of the Federal Elec- mlnate any outside employment within one any provision or' series of interrelated pro-
tion Campaign Act, was understood by year of confirmation, visions which states a single separable rule
the tax-writing committees as permit- a_ Major actions by the Cnmmtssion in- of law within 30 legislative days after sub-
ting three specified types of expenditures cluding initiation of civil suits, referral of mission.
by labor unions and trade associations, criminal violations to the Justice Depart- 15. Whenever a committee of the House

First, section610 specifically permitted ment, the establishment of guidelines or of Representatives reports any resolution
labor unions and trade assocatlons to forms, and the issuance of advisory opin- relating to a proposed rule or regulation of
spend money for internal communica- ions would require an affirmative vote of four the Commission, it is in order at any time
lions with members, stockholders, and of the six commissioners, to move to proceed to the consideration4. Political committees are required to of the resolution. The motion is highly prtv-
their families--but not to the general keep detailed records only for contributions ileged _nd is not debatable. A_l amendmen_
publiC---which might involve support of in excess of $50. The demonstration of best to the motion is not in order, and is not
particular candidates, efforts to obtain and submit required infor- in order to move to reconsider the vote by

Second, section 610 specifically per- mation by a treasurer of a political coln- which the motion is agreed to or disagreed
mitted labor unions and trade associa- mtttee or candidate will be deemed corn- to. Although the motion to proceed to the
tions to spend money to conduct non- compliance with reporting requirements. In consideration of the resolution is not de-
partisan registration and get-out-the- non-election years, quarterly reports need batable, debate may be conducted with re-

only be filed if contributions and expendi- spect to the contents of the resolution.
VOte campaigns aimed at their members, tufas were in excess of $5,000 in such quar- 16. No person is permitted to contribute
stockholders, and families, tar. more than $1,000 per election to a can-

Third, secCion 610 specifically per- §. The value of legal and accounting aery- cUdate or his authorized committee; more
mitred labor unions and trade associa- ices $o a national party or to a candidate or than $5,000 per year to any other political
tlons to spend money to establish, ad- to a political committee are not considered committee; or more than $20,0t)0 per year to
minister, and solicit contributions to as contributions or expenditures if the per- a political committee established and main-
separate segregated funds to be used for son paying for the services is the regular em- tained by a national political party. How-

ployer of the individual rendering the ever, the overall limitation of $25,00e on the
political purposes, services, total contribution an individual may make

The tax-writing committees, in con- a. Advisory opinions shall relate to the ag- is retained in the Conference .Substitute.
nection with enactment of section 527 of pllcation of a general rule of law, which 17. No multi-candidate political COrem!t-
the Internal RoVe_lue Code, undel'stood is stated in the Act or which has already tee would be permitted to contribute mole
that those particular categories of ex- been prescribed as a rule or regulation, to a than $5,000 per election to ajay candidat_
penditures would be subject to tax under specific factual situation. General rulee of or his authorized committee; more than
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85,000 per year to any otl_er political corn- will 'be strongly partisan _embers of this Mr. WIGGINS. I yield to the gentle-
mittee; or more than $1.5,000 per year 'tx) body who will. find that '_his conference man from New Jersey.1;he political committee established axld
maintained by a national political party, report does not meet the l_artisan stand.., Mr. THOMPSON. This Member of the

18.Locals of a union, sul)sidlaries of a ocr. ards which they have set for acceptabU.., maiiority who has studied the rule on
poratlon, and other similarly structurl._! ity. I say that with resPect to both Dem.- SUNPAC, which is Advisory Opinon 223,
groups are treated as part of the parent wtt;h ocratic and Republican Members. does not feel that way. The genesis I feel
_spect to the ss,e00 limitation on eontribu- I want aU the lVlembers to know tha*t ior SUNPAC is the Federal Election Corn-
lions to any one candidats or political corn- this bU1, dealing as it does, with an ex.- mission's misinterpretation, and a clear
mittee, eeptionally emotional subject having par-. misinterpretation, of the legislative in-

19. Corporations are prohibited from so- tisall overtones has not _een written by tent.liciting contributions from anyone other
than their stockholders, executive and ad- the AFI_,-CIO. nor has i_ been written The SPEA_R pro tempore. The time
mintstratlve personnel and their faro:lites, by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, no_: of the gentleman has expired.
Labor organizations are prohibited from so- was it drafted in the Demacratic Caucue;, Mir. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
lfcltlng contrlbuitons from nonmembers. A and, quite obviously, it _as not drafted myself 1 additional minute.
single trade association may only _,llcit in the Republican con:[erence either. The issue of advisories, and the issue
funds from stockholders and executives and This bill, partisan in _ature with re.. of the Sun Oil Advisory in particular,
administrative personnel of member cci- spect to its subject matter, deals, in ray will not go away by urging a simple re-
porattons (and their families). A membership opinion, fairly with the subject and at.. constitution. This Congress is going to
organization, cooperative or corporation tempts to reconcile strongly held views deal with those issues, now or later.without capital, stock or ti:eir separate seg-
regate fund may solicit contributions from by the AFL--CIO, the UJS. Chamber of Mr. Speaker, in my remaining 30 sec-
their members. However, a corporation or Commerce, and Republican and Dem.- on_s, let me say that we have dealt with
labor organization may make two written ocratic groups. It reconciles these views both of those highly volatile, emotional,
solicitations during the calendar year /'rom fairly in my opinion and :.n a way which and, yes, partisan subjects, fairly and in
any stockholder, execntiw_ or administra- furthers the public interest, a way which furthers the public inter-
live personnel, or employee of a corporation. Qince this work was completed, I have est.
'/'he solicitation is to be addressed to _he been subjected to questions and cora... Mr. Speaker, I strongly urge that, un-
residence and must stats '_he political pur- ment_ by our colleagues, both for and less there is some conceptual oppositionloose and the person's right to refuse to con-
tribute without any reprisal, against the conference report. Some o:F to the Commission under any circum-

20. Corporations. labor organizations and our friends in this Chamber do not be... star]ce;_, we Vote f0r the conference re-
other membership organizations must re- lieve th_¥e should be an election coin.., port.
port costs of communications devoted to the mission at all, and ff you find yourselves Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of
express advocacy of the election or defeat of in that category, you muat vote against my th,_e.
a clearly identified candidate, other than the conference, report beck,use we recons.. Mr. Speaker, I yield 5 minutes to the
tlhose contained in communications prl- tituted the election, commission, gentleman from Minnesota (Mr. FREN-l_larlly devoted to other subjects, whose cost
exceeds $2,OOO. Some Members of th_ body believe Z_L).

21. Anyone making independent exepndl- there ought b) be an election conlmis... (Mr. FRENZEL asked and was given
lures for the benefit of candidates for Federal sion, but are :_undamentally opposed tx> pelT_lssi, on to revise and extend his re-
office must file reports containing informa- public financing in any oJ! its aspects. I!i marks.)
lion comparable to that required of political yOU find yourselves in Ulat position, :1 Mr. 'WIGGINS. I understand that. The
oommittses, sUppOSe you must vote against the con.. gentleman has made that clear in earlier

22. Whenever an expenditure is made fi- ference report because public financint_ discussions on the floor.
nanclng a communication that advocates the is continued with respect to Presidential Mir. F_ENZEL. Mr. Speaker, I intendelection or defeat of a candidate, such corn- candidates.municat/on must be clearly identified f_s tO support the conference committee re-
authorized by a political candidate or corn- Parenthetically, Mr. Speaker, I also am port; _n. S. 3065, the Federal Election
mlttee, or if not authorized by a candidal_ or opposed to public financing for the Pres.. Campaign Act amendments. I voted
committee, it must clearly identify the per- idential races and all others but a per.., _gainsl; the House bill when it was passed.
_)n making or financing the expenditure, sonal sense of fairness xequires that :[ I am not wholly satisfied with the

23. Honorariums are limited to $2,000 for support the conference report. The time conference committee report, but I am
each occurrence and $2§,000 per _leudar to deal with the issue of pablic financing impressed that it is a great lmprovemen$year excluding amount of travel:and sub-
sltstence expenses for spouse or aide and is not in midelection when hundreds o:r over either the House or the Senate ver-
a:gents' fees. thousands of doUars haw_ already be_t sion and represents a good faith prac-

24. No person seeking the Presid_mcy dispensed. Fairness dictat_z that we post., tical effort on the part of the conferees
would be eligible for fedez_l funds If more pone the ultimate resolution of the ques., to produce a bill that will not unreason-
$han $50,000of his own funds or of the funds lion of public financing '_ntil after the, ably mess up our election laws, but will
o:f his immediately family _s spent_ present election is over. Ee,rly in the nexl; solw_ _ae problem of the Supreme Court

35. If the Secretary of the T_easury deter- Congress, we slhould readdress this issue, decision.
mines there are insufficient monies in the Accordingly, those, who like me opposedollar check-off fund to make paymen_ _o 7 congratulate the House conferees, in-
c_ndidates, no monies would be available to public flnancl'ng, still, out of fairness, eluding the distinguished gentleman
make such payments from other sources, ought tO support this conierence report, from Ohio, chairman of the House Ad-

26. Candidates who cease to campaign ac- Some have urged a simple reconstitu-, mir_istration Committee, with whom I
tl_vely for the Presidency, or who fall to re- lion of the Commission and nothing have had and still have sharp disagree-
eeive 10% or more of the vote cast in two more. That too is a position which I sup-. ments on election laws, for producing
consecutive primaries in wlblch they are ac- ported originally, but ea]'ly on I came what I think is about as good a bill aslively campaigning, would no lpnger be eligi-
ble to receive federal funds. In either ease, to the conclusion that anv bill reported could possibly have come out of the two
a former candidate must return to the Trea_;- by this Congress must acdress itself _k, versions presented to the conferees.
ury Department all funds received that are SLYI_PAC because the :majority, for rea-. Afte:c the House bill was passed, ! ertl-
not being used to defray qualified campaign SOns which are plain, teels that tll¢_ icize,d '_le following features in it: l'erst,
e:rpenses. SUN'AC Advisory cou].d not s_and with-, it reduced the independence of the Elec.-

out modification. I believe an_ bill com_. _ion Commission; second, it made un-
Mr. Speaker, I had better end my re- lng out of this Congress Is going to have necessaz_, changes in the law in themarks here and let the gentleman from

California (Mr. Wxc_xNs) take some to deal with SUNPAC. / middle of an election period; third, it
t:hne. Second, the majority feels,quite strong-, created self-serving incumbent-protec-

ly that SUNPAC would nolgave occurred lion devices; fourth, it reduced dlsclo-
Mr. V_rICdSINS. Mr. 8_aker, I yield but for the abuse by the _7ommisslon ol' ,ure r_yluirements and maintained ex-myself 5 minutes.
(Mr. WIGOINS asked and was g/yen its powers to issue advisory opinions, isling loopholes; and fifth, it gave special

permission to revise and extend his Whether we like it or no1;, that issue Is fwndraising preferences to union PAC's
remarks.) going to have to be dee21/_ith in any bill over their corporate counterparts.

Mr. W_OiSIN& Mr. Sl_mker and Mere- approved by this Con,'ess. _me of these flaws remain, but the
bets, election control laws are in their M_.. THOMPSON. M.r, Speaker, will _onfer_mce committee tried to deal with
_ature very partisan. I suppose thatthere the gentleman yield? _ach o_ them and in a number of in-
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stances made some notable Improve- Mr. Speaker, even though the bill has _ENKOWSKX). The time of the gentle-
merits, many flaws, some of which I have pointed man from Minnesota has expired.

The worst remaining flaw is the at- out here, I do not believe there is any Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
tack on the independence of the FEC. flaw so significant in the bill that it needs the gentleman from Minnesota 1 addi-
The advisory opinion section is still bad, to be vetoed. I would still prefer simple tional minute.
although it has been improved some- reconstitution of the FEC. That is ob- Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Speaker,
what. The veto in whole or in part is viously not a political possibility. Nor is I wonder if the gentleman from Minne-
still bad, but It has also been improved there a good possibility to improve sec- sots would yield to the chairman of the
over the House version. If we were con- tion 321 or the advisory opinion section committee to find out if the chairman
sidering these features apart in a sepa- after veto. Therefore, I Intend tO vote agrees with the statements made by the
rate bill, I would certainly vote against it. for the conference report as a responsible gentleman from California.

Many of the unnecessary changes in and practical compromise, and I urge Mr. FREIVZEL. I yield to the gentle-
the law are still in it. There is still a Members of the House to do the same. man from Ohio (Mr. HAYS).
great problem, because these suggestions Mr. Speaker, there is one particular Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
are going to become law without proper section that has concerned many Mere- agree with the statement, of course al,-
hearings by our committee. That means bers. That is section 321 dealing with ways bearing in mind that these ar-
we will have trouble with those parts of the SUNPAC decision. It has caused some rangements must be equitable and non-
the law and with regulations which have concern because some of our large cor- partisan.
to be draWn to help us make them work. porations who conduct nonpartisan good- Mr. FRENZEL. I thank the gentleman
Membem of this House will criticize the government-type information and edu- for his contribution.
FEC in the future for interpretation of cational activities are afraid that :they Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, will
these law changes, particularly with re- may be restricted in som_ way. The Sears the gentleman yield?
spect to the new civil processes, but I Roebuck Co. is one example of companies Mr. WIGGINS. I yield 1 minute to the
hope that those of us who are here now who are concerned, gentleman from California (Mr. Rouss_--
will remember that it is our vote. In reading section 321, which was the LOT).

On the positive side, it should be said old section 610, and in looking at the Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, I
that the conciliation process is a good committee report, Mr. Speaker, I find no would like to comment on the remarks
idea, even if it has not had proper hear- restriction on educational good govern- of both my colleague, the gentleman
tng. The emphasis on conciliation is good, merit acti/dties conducted by corpora- from California and my colleague, the
and there should be less incentive on the tiGriS which seek to inform and to edu- gentleman from Minnesota. Nobody who
part of potential political activists to cate their employees. Just because that is opposed to this bill said that the good
decide that the law is too harsh for their kind of activity is not specifically citizenship programs were in Jeopardy.
own politicalpartieipatlon, exempted under this law, as an expendi- The concern was that it is understood

The Bill ts still self-serving. It still ture, I see no reason why any corpora- by the way the conference report is writ-
provides for the conversion of excess con- tion should worry that such activity is ten that the get-out-the-vote program
tributions to personal use, for occasional illegal or subject to restrictions, may be sidetracked because of hazy lan-
transfers between committees, for out- I do not believe such conduct is pro- guage. The Members have just argued
rageous Increases in allowable honoraria, hibited nor defined as an expenditure on a point that was never at issue. So to
for audit of Presidential candidates be- either expressly or implicitly in the try to imply that Sears-Roebuck and
fore congressional candidates. In the law, or in conference report, other corporations, and it is not Just
overall, however, these are not nearly as Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Speaker, large corporations, are concerned about
important factors as in the need for us will the gentleman yield? the get-out-the-vote program, I would
to reconstitute the FEC. Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- point out this bill was not considered a

In the field of disclosure, the confer- man from California. tOtal attack on the good government
ence committee did some of its best work. Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. I thank the programs.
The acceptance of the Packwood-Wig- gentleman for yielding. Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Spe.qker, let me
gins amendment on disclosure of union Then it is the gentleman's feeling that inform the gentleman that the right of
and corporate communications to mere- there is nothing in the conference re- c6rporations to engage in nonpartisan
bets, employees, and .stOckholders Is a port that would in any way prevent a get-out-the-vote efforts Is expanded un-
terribly important feature. The reporting company, say, like Sears Roebuck from der this bill and not limited in any way.
requirements during oft-election years having a Good Government Day where Whatever rights Sears had under the old
have been improved, they invite various officials and elected law remain in existence and are in fact

The conferees also did good work on officials into their stores to talk to their expanded since their get-out..the-vote
the old chapter 610 now section 321. This employees on a nonpartisan good gev- efforts can be directed at Executive per,
part of the conference report defined to ernment basis? sonnel as well as stockholdem.
eliminate the SUNPAC decision, advisory Mr. FRENZEL. I certainly do not. It Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, will the
opinion 23 of the PEC, was the last thing seems to me this bill expands the possi- gentleman yield?
the conference committee settled. Philo- bilities for unions and corporations rath- Mr. WIGGINS. I yield to the gentle-
sophlcally, I find the settlement often- er than contracts the possibilities, man from Indiana.
stye, but from a practical standpoint, I Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, will the Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, I corn-
believe that both unions, corporations gentleman yield? mend the gentleman in the well and the
and more importantly, their members, Mr. FRENZEL. I yield to the gentle- gentleman from California O/Ir. ROUSSE-
employees, and stockholders, will be able man from California (Mr: Wm0INS}. v.OT) for their comments with respect to
to participate responsibly in the political Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, I appre- the issue raised bv the gentleman from
process. The conference version is better elate the gentleman yielding. Minnesota (Mr. FRENZEL). There is noth-
than the House or Senate bills. I do not I share the views expressed by the lng in the conference report whtch makes.
believe that It will thwart any reasonable gentleman in the well that the tradl- unlawful any good government activity
attempt at nonpartisan, good-Govern- tional good government activities con- which is permissible under present law.
meant type activities on the lmrt of either ducted by the Sears corporation which Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker. I yield
unions or corporations, permits candidates to come in before 4 minutes to the gentleman from Indiana

The particularly thorny problem of their employees to speak on issues of (Mr. BRADEMAS).
making one party's lists available to an- importance tothe candidates in a forum (Mr. BRADEMAS asked and was given
other party was solved in a responsible setting is neither a contribution by the permission to revise and extend his re-
way. Perhaps without that final corn- corporation nor by a political action com- marks.)
l_romlae, there would have been no bill. mittee organized by it, nor an expendi- Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, I rise In

Because I desperately want the PEC ture by either. In my opinion such activi- support of the conference report on S.
to be reconstituted, I commend those re- ties are not prohibited by this act. Such 3065, the l*ederal Election Campaign Act
sponstble especially for the last corn- activities may continue if this bill is Amendments of 1976.
Il>rom[se, but generally for their work on adopted. Mr. Speaker, I would first like to pay a
the whole bill The SPEAKER Pro tempore. (Mr, Ros- word of tribute to the distinguished
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,chairman of the House Administration tions, and, even more _mportant, th_ sentia._: to an understanding of these pro-
,Committee, the gentleman from Ohio, Commission may not issue any advisory vision.,; of the conference report is that
'WAYNZL. HAYS, for his leadership on this opinion which has the effect of stat_og we :have not sought to change the rules
:important legislation, as well as to otl_er a general rule of law not previously laid down by the 1971 and 1974 election
:members of the committee, particu[sa'ly stated in either the itct or a regnlation law,; with respect to corporate and labor
'_he gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. which has survived the congressional re.. union political activities.
'I_oMrSON); the chairman of the Elco- view process. 'The prolhibition applies to Rather, the current controversy has
tions Subcommittee, the gentleman from all opinions of an advisory nature ren.. arisen solely because the Federal Elec-
Pennsylvania (Mr. D_NT);the gentlemsm dered by either the Congnission or :iit:!_tion Commission, through the advisory
:from Georgia (Mr. Ma_xs); the gentle- employees, including opinions of tlhe opinion process, has sought to change
man from South Carolina (Mr. D^vm); Commission's general counsel. Thi:._ the roles notwithstanding the clearl,v ar-
and the gentleman from California (Mir. wouJd not, of course, prevent the Corn .. ticuiatt_fi intent of Congress.
Wroanvs). mission from providing :.nforrnation e[_ In t971 Congress recognized that cor-

Mr. Speaker, this mec_sure revises arid a routine nature to candidates and the porations and labor unions had legiti-
makes improvements bl the landmark general public, mate and sometimes competing interests
campaign reform legislation passed by The enforcement; powers of the Cora. in the outcome of Federal elections. Con-
Congress in 1974. mission are in no way weakened, and: gress '_herefore allowed such organiza-

In addition to reconstituting the Fed- indeed, are st:cengthened, tions 'to establish separate, segregated
eral Election Commission to meet the The Commission is given exclusiv-_!, political funds for the purpose of making
requirements set down by the Supreme primary jurisdiction over all enforce, contributions, subject to the limitations
Court in Buekley against Valeo, t2_e con- ment actions, and it m_,y continue t_ of the :act on contributions, to candi-
ferenee report closes some of the loop- conduct its own litigation, including liti-, dates for Federal office.
holes left by the Court's decision in that gation in the Supreme Court. Moreover, Congress sought to estab-
case, applies "truth in advertising" re- Mr, Speaker', one, of the effects of th_._ lish a balance between the political ac-
quirements to so-called independent ex- Supreme Court's decision in Buckle:_ tivities allowed to corporations and la-
penditures, and clarifies the political ac- against Valeo was to nullify the $1,000 bor unions in order that the extent of
tivities permitted to corporations a_Ld ceiling on i:adepondent expenditures political activities carrY,ed on by either
labor unions, made by an individual o::' group. Inde- kind of entity might not burgeon so as

Mr. Speaker, rather than merel_ re- pendent expenditures are exponditure_ completely to overwhelm the activities of
_;tate all of the detafis of the bill, which which are made o_l behalf of a candi-, the other.
_re well described in the conference re- date without his authorization or against; Congress specifically did not allow
port, I would like to make several ob- a c_mdic]ate's opponent without the au-. either corporations or labor unions to
servations about what the bill does and thorization of the candidate. :'ross-solicit contributions from each
does not do. The effect of this :mlh_g by the Su_. other's,; respective constituencies. Be-

First, Mr. Speaker, the bill transfers t_) preme Court would allow individuals o-,' cause '_he rationale for allowing a con-
the President the right to nominate, and special interest groups to spend unlim, poration to play a role in 'Federal cleo-
with the advice and consent of the ;i;en- ired amounts e,n behalf of a specific can. tions was the legitimate interests of its
ate, to appoint, the six voting members did_tte, or against .'_pocifi¢ candidates. _wner,_ and management, Congress re-
of the Federal Election CommissiorJ. In In order to close this loophole, the _tricted the solicitation rights of a ocr-
other respects, however, the makeup of conferees agreed to accept the House ooratic,n to its stockholders and man-
the Commission will remain essentmliy provision requiring that any independent agerial employees. And because the ra-
_mchanged. 'Fhe Clerk o:i the House and expenditure must be in fact indepen.-, tionale for allowing labor unions to play
the Secretary of the Senate will continue dent. The conference repoct, in complete _ role in Federal elections was the legiti-
to serve on the Comn_sion, ex off_cio, accord with t/he guidelines of the Su_ mate J_terests of its members, Congress
The Clerk and Secretary will not have preme Court, specifies the,t independeni, rest]:icted the solicitation rights of a
the right to vote, but otherwise wfil be expenditures must be made without the iabo:c _mion to its members.
accorded all of the other rights, inc]ud- cooperation or the sugg._stion of an_: M:c. l_peaker, this system worked well
lng participation in Commission meet- candidate. Otherwise, the contributicm .'.or a number of years, until last winter
lags, which belong individually to the. six limits elsewhere in the bill of $1,000 b_ _hen s_majority of the members of the
Presidentially appointed Commissioners. an individual or $5,000 by a group wfii 8'ederal Election Commission arrogated

This arrangement, I should add, does apply. ;o themselves the right to change the
not violate the decision of the Supreme Moreover, l_ir. Spca. ken, the bill re. role,:.
Court In the above mentioned case. for quires that an individual or any corn- In. I)ecember, 1975 in an advisory
it is in the act of voting that the Com.- mittee making independent expenditures )pinim:_ issued at the request of the Sun
raissloners collectively exercise the ad.- for or against a candidate must repo:_t )il CO,, the Commission announced
ministrative powers granted to the Corn- all such expenditures re, the Federa_ ;hat it would allow a corporation to
mission by the statute, powers which 'the Election Commission on the same basis ;elicit all of its employees, including
Court said may only be exercised by ofii- as a political committee, '_hat is to sa:?_ ,vage and hourly workers, organized and
cers of the executive branch, on a regular and cmnulat[ve basis, aonorganized.

The conference report also leaves un- T_m bill also requires that billboards_ Corporate managers were not slow to
changed requirements c,f the act with television advertisement_, and other :'espond. Literally hundreds of corpora-
respect to the point of entry for reports similar public announcel_ents financed ;ions have established new political ac-
required to be filed by candidates for by independent expenditures, and which ;ion funds since the Sun Oil opinion
Federal ofilce. Reports shall continue to advocate the election or defeat of a can- _as issued, and many of them have al-
be filed with the Clerk: of the House didate, must include a conspicuous state-. :'cody accumulated very large amounts
or the Secretary of the Senate, accord- meat identifying the person making the )f cash,
lng to the office being so_.ght by the can- expenditure. M:r. Speaker, the action of the Federal
d]date involved. ! believe that these "truth in adver-, i_lecticn Commission in this matter has

Mr. Speaker, the conference report tising" requirements for independent urned the statute on its head. For 'the
makes no change in the provisior_ of expenditures will both help prevent _om:mission has given corporations large
current law governing the promulgation sharp practices and further reduce the and small the green light to go ahead to
by the Commission of aries and reg_fia- corrupting influence of big money in _'.oliei:t everyone they can possibly reach.
tions. The conference report makes Federal elections, i_Ioreover, by deciding the question vi_
clear, however, that the Commission is Finally, Mr. Speaker, tlae conference _:he advisory opinion route, rather than
not permitted to use the, advisory opin- report resolves, I believe fairly, one of proposing its interpretation of the ]aw
ion procedure to circumvent the require- the most controversial issues involved in as a !m'oposed regulation, the Commis-
menf that proposed rules and regula- this Iegislation---the respective activities _ion effectively circumvented the review
tions be submitted for congressional re- allowed the corporations :md labor un- l)rocess ,Congress carefully designed, to
view. Adviso_' opinions may be issued ions 1.v_Federal[ elections. _:urb precisely this kind of administrative
only with respect to specific fact sltua- I might say first, _',r. Speaker, that e_'_- _buse.
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It is therefore grossly misleading to permission to revise and extend his re- I calx understand why some of the

suggest that the inclusion in this bill of marks.) gentlemen on my right wouhl want to do
provisions Clarifying thc political aetivi- Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. Speaker, the Fed- that, because it does guaranl_e the right
ties permitted to corporations and labor era1 Election Commission Act amend- of free speech for a corl_ration and
unions is an attempt to "change the merits conference report has today been allows the corporation actually to ask its
rules" in midstream, voted on by this body. The first time we own employees to contribute funds for

On the contrary, what the conference in the House voted on these amendments, political purposes. Personally, I do not see
committee has done is to restore the rules I cast a "no" vote because I was opposed anything bad about free Sl;_ch. When
which governed Federal elections from to certain aspects of the bill which I felt the first amendment is bn)ught up in
1971 until the Commission's Sun Oil de- harmed our Federal election process other contexts, I think most people, both
cision last_ December. rather than made it more accountable, on my right and on my left, support the

We have, moreover, done so in a man- However, I today cast an "aye" vote, be- application of it liberally so that all peo-
her that is fair and evenhanded, cause certain changes in the conference pie can let other people know how they

A labor union, like a corporation, may committee were made in the bill which feel on matters like this.
establish only one po!itical committee, made it more acceptable and I feel The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
so that the limitations the act imposes strongly that we must act on this legisla- McFALL). The time of the gentleman
on contributions may not be avoided, tion to insure the orderly continuation from Arizona has expired.

Similarly, a labor union, like a corpora- of the electoral system presently in force. Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
tion, must report voter registration and These changes inehided deleting a 1 additional minute to the distinguished
get-out-the-vote expenditures made on House provision, which had required the minority leader.
behalf of a specific candidate in excess FEC to submit all future advisory opin- Mr. RHODES. I ask the question, why
of $2,000 per election, ions to the Congress as regulations fol' would not the board of directors and

And a labor union, iike a corporation, congressional approval as well as any ad- management of a corporation be under
may solicit contributions from the non- visOry opinions issued after October 15, the same types of rules and have the
organized employees of a company only 1974. In addition, the conference report same privilege of communication as
twice a year, and then tuffy by mail. does provide for more equal solicitation other people?

Mr. Speaker, if the word "fairness" im-. by corporate and union political action I congratulate the committee on t_is--
plies a balancing of rights, this biU rep- committees. Both groups--corporate and the committee has tried to take away
resents an equitable balance between the labor--must report carefully all expendi- some of the unfair tilt of the 1974 law
rights of corporations and labor unions, tures in communicating to their members toward organized labor. Nevertheless the
It is the product of deliberation, negotla- in regard to helping or defeating candi- tilt, if this bill becomes law, would still
tion and compromise, dates, be very strongly pro-unio_a and anti-

It is a good bfil supported by members I am not fully satisfied with this leg- business, and it will be very strongly
of the conference committee of both islation; but it has been changed suf- pro-Democratic and very strongly pro-
parties, fieiently in the House-Senate conference incumbent. Therefore, I find myself un-

It is strongly supported by Common to cause me to vote "aye." able to support this bill.
Cause, which has been a vigorous chain- Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, ! yield Again, I congratulate the Members
pion of campaign reform. 2 minutes to the distinguished minority who worked on this. They _morked hard,

It will bring to an end the hiatus in leader, the gentleman from Arizona (Mr. they worked long, and I think they came
Federal matching funds which during RHOO_.s). up with a bill which is much better than
the last month has hampered candidates (Mr. RHODES asked and was given the one we started out with, but even
for President in both parties, permission to revise and extend his re- so the tilt is still there, the bias is still

I urge all Members to cast their vote marks.) there, and I cannot support lt.
in favor of the reasonable provisions em- Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, I recently Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2
bodied in this bill in order that we might received a statement from the President, minutes to the gentleman from New
send it to the President without further as follows: "The President as previously York (Mr. P_-YSER).
delay, stated favors a simple reconstitution of (Mr. PEYSER asked and was given

And I would then urge the President the Federal Election Commission consist- permission to revise and extend hts re-
to sign the measure into law. A veto ent with the Supreme Court decision, marks.)
would be most irresponsible on his part. However, the President will carefully re- Mr. PEYSER. Mr. Speaker, while I
We must have clean elections in this view the congressional approach and support and now wiU vote for this bill, I
country, make a decision consistent with the or- must say that I take very strong exeep-

Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Speaker, will the derly and responsible conduct of the elec- tion to one section of the bill and I do
gentleman yield? tion process." not quite understand how it even worked

Mr. BRADEMAS. I yield to the gentle- ! think any fair interpretation of this its way into the program at s_ll.This deals
man from New Jersey. statement is that the President has not with the section on page 13 which says

(Mr. THOMPSON asked and was given made up his mind whether he would sign that the Senate committee, the Senate
permission to revise and extend his re- this bill or whether he would not. campaign committees will r_ authorized
marks.) I would like to state, however, that the to give $17,500 to senatorial candidates

Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Speaker, I reason we are here is that the Supreme in their primary and gene:ml elections.
thank the gentleman and I would like Court found that parts of the act of 1974 My own experience in this a_ea in
to associate myself with the gentleman's were unconstitutional; mainly, the part dealing with my own party, the RepubU-
remarks. Having been one of those who dealing with the way the Pederal Elec- can National Senate Committee, clearly
engaged in a colloquy to establish the tion Commission was put together. It shows that these committees operate ar-
rules in 1971, I felt very strongly about seems to me, and ! expressed myself in bitrarily, discriminatorily and, in cases,
the misinterpretations of the Commis- this manner at that time, that it would deceptively. These funds are, used strictly
sion in handing down SUNPAC. I must have been much wiser on the part of the to protect incumbents. In reality, they
say that the final solution arrived at by House and of the Senate to reconstitute are the antithesis of campaign reform,
the conference, thanks to the chairman, the commission as the Supreme Court and I am very surprised the conferees al-
the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. HAYS), required and not to go into the nuts and lowed this to become part of the bill. It
tho gentleman from California (Mr. bolts of the election law during an elec- seems to me that we should be protecting
WmGn_s), the gentleman in the well and tlon year. It seems to me there is much the public against what we know to be
others, it seems to me an eminently fair to be gained by having some idea just the misuse of funds.
solution to this dlfificult problem, what sort of law we operate under in this Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, will

Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr. Speaker, I thank election. It seems to me we should not the gentleman yield?
the gentleman from New Jersey. change the rules as we cross the stream. Mr. PEYSER. I yield to tile gentleman

Mx. WIGQINS. Mx. Speaker, I yield It does not serve any good purpose, from Ohio.
such time as he may consume to the I recognize that this bill has as one of Mr. HAY-'3 of Ohio. I aastune the gen-
gentleman from South Dakota (Mr. its main thrusts the idea of trying to do tleman is saying all these things, these
Parss_a). away with the SUNPAC decision of the bad things, about the Republican Sena-

(Mr. PRESSLER asked and was give_l I_EC. torial Campaign Committee, and not
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about the Democratic committee. _::do 000 lhnit to a multicandld_te committee, committee, ! can state unequivocally that
not know what they do or how they d_ it, This bill changes this in the followh_: the ]_p+_blican Congressional Committee
but the Democratic committee does not way: is not maintained by, nor is it in any way
operate that way. I_ an individual wishes to contribute mbordinate to the Republican National

Mr. PEYSI,_L I say to the chairma:a, I to a multicandidate conmllttee, such as Committee.
have stated it very plakdy about who I a corporate or union political action. However, it is clearly the conferees'
am speaking, right now. I cannot say committee, he may gB,e up to $5,000 to, intent that the Ho, me and Senate Cam-
what the Democratic committee does, each such co_m_ittee. However, his ag_ palgn Committees are each entitled to
but I was going to ask the chairman a gregate contribution sPAllmay not exceed _me_ive up to $20,000 from an individual
question as to the reason why this ._ec- his $25,000 annual limit. An individual and u_ to $15,000 from any multicandi-
_ion (h) on _age I8 ever became pari; of may use his entire annual limit by con_ _ate committees.
this act, because I do not think it refers tributing to the committees established l_r. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I wiiil
_) anything we have ctk_c,ussed ill the or maintained by a :national political my _o the gentleman that I agree with
Iq[ouse. party, but no more than _20,000 may be _. 17o matter how these committees

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Well it refer_ to given to any one such corrmittee. _re created, for the purposes of the law
the fact that we have placed a prohibl.- Mr_ HAYS of Ohio. Mr. ;Speaker, if the _hey are considered to be created that
tion of $5,001) on these committees, and gentleman will yiehl, that is correct. No _ay and, therefore, they come raider
the Senate simply would not buy ii,. more than $20,000 to any one. )roader restrictions than any restric-
Under the rules of comity, in order tc get Mr_ VANDER JAG,["..kn individual ;iorL, they might otherwise come under.
a bill, I had to let them )_,ore or l_as set under' both present, law an4 this bill may Mr. VAN-DER JAGT. Mr. Speaker, I
the limits on their campaign committee, not contribute more than _1,000 per can_ 2hank the gentleman.
but on the House committees we re.- dldate per election. For the purposes of section 320(a) (1)
_Lined the original $5,000. I would haw,, Unlike individuals, qt_lified multi- _B) and section 320<a) (2) (B) that I
been a lot hal_pier ifwe retained it al'. up candidate committees under present law cited, our committees are considered to
and down the line. do not have an annual $25,D00 limit. This be created in that way but they are :not

_r. PEYS_,'R. I thank the gentlerf=an, remains the case in f_. 3065. Likewise, considered to be created in that way un-
Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield such a committee may not contribute der any other sections?

1 minute to the gentlewoman from l_!ew more than $5,000 per elect.on to any one Mr. HAYS of Ohio. The gentleman is
Jersey (Mrs. l_]qwxcK), candidate or to committees which oper-. _:orr(_t_

(Mrs. FENWICK asked and was gfi/en ate exclusively on behalf of that candi- Mr. VANDER JAGT. Mr. Speaker, I
permission to revise and extend her re.- date. .hank the gentleman very much.
marks.) So there is nc,change there. Mr.HAYSof Ohio.Mr.Speaker,I yield

Mrs. FEN_riCK. Mr. Speaker, I th_mk S. 3065 does make a subs';antial change ' minute to the gentleman from Iowa
mff colleague for yielding to me. I think in the amounts Which multicandidate Mr. BEDELL).
all of us who care very much about eAec., conzmittees may transfer ts other multi- Mr. BEDELL. Mr. Speaker, as the
tigon reform were bitterly disappointed candidate committees. As [ read the bill]. _;hahTnan of the corem!rte knows, I have
with the House bill when it left the the restrictions would be ss fellows: been working to try to get legislation
House, particularly as it limited &is-- A muir!candidate conmittee may which would prohibitpoliticalcandidates
closure. I voted against it., but I am rmw transfer to any other muir!candidate lrom converting political contributions to
persuaded that this bill, although still committee $5,000 per year. However, ff i_ersonal use. Such a provision was con,-
imperfect, deserves support, the recipient of this tram, for is a corn- i:aine<l in the Senate bill, but it was de.-

The gentleman from Indiana, who _va_; mittee established and maintained by a leted in conference because of objections;
in. the well earlier, said w;ry clearly that national political party, then the limit I,y the House committee.
we must have clean elections; and, in-. would be $15,000 per year Any number I would like to know whether the gen.-
deed, we must. We are not going to get of these transfers to various party com- {leman generally supports the concept;
them if we continue to clip the wings oi! mittees may be made by the same multi- that we should not let political candi..
the Federal Election Con_aisslon, If we candidate corona!tree, dat_'_ convert political contribution_; to
continue to restrict ite powers. _{ut Is thatcorreet? :;,ersc,nal use.neither will we help reform withou{; a Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Thai is correct.

Mr. Il:lAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, if the
Commission. Mr. VANDFElq_JAGT. I thank the gen- {;:entleman will yield, I think that gen-.

Mr. Speaker, there are several clauses tlernan. ,_ral ._oncep_would be supported by the
in this bill which has come from _kh¢i F_oally, on this section, If all commit- House. _U.aere were real problems in work-.
_,_,nference with which I do not ag:,'ee, tees which are involved ir the transfer i_ag c ul; the details in conference, esi)e-.
But I do not think we can stand here,, are national, State, district or local corn- ,:!ally in cases where a Member was :ce-.
crying for eleetion reform, urging elec-, mittees--including any subordinate eom- !!ring and had a fund which he accumu-.
tion reform, and voting against every mittee thereof--of the same political !ated. q['he fund may have been accumu-.
bill that comes down the pike with at party, then none of the limitations apply, iiated about 2 years ago, and the question
l_ast some election refo_ in it. Mr. HAYS of Ohio. That is correct. _._as:Wlhat do you do with it? It might be

This bill at least re-,_tablishes _,he Mr. VANE)ER, JAGT. I note with great l:__ought almost impossible to prorate ii;
Commission; it contains some election, interest that the conference report states back to the individual contributors, espe-
reform, and I, therefore, intend to :._e.- that the term "political committee es.- _:lally since some of them have no rec-.
verse my previous vote and support it.. tablished and rna!nra!ned uy a national ,:,rds as to whether they contributed, for

Mr. W_C_INS. Mr. Speaker, I yield political party" includes t_e Senate and h_sta:ace, another $10, and pending fur-
5 minutes to the gentleman from IVIichi.- House campaign connnitte_. Since I am Laer study, we just could no_ come up
gan (Mr. Va_n)ER JA_T). the chairman of the Nat!ohM Republican ,:,!th an acceptable provision.

(Mr. VANDER JAGT asked and vms Congressional'Committee, and since the I do not fault the general idea, and I'
_,qven permission to revise and extend ial_ gentleman from Ohio is the chairman of {;nink: that some day we will be able tm
remarks.) the Democratic National Congressional ,;,ork something out in this area.

Mr. VANDER JAGT. IM[r.Speaker, if I Committee, I wish the ]._ECSRUto clearly
ce,uld have the attention of the disti:n-_ indicate that, although our respectiw_ Mr. BEDELL. The gentleman believes
gtc!shed chairman, the gentleman :Cron committes are categorized as "established {;_e idea has merit ff we could get a
(Yhio (Ma'. Ha-_-s), I take this time in. and maintained by a national political {:roper provision drafted?
order to clarify some of the language in party" for purposes of sections 320(a> Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Ths_t is right.
this bill as it relates to contribution limi.. (1) (B> and 320(a) <2) <B), that is not Mr. BEDF, I,I,_ Mr. Speaker, I thank the
tat!oas, necessarily the fact of the matter, ex4 :,=entleman.

I believe the language is clear, but 'Je.- cept for the purposes of tJlose two sec- Mr. ItAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I yield
cause it is a long and complex bill I j_lst tions and those two sect!oas alone. For 3 minute to tahe gentleman from Wiscon-
want the legislative intent to be cry_tal all other purpcses, our committees arc ;_n (_vIi'_'OBEY).

clear for any future interpretersl creations of the representatives of the __r, ,OBEY. Mr. Speaker, as some
The present law allows: an individual two political parties which have been ]!.[embers know, I have not been espe-

to give all or any part of _ds annual $25,.. elected to the _[-Iouse. Speaking for my ::lally happy with the section of this 'bill
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which increases the honorarium limlta- and requirements involving pages of doubt that we could have gotten better,
tion for Members of the Senate. forms and reports to be completed by the I oppose the report.

I simply want to take this opportunity various candidates for public office. I do Let me tell the Members why as
to announce that in the future I intend not oppose disclosure of campaign con- quickly as I can. There is a church near
to publish two lists in the CoNoazs- tributions or expenditures, but I do ques- London on whose cornerstone is carved
SIGNALEzcoam One will be a list of the tion whether or not the Federal Election this extraordinary bit of tribute:
Members of Congress who vote against Campaign Act provides fair and impar- In the year 1653when all things sacred in
a pay raise and then accept It. The sec- tial treatment for all candidates and the kingdome were either profaned or de-
ond list will be of those Members of their supporters, raollshed, this church built by Sir Richard
Congress who vote against a PaY raise The conference report before us today Shirlye, whose singular praise it was to do
and then in that calendar year received does not resolve these inequities, nor the best things in the worst of times.
more in outside speaking fees than the does it improve the campaign law. The Mr. Speaker, while these may not
amount of that pay raise. Congress has not, through these amend- truly be termed the worst of times for

Mr. Speaker, I think that will elimi- merits in S. 3065, dealt effectively with the U.S. Congress, if the reputation of
nate a lot of phony talk by some Mem- the inequities in the 1974 Act. The con- the legislative branch of the Federal
bers of Congress and, in particular, some ferees failed to resolve the basic favorit- Governmen_ is the sole criteria, cer-
Members of the Senate who are sing- ism in the law toward labor bosses. The tainly there have been better ones.
lng "Sweet Holy Jesus" on the issue voice has been taken away from business Hardly a day passes that I do not read in
when in actuality they are playing in the political arena--and not just big the paper, see on television, or hear on
hypocritical games, business. Why do labor and business not the radio, some commentary or editorial

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, ! have the same rights to involve them- demeaning and degrading the quality of
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from selves in political activities? The vast the Congress. Some of that negative and
Ohio (Mr. SZXB_RLING). majority of American workers--86 mil- frequently vicious criticism is unavoid-

Mr. SEIBERLING. Mr. Speaker, I lion or more--are not members of labor able, but an appreciable amount of it
unions--approximately 18 million union can be laid at the doorstep ¢,f the Capitol

would like to ask the distinguished corn- members. Certainly they desire fair and for our own ineptitude, negligence and
mittee chairman for a little further ex- equal treatment under the law. This con- willingness to cut corners to suit our con-
planation on the muiticandidate corn- ference report does not provide this venience.mittee. As I understand it, there is no
limit on the number of multicandidate equal treatment. Just a year ago, according to a Harris

I urge my colleagues to consider the survey, only 18 out of each 100 persons
committees that could be created, but ff ramifications of this legislation which interviewed had confidence in the U.S.
they are created under the control of has been hastily written to make us all Congress. As recently as 2 months ago
or their organization is instigated by a appear free of any taint of "Watergate." we lost one-half of the 18. Put another
national committee, they will all be We owe our constituents more than the way, 91 out of 100 Americans have lost
treated as one committee; is that true? mere appearance of virtue and candor, their faith and trust in the Congress.

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. The gentleman is I shall vote against _he conference re-
correct. What bothers me most about this

Mr. SEIBERLING. Is there anything port to accompany S. 3065.Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield situation can be summed up ratherbriefly: A :reputation once damaged is
in this bill which defines what consti- 2 minutes to the gentleman from Ohio not easily restored, and restaration takes
tutes control or instigation by a national {Mr. DEWNE). tlme--a very long time--and the reputa-
committee? I ask that because I can (Mr. DEVINE asked and was given tlon of this distinguished bedy---which in
see how they might be suggesting the permission to revise and extend his my opinion is the finest legislative bodyformation of many multicandtdate corn- remarks.)
mittees and yet actually avoid the Mr, DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, I intend to in the world--is at its very lowest.But once in a great while there comes
limitations on contributions, vote against this conference report, and an opportunity to take a dramatic ster_

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, ff at the proper time will make a motion to toward restoration of congressional char-.
the gentleman will yield, I think the recommit without instructions, acter, a step that would go a long way
intent is pretty clear that they shall be I am concerned about the public fi- toward bringing public recognition of the
the single source of reporting. I do be- nancing provisions generally, as has been quality that is truly present here in the
lieve there is an unclear area there, demonstrated by all of the early Presi- Capitol. Such an opporttmity is pre-.
We will Just have to see how it works, dential candidates. I am concerned about sented to us in the form of the 1976
and if it is abused, perhaps we can what appears to be a balance in favor of amendments to the Federal ElectiorLremedy it later on.

Mr. SEIBERLING. Would it be +,_e the organized labor slush funds. Campaign Act of 1974, particularly the
Mr, Speaker, it seems to me that John House version thereof. As one of our col-.intent of this conference report that if

there is any participation by a national Gardner and his Common Cause orga- leagues eloquently stated in a recent
committee in the formation of a multi- nization have presumed to position interView published in the local paper:
candidate committee, that would consti- themselves between the public and the "The times call for uncommon honesty"
tute sufficient control for the purposes of Congress. They presume to speak for the and uncommon honesty is exactly what
this bill? public and to tell the Congress what we is called for in the House version, and

Mr. HAYS ofOhlo. Yes, ought to do, and they position them- in particular seotion 103 of the House
Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield I selves between the Congress and the amendments.

minute to the gentleman from California public by telling the public what a bad And unless we in the House really
(Mr. ROUSS=.T.OT). job Congress is doing, fight to enforce our will arid ,compel the

(Mr. ROUSSELOT asked and was Mr. Speaker, it seems to me that a Senate to yield, we will have lost this
given permission to revise and extend his simple motion to recommit to permit this critical opportunity and further degrade
remarks.) bill to go back to committee and report our stature and diminish cur prestige.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Mr. Speaker, I rise it back to reconstitute the Commission I direct your attention ix) section 10:1
in opposition to the conference report to under the Supreme Court guidelines (a) which changes the recordkeeping re..
accompany S. 3065, the Federal Election would be in the public interest. There- quirements to allow political commit..
Campaign Act Amendments. The Federal fore, Mr. Speaker, I will submit a mo- tees to accept contributions of less than
Election Campaign Act of 1974 was eh- tion to recommit at the proper time. $50 without having to record one iot_
acted, supposedly, to let the public know Mr. WICK]INS. Mr. Speaker, I yield of information about the contributor.
who is giving money and help to a candi- 2 minutes to the gentleman from Illinois This is a loophole that would allow a
date and to prevent violations of the (Mr. O'BsrrN). donor to make a series of $49 contribu-
public trust by individuals who would use (Mr. O'BRIEN asked and was given tions without having them reported. The
financial aid to unduly influence or permission to revise and extend his conference committee's bill set up a
coerce an elected official. The campaign remarks.) three-tiered system for reporting con.-
law has, since 1974, become the instru- Mr. Oq3RIEN. Mr. Speaker, with due tributions. The political committees
merit for the creation of a commission respect for the distinguished leadership would be required to file full reports of
which has issued numerous regulations of the House in the conference, and ! contributions over $I00 _qth the FEC.
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· _ey would maintain their own internal ferenee report addresses the campaign I asked for the time for the purpose
records of contributions _,_tween $50 and excesses of the past and provides a mech- )f a_;king whether or not the gentleman
$1O0, and would have to report any :_g- anism for avoiding any future excesses. 'rom C_difornia (Mr. WmGI_S) or the
_regation of these contributions exceed.- If the 94th Congress wishes to leave _ent[eman from Ohio (Mr. IqzYS) would
inn $100 to the FEC. But the committees an epitaph not unlike that of Sir Richard i_e kind enough to respond to a grave
would not have to record any informa- Shirley, it should defeat t[ae conference concern which I have about a confer-
tion about contributions less than $50, report and insist upon one that does not once report provision having to do with
whether they are anonymous or not. overlook what campaign reform is all eligibility for matching Federal funds for

We must aU ask ourselves what wai_ aboul;--namely, disclosure. ?residential candidates.
the original intent of the; Federal Elec.. Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Spe_ker, I yield I Under the bill--as agreed to by the
tion Campaign Act? In my estimation, minute to the gentleman lrom Wiscon- conference---if a Presidential candidate
Congress intended that.candidates for sin (Mr. STEIGER). receives less than 10 percent of the pri-
l%,deral political offices be insulated from (Mr. STEIGEi:t of Wisco_min asked and mary vote in two consecutive elections,
pressures which may be exerted by large was given permission to revise and ex- he cannot thereafter receive any match-
financial contxibutors by placing a ceil- tend his remarks.) :inn funds. As I understand it, in some
lng on the araount which an individlza][ Mr. STEIGI,,-'R of Wisconsin. _'. _tates a candidate can be placed on the
may contribute to a political committee.. Speaker, I regretfully find myself in the '.?rim:axy ballot whether he wants it or
This bill sets that limit at $1,000. _T_e position of having to oppose this con- ::_ot..also, how is one to determine what
original legislation also sought to dis- ference report. :.:."primaxy" is for the purposes of this
close the sourca of poli bical contribu- The effect of it, if passed and signed, ]>revision? On Saturday, Presidential
tions by requiring campadgn committt_s would be, one, t_ further inAibit the abfi- primary contests for delegates were con..
to keep records Of all contributions in ex- ity of the Commission to de its work, and _Jmct_l In Texas and Louisiana. But,
cess of $10. two, to further favor inc_nnbents over there was no statewide primary vote in

The proponents of the change allow- challengers. _ithe:c State on which to determine the
:lng anonymous contributions of up to Perhaps most serious, Mr. Speaker, it ];._ercentages obtained by the various
$50 insist that campai/m committ_._s also puts Congress in the posture of dis- _:andJldates.
ha,ye been shackled with paperwork and eouraging the American people from I jqst think it grossly unfair, and re-,
time-cousuming verification procedm;es fully participating ill ';he political :!:,ugn:_nt to our notions about election
2or minimal contributions. I will agree process. ::pportunity, to withhold matching funds
that recordkeeping is a complicated task, In at least two ways, the conference J:,fa candidate fails to receive more than
but I cannot go along with the notion bill places a chill on the participation o2 1.0percent of the vote in two §uccessive
that it is an unnecessarg, burdensome the citizen in our eleetions. First, it sets j:rimaries. I will vote against the confer-
task. Do not we all keep ,records of who a ridiculously low threshold on the _.:ncereport because of this fundamental
our contrtbutoxs are for future campaign amount a citizen can spead_no mm'e :[_lequity.
reference? Are we willing to forego keep- than $100--without personally filing _ The St'EAKE]R pro tempore (ivfr. iVfc-
J[ng records on the $30 or $40 contribut_r report to the authorities. (_ertainly this '!_^L,.). '1_he time of the gentleman has
and risk running into difficulties later on provision serves to discriminate agalns'_ expired.
when we discover that he or she has con- the individual who prefers to exercise his Mr_ WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
_qbuted more than $I00, and thus m_:tst or her political rights through independ- myself such time as I may consume in
be reported to the FEC_. ent expenditures. It also e_ables incum- order to make a quick response to the

These are basic questions which we, bent officeholders to ea_qly spot all con- _'_,:atezngnt just made by the gentleman
as participants in this highly complicated s_ltuents who may be sper_ding modest f.:'om Louisiana (Mr. TSEEN). He con-
elemtion process must face everyday. Are sums to aid the candidacy of an op-. tends the elimination on some Presiden-
you really going to realize a net reduc- portent. I can see M0 other reason for this l;lal candtdate_ is inequitable. Equities
1;ion in paperwork from this provision? _pecially designated threshold of $100. ace not absolutes. They are balanced. We
Are the national campaign committees, The conference bill also violates the balanced the equities here and resolved
with their automated data storing bar[ks first amendment rights of the private tl:le problem of candidates receiving pub-
really going to benefit? I assert that this citizen by saying one may not finance l:ic money who have failed to demon-
]_aperwork ts fixed to a large degree a_d the distribution or republication in strafe any national following over a
t_at the only real gain which we m_v whole or in part of any carapaign ad or period of time. Our solution may be lin-
aU achieve is that we just will not have other materials used by a candidate or psrfeet, but it is not bad.
to be as accurate as has been hitherto the candidate's agents, without it fall-. Mr. Speaker, we are going to vote in
required, lng under the contribution limits. This j:_t a moment_ I believe an affirmative

Now let us examine the possibility for provision clearly violates the spirit of vote on this conference report is a blow
fraud which this provision opens. Tim the Supreme Court's decision of Janu- for hotter election laws. What we have
t_EC, in an opinion of counsel, let us ary 30_ tender,ed :for your approval today is bet-
accept contributions of ].ess than $19 I feel it necessary to remind my col- _,.-'_rlegislatiorr than the 1974 act. It is a
without having to fully identify the con- leagues of the most import_mt ruling in bL'tter bill than the 1971 act. I urge an
tributor by name, address, and occupa- that decision. The Court said: ":_ye" vote on the conference report.
tion. This is a sensible sum, a typic:al The First Amer..dment deni_s government; iV[r.HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I yield
donation, given both through the mails the power to determine 'thai spending to tl_.e balance of my time to the gentleman
and at "pass the.hat" affairs. But $50 promote one's political views l_;wasteful, ex- :[]:om Pennsylvania (Mr. DENt), the

cessive, or unwise. In the, free society or- el:airman of the Subcommittee on Elee-
contributions represent a different situa- dained by our Constitution _t ts not the
tio:a entirely. It would take only 21 anon- government but the peoplc_t:]dlvtdually as ti)ns.
VinOUScontributions for an individual tm citizens and candidates and collectively a_ (MI'. ]_')I';qXITasked and was given per-
effectively escape the $1,000 limitation associations and political cortx_ittee_---who _:lission to revise and extend his
on personal contributions stipulated in must retain contzx_l over lhe quantity _nd :n_marks.)
section 320 of this same act. There is range of debate on public l_ue:; in a political Mr. DElkVr. Mr. Chairman, it has been
absolutely nothing in this bill which pro- campaign. _.long time since we started talking about
tests a candidate from excessive padding Mr. Speaker, the conference report ti:tis legi,,_lation in our subcommittee, and
of his campaign coffers in this way. fails to heed that ruling. It [sa bad bill. the subcommittee has had many hours
,_,gain, we must ask ourselves, are we Mr. WIGGINS. Mr. Speaker, I yield 30 a::_d many days of hearings. I can
abiding by the original intent of Federal seconds to the gentleman ftc m Louisiana honesGy say that this is not a good bill.
election and campaign reform--discto- (Mr. TSSEN). I?.. is not; a bad bill, but it is a fair bill,
sure of the source of contributions a (Mr. TPtEEN asked and was given m:msidering how many experts there are
candidate receives? permission to revise and extend his in this particular field of endeavor legis-

I urge all my colleagues in the House remarks.) ls.'_ively. The gentleman frem Ohio (Mr.
to c.onsider the ramifications of this pro- Mr. TREEN. 1g.Cr.SPeaker, I appreciate Bh_s) stained on the floor that there were
vision and to question whether this con- the gentleman's yielding, 4:!15 e_:perts, but that when we got to
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conference we found out there were 535 So if we adopted that theory, and car- and flexibility to participate t'n and con-
experts and some of the 109 experts in rted it out to its ultimate end, we would tribute to the American electoral proc-
the other body were equally an expert, or never pass any legislation at all---and ess. I think this conference report ad-
they thought they were. maybe that would be a good thing. I am dresses both criteria in the affirmative.

No group can write this kind of legisla- not here to argue that, but its appllca- Mr. Speaker, a third factor involved
tion without having some parts of it that tion to this particular legislation alone in our decision today is what impact any
may be contested, debated, and probably in my judgment just does not ledge, further delay on this neceasary legisla-
changed in future laws. But the real Mr. DENT. I thank the gentleman, tion will have on the preee:nt ongoing
thrust of this legislation is to try to put We need not go to sleep and believe campaigns. While it is regrettable that
together something that will give us an that this is a last effort. We will be we must be legislating under the pres3ure
opportunity to be able to run without changing the rules again and again and of Supreme Court deadlines and in the
harassment and hopefully with some idea again as the problems come up that al- very midst of an election campaign, it is
being built Up in the minds of the people ways do when we put into action any nevertheless a matter over which we have
of these United States that Congress is piece of legislation, no control and for which we have no al-ternative. That is not to say the Congress
an important body, that its Members, in ! want to say to the gentlewoman from
general, are good, honest citizens, and New Jersey that we did not in any way, could not have dealt with this in a more

, that the brush that has been painted in my opinion anyway--and I believe expeditious fashion; I think we could
with so broadly may now be narrowed the members of the conference and the have accomplished the most pressing
down to those amongst us who may be members of both committees that have mandate--simple reconstitution--in a
at fault.

So the legislation tries to lin_it the best tangled with this problem for a long time much shorter time period than 3know--cut down or made the Commis- months. But that is no longer what is at
it can the kind of contributions that one sion less effective. Perhaps we ought to issue here. What is at issue is whether
can get and the amount that one can get. look in every one of our jurisdictions and the Congress and the President can now
I for one have a very sincere opinion that the committees thi_t we serve on. Some- bring this matter to a final resolution
we will never be able to have real election thing that is becoming a' great issue in without further distorting the present
law enforcement until we can find some America today is the rampant runaway campaign and without further contrib-
way to prohibit the use of excessive activities of the bureaus and the agencies uting to public doubts and cyr.dcism about
funds, created within them. We may not real- our real intentions. We erected a very

Our committee can give the Members ize it, but today one of the issues in the intricate and precise mechan_ism for par-
example after example, by chapter and last campaign that just came through rial public financing of Presidential prt-
by verse of campaigns where half a was the issue of bureaucracy, as ff every mary campaigns in the 1974 Federal elec-
million dollars was spent between two individual Member in this Congress has tion reform law. Candidates have
opponents trying to get a seat in the something he can say collectively to the planned their campaigns on the basis of
Congress of the United States. That does bureaucrats. We cannot do it. that source of funding. Any attempt to

block l)utting that financing mechanl._,-u
not do Congress any good. The SPEAKER pro tempore. The time back on track now, no matter how well-

There is another phase we will have of the gentleman has expired. All time intentioned or justified, would be per-
to get into and ! am sorry we could not has expired, ceived by the public as playing the most
do too much about it, and that is eon- Mr. ANDERSON of Illinois. Mr. Speak- dangerous game of polities with our po,
cerning the PEC, and it is significant in er, I rise in support of this conference re- litical process--the very type of games
view of the fact that in all the campaigns port on the Federal Election Campaign we attempted to outlaw with these
that my attention has been directed to Act Amendments of 1976. While many of Watergate reforms in the first place.
that my attention was also called to the us would have preferred the cleaner, Mr. Speaker, I urge this Honse to give
fact that a great number of violations quicker and more orderly route of sim- its overwhelming approval to this confer-
were committed by the media on equal ply reconstituting the Federal Election ence report, just as I have urged the Pres-
time and on fair treatment and all those Commission along the lines suggested by ldent to sign it when it reaches his desk.
sort of things, such as when a candidate the Supreme Court, I would suggest we
will be given an hour's time on the so- can no longer afford the luxury of that Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I
called Public Service Broadcasting Sys- opinion unless we want to start from move the previous question on the con-
tern and then the interrogator will direct scratch and risk throwing the whole ferenee report.
questions to that candidate, questions present campaign process into total The previous question wa_; ordered.
that we know that that candidate had jeopardy and confusion. 'aOTXO_TO _zco_rMrr OFFERED_3Y_an. om,mz
no knowledge of whatsoever, and would In reviewing tixis conference report, I Mr. DEVINE. Mr. Speaker, I offer a
have had no idea what the questlon was
all about except by l_'eparatlon before am impressed by the extent to which the motion to recommit.
the so-called Public Service Broadcast legislation adopted by the House has The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is thebeen even further improved. I think our gentleman opposed to the conference
went on. conferees are to be commended on pre- report?

! merely point out these items to the senting us with a report which should be Mr. DEVINE. In its present form, most
Members that the Congress will have to acceptable to an overwhelming majority assuredly, Mr. Speaker.
be dealing with in the future, and I think in both Houses and to the President. Our The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk
that perhaps these changes can be made, earlier fears about attempts to under- will report the motion to recommit.
but at least, in my humble opinion, this mine the independence of the FEC have The Clerk read as follows:
may be my last primary, been, for the most part, allayed by Mr. DzvxNv.moves to recommit the confer-

Mr. HAYS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, will changes made in the House and in con- ence report on the bill, S. 3065, to the corn-
the gentleman yield? ference to restore the FEC to full mitteeof conference.

Mr. DENT. I yield to the gentleman strength. The bill before us today is a The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
from Ohio. far different animal than the gutted and objection, the previous question is or-

Mr. HAYS of OHIO. Mr. Speaker, I defanged campaign watchdog which dered on the motion to recommit.
would like to briefly answer the state- originally emerged from the House Ad- There was no objection.
ment made by the distinguished minority ministration Committee. The motion to recommit was rejected.
leader when he said that this was chang- Mr. Speaker, no one, including myself, The SPEAKER pro tempo:re. The ques-
lng the rules in the middle of the game. is totally happy with every aspect of this tlon is on the conference report.
Let me say that at any time the Com- bill. That is the nature of any compro- The question was taken; and the
mission issues a new rule that that is misc. But I think we have to judge this Speaker pro tempore announced that the
ct_anging the rules, or introducing some- final package on the basis of two criteria: ayes appeared to have it.
thing new. As a matter of fact, any time First, does it give the FEC sufficient inde- Mr. STEIGER of Wisconsin. Mr.
the Congress passes a new law that pendence and authority to carry out its Speaker, on that I demand the yeas and
changes anything that is in the present original mandate; and second, does it nays.
law, then that is changing the rule in permit the full spectrum of interested The yeas and nays were ordered.
the middle of the _ame for somebody, individuals and groups sufficient freedom The vote was taken by electronic de-
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vice, and there were--yeas 291, nays; 81, NA_/S---81 _o the conference report was agreed
not voting 60, as follows: Archer ltarsha Poage to.

Armstrong Htbert Quillen The result of the vote was announced[Roll No. 223] Ashbrook tlolt Randall
YEAS---291 Bauman Hutch:Lnson Rhodes a_ above recorded.

Beard, Tenn, Ichord Rlsenhoover A motion to reconsider was laid on tile
Abdnor Frey Natcher Bowen Jarman Rousselot table.
Abzug Fuqua Neal Brown, Mich. Jones, N.C. Runnels
_ddabbo Oaydos Nedzl Brown, Ohin Jones, Okla. Ryan
_4Jexander Gibbons Nolan Burke, Fla. Kazen Satterfield APPOZiNTMENT ON
Allen Gilman Nowak Burleson, Tex. Kelly Schneebell
Ambro Oinn Oberstar Byron Ketchum Sebelius H.R. 9721, APPRO-
Anderson, Oonzalez O'Neill Chappell Landrum Shuster Pt_][ATIONS THE INTER-

Calif. Ooodltng Ottinger Clancy Latta Skubltz AZ_EI_ICAN BANK
Anderson, Ill. Gradison Passman Clausen, Lent Smith. Iow_
Andrews, N.C. Oude Patten, N.J. Don H. Lott Snyder P,[NrD THE
Annunzio Ouyer Patterson, Clawson, Del LuJan Spence B._ q_j_i-
Ashley Hagedorn Calif. Collins, Tex. McClory Steed
Aspin Haley Patttson. N.Y. Crane McDonald Steiger, Wi_. Mir. GONZALEZ. Speaker, I ask
AuCoJn Hall Perkins Daniel_Dan McEwen SYmms unaili_nous consent to take from the

Bafalis Hamllton Pettls Devine Mahon Taylor, Mo Speaker's table the _ill (H.R. 9721) to
Baldus Hanley Peyser Duncan, Tenn. Miller, Ohio Teague
Baucus Hannaford Pickle English Montgomery Treen provide for ' by
Beard, R.I. Harkin Pike Flndley Moore _ Vander Jagt the United States in Inter-American
Bedell Harrington Pressler Goldwater Mottl Waggonner Dew_lopment Bank, provide for the
Bennett Harris Preyer Grassley Myers, Ind. Walsh
Bergland Hawkins Price Hammer- Obey Wydler entry of members and the
Bevill Hays, Ohio Prltchard schm[dt O'Brlen Young, _dseka Bahamas and in the Inter-
Biaggl Heckler, Mass. Qule Hansen Paul American Develc Bank, to provide_lester Hefner Railsback
Bitngham Helstoskl Rangel NOT VOTrI_IG---60 for the participation the United States

l_anchard Henderson Roes Adams Ford, Tonic. Nix ii1 t_e African Deve Fund, and
Sleuth Hicks Regula Andrews, O.iatmo O'Hara for other purposes Senate amend-
ll_ggs Hightower Reuss N. Dak. Green Pepper fllents thereto, to the Senate
_oland Hfilis Richmond Badlllo Hayes, Ind. Rlegle amendments, and uest a conference]/_)lling Holland Rlnaldo Bell Hechler, W. Va Roberts
l_)nker Hcfitzraan Robinson Brlnkley Heinz Rodino
'_mdemas Horton Hoe Buchanan Hlnshaw Ruppe Tile SPEAKER. Is there objection to
X_reaux Howard Rogers C0chran Hungate Santini the r_quest of from
_Breckinridge Howe Roncalio Collins, Ill. Hyde Sarbanes
Hrodhead Hubbard Rooney Conlan Johnson, Colo. Stanton, I_exl_s'? The Chair none, and ap-
BrOoks Hughes Rose C0nyers Jones, AIa. James V. ooints tlhe following Messrs.
.Broomfield Jacobs Rosenthal de la Oarza Jones, Tenn. Stark :_EU_'iS, (_ONZALEZ, and Tso_-
B_mwn, Calif. Jeffords Rostenkowski Dickinson Kindness Steelmsn
]_oyhtll Jenrette Roush Eckhardt Krueger Stelger, Ariz. :lAS, l_.[rt_. BOGGS, _[r. JOHNSON of
H_Jrgener Johnson, Calif. Roybal Edwards, Als. Macdonald Stuckey ?enlls_'?lvallia, and HYDE.
lB_ai'ke_ Calif. Johnson, Pa. Russo Each Madden Symington
Burke, Mass. Jordan St Germain Eshleman Mann Tsongas

BUrllson, Mo. Karth Sarasln Evans, Colo. Michel Udall _-X)lqI_.[,_'ItENCE ON H.R q656,B_xrton, John Kasten Scheuer Evans, Ind. Mollohan , White
l_lrton, Philllp Kastenmeier Schroeder Fascell M[urphy, N.Y. Wilson, C.H. BEE_ AND INFORMA-
l_atler Kemp Schulze Flowers Nichols TIOI_ ACT
r'_maey Keys Seiberling

(_'T Koch Sharp The Clerk announced the following Mr. !_)LEY. Mr. I call up the
C*_rter Krebs Shlpley pairs: '_onfer.ence report off bill (H.R. 7656)O_orberg LaFalce Shriver
Cl_sholm Lagomarsino Sikes 'On this vote: _o enable cattle to establish,
(_'lay Loggett Simon Mr. Rodlno fo:r, with Mr. lh>bert_ against. :_rlance, and carry pro-
_leveland Lehman S_sk Mr. Andrews of North D_,kota for, with _4ram cf research, prod and consumer(_,hen Levltas Slack
Cc,nable Litton Smith, Nebr.. Mr. Nichols against. :Ilformation, and to improve,
C_mte Lloyd, Calif. Solarz M_r. Adams fnr, with 1_.. Michel age&nat. 'naintain, and
tl_rman Lloyd, Tenn. Spellman Mr. Esch for, with MI'. Dickinson age,hist, beef, and beef and ask unani-
OorneU Long, La. Staggers Mr. Badillo for, with Mr. _Jonlan against. 'n011_ consent that of the
Cc_EhllnC°tter LundineL°ng'Md. Stanton,j.William Mr. Murphy of New York fnr, with Mr. managers be read the report.
D'Amours McCloskey Stephens Steiger of Arlzona again,,rt. The Clerk read the of the bill.

t_miel, R.W. McColllster Stokes Until further' notice: The SPEAKER. Is objection tol_nlels, N.J, McCormack Straiten
Ds_alelson McDade Studds Mr. orating wi'ih Mr. Green. the request of the gentleman from
Davis McFall Sullivan 'Mr. Jones of Tennessee with Mr. Oonyers. '_ashlllgton?
Di_laney McHugh Talcott Mr. de la Graza with Mr. Macdonald of
Dellums McI_ay Taylor, N.C. Massachusettts.
Dent McKlnney Thompson The Clerk read the statement.
Derrick Madigan Thone Mr. Evans of Colorado with :t/r. Udall. (For conference and statement,Derwmski Magutre Thornton Mr. Jones of Alabama with _!r. O'Har_.
Dtggs Martin Traxler Mr. Krueger wl_h Mr. Symington. _ee proceedings of the House of April 15,
Dlngell Mathls Ullman Mr. Pepper witlx Mrs. Coilim_ of Illinois. _976.)
Dcqid Matsunaga Van Deerlin Mr. Mollohan with Mr. Eckhardt. Mr. ]_)LEY the reading) Mr.Dc,wney, N.Y. Mazzoli Pander Veen
Downing, Va. Meeds Vanik Mr. Stark with Mr. Buchanam _:Speaker, I ask consent tha_
Drinan Melcher Vigorlto Mr. Nix with Mr. Sarbanes. :{urther reading of statement be dis-.
:Duncan, Oreg. Metcalfe Wampler Mr. Santinl with Mr. Edwar¢_ of Alabama. '_,enst d with.
du Pont Meyner Waxman Mr. Buckley wl'_h Mr. Cochrl_n. "
:_a:rly Mezvtnaky Weaver Mr. Evans nf Indians, with 1vii. Eshleman. The ISPEAKER. Is objection to
'._gar Mlkva Whalen Mr. Ford nf Tennessee wttl_ Mr. Hayes of ':he request of the gentleman froml_dwards, Calif. Milford Whltehurst
'.l_ilberg Miller, Calif. Whltten Indiana. Washington?
:_mery Mills Wiggins Mr. Fascell with Mr. Steelmsn. The

igrienborn Mlneta Wilson, Bob Mr. Riegle with Mr. Ileilm. The SPEAKER. Chair recognizes
:gvlns, Tenn. Minish Wilson, Tex, Mr. Hungate with Stuckey, 1;ae geiltleman from :ton.'F_ry Mink Winn
l_enwick Mitchell, Md. Wirth Mr. Madden with Mr. Rl_ppe MI'. FOLEY. Mr. I yield such
'.Fl.,_h Mitchell, N.Y. Wolff Mr. Mann with Mr Hechle:_ of WesV Vir- Ixme a_ he may to the dlstin-
_?l_her Moakley Wright glnia.
lFithlan Moffett Wylie Mr..Flowers with Mr. Kindntss. I!uished vice chairman the Committee
:[Vlood Moorhead, Yatee ,','Il Agrkmlture and of the
Florto Calif. Yatron Mr. James V. S_ntoll with ]Vlr. Hyde. [l!tous,_ a conferees, the gentleman from
l_l_mt MOorhead, Fa. Young, Fla. Mr. Bell with Mr. White.
l_ot,ey Morgan Young, Ga. Mr. Charles H. Wilson of California with ']'ex/ul C_r. POAOE).
Ford, Mich. Moaher Young, Tex. (1V_['. POAOE and was given
lgOrsyt_e Moss Zablockl Mr. Tsongas. l::erm_Sion to revise and extend his
l?ountsin Mm'pln_, ]51. Zeferetti
l?_er _mrtha Mr, RANDALL changed ibis vote from :,llema:_ks.)
l_,n_ol _vers, _a "ye_" to "nay." Mr_ POAGE, Mr. the mat_er
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life of the permit, in my amend- clude several safeguard provisions found NATIONAL RANOELANDq, S POLICY
ment here would be: _of 10 years, in the House xyrsion. For example, it P,CT OF 1976

The Secretary could do would not perm[it the establishment of
that. They do not, of prat- shorter permit t_rms when "it will be in The Senat continued with the con-

the best interest[ of sound land manage- sideration of ;he bill (S. 2555) to estab-
t_ce, but they could under ment." In addit_n it would not tie per- lish a natio: al rangelands rehabllita-present law.

This would say 10-year mits to either tl_e land use planning of tion and prot _ctlon program.Mr. MAN,c FIELD. Mr. President, I
the BLM or thq requirements of allot- ask unanimc is consent that it be in

permitithankandthethen apply, ment manageme_.t plans.
Mr. HASKELL. I am Mr. President,[[ would hope we would order at this time to ask :for the yeas

strongly to I not adopt the a{nendment of the Sen- and nays on the Cannon arnenchnent,
believe it is from the ato_ from Neva_ta. I cannot imagine the McClure _mendment, and on final
point of the greater security }ban is now given per- passage with _ single show of hands.
be unfortunate the mittees under tFe Taylor Grazing Act. The PRESI DING OFFICER. Is there
of the public interest As I I know that whet ranches change hands objection'.> 'W thout objection, it is so
the reason for this it is they have fee 'md and rermit and, ordered.
provide greater _' to grazing the purchaser t_ [res into consideration Mr. MANS] IELD. I call for the yeas
mlttees. However, I . at a loss to un- raises the ] urchase price because and nays on three, Mr. President.
derstand why such presently the permit lan [, even though the per- OFFICER. Is there a
do not have such The Taylor are on a yesr-to-year basis, sufficient id? There is a sufficient
Grazing Act has perh{ the strongest I beli_ ze the present scheme second.
preference rights of any stat- the fiexibi] ty and offers the se- The yeas al d nays were ordered.
ute dealing with for use of pub- required, would hope that we Mr. Mr. President, I ask
lic lands. Owners of b_ ranches have do system at the present unanimous that whfie there

wouldbea 15minute limitationon thealmost an assured to permits and time.
thereafter have rights for I am r fearful that if the first rollcall e, the next two votes, and
each renewal. I have ] found in my Senator from Nevada incidentally, ey will be in rapid suc-
tenure as chairman of Environment is adopted, ministration will veto cession, 10 minutes.
and Land Resources any the bill, as opposes The PRE: OFFICER. Without
significant number of cidents demon- his position, very anxious to get objection, it is ordered.
strating of a lack of in grazing on with the rangelands. For Mr. For the further in-
permits, the reasons I hope we will not formation of Senate, it is anticipated

In addition, I would out to my adopt the of the distin- that without followir,g the dis-
colleagues that the Grazing Act guished Senator Nevada. posal of this 11, if not before, wewill
permits, although it does require, 10- I yield the take up the report on the

Mr. METCALF. the Senator yield Federal Commission.
year permits. The langm of the Can- for a unanimous ent request on a Mr. Presiden I ask unanimous con-
non amendment per- different matter'? sent that at of the voteonmits but also would allow .'ancellation or
termination of those during Mr. HASKELl2,. the Cannon McClure amendmentsthe Senate the go to the committee
their lifefor a number I can- amendmentas then to the.not see any significant be-
tween the Cannon and ex- ORDER FOR OF TIME third readin the bill.
isting law in so far as addl- FOR FILING RE- The OFFICER. Is there,
tional security to PORTS ON S. 7 objection? [out objection, it is se,ordered.

However,until the of the Mr. METCAZ_'. on Mr. That third reading
Interior completes the of prepar- April 14, 1976, on )ehalf of ]enate _-ill be immc followed by a rollcal[
ing allotment mans plans for its Committee on flor and Af- vote on final and that rule XII
grazing lands, I believe permit stat- fairs, I filed a report on '/13, be waived.
ute provision requiring terms the Deep Seabed Minerals The PRESID] OFFICER. Is there
for permits should not be Upon Pursuant to a imous consent objection? objection, it is so or-.
the completion of the tment man- ment made upon of S. dered.
agement plans, when the has been the bill was then j( [ntly referred to wTL_rmh' OF FOR ROLI.CAI.LVOTEOI_
adequately planned and all, Committees on Services, Corn- _SSACE--S.255S

been established on the capability merce, and Relations for 30 Mr. Mr. President, after
of the range, I believe we ;an properly days. with intereste_i Members, X
consider lengthier permit Under that the bill would unanimous that the order

Subsection (d) of the dt would re- have to be returnee to the Senate Cai- for a re vote on final pas..
quire the payment to a ittee for the endar on May 14, 1176. However, I have vitiated.
authorized improvements land been informed tlhat ,he chairman of the OFFICER. Without
whenever a permit is cam in whole respective eommitt_ .-s are agreed that objec
or in part. To a large this would this time agreeme] t would not allow
be nothing more than their committees ac .'quate time for fair
In effect the formula for computing and adequate consi eration of this tm-
grazing fees already takes i account portant piece of 'legislation. Conse- RECESS TO THE CALL Gl?
improvements on the land is ad- quently, it has 'been requested that the CHAIR

jUsted, therefor. In the per- original unanimous '_onsent agreement, Mr. Mr. President, I ask
mittee depreciates those concerning referral ( _S. 713 to the three unanimous that the Senat_
in the payment of taxes. B, the ad- committees, be cha] ged to allow them stand in recess ect to l_hecall of th,_
ministration and envir( are until June 2, 1976, Lo consider S. 713. chair. I make _t request because ii',opposed to this provision in at it is re- Mr. President, the Snate Interior Corn-

before 3:30, the i _deral Election Com-
garded as the first step making mittee has no object )n to this extension mission conferen _ report comes over
the permits a right rather a prlv- of time. from the House ,f _Representatlves, it
flege requiring whenever Therefore, I ask manimous consent would be the lea, ._rs_int_mt:[on at that
a permit is terminated or celed, that the period for ercferral of S. 713 time, with Senat(_ C^Ni_N in attendance

Mr. President, this entire is to the Committees n Armed Services, and Senator HAT_ rLD i_ attendance, to
found in the House version the BLM Commerce, and Fo elgn Relations be call up that confe 'ence r_ort.
Organic Act. It is in that I opposed extended until June ,_, 1976. There being no )bjectiob, the Senata_,
by both the administration an environ- The PRESIDING )FFICEI_. Is there at 2:41 p.m., feces ed, subje_ to the call
mental communities. Yet amend- objection? of the Chair; wh reupon, a% 2:49 p.rrt.
ment before 'ha today does even in- Without objection _lt is so ordered, the Senate reasse abied when cai/ed to
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order by _.e Presl_ling Officer Mr'. Mr. WEICIGV. R. lVlr. Pr_ldent, I ask ,lso le6qslation which reaffirms the eom-.
tH[ELMS). _ unannnous torment tk:.at the order for _rtitn:_e_l; of the Congress to the improve-.

..... the quorum call be rescinded. _r_ent cE our electoral process, the very

FEDERAL ELECTION CAaMPA_4'3Iq "i'h,_: PRESIDING OI'_oFICEI_t. Witllou!t : oundai,h)n of our democratic system of
ACT AMENDMEINI%_; OF 19;; _5--... obje_-L_.on, it is so ordered. _ave:raiment.
CONFFRENCE REPORT l_:r. WEICKER. lvIr. President, I _sk This !cgislatiort remedies the constitu-

un,m:imous COherent _hs.t Claudia Ingrarn ':tonal ,Sefects which the Supreme Court
Mr. MANS:FII_JD. Mr. President, _ ;_sk of nq.y staff be accorded the privilege of ::cum1 to exist in the Federal Electior.

tm_,n'rmotts consent that the confe::e:ac¢: the l](ior during the course of debate o:l:l ,::ampa[gn Act Amendments of 1974, and
reix)rt on the Federal Election C(,m., the cc,nference report on the Federal _:hus creates an independent slx=member
mission be called up at this time. Elecl;ic,n Campaign Aec; Araendments ,of vmrnis;;ion appointed by the President,

The PRESLDING OFFICER. WitJ :mt 1976, ';qth trJ,_ advice and consent of the Sen-
objection, it is; so orderd. The PRESIDING OFFICEI_'. Without : re, to :_dminister, interpret, and enforce

Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I s:_b,-, object:ion, it is :so ordered, i:i]e ][,'edcral election campaig_ laws of
mit a report of the committee of c(>m er- Mr. CANNON. Mir. President, I ask :.t_r cored;ry.
once on S. 3065 and ask for its immediate unar, imous consent that Ed P'lall of the This .legislation also addressed other
{m,nsideration. corranittee staff be accorded the privilege :::xattgr_s necessitated by the Supreme

The PRE,C]IDING OFFICER _b_[r. of tits floor during corLsideration of th,_ : our[.'s decision by codifying a number
I_IIgLMS). The report will. be statc, d by eonfe:tence report. :[ thcC:yart'sinterpretatlons of the cam-
title. Thc Pi_ESIDING Otr'FICER;. Withou_ i: aigr_ finance laws, and filling gaps _:ad

The second assistant legislat.we cl._rk objex:lion, it is so order,_. _.:zcuun:[ _[reas resulting from the Court's
read as follows: /vSr. HATFIEI2D. Mr. Pr(:sident, I ask 2 avir:g voided virtually ali limitations on

The committee of conference on thc _is.- unanimous consent that during the con.. '. ::reexp_:nditure of funds in election cam-
agreeing votes of the two lfouses or. ;:_e siderwAon of this bill, Anc.rew Gleason, i signs.
amendments of the House to the biil (S. Lar:w Smith, E;arbara Coltroy, Karleen The conference substitute requires, as
30,§5)to axnend the Federal Election (2_rr_-.
palgn Act of 1971 to provide for its.aOxnh Is.. MAllnick, and James Schooner have the :__d bOlL_ the Senate bill and House
trt[tlon by a Federal Election Commission _p-. privi)iege Of the floor. :i.::rlelqdrrr_,nts, political committees _md
.pointed in accordance with the requireme_*m T.he Pt_ESIDING O_1_()_ ,, Withou[¢ p_:rso:las to report independent expendi-
,of the Constitution, and for other purpo-;es_ object:.on, it is st} ordered. "ires ir_ excess cf $100 in a calendar year
b.a_ing met, after full and free confere.,:c_, Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I ask _ _press_[:,>' advocating the election or de-
havo agreed to recommend and do reccm-, llnanimous consent thai; durtng the con.. i,:at of a clearly' identified candidate.
mend to their respective tto ases th_ r_p,,_,, siderat[on of this bill, Bob Perkins, o,_! Ii uch a ]:,'_porting requirement was upheld
signed by a. majority of the conferees. Senator' BaOCK'S sta:_!, :[ttld Debbie Rob.. I:,;, the lYupreme Court and ls present in

The PR,ESID_NG OFFICER. WitL,,:ut errs, of my staff, haw: the privilege of th.e _: less; d(,_finitive form in existing law. In
,objection, the Senate will proceed t/,) :he floor. _ :tdition, the Federal Election Cornmis-
consideration of the com'erence rep(rto Tine PRESIDL_G OFE_CER. Withou_l; s;:on will be required to prepare and is'rue

(The conference repori; Is printed lrx objection, itis so ordered.. :::_rrent indices which will enable the
tthe l_coRr) of April 26, 1976, beginn ng Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, I ask: 1:,.tblic and other candidates to know how
at page H3576.) unanh::.ous consent th:_tt l'egl._y Parish ruch money is being spent on behalf of

:Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President. ; :i!l and ]3ii1 Cochrane haw_ the privilege of i';:_rt.icu]i_Lr candidates.
'_;_,s Senator yield? the floor during the conside cation of th_ With _,_gard to reporting requiremer:&s,

Mr. CANNON.I yield, measure. !! 3065:4,; it passed the Senate required
___ The PRESIDING OFFICEt_. V/ithont c a'porat_ons, labor organizations, silo

objection, it is so ordered. ', her m_!mbershlp organizations to re-
Of{DER :FOI_ VOTE TO OCCUR. ,._N Mr. CANNON. ._lr. P::esident, or!_ ]:_)ri expenditures directly attributable

CANNON A]._YENDMENT AT 3:30 P:M. March 24, 1976, _,he Senate r,assed S. 3065; _:,: communications to stockholders and
FOLLOWED BY THE VOTE _:_N by a vote of 55 to 28 arnencing the :Fed- :_:ember:, explicitly advocating the elec-.
:McCLURE AMENDMENT eral Election Campaign Act of 1971. On _:>n er defeat of clearly identified can=
;Cir. MANSFIELD. Mr. l°resident, i[: sk April L 1976, the House of Represents-. ,:l dates ]:r_ excess of $1,000 per candidate

lmantmous consent that t/he vote on U:,e fives, aodopted sa-nendment_ to 8, 3065 p_reh,,cl:]on.
Ca__non amendment occur at the hcttr which the Senate subsequently disagreed, The _!:ouse amendment did not con-
of 3:30 p.m., :¢ollowed by a vote on d:xe to on April 5, asking for a conference on l,_ in s, similar provision. The conference
McClure amendment, the disagreeing votes of the two Houses. s' bsti_ute retains the principal of such

The PRESIDING OFFICEtt. Wit.h_: t_t Sentti_>rs HOWAgB CArNOXq, C_ZBOI_NE r'port.s, _aot required under existing law,
objection, it is so ordered. PrLr,, }:?_OBERTC. BYRI), MA_K HaTFZrLrh _d provides that the cost of such eom-

.__ __. _ and tt,.)oI-i SCOTT represented the Senate r :unicat!ons devoted to express advocacy
at the ensuing conference, r: the eh,etlon or defeat of a clearly iden-

FE',DERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT The conferees, after :melting on Ap- t 5ed ,:m)didate shall be reported if such
AMENDiViENTS O:F 1976--CONt_'h7 t _ rtl 7, 8. 12, 13, 27, and 28, 1976, recom- ::: _;ts exceed 22,00(I per election.
ENCE P_EPORT mend shat the Senate rec(:de from i_ I-Iowev!_r, the east of a communica-
The Senate continued with the co:- dlsagrocment to the amendtments of the _'_.:n will :not be reportable if the conl-

_;ideration of the report o:[ the comm:t_ House _,,nd agree to the amended text of :rr;_.mication is primarily devoted to sub-
tt,_ of conference on the disagreeing va es S. 3065. as approved by the conferees and i_ zts other than the advocacy of the
of the two l-louses on th{: a'mendme'_._ts set fart::a in the report o:[ th,: conference. :::i:cticn or defeat of a candidate, l:n
o1'. the House to the bill tS. 80651 to The report of th{: conferees was approved :-_:.opting this substitute, the conferees
_ox_end the Federal Elect:on Campm_:n by t]he House al Repre2;ent_ttlves today, :_:reed u_,)n certain guidelines which are
Aec: of 1971 to provide for its admin _:,_ The Ctetails of the ttme. ndments agreed :_._::,forth in the conference report.
tration by a Federal Election Commissi :,n to by t.he conferees are set forth in the ':)?he, c,s:_:fferees accepted the provisions
rip',pointed in accordance with the _c-_ conference report anti I 'will not attempt .: _ '.>,heSenate bill setting a $5,000 thresh-
Cluirements of the Constitution, and k)r to review all of them at thi_: time. Many ,_i,!:. for waiving quarterly reports of
ct;her purposes, of the matters whielq were debated and : :rltribul_ons and expenditures of can-

ldlr. CANNON. Mr. President, in oz'©er voted upon on the Benate :_Ioor are re- _!! iate:s Y:_ nonelection years, The House
th,_t Senators may be noi.ilied that _e rained in the cor_:erence substitute. _._ _endm,mt had a $10,000 figure. The
co,florence report on theFederal Electi:,n Some, however, met with strong disagree.. ,::,:_aferees also adopted the Senate pro-
Commission bill is pending, I suggest t:,.e ment ih'om the I-Iou_;e conferees and a p,:sal that committee treasurers and
at_;ence of a quorum, compromise satisfactory to the conferees _:; ndidat_:s who demonstrate that be,_t

The PRESII)ING OFFICER, The cie 'k on both sides w_s reached. _: arts hi,ye been used to obtain and sub-
will call the roll. S. 3et_S as mnended in conference rep-- r_ _;in:_otmation will be deemed in com-

q_he second' a_tstm_[ le,glslative clc:'k resents a fair eomprc)ml,';e cf the differ-. '::i anco with the reporting requirements
_,rc_cecded to call the roll. cures _:>:'Zboth Houses of Cengress. It Is ,_:: the _,_t. The conference bll! further
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:provides that records need only be kept viduals would still be subject to the $25,- by a trade _a_Jociation of the stA_ckholders
as to the identity of contributors in ex- 000 aggregate limitation on ali contribu- and executive or administrative personnel ofmember organization, then tho term "mem_
tess of $50. lions in a calendar year in existing law. _ership organization" in subsection (b)(4t

The conference substitute combines A multicandidate political committee, (c) is not intended to lnclude a trade acco-
many of the enforcement provisions con- as defined in the act, may contribute a clarion which is made up of corporations.
tained in both the Senate bill and the total of $5,000 to a Federal candidate
House amendment, giving the Federal and his authorized political committee A question has come up as to the pur-
Election Commission expanded and more in any election campaign. A multicandi- pose of the phrase "the terqm 'member-
varied civil enforcement powers. As date political committee would be lim- ship organization' in subsection (b)(4)
these are described in detail in the con- ired to an aggregate of $15,000 in a calen- (C) is not intended to include a trade as-
ference report I will not discuss them at dar year which it could give to any polit- sociation which is made up of corpora-
this time. However, I would welcome any ical committee of a national political lions."
questions my colleagues might have with party and to an aggregate of $5,000 in a First of ali, this language wa,; included
respect to these enforcement provisions, calendar year it could give to any other to preclude a trade association, which is

The conferees agreed to a modification political committee. Tllese latter limita- also a membership organization, avd
of the advisory opinion procedures of the tions, however, would not apply to frans- which desires to solicit the stockholders
Commission. An advisory opinion may fers between political committees of the and employees of a member corporation,
be requested by any Federal officeholder, same political party, from avoiding the limitations of 321(b)
any candidate for Federal office, any The provisions permitting the Repub- (4) (D), which limit such solicitation to
political committee, or the national corn- lican or Democratic Senatorial Cam- stockholders and executive or adminis-
mittee of any politicaI party, concerning paign Committees and the national corn- trative personnel of the member corpo-
the application of a general rule of law mittee of a political party to make a ration, and further provides that the
stated in the act, or the application of a contribution of $20,000 to a candidate to member corporation must consent to
general rule of law prescribed by the the Senate in a calendar year was such solicitation and only give its con-
Commission as a rule or regulation, to a amended to reduce this amount to sent to one trade association in a calen-
specific factual situation. Section 108(a_ $17,500. dar year.
of the conference bill prohibits the Corn- The other provJ_sions of the Senate bill Second, it; applies only to trade asso-
mission from proposing general rule of and the House amendment relating to elations wit:a corporate members and is
law in any form other than as a rule or limitations on contributions and certain intended to regulate the solicitation of
regulation pursuant to the congressional expenditures were similar and are re- the stockholders and executive or ad-
review procedures of the act. General fiected in the conference substitute, ministrative persomxel of su.eh corporate
rulemaking was never intended to be the The conference substitute also con- members. A trade association which is a
function of the advisory opinion process, rains a fair compromise between the Sen- membership organization may, of
This section clarifies the intent of the ate bill and the House amendment per- course, solicit its other members, such as
Congress in this res-ect, and requires the taining to the solicitation by corpora- individuals, partnerships, et cetera under
Commission to conform their prior ad- tions and labor organizations of volun- 321(b) (4) (C).
visory opihions to these provisions with- tary contributions to separate segregated In most other respects the provisions
in 90 days of enactment, funds. It follows the structure of the Sen- of the Senate bill related to corporate

The conference bill prohibits ophlions ate bill, permitting corporations to solicit and labor union political action commit-
of an advisory nature other than pur- voluntary contributions from stockhold- tees were ratatned, except the definition
suant to the advisory opinion procedure, ers and executive, or administrative per- of stockholder, which was omitted, lear-
The bill also expands those Who would sonnel, and labor organizations to solicit ing the interpretation of this term to
be able to rely upon an advisory opinion their members. T:ae conference bill would general corporate law.
to include any person involved in any clarify the definition of executive or ad- The conference bill contains limita-
specific transaction or activity which is ministrative personnel to include indi- lions on honorariums, increasing the ex-
indistinguishable in aH its material as- viduals employed by a corporation who isting limit per speech from $1,000 to,
pects from the transaction or activity are paid on a salary, rather than hourly, $2,000 and the yearly aggregate from.
with respect to which the advisory opin- basis and who have policymaking, man- $15,000 to $25,000. In addition, actual[
ion is issued, agerial, professional, or supervisory re- travel and subsistence expenses for the

The conference substitute amends the sponsibilities. In addition to the above, recipient of the honorariums and spouse
procedure for congressional review of corporations and labor organizations or aide as well as amounts paid or in-.
Commission rules and regulations by would be able to solicit all employees and curred for any agent's fees or commis-.
clarifying that Congress may disap- stockholders twice a year in writing by sions are explicitly excluded from the
prove any provision or series of inter- mail to their residences with the proviso honorarium limitations.
related provisions which state a single that the solicitalfion be designed so that Finally, the conference bill include.,;
separable rule of law. The proposal in the party making the solicitation cannot the provisions of both the Senate bill[
the Senate bill shortening rJ_e review determine who makes a contribution of and the House amendment pertaininf t
time was deleted by the conferees, thus $50 or less as a result of such solicitation to the termination of ms_tching funds
retaining the 30-legislative-day period and who does not make such a contribu- for inactive Presidential primary cam.
of existing law. tion. paigns and the return of excess public

The conference bill adopted the House funds not used to defray qualified cam.-
With respect to limitations on con- provisions giving trade associations paign expenses.

tributtons, the conference substitute is rights to solicit stockholders and execu-
a fair compromise between the Senate five or administrative personnel of mem- In conclusion, this legislation correctsmany of the defects, inequities, and in-bill and the House amendment. A person, ber corporations.
as defined in the act, will be subject to consistencies in the campaign financo
the existing limitation of $1,000 per elec- The conference report, at page 63, laws which the Congress and others have
lion per Federal candidate. As under states asfollows: observed since passage of the 1974
present law, earmarked contributions The conferenco substitute follows the amendments. It clearly reflects tho
and contributions made to a candidate's House amendmen% with regard to the solicl- original intent of the Cortgress in 1971

ration by a trade association of stockholders
authorized political committees are con- and executive or administrative personnel and 1974, and at the same time, restruc-
sidered to be contributions to that candi- (and their famllle_) of a member corporation lures the campaign finance laws, both
date. A person may also not make con- of such trade association. The conference to give the Federal Elect;ion Commis-
tributions to any political committee substitute contair_s the provision of the Sen- sion more extensive and flexible civil
established and maintained by a ha- ate bill permitting a membership organlza- enforcement and regulatory powers, as
tional political party which in the ag- lion, cooperative, or corporation without cap- well as to provide for a raore balanc_l
gregato exceed $20,000 in a calendar ital stock, or a separate segregated fund and equitable operation of these laws.
year. A person is further prohibited from established by such organizations, to solicit;contributions to Emch a fund from members MI'. President, as this legislation has
making contributions to any other politi- of such organization, cooperative, or corpora- been extensively debated in both Houses
cai committee which in the aggregate tion without capital stock. In light of the fact of the Congress, it is now of critical ira-
exceed $5,000 in a calendar year. Indi- subsection (b)(4)(D) governs solicitations portance that the Senat_ act ex-oedi-
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tdously to approve the report of the coil- 6, congressional Review cf Regulations: C:_l_s,ina_ penalty for a knowing and wlll-
ferees. Im reviewing regulations proposed by l'ff_e ful vl¢,latlon of _he Act which l_votves t_e

I would be happy to yield to am,; _ue_- Commission. tile Congress may disapprove mah_ng, receiving, or reporting of any eo_-

lions or comments Oil ;ally part 0I the any provision or series of interrelated prov!., trihutlons or expenditures having a value in
siom_ which states a single 3eparable rule ¢_ the aggregate of $1,000 or more during a

conference report after first yielding to law. cale od_r year. For certain sections,, tlme
the Senator from Oregon (Mr. HAs- 7. L_aforcement: amount involved is less.
]_'IELD). lqew de_Ued enforcemen'_ procedures l_._ l_ne up to $2§.000 or 300% of contrlbu-

I ask unanimous corzsent, Mr. Presl- voive: notarizing complalnt_q notifying per,, tion or expenditure involved, Imprisonment
derlt that a brief summary that [ have sorm involved of alleged violations; conduct., for up i_o,I year, or both.
had prepared here citing the key pr(w- lng expedittous tnve_ttgatimm; providing a_t A co:._cilia%lon agreement may be used as
_lsions of the proposed :_ederal EJecticrl opportunity for a person under lnvestigatlozm evidence of the defendant's lack of intent

to rebut; requiring the Cornndssion to correct; or knowledge to _mit the affen_ in a
Campaign Act amendments as repotted violations by informal methods of concllla., crimtnl_ action brought with respect to th_
by the Senate and House confere:nce, Sion; giving the, Commission power to brinf!: specific act, or failure to act, which is the
be reprinted at this point in the R_c:oam civil action when conclliattmx fails; imposing subject of the conciliation agreement.

There being no objection, the mini- of civil fines by a co.ct or by the Commission 1S Termination of Payments for Lack of
mary was ordered to be printed Jn th6 as a condition to a concillatlorL agreement; Demonatrahle Support and Retnr_ of _unds:
RrcOR_), as follows: Giving the Commission power to refer a crim. A I_esidentlal candidate loses eligibility

inal violation which is _nowlng and willful to receive public matching funds if he
B_EY PROVISIONS OF PROPOSED FEDERAL t<:LEC- directly to Attorney General without concll]a._oN CAMPAIGiNYACT A_EL_DI_LEN_PS OF _97,$, receives less than 10% of his party% votes

8.2065, AS I_EPORTED BY SI_NATE-HOusE [!Oiq- ties. _ast for ail Presidential candidates in two
8. Contributions and Expe:_ditures Limita. mcceas_ve primaries in which he authorizedI_ERENCE, _'_qIL 28, 1976 tions:

I. Reconstitutlon of Federal Election £om,- Persons may contribute to a esndidate anti his nalcae to be placed om the ballot, or i n
mission: his authorized political co mmlttee up t_, whic._ t_e failed to certify that he was not an_ctive candidate.

Composed of 6 members, no more i_,n 3 $1,000 in the 24_gregate per election; up to Canci_dates who cease to actively seek
of whom may be affiliated with the same po- $20,O00 in a calendar year to a political com.
litlcal party, plus the _ecretary of the 2_en- mlttee of a national poiiticM party; up to _ominatton or election in one or more states
:a_e and the Clerk of the House, ex off_cio, $5,000 to any other political committee In _, must return public run,is not used for
without the power to vote. calendar year. _uall fie_.!icampaign expenses.

4 members totake major action. Mu_tlcandldate political committees ma_. M:L CANNON. Mr. President, I yield

Members may not engage in any other b usi- contribute to a candidate and his authorize(i _o the _3enator from Oregon.
:ness, vocation or employment. One year to political committees, up to $5,000 in the ag. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
terminate such activity, gregate per election; xtp to $15,000 in a calm:_-

Ail outstanding proposed rules and re_ala- dar year to a political cormnittee of a no. tt0r from Oregon.
$1ons must be submitted to Congress for re* Siena] political party; up to $L000 in a calm:x. Mt:. HATFIEI_. Mr. President, the
view after effective date of Act. dar year to any other political committee. :{'ederaL Election Commission has beet_

2. Definitional Changes: Limitations regardh} G conu_ttee contrlbu.- vithout operating authority for almost
Contract or promise to pay must be in Sloss do not gpply to trs,nsf_ws between na_ _; we,_ Pres/dential candidates who e_l..

writing to be a contribution, tianiB, state, district, ar ]iocali committees oi _red ':k_e 19'/6 Presidential primaries
Legal and accounting services rendered _) ihesamepolitles.1 pa_. 'vith the understanding that Federal

_,_tlonal oo4nmtttee and _ candidate t_ _1- _-_ s to curtail vertical proliferation
i;ure co_pliance with Act, f_re not con,flhtc.- of con_r/butlons by pollMcai committees. :P-atchJ3_g funds would be available to
lions or expenditures. Republican or Democratic t$ermtorial Caul- 1hem tf certain criteria were met soc_

Contribution. does not Include gifts, _;tc_, p_ Committees or the natio_ral committee :0_igld $het71se]ve_ without matching
to national or state committees of poll_:loal of a political party, or any _ombh-xatlon oil {un_ :}n the middle of sOme important
pr_ty designated for con_tzuction or pu_- s_eh _)mmlttees, may co_;trlbute up to $17,- vaces. Cme can _nly speculate whether

chase of office facilities not used for c_n- _00 to a candidate for the Se;_at_ in an eleo_ (he o,bs_noe of Federal funds truly served
paign purposea. Must be reported, however. Sion year. !,S a setback to their respective cam-.

3. Recordkeepin G and Reporting: Expenditure limits retainer',; fur Presiden-. i_,aigrLs, One need not speculate, however,
Detailed records required only for contrl.- ttal (_ndidates who accept public funds; and

butlons in excess of $50 ra'oher than in ex.- for national and stat_.* committees of polit- '_:hieh Presidential candidates were ham-.
cess of $10. ioal parties. ?ered b,/ the lack of funds, since the re-.

Demonstration of best efforts by poliUcaI 9. Transfer of a Number of Title 18 Crim- !;tllts in Saturday's Texas primary showed
committee treasurer or candidate will be tnal Provisions Relalm_d to Federal Elec- ihat the Republican Presidential race is
deemed compliance with reporting requ!re., tions _o the Federal _,qeci;ion Campaign Act _till very much alive.

ments, of 1971. The Slrpreme Court and the President
In non-election years, candidates nee_ file I0. Contributions by Corporatiorn_ and _:f the United States urged the Demo-

q_tarterly reports only if contributions or ex- Labor Organizations:
pendltures or both were in excess of _$5,000 General solicitation of contributions by _:ratic-_mntrolled Congress to enact, a
In any quarter, corporations is limited to stockholders, and !;{mp]e ]:,ill providing for the reconstttu-

Reporting required for tndependen_ ex-. executive or adralnistratlve personnel and Sion of the Federal Election Commission,
pendltures in excess of $100 in support oL ar their families. '{'.heenactment of such a bill would have
in opposition to, a cand4date. The 'term "executive or adm.nlstrative per.- _;_ken o]i].y a few hours instead of weeks.

:Reporting of cost of conununicatlons to sonnel" means individuals employed by a ;!!uch a bill would have permitted the
_stockholders and members by corporatim_,, corporation who are p:_ld on :_ salary rather :i ;eady :lk)w of matching funds to Pre:d-
labor unions, and other merabership organl.- than on an hourly basl_, and w_ao have policy.- (iential candidates of both parties. How-
:zatlons advocating election or defeat o._ making, managerial, professlimal or super., e,7er, th,_ majority part of tbe Congress
ca:adidate in excess of $2,000 per elcctie_ _iso-ry responslbillitiss.

,l. Powers of Commission: Oene. ral solicitation by la'_or unions k_ _!_ized upon the Supreme Court decision
,Commission given prima£7 exclusive !u-. limited to union members and their famlliss. [1_ Buc_iey against Valeo as an 0pp0rtu-

rlsdiction for civil enforcement of the Act, Both oorporations and unisons may twice l'i{ty _0 l'emake the election laws in a
:and the public financing p:rovlstons of _he during a year solicit by mail all employees, n:anner more to their party's liking.
Internal Revenue Code. officers stockholders, union members, and Mr, President, I orlglnally supported

5. Advisory Opinions: their families, ii _e concept of enacting a bill providing

A_lvisory opinions shall relate to the :_,p-. Trade associations may solic:t stockholde_: J'(_r the si]_qple reconstitution of the Fed-
pltcation of a general rule of law stated in. and executive or adndnt,;tra_;ive personnel (::'al _ecl:lon Commission. Upon seeing
_he Act or prescribed by rule or regulation, of member corporations with limitation oi it{laS _ simple reconstitution was imI_)S-
Ix) a specific fa_:tual situation, one trade association per corporation.

Oenerai rule of law may be initially p_'o-. 11. Honorarium Limitations: _ible, I worked toward getting the best
posed only as rules and regulations subject to _:ossible l_tll through the Senate, and
Congressional review and disapproval. Oen- $2,000 limitation for any appearance, 'Lhrouglq: the Senate-House conference.
eral rules of law may not he stated through speech, or article, and $25,000 toted calendar C)nsiderD.qg the fact that the minority
taivisory opinion procedures, year limitation.

Advisory opinions may be relied upon by ActuM travel and subsis_,nce expenses p:trty does have rights, but not the votes,
person involved in transaction or activity of for recipient and spo_{e or aide, as well as [/ believe the best possible bill from a
advisory opinion _nd person involved in amounts paid or incurred for any agent's D_mocr:_:tlc-controlled Congress has been
transaction or activity, indi_.tinguishable in fees or commissions are excluded from the s,chleved, There are provisions in the
MI its material aspects from transaction or limitations, c:)nference bill which are not to my llk-
e_tlvity of advisory opinion. 1Z Cmnfinal Penaltie_q: h: g. But I am realistic enough to believe
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the Republican Party had better take chairman is correct, but ! think that separate trade association. This would
what it can get when it is the minority ought to be further clarified. That matter not be permitted under the conference
party. Mr. President, I urge my Repub- was not specifically discussed, so this bill.
lican colleagues to study this measure assumption, I think, is a reasonable as- Mr. PACKWOOD. So thai; the parent
very carefully, and then consider whether sumption, but if the chairman thinks I corporation then has to make an elec-
there is any possibility of getting a better am wrong I would like to be corrected, tion as to which trade association, even
bill from this Congress. I believe that It is my recollection that this question though they may have substantially dj-
once they have taken such a prospect which the Senator has just addressed verse interests in their sub.,_idiaries
into consideration, they will decide to himself was never specifically debated Mr. CANNON. I am sorry, I did not get
vote in favor of the adoption of this con- in the committee, that last statement.
ference bill. Mr, PACKWOOD. That is the reason I Mr. PACKWOOD. So the situation is

Mr. President, I would have liked to asked it because I come to the same you have got a parent corporation and it
have signed my name to a conference conclusion the Senator and the chairman owns a bakery, it owns a real estate corn-
report providing for the simple reCon- come to because I dO not know what party, it owns an automobile distributor-
stitution of the commission. But it was other conclusion you reach because it ship. That automobile distributorship, if
the will of the majority party not to take makes reference to reporting, and there they made an option, the parent cor-
this road. After weeks of debate and con- is only one reporting law we are talking poration, to solicit, say, the bakers trade
sideration, the Senate has the opportu- about, and there are no other reporting association can solicit them; they could
nity to vote on a measure to reestablish regulations one is required to meet. So I not say they want the bakers trade asso-
the Federal Election Commission. While assume there is no .. ciation to solicit the bakers organization
this measure somewhat weakens the Mr. HATFIELD. There is no legislative and the automobile dealers association to
commission, I suggest to my colleagues history, to my knowledge, that would give solicit their automobile division, no
that if we are to have any type of Jude- this other interpretation, crossover. I am not suggesting that one
pendent watchdog machinery in opera- Mr. CANNON. There was initially no trade association representing the bakers
tion for the November elections then we reporting requirement for that provision could solicit the automobile dealers or
had better support this measure. H We at all. vice versa, but the Senator i_ saying tha'c
do not, if the Senate rejects the confer- Mr. PACKWOOD. Right. the corporation has to make an election,
ence bill, there is no way of knowing Mr. CANNON. The Supreme Court said and only one trade association can
how much more time will be required to they had the right to communicate with solicit, period.
formulate a new bill, if one is formulated their members, and the Senator offered Mr. CANNON. Well, if it is just simply
at all. the amendment, as I recall_ a separate corporation which is a sub-

Therefore, I urge the support of the Mr. PACKWOOD. Right. sidiary of a parent organization, that
conference report. Mr. CANNON. Which the Senate might be a situation there where they

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who adopted. We required reporting for could elect to be solicited by their own
yields time? amounts over $1,000. The conference trade association, completely unrelated

Mr. PACKWOOD. I wonder if the changed that to the amount of $2,000, from a conglomerate head. It would
chairman or Senator HAYFIELDwould re- but a cumulative amount, so it would appear that a separate corporate orga-
spond to a few questions? I ask them apply even though it might have been nization, could designate it;s own trade
for clarification of my own mind. for several candidates, and you would not association. But if it is simply a branch

Mr. President, we have changed this separate it out. For example, if you had of a parent organization, then the one-
bill on union reporting for money spent three candidates and $3,000 total ex- time solicitation would apply.
specifically advocating the election or de- penditure even though the expenditurefor each candidate might be $1,000, it is Mr. PACKWOOD. Did we stick pretty
feat of a specific candidate from $1,000 the cumulative figure of $2,000 which much to the same definition of manage-
per individual election to $2,000 aggre- would trigger the reportng requirement_ · rial, executive personnel that we had in
gate, as I understand it. Mr. PACKWOOD. Then, on the trade the Senate bill as it passed?

Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct, association and the requirement that a Mr. CANNON. If the Senator will turn
Mr. PACKWOOD. Then we said spe- business can only be solicited by one to page 62 of the conference report, I

cifically in the law, and the report says trade association, in what manner does think it is reasonably close. I think it is
on page 63: the corporation give that assent? Can a little rnore specific. This is explained at

The conferees agreed that section 301(f) they file a letter once a year and say that subparagraph 2 at _he bottom of the
(4) (C), as amended by the conference sub- X Trade Association can solicit it or how 'page:
stltute, makes reporting requirements ap- does it work? 2. The conference substituLe follows the
pllcable * * * Mr. CANNON. We do not prescribe Senate bill in using the term "executive or

I assume there, because there is no here what the manner of consent ought administrative personnel" throughout sec-
other reference to reporting require- to be. I would assume that perhaps the tlon 321 rather than "executive officer". The.conference substitute defines that term to
merits, that we are talking about section FEC would prescribe a rule that would mean _n employee who is pa_d on a salary_
304(f) of the same reporting re- apply generally to all trade associations, rather than hourly, basis and who has policy-.
quirement that all other political cam- The purpose there was that if you had making, managerial, professional, or super-.
paigns have to report, under the same a number of organizations that belonged vlsory responsibilities. The term "executive
timetables and all of that, once the to a number of different trade associa- or administrative personnel" is intended to
threshold is reached. I realize there is no tions they would not be subjected to a include the individuals who run the corpora-.
reporting until we reach the threshold, barrage of solicitations. But the corpora- tion's business, such as officers, other execu-.ttves, and pl.ant, division, anci section man-.
Then they follow the same reporting tion can say, This trade association we agers, as well as individuals following tho
requirements that everybody else follows? belong to, is the one designated which recognized professions, such as lawyers anal

Mr. CANNON. Yes, provided they come can make the solicitation under the pro- engineers, who have not chosen to separate
within that limitation, visions of the act. themselves from management by choosing _

Mr. PACKWOOD. Yes. Mr. PACKWOOD. ! understand the bargaining representative; but is not intend..
Mr. CANNON. The $2,000. barrage and I agree with it. ed to lnclude professionals who are mem-.
Mr. PACKWOOD. They must qualify Can a corporation that is a conglom- hers of mlabor organization, or foremen who

both in terms of the substance of what erate, that has totally unrelated sub- have direct supervision over hourly em..
they are doing and the $2,000 threshold, sldiaries, can those subsidiaries be ployees, or other lower level supervisors suchas "strawbosses".

Mr. CANNON. The Senator is correct, solicited by different trade associations
Mr. PACKWOOD. Once they reach so long as it is only one trade association Mr. PACKWOOD. That definitiori

that, the FEC makes them report just soliciting each one? sounds_although there is no reference
like everybody else has to report. Mr. CANNON. A similar provision was to it hero--.very much like the wage anq

Now, ! am curious proposed and rejected in conference hour-fair labor standards definition o_
Mr. PIA'l'_'ik'_.n. Mr. President, will the which would have allowed divisions, if executive-administrative professional.

Senator yield at that point? ! think the there were divisions, to be solicited by a Does the chairman know if the confer..
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ence had that in mind :in coming toward eluded from doing that very thing, ewm iN'AYM0
this concluston? beyond the advisory opinion rule it Abour_k Glenn Morgan

Mr. CANNON, It was discussed Il; was might be planning. Bentsen Hart, Gary Nelson
an attempt to follow it somewhat., but Mr. PACKWOOD. This is exactly the Blden _a_ken Nu_nBrc,oke Humphrey Pastore
it was not necessarily intended to, say point. BuJnpers Jackson Petl
that this is the provision in the Fail' La- Again, let me read. something Chair.. Byrd, Johnston Percy
bor Standal_Is Act. man HAYS said: Harry F., Jr. Kennedy Proxmire

Case Leahy Randolph
I think we were trying to use terms I think 4 takes care of a good deal of you:: Chile.,3 Long Schweiker

that had a general, commonly recognl- problem, whiIe the ruh;s Just stated govern Clark lVIagnuson Stafford
:nized meaning, so that is would eliminate ail opinions of an advisor_, nature-- Culver Mansfield Stevenson

Eagle/;on MeIntyre Symington
any confusion, though not to specifically The PRESIDING OFFICER. The chaff' Font Metcalf Weicker
tie it into the Fair Labor Standards Act would interrupt the Semttor. Ford Mondale
S,Ssuch. NOTVOTING--20

Mr. PACKWOOD. I might ask the _''"--'-- Bayh Hart, Philip A. Muskie
chairman this, and I will read from the NA'FIONAL RANOELA[NqDS POLIC'._ Buckiey Hartke Ribicoff
hearings of the conference. This L_ Con- ACT OF 1916 Churcii Hathaway Taft

Cramston Huddleston Tower
_essman BRADEM_ asking the question: The Senate continued with the con,, Durkin Javits Tunney

So if Joe Smith, candidate, has a problem, sideration of the bill iS. 2555) to estab- Gar:a Mathias Williams
l_e wants information, he can write or get lish a national rangeland_ rehabilitation Gravel Montoya
in touch with the Commission a_xd say and proteetioll program. So lVfr, CANNON'S amendment was
would you please give me this information.
_md the Commission is able under this un- The PRESII)ING, OtPI*II]ER. Under the rejected.
¢lerstanding to say here is the answer to previous order, the Senate will now re.. Mr., MCCLURE and Mr, MOSS ad-
your question, here is t,he information you sume consideration of S, 2555, and the dressed the Chair.
want. question is on agreeing ;o the amend.. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

That is a distinct situation, however, from ment of the Senator :[rora Nevada. Th,e ator from Utah is recognized.
the issuance of an advisory opinion, the yeas and nays have been ordered and Mir. MOSS. Mr. President, I ask unan-
power to issue which is defined by numbers the clerk will call tile roll. imous consent that I might proceed to
I through 3 here. The assistant legislative clerk called present a message from the House and

Of course, I am getting to the sima- the roll. the appointment of conferees.
t/on where a candidate can write or call Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. I announce The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

_he Commission and get that kind of tha_ the Senator from Indiana (Mr. objection? Without objection, the unan-
opinion from them, BAYH), the Senator frma Idaho (Mr. imous-consent request is agreed to.

Mr. CANNON. If the Senator will tarn CmmcH), the Senator from California, Tiao Senator from Utah is recognized.
t_) page 44 of the committee report: (Mr. CgANS_OIq), the Senator from Alas_

4. While the rules Just _tated govern: all ka _Mr. GI1AVEL), the Senator fro:al. _ _O
opinions of an advisory nature, these i)ro- Indiana (Mr. I:tARTI_:E), the Senator from CONGRESSION UDGET, 1977
visions do not preclude the distribution by Maine (Mr. I-[ATHAX_VAY),the SenatA)r Mr. MOSS. Mr. P 'esident, I ask the
the Commission of other information: con- fronl Kentucky (Mr. [_U[DLESTON), the _haJr to lay before 21e Senate a mes-
sistent with the Act. Senator from New Mexico (Mr. MON_ :_age from the HOtlSe of Representatives

We very clearly prescribed how and To_r^_, the Senator from California (Mr_ _n Senate Concusses Resolution 109.
under what terms and conditions the, TUNNEY), the Senator from New Jersey The PI_ESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
commission could issue an advisory (Mr. WmLIA_'S), and the Senator from :"?IANSE_') laid befor the Senate the
opinion. It had to be the application of a Michigan (Iqlr. PHILIP HA}T) are neces-. :tmendinent of the Hlse of Representa-
general rule of law stated in the act, or sarily absent. :.ives to the concur: tnt resolution iS.
set forth in a prescribed rule or regn]a-. I further announce tha_ the Senator Con. Res. 109) settinl forth the congres-
tton, to a specific factual[ situation, from Connecticut (Mx'. B,IBICOFF) and s;ional budget for th U.S. Government

But here, we wanted to make it clear the Senator from New Hampshire (Mr. for the fiscal year 1977 and revising
that the Commission has other responsi.- Dmu(_N) are absent on. official business. Lhe COl_greasional bu, get for the transi-
bilities under the act. I also announce that the Senator from lion quarter beginni .g July 1, 1976, as

I would interpret from what the Sena-- Maine (Mr. MUsK_s) is a_sent because follows:
tor read that the Commission could make of fi]ness. Strik:e. out all after he resolving clause,
krtown that kind of information under I further announce that, if present and _nd insert:

its general powers under the act, and it rotan a:, the Senator from Connecticut Theft the Congress h. _eby determines and
would not constitute an advisory opinion. (lVIr. YtIFICOFF) would voto "no." :_eclares, pursuant to etlon 301ia) of 'the

Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the :?ongrcs:sirmal Budget ;t of 1974, that for
Mr. HATFIELD. Will the Senator Senator from New York (l_[r. BUCKLEY), Ine fisca2 year beg_nnin on October 1, 1976--.

yield? the Senator from Utah (Mr. GASN), the (I) the recommended level of Federal reve-
Mr. PACKNVOOD. Yes, Senator from Maryland (Mr. MATHIAS), :roes i_ $303,000,000,000, and the amount by
Mr. HATFIELD. I would agree with the Senator from Ohio (M:c. TAFT), antl v,hlch the aggregate le el of Federal reve-

rence should be decrees d is $14,800,000,000;
t:b_e interpretation given by the cha:ir-: the Senator frora Texas (Mr. TOWER) are (2) the appropriate [evel of total new
man, but I think it ought to have one necessarily absent. _:udget authority is $4[ [,OYl,O00,000;
or two further comments made about it. I also announce that the _enator from (3) the appropriate I ,vel of total budget

The chairman has said that an ad- New 'York (Mr. JAVI_S) :is absent on offi-_ o ttlays l!s $415,435,000,& o;
visory opinion has set forth a critel'ion, cial business. (4) the amount of thc deficit in the budget
and then he cited those other sections, The result was announced--yeas 40, _,_ich is appropriate I the light of ecG-

but I think it has to be borne hl mind nays 4:0, as follows: nomic conditions and al dother relevant fac-t,:rs is $52,435,000,000; a!
that under no circumstances can l:he [Rollcall 'Vote No. 160 Leg'.] (5) tb.e appropriate level of the public
commission give an opinion based upon YEAS.--40 d,!bt is $V13,710,000,000, _nd the amount by
a hypothetical circumstance or situation. Aile_ Oo[dwater l'ackweod which the temporary sta _utory limit on such
:['hey may be able to cite a certain law Baker Griffin Pearson debt should accordingly be increased (over
or a certain regulation existing already Bart!e':_ Hau_en !loth a_:xounts specified tn s_ '_tfon 3(5) for the
in a known fact situation, which would Beall Halfield _;cott, Hugh 1;sensation quarter) is $, 7,510,000,000.Bellmon Helms [;cott,
be the closest to that they could come. Brock Hollings William L. SEC. 2. [Based on alloce ;ions of the appro-

But as far as taking a hypothetical Burd[ck Hruska _parkman puiate lewel of total ne,' budget authority
Byrd, Robert C. Inouye _tennis a:_d of total budget out _ys as set forth in

circumstance and rendering some kind Cannon Laxalt Stevens p!tragraphs (2) and (3) c Ithe first section of
of advice and counsel, I do not think the curtis McClellm_ stone rl_is resolution, the Con :tess hereby deter-
chairman implied that, but I would ce:c- Dole MeClure Talmadge

Domenh% McGee _hurmond mines and declares pure _ant to section S01
tail_y want file record clear. My under- Easthmd McOovem_ 'foung (a)(2) of the Congreeet, ual Budget Act of
standing is that the commission is pre- Fannin Moss 1974 that, :for the fecal year beginning on
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for a third ,_h,dl-o and was read the such lands achie ,ed at the conclusion of lion, or Eleeretary of Agriculture, in the
_ht,_t _,_ ''_' "_ such period in e_x _nner consistent with the ease perml_ or le_ses .under his Jur-
m_-,---_, ._,,3b_,_, ,-,_v,-m,_ M,_, protection and , nhancement of resource isdiction, C appropriate and consistent

'XllB X'ZUe_V v_rz_x_, z_'v n_._ identified )v this Act and with the with Federal law, including the
question is, Shall_i_e bill pass?.. _,'u_ple use, mist ._emd yield ooncept of land the Secretary concerned to can-

The bin (iS. 25_ _, zt_ aznelltle(I, wRs management. _ h program shall include eel, or modify a grazing permit or
passed as.follows: I _ plans for the va lous areas of the range- lease, in or ha part, pv:wsuant to the

S. _5_ hknds, which plan 3 specify the actions, and tm_ms and thereof, ar to cancel or
Be /t enacted b_ t2_' _ate am/Ho_zse 0t the schedule the_ _of, to be undertaken on ; permit or leges for any vi-

l_eprese_attve, o! _,e kntted_ state, o! such areas with!,[ said thirty?ear l_fl_l, elation of gr_=,_S regulatJ_n or of any
_--_._. _ _?,_,,i _ ._I _h_t. _.1_ _ucn plans may x__en_l_y arctm o_ _ _- ternl or of such grazing permit ca.
_.t."--'_v _ _j_d"ul_e'::_tl'onal"--l_m_- lands which, because of their small relative lease: That such terms and condl-
;'--._,_ _.¥_-cJm;,- -_k' o- size minor resource value, scattered land lions shall that, except in cases of
"___' __'__._"____'-_"_'_'_1-____'_ _ .... _ o_ership or otb br reasons are unsuitable emergency, or lease shall be can-
· IONS._ ] _k for the improved [management reqmrea y celed subsection without two

(a) The Oongl_s_ fi_ is that-- _k this Act and pro' _de for appropriate man- years' prior
(I) despite [ucreas_ efforts an_expendl- agement of such]lands to arrest further (b) or leases may be issued oy

lures of the Bureau[of Land Ma_gement decline in, and _rotect the multiple use concerned for a period shorter
and individual users I:)fth we ester_public values of, such landis. . _ than ten where the Secre t_ry concerned
ran_alands, many are_ _ of the rangela_kds are 'l_c; 5. R_.N_I_rDS _NAG_M_I_T.-_I_e determines
producing !e_ than t_ Cir. potential, a _ndi- Secrer_ry snail n_anage _ne range__an?? fin (1) the is pending di.'_pos_; or
tio_ whle_a threatens[ the livelihood of !kuch accordance with t_e rangelanas rena_mta- (2) the will be devot,_l to a public:
users and the economj - stability of nelgh]_r- tio_ and protectio_ program. _ to the end of ten years.

tng communities, rpe_tm levels of meat p/_- SEc. 6. p_r_c_[r_o_ o_ E_r__ _o L._- as (1) the permittee or lesse_
duction, the quallt_ and availability _ GOVF.V_uv._rs, US_s, _o rHg FUBLZC.-[- ne is in with the rules and regula..
scarce western wa_ter u.pplies, United State/_ Secretary, by re_ ulation, shall esr_m_sn lions issued terms and conditions in
obll_tions to Mexico '_)ncernlng thesalinlty _procedures, including public hearings or the lease by the l_ecretary con.-
level of the Colorado] liver, the maintenance _neetings where a[ ,propriate, to give State cerned, and the permittee or lessee ac..
of wildlife habitat, all L the viablUty of flood _]_d local governn_ ;nts, users of the range- cepts the and conditions to be in.-
pl_eve_tion pl_l_anls; lairds, and _ pul )lic adequate notice and eluded Secretary concerned in the new

(24 the r_ds _lll remain in an un- an_pportnnlty to _omn_nt upon the range- permit or the holder of the expiring
aa_f_ry ccaxdition and some areas may lan_ t rehabilitatlo_ and prot_'tion program permit c_r shall be given first priority
deeLtn_ f_ unda] present management durIn_ Its preparal ion and Implementation. for receipt the new permit or lease.
levels; and S_c._[. RANC_L_S REPoa_._The Secretary (d) a permit or lease for graz-

(3) this condition _an ecorreb clod.by a shall p/_pare a tgelands report no later lng domestic is canceled in whole
national commitment to a program of Ira- than tw_yeare _r the enactment of this or in part, in to devote the lands coy.-
proved management o the rangelands, a ro-p Act and _tt fiw _ar intervals thereafter, ered by lease to another public
gram which, would I _ovide the additional Such repor_ sha _ made available to the purpose, disposal, the permittee
benefits of incre_sec soft and W__$ershed_tblp ic and_ub ted to the Congress no or lessee shall t_e United States
stability;, protection )f awter quality and later than o_e ndred and twenty days a reasonable for the adJuste_l
maintenance of pre,. ,ntwater, prod etu ion after the close_ ,e appropriate fiscal year. value, to be d_ by the Secretary con-
level-; expansion of t _e forage_ resource and The report sh_ include, in appropriate cerned, of Interest in authorized per-
a consequent rise in livestock production; detail, an analy of the condition of the ements placed or constructed
enhancement, protec_ ..on, and maintenance rangelands, the i_ fomentation of the range- by the or lessee on lands coverc_i
ef wildlife habitat; edueed flood danger;, lands xehabllitatic and protection program, by or lease, but not to exceed the
and economic stabill alien of communities and the advances in the pur- fair market of the terminated portion
and individuals depe_ dent On such lands, pose of this Act. of the _e's or lessee's interest there-

lb) The Congress 1 .,toby finds a necessity SEc. 8. are hereby in.
for, and declares a n_ ;lonal commitment to, authorized to be for the put- Mr. Mr. President, I move
tl/e rehabilitation atd protection of the pose of this Act funds over and to reconsider vote by which the bill,

· rangelands. It is the )urpose of this Act to above amounts ,rlated to the as amended, passed.
establish a program t _ identify the current Bureau of Land in fiscal year
rangeland conditions l ._d trends; to plan and 1976 for livestock soil and Mr. I move to lay that mo-
effect actions to corre _t deficiencies in such water, and wlldllf_ an increase lion on the
hands; and to rester, such lands to, and of $10,000,000 in 7; additional The to lay on the table was
maintain them in, full productive ca- increases of each and agreed to.
pacity as feasible, every year in fiscal 1978, and 1980; MI'. Mr. President, I ask

(c) For the purpc_ this Act,-- and increases of per each and unanimous -- that the Secretary of
(I) "Secretary" mos _s the Secretary of the every year from year 1981 and the Senate authorized to make tech-

Interior; and
(2) "rangelands" : teams lands adminis- Including fiscal 2006. Any nical and corrections in the en-

tered by the Secretaz _ through the Bureau amounts as herein grossment of 2555.
of Land _ement on which there is do- prlated in one or years shallthorized for _ The OFFIC_ER. Without
Inestio livestock graz _q_, or other lands so objection, it so ordered.
_,_,ministered which ti _ Secretary determines year.S_C. 9. o_ LAw.--Not_i_
may be suitable for d ,mestic livestock graz- this Act shall be to diminish
tug. ORDER FOR UNTIL

SEc. _. I_NGELANDS INVENTORY._The Sec- authority of the under any
retm_ shah develop _ Ithin five years of the lng provision 10 A.] L TOMORROW
date of enactment of _ls Act, and maintain SEC. 10. IMPROVEMENT WORX.-- lVIr. Mr. President, I ask
os: a continuing bash thereafter, a compre- The Secretaries of snd Interior that when the Senate
hensive and approp_ ately detailed lnven- are authorized and develop regu- its thi:_ afternoon it
.tory of all ral_eland . This inventory shall lations permitting payment of up to 50 in until the hour of
identify the resources of and deficiencies in percent of the due the Federal Gev*
the rangelands and at all be kept current so ernment from in the form morning.
as .to reflect changes in conditions, work. O_'J?J[CER. Is there

_C. 4. RAI_G_LA_D! I_HAeI[LITATZOI_ AI_D SEC. 11. DUIt_TXOI_ GaAZ_6 LE_SES.--(a) none, and it
PaoT_c-rxoN P_mm_,_..--The Secretary shall Except as provided subsection (b) of this iS SO
develop, maintain, re' dsc as necessary, and section, permits domestic live-
implement a rangel-, ds rehabilitation and stock grazing on (1 lands within the pur-
protection program f_ r the Improved man- view of the Taylor_razing Act (43 U.S.O. ORDER TO MEET
agement e_ the rangel _da, which shall have 315) and the Act _f August 28, 1937 (43 _4'I'IL, TOMORROW

as its purpoes the , _rectian of the de- U.S.C. llSla,-ll81J)_r (2) lands within the
ficiencias in tlae rani .'lands as inventoried national forest or a_lmlnist_red in connec- Mr' Mr. President, I ask
pursuant to section 3 _nd the rehabilitation lion therewith, shall[be issued for a term of unanimolis that all committees
of such lands within _hirty years of enact- five years. Such perr_ts or leases shall be is- may meet until noon tomorrow.
mm_ of this Act. Th, reafter, such program sued subject to suc]_ terms and conditions The Oi_I-iCE_. Is there
_hall provide for the mintenance of, or im- as the Secretary of t_e Interior, in the case objection? The hears none, and it
l_t_ven_nt in, the mductive capacity of of such permits or le_ses under his Jurisdic- is SO ordered.
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ORDER FO_ THE RECOGNITION O17 l_h_. WEICKER addrest;ed the Chair_ m'e_ _re. They are the legislation pres-
SENATOR GOIAJWATER TOMORROW The PRES1T)ING OFFICER (Mr. HON.. ently bottled up by a combination of

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, _ ask s_.N). The Senator from Connecticut. Rules and other Senate committees
unanimous consent that. after the two M'r_ WEICKI,IR. Mr. President, I rise to, called oversight of CIA, FBI. I under-
leaders or their designees have been comment on the matter be[ore us and the stand the Rules Committee has a bill
r{_cogntzed tomorrow moxming, after tile matters that are not before us. coming forth on the floor of the Senate
u_mal courtesies, that the distinguished SPecifically, we have a riece of legisla_, on lVlay 10 which is nowhere near the
Senator from Arizona (Mr. GoLnwaa':_R) tton concerned with our F_deral election legislation passed by the Senate Gov-
l_ recognized for not to exceed 15 process and, most specificE_lly, concerm_.d ernraent Operations Committee. In fact,
minutes, with the financing of Presidential cam._, it is another study committee. But eel'-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there palgr_, tain_[y the congressional oversight of
Time and again, the comment has been the intelligence community needs cor-

objection? The Chair he_rs none, ai-d _'_ made, this legislation is Watergate re.- rection and yet we have not acted on :itis so ordered.
form, which brings me to the purpose oi in 3 :gears,

-- my discussion this evening and for the Privacy of individual tax returns.
I,_EDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN g _q days that follow, rhat _s what is commonly known as the

A_M:ENDMENTS OF 1976--.CONI_]R.. The legislation that is Watergate rc,_ Weleker-Lltton bill. It has had hearings
ENCE REPORT form legislation is not, in two instances, ooth before Ways and Means and the
The PRESIDING OF._ICER. Under even out of committee, never mind on the :_nance Committees. It is still bottled

floor of the U.S. Senate. _p in the Finance Committee. It has
the previous order, the Senate will now The third instance, even though it Ls not come to the attention of the Sen-
resume consideration of the conference out of committee, it In.as not been dis- _te. That is a Watergate reform.
report on S. 3065. The clerk will report cussed on the floor of the 'U.S. Senate. Last, l_he Watergate reform bill itself,
the conference report. I would like to read, ii I xrdght, the r_:-. vhich encompasses full financial dis-

The legislative clerk read as follovis: ommendations of the Wstergate Com-._ closure by elected officials, the establish°
conference report on s. 3065, an scl iA> mittee on this business of public financ.., merit of a Department of C,overnmer_talal2_end the Federal Election campaign Act

of 1971. ink on page 572, article uu_bered _: Corraption in the Justice Department;,
7. Tho committee recommeads against the the criteria by which a special prosecu-

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I i:}e., adoption of any form of pub:.lc financing irt _r would be selected, and the creation of
lteve when the unanimous-consent order.' wht_m tax moneys are collected and allocated i,. Congressional Office of Legal Coumsel.
came into effect at 3:30 I was in. the to political candtdate_ by th_ Federal Coy.. ?hat is Watergate reform, and, as I say',
midst of a question to the Senator from ernment.
Nevada (Mr. CaWNON) and the Senator Tho Select Con_-nittee oppcses the various that bill has not yet come to the Senate
from Oregon (Mr. HATFI_LD) eonceri1- proposals which have b_._n offered in the I:[oor.
l_g--I want to use the words carol'rely, Congre,_ to provide manda_Dry publte fJ.-. SO let us understand then why it isnanctng of campaigns for l_d_ral office. While ':hat this Senator is more than a l_ttle
_[do not want to say advisory opinier_s, recognizing the ba._ls of supporg for the con-, Ltpse[; a_ to the priorities of the Congress
but concelmhlg--advice that can be given copt of public financing an([ the potential cf the U_tied States.
by the Federal Election Commission t_ a dtmctatg in adequately funding campaigns tn
candidate who writes in trying to seek. the midst of strict limltatio_s on the form Ap.par_mtly when it comes to political
some direction from the Federal F.lec- and amount of contributions, the committee campaigns, apparently when it comes ti)
t_on Commission as to whether or not a takes .issue with the contention that public {;;citing a hand in the taxpayers' pockets,

financing affords either an effective or appro- _:here is a great urgency about our ac..
candidate can or cannot do a cert_iI1 priate salution. 'I_nomas Jeffer.,.ou believed "to I;ions. 2:here is an intensity that assocl..
_{;hiJlg. compel a man to furnish contributions of _tes with our actions as, indeed, there are

2[ wonder if I might pose the queston money 'for the propagation of _pinions whicla _;elf i:aterest_ that need to be served, and
again and hs,ve the Senator from NevsAa he disbelieves and. abhors, _ sl:zful and tyran- _,;edo _sounder the guise or w_thin the
a:_wer. Is it permissible under this eon- ntcm.'
i'er_nce report l_guage for a candidly,to The committee's opposition is based like ];'rojan horse of campaign reform,
who has not yet undertaken a particular Jefferson's upon the fundan.ental need to ';Vatergai_ reform.
_mtion_in this sense it is a hypothetical protect the volun_a_'y right of individual citi- BU'$ when it comes to keeping our mindzeus to oxpre_ themselves politically as guar- <irt the business of the United States,
oration, and a candidate ts seeking _.d- anteed by the first amendraen_;. Furthermor_o _u_ecBSeally its Constitution, specifically
vice--who has not yet taJren art action, we find inherent dangers in authorizing th* :ikq l_>litical and governmental syst_ns:,
_o contact the Commission and ask t_e Federal bureaucr_may to fund _tlld excesslveli7 I;aen thai; legislation just moves at a very
C._mmission's opinion and get an answer regulate political campaigns.
from the Commission as to whether or The abuses experienced d_:ring the 197:>. ;!.il_owpae_:.
rte,; the cor_te/nplated action is peEmls- campaign and unearthed by the Select Corn. I sup;_se the question that came to mymlttee were perpetrated 2n the absence o! ':hind is, what do we do about it? Between
sible under the law? any effective regulation of the source, form, :!_ccrnbitrmtlon of the bureaucracies here,

l_lr. CANNON. If the question relates or amount of carnpatgn contributions. In fact, ::_one of which want to relinquish any au-
to a specific factual situation, which it despite the prog:_ss made by the Federal iD.criSpy or power, the senatorial commit-
c.oldd well do even though it is prosp_,c- Elections Campaif,n Act of 19_1, in requiring h_es, none of which want to go ahead
tire, and relates to the application c_: a full public disclosure of con_elbuttons, the tkad relinquish any Power, the executive
general rule of law stated in the ac_, or 1972 cmnpalgn stiU was funded through _ .
in chapter 95 or 96 of the :internal Rme- s_rstem of essenttaUy un_cest?tcted, private ].conch el Government, which would just

financing, s_ soon see this whole thing fade away
nue Code, or if it has already been pre- What now seems appropri_.te is not the i::_:_Othe mi_t, the matter of reform, is
scribed as a rule or regulation, he could abandomment of private financing, but rather i_most dead.
1;_)so advised, the refmma of that s_stem in an effort to It seems to me, the last chance is to

l_lr. PACKWOOD. That is perfect, vastly expand the voluntary participation of. t:_.ve the American people focus on Our
What we haw; is the Commission can- individual cttizem_ while avoiding the abuses s:ctior._ and to demand that we do pay
not make new law on thi_ information, of earller campaigns, t_ttenl_on to the priorities of the Nation
advisory opinion, but to the extent of Now r cite this passage because I think r_ther than priorities of self.
existing law, or they have already ;s_ it points out very clearly )low soon we It is my hope in the next several days
sued, which has gone through Congress forgot the matters which came to our at,. t:,_ere will be a demand from the Ameri-
a_d been approved, the Commission .is tentton as a Senate and t:_e American c._,.n laeel>lc that every Member of tt_ts
free to offer its advice ts} that extent, people not so many yea_ _._o. b_ly go on record as to whether r_r no_

3_r. CANNON. The Senator is corre,::t. To have this measm'e _ome on the h,; favors oversight of our law enforce-
glr. PACKWOOD. I thank the chair- floor i_'nd to have it argued as being r:_entlmtelligencecommunity, whetherhe

man very much, worth_ of passage, because it is Water- fi_vors si;riel regulations protecting tax-
Mr. CANNON. For the benefit of Sen_[- gate reform is absolutely incorrect. It is payer privacy, whether the systems be

tors, I would like to announce that thece not t_me. If we want Wate_gate reform, [,_t into place to assure that many of the
_rlll be no further rollcaU votes this eve- that is what we have not _one. a _,use_ of Watorgate do not occur again,
l_Jng. I Will state exactly what those moas- That ts the nature of this exercise. I
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freely admit I tlxtnk the basle legislation The work of reform in the sense of proce- the Committee did little to enrich the foun-
itself is wrong and I am against it, bu_ dures that protect our institutions and con- darien of fact and public understanding re-
.T am not here to go ahead and filibuster siltation has yet to advance one iota. qulred to achieve the legislative remediesFirst and foremost is the need for genuine which it found necessary and desirable."
that. Iwillvote again_it, oversight procedures by the Congress. We You've got to be kidding. Tl_,ee years of

At no time will we have such a con- need these to challenge and discipline the fact upon fact Upon fact, Watergate Com-
trast as between the priorities of the conduct of tulelected officials, especially in mittee, Church Committee, House Judiciary
Congress and the priorities of the Nation the abuse-prone areas of secret government. Committee, Woodward and Bernstelfi, Spe-
as when we have before us the reform 'l_ere should be a place for an American cial Prosecutors, SEC reports, Orand Juries,
legislation, unattended, and the cam- clt_en to go when hls own government turns trials, press investigations and revelations,
:palgn legislation which has all the ir_ter- against him--specifically, an Office of Official kiss and tell books, the Schlesinger report,Corruption in the Justice Department. There Rockefeller Commission. Ladles and gentle-
est and procedures behind it. should be full financial disclosure by all men, story-telling time in the USA had best

As ! said, I am not asking, Mr. Presi- elected officials. Rigid procedures for pro- give way to law-making.

dent, that the Senate pass the matters tecting taxpayer privacy should be precisely And that Is why I stand on my feet
that I have referred to. I just want an legislated.
up-and-down vote. H we do not have if some of these ideas sound vaguely famil- thIs evening and will tomon'ow, and for
the up-and-down vote before the Fourth far, they should. They are the important side as many days as it Is possible to do so,
of July, it is dead. It is not only dead for of the crimes and abuses of the 1970's. They to get us to do the business that will put
the year 1976, it is dead forever. It will address, the real issues of Watergate, of the matters aright in this country. No oneAgnew case, of the misuse of the II_, and of else has the power to do that except this
not be voted on in any manner, shape, or abuses of secret agencies such as the FBI and body along with the House and the exec-
form. cI_- utive branch of Government---

All I can say, we have already just Every one of these concepts is contained
taken a look at oversight legislation. I in legislation that is before the Congress this The incredible is that nothing has changed
remember everybody felt that in order very minute--has been before the Congress legally.
to have effective intelligence, law en- for three years. And right now not one of Except some of my colleagues have the
forcement agencies accountability was them faces the prospect of becoming a gall to come in here and propose, as the
necessarY. EverY Senator came before the reality.As we revel in the prosperity of our first great reform of the national nightmare
committee, before his local media, and two hundred years, we are abandoning the of the past 3 years, Federal financing of
said, "Yes, we have to have some form of protections that must be in place ff there is Presidential campaigns with the intona-
oversight." to be value to a trlcentennlal, tion that, after that is through with, will

The administration sent them up by Have we not learned the lesson of history, have Federal financing of senatorial
the droves, even the Secretary of State ancient and modern, that a system of govern- campaigns and congressional campaigns.
and the Director of the CIA himself said ment that depends on the good intentions HOW did they ever get our priorities so
that we have to have some sort of over- and faith of men in power will, in the long

run, be less reliable and more subject to screwed up?
sight, abuse than a system of laws, which depends There is still no effective oversight mecha-

That was months ago when the heat on independent standards secured by ongoing nism. There is still no independent prose-
was on. Now, as I stand on this floor this institutions? outer. There t_sstill no financial disclosure by
evening, there is no push at all from the Have we failed to learn the companion government officials. There is e,till no proce-
executive branch of Government and, lesson of history, that no system of govern- dure to protect your tax return information
indeed, it seems to be the political thing ment and Justice can, or should, survive II from being misused.
to do, to go back to the status quo. tt comes to depend for its continued effec- Before Watergate there was the explana-

At this time, Mr. President, ff ! may, tlveness on citizens' abdication of their basic lion of ignorance for the state of our govern-
rights in response to the blackmail of societal merit affairs. But now we know.

! would like to read the address which or personal selfishness--no matter whether SO, no more excuses of ignorance. No
I gave just this past Saturday at the that selfishness is apathy, bigotry, laziness or
University of Virginia Law School on self-imposed ignorance? more speculations as to what it is that
the occasion of Law Day. No democratic system worth preserving everyone Is doing.

(Mr. HELMS assumed the Chair at should have to fear that its people will be- Very frankly, that knowledge that we
this point.) come aware of what their government is now possess holds us to a higher stand-

doing, and thereby exercise their right to ard of responsibility. If we do not do any-
Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, ! read control its conduct, thing the alternative, de facto, is a na-

these comments made on Saturday be- In the whirlwind of revelations, we seem lion in the gutter.
cause I think they best describe, after to have missed the point, that there has been There are two ways our laws are made
long thought, the principles that are in- a common thread to the drama of recent
volved in the discussion for the next years. That ever-recurring theme has been in this core, try: De jure, through the
several days: the failure of institutions and procedures, legislative legal processes, and de facto,

Rights and liberties are a great challenge Let us review the record, as a matter of doing.
to every American generation. My individual views in the Senate Water- Before these abuses were laid out on

nut as we celebrate Law Day 1976 we seem gate Report began with the observation that the table, it would have been impossible
to have forgotten that without excellence of "Watcrgate was not a whodunit." to establish them as custom or as law.
procedures, rights and freedoms are going I went on to explain that Watergate was However, with everyone's frill lmowledge,

"a documented, proven attack on laws, instt- these matters go uncorrected, it Is only a
_owhere but out. the failure of institutions and procedures.

For every great right you enjoy as an Amer- The report then proceeded to enumerate matter of time before they then become
loan citizen, I can show how the key to that 189 separate violations of the Constitution. the policies, laws, and customs of this
right is grounded in sound procedure. As I stated at the time, "every major sub- Nation.

Trial by Jury. stantive part of the Constitution was vie- Maybe they are already there after 3
The right to counsel, lated, abused, and undermined during the years. Maybe they are alre_dy that.Search warrant procedures before the in-

vasion of one's home and private papers. Watergate period." T noticed that many of the things that
The important facts were not a break-in were spoken of in the years l;_st and haveInnocent until proved guilty.

Rules of evidence that protect from hear- at Democratic Headquarters. Rather, they been laughed off by inaction. They arewere such items as "an executive branch that
say and innuendo, approved a master intelligence plan (known starting to creep Into acceptance by the

Due process, as the Huston Plan) containing proposals American people as a part of our politl-
! submit that procedure as much as sub- that were specifically identified by that exec- cal processes and governmental processea

stance upholds our government of laws. What utive branch as lnegal.' The Church and Pike committees have
is disheartening as we celebrate our bicen- How did the executive get away with it? clearly documented its use by the CIA
tennial is that one of the most critical of all Simple. Nobody was looking, particularly and the FBI. What do the findings of
procedureS--Oversight of government by the in the Congress. these investigations tell us about over-
elected_ls being dropped from democracy's Over and over again, the record established sight procedures?
manual, with facts governmental abuse of our laws.

The media, the public, and most of our systems and ideals. I was frankly amazed by Begin with money. The House in-
leaders are all too willing to say that sensa= a recent New York Times editorial which, vestigations tell us that some $10 billion
tionat revelations ad successful prosecutions commenting on the Church Conunlttee re- is spent each year on spy activities and
are enough, port, stated, "It contains few disclosures related expenses. Senate committee esti-

l know they are not. that were not in the public domain. Thus mates are reported closer tx} $9.7 bllliom
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That comes to about 16 percent o: all The Senate committee revealed that _eaksight, shortsight, or foolsight---we
controllable expenditures by the Ff._i_;ral we tried to a_;sassinat_ ioreign leaders _o not have oversight.
Goverrazlent each year---in other wc:c_;, who disagreed with us. What the Senate Oh, yes,, but we do have time to go
1.6 percent of the money left over _fter did not tell yOrE was that the chairmen o_ _bead and make sure that Federal money
automatic s_)ending, such as social se- the two oversight comm:ittees in Con-. ts made available for the campaigns of
curity, tress were fully briefed about these _he various Presidential candidates. The

How closely did oversight scrutinize plans at least 3 years ago _reation of an effective system to oversee
tlzis huge chunk of funds? The a:n-wet They launched no invesLigatlon, she intelligence community is essential
J_;almost unbelievable. The investigations Why ? Probably be.cause tahe entire con ;o the well-being of the Nation. It does
reveal, as jtr_t one example, that a few tingent of fuLl-time staff s'_pport for Cig. eot make any difference in the election
years ago the CIA could find literally no- oversight committees in loth Houses oJt sense. The Nation has done rather well in
body in Congress--a Congressman, Sen.- Congress consisted of on,.· person--and 200 years. But the Nation is not doing
ator, or staffer--who would even li_:te,1 he w_s retired intelligencE, official. _ery well in the areas to which I have
to a budget presentation, No'Lc the urgency wb.en it comes to fi.._ -eferred. But they can walt--as they

For years, J. Edgar Y[oover tohi ab- nanc.'.ng of Presidezxtial campaigns, the ,vatted last year and the year before and
solutely nobody in Congress what he rusE: to grab for the money and the in.- :he year before that; and, on the basis
spent on intelligence. Un*A1 last year, the credible staffing, both as t,) the members )f what apparently is coming out of the
executive branch had never even totaled and those who assist i/hem on the Fed... _ules Committee, as we will wait for the
up what we spend on domestic iht,alii.- eral :Election Commission. But when it !utu:m
gence, comas to the business of o'Tersight of th_'_ My ].a_,_thope, then, is not in the Sen.-

Why is the Congress surprised, t__en, Intelligence and the La_ Eizforcemen't _te of the United States. It is not in the
_hen they discover waste and dupi ca.- Comroittee, there is one staff member 7-Iou_;e 0f Representatives. It is not with
'tJon in secret, agency spending. Dupl ca.- in bol:?a Houses. ;he President of the United States. It is
tions alone are estimated to have cost That is not ove:csight. It is "weak.. ',_ot with the agencies. It is with the
:aa average o:t $1 to $2 billion a year for sight." :)eople of this country. The ball is in t'heir
the last 10 years. As a final example, we have the case ,:our'b.

The response to these :findings is _ve:a of the Italian elections. Z?or years, the Let me say it very simply: You are not
more bizarre. In an effort to get some Com.nmnists have been gaining power _:,_oing to get any greater ethics or any
type of compromise on setting up s. ::.ew becau';e they offer one simple thing--re-.. _sreat;er excellence or any better solutions

oversight committee, it has been prop¢,sed lief from the debilitat:[ng corruption o.I devised in the Oval Office, on the floor of
that the budget authority be taken av,,ay Italian politics, ,:he Senate, or on the floor of the House
f_.'om the new committee and left in 'the So, what dc,es the U.6. Ambassador uhan you will get in the voting booths of
h_nds of those who have ignored their and S,_retary of St4_te offer in response? _..his country. One is a reflection of the
:responsibility for years. An a_:tempt to buy the 1972 e_eetion for _ther.

That is not oversight. That is "bL_d-- $10 ,million. The American people have been spec--
sight." Not so smart, you say. It does not iators in. this process for too long, anti

It is my understanding that in '_he make sense that our Congress---leaders ihe time has come now for them to ex.-
pi:oposal of the Rules Committee or_ of _fi:le world's greatest democracy .... Hress t_emselves as to what is import_nt
oversight, the proposal does little n/are wouSd approve of that, because sooner or ia their minds. Is it somebody's political
than to set up another study eommii:tee, later, it is bound to catch t_p with us. ,:ampaJ_n_, or is it the Constitution of
No budgetary authority is given to i;he Well, do not be surprised, because Italy' _his co'untry, under which their children
committee, and its duration is limit:ed, is just a classic exsanple of the "short;- _re going to have to live? Is it the toy-.
.'it would be comprised of the member.: of sigh'_" that the old commi;tees have als,-, ,:._rnrnental and political systems of thi,;
_;he various Senate commf_ttees that have plied bo oversight. _:oun't_2_ which have done so well by all
not been doing their job over the __:ast _I_'m fact is t:aat too oft_m recently we ,:f ns, or is it an additional bumper
year. have 'cried to buy, bribe, coerce, or con.-, :_ticker or campaign button that is tm-.

It woud have investigatory or sub- hive our way to shor't-t_.rm successes :;:,orient? That is what this debate is
penn authority. It would have no lc.fits-, throughout the world reg._rdless of the _bout. Let the Senators go on record as
latlve or budget authority. It would in means necessary to achieve this. ':o where their priorities lay.
effect, be a study commission. Conl;ress did not worry about its On this business of people expressing

What a tes:mment to the impotenc_ of shortsight because they knew that the _:hemselves, I recall that as I was grow-,
this Congress and more specifically the true ,:'tory would never be told. :.:ag up in the Northeast, it was the thing
Senate sad more specifically the Rules You see the overseers--those who now _:o do to point the finger at southern
Committee. insist that no change is ne.qled--had ar- l!;enators and blame them for a lack oil

The House investigation revealed '_J:mt; ranged it so they could not tell you the _:ivil rights laws. It was those southern
_zt last year the United States finally lxuth even if they wanted to. _!_ena'_o'rs, using rule XXII, who were _c,
ended its participation in a secret wa: in Thab is right. They had adopted a sys- I:lame for the lack of civil rights laws in
the Mid-East. tern. of classification of secrets that was this Nation. Oh, no. It was not that easy.

In 1972, Dy. Kisslnger and the F'r,_sb. controlled entirely by the executive. As 'llqae Nation, itself, did not want civil
dent, again, st the advice of the CIA and of Ja.nuary 1, 1976, for example, there rights laws--North and South. When
State Department, authorized the CLx,. to, were i5,466 I_._rsons in bhe executive Ime Nation finally got hold of its con-,
give massive mfiitary aid to the Kurds,. branch who could clas:sffy information. _;sience and demanded action, it _ot ac-
w[ho were fighting for their independe:_ce, There was nol_)dy in Congress, nobody, '{;:ion, regardless of rule 2_TI. That is;
In Iraq. who could declassify. ','hat the Nation is going to have to do

You may :never have heard of _lue, Keep in mind that not a single classi... :,_ght now, if they want to go ahead and
Kurds, but tens of thousands of p,-_ple lying official in the execul_ve branch l,,_ /;:ut thl.,; aright.
tiled with yoar weapons. You were _:_ot elected. Those o.flicia]s charl;ed with over- The game is only half over, and most
told, muchless asked, about it. Even :more sight are elect_._d. I would say that l.,_ all haw. _ picked up and gone home. May-
Important, Congress wa_ not told, for demc_:cacy turnd upside-down. '::e "out t4) lunch" would be more descrip-'!. ye.
almost a year after our _atexvention. Certainly it is not ow'.rsight. It is Wl_at irony.

That is no oversight. It is hindsight. "foolsight." Because when this Nation was fotuxd-
So, now that we have learned about _he Would not any wrongdo._r have loved e.], we made much of the idea that we
iaLlure of oversight to keep us ,_.p., going before the oversight committees o'f _;_ere to be "a government of laws and
praised of such rudimentmxy events as the Congress, instead of tee committe_ _:mt of men."
_rs, what d_) we do? We investigate of Mr Ervin and Mr. Rodino? How dif-. Yet, e_ we approach the 200-year mark,
those people __q tile House that brou;_ht ferent history would have been. nobody is asking what we have learned
you the bad news. And we cite this s._; a One thing emerges clearly. We know f:'om two centuries of American laws at
.M(:_i example of how Congress cann,? be for sure what 'we do not have. Call it ,;_ork.

txusted wl_h oversight, what yotl will--blind_sight, hindsight, We sell trinkets. We organize parades.
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But is anyone concerned with the emerg- and they were Just loathe to change, as the perform the duties imposed upon it by
ing dominance of men over laws in this CL_ was to face up to change, the Constitution of the United States.
country? For 20 years he has waged that battle. Nowhere in that document is an ex-

Perhaps it is because it is so easy to I suppose I have no right to complain, emption given to any agency of Govern-
nod approval when some Fourth of July For me it has been only a 3-year battle, merit from the accountability procedura_
orator pays homage to "our government However, what should be of great con- of oversight by the Congress, nowhere.
laws," with noobdy ever having to ex- cern to every American, aside from the No one has asked that the secrets of
plain whatit really means, constitutional principle, which I have the CIA, in the sense of names and ad-

The explanation is basic. People who mentioned, is that which is being pro- dresses and locations of agent,s or sources
founded this Nation wanted protection posed here in the way of accountability, be revealed; none of that .'is asked by
from men in power. And they wanted Accountability would provide more effec- Senate Resolution 400. SenatA_ Resolution
accountability, secured through institu- live intelligence-gathering, more effec- 400 is an expression that oversight, in
lions and procedures, live law enforcement. There is a direct this instance, is of such importance that

That is why they wrote into the Con- relationship between effectivenes and ac- it has to be a primary function, not a
stitution that "a regular Statement and countability. Without accountability the secondary function, of some other corn-
Account of the Receipts and Expendi- trouble starts, mittee, but a primary function of a Sena-
tures of all public Money shall be pub- Mr. President, to review where we torial committee.
lished from time to time." Would they not stand on these various matters, let me I will grant the best motives to my col-
be surprised to learn that 16 percent o! insert in the RECORDat this time, a run- leagues as to why it is they did not do
our controllable spending is never pub- down as to the various pieces of l'egisla- their job over the last 20 years. It was
lished? lion: Senate Resolution 400, which is in- specifically becaUSe they were too busy

Maybe a government of laws sounds teliigence oversight; the Watergate Re- doing other things. As everybody knows,
too academic. But there are some very form Act, S. 495; and the tax privacy the oversight function in the sense of the
practical things happening because good bill. FBI and CIA was a secondary function
systems of law are not in place to pro- First, as to intelligence oversight, this of the Armed Services Committee, or a
tect us from man-made abuses and neg- legislation was introduced more than 20 secondary function of the Foreign Reis-
loot. years ago by Senator MANSFIELD. tions Committee. So again, granting

Ten billion dollars spent without scru- In September of 1974, together with them the. best of motives or the best of-
tiny is not academic. Senator BAKER, I introduced a measure excuses, I will accept that they did not

Being on an enemies list is not acs- calling for a joint congressional oversight perform their duties because there were
demlc, committee, other duties that were their primary

Participation in the killing of thou- In January of 1975, the Senate Gov- function.
sands of Kurds is not academic, ernment Operations Committee, respond- But that is no held to the people of the

Tax audits as political retaliation is tnt to current pressures, reported legisla- country. They are the ones 'who have to
not academic, lion to create a permanent standing com- go ahead and live with these agencies.

Buying an Italian election is not acs- mittee on intelligence. The resolution was They are the ones who have to live withdemic.
Overthrowing a freely elected govern- simultaneously referred to the Commit- the abuses of these agencies.tee on the Judiciary and the Committee

ment in Chile is not academic, on Rules and Administration. I think that every one of us would
The problems are neither academic nor The Rules Committee will report Sen- agree that certginly we want an effective

over. You say, we remember what went ate Resolution 400 today. As reported, intelligence-gathering agency, and cer-tainly we all want effective ]!aw enforce-
wrong from Watergate to the CIA, and the Rules Committee proposes a Senate merit. But there is no res_3on why we
nobody would try it again. You say, the select committee on intelligence. The have to choose between that and the
President has issued Executive orders committee will be composed of 11 mere- Constitution of the United States. Thatto prevent a reoccurrence, bers--8 from Appropriations, Armed

This gets to the heart of the matter. Services, Foreign Relations, and Judici- is the scare tactic that has been bandied
We are a nation of laws, not memories, ary, and 3 members at large. The select about this town for the last several
We are a nation of laws, not executive committee woul6have only oversight, in- months.

orders. I believewe can have intelligence-
To view the national nightmares of vestigatory and subpena authority butnot legislative or budget authority, gathering and law enforcement and it

the 3 years past as thrills and entertain- I should like to read at this time an can be constitutional, but :not if there
ment fails our children who will pay the explanation of the action of the Rules is no oversight procedure. That, in cf-
price in their liberties. Those nightmares Committee on this legislation: fect, is what is imposed on us by the
were: First, real; and second, our mis- The Committee on Rules and Admintstra- Constitution. But, de facto, we havetakes.

It is we who should pay the price. In tton has given careful and due consideration managed to shunt it aside, and when Ito the establishment in the Senate of a read a comment that it is an overreac-
law. Today. Standing Committee on Intelligence Activi- tion to merely ask that we perform these

Those were the comments I made 2 ties, as proposed by Senate Resolution 400. In legislative duties, imposed on us by the
days ago in this first of the areas I have the Committee's Judgment the creation of Constitution, I find incredible.
been discussing_the matter of over- such a standing committee at this time
sight. They clearly show the history of would be precipitate. It goes on in this report, which we willall be reading:
abuse. Twenty years for Senator MANSFIELD, The Committee on Rules and Administra-

AS we stand on the floor of the Sen- 3 years for Senator WEICKER, and tion feels that the creation of any new stand-
ate this evening, each Senator would everything in between on this very sub- Lng committee of the Senate is a very serious
have to tell his constituents that, de- ject, and it is going to be precipitate-- undertaking.

Spite that record of abuses and despite let me repeat: You bet your last $2 bill it is. Far more
the principles that are expounded, no ac- The Committee on Rules and AdmLuistra- serious, however, I would say are the
lion has been forthcoming from the Sen- tion has given careful and due consideration unattended-to abuses of the past severalate, from the Congress of the United to the establishment in the Senate of a
States. Standing Committeeon IntelligenceActivl- years:

I recall when Senator MANSFIELD ap- tles, as proposed by Senate Resolution 400. The Committee on Rules and Adminlstra-
peared before the Committee on Govern- In the Committee's Judgment the creation of tion feels that the creation of a_y new stand-
merit Operations and testified as to over- such a standing committee at this time LUg committee of the Senate is a very se-

would be precipitate and unwise, and con- pious undertaking and Should not be eh-
sight. He said: stltute an overreaction to the recently dis- gaged in, if at all, until all implications of

When the oligarchs in the Senate got closed and certainly undesired illegal and the action are thoroughly explored over a
through with me, we only had 28 votes, unauthorized activities within certain agen- considerable period of time. lZn this Corn-

He has been having this battle for 20 cles of the Federal intelligence community, mittee's Judgment the tlme frame for suchan important determination has not been
years. Again ! quote Senator lVIANSFIELD: It is an overreaction because all we avafiable, especially in view of the Senate's

They were able to win because they had want to do is to have Congress_ln this direction to this Committee to report Senate
the hierarchs in the Senate in their pockS8, case the Senate of the United States_ Resolution 400 by April 30, 1976.
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I realize that sometimes we get cut of calved strong editorial sapport and has in order to avoid stalerrmte and gain con-
touch with reality around this place, but been Sl0OnsorE_ by over half the House sens_, had a full complement of abuses cry-
to make a statement like that in a Se:a- and over one-.third of the Senate Mem_ lng to bo corrected by meaningful oversight.
ate report--let me enulnel_tA_ once _gain berg. Extensive Senate hearings hav_ The CIA, for instance, was revealed to hR,va

bent to White House and Pentagon pres-
'what we are talking about, been held by the Fmance Committee and sure and doctored a crucial intelligence re-

We are talking about the Schh,smger the House Ways and Means Committee. por'_ bearing on Soviet strategic inten, tio_a_
report, we axe talking about the Rocke- Congressman LITTON' and I have testi- The extent of loose and in some cases non-
feller Commission report, we are talking fled on the following days: April 28, 1975, existe:_zt policy control over covert actions
about the Church committee report, we before the Senate Finance Committee o:n was detailed as never before.
are talking about the House Intelligence administration of the Ii_5 Code; on Jui!y One could go on. The point is that tho
Committee report. I might add th. at the 10, 1975, before the House Ways and need for effective oversight has been proven
Hoover Commission report of 1955 o_.:tthe Means Subcommittee on the IRS; Jah_ beyon_ any serious question. To resfx)re

oversight to the very panels whose inade-
·_ame matters and also made very' ,_;inli- usry 28, 1976, before the full Ways and quaey bas been so thoroughly demonstrated
larrecommendations. These are the ones Means Committee; on March 14, 197_L is an exercise in the unthinkable. Intelli-
specifically that gear-in on this subject--- before the Privacy Comr_ ission, gen,:e ,oversight is not the primary business
never mind the Waterg'_te or the House Bills are still pending before the Sen_ of any of these committees, anyway. They
Judiciary reports, which are specific, ate t_nance Comrait_ee and the Hou,'_c all have plenty to do without keeping an
,Mxd then somebody has the gall to make Ways and Means Committee. The F_- exclusive lock on a responsibility they have
that kind of a statement. Maybe Lhey nonce Committee :has begun 5 weeks cf discharged so poorly in the past. The whole
are right, maybe they are right on that markup sessions on tax reform legisla .., effort to put intelligence under the rule of

law is Jn the balance. This effort requires not
committee. Maybe the American people rice, slid the Joint; Comrlittee on Intcr_ just establishment of a new oversight coin-
are going to go ahead and forget: nal Revenue Taxation stsff has prepared mit;ee but passage of comprehensive, new

Two other factors have influenced the a background paper on tax privacy, legl.'_lation to define and delimit the tasks of
Committee's position in this respect. First, it There is a possibility that the Finance intelligence. The con,mitres issue, however°
would certain.ly appear unwise to ru_;h into Committee may take it up before the end _s rightly seen as a crucial test case.
the creation of a new Standing Comn_ittee of May. However, there !s a fear of the wivtJ, ngly or not, the Senate barons balk-
on Intelligence Activities before the Mem- lng cotnmittee change are handmaidens of
[,ars of the Senate had an opportunity to staff that the privacy is.,;ue will be laid
study and digest the findings of the pm_:sent aside because it is to(_ coutroversial a:nd exec:u'l;Jve abuse and patsies for executivepower_ Is this really the role that men like
Select Committee to Study Governmental there is not enough t.|me to consider it. Joh_:_ Stennis and James Eastland, for in-
Operations With Respect to Intelii_,;enee So there you have the :;tatus report as stance, believe that a U.S. senator should
Activities, whose final report is in the process to tbs real _gatergat,e reform not thc play? The full Senate should reject the Rules
of being released. Secondly, since the S,_:r,ate Fecieral Election Campaign Act amend... Oomrrfit_ee caprice when the matter acmes
has Just created a new Se.'.ect Committ.:e to melqt$ that is referred to in the Rubies to the floor in May, and construct oversight
_;tudy the Senate Committee System, _,_th. a Committee by the chair_an and others machinery that offers some hope of prevent-
mandate to report to the Senate by February
28, 1977, it would certainly appear lo_cal as being Watergate reform when, indeed lng recurrence of the abuses that the Church
that any proposal to create, a Standing Cam- the Watergat_ Committee specifical.h r committee has so carefully and persuasively
zaittee on Intelligence Activities should r,_- recommended against pnbllc tlnancin_i catalogued.
ceive considel_.tion by that Select Commit- Thel'_ is the status. (At this point MI'. FORD assumed the
tee in conjunction with its overall study of I ask unanimous consellt at this tin:_! chair._
committee Jurisdictions. that there be printed in the REcou_ a't l_t[r_ WEICKER. I would say that edi-

T just hol;m the American people are thi,; _mint an editorial of the Washington torial :siestas it rather well, Mr. President.
listening to these reports and these Post of Sunday, May 2, 1976. It lays before the U.S. Senate the issue
words--41elay after delay after delay; There being no objection, the editorial in very clear terms.
postponement after postponement after was ordered to be printed in the R_com:,, I do not want to take overly much
postponement, but not when it comes l_ as fo!lows: _ime because I am sure we will have an-
people's political funding, not when it A FAILURE OF OV]:RSIGPIT other go at it when we actually do get the
comes to political funding. Oh, that is A :-fiender Senate Rules Committee ma. legi;_lai;ion before us.
urgent, that receives the highest prior- Jority threatens to make a farce out of th,_ I feel that this is not the substance
ity. How ridiculous. Senate intelligence inquiry by (I) launching of what we are supposed to be discussing

I know, Mr. President, that it is not a tan'_e--and utterly reduniant---inquiry o:!' here. We are supposed to be dlsctrsstng
going to be physically possible for me to its own and (2) blocking _stablishment of the F_EC conference report, but they are
forever delay the Federal Election Corn- an effective p._rmanent intelligence over., inextricably wound.
mission legislation. Iris not my infarction sight committee. Offhand, _e can think o:_' All the time and attention that is paidno greater triumph of pettiness over publi:;
to do that, but I just do not think _at interest in recent time. The Rules majority, tO that agency and ghat principle could
ever before have the reverse prioritic_ of led l}y Chairmen Howard Cannon (D-Ney.), well bc used in furthering the reform
Congress been in sharper focus than at speal,:_ for the standing ccmmittees (asps.. legi_lation denied this country fei' so
this time, when the most serious lcgis- cia[[y /krmed Services and Appropriations). long.
lative mattel_ are put on the bac_ burner The first thing to remember _bout these com.. I think, Mr. President, what I will do
and the ones that serve our own partisan mittecs is that they did a lackadaisical and at this time is read the individual views
interests have become a No. i priority, inepl Job of oversight lz_ the past. The next appeari:ng in that Watergate report. As

thin_ to know is that they remain prat W I stated earlier, many of the matte_
Leaving the intelligence oversigh_ for much the captives of the sgencies they ar_ have gone uncorrected. It is the reasona minute and moving on to a statllZ_ ri,_- supposed to oversee, and t.'aat they do nob

t_)rt of the other legislation, the W,_ter- wish lo yield any of their re,,ponsibilitles and why' I stand here before the Senate this
gate Reform Act, that is S. 495, was in- perogatives to a new oversiuht panel. To _.. evening.
txoduced by Senator ERV_[Nand the men- cite t;hese failings and frail _ies is to demon- I might add, this report was written
tmrs of the Select Committee on Presi- strate the magnitude o1 what has--or, mor,_ before ][ had any knowledge of tapes ¢,r
dential Campaign Activities in December accurately, has not--been done. whst was on those tapes. So it all had to
of 1974. The bill was voted to be reported Tbs temporary Senate i_telliger_ce earn- be constructed or reconstructed. Het_ It
by the Oovm.mment Operations Commit- mttt,-_,_,, which went ()ut of :)nsiness with it_ is hl }_[ay of 1976, this report was issued

reports on foreign and domestic lntet_igenc,_, in Jtlne 1974, and nothing in that repaint
tee on April 9, 1976. A detailed repert is last week, Is under some c:'iticism for fail.. _has been refuted by either subsequent
t_lng prepared and the committee ex- lng to time Its biggest inv_stlgatory explo..
Im_Cts to report the bfil to the Senate on sio=s for the period in which the oversight tapes or testimony, or whatever we have:
Monday, May 10. There 'undoubtedly will issue would be the first ord_r of business i:t:_ A StiLLNESS
be a referra:[ to at least one other eom- Congress. But come, now. V_,_o can forget the Tn. the early 1970's, several independent
mittee, maybe two. earlier stark and stunning committee report,..", events _ook place in the United Stat,_ of

on o_acial U.S. effot_ts to _olve diplomatic; Amecica. On the surface they appeared to
On the matter of tax privacy, in the probit:ms with other natlo_m by murderinI!- lack a common bond.

93d Congress over 18 months ago the their leaders or toppling their governments? In. Jane of 1969, a Louis Harris pon found
Weicker-Lltton bill was introduced to Even the foreign-intelhgen_e report issued, that 25 percent of all Americans felt they
protect the confidentiality of tax returns_ last 'tuesday, whose con_;enis the commttte_, had a moral right to disregard a vlctlm's
Since that time this legislation ha,_ _._- nego'ttated out with the e_ecutlve branch cry 'for help. Over the next several years, this
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mood took the form of countless incidents CONS'rlTWlONAL DEMOCRACY I1_ THE ERA lines of article II, which lays out the powers
of looking the other way when men and or WAT_ATa and duties of that office.
women were assaulted and murdered in full For this Senator, Watergate is not a This is much of what Wa_rgate is all
view of entire neighborhoods, whodunit, about, and it bears a close look at article II.

On May 1, 1970, at Kent State University It is a documented, proven attack on laws, The issue at stake is the exercise of poten-
In Ohio, a group of students who refused an institutions, and principles, tially awesome Presidential power. As to that
order to disperse were fired upon by the Ns- The response to that attack was and is issue, article II contains two points of signifi-
tional Guard, killing William Schroeder, a Nation of laws at work, determining wheth- cance. First, its opening words state: "The
Sandy Scheuer, Jeffrey Miller, and Allison er men shall prevail over the principles of executive Power shall be vested in a Presi-
.Krause, and wounding nine others. Ten days a constitutional democracy. It has been and dent of the United States of America." This
later, at Jackson State University in Missis- will be the testing of a great experiment in grant of Executive authority, with no words
sippl, police who had been called in to pro- government begun some 200 years ago. of limitation, has, from the timE; of Jefferson,
tect firemen from violence, opened a 28- Laws, institutions, and principles were been the basis for expanding the Presidential
second fusillade into and around a doral- squarely before this committee, to be de- office and activities.
tory, killing Phillip Gibbs and James Earl bated, probed and documented, in order to However, the initial broad authority ls off-
Green, and wounding 12 others, assert remedies and reassert time-honored set by a second significant factor, the enu-

During 1971, a decision was reached by concepts. Guilt or innocence was not an is- aeration of Executive powers later in article
the administration to conduct the President's sue. This was a fact-finding body; it was II. These declare In part that the President
reelection campaign with a special committee a legislative body; and those duties go to the is to be Commander-in-Chief, raake treaties,
totally separate and insulated from the po- heart of what Watergate was all about, appoint ambassadors and other officers,
litical party which would renominate that In keeping with the committee's duties, grant pardons, and take care tha_ the laws
President. this is a report of facts and evidence, leading are faithfully executed.

In early 1972, a young radio reporter in to legislative recommendations. To doeu- It is worth noting that experience has
Miami stood outside a supermarket trying ment the abuse of laws, institutions, and eventually placed limits on the general pow-
to get people to sign a copy of the Bill of principles, the facts and evidence are pre- ers. The President has been allowed, as a
Rights. Seventy-five percent refused, many sented, first, as they bear on the basis of our practical matter, to exercise those additional
saying It was Communist propaganda, laws, the Constitution; second, as they re- powers that fall naturally within his range

In February of 1972, it was revealed that late to the institutions of our Government; of activities.

International Telephone & Telegraph had and third, as they affect the principles of The important point, however, is that no
allegedly offered a campaign contribution of our political system. President has been, or can be. allowed to con-
$400,000 in return for the Justice Depart- duct the executive branch in conflict with the
ment dropping an antitrust suit against ITT. x. THE CONSTITUTION ConstitUtion taken as a whole, and certainly
The suit was dropped on Presidential order, One of the most disturbing fact_ about not in conflict with exDre_ sections of the
but when the Attorney General was ques- the testimony presented to this oommittee Constitution, such as _he Bill of Rights, or
tioned about the President's role by a Senate is that so much of it went relentlessly to a_iclc I (the ;egl_lta,:re) or article Iii (the
committee in March, he lied. the heart of our Constitution. Judiciary). This then is the proper context

on June 17, 1972, burglars employed by To appreciate what happened to the Con-
the Committee to Re-Elect tile President stltutlou, it is useful to divide the seven for examining facts.

were arrested inside the headquarters of the articles and 26 amendments into substantive Article II of the Constitution, by which
Democratic National Committee with bug- _ersus procedural provisions. The substan- the Presidency ws_s created, was violated from
ging equipment and large sums of cash. tire sections lay out rights, powers, and alu- beginning to end by Watergate.

In December of 1972, having failed to ob- ties. The procedural areas address somewhat There is massive evidence of :misuse of the
rain congressional approval for a reorganiza- more technical and administrative matters, awesome general powers that :reside in the
tion of the Cabinet, the administration The important point is that the essence and executive department.
moved autonomously to establish three or strength of the Constitution springs from There is equal evidence documenting
_our "superseeretaries" and to place various its substantive areas, primarily the first s,b_ses of the enumerated duties.
executive office employees in key sub-Cabi- three articles, the first 1O amendments and L GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIESthe 14th amendment.
net posts. The obvious goal was to create a Evidence presented to tl_is committee The facts show an executive office that
White House-directed network of decision- can and will demonstrate that every major approved a master intelligence plan contain-
making and reporting quite apart fi'om the substantive part of the Constitution was lng proposals _hat were specifically identified
formal Cabinet structure which remained violated, abused, and undermined during as illegal, that proposed setting up a private
subject to congressional scrutiny, the Watergate period, intelligence firm with a "black bag" or break-

In February of 1973, the White House held It is a record built entirely on the words lng and entering oapability as secret investl-
a peace-with-honor reception to celebrate of the participants themselves. Tragically, it gattve support for the White House, that set
the end of the Vietnam war. Only those focuses on the most prodigious axticle of up its own secret police, that used its clan-
Congressmen who had supported the Presi- the Constitution, article II, which sets out destine police force to violate the rights of
dent's Vietnam policies were invited, imply- the powers and duties of the Executive. It American citizens, that hired a private eye
lng that those who had questioned our in- includes the most significant individual to spy on its enemies, including their per-
volvement in Vietnam were either against rights guaranteed b_' the first 10 amend- serial lives, domestic problems, drlnklng
peace or were dishonorable, ments, our Bill of Rights. And it encore- habits, social activities and sexuaJ habits.

Some of these incidents were matters of passes the l_tfth and 14th amendments' That circulated an enemies list, that de-
life and death and were well publicized, guarantees of due process of law, the ycleped plans to "use the available Federal
Others were matters of principle and were foundation of our system of Justice. machinery to screw our political enemles,
little noticed at the time. A. The Exec_ttt_e that knew of an illegal break-in connected

In each instance a significant outrage had with the Ellsberg case and concealed that fact
taken place. Of all the issues confronting the Consti-

What was common to all? tu_ional Convention at Philadelphia, the rather than report it to appropriate authori-
nature of the Presidency ranked as one of ties, that used a Presidential increase in milk

In each instance no one complained, the most important. Indeed, the resolution support prices to get $5.000 from the milk
A constitutional stillness was over the of that issue is often cited as one of the producers to pay for the Ellsberg break-in,

land. most significant actions taken, that recruited persons for that break-in on
TiqCE UPROAR Mast State constitutions prior to that time the false pretense of national security, that

American decency, idealism, honesty and had weak executives and s+rong legislatures, offered the presiding Judge in the Ellsberg
reverence for the Constitution that some had The decision to create a President, as opposed trial the FBI Directorship at a clandestine
thought bought off has been stirring and re- to plural administrators, was a reluctant meeting in the midst of the trial that ordered
asserting itself for many months now. recognition of the advantages of a strong a warrantless wiretap on a news columnist's

Yes, a few still cry treason when questions executive, telephone, that wiretapped 17 newsmen and
are asked. Nevertheless. the convention took steps government officials in an operation that was

A few still espouse the end as Justifying to contain presidential power. Only after outside proper investigative channels.
_he means, deciding the method of selecting a President, That suggested firebombing the Brookings

A few still goggle at an American title his term, mode of removal, and powe_s and Institute, that set up an Intelligence Eval-
rather than the title of American, duties did the convention agree to the con- nation Conimittee outside the legitimate In-

But it was only yesterday, June 17, 1972 cept of a strong President. telligence community to disseminate lnfor-
to be specific, that today's few were part of This bit of history, indicating that the matlon that should have been restricted to
alarge American majority, delineation of the President's office and pow- individual agencies, that used the Secret

Why the turnaround? ers preceded the creation of his position in Service to wiretap the President's brother,
The truth l the constlttonal scheme, is quite important, that kept $350,000 In left-over 1968 campaign
Because Frank Wills discovered taped doors It demonstrates that Executive power is to be funds in a safe in the Chief of Staff's office,

at the Watergate, America's doors didn't exercised within the framework of the Con- that used most of those funds as hush money
close in all our faces, stitution, and particularly, within the guide- for the Watergatc burglars, that approved a
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large contribution from the milk proc_acers hush money, and ix) pay /or a private ey,_ 2. EN_I_IERAI'ED POWERS AND DITTIES

association after being told it was meant to operating out of the Wh.lte House, that used T:_e enumerated powers and duties of t:he

_.ain access to and favors from the Whilte its {_t:auence to get raw :_'BI files for improper Pre_lde:at's office are set forth beginning
;_ouse. purposes, that prevaile_l upon the FBI nc,L with section 2 of article II. That section

That received and passed on Information to interview certain witnesses, that used p_ grants the President direct power over Cabi-
about an IRS audit of one of the President's triotic concern for the Presidency to pres_, net officers. Much testimony before this corn-
friends, that arranged for a tax attorney for sure ciefendants to plead guLlty in a crimina_ mitres demonstrated how those officers werel:he friend, that contacted the IRS as well as case,

used c,z_ behalf of the President's Grace.
the Justice Department in a number e,f other That used its influence to get special treat- For _xample, an Attorney General. for a
tax cases involving friends of the Pres:dent, me:at for high officials before a Federal gral_e; significant Period of time, ran the President's
that planned and possibly carried out a Juw, that plotted to cover up the Segret[;i reelection campaign while still in office at the
break-in at the office of a Las Vegas pub- story and denounced in tho harshest terms Justice Department. His reason for this role
lis.her, that suggested a break-in at the apart- those who uncovered the stcry, that noted "1:¢ was that, "it ls very. very difficult to turn
ment of the man who attempted to assasst- would assuredly be psychclogically satisfy'- down a request by the President of the United

nate Governor Wallace, that contemplated a lng _:o cut the innards from Ellsberg and ['._i.._ States," even though the Attorney General
break-in at the Potomac Associates olnces, clique" that obstructed coiLgressional invea- himself later testified that he felt such a role

that tried to rewrite hisia)ry by making np tigations of Watergate and related matters, in polltics while still In office was wrong..as
bogus State Department cables to falsel_ con- that filed Watergate countersnits for the dis- an :Lllustration of the extent of that role,
nect the Kennedy administration with the tortes! purposes of using sxbpena powers to memo.,_ from CRP, such as one entitled
i_ssassination of President Diem, that at- delve into the financial and sexual activities "Grantsmanshlp,' suggesting an effective
tempted to get reporter William Lambert to of political opponents, i.hat made nnmero::s met:hod of "insuring that political consldera-
use the phony cables in a story, that tried misleading or f_lse stateme:_ts about Water:- teens" ba used in Federal programs, were sent
to plant false stories connecting the l-'resi- gate to the American people, to the Attorney General from May 1, 1971,
dent's opponent with communist money and That failed to promptly l:lform proper au.. onwar,d. At one point, It was even suggested
the crimes alleged in the tEllsberg case. thorlties about knowledge of crimes lnvolv- that the Attorney General wield the power

That installed an elaborate system oi tap- lng White House officials, th _t forced the re_- of his office to keep a Republican contender
lng conversations between the President and ignation of a Special ]>rosecutor, Attorney off the .primary ballot in Florida. That cam-

his staff or visitors, that told Federal inves- General, and Deputy Attorney General whe:a palgn role also included an extraordinary
tigators to stay out of the Ellsberg m_,tter, their Watergate prosecutlo:x took an inde- meebing In the Attorhey General's very office,
that undertook a clandestine operation to pendent position, that suggested using the :o review plans for bugging, mugging, bur-
hide a key witness in the ITT case in a Den- Attorney General's powers to keep a Repub.- glary, prostitution, and kidnaping.vet hospital where she was interroFated lay lican opponent off the primary ballot in Flor.-
Howard Hunt in diseuise, that authorized ida, that used the Executiw's authority over Anon:her Attorney General was placed :tn
and funded from within the White E[ouse a the media's regulatory agencies to intimidate the awkward position of being asked lmme-
dirty tricks operation including scurrilous lit- the media, that ordered a pEesonal tax audit, dlat,_Ay after the Watergate break-in to help
erature, late night telephone camoaiff, n_; and surw_lllance by an FBI agent and Secret Serv.- get Mr. Mc, Cord out of Jail before he was
advertising designed to offend local interests, ice agents, an an antitrust action, all in re.- identified. He was soon thereafter w_rned of
seemingly sponsored by Democratic candl- spons,? to a newspaper articl_ about one of the Whibe :Blouse concern with a too aggressive
dates, and physical disruptions directed President's friends. I_BI lnv_estigation. He was then asked to pro-
against Presidential or)poneut.% that planted That tried to punish foundations wXtl:_ vide raw FBI W_tergate files, improperly, to
spies, hecklers, and pickets in the Muskle and views different than White House policy by the White House. That same Attorney Gen-
Humphrey campaigns, that participated Jin pressuring the IRS to review their tax-exempt e_'al was later used as a secret contact with
discussions of a camoaien a_ainst Demccrats statu% that set up a program to insure tha'_ this c<_mmittee'a investigation of Watergate,

to include prostitutes, nmggino_, kidnappin_, Government contracts, grants, and loarts and was then removed from Grace in an s4_-
bugging, and burFlary, would, as a matter of Government policy, be parent connection with the W_tergate affair.

political rewards, that treated the Presides-- He eventually became the first Attorney
That pressed for adoption of Li.:idy's rial pardon as a political t(_)l, that used l:;_ Oener_d. in history convicted of a crime, for

Watergate plan, that was told of the au- power over the tax-collection agency to garb.- his testimony about Presidential lnterfer-
thorization and budeet for Liddy's plan, that er intelligence on and hara.,s political oppo.- ence 1]_ an antitrust case involving a major
believed it had received transcripts of illegal nent,m that lsi_ued instructions to hire a contributor.
wiretaps and never reoorte,1 that crime, that

shag!w person with a McG,_vern button, '_0 A third Attorney General was forot_l _o
was warned of the planned break-in at the sit in front of the White Hcuse. and eounte::' res_:n his office when he backed the special
Watergate and did nothtnl., to stop it, _hat demonstrators at the funt,ral of J. Edgar prosacu-Lor's procedure for obtaining Water-
knew the full scope of Ltddy's activities Hoover, that infiltrated as Quaker vigil !l',a gate e'_ldence from the White House.
Shortly after the Wateraatc arrests and !.<spt front of the White House, that used the An assistant Attorney General was also
those facts from pro_er authorities, that agenc_ that is supposed to guard the Presi_ asked to provide raw FBI Watergate files,
shredded Watereate evidence in the Chief of dent -Lo spy on the Pre__dde:at's political op- agal]_ improperly, to the White House, and
Staff's files, that tried to use one of its ex- ponm_t, that ordered 24.-hO_Lr surveillance o:._ was later told by the President not to in-
eeutive branch a_eucies as a "cover" for the a political opponent, that used the depart.- vestigate the Elisberg break-in. A Deputy
¥1ratergate operation, meW:s to dredge up potentially embarasslng Attorney General was forced to resign when

That was the scene of meetings at _l:xich information on Presidential contenders, and he backed the special prosecutor's decisions
high officials plotted to use the power and then :teaked it to the press, that used White in tlae 'Watergate case. An Assistant Attor-
influence of the Presidency to cover up House influence to obtain CIA equipment folr ney General gave confidential Jxtstice De-
crimes and obstruct Justice, that saw ad- the lKLlsberg break-in, ti:tat ased its entrusi;,_ partment and FBI intelligence information
risers invoke the power of the Presidency to ment with our :national security to convlnce to the President's reelection campaign, at
nse an FBI :Director in ways that would four Cubans to burglarize a political party, the ,dl_e_ion of the White House.
eventually cause him to :reslen. that used ThaC ordered an _13I investigation of ar.,. Three Attorneys General, a Deputy Attor-
the President's fundraistnR powers to collect unfriendly newsman to t:ara_s him, that pro,. ney General, and two Assistant Attorneys
illegal corporate contributions, to raise funds posed leaking confidential :.,"BI files to em- Gem_raL And all this was done on behalf of
to finance a crime, and to collect bribes for barra_s the producer of a sat:rical movie, th_e[; the Presidency, which has a constitutional
a criminal case. nsed its control of important Watergate er:l- respon;_lbllity to "take Care that the L_ws

That discussed using the President's clem- dense and the ]privilege known as executlw!_ be faithfully executed."

ency prerogatives as early as July 197_, to privilege to aid those supporting the Presi.._ WiLth respect to other Cabinet Grocers, a
keep the ltd on Watergate and other crimes, dent and to deprive or delay those In opposi- Secretary of Commerce with all the author-
while misleading the American people by tion, '_hat made plans 'to eliminate profe._;., ity as to corporate affairs that goes with
Calling Waterg'ate a third-rate burglary, that signal;; in government service who place<l that position, was placed in charge of rais-
made offers of clemency for improper put.- their professiomd responsibilities above ques,, lng funds for the President's reelection, In
poses, that announced, in a Preside_ttial tionable White House political demands, fha!; clud:Lng, as it turns out, a number of illegal
statement, a Dean investieatlon clearing the participated actively and formally in a cam.,, eor_oral;e contributions. A Secretary of
White House, when there had in fact been a paign organiza_ion while drawing White Treasur!_ met with a milk producers aaso-
coverup not an Investigation and the Presi- House staff salaries, that ran secret letter.- elation and supported their request for
dent had new_r, ever talked to Dean about writi:ttg campaigns again:_t B,publican Sena- higher :price supports. After the President
Watergate, that Oi_cussed, In the ov._l GlOries, tors, and that generally emasculated the Re- granted higher support prices, the milk pro-
unethical out-of-court contacts with th.e publican Party. ducers arranged for him to be offered at least
presiding Judge in one of the Water,ate civil That . . . all of that . . . xiolated the con., $10,000 !in cash for his personal use, a trans-
suits, that purposely lied to the FBI and a cept of executive power in article II of th., action for which he has been criminally
Federal grand Jury, that encouraged cam- Constitution. ExPressive as ';he record is, 'l:!, indioted .....
paign officials to commit !oerJury and plead represents only selected examples.
the fifth amendment to obstruct Justice. The important point ls that it is certain, l:f,' And 1: think the RECORD should poirit

That used the President's personal after noo wlmt our Founding Fat&,ers had in mind out, of which he was absolved, declared
ney and White House staff' to pay crln:.ln_d when '_hey envisioned the Pr_,sldency. not gtl i_ty.
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14. Do you liberalizing the it is the policy of United States--and business, the conference report on S.
Hatch Act to federal em- it has been mY ever since I entered 3065, which tile clerk will state.
ployees a amount of par- public life--to the aspirations for The legislative clerk read as follows:
tlclpation in partisan pelltlcal freedom and independence of the
activities? 30 70 peoples of Eastern by every proper Conference report on S. 306fi, an Act to

15. Do you confidence in the and peaceful means, amend the Federal Election Campaign Act
ability of the to deal el- Finally, I that there is included of 1971.

problems?_ 20 80 in the Declaration Principles on Terrl- Mr. WEICKER addressed the Chair.
torial Integrity ;hat no occupa-
tion or acquisition territory in violation The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ESTO SALUTE TO of international will be recognized as ator from Connecticut.
THE BICENTENNIAL legal.

In our White meeting, I said this is
Mr. BEALL. President, from July not to raise the hope that there will be any ESTABLISHMENT TIMETABLE

5 'to 11, 1976, from all around immediate change in map of Europe, but FOR SENATE OF
the world in Baltimore for rather to emphasize the United States AND FINAL ON LEGISLA-
their second festivalqESTO has not abandoned will not compromise TION DEALING
'76. The of this festival will be this long

At the conference I told the par- REFORM, OVER-
"The Estonian to Our Bicenten- ticipants from the the East that: SIGHT AND TAX
sial." ESTO '71 will help to preserve Es- "We will spare no to ease tensions
tertian and traditions while, at and to solve between us, but it is Mr. WEICKER. Mr President, I ask
the same highlighting Estonian important that you deep devo- unanimous consent a resolution to

the growth of this great tion of the 'people and their gev- establish a timetable Senate con-
Republic. ernment to human and fundamental sideration of and action on legis-

Mr on February 24, the 58th freedoms." lation dealing with reform,
I assure each of this nation will intelligence overs] tax privacy be

anniversary of Independence, be vigilant detente. This nation considered at this the Senate.
I discussed the history of Estonia and will strive to in a safer and saner
its forcible into the So- relationship with competitors. At the The PRESIDING The reso-
vie1 : World War II. At that same time, the of tensions can be lution will be stated.
time I in the CONGRESSIONAL Implemented only the basis of mutual The legislative clerk _ cad as follows:
RECOan on the ESTO '76 ac- concessions within of an Ameri- S. RES. 17
tivities. I subsequently become can defense that is to none. We will Whereas, over three of congressional
awa_e Ford has agreed to safeguard and our vital interests fact-finding have tllat the intel-
serve as an hone the ESTO and security, ligence community, law agen-

As we e the 200th anniver, cies and the Internal enue Service have
'76 Salute to American Bicentennial. sary of more and more Amer- violated the rigtlts of Amer-
On February 19 1976, the President is- leans are mindful of bi-national heri- leans;
sued a "To Americans of Es- rage. In this regard, especially pleased Whereas, these public of illegal
tonian and I ask unanimous to learn that your is preparing and unconstitutional ltles have bred a
consent, Mr. _ident, that this Presi- for a worldwide Festival in con- public distrust in our leaders
denttal be printed in the Rfc- Junction with our and tnstitution_;
Gan at the of my remarks. Your contributions this nation are rec- Whereas, public and organizations

The OFFICER. Without ognized and I know you will haw action on pend-
continue to enrich country's heritage lng reforms of our law and tax

objection, it is so with your art, your your music collectlon agencies;
The and the individual of your Whereas, this is a 'of laws;

THE WHITE HOUSE, many talented als. Whereas, it is essential i Congress to
, D.C., February 19, 1976. I commend you continued con- take ¢he necessary steps protect future

._'o Americans o! ancestry: tributlons to our nati, legacy, to our dur- generations against ito their freedoms
I am delighted accept the high honor able system of government. .and liberties the Cor_titution;

of Honorary of ESTO '76--The Es- Today, I salute you your struggle on be- Whereas, the integrity and the public
tertian Salute to Bicentennial. half of all human confidence in, of government

As we celebrate I the birth of freedom in GERALDR. FO_D. can only be restored by legislative
America, your _esttval calls atten- actien;

tion to oontributtons of mil- Whereas, it is essential hat the Congress
lions of talented hard-working immi- POSITION establish a timetable

grlmts from all the world to building ON oversight, Watergate and tax privacyAmerica into the we know today.
In recalling the of our founding Mr. TAFT. Mr. the RECORD legislation to into and procedural

safeguards are enacted to the adjourn-
fathers we must ourselves to of yesterday shows I was necessarily ment of the 94th Congres
making _same stronghold for men absent during [ votes 160, 161, and ResoZvea, That i.t is the of the Senate
ltandwasW°meninof cradle spirltofliberty.andenergy 162. However, I was Lttending a meeting that the Senate make every to reach by

I am keenly of your great anxiety of the Board of of the Naval July 2 a final passage on Watergate
concerning your families and Academy, and reform, tax privacyand ligenceoversight
friends who have seen and are still pro- consent that the RECORD in- legislation.

affected East-West political de= dicate that I was on official bust- The PRESIDING ICF. R. Is there
Last summer, just be- ness during those call votes, objection to the present onsideration of

fore departing for and before that The PRESIDING Without the resolution?
in February of I met with your leaders objection, it is
to discuss these and to emphasize There being no object the Senate
that the in Heislnki was proceeded to consider resolution.
neither a treaty a legally binding docu- Mr. MANSFIELD. the Senator
ment. CONCLUSION MORNING yield?

The I-Ielsinkl I pointed out, Mr. WEICKER. I yielcwere political moral commitments
aimed at tensions and opening The PRESIDING Is there Mr. MANSFIELD. I bi the word
further the lines between further mornin If not, morn- "make" in the resolve should be
the peoples of East _ West. ing business is "shall."

I further stated t tat your understandable Mr. WEICKER. make" or
concern about effect of the Helsinki "should make".

declarations on Baltic nations was I believeit: "should".-groundless. FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT
I can assure that the United States AMENDMENTS OF 1976---CONFER- modified.

has never the Soviet inoorpora- ENCE REPORT The PRESIDING Without
tton of Estonia, and Lithuania and is objection, the resolution be so modi-
not doing so now. ol_tcial policy of non- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under fled.
recognition is not by the results of the previous order, the Senate will now The resolution, as is as fol-
the European Conference. resume consideration of the unfinished lows:
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s. R s. 42,7 leaders as to whethec oz not it is the:t::' to dispose of all th se matters well lo.fore

Whereas, over thre years of congressional understanding, as it is Ely understanCi.., the F<:,_u-th of July r sees md we will Jointly
:fact-finding have dc :umented that tko in- lng. that at 1 p.m. we s[lalI proceed t:) make every effort to, o so.

the dl_tnguished frei-Mr:'.tt)3'aH_2OT'r.I

telligenee communlt law enforcement _.ge:n- the debate on,. this resolutioll? jority Littler will yle i on that point. I .have
,ties and the Intern Revenue Service have blt. MANSt.W_ELD. Thst is correct, alre_d_,, , assured thc distinguished Sena_)r
violated the eonstit ;ional rights of Ameri- 1Mil'. WEICB.'[ER. W:tth a final passage :from Connecticut Mr. W_c_a) to thecarls;

Whereas, these p_ blie disclosures _.< :il- vote at 2 p.m., and the'; the yeas and same e:gect, that th, measures in which he
legal and unconsttt ttlonal activities have ll[ty!!; will be ordered? is interested that ar out of committee will
bred a public distrl st irt our gove!:nmeL_t Mir. MANSFIELD. The_ will be 0rdere,::,( be acted upon. We 1 >pc that those in corn-
leaders and institutt( ns; in th_meantime, mlttee will be pron ptly reported. I would

Whereas, public ar I private organize ::ions 1%I2'.WEICKER..They will be ordered i!] lfi(e tx) see, as the distinguished majority
3:rove recommended e_ _edited action on pond- the meantime, leader :_as said, act )n before the July re-<:ess, and I think: _ are both anxious, on
ing reforms of our 1_ enforcement and tax M:i'. MANS.FIELD. T_.at is on the bottl side of the aisI to cooperate with tke
collection agencies; Weicker resolution, distin¢,allshed Senatx from Connecticut..

Whereas, this is a )vernment of laws; 1%{_' WEICELER. That :s correct. I do want to sires the importance of the
Whereas, it is esser [al for this Congr,..ss to

take the necessary :_eps to protect r,:.ture M;: MANSFIELD. Ant( then we will. Federai Election Cc nmiseion Act. I think
generations against khreats to thei:_ 'tree- hgve the final vote on the conferences, th_t v;kmtever we , o, we should do very
dome and liberties g ararteed by the Con- repor't no later th_n 4 _.m. %his aftel-, promp,tiy here, and Fhatevev the Presidentdoes, ho should do 7cry promptly, so that
stitution; n0orl, the in_ent of Cong_ ,,ss under the previous

Whereas. the inte ity of, and the p_zblic Tt',-_ PRESII)ING' O_'_ICER. Does tha_: _,ct wi'th regard to _atching funds leglsla-
confidence in, the _titutions of go:ern- conc]'_lde the unanirno[_s-consent re,., tion _a'a be borne x mind and the effect

merit can only be re ored by correctivt leg- qUCSI;:;, or was', that ill tile form of a::'l of any action whict would delay it should
islative action;

Whereas, it is esse_ tial '_hat the Con_[rcss inqui:.W? s_so be borne carefu_ y In mind.
establish a timetable o eo_msider interiigem'e 1_[:['. MANSF3_LD. No; I shall still mak, The conference re] _rt is. in my Judgmen;better ¢han the Set _te bill. It is infinitely
oversight, Watergate refo:_m and tax p.tl- some additional requests, setter than the l-Is _e bill. It still has its
vacy legislation to lm ure statutory ant! pro- ------, ---- Aaws.

cedural safeguards m _ enacted prior t< the REsin.._ It has one aspect, hich ought to be worth
adjournment of the 4th ,3ongress; LEADERSHIP ;E TO COM., _'_oting, and that is, it is not entirely satis-

Reso_ed, _Zhat it i: the sense of the 3eh- N.[IJNICATION FR )1%[ SENAT©I;[, 'actory _>) either la_ )r or management and,
ate that the Senate :hould make ew,_r, , et- '[V]ZlCKER {[ suppose the confe ence being made up as
fort to reach by Jul] 2 a final passable vote ,.t was, i'¢ would no have been possible to
on Watergate reform, tax privacy and i.cttel[- ik/[_q MANSFIELD. i%21. President, first_- achieve:asan ideal.
1}genee oversight legii ation. I _.k unanimous eons_! it that the leaxt- But, certainly, pi )tress was made and[,

Mr. WEICKER. 3 ir. President, I _ ield ership response to a con manication from :ertainiy', serious an concerned efforts wer_
to the Senator from Montana. Senator WEICKER, C0:l tained on pa4,q_ ievol:ed by the com_ littees and by the con-

S6152 of the ttECOa:_ under date oli i'erenee, and there _ ts no effort in the con-

Mr. MANSFIELD Mr. President, I ask April 29, 1976, be prin[ d in the RECOan : erence ',x, delay this etlon whatsoever. Tkose
_lnanimous consent thai; the resoi[ul;ion There being no objec ion, the material': ,.:-ho ws,%ched the op n sessions of that con-
be voted upon at th, hour of 2 p.m. was ordered to be prini _d in the RECORD. 'erence should affirn , I think, that the con-

erence, while it arg_ _d vigorously over many
The PRESIDINC OFFICER. Is t-rare as iollows: [ifferer_.t points, did not indulge in any de-

objection? Withou' objection, it L,: s,0
LESES:HSHIP RE_;PONSIE _[ ) _ O1V_IvI[I-_IfL_TICjll _[yill_' '{;H4_tiOS.

ordered. Fao.x¢SENATOR vVEICKI_a _0 the soonerwe an acton thismeasure,

Mr. MANSFIELE , Mr. President. it is LEGISLATIVEt' OGnal_ '.nebett_c.

nly understanding t mt will be a yea .:md lqr. ?_{ANSFIELD. _,fr. Pr_ ;ldent, I /m_ in re MI'. MANSFIEL ). Mr. President, it is

D.ay vote, a rolles_ _e. ceipt <,f a letter from ou: distinguished col :ny unclerstanding to recapitulate, thatleagu,_, the Senator fron Connecticut (iM_. :he Se]_ate has ag_ _ed that a vote on the
wErc}_:m), and it is ir_y nderstanding tha':

ORDER FOR VOTE ON FEDE}:I, AL the d:.!;tinguished Repub] can leader has re- ,Veicker resolution_'ill occur at the hour
CAMPAIGN ACT AIvI_3NDMENTS OF eeived a communication f a similar nature iff 2 p.n'l., that the[vote on final passage

1976---CONFERENCE REPORT l_or the information e S_nator WErCK_m ,_f the conference ]report will occur not

and. tb.e Senate, it Is tk } l:_tention of lJ_t_ ater t?_;an 4 p.m., _nd that the Senator
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask joint leadership to call ap the conference :rom A,abama (M_. ALLEN) will be rec-.

uanirnous consent that the vote on report on the Federal E _'ction Commission _gn_;ed at approximately 1:30 p.m.
:agreeing to the Federal Election Com.- as soon as possible after [he House faces np The P]_tESIDINC. OFFICER. The Sen-

Hlission conference report occur not later to lis responsibility on Xonday next, as il i.[0r :is correct.
than the hour of 4 p.m. this afternoon, u.nder_tand the situatio_

Personally I ara unhap_ , that we have nc, i:
The PI_ESIDING OFi*ICER. Without been able to consider thl conference reporl;

objection, it is so ordered. on FEC before tt_is, but I { m _;ure the reasons _)RDEJ,%. _'Y)R C, )IqSIDERAT!ON OF
Mr. GI_IFFIN. Mr. President, reselw., for n't being able to dc so are thorough]5 PRESIDENTIAL VETO OF H.R. 9803

:klg the right to object, and I shall not understandable. Mr'. MANSFIEL _. Mr. President, for
,object, but I only indicate that the spell The Senate has also ag _ed to take up the. ihe :reformation et the Senate, ff the
of time following the vote on the Weic;<er Intelligence Ove_ight Cc xmittee matter on
r¢_olution has been reque.;ted petticoat-- the 10th of next month, _ _d it is my under-, ?,totme of Represen atives this afternoon

ly to protect Senators BROCK :md standing that the assist4_ xt majority leadez overrides the child 2are bill iH.la. 9803),
ALLEN--Slid perhaps other Senators_ of receivs,t permission froz_ t[ae Senate last '; etoed by the Pre ddent of the United
whom we are not aware---who we klmw nigh,: that it. would be ti: ,_p_nding order el , lilies, after talkie ,_with the acting ]2e-

busines;s on thai, day, so th_t there is that 3:,ublicall. leader, ii is the joint leader-

'wish to speak on the conference report assurance that this parti( _]a: piece of legis- ,hip's Sllggestion tl at if the veto is over-
before we vote on it. lation, S.400, will be zak{ x tp at that time. ::idden the Senate will proceed to the

_ The :listlnguished Se_-a or from Connecti-
cut is also Interested tn W: tergate reform and :onsideration of Iq R. 9803 at 1 p.m. to-

el%DER FOR, RECOGNTFION OF SIii:N-, tax pti-ney legislation. He _as urged the lead- I 'xorrow afternoon _nd vote on the veto
ATOR ,ALLEN AT 1:30 P.M. ership to make every eft rt to guarantee a ',it 2 pJn. tomorro afternoon.,I make

vote. sc. final passage of t .ese, as well as the tkxat in t,he form of unanimous-consent

Mr. MANSI?IELD. Mr. President, I ask other two proposals whi :h [ have already {_,_=,quest;.
unanimous consent that the distin-, mentioned, before the Jul ' 4 recess. The PI%ESIDIN( OFFICER. Without

gllished Senator from Alabama (Win It h_,_ always been th ir-_ention of the _;bjectio_], it is sOol iered.
ALLEN) be reeognized at approxima_;ely le_ad;erslkip to endeavor t , d> that and we

will do our best to see hat the wishes of
t_e hour of 1:30 p.m. this afternoon the dtsMngulshed Senate: frc,m Connecticut i_tECESS I NTIL 1 P.M.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With,mt are aclhered to. But we , an do nothing on
objection, it is so ordered. Watergate reform and ta_ prl7acy legislation Mr. M ANSFIELI . Mr. President, I ask

Mr. WEICI__fft. Mr. President, might untu those issues axe rel ort,;d out of eom- ',nan:)XJ.UUS conseni that the Senate stand
I inquire of the majority and minority mlt_e It is our hope +,2 _t ,ye will be _,bl_ !lrec:e_;_ until lp.n .today.
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There being _p objection, the Senate We have acted. The PRESIDING OFFICER..The Sen-

reassembled whE_n called to order by the Action is ator from Alabama.
Presiding Officer_ (Mr. STEVENSON). Reform is Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I wonder

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, if the The FEC bill takes, pl_vblems, if the distinguished manager of the bill
Senator from C_nnecticut will yield to Everybody does it why get into a would respond to two or three questions
me, I should lik$ to suggest the absence flap. that I have in mind with regard to the
of a quorum without his losing his right Our memories will us free. conference report.
to the floor. [ orders have Mr. CANNON. I will be delighted to.

Mr. WEICKE! . I yield to the Senator corrected all abuses. Mr. ALLEN. As I understand the con-
from Montana. Of course, none of above is correct, ference report, in the matter of soliclta-

The PRESID] IG OFFICER. Without I do not doubt for minute that some tion by a corporation or a labor organl-
objection, it is so )rdered. or all of the le l mentioned in the zation or separate segregated funds set

The clerk will, _11the roll. resolution will pass the Senate has to up by either of these concerns, there is
The assistant legislative clerk pro- go public, a group of persons that the labor or-

ceeded to call th, roll. However, I win a shadow- ganization can solicit at any time, they
Mr. MANSFIE _D. Mr. President, I ask boxing contest with le President, with being the members of the labor organiza-

unanimous cons at that the order for the Directors of and FBI or with tion; and there is a group th.at the cor-
the quorum call _e rescinded, the of.the Senate. poration or the segregated funds set up

The PRESIDE O OFFICER. Without When this is agreed to, an by the corporation can solicit at any
objection, it is so _rdered. important step of our Consti- time, they being the officers and execu-

tution will have taken, tire or administrative persom_el, and the
Laws, not , Executive orders executive or administrative personnel in-

ORDER FOR Cl RTAIN BILLS TO BE or waiting games, our business. No- clude those who are paid on a salary
HELD F THE DESK body will benefit .ically today from rather than an hourly basis and who

Mr. MANSFIEI D. Mr. President, I ask legislation that essent relates to the have policymaking, managerial, profes-
unanimous cons that when H.R. condition of the iean spirit, signal, or supervisory authority.
10374, H.R. 12168 H.R. 13035, and H.R. But our children will have Then there is another group as to each
12018 are they be held at the something better we received and of these entities that can be solicited
desk pending disposition, that is reward only twice a year.

The OFFICER. Without Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I As to the labor organization, it would
objection, it is so, suggest the absence a quorum, be those that the corporation can solicit

Mr. Also, under the The PRE-' The clerk at any time and, of course, that would
same stipulation, 12216. will call the roll. include employees who were nct members

The OFFICER. Without The assistant clerk pro- of organizations, and the eor!ooration or
objection, it is so c _red. ceeded to call the the separate segregated fund for political

Mr. I suggest the ab- Mr. MANSFIELD. r. President, I ask purposes of the corporation can solicit
sence of a under the same con- unanimous consent the order for twice a year from the employees in addi-
ditions, the quorum call be cinded, tion to those that they can solicit at any

The OFFICER. Without The PRESIDING Without time.
objection, it is so c objection, it is so ord Is that correct?

The clerk will the roll. Mr. CANNON.The Senatoris correct,
with the further proviso as to the method

The assistant clerk Pro- ORDER AUTHORI; REQUEST of solicitation.ceeded to call the
Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, I ask FOR VOTES TODAY Mr. ALLEN. That is cm'rect. That has

that the order for the Mr. MANSFIELD. President, I ask to be in writing.
quorum call inded, unanimous consent it be in order Mr. CANNON. In writing, by mail.

The OFFICER. Without during the next half-] our or so to ask Mr. ALLEN. To go back to a trustee.
objection, it is for the yeas and on the Weicker Mr. CANNON. To the residence of the

resolution and on to the con- party, and designed in such a fashion
ference report, that it cannot be ascertained who makes

A TIMETABLE The PRESIDING Without a contribution of $50 or le,m and who
FOR SENATE OF objection, it is so does not make such a contribution.
AND FINAL ON LEGISLA- Mr. MANSFIELD. President, I Mr. ALLEN. That is the way the Sena-
TIONDEALING WATERGATE suggest the absence of aorum, tor from Alabama understands it.
REFORM, OVER- Th, The clerk Now, an amendment which I offered on
SIGHT AND PRIVACY will call the roll. the floor and which was accegted by the
The Senate with the con- The assistant legislw clerk proceed- manager of the bill, the distinguished

slderation of (S. Res. 437) ed to call the roll. Senator from Nevada (Mr. CANNO_),
to establish a timet for Senate con- Mr. CANNON. Mr. I ask amendment No. 1496,was adopted by the
sideration of and nal action on legis- unanimous consent the order for the Senate and agreed to in the conference.
lation dealing Watergate reform, quorum call be This amendment was made necessary
intelligence overmf at and tax privacy. The PRESIDING Without by the fact that there are certain types

Mr. WEICKER. ] ir.President, first let objection, it is so of corporations or organizations that do
me express my apl reciation to Senator not have steckholders. This amendment
MANSFIELD and Set Ltor SCOTT, both for appears on page 19 of the conference re-
their supportive wi ds of last week and FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT port and is in section 321(b) (2) (C),
for allowing the imn ediate consideration AMENDMENTS OF 1976--CONFER- starting with the third line from. the bot-
of this resolution i.Res. 437) now be- ENCE REPORT tom of the page:
fore the Senate. This paragraph shall not prevent a mere-

Why this resolul m? The Senate continued with the con- bership organization, cooperative, or corpora-
Because it parts 1 _e curtain of official sideration of the report of the commit- tion without capital stock, or a separate seg-

silence behind whi h reform has been tee of conference on the disagreeing regated fund established by a membership
stalled to death b_ the Executive, the votes of the two Houses on the amend- organization, cooperative, or corporation
Congress, and the ] _reaucracy. ments of the House to the bill (S. 3065) without capital stock, from soliciting con-

If there is to be nc )versight, no Water~ to amend the Federal Election Campaign tributions to such a fund from members of
gate reform, and n _ tax privacy, then Act of 1971 to provide for its administra~ such organization, cooperative, or corpora-
let it be so voted n :full view of the tion by a Federal Election Commission tion without capital stock.
Nation. appointed in accordance with the re- So ff the members of such an organi-

As matters now., and, people believe quirements of the Constitution, and for zation, who, not being stockkLolders, still
one or all of the fo] owing: other purposes, make up the corporation, w_zld solicita-
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tlons by such an organization of iks meln- terpretation was confirmEd la,st week :::y l!/lr. AI,I,EN. Was it unconstitutional a_s
hers fall into the first category that I you:: Legislative Assistant. Mr. Gentry. I:::- against the Nevada constitution or the
enumerated, as to who nay be solicih:_i by deed, Mr. Gentry Void me other l_suran<e U.S. Ck)nstitution?

companies had made s, sirailar inquiry az:Ld
a corporation or a labor organization or had been assured it w::_ your intent to i::: .. ]!/h". CANNON. I cannot say that. All I
a separate segregated fund set up by one cluett, such co_Lpanies, carl say is that I received the telephone
of these? Would they come in the class To avoid arty mJsm_der_tanding, and J:<_ irfformation that the Nevada Supreme
that could be solicited at any time? make this perfectly clear, we wonder if :.: Court held that such a provision was un-

Mr. CANNON. Yes, the Senator is cor- worn,1 be possible for the Conference Con:- constitutional and threw it out. I will ad-
rect, that the provisions of section 321 rrdttee to include in its report a specql:ic ViSe t;he Senator after I have a chance to
(b) (2)(C), and later, on page 19. sec- reference to :mutual :life insurance con:- read the opinion
lion 321(b) (4) (C) wouJd pmTait, for ex- p_nles. While the language as it exists in 1_51".ALLEN. I thank the distinguished
ample, a mutual life irmurance comp/_ny your amenament is reasonably clear, suc:h

speci:ClCreferer:ee would preclude any que::;- Senator from Nevada. I recall when I
or a separate segregated: fund established lion. and would be cor;sist,mt with your h::- offered the amendment the Senator
by such an organization to solicit con- tent. If this is not rea,.;ible, perhaps du_i_Jg modified the amendment by adding, as
tributions for such a fm}d from it_; lllenl- debt_:e on tho conference, bill you could being subject to the amendment, not
hers, So any type of an organization _mt make, this point clear :In a coloquy, only M:embers of the House and Senate,
had members, though rot categorized as wc appreciate your interest in includi::_{: bu'[; candidates for those offices. I thought
st_)ckholders, and so on, would be cc, v- these organize'tiGriS in you ' Amendment No. that was a very constructive amendment.
ered under 'that provision. 1_96 Mr. CANNON. That is right. As the

Mr. ALLEN. And could solicit a any wit, h most cordial regard:, I am
time? Sincerelyyom's, amendment was adopted here it referredRrM:!.IEL H. DUOLEY. to candidates for Federal office and it in-

Mr. CANNON. They could soii(:it at Vice President cluded also members of the executive and
any time, just as a corporation and its the judicial branch. So it would cover all
separate segregated fund can solici: ce'r- M:'. ALLEY[. This letter is alu inquiry three . branches of the Government
lain classes at any time, arid a labor frmzt a vice president of the Metr,::-- equa][!y. I may say this is an amend-
union can solicit its menlbers at any time. polJtan Life :Insurance Co., saying ihs,.; ment ghat the Senate has acted upon on

Mr. ALLEN. So a membership corpora- theh' attorneys Construe this amendmer_[ several occasions before and we have
lion such as a State Farm Bureau Fed- to cover a mutual life insurance con:.- been unable, up to the present time, to
eration, the Grange, or the National pan)'. The answer tha.t the chairman h_:,s
Farmers Organization could solicit their rnade is that ,such an operation would I::,e gel; the House to agree.Mr..ALLEN. I thank the distinguished
members? covered by this ameiadment and would Senator. I do realize-in a conference

Mr. CANNON. Yes. I:: they are corpo- per:uit a mutual life insurance compa:w coramittee one has to give and take on
rations they could solicit their member- to solicit policyholders. That is correct. :; these issues. I regret that the conferees
ship. it nr)t_' we::e unable to have that amendment

Mr. ALLEN. And REA coopert_tives M:'. CANNON. Yes, th_,t is correct, carried forward as part of the conference
could solicit their members at any _ime? M:c. ALLEN'. I thank tile chairman, rer:,o]:'_:.

Mr. CANNON. Yes. That is my under- ]: have one further in¢:uiry. The ma_:.- I thank the distinguished Senatm' for
,standing of the intent of the Sen::,tor's ager of the bill was kind enough to inC:i-, accommodating me by answering these
amendment and of the language we have cate approval here in tke Chamber a::d questions I had in mind.
drafted in the report, to offer to accept an :amendment offer,d Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, in my ex-

Mr. AI,I,EN. I appreciate the answers by the Senator from Alabama having :_)
from the chairman. I am glad he men~ do with disc:osure by _ffembers of L_e planation of the conference report andin w_,rious discussions with my col-
tioned specifically a mutual life insur~ Ylouse and Senate and _11 Federal err,.- Ieagu(_; in the Chamber, I have referred
ance company, such as, I would under- p],oyees making in excess of $25,000 per to a :aumber of instances where the con-
stand, Metropolitan, Mutual of New York year of their asse_s, liabilities and :r_:'_ refer.ce substitutes changes the present
or Equitable. Any mutual life insui'ance wor_[_ each year, I believe on April 15 o:[
company would be able to solicit .it,_ pol- each year, provided t:hey had an incon]e law. Tl_ere are still other instances, such

irt excess of $25,000 a year. There was :_ as the discussion at page 63 of the con-
ieyholders since they are the grou:: that yea and nay vote in the Senate on th:is ference report of the relationship be-
make up the corporation?

Mr. CANNON. If the policyholders are amendment and it ,,va_ adopted ore:'.- twee]3, section 301(f) and section 321, re-
members within the definition of that wh. elmingly. I no_e this amendment, :is tat:Lng to communications and nonparti-
type of an organization, then they e_ould not carried forward in the eonferen<:e san activities, where the conferees have

repo:ct. I know that the conferees on tl',_ attempted to clarify the law.
be solicited under that provision c: the par_ of the Senate woulc: have sought: i:o I think it is important to emphasize,law.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. President, I ask express the will of the Senate in the coll.- howew.'r, that there has been no intent to
unanimous consent tht,_t a letter dated ference repor'_ and have tlqis amendme::5 make changes in existing law or legis]:a-tive history by silence.ado::ted. I would jusl; like to inquire o::
April 5, 1976, from Mr. Remmel H. Dud- the manager of the bill, who was t:J:_.e It is understood that where the con-ley, vice president, Metropolitan Life In-
surance Co., here in Washington, be cheil'man of the conference, as to w:h_:_ ference bill has not changed existing law
printed in the Rr. CORD. :r have shown the haF, pened to this amendment, or where the conferees have not attempt-
manager of the bill a copy of the letter. Mr. CANNON. I say to _he Senator th_:_t ed te clarify various provisions, the leg-islative history of the 1971 act and the

There being no objection, the leti_er the members of the other body were m::- 1974 amendments will be controlling.
willing to accept the Senate position <:,n Mr. PreSident, I suggest the absence

WaSasfollows°rdered:to be printed in the R_coR_, that matter and it finally came down tm a of a quorum.
METROrOLITANLIFI_. question of whether we _ere able to get a ':['he PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Washington, 1;,0. April 5. _;76. b[_ll agreed upon wit:aoub that provision
Re Federal Election Cam:paign Act _ :e_:d- O:? whether we would not get a bill. So [he clerk: will call the roll.

ments of 1976_. 3065. Members of the Senate zonferees reluc- _:Phe assistant legislative clerk p_o-
Senator J_r_rs B. ALLrN, t_,_ntly receded from their position in the:ir ceeded to call the roll.
Dirksen Senate Office Building, desire to get such a bill ]!_Ir..MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
Wasktngton, D.C. Y-may say ,just as ::t matter of passi:_g unanimous consent that the order for

//;E_ATO_ AL_E_: In debating lhe concern that in my own State of Nevada the quorum call be rescinded.
above bill, the Senate on l_rch 18, 1976 the legislature last term adopted a simi:- ':fi_e PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
adopted yom' Amendment No. 1496, to brlng 1ar provision with respec _ to State office._ objec, tion, it is so ordered.
"membership organizations, cooperatives, or holders, both elective _nd appointive,
corporagions without capital stock" within quli'e similar to _hi:_. _qae matter ;w::_;
the Act. OI_DER FOR YEAS AND NAYS

As you kno_v, a mutual ]lfe insurance corn- tested in our supreme o)urt just withJ.B
t_ny has nc, stockholder& As we read t,he the last week and w_s held unconstitu..- ]tlr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
language o_ your amendment we are of 't,he tional. I have not read the decision yet _so fro' the yeas and nays with a single show
opinion that a mutual ltfe insurance corn- I am not prepared to corament on it, but of ha.ads on the Weicker resolution and
puny would, therefore, be included, This in- it was a mat'_er of passing concern, on agreeing to the conference report.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. _ there OF A TIMETABLE The preaml ie was agreed to.
a sufficient second? There is a sumcient FOR SENATE OF The resoluU m with its preamble, reads
second. AND FINAL ON LEGISLA- as follows:

The yeas alld nays were ordered On the TXON DEALING. s. RF_ 437
Weicher resohrtlon and on agreetr_ to REFORM, OVER- Whereas, cvs three years of congressional
the conference report. SIGHT AND -PRIVACY fact-finding h_ re documented that the in-teUlgence co= muntty, law enforcement

Mr. MANSFIELD. I suggest the ab- The Senate with the con- agencies, and .e Internal Revenue Service
sence of a quorum.

The pRF_TT_I2q(_ Ol_WI_. The siderationof the (S. Res. 437) have violated he constitutional right ofto establish a for Senate con- Americans;
clerk will call the roll. sideration of lal _ction on legisla- Whereas thcs public disclosures of illegal

The assistant legislative clerk pro- tion with reform, in- and unconstit_ _ional activities have bred
ceeded to call the roll. telligence and tax privacy, a public distru., In our Government leadersand instltution_

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr, President, The PRESIDING the Whereas pub: and private organizations
I ask unanimous consent that the order previous order, the will now pro- have recommen ed expedited aetlon on pend-
for the quorum call be rescinded, ceed to vote as lng reforms of ur law enforcement and tax

The PRESIDING OFFCER. Without modified. The yeas and nays have been collection agent es;
objection, it is so ordered, ordered, The clerk call the roll. Whereas this sa Government of laws;

The legislative called the roll. Whereas it is ssential for this Congress totake the necks., _ry steps to protect future
ORDER FOR Mr. ROBERT I announce generations ag_ nst threats 'to their free-

that the Senator Delaware (Mr. doms and liber [es guaranteed by the Con-
Mr, ROBERT Mr. President, BXDEN),the Indiana (Mr. stitution;

! ask tuianimous that when the HARTKE), the from Minnesota Whereas, the :ntegrity of, and the public
Senate completes business today it (Mr. HUMPHP_EY) the Senator from confidence in., ti _ institutions of government
stand In until 12 noon to- California (Mr. are necessarily can only be rest )red by corrective legislative
morrow, absent, action;Whereas, It i.' essential that the Congress

The PRESIDING Without ! further that the Senator establish a time .able to consider intelligence
objection, it is ed. (Mr. DURKIN), and oversight, Wale gate reform, and tax privacy

the Senator from (Mr. Rrsi- legislation to _ tsure statutory and proce-
ORDER FOR COFF) are absent official business, dural safeguard are enacted prior to the ad-

_TOR ON THURSDAY, I also announce t the Senator from Journment of t _e Ninety-fourth Congress;l_esolvec_,Tha it is the sense of the Senate
MAY 6, 1976 Maine (Mr. MUSKII iS absent because of that the Senate should make every effort toillness.
Mr. President, ! further that, if present reach, by July 2, final passage vote on Wat-

ergate reform t _.privacy, and intelligence
! ask unanimous on Thurs- and votIng, the Minnesota oversight legl_ .day, after the two or their des- (Mr. HUMPHREY), the Senator from
1gUess are recognized the standing Connecticut (Mr. would each
order, Mr. PaOXMIRr. recognized for . vote "yea." FEDERAL ELF_TION CAMPAIGN ACT
rmtte exceed 15 s. Mr. GRIFFIN. announce that the AMENDMENTS OF 1976--.CONFER..

The PRESIDING Without Senator from (Mr. CURTXS) is ENCE REPORT
objection, it necessarily absent. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

I also announce the Senator from STAFFORD). The Senate will now return
ORDER FOR OF SEN- New York (Mr. is absent on of- to the unfinished business, the confer..

ATOR ON THURS- ficial business, ence report on the Federal I_ection Com-.
DAY, MAY 6, 1976 The result was renounced--yeas 91, mission on which, by unanimous consent,

Mr. ROBERT C. Mr. President, nays 0, as follows: there will be a final vote before 4 p.m.Mr. CANNON. Mr. President, may X
! ask _us consE that, following [RoUcall No. 163 Leg.] say to my colleagues while the agreement,
the recognition of PaoxMxa_ on is that we will have a vote before 4 p.m.Thursday, Mr. recognized Abourezk Glenn Montoya
for not to exceed Allen Morgan I anticipate that the vote probably couldBaker Gravel Moss come within the next 15 minutes.

The PRESIDING Without Bartlett GrilBn Nelson Mr. President, I yield the floor.
objection, it is Bayh Nunn The PRESIDING Oi_._ICER. TheBeall Hart Packwood

Beltmon Hart _A. Pastore Senator from Tennessee ils recognized.
ORDER FOR OF Bentsen Pearson Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I am not

Brocl_ Pell SO sure we can make that 15-minuteS. RES. Brooke Percy
Bxtckley Helms Proxmlre timetable. I do not intend to take much

Mr. Bumpers Hollln Randolph longer than that myself, hut there may
! ask u_ntmous that, upon the Burdick Roth be other Members who wish to speak on
disposition of the conference re- Byrd, Huddl_ SchwelkerHarry F., Jr. Inouye Scott, Hugh the matter before us.
port, the Senate to the consider- Byrd, Robert C. Scott, Mr. President, sometime, ago I called
ation of Calendar No, 718, Senate cannon William L. the amendments to the Federal Election
ResOlution 406, a with refer- case Sparkman Campaign Act "a deceit, a sham, and aenceto the of soundrela- Chiles Laxalt StaffordChurch Leahy Stennts fraud on the American public." Since
lions with the Soviet __ Clark Long Stevens then, there have been many changes in

The PRESIDING Without Cranston n Stevenson those amendments; unfortunately, theyCulver Mansa d Stone
objection, it h_so Dole Matt SynUngton are still a "deceit, a sham, and a fraud

Domenici Taft on the American public."
Eagleton Talmadge In their haste to make the FederalORDER FOR CONSII ERATION OF Eastland McGee Thurmond

S. 26_$ Fannin McGow Tower Election Commission a congressional
Fong Weicker protection agency, the conference corn..

Mr. ROBERT C. BYR: _.Mr. President, ford Metcal Williams mittee bill strips the Federal Election
I ask unanimous consem; that, upon the Garn Young Commission of almost all of its advisory
dlspoaiton of Senate Re olutlon 406, the authority.
Senate proceed to the _onsideratlon of NOT In fact, the bill itself states that _he
Calendar Order No. 716, S. 26_9, a bill to Blden Hartke Musme Commission and none of its employees
establish a Commission m Security and curtis Riblcoff can issue "opinions of an advisory ua.-
Cooperation In Europe. Durkin Javits Tunney ture" unless Congress has first spoclfl..

The PRESLDINO OF ICER, Without So the (S. Res. 43?) as cally approved the general rule of law to
objection, it is so orders modified, was to. be discussed.
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What this means is l_aat candidat_ paign. An arnendmenl; t_ increase th_ tence :for any violation is 1 year. I would
will probably be forced to go this entire number of days before an election when haw _,thought that events of the last few
election cycle without the guidance of the frank cannot be _ased was deleted, years would have convinced us that our
advisory opirfions. Every challenger will Thus, incumbent acce_,;s ta free mailing _lect;ion process needs better protection,
be required to face a law so complicated privileges is protected up to 28 days be.. _ougher penalties, and more severe en-
I doubt ff it will be fully understood be.- fore an election, force,tent. I cannot understand what led
fore it is chaxlged again in ensuing year,,3. Even sections of the conference report. _he co:_ference committee to take a fill-

Even the old law was dimcult to under., designed to help challengers_if there 2erer_t direction.
stand--with the benefit of advisory are any--are troublesome. Take the Equally bad, the Justice Department
opinions. Let me give a_a example. :My change in the requirement to preserve :s no longer able to prosecute on its own.
staff has noted three recent campaign the identificat:ion of con_ributors. The 2f an e_ggressive district attorney finds a
fillings by challengers. Each of these threshold was raised from $10 to $50. ,:lear violation of the law, he cannot take
three individuals filed reports on April This does relieve a burderL on campaign ;he person tr_to court. He must refer the
10. And, each of them apparently treasurers. But:. it also ope:as a new loop- case to l;he Federal Election Commission..
violated the law in doing so. hole to allow unreported contributions And wlaat ff this agency, which Congress

I am certain that these violations-., to flow into a campaigr,. The report lan- has neatly overtaken, imposes nothing
some sizable, some minor--were not :tn.., guage makes it clear that even if a per- but a simple fine? That is it. The Justice
tentional. But I find it quite distressing son gives in excess of $100, it need not be :Department can take no further action---
that all three of these gentlemen are reported under this act, if the contribu- _ven ff it violently disagrees with the
lawyers, two have been active in politics tions are made in amourts under $50. :[ecisto:a. I find the total "decrimtnaliza.-
for some time, and all have professed a I find this a dangerous new precedent, lion" of the campaign law violations one
commitment to follow the law. Actually, the total effect of this bill ,:,f the most disturbing features of the

Yet, despite their good intent and would be to make the Commission a sub- :;,ill.
knowledge, they all apparently violated com_dttee of Congress. That is what it I question whether we can decrimi-.
it. One person accepted a contribution in amounts to. While I am certain that this ::Lalize campaign violations, in all candor,
the form of a loan that is far in excess cozy arrangement quiets many fears with our constituency in the American
of the legal limit of $1,00C,. Another fried among those already in pablic office, it i:eople.
a report for llis committ_se but did not will help continue the virtual monopoly One cannot, however, be certain of the
file one for himself. Fin_lly, the third of incumbents in American election :l'all impact of t2fis bill. It is so poorly'
filed two identical reports, one for him- politics. _.rafted, the language so convoluted, that
self and one for his committee. This situatior_ reminds me of what has :[ doubt :if any of us will know for years

These examples are being repeated ail happened to other regulalory agencies. I_e r,_l meaning of many sections. The
acres$ the counfry. With a self-contra.. It is in fashion to say that regulatory c_nference report illustrates the confu-
dictory law, every candidate could be in agencies have become ca:_tives of the :_,ion and uncertainty that exist. Why,
'the same beat unknowingly, unintention_ very l_.ople they are s_tpp._sed to regu_ o_e section of the conference report
ally, and while sincerely trying to fulfill late. It may not just be fashionable, it is n_akes a suggestion that is in clear oppo-
]ht.a ethical commitment to his constltu- certainly factual in thi:.-' ps,rticular case. ,_tion to the language of the statute it-
ency. Yet, what is Congress doing about Well, Congress was regula;ed for a few ,,;,:,_lf._aen Congressman Wz_ozNs raised
this? Are we moving to make it easier weeks and found the prospects pretty tiffs I.oiL_t, his argument was dismissed.
for persons to comply with the law? Ab- distasteful. This bill solves that prob-. If the conferees cannot agree on what
solutely not. This bill makes it almost lena, it _11 put the Commission under the t]xis statute means, how can we expect a
impossible for anyone not directly i3a- thumb of Congress forever. Congress has c._mdidate in Tennessee or Nevada to
volved with the legislation to understand made another Dower gr:_b, this time for t:.,aderstand it. And, now that we have
it and virtually impossible for those who the supposedly independen_ commission tied the hands of the Commission to issue
wrote the law to understand it. The re- designed to govern their own refiection_ _dvisory opinions, we have guaranteed
duction of the advisory opinion power of I think that is the thing that bothers that those questions wlll remain un-
the commission will make the system me mo:_t about this particular bill, Mr. _:_swered_
function less efficiently. The result will President, because there have been I suppose for those Members who face
be more confusion, chaos, :Ed a renewed abuses in the past, and every Member of z_,election .this year it may be somewhat
s_mpicion about the intent of Congress this body and I think every person in the _._ass_tring to realize that at any minute
a:; it writes its own reelection code. American Republic, knows that. Yet ti:re rug can be pulled out from under a

Of course, irt the rush to pass this leg- Congress never :prosecuted a single per- challenger by accusing him of a viola-
islation Congress has not overlooked its son. Under the old COZTUpt Practices Act, t:Lono:_t.his act. But I might say that can
own best interest. For example, a new it was enforcing its own election process, also be true of incumbents. Candidates,
loophole was created to allow honor- Not ox_e person was ever prosecuted, e,:,nstituents, citizens and people need to
ariums to be funneled into compaign ac- So wlxat have we done? _re created an _xderstand the law with some clarity.
tivity. Not only was the honorarium limit independent cormnission. The very heart ']"last is utterly impossible with this par-
increased to $25,000 per year, at the same and smd of that was to giv,._ them inde- ti,;ular bill.
time honorariums were exempted from pendence so we could have independent I find the conflict of interest in that
the definition of contribution. Because a enforcement of the election process and, l<:ind of legislation so overwhelming that
person may contribute an unlimited therefore, inde_mdent protection of the I cannot; believe it will pass this body and
amount to his own campaign, funds for Americ,'m people against; thc abuses, and b,_ end,ct;ed into law.
a speech given to a Senator can flow al:i- we have destroyed that _ndependence by Mr. President, during the original de-
rectly into his campaign--even if they this particular _mtion that is before us b;;te, i_ supported a simple reconstitu-
are corporate funds. Clearly this is _.n today. _;i,)n el the Federal Election Commission.
incumbent protection feature. Obviously, some violations will be _: still do. It is essential that we do so.

As one would expect, the conference taken to court under this bill, but it is _,:ghtly or wrongly, we wrote a law that
committee failed to impose any restraint strange that we have taken ,)ut all of the s_: up tlxe rules for running in elections
on the use of the congressional franking felony r_rovisions. In effect, we have de- ir,. this country for the House, the Senate,
privilege, criminalized campaign v_olations, or will _tt:d the Presidency. We have already

I say to my colleagues that the Senate have if this bill becomes law. m:,fair:_y distorted and dislocated the
has acted time and again to extend the I admit that even under ;his bill it is P_:esident_al process. We have disadvan-
limit on the frank to 60 days prior to an possible that some vio'lattans will be i_ged not only candidates but people who
election, but unfortunately' we were un- taken t×_ court. And do not think for a were _,;upporting those can_dates be-
able to sustain that posture with the minute I;he incumbents have not thought c:_se we changed the rules of the game
House. of that. too. Surprisingly, there are no in the middle of the game. And that Is

While the frank can be an importa_:_t more felony provisions in tl_is act. not right.
tool in the fight against apathy and mi_- In a sense, campaign violations have _[ did not like the way that law
information, it is clearly susceptible to been deeriminalized_or wiJl be if this w_s written, but, for goodness' sake, we
misuse during the closing days of a cam- bill becomes law. The maximum jail sen- i!-t:_dan obligation to see that the law was
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kept intact during the process of the in the stock and the right to vote what- where the law is obviously deficients-its
primaries so people would know where ever proportionate shares they have un- failure to include public financing for
they stood. Despite that fact, the rules der a stock ownership plan or whatever congressional elections. So ]long as we
were changed. People, candidates and it may be, obviously they would be a maintain the shocking double standard
supporters have been put into an impos- stockholder within the meaning of the of public financing for Presidential elec-
sible situation, term. As I said, most State laws define tiGriS and private financing for Senate

We had no choice other than to re- in their own corporate law structure and House elections--so long as we re-
constitute the Election Commission, to what constitutes a stockholder, fuse to take congressional elections off
do it cleanly and simply, and proceed Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I have in mind the auction block---our goal of genuine
under the law as it was written for the such stock acquisition plans as Sears, election reform will continue to be a
balance of this year. Roebuck, Marriott Corp., and others. I hollow promise.

After this election is over a whole lot do not think there is any attempt to de- Public financing is the wisest possible
of changes need to be made. There is no prive any person, even though an em- investment of the taxpayer's money. It
question about that. Everybody here ployee, of his rights as a shareholder will pay rich dividends in the form of
knows that. But we should not do it dur- and his right to be informed or solicited, future Congresses more responsive to the
lng the middle of a campaign; we should Mr. CANNON. There was no such in- people.
not do it so people do not have a fair tent. The dollar checkoffmethod of public
chance to express their views in a free Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I thank the chair- financing is working. And it is working
society, man. bettereveryyear.According_othemost

I think perhaps the only process that Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I rise, recent figures available from the IRS---
I can suggest to my colleagues in the face first of all, to commend the chairman based on tax returns processed so far this
of this situation we now find ourselves in of the Rules Committee for the work that year--25 percent of taxpayers used the
is to attempt to reject the conference has been done in bringing this measure checkoff on their 1975 returns, up from
report, enact a simple extension of the to the point where in a few moments we 23 percent in 1974. The results for the 4
Federal Election Commission with fully will be acting on the conference commit- Years of operation of the checkoff are:
independent status, and set ourselves to fee's action. Tax year, taxpayer participation, and
work for the balance of this year to see I support the conference committee's amount:
where this law must be changed so that action on the election reform bill, and I 1972,3 percent, $12.9million.
in the ensuing elections the American hope that it will be approved by the Sen- 1973,13 percent, $17.3 million.1974, 23 percent, $31.9 million.
people will be better served by the rep- ate and signed by the President. 1975, 25 percent, $17.9 million (partial
resentative branch of this particular In my view, the pending legislation results).
constitutional system of ours. wisely went beyond the steps required to Total, $80.0 million.

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, I deal with the reconstitution of the Fed-
would like to address a couple of ques- eral Election Commission in the wake of If the present pattern of participationcontinues for the remaining 1975 re-
tions to the distinguished chairman of the Supreme Court's decision in Buckley turns still to be processed, the IRS estA-the committee. The Senate version of against Vaieo.
this law, Mr. President, carried the defi- In addition to reconstituting the Corn- mates that an additional $14:-16 million
nition of the word stockholder and for mission, the present bill contains impor- will be designated for the Presidential
some reason it was omitted from the sub- tant and urgently needed provisions to campaign fund, for a total of approxi-
statute in conference. I am sure there prevent the artificial proliferation of po- mately $95 million designated to the fund
was no attempt by that omission to de- litical committees, and to insure that so since 1972.

To date, $:[2.6 million has been paid
prive employees of corporations who own called independent spending is genuinely out to candidates in the 197f_ primaries,
vested beneficial interests in the corpo- independent of a candidate and his polit- and requests for an additional $3.7 mil-
ration stock from being within the deft- ical committees, before such spending lion are pending before the FEC.nition of those who may be solicited by qualifies for the exemption from the llm-
separate segregated funds. Is this not its on campaign spending under the Su- It is clear that large num[_rs of tax-
correct, in the chairman's opinion? preme Court's ruling, payers believe in public financing and

Mr. CANNON. I can say to my colL I also commend the conferees for are using it on their tax forms to vote
league there certainly was no attempt reaching acceptable compromises on the for clean and honest presidential elec-
to deprive anyone of the general right other sensitive questions involved in this tigris, free of the taint of special interest
of definition under the term stockholder, complex legislation. Although not all of contributions and the appearance of cor-
The conferees did not attempt to work us may agree on particular solutions ruption.
out a description because generally the reached, it seems clear that the integrity The average taxpayer deserves the
term stockholder is determined by look- and independence of the Commission chance to vote for such elections for
lng at the particular State law. Certain- have survived the unjustifled assaults up- Congress, too, because it will end the
IF, if an individual has a vested beneficial on it, and that the many other difficult corrosive influence of large campaign
tuterest in the stock, with the normal issues have been resolved fairly and dis- contributors and bring more effective
rights to vote and to receive dividends, passionately, answers by Congress on vital national
if any, and to share in the profits or Obviously, the President is receiving challenges like inflation and employ-
losses vf the company in proportion to strong pressure to veto this measure. Ex- ment, health and education, crime and
his or her percentage of ownership, all perience under the new law will tell gun control and tax reform.
of which would accrue to an individual whether or not additional modifications Taxpayers care about these issues. And
under the general principles of corporate are needed. But I am convinced that the they care about integrity in Government.
law, then such an individual certainly conference bill is far better legislation The annually increasing participation
would be considered to be a stockholder, than either the present State of the law by taxpayers in the checkoff on their tax

The conferees, as I said, did decide in the wake of the disruption and uncer- forms is a welcome and healthy sign that
against an attmept to define that term tainty produced by the Supreme Court concern about election reform and hon-
and to leave that matter to the normal decision, or the result likely to be ob- est, open government is not fading as
concepts of corporate la -,. tained if Congress tries again from Watergate recedes.

Mr. HUGH SCOTT. I would take it, scratch. The best way to achieve ()ur goal of'
then, an employee who has a stock ac- My hope, therefore, is that in recognl- ending the appearance of corruption and
quisitAon plan by purchase, bonus or tion of these realities, the President will the influence of special interest maney
otherwise and who, therefore, has a vest- not succumb to the partisan advice to in campaign financing in congressional
ed interest in the employer corporation veto the bill--or, if he does succumb, that elections is to adopt public/inancing for
is not relegated to the status of a second- Congress will have the good sense to the House and Senate. The opportunity
class stockholder position by this con' override the veto. Certainly, the over- to achieve that goal has now passed tn
ference language, whelming House vote for the bill sends a the 94th Congress. But I intend to do my

Mr. CANNON. There certainly is no clear message to President Ford to sign best to insure that it has the higheot
intent to relegate them to a secondary the law. priority in the new Congres_ that con-
position. If they have a vested interest There is, of course, one major area venes next January.
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! know from both the. statements and pose and, in this lyar_ficular case, reft_.e that somewhat difficult to justify to my
the record which have been mad(,, by to stLstain campaign.,.'; of decent people const.ituency. If the Senator's constitu-
the chairman of the P_ules Committ_ee who are running for the ]:residency. ency is different, he can make his own
(Mr. CANNON), who re:ported a bill in The very fact that we wrote a law Al_ case there. But for myself, it is very dif-
Y,974 and supported it and fought for it which there were matching funds raise_J fiCl:Llt for me to prove to Tennesseans
in the conference that year, that the in Presidential campaigr_ and then all- that I have a right to impose a tax upon
chairman stands for the public financing lowed the Commission which disposed them to support a candidate with whom
of congressional elections, of the funds to lapse, se that no check theF disagree on virtually every funda-

I believe the American people want could be sent, tells me a great deal about mental issue before the American pee-
le ensure that the representatives they the power that we are placing in the ple. l'. think that is the basic test.
are selecting for the House of Repro- hands of this partictflar body when we However, the question I have today is
sentatives and the Senate will be ac- write, that kind of a law. not the constitutionality. It is not the
countable to the people rather than 'to Mk'. KENNEDY. l_[r. President, w_l_ public financing. It is the fact that this
fat cat contributors, the Senator yield for an observation? bill as written, as agreed to by the eon-

I feel that the case has been made Mr. BROCB[. I yield, ferees, is impossible of interpretation, is
convincingly for the importance of pub- Mir. KENYrEDY. The Senator i.s disadvantageous to challengers, is ad-
lie financing in thc American election familiar with the fact that the bill that vantageous to incumbents, is a self-
system. The case is equally convincing was actually passed by the Senate :i:l:_perpetrlating device for the Congress of
for Senate elections, Hotrse electiorrs, and 19-7_ would not have been vulnerable o:a_ the tTnited States, which puts a stagna-
]Presidential elections. .the question of the Co:mrrdssion's method lion upon the American political process.

Quite clearly, if we in Congress are of appointment. So I thirk the Senator's It reduces our ability to freshen it by
going to provide sauce for the goose in indictment is of Congress as a whole !:n constant turnover, by change--by ira-
terms of public financing for Presiden- fashioning legislation that was even- provement, if you will. It is a process by
tial campaigns, I think it is only sensible tually challenged successfully by the which Congress can maintain control
and logical to provide sauce for the Supreme Court. The fact; of the matter over its own reelection standards. I
gander in terms of congressional and is the bill that was recommended by th,e think that is wrong. That is what has
senatorial campaigns. Cormnittee on Rules and Administratie:E-_ been _vrong with the process under the

So, I indicate this afternoon to the in :1974 and approw._d by the Senate old C!orrupt Practices Act for the last
chairman o:_ the Committee on Fcules would have b_,_n upheld by the Supreme 50 years. All we have done is change the
_mcl Administration and to my colleague, Coin% and the kind of objections that name. This bill maintains in the hands
a senior member of the Rules Committee the Senator trom Te:rmessee is expre,,.';- of Congress the right to set its s_nd-
(Mr. Hvo_ SCOTT), who has worked sing now never would have been made., ard.s, the conduct of elections, and under
c_osely with me in a bipartisan effort to When we are talking about the legisla.- which it will allow or tolerate someone
achieve public financing for eongres- tire mixup on this, I certainly hope that to challenge it. I believe that is unfortu-
siona3 campaigns, that :[ hope that this our membership will ur,derstand quite nato for the American people, who de-
issue may be acted on early in the new clearly that it was to no extent due to the serve 'better. I believe we can write a
Congress. workings and functiordn_'s of the Senate bott,er piece of law than this, and I hope

All of us know thai; the American or the Committee on RuJes and Admin._ we will do so next year.
tmq_lole are going to pay for the cam- istration, l_ir. :KENNEDY. Mr. President, having
paigns one way or the other. If they do Mr. BROCK. The Senator is correct already commended the contribution
nat pay for them through public financ- on the very limited point; that the ori_,'.., made by the distinguished chairman of
lng, they are going to !Jay for them J[n inal Senate bill was constitutional as now the Rules Committee, I also acknowledge
terms of the special rules and special interpreted by the Court. I' would no'_ the very strong contribution that has
privileges tImt are giwm to the large argue that.
concentrations of economic power that As a matter of tact, I think it is omy bee_ made to this legislation by the dis-tin.¢u:ished Senator from Iowa (Mr.
are able to wield their influence in the fair i_J say--and I am not trying to got CLASr:), as well asthe Senator from Ten-
legislative process time and time again..-- in a shouting cont_:;t with the ot21er nes,;ee (Mr. BROCK), both of whom have
and their trdiuence and access is pus- bedy---that throughout, the process our followed this measure closely. All of 'as
chased thrca2gh their campaign contri- Senate eonferees and our Senate particJ.., involve_! in the debate and the d4scusslon
buttons, pant_ in this reform mow;merit have had of _ae bill know that they have been very

That is why public financing of Presi- more rational:[ty, coh_ter.ce, and candc¢, much involved in the study and delib-
dentlal campaigns an_ congressional than perhalm some on the ether side. :t: era'Herr of the issues, and we appreciate
campaigns ts the most hnportant reform think, the restitt would have been far bet..- the ma.jor effort they have given to the
la terms of governmental responsibility ter had we passed the Senate effort, bu't bill. _'._ey have made many very import-
sad integrity that I have seen in the 14 the fact is we did not. ant contributions to our understanding
years that I have been '.in the Senate. What I remain concerned about i_:, of t h_e complex issues. In spite of the

The American peotxle want their elect- whatever the circumstances that led u.,_ fact that I have differed with the Sim-
ed represeaxtatives to be accountable to into the constitutional challenge, the fac_ ator from Tennessee on some of the Is-
them, and not to the lin:ge contributors, is that once l_ was made and sustained su_, I think it is important to acknowl-
We have taken that giarrt step for I_.esi- Congress lacked the o_biltty or the wilJ, edge the very imr)ortant contributions
d_tiat elections, and it is time to ta_:e in its entirety, to come lo grips with a the Senator from Tennessee has made to
the same gi_mt Stel_ for Congress. desperate problem for legitimate candi., this leadslation.

I commend the Senator from Nevada dates and legitimate supl_ters through., l_:r, BROCK. The Senator from Masse-
(Mr. C_r_c_), who has been tireless in out the S0 States., and we have markedly chtr_etts is very gracious. He knows that
the pursuit of this reforra, and the me_t= disadvantaged certairt c:unpaigns as a X res_,-t him for his contribution.
ber_ of his ccanmit_e for the work '_at result, iM:r. PACKWOOD obtained the floor.
they have done and the ,,mrvice that t_h_ I also make one other point. I have Mir. SPARK'MAN. Mr. President, will
have provided to our cormtry in this hxt- learned something else from the fat:l, the _.,nator yield?
portant reform, that even when the fund_ were going to Mir. PACKWOOD. I yield.

Mr. BROCK. Mr. President, I know the the candidates, the situation did not seem

Senator from Ms-_sachvsetts has h_d a to change very much. Viable candidateslong interest in the subject matter of remained viable, and 'those who did not INCREASED _ CIPATION IN THE
l_nZbIicfinanch_g. I m_y'_,mve at one point have _n appea_l to the electorate failed IN'I%-'R-AME] [CAN DEVELOPMENT
been tempted to listen '_th some _ym- miserably. BANK
pathy to his point of view. That is the way it always has been, 1VIr.,_PARKi_ dq. Mr. President, I ask

]_t I cio _m_r that perhal_ our _- and public financing is not going to the Ch_air to _y before the Senate a
_'Ieace might teach u_: sometJqtng this change that. All it does t_ to require the message from ae House Of Represents-

and that is the fact that Congress American taxpayer to p'_t money into tiv_5 _n H:R. 721.
can by ac, th_ or k_actic_ not only pr_- the campaign, of an h_dlvidual with The PR_ DING OFFICER (Mx.
pose, but it (mn dispose or refuse to dls- whom he thoroughly dh_agrees. I find SrAr_,OS_) la: before the _-nate a
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message from the House of Represent- Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unani- a step backward, not a step forward, in
atives announcing its d sagreement to mous consent that the order for the election reform.
the amendments of the Senate to the quorum call be rescinded. Accordingly, I find it most curious that
bill (H.R. 9721) to provi( _ for increased The PRESIDING O_'_'ICEI_. Without nonpartisan citizen organizations such
participation by the U_ [ted States in objection, it is so ordered, as Common Cause are giving this con-
the Inter-American Dew opment Bank, Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, it has been _erence report their unqualified support
to provide for the entry ff nonregional more than 3 months now since the Buck- as a measure which "creates a strong and
members and the Baham s and Guyana ley against Valeo Supreme Court deci- effective FEC and closes key loopholes
in the Inter-American Development sion established the need for legislative in the 1974 law." Conveniently, they
Bank, to prov4de for the 1 _rticipation of changes in our Federal election law. Our have omitted the word independent from
the United States in the A: rican Develop- original deadline and extension thereof their description of the FEC--and for
ment Fund, and for othe_ purposes, and have long passed, and here we are--still good reason, since everything: it does will
requesting a conference _ ith the Senate trying to reach agreement on a meas- be at the pleasure of the Senate Rules
on the disagreeing vet( of the two ure which should have been dispoged of and House Administration Committees.
Houses thereon, with a simple extension and restructur- CONGRESSIONALVETOPOWER

Mr. SPAi_KMAlq. I _ eve that the lng in less than 2 weeks. Apparently, these lobbyist groups are
Senate insist upon its _ Lendment and After tinkering with every aspect of willing to overlook the fact that this con-
agree to the request of tle House. for a our election laws during that time, we ference bill will not only allow advisory
conference, and that thc Chair be au- are today being asked in the name of opinions of-the Commission 1_)be vetoed
thorized to appoint the c( aferees on the campaign reform to make a judgment on _ by either the House or Senate, but will
part of the Senate. an exti'emely complex compromise pro- also give Congress the right to make line

The motion was agree i to; and the posal--the long-range ramifications of Item rejections of individual sections of
Presiding Officer appoint d Mr. StAPle- which no one can accurately predict. For a regulation. It seems to me this repre-
MAN, Mi'. HUMPI_REY, Mr Cx_uRc_, Mr. one who favors a strong and truly inde- sents an abandonment of the commit-
MCGEE, Mr. McGow_N, JIr. CASE, Mr. pendent Federal Election Commission
JAVXTS,and Mr. HUGH S conferees and the even-handed treatment of politi- merit to an autonomous enforcement

the part of the Sen_ _T cai interest groups, the option to support agency which they made 2 years ago--on
the conference report on S. 3065 is not and I would certainly hope their mem-bership might call upon thera to explain

· FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT a very attractive one. the inconsistency.
AMENDMENTS OF 1976--CONFER- SUBSTANTIVECI_IANGESUIgTIMELY Perhaps this new concept of self-pro-
ENCE REPORT When the Senate considered its vet- tection which we are approving for our-

sion of this legislation in March, I in- selves might be extended to the average
The Senate continued with the con- dicated my preference for a bill which citizen out there who is looking for the

sideration of the report of the committee would satisfy the Supreme Court's ob- same type of insulation from the Gev-
of conference on the disagreeing votes jections without further substantive eminent bureaucracy. I assume that
of the two Houses on the amendments changes. The situation which dictated Common Cause and others who are eh-
of the House to the bill (S. 3065) to that type of solution then is even more dorsing the principle for Congress will
amend the Federal Election Campaign compelling now--for the middle of a also be prepared now to accord the veto
Act of 1971 to provide for its administra- Presidential election campaign is hardly privilege to every business in America
tion by a Federal Election Commission the time to start changing the rules, subjected to regulations issued by the
appointed in accordance with the re- I am not against making useful modi- other independent commissions.,
qulrements of the Constitution, and for fications in our campaign guidelines, Mr. SUPPRESSCITIZENINVOLVEMENT
other purposes.

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I President, but I seriously question thepropriety of doing so when every candi- Although the champions of this legis-
had hoped to address this question to date and committee affected is already lation would have ns believe otherwise, I
the chairman, but I wiU address it at operating under an established set of think it is clear from reading the eon-
this time to the ranking Republican standards. That was the whole point, of ference report that vast portions of the
member of the committee, and perhaps course, behind the earlier effort to sim- bill preserve and carve out special bene-
the chairman can address himself to this ply reconstitute the Commission for the fits for union political action committees
matter when he returns to the Chamber. present and consider more comprehen- while limiting the authority of corporate

There is another point in the confer- sive reforms next year. PAC's. Some of the language csm even be
ence report on S. 3065 which requires SUPPORTZSSE_TXALA_aEND_ENTS construed as prohibiting nonpartisan
clarification. This concerns section 321 undertakings--including voter education,
(b) (2)(C). It authorizes various types Let me say without equivocation that registration, and get-out-the-vote cam-
of organizations to use union or corpo- I support the immediate _estructure of paigns--with rank-and-file employees.
rate funds, as the case may be, to pay an independent Federal Election Corn- Such restrictions on political activity,
the expenses of establishment, admin- mission. I also support--as do our so- even partisan in nature, are abhorrent
tstratlon, and solicitation of a separate called public interest lobbies--immediate at a time when good government calls for
segregated fund. It is my understanding passage of provisions which would per- more, not less, citizen involvement. Re-
that the list of organizations contained mit a smooth transition to a new Corn- strlction of political activity is not re-
in the section is illustrative but not ex- mission, as well as amendments needed form, Mr. President; that comes only
clusive. For example, trade associations to close the gaps created by the Valeo through regulation.and disclosure of po.
are frequently incorporated and, of decision, litical activity while encouz'.aging it to
course, all are membership organizations. In that category, I would certainly in- the fullest extent.
Accordingly, is It correct that such an clude the amendment which places a per COMMUNICATIONSREPORTIlqaWEAK
association may use corporate funds to candidate contribution limit on political
pay the expenses of establishment, ad- action committee and their affiliates. The Of special interest to me :in S. 3065 is
ministration, and solicitation of its sepa- provisions requiring the reporting of all an amendment violently opposed by
rate segregated fund? "independent" expenditures in excess of labor, but finally included in the confer-

Mr. HAT, ELD. Mr. President, the $100 and those for "internal, partisan ence version as a watered-down require-
chairman will return to the Chamber communications by labor unions and cot- merit that labor unions and corporationsreport amounts of money spent to com-
shortly, Perhaps the Senator from Ore- porations should also be considered es- municate with their members or em-
gon would like to suggest the absence of sential.
a quorUl_L REVERSEOFREFOR]_ ployees advocating the election or defeatof a candidate. Unfortunately, only ex-

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I But the balance of the bill is a ridicu- penditures in excess of $1,000 per candi-
suggest the absence of a quorum, lous and ineffective attempt to grant po- date per election must be reported_

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk litical advantages to special interest opening up all kinds of opportunities for
will call the roll. groups and permit total domination of avoidance.

The assistant legislative clerk proceed- the Federal Election Commission by the I personally feel that--to be mea_!ag-
ed to call the roll. majority party in Congress. It represents ful and effective---any expenditures in
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excess of $100 should be reported. I can I ,zyge the Presider..t ti, veto this cor_ election, 25 phones in an organization
readily understand the _ for mahm ference report_--as.sun:dng it is agreed lm 'thai; o.therwise has 10 lines. They are
concern over the provisO)n, however, and this afternoon--and would challenge n:?' :_ed for a variety of purposes--to get
w_ld like to illustrate it by quoting tmie colle_gues to sustain th_,t veto and re- out the vote, registration drives, to get
_ollowlng parsgraphs frown an article er- turn to the _nite He.use within 1 wee':,: people to the polls, to call people advocat-
titled, "l. mbor is Back in Politics," writtcm legislation which simply reconstitute!: ing thc specific election or defeat of can-
lay Harry Bt, mstein and included im the the Commisskm and plu_s the gaps crc.- did_.tem What do we have in that kind
L__a_-e_h 13, 1976, issue of the Nation: ated by Valeo. We e_pedited considers..- of ,_;ituation, where the phone barLk is

After tho nominations _re n_,,de this _;um- tier of a near objection-free TV sport_; put in for the purpose of the election, and
mcr, the AFL--CIO will begin its own o_era- blackout bill when we wanted to, and[ taken ,:mt soon .afterwards?
l_ions on behalf of the Democratic nomh_.ee--- surely election reform merits equal at .. N.[r. CANNON. I think I would have
assuming it isn't Wallace. Unions ha_e al- tention, to refer the Senator back to the provi-
ready collected more than $4 million in vol-
untary contributions for the esanpaig_, s_nd lWcq' these reasons and others that ]Z sions c:[ the act. The exclusion is "Other
l;hat money, plus a few million more d, dlars have outlined in my te_t, I shall vot_:, thall a communication primarily devoted
of similar volunteer money, can go directly agaiust the conference report, to subjects other than the express ad-
into caml_algzm. But the cost of thc computer A/fl:' HATFIELD. Mr. President, i{ vocacy of the election or defeat of a
and direct mailings to members will come speak on behalf of my colleague (lV.[::. cleacli!_ :identified candidate."
()ut of union clues because the Supreme court PAC_;:WOOD), who was c_,lled from th? If tiB.e phone bank were primarily used
has agreed that, under the free-speech doc- foor. He had originally proposed a ques- for the purpose of a registration drive
trine, unions have the right to spend da,es tk, n _;o the chairman of the committe_, or a g'ct out the vote drive, then I w'otl]d
lnoney to communicate with their own rr:tem-
be_s on politics, who, at that time, was uuavoidably de., think i:hat it would be excluded. But ff

rained from the floor. Now that he ha_ it is not primarily used for that purpose,The "soft dollars," or dues money, esr be
_lsed not only for the giant computer ,:pc:e- returned, I wonder, if he has been late., then I would think it would come under
:_tion but for telephone banks, mailing:;, for sented with the quesHon, if the chair., the provisions. If it is used primari]'y
sound equipment, and for the salaries of man would be willinl!: tc state for th_:! for the purpose of advocating the defeat
thousands of'union representatives who work record now the answer to that questior:, or the election of a specifically Identified
on campaigns, but who do so directly for the Mr CANNON. l_[r. President, yes, 7. candidate, then the section would apply
lmions and among union raembers. It is this have been presented a copy of Senator for Fe13orting purposes.
lethal of action that gives labor It.s real poli-
tical punch, and Alexander Barkan, dir_x_ix_r PAC_:WOOD'S question. I would say tha',: Mr. PACKWOOD. What if we have a
of %he AFL-CIO Comm/ttee on Political 'Ed't_- his s::atement as to his Understandini', situat:Lon where it is probably not used
c_tion, says that this ye_c the federatJ.on's is correct. Under sect[on 321(b)(2)(C), primarily for any single purpose, only
political strength will be greater than ewer a trade assoc:(ation I_:tay use corDorat_ 50 percent, but it is put tn for the purpose
before, fund_ to pay the expc,nses of establish, of al! i;l_e concomitant phone calls that

I admire in some respects, labor i-nter- inert, solicitation, and administration o;. go with a certain election?
est and involvement and wish their er- its s_parate segregated [unds. This i; Mr. CANNON. I certainly cannot en-
thusiasm were shared by all sect, o_s of lair _,md just because such associatioL gage in a colloquy with the Senator l_)
the public. Whether it is or it isn't, kew- shoul,1 be treated equally :n the payment; say prec. isely what it is. We have defined
ever, the c0_t and extent of t_hi._ type of of operating expenses of its separat, the ternls. We say if it is used primarily
];_)litical activity should be reported, and segretfated funds with other types ,0f [or I:.he purpose of advocating the defeat
without any $I,000 exem:ption, orgmfizations, or election of a candidate and it is to

E point out that corporations, for ex. the extent of more than $2,000, it is re-
LAW FLF]PECTIVELYD_3aI_WiINALIZ/] anclp].6, can use corporate funds for th:, portable.That isall.It isjustreportabhL

As allother "example" of closing key purpose of estsblish'mgand making a so.. i would assume that the Commission
loopholes,the draftersof thisreforlnleg- lieits_tionunder the provisions of th_, a_ou][d';etup a ruleor a regulationunder
islationhave all but decriminalized our act. _histo define that type of circumstance,
Federal electionlaw. They have done so Ivlh',HATFIE:LD. I thank the Senatoz. Out Iarn not going to define itfor them.
by completely rewriting a new De_._lty IVir President, on beh_if of my col. I th:ink that we have gone as far as we
section--malting it ahnost impossible for leag_m', the Senator from Oregon--I se_. can ge, in what we developed in the lan-
_aayone to go to jail for a campaign viola- the ,'Benator has returned to the floor. [ ?da_!:e :in the conference report.
tier. was about ready to pose the second ques.- Mr. PACK!ITOOD. I want to make sUre

Crlhics of plea bargaining will be very tion _n his beh:_lf to the chairman, rela_ that ou:¢ history, however, does not prove
interested, I think, in the new ide_t of lng to the example _:'. a phone bank. _ :he negative. If $10,000 worth of phones
conciliation agreements, as they wf_l .tn yield ':o'my colleague. _re put in for a month, phones and
the emonerattng terms "kr_wing and Mr. PACKWOOD. The specific question _hone [tines, and 30 percent of the time
willful" and "lack of tnt_,nt to commit" that ] wanted to prolm:,un,1 to the chair :)f the lines is used for advocating the
with respect to penaltie_ for offenses. I man dealt with. phone ban'as that are pul: ;peeific election or defeat of a candidate,
ju,%t wet, der, Mr. President, if this is _mxt in bl;' all kinds of organizations at th_ !;he cor[mration is free to allocate that
of the reform package which our citizens time of campaigning. I w_,nted to make. :_ost. 2Obey should not be precluded by
lobbies have helped engineer, sure l:hat the cost of the phone bank_; this le;_%slation from saying that because

OmmOOKWC_E in determining whether or not reportin._ :.t was :not used solely for that pur[_ose
The more I read of 'the conference re- must be made, wa,,: an i;em to be in _r pri:a:mrily for that purpose, we will

port on S. 3065, the more convinced ] bi;- eluded and it would r pt be regarded a;; :lot allocate any of the cost at all.
come that no one really knows whaZ _te just a normal, ongoing expense of a._: Mr. CANNON, We have said, for ex-
potential ramifications raight be. Vague organization which would not be coy. _mple.. that an editorial in a news maga-
statutory additions to an already overly ered or would not be co[nted in term;;: dne is not necessarily primarily for that
complex ]aw is a sad corrm_entary, in my of determining whethe:? o_ not a thresh- mrposc if the primary purpose of the
view, on a Congress which set out with old had been reached for purposes o:i :'.ommunication or the magazine is for
t;P,e task only of replying to specific court reporting. )ther purposes. I am not going to define
objections. Mk'. OANNON. I would ,;ay that if th_:: :hat fro:' the Senator, as I said earlier. I

More disturbing is the fact that---after phone banks were establi,;hed solely fo:,: :hink i;hat is a matter that the Commis-
almost 100 wasted days and a far less that; '_.mrpose, of advocating the electier_ don w:il! have to interpret under this pro-
than Derfec_ product--our self-pro- or defeat of a clearly identified candi- vision in writing their rules and regula-
claimed public interest Babby groups are date, :t would be included therein. If t?x: fions:. ']Timt is the best I can say. If it is
saying we cannot waste any more time, phon_ bank is established l'or some othc'.: i_rimarfiy used for the election or defeat
that the bill should be signed into law pur_:_e however, and simply is used irt. :ff a clearly identified candidate and the
as is. What, then, has happened to aH cidentally, as we have set forth in the bi}l ,'ost of' lit is more than $2,000, which ob-
the election reform purists, and why are then ]_think it would not be included. 'dowdy it would be, they would have to
they telling us to accept a less th_u Mr. PACKW,OOD. What if we had th:k'; :'epo::-t Jr, period. That is all.
satisfactory bill when 'we can pass a situation: The ))hones _re put in on Labor MY. '['ACK'WOOD. That is fine.
totally acceptable one? Day :,?or the purpo,_es of the upcominE Mr'. CANNON. I do not think we are
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going to get into that kind of quibbling felony by tacitly, if not directly, encour- and end this pernicious practice as soon
problem, because ff there is any question aging direct and substantial labor-man- as this election is behind u_;.
in their minds, they are going to err on agement confrontations in the political Mr. President, the Congress was forced
the side of reporting, because there is process. At this juncture, the last thing by the decision of the Supreme Court to
nothing else involved, simply the report- that America needs is a class confronta- confront campaign reform legislation in
lng. tion, or the creation of separate labor the heat of a campaign. The results were

Mr. PACKWOOD. I am satisfied with and management political parties; but, predictable--attempts by all sides to
that last answer. If it is $2,000 worth of in my opinion, that is exactly what we gain an advantage and ultimately a
time going in on it or expenses put in on would be doing in passing this bill. compromise giving everyone something.
it and while it is being used, it is being In conclusion, Mr. President, and as I We should cio better. I hope that none
used primarily to advocate the election have stated previously, the Supreme of us will feel that the job of reforming
or defeat of a candidate, that answer Court erred in upholding the contribu- our election,; is behind us.
satisfies me. tion limitation and public financing pro- Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, in 0p-
ADre?ZONALSTATn_E_TS SUBmTTEr OW FEC visions of the Federal Election Campaign posing this conference rel_rt on the

CONFERENCEREPORT ACt. The Congress should repeal those Federal Election Campaign Act Amend-
Mr. BAKER. Mr. President, notwith- provisions, rather than elaborate and ex- ments of 10'/6, I reiterate my strong OD-

standing that for several years now I tend them as is proposed in this legisla- position to public financing of Presiden-
have observed with interest, and par- tion; and I hope the President provides tial campaigns.
tlcipated in the several efforts to effect a us yet another chance to correct our mis- Over the past few days, I have ex-
more comprehensive scheme of govern- takes by vetoing these amendments, pressed my concern that this bill has
mental regulation of Federal elections, I Mr. STEVENSON. Mr. President, I been referred to as Vv'atergate reform
am reminded, after perusing the con- will vote to approve the conference re- legislation. The only reform involved in
ference report on S. 3065, the so-called port on the Federal Election Commission this election bill is making it easier for
Federal Election Campaign Act Amend- with reluctance. I would have preferred candidates to get into the p(_ples' pock-
merits of 19_6, of the old witticism that to have acted with greater dispatch and ets to pay for their electioneering.
"you can't make a silk purse out of a simply reconstituted the Commission in Thomas Jefferson believed, "to compel
sow's ear." a constitutionally valid manner with a a man to furnish contributions of money

Primarily because of my opposition to full review of the subject to follow before for the propagation of opinions which
continuation of public financing of Fed- the next election, he disbeliew_s and abhors is sinful and
eral elections, I voted against final pas- There are positive aspects to the con- tyrannical." Based upon this desire to
sage of S. 3065 as it originally passed the ference report. It cures the constitu- maintain thc individual's voluntary right
Senate earlier this year; and for similar tional infirmity in the FEC by making to express themselves politically, a ma-
reasons, ! voted against the 1974 Federal the Commissioners Presidential appoint- jority of the Watergate Committee rec-
Election Campaign Act Amendments. ecs subject to Senate confirmation. It ommended against the adoption of any
Consequently, I must admit that I was gives the Commission primary civil juris- form of public financing in which tax
hopeful that the conference committee diction and establishes new conciliation moneys are collected and allocated to po-
might avail itself of the opportunity pre- proceedings which may protect candi- litical candidates by the Federal Govern-
Rented the Congress by the Supreme dates from spurious political charges. It ment.
Court's decision in Buckley against Valeo, puts some limits on the proliferation of The PEC is valuable in policing our
that is the opportunity to correct those special interest political committees. It election process. Full financial disclosure,
abuses generated by the legislative over- requires disclosure of "independent" ex- contribution limits and a sharply re-
exuberance of the Congress in the after- penditures on behalf of candidates and duced time period for raising money and
math of Watergate. Specifically, I was expenditures by corporations and unions campaigning are what is needed for real
hopeful that a repeal could be effected of even when directed only at their em- reform. But using Federal funds to pay
the public financing provisions of the ployees or members. The purpose of these for Presidential politics is it con job in
campaign act, and that the legislative provisions is to free our politics from the name of reform.
branch would avoid the temptation to es- the grip of special interests. One can Mr. DOMEI_. Mr. President, I am
tablish and/or intensify the confronta- only hope they will be implemented in compelled to speak in opposition to the
tion between labor and management in that spirit and with a minimum of un- Federal Elections Commission confer-
the political process, necessary, cumbersome redtape, ence report. I do not do this because I

Unfortunately, and somewhat unbe- The conference dropped what I con- am opposed to cleaning up the electoral
lievably, the conference committee bfil sidered the most important provision-- process. As my record clearly indicates,
not only would perpetuate the incestuous the Presidential Selection Commission I have supported the estahlis:hment of
effects of public financing, but also the sponsored by Senators lV[ONDALE, PACK- the Federal Election CommL'ssion, I have
provisions relative to corporate and un- wooD, BAKES, and myself. We need a supported public financinf; of Presi-
ion fund raising constitute what is per- thorough, in-depth look athow we select dential elections and I have supported
haps the most insidious threat to the our Presidential candidates. Does ana- complete disclosure requirements.
two-party system since the Civil War. tional or regional primary system make While I _Lm aware of t;he sense of

Thus, and notwithstanding that I con- sense? Is public financing of primary urgency regarding this legislation and its
sistently have supported the creation and candidates a wise expenditure of funds? effect on our current Presidential cam-
the reconstitution of a general-purpose Are there ways to more effectively corn- paign, I cannot lend my vote to such
Federal Election Commission, I will op- municate issues? We have never taken a bill which in my opinion will benefit
pose this conference report; and I urge a systematic look at these and other some groups at the expense of others.
and hope that the President will veto fundamental questions which affect the Mr. President, I have listened to much
this measure should it reach his desk. manner in which we select Presidents. of the debate regarding election reform

The mischief wrought by this legisla- This Commission could have made rec- and have come to the conclusion that
tion would be sufficiently serious without ommendations to the Congress in time the only real way to reform the election
the divisive and discriminatory provi- for the next Presidential election. The process is to permit only individuals to
slons relating to the so-called Political opportunity still exists for this Congress contribute funds to a candidate. A great
Action Committees. The perpetuation of to establish such a Commission, and I deal of debate was heard on this issue.
public financing of Federal Presidential will continue to press for one. The Senate even voted directly on this
primaries, which can be considered as It is unseemly for Presidential can- issue. I regret the fact that this ap-
nothing more than political incest, and didates to pound at the Treasury's door proach did not prevail, but I shall con-
the continuation of pervasive regulation, for money--even candidates who are no tinue to support such a measure.
as oRDosed to _disclosure, by the Federal longer actively campaigning. This was It is my belief that we must return
Government of the most intimate of inevitable once we authorized public our electoral process to the people. We
democratic processes are condemnable in financing of primary candidates, an ac- must not permit corporate or labor po-
and of themselves. Nevertheless, in all tion I opposed. We cannot change the litical action committees to solicit enor-
due respect to my colleagues, we are on rules in the middle of the game, but I molls sums of money from their em-
the verge of compounding the original hope we can learn from this experience ployees or :members to contribute to
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c_mdidates for Federsd office. Tile (!on- NOT VOTING--9 thele_s. 'ghat it is in he interest of both
ferenee report fails to adequately define ChurclL IEartke Muskie 3ountr_.:es to regulate t tis competition and
"'solicit" or "solicitation," thereby r_ising curth_ J_vits Ribicoff these conflicts so that ;hey do not lead to
,_Iditional questions of what is Dermis- Durki_: Monteya Tunney ',var.
sible and what is not. So _he conference report was agreed t,o, The basic prendse the United States

appr,yach to this rel_ onship is that the
]Jr. President, while I feelthat much 1VII'CANNON. Mr. President, I mow_ United ;States must re alu unchallengeably

of this conference report is an improve- to reconsider tJae vote by which the con.._ ;trong rmllitarily, bott to insure United
ment over the present law, I feel Chat ference report was agreed to. states security and to _ )ntrlbute to the se-
on balmnce the inequities outweigln the Mr_ HUGH SCOTT. I move to lay that :urity of our friends ar 1 allies abroad. This
equities. I feel that reform must come motion on the ruble. :nllitary strength must include a strategic
but, even though this may cause ]nard- The motion to lay on the table wa:_; _apabtlity which is fuY sufficient to deter
ships among the Presidential, ca_di- agreed to. _ny 5oviet attack on th, Ynited States or its
dates, I must; vote agairLst this mea,;ure [Cae PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. tIAT- dlie.% and which leave no room for mis-

_erception by the Sovie Union of our readl-
and urge that President Ford vet,: it FIELD). Will the Senate p:ease be in or,,, :_ess arid willingness to _efend our vita_[ In-
,should it reach his desk. der? :eresLs and allies:

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Iq:AT- The Senator from Nevada. Beyor_d this determin_ tion to do all that is
FmLn). The question is on agreeing to Mr CANNON. iV£r. President, first :[ :_ecessary to defend anc protect our Nation,
the conference report. The yeas and nays coramend the conferees ¢n the part of ,ye believe that the lesse dug of internatione.1
have been ordered. The clerk will call the both the majority and minority, as well ;ensigns must remain continuing United
:mil as the staff members, :[or kheir excellent _tates goal.

We therefore support
The assishmt legislative clerk cai!ed work _in trying to develop a satisfactoi_, 1. Efforts to conelud as soon as practi-

ihs roil bill. :_able, uegotiations on I timely basis to ira-
Mr, ROBERT C. BYlq_D. I annm:mce Mr, President, I hope _aat the PresD, :)lement zhe principles, ' the November 1974

that the Senator frora Idaho (Mr'. dent will see fit to sign this bill, that he Jladivcstok accords an( in addition, to con-
CHUSCH), the Senator from Indiana (Mr'. writ send up the names of _he appointees :inue t(:, negotiate to educe mutually the
]HASTK_,), the Senator from New Mexico to the Commission forthwith, so that th.e _trategic military forces _ermltted each coun-
,[liar. MONTOTA), and the Senator f:corll Corl_}ission can be reeslablished, and -:fy _mder those accord . These agreements,
California (Mr. _U'NNEY) are necessarily that we can get on wi'th the business so :o be submitted to th_ Senate as a trt_aty.

:;hou]d be based upon actions founded on
absent, necessary in connection with the forth.- clearly stated and verii able stipulations.

I further announce that the Senator comi_lg electiorus. 2. Initiatives on th part of both the
l_)m New Hampshire (Mr. Du_KrN) _md Mr, HUGH SCOTT, Will the Senator 'Ynitsd _tates and the i oviet Union demon-
the Senator from Colmecticut (Mr. yield'? _,trating a commitment to the achievement
._rSIeOFF) are absent on official business. Mr. CANNON. I yield to the Senator_ ,)f peaceful solutions ix present and poten-.

I also announce that the _enator from Mr, HUGH SCOTT. Mr. President, I ':iai areas of conflict, in rays consistent with
M_aine (Mr. MUSKm) is absent berg, use am not entirely satisfied with the bill _he mutual obligation, of both powers t_)
of fltne_. Perh_._.:os no one is. But, I C:o believe that; , efrain from seeking ac zantages by exploit-

lng troubled areas of tlc; world.
I further a_mounce that, if present md this Js the best; bill we ar_ going to get s. £)tl_er diplomatic, e onomlc, comm2rclal,

voting, the Senator from Maine (Mr. out of this Congress and I think prob- _,nd .sultural initiative which are under-
I_[USKm) and the Senator from Connecti.- ably it is a choice between this bill and. _aken with a careful reg: rd for the balance of
Cllt (M_r. R_BICOFF) would each vote eittler no bill or a woi_e bill. Ilsks altd advantages, which are lmple-
,,yea.,, Under the ch'cumsta:nces, I have to ex- mented on a mutual : nd reciprocal basis,

Mr. GRIF]_. I announce that 5he press the hope _;hat the President will sec ,_,hieh are consistent wi h the economic and
Senator from Nebraska ,[Mr. CuR___ i'; fit tosignit, national security lnte_ rots of the United
necessarily aa)sent. !;taters, arid which supp et the lmplementa.---' _""---- tion of the Articles of he Final Act of th,,

I also announce that the Senator f:'om _ELATION_r' _FH THE SOVIET ::onferertce on Security and Cooperation in
New York (Mr. JAVITS) is absent on offi.. YNION llurope--.particularly th , provisiona relating
tiaa business, to respectforhuman ri hts and cooperation

The PRESIDYl _ OFFICER. Under the in humanitarian fields.
The result was announced---yeas 62, previous order, t le Sena_ will proceed 4. 'Taking actions in dl these matters irtr_ys 29, as foItows:

to the considerat: )n of _Sen_te Resolution :lose cemsnitation and :operation with our

[Rollcall Vote No. 164 Leg.] 406. ;t aich will b [stated by title. _lliesYEAS--62 The assistant .gislative clerk read as This :resolution shall' ; transmitted by the
i;ecretary to the Presl ent of the United

All_re_k Haskell Moss follow:;: !;rates.
:Bayh T4_t_eld Nelson A re_'_lution (t_ Res. 406) relating to theHathaway Nunn
_entsen Hollings Packwood import_mce of sou _d ret_tio_s with the So_ Mr'. MANSFIELD. Mr. President;, ][
Btd_m Huddleston Pastere vier U_,lon. ,!uggest the absence o a quorum.
]BrOoke Humphrey Pearson The PRESIDING 0 ,'FICER. The clerk
_umpers Inouye Pell The senate pr )ceeded to consider the
__--q:Iick Jackson Percy resolution which had been reported from _ill call the roll.
]Gyrd, Robert C. Zohnston Proxmire the Committee o:. Foreign Relations with The assistant legisk _ive clerk proceed-.
cannon Kennedy Randolph an amendment t _strike oft all after the ,:d tx:, call the roll.
Ca_e Leahy Schweiker Mr. MANSFIELD. _ :r. President, I ask:C'_Alles Long Scott. Hugh enacting clause _ ad insert _he following:
Clark Magnuson Stafford it is the sense of ae Senate that: '.lnaninlous consent th ,t the order for the
Cranston Mansfield Stevens United States .qatlons with the Soviet c uorul_l call be rescin led.
Culvar Mathias Stevenson The PRESIDING £
Eagleton _cGee Stone Union are a cent! .1 aspt_::t o:' United States , _, FFICER. Without
Pord McGovern Symingte:a forelg:a policy, ara thus it 1_ critically lin- ,:bjection, it is so ord red.
Glenn McIntyre Taft portant that we _l ould sc,rt out the dlfficul- MB', ]'._[ANSFIEI._. 3 ir. President, I ask:
f3_ravel Metcalf Talmadge ties th;_t exist irt ;he _o'_let-American rela- ::,or the yeas and nay." on passage of the
Hart, Gary Mondale WGliams tlonship, and deft: the national interest in i;,ending business.
]_Iart, Phfiip A. Morgan that relationship. The I:ZRESIDING f FFICER. Is there

NAYS--29 Without llluslox about tk, fundamental
Allen Fannin Roth differences which, mrat¢ th. _ United States :i. sufficient second? lere is a sufficient
:Baker Fong Scott, and th_ Sovle_ 'fl LiOn, we b_lleve that the :iecoI]_d,
;Bartlett (]am William L. survival of the vaJ xes we che.qsh in our free The yeas and nays vere ordered.
:Bellmen Goldwater Sparkman society requires tl e most careful and Judi- MI'. .MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
Brock Orl_n Stennis cious regulatior_ k ! relatxons between these :iuggest the absence c ' a quorum.
Buckley Hanger Thurmond two great power..;. _re prccec_l, then, from :a The PRESIDING O, 'J_'ICER. The clerk
Byrd, Helms Tower recognition of the act that the United States

Harry F., Jr. Hruska Weicker
Dole Laxalt Young and tho Soviet Un on have, aad are likely t_:) ';/ill ea]_, the roll.
Dominick McCiellan have for some tlr e, max_y campetittve and The :_asistant leglsh ;ive clerk proceed-
Eastland McClure contlk_ting tnteres s. But we believe, never- _:d to call the roll.
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tions for improvemen in the Veterans Administration Federal Election Campaign Act
medical care systems, .nd I am pleased that in the last

2 years we have beer able to implement those recom- Amendments of 1976
mendations. I have asl ed in my last two budget submis-

sions for approximate? 9,000 new staff positions 'for the Statement by the President on Signing S. 3_65 Into
medical care program of the Veterans Administration, Law. May 1I, 1976
and I have also asked !or over $600 million for needed

repairs and constructio l to assure the safety and ,quality After extensive consultation and review, I have decided
of VA facilities. My 1_ 77 budget request of over $4 bil- that the Federal Campaign Act Amendments of 1976

lion for VA medical cs activiti_ was a record high for warrant my signature.
the system. I am therefore signing those amendmentsinto law

I have considered recorr-_endations of Adminis- this afternoon. I will also be submitting to the Senate
trator of Veterans Afl; % Ri-&-d Roudebush, on an- for its advice and consent the nominations of six persons
other important step our e, ort to provide quality to serve as members of the reconstituted CommisMon.

medical care to our vt '.rans---:_he construction of eight Shortly after the Supreme Court ruled on Janua_' 30
major replacement hos tals tl_-vughout the country. The that the Federal Election Commission was invalid ,_ then
eight proposed facilities have k_--znthe subject of a series constituted, I made it clear that I favored a simple re-
of planning studies cor Jucted _x- h_dependent contrac- constitution of the Commission because effoits to amend
tors. These studies were under-.::ken in response to a con- and reform the law could cause massive confusion in

gressional expression tl h_os_rkats be built and were election campaigns that had al:ready started.
subsequently reviewed the Administrator who gave The Congress, however, was uni.villing to accept mY

me his recommendatior as to --he relative priority to be straightforward Proposal and instead hecta'ne bogged
assigned to the etlon of each proposed new down in a controversy that has now extended for more
hospital, than3months.

I have today advised le A_?inistrator of my decision In the process, efforts were made to add several pro-
to proceed to p_,vide design funds for all visions to the law which I thought were thoroughly objee-
.eight hOSpitals. I will seek construction funds in fiscal tionable. These suggested provisions would ]have further

year 1977 for the two 'ects assigned the highest prior- tipped the balance of political power to a single part.;' and
ity by the Administratox mond. Virginia, and Bay to a single element within that party. I could not accept
Pines, Florida. To impl¢ thLs decision, I will shortly those provisions under any circumstances and I _ com..
ask the Congress to ide an additional $2.49 million municated my views to various Members of the Congre_ca.
above my previous budg_: request for VA construction. Since that time, to my gratification, those featm_ of

I have also decided seek construction funds for the the bill have been modified so as to avoid irt large me:k_..

other six replacement hc ;pitals at the rate of two a year ure the objections I had raised.
for the succeeding 3 years. These projects would Weighing the merits of this legislation, I have founc[
be funded in with the VA's priority ranking, that the amendments as now drafted command wide-

In addition to Richmonc and Bay Pines, the other loca- spread, bipartisan support irt both Houses of Congre_;
tions are Martinsburg, Virginia; Portland, Oregon; and by the chairpersons of both the Republican National
Seattle, Washington; Lil Rock, Arkansas; Baltimore, Committee and the Democratic National Committee.

Maryland; and Camden, Jersey. I still have serious reservations about certain aspects o[

My actions today do n include decisions on construc- the pre_ent amendments. For one thing, the bill as pres-
tion details and the numt of beds at each facility. These ently written will require that the Commission take addi-
decisions will be made further review and analysis, tional time to consider the effects which the pre_qent

Over one million le are served annually bv Vet- amendments ;viii have on it.'; previously issued opinions
erans Administration itals, nursing homes, and doral- and regulations.
ciliary facilities. They to continue to receive care A more fundamental concern is that these arnendmcms

of the highest quality ant the latest in medical research, jeopardize the independence of the Federal Election Corn-
This requires adequate facilities. The actions I mission by permitting either House of Congress to veto

am announcing today tect my commitment that the regulations which the Commi_ion, as am Executive
Nation's veterans be assm of the finest in quality medi- agency, issues. This provision not only circumvents the
caicare. original intent of campaign reformbut, in my opinion,
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,_olates the Constitution. I have therefore directed the ds_ of injury frtmq :he use.:of hazardous products. Today,
Attorney General to ch_dlenge the constitutioriality of 'this [ have signed S. (!1:4, a bill which will enable the Corn-
provision at the earliest possible op?rtunity, mission to mc,r,l_: ffecti,,_ely carry out this imporxant

Recognizing these weaknesses in the bill, I have never- maadate.
theless concluded that it is in the be;t interest c:,t'the Nation The Consumc:r' _roduct Safety Commission Improve-

that I sign this legislation. Considerable effort has been me:ats Act of 1971 expands the Commimion's authority
expended by members of both pa.r_:ie;:to make this bill[ as by permitting tl'_e _suan,ce of preliminary injunctions to
fair and balanced as possible. M:_re:over, further delay prohibit distribut:ic of products which pre_nt a substan-
would undermine the fair and proper conducl of elections rial hazard and [:,y :stablishing new procedures and time-
this year for,;eats in the U.S. Senat% the House of Repre- tables within w)hic: consumer safety standards must be

sentatives, and for the Presidency. _ promulgated.

Effective regulation of camp:aSgn practi,:._ depends Further, the act; _thorizes Federal preemption of State
upon the existence of a C,ommi_ion with valid :culemaking pro _uct safety la,.v_;in certain enumerated cJa?umstances.

arid enforcement powers. It is crStical that _:e maint_dn This will not o.niy guarantee that consum_"s have ade-
'the integrity of our election process fc,r all Federal offices .:tuate protection, I:ut w:[]l free industry from the costly
:¢>that all candidates and their respective suPl)orters and bur:Mn of attemt:>d:;ig to comply with a bewildering patch-
contributors are bound by enforce_b]e laws and regula- work of State and h:J,al safe.:tystandards.

ti[cms which are designed to control questionable and If consumer p:_',::}dzct regulation is to have '_xl meaning,
unfair campaign practices, adequate tools m',:_'.;be pz ovided the Comrr_L_.4onrespon-

I look to the Commission, as scum as it i,; r_:appointed, ,;ibh: for protecting; they American consum_.=. The act I

to do an effective job of administering the campaign laws hay: signed provhfi:: such tools.
equitably but forcefully, and in a n_anner tha._ minimizes _,,oT_: As enacted, t'.!w.Consu:merProduct Safety C..,mmisslonlin-
the confusion which is caused by tMz:added complexity of l:,rovements Act of 1!_"; (S 644) is Public Lax,- _m--284, approved

May 11, 1976.
the present amendments. In this r¢_4ard, the Commission
_,411 be aided by a newly pro_Sded civil enforcement
mechanism sufficiently flexible to facilitate vol u ntary com-
Pliance through conciliation agreemetnt_ and, 'wlhere nect_-

sar,,', penalize noncompliance through :means cfi'civil fin,es, l)epartmenl:: f O,.¢ta. te
In addition, the new leaislation refines thc provisions

intended to control the sf.ze of contributions from a single A.nnouncement o 1: _te:ru'ilonTo Nomfnate

source by avoiding proliferation of political _,-tion corn- Philip C. Habli5 ]' , Be ;iiJnder Secretary ]or Politica[
mittees which are under common _ontrol. Also, tiffs l_cw A.flalrs. May 12 .i' t76
strengthens provisions fo:: reporting money spa.mt on cam-

paSgns by requiring disclosure of [,rev/ously .mreported Tae President i:,o(_y arlnounced his intention to nomi-.

costs of partisan communications v, hilch are !intended to hate Philip C. H;_!:)i _,of San Francisco, Calif.. a Foreign[
affect the outcome of Federal eleetio_s. Service Officer of th: Cl_e!_i;_ of Career Miniqter, to bc lJn-.

Following the 1976 elections, I '_'il] :submit 'lo the Con- der Secretary of Si:al for Political Affairs. He will succeed

gress ]egMation that will correct problems created by the Joseph John Sisc,::, vho r,:signed effective July 1976, at:
present laws and make additional _ eecled refer:cms in the which time he t)_:c_'nm_ President of American UnR, er..
election process, si'ry. Mr. Habib }m_;oeen Assistant Secretarv'of State for

NOTE: AS enacted, the Federal Election C;_,mpaign ?[ct Amend- East Asian and iF'ac 5c Affairs since Scptembcr 1974.
n:,ents of 1976 (S. 3065) is Public Law 9_:-283, apprc,,ed May 11, Born on Febru::,o 25, 1![120, in Brooklyn, N.Y.. Ambas-

_9_6. sado;' Habib rece5,:c, his B.S. degree from the Univc_dty
o.'.:Idaho in 194[? [e att,:nded the University of Paris

during 1942 and [', eived his Ph.D. in 1952 from the
Unixersity of CMSt',mia. After serving in the United

Consumer Prodff Safe_:t,y,Commission States Arm): Dom 5 )42 tr:, 1946, he became a roaching
' assistantat the Univ, rsiry,ofCalifornia in 1947.

Improvements A:t of lC 76 While serx4ng ;_e_a cm'eer Foreign Scrxqce Officer,
Ambassador Habib wa,.; an Assistant AgricuhurM At-

Statement by the PreHd, ut on Sig:rt.:r_g'S. 6_4 fnto Laux ta.ch_, an Econon:!i,::' xria]i_'st-an'd, [n 1960 to 1961', he
May12, I976 se]:ve:l as the O:i!lfi:::rrin-Charge for Under-Developed

Area:; in the Offic:c the Under SecretmT's Special As-
The Consumer Produ. Safety C.ommission ,.vas estab- si_.tant for Comrm_n Economic Affaim. In 1967, he was

lished in 1974- to protec consumer:_; from unreasonable a Political Officer. l!! re_,u .of East Asian and Pacific Af-
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Public Law 94-283

94th Congress, S. 3065
May 11, 1976

tct
_N, amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to, provide that members

of the Federal Election Commission shal! be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and eonsent of the Senate, and for other lmrpo_s.

Be it e_aeted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of Ame_qca in _ongress assembled, Federal Elec-'

tic_x Campaign
Ad: Amend-

SHORT TITLE men_ of 1976.

SECTION1. This Act may be cited as the "Federal Election Cam- 2 usc 431
paign Act Amendments of 1976". note.

TITLE I--AMENDMENTS TO FEDERAL ELECTION
CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION MEMBERSHIP

SEC. 101. (a)(1) The second sentence of section 309(a)(1) of the
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (2 U,S.C. 437c(a)(1)), as
redesignated by section 105 (hereinafter in this Act referred to as the
"Act"). is amended to read as follows: "The Commission is conlposed
of the _ecretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the House of Repre-
sentatives, ex officio and without the right to vote, and 6 members
appointed by the President of the United States, bY and with the
advice and consent of the Senate.".

(2) The last sentence of section 309(a)(1) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
437c(a) (1)), as redesignated by section 105, is amended to read as
follows: "No more than 3 members of the Commission appointed Limitation.

under this paragraph may be affiliated with the same political party.".
(b) Section 309(a) (2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437c(a) (2)), as redesig-

nated by section 105, is amended to read as follows:
"(2) (A) Membe_-s of the Commission shall serve for terms of Term.

6 years,,, .except that of the members first appointed--(1) two of the members, not affiliated with the same political
party, shall be appointed for terms ending on April 30, 1977;

"(ii) two of th_ members, not affiliated with the same political
party,' shall be appointed for terms ending on April 30, 1979;
and

"(iii) two of the members, not affiliated with the same political

,, party, shall be appointed for terms ending on April 30, 1981.
(B) A member of the Commission may serve on the Commission

after the expiration of his term until his successor has taken office as
a member of the Commission.

,, · · . ·

(C) An individual appointed to fill a vacancy occurring other than Vacancies.
by the expiration of a term of office shall be appointed only for the
unexpired term of the member he succeeds.

"(D) Any vacane_ occurring in the membership of the Commission
shall !_e fil]_ed in th'e same m'anner as in the case of the original

redesignated by section 105, is amended by adding at the end thereof
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Conflict of the following new sentences: "Member,; of the Co:m_:..fissior_ shall not
interest, engage in any other business, vocation, or employme:..t Any individual

wl{o. is enga_iing in any other business, _ocation, or t?:r,ployment at the
time such individual L,egins to serve as a member c,f the _i_ommission
shall terminate or liquidate such activity no later l:[Lan 1 year after
begJ rating to serve as such a member.".

(f.>) Secticm a09(b) of the Act (2 tJ.S.C. 487c(b)), as :cedesignated
by-section 105, _is amended to read as follows:

"(b) (1) The Commission shall administer, seek l:t_obtain compli-
ance with, an(][ formulate policy with respect to, th:i:s kct and chapter

26 USC 9001, 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 195,t. The Com-
9o31. mission shall have exclusive primary jurisdiction wi:Ih res.pect to the
Jurisdiction., civil enforcement of such provmmns..

"(2) Nothing in thi_: Act shall be construed tx) limit, restrict, or
diminish any investigatory, informational, oversight, supervisory, or

disciplinary, a__thorit. 3, or function of. the Corgres,;_.:m any._.,.committee
of the Congress with respect to electlon,_ for Federal .)ffice._.

(3) The first sentence of section 3C9(e) of tibet3Act (2 U.S.C.
437c(c)), as re(resin,hated, b.y sectmn 1)5, m amembd by mseltm, g
immediately before the pei'md at, the end therec, f the following:

Guidelines, ", except that the affirmative vote of 4 members o:f Ihe Commission
approval, shall be requir_d in order for the, Commission to estab]i_!.h guidelines for

compliance with the provisions of this Act or wi tt_ chapter 95 or
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, m' _[_r the Commis-
sion to take any action in accordance with paragraplu (6), (7), (8),

ro__ p. 48:1. or (10) of section 310(_0".
(d) The last sentence of section 309(f)(1) of t_he.Act (2 U.S.C.

4g7c(f) (1)). as redesignated by section 105, is amended by inserting
immediately'before the period 'the following: "witkm[t regard to the
provisions of title 5, United States Code, governing aDpointments in
the competitive service".

Presidential (e) (1) The President shall appoinl; members of lh,:_Federal Elec-
appointmeat_, tion Commission under section 309 (a) of the Act (o. U:S.C. 437c(a)),
2 USC 437c as redesignated by sectic, n 105 and as amended by thiis _ection, as soon
note. as practicable after the date of the enactment o_ thiis Xct.

(2) The first appointments made by the President: urLder section
309(a) of the Act (9 U.,S.C. 437c(a)), as redesignatc(! by section 105
and as amende:t by this section, shall not be consider t_(ito be appoint-
ments to fill the unexpired terms of members serving vn the Federal
Election Commission on the date of the enactment of tMs Act.

(3) Members serving on the Federal Election C(:,mmission on the
date of the enactment of this Act may eoatinue to serv_ as such mem-
bers until new members are appointed and qualified uncler section
309(a) of the AclL(2 U.S.C. 437c(a)), as redesignated by section 105
and as amended by this section, except th_[t until appoi]:tted and quali-
fied under this Act, members serving on such Commis.,&:n o:n such date

of enactment n:tay, beginning on March 23, 1976, exm'eise only such
powe? and funet!ions as maybe consisl;ent with the.dei: _rminations of
the Supreme Glo'tilt of the United States in Buekley et alt. against
Valeo, Secretary of the United States Senate, et al. (m':, abe:red 75486,

75437) January 30, 1976. ,
(f) The proV:isions of' section 309(a_,_(_,) of the Ac_ 2 U.S.C. 43%

(a) (3)), as redesignated by section 105, which prohi}_iit _my individual
from being appointed as a member of the Federal Electi'():n .Commis-
sion who is, at the time of his a poim;m _mt, an eleete'_....... or appointedP . · · , ·

officer or employee of the executive, legmlatlve, or ]ud:cml branch of
the Federal Gove:mment, shall not appl'y in the case of [my individual
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servingas a member of suchCommission on thedateof theenactment
of this Act.

(g) (1) All personnel, liabilities, contracts, property, and records Transfer of
determined by the Director of the Office of Management and Budget fxmctlong.
to be employed, held, or used primarily in connection with the func-
tions of the Federal Election Commission under title III of the
Act as such title existed on January 1, 1976, or under any other pro- 2 usc 431.
vision of law, are transferred to such Commission as constituted under

the amendments made by this Act to the Federal Election Campaign 2 usc 431
Act of 1971. nc_e.

(2)(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), personnel
engaged in functions transferred under paragraph (1) shall be
transferred in accordance with applicable laws and regulations relat-
ing to the transfer of functions.

(B) The transfer of personnel pursuant to paragraph (1) shall be
without reduction in classification or compensation for I year after
such transfer.

(3) All laws relating to the functions transferred under this Act S_vings pro-
shall, insofar as such laws are applicable and not amended by this vision,
Act, remain in full force and effect. All orders, determinations, rules,
and opinions made, issued, or granted by the Federal Election Com-
mission before its reconstitution under the amendments made by this
Act which are in effect at the time of the transfer provided by para-
graph (1), and which are consistent with the amendments made by
this Act, shall continue in effect to the same extent as if such transfer
had not occurred. Any rule or regulation proposed by such Commission l_oposed rules
before the date of the enactment of this Act shall be prescribed by or regulations_mtbmittal to
such Commission only if, after such date of enactment, the rule or
regulation is submitted to the Senate or the House of Representatives, Congress.
asthe case may be, in accordance with the provisions of section 315 (c)
of the Act (as redesignated by section :105), and it is not disapproved 2 usc 437h.
by the appropriate House of the Congress.

(4) The provisions of this Act shall not affect any proceeding pend-
ing before the Federal Election Commission on the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.

(5) No suit, action, or other proceeding commenced by ox' againstthe Federal Election Commission or any officer or employee thereof
acting in his ofilcial capacity shall abate by reason of the transfer
made under paragraph (1). The court before which such suit, action,
or other proceeding is pending may, on motion or supplemental peti-
tion filed at any time within 12 months after the date of the enactment
of this Act, allow such suit, action, or other proceeding to be main-
tained against the Federal Election Commission if the party making
the motion or filing the petition shows a necessity for the Survival of
the suit, action, or other proceeding to obtain a settlement of the
question involved.

(6) Any reference in any other Federal law to the Federal Election
Commission, or to any member or employee thereof, as such Commis-
sion existed Under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 before 2 usc 431
its amendment by this Act shall be held and considered to refer to the note.

Federal Election Commission. or the members or employees thereof,
as such Commission exists unc_er the 1_ederal Election Campaign Act
of 1971 as amended by this Act.
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CHANGES IN' DIi',_FI:_ITIONS

S_. 102._,;,)Section301(a)(2) o:_the Act (2 U,,;!';.C.4::_l(a)(2))is mnended , strikin K out "held to" and inserti:_ _', in lieu thereof
"which has am;hority to"'.

(b) Section 301(e) (_!) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431(el 2) l _:._amended
by inserting "written" immediately before "contrai'.t" ana by striking
out ';'expressed or imphed,".

(e) Section 301(e) (4) of the Act (:'2U.S.C. 481(et _4) ) i,i;amended
by inserting after "purpose" the follow:rig: ", exc%¢t tha,t this para-
graph shall not apply the case of legal or accomrti lg services ren-
dered to or or behalf of the national committee of a,.political party

(unless the t>ecson payhlg for such sel:'viees is a per,;m_ othe_' than the
regular employer of the individual rer,dering such _ervic_:m), other
than services a[tributable to activities which &rectly :lUrther the elec-
tion of a desig:aated candidate or candi[dates to Federal office, nor shall
this :paraograph apply in the case of ]egM or accounfilLg services ren-
dered to or on behalf of a candidate c,r political corn:c: ittee solely for
the purpose of insuring compliance with the provisi,:m:_ of this Act or

26 usc 9o01, chapter 95 or clmpter 9(! of the Internal Revenue Code :ff 1.9154(unless
9031. the person pa_, ing for such services is a person other tlLan the regafiar

employer of the individual rendering such services).. '!:n_Lamounts paid
or incurred for such leg,:d or accounting services sba,Il be re]ported in

21USC 434, accordance with the requirements of ,_ection 304(b), '??.
Id) Section 301(e)(5) of the Act (2 U.S.C. i31(e)(5)) is

amended---

(1) by striking out "or" at the end of clause (.}!:),and
(2) by :nserting :_fter clause (iF) the followm;r new clauses:

"(G ) a loan ._ffmoney by a nal;ional or Stat) balak made inaccordance with the api?licable banking laws ,_nd regulations
and ].n the ordinary course of business, but sach loans--

"ii) shall be reported ;in accordance wii;h the require-
mints of section 30]:(b); and

;;(ii) shall be considered a loan by mt,::h endorser or
gt_arantor, in that; proportion of the u:lpaid balance
th?xcel that; each endorser et guarantor I::,e_trsitc,the total
number of endorsers or gu:Ira ntors: or

"(11;, a gift,, subscription, loan, advanc,i_, or deposit of
money or anytMng of value to a national committee of a
political party or a State committee of a politic d party which
is spec:ifically designated for the purpose of, lefra'ylng any

cost trion[red wRh respe, et to t:he construetior_ ,,r pulrchase ofany off[ce facility which is not acquired for t}xe purpose of

influencing the election of an'g candidate in _:.ny'p:_rticnlar
election for l_ederal office, ex!eet,t that any such gift, sub-
script:i,m., loan, _-_dvanee.,or deposit of money (:r anything of
value, u,nit any such cost, shall be reported in _;w.,'_ordancewith
sectior_ 804(b); or

"(I) any hotlorariura (wit:Ma the mea!tli:Lg of section
P?t:_ p. 494. 828) ;'L

(e) Section 301(e) (5.) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 481(e) (5.)), as amended
by subsection (_), is amended by striking out "indivk uaF' where it

appears after clause (I) and ind:erting in lieu thereo:_ "persqn".
(f) Section 301(f)(4) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431(f)(4)) is

amended-

(1 l by inserting be fore the semicolon in clause f(!) the follow-
lng: ', except that the costs !incurred by a membcrsaip organiza-
tion, including a labor organization, et' by a corpcn_tion, directly
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attributable to a communication expressly advocating the election
or defeat of a cIear]y identified candidate (other than a communi-
cation primarily devoted to subjects other than the express advo-
cacy of the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate)
shall, if those costs exceed $2,000 per election, be reported to the
Commission";

(2) by striking out "or" at the end of clause (F) and at the end
of clause (G); and

(3) by insei_ing immediately after clause (H) the fo]lowing
new clauses:

"(I)..y.an costs incurred. .bY a candidate in. connection with
the sohcltatlon of contributions by such candidate, except that
this clause shall not apply witlh respect to costs incurred by a
candidate in excess of an amount equal to 20 percent of the
expenditure limitation applicable to such candidate under
section 320(b), but all such costs shall be reported in accord- r_q_o_,_p. 487.
ancewithsection304(b); 2USC434.

"(J) the payment, by any person other than a candidate or
political committee, of compensation for legal or accounting
services rendered to or on behalf of the national committee of
a political party (unless the person paying for such services
is a person other than the regular employer of the individual
rendering such services), other than services attributable to
activities which directly further the election of a designated
candidate or candidates to Federal office, or the payment for
legal or accounting services rendered to or on behalf of a

candidat e or political committee solely for the purpose ofinsuring compliance with the provisions of this ACt or of
chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 26 usc 9001,
(unless the person paying for' such services is a person other 9031.
than the regular employer of the individual rendering such
services), but amounts paid or incurred for such legal or
accounting services shall be reported under section 304 (b); or

"(K) a loan of money by a national or State bank made in
accordance with the applicable banking laws and regulations
and in the ordinary course of business, but such loan shall be
reported in accordance with section 304(b);".

(g) Section 301 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431) is amended--
(1) by striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (m);
(2) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (n) and

inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon; and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraphs: Definitions.

"(o) 'Act' means the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971as amended by the Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments
of 1974 and the Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 2 usc 431
1976; note.

"(p) qndependent expenditure _means an expenditure by a per-
son expressly advocating the election or defeat of a clearly identi-
fied candidate which is made without cooperation or consultation
with any candidate or any authorized committee or agent of such
candidate and which is not made in concert with, or at the request
or suggestion of, any candidate or any authorized committee or
agent of such candidate; and

"(q) 'clearly identified' means that (1) the name of the candi-date appears; (2) a photograph or drawing of the candidate
appears; or (8) the identity of the candidate is apparent by
unambiguous reference.".
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ORGANIZATION OF POLITJ:OAI., C01d[1KITTEES

Src. 103. (a) Section 302(t)) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 43R(b)) i_
amended by strikin_ out "$10" and inserting in lieu thereof "$50"i

(b) Section 302 (,z) (2) of tihe Act (2 U.S.C. 489,(c} (_)) is amend e: _.
by striking out "$10" and inse rt_,ng in lic,u thereof "$50".

(c) Section 302 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 432) is amend_;d by strikh::q!:out subsection (e) and by redesignati?,g subse, ction (f) as subsect:bm:
(e).

(d) Section 302(e)(1) of _lle Act, as redesignated by subsectif
(e), is amended b_ adding at the end _hereof the fo]lowing new se,:a
tence: "Any oceasmnal, isolated, or incidental support of a candidate!
shall not be construed as support of such candidate for purposes of the
preceding sentence.".

REPORTS BY' POLITICAL, COM1EfIT'I?EES AND CANDIDATES

SEc. 104. (a) Section 304(a',. (1) of the Act (2 U_S.C. _34(a) (1)) i_
amended by adding at the end of: subparagraph (C) the f:ollowing ne w
sentence: "In any year in which a candidate is not on the [,allot for elec-.
tion to Federal office, such candidate and his authorized committees

shall only be required to file such repor!s not h, ter than the tenth da'v
following i;he close of any cale:,ldar quar_.er in which the candidate an!]his authorized committees reeei wz_dcontdbution.; or made expenditur,a.;,
.or both, the total amount of wMch, taken together, ex.teed $5,000, and
such reports shall be complete as of the close of such cale:adar quarte, l';
except that any suclh report r'equired to be filed afl:er December ;!;1
of any calendar year with respect to which a report is required 1:4]
be filed under subparagraph (B) shal'! be filed as pro-ided in su(!:h
subparagraph.".

(b) Section 304(a)(2) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 434(a) (i_)) is amend.(':.,:![
to read as follows:

"(2) Each treasurer of a political committee authorized by a cam]J--
(late to raise contributions or make exp,enditures on l:Lisbehalf, other
than the candidate's principal campaign committee, shall file t,]:J.c
reports required under this section with the candidate's principa.1
campaign committee.".

(c) Section 304(b) of the Act (_ 117.S.C. 434(b)'2 i:s amended .....
1) by striking out "and"' at the end of parag'rmgh (12);

_2) b'y redesignating paragraph (13) as paragrai)h (14);
(3) by inserting im,nectialt:ely after paragraph (12) the follow-,

lng new paragraph:
"(13) in the case of an independent exl)enditure in excess of

$100 by a politicJ_l committee, other than an authorized committee
of a candidate, expressly advocating the election, or defeat of a
clearly identified candidate, through a separate schednle (A) any
information required by paragraph (9) stated in :SLmanner whic]':t
indicates whethm- the independent expenditure involved is in su_ ....
port of, or in opposition to, a candi[date; and (B) under penalty
of perjury, a certification whether ,_ach independent expenditure
is made in cooperation, consultation, or concert with, or at the
request or sugge,_tion of, any candidate or any authorized com-
mittee or agent of such candidate; ami"; and

(4) by adding at the end thereof the following ne,w sentence:
"When committee treasurers and candidates slhow that best efforb_
have been used to obtain and submit the information required by thi,!t
subsection, they shall be deeme,d to be in compliance with thb,
subsection."..
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(d) Section 304(e) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 434(e) ) is amended to read
as follows:

"(e) (1) Every person (other than a political committee or candi- Statements.
date) who makes contributions or independent expenditures expressly
advocating the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate,
other than by contribution to a political committee or candidate, in an
aggregate amount in excess of $100 during a calendar year shall file
with the Commission, on a form prepared by the Commission, a state-
ment containing the information required of a person who makes a
contribution in excess of $100 to a candidate or political committee
and the information required of a candidate or political committee
receiving such a contribution.

"(9) Statements required by this subsection shall be filed on the Filing.
dates on which reports by political committees are filed. Such state- certification.
ments shall include (A) the information required by subsection
(b) (9), stated in a manner indicating whether the contribution or
independent expenditure is in support of, or opposition to, the candi-
date; and (B) under penalty of perjury, a certification whether such
independent expenditure is made in cooperation, consultation, or con-
cer_ with, or at the request or suggestion of, any candidate or any
authorized committee or agent of such candidate. Any independent
expenditure, including those described in subsection (b)(18), of
$1,000 or more made after the fifteenth day, but more than 24 hours,
before any election shall be reported within 24 hours of such independ-
ent expenditure.

"(8) The Commission shall be responsible for expeditiously prepar- Indices of
lng indices which set forth, on a candidate-by-candidate basis, all e×pendit-ures.
expenditures separately, including those reported under subsection
(b) (13), made with respect to each candidate, as reported under this
subsection, and for periodically issuing such indices on a timely pre-
election basis.".

REPORTS BY CERTAIN rEaSONS

SEc. 105. Title III of the Act (2 U.S.C. 431 et seq.) is amended by
striking out section 308 thereof (2 U.S.C. 437a) and by redesignating
section 309 through section 321 as section 308 through sectlo'n 320, 2 usc 43To-
respectively. 439c,441.

CAMPAIGN DEPOSITORIES

SEC. 106. The second sentence of section 308(a)(1) of the Act (2
U.S.C. 437b(a)(1)), as redesignated by section 105, is amended by
striking out "a checking account" and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: "a single checking account and such other accounts as the
committee determines to maintain at its discretion".

POWERS or commission

SEC. 107. (a) Section 310(a) o.*the Act (2 U.S.C. 487d(a)), as
redesignatedby section105,is amended

(1). in paragraph ,,(8).thereof,, by inserting "develop such',pre-scribed forms and to lmmedmtely before "make", and by insert-
ing immediately after "Act" the following: "and chapter 95 and
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954"; 26 USC 9001,

(2) in paragraph (9) thereof, by striking out "and sections 9o31.
608" and all that follows through "States Code;" and inserting
in lieu thereof "and chapter 95 and chapter 96 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954; and"; and

(3) by striking out paragraph (10) and redesignating para-
graph (!1) as paragraph (10).
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(b)(1) Section310(a)(6) of the Act (2 U.S.C.,437d(a)(6)),as
redesignatedby section105,isamended toreadasfo]lows::

"(6) to initiate(through civila_tions for h:_janctive,declara-

tory,or otkier appropriate relief), defend (in the, case of any civil
Post, p. 483. action brought under section 313,'a) (9) ), or ,_ppeal any civil
- action in the nam_ of the Commiss:[on for _he ]?l:rpose of enforc-

ing the provisions of this Act and chapter 95 :al_d clhapter 96 of
26 USC 9001, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, through its g,meral counsel ;".

9o31. (9.) Section 3!0 of the Act (2 U.S.C. _87d), as red_i_signated by sec-tion 105, is amended by adding at the end thereof r;b_ following new
subsection:

"(e) Except as provided in secti(ln M3(a)(9)., _]_e power of the

Cox[mission to :initiate civil actions under subsectlon (a) (6) shall be
the exclusive civil rem_Ay for the enfcrcement of l_Le provisions of
this Act.".

xnwso_r or:[mo_s

Sl_c. 108. (tO Section al2(a) of the Act and sectio_ 81'2(b) of the
Act (9 U.S.C_ 437f(a)_ 437f(b)), as redesignated by section 105, are
amended to read. as follows:

"SEc. 31'2. (a) The Commission sha].l render an adv'i._ory opinion, in
writing, withia a reasonable time in response to a written request by
any individua[ holding Federal office, any candidate :_(:r Federal office,
any political committee, or the nati(mal committee cf any political
party concerning the application of :_ general rule o f law stated in
the Act or chapter 95 or chapter 96 o:f the Interna[ R,_venue Code of
1954, or a general lmle of law prescribed as a rule or :r'¢_gmlation by the
Commission, to a specific factual situation. Any sucl:.t gener.&l rule of
law not stated in the Act or in Chapter 95 or chapter 9,_of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 may be initially )roposed by tm Commission
only as a rule or regulation pursuant to the procedure;_; established by

.Po2__.L_p. 486. section 315 (c). No opin!ton of an advisory nature may l:)eissued by the
Commission or' any of :its employees except in ace'_!:,r:tancewith the
provisions of tMs section.

"(b) (1) Notwithstanding. any other provision of h;._w,any. person
who relies upon any provlsmn or findin:g of an advisory oplmon in
accordance wit h the provisions of paragrt_ph (2) and w ho _mts in good
faith in accord_ume with the provisions a:._d findings c,:l!such advisory
opinion shall not., as a result of any such act, be sub:;,e:,t to ;_ny sane-
tion provided by this Act or by chapter 95 or chapter 96 >f tlhe Internal
Revenue Code of 1954_

"('2) Any advisory opinion rendered, by the Com_i.s:!_ion under sub-
section (a) may be relied upon by (A) any person iavolved in th e
specific transac'tion or activity with respect to whic,h such advisory
opinion is rendered; and (B) any person involved in any specific
transaction or activity which is indistinguishable ill _11 il_s':material
aspee_s from the transaction or activity with respect to which such
advisory opinion is rende_red.".

2 usc 437f (b) The Commission shall, nc, later than 90 days af!er the date of
note. the er aetment of this Act, conform the ad-isory opinion _issued before

such date of enactment t:o the requirernen_s established by section 312
(a) of the Act,· :_s amended by subsection (a) of this section. The pro-

visions of section 312(b) of the Act, as araended by red,section (a) of
this section, shall apply with respect to ,dl advisory opinions issued
before the date of the mmctment of this Act as confcr:,:rt_d to :[neet the
requirements of section 312(a) of the Acl;, as amended by subsection
(a) of this sect:ion.
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ENFORCEMENT

SEc. 109. Section 313 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437g), as redesignated
by section 105, is amended to read as follows:

"ENFOROEMENT

"SEc. 313. (a) (1) Any person who believes a violation of this Act Complaints,
or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 ffiing.
has occurred may file a complaint with the CommiSsion. Such com- 26 usc 9001_

plaint shall be in writing, shall be signed and sworn to by the person 9031.
filing such complaint, and shall be notarized. Any person filing such a
complaint shall be subject to the provisions of section 1001 of title 18,
'United States Code. The Commission may not conduct any investiga-
tion under this section, or take any other action under this section,
solely on the basis of a complaint of a person whose identity is not
disclosed to the Commission.

"(2) The Commission, upon receiving a complaint under paragraph
(1), and if it has reason to believe that any person has committed a
violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, or, if the Commission, on the basis of infor-
mation ascertained in the normal course of carrying out its supervisory
responsibilities, has reason to believe that such a violation has
occurred, shall notify the person involved of such alleged violation and
shall make an investigation of such alleged violation in accordance
with the provisions of this section.

"(3) (A) Any investigation under paragraph (2) shall be conducted
expedit_ou'sly and shall l_nclude an investigation, conducted in accord-
ance with the provisions of this section, of reports and sbatements filed
by any complainant under this title, if such complainant is a
candidate.

"fBI Anv notification or investigation made under paragraph (2)
x ! ,/ . ' ' ' tshall not be made pubhc by the Commmslon or by any person wlthou

the written consent of the person receiving such notification or the
person with respect to whom such investigation is made.

"(4) The Commission shall afford any person who receives noti?
of an alleged violation under paragraph (2) a reasonable oppormni[y
to demonstrate that no action should be taken against such person
by the Commission under this Act.

"(5) (A) If the Commission determines that there is reasonable
cause to believe that any person has committed or is about to commit a
violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, the Commission shall make every endeavor for
a period of not less than 30 days to correct or prevent such violation
by informal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion, and
to enter into a conciliation agreement with the person involved, except
that, if the Commission has reasonable cause to believe that---

"(i) any person has failed to file a report required to be filed
under secti0n 304(a) (1) (C) for the calendar quarter occurring Antt_e p. 480.
immediately before the date of a general election;

"(ii) any person has failed to file a report required to be filed
no later than 10 days before an election; or

"(iii) on the basis of a complaint filed less than 45 days but
more than 10 days before an election, any person has committed a
knowing and willful violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or
chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954;

the Commission shall make every effort, for a period of not less than
one-half the number of days between the date upon which the Com-
mission determines there is reasonable cause to believe such a violation
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has occurred and the date of tlhe election involved, t,:: correct or pre-
vent such violation by inform'ti methods of conferm: ce, conciliation_
and persuasion, and to enter into a tx)r.ciliation agr_i_ement with the
person involw_d. A comiliation agree:meat, unless v:iciated, shall con-

stitute a complete bar to any fresher action by tile Corn mission_ includ-
ing the bringing of a civil proceeding under subpaJ:a!,_ral)h (B).

Civil action. "(B) If t h_, Commission is 'tmable to correct or p: event any .such
violation by !_ttch informal methods, the Commissiol_. n _ay, if the Com-
mission deter, tines there is probable cause to believ,_.. :hat a violation
has occurred cr is about to occur_ instil;ute a civil a,:_tion for relief_
including a p;mmanent or temporary injunction, re_:training order,

Penalty. tlr any other a_pt'opriate order, including a civil pet'u lty which does
_O' tq _ } ' anot exceed the er.ater of $5,00C or an amount equal tc th_ amount of

any contributi,m or expe,nditure involved[ in such viola eioIlt, in the dis-
trict court of the United States for the district in wltich the person
against whmn such actbn is brought is found, resiid_s, or transacts
business.

"(C) In art;' civil action instituted by the Comm:is_don u:[}der sub-
paragraph (lq), the court may gra:nt_ a permanent or temporary'Penalty. injunction, restraining order, or other order, ineludir_, a civil penalty
which does not exceed the greater of $5,000 or an am,m nt equal to the
amount of any eontribut:ion or expenditure involved. :i_.such violation,
upon a proper showine: that the person involved iha_i,engaged or is
about, to engage in a violation of this Ael; or of chapl;e:' 95 or chapter

26 usc 9001, 96 of the Inter_,M Reven,e Code of 1954.
90M. "(I)) If the Commission determines that there i:i_ ,robs, hie cause
Violations, to believe that et knowing and willful violation snk)iect lbo and as
referral to defined in section 329, or a knowing .md willful v!iol_tion of a pro-
Attorney vision of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of th_ Internal Ih!venue Code of
General. 1954 has occurred or is about to occur, it may refer such apparent
R._.tp. 494. violation to the Attorney General of the United State,s without regard

to any limitations set forth in subparagralch (A).
"(6) (A) If the Commission believes that there is :lear and con-

Penalty. vincing proof that a knowing and willful violation c:f this Act or of
chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code o:f _L954,has
been committe& a conciliation agreement entered into [_g the Commis-
sion under paragraph (5)(A) may inchde a requirement that the
person involved in such conciliation agreement shall p;ty a civil pen-
alty which shall not exceed the greater of (il $10,01_0; or (ii) an
amount equal to 900 percent of the amount of any contribution or
expenditure involved in such violation.

Penalty. "(B ) If the (_ommission believes tha.t s, violation of Lhis Act or of
chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue Co,:e of 1954 has
been committe& a eoncili_;tion agreement entered into bX the Commis-
sion under part_.graph (5)(A) :may include a reqnire:nen_t that the
person involved in such conciliation agreement shall p:_y a civil pen-
alty which does n(_t exceed the greater of ti) $5,000: or I_ii) an amount
equal to the arrtount of the contribution or expenditui'e involved irt
such violation.

"(C) The Commission shall make available to the public ti) the
results of any conciliation attempt, includinff any conc',;liat:ion agree-
ment entered into by the Commission; and (ii) any det_rmination by
the Commission that no v_olation of thi,_ Act or of chapi _er 95 or chap-
ter 96 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 has occurred.

"(7) In any civil action for relief ._nsl;ituted by th._ Commission
under paragraph (5), if the court determines thai; th_,, Commission
has established through clear and convincing proof' ¢t',at _;he person
involved in such civil action ha,_ committed'k lmowin]; and[ willful
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violation of this Act or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, the court may impose a civil penalty of not 26 usc 9OOl,
more than the greater of (A) $10,000; or (B) an amount equal to 9(_1.
200 percent of the contribution or expenditure involved in such viola-
tion. In any case in which such person has entered into a conciliation

agreement with the Commission under paragraph (5) (A), the Com-
mission may institute a _ivil action for relief under paragraph (5)
if it believes that such person has violated any provision of such con-
ciliation agreement. In order for the Commission to obtain relief in
any such civil action, it shall be suflqcient for the Commission to estab-
lish that such person has violated, in whole or in part, any requirement
of such conciliation agreement.

"(8) In any action brought under paragraph (5) or paragraph (7), SUbpenas.
subpenas for witnesses who are required to attend a United States dis-
trict court may run into any other district.

"(9) (A) Any party aggrieved by an order of the Commission dis- Petitions,
missing a complaint 'filed by such party under paragraph (1), or by filing.
a failure on the part of the Commission to act on such complaint in
accordance with the provisions of this section within 90 days after the
filing of such complaint, may file a petition with the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia.

"(B) The filing of any petition under subparagraph (A) shall
be made--

"(i) in the case of the dismissal of a complaint by the Commis-
sion, no later than 60 clays after such dismissal; or

"(ii) in the case of a failure on the part of the Commission
to act on such complaint, no later than 60 days after the 90-day
period specified in subparagraph (A).

"(C) In any proceeding under this paragraph the court may
declare that the dismissal of the complaint or the action, or the failure
to act, is contrary to law and may direct the Commission to proceed
in conformity with such declaration within 30 days, failing which the
complainant may bring in his own name a civil action to remedy the

, violation involved in the original complaint.
"(10) The judgment of the district court may be appealed to the Appeals.

court of appeals and the judgment of the court of appeals affirming or
setting aside, in whol e or in part, any such order of the district court
shall be final, subject to review by the Supreme Court of the United
States upon certiorari or certification as provided in section 1254 of
title 28, United States Code.

"(11) Any action brought under tlhis subsection shall be advanced
on the docket of the court in which filed, and put ahead of all other
actions (other than other actions brought under this subsection or
under section 314).

"(19) If the Commission determines after an investigation that any
person has violated an order of the court entered in a proceeding
brought under paragraph (5) it may petition the court for an order
to ad.iudicate such person in civil contempt, except that if it believes
the violation to be knowing and willful it may petition the court for
an order to adjudicate such person in criminal contempt.

"(b) In any case in which the Commission refers an apparent viola- Report to the
tion to the Attorney General, the Attorney General shall respond by Commission.
report to the Commission with respect to any action taken by the

Attorney General regarding such apparent violation. Each reportshall be transmitted no later than 60 da 3s after the date the Commis-
sion refers any apparent violation, and at the close of every 30-day
period thereafter until there is final disposition of such apparent
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Reports, violation. The Cl_mmis,_ion may from I;ime to time pr,l: _re and publish
reports on the status of such refermds.

Fines. "(C) Any member of the Commission, any emp.l!i:?_e of *_he Com-

mission, or a:a'!_other person who violates the provm,_:_ls of subsection
(a) (3)(B) st_all be fined not more than $9_,000.An<!: such member,
employee, or other person who knowingly and will:l!!tlily violates the

rOVisions of subsection (a)(3)(B) shall be fined not more than
,000.'.

DUTIES OF CO_M:IM[I_SIOI_

Inde× of SEc. 110. (a) (1) Section 315 (a) (6) cf the Act (9.U,.'_ C. 48_,(a) (6)),
reports and as redesignated, by section 105, m amended by inserti:g immediately
ga_:ementa, before the semicolon at the end thereof the following: ". and to compile

and maintain a ,;eparate cumulative index of reports 'md statements
filed with it by politicM committees supl_orting more 1:ban one candi-
date, which shall include a listing of the date of th,_ cegistration of
any such polit.k'.al committee and the date upon whic, lq.i_:ay such politi-

P_a Po 487. cai committee qu'fiifiesfo make expendituresunderse,: ion;?(a) (2),- and which shaJl be re; iscd on the same bmsis and at. {:h_ same time as
the other cumulative indices required under this pam;q_:,'aph'_

(2) Section 315(a)(8) of {;he Act (2 U.S.C. 4_,8(a) (8) ), as
redesig_ated by section 105, is amended by insertin{_; immediately
before tim semicolon at _he end thereof tlae following': ", and to give

priority to audil;ing and iield _nvestigat:ing of the ver_:_itation for, and
the receipt and use of, _ny payments :received by a cs:adidate under

26 usc 9o01, chapter 95 or cMtpter 96 of the Internal Revenue Co, ie of 1954".
9031. (b) Section _15(c) of the Ac_ (9 U.S.C. 438(c))_ a:_;redesignated

by section 105, is amended--
(1) by inserting immediately after _he second set kence of para-.

(even though a prevkous motion to the same effect has been dis-
agreed to) ;:o move to proceed to the consideration of the resolu-
tion, The motion is highly privileged and is not ,tebs;table. An
amendment to the motion m not m orc.er, and _t m t_ot ra _rder to
move to reconsider the vote by which the motion i;_agreed to or
disa__reed to,"; and

(9_ by addiing the following new paragraph at i:h,_end thereof:
"Rule or "(5) For p.urposes of this sub,_ection, the term 'ruk_ ,,r regulation'
regulatiou," means a prows_on or series of interrelated provisions _t;_fing _ single

separable rule of law.".

_DDITI01_AL ENFORCE_.ElqT AI3_rltoRI_ '

Repeal. S_C. 111. Section 407 of the Act (2 US.C. 456) is r%,_aled

CONTRIBUTIOI_[ A)ID EXP_DITURE LII_ITATIONS; OTIIE]_ ],_ZZMI'J['ATIONS

SEC. 112. Title III of t_te Act (9, U.SC. 431-441) i_:_l:mended--
,(1) by striking out section 320 (_ U S.C. 441), _,; mdesignated

by section 105; and
(2) by inserting immediately after section 319 ('2:LqS.C. 489c),

as redesignated by section 105, the following new sectl OhS:
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IILI_IITATIONS ON CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES

· . . . .' ' '.. . 2 USC 441a,

gate, exceed $1,000;
"(B) to the political committees established and maintained

by a national political party, which are not the authorized politi-
cal committees of any candidate, in any calendar year which, in
the aggregate, exceed $20,000; or

"(C) to any other political committee in any calendar year
which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000.

"(2) No multicandidate political committee shall make contribu-
tions--

"(A) to any candidate and his authorized political committees
with respect to any election for Federal office which, in the aggre-
gate, exceed $5,000;

"(B) to the political committees established and maintained
by a national political party, which are not the authorized politi-
cal committees of any candidate, in any calendar year, which, in
the aggregate, exceed $15,000; or

"(C) to any other' political committee in any calendar year
which, in the aggregate, exceed $5,000.

"(3) No individual sPall make contributions aggregating more
.....t mn $25,000 m any calendar year. For purposes of this paragraph,

any contribution made to a candidate in a year other than the calen-
dar year in which the election is held with respect to which such
contribution is made, is considered to be made during the calendar
year in which such election is held.

"(4) The limitations on contributions contained in paragraphs (1)
and (9) do not apply to transfers between and among political com-
.mittees which are national, State, district, or local committees (includ-
ing any subordinate committee thereof) of the same political party.
For purposes of paragraph (9), the term _multicandidate political 'Multicandi-
committee' means a political committee which has been registered date political
under section 303 for a period of not less than 6 months, which has committee.'
received contributions from more than 50 persons, and, except for any 2 USC 493.
State political party organization, has made contributions to 5 or
more candidates for Federal office.

"(5) For purposes of the limitations provided by paragraph (1)
and paragraph (9), all contributions made by political committees
established or financed or maintained or controlled by any corporation,
labor organization, or any other person, including any parent, sub-
sidiary, branch, division, department, or local unit o'f such corporation,
labor organization, or any other person, or by any group of such
persons, shall be considered to have been made by a single 'political
committee, except that (A) nothing in this sentence shall limit trans-
fers between political committees of funds raised through joint fund
raising efforts; (B) for purposes of the limitations provided by
paragraph (1) and paragraph (9) all contributions made by a single
political committee established or financed or maintained or controlled
by a national committee of a political party and by a single political
committee established or financed or maintained or controlled by the
State committee of a political party shall not be considered to have
been made by a single political committee; and (C) nothing in this
section shall limit the transfer of funds between the principal cam-
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aign committee of a e'mdidat_ seeking nomination ,r election to a
ederal office and the principal campaigr_ committee o:1that candidate

for nominati(m or electic,n to another Federal office if () such transfer
is not made when the candidate is _mtve:lv seekin_,,,_nomDmtion.. or
election to botil such offices; (ii) the l!im!itatmns conta: ned m thru Act
on contributi(ms by persons are nc,t exceeded by' suc.'h transfer;
and (iii) the c_andidate has not elected to receive '.a_'y ftmds under

26 usc 9001, chapter 95 or chapter 9(; of the Internal Revenue Co(it,s_of 1954. In any
9031. case in which a corporation and any of its subsidi:_.ries, branches,

divisions, departments, or local units, or a labor organ :zat:im_ and any
of its subsidiaries, branches, divisions, departmenl:s: or local units
establish or firmnce or maintain or c.onLrol more tl!n_n one separate
segregated fmM_ all such separate segregated funds ihall be treated
as a single separate segregated fund for purposes _::,1_the limitations
provided by p;m_graph (1) and paragrs,ph (2).

"(,3) The limitations on contributions to a cand!id_te imposed by
paragraphs (1 i a,nd (2) of this subsection shall appl'F :;eparately with
respect to each' election, except"_that alll elections he](i[ :ia any calendar
year' for the o_fi('eof President of the United States (except a gen-
eral election fo:t-such off:ice) shall be considered to be oae election.

"(7) For purposes of t]his subsection--
"(A) contributions to a named cardidate mad l_*:oa:ay political

committee authoriz_d by such candidate to ac_!_]_ cc_ntributions
on his behMt! shall be considered to be contribu_5.':rl_smade to such
candidate:

"(B) (il expenditures made by any person in ,:x:operation, con-
sultation, or concert;, with, or at the request or ]._ggestion of, acandidate, Ms authorized political committees, ,_,,' their agents,
shall be consJMered to be a contributi,)n to such c_n:didate;

" _ ' ' * "; " ': of any h :oadcast or any
written, graphic, or other form ot! c:_mpaign nm,t,_rialLsprepared
by the candidate, his campaign committees, or til_eir a.uthorized
agents shah be considered 1tobe, an ,_xpenditure ]_.3rl!m.rposes of
this paragraph; and

"(C) contributions made to or :l'or the benefit; ._,;Iany candidate
nominated by a pol!itical party for election to 't:h,: office of Vice
President of the United States shall 'Se considered ;o be contribu-
tions made to or for the benefit of _Lhecandidate :,f sudh party for
election to the office of President of the United ;'_,_Lares.

(a) For purposes o_ the linfitations imposed b 3 tMs :.eetion, allcontributions made by a person, either directly or indiir,:cfis., on behalf
of a particular candidate, including contributions which' are in any
way earmarked or otherwise directed through an irtermediary or
conduit to such candidate, shall be treated as c(mf;]'ibu_ions from
such person tc such candidate. The :intermediary or conduit shall
report the original source and the intended recipient c,f such contribu-
tion to the Comm!ission and to the intende,t recipients.

"(b) (1) No candidate for the office of Presidenl; of the United
States who is el igible under section 9003 of the Interna,T Revenue Code

:26usc 9003. of 1954 (relating' to condition for elig]ibii!ity for payments) or under
:26usc 9033. section 9033 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 '(r'eiating to eligi-

bility for payments) to receive payment:_ from the ;!_,icretary of theTreasury may make exptnditures in excess of-
" (A) $10,000,000, in the case of .acampaign for immination for

election to such office, except the aggregate of expei_ditures under
tMs subparagraph h_ any one State shall not ext:_!ed _he greater
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of 16 cents multiplied by the voting age population of the State
(as certified under subsection (e)), or $200,000; or

"(B) $20,000,000 in the case of a campaign for election to such
office.

"(2) For purposes of this subsection--
'C(A) expenditures made by or on behalf of any candidate

nominated by a political party for election to the office of Vice
President of the United States shall be considered to be expendi-
tures made by or on behalf of the candidate of such party for
election to the office of President of the United States; and

"(B) an expenditure is made on behalf of a candidate, includ-
ing a vice presidential candidate, if it is made by--

"(i) an authorized committee or any other agent of the
candidate for purposes of making any expenditure; or

"(ii) any person authorized or requested by the candidate,
an authorized committee of the candidate, or an agent of the
candidate, to make the expenditure.

CC(c)(1) At the beginning of each calendar year (commencing in Publication in
1976), as there become available necessary data from the Bureau of Federal Reg-
Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, the Secretary of Labor ister.
shall certify to the Commission and publish in the Federal Register
the percent difference between the price index for the 12 months
preceding the beginning of such calendar year and the price index for
the base period. Each limitation established by subsection (b) and
subsection (d) shall be increased by such percent difference. Each
amount so increased shall be the amount in effect for such calendar
year.

"(2) For purposes of paragraph (1)-
cc(A) the te rm *price index' means the average over a calendar "Price index."

year of the Consumer Price Index (all items--United States city
average) published monthly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics;
and

":(B) the term 'base period' means the calendar year 1974. "Base period."
"(d) (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of law with respect

to limitations on expendit, res or limitations on contributions, the
national committee of a political party and a State committee of a
political party, including any subordinate committee of a State com-
mittee, may make expenditures in connection with the general election
campaign of candidates for Federal office, subject to the limitations
contained in paragraphs (2/and (3) of this subsection.

"(2) The national committee of a political party may not make any
expenditure in connection with the ¢eneral election campaign of any
candidate for President of the United States who is affiliated with such
party which exceeds an amount equal to 2 cents multiplied by the
votin_ age population of the United States (as certified under sub-
section (e)). Any expenditure under this paragraph shall be in addi-
tion to any expenditure by a national committee of a political party
serving as the principal campaign committee of a candidate for the
office of President of the United States.

"(3) The national committee of a political party, or a State com-
mittee of a political party, including any subordinate committee of a
State committee, may not mak e any expenditure in connection with the

general election campaign of a candidate for Federal office in a Statewho is affiliated with such party which exceeds-
"(A) in the. case of a candidate for election to the office of

Senator, or of Representative from a State which is entitled to
only one Representative, the greater of--
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"(i) 2 cents nmltiplied by the voting age li,opulation of the
State_ (as certi iied under subsection (e)); or

"(ii) $20,000; and
"(B) i.n the cast:, of a candidate for election to'he offce of Rep-

resentative, Delegate, or Resident Commisskm_r in any other
State, $10,000.

Voting age ".(e) During the first week of January 1975, and. ,_very subsequent
population year, the Secretary of Commerce shall certify to tlhe 2o_maission and
estimates, publish in the Federal Register an es:in ate of the voling age popula-

certification tlon of the l_mted States, of each State, and of each congresmm_al
and publica- district as of the first day of July next preceding the :late of certifi_,a-
lion in Fed- tion. The term 'voting age population' means resident population,e_.mlRegister.
_Woting age 18 years of age, or older.

"(f) No candidate or political committee shall I:c:t_owJmglyaccept

population." any contribution or rn_&e any exper_dbmre in violation of the pro-
visions of this section. No officer or employee of a p(_]itical ,_ommittee
shall knowingly accept _ contribution made for the, 'b_nefit .or use of a
candidate, or ]mowingb_' make any expenditure on behMf of a candi-
date, in violation of .;/ny limitation imposed on coatribufions and
expenditures under this section.

Rules. "(g) The Commissio:n shall prescribe rules under w'.h?h _ny expend-iture by a candidate :for presidential :aominatiorts :!!or use in 2 or
more States shall be attributed to such candidate's exp mdi!t;ure limita-
tion in each such State,, based on the voting pcspulation in such
State which can reasonably be expected to _ge i:uthLenced by such

ex,p,enditure.
(h) Notwil:hstanding any other prevision of ti:fi;; Act, amounts

totalinz not more than $17,500 may be contributed to a candidate for
nomination for election, or for election, to the Unif:e,:! States Senate
during the year in which an election is held in which t: e is such a can-
didate, by"the Republican or Democratic Senat:o::Sal Campaign
Committee, or the national committee of a political party, or any
combination o]! such committees.

_;CON'rRIBUTIONS ,0R EXPI_NDITURES BY >iATIONAL BAI_/'][_[S CORP,DRATI01_IS_
O1_; LABOR ORGAlq'IZ_TIONS

:2 USC 441b. "SF, c. 321. (a) It is uMawful for _ny national baafi;: or any corpo-
ration organized by authority of any law of Congre_;s, to make a con-

tribution or eXl:._nditure in connection with any e,ectSLon to anypolitical office, or in comtection 'with any primary el¢,ction m: political
convention or caucus held to select cancii,tates for any political office,
or for any corporation whatever, or any l_bor organization, to make a,
contribution or expenditure in (_nnect.ion with any [d.icti(m at which
presidential and vice presidential electors or a Senator or Representa-
tive in, or a Delegate or Resident Comm issioncr to, Congress are to
be voted for, or in conm_ction with any primary elect:ion or political
convention or caucus held to select candi&ltes for any of the foregoing
offices, or for any candidate, 1)olitical committee, c.l: other person
knowingly to accept or receive any contribution pro]:dbited by this
section, or any officer or any directc, r of any corporation or any
national bank or any officer of any labor organizati.m_ to consent to
any contribution or expenditure by the corporation, )_.al:.ionMbank, or
labor organization, as tN; case may be, prohibited by ti:tis sex';t:ion.

"Labor organi- "(b) (1) For the purposes of this section the term qabor organiza-
zation," lion' means arty organization of any kind, or any age:m:y or employee

repre,_entation committee or plant, in which employees t: artieipate and
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which exists for the purp.ose, in whole or in part, of dealing with
employers concerning gmevances, labor disputes, wages, rates of
pay, hours of employment, or conditions of work.

"(2) For purposes of this section and section 12(h) of the Public "Con_;ibution
Utility Holding Company Act (15 U.S.C. 791(h) ), the term 'contribu- or expenditure."
tion or expenditure' shall include any direct or indirect payment, dis-
tribution,-loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money, or any services,
or anything of value (except a loan of money by a national or State
bank made in accordance with the applicable banking laws and regu-
lations and in the ordinary course of business) to any candidate, cam-
paign committee, or political party or organization, in connection with
any election to any of the offices referred to in this section, but shall
not include (A) communications by a corporation to its stockholders
and executive or administrative personnel and their families or by
a labor organization to its members and their families on any sub-
ect; (B) nonpartisan registration and get-out-the-vote campaigns
y a corporation aimed at its stockholders and executive or adminis-

trative personnel and their families, or by a labor organization aimed
at its members and their families; and (C) the establishment, admin-
istration, and solicitation of contributions to a separate segregated
fund to be utilized for political purposes by a corporation, labor

organization, membership organization, cooperative, or corporation_ ithout capital stock.
"(3) It shall be unlawful--

-"(A) for such a fund to make a contribution or expenditure
by utilizing money or anything of value secured by physical
forc e, job discrimination, financial reprisals, or the threat of
force, job discrimination, or financial reprisal; or by dues, fees,
or Other moneys required as a condition of membership in a
labor organization or as a condition of employment, or by

moneys,,obtained in any commercial transactmn';(B) for any person soliciting an employee for a contribu-
tion to such a fund to fail to inform such employee of the politi-
cal purposes of such fund at the time of such solicitation; and

"(C) for any person soliciting an employee for a contribu-
tion to such a fund to fail to inform such employee, at the time
of such solicitation, of his right to refuse to so contribute with-
out any reprisal.

"(4) (A) Except as provided in subparagraphs (B), (C), and (D),
it shall be unlawful--

"(i) for a corporation, or a separate segregated fund estab-
lished by a corporation, to solicit contributions to such a fund
from any person other than its stockholders and their families
and its executive or administrative personnel and their families,
and

"(ii) for a labor organization, or a separate segreeated fund
established by a labor organization, to solicit contributions to
such a .fund from any person other than its members and their
families.

"(B) its hall not be unlawful under this section for a corporation,
a labor organization, or a separate segregated fund established by such
corporation or such labor organization, to make 2 written so'licita-
tions for contributions during the calendar year from any stockholder,
executive or administrative personnel, or employee of a corporation
or the families of such persons. A solicitation under this subparagraph
may be made only by mail addressed to stockholders, executive or
administrative personnel, or employees at their residence and shall be
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so designed rhat the corporation, labor organ_zation,/:.r separate segre-gat_.d fund ,-ondueting suth so.lititation cannot det,!.,rmine who makes
a contributimt, of $50 or less as a result of such so[i,::itation and who
does not make such a contribu:Lion..

"(C) This paragraph shall not preve:rlt a members]dp or_:anization,
cooi)erative, o'r corpor'_t, ion without capital stock, _:_:_ se'pairate segre-
gated fund esl-ablished by a membershl'p organizati,x_,, cooperative, or
corporation _x:ithout capital stock, from solititing co.:utribut!/[ons to such
a fund from members of such organizs,tion, ecope:_:al:ive, or corpora-
tion without capital stock.

"(D) This paragraph shall not.. prevent, a trade., assoti_[tion., or a
separate segregated fund estabhshed by a trade t_ssocl.'..utmnfrom

soliciting contributions from the stockholders and e:,',:_:_:..utiveor admin-
istrative peIson:nel of the member Corperations of su,:h trade associa-
tion and the :l!amilies of such ,_tockholders or pers(m:ml l_ the extent
that such solicitation of such stockholders and pe:E's:mnel_,and their
families, has been separately and specifically apprm'ed by the member
corporation i_volved, and such member eorporatioi_ (!oes not ap.prove
any such solicitation 10ymore than one such trade as:soeiation m any
calendar year,

"(5) Notwithstandil_ any other law, any meth,,d of soliciting
voluntary con'tr:.[butions or of facilitating the maS:!h:g of voluntary
contributions t;o a sepal'ate segregated f and establish_t_d by t;t corport[-
lion, permitted by law to corporations with regard to 'stockholders
and executive or admiifistrative personnel, shall also be permitted to

labor_,,organizations with regard to the:tr' members.
(O) Any corporation, including its subsidiaries;, branches, divi-

sions, and affiliates, that utilizes a method of solititi n.li,::volurttary ton-
tributions or fac;ilitatingr the making of voluntary c,:m__ributions, shall
make available such method, on written :_equest and _v'.a cost sufficient
only to reimbuns_e the eorporation for the expenses :i.ncur:red thereby,
to a labor organizatiort representing any members ,;vorking for such
corporation, its_ subsidiaries, branches, divisions, and affilia,tes.

"Executive or "(7) For purposes o_' this section, the term 'execm:_ve or adminis-

administrative trative personne][' means individuals employed by a.c,:)rporation whol_,_rsonnel." are pMd on a salary, rather than hourly', basis and who l:ave policymak-
lng, managerial, professional, or 'supe.*vi:;ory respon_;il: ilities.

_COlq[TRIBU'rloNs BY GOVER/_irI_I:SNT CON'TllACT:3RS

any land or 'building to the United ,_tates or al_._;depar[ment or
agency thereof, if payment for the ]?erformanee ';_,:_such contract
or payment for such material, sup_ms, equipment, land. or build-

ing is to be made in whole or in part from funds, a:!)proPriated by
tlhe Congress, at an'; time between the eommenc_rr'ant of negotia-
tions, for and, .the l'ater.of. ),(A the tom.p.letion. _p_¢'f _r'_'ormanee
under; or lilt;) the termmatmn of negotmtmns t'or. such contract

or furnishing of material, supplies, equipment, lan,ii, or buildings,direttlv or iridirectl_ to make any tontribution ,c,_money or other

things_of value, or t_, promise exDre_;ly or impl:ie}_iy tx)!?ke anysuth contribution to any political 'pa_:ty, eommitte_, or candidate
for public; offlee or _>r>any person for _my politiea[ l?urpo',_ or use;
or
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"(2) knowingly to solicit any such contribution from any such
persofi for any such purpose during any such period.

"(b) This section does not prohibit or make unlawful the establish-
ment or administration of, or the solicitation of contributions to, any
separate segregated fund by any corporation, labor organization, mem-
bership organization, cooperat(ve, or corporation without capital stock
for the purpose of influencing the nomination for election, or election,
of any person to Federal office, unless the provisions of section 321
prohibit or make unlawful the establishment or administration of, or
the solicitation of contributions to, such fund. Each specific prohibi-
tion, allowance, and duty applicable to a corporation, labor organiza-
tion, or separate segregated fund under section 321 applies to a
corporation, labor organization, or separate segregated fund to which
this subsection applies.

"()c For purpo_es_ of this. section, the term 'labor organization' has
the meaning given it by sectmn 321 (b) (1).

_PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBUTION 0F POLITICAL STATESfENTS

"SEc. 323. Whenever any person makes an expenditure for the pur- 2 usc 441d.
pose of financing communications expressly advocating the election or
defeat of a clearly identified candidate through any broadcasting
station, newsl)aper, magazine, outdoor advertising facih'ty, direct mail-
ing, or any other type of general public political advertising, suc
communication--

"(1) if authorized by a candidate, his authorized political com-
mittees, or their agents, shall clearly and conspicuously, in accord-
ance with regulations prescribed by the Commission, state that the
communication has been authorized; or

"(2) ifnot authorized by a candidate, his authorized political
committees, or their agents, shall clearly and conspicuously, in
accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commission, state
that the communication is not authorized by any candidate, and
state the name of the person who made or financed the expenditure
for the communication, including, in the case of a political com-
mittee, the name of any affiliated or connected organization
required to be disclosed under section 303(b) (2). 2 usc 433.

_CONTRIBUTIONS BY' FOREIGN NATIONALS

"SEc. 3'24, (a) It shall be unlawful for a foreign national directly 2 USC 441e.
or through any other person to make any contribution of money or

other thing of value, or to promise expressly or impliedly to make any
such contribution, in connection with an election to any political office
or in connection with any primary election, convention, or caucus held
to select candidates for any political office; or for any person to solicit,
accept, or receive any such contribution from a foreign national.

"(b) As used in this section, the term 'foreign national' means-- "Foreign
"(1) a foreign principal, as such term is defined by section 1 (b) national."

of the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938 ('22 Iff.S.C. 611
(b)), except that the term _foreign national' shall not include any
individual who is a citizen of the United States; or

"(2) an individual who is not a citizen of the United States and
who is not lawfully admitted for permanent residence, as defined
by section 101 (a)(20) of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(8 U.S.C. 1101(a) (20)).
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llPROZH]TBITION OF CONTRIBUTIOIqS IN NAME Iq? _N(I(F:t[ER

2 USC 441f. "SEC. 825. No person shall make, a contributic_::_ in the name of
another persoa or knowingly permit his name to be ,:tied to f_ffect such
a contribution, and nc, person shall] knowingly accel _ a contribution
made by one person in the name of another person.

;;]SIZM_ITAT]:(:(_ ON' CONTRIEUT.[ON. OF CUIiSii:IU._CY

2 USC 441g. "_{r.C.39_6. i:{o person? shall :make contributions cf cur:rency of the
United States or currency of any foreiga country t(, cr for the benefit
of any candidate which, m the aggregat _, exceed $1(<1_with respectto
any campai_ (>f such candidate for nomination f,::,r election, or for
electron, to tederal ofil,::e.

_;FRA_DULENT _[IS:IIEPRESENTATIO:!;[ OF CA1VfPAIG:,7 AUT]H[ORITY

2 USC 441h. "SEC. 397. i_c, perso:, who is a candidate for ]?_::d_ral c(_ce or an
employee or agent of such a candidate shall--

"(]) fraudulently misrepresent himself or _:_- committee or

organization under his control as speaking or w_:it ng or otherwise
acting for or on behalf of any othe: candidate _:, poli:tScal party

or employee or a!r_mt thereof on a :matter whii_:h is damaging tosuch ethel' candid_ite or politica,1 par::y or emplo',, e, or agent there-
of; or

"(2) willfully and knowingly lcarticipate in or c(mspire to
participate in any plan, scheme, or design to .,::[.:late paragraph
(1).

;A,CCEPTA>[CE OF EXCESS_[VE tIONORARII ?_:{:J

2 USC 441i. "SEc. 328. No person while an elected or ap),_,:nted, officer or
employee of any branch of the Federal Governmem: :!hall[ accept--

"(1) an y ihonora rium of more than $2,000 (e:'i:cudini¢: amounts
accepted for actua2 travel :_nd subsistence exp{r,s,_s for such per-
:son and his spouse, or an aide to such perso% and excluding
amounts pMd or incurred for a.ny agents' fees o: commissions)
for any appearance.,, speech, or article; or

"(fi) honorariums (not prohibited by parag[';_ph (1) of this
section) a:[gregatirg more than $125;)00 in any c:ti::mdar year.

;;t:'ENALT¥ FOR ¥IO[ATIONS

"SEc 329 a Any p_.rson, followirg the date of '1'_ elmctment of;! USC 441j. · ' (') , · . .." _ . .... ._
this ,;ection, who know:mgly and willfully commits _ _:iolatnm of any
provision or provisions of this Act whiich involves ffh,:_:naking, receiw
rog, or reproving of any contribution or expenditure my!Lng a value
in the aggregate of $1,0(J4)or more during a calendar .,:e;!_rshall[ be fined
in an amount which does; not exceed the greater of _'_:::5_000or g00 per-
cent of the amount of _my contribution or expend:i_;u re :involved in
such violation, imprisoned for not mere than 1 yea.r..:,r both. In the
case of a knowing and willful violatic:n (,f section 8'21 b) (3'/, includ-
ing such a violation of the pre.vision,:; of such seetiio]:_as applicable

through section 32fl (b), of section 3252,or of section :i19{;, the ]%nalties
set forth in this section shall apply to a violation invc..b, lng a_{amount
having a value in the aggregate of $.:,50 or more du.ring a calendar
year. In the case of a knowing and .willful violation of .!_cction 32_,
the penalties set forth in this section sh:dl apply witlmut regard to
whether the making, :receiving, or repc,rting of a (_mtxSbution or
expenditure of $1,000 or more is involved.
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CC
(b) A defendant in any criminal action brought for the violation

of a provision of this Act, or of a provision of chapter 95 or chapter 96
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, may introduce as evidence of 26 USC 9o01,
his lack of knowledge of or intent to commit the offense for wtfich the 9o31.
action was brought a conciliation agreement entered into between the
defendant and t_he Commission under section 313 which specifically A,tt__ p. 483.
deals with the act or failure to act constituting such offense and which --
is still in effect.

"(c) In any criminal action brought for a violation of a provision of

this-Act, or o-f a provision of chapter 9_!or chapter 96 of the InternalRevenue Code of 1954, the court beforE, which such action is brought
shall take into account, in weighing the seriousness of the offense and
in considering the appropriateness of thc penalty to be imposed if the
defendant is found guilty, whether--

"(1) the specific act or failure to act which constitutes the
offense for which the action was brought is the subject of a con-
ciliation agreement entered into between the defendant and the
Commission under section 313;

"(2) the conciliation agreement is in effect; and
"(3) the defendant is, with respect to the violation involved,

in compliance with the conciliation :_greement.".

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 113. Section 319 of the Act (2 U.S.C. 439c), as redesignated
by section 105, is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow-
in.g .sentenCe.: "There are authorized to be appropriated to the Com-
masslon $6,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976, $1,500,000
for the period beginning July 1, 1976, and ending September 30, 1976,
and $6,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1977.".

SAVINGS PROV][SION
f

SEc. 114. Except as otherwise provided by this Act, the repeal by 2 usc 441
this Act of any section or penalty shall not have the effect of releasing note.
or extinguishing any penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred under
such section or penalty, and such section or penalty shall be treated as
remaining in force for the purpose of sustaining any proper action or
prosecution for the enforcement of any penalty, forfeiture, or liability.

TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENT_S

S_c. 115. (a) Section 306(d) of the Act (9 U.S.C. 436(d)) is
amended by inserting immediately M_er "304(a) (1) (C),' the fol-
lowing: "304 (e) ,".

(b) Section 310(a) (7) of the Act (2 U.S.C. 437d(a) (7)), as redesig-
nated by section' 105, m' amended by stroking'' out "313" and msertm'' g m-
lieu thereof "312".

. (e) (1) Section 9002 (3) of the InternM Revenue Code of 1954 (defin- 26 usc 9002.
mg Commission) is amended by striking: out "310 (a) (1)" and inserting
in lieu thereof "309 (a) (1) ".

(2) Section 9032 (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (defining 26 usc 9032.
Commission) is amended by striking out "310(a)(1)" and inserting

in lieu thereof "309 (a) (1) ".
(d) (1) Section 301(e) (5) (F) of the Act ('2 U.S.C. 431(e) (5) (F))

is amended by striking out "the last paragraph of section 610 of title
18, united States Code" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 321 (b)".
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(2) Section 301 (f) (4) (iH) o.f the Act, (2 l:r.:!_.C. 431(f) (4:) (H))
is amended by str:iking out "the last paragraph cf section 610 of title
18, United States Code" and inserting in lieu th,;;reof ';'section 821 (b) ".

(e) Section 314:(a) of the Act ('2 U.S.C. 437!:_:a)), as redesignated
by section 105, is amended by str!iki:ag out "or c,.f section 608, 610, 611,
613, 614_ 615, 616, or 617 of title 18, United S tal:,zs Code" in the first
sentence, ,::,fsuch subsection and by striking ou_; "or of section 608, 610,
611, 613, ,_1.4,615, 616, or 617 of title :18,United States Code," in the
second sentence oJ!such subsection..

(f) (1) Section 406(a) of the Act (2 U.S.C. i55(_(I) is amended
by striking out "m _section 608, 610, 611, 613, (]l.d, 615, 616, or 617 of
title 18, Uniited Sta_:es Code".

(2) Section 406(b) of the Act ,'2 U.S.C. 47i;5(b)) is amended by
striking (mt "or section 608, 610, 61i, or 613 of t!;le 18. United States
Code,".

(g) Section 59I of title 18, United States Cc,:!h., as amended by sec-
tion 20'2 (_:),,is amended--

'/ r · ·

(1,, by strlkmg out "608(c) _f this title '_':tn paragraph (f) (4)
(I) and inserting in lieu thereof "section. 3!;_0(b) of the Federal
Election Campaign Act of 1971"';

('2'I by striking out "by section 608(15' '2) o:f this title" in
para'graph (f) (4) (j) and insel¢ing in lieu 'ti!:ereof ;'under section
3_0 (a) ('2) of the Federal Elec'don Campaiga Ac_; of 1971"; and

(3) by strildng out ';'310 (a)" in paragra, l:,h (k) and inserting in
lieu thereof "309 (a)".

(h) _,eetlon 301 .(n) of the Act (2 U.S.C. Ld (n)) is amended by
striking' <:,ulb"30'2 (f) (1)" and inserting in lieu I;hereof "302 (e) (1) ".

fi) The third sentence of section 308(a) (1) of the Act (2 U.S.C.
437b(a) (1)), as redesignated by' section 105, is E;mended by striking
out "97" _;n,dinserrAng in hen therecf "96".

TITL]{; II--AMENI)MENTS TO TIT]L,]I?,'18,
UNITED STATES COl)t!',

ar,rran or Cl_:aTat_¢raows_:,::n,lS

Src. 201. (a) Chapter 29 of titl e 18, United S'_f_,_esCode, is amended

by strik!ng out sections 608, 61.0, 6! 1, 61'2, 613, 614, 615, 616, and 617.(b) qbe table of sections for ch,;pter 29 of k,ide 18, United States
Code, is amended by striking out '_he items rd_,ting to sections 608,
610, 611, 81.2, 613,.,614_ 615, 616, a,nd 617.

CHANGES i[1g DEFINITION!i;

Sr.c. '_0'2. (a) Section 591 of title ;LB,United St:ttes Code, is amended
by strikh:tg out "609, 608, 610, 611, 314, 615, and[ .i;17" and inserting in
lieu thereof "and 60'2".

(b) Section 591 (e) (4) ,of tith!, 18, United Sta!es Code, is amended
by inseIt:int;; immediately before the Semicolon the following: % except
that. this paragraph shall not appl5 m the case....,cf l_t,_e'l,or accounting
serwces rendered to or on behalf of the nationa,1 committee of a polit-
ical part), ('unless the person paying for such secvices is: a person other

than the rei,_ular employer of thc, individual ren_:lering such services),
other than services attributable to activities whlk_l:ldilce'ctly further the
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election of a designated candidate or candidates to Federal office, nor
shall this paragraph apply in the case of legal or accounting services
rendered to or on behalf of a candidate or political committee solely
for the purpose of ensuring compliance with thc provisions of the Fed-
eral Election Campaign Act of 1971 or chapter 95 or chapter 96 of the 2 Usc 431
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (unles_s the person paying for such serv- note.
ices is a person other than the regular employer of the individual 2_;usc 9o01,
rendering.such services),, but amounts p.aid or incurred, for such legal. 9031.
or accounting servmes shall be reported m accordance with the reqmre-
ments of section 304(b) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971". Aa .tea.p. 480.

(c) Section 591(f) (4) of title 18, United States Code, is amended--
(1) by redesignating clause (F) through clause (I) as clause

(G) through clause (J), respectively; and
(2) by inserting immediately after clause (E) the following

new clause:
"(F) the payment, by any person other than a candidate or

political committee, of compensation for legal or accounting
services rendered to or on behalf of the national committee of
a political party (unless the person paying for such services
is a person other than the regular employer of the individual
rendering such serviceS), other than services attributable to
activities which directly further the election of a designated
candidate or candidates to ] ederai office, or the payment for
legal or accounting services rendered to or on behalf of a
candidate or political committee solely for the purpose of
ensuring compliance with the provisions of the Federal Elec-
tion Campaign Act of 1971 or of chapter 95 or chapter 96 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (unless the person pay-
ing for such services is a person other than the regular
employer of the individual rendering such services), but
amounts paid or incurred for such legal or accounting serv-
ices shall be reported under section 304(b) of the Federal
Election Campaign Act of 1971 ;".

TITLE III_AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE OF 1954

ENTITLF._fENT 0r ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES TO PAYMENTS

SEC. 301. (a) Section 9004 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 26 usc 9004.
(relating to entitlement of eligible candidates to payments) :is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following new subsections:

"(d) EXPENDITURESFnorr PERSONALFu_Ds.--In order to be eligible
to receive any payment under section 9006, the candidate of a ma]or, 26 usc 9oo6.
minor, or new party in an election for the office of President shall
certify to the Commission, under penalty of perjury, that such can-
didate will not knowingly make expenditures from lns personal funds,
or the personal funds of his immediate family, in connection with his
campaign for election to the office of President in excess of, in the
aggregate, $50,000. For purposes of this subsection, expenditures from
personal funds made by a candidate of a major, minor, or new party
for the office of Vice President shall be considered to be expenditures
by the candidate of such party for the office of President.
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"(e) DEFINITION OF [M_IEI)IATE FAMILY.--For p t_:rposes of subsec-
tion (d), the term 'immediate family' means a cand] d[ate's spouse, and
any child, parent, grandparent, brother, half-brother, sister', or half-
sister of the candidate, and the spouses ot such persons.!".

Effective date. (b) For purposes of applying section 9004(d) of th,i! Internal Reve-

26 USC 9004 nue Code of i954, as added by subsection (a), eXl:_mditures made
'note. by an individual[ after January 29, 197t% and befm:'i_ithe date of the
26 USC 9004. enactment of this Act shall not be taken into account..

PAYI_.rENTS TO, ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES; INSlrFFICIENT .,_.I_3UI_ITSIN FUND

26 USC 9006. SEc. 302. (a) Section 9006 of the Internal Revei_uc Code of 1954

(relating to pa.yments t:i) eligible candidates) is ame:nded by striking
out subsection '(b) thert_of and by rededgnating sub_eet:[oJn. (e) and
subsect!on (d) as subsec,don (b') and subsection (c)_ respe,tively.

(b') Section 9006 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code o:i!1954 (relating
to in'sufficient i[n:lounts in fund), as red.signated })ii;',mbsecifion (a),is amended by adding at the end thereof the followilul_:'new .¢entence:
"In emy case ii1 which the Secretary or his delegat,_ ,ii.etermines that
there are insufficient rno:aeys in the fund to make paym _mts u:uder sub-

,_'6USC 9008, section (b), section 900S(b)(3), and so:tion 9037](]::,):, mmmys shall
9037. not be made available iii'om any other source for the purpose of mak-

ing such payrmmt;s.'.

PROVISION ()_P LEGAL OR AC'COUNTING SER'q']:CES

SEC. 303. Sec,tion 900S(d) of the Internal Reven m! Code: of 1954(relating to ]in:dtation of expenditures.) Js amended bi adcling at the
end thereof the kdlowing new p_ragraph:

Compensation. "(4) PROVISION OF LEGAL OR ACCOUNTING SER_%',]_ES...---]?or pur-
poses of this section, the payment_ b,r any person othex _;han the
national committee of a political pariy (unless the person paying
for such services is a person other thar_ the reguls,_: [_mploTer of the
individual rendering such services) of compensation to 's_ny indi-
vidual for legal or a(:eounting servlce,_ rendered to c,r on behalf of
the national comnfittee of eLpolitical[ party shah not be treated
as an expenditure mxde by or on behalf of such :ommit.tee with
respect to ::,tslimitations on presidertial nomimA2:ag convention
expenses."'.

R]C['IEW OP REGU15ATIONS

26 USC 9009. SEC. 304. (a) Section ct009(c) of the Internal Reverm,!_ Cc&_ of 1954
(relating to review of regulations) is amended--

(I) in paragraph (2) thereof, by inserting immediately after
the first sent:once thereof the following new senter, ces: "Whenever
a committex_ o,f the House of Represe:atatives repo:rts any resolu-
tion relating to any such rule or re,lulation, it :b_at; e;:ny time
thereafter in order .(even though a previous mot!ion to the same
effect has been disagreed to) to move ::o proceed t.,0 I;he considera-

tion of the r'e,.:olutio}_,The motion/is ldghly privEe!{ed a_fl is notdebatable. An amendment to, the motion is not in c]:'der, ,md it is
not in order' to move to reconsider the vote by which tlhe motion
is agreed to or disagreed to."; and

('2) by adding at the end thereof the. following :t;.ew p:mtgraph:
"l._,tfleor "(4) 'For purposes of this subsection, the term ;rule or regula-

' . _ _ _ t O_reg_lation." tion means a provisiDn or series of int._rrelated pro .'isions stating,
a single separable rule of law.".
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(b) Section9089(c)of theInternal]RevenueCode of 1954 (relatin_26 usc 9039.
to review of regUlations) is amended-- - -

(1) in paragraph (2) thereof, by inserting immediately after
the first sentence thereof the following new sentences: "Whenever
a committee of the House of Representatives reports any resolu-
tion relating to any such rule or regulation, it is at any time there-
after in order (even though a previous motion to the same effect
has been disagreed to) to move to proceed to the consideration of
the resolution. The motion is highly privileged and is not debat-
able. An amendment to the motion is not in order, and it is not in
order to move to reconsider the vote by which the motion is agreed
to or disagreed to."; and

(2) by adding at the end thereot the following new paragraph:
"(4) For purposes of this subsection, the term 'rule or regu]a- "lqMe or

tion' means a provision or series of interrelated provisions stating rebmlation."
a single separable rule of law.".

QUALIFIED CAMPAIGN E,XPENSE LIMITATION

SEC. 305. (a) Section 9035 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 26 usc 9035.
(relating to qualified campaign expense limitation) is amended-

(l) in the heading thereof, by striking out "LIMITATION"
and inserting in lieu thereof "LIMITATIONS";

(2) by inserting "(a) F_XPENDITURELBfITATIONS.--" immedi-
ately before "No candidate";

(3) by inserting immediately after "States Code" the follow-

ing: ", and no candidate shall knowingly make expenditures from
his personal funds, or the persona[ funds of his immediate fam-
ily, m connection with his campaigu for nomination for election
to the office of President in excess of, in the aggregate, $50,000";
and

(4) by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(b) Dr.FZNITIO_ OF II_[]_IEDIATEFAMILY.--For purposes of this sec- "I:mmediate

tion, the term 'immediate family' means a candidate's spouse, and any fa:rally,"
child, parent, grandparent, brother, half-brother, sister, or half-sister
of the candidate, and the spouses of such persons.".

(b) The table of sections for chapter 96 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 is amended by striking out the item relating to section 26: usc 9031.
9035 and inserting in lieu thereof the following new item:

"SEc. 9035. Qualified campaign expense limitations.".
(c) Section 9033(b)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 26 usc 9033.

(relating to expense limitation; declaration of intent; minimum con-
tributions) is amended by striking ou t limitation and inserting in
lieu thereof "limitations".

(d) For purposes of applying sectiorL 9035 (a) of the Internal Reve- Effective date.nue Code of 1954, as amended by subs_.ction (a), expenditures made 26 usc 9035
by an individual after January 29, 1976, and before the date of the nc_e.
enactment of this Act shall not be takert into account. 26 usc 9035.

RETURI_ OF FEDERAL I_ATCtIING PAY_E,NTS

SEC. 306. (a) (1) Section 9009(9) of the Internal Revenue Code of 26 usc 9002.
1954 (defining candidate) is amended by adding at the end thereof the

90 STAT. 499
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following new sentence: "The term 'candidat& shall :!lot include any
individual who has ceased actively to seek election to _h,!_off]ce of Presi-
dent of the United States or to the office of Vies, President of the
United State% ]in more than one State?.

26 USC 9003. (2) Section j)003 of the Internal Revenue Code of 11_'.54(relating to
condition for e][igibility for payments) is amended t:),,_ addhlg at the
end thereof the fc;llowi_{gnew subsection:

"(d) Wrr}mR.a.WALBY CANmDATE.--In any case in ',:_']:Jich an individ-
ual ceases to b_ a candidate as a result of the ope, al:ion of the last

26 usc 9002. sentence of sect ion 9002 (_:) _such individutd_
"(1) shall no longer be eligible to receive any l:}a_nm.nts under

Ant% p. 498. section 900(;, except that sucB individual shall be _Jig_blLeto receive
- payments under :such sec[ion to defray qu::_,li{led campaign

expenses incurred 'while actively :i;eexing election to the office of
President of the United States or to the office of V'[ce President of
the United States in more than one St:rte; and

"(2) shall pay to the Secretary or his delegate. :;tssoo:(t as prac-ticable after the date upon which such individuh_] ceas_s to be a
candidate, _mamount equal to the amount of pay'm¢_ars received by
such individual under section 900(; which are m::t ased to defray
qualified campaign expenses.".

26USC 9032. (b) (1) Section 9039(2) of the Intmnal Revem.e Code of 1954
(defining eandid'_te) is amended by adding at the end :hereof the fol-
lowing new sentence: "The teton 'candidate' shall not ]m,fiude any indi-
vidual who is; not active, ly conducting c_.mpaigns i!::_more than one
State in connection with seeking nmmnatmn for elec;tion t:o be Presi-
(lent of the United State,s.".

26 usc 9033. (2) Section 9033 of the Internal Revenue Code of :1954 (relating toeligibility for i>a)ments) is ameaded by adding at th,_ _nd ttu_reof· the
following new subsection:

"(c) TE_i_xTmN or }'AY_r, NTS.--'
"(1) Gr_'_:aAL _c,m.--Except a_ l_'rovided b'._ t ara _ra,,_.ph__~(2),

26 USC 9037. no payment shall be. made to any i:ud:[vidual under sectmn 9v_¥--
"(2[} if such individual ceases to be a cand:i:}[ate as a result

of the operatRm of the last sentence of sex:l;ion 903:[_(2); or
"(13) more than 30 days after the date e.f:the recond con-

secutive ]primary election in which such indi'_dduaI receives
less than 10 percent of the numbex of votes ca_:st;for all candi-
dates of the same party for the same office fin such primary

election_ if such individual permitted or ,authorlzed theappearance of his name on the bMlot, un'less ,such individual
certifies to the Commission that he will not h_. aa active candi-
date in the primary involved_

"(2) QrrALIFIED CA!_[PAIGI_ 15X],EI_[SES; PAY;MI_]NTS T() SECRE-

TAmc._Am" c.andida.t_ who is inel:igible under paragraph (1) to
receive any payments under section 9037 shall b,_ ,!Jigi'ble to con.-
tinue to r_eive payments under section 9037 to. ,:tlefray qualified
campaign expenses _ncurred before the date upon which such
candidate becomes ineligibl e under ]?al'agraph ( 1).

"(3) CALCITLATION OF vo'rI_rO PERCElq'TAGE.--]i'O[' pur]?oses of
paragraph (1) (B), if the primary el._tions inve,iv.ed are held in

90 STATo .'.";00
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more than one State on the same date, a candidate shall be treated

as receiving that percentage of the votes on such date which he
received in the primary election Conducted on such date in which
he received the greatest percentage vote.

"(4) REESTABLISHMENT OF ELIGH_ILITY.--

"_A) In any case in which an individual is ineligible to
receive payments under sevtion 9037 as a result of the opera- 25 USC 9037.
tion of paragraph (1) (A), the Commission may subsequently
determine that such individual is a candidate upon a t_nding
that such individual is actively seeking election to the office
of President of the United States in more than one State. The Determination
Commission shall make such determination without requiring by Commission.
such individual to reestablish ibis eligibility to receive pay-
ments under subsection (a).

"(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1)
(B)', a'candidate whose t{ayments have been terminated under
paragraph (1)(B) may again receive payments (including
amounts he would have received but for paragraph (1) (B))
if he receives 20 percen_ or more of the total number of votes
cast for candidates of the same party in a primary election
held after the date on which the election was held which was

the basis for terminating payments to him.".
(c) The amendments made by this s,_ction Shall take effect on the Effective date.26 USC 9002

date of the enactment of this Act. notE;.

TECHNICAL AND CONr0R_fI]_G A_END_fENTS

26 USC 9008.
· _ 'i fSEC. 307. (a) Section 9008(6)(5) of l:he Internal Revenue Code o

1954 (relating to adjustment of entitlements) is amended--
(1) by striking out "section 608 (c) and section 608 (f) of title

18, United States Code," and inserting in lieu thereof "section
320 (b) and section 320 (d) of the Federal Election Campaign Act
of 1971"; and 26 usc 439c.

(2) by striking out "section 608 (d) of such title" and inserting
in lieu thereof "section 320 (c) of such Act".

(b) Section 9034(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating 26 usc 9034.
to limitations) is amended by striking ,out "section 608 (c)(1)(A) of
title 18, United States Code," and inserting in lieu thereof "section
320(b) (1) (A) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971,.

()c Sectmn. 9035.(a) of. the Internal Revenue. Code of.1954 (relatingis 26 usc 9035.to expenditure hmltatmns), as redemgnated by sectmn 305 (a),
amended by striking out "section 608(c)(1)(A) of title 18, United
States Code" and inserting in lieu thereof "section 320(b) (1) (A) of

the Federal Election Campaign Act of _971".
(d) Section 9004(a)(1) of the Int,_rnal Revenue Code of 1954 26 usc 9004.

(relating to entitlements of eligible candidates to payments) is
amendecl by striking out "608(c) (1) (B) of title 18, United States
Code" and inserting in lieu thereof "'_20(b) (1) (B) of the Federal
Election Campaign Act of 1971".

90 STAT. 501
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2,5 USC 9007. (e) .Section 9007(b)(3) of t;he Internal Revenue: Code of 1954
.(relating to repayments) is amended 'by striking on.l:; :;90(t6(d)" and
msemmg in lieu thereof "9006 (c) ".

2,susc 9o12. (f) Section 9(12(b)(1) of the ][nl;eraal Revenue Code of 1954

(relating to contrributions) is amended by striking ou I! ;_9006 (d)" and
inserl;ing in lieu t.hereof _"9006(c) ".

Approved ]May 1], 1976.
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failure of Justice Department to enforce, 105, 173, 192, :359

general, 72,907,927, 1112

see also, enforcement

cost-of-living adjustment to contributions and expenditures, 869, 1050

cost of public financing,
see public financing, cost of

Covington and Burling, 399
See also, Clagett, Brice

Cox, Archibald, 80
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Cran_aon,Alan

_mendment to S. 5;065,
seeS. 3065, amendments to

s_:atementat hearing of Subcomr'Jittee on Privileges and Elections,
94-95

crimir_al actions,
see Buckley v_Valeo, effect of; F_deral Election Commission; Justice

Department; penalties; S. ?,_,55,amendments to, Allen No. 1446

crirnin_l penalties,
see penalties

criminal violation, defined, 902-903

cumulative index of reports by Federal Election Commission,
s_e Federal Electio_ Commissien

currem;y, contributions in,
see contributions

E) date, effective
for public financing of Senate g,-eral ellections, 76

l%r public financing of Senate p?t,_laries, 77, 84

definition of

Act, 281,859, 103:2

c.ilendar year, 1053

c;imdidate:_878

cicarly identified, 840, 1032

contribution, 280-281,351,385', !_58-8.59,876, 1029-1031, 1065-
1066

contribution or expenditure, 8171-!;72,1055, 1056

criminal violation, 902.-903

election, 280, 858, '1029

executive ,officer, 872, 1056

executive ,oradministrative persoll nel, 286, 1056, 1093-1094

e>_.oenditure,281,3.51,388,389, :':.48,4'.32,859, 1031-1032, 1066

foreign national, 873, 1060-106':f

honorarium, 432

immediate family, 877, 1066-1(:),i:!;_

inciependent expenditure, 92,492 805, ,!;59-860, 1032

labor organization, 387,871,87'2 1054, 1059

major party, 761

minor party, 77
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person, 387,389

political committee, 867-868, 1048

price index, 869, 1050

stockholder, 286, 419, 1058, 1111

voting age population, 870, 1051

Democratic National Committee, statement to Subcommittee on Privi-
leges and Elections,
see Strauss, Robert S.
See also, political committees

Democratic National Congressional Committee,
see political committees

Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee,
see political committees

Democrats,
see party identification, poll on

depositories, campaign,
see campaign depositories

disclosure

best efforts to comply with law on, 1034-1036

by candidates, 860-861,1033-1036

by certain persons, 861,1036

of communications expenses, 1033-1036, 1113, 1114.
See also, S. 3065, amendments to, Packwood

constitutional issue of,
see Buckley v. Valeo, effect of

of contributions in currency, 935

by corporations, 462, 1034-1035

costs of, 102,106-107

decision on, by Circuit Court of Appeals for District of Columbia, 150

by employer of person contributing over $100, 420-422,494-499

by Federal Election Commission, of enforcement activities, 279

of financial interests

by candidates, 508,943,944, 1108
by Federal officials, 507-511,1071, 1108
see also, Senate Resolution, 177

importance of, 104, 106, 109/427,943-944

of independent expenditures, 805,860-861,903,907, 1034-1035

by persons advocating election or defeat of candidate, 282, !349,
386-387,389,395-396, 427,805, 1033-1036, 1057, 1093,
1114-1115
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by political committees,
._,eepolitical committees

..:_sproposed by H.R. 12406, 9(:,:.; 90.4, 1033-1036

_;sproposed by S. 3065, 281-2',!i:i!,470, 1033-1036

and recordkeeping of contribu :i_ms, 102, 106-107, 109, 195-196,
198, 28'1,912, 1033, 1057 10¢_3_
See also, 5;. 3365, amendrrl{ nts tcb Cranston, to establish
$1,000 threshold on discto, t]re

_:oSecretaries of S::ate, 940-94', '¢44

iihresholcls for, '102, 106-107, 'I9,.!-19'9, 1093, 1110

:i;1,000 threshold on, for corpo"ations, unions and organizations,
see S. 3065, amenclments to, Cra'_ston

b y unions, 443, 10344 035

Dole _mendment to S. 3065,
see S. 3065, amendments to

dollar checkoff,
see public: financin[;, checkoff system

Dudlc'y, Remmel, 1108

E, earmarkingof contributions,:see contributions, earmarking c):'

election, definition ot:, 280, 858, 1029

Election Reform Act of 1974, 74

enforcement

a,r_dconciliation of agreements,
see Federal Election Com missirm

disclosure of, by Federal Electior_ _;ommission,
see disclosure

effect on, of Buckley v. Valeo,
see Buckley v. Valeo
m_.jor provisions regarding, 1039-.1 )44
record of weak, 72-?3, 75, 92, 13:;, 16,6, 173-174, 176, 191

use of regulations, advisory opinio'_s etc.. in,
see S. 3065, amendments to, AIl,::,rNo. 1:[46

.Seealso, Attorney General; Feder'; Election Commission;
Justice Department

Environmental Defense FJnd, 395

ex officio representation on Federal Ele:tion Commission,
see Federal Election Commission'

excess campaign funds

tx)r:version to person al use, 500-5 I)I, 104.4
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public financing,
see public financing, funds, unexpended

executive officer, defined, 872, 1056

executive or administrative personnel, defined, 286, 1056, 1093-1094

expenditure, definition of, 281,351,388, 389,448, 492, 859, 871-872,
1031-1032, 1055, 1056, 1066.
See also, independent expenditure

expenditures

attribution of, 870

on communication expenses, 1033-1066, 1055

cost-of-living adjustment to,
see cost-of-living adjustment

exempting get-out-the-vote drives and voter registration, 4.¢8, 1031 -
1032

exemption of personal expenditures made between January 29, 1976
and passage of S. 3065, 412-413

independent,
see independent expenditures

on legal and accounting services,
see services, legal and accounting

limits on
annual increase in, 869
by candidates accepting public financing, 289
constitutional issue of,
see Buckley v. Valeo
as proposed by Conference substitute, '1051-1053, 1056-1058
as proposed by H.R. 12406, 869-872, 1048-1051, 1054.-1056
as proposed by S. 3065, 285-286,350,492, 1047-1048, 1053-
1054

by national banks, q.v.

from personal funds, 877,903, 1066-1067

by political action committees,
see political committees

for Presidential candidate,
see President

rulingon by Justice Department, 92

for Vice President considered as for President,
see Vice President

violation of regulations on,
see penalties, for violations of regulations on

see also, disclosure
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F family, immediate,deftned,877, 106i:;-1067
family members, contributions by,

see contributions

Farm Bureau, 395-396

Federal Election Camp_.ign Act of 1.§:_1

amendments to,
see S. 2911, S. 2912, S. 2918_ 5. 2553, S. 2987, S. 3065

congressional disapproval provisi:ms of,
see S. 3065, amendments to, All:'.n No_ 1446

effect on, of Buckley v. Valeo,
see Buckley v. Valeo

effect on independent candidaci_ s, 386

terminat]ion of,
see S. 2987

Federal Election Campaign Act of 19'4

general, '72-73,352,356-357

_Lermination of,
see S. 2987

Federal Election Campaign Act Amendment's of 1976,
see Act, definition of; H.R. 12,¢0I_; President's signature of, 1121-

1122; S. 3065 ;text of, 112;-1154

Federal Election Corem ssion

administration of public financ nib
see Buckley v. Valeo, effect ot:_.o'_ public financing; Comptroller

General; Federal Election C_:,mmission, proposal to reallocate
functions of; General Accounting Office; S. 2918

advisory opinions of

criticized, 912,942-944,

deleted from S. 3065, 492.493

general, 85, 90, 155-160, '!_i4-167, 184-185, 191,194, 197-200,
204,349,803,902,924, 9:_O.

197:5-23 (Sun PAC), 350-.:55Ii, 365, 416-419,523,806-807,
904:, 908, 911,925,927,941-944, 1081-1083

prescription a'.;regulations. !.57,360, 413,492,803,
1038-1039.

See .also, Federal Election C::_mmis...qon,regulations of

as proposed by Conference :;_bstit:ute, 1038-1039, 1094, 1096
as proposed b'/H.R. 12406, 862,904, 1037-1038
as proposed b'/S. 3065,2T9-282,283,349,357,360, 413,493

use of, in enfcrcement,
see S. 3065, amendments to Allen No. 1446
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appointment to, by President, 73-75, 94, 95, 124-129, 1413-142,
146, 161,174-175,180, 185,277,349,356-357,802,857,
902, 1025-1029.
Seealso, Federal Election Commission, membership of

audits by,156, 163,195

authority of, to certify public financing,
see public financing, certification of payments

authorization for, 75, 85,288, 1064

and Buckley v. Valeo,
see Buckley v. Valeo

civil enforcement jurisdiction of
as proposed by Conference substitute, 1043-1044, 1082
as proposed by H.R. 12406, 803-804, 861,863-866, 1037,
1040-1043
as proposed by S. 3065, 279,282,283-285,286,349, :350,470
943, 1037, 1039-1040

clearinghouse function of,
see Buckley v. Valeo, effect of, on investigation and information

complaints, handling of, 862-863, 1039-1044

composition of unconstitutional,
see Buckley v. Valeo, effect of

conciliation agreements with, 284,288,349,863-865, 10,40-1044

conciliation agreements with, violations of,
see violations

conciliation agreements, as evidence of lack of intent to commit
offense, 414,447-448,492,902, 1040.-1044, 1063

and criminal actions, 803-804, 943

cumulative index of reports, to be maintained by,
see Federal Electiqn Commission, duties of

de facto validity of actions of, 126-127, 136-137, 142, 155

disclosure by, of enforcement activities,
see disclosure

duties of
as proposed by Conference substitute, 1045-1046
as proposed by H.R. 12406, 866-867, '1045
as proposed by S. 3065, 284-285, 1044

effectiveness of, 72-73, 75, 90-91,139-140, 173

as enforcement agency, 72, 74-75, 88-89,101,144, 155,166, 173
175,191,193,278,399-405,427-428,803-804,858,862-867,
943, 1039-1044, 1046.
Seealso, enforcement and administrative powers of declared
unconstitutional

enforcement action by, prohibited within five days of election, 904

enforcement and administrative powers of,
see Buckley v. Valeo

ex officio representation on,
see Clerk of House, Secretary of Senate
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._.,xclusiveprimary jurisdiction af 804,858,861,
902, 1026-1029, 1082

_xpertise of staff of, 88, 92, 9!30

expiration of executive powers ot, 7(;, ]028-1029

h'ldependenceof, 95,145,156_ 1_6,173,175, '191,357,360,365,
493,523, 80], 883-884, 89 !-892,. 904, 906, 944, 956-957,
1081,112'1

investigations by, 283-284,

investigations by, cf congressiorl_: staff, 930-935

hwestigatory and informative pa,_ers of. legality of,
s_e Buckley v. Valeo, effect of

membership of
amendment to,add two ind,; pendent members to,
see S. 3065, amendments to Mathias, No. 1467
conference substitute, 10;!& J02'9
not to engage in outside er'lfdoyment, 279,357,492, 857,902,
1026-1028
general, 87, 95,124-129
as proposed by H.R. 1240(!i. 302,857-858,902, 1026-1028
as proposed by S. 3065, 2_'S.280,349_ 357,361-363,492,
1025-1026

operating expen,les of, 176, 179

overstaffing of, 931

penalties for unauthorized disclc,'s._reof information by, 866, 1041-
1044.

pc,ssible additional stay of ordel' r;garding,
seeSupreme Court

powers of, 86, 193-194,201-20;!i, 278-2?9,349, 1026-1029

p.'awersof, as proposed by H.R. 'l ;!406,861-867,941-944, 1037

powers of: as propo!_edby S. 3()t_;_.282,349,492-493, 1037

problems of, 72-73, 75

proposal to reallacal:e functions :_1 102:, 105-106, 129-134, 143-145,
151-154, 156, 162,176,1_.)1 193-194

rei_ppointrnent to, by President, ';l:i, 12!6, 142,279, 1026-1029

reconstitution of, 8, 72-73, 74:7:5, '36, 87-94, 96,100,124-134,
139-142,154-156,161,16!!,, !74-175,180, 191-192,
201,209,277,348,357, 3t!i_ 381 :,1399-404,427-428,463,
470,802,803,904, 905,944 956,973, 1025-1029, 1083,
1092-.1093, 11'I0, 1111,112

?egulations of
in enforcement,
see S. 3065, amendment to, /,ilen No. 1446
item veto of, 9(14,937-939, 1i)45-1046, 1068-1069, 1113, 1121
to be proposed within 30 cl_:yi_ in ac:c:ordance with Administra-
tive Procedures Act, 413, 9(13;944,
subject to congJ'essionalreview, 803,808,866, 877,886,891,
903,924-930, a44-945, 1038 1039:,1044-1046, 1068-1069.
Seealso, S. 3065, amendmer'Hsto:, Allen No. 1446
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reports to, by political committees,
see political committees

Rose case, investigation of, 903,931

S. 2911, comment on,
see S. 2911

S. 2912, comment on,
see S. 2912

S. 2918, comment on,
see S. 2918

statement at hearing of Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections,
see Harris, Thomas

termination of, 75-76, 130,
See also, constitutional issues

transition of, 75, 88, 126, 156,280,348, 1026-1029

unauthorized disclosure by, 866,903

voting of, 279,349, 435439,
Seealso, Clerk of House; Secretary of Senate, membership of

Federal officials, disclosure of income of,
see, disclosure of financial interests

Fifth Amendment rights,
see constitutional issues

fines,
see criminal penalties

First Amendment rights,
see constitutional issues

Ford, Gerald

post-Valeo legislative proposal Of,
see s. 2987
on reconstituting Federal Election Commission, 89,427,470-471
and S. 3065, 427,470-471,494
statement of, on signature of Federal Election Campaign Act Amend-

ments of 1976, 1121-1122

foreign national, defined, 873, 1060-1061

foreign nationals

contributions by,
see contribution

contributions by, penalties for,
see penalties

franking privilege, prohibition of certain usesof prior to election, 415-416,
493, 1046

fraudulent misrepresentation

penalty for, 414,

prohibition of, 874, 1062-1063
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Fren:_el, Bill

_tatement at hearing of Subcom:dttee on Privileges and Elections,
20c_-210

Fren/el amendments tc H.R. 1240E,,
see H.R. 12406, al'nendments Io

"'_ Gailup poll, 4-37J
Gardner, John, 359, 3E3,

!;ee also;. Commor Cause

General Accounting Office (GAO), i_t_d ac:lministration of public financing,
81, 89, '151-154, ' 56, 162, 97'3

get-out-the-vc)te campaigns

f:)ycorporations,
see corporations

_nd expenditures,
see expend itu res

by unions,
_ee unions

gifts, 1030

Glasser, Ira, sl;atement at hearing of St,bc(:)mmittee on Privileges and
Elections, 193-200

Goidwater amendment.,, to S. 3065;
._eeS. 3065, amendments to

good laith compliance, '1038, 1039.
See also, S. 3065, .tmendment:s t,:., Packwood

Gri-ffin amendments to S. 3065,
see S. 3065, amendments to

Govelnment contractors

contributions by,
s_ee contributions

_..olicitati on of con _ributions, 49:1

_mendments to

Burton, to eslablish publi4:: - inancing for congressional elections,
958-970

Burton, to provide for iml::Jr_onment for knowingly violating
cash contribu tion limitations;, 935;

Cleveland, to :educe limit <:)rcor'mtl"ibutions in currency, 935-936
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Frenzel, to amend Wiggins amendment, to lower threshold for
criminal penalties, 939-940

Frenzel, to permit transfers of political funds by campaign
committees, 955-956

Frenzel, on prohibiting investigations of congressional staff,
930-935

Frenzel, to restore requirement On disclosure to local Secretaries
of State, 940-941

Frenzel, to strike item veto of regulations, 937-939

Frenzel, to strike provision permitting termination of Federal
Election Commission by one House, 956-958

Frenzel, to strike section onadvisory opinions, 924-929

Long, to require only advisory opinions of general applicability
to be issued as regulations, 929-930

Wiggins, to lower threshold for criminal penalties, 939-94.0

Wiggins, to require disclosure of communications by corpora-
tions and unions, 949-955

Wirth, amendment to Burton amendment on public financing
of congressional elections, 963-964

Conference Report on, 996-1071

debate of, 902-974

key provisions of, as reported by Senate-House Conference,
1079-1080, 1092

print of, 735-793

report on, 797-896

report of Committee on House Administration to accompany,
797-896

summary of differences between H.R. 12406 and S. 3065,
see S. 3065

summary of provisions of, 802-808,902-904

text of, as passed, 975-989

vote on, 974-975

Hansen Amendment, 352-353,394-395,907-908, 911

Harris, Thomas, statement at hearing of Subcommittee on Privileges and
Elections, 154-172

Hatch Act, 418, 419,933

Hatfield amendment to S. 3065,
see S. 3065, amendment.
See also, S. 3065, amendment to, Cannon No. 1516

Hearing before Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections,
see Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections

Holt, Marjorie, letter from Clagett,
see Clagett
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honorariums

advisory opinion on, 912

amendment to limit,
.seeS. 3065, amendments to, A][en

amendment to repeal limit on, .;.31-4.35 , 465

constitutionality of limit on, 432,435

definition of_ 432

excluded as contr bution, 1031

increase in limitation on, 287

penalty for violation of regulations on, 287-288, 1062

,ts proposed in Conference substitute, 1062

as proposed in H.]_,. 12406, 873.874, '1062

House Committee on House Ad m in is;:ration,
see Committee on House Adrniit_,istration

House of Representatives, public fir_ancing for campaigns for,
see public financing

Hughes, Philip S., statement at hea?i% of Subcommittee on Privileges
and Elections, 15' -154

1 identificatiorL of sponsor of political _tdvertisements and statements,see campaign adw_rtising; poi iii:al statements

immediate family, defined, 877, 101'56-106/

incumbents

advantage of, 416,449-455,459-460,493,944

protected by H.R. 12406, 884, Ig91,904, 9t 2

protected by S. 3065, 358, 40;_

independent candidates, study of S; :!!,065's effect on, 403

independent expenditt res

and Buckley v. Wdeo,
see Buckley v. Valeo, effect of'

definition of, in FI.R. 12406, 805,859-860, 1032

definition of undetermined, 9:1!

disclosure of,
see disclosure

impossibility of controlling, 4511-455

by political action committees, 92, 93,, 388,395,492,
10:35

by political committees,
see political comrnittees
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surplus, definition of, 492

Independents,
seeparty identification, poll on

Index of F.E.C. reports,
see Federal Election Commission, duties of

Internal Revenue Code of 1954

enforcement of, 282-284,288,

general, 808,858,859, 862,875,944, 1038,
seealso, S. 2918

Presidential Election Campaign Fund, 289

principal amendments to, 279-289,

and public financing, 289

Internal Revenue Service, and checkoff system, 77

investigations,
see Federal Election Commission

item veto,
see Federal Election Commission, regulations of

o

J Johnston amendment to S. 3065,seeS. 3065, amendment to

Justice Department

enforcement authority of, 102, 105, 193-194,

and enforcement of campaign regulations ,
see Buckley v. Valeo, effect of; Attorney General

failure to enforce Corrupt Practices Act,
see Corrupt Practices Act.
Seealso, enforcement

jurisdiction for criminal prosecution, 470-471,

prosecution by and conciliation agreements, 414

ruling on expenditures, 92

S. 2911, comment on,
seeS. 2911
S. 2912, comment on
see S. 2912
S. 2918, comment on
see S. 2918
S. 2987, comment on,
see S. 2987

: statement at hearing of Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections,
see Scalia, Antonin
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K Kennedy, Edward, statement at hearing of Subcommittee on Privilegesand Elections, 79-[_0

Kilpatrick, James, 970-c_71

L Labor Department, 869, 1050
labor organize'don, definition of, 38';7_871,872, 1054, 1059

labor organizations,
see unions

labor unions,
see unions

League of Conservation Voters, 396

League of Women Voters
letter of, 522
statement at hearing of Subcommittee on Privileges and Election,
see Clusen, Ruth

legal services,
see,services, legal and accounting

Library of Congress

study of unionized and nonunion]zed employees, 417

study on books on Congressby recent members of Congress, 433-434

loans, exemption from definition of c:c,ntribution or expenditure, 871,
1030-1031, 1055

Long, amendment to H.R. 12406,
seeH.R. 12406, amendments to

M McCarthy, Eugene, and ':seed money" ;_roblem, 107
major party, defined, 76

major parties, public funding for Senat,:.',candidates of, 76

mass mailing,
see franking privilege

matching funds,
see public financing

Mathias amendment to S, 3065,
see S. 306:5, amendrnents to

Members of Congress, books by, study on, 433-434
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membership organizations

separate segregated funds of, 464,

solicitation of funds by, 464,

Metcalf amendment to S. 2911, amendments to

Miami Hera/d, 907

minor candidates, 86

minor party, defined, 77

minor parties, partial public financing for Senate candidates of, 77

misrepresentation, fraud ulent,
see fraudulent misrepresentation, 414

Mondale, Walter

amendment to S. 3065,
see S. 3065, amendment to

statement at hearing of Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections,
91-94

Morton, Rogers, 194,

multicandidate committees,
see political committees

N Nation, 1114
National Association of Manufacturers, contributions by, 350

national banks, contributions and expenditures by, prohibited, 870-872,
949, 1053-1058

National Republican Congressional Committee,
see political committees

National Rifle Association, 396,952

National Women's Political Caucus, 971

New Republic, 363

New York Civil Liberties Unioin, statement to Subcommittee on Privileges
and Elections,
see Glasser, Ira

New Yorh Stock Exchange Review, 944

New York Times, The, 353,908-909, 911

nomination, for President,
see S. 3065, amendments to, Mondale No. 1436
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(_ officeholder's staff, investigation of.see Federal Election Commissic, n, investigations by, of congressional
staff

officials, Federal, disclosure of financial interests by,
see disclosure, by Federal officials

outside income, limits on, for congres.,;mer,,
see honorariums

Oversight Subcommittee of Commitl:ee on Flouse Administration, 801

) Packwood amendments to S. 3065,seeS. 3065 amendments to

party identification, poll on, 437

payments to candidates,
see contributions; honorariums; :.ublic financing

Pell, Claiborne, statement at hearing o'[:Subcommittee on Privileges and
Elections, 7-8

penalties

a£tached only if viclation knowJn:_and willful, 939, 1040, 1063

in civil actions, 284,349, 413-414,470,864-865,943, 1039-1044

civil, minimum, 4113-414,1039-1(144

and conciliation agreements, 1039-1044.
Seealso, Federal Election Commission conciliation agreements

ir, criminal actions, 288,414,470, 90.4, 943

criminal, threshold for, 939-940, !)44

for unauthorized disclosure of information by Federal Election
Commission,
see Federal Election Commi!_sion

for violation of coercion prohibition i_ soliciting funds, 493

for violation of regulations on

contributions _f currency, 2.!g7,414, 873,935,944, 1061-1062

contributions _nd expenditu;es, 284, 286, 288,350,874,
902-903,904, 1040-1044

contributions _y foreign nationals, 287,873, 1060-1061

contributions n name of anc:_'ther,287, 1061

earmarking of contributions, 414

fraudulent misrepresentatior of campaign authority, 414,874

honorariums, 287-288

political statements, 287

public financir,g, 284, 288, '1039q 044
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with and without wrongful intent, 803-804, 864, 1063

see also, violations

person, definition of, 387,389

personal funds of candidates,
see expenditures, from personal funds

personal income of Federal officials and candidates for Federal office,
disclosure of,
see disclosure

personal use, conversion of contributions to, 500-501,1044

Pipefitters Local 562 v. United States, 351-353,394, 396

political action committees,
see political committees

political advertising,
see campaign advertisements

political committee, definition of, 867-868, 1048

political committees

advertisements of,
see campaign advertising; political statements

and antiproliferation rule,
see political committees, contributions by

campaign committees, transfer of funds among, 955-956, 1048

contributions by
as proposed by Conference substitute, 1051-1053

as proposed by H.R.2406, 805-806, 860, 867-868,871, 1048-
1051

as proposed by S. 3065, 285-286,349-350,470, 104,7-1048,
1053-1054

antiproliferation rule on, 285-286,349-350,492,806,, 1052

raised by $20,000 for Congressional, Senatorial and National
Committees, 457-460,500

State and national parties, 806, 868-869, 1030-1031

unaffected by proposal to prohibit contributions,
see S. 3065, amendments to, Chiles

contributions to, 805-806, 1051-1053

Democratic Campaign Committee, 903

Democratic National Committee, 457-459

Democratic National Congressional Committee, 1084

Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, 1048, 1084

Democratic Congressional Committee, 500

disclosure by
for expenditures on registration drives, 492, 1031-10:32
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general, 3S1, 860-861,103'!!-1036

of independent expenditures, 492,805,860-861

non-authorized candidate._, committees, 282

as proposed by H.R. 12406, 860, 1034-1036

as proposed by S. 3065, 28'-282, 1033-1036

expenditures by', 860,869-870, i 047-1 053

funds of, transfer of, 492,955:-!!)56, 1052

House and Senate Campaign Corrlmit[_ees, 1084

independence of, from cand idate, 83, 92, 114-115, 136, 14.5-149,
181-184

See also, Bucldey v. Valeo, .:fffect of, on independent expen..
ditures

index of reports and statements by,
see Federal Election Commission, duties of

m. u Itican d idate

contributions by, 805-806:_ '104'11..'1053,1084
contributions to, by individuals, 4.'14-415

reports and statements of, 284-285

reports by; 281,1044-1046

national committee, 492, 1030..1031, 1047-1053

National Republican Congressic:,J:al Committee, 1084

organization of, 281,1033

political action :ornmittees

of AFL-CIO, 101,452,806
See also, COPE

of Chamber of Commerce..:, 806

of corporations, 806, 904, %$1-944, 949, 971.
See also, corporations

expenditures _y, proposal i:,:,control,
see S. 306_';, amendments to Chiles

funds of, Common Cause !i;':udy on, 366-381

inde:pendent expenditures c)r, 92:. 93, 101,492,806

proliferation of, 470,805, _142-943,971

of Sun Oil Company,
see Federal Eiection Cornrr: _,sion, advisory opinions of, 1975-23

of unions, 904, 941-942,949.
See also, unions

principal campaign committee.,;. _i;07, 8'74, 1033-1034, 1064

and proliferation of contribution_ by, 350

record keeping requirements of, ':03_I

registration and ge':-out-the-vote drives:, exempted as expenditure,
448, 1031..1032

registration drives by, excluded from expenditures, 492, 1031-1032
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reports by,
see political committees, disclosure by

reports to Federal Election Commission in off-years, 413

Republican Congressional Committee, 500

Republican National Committee, 457-459

Republican Senatorial Campaign Committee, 1048, 1084

State committee, 49:2, 1030-1031,1047-1053

political parties

and Buckley v. Valeo,
see Buckley v. Valeo

and two party system, 888

political statements, publication or distribution of, 287,805, 8'72-873,
903, 1033, 1059-1060, 1082.
See also, campaign advertisements

polls,
see Gallup; University of Michigan

Postal Code, 41 6.
See also, franking privilege

preemption of state law,
see State laws

President

to appoint Federal Election Commission members,
see Federal Election Commission

contributions and expenditures for candidacy for, 868-870

control over Federal Election Commission, 95

and reappointment of Federal Election Commission members,
see Federal Election Commission

see also, Ford, Gerald; primaries; public financing

Presidential campaigns, public financing for,
see public financing

Presidential Election Campaign Fund, 876-877, 1067-1068

Presidential Election Campaign Fund Act, 130, 143,

Presidential matching funds, termination of,
see public financing, termination of

Presidential nomination, commission to study process of,
see S. 3065, amendments to, Mondale No. 1436

Presidential primaries,
see primaries, Presidential

Presidential Primary Matching Payment Account Act, 130, 143, 157-159
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price index, defined, 86c,, 1050

primaries, and solicitations by unions and corporations, 495

primaries, Presidential, p_ssible disruption of, 76
See also, S. 3065, amendments to: Mondale No. 1436

prior restraint of First Amendment ril]hts,
see S. 3065, amendments to, Allen No. 1446

proliferation,
see political commil:tees

Public financing

administration of,
see Buckley v. Valeo, effect of, (:m public financing; Comptroller
General_ General Accounting Office; S. 2918

appropriation for sl'ortage of funds, 7'7, 84-85

audits of,
see Federal Electior Commission

authority of Federal Election Commission to certify, 76

on basis of Treasur_ contribution, 94, 97-98

certification of payments, 76, 1'.2'-122, 131,138, 144, 155-156,
157-163,169-' 70, 174,213

checkoff system
effectiveness oF, 77, 1111
if funds from are insufficienL, 903
repeal of,
see S. 3065, amendments to, Weicker No. 1437
as source of fu ids for Senal::ecampaigns, 77, 84-85, 94, 97-98
taxpayer participation in, 77 , 84-85, 406-407, 964, 1111

for congressional campaign
Comnnon Cause support for, !)68
general, 73, 76, 77-78, 79, 82-83, 89-90, 92, 98, 108, 176-177,
192,407,904-905,912
proposal to establish, 958-9/0

constitutional issue of,
see Buckley v. Valeo, effect of

contributions as basis for, in Sen_d:eprimaries, 77

cost of, for Senate campaigns, 77, '78, 85

d_te, effective, of p'ovisions fob 76, 77

disbursement by Secretary of Tne_.sury,
see Secret_ry of Treasury

eligibility for, 903, 1066-1067, 1:069-1070

enforcement of regulations,
see Internal Revenue Code

and expenditure linc its,
see expenditures
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funds, unexpended, 85,808, 878,903, 1069-1070.
See also, public financing, repayment of

for House campaigns, 76

mandatory, 84

as means of limiting expenditures,
see expenditures, limitation, constitutional issue of

for Presidential election

general, 76-79, 84-85, 90, 92-93, 95, 98, 100, 887, 1050
return of unexpended funds for,
see public finances, funds,

unexpended
termination of, for lack of demonstrable support, 439-443
termination of, 405-41 O, 878,903

priority for Presidential campaigns, 84-85, 98

pro-rating for Senatecampaigns, 84-85

qualification for, by single issuecandidates, 86-87

repayments of funds from, 170

return of unexpended funds,
seefunds, unexpended

for Senate, constitutionality of,
see constitutional issues

for Senate campaigns, 81,407

for Senategeneral elections, 74, 76-77

for senate primaries, 77, 84

temporary authority regarding, of Comptroller General,
see Comptroller General

termination of,
seeS. 3065, amendments to, Weicker No. 1437

termination of, for unsuccessful candidates, 439-443, 4613,501,522

threshold eligibility requirement,
for senate campaigns, 77

use of, with or without public financing, 77

violations of regulations on,
see penalties, for violations of regulations on

R recordkeepingof contributions,see disclosure

registration d rives

by corporations,
see corporations

and expenditures,
see expenditures

by political committees,
see political committees
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by unions,
see unions

regulations,
see Federal Election Commission

Report

of Commi::tee of Conference of' I-'¢:)use and Senate to accompany
S. 3065, 995-1 _)71

of Commi:_tee on House Administration to accompany H.R. 12406,
797-896

of Committee on Rules and Adrn 'listration to accompany S. 3065
273-338

on election reform by American B;Lr Association, 89, 90-91

reporting,
see disclosure; reports

Report5

cdmulative index of,
see Federal Election Commission, :tuties of

to local Secretaries of State,
see disclosure

Republican National Committee,
see political committees

Republican Senatorial Cam paign Corem ittee,
see political committees

Republicans,
see party identificat on, poll on

Rose case, 903,931

S.2911
amendments to, No 1396, by IMetcalf, 12-13

Comptroller General comment or, 152-154

Federal Elaction Commission comment on, 156, 161-162

Justice Department comment on, 128..130, 135,143

hearing on, 87-100

print of, 9-11

S. 2912

Common Cause corr,ment on, 15%

Comptroller Genera! comment on. 155!-1154

Federal Election Commission comment on, 156

Justice Department comment on, !28..130, 135,143,144

hearing on, 72-87
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print of, 14-33

S. 2918

Comptroller General comment on, 152-154

Federal Election Commission comment on, 156, 162

Justice Department comment on, 128-134, 135,143-145, 151-152

print of, 34

S. 2953

print of, 35-36

S. 2980

hearing on, 100

print of, 37-67

S. 2987

Justice Department comment on, 128, 135, 139,148

President's messageto Congress transmitting, 73, 74, 139-140

print of, 68-71

summarized, 115, 123-128, 139-140
Seealso, Ford, Gerald

and termination of election laws, 75, 95, 172, 175,348,360-361,365

S. 3065

and AFL-CIO, 408

amendments to

Abourezk, to limit outside income, 505-507, 513

Allen, No. 1446, on useof regulations, advisory opinions, etc.
in civil and criminal enforcement, 397,399-405. Print of, 563

Allen, No. 1497; print of, 633-634

Allen, No. 1503; print of, 643-644

Allen, No. 1517, to require disclosure of income by Federal
officials, 507-511. Print of, 727-730

Allen, to allow membership corporations to solicit contribu-
tions, 464. Print of, 631-632

Allen, to limit amount of honorariums, 499,502-507, 513

Bellmon, No. 1447, to prevent discrimination against non-
English speaking citizens, 410-412. Print of, 565-567

f_

Brock, No. 1449; print of, 573-574

Brock No. 1450; print of, 575-576

Brock No. 1451; print of, 577-578

Brock No. 1452; print of, 579-580

Brock No. 1453; print of, 581-582

Brock No. 1454; print of, 583-584

Brock No. 1455; print of, 585-586
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Brock, No. 1456; print of, 5:8/-588

Brock, No. 1457; print of, 58_-590

Brock, No_ 1458; print of, 591:593

Brock, No. 1459; print of, 59._.:-596

Brock, No. 1463; print of, 5[)'7-598

Brock, to prohibit use of frar, l<for' mass mailing sixty days
prior ro election, 415-41 6. Prnt c,f, 569-571

Buckley, No. 1430, to raise individual contribution limits to
$5,000,443-447,539. Print cfi, 539

Buckley, No. 1:;04; print of', d45-646

Buckley, No. 1_"05; print of, _i47-648

Bumpers, amendment to Cran,._ton amendment to establish
$1,000 threshold on disclosu [",._,55.'!0..521

Cannon, No. 1494; print of', 627-630

Cannon, No. 1516, as substitute for S. 3065
print of, 663-725
text elucidated, 492-494
text of, 480-48_I

Cannon, amending Allen No. i 517, 1Iorequire financial dis-
closure by candidates, 508

Cannon, on reporting contribr, rtions made pursuant to corpor-
ation or union solicitation, 49'7

Cannon, to rr.ak_ technical ant clarifying amendments, 426-427

Chiles, to prohil: it contributJor]s except by individuals and
political commiltees, 448-45;:5. Prim: of, 623-624

Clark, 1:oclarify :)fi-year report lng requirements for committees,
413

Clark, 'coestablish criminal pe_altics for violations of law
regarding cash contributions:, earmarked contributions and
fraud ulent misre presentation. 414

Clark, 1;oestablish $5,000 lira it_tion on contributions to a
multicandidate committee, 4'14-415

Clark, on expenc itures for legal and accounting services, 413

Clark, to make technical amendment, 412

Clark, to permit introduction c.'l:conciliation agreements as
evidence of lack >f intent to c:cmmiit offense, 414,447-448
Print o1:,635-636

Clark, on prescription of regul_tt:ions,iinaccordance with Admin-.
istratiw,, Procedu?esAct, 413

Clark, to provide minimal civil penalty for any violation of
S. 3065, 413-414

Clark, to stipulat._ that persot_alexpenditures made between
January 29, 197{; and passage.:.f S. 3065 not count toward
personal expendi:ure limitations, 4'12-413

Cranston, to establish $t ,000 threshold on disclosure by cor-
porations, unions and organizations, 514-522
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Dole, to exempt from definition of "expenditure" all partisan
voter registration drives and get-out-the-vote activities carried
out by political parties, 448

Durkin, No. 1506; print of, 649-652

Durkin, No. 1507; print of, 653-660

Goldwater, to repeal limits on honorariums, 431-435

Griffin, No. 1491; print of, 615-621

Griffin, on incorporating disclosure by corporations and labor
organizations and on ex officio membership in Federal Elec-
tion Commission, 425-426

Griffin, to strike from provisions all but reconstitution of
Federal Election Commission, 347-348,357-366, 381.
Print of, 553-559

Griffin, as substitute for Chiles amendment, 455-456

Hatfield, on corporation and union solicitations, 495-4.96

Johnston, to increase national and congressional committee
contributions to $20,000 a year, 457-460,500

Mathias, No. 1467, to add two independent members to Federal
Election Commission, 435-439. Print of, 611-612

Mathias, No. 1493; print of, 625-626

Mondale, No. 1436, to establish a commission to study Presi-
dential nomination process, 382-386,494,541-548.
print of, 541-547

Moss, No. 1461; print of, 599-600

Moss, No. 1462; print of, 601-602

Packwood, No. 1463; print of, 603-604

Packwood, No. 1464; print of, 605-606

Packwood, No. 1465; print of, 607-608

Packwood, No. 1466; print of, 609-610

Packwood, to allow a corporation to solicit contributions from
non-supervisory and non-union employees, 417-420

Packwood, to allow a corporation to solicit contributions from
stockholders and employees, 416

Packwood, on good faith compliance by treasurers and candi-
dates, 522

Packwood, to require disclosure of corporate and union com-
munication expenses, 386-397. Print of, 561

Packwood, on termination of public financing, 501

Packwood, on use of checkoff to collect funds, 501

Schweiker, No. 1429; print of, 537

Schweiker, No. 1499; print of, 637-638

Schweiker, to require disclosure by employer of person con-
tributing over $100, 420-422

Stevens, No. 1490; print of, 613-614

Stevens, No, 1515; print of 661-662
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Taft, to terminate Preside_tial matching funds for lack of
demonstrable support, 4?.9-443,460

Tower, No. _500; print of, 639-640

Tower, No.' 501; print of 641-6.42

Weicker, No. 1437; to terminate public financing of Presi-
dential elections, 405-410,549-551. Print of, 549-550

Conference Report to accompany, 995-1071

and constitutiona issuesofpro_,isions of,
seeconstitutional issuesdebate of, 34!3-531

on Federal Election Commission,
see Federal Election Commission

key provisions of, as reported b¥ Senate-House Conference, 1079-
1080, 1092

print of, 217-268

protects incumbents,
see incumbents

Report of Committee on Rule:!; _tnd Administration to accompany,
273-338

text of, 217-268

signature by President, 1121-1122

substitute for,
see S. 3065, amendments to, Cartoon No. 1516

summary of differences between S. 3065, and H.R. 12406, 355-356

summary of provisions of, 348-350

text of, as passedby Senate, 523,531

vote on, 523

vote on conference substitute for

by House, 1088

by Senate, 1116

San Diego Unions v. G_,rmon, 804

savings provision, 1064

Scalia, Antonin,

statement to Subcommittee on Privilegesand Elections, 109-151

Schweiker, Richard

amendments to S. 3065,
seeS. 3C)65,amendments to

statement at hearing of Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections,
87-91

Scott, Hugh

statement at hearing of Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections,
74-79

Secretaries of State
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disclosure to,
seedisclosure

Secretary of Labor, 1050

Secretary of Senate

as enforcer of campaign law, 75, 92,173

ex officio representations on commission, 80-81,87, 125, 128-129,
140-141,143, 146, 161,212,349,361-362,381,398-399,
802, 1025-1028

Seealso, Federal Election Commission, membership of; Valeo, Francis

Secretary of Treasury

disbursement of public financing, 121-123,

over payments by, 119

"seed money", 101,105, 107,363,522

Senate

to confirm members of Federal Election Commission, 73, 74 _

public financing for campaigns for,
see public financing

Senate Committee on Rules and Administration,
see Committee on Rules and Administration

Senate Resolution, No. 175, 510.
Seealso, Federal officials, disclosure of income of

Senatorial campaign committees,
see political committees

separate segregated funds

constitutionality of limits on, 496-497

of cooperative associations,
see membership organizations

of corporations, 196, 286,350, 390,396, 416,462,463-464,493,
495-499,868,871-872,949, 1049, 1053-1058, 1113.
Seealso, Federal Election Commission, advisory opinions of,
1975,23

general, 494-495, 1034-1035

trustee accounts, 496-499

of unions, 196,286, 350-355,390,396,493,495-499,868,871-872,
949, 1049, 1053-1058, 1113

separation-of-powers doctrine, and appointments to Federal Election
Commission, 74, 80, 122, 131-133,145

services, in kind, 806, 1053

services, legal and accounting, 413,859,877,903, 1030-1032, 1068

Sierra Club, 395-396,426, 952
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single issuecandidates, qualification of, for public financing, 86-87

Socialist Workers Campaign Comm it_:ee,207

solicitation of contributions,
seecorporations; penalties; unions; constitutional issues;cooperative

associations

special interest groups

expenditures by, 103,964

funds o1:,study oil by Common Cause, 366-381,943

influence of, 72, '78, 80, 415,448-455,952

needto control spending by, '73_96'7, 1115

Seealso, corporations; unions

Staats, Elmer B.

letter of', to ttoward Cannon, [!t_i,154

staff_ congressional, investigations of
see Fed(;ral Election Commission, investigations by, of congressional

staff

State laws, preemption of, 879

stockholder, .definition of, 286, 419.1111

stockholder, not defined, 1058

Strauss, Rob(;rt, 210-211

Subcommittee on Privileges and Elec:l:ions of Committee on Rules and
administration

hearing of

letter to, by Valeo, Francis, 21I-:213,361

statement at

by Agr( e, George, '17_t..184
by Aikcns, Joan, 154-] 74
by Alexander, Herberl:, 18.4-190
by Buckley, 100-1 0:3
by Burke, Cynthia, 206-209
by Clag:tt, Brice, 201-206, .400-402
by Clark, 72-73
by Clus._n,Ruth, 191:)-192
by Cranston, 94-95
by Frenzel, Bill, 209-:!:10
by Glas:ier, Ira, 193-.2()0
by Harris, Thomas, 154-1?4
by Hughes Philip, 1:51-154
by Kennedy, 79-81
by Mondale, 91-93
by Pell, 7-8
by Scalia, Antonin, !1,39-151
by Schweiker, 87-91
by Scott, 74-79
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by Strauss, Robert S., 210-211
by Wertheimer, Fred, 172-179

text of, 3-213

Sun Oil Company, 496
Seealso Federal Election Commission, advisory opinions of, 1975-23

SUN EPA,
see Federal Election Commission, advisory opinions of, 1975-23

SUN-PAC,
see Federal Election Commission, advisory opinions of, 1975-.23

'Supreme Court

appeals to, 865

decision in Buckley v. Valeo,
see Buckley v. Valeo

and mandatory public financing, 84

members of, and honorariums, 502-503

possible additional stay of order regarding Federal Election
Commission, 76, 81

statement by Burger in Buckley v. Valeo,
see Buckley v. Valeo

Syracuse Post-Standard, 911

T Taft amendmentto S.3065,seeS. 3065, amendments to

Taft-Hartley Act, 807

tax checkoff,
seepublic financing, checkoff system

telephone banks, 51 6, 518, 1114

threshold eligibility requirement,
see public financing

trade associations, 1057, 1091, 1093, 1113, 1114

transfer of funds,
see political committees, funds of

-- Treasury '

andkcer,tification of public financing payments,
· . . . ._ see p_Jb:licfinancing, certificat on of payments

c..... . , contribution for pubJ;'_._finan¢ing,94, _)7-98.,903, .1068
':_ _;'_' .: . · ,,. '. ".':_ .': ."._x ' '

:TRIM 954 _¥ .- ._.-:.

trustee accounts, ' ';-'-t_- '%_:.3._'
see separate segregated.funds ;-'-
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ty unexpended funds,seeexcess campai_:nfunds

unions

_;heckoff to collect political funds,
see S. 30,65, amen Jments to, Pac l<wood

communications t_ members, 908, 94!:)-955, 1055.
See also, S. 3065, amendments to, Packwood

contributions by, 286, 350-355:, 806,903,
see also, COPE; separate segregated funds

_:ontributions by, penalty for, :;i:i!_6,S50

contributions by, proposal to prohibit,
see S. 3065, amendments to, C:ih{es

contributions of, prohibited, 87:)-872, 949, 1053-1058

disclosure by, of communicatiorJ expenses, 386-397,492,949-955

disclosure threshold for,
seeS. 3065, amendments to, Criitnston

expenditures by, 386-397, 9045;

expenditures by, prohibited, 870-872, 1053-1058

get-out-the-vote c_.mpaignsby, 386-2;87,389,871,949, 1055,
105;7-1058

registration drives by, 386-38q:, 371,949-950, 1055, 1057, 1058

solicitatiJon of political contril:,t_.donsby, 350-355,386-397, 41 6-420,
448-455,493,495-499,80'?, 871-872,903,906-910, 941-944,
94q, 1053-1058.
Seealso, penalties; consti:t,.itional issues

and use of dues for contribution_, 386..397,949-950

seealso, AFL-CIO; COPE; labc,r organization, definition of

United States v. Boyle, 354-355

United States v. CmO,351,354

United States v. O'Brien, 446

United States v. UAW, 351,354,942

United States Code

principal amendments to, 279-'.;!!)8,387-390, 395,397,402-404,
875;-876, 1065-1066

United States District Court for District of C:lumbia, 284, 1043

University of Michigan: survey by, 45;7

U.S. News & World Report, 409
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V Valeo, Francis R., 81,211-213,361

veto, congressional, of Federal Election Commission regulation,
see Federal Election Commission, regulations of

Vice President

contribution and expenditure limit, same as for Presidential candi-
date, 868-869, 1049, 1050, 1066

public funds for candidate for,
see public financing, funds, unexpended

violations

of contribution and expenditure regulations,
see penalties

of coercion prohibition in soliciting funds,
see penalties

of conciliation agreements, 284

knowing and willful, 939,943, 1063

of public financing regulations,
see penalties

remedy through conciliation, 902,943

see also, Federal Election Commission, as enforcement agency;
penalties

voting age population

certification of, 870, 1051

definition of, 870, 1051

Voting Rights Extension Act,
see S. 3065, amendments to, Bellman No. 1447

W Washington Post, 358-359,439,903

Washington Star, 911,970-971

Weicker amendments to S. 3065,
see S. 3065, amendments to

Wertheimer, Fred

on disclosure, 396

statement at hearing of Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections,
172-179

White, Byron

opinion in Buckley v. Valeo,
see Buckley v. Valeo

· Weiner v. United States, 125,141
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Wiggins, amendments to H.R. 12406

Winter Ralph, 108, 193,198-200

Wyandotte v. United Sta,tes,121
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